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Abstract: Strategies for material flow in logistic networks have a crucial effect on the whole operations. Generally, two 
types of material flow have been introduced; material push and material pull. Flow of material could be totally push, 
totally pull, or a combination of both strategies. For hybrid push-pull and totally material pull some specific 
optimization factors can be considered for higher overall performance. A logistic network scenario, with a push-pull 
system, is set up to show this impression. Numbers of pallets circulating within the system and the carried lot-sizes are 
considered to get optimized, considering other dynamic variables. This facilitates a smooth flow between the push and 
pull sides. Conwip system pulls materials regarding current demands. For dealing with existing complexities, genetic 
algorithm, as a heuristic search method for solving complex problems, is employed. The better performance is 
experimented by setting up a discrete- event simulation model and doing several tests. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, after shifting from simple companies towards supply chains and correlated supply networks, they require 
more complex logistics processes (Schonsleben, 2000). Under the pressure of global competition, changing business 
environment, mass customized products, and transient demands, not only the individual plants, but rather logistics 
networks have acquired decisive rolls for excellence. In fact, planning and control of material flows within single 
factories as well as supply networks is one of the most complex tasks of current logistics. The complexities 
accompanied with collaborative logistics networks are the consequence of the paradox in integrating members, while 
they have their own requirements and performances (Holmstrom and Framling, et al., 2002). Consistently, material 
flows inside shop-floors beside integration and coordination of flows between logistics’ members have engaged the 
most planning and controlling potentials in industries. 

Today, concerning the changing business environment, more flexible systems are required to respond to 
customers’ demands, more quickly (Suri, 1998). To be responsive to customers is an inevitable factor for sustaining in 
such markets (You, and Grossmann, 2008). Consequently, more agile systems are configured to cover the needs of 
businesses, like flexible manufacturing systems, hybrid systems, distributed and autonomous control systems (Scholz-
Reiter, and Freitag, 2007), (Zolfaghari and Roa, 2006), (Yalcin and Namballa, 2005). These all are particularly 
necessary for moving toward mass customization strategy, despite initial successes of mass production. Specially, mass 
customization is the facing or prospective situation of many businesses. Although, the mass production system follows 
push material concept by more production higher benefit, for some other approaches pull of material is more consistent 
(Ozawa, 2006). Generally saying, undergoing one of the both push or pull strategy has a direct effect on the 
performances of overall logistics processes. 

However, to some extent, businesses are confronted with continuous changing conditions, called dynamics, which 
are supposed to be handled by more intelligent strategies. For instance, mass customized products enforce supply 
networks to follow the make-to-order (MTO) or engineer-to-order (ETO) production/logistics strategies to comply with 
individual demands. These recent production strategies burden more pressure on networks to operate based on real 
demand and at the right time. The real time operation reflects an agile pull principle strategy. Nevertheless, push 
strategy e.g., MRP, results better when high variety exists and demand fluctuates, but still is predictable (Rocky and 
Sridharan, 1995). In contrary, pull strategy e.g., Kanban, complies better with rather stable demand and low variety in 
products (Scholz-Reiter, Mehrsai and Görges, 2009). In addition, different material flow strategies have their own 
benefits and drawbacks. For example, shifting from totally push system to Kanban system, with fully pull concept, may 
have some shortcomings in facing uncertainties. Therefore, a clever solution for dealing with such conditions is to 
employ advantages of several material flow control strategies (Scholz-Reiter and Mehrsai, 2009a). For this purpose, 
some mutual systems have been suggested, e.g., Conwip, Polca, G-Polca, and in a broader scale Leagility, to overcome 
those problems (Spearman and Woodruff, 1990), (Fernandes and do Carmo-Silva, 2006). These systems compensate 
the potential weaknesses of sole strategies and hinder them from getting failed or overproduction. Furthermore, 
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employing this idea supports the needs in terms of responsiveness, quickness, flexibility, reliable delivery, agility as 
well as leanness in logistics (Scholz-Reiter and Mehrsai, 2009a). 

In general, most of the above stated systems have been emphasized on production and shop-floor logistics while 
they could be effectively applied by supply chains and logistics networks. For instance, within a logistics network with 
application of push material up to a specific point, called decoupling point (Sun et al., 2008), material flow could follow 
push planning and control systems, like MRP. Whereas downstream of the network can have a pull or hybrid push-pull 
system. This is specifically useful for benefiting from both control concepts. Nevertheless, coordination of downstream 
pull system with the upstream push one is a challenging issue. 

This paper deals with the importance of optimized number of conveying means (pallet) and their lot-size in the 
pull environment. The conveying means represent items for controlling Conwip (constant work in process) system. 
Here, a discrete-event simulation scenario of a hybrid logistics network is developed to emphasize the roll of 
coordinated hybrid push-pull network, facing dynamics in its own processes. Considered dynamics are stochastic 
demands, fluctuating supply, and uncertain processing time of operations that resemble real-world problems. This 
hybrid concept contributes to improving logistics performance measures, e.g., throughput time (TPT), throughput (TP), 
responsiveness, utilization, and work in process (WIP), (Gunasekaran, Patel and McGaughey, 2004). However, several 
stochastic variables affect materials control in shop-floors (Petroni and Rizzi, 2002) and, to some extent, throughout 
logistics networks. Hence, the optimization problem has a complex and non-linear behavior. For this purpose, genetic 
algorithm (GA) as a stochastic optimization method is chosen for solving this problem (Wang and He, 2009). 
Additionally, by exploiting advantages of fuzzy set theory, the improvement in recognizing uncertain processes is 
illustrated. 
The main goal of this study is to show the privileges of improving logistics by approximating optimum values of just 
few key factors. The target is to show suitability of the network’s material flow control strategy, GA optimization 
process, and superiority of fuzzy sets application in better distinguishing uncertain process times. The GA and Fuzzy 
methods are applied for realizing this goal. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: next section proceeds with 
briefly explaining the types of material flow control systems. Section 3 refers to genetic algorithm and its approach in 
solving stochastic optimization problems. Section 4 shortly introduces fuzzy set theory application in production and 
logistics. The logistics network scenario is given in section 5, and the problem statement is displayed in section 6. 
Experimental results are depicted on section 7. The summary and further suggestion is written in section 8. 
 
 

2. MATERIAL FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM 
 
Generally, material flow control systems can be classified as push and pull mechanisms (Fernandes and do Carmo-
Silva, 2006). These two principles trigger a spectrum of strategies to produce and flow materials between two locations, 
may be two workstations or, to some extent, two members of a supply network. 
 
 
2.1 Material push control 
 
Initially, material flow systems used to control flows by push principle. It means, pushing material to next processing 
steps as soon as its process is finished at the current step. In this case, if the line or workstations are not balanced 
together, WIP are collected everywhere and overproduction is the consequence of this system. However, this control 
system is more suitable for mass production and make-to-stock (MTS) strategies with balanced lines. Nevertheless, line 
balancing is a challenging issue by itself when the system is instable. Material requirement planning (MRP) is a well-
known method categorized into push control system. However, some authors partially classified drum-buffer-rope 
(DBR), starvation avoidance (SA), G-Polca, and even Conwip, as push control systems (Fernandes and do Carmo-Silva, 
2006), (Pahl, Voss, and Woodruff, 2005), (Germs and Riezebos, 2009). 
 
 
2.2 Material pull control 
 
Material pull control has been originated by Toyota production system (TPS) as Kanban (Chan, 2001). This concept 
made a breakthrough in Toyota and later other imitating industries for a long time. Nevertheless, this control principle 
encounters some difficulties when demand is oscillating and uncertainty is inherently by processes. Polca (Suri and 
Krishnamurthy 2003) and partly Synchro-MRP (Geraghty and Heavey, 2004) are categorized in pull control system as 
well. However the tow mechanisms exploit some aspects of push. Therefore, some hybrid control systems have been 
considered to resolve the dilemma accompanied with pure pull systems. Among them, Conwip, and Generic-Polca 
could be mentioned. 
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2.3 Hybrid push-pull control 
 
Although MRP is a central control system, which pushes materials to downstream of consumption point, but, in 
contrary, pull principles are categorized in distributed control systems. Pull systems work based on WIP limitation and 
current demand of the local working area. Concurrent application of the both push-pull systems gives a twofold view to 
a seamless controlling of material flows and streamlines the flows. Firstly, employment of push (by central control) 
defines the release dates of processing in global context. Meanwhile, pull control operates based on local situations of 
WIP. By doing so, global and local factors interact with each other. This approach enhances coordination of the entire 
logistics system facing dynamics. 

However, simultaneously employment of push and pull systems is not necessarily required. Inspired by shop-
floors control, some suggested control strategies for logistics networks can be sorted as follows: 

 
 Dividing the entire network into two parts as push and pull, which is broadly discussed as Leagile supply 

chains (Mason-Jones, Naylor and Towill, 2000). 
 Employment of both push and pull control systems simultaneously within each member of the network or 

throughout the whole network, like: Conwip and G-Polca (this type needs high flexibility entirely which is 
subject to have distributed and intelligent control system). 

 Inspired by Polca, dividing the network into paired-cells and applying the material release date by push system 
as well as WIP limitation by pull cards. 

 
In these listed options, dispatching rules and workload balancing are still challenging. However, in this paper just 

the first proposed option is analyzed. Downstream with pull material flow is optimized to coordinate the collision point 
of push-pull flows. Dispatching rule and balancing workloads are chosen to be done based on an autonomous control 
system, which is briefly explained in section 5. It follows the bottleneck control rule, but based on autonomous objects’ 
decisions and less queue length (Scholz-Reiter, Görges and Philipp, 2009). 
 
 

3. GENETIC ALGORITHM 
 
In general, a number of optimization methodologies have been introduced to solve non-linear and NP-hard problems. 
GA, as a competent evolutionary technique, is a stochastic optimization method based on heuristic procedures (Kubota 
and Fukuda, 1999). It has been shown that GA is able to find approximately optimum solutions within a fairly quick 
time. Optimization process of GA starts by randomly generating a population of solutions (individuals), which are in the 
format of genotype. The specification of a solution can be stored in one or more chromosomes. A chromosome is made 
of an ordered sequence of single genes. In each gene a single parameter of a coded solution (genotype) is carried. A 
genotype carries the coded solution, which by decoding that to the original solution is called phenotype. The position of 
a gene in a chromosome is named locus (Schönberger, 2005). Mostly, to codify the solution of a problem, binary-based 
encoding procedure is selected. Nonetheless, encoding is not limited to binary values, e.g., here, integer values are used. 

However, the initial population, which is randomly generated, is subject to get improved to achieve optimum 
solution. In general, GA has two strong driving engines to produce new solutions without having any knowledge in 
prior. Selection and adaption operations are done by application of crossover and mutation functions of GA. For 
crossover function two individuals from a population are considered to get merged and produce either one child 
(offspring) or two children. There are one-point or multi-point crossover procedures. Moreover, individuals’ selection 
and crossover point on each individual are the factors that influence the quality of the optimum solution and the spent 
search time. Similarly, mutation is also a function of optimization procedure which avoids local traps. For example, 
exchanging two genes in an individual or shifting some genes from one locus to other one are two ways of this 
procedure. Inversion of an individual’s genes could be assumed as mutation. The general used framework of GA for 
this study is as follows: 
 

Begin 
 t = 0; 
 initialize new population P(t); 
 evaluate the fitness value of current solutions (individuals) 
 while (generation number <7) do 
 begin 
  t =t+1; 
  select individuals for P(t) with higher probability from P(t-1); 
  alter (crossover and mutate) individuals in P(t); 
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  evaluate P(t); 
 end; 
end; 
 
Furthermore, optimizing elements are based on fitness function values, evolution of individuals, and selection 

method. Fitness function is an objective function to assess individuals and assign a fitness value to each. According to 
those fitness values, probabilities of each individual to get selected for the next generation are defined. The best 
individuals breed the next generation and eliminate the weak performing solutions. In fact, after generating enough new 
individuals each fitness value of them will be measured. Afterwards, depending on type of selection operator, their 
selection probabilities, proportional to each other, will be calculated. Weak individuals will be substituted by those with 
better performing in solving the problem, as parents for next generation. Then, the new population of solutions will be 
produced by means of reproduction operator. Genetic operators as selection methods can have different mechanisms for 
selecting parents of the next generation, e.g., roulette-wheel selection, stochastic remainder selection, stochastic 
universal sampling, and tournament selection (Cantú-Paz, 2001). For this paper, roulette-wheel selection is used to 
evaluate the solutions (1). This method has homogeneity in defining probabilities. The roulette-wheel function measures 
a probability of selection for each individual by getting the mean value of fitness (f) of an individual in proportion to all 
observations of the fitness values. Equation (1) defines the probability function. Here, N is the number of individuals in 
current population. Easily, the higher the probability value the more chances have the individuals to be selected.  
 




N
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Although GA has had several achievements in solving complex problems, but its ordinary algorithm does not 

always lead to an optimum solution, in limited time. Missing and premature convergence and infeasible solutions 
(individuals) are the threats of the general form of GA. Therefore, some local adaptations and modifications could be 
integrated to the procedure of producing individuals in order to evade inefficiency and improve the optimum problem 
search. In this case GA is recognized as Memetic algorithm (MA), (Ong and Keane, 2004). In an optimum seeking 
search MA tries to evaluate different methods of selection, crossover and mutation, in order to achieve the best solution 
in a confined time horizon. 
 
 

4. FUZZY SET 
 
Fuzzy set theory is a powerful tool for characterizing uncertainty and stochastic nature of practical operations in 
logistics. Practitioners are aware that any human-centered problems or processes e.g., processing times, and due dates, 
are uncertain (Sakawa and Kubota, 2000), orders comes stochastically, and available information are imprecise. Fuzzy 
set theory by using fuzzy numbers, their membership functions, and defining fuzzy rules, distinguishes and 
compromises existing uncertainty as well as imprecision accompanied by processes. It suits to vague or ill-defined 
problems as well. Specifically, here, uncertain processing times e.g., normal or exponential distribution, in shop-floors 
or outbound logistics operations causes imprecise decisions over material flow scheduling and control. This problem 
can be solved by taking into account the fuzzy nature of them and arranging fuzzy rules for better resulting decisions. 
IF-Then fuzzy rules reflect the policy of the decision maker in terms of the problems’ objectives (Petrovic, et al., 2008).  

Several shapes can be used for defining membership functions of fuzzy sets that among them are triangular, 
trapezoidal, Gaussian, and s-curve (Fayad and Petrovic, 2005). Triangular fuzzy membership function, because of its 
simple arithmetic operations, is usually considered for modeling uncertain processing times. This membership function 
is represented by a triplet (y1, y2, y3). While y1 is the lower bound and y2 is the upper bound of the fuzzy number (ỹ) 
with membership degree of zero (µỹ =0), y2 is the modal point (middle range) with membership degree of one (µỹ =1). 
This type of fuzzy membership is also chosen to be used for the current problem, which is explained later. 
 
 

5. LOGISTICS NETWORK SCENARIO 
 
A simulation scenario of a logistics network is developed to present the performance improvement in push-pull material 
flow system, applying GA. Here, it is shown that GA has the ability to coordinate the collision point of push-pull 
material flows, just by optimizing the pull side material flow. This task is done by using discrete-event simulation 
approach and offline optimization GA.  

Although, optimization by GA has the capability to get done in real-time operations, but this is not the case in this 
paper. In practice, this can be carried out by application of autonomous learning pallets within a pull principle system. 
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In pull systems, pallets (or any means of transportations) circulate permanently within logistics systems. Hence, they 
can be used as pull signals (Scholz-Reiter and Mehrsai, 2009b). Pallets have the chance to evaluate the system 
concurrently and decide what to do for optimizing next steps. Since GA is a global search technique (Ong and Keane, 
2004) the optimization process is considered to be offline so that using entire information of the scenario. 

The considered simulated network is constructed by three steps of processing plants. In step 1, two plants (P11, P12) 
are considered to produce three types of raw material in each plant. Each type of raw material has to get assembled with 
its counterpart from other plant, in the next step. The step 2 has two assembly plants (P21, P22) which have the same 
processing capability. Therefore, the plants in step 1 are fully connected to the plants in step 2 and products will be 
allocated to them based on queue length and bottleneck control concept. The plants in step 2 will transfer their 
assembled products (which are now just three types) to the final plant called OEM. From sources up to the entrance of 
OEM products are push and just inside OEM pull principle is used. Figure 1 shows the view of the network. For each of 
the three types of products, based on the exponential distribution time intervals, one order is triggered to the OEM. 
Hence, the demand is uncertain based on time intervals between each order for each product. Equation (2) represents 
the used negative exponential distribution. 
 

  













x

expxf
1   (2) 

 
Here, the mean value (β=1/µ) is assumed a bit bigger than the mean supply rate (i.e., β ≈ 2:40 min) to collect WIP 

in entrance inventory. The variance value of (2) is equal to β2. 
  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Exemplary push-pull network, with lasting each round trip 4 hours for transporters 
 

It is noticeable that inside each plant, except the assembly ones in step 2, a 3x3 matrix of workstations is devised. 
The matrix configures three similar production lines in parallel, which are fully coupled to each other after each 
workstation. The purpose of this fully coupled system is to simulate a high flexible logistics system with capability of 
applying autonomous logistics objects. Actually, autonomous objects by collecting local information about successive 
queues (buffers in front of each station) and using bottleneck control rule, decide which route has the least waiting time. 
This control system has been discussed in previous papers (Scholz-Reiter and Freitag, 2007), (Scholz-Reiter, Mehrsai 
and Görges, 2009), (Scholz-Reiter and Mehrsai, 2009a), (Scholz-Reiter, Görges and Philipp, 2009). Table 1 shows the 
processing times of each workstation inside each plant. For OEM the processing times are considered stochastic with 
normal distribution. Standard deviation for the distribution equals to (σ = µ/10). The mean of processing times is equal 
to the mean intervals of emerging products. The simulation runs for 80 days each 24 hours. 

 

 

Table 1. Processing times for each product on each line 
 

 PROCESSING TIMES [H:MIN] FOR EACH PLANT 
PLANT P11; P12 P21; P22 P3  (OEM) 

 
LINE 

DETERMINISTIC VALUE MEAN VALUE (µ) 
PRODUCT 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 
TYPE 1 2:00 3:00 2:30 0:50 2:00 2:40 2:20 

TYPE 2 2:30 2:00 3:00 0:50 2:20 2:00 2:40 

TYPE 3 3:00 2:30 2:00 0:50 2:40 2:20 2:00 
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The used flow strategy is as follows: in step 1, materials are discharged to the network based on release dates 
according to normal distribution. The normal distribution is arbitrarily assumed for time intervals between each release 
with μ=50 min and σ=5 min. Then the three product types are randomly released to the system. Shop-floors control at 
upstream with push material are assumed to get balanced by autonomous products. This autonomy avoids congestions 
in shifting bottlenecks as the consequence of uncertainty in release dates. In contrast, at downstream, demand orders are 
enquired in stochastic manner with exponential time intervals. The downstream control of pull material performs with a 
Conwip-like system. Availability of circulating pallets at the entrance of OEM is the signal of stated demand. Pallets do 
the duty of Conwip cards. They are pushed by autonomous controlled to the downstream of the shop-floor after picking 
up their respective products. Eventually, uncertainties in replenishment push and order pull result in a chaotic 
performance in the collision (decoupling) point of push-pull that its coordination is supposed to get optimized. 
 
 

6. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
6.1 General Problem 
 
For explaining the optimization problem, on the one side, flexibility issues beside rate of material push are considered. 
On the other side, upcoming orders in pull section should be seen. The supposed flexibilities for the experiments are 
autonomous control for pallets in routing as well as flexible lot-sizes and number of cycling pallets. Here, a great 
complexity is the arrangement of empty available pallets for upcoming demand on time. Since the flow of pushed 
materials and upcoming demands are uncertain and unstable, number of Conwip cards (pallets here), and lot-sizes, are 
the optimizing factors for the material flow problem. However, their exact contribution to the objective is 
mathematically unknown in advance. This is a strong reason for employing simulation and GA to solve this problem. 
Here, the multi-objective problem is to minimize average local through put time (ATPT), Average global TPT 
(AGTPT), and the OEM entrance’s inventory (WIP), as well as to maximize total deliveries (TD) to final customer. The 
used notations are as follows: Product type is denoted by P; p=1…P, P=3.Time is denoted by t; t=0…T, T=80 Days. 
ALTPTp denotes average local throughput time (in OEM at T). AGTPTp denotes average global throughput time at T. 
Total delivery of product p at time T is denoted by TDp. Maximum OEM inventory is denoted by WIPp. Importance 
weights are denoted by α, δ; may be chosen arbitrarily by decision maker. 

Since the objectives of the problem are min and max as well as two different units (time and number), a suitable 
solution for making the objectives homogeneous is to transform them into corresponding satisfaction degrees. A good 
application of this solution is recently presented by (Petrovic et al., 2008). All objectives can be simply mapped into a 
linear membership function, as satisfaction degree within the range of [0 1], just by defining the upper and lower bound 
of the objective by decision maker. Then by using fuzzy rules, minimum operator, or simply using the average 
aggregation operator for the satisfaction degrees, one unique satisfaction degree as entire objective, will be achieved. 
However, explaining this transformation process is not the goal of this paper. Instead here, all single objective values 
are converted into real numbers without any units.   

Here, the target is to show the suitability of the network’s material flow control strategy, GA optimization process, 
and superiority of fuzzy sets application in better distinguishing uncertain process times. For this purpose by using GA, 
it just needs to minimize a fitness function. This fitness function can be easily formulated as (3) that is considered as a 
unique unitless function. 
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6.2 Solution Characteristic 
 
Application of fuzzy sets is just used in control level inside autonomous pallets. The triangular fuzzy numbers for 
approximating the processing time of stations are considered as (1:48, 2:00, 2:12), (2:06, 2:20, 2:34), (2:24, 2:40, 2:56) 
for three product types. These values are exerted to recognize uncertain waiting times and upon them choosing the best 
route with the least waiting time. In order to compare fuzzy waiting times of parallel stations the pallets have to use 
some ranking criteria for comparing the fuzzy waiting values (4), (Sakawa and Kubota, 2000). 
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The specific GA for this problem is supposed to optimize the fitness value, which is a minimization function. Fitness 
values (called observation) for each individual, of the first generation, are first calculated by (3). Then based on (1) the 
selection’s probabilities for each individual are found. Derived from the probability values, randomly, ten individuals 
will be chosen for crossover and mutation. The first created generation is configured by 10 individuals. Crossover 
function has probability of 0.8 and mutation of 0.1. In the next generations the procedure is the same. GA by using (1) 
defines selection probabilities and then takes each couple of individuals to breed two children by means of crossover 
and then mutation. From the second generation to the final one, the populations are combined of 20 individuals. In the 
second generation, again 10 individuals with higher probabilities are selected to become parents for generating new 
children. This repetitive procedure runs up to the termination value which is set as the number of generations (6 here). 
All individuals in new generation are evaluated unless they have been seen in the previous generations. Totally, GA 
experimented 110 (10+5×20=110) individuals consist of the couple of lot-size and pallets number values, for seeking 
the excellence. 
 
 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
In this section, two alternative outcomes of the simulation are displayed by surface graphs. The first graph (Figure 2a) 
depicts the GA search for three dimensions as lot-size, number of pallets, and fitness value, when the autonomous 
control considers no fuzzy sets. In this case the processing time are assumed to be crisp by using the mean value of 
distributions. Obviously, the search procedure is uneven and may be imprecise.  
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b)

 
 

Figure 2. a) GA search without using fuzzy set theory, b) GA search with using fuzzy set theory 
 
 

Here, the simulation runtime was 6:42 minutes and the best combination is recognized as 5 pallets and 3 lot-size 
with the best fitness value of 422.82 units.  

On the other hand, the Figure 2b shows the same outputs when the system considers fuzzy nature of processes and 
takes into account the ranking criteria. In this case with fuzzy sets, runtime was 7:34 minutes and the best fitness value 
was 415.47 units. The Best combination is found as 5 pallets and 2 lot-size. Obviously, the fitness value is dropt here by 
about 7.5 units and the lot-size decreased by one. As it can be seen, the graph in Figure 3 has a homogeneous shape, 
whereas the one in Figure 2 has a chaotic shape. This proves that when the system is uncertain using fussy numbers and 
operations performs better than crisp values with their conventional calculations. Finally, application of GA gave the 
opportunity to decision maker for adapting its system to optimality through a broad range of available searched values. 
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8. SUMMARY 
 
To sum up the work, in the first steps some introductions about material flow control strategies were given. The existing 
strategies complying with material pull and material push were briefly explained and some examples were mentioned. 
The most emphasis of the paper was on the advantages of applying a hybrid control system out of push and pull 
concepts. This was inspired by Polca, Conwip, and other comparable systems to control a smooth and robust flow of 
materials in an instable system, regarding uncertainty and fluctuating demand. Afterwards, for optimizing push and pull 
flows, GA as a global optimization method was concisely described and its procedure to get the optimum solution have 
been defined. Following that an abstract application of fuzzy set theory for defining uncertain processes was given. It 
was shown, that GA has the capability to coordinate the both side of a stochastic material flow in collision point of 
material push and material pull. Finally, in the last section the results of the experiments were depicted and shortly 
proved the improvement in the system performance, by optimizing the pull system according to the pushed material 
flow. It was displayed by graphs that the operations with fuzzy values perform better. However, the optimization was 
not run in real-time of material flow, but by assistance of simulation with several offline experiments. This real-time 
optimization is the subject of the following studies. Through applying some learning methodologies e.g., artificial 
neural network (ANN), Lamarckian learning for improving GA (Ong and Keane, 2004), employed by own autonomous 
objects, pallets may get the capability to learn and improve the performance of the local and global system in real-time. 
It can be realized just by collecting real-time experiences. Thereby even these logistic objects can switch between push 
and pull performance in real-time based on current situation. This research project is entitled as “learning pallets” by the 
authors. 
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Abstract: Th is paper presents so lution approaches to multi period time horizon Inventory Routing Problem (IRP) i n 
fuel delivery, with deterministic consumption at petrol stations.  IRP consists of two mutually dependent sub problems, 
inventory and routing, in Vendor Management Inventory (VMI) environment where suppliers determine quantities and 
time in tervals of deliveries. For so lving of IRP we developed mathematical formulation of m ix in teger programming 
(MIP) m odel for purpose of sm all scale testin g. Resu lts we re com pared with e xact he uristic m odel that was al so 
introduced in this paper. Heuristic approach was developed for purpose of solving large scale problems.  
 
Keywords: IRP, Mix Integer Programming, Heuristics, Fuel Delivery 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Two of t he m ain c omponents of t he s upply chai n, w hich have t he m ost si gnificant i mpact t o i ts performances, a re 
inventories and  tran sportation costs.  Although th is fact is well kno wn, m odeling ap proaches to  sup ply ch ain 
optimization usually consider inventory control and transportation independently, ignoring its mutual impact. However, 
inter-relationship between the inventory allocation and vehicle routing has recently motivated some authors to m odel 
these two  activ ities si multaneously. Th is practical an d ch allenging logistical p roblem is k nown as th e in tegrated 
Inventory Routing Problem Moin and Salhi (2007). In the IRP idea is to simultaneously solve problems of  choosing 
optimal quantity and time of delivery of goods, as well as the problem of optimal routing of vehicles. The objective is to 
find balance between inventory and routing costs in such a way to minimize total costs that are incurred by these two 
segments. The  IR P ass umes appl ication o f Vendor m anagement i nventory co ncept where s uppliers determine or der 
quantity and time of its delivery. 

Different types and  concepts of IRP can  be found in available literatu re. Webb and  Larson (1995) observe two  
types of IRP: tactical (TIRP) and strategic (SIRP). TIRP models considers solving routing problems and their impact on 
inventory, while SIRP models deals with determination of fleet size (in case when fleet size can not be enlarged in short 
time peri od) c onsidering al l possible TIRP va riants. T his pa per si multaneously observes b oth of t hese IR P t ypes. 
Concept one-to-many is commonly applied in IRP model where deliveries are made from one depot to many locations 
as it is case with Betrazzi and Spe ranza (1997) a nd Viswanathan and Mathur (1997). Both of these papers have one 
depot and many delivery locations where deliveries can b e realised only in defined frequencies (every two, three, five 
days, ...). Later paper observes multi-product system. Concept of collecting commodities from many locations to one  
depot or manufacturing facility (reverse logistics) is o f newer date and is explored by Lee et al. (20 03). They consider 
collection of computer parts from different location to one manufacturing facility where stock level per each part cannot 
drop to zero (due to expensiveness of stopping the production line) and therefore backordering is not allowed.  

Another cl assification o f IR P m odel i s by si ze o f pl anning horizon. Single-period m odels a re usually basi s for 
multi-period models and a re use d when i t is diffic ult to predict demand in longer period of tim e at each locati on. 
Problem with one-period or short-period models is that they have tendency do transfer as many deliveries as possible to 
next planning period. If demands can be  determined in longer period of t ime than we can  introduce longer planning 
horizon and obtain better solution.  

Demands can be deterministic (which is rare in real cases ) and stochastic in which case they can be presented in 
model by random distributions. Ribeiro and Lourenzo (2003) considers IRP model in one week planning horizon with 
deterministic and with stochastic demands. Regardless to type and characteristics of IRP, optimal solution for real case 
study is s o far unreachable because of complexity of s olution space (main reason lays in routing segment). T herefore 
many authors propose different heuristic approaches for solving real case IRP models. There are many application areas 
of IRP concept, from automotive industry, gas co mpanies, food industry, retail of general commodities, etc. Fo r detail 
insight in IRP see review paper from Moin and Salhi (2007). 

This paper is focused on multi period time horizon IRP in fuel delivery, with deterministic consumption at petrol 
stations.  P roblem i f fo rmulated as m ix i nteger p rogramming (M IP) m odel. Si nce r outing p roblem i s NP -hard (see 
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Bramel and Simchi-Levi, 1997), then IRP is also NP-hard because it i ncludes routing problem as o ne segment of th e 
model and therefore it is im possible to be solved in case of large scale problems. This is th e reason why we introduce 
heuristics. Results of proposed heuristic are compared with solutions obtained by MIP model on the set of test examples 
of moderate size, which are used then as benchmarks to estimate performances of heuristics solutions. 

The paper is organized as follows. Model formulation is given in Section 2. Section 3 contains description of MIP 
formulation. Description of the proposed heuristic is given in Section 4. Computational results are presented in Section 
5. Finally, Section 6 contains concluding remarks and direction for further research. 
 
 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
The IRP problem stu died in this paper can b e described as multi p eriod deterministic IRP in fuel deliv ery. Delivery 
quantities of J fuel types for given set of I petrol stations must be determined through the entire planning horizon. Fuel 
is transported by one vehicle type that has two compartments. Vehicle can  tow trailer with two compartments of the 
same capacity. Therefore, in one route maximally four compartments (K=4) of the same capacity can be delivered. Only 
full compartments are d elivered to stations. Every petrol station i have a constant consumption qij for each fuel type j, 
while intensity of consumption varies for different stations and different types of fuel. Petrol stations are equipped with 
underground t anks o f known ca pacity Qij (one f or eac h fuel t ype). St ations ca n b e s erved only o nce d uring t he day 
(observed interval). It is not allowed that inventory level for any of fuel types fall to zero. Vehicle fleet is of unlimited 
size, and therefore all deliveries can be realized. Furthermore, vehicles can not be outsourced and therefore fleet size is 
to be d etermined and minimized. Total inventory costs are assumed to be de pendent on the sum of the stock level of 
each day in planning horizon, while transportation costs depend on travel distance and on the fleet size. Since there are 
maximally fo ur c ompartments, i n one r oute u p t o four petrol st ations can be visited. That  i s, four possible routing 
strategies, visiting one, two, three or four petrol stations, can be used in fuel delivery. 
 
 

3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF IRP 
 
IRP model formulation presented here simultaneously minimizes inventory, routing and fleet size costs. Mathematical 
model that defines optimal time intervals and quantities for each delivery during th e planning horizon is formulated as 
MIP and it comprises Inventory Costs (IC) and Transportation Costs (TC), where later includes Routing Costs (RC) and 
Fleet Costs (FC). Overall objective of the proposed model is to minimize total costs (1). 
 
Minimize        IC + RC + FC (1) 
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Where: 
 
i,p,q,w,e  - petrol stations (i , p, q, w, e    {1,2,…,I}) 
j  - fuel types (j   {1,2,…,J}) 
t ,z - time period or day in the planning horizon T (t , z   {1,2,…,T}) 
k  - number of compartments 
S0

ij  - stock level of fuel type j at station i at the beginning of observed interval 
dk  - delivery quantities corresponding to the number of compartments 
qij  - consumption of the fuel type j at station i 
cinv  - inventory carrying costs per day 
Qij  - capacity of the underground reservoir for the fuel type j at station i 
rpq  - costs of visiting petrol stations p and q in one route of minimal length 
rpqw  - costs of visiting petrol stations p, q and w in one route of minimal length 
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rpqwe  - costs of visiting petrol stations p, q, w and e in one route of minimal length 
F  - required fleet size that consists of available vehicles and dummy vehicles 
Fa  - available fleet size 
Ft  - required number of vehicles per each time interval t (equals number of routes per each day) 
cv  - fixed cost of available fleet size per vehicle per day 
cm  - fixed cost of available fleet size for dummy vehicles per vehicle per day 
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Inventory segment (2) of the objective function (1) tries to minimize total inventory costs of the fuel carried in all 

of petrol stations, during the observed planning horizon. Those costs are based on average daily inventory level at petrol 
station,. Routing segment (3) of th e objective function (1) tries to minimize total travel distance of all routes that a re 
used f or delivery du ring t he obse rved planning horizon by  sol ving se t of assi gnment pr oblems. Routing co sts ar e 
calculated as sum of al l travel costs incurred by deliveries in planning horizon. For each possible set of petrol stations 
travel costs are calculated for the route of minimal length, determined by enumeration. The third segment of objective 
function (1) represents fleet size costs (4) with the idea of minimizing maximal number of routes performed in one day, 
through out the planning horizon. Since each route represents one vehicle, when available fleet size can’t provide all 
required deliveries dummy vehicles serve as reserve that may assure delivering all planned fuel quantities.  

Constraints (5 ) limit maximal qu antity o f fuel up t o th e reservo ir cap acity in  each of observed i ntervals, wh ile 
constraints (6) define minimal quantity of fuel in reservoirs which can meet demand in observed period. Constraints (7) 
prohibit multiple deliveries to th e same petrol station during the same day. If co nstraints (7) are omitted than different 
fuels m ay be delivered t o the sam e station, each in qua ntity lesser than four com partments, but in case when t otal 
number of compartments for all types of fuels delivered to the same station is greater then four then the station is to be 
visited more than once in the same time period.. Constraints (8) to (16) defines that route can be performed only if all of 
petrol stations included in the route are to be supplied on that day. Inequalities (17) and (18) define stations that must be 
served. Pet rol st ation m ust be se rved i f a t l east one c ompartment of at least one fuel type s hould be delivered. 
Constraints (19) assure that number of stations served by al l routes is equal to number of al l stations that need to be 
served. Constraints from  (20) to (23) allow that each route can have maximum four com partments in each day of the 
planning horizon. For example, if one station has delivery of three compartments, than this station can be served either 
with direct delivery or together with the station that needs delivery of only one compartment. Constraints (24) limit the 
number of routes visiting each of stations to only one. Equations (25) determine the number of routes per each d ay of 
the planning horizon. Constraints (26) and (27) determine required fleet size for delivery of all demanded quantities in 
the planning horizon. Constraints (28) define binary nature of variables. 
 
 

4. HEURISTIC APPROACH 
 
Heuristic proposed in this research tries to determine average delivery quantities per each day in planning horizon while 
equalizing vehicles’ workload as a surrogate of fleet size, and while minimizing lengths of routes through appropriate 
matching of petrol station in single route. Workload equalizing is based on moving planned supplies one day earlier, but 
not later than the last day when supply must be realized in order to prohibit falling inventories to zero. Matching petrol 
stations satisfying during the interval t, tries to provide total travel distance shorter than in the case when each station is 
visited separately. 

Steps of proposed heuristic are: 
STEP 1:  Determining plan of deliveries by solving the model (2), using constraints (5), (6), and (7) 
STEP 2:  Calculating average daily delivery quantity   in the observed planning horizon, T as 

 
i j t k

kijtk dxT
1   (29) 
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STEP 3: Moving deliveries, one day earlier, one by one compartment, u ntil all d aily d elivery quantities are 
equalized. Compartments to be m oved are chosen in accordance to the values of four criterions calculated for all  
of petrol stations, starting from the last day in the observed interval.  

i) Value of the first criterion  1
ijtV  defines possibility of moving delivery of fuel type j to the station i from the 

day t, to the day t-1. If Kit is number of compartments to be delivered to the petrol station i, during the day t, 
then transfer is possible only when Kit >0  Kit-1<4 in which case 11 ijtV , otherwise 01 ijtV . 

ii) Value of second criterion 2
ijtV  is determined in following way. When Kit=1  0<Kit-1<4 then 22 ijtV  (one 

station will be deleted from observed day and its delivery quantity w ill be added t o sta tion that already  
exists in delivery plan for the day before).  When Kit > 1  Kit-1 < 4 then 12 ijtV , while otherwise 02 ijtV .  

iii) Third criterion respects spatial gr ouping of stations whi ch should decrease routing di stance. To determine 
value of 3

ijtV  for every station i where Kit>0, do the following. Find the largest distance lip  to the stat ion p, 

so that Kpt>0, and then find the shortest distance lik, so that  Kk,t-1>0. Then calculate ipikijt llV 3 . 

iv) The fourth criterion 4
ijtV  respects consumption rate where compartment of fuel ty pe j for ob served station 

that has lowest consum ption is more prefe rable for trans fer. This c riterion take s reci procally value  of 
consumption rate, 

ij
ijt qV 14  . 

Based on eligibility (stations are primarily sorted by first criterion, then by second, then by third and finally by 
fourth), stations are tran sferred one by one until average delivery quantities are achieved (as long as there are 
available quantities). After each transfer eligibility is updated. Table 1 shows example of sorted compartments 
for transfer by four criterions of eligibility. 

 
 

Table 1.  Sorted compartments by eligibility for transfer to day before 
 

Compartments 1
ijtV  2

ijtV  3
ijtV  4

ijtV  

1 1 2 0 2 
2 1 2 0 1 
3 1 2 0 0.5 
4 1 1 -17 1 
5 1 1 -17 0.5 
6 1 1 -28 1 
7 1 0 -31 2 
8* 0 2 -25 2 
9* 0 1 -28 1 

10* 0 0 -31 0.5 
* - thes e com partments ar e no t pos sible for  tr ansfer be cause there are already m aximum number of com partment in 
delivery plan for observed station in the day before ( 1

ijtV =0) 

 
 
STEP 4:  Matching petrol stations in single routes. Matching of petrol stations is based on values of matching 
utilities.  

i) Calculate utilities for all possible matchings and all permutations of its visit orders by applying (30) – (33) 
representing cases when no matching is considered (30), and when two (31), three (32) and four (33) petrol 
stations are matched in the single route (p,q,w,e  I), Vehicle utilization ={0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} is defined as 
a percentage of total number of four compartments are loaded in the route defined by the certain matching. 

ppptp llKu 00 2-2           (30) 

 qbpqpqqtpptpq llllKlKu  000 -22       (31) 

 wqwpqpwwtqqtpptpqw lllllKlKlKu 00000 -222      (32) 

 eweqwpqpeetwwtqqtpptpqwe llllllKlKlKlKu 000000 -2222    (3 3) 
ii) List utilities in decreasing order. Sequence of petrol stations with the largest utility gives the first route. The 

list is than updated by e limination of nodes still assigned to the route, and procedure continues unt il all  
routes are defined.   

iii) Calculate number of routes Rt for each day of planning horizon, and calculate total costs T’IRP 
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STEP 5:  Solution improvement by transferring deliveries in o rder to reduce maximal number of routes during 
the day.  Fi nd the day 1  k  T, where )(max

1
t

Tt
k RR


 . Then, find the day z < k, so t hat moving the delivery  

KitKjz decreases maximal number of routes Rk. Calculate costs for the new delivery plan T’’IRP. If T’’IRP < T’IRP, 
accept this delivery plan, otherwise reject. Repeat this step until all possible movements are done. 
 
 

5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
  
In this chapter we present computational results for MIP formulations and heuristics proposed. Testing the quality of 
solutions is carried out on the following numerical example: 

 The number of petr ol statio ns w as I=10, each supplied with J=3 different f uel ty pes du ring the planning 
horizon of T=5 days.  

 Vehicles are equipped with tanks that have four compartments each with 8 t capacity.  
 Stock levels of fuels S0

ij at the beginning of observed interval are generated randomly between 1 and 8 t.  
 Daily fuels consumptions qij are generated using discrete distribution, taking values of 0.5 t with probability of 

p0.5=0.3, 1 t with probability of p1=0.5 and 2 t with probability of p2=0.2.  
 Reservoirs capacities Qij have two possible values 20 t, or 30 t, which is randomly assigned to petrol stations 

and fuel types.  
 Spatial coordinates of petrol stations are randomly generated between 2 and 97 km while depot is l ocated at 

(0,0). 
 Daily cost of carrying inventory is cinv=0.82 €/t (equivalent to annual carrying inventory cost that is e qual to 

30% of stock value, if 1 lit of fuel has value of 1 €). Fixed cost of fleet size is cv=200 € per vehicle per day for 
available vehicles and cm=10000 € per dummy vehicle per day. Cost of one traveled kilometer is ckm=1 €/km. 

For the purpose of eval uation the quality of proposed IR P model and heuristic approach we al so solve models 
(34), and (35) separately. Coefficients of 0.0001 are used for the cases when more than one optimal solution existed. 
 
Routing model:    Minimize        0.0001* IC + RC + FC (34) 
Inventory model:    Minimize        IC + 0.0001* (RC + FC) (35) 

 
Set of test exam ples consists of 10 replications where ea ch is  generated randomly. Test exam ples were s olved 

using proposed IRP m odel, Routing m odel, I nventory m odel an d heuristic app roach. C omparison results f or the se 
methods are presented in Table 3. Table 2 presents input parameters for replication 4. 

 
 

Table 2.  Input parameters for replication 4 (qij [t], So
ij [t], Qij [t], (x,y) [km]) 

 
Station i qi1 qi2 qi3 So

i1 So
i2 So

i3 Qi1 Qi2 Qi3 x y 

1 1 0.5 0.5 4 5 6 20 30 30 77 82 
2 0.5 0.5 1 3 3 2 30 20 30 57 28 
3 0.5 0.5 1 5 6 1 30 30 20 81 25 
4 2 0.5 0.5 2 6 5 30 30 20 94 39 
5 0.5 1 2 5 7 6 30 30 30 71 69 
6 0.5 1 0.5 2 5 6 20 30 20 50 79 
7 1 2 1 6 2 1 20 30 30 10 18 
8 1 0.5 1 4 1 6 20 30 30 27 26 
9 1 0.5 1 5 5 3 20 30 20 43 82 
10 2 1 1 3 4 4 30 30 30 2 21 

 
 
To test MIP model in reasonable time we have restrained model to triple assignment (maximum three stations can 

be served in a  single r oute). This means that all ypqwe variables are excluded from model together with utility (33) in 
routing step of heuristic. 

Because MIP formulation includes dummy vehicles (see (4), (25), (26), and (27)) solutions are obtained through 
an iterative procedure where in the first is needed to define available number of vehicles (Fa).  Through few iterations, 
number of dummy vehicles is cha nged until obtaining solution with minimal number of available vehicles without use 
of dummy vehicles which is optimal. This is why there are different fleet size costs in solutions of one problem instance 
solved by different models (for example, in the problem instance 10, fleet for IRP and Routing model has one vehicle, 
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for Inventory model has t hree an d f or heuristics ap proach has tw o vehicles). S olution for t he problem instance 4 is  
presented in Table 4. 

MIP models were implemented through the CPLEX 12 on desktop PC with 2.0 GHz Dual Core processor with 2 
GB of RAM memory. All input data needed for model implementation, as well as heuristics are implemented in Python 
2.6. 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
Results in Table 3 shows t hat IRP m odel gives minimal total costs for all problem  instances which is und erstandable 
because it considers both inventory and transport costs. Routing model gives 0.0017% higher total cost which is highly 
negligible difference. This fact can be explained by higher impact of transport costs on total IRP costs. On the other 
hand, if we would consider case of high valuable commodity, proposed IRP model would perform significantly better 
than Routing model because the impact of inventory costs would strengthen. Inventory model gives 75.4% higher total 
cost than optimal solution of IRP model. This confirms that inventory costs are not primal segment of IRP cost that can 
be used for optimization (small improvements of inventory costs led to much higher transportation costs). 

Interesting conclusion can be drawn from the com putational time needed for obtaining solution in c ase of M IP 
models. Average computational time for IRP model is 40 sec, for Routing model is 107 sec and for Inventory model is 
less than 1 sec although th ey use  sam e fo rmulation b ut with different impact o f inv entory an d tr ansport co sts. This 
implies sensitivity of MIP models calculation time on weights of these segments in objective function.  

Heuristic approach gives 16.5% greater total cost than optimal solution of IRP model and gives better solutions 
than the  M IP Inventory m odel ( both i n tot al costs  a nd c omputational t ime, which is less than 1s). Combination of 
computational time and qualit y of s olutions obviously suggests use of heuristic on problems of real di mensions (more 
than 100 petrol stations with intensive deliveries) where MIP model cannot find optimal solution in reasonable time. 

Proposed MIP problem is highly  depended on relationship between inventory and routing costs. I f one of these  
segments has significantly greater impact on total IRP cost than solving IRP can have same results as so lution of only 
that segm ent. In m any cases ro uting c osts have si gnificantly greater i mpact on total IR P costs (Lee et al. (2003)). 
Analysis of relationship between routing and inventory costs and its impact on IRP is one direction in further research. 
Other directions are related to application of other solution approaches, as well as metaheuristics, but also i n further 
problem analysis in order to include additional requirements and limitations which exist in real systems. 
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Table 3. Comparison results of three MIP and heuristic model 
 

R
EPLIC

A
TIO

N
 

OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
HEURISTIC SOLUTION 

IRP MODEL ROUTING MODEL INVENTORY MODEL 

INV. 
TRANSPORT TOTAL 

(€) 
TIME
(sec) INV. 

TRANSPORT TOTAL
(€) 

TIME
(sec) INV. 

TRANSPORT TOTAL
(€) 

TIME
(sec) INV. 

TRANSPORT TOTAL
(€) 

TIME (sec) 

Route Fleet Route Fleet Route Fleet Route Fleet t` t`` 

1 689 822 2000 3511 34 755 787 2000 3542 94 617 1278 4000 5895 0.34 643 1149 2000 3792 0.05 0.39 
2 600 634 1000 2234 7 627 609 1000 2236 6 568 778 3000 4346 0.31 620 877 1000 2497 0.03 0.34 

3 716 682 1000 2398 14 716 682 1000 2398 24 631 1193 3000 4824 0.33 656 931 1000 2587 0.03 0.36 

4 688 718 2000 3406 9 708 711 2000 3419 14 577 1184 3000 4761 0.34 602 1077 2000 3679 0.05 0.39 

5 699 1096 2000 3795 66 699 1096 2000 3795 177 594 1719 4000 6313 0.31 620 1524 2000 4144 0.06 0.37 

6 784 974 2000 3758 169 784 974 2000 3758 651 626 1661 4000 6287 0.33 645 1480 2000 4125 0.08 0.41 

7 704 642 1000 2346 53 704 642 1000 2346 65 606 1130 3000 4736 0.31 671 982 1000 2653 0.03 0.34 

8 671 727 1000 2398 29 671 727 1000 2398 25 579 1211 3000 4790 0.33 631 1015 2000 3646 0.06 0.39 

9 601 713 1000 2314 4 601 713 1000 2314 8 548 1109 2000 3657 0.31 600 1056 1000 2656 0.06 0.37 

10 631 1140 1000 2771 10 631 1140 1000 2771 9 592 1537 3000 5129 0.31 604 1321 2000 3925 0.05 0.36 

AVG. 678 815 1400 2893 40 689 808 1400 2898 107 594 1280 3200 5074 0.32 629 1141 1600 3370 0.05 0.37 

t` - solution time of heuristic 
t`` - total time of solving Inventory model (first step of heuristic) plus solution time of heuristic 
 

Table 4. – Delivery quantities and routes per each day of planning horizon in solution for the problem instance 4 of MIP formulations and heuristic approach 
 

 

Compartments that needs to be 
delivered Delivery routes 

1. day 2. 
day 

3. 
day 

4. 
day 

5. 
day 1. day 2. day 3. day 4. day 5. day 

IRP MODEL 7 4 4 4 0 [7,10], [2,3,4] [1,5,8] [6,9] [7,10] - 

ROUTING MODEL 8 4 4 3 0 [7,10], [2,3,4] [1,5,8] [6,9] [10] - 

INVENTORY MODEL 5 2 2 5 5 [3,4,7], [10] [2,8] [5,9] [10], [6,8] [4,6,9] 

HEURISTICS 5 3 3 4 4 [3,4],  [7,10] [2,5,8] [1,6,9] [8,10] [4,6,9], [7] 
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Abstract: In this study, we quantify the bullwhip effect in a seas onal two echelon supply chain with stochastic lead 
time. Th e bu llwhip effect is th e phenomenon of d emand variability a mplification wh en on e m oves away from t he 
customer to the supplier in a supply chain. So, it is recogn ized that this effect poses very severe problems for a supply 
chain. T he ret ailer faces  e xternal dem and for a  single product from  end c ustomers, wh ere the underlying dem and 
process is a seasonal autoregressive moving average, SARMA (1,0)X(0,1)s demand process. And the retailer employs a 
base stock periodic review policy to replenish its inventory from the upstream party every period using the minimum 
mean-square error forecasting technique. In order to quantify the bullwhip effect in a seasonal supply chain, we use the 
ratio of the variance of retailer’s order quantities experienced by the supplier to the actual variance of demand quantities 
from the customers. So, we  need to de rive the results, such as variance of forecast error for the lead time demand and 
variance of order quantity etc. After th e bullwhip effect b ased on th ese resu lts was ob tained, we inv estigate what 
parameter has an impact on the bullwhip effect and how large each parameter affects it. Specifically, we s how that the 
seasonal phenomenon plays an important role in a seasonal supply chain.  
 
Keywords: S upply c hain m anagement, B ullwhip ef fect, Seasonal aut oregressive m oving a verage process, Stochastic 
lead time 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Seasonal supply chain contains a seasonal phenomenon that has a main impact on material and information flows both 
in and between facilities, such as vendors, manufacturing and assem bly plants, and distribution centers. The seasonal 
phenomenon of demand, which e xists when a s eries fluctu ates accordi ng t o som e seasonal fact or, is a com mon 
occurrence i n many su pply chains. T his p henomenon ca n e specially i ntensify t he bullwhip e ffect occ urring se vere 
problems in  su pply ch ains and ev entually d ecrease su pply chain profitab ility, th e differen ce b etween t he rev enue 
generated from the final customer and the total cost across the supply chain.  

It is essen tial that m aximizing su pply ch ain profitability shou ld k eep a supp ly ch ain ev erlastingly competitive 
advantage in fierce bu siness environment. As basic app roach to ach ieve th is objective, each  ind ependent en tity o f a 
supply chain should be to maintain stable inventory levels to fulfill customer requests at a minimum cost. However, the 
bullwhip effect is recognized as the main one among various barriers internal and external to hinder this objective. The 
bullwhip effect is th e phenomenon of th e increasing amp lification of variability in  o rders occurring wit hin a sup ply 
chain the more one moves upstream. This amplification effect includes demand distortion described as the phenomenon 
where order to the suppliers tends to have larger variance than the sales to the buyer. The occurrence of the bullwhip 
effect i n a supply c hain poses se vere problem s such as  lost revenues, inacc urate de mand forecasts, low ca pacity 
utilizations, missed  pro duction schedules, in effective tran sportations, ex cessive inv entory inv estments, and  po or 
customer service.  
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Forrester (1969) proves the evidence of the ex istence on th e bullwhip effect. Sterman (1989) exhibites the same 
phenomenon through an experiment known as the bee r game. In a ddition, Lee et al. (1997a, b) discoveres five main 
sources that m ay lead t o the bullwhip effect, including demand signal processing, non-zero lead-time, order batching, 
rationaning game under shortage, and price fluctuations and promotions. They argue that el iminating i ts main causes 
may significantly reduce the bullwhip effect. In the concrete, the demand process, lead times, inventory policies, supply 
shortage and the forecasting techniques employed etc. have a significant influence on the bullwhip effect. Among these, 
forecasting techniques, inventory policies and to some extent replenishment lead times are controllable by supply chain 
members and hence can suitably be decided upon to mitigate the bullwhip effect. But demand process is uncontrollable 
because of e xternal demand occ urring at  the c ustomer. Dem and process i ncluding a sea sonal phenomenon i s 
uncontrollable, too. So, it is important to understand the impact of the seasonal phenomenon on the bullwhip effect in a 
seasonal supply chain.  

There are plentiful of studies in the area of the bullwhip effect including demand process, forecasting techniques, 
lead times and an ordering policy. Alwan et al. (2003) studied the bullwhip effect under an order-up-to policy applying 
the mean squared error optimal forecasting m ethod to a n AR(1) and investigated the stochastic nature of the ordering 
process for a n incoming ARMA(1,1) using the  same inventory policy and forecasting technique. Chen et al. (2000a, 
2000b), Luong (2007), and Luong and  Ph ien (2007) studied the bullwhip effect resulting from an or der-up-to policy 
when simplified forecasting schemes including the moving average (MA) technique, the exponential weighted moving 
average (EWMA) technique, and the m inimum mean square e rror (MMSE) technique were used for an autoregressive 
process such as AR(1) and AR(p). Zhang (2004) also investigates the impact of f orecasting methods on the bullwhip 
effect in two-state supply chain with a first-order autoregressive demand process. In addition, they prove that increasing 
lead-time enhances the bullwhip effect regardless of the forecasting methods employed. And Kim et al. (2006) extends 
Chen et al. (20 00a, 2000b) in th at th ey in clude stochastic lead  tim e an d provide ex pressions for qu antifying t he 
bullwhip ef fect. Duc et al. (2008a) quantified the bu llwhip eff ect for  a two-stage supply chain in which the demand 
process followed ARMA(1,1), with an order-up-to policy with the MMSE method used at the retailer. They analytically 
investigated the effects  of the autoregressive coefficient, the moving average coefficient, and constant lead time on the 
bullwhip e ffect. An d Duc et al. (20 08b) ex tends th eir study under th e assu mption of d eterministic lead  ti me in to 
stochastic lead time. 

For the case of a non -seasonal and n on-stationary d emand p rocess, G raves ( 1999) stud ied the bu llwhip effect 
resulting from a m yopic base stoc k policy usi ng an optimal forecasting techni que for the  aut oregressive inte grated 
moving av erage pr ocess, ARI MA(0,1,1). This stud y sho wed th at th e net inv entory w ith a non-seasonal an d non-
stationary de mand i s m ore t han t hat f or an i ndependent an d i dentically di stributed dem and. T o t he best  o f our 
knowledge, t here i s a l ack of previous st udies c oncerned with t he bullwhip e ffect c onsidering both a  seas onal a nd 
stationary (or non-stationary) demand process and stochastic lead time.  

The objective o f t his paper i s t o quantify t he b ullwhip ef fect i ncluding st ochastic l ead t ime based on a  
replenishment situation that is similar to the one by Duc et al. (2008a, 2008b) in a seasonal two stage supply chain with 
one ret ailer and o ne su pplier. In  or der to consider seasonal phenom enon, a seasonal autoregressive m oving a verage 
process, SARMA(1,0) X (0,1)s (s: seasonal period) is employed as customer demand process.  

The SARMA demand process integrates a non-seasonal ARMA and a seasonal ARMA de mand process. In fact, 
the non-seasonal ARMA demand process often fits the time series of the demand process better than does a pure AR or 
a pure MA demand process (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1998). Likewise, this process can be applied to a seasonal ARMA 
demand process. In this work, we q uantify the bullwhip effect in a seaso nal supply chain considering stochastic lead 
time. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section  2, we describe the proposed seasonal supply chain model 
with t he properties of t he SARMA(1, 0) X ( 0, 1)s process. Sect ion 3 presents t he measure quantifying t he bullwhip 
effect in a seasonal supply chain considering stochastic lead time. Finally, the conclusions of this study are presented in 
Section 4.  
 
 

2. SUPPLY CHAIN MODEL 
 
This sectio n details modeling fram ework fo r q uantifying the bullwhip effect in a seasonal s upply c hain consi dering 
stochastic lead time. 

The following notations are used in this paper. 
 

tD  customer demand quantity in period t  

tD̂  forecast value of 
tD  
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tq  ordered quantity in period t  

tS  order-up-to level in period t  

  first-order autocorrelation coefficient 

te  forecast error in period t  

Θ  first-order seasonal moving average coefficient 

  constant of SARMA process 

d  mean of SARMA process 

2
d  variance of the demand quantities 

tL  order lead time in period t  

L  mean of lead time 

2
L  variance of lead time 

tL
tD  lead time demand, which is the total demand of period t  thro ugh 1 tLt  

tL
tD̂  lead time demand forecast that the retailer will face over tL  f uture periods 

tL
t̂  standard deviation of the lead time demand forecast error in period t  

z  normal z-score 

s  seasonal period ( .,3,2,1 s ) 

In this study, a measure of the bullwhip effect was developed for a sea sonal two echelon supply chain with one 
retailer an d one su pplier. The su pplier is assu med to have an unlimited su pply. We assu me th at sho rtages are fu lly 
backlogged. The ret ailer em ploys a base stock policy, a sim ple or der-up-to i nventory policy, for re plenishing i ts 
inventory. Within each  period, ev ents i n th e retailer occur i n th e following seq uence: th e retailer first rev iews its 
inventory, determines its respective order quantities at the beginning of the period, receives the orders placed at the end 
of the lead time, and finally fills the demands from inventory in the next period.  

In the ordering process of the retailer, the following assumptions are made: (1) demand forecasting for a SARMA 
(1, 0) X (0, 1)s process is performed with the MMSE technique; (2) there is a stochastic order lead time Lt  fo r orders 
placed by the retailer in period t ; (3) the lead time Lt  is assumed to be stationary and independently and identically 
distributed ( iid) with  mean  L  and variance  2

L ; (4 ) th e lead time an d demand are i ndependent; and (5 ) only on e 
order is outstanding at any point of time.  

Since it is assumed that the demand can be described by a SARMA (1, 0) X (0, 1)s process, we have 
 

stttt eeDD    1    .,3,2,1 t   (1) 
 

where 
te  is an iid normal process with a m ean 0 and a  variance 2

e . For the SA RMA (1 , 0) X (0, 1)s demand 
process to be stationary, the following relationship must be true: 
 

    dtt DEDE  1 ,   .,3,2,1 t  (2 ) 
 

Hence, the following Eqs. (3) and (4) are valid. 
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From Eqs. (3 ) and (4), it can b e seen th at in  order for the SARMA (1, 0) X (0, 1) s process to be stationary, we 
should have 1 . Likewise, in order for the process to be invertible, we should have 1  (Box and Jenkins, 1976). 

As mentioned earlier, the retailer employs a base stock policy. In the base stock policy, an order of quantity qt  is 
placed at the  beginning of the peri od t  so th at th e inv entory po sition reach es a pre-speci fied order-up-to level. 
Therefore, the order quantity qt  can be given as 

 
.1 tttt DSSq   (5) 

 
Note that we allow qt  to be negative, in wh ich case we assume, similarly to Le e et al. (1997b), that this excess 

inventory is returned without cost. In addition, the order-up-to level S t  can be determined by the lead time demand as 
 

,ˆˆ L
t

L
tt zDS    (6) 

 
where z  is the normal z -score chosen to meet a d esired service lev el. The service level is d efined as th e probability 
that demand is satisfied from the on-hand inventory. For iid demands from a normal distribution, the order-up-to level 
S t  from Eq. ( 6) i s opt imal un der t he assum ption t hat t here i s no set up or fixed o rder cost  ( Nahmias, 1 997). T he 
optimal o rder-up-to level S t  can be determined from the inventory holding and shortage costs (Heyman and Sobel, 
1984). How ever, si nce th ese costs ca nnot be acc urately estimated in prac tice, th e serv ice lev el app roach is often 
employed when the order-up-to level is to be determined. Given a service level, the order-up-to level S t  is determined 
by obtaining the lead time demand forecast tL

tD̂  and the standard deviation of the lead time demand forecast error tL
t̂ . 

Note that the order-up-to level S t  is not fixed at the same value for all periods in order to accommodate the variances 
and correlation effects of the demand process. That is, it ca n be adaptively determined for each period separately after 
observing the recent demand. 
 
 

3. THE BULLWHIPE EFFECT MEASURE 
 
In this section, a measure of the bullwhip effect is developed. The bullwhip effect measure used in this paper is the ratio 
of variance in order quantity experienced by the supplier to the actual variance in the customer demand. This measure 
has been used in previous research (Chen et al., 2000a, b; Duc et al., 2008a, 2008b; Luong, 2007; Luong and Phien, 
2007). Th erefore, in ord er to d evelop th e bullwhip effect measure in a seasonal supply chain, th e lead -time d emand 
forecast and the forecast error in the forecasting technique used for a SARMA (1, 0) X (0, 1)s process need to be derived 
first. Then, based on these results, the variance in the order quantity can be obtained. 
 
3.1 Demand forecast and forecast error 
 
Many pre vious studies have pointe d out that sim ple forecasting te chniques s uch as M A a nd ES m ay lead to 
specification errors, but the use of the MMSE does not (Alwan et al., 2003; Duc et al., 2008a, b). Therefore, the smaller 
is the forecast error, t he more accurate is t he demand forecast and t he smaller is the order variance . As  a result, the 
MMSE technique used in this paper is expected to mitigate the bullwhip effect. 

It is noted that the lead time demand at the retailer can be expressed as 
 







1

0
11

tL

i
ittLttt

tL
t DDDDD  .  (7) 

 
In addition, with the MMSE technique, the lead time demand forecast tL

tD̂  that the retailer will face over tL  can 
be given as 
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According to Box and Jenkins [2], for the SARMA (1, 0) X (0, 1)s process, tL

tD̂  can be determined by Eq. (9). 
 

 ,,ˆ
21   ttitit DDDED ,  (9) 

 
from which an exact e xpression of 

itD 
ˆ  can be derived. The lead time demand at the retailer can be described using a 

recursive relation for a constant correlation coefficient. By applying the following equations,  
 

istititit eeDD    1    (10) 
 

and 
 

1121   istititit eeDD  .  (11) 
 

We can obtain 
 

  ,112
21   ististitititit eeeeDD  .  (12) 

 
By applying this procedure recursively,  
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Taking the conditional expectation from Eq. (9),  
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Note that the last term in Eq. (14) is a m odification factor for the forecast which accounts for the residual. Using Eq. 
(14), we can derive the following proposition. 
Proposition 1. The MMSE-based lead time demand forecast depends on th e seasonal period s  and can be expressed 
as 
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Proof. By substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (8), the following relationship can easily be obtained.  
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From proposition 1, the lead time demand forecast depends on the seasonal period. As a result, we have 
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The following proposition gives the variance of the lead time forecast error based on MMSE. Proposition 2. The variance of the lead time demand forecast error based on MMSE depends on the seasonal period 
s  and can be given as 
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where 
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Proof. Si nce   0ˆ  LLDDE t
tL

t
tL

t
based on Eq. (17), w e can  obtain      0ˆˆ  LLDDEEDDE t

tL
t

tL
t

tL
t

tL
t
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where 
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where 
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From Eq. (22), it is shown that the variance of the lead time demand forecast error depends on the seasonal period. 
 
 
3.2 Measure of the bullwhip effect  
 
Using Eqs. (5), (6), and (15) , the ordered quantity of t he retailer can be described in t erms o f the customer demand 
process and can be express as  
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Therefore, the following proposition can be derived. 

Proposition 3.   ,,, sLB t  depends on the seasonal period s  and can be given as 
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where 
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22 ,  , we can obtain Eq. (24) and Eq. (25).  

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In th is paper, we attem pted to  quantify t he bullwhip eff ect in a sea sonal two-ec helon supply chain c onsidering 
stochastic lead time and to identify the parameters which have significant impacts on the bullwhip effect. Our analytical 
results show t hat the  aut oregressive coefficient, lead time, seasonal moving c oefficient, a nd the  seas onal period 
influences the bullwhip e ffect. These fi ndings p rovide managerial insights for t he ret ailer and supplier to reduce the 
bullwhip effect. Based on this study, further research will illustrate the magnitude of the impact of the parameters on the 
bullwhip effect using numerical experiments. 
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Abstract: This paper presents an integrative analytical online forecasting and replenishment model for Automated 
Teller Machines (ATMs) to simultaneously calculate efficient ordering quantities and -moments. While dealing with a 
target fill rate, a trade-off is being made between ordering cost (i.e., costs for order preparation, sorting cash, transport 
and actual replenishment) and inventory holding cost (i.e., missed interest yield for storing cash in ATMs). The model 
considers a novel combination of characteristics, which are hourly demand forecasts with a trend overlay, variable lead 
times, capacitated inventory at ATMs and real time information on stock levels. We compare the proposed forecasting 
method decomposition with an Artificial Neural Network approach (ANN) and we perform exhaustive numerical 
simulation experiments to validate and to test the robustness of the integrative model. The results show that 
decomposition outperforms the ANN approach and that the integrative model is capable of performing well under a 
wide range of circumstances. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Automated Teller Machines (ATM) are computerized telecommunication devices which provide financial institution’s 
customers a method of financial transactions in a public space without the need for a human clerk (Simutis et al., 2008). 
ATMs are part of a so-called ‘cash supply chain’, ‘cash chain’ or ‘currency chain’, generally consisting of a Central 
Bank, mints/banknote printers, a distribution network, commercial banks, public customers and businesses. In a cash 
chain there is a forward and backward motion of coins and notes with the purpose of distributing cash to the public and 
keeping the cash in circulation ‘fit’ (i.e., valid for circulation). The return flow of cash is serving the purpose of 
removing all un-fit cash (especially notes) back to the Central Bank. The cash chain can be classified as a closed-loop 
supply chain because ideally no cash leaves circulation over time. ATMs are supplied/replenished by the distribution 
network and public or business customers demand/withdraw cash. Among a wide variety of ATM types currently 
deployed globally, the classical ATM with the ability to only dispense banknotes is still being used most frequently. 
The main focus of this paper is on classical ATMs, although the overall structure of the solution method can be applied 
for a broader class of ATMs 

Cash supply chain processes can be described as follows: ATM replenishments are ordered by a financial 
institution (e.g., a commercial bank or ATM owner). At cash centers – where cash is counted, sorted and checked for 
fit/unfit – the orders are prepared and transferred to a logistic service provider, also called the replenishing company. 
Usually the cash center requires the order to be placed before a specific moment in time to be able to prepare and 
transfer the order on the same day. The replenishing company stores the orders of cash temporarily and replenishes the 
ATMs within a specific lead time which is usually one up to three days. The lead time is stated in a contract called a 
service level agreement, which is signed by both the financial institution and the replenishing company. 

A complex decision problem for financial institutions is to decide when to place replenishment orders and what 
the order quantity should be to on one hand overcome stock outs and on the other hand to minimize ordering and 
inventory holding cost. Knowledge of the most likely moment that an ATM runs out of cash is required to effectively 
deal with order lead times. Demand forecasting is crucial in this context as also observed by Simutis et al. (2007). 
Consequently, we design an accurate and reliable demand forecast method and a replenishment policy in an integrative 
way. 

The objective of this paper is to present a novel dynamic solution approach that considers both ATM demand 
forecasting and ATM replenishment in an integrative way. Our main goal is to design a method that is understandable 
and that is ready to be implemented in practice right away. In achieving this goal, our research consisted of three steps, 
namely analyzing current practices, designing the model and validating the solution approach. To effectively deal with 
the first step, we focused in 2009 on methods and policies being used by major banks in The Netherlands and analyzed 
their performance. Although we do not report on the exact outcomes of this project, we will present general insights, 
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show how we used the knowledge in designing the model and use part of the data acquired in the validation process. In 
Section 2 we discuss relevant literature to show the added value of our model. Section 3 encompasses the model 
description. In sections 4 and 5 we validate the proposed forecasting method and perform exhaustive numerical 
simulation experiments to test the robustness of the integrative model. Section 6 presents conclusions and further 
research issues. 

2. LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

Standard forecasting techniques, such as extrapolation, quantitative analogies and rule-based forecasting (Armstrong 
and Green, 2005) can be used to perform demand forecasting for ATMs. More recently, techniques as Artificial neural 
networks (ANN) and support vector regression analyses (SVR) have been introduced to forecast demand for cash 
money in ATMs(Simutis et al., 2008). Although the SVR analysis is considered as a promising new technique to deal 
with demand forecasting, a flexible ANN – in which the generalization properties were improved using a special 
adaptive regularization term – outperforms the SVR approach by far according to Simutis et al. (2008). 

In practice, the decision making company – such as a bank or ATM owner – usually acquires a commercial 
decision support system to perform ATM inventory management (Simutis et al., 2008). Examples are ProCash 
Analyzer (Wincor Nixdorf), OptiCash (Transoft Internaltional), iCom (Carreker Corporation) and MorphisCM 
(Morphis Inc). Unfortunately the software vendors are not willing to share any detailed knowledge about the techniques 
used in their software, which is observed by Castro (2009) and by research performed at the VU University Amsterdam 
as well. According to Simutis et al. (2008), the commercial decision support systems make use of simple linear 
regression models to forecast future cash withdrawals. According to these authors, linear regression models have two 
major drawbacks when compared to new approaches like SVR and ANN: 
1. Each ATM requires a different regression model with specific ATM-related coefficients. Performing the same 

method for multiple individual ATMs simultaneously is a difficult task. 
2. The parameters of the model are determined in the system implementation stage and are left unchanged during the 

operation phase. Since the business environment is changing continuously in practice, the parameters should be 
altered accordingly. 

To ensure a quick implementation of our method in practice, we choose not to design an SVR or ANN based approach, 
but instead we intend to improve the standard regression models with time-based coefficients. We show by means of 
experiments that we overcome the drawbacks mentioned (see Section 4). We suggest to use decomposition as an 
important part of the model. Decomposition consists of multiple sequential steps in which many calculations take place. 
Simple calculations are performed in each iteration to obtain a forecast per time unit by using up-to-date historical 
demand figures. According to Al-Saba and El-Amin (1999) decomposition is comparable to other time-series models 
like Box-Jenkins, simple exponential smoothing and Hot-Winters. Al-Saba and El-Amin (1999) demonstrate that an 
ANN approach outperforms other regression methods. However, they do not include decomposition in this test. We will 
perform these tests for decomposition and show its added value in Section 4. 

The resulting demand estimation is required for finding the reorder level (i.e., the threshold on-hand inventory 
level by which an order must be placed) and the order quantity. Inventory management literature finds its origin in 1913 
when Harris (1913) developed the economic order quantity model. Up till now, a wide variety of models and policies 
have been developed, each addressing a slightly different problem. Although the mature state of this type of research, 
new studies are performed these days to keep up with changing demands from practice. For example, more and more 
research is being performed to comply with a desired customer service level (e.g., a target fill-rate), instead of giving a 
number one priority to minimizing cost. The problem of ATM inventory management can be classified as a lost-sales 
problem, because transactions are lost in the case of stock outs; customers will travel to a nearby ATM to withdraw cash 
instead of wait until the ATM gets replenished. Next to that, ATM inventory management is usually confronted with a 
fixed ordering cost; because the cash transporting and replenishing company is often a third party and charges these 
costs to the decision making company (e.g., a bank or ATM-owner). According to a recent literature review (Bijvank 
and Vis, 2010) adequate solution approaches for these type of problems – lost-sales and fixed ordering cost – are 
difficult to obtain, especially when considering a positive lead time and a target fill rate. Applicable exact approaches 
for this type of problem are policy iteration algorithms and numerical search procedures. Hill and Johansen (2006) 
propose a policy iteration algorithm to find optimal order quantities while considering a zero lead time. A periodic 
review policy with fixed order quantities (i.e., (R,s,Q) policy) with a cost minimization objective is developed by 
Johansen and Hill (2000). Bijvank et al. (2010) develop mathematical models for fixed order size policies and order-up-
to policies while no assumptions on the number of outstanding orders are made. Tijms and Groenevelt (1984) propose a 
model considering a target fill rate with an order-up-to policy. None of these studies consider non-stationary periodic 
reviews (i.e., review moments only on specific moments in time). In an ATM inventory management setting, inventory 
cannot be replenished on all weekdays due to the working days of the replenishing company. We included this realistic 
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aspect in the our model which has far-reaching consequences for finding efficient values for the reorder levels and order 
quantities as we will demonstrate in the design of our solution approach in Section 3.2. 
In conclusion, we propose an integrative demand forecasting and replenishment model. We introduce transaction data 
as the main input for our model. So far, to our knowledge, decision support systems for cash management deal with 
daily demand figures. Transaction data contain information of each customer withdrawal, and allow for more accurate 
forecasting resulting in hourly forecasts of demand. A drawback might be the magnitude of the required dataset which 
might result in more complex and time-consuming modeling and processing. The results in this paper demonstrate how 
to overcome this drawback. We suggest to initiate replenishment decisions by means of continuously forecasting 
demand. So far, replenishments are triggered on fixed moments in time when the inventory level drops below the static 
reorder level. Our approach is capable of continuously recalculating the reorder level by taking into account a real time 
demand forecast. As a result, continuous monitoring of both forecasts and stock levels, enables to detect stock outs in an 
early stage or even before they happen. Emergency supplies or in-house transshipments to the specific ATM can be 
initiated based on this information. Regular replenishments normally need to be placed at a specific moment to ensure 
strict lead times. We will show in Section 3 that the design of the integrative component in our method allows for both 
options. 

3. INTEGRATIVE ATM DEMAND FORECASTING AND REPLENISHMENT MODEL 

This section describes the integrative demand forecasting and currency replenishment model. Section 3.1 discusses the 
problem description and Section 3.2 the model logic. 

3.1 Problem description 

The general objective is to minimize long-run average cost while considering a target fill rate, by calculating when to 
order and how much to order (i.e., the ordering quantity). The obtained demand forecast, order levels and order 
quantities comprise the main control variables. The actual fill rate together with the resulting replenishment- and 
interest costs are the main performance indicators. Many realistic constraints are taken into account to make sure the 
model can be deployed in practice. In designing the model, we assumed ATMs to be independent from one another, that 
means the model performs inventory management for individual ATMs with a known capacity only. As explained in 
Section 2, we design a model that both allows for continuous monitoring based on real-time demand forecasts and for 
non-stationary periodic order moments (i.e., orders can be placed only at specific given moments in time, e.g., on 
working days at 11:00 AM). The model assumes lost-sales. The order quantity is variable and is calculated as a real 
currency (e.g., € 163,746.23). Fixed costs are involved for each replenishment and the interest rate determines the on-
hand inventory holding costs. Instead of assuming penalty costs for stock outs, we deal with a target fill rate. No costs 
are charged for having excess cash at replenishments, however the model tries to reduce it by performing several 
checks. Using transaction data as input, the model calculates the arrival rate of consumers (normally distributed) and the 
average amount people withdraw per hour (empirical distribution with hourly changing parameters). Days with unusual 
demand patterns (e.g., holidays) are considered separately. We assume stochastic lead times and independent 
replenishment orders in the case of multiple outstanding orders. At each replenishment the ordering quantity is added to 
the remaining stock. We do not consider ‘cassette swapping’ by which all the remaining stock is returned to the cash 
center and replaced by new cash money. The model input parameters are summarized in Table 1. 

3.2 Model logic 

We distinguish between five steps in our model which are depicted in Figure 1. The approach starts with the preparation 
of the historical demand data which is used in the second stage to filter out time-related patterns. By calculating a 
moving average and overlaying this average with the time-related patterns, we derive a demand forecast. The first two 
steps – data preparation and filtering out time-related patterns – should be performed daily or weekly. The moving 
average should be updated continuously with newly obtained historical demand figures. The demand forecast (which is 
calculated with the moving average) is used for calculating both the reorder level and the order quantity which 
respectively answer the questions ‘when to order’ and ‘how much to order’. The question ‘when to order’ can be 
answered either on specific moments in time or continuously. The demand forecast can be calculated up to infinity, but 
one should keep in mind that forecasting over longer periods will be based on the moving average calculated at t0. So 
forecasts will be less accurate for longer periods. As discussed, the model is capable of checking continuously or 
multiple times a day whether an order should be placed. 
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Table 1. Model input parameters 
 

Transaction data 
A dataset consisting of the time and transaction amount of all individual withdrawals of the ATM under 
consideration over a period of time. At least from previous three months but preferably from last 3 years. 

Holidays A list of all holidays and similar days which show unusual demand. 
Learning rate The weight of the previous hourly demand denoted in a percentage (e.g., 0.1%). 

Accuracy 
replenishment 

moments 

A binary variable: can be either yes or no. Indicates whether the replenishment moment can be 
determined with an accuracy of an hour on the day of issuing. See Section 3.2 for a detailed explanation. 

Review moment 
Either the result of continuous monitoring or specific moments in time on which an order can be placed 
(e.g., 11.00 AM). See Section 2 for a further explanation. 

Order lead-time The time between ordering and the actual cash upload. See Section 3.2 for further explanation. 
Delivery weekdays A list of all weekdays on which replenishments may be performed. 

Delivery hours Period of time during the day at which replenishments are performed 

ATM capacity 
Based on technical characteristics and the denominations available the ATM has a physical limitation of 
the amount of cash (e.g., € 260,000). 

Interest rate 
Determines the holding cost. The vendor does not receive interest yield from stored cash in the ATM. 
Costs are incurred indirectly because the cash inventory could yield profit if it was not stored. 

Replenishment costs The fixed costs of a single replenishment (e.g., € 120). 
Target fill rate The desired percentage of fulfilled withdrawals (e.g., 99%). 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the integrative model 
 
 

Data preparation 
In the first step, we show how to treat historical data such that time-based patterns can be identified for demand 
forecasting. We distinguish between the following steps: 
A. Aggregate data by withdrawals per hour resulting in a dataset with the ‘number of transactions per hour’ and the 

‘average transaction quantity per hour’.  
B. Exclude data points (i.e., records) from the dataset at which the ATM was unavailable based on an analysis of the 

dataset or by using log books depicting unavailability of the ATM. 
C. Exclude data points that represent unusual demand in general such as the national holidays and surrounding days 

or regional events. 
Step A is to aggregate all data per hour. Imagine a collection of data from all individual withdrawals over a period of 
two years, then the new dataset would consists of 2 * 365 * 24 = 17520 records after performing step A. Step B is 
performed by calculating a preliminary estimate of the demand per hour and examine whether there have been zero 
withdrawals while the estimate indicates that there should have been transactions. By checking the condition whether 
there have been zero transactions during a time period of 6 succeeding hours while the estimate indicates that more than 
twice the average hourly demand was expected, one can be relatively sure that the ATM was unavailable at the time 
period under consideration. Table 2 gives an example of ATM unavailability and shows which records need to be 
removed from the dataset. By trial and error we figured that 6 hours as minimum time period and 2 times the average 
hourly demand worked well. 

Data preparation (Perform daily or weekly)  
- Aggregate data per hour 
- Remove data which show ATM unavailability 
- Extract data with unusual demand (e.g., holidays) 

Time-related patterns (Perform daily or weekly) 
- Distill and normalize average number of transaction 
- Distill and normalize st.dev. of number of transactions 
- Distill average transaction amount 

Calculate the moving average (Perform continuously)

When to order a replenishment 
(Perform only once) 
- Determine review moments 
- Restrict review moments by working days 
- Indicate replenishment accuracy 
(Perform at each review moment or continuously) 
- Calculate chance of running out of stock 

How much to order (Perform when order is placed)
- Calculate preliminary order quantity 
- Add the necessary amount to overcome a stock out  
- Adjust to available replenishment moments 
- Adjust to ATM capacity 
- Subtract estimated remaining cash at first replenishment 
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Table 2. Example of excluding data points regarding ATM unavailability (“Y” = excluded) 
 

  Dec. 28, 2008 Dec. 29, 2008 
Hour 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Real # of transactions 10 7 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 13 23
Est. # of transactions 11 14 17 18 16 15 18 15 10 8 5 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 7 13 16

Exclude from dataset? N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N 
 
 

After removing all polluting data points regarding ATM unavailability, we continue in step C by identifying the 
‘unusual demand’ resulting from the holidays in the area under consideration. Keeping track of regional events in time 
and location might be a lot of work. Clearly, the forecast will profit from excluding all data points from which it is 
known that these reflect unusual demand but in terms of time efficiency one might choose to exclude holidays and some 
surrounding days only. The excluded data should be used to forecast demand for these days in the future, which is 
described in the following step. 
 
 

Filtering out time-related patterns 
Continuing with the obtained dataset from the previous step, the next step of decomposition is to filter out time-related 
patterns to acquire an estimate arrival rate per hour and the average transaction amount per hour. The steps listed below 
are required. Notice that all four steps start with the dataset obtained from data preparation. 
A. Distill and normalize the average number of transactions per weekday-hour, per month-day and per month 
B. Distill and normalize the standard deviation of the number of transactions per weekday-hour 
C. Distill the average transaction quantity per weekday-hour 
D. Normalize the average number of transactions from days of unusual demand (e.g., holidays) 

In step A we distill or filter out several time-related patterns sequentially. By calculating and normalizing the average 
number of transactions per weekday-hour (i.e., resulting in 24 * 7 = 168 values), we get insight in the weekday-hour 
pattern. Multiplying the obtained normalized values with the respective hourly demand figures in the dataset results in a 
new dataset in which the weekday-hour pattern no longer exists. The same procedure is repeated for the month-day 
pattern (i.e., 31 values) by making use of the newly obtained dataset without weekday-hour patterns. Next, the dataset 
without the weekday-hour pattern and without month-day pattern is used to filter out the month pattern (i.e., 12 values). 
The particular sequence – starting with weekday-hour, thereafter month-day and ending with month – is chosen by 
purpose to avoid problems with co-variance. For example, if the ATM is heaped on Saturdays and Sundays and these 
weekdays coincide with similar month-days for a couple of months, than the weekday pattern would be visible in the 
month-day pattern. This and similar problems are avoided to a large extent by starting with the pattern that explains 
most variance; the weekday-hour pattern. 

Step B is to filter out a weekday-hour pattern from the standard deviations of the number of transactions per hour. 
Notice that we start with the dataset resulting from the previous step data preparation: In contrast to the calculation in 
Step A, data analyses at Dutch banks pointed out that the standard deviations do not follow a month-day or a month 
pattern. We calculate the average transaction quantity per weekday-hour in Step C according to the same procedure as 
in Step A and B. Similar to Step B, the average transaction quantity only follows a weekday-hour pattern and not a 
month-day or month pattern. In the first step (see the ‘data preparation’ step) we excluded days with unusual demand 
such as holidays. By normalizing these demand figures we can estimate demand for these days. We described how the 
time-related patterns should be filtered out of the dataset. In Figure 2 (see Section 4) the patterns are depicted using real 
life data of a single ATM. In step 3, the last part of the forecasting approach decomposition is described, which includes 
trend-information in the demand forecast. 

 
 
Trend-information in demand forecasting 

The demand forecast is required to adapt seamlessly to the continuously changing business environment. Data analyses 
at Dutch Banks showed that the demand over time follows a specific trend and that patterns (e.g., weekday-hour) are 
rather stable over time. Therefore, we include a moving average which is being updated hourly. After each hour, the 
deviation between the real and estimated number of transactions in the previous hour is calculated. This deviation – 
which can be positive or negative – multiplied with the learning rate and added to the moving average of the previous 
hour, results in a new average number of transactions per hour. The learning rate should be chosen somewhere in 
between 1% and 0.01%, depending on the stability of the demand. 
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To finalize this section we summarize the steps to calculate the estimated customer arrival rate and average 
transaction quantity: 
 Customer arrival rate per hour: The moving average of the number of transactions per hour * the normalized 

values of the respective time-based patterns * the respective normalized holiday/event value. Notice that the 
approach also estimates the standard deviation of the customer arrival rate per hour.  

 Average transaction amount: The average of all transaction amounts (in the prepared dataset) which fit a specific 
hour of a specific weekday. 

Multiplying the customer arrival rate per hour with the average transaction quantity results in the estimated cash 
demand per hour. 

 
When to order a replenishment 

This step elaborates on the trade-off: When should an order for a replenishment be made such that the delivery will be 
performed just in time before the ATM runs out of cash?. We suggest to perform the following steps sequentially: 
A. Make sure orders may only be placed on the review moments 
B. Restrict the days of ordering by evaluating the working days of the replenishing company 
C. Indicate the accuracy of the replenishment moment 
D. Calculate whether not ordering at t0 will result in a stock out; if so, place an order 

The first step consists of making sure that orders are placed only on the agreed review moment. Cash centers require the 
order to be placed before the review moment in order to guarantee the agreed lead time. Next to the review moments, 
we have to deal with the working days of the replenishing company in step B. Ordering is inefficient when the 
replenishing company is not working on the estimated day of replenishment. So we have to subtract the lead time from 
their working days to determine the days on which ordering makes sense. 

In our model we consider stochastic lead times, which means the actual moment of delivery is uncertain. The 
model is capable of distinguishing between two situations. In both situations the replenishing company agrees on a 
specific lead-time in days between the order placement and the cash upload. However, in the first situation the 
replenishing company is not promising a specific moment of replenishment during the day. So when calculating the 
reorder level, one should take into account that the actual replenishment could be performed in the early morning up to 
the late evening. In the second situation, the replenishing company agrees on a delivery accuracy of one hour. In the 
latter case the replenishment moment can be altered in the early morning on the day of issuing. 

Given a specific review moment, the next review moment must be determined in the decision making process. 
Namely, if the next review moment is not after one day, but after more days (e.g., a weekend), then it is necessary to 
check – step E – whether not ordering at t0 would possibly result in a stock out. In other words, we are interested in 
whether the inventory is sufficient to satisfy all the demand until the next delivery moment if we decide not to order at 
t0. If inventory would be insufficient, it is clear that an order needs to be placed at t0. If inventory would be sufficient, 
ordering can be postponed until the following review moment. However, calculating whether inventory would be 
sufficient (i.e., larger than reorder level) is rather complex because of the stochasticity involved. To be relatively sure 
that inventory is sufficient, the standard deviation of the demand is used. The chance of a stock out decreases by 
increasing the reorder level with a number of standard deviations. The model calculates a level of confidence, i.e., the 
required number of standard deviations, to make sure that the target fill rate is achieved. So, changing the input 
parameter ‘target fill rate’ allows for balancing between service and costs aspects.  

 
How much to order 

Once the ultimate decision is made to order a replenishment, the decision ‘how much to order’ needs to be made in 
succession. In this decision we try to minimize the long-run holding cost and the replenishment cost. There are two 
major drivers affecting the decision: The fixed cost per replenishment and the interest rate. We take the following steps: 
A. Calculate preliminary order quantity by an iteration algorithm 
B. Add up the necessary amount to overcome a stock out at the next replenishment 
C. Restrict the order quantity to adjust to available replenishment moments 
D. Restrict the order quantity to deal with the physical ATM capacity 
E. Subtract the estimated remaining cash at the first replenishment from the order quantity 

Note that we refer to the first replenishment – which is the replenishment that takes place when the lead time 
elapses – and the next replenishment which is the estimated succeeding replenishment after the first replenishment. 

To find the replenishment quantity where long-run costs are minimal, we start in step A with calculating the 
average cost – for both replenishment and inventory holding – per hour for a replenishment quantity that equals the 
forecasted demand of one hour into the future. We continue calculating the average cost per hour by increasing the 
replenishment quantity with the hourly demand forecast for each succeeding calculation. When a minimum average cost 
is found, calculations are continued for 200 hours to make sure we did not get stuck in a local minimum. This approach 
results in a replenishment quantity that corresponds to a minimal cost per hour. Before this quantity can be set as a 
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definite replenishment quantity we have to perform a number of checks and possibly some adjustments accordingly. As 
a matter of fact, we try to plan the next replenishment by choosing a specific order quantity. 

In the decision when to place an order we included a level of confidence to overcome stock outs. This level of 
confidence will often result in some remaining cash in inventory on the moment of replenishment. So the first 
adjustment – step B – is to make sure we add up the estimated remaining cash in stock on the moment of the estimated 
next replenishment to the order quantity. 

The next step C, is to deal with the available replenishment moments. The order quantity must not equal an 
amount of cash for which it is estimated that the next replenishment will be required during night or during days at 
which no deliveries can be performed. If we do not restrict the quantity, a chance exists that the next replenishment has 
to be performed earlier than necessary which would result in lots of remaining cash in inventory at the next 
replenishment. The input parameter ‘delivery hours’ states during which timespan replenishments are performed. In 
step D we limit the order quantity to make sure the order quantity plus the remaining cash in inventory do not exceed 
the ATM capacity at the first replenishment. When the ATM reaches its physical capacity, the replenishing company 
has to take the excess cash back to the cash center which is a costly exercise. The final step E is to subtract the expected 
remaining cash in inventory on the moment of the first replenishment. 

4. COMPARING DECOMPOSITION AND ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

Simutis et al. (2008) report that in their opinion the best approach for ATM demand forecasting is an Artificial Neural 
Network approach (ANN). However, the authors did not compare it with decomposition. Consequently, we opt for first 
validating this component of our integrative model by comparing it with an ANN approach. Several important elements 
of the ANN approach of Simutis et al. (2008) are not reported for and therefore, we develop a new ANN approach to be 
used in several scenarios. We discuss decomposition and ANN sequentially and compare results afterwards. 

Transaction data are used from a single ATM of a Dutch bank over a period of 1.5 years consisting of 143,468 
registered withdrawals performed between January 1, 2008 and July 31, 2009. This ATM can be considered to be 
representative for most ATMs. The first step is to split up the dataset in a training set and a holdout set. The training set 
is used to filter out patterns and the holdout set serves the purpose of testing the quality of the approach. The first 15 
months are added to the training set, the remaining 4 months to the holdout set. We prepared the dataset and filtered out 
the time-related patterns as is mentioned in the first two steps of the integrative model (see Section 3.2 for an 
explanation). 

Figure 2 shows the weekday-hour, month-day and month patterns with the mean and standard deviation of the 
demand. Also the average transaction amount with standard deviation is shown. It is interesting to see that especially 
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays show different patterns, that an increase in demand and standard deviation can be 
noticed during payday and that the demand during summer months is slightly larger. 

The established ANN is a Multilayer Perceptron Network with the demand (in €) per hour as dependent variable 
and with 3 nominal factors: weekday-hour, month-day and month. The ANN architecture has one hidden layer with a 
varying amount (11 up to 19) of units. Training is done online with the gradient descent optimization algorithm with a 
momentum of 0.9, an interval center of 0, an interval offset of ± 0.5 and a maximum training time of 5 minutes. Other 
training characteristics concerning the learning rate are altered between scenarios and depicted in Table 3. The dataset is 
divided in three parts: 12 months for training, 3 months for testing and 4 months as holdout set. 

The hourly forecasts are obtained over the last 4 months (corresponding to the holdout set) using both forecasting 
methods. The hourly forecasts are compared with the real demand during the same period and the mean absolute 
percentage error (MAPE) is used as performance measure. The MAPE of the obtained forecasts of both approaches are 
included in Table 3. The results show that decomposition outperforms the ANN. The difference between decomposition 
(37.79%) and the fifth ANN scenario (42.42%) is significant with a 99% confidence level. Although only one ATM and 
some ANN characteristics have been used we consider the results to be reliable.. We used a standard representative 
ATM and included a substantial amount of data (121,028 transactions) in the training set. Choosing different ANN 
settings can obviously change the performance of the ANN, but in our research we did not come across settings that 
could perform better than the fifth scenario. 

We demonstrated that the forecasting approach decomposition (i.e., the first three steps) of the integrative model, 
provides more accurate estimates of future demand than the proposed ANN. In Section 5 we test the performance of the 
whole integrative model including decomposition in terms of robustness. 
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Figure 2. Mean ± the standard deviation of number of transactions per hour in weekday-hour (1st), month-day 
(2nd) and month (3rd) patterns, and the transaction amounts (4th) 

 
 

Table 3. Results of the comparison between Decomposition and ANN 
 

  Decomposition ANN #1 ANN #2 ANN #3 ANN #4 ANN #5 ANN #6
Initial Learning Rate (LR) N/A 0.001 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.01 0.05

Lower Bound LR N/A 0.0001 0.00001 0.0005 0.0001 0.001 0.005
LR reduction, in epochs N/A 10 10 10 50 10 10

MAPE (in %) 37.79% 42.42% 49.02% 44.63% 42.04% 40.51% 41.06%

5. ROBUSTNESS OF THE INTEGRATIVE MODEL 

The second step in the validation stage is to test the robustness of the integrative model. The model has been 
implemented in Rockwell Arena 11 Simulation software. We inserted input parameters provided by commercial Dutch 
banks in the base model to reflect reality. Transaction data are obtained from the same ATM as introduced in Section 4. 
We test the robustness by comparing the base model with 17 scenarios for which varying values of the input parameters 
are chosen. The model can be considered robust when good results are also obtained when extreme values of the input 
parameters are chosen. coincide explicable performance indicators. 
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Table 4. Results of simulation experiments with the integrative model (over period of 4 months). 
 

  Input parameters  Performance indicators   
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Base model 0 N/A N/A € 3,956 € 118,631 16.4 99.78% € 3,478
Demand 1 9/hr 12/hr € 4,528``` € 129,337``` 19.7``` 99.68%``` € 23,163``` 

(avg. cust./hr) 2 6/hr € 3,226``` € 109,875``` 11.6``` 99.69%`` € 702``` 
Sigma Demand 3 σ 2 * σ € 3,955 € 118,517 16.5 99.77% € 2,838

4 σ / 2 € 3,958 € 118,735 16.4 99.82% € 3,756
Trend in demand 5 N/A +0.1%/day € 4,129``` € 122,283``` 17.4``` 98.81%``` € 5,674``` 

6 -0.1%/day € 3,592``` € 119,163 13.3``` 99.83%` € 4,076
ATM Capacity 7 € 260,000 € 180,000 € 4,130``` € 92,647``` 21.5``` 99.67%``` € 9,478``` 

8 € 400,000 € 3,988``` € 119,480 16.6``` 99.78% € 0``` 
Interest rate 9 5% 1% € 2,163``` € 133,272``` 14.3``` 99.76% € 12,208``` 

10 10% € 5,671``` € 105,799``` 17.8``` 99.54%``` € 77``` 
Delivery days 11 Not at Sun Not at Sat € 3,973``` € 118,969 16.5`` 99.78% € 3,958

12 Also Sun € 3,955 € 118,634 16.4 99.78% € 3,347
Replenishment cost 13 € 120 €180 € 2,835``` € 105,799``` 17.8``` 99.54%``` € 77``` 

14 € 60 € 4,871``` € 127,907``` 15.2``` 99.76% € 13,645``` 
Target Fill Rate 15 99.8% 99.6% € 3,931``` € 117,882`` 16.3`` 99.60%``` € 4,491

16 99.9% € 3,976``` € 119,087 16.5``` 99.88%``` € 3,261
Accurate repl. mom. 17 No Yes € 3,851``` € 112,238`` 16.5 99.98%``` € 598``` 

 
 
To generate customers and customer withdrawals in the simulation, we draw values from distributions obtained in 

Section 4. For ease of analyzing, we consider one review moment per day in the experiments. Actual replenishments are 
being performed between 8.00 AM and 5.00 PM with a uniform distribution. When more accurate delivery is available 
(can be indicated by the input parameter ‘Accurate replenishment moment’), then replenishment is performed within a 
specified hour. ATM unavailability due to technical ATM failures is not taken into account, this means customer 
withdrawals can only be rejected when the ATM is out of stock. The target fill rate is set to 99.8%. 

Based on the formulas presented in Law and Kelton (2000) we have calculated that a replication size of 100 is 
sufficient for all experiments in this paper. The results are presented in Table 4. The input parameters of the base model 
are listed in the first column and its performance is shown in the first row. Furthermore, the results of the other 17 
scenarios are demonstrated in the succeeding rows. The second column displays how the respective input parameter is 
altered for each scenario. The performance of each scenario is compared with the base model and the quotation marks 
indicate the level of significance: ` = 90%, ``=95%, ```=99%. No quotation mark indicates the mean is indifferent from 
the base model. In the base model a total amount of € 3.3 million is requested by 26,746 withdrawals. 

The base model shows a total cost of € 3,956 with an average inventory level of € 118,631, a fill-rate of 99.78% 
and a total amount of € 3,478 excess cash over a period of 4 months. The target fill rate is almost equal to the actual fill 
rate and the average inventory is fairly between zero and the ATM capacity. A good thing is that the amount of excess 
cash at replenishments (see last column in Table 4) is small in all scenarios, especially when considering the total 
amount of cash requested (€ 3.3 million). Most scenarios show expected and desired results, which are scenarios 1-4, 
and 6-17. For example, when the ATM capacity is smaller (scenario 7), more replenishments are required and the 
average inventory level is smaller. A somewhat surprising result is that a larger ATM capacity does not influence the 
average inventory level and the number of replenishments much. Apparently the presumed interest rate of 5% prevents 
a higher average inventory level. It can also be noticed that if placing a replenishment is, or is not possible during the 
whole weekend (see respectively scenarios 11 & 12) the performance indicators show almost no deviation. Apparently 
the model is capable of taking care of this restriction very well by choosing the right ordering quantities by which 
replenishments are not required to be performed on non-working days. Scenario 17 also provides insightful results: It 
shows that being able to determine the moment of replenishment on the day of issuing with an accuracy of an hour 
increases performance greatly: With a fill rate of 99.98% and a significant decrease in cost the last scenario easily 
outperforms the base scenario. 

When a positive trend in demand is included (see scenario 5), we see unexpected results. All indicators differ 
normally, except for the actual fill rate. The model should adapt to the increasing demand, such that the target fill rate 
equals the actual fill rate. However the actual fill rate is a percentage lower than the target. 
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In general, most scenarios show desired results which indicate that the integrative model performs well in a variety 
of circumstances. We also point out that additional analysis is required to make sure that the target fill rate is always 
achieved, also when a positive trend in demand is presumed. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

This paper presents a novel dynamic solution approach that considers both ATM demand forecasting and ATM 
replenishment in an integrative way. We argue that integration of both aspects enhances the cash management model. In 
our integrative model, we consider continuous recalculation of the reorder level, based on real time demand forecasting. 
This means a replenishment is triggered by simultaneously evaluating the reorder level and the inventory level. 
Therefore, the integrative model is capable to deal with either periodic or continuous reviewing. Next to that the model 
considers lost-sales, variable order quantities, fixed replenishment cost, stochastic lead times and a target fill rate. 

The model is capable of processing transaction data which allows for accurate and reliable forecasting. 
Decomposition is introduced as an important element in the forecasting component of the new integrative approach. 
Decomposition can be classified as a (greatly) modified linear regression approach with periodic coefficients. 
Computational results demonstrate that decomposition outperforms an artificial neural network approach which is 
considered to be a promising new technique to forecast time-series demand figures in ATM management. A sensitivity 
analysis shows the whole model performs well in many settings which shows general applicability of the model. We 
demonstrate that specific drawbacks of linear regression models do not apply to our method whereas the control 
parameters can be updated continuously and the approach is easily replicated. 

Further research should include more exhaustive numerical experiments to check the practical applicability of the 
model proposed. Next to that, the model could be extended to consider rounded order quantities to correspond to an 
order of real banknotes. Another extension might be to develop a model in which inventory is managed for all 
individual denominations. 
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Abstract: Decentralized sc heduling wi th di spatching rules i s a pplied i n m any fi elds of l ogistics a nd production, 
especially in semiconductor manufacturing, which is characterized by high complexity and dynamics. Many dispatching 
rules have been found, which perform well on different scenarios, however no rule has been found, which outperforms 
other rules across various objectives. To tackle this drawback, approaches have been proposed, which select dispatching 
rules d epending on th e cu rrent system  co nditions. Mo st of  these u se learn ing techniques to switch  between rules 
regarding the  current system status. St udies of , e.g . Rasm ussen (1 996), sh ow that Gaussian Proce sses as a m achine 
learning t echnique ca n outperform ot her t echniques l ike n eural networks. We t herefore i nvestigate t heir use i n t he 
context of scheduling to select dispatching rules in dynamic scenarios. Our analysis has shown that Gaussian processes 
predict dispatching rule performances very well, making them well-su ited as a learn ing technique in th is application. 
Additionally, the advantage of Gaussian processes to provide a m easure o f pred iction quality can  be u sed to  build a 
learning model incrementally. This can be used to save simulation effort. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In t oday’s h ighly co mpetitive, g lobalized m arkets, an  efficien t u se o f production resources is in evitable for 
manufacturing enterprises. Therefore, especially cap ital-intensive industries like semi-conductor manufacturing spend 
considerable ef fort t o optimize th eir pr oduction processes and , as one p art of  it, opti mize p roduction scheduling. 
Scheduling, as many other problems in the manufacturing domain are combinatorial, NP-hard optimization problems. It 
has attracted researchers for many decades now and is still of big interest, because of its h igh relevance and difficulty. 
Increase in computational power and continuous improvements in optimization and machine learning methods lead to 
more and more sophisticated heuristics.  

One class of sch eduling heuristics are dispatching rules which are widely used in industry, especially in complex 
manufacturing sy stems l ike semiconductor manufacturing. T heir popularity deri ves from t he fact  t hat t hey pe rform 
reasonably well in a wide range of e nvironments, and are  relatively easy to  understand. They also need only m inimal 
computational ti me, wh ich allows th em to  b e u sed ev en in  real-time, o n-line sch eduling env ironments tak ing in to 
account the latest inform ation available from the shop-floor. Dis patching rules as a special kind of priority rules a re 
applied to assign a job to a machine. The dispatching rule assigns a prio rity to each waiting job each time a machine 
gets i dle. Th is priority can be based on att ributes of t he job, t he m achines or the  syste m. The  job with t he hi ghest 
priority is chosen to be processed next. Dispatching rules have been developed and analyzed in the scientific literature 
for many years; see e.g. (Blackstone et al., 19 82), (Haupt, 1989) and (Panwalkar et al., 197 7). The most well-known 
rules are Shortest Processing Time first (SPT), Earliest Due Date (EDD) and First In (Buffer) First Out (FIFO). 

Since the development o f dispatching rules is a t edious and t ime-consuming, usually manually performed t ask, 
also concepts to generate them automatically have been proposed, e.g., (Hildebrandt e t al ., 2010). One drawback for 
sophisticated rules as well as for automatically generated rules remains: depending on the manufacturing system and the 
various objectives (e.g. m ean fl ow tim e or mean t ardiness et c.) no si ngle r ule, w hich outperforms al l ot hers ca n b e 
found (Rajendran et al., 1999), (Mouelhi-Chibani et al., 2010). 

To t ackle t his d rawback of dispatching rules t here have bee n a  f ew a pproaches, which s witch between r ules 
depending on the system’s conditions. Usually it is not possible to perform steady-state simulations with all rules under 
all occurring conditions due to the high dynamics and prohibitive computational cost. Therefore, statistical methods and 
learning m ethods h ave bee n p roposed. Si mulation r uns are performed p reliminary t o generate l earning dat a. T hese, 
usually very few, training cases are used to acquire knowledge, which can be used to make real-time decision during the 
actual production process.  

                                                           
* Corresponding author 
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One promising recent machine learning method are Gaussian Processes (GP), which have been introduced to the 
machine learn ing co mmunity in  1996 b y Williams et al . (1 996). Analysis sh owed t hat th ey performed v ery well i n 
comparison to other techniques (Rasmussen, 1996). In addition to their good performance, they have the advantage, that 
they, besides estimating values, also provide a m easure of th eir prediction qu ality. They are – their m athematical 
background aside – also relatively easy to handle. 

For t his rea sons, i n t his paper we a nalyze t he use  o f Gaussian processes f or switching dispatching rules i n 
production s cheduling. A s a first st ep w e t herefore perform a sim ulation st udy on a  j ob-shop scheduling scenario 
introduced by  Rajendran et  a l. (1999). The simulation runs are performed for di fferent di spatching rules and system 
conditions with changing parameters. Afterwards the gained data enables the Gaussian Processes to make predictions, 
in which situation which rule performs best. We analyze how many samples are needed for a goo d prediction and th e 
potential improvement, which can be achieved with this approach. 

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we gi ve a brief review of pre vious work on di spatching rules, 
machine learning in schedu ling and Gaussian Processes. In section 3 our cho sen scenario and the used framework are 
described. Sectio n 4 pr esents th e r esults of  ou r experiments. T he paper co ncludes with a sh ort s ummary and gi ves 
directions towards future research.  

 
 

2. STATE OF THE ART 
 
2.1 Machine Learning in Scheduling 
 
 
2.1.1  Scheduling  
 
Haupt (1989) gives a definition of the scheduling or sequencing problem as “the determination of the order in which a 
set of jobs (tasks) {i | i = 1, ..., n) is to be processed through a set of machines (processors, work stations) (k | k=1...m).”. 
Due to the high complexity, optimal solutions can only be calculated for small problems sizes. Therefore, especially in 
extremely complex scenarios with high dynamics dispatching rules are used. Depending on the current system state and 
the overall objective, there is no best rule, which outperforms all others. To select the best rule, the simplest way would 
be t o perform st eady-state sim ulations an d det ermine whi ch r ule w orks be st fo r t he chose n sce nario. In dynamic 
scenarios with cha nging syste m param eters, real-tim e solu tions are  nee ded. Hence, t he use of l earning m ethods t o 
switch online between dispatching rules have been proposed. 
 
 
2.1.2  Machine Learning Regression  
 
“The goal of machine learning is to program computers to use example data or experience to solve a given problem” 
(Alpaydin, 2004). Here, we are inte rested in a system  that can predic t the val ue of  th e obj ective fun ction which 
otherwise would have to be obtained by a costly simulation. As we are interested in a good due date-adherence of jobs, 
we chose the objective of mean tardiness. Inputs are th e system’s attributes (for example the utilization etc.) affecting 
the tardiness. The output is the estimated tardiness for the dispatching rule chosen to make scheduling decisions in our 
manufacturing system. Let  X de note the (vector of) syste m attributes a nd Y the tardiness. Surveying past produ ction 
processes (or using simulations) we can co llect training data and the machine learning program fits a function to this 
data to learn Y as a function of X.  

 
 

2.1.3  Machine Learning and scheduling: related research  
 

Kotsiantis (Kotsiantis, 2007) gives an overview of a few su pervised machine learning techniques, like artificial n eural 
networks, decision trees, Naïve Bayes, su pport vector machines etc. Priore et al. (2001). present a rev iew of machine 
learning in dynamic scheduling of flexible manufacturing systems. Most approaches are based on neural networks and 
are described in the following.  

A simulation- base d approach was p resented by  Wu  and W ysk ( Wu and W ysk, 19 89). They switch reg ularly 
between different dispatching rule on machines. They proposed a multi-pass scheduling algorithm, which starts a short-
term simulation of alternative rules and selects the best candidate for the manufacturing system. 

A neural network based controller, consisting of an adjustment module and the equipment level controllers, was 
proposed for scheduling and controlling a manufacturing cell by Sun et al. (1996). The adjustment module considers the 
user objectives and the current performance levels to determine the relative importance of performance measures. Based 
on t hese im portance values and c urrent machine status , the eq uipment l evel cont roller, i mplemented by  a ne ural 
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network, selec ts a proper di spatching rule  and the jobs are processe d accordi ngly. The t raining s amples for ea ch 
equipment level controller are calculated by a one-machine simulation and modified to reflect the impacts of different 
dispatching rules on the system performance.  

El-Bouri et al. (2006) used a neural network to select dispatching rule in a job shop. They chose small scenarios 
with 5 machines and investigated 3 rules. To train the neural network they calcu lated optimal solutions for 10 , 15 and 
20 jobs. The neural net was used to select one rule for every m achine. With this approach they were able to g et better 
results than just using one of the rules on every machine. The drawback of this approach is, that it is limited to scenarios 
with only a few m achines, otherwise no optimal so lutions for learning could be generated. Additionally, no dynamic 
scenarios and dynamic switching is considered. 

Mouelhi-Ehibani and Pierreval use a ne ural network to dynamically switch  d ispatching ru les on  every machine 
depending on the current system state (Mouelh i-Chibani et al., 2010). They have selected four system parameters (e.g. 
shop load) and 22 system state variables (e.g. average slack time of jobs in the first queue), which the neural network 
uses to d ecide which rule should be applied. They train the neural net with preliminary simulation runs. The scenario 
they selected consists of only two machines and the set of dispatching rules consists of SPT and EDD. They outperform 
the static use of rules, but not that clearly, which might be caused by the small scenario. 

These are interesting approaches, but the results seem to be improvable. It is not clear i f this is due to the selected 
scenario or the learning technique. There has been no study on Gaussian processes for selecting dispatching rules until 
now. Si nce t hey ha ve s hown good results com pared t o other m achine learni ng techniqu es ( Rasmussen, 199 6), th is 
seems to be a promising approach.  

 
 

2.2 Gaussian Processes 
 
 
2.2.1  Int roduction  
 
O'Hagan (1978) represents an early reference from the statistics community for the use of a Gaussian process as a prior 
over functions, an idea which was only introduced to the machine learning community by Williams et al. (1996). 

As stated before we have a simulation model implicitly implementing a (noisy) mapping between a vector of state 
variable (in our case con taining, e.g. utilization) and the objective function (mean tardiness)  y f x   . The learning 
consists of finding a good approximation f*(x) of f(x) to make predictions at new points x. 

To l earn s uch a model using Ga ussian processes requires some learning data as  well as a  s o-called covaria nce 
function. This covariance function, sometimes called kernel, specifies the covariance between pairs of random variables 
and i nfluences t he p ossible f orm of t he f unction f* l earned. F or our st udy t he s quared ex ponential (SE ) co variance 
function is selected, because it should be able to fit to our data well and is a common choice in applications of GP. It is 
depicted in equation (1): 

 

       1cov , , exp
2

     
 

p q p q p qf x f x k x x x x                                                    (1) 

 
The formula shown is actually a simplified version of the formula used, which is given in formula (2). They differ by 
so-called hyperparameters. These parameters of a covariance function can be used to fine-tune the GP-model, thus 
learning of a GP model requires to have some learning data, choosing an appropriate covariance function and choosing 
a good set of hyperparameters. For further information see (Rasmussen et al., 2006) chapters 2 and 4.  
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2.2.2  Ap plication and example  
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Figure 1. Example of a Gaussian Regression function with 10 noisy training points observed. The mean prediction is 

shown as a black line and the shaded area denotes twice the standard deviation 
 
 
The squared exponential covariance function used in our experiments has three hy perparameters. There is the lengt h-
scale l, the signal variance 2

f and the noise variance 2
n .   

   2 2
2

1, exp
2

     
 

y p q f p q n pqk x x x x
l

                                                            (2) 

 
One bi g a dvantage o f Gaussian processes com pared t o ot her m achine l earning t echniques i s t hat Gau ssian 

processes also provide a qu ality estimate of their predicted value. This is d enoted by the shaded area in  Figure 1. Ten 
noisy training points are given and since there is noise the standard deviation close to the training points is small, but 
not exactly zero. In between two points as well as at the beginning and the end the quality of the estimates decreases.  

Learning with Gaussian processes is done by selecting a covariance function and setting its free hyperparameters. 
For our study the squared exponential covariance function is c hosen. To learn, or optimize the hyperparameters, the 
marginal lik elihood shou ld be maximized. Details an d mathematical background can be found in (Ras mussen et al., 
2006) ch apter 5, esp ecially equation (5 .9) p age 114 ). B asically, the hyperparameters are  c hosen i n a  way that  the  
generalization error, which i s th e av erage error on unseen test e xamples, is  m inimized. This i s done wi th cr oss-
evaluation by splitting the training data in learning and test data. The t raining error is not opti mized, because this m ay 
lead to over-fitting the data. 

Additionally, since hyperparameters can be in terpreted as leng th-scale parameters in the case of the squared 
exponential co variance functio n further optimizations can be p erformed. Rasm ussen and  Williams d escribe th e 
hyperparameters i nformally l ike t his: “h ow f ar do you  need t o move (along a p articular ax is) in i nput sp ace fo r t he 
function val ues t o become u ncorrelated”. Thus, t he squared exponential cov ariance fun ction im plements au tomatic 
relevance determination (ARD) (Neal, 1996), since the inverse of the length-scale determines how relevant an input is. 
A very large length-scale value means that the covariance will become almost independent of that input. ARD has been 
used successfully for removing irrelevant input by several authors, e.g. Williams et al. (1996). 
 
 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
3.1 Problem description  
 
The typ e of pr oblems w e ad dress here, are d ynamic sh op scenarios with h igh co mplexity, lik e th ey are typ ical for 
semiconductor m anufacturing. Fo r our com putational ex periments we use t he d ynamic j ob-shop scen arios from 
(Rajendran er al., 1999). In total there are 10 machines on the shop floor, each job entering the sys tem is assigned a 
random routing, i .e. machine visitation order is random with no machine being revisited. Processing t imes are dr awn 
from a uni form discrete distribution ranging from 1 t o 49. Job arrival is a Poi sson process, i .e. inter-arrival t imes are 
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exponentially d istributed. The m ean o f th is d istribution is chosen to reach  d ifferent desired  u tilization levels o n all 
machines. 

Following the procedure from (Rajendran et al., 1999) we start with  an empty shop and simulate the system until 
we collected data from jobs numbering from 501 to 2500. The shop is further loaded with jobs, until the completion of 
these 2000 jobs to overcome the problem of censored data (Conway, 1965). Data on the first 500 jobs is disregarded to 
focus on the shop's steady state behavior. 

The m ain focus of our re search is to  analy ze the perform ance of Ga ussian processes used f or t he s election o f 
dispatching rules. This is interesting, because the major drawback of dispatching rules is that they lack a global view of 
the problem, i .e., they approach the overall scheduling problem by taking independent scheduling decisions based on 
the current, local conditions at the particular machine without consideration of the negative effects they might have on 
future decisions and on the overall objective function value.  

 
 

3.2 Investigated dispatching rules  
 
To have a set of dispatching rules out of which the best for each system’s condition can be selected, we have selected 
some dispatching rules from the literature. The first fiv e are being standard rules used for decades now, the sixth rule 
was developed by Rajendran and Holthaus especially for their scenarios and minimizes mean flowtime very well. If the 
rules calculate the same priority for more than one job, we use First-In-System-First-Out (FSFO) as a tiebreaker.  

 
1. SPT – Shortest Processing Time First: SPT breaks ties by choosing the job with the shortest processing time 

for its immin ent operation. Although this rule primarily aims to reduce the flow time of jobs (the difference 
between its com pletion and release time), SPT has shown to effectively minimize total tardiness when most 
jobs cannot meet their due dates, because of a tight due date settings and/or a high shop utilization. 
 

2. EDD – Earliest Due Date: EDD resolves ties among equally weighted jobs by prioritizing the job with the 
earliest due date, therefore tending to decrease the maximum tardiness of all jobs. Contrary to SPT, the EDD 
rule is kno wn to  perform well for to tal tard iness when the sh op is not con gested and  m ost job s can  be 
completed on-time.  

 
3. FSFO – First In System First Out: Between jobs having identical weights, FSFO selects the job that has been 

the longest time in the system. Though FSFO generally exhibits a modest tardiness performance, it is easy to  
implement and often serves as a benchmark in simulation studies. 

 
4. FBFO – First In Buffer First Out: FBFO is very similar to FSFO. The difference is that jobs are ordered after 

the arriving time in the system, but at the current buffer. Its performance is very equal to FSFO. 
 

5. MOD – Modified Operation Due Date: M OD orders t he q ueue of wai ting jobs by  t he l arger o f eac h job's 
operation due date or each job's earliest possible finish time, whichever is larger. Therefore, if all jobs in the 
queue have positive slack (no job is in danger of missing its due date), then MOD dispatches them in earliest 
due-date (EDD) order. If all jobs have negative slack (all jobs are in danger of missing their due dates), then 
MOD works like SPT to reduce shop congestion. The weighted version of MOD is defined as follows:  
 

        , ,
1 max( , ) i i imt i imt

i

WMOD p d
W

                                                       (3) 

 
6. 2PTPlusWINQPlusNPT – 2  Processing Time + Work In Next Queue + Next Processing Time: T his r ule 

was sug gested b y Holthaus and Raj endran and  con sist of th ree parts (Ho lthaus et al., 2000). First, th e 
processing time on the current machine is considered. Secondly, the Work In Next Queue is added:    
WINQ: jobs are ranked in the order of a (rather worst case) estimation of their waiting time before processing 
on the next machine can start . This estimation includes the time needed by a machine m to finish its current 
job plus the sum of processing times of all jobs currently waiting in front of m. The job where this sum is least 
has the highest priority. Thirdly, the processing time of a j ob's next operation (NPT – Next Processing Time) 
is added. 
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3.3 System architecture 
  
For the simulation experiments we have used a Java-port of the job shop implementation of the SIMLIB library (Law, 
2007), as described i n (Huffman, 2 001). T his i s a discrete-event si mulation, which we h ave used to i mplement t he 
manufacturing scenarios and assess th e performance of the d ispatching rules. Our fram ework allows the utilization of 
multi-core pr ocessors/computers, whi ch wa s used in o ur expe riments to run them on an 8-c ore computer wi th Int el 
Xeon 3GHz-CPUs.  

For the Gaussian processes, we have used the software examples provided by Williams (2006) and adapted them 
for our scenarios. The calculations have been performed with MatLab from MathWorks.  

 
 

3.4 Gaussian process regression for dispatching rule selection 
 
The results of preli minary si mulation ru ns are ta ken as learning data, which is  used by  t he Gaussian p rocesses to 
estimate the t ardiness val ues of t he di spatching rule. F or e very dispatching rule a Gaus sian process reg ression i s 
performed and the one with the lowest estimated mean tardiness is selected. To determine the estimation quality of the 
Gaussian processes we have split the 270 data points in three groups for cross-evaluation. Out of two groups (max 180 
points), three sets each of size 10, 20, 30, 50, 100 and 1 set of all 180 – mostly non-overlapping data points – are taken 
each time for learning. The left 90 data points are taken for testing.  

As described before t he GP give a n est imate f or e very testing po int an d ev ery ru le. Th e one with th e smallest 
estimated tardiness is chosen. Afterwards we have calculated the estimation error by summing up the differences of the 
selected rule’s v alue and the b est rule’s value for t his parameter com bination. Let  us assu me we h ave to test  the 
parameter combination 0.83 utilization and du e date factor 3. The GP gives us estimates of 150 minutes for EDD, 70 
minutes for 2PTPlusWINQPlusNPT and 71 minutes for MOD. Thus, we choose 2PTPlusWINQPlusNPT. To assess the 
error f or t his single case,  we cal culate t he di fference of t he t rue t ardiness val ue o f 2PTPlusWINQPlusNPT ( 77.6 
minutes) and the best rule, which is MOD, with 65.3 minutes mean tardiness, which would be an error of 12.3 minutes. 
This shows, that if the predictions are wrong, the wrong rule is chosen, unless the tendency of the prediction is correct. 
If t he p rediction would have bee n hi gher than 7 1 f or 2PTPlusWINQPlusNPT, M OD w ould ha ve b een c hosen. T he 
errors for all 90 test values are summed up. 

However, during our e xperiments we  ha ve ex perienced a few problems wi th t he a utomatic adap tion of t he 
hyperparameters. Sometimes the algorithm, which minimizes the marginal likelihood (see Rasmussen et al.), was st uck 
in a local optima. The found hyperparameters lead to a few estimates, which have fallen out of aligment. To tackle this 
problem, we have performed a two step process. First we have started the automatic calculation of the hyperparameters 
for all three rules for each parameter setting with standard start parameters ( 1x length-scale 1 =1, 2x length-scale 2 =1, 
the signal variance 2

f =1 and the noise variance 2
n =log(sqrt(0.1)). Since all three dispatching rules have usually similar 

functions patterns, their hyperparameters are also similar. Thus, in a second step we have performed the hyperparameter 
calculation again, but have used the average values from the first step as start parameters; which fixed the problem. 
 
 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 
 
4.1 Simulation runs  
 
We selected two system parameters, which are the input for the Gaussian processes. The first is the system’s utilization 
and the second is t he ‘dueDateFactor’, which defines the job’s due date tightness (job’s due date is set to x- times the 
job’s to tal pro cessing tim e + syste m rel ease ti me). Th ese two  syste m p arameters h ave been combined to  270 
combinations. We have performed simulation runs with system utilizations from 70% till 99% and have combined these 
with due date factors starting fro m 2 till 1 0 (30*9=270). The six selected d ispatching rules d escribed in 3.2 have been 
evaluated on all these parameter combinations. Our performance criterion is mean tardiness, but the general approach is 
applicable t o other obj ective fun ctions as well. Each resu lt for each  co mbination of u tilization, due d ate fact or and 
dispatching rule is th e av erage of 200  in dependent rep lications to  get reliab le esti mates o f th e performance o f our 
stochastic simulation. 
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Figure 2. Results of simulation runs of 270 system parameter combinations. These reflect an optimal decision. 

 
 

The results of these simulation runs are shown in Figure 2. Only best res ults for eac h combination are presented 
and the corresponding dispatching rule is marked. The rules SPT, FSFO and FBFO were always outperformed by one  
of the other three rules, so in the remainder of this paper only EDD, MOD and PTPlusWINQPlusNPT are used. 

In scen arios wh ere t he due date is tig ht and th e utilization is high th e b est-performing ru le is 
2PTPlusWINQPlusNPT. EDD is superior with relaxed due date settings and lower utilization rates. MOD performs well 
in m edium cases i n bet ween. T his sh ows t hat depe nding on t he sy stem’s con ditions di fferent dispatching r ules 
outperform each other in the same scenario. 

If simulation runs are expensive and more system parameters are considered not all parameter combinations can be 
simulated in ad vance. Th is i s wh ere sup ervised m achine l earning t echniques c an pl ay an  i mportant r ole, helping to 
select the best dispatching rule with only a few simulations runs as a learning data set. 

 
 

4.2 Benefits of rule switching  
 
The interesting questions from the production scheduling point of view is to see,  i f learning with Gaussian processes 
can help to improve scheduling by selecting the best dispatching rule depending on the system’s current conditions. An 
upper bound for this improvement is to  first calculate the improvement possible with optimal switching (see Figure 2) 
compared with the strategy to always use the same fixed dispatching rules independently of the system’s state.  

The resuls are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen the best non-switching choice is to use th e MOD rule. Always 
using EDD is a rather bad cho ice resulting in an in crease of m ean tard iness by abo ut 800 0. Always using 
PTPlusWINQPlusNPT is almost as good as using MOD, resulting in an increase of about 1600 and 1500. This therefore 
sets the benchmark for the use of the learning method, as not to switch rules at all would lead to an increase of mean 
flowtime by 1500 if compared to the optimal switching decision. 
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Figure 3. Difference in tardiness of only using a certain dispatching  
rule compared to always switching to the best rule 

 
 
4.3 Estimation error and learning curves  
 
The more data there is to learn for a Gaussian Process model the better the rule selection based on such a model should 
get. T his i ntuition i s c onfirmed by  t he g raphs s hown i n Fi gure 3, showing t he l earning curves. These c urves are 
generated using a 3-fold cross-validation of the data (for sample sizes smaller than 180: disregarding part of the learning 
data) and show the error compared with an optimal decision.  

The results of Gaussian Process learning are very good. As can be seen there is a large improvement increasing the 
size o f t he l earning data from 20 t o 30. H owever, eve n 10 t o 20 data points (i.e. si mulations t o generate t hem) are 
sufficient t o improve over t he best si mple ch oice of al ways u sing MOD. With on ly 30 data po ints we were ab le to 
achieve 92 % of the improvements possible with switching dispatching rules based on the two attributes utilization and 
due date tightness. Using 180 data points yields about 99.5 %. 
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Figure 4. Learning curve – the overall error (sum of tardiness) in relation to the number of learning samples (left: all 
sample sizes (10 – 180); right: detailed view showing only sample sizes 30 – 180) 

 
 
4.4 Dynamic Sampling and Continuous Model Improvement  
 
The e xperiments p resented i n sect ion 4.3 s how t he use of Ga ussian Processes as a c onventional s upervised l earning 
method: you have a cert ain amount of t raining data, then build a m odel of i t and use this model later on. As shown 
before already 30 data points are sufficient to build a rather precise model. This number however largely depends on the 
problem and generating a learning curve as shown in Figure 4 might be too time-consuming if a single simulation run 
takes some time. However, using the uncertainty information we get from a GP model without extra effort, we can build 
a model incrementally, adaptive to  the problem complexity and value ranges of the state descriptors actually needed. 
Therefore, we  
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Figure 5. Learning curve of evaluation runs with dynamically increasing learning data 

 
 
can use the simulation model and uncertainty information from the GP model to only simulate the data points required, 
i.e., to sample dynamically in contrast to building a static sample of learning data. 

We start wit h a small sample size of 20 data po ints to learn the in itial model. This model is th en used to m ake 
predictions as before. However if the uncertainty associated with t he performance of t he best (according the m odels’ 
predictions) rule at  a c ertain point exceeds a certain threshold, we do a  detailed examination (i.e. simulation) of this 
point and build a new, improved model from a l earning data set amended by this point. This way we can continually 
improve the model until a sufficiently precise model is obtained. 

In t he f ollowing, we present ex periments usi ng t his dy namic sam pling st rategy for di fferent settings of t he 
uncertainty threshold. As a measure of uncertainty, we use the standard deviation. The results of these experiments can 
be seen in Figure 5. The left axis and the associated tardiness graph show the solution quality associated with a certain 
threshold, whereas the right axis and sample size graph show the number of data points sampled. This is the number of 
simulations that would have to be performed, i.e. the initial learning data size of 20 plus the points dynamically sampled 
on al l points whe re t he uncertainty excee ds t he t hreshold. As can be seen in t he fi gure t here a re t rends in opposite 
directions. Using a large threshold leads to a high tardiness but only very few points are sampled additionally. A small 
threshold causes a high number of data points to be sampled, but a high-quality model, i.e. low tardiness. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
 
In dynamic manufacturing scenarios with frequently changing system parameters adaptive scheduling approaches seem 
necessary. With this study we have shown that scheduling with dispatching rules can be further improved, if advanced 
learning techniques are used to adapt the scheduling mechanism to dynamic changes by selectin g the best rule for the 
current sy stem st atus. T o our k nowledge Gaussian processes ha ve been used i n sc heduling f or t he fi rst t ime. Th e 
estimation errors have been small for learning sample sizes bigger than 30, for our case with two system parameters. 
For m ore syst em p arameters th is ap proach shou ld be scalable and m ake e ven m ore sense , because the number of 
simulation runs increases clearly then. If simulation runs are expensive and many parameter settings are possible not all 
cases ca n be  simulated i n a dvance. In t hese cases  a daptive sc heduling st rategies with l earning c omponents see m 
promising. In such settings the approach described in section 4.4. to dynamically increase the learning data selectively 
with those points, where the prediction uncertainty is h igh, can also be use d effectively. Providing such a m easure of 
prediction uncertainty is a feature distinguishing GPs from most other machine learning techniques. 

Our a pproach only co nducts an an alysis h ow GP c ould be i mplemented i n sc heduling. In future research our 
framework should be extended to a dynamic component, which selects dispatching rules in real-time. One advantage of 
Gaussian processes is that they give an estimate and its prediction quality. This could be used in the framework as well, 
for example to start new simulation runs for more training data, if the prediction quality is not satisfying. 
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Abstract: Today, planning and control of logistic processes is generally executed by centralized logistic systems, which 
cannot cope with the high requirements for  flexible order processing due to increasing dynamics and  complexity. In 
many cases this is caused by a non-synchronized information and material flow in logistic systems. There is an ongoing 
paradigm shift from  centrali zed control of ‘non-intellige nt’ item s in hierarchical structur es towards decentralized 
control of ‘i ntelligent’ ite ms in  heterarchical stru ctures. Th ose in telligent item s c ould eith er be raw m aterials, 
components or products (e.g. vehicles) as well as l oading equipment (e.g. pallets, packages) or transportation systems 
(e.g. conveyors, trucks). The main characteristic o f an  intelligent item i s its cap ability to  control itself. Th is paper is 
dedicated to the idea of autonomous control as a new control paradigm for logistic processes. It focuses the results of 
the prototypical implementation of autonomous control mechanisms in automobile logistics. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
The term  “au tonomy” d escribes the cap ability o f a system , p rocess or ob ject t o design its in put-, throughput- and 
output-profiles as an  an ticipative o r reactive answer to c hanging environmental parameters. One specific criterion of 
autonomous processes or objects is to render a decision by itself on the basis of parameters (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2006). 
In the last years a p aradigm shift in logistic processes has occurred. The centralized control of ‘non-intelligent’ logistic 
objects in hierarchical struct ures has been change d t o decentrali zed c ontrol by  ‘i ntelligent’ item s in heterarchical 
structures. As shown in Figure 1 conventional logistic control systems are characterized by central planning and control 
processes, a hi erarchical information structure. The hierarchical information structure does not allow fast and flexi ble 
adaptation t o changing e nvironmental i nfluences, especi ally i n l ogistic sy stems wi th a  hi gh degree of dy namic and 
complexity. In general dynamic in logistic systems can be described as the changes of a set of parameters and system 
variables in a defined time period. The behavior of a logistic system follows its intrinsic dynamics, which is influenced 
by th e syste m p arameters. As a resu lt o f th e d ynamics, th e syste m v ariables ch ange o ver ti me. One definition of 
dynamics could be: “the accelerated variation of the system status over time” (Scholz-Reiter et. al., 2002). 
 
 
1.1 Autonomous control 
 
Autonomous Control describes processes of decentralized decision-making in heterarchical structures. This requires that 
interacting elemen ts in  n on-deterministic s ystems h ave th e ab ility an d opportunity for au tonomous d ecision-making. 
The de finition o f aut onomous co ntrol describes t he m aximum expre ssion of t he a utonomous c ontrol i n a  l ogistics 
system. C onsequently, al l l ogistic o bjects in aut onomous co ntrolled l ogistic sy stem w ould operate i ndependently 
according to their own objectives. Autonomous control is given if a logistic object is able to process information, make 
decisions and execute the decisions by itself (Windt, 2005).  

The aim of using autonomous control mechanisms is to  increase robustness and positive emergence of log istics 
systems by a distributed and flexible coping with dynamics and complexity (Windt, 2007). In several simulation studies 
the use of au tonomous control causes more flexibility, adaptivity and robustness to logistics systems. This is th e case 
especially in logistic scenarios with a high degree of dynamic, for example caused by express orders or machine failures 
(Böse, 2005).  
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Figure 1. From conventional to autonomous control 

 
 

In practice the degree of autonomy and the degree of decentralization will not have the highest value – in practice 
autonomous controlled logistic objects will be clustered in sub-systems. Each sub-system can operate autonomously and 
is characterized by the highest level of autonomy. 
 
 
1.2 Information and communication technologies as an enabler for autonomous control 
 
The dynamic development o f i nformation and com munication technologies, e.g . th e i dentification tech nologies like 
RFID (R adio Fre quency I dentification) or nea rly eve rywhere avai lable c ommunication t echnologies l ike GPRS 
(General Packet Rad io Serv ice), m akes in telligent p rocesses (and  th erefore in telligent ite ms o r au tonomy) p ossible. 
Furthermore t he i nformation an d c ommunication t echnologies bec ome sm aller and c heaper. Si nce January 2004 a 
German Co llaborative Research  Cen tre (CRC 6 37) funded b y th e Germ an Research  Fou ndation (DFG) has been 
established at the University of Bremen. It is named “Autonomous Cooperating Logistic Processes – A Paradigm Shift 
and its Limitations”. Fou r facu lties coop erate in th is in terdisciplinary pro ject: eng ineering technolo gy, econo mics, 
informatics, mathematics and electrical engineering. The research concentrates on modeling of autonomous cooperating 
logistic processes, designing methods and adequate tools as well as on evaluation for practical use. 

In t he fi eld of l ogistics t here a re m any rem unerative uses of re search res ults with in i nformation and 
communication t echnologies. T here a re p rototypic stores w here products, s helf, s hopping ca rts and store  cards  are 
equipped with RFID chips (smart lab els). Typically product RFID co ntains information about product type, durability 
and cost, the shelf about the amount and kind of its products, the shopping carts support the customer’s navigation. The 
payment is completely automated because the checkout registers every product in the shopping cart (or the customer’s 
pocket). Screens can show customer individual spots adjusted to the contents of the shopping cart. A shelf automatically 
orders replenishment when necessary. But there are many future possibilities. 
The v ision of th e fu ture cou ld be d ecentralized d istributed arch itectures o f in telligent and  co mmunicating obj ects 
instead of today’s centralized control of non-intelligent objects in hierarchical structures.: The implementation of these 
systems goes along with the use of existing and enhanced technologies. The flow of goods is no longer controlled by a 
central insta nce. L ogistic objects like pac kages or ve hicles can f ind their  w ay t hrough th e l ogistic n etwork to  t he 
destination autonomously (e.g. from the producer to the customer) while constantly communicating with conveyances 
and nodes and considering demands, e.g. concerning delivery date and costs. 
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2. REQUIREMENTS TO REALIZE THE IDEA OF AUTONOMOUS COOPERATING 
LOGISTIC OBJEKTS 

 
The Idea of decentralized decision-making with autonomous control methods requires a real-time information flow to 
allow logistic objects to analyze the c urrent system situation and use this data to decide, which next steps have to be 
done. To  realize th is id ea, id entification techn ologies like RFID, real-tim e lo cating systems like GPS and 
communication technologies like GSM  or GPRS are needed. On t he one ha nd, lo gistic objects are able to c ollect 
information about their own states. On the other hand, this information can be passed through to other logistic objects if 
required. In th e real world th ere are m any d ifficulties to realize th e id ea of au tonomous con trol or au tonomous 
cooperating logistic objects. In most cases logistic objects are not able to communicate, they ha ve neither sensors t hat 
can be use d t o c ollect st ate dat a n or processing m odules t hat ca n ana lyze t his dat a and e xecute t he decisions b y 
themselves. Imagine a package that wants to route through a logistic system by itself. There is a couple of data required 
to realize the idea of aut onomous control. There is als o a need of inform ation about av ailable rout e infra structure, 
available trucks at any transfer point or information about traffic situation on routes. Today the most logistic objects are 
not ab le to co llect th is data b y th emselves. In order to en able  th is, th e use of ad ditional information and 
communication techno logies is n ecessary. There are m any p ossibilities to  exp and non in telligent log istic o bjects t o 
enable a self decision-making. In most cases the representation of these objects is realized be using multi agent system 
(MAS) (Böse, 2009). Therefore there is a need to identify a lo gistic object and represent it as an  agent within a m ulti 
agent system. Secondary positioning data are needed to know where each object is within the logistics system. In case 
of a self routing package the multi agent system contains the inform ation about the state of tra nsfer points or available 
trucks. To collect the identification and positioning data several techniques can be applied. In several research activities 
RFID-Gates or mobile devices has been already used (Böse, 2009). 

In case of using RFID-Gates to collect positioning data of logistic objects, there is a  need to place the gates on 
each deciding place.  
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Figure 2. Components to realize autonomous control methods 

 
 
2.1 Hardware related requirements 
 
An ap propriate t echnical hardware sy stem has t o f ulfil different sy stem requi rements w hich a re i ntroduced i n t he 
following. Based on operational processes several system requirements for the hardware system can be deviated. These 
requirements – c ontaining t echnical re quirements, user requirements as well as sa fety requi rements – ha ve t o be  
fulfilled t o sup port staff in op erational business and  as a resu lt to b enefit fro m th e in troduced potentials for 
improvement. 
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Technical requirements 
The Requirements relate to technological aspects of technical implementation with main focus on hardware and 
middleware. Summarized, the main technical requirements are: 

 Operation time: Availability of a power management including standby function to reduce energy demand and 
consequently extend the operation time of rechargeable batteries.  

 Robustness / shock resistance: High robustness and shock resistance combined with system reliability of 
hardware components as a protection against dropping down (up to a height of 1.5 m). 

 Computing power: Providing adequate computing power of the mobile system (central processing unit, main 
memory) to guarantee short response times of the application software and as a result to avoid dead times 
waiting for completion of data processing. 

 Cleaning: Easy and damage-free cleaning of applied, mainly outdoor hardware components (mobile data entry 
devices, reader gates etc.). 

 
Safety requirements 
The safety requirements contain several aspects including health and safety at work, data security as well as system 
reliability. The safety requirements can be described as follows: 

 Electromagnetic radiation: Compliance with limit values regarding electromagnetic emission (EMA according 
to DIN 55022, DIN 61000-3-2 and DIN 61000-3-3) as well as electromagnetic interference (EMB according to 
DIN 55024). 

 Data security: high data security regarding data exchange between mobile data entry device and logistic 
backend system (e.g. using encryption standard WPA (Wireless Protected Access)) in case of communication 
via WLAN), encoding of transponder data to prevent data manipulation or unauthorized readout of data, 
password protection of the mobile system to secure stored sensitive data (e.g. in the event of stealing or leaving 
the mobile data entry device inside a delivered car). 

 User authentication: Unique user authentication for quality management purposes (allocation of users to 
executed activities, increase of data security). 

 Operational reliability: High operational reliability (e.g. intermediate data storage to guard against power 
blackout, using emergency power supply). 
 

User requirements 
User requirements describe the requirements for the IT system from the user’s point of view. These requirements 
concern particularly the handling of the application software as well as the mobile data entry device. 

 Design of graphical user interface: Easy to use and quickly learnable handling of the application software, 
comprehensibility and clearness of terminal dialogs, permanent view of common information (e.g. strength of 
GPS and WLAN signal, status of battery charge, date and time as well as mobile data entry device number), 
definition of standard font size with respect to a viewing distance of 300 mm. 

 Physical dimensions, weight and handling: Low weight (overall weight including battery < 500 g) and 
adequate physical dimensions of the mobile system to guarantee its manageability, operating temperature 
between 10°C and 50°C, dust and splash water protection in all weathers, one-hand operation. 

 Keyboard: Use of a lighted keyboard to allow for good readability at night, definition of size and alignment of 
keyboard with respect to working conditions (usability with gloves etc.), key lock. 

 Display: Image quality, reflection properties and colour scheme (in accordance to ISO 13406-2), good 
readability of dialogs presented on the display from an angle of view of 20° to 40° (in accordance to ISO 
13406-2/7.2) and the keyboard labelling in all weathers (rain, snow, direct sunlight etc.), using an outdoor 
display, setting of contrast and brightness at a mobile system, backlight. 

 User acceptance: Assistance of staff, low training time and effort, easy to use mobile system, no monitoring of 
employee activities, error-free operation of the mobile system, no limitation of employee competence caused 
by order processing automation, no impairment of health. 

 
 
2.2 Software related requirements 
 

Today the realization of the  paradigm of autonomous control by giving the “i ntelligence” directly to the logistic  
object i s often n ot reas onable fo rm t he econ omic poi nt of view. T he real-time repres entation using a m obile devi ce 
makes econ omic sense onl y i f t he rel evant l ogistic o bjects (e.g . pac kages) a re pas sing t hrough t he l ogistic sy stem 
frequently. As mentioned above it is possible to represent logistic objects in a v irtual environment like a multi agent 
system to ena ble a dece ntralized decision-making of these objects. The representation could be done by the use of a  
mobile device. The  operating staff coul d use mobile devices as a gateway or interface between the real-world and t he 
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virtual e nvironment. In t he face of t he technical, user and safety requirements it is necessa ry to take care of the 
implementation desi gn of t he mobile devi ce sol ution. A modular i mplementation of  t he req uired components and  
modules allows a fle xible re place or a ddiction of ha rdware components among the de velopment process. In general 
there is a need of components for identification, communication, positioning and a module for the control of the process 
data.  

Figure 3 gives an overview of t he relevant devi ce c omponents acc ording t o t he m entioned re quirements an d 
needed hardware c omponents f or t he real ization o f aut onomous c ontrol m ethods. F or eac h hardware cl uster (l ike 
hardware m odules fo r id entification or positio ning and  sensors) a gateway i s i mplemented wi thin t he hardware 
abstraction layer. The gateway has to realize the communication between the hardware module and the other hardware 
components. As shown in Figure 3 sensors like infrared sensors are clustered and handled by the sensor gateway. The 
processing unit has t o o rganize t he i nternal com munication between t he gat eways. T he l ogic l ayer coo rdinates t he 
processes commands, makes logical decisions and evaluations as well as performs calculations. The main function of 
the power co ntrol l ayer i s t o t urn off ha rdware c omponents when t hey are  not needed t o real ize a n ef ficient power 
management. Acco rding t o the re quired data for  a aut onomous decision m aking co mponents are  turned on. T he 
necessary commands and functions to control the hardware modules are implemented in the logic layer. All data and 
information are stored  and retriev ed from an internal data base. The information and data are then passed back to the 
decision layer for processing and then eventually to the user by the utilization of the user interface. 
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Figure 3. Software architecture 

 
 
As shown in Figure 3 each system is represented in a multi agent system (MAS) by so called broker agent. The broker 
agent is  responsible for the correct representation of each device which represents the real world object a nd the real 
world object data (including the object identification, specific object information, like type and color etc.). The MAS is 
coupled to th e IT-backend system which contains all av ailable data about for e.g. orders and delivery times. Specific 
data of the logistic object are stored within the MAS or the device for virtual representation.   
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Figure 4. System concept 

 
 

3. REALIZATION OF AUTONOMOUS COOPERATING LOGISTIC OBJECTS 
 
As mentioned today there are several requirements that has to be fulfilled to realize the idea of autonomous cooperating 
logistic objects. The main challenge is t o synchronize real-world data with the data within the MAS to allow logistic 
objects to make decentralized decisions by the use of the MAS. Therefore a software and system concept for a  mobile 
solution was introduced above. This concept can be used on and with mobile devices for data entry in case of movable 
logistic object or on an a dditional un it on stationa ry m achines or workplaces . Within t he CRC  637 t he tec hnical 
development f ocused on t he scena rio of a n a utomobile t erminal and autonomous c ooperating vehicles. T he B LG 
LOGISTICS GROUP AG & Co. KG (BLG) develops and provides complex services for new and used vehicles in the 
range of transport, handling, technical treatment and storage. The BLG has established a Europe-wide logistics network 
on the basis of automobile terminals at  strategically important traffic junctions. Every vehicle passes a set  of process 
steps in th e automobile logistics network: collection of vehicles at au tomobile manufacturer, multi-modal transport to 
automobile termin al v ia ro ad, rail or in land waterway/sea, stora ge a nd technical treatm ent as well as delivery to 
automobile de aler. After delivery, each vehicle is i dentified by  its vehicle ide ntification num ber (VIN) from the 
terminal staff usi ng m obile data e ntry devices which can read barc odes placed inside the  ve hicle behi nd the  
wind-screen. The VIN allows  the assignm ent of the ve hicle to its storage  and technical treatment orders stored in the 
logistic IT-system. Based on predefined priorities, the IT-system allocates a st orage location of a st orage area to  each 
vehicle. A  handling em ployee m oves t he vehicle t o t he assi gned st orage l ocation. After removal f rom st ock, t he 
vehicles possi bly run through se veral technical treatm ent st ations as fuel station or car was h. The sequence of the 
technical treatment stations is specified in the technical treatment order of the vehicle. Upon completion of all technical 
treatment tasks, the vehicle is brought to the shipment area for transportation to the automobile dealer (Böse et al., 2006 
& Scholz-Reiter et al., 2008). The idea of autonomous cooperating vehicles focuses on the shift of the decision making 
from a central planning and c ontrol system to the vehicle. According to the idea of autonomous control, autonomous 
logistic objects are e nabled to process i nformation a nd re nder an d ex ecute decisions on their own. T he use of 
autonomous control methods on a utomobile terminal show in simulations many advantages which were presented by 
(Böse et al., 2009 & Windt et al., 2009). In consequence, the vehicles and other logistic objects like storage areas have 
their own master data and act independently regarding their local objective system.  
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3.1 Wearable computing systems for realization of autonomous cooperating vehicles  
 
The idea for further development contains the integration of different ICT components for i dentification, localization, 
communication and  user in teraction tasks in th e work cl othes of em ployees as  a  wearable com puting system . The 
integration of electronic systems in clothing has been researched by many task forces (Kirisci et al. 2006). A s pecial 
challenge is the high integration level of technologies as shown in Figure 5. Many of the previously developed systems 
were rejected by the users because of deficient ergonomics of the developed work clothes as well as manifold doubts 
about dat a sec urity or  impairment of health ( high radi ation of  electronic components etc.). In  the cont ext of  the 
mentioned scenario wearable computing systems have to be fixed closely to the body to avoid damages to the vehicles, 
e.g. damages of vehicles, while walking through storage places (Mrugala et al. 2009). Looking at this scenario, the idea 
of wearable computing seems to have more potential as common mobile solutions for the use while handling vehicles. 
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Figure 5. Components to realize autonomous control methods with wearable computing 

 
 

3.2 Prototypical implementation of autonomous cooperating vehicles 
 
A wearable computing solution fulfills the main requirements as m entioned in ch apter 2 of t his paper. The developed 
solution co ntains th e n eeded r equired co mponents fo r id entification, po sitioning, communication as well as a user 
interface and a processing unit. The software concept was implemented as shown in Figure 3. Each hardware module is 
controlled by a separat e gateway. T he m ain co ntrol i s g iven by t he used aut onomous co ntrol m ethod which ca n be 
implemented in the decision layer. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Prototypical wearable computing solution for autonomous cooperating vehicles 
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Figure 6 illustrates the developed solution to collect the data necessary to represent the vehicles in the MAS. The main 
idea of this development is to equip every vehicle with an RFID transponder. The transponder contains all required data 
such as the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), type, color, manufacturer for an optical identification by the terminal 
staff. This data should further indicate the associated vehicle orders, like washing or other technical treatment orders. 
The transponder data are u sed for the virtual represen tation of the vehicles. The  processing un it within the wearable 
solution collects all required data for a decision-making by the use of the MAS as shown in Figure 4. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper f ocuses o n t he t echnical realization of a utonomous co ntrol. A s oftware a nd sy stem rel ated c oncept wa s 
introduced to represen t real world logistic o bject in a v irtual e nvironment t o e nable an a utonomous c oordination o f 
logistic object. As a m ain resu lt of the various researches in to innovative IT-based so lutions the authors came to t he 
conclusion t hat the technical im plementation of an au tonomously co ntrolled system  is alread y possible and m akes 
economic sense with today’s information and communication technologies. 
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Abstract: Container terminals around the world fiercely compete to increase their throughput and to accommodate new 
mega v essels. In order to in crease th e port throughput drastically, new quay cra nes ca pable of batch processi ng are 
being in troduced. The tand em-lift sp reader, equ ipped with a quay cra ne, which can handle one to four c ontainers 
simultaneously has recently been developed. Such increase in the handling capacity of quay cranes requires significant 
increase in the  transportation capacity of ship-to-yard ve hicles as well. T he objective of th is study is to compare the 
performances of t hree altern ative conf igurations of sh ip-to-yard vehicles in a conventional c ontainer term inal 
environment. We assume that the yard storage for containers is horizontally configured and the quay cranes equip with 
tandem-lift spr eaders. A di screte eve nt si mulation m odel fo r a c ontainer t erminal i s devel oped a nd val idated. We 
compare the performances of t he three alternatives u nder d ifferent cargo  wo rkloads a nd profiles, re presented by  
different annual container handling volumes and different ratios of tandem mode operations, respectively. The results 
show that the performances of the alternative vehicle types are largely dependent on workload requirement and profile. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
As the size of trade between countries increased, there are rapid changes in the logistics environment concerning ports. 
The world container traffic in  2008 is 540  million TEUs which grew by 2.3 ti mes compared to 230 m illion TEUs in 
2000. It is  forecasted t o ac hieve growth ra te of a round t he a nnual ave rage of 9% by  2013. Due  to this, t he m arine 
transportation in dustry has mad e Mega-Carrier a ppear through m ergers an d ac quisitions between shipping l ines t o 
expand market dominance, and they are continuing to make enormous investments for securing mega ships over 10,000 
TEUs in order to strengthen the competitiveness in shipping cost. 

According t o such ch anges i n t he shi pping en vironment, l arge ports i n t he w orld are  en gaging i n fi erce 
competition for hub  ports by continents in order to attract mega fleet, and  this is lead ing to the trend of strengthening 
port competitiveness through the securing and operation of efficient port facilities. In oth er words, the world’s leading 
ports such as Singapore, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Busan, Rotterdam, and Hamburg are not only developing 
large-sized terminals but also investing highly productive handling equipment for the efficiency of port operation. 

The handling equipment in a po rt generally consists of quay cranes ( QCs), ship-to-yard vehicles (terminal trucks 
or automated guided vehicles), and yard cranes (YCs). Out of t hese, QCs and s hip-to-yard vehicles are m ost closely 
related to ships. These are the most important factors which determine the ship turnaround time in a port. 

Berthing a mega ship over 10,000 TEUs in a port requires water depth, the workable specification of QCs, and the 
high productivity of a terminal. Especially, despite increasing the size of ships, shipping lines tend to require the service 
time in the past. Therefore, ports unable to meet the trend of such customer requirements may bring about the desertion 
of customers. 

Highly efficient operation and innovation of handling equipment in a port are being actively carried out as a part of 
survival strategies. Out of handling equipment in a port, the QCs have the high priority in investments. Most of ports all 
over t he world have  bee n operating t he QCs wi th a single-lift sp reader cap able of processing 1  box of  20 or 40 f t 
container and with a twin-lift spreader capable of  processing 2 boxes of 20 ft  containers or  1 b ox of  40 ft  container. 
Recently, however, the QCs with a tandem-lift spreader capable of processing 4 boxes of 20 ft containers or 2 boxes of 
40 ft containers appeared in some ports in Netherlands, UAE, China, and South Korea. Table 1 summarizes the spreader 
types of QCs. In order for the QCs with a tandem-lift spreader to have high efficiency, various working method of the 
ship-to-yard vehicles in co nnection to the QC mu st be considered. Therefore, in preparation for the spread of the QCs 
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with tand em-lift sp reader which  will e merge as th e fu ture co mmon eq uipment, it is d esirable to  come u p with  t he 
optimal co mposition of handling system t hrough an alysis o f t he im pact to  th e term inal produ ctivity b y in teraction 
between QCs and ship-to-yard vehicles. 

 
 

Table 1. Spreader types of quay cranes (ECT Home Page; Bhimani and Sisson, 2002; Lind et al., 2007) 
 

Type 

Single-lift Twin- lift Tand em-lift 

 
Capacity One 20ft container 

or one 40ft container 
Two 20ft containers 
or one 40ft container 

Four 20ft containers 
or two 40ft containers 

 
 
The performance evaluation from the in teraction between handling equipment within a terminal has been studied 

by various aspects. 
Das and Spasovic (2003) analyzed the strategic alternatives for m inimizing empty travel of stra ddle carriers and 

for m inimizing waiting  time o f road tru cks, when con tainers are receiv ed an d delivered between ro ad tru cks an d 
terminals.  Vis and Harika (2004) analyzed the performance for each type of ship-to-yard vehicles (automated guided 
vehicles and automated lifting vehicles) in an automated container terminal through simulation. The performance was 
measured as unloading time of ships, waiting time of QCs, waiting time of vehicles, and occupancy degree of vehicles 
and QCs. Yang, Choi, and Ha (2004) compared the performance of ship-to-yard vehicles (automated guided vehicles 
and automated lifting vehicles) in an au tomated container terminal with si mulation. They also analyzed the number of 
units by type of ship-to-yard vehicles satisfying the given service level and the impact it has on cycle time. Liu et al. 
(2004) analyzed the impact on the performance of terminals, using automated guided vehicles (AGVs), by yard layout 
(horizontal an d ve rtical) t hrough si mulation. They  used t he m ulti at tribute deci sion m aking (M ADM) m ethod t o 
evaluate the performance of the terminal and determined the optimum number of vehicles by layout. Grunow, Günther, 
and Lehmann (2004) presented a prior ity rule based algorithm for dispatching multi-load AGVs, which can carry one 
40 ft or 45 ft container or two 20 ft containers at a time, in a n automated container terminal. They  also compared the 
performance o f al gorithm and m athematical model by m aking a  m ixed i nteger l inear p rogramming (M ILP) m odel 
which corresponds to the algorithm. de Koster, Le-Anh, and van der Meer (2004) compared the dispatching rules in use 
at t hree di fferent en vironments (E uropean di stribution c enter, glass p roduction pl ant, an d co ntainer t ransshipment 
terminal) u sing simulation. They an alyzed the case-s pecific dispatching rules a nd general di spatching rules (nearest-
workstation-first, nea rest-vehicle-first, m odified-first-come-first-served, and ne arest-vehicle-first with tim e p riority) 
together i n ea ch e nvironment. Duinkerken et al. (2006) co mpared the p erformance of thr ee typ es of tr ansportation 
system ( multi-trailer syste m, AGV, an d auto mated liftin g v ehicle) used in  in ter-terminal tran sport usin g sim ulation. 
Rule-based control system and advanced planning algorithm were included in the simulation model and the situations to 
be implemented in the actual terminal were compared and analyzed through various scenarios. 

In this study, we analyze the impact which the type of ship-to-yard vehicles has on the terminal performance using 
a d iscrete ev ent sim ulation m odel, when th e QCs with tandem-lift s preader ar e in troduced. We c ompare the 
performances of the three alternative ship-to-yard vehicles under different cargo workloads and profiles, represented by 
different annual container handling volumes and different ratios of tandem mode operations, respectively. 

Section 2 introduces the tandem-lift QCs and alternative ship-to-yard vehicles. Section 3 discusses a discrete event 
simulation model developed and Section 4 provides the result of experiments by simulation. Finally, Section 5 presents 
the conclusions of this study. 
 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTIONS 
 
2.1 Tandem-Lift Quay Crane for Batch Processing 
 
Generally, th e h andling syste m in  a container term inal con sists of QCs, sh ip-to-yard v ehicles, and YCs. The 
productivity of the terminal is determined by the efficient connection between three types of equipment. Figure 1 shows 
the logistics flow in a container terminal. Import containers are delivered through quay, yard, and gate from the ship and 
export containers are loaded onto the ship in the opposite order. 
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Figure 1. Container flow and equipment in a container terminal 
 
 

In su ch lo gistics flow with in th e termin al, sh ipping lin es wou ld require ter minal o perators to  redu ce th e sh ip 
turnaround time. T herefore, terminal operators has no choice but to satisfy th e requirement level of shipping lines by 
investing equipment with high productivity. In this process, highly productive handling equipment such as twin-lift QCs 
and tand em-lift Q Cs ap peared an d th ere is no  option but to  bring a bout cha nges i n t he s hip-to-yard ve hicles i n 
connection to these. 

The theoretical productivity of tandem-lift QCs is dou ble compared to the existing twin-lift QCs. However, when 
they are actually operated in a container terminal, their performance is greatly influenced by the stowage plan of ships 
and t he t ypes of s hip-to-yard vehicles. T hus, t he act ual pr oductivity of t andem-lift QC s can be det ermined b y 
considering all of these factors. 

In order t o i ncrease t he ha ndling performance o f t andem-lift QC s, t he stowage pl an o f s hips m ust co nsider al l 
calling ports t ogether. T he s towage pla n c onsidering only each port ca nnot m aximize the ha ndling performance of 
tandem-lift QCs in all calling ports. Because tandem-lift QCs handle multiple containers simultaneously, connecting to 
the ship-to-yard vehicles that can transport multiple containers is effective. The normally operated ship-to-yard vehicles 
can transport one 40 ft container of two 20 ft containers. When operating tandem-lift QCs, the appropriate connection to 
the ship-to-yard vehicles will be an important factor in determining the productivity of the terminal. Accordingly, the 
most appropriate ship-to-yard vehicle must be operated. 
 
 
2.2 Alternative Ship-to-Yard Vehicles 
 
Because the tandem-lift QC handles maximum 4 boxes of 20 ft containers or 2 boxes of 40 ft containers simultaneously, 
the ship-to-yard vehicles connected to this must accommodate multiple containers. The currently operated ship-to-yard 
vehicles include single-stack trailers (SSTs), double-stack trailers (DSTs), parallel dual-trailers (PDTs), and serial dual-
trailers (SDTs). Tab le 2 shows alternative ship-to-yard vehicles. An SST ha s the capacity of 2 TEUs, while a DST, a 
PDT, and an SDT have the capacity of 4 TEUs. 
 
 

  
(a) SST (b) DST (c) PDT (d) SDT 

 
Figure 2. Alternatives of ship-to-yard vehicles 

 
 
2.3 Connection between Tandem-Lift Quay Cranes and Ship-to-Yard Vehicles 
 
When t he tande m-lift QC is o perated, th ere are three facto rs larg ely influ encing t he t erminal p roductivity. First, th e 
efficiency of loading and unloading onto/from a vehi cle by  a QC  may vary, due to the di fferent chassis st ructure of 
ship-to-yard vehicles. Two SSTs or a P DT have the chassis structure capable of simultaneous loading and unloading. 
However, in t he case of a DST, one s preader (one of parallel two  twi n-lift sp readers) an d th e other sp reader of th e 
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tandem-lift QC must be w orked on separately. In t he case of a n SDT, a vehicle must shift from the work for a front 
trailer to the work for a rear trailer, during loading and unloading by QCs. 

Second, there is the dispatching problem of vehicles assigned to tandem-lift QCs. When a QC is going to process 
two vehicles and only one vehicle arrive at the transfer area of the QC, the QC might wait for the other vehicle. In the 
case of t he SST, if two ve hicles arrive at nearly the sam e time, there are no problems. But if on ly one vehicle arrives 
first, a QC might wait until the other vehicle arrives additionally. In this case, to increase the turnover of sh ip-to-yard 
vehicles, it might be more favorable to handle one vehicle first and the other vehicle later. However, such situation does 
not occur in the case except the SST. 

Third, it is about the problems related to the ratio of tandem mode operation of QCs. Currently, the ports operating 
tandem-lift QCs is in test operation or are extensively used in work of empty containers. In the case of empty containers, 
because it is not impacted that much by the order of loading and discharging work of the ship, the ratio of tandem mode 
operation tends to be very high. As previously stated, the ratio of tand em mode operation is larg ely influenced by the 
stowage plan of previous and next cal ling ports. Therefore, most of ports currently operating tandem-lift QCs set  the 
target ratio of tandem mode operation to within 20-30%. If the majority of ports install tan dem-lift QCs in  the future, 
the ratio of tandem mode operation is expected to be higher. 
 
 

3. SIMULATION MODEL 
 
3.1 Physical Conditions 
 
We ass ume t hat t he y ard storage f or c ontainers i s h orizontally c onfigured, t he m aximum fo ur vessels ca n com e 
alongside t he terminal si multaneously, a nd t he st orage y ard c onsists o f 27 blocks. T he handling e quipment i n t he 
terminal consists of 16 single-trolley QCs with tandem-lift spreaders and 54 cantilever YCs with twin-lift spreader. The 
ship-to-yard vehicles are selected ou t of SSTs, DSTs, and SDTs. Beca use the YCs must extend their out reach when 
using PDTs, this study does not consider the PDT type of ship-to-yard vehicles. It is assumed that the lengths of an SST, 
a DST, and an SDT are 16.556 meters, 22.859 meters, and 38.151 meters, respectively. 

 
 
3.2 Modeling Ship-to-Yard Vehicles 
 
 
3.2.1 Process Definition 
 
We defined the process between ship-to-yard vehicles, QCs, and YCs in order to apply the operation of each type of 
ship-to-yard vehicle to a simulation model. Ship-to-yard vehicles transport containers between the apron and the yard. 
In the case of unloading from a vessel , they move without containers from the yard to the apron and try to enter the 
transfer area with QCs i n the apron. If possible, they receive containers from  QCs and trans port containers from the 
apron to the yard. When they arrive at the yard, they try to enter the transfer area with YCs in the yard. If possible, they 
deliver containers to YCs. Because ship-to-yard vehicles are passive, their receiving and delive ring operation depends 
on the availability of QCs and YCs. Therefore, the synchronization between the arrival of ship-to-yard vehicles and the 
availability of QCs and YCs leads to high terminal productivity. Figure 3 shows the processes between DSTs, QCs, and 
YCs, in the case of unloading from a vessel. 
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Figure 3. Flowchart for the processes of DSTs 
 

 
3.2.2 Routing 
 
The routing of ship-to-yard vehicles is determined by the starting position and the destination. The routing of a ship-to-
yard vehicle is rep resented by the list of t ravelling directions at the intersections which a sh ip-to-yard vehicle passes. 
The direction at an intersection is one of four absolute directions which are north (N), east (E), west (W), and south (S), 
as shown Figure 3-(a). Figure 3-(b) illustrates the routing from berth 1 to block 11. The routing is a list {S, E, E, S, S, S, 
S, W}. When a ship-to-yard vehicle passes an intersection, it withd raws, interprets, and d eletes the first element of its 
routing list. 
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(a) Direction at an intersection (b) Example of routing 
 

Figure 3. Routing of ship-to-yard vehicles 
 
 

yard-to-berth track berth-to-yard trackbetween-berth-and-yard track

bypass track yard-bottom track

berth track

block track

between-berth-and-yard intersection

between-blocks intersectionbypass intersection

yard-bottom intersectionbetween-yard-and-gate intersection

 
 

Figure 4. Definition of zones in the travel area 
 
 
3.2.3 Traffic Control 
 
The traffic of ship-to-yard vehicles is managed using the zone in the travel are a. Each zone has the specific capacity. 
The vehicles trying to enter a zone are controlled by the remaining capacity of the zone. The travel area of ship-to-yard 
vehicles consists of two types of zones: one is track-zone and the other is intersection-zone. The track-zone is a set of 
tracks without intersection and the intersection-zone is a set of tracks with intersection, in specific areas. The track-zone 
is classified  in to berth track, block track, yard-to-berth track, berth-to-yard track, between-berth-and-yard track, 
bypass track, and yard-bottom track according to the number and the position of tracks, similarly, the intersection-zone 
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is classified  into  between-berth-and-yard intersection, between-blocks intersection, bypass intersection, yard-bottom 
intersection, and between-yard-and-gate intersection, as shown Figure 4. 
 
 
3.2.4 Dispatching Rule 
 
We assumed that a pool of ship-to-yard vehicles is dedicated to a berth. Ship-to-yard vehicles are dispatched to the QC 
having the most remaining tasks among the QCs assigned to the berthing vessel. This leads to the fast completion of all 
tasks for a vessel. When a QC simultaneously handles four 20 ft containers or two 40 ft containers, two SSTs, a DST, or 
an SDT a re dispatched to a t ask. If two SSTs arrive at the trans fer a rea with  QCs in  t he ap ron with in th e av ailable 
arrival interval  (AAI), they a re processed t ogether. Otherwise, t hey a re p rocessed s eparately. H owever, when a  Q C 
handles one 20 ft container, two 20 ft containers, or one 40 ft containers, an SST, a DST, or an SDT are dispatched to a 
task. Note that the AAI can be set as an input parameter in the simulation model. 
 
 
3.3 Modeling Other Equipment 
 
3.3.1 Quay Cranes 
 
QCs perform the gantry travel, the hoist operation, the trolley operation, the pickup from a vessel, and the release into a 
vessel, independently of ship-to-yard vehicles. However, their operations connected to ship-to-yard vehicles depend on 
the type and  the arrival of sh ip-to-yard vehicles. Moreover, when performing the tandem mode operation, add itional 
working times are needed to con sider. The add itional working times o f SSTs are th e arrival in terval of two  vehicles 
which are dispatched to a sa me QC ope ration but are no t processed together. That is the waitin g time of the QC. The 
additional working times of DSTs and SDTs come from two times of picking up or releasing from/onto a vehicle. 
 
 
3.3.2 Yard Cranes 
 
The gantry travel of YCs is implemented in the simulation model, while the container handling of them is considered as 
processing times. The processing times can be estim ated by  using the s tandard time o f each operation of YCs. T he 
values also vary according t o the type of ship-to-yard vehicles and the  dimension of ya rd blocks. We used the model 
proposed by Lee and Kim (2007) to estimate the standard time of YCs. 

Sequencing operations of a Y C is determined by nearest vehicle first served (NV) rule. A YC se rves the vehicle 
that is lo cated nearest it und er NV rule. If vehicles are at a  same distance, they are served in the order of t heir arrival 
time. If a YC h as both vessel operations interfacing with  ship-to-yard vehicles and  receiving and delivery operations 
interfacing wit h road t rucks, vessel  operati ons have prio rity over recei ving a nd delivery operations . Howeve r, the 
vehicles located in the bay on which t he number of waiting vehicles exceeds its capacity or the ve hicles exceeding the 
allowable waiting time are first served irrespective of distances and operation types. 
 
 

4. SIMULATION RESULT 
 
4.1 Design of Experiment 

 
The factors of experiments consist of the annual container handling volume, the tandem ratio of QCs, the type of ship-
to-yard vehicles, and the fleet size of ship-to-yard vehicles. Table 2 summarizes the conditions of experiments. Total 54 
cases were generated by combining the levels of each factor. It  is assumed that the type and the number of QCs and 
YCs are the same in all case. 

 
 

Table 2. Conditions of experiments 
 

Annual container handling volume 
(in TEUs) 

Tandem ratio of QC 
(ratio for unloading, ratio for loading) 

Ship-to-yard vehicle 
Type Fleet size 

2,400,000 and 2,800,000 (0.3, 0.1), (0.4, 0.2), and (0.5, 0.3) SST, DST, and SDT 80, 96, and 112 
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(a) Annual container volume is 2,400,000 TEUs and 
tandem ratios are 0.3 for unloading and 0.1 for loading 

(b) Annual container volume is 2,800,000 TEUs and 
tandem ratios are 0.3 for unloading and 0.1 for loading 

(c) Annual container volume is 2,400,000 TEUs and 
tandem ratios are 0.4 for unloading and 0.2 for loading 

(d) Annual container volume is 2,800,000 TEUs and 
tandem ratios are 0.4 for unloading and 0.2 for loading 

(e) Annual container volume is 2,400,000 TEUs and 
tandem ratios are 0.5 for unloading and 0.3 for loading 

(f) Annual container volume is 2,800,000 TEUs and 
tandem ratios are 0.5 for unloading and 0.3 for loading 

 
Figure 5. Average berth productivity from experiments 

 
4.2 Result of Experiment 

 
The avera ge berth productivi ty was measured as t he thro ughput of the terminal. Becau se four QCs in one berth 
cooperate with each ot her to serve a  ve ssel, the productivity of the com bined four QCs c orresponds t o the  se rvice 
capability of one berth. 

Figure 5 shows the average berth productivity of all cases in experiments. From experiments, it was concluded that 
the productivity in the cases of DSTs or SDTs is superior to that in the cases of SSTs. The difference of productivity in 
the cases between of DSTs  and of SDTs was in significant. In  add ition, as t he tande m ratio s of QCs in creased, th e 
difference of productivity in the cases between of SSTs and of DSTs or SDTs increased. These were very trivial results. 
Because the productivity grew linearly acco rding to the i ncrease of the number of vehicles, it is expected that ship-t o-
yard vehicles were the bottleneck resources of the terminal, in the experiments. Other resources such as QCs, YCs, and 
the travel areas of vehicles were not critical to the performance of the terminal. 
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From the view of replacement of s hip-to-yard vehicles, less DSTs or SDTs showed equal or higher performance 
than more SSTs, in some cases. If the cost of a DST or an SDT is within 117% of the cost of an SST, 112 SSTs can be 
replaced by 96 DSTs or SDTs (refer to the line circles in Figure 5). Moreover, if the cost of a DST or an SDT is within 
120% of the cost of an SST only when the tandem rat ios are  0.5 for unloading and 0.3 for loading, 96 SSTs can be 
replaced by 80 DSTs or SDTs (refer to the dotted circles in Figure 5). 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This study discussed t he te rminal pe rformance on  wh ich alternative ship-to-yard vehicles i mpact, w hen t he 
tandem-lift QCs are introduced. The four types of ship-to-yard vehicles, SSTs, DSTs, SDTs, and PDTs, were proposed 
and their operations were designed. To compare the performances by each vehicle type, the discrete event simulation 
model was developed. The processes, routing, and the traffic control, and the dispatching rule of ship-to-yard vehicles 
were implemented in detail, in the simulation model. From experiments, we verified that the performance in the cases of 
DSTs or SDTs is superior to that in the cases of SSTs. In addition, we realized that the tandem ratios of QCs are critical 
to the choice of alternative ship-to-yard vehicles. 

In order to optimize the fleet s izes of DSTs, SDTs and SSTs under various workload requirements and profiles, an 
analytical model that is capable of estimating the berth productivity is currently being developed. The proposed model 
describes t he operations of t he t andem-lift QC s a nd ship-to-yard vehicles using a  q ueuing model, a nd computes t he 
average through put and  th e av erage fl ow-time fo r various sy stem co nfigurations. Th e model w ill th en b e validated 
using th e simulation results presented in th is stud y. Us ing the model, the optimal number of DSTs, SDTs and SSTs 
necessary to  co pe with g iven co ntainer handling requirements will be d etermined. Th e an alytical model m ay b e 
employed for the design of the ship-to-yard vehicle systems prior to the simulation analysis of the alternative designs.  
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Abstract: All around the world container terminals are im portant nodes in the globalized transportation network. The 
design o f t he storage y ard l ayout of a  c ontainer t erminal i s a n i mportant i mpact fa ctor f or i ts e fficiency. Se veral 
different container terminal yard layout configurations exist depending on the type of stacking equipment used. Typical 
yard layo uts ar e based on ter minal syste ms where ru bber tir ed gantry cranes , rail mounted gantry cranes  or straddle 
carriers are used for the stacking of containers. We define different yard layout classes for different types of stacking 
equipment. Based on t hese classes we  present a pproaches to  supp ort the optimal d esign of term inal yard layo uts. 
Currently, publications about the design of yard layouts focus mainly on terminals where rubber tired gantry cranes are 
used as st acking equipment. In c ontrast, we present an a pproach to design the yard layout when st raddle carriers are 
used. Therefore, we derive different formulas to m easure the expected cycle ti mes of straddle carriers fo r travelling to 
the designated storage  position a nd for executing th e stack ing operations. Resu lts are  prese nted for diffe rent typical  
terminal configurations. 
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SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF CRANE DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES FOR 
AUTOMATED RAIL-MOUNTED-GANTRY CRANE SYSTEMS  

 
Nils Kemme1* 
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Abstract: The container yard plays as major role for the competitiveness of container terminals. One of the latest trends 
in co ntainer y ard operations i s t he usa ge of different kinds of rail-mounted-gantry (R MG) c rane sy stems. The 
performance o f t hese sy stems i s t o a  great am ount dependant on t he underlying cra ne deployment st rategy w hich 
decides o n t he cra ne assi gnment an d se quencing of t ransport jobs. T his pa per see ks to i nvestigate which objective 
function an d which cr ane dep loyment str ategy b est supports t he overall yar d and  termin al o bjectives. Sev eral cr ane 
deployment st rategies are  evaluated for di fferent crane systems and  yard block l ayouts by  means o f a discrete event 
simulation model which reproduces the stochastic and highly dynamic environment of a seaport container terminal. 
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Abstract: This paper presents an  iterated  local search  algorithm fo r so lving a multi-criteria and multi-stage location 
allocation problem with an application in real case of ethanol plant in Thailand. The purpose of formulated model is to 
find an  o ptimal so lution fo r lo cating th e eth anol p lant fo r u tilization o f ex cess b agasses fro m 1 3 su gar m ills an d 
delivered ethanol product to 4 blending centers. Three criterions are consi dered including: (1) minimize an operat ing 
cost and t ransportation cost, (2) minimize an envi ronmental impact focus on gl obal warming potential (GWP) and (3) 
minimize a societal risk from ethanol transportation. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The severity of energy crisis was increasing since the unstoppable raising of crude oil price in global market. Several 
alternative energies for vehicles were considered such as natural gas (NGV), fuel cells, hybrid energy  and ethanol 
blended gasoline or gasohol. Nowadays, gasohol E10, which mixed 10 percent of bio-ethanol to gasoline, is the most 
popular alternative fuel for automobile user. Moreover, several car manufacturers are developing new engine which can 
use a new gasohol  which mixed ethanol up to 85 percent  to gasoline. There are several type of material for producing 
ethanol, but most of ethanol production are from agricultural or agro-industries products such as cassava, sugarcane, or 
barley. The beginning of E10 production starts at farm  or sugar m ill. Materials were sent from  their source to produce 
ethanol at the plant. Then, the ethanol, a kind of hazardous material, will be transported to gasohol blending centre and 
mix to gasoline.  

In this research , we p resented a m ulti-criteria model to  locate the bagasse ethanol p lant. The aim o f our multi-
criteria, m ulti-stage production system is  to decide where to open ethanol pl ant. Three criterions are considered 
including; (1) minimize total cost, (2) minimize an environment impact focus on global warming potential (GWPs) and, 
(3) minimize a societal risk from ethanol production and transportation.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Multi-stage models for ethanol production  
 
 
1.1 Literature Review 

 
Facility location an alysis plays an  im portant role in  m any perspectives su ch as selection o f th e best lo cation fo r 
treatment plant for hazardous waste, se lection the warehouse or di stribution centre in the supply chain (ReVelle and 
Eiselt, 2007). 

Production of E10 i s 2-echel on product ion sy stem whi ch si milar t o t he t wo-level l ocation-routing probl em for 
newspapers production and delivery as Jacobsen and Madsen (1980) production system model. 

Management of hazardous m aterials (HAZMAT) is the one in a little number of papers in a field of m ulti-
objective location analysis. There are more than 3,300 substances was characterized as HAZMAT; this items comprises 
ignitability, flammable, corrosiveness, reactivity and toxicity. Various risk measures are used in HAZMAT papers such 
as societal risk and population exposure. Societal risk is calculated by multiply the probability of HAZMAT accident 
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occurrence by the consequences of that accident. On the other hand, the population exposure is the number of habitant 
exposed to HAZMAT (Alumar and Kara, 2007)  

Buddadee et al. (2008) conducted LCIA to quantify the global warming potentials, which is one type of simplified 
index based upon radiative properties that can be used to estimate the potential future impacts of emissions of different 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) upon the clim ate system in a rela tive sense, for the utilization of the excess bagasses 
generated from sugar industry by 2 schemes. In the first scheme, excess bagasses were used as boiler’s biomass fuel for 
producing high pressure st eam and subse quently generat ing electricity for i nternal uses. For t he second scheme, t he 
excess bagasses were sent  to et hanol pl ants for et hanol product ion and convey ed t o blending cent re for produci ng 
gasohol E10. 

Focus on t he second schem e, t here are 3 GW Ps com ponents com prise of GW Ps due t o t ransportation excess 
bagasses from sugar mill to ethanol plant, GWPs due to ethanol production and, th e offset GWPs due to utilization of 
produced ethanol as gasohol E10 fuel in gasoline vehicle. 

Nanthasamroeng et  al . (2008) had studied the location allocation problem for 6 ethanol plant in northeastern of 
Thailand. Production and transportation framework was similar to this study. The study shown that prioritized of each 
objective lead to di fference of l ocations and number of pl ants opened. However, al l six potential plants in the study 
were supposed by using center of gravity techniques.  
         Again, Nanthasamroeng et al. (2009) had improved their studied by supposed the potential plant at all 13 sugar 
mills.The computational result from LINGO V.11 shown that optimal solution for ethanol plant location was to open 
plant number 03 and 13 which would be calculated objective value 164.9 Million Baht. 

Iterated local search (ILS)  is a metaheuristic algorithm that have 2 main characteristics including (1) there must be 
a single chain that is being followed and, (2) the search for better solutions  occurs in a reduced space defined by the 
output of a bl ack-box heuristic. (Lourenco et  al , 1999). Moreover, Stutzle (2003) stated that ILS has a si mplicity of 
implementation and state-of-art results. 
        The purpose o f th is study is to  introduce an  ILS algorithm fo r multi-criteria and multi-stage location allocation 
problem with an application in real case of ethanol plant in Thailand. 
 
 

2. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY 
 

 

Mathematical Model 
Formulation

Heuristic Algorithm 
Design & Development

Heuristic Algorithm 
Verif ication

Collection of information
(real case in NE of Thailand)

 
 

Figure 2.  Research Framework 
  
 
A formulation of m athematical model whi ch i mproved from Nant hasamroeng et  al. (2008).Then, t he heuri stics 
algorithm was desi gned and devel opment. After t hat t he algorithm was verified wi th real  data t hat was col lected i n 
Northeastern of Thailand. 
 
2.1 Data and Information Collection 
 
The data used in this model are divided into three sets including; (1) economic data, (2) environmental data and, (3) risk 
data. The econom ic and environmental dat a are calculated from several  fact or based on LC IA and Li fe C ycle C ost 
(LCC) m ethod. Sources of i nformation cam e from  several  channels such as Truck and t railer suppl iers, Japan 
Transportation C ooperation Associ ation, Si maPro V5.1 (LCA Soft ware), Emergency R esponse Gui debook, and 
government sector of Thailand. Sources of data and information were described in Table 1 
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Sugar mill

Blending Centre

Table 1. Sources of data 
 

Process Data & Information Source s of information 
Transporta
tion 

 Transportation cost 
 Vehicle maintenance cost 
 Vehicle fuel cost 
 Truck driver cost 
 Vehicle capacity 
 GHGs emission from vehicles 
 Societal risk from ethanol leakage 

- Truck and trailer supplier 
- Japan Transport Cooperation Association, 2004 
- PTT, 2006 
-SimaPro V5.1 (LCA software)  
- Emergency Response Guidebook, 2005 
- National Statistic Office, 2008 

Ethanol 
production 

 Plant installation cost 
 GHGs emission from ethanol production process 

- Kadam,2002 
- Wooley et al.,1999 
- Aden et al.,2002 
- SimaPro V5.1(LCA software)  

(Source: Adopt from Buddadee, 2008) 
 
 
2.2 Data of sugar mill location and bagasses amount in Northeastern of Thailand 
 
An existing sugar industry in the northeastern region of Thailand is chosen for illustration of this mathematical model. 
There are 19 provi nces in this region with population ranges from 338,700 t o 2,555,346 people (Nat ional Statistical 
Office of Thailand, 2008). But, there are 13 sugar m ill lo cated in only 7 provinces in cluding Burirum , Mukdahan, 
Udonthanee, Kalasin, Khonkaen, Chaiyabhum and, Nakornratchasrima as shown in Figure 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Location of sugar mill and blending centre in northeastern of Thailand. 

 
 
The excess bagasse is considered as the material for ethanol production in this case because of environmental issue. 
Nowadays, excess bagasses were used as a fuel for electric generation whic h emitted 582,177 tons of CO 2 equivalents 
per year (Buddadee et al., 2008). Based on the production year 2002-2003, the excess bagasse from each sugar mill has 
been calculated in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Amount of excess bagasse in each sugar mill 
 

Plant Code Factory Amount of excess bagasse 
(Tons/year) 

01 Bu rirum sugar mill 36,408 
02 Sahareong sugar mill 34,150 
03 Reum-Udom sugar mill 68,129 
04 Kasetphon sugar mill 52,631 
05 Kumpawapee sugar mill 52,303 
06 Khon-kaen sugar mill 87,092 
07 Mitr phuwieng sugar mill 90,239 
08 Roumkasettrakorn Utsahakam sugar mill 104,983 
09 Utsahakamkorat sugar mill 89,330 
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2.3 Mathematical Model Formulation 
 
Mathematical Model was formulated and adopt from Nanthasamroeng et al. (2008), Buddadee et al. (2007), Alumar and 
Kara (2005) and Wu,T.-H. (2002) 

The following indices, parameters and, decision variables are used in the mathematical model: 
 
a. Parameters and Decision Variables: 

m cost of material per unit 
 cost of transportation one unit of material 
a cost of transportation one unit of ethanol 
c cost of base case ethanol plant 
s size of base case ethanol plant 
nij amount of material transported through link (i,j) 
ejk amount of ethanol transported through link (j,k) 
oi amount of material available in generation node i 
j amount of ethanol produced in ethanol plant  j 
dij distance between material generation node and  
rjk potential ethanol plant distance between potential ethanol plant and blending centre 
t emission factor for the transportation of material / ethanol through link (i,j) / (j,k) 
b emission factor for the diesel consumption used in transportation of material / ethanol through link (i,j) / (j,k) 
f emission factor of chemical used in production of ethanol 
 emission factor due to production of diesel used in production of ethanol 
g emission factor of CO2 due to production of ethanol 
h emission factor of CH4 due to production of ethanol 
 emission factor of electric generation by using material as a fuel for the production of ethanol 
v offset emission factor of E10 for the utilization of produced ethanol as E10 fuel 
w offset emission factor of gasoline for the utilization of produced ethanol as E10 fuel 
p offset emission factor of production of conventional gasoline for the utilization of produced ethanol as E10 

fuel 
POPU number of population in the bandwidth for ethanol plant (j) 
POPjk number of population in the bandwidth for ethanol along link (j,k) 
 production efficiency factor for utilization of material from biomass to ethanol 
N   maximum number of ethanol plant 
CC Carbon credit price 
SC Spill compensation cost 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plant Code Factory Amount of excess bagasse 
(Tons/year) 

10 Angwean (ratchasrima) sugar mill 89,952 
11 N.Y. sugar mill 61,628 
12 Utsahakamnamtan-Esarn sugar mill 36,663 
13 Mitrkalasin sugar mill 61,259 
 Total 864,406 
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b. Objective Function 

 
c. Constraints 

 
Subject to;                       
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The first constraint is the mass balance constraint fo r material. This constraint ensures that all materials available in 
generation node are adequat e for t ransportation t o ethanol plant. The second and t hird const raint i s i ndicate t he 0-1 
variable representing the available of material from source i to ethanol plant j. The forth constraint also indicate the 0-1 
variable representing presence or absence of et hanol plant j. The fi fth constraint ensured that the opened ethanol plant 
will have materials supplied from  any sugar m ills. The sixth constraint is lim itation constraint for num ber of ethanol 
plant. The seventh constraint is the mass balance constraint for ethanol. The eight constraints represent the production 
efficiency of ethanol plant. The ninth and tenth constraint is indicating 0-1 variable represent the presence or absence of 
ethanol delivered from ethanol plant to blending centre.  
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2.4 Decoding algorithm 
 
In t his research, we use a decoding method called “R andomized B inary Selection” or RBS. R BS st art with array  n 
column; while n represent num ber of custom er. At first step, all columns will be filled with random  number 0-1. The 
first column represents open criteria o f all p lants. If a n umber in the column less th an number in the first co lumn, the 
number in this column will be changed to 0.On the other hands, the number in column that have higher value than the 
first column will be changed to 1. In this method, 0 represent “close” and 1 represent “open”. 

 
 
 

a) 
 
 
 
 

b) 
  
 
 
 

c) 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Illustrate of RBS algorithm 
 
 
As described above, we can write pseudo-code for RBS as shown in Figure 5. 
 

Procedure RBS 
 Generate 1 dimension array with n column 
 Random number in each column (x0-xn) 
        for i = 1, i < n do; 
        if xn < x0  then xn = 0, else = 1; 
       end for loop; 
 end 

 
Figure 5. A Pseudo-code for RBS 

 
 
2.5 Iterated local search algorithm 
 
Iterated l ocal search was offi cially defi ned by  Louren co, M artin and St utzle (2002). ILS consi st of 4 com ponents 
including (1) Generate initial so lution (S0), (2) Perturbation that modified current  solution (S*) to inception solution 
(S’), (3) Local search that im prove th e solution to (S’’) and (4) Acceptance crite rion that decide the application of 
perturbation(S*). A procedural view of ILS is shown in Figure 6. 
 
 

s0  Generate Initial Solution ( ) 
s*  Local Search (s0) 
repeat 
    s’  Perturbation (s*) 
    s’’  Local Search (s’) 
    s*  Acceptance Criterion (s*, s’’) 
until terminate criterion met 

 
Figure 6. A Pseudo-code for ILS procedure 
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   We proposed 2 algorithms, ILS-SS-SBM and ILS-SS-SBMRW, to solve our MCMSLAP and compare the result 
from both algorithms. The ILS-SS-SBM represents “Iterated local search with simply swap and single bit mutation” and 
the ILS-SS-RW represents “Iterated local search with simply swap and single bit mutation plus random walk”. Main 
features of  bo th algo rithms are l ocal searc h and perturbation process. I n local searc h process , we use sim ple swap 
column xn to xn+1. And for perturbation process, in ILS-SS-SBM, we use single bit mutation to change “0” t o “1” in 
selected column. The ILS-SS-SBMRW was improved to jump away from current search space if its objective value is 
not improved with 5 iterations. 
 
 

3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULT 
 
Computational experiments were carried out on a Intel Core2Duo CPU 2.00GHz with 1.99GB of RAM. We compared 
result from both ILS-SS-SBM and ILS-SS-SBMRW. Both algorithms were coded in Visual C++. 
We test our al gorithms wi th real case dat a and de fine number of i teration from  100 t o 10,000 i terations. The 
computational result was shown in table 3. 
 
 

Table 3. Comparison of computational result 
 
Iteration ILS-SS -SBM ILS-SS-SBMRW 

Plant Open Objective 
Value 

Computational 
Time (ms) 

Plant 
Open 

Objective 
Value 

Computational 
Time (ms) 

100 05 ,11,13 2.4835e9 32 02 2.0809e9 125 
200 0 4,05,13 2.4606e9 31 01,02 1.9851e9 234 
300 Al l plants 4.3119e9 47 02 2.0809e9 281 
400 0 2,13 2.3209e9 63 02 2.0809e9 359 
500 0 4,05,13 2.4606e9 78 01,02 1.9851e9 406 

1000 0 5,13 2.3688e9 94 02 2.0809e9 656 
1500 0 1,02,03,05,09,13 3.0008e9 140 01,02 1.9851e9 828 
2000 0 1,03,05,09,11,13 3.0764e9 78 02 2.0809e9 1,188 
2500 0 4,05,13 2.4606e9 125 01,02 1.9851e9 1,297 
3000 0 4,05,11,13 2.6335e9 78 01,02 1.9851e9 1,546 
4000 0 2,04,05,06,11,13 3.0246e9 219 01,02 1.9851e9 2,234 
5000 0 2,06,13 2.4947e9 219 01,02 1.9851e9 2,437 

10000 0 1,03,05,09,11,13 3.0764e9 375 01,02 1.9851e9 4,844 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) ILS-SS-SBM     b)  ILS-SS-SBMRW 
 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of ILS-SS-SBM and ILS-SS-SBMRW 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This p aper p resents an  iterated  lo cal search  alg orithm fo r so lving a m ulti-criteria an d multi-stage lo cation allo cation 
problem with an application in real case of ethanol plant in Thailand. The purpose of form ulated model is to find an 
optimal solution fo r lo cating th e eth anol p lant fo r u tilization o f ex cess b agasses fro m 1 3 su gar m ills an d d elivered 
ethanol product  to 4 bl ending centers. Three cri terions are considered including: (1) m inimize an operat ing cost  and 
transportation cost, (2) minimize an environmental impact focus on global warming potential (GWP) and (3) minimize 
a societal risk from ethanol transportation. We introduce 2 ILS algorithms for MCMSLAP and compare a result of both 
algorithms. The com putation resul t shown t hat ILS-SS-SB M has a com putational time l ess t han ILS-SS-SBMRW. 
However, the ILS-SS-SBMRW can find the minimum cost of this problem. 
         For th e fu ture research , th e ILS k ey su ccess facto rs including (1 ) Qu ality o f in itial so lution, (2 ) Stren gth of 
perturbation, and (3) Characteristics of local search should be considered.  
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Abstract: Inland container transportation refers to container movements between customer locations, container 
terminals, and depots in a local area. In this paper, containers are defined as four types according to the orientations 
(inbound vs. outbound containers) and the container states (full vs. empty containers). And they can be delivered not 
only by truck but also by rail if time-windows of them can be satisfied. A mathematical model is developed graphically 
and a hybrid SA algorithm is proposed. The performance is addressed by numerical examples.  
Keywords: Inland container transportation; time windows; traveling salesman problem (TSP); truck and rail 
transportation; hybrid SA (Simulated annealing) 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In the inland container transportation, containers are transported between container terminals, depots and customer’s 
places by trucks and trains (R. Zhang, W.Y. Yun and I.K. Moon, 2009). The four types of containers are considered: 
inbound full, outbound full, inbound empty and outbound empty containers. The transportation flow depends on the 
type of containers.  For an example, outbound freight transportation by containers can be briefly described as follows: 
First, a truck is assigned to carry an empty container to a customer’s place and freight is loaded.. Next, the full container 
is delivered to a terminal directly or a rail station to transfer to the terminal. Finally, the freight is transferred to another 
terminal by vessel. We should determine a truck schedule to transport containers with time windows. 

Inland container transportation problem with time windows may be classified into traveling salesman problem 
(TSP) or vehicle routing problem (VRP).  There are a number of papers in which various methods to find optimal or 
good solutions are proposed in this area. Wen and Zhou (2007) developed a GA to solve a container vehicle routing 
problem in a local area. Jula et al. (2005) formulate truck container transportation problems by trucks with time 
constraints as an asymmetric multi-Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (m-TSPTW). They applied 
DP/GA hybrid (dynamic programming and genetic algorithm) for large size problems. Zhang et al. (2009) addressed a 
similar problem, a graph model is built up, and a cluster method and RTS (reactive tabu search) are proposed. Liu and 
He (2007) decomposed a vehicle routing problem into several sub-problems according to vehicle- customer assigning 
structure and a new tabu search algorithm is applied to each sub-problem respectively. 

In this paper, we consider trucking and rail transportation modes together to transport four types of containers in 
inland transportation cases. First, we build a mathematical formula by a graphical model and then propose a heuristic 
method. Finally, we investigate the performance of the proposed method by examples. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The inland container transportation problem is described in 
Section 2. A graph model and a mathematical model are given in Section 3. A hybrid SA algorithm is developed to solve 
the problem in Section 4, and tested with a number of randomly generated examples in Section 5. Finally, Section 7 
concludes this paper. 
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2. The inland container transportation problem 
 
 
2.1 Problem definition 
 
In this paper, a company is considered that the company possesses containers and trucks and offers container delivery 
services. They use trucks and trains to move containers between the terminal and customer’s places. There is also a train 
station to transport containers from and to a container terminal. In order to not only perform good services but also 
remain competitive, rail transportation can be adopted to save costs. A more detailed analysis on it will be performed in 
the Section 3. To minimize total transportation cost is the objective in this paper. 
There are four kinds of containers: inbound full, inbound empty, outbound full, outbound empty. The situation of 
inbound containers means they should be delivered from the terminal to costumer locations or the depot, and the 
situation of outbound containers means they should be delivered to the terminal.  

Further assumptions and the parameters are stated in following two subsections. 
 
 

2.2 Assumption 
 
1) Only one terminal and one depot exist in the system. The terminal is a maritime terminal. An outbound  container 

means the transporting direction of the container is from a customer or the depot to the terminal. An inbound 
container is exactly a reverse process. The depot has enough empty containers and trucks. The depot can be visited 
at any time. 

2) The rail line connects the terminal and one station. The station can be used to transport containers. That is, a truck 
can deliver an outbound container to the station or an inbound container from the station instead of going to the 
terminal. 

3) All containers have the same size (40ft). 
4) All the trucks are identical. One truck carries no more than one container at any time. They are initially located at 

the depot and finally return to the depot. 
5) The traveling time between any two locations is given as a constant.  
6) The costs of loading/unloading and packing/unpacking are not considered, while times of them should be taken 

into account.  
7) Each inbound or outbound full container has an origin time-window and a destination time-window. An inbound 

empty container only has an origin time-window because of no determinate destination. And an outbound empty 
container only has a destination time-window because of not determinate origin.  

 
 
2.3 Parameters 
 

tC :       Unit cost per unit time under a truck. 

sC :       Unit cost per container by train. 

ijt :        Travelling time from location i to location j by truck, i=T or j=T if the corresponding vertex is the terminal, 

i=0 or j=0 if the corresponding vertex is the depot, i=S or j=S if that is the station; ij jit t . 

RT :       Traveling time of the train between the station and terminal. 

 ,Ai Bi  :   Time window of the origin of container i. 

 ,Ci Di  :   Time window of the destination of container i. 

itlus :      Loading/unloading time for container i at the station. 

itlut :      Loading/unloading time for container i at the terminal. 

0tlud :     Loading/unloading time for an empty container at the depot. 

itluc :      Loading/unloading time for container i at its customer location. 

itpuc :     Packing/unpacking time for container i at its customer location. 
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3. Problem modeling 
 
In this section, a graphical model should be built up first; then, the problem is formulated as a mathematical model 
based on the graphical model. 
 
 
3.1 Graphical modeling 
 
In the Section 2, four kinds of containers are mentioned. The transportation of these containers can form a network. This 
network mainly focuses on activities by trucks. When the detailed observations are given to the structure of the network, 
it is found that there are two main parts. One is activities related to the service a truck performs while the other is 
activities related to the process a truck leaves from last location and gets ready for the next service. That is, the activities 
related to a service are treated as an entire entity and other activities are treated as connections of these entities. The 
entities are named vertices and the connections are named arcs. Then the graphical model can be proposed below. 

Let  , , ,G V A T C  indicate this graphical model, where V means vertices, A denotes arcs, T is the time needed 

for each vertex and arc, and C stands for transportation costs for each vertex and arc. Detailed characteristics on vertices 
and arcs are discussed in the following subsections. More detailed notation is shown below. 

V : Set of vertices, including containers and depot, excluding the station and terminal. 

 0DV  : Depot vertex. 

CV : Container vertices. 

IFV : Inbound full container vertices. 

IEV : Inbound empty container vertices. 

OFV : Outbound full container vertices. 

OEV : Outbound empty container vertices. 

D CV V V  , C IF IE OF OEV V V V V     

  , | , ;A i j i j V i j   : Set of arcs. 

 
 
3.1.1 Vertices and time associated with vertices 
 
There are two types of vertices according the graphical model definition: one depot vertex and many container vertices. 
The depot vertex is a special vertex, for it involves no actual activities. It is only the start and return vertex for all trucks. 
Compared to the depot vertex, the container vertices are much more complex. Though container vertices can be divided 
into four kinds according to the directions and states, transportation modes affect the locations of trucks so that the 
transportation time and time spent on the activities are different for the same vertex. The activities of these four kinds of 
containers are listed below in Table 1, according to which time of these activities can be calculated. 
 
 

Table 1. Activities of four kinds of container vertices 
 

Container vertex i Activities 

IFi V  Loading the container at the terminal/station, delivering to the customer location, 
unloading and unpacking 

OFi V  Packing, loading the container at its customer location, delivering to the 
terminal/station, and unloading 

IEi V  Loading the container at the terminal/station 

OEi V  Unloading the container at the terminal/station 

 
 

Though the time calculated above show the various kinds of time for the activities, a truck maybe spends more 
time for delivering a container in a vertex due to the time windows of the container and the timetables of freight trains. 
That is because a truck sometime has waiting time in the delivering process. This kind of time that is consumed by a 
container vertex is named the serving time of the vertex. The serving time is the shortest time for which a truck carries a 
container to finish a service. That means valueless waiting time is avoided as much as possible and the serving time 
cannot be compressed. The serving time of container vertices under trucking are denoted as  tT i  , and the serving 
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time of container vertices involving rail transportation are  sT i . The concepts of serving time and serving time 

windows below come from the paper by Zhang et al. (2009). 
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Further, the serving time window of a container vertex is defined as the time period during which the service of 

this container vertex should be started. It combines the time windows of a container and the timetables of trains together. 

   ,t t
A BT i T i    indicates the service time window of vertex i under the situation involving only a truck, 

   ,s s
A BT i T i    shows the corresponding value in the other situation. 
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3.1.2 Arcs 
 
In the graphical model G=(V,A,T,C) , A denotes various arcs of the form (i,j) that connect vertices and the parameter T 
includes not only serving times of vertices but also transfer times for arcs. These arcs are decided based on the 
beginning vertices and ending vertices. Because the beginning vertex i and the ending vertex j have their own 
transportation modes, kinds of them ought to be more than vertices. The transportation modes only affect the time of 
these activities. Let Tij denote the time for arc (i,j). These time arcs can be calculated following the Table 2 below. 
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Table 2. Activities of arc  ,i j
 

 

Arc (i, j) Dj V  IF IEj V V   OFj V  OEj V  

Di V  

-- Moving to the 
terminal/station 

Loading an empty container at 
the depot, delivering to the 

shipper of container jc , and 

unloading 

Loading an empty 
container at the depot, 
and delivering to the 
terminal/station 

IFi V  

Loading the recently 
emptied container ic , 

delivering to the 
depot ,and unloading 

Loading the recently 
emptied container ic , 

delivering to the depot, 
unloading and moving to 
the terminal/station 

If the receiver of container ic  

is not the shipper of container 

jc , loading the recently 

emptied container ic , 

delivering to the shipper of 

container jc , and unloading; 

otherwise, doing nothing 

Loading the recently 
emptied container ic , 

and delivering to the 
terminal/station 

OF OEi V V   

Moving from the 
terminal/station to the 
depot 

Doing nothing Moving from the 
terminal/station to the depot, 
loading an empty container, 
delivering to the shipper of 

container jc , and unloading 

Moving to the depot, 
loading an empty 
container, and 
delivering to the 
terminal/station 

IEi V  

Delivering the empty 
container ic  from 
the terminal/station to 
the depot, and 
unloading 

Delivering the empty 
container ic  fro m the 
terminal/station to the 
depot; unloading, and 
moving to the 
terminal/station

Delivering the empty container 

ic  from the terminal/station  

to the shipper of container jc , 

and unloading 

Doing nothing 

 
 
3.1.3 Costs 
 
In the graphical model  , , ,G V A T C , the parameter C shows the transportation costs in the planning time-horizon. 

They are built up on the previous serving times and transfer times. One cost here is the sum of the cost of service of 
vertex j and the cost of transfer arc  ,i j . When the service of vertex j involves rail, the cost should include the rail cost. 

Let t
ijC denote the cost of arc  ,i j and vertex j where vertex j involves trucking, s

ijC denote the cost of arc  ,i j and 

vertex j where vertex j involves rail. There should be four kinds of costs:  

a) Cost of arc  ,i j  where both vertex i and vertex j are served by truck;  

b) Cost of arc  ,i j  where vertex i is served by rail and vertex j is served by truck;  

c) Cost of arc  ,i j  where vertex i is served by truck and vertex j is served by rail;  

d) And cost of arc  ,i j  where vertex i is served by train and vertex j is served by rail. 

The third case — c is used as an example here. 
 
 

Table 3. The cost of arc  ,i j  where vertex i is served by truck and vertex j is served by rail (c) 

 
s
ijC

 Dj V  IFj V  IEj V OFj V OEj V

Di V    0( )t S Sj sC t t C 
 0t S sC t C  0t j jS sC t t C 

 0t S sC t C

IFi V  0t iC t   0 0t i S Sj sC t t t C  
 

 0 0t i S sC t t C 
 

 t ij jS sC t t C 
or 

t jS sC t C
t iS sC t C  

OF OEi V V   0t TC t   t TS Sj sC t t C 
 t TS sC t C  0 0t T j jS sC t t t C  

 
 0 0t T S sC t t C 

IEi V  0t TC t   0 0t T S Sj sC t t t C    0 0t T S sC t t C   t Tj jS sC t t C 
 t TS sC t C
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3.2 Mathematical modeling 
 
The mathematical programming is built up for the optimization of the problem based on the graphical model in Section 
3.1. 

Below are the decision variables. 

 
1,    if arc (i,j) is included in a route and vertex j in it does not involve a train

0,    otherwise
t
ijX


 
       (7) 

 
1,    if arc (i,j) is included in a route and vertex j in it involves a train

0,    otherwise
s
ijX


 
        (8) 
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The objective function (9) minimizes the total transportation cost. The constraint (10) indicates that the number of 

trucks that starts from the depot should be exactly the same as the number returning to the depot. 
The constraint (11) means every vertex (except the depot) should be served exactly once. 
The constraint (12) eliminates the sub-tours among container vertices. Φ refers to empty set. 
The constraint (13) implies that for any subset  \ 0Z V  , there is at least one passage connecting subset Z. 

Constraints (11) and (12) together have the same effect as constraints (11) and (13). Thus, one of (12) and (13) can 
be chosen. 

Constraints (14) and (15) mean that the service of any container vertex should be started during its corresponding 

time window.    ,s s
A BT i T i    indicates the service time window of vertex i under the situation involving a train, 

   ,t t
A BT i T i    shows the other situation. 

The constraint (16) updates the start time along the route. 
 
 

4. Solutions 
 
A hybrid SA algorithm is coded in MATLAB 7.0. The basic principle of SA comes from Baker (2001). The 
performance of SA is often hindered by its slow convergence to optimal or near-optimal solution (Sait and Youssef, 
1999). Therefore, a greedy algorithm is used to obtain the initial solution. 

Let  T i  denote the temperature at stage i and iZ  denote the total transportation cost of scheduled workload 

sequence at stage i.    1T i T i    . The parameter   is used to control the temperature to go down step by step. 

Its value is between 0 and 1. If the temperature of the process gets lower than the ending temperature, the process stops. 
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The probability that the jth neighbor at stage i becomes the next seed is   /min 1, Z T i
ijq e  , where j iZ Z Z   . 

Figure 1 shows the logic of hybrid SA in this paper.  
 
 

Start

Generate the initial 
solution as a seed, and 

keep it as the 
Best_solution

Set T(1)=the average of 
costs of serving a vertex 
in the initial solution

Calculate the probability

Update the seed?

Use the new solution as 
next seed

Is T(i) higher than
the ending temperature?

End

No

Yes

Yes

No

Generate a neighbour 
solution by swapping two 
vertices randomly in the 

seed

  /min 1, Z T i
ijq e

Is it better than 
the Best_slution?

Update the Best_solution

Yes

Set

   1T i T i   

No

 
 

Figure 1. Procedure of the hybrid SA algorithm 
 
An initial solution is obtained as follows. 

Step 1: Build up four time-tables and four cost tables above, in which the first vertex is the depot vertex. 
Step 2: Set the current vertex i as the depot. 
Step 3: Select the next vertex j. 
Step 3.1: Update the elapsed time. 
Step 3.2: Select candidates from the remaining vertices whose serving time-windows can be satisfied. 
Step 3.3: Choose those with the lowest cost from each cost table. Compare them and continue to choose one with the 

lowest cost as the next vertex j. If there is more than one vertex with the lowest cost, the smallest vertex index 
is selected as the next vertex j. 

Step 4: If j is the depot, go to step 5; otherwise mark j as a scheduled vertex, set the current vertex i=j, and go to step 
3. 

Step 5: If all vertices are scheduled, stop; otherwise, go to Step 2. 
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5 Numerical experiments 

 
In this section, numerical examples are offered and the results are compared and analyzed. 
 
 
5.1 Example setting 
 
The data used in this paper are generated by the similar way in Zhang et al. (2009). 
1) Types of containers are generated randomly and each type has the same probability. 
2) The loading/unloading times for an empty container at the depot, the terminal, and the customer locations are 

distributed within the range of 2 min to 5 min.  
3) The packing/unpacking times for a full container are distributed within the range of 5 min and 60 min. For an 

empty container, this time is 0. 
4) The traveling time between any two locations is generated in the interval from 0 to 6 h. 
5) The lower bounds of the pick-up time windows of all the containers are distributed within the range of 8:00 am to 

12:00 am. The interval lengths of pick-up time windows are generated as random variables in the interval from 0 
to 3 h. The lower bounds of the delivery time windows for full containers are calculated by the corresponding 
lower bounds of the pick-up time windows plus the traveling times between the corresponding customer locations 
and the terminal. The interval lengths of the delivery time windows are distributed within the range of 2 h and 5 h. 
Inbound empty containers only have pick-up time windows and outbound empty containers have only delivery 
time windows. 

6) The times of trains are generated randomly between 2 h and 6 h when vertex information is generated. 
7) The cost for each container under rail is calculated by multiplying the train-travel time by a coefficient 0.3. 
8) Time data are converted into integers from the beginning of a day. For example, 8:00 is converted into 480. 

The serving times and serving time windows are calculated and the transfer time tables and cost time tables can be 
calculated based on the above data. 

An instance including five container vertices is randomly generated and cited in Table 4. The corresponding 
traveling times are given in Table 5. 

 
 

Table 4. Time windows of an instance including 5 containers 
 

NO Type Customer ID 
TW 

Pl Pu Dl Du 
1 IF 3 710 841 941 941 
2 OE 0   747 753 
3 OF 2 530 639 762 686 
4 OF 1 487 543 642 510 
5 OF 5 627 737 737 913 

(OE—Outbound empty container, IE—Inbound empty container, OF—Outbound full container, IF—Inbound full container; 
Customer ID=0 means depot because requests regarding IE and OE are made by the depot.) 
 
 

Table 5. Traveling times between pairs of vertices (D—Depot, T—Terminal, S—Station) 
 

 D T S 1 2 3 4 5 
D 0 49 169 282 0 191 120 21 
T 49 0 4 231 49 156 23 286 
S 169 4 0 81 169 356 322 166 
1 282 231 81 0 282 107 210 186 
2 0 49 169 282 0 191 120 21 
3 191 156 356 107 191 0 71 274 
4 120 23 322 210 120 71 0 137 
5 21 286 166 186 21 274 137 0 

(It is assumed that locations of OE and IE are at the depot.)  
 
 

The travel time by train is 225 min and the cost by train is 67.5 per container. The cost per minute under trucking 
is 1. 
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5.2 Experimental results 
 
The experiments are tested on a computer with Intel® Core™2 Quad CPU Q8400 @ 2.66GHz 2.67GHz, 2.00GB 
memory. In the hybrid SA algorithm, the ending time is set to 1 and 0.9  .  
 
 

Table 6. Comparison of the three solution methods 
 

Example 
NO 

Amount of 
containers 

Amount of 
Customers 

Hybrid SA 
Obj. 
value 

CPU time 
(s) 

Amount of 
trucks 

Served by 
truck 

Served by 
rail 

1 5 5 1096.5 30.656 2 4 1 
2 10 10 4048.2 45.337 5 6 4 
3 20 20 7305.8 92.563 8 18 2 
4 30 20 13335 106.859 15 19 11 
5 40 20 11975 276.672 18 33 7 
6 50 30 14392 715.625 26 40 10 
7 60 40 21854 1341.516 29 30 30 
8 70 50 31336 2660.828 40 53 17 
9 80 60 23841 4375.453 41 71 9 

 
 

The column “Amount of trucks” means the amount of trucks used in the schedule. The column “Served by rail” 
represents the amount of containers involving train transportation while “Served by truck” represents the others only 
involving trucks. 

The hybrid SA algorithm takes longer and longer time to get an acceptable solution as the problem becomes bigger 
and bigger. One of the reasons is that it needs more time to obtain an initial solution because containers are assigned to 
trucks one by one under the time window constraints. For the very large problem, maybe we can reduce the time by 
dividing it into several sub problems and combining them at last. That means we sacrifice some efficiency for shorter 
time. 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

A container transportation problem under trucking and rail transportation modes has been studied. One depot, one 
station, and one terminal are considered and four types of containers are involved with time windows. A graphical 
model was developed to formulate a mathematical programming. A hybrid SA algorithm was proposed to solve this 
problem and numerical examples are also studied to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm. For further 
studies, we should compare the algorithm with other heuristics. 
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Abstract: The vehicle routing and scheduling problems have been studied extensively for various industries with 
special needs. In this paper, a vehicle routing problems considering unique characteristics of electronics industry is 
considered. A mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINP) model has been presented to minimize the traveling time 
of delivery and installation vehicles. A hierarchical approach using the genetic algorithm has been proposed and 
implemented to solve problems of various sizes. The computational results show the effectiveness and the efficiency of 
the proposed hierarchical approach.  A performance comparison between the MINP approach and the hierarchical 
approach is presented. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In order to survive in this competitive business environment, a company must have ways to handle various materials of 
concern cost-effectively. Especially in manufacturing industries, material handling methods for raw materials and 
works-in-process are as important as the ones for final products. In order that material handling activities satisfy 
business’ and customers' demands effectively, the vehicle routing and scheduling problems have been studied and 
implemented extensively for various industries with special needs (Golden and Wasil, 1987; List and Mirchandani, 
1991; Spasovic et al, 2001; Zografos and Androutsopoulos, 2004; Ripplinger, 2005; Prive et al, 2006; Claassen and 
Hendricks, 2007; Ji, 2007). In this study, a variant of the vehicle routing problem (VRP), which has been characterized 
in the electronics industry to satisfy its unique material handling needs as the paradigm of distribution has been shifted 
from the past, has been presented. 

In recent days, the electronics industry experiences rapidly-emerging changes in their post-sales service, i.e., 
delivery and installation. These trends tend to add the responsibilities of delivery and installation onto electronics 
manufacturers, and the number of direct deliveries from electronics manufacturers to customers increases at an 
explosive pace. 

In addition, many newly-emerging products require not only the delivery, but also the professional installation; 
these products include wall-mounting televisions (home theater systems), washers and dryers, refrigerators with water 
purifying systems, special cook-tops, numerical control machines, computer servers, and etc.  

There has been another organizational need that makes the task of planning for vehicle routing and scheduling 
more complicated. The expense to maintain manufacturers’ nation-wide distribution and service network over 
customers is too high to make it practical and economical. Therefore, manufacturers adopt the practice of outsourcing 
the delivery to third parties and maintaining their own service teams or commissioning authorized service providers for 
the installation service. 

The VRP under consideration in this paper assumes that there exist two types of demands in a complex electronics 
market: one type requires only the delivery, and the other requires both the delivery and the installation. Because it is 
not efficient to have the skilled professionals with installation capability to drive the delivery vehicles, haul the 
(potentially heavy) products, and provide the installation service, electronics manufacturers prefer to operate separately 
two different types of vehicles (delivery and installation vehicles). It is assumed that delivery vehicles have a limited 
loading capacity to carry the products and installation vehicles do not. Both types of vehicles start from a depot at the 
beginning and return to the depot within a specified duration of time, i.e., maximum operation time. All delivery 
demands of customers are known in advance. The sum of demands of customers assigned to a delivery vehicle cannot 
exceed the loading capacity of the delivery vehicle. For the customers requiring only the delivery, a delivery vehicle is 
allowed to visit them only once. For the customers requiring the delivery and the installation, a delivery vehicle and an 
installation vehicle are allowed to visit them only once, respectively. In addition, there is an important constraint to 
guarantee the quality of service, i.e., service level, which is defined as a maximum amount of time lapse between the 
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arrivals of delivery and installation vehicles. An installation vehicle must visit a customer within the service level after 
the visit (or arrival) of a delivery vehicle to (at) that customer. Therefore, the synchronization of both types of vehicles 
is required to ensure the guaranteed quality of service for customers ordering both the delivery and the installation. 
Figure 1 shows an example of the VRP under consideration and its potential solution. The example consists of 16 
customers; 10 customers requiring the delivery-only (which are represented by the filled circles) and 6 customers 
requiring both delivery and installation (which are represented by the clear circles). The solid and dotted lines are the 
routes for delivery and installation vehicles, respectively. There are three delivery and two installation vehicles in 
Figure 1. The arrival times of delivery and installation vehicles are shown next to the customers. The installation 
vehicles can visit customers earlier than the delivery vehicle, which produces waiting times for installation vehicles at 
the corresponding customer locations. If the installation vehicles visit customers later than the delivery vehicles, the 
service level must be satisfied. 
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Figure 1. An example of the vehicle routing problem under consideration 
 
 
The VRP under consideration can be viewed as a combination of two traditional VRPs; one is the VRP for 

delivery vehicles, which has the characteristics of capacitated VRP (Laporte et al, 1987; Campos and Mota, 2000; Toth 
and Vigo, 2002; Pisinger and Ropke, 2007), and the other is the VRP for installation vehicles, which has the 
characteristics of VRP with time windows (Kolen et al, 1987; Potvin and Rousseau, 1995; Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005).  

A mathematical programming model for this problem has been formulated and solved using commercially 
available optimization software. The computational results show that it is difficult to obtain the optimal solutions for 
even problems of small size. A hierarchical approach using the genetic algorithm (GA) has been proposed to solve the 
problem under consideration efficiently in a reasonable amount of time. The hierarchical approach divides the problem 
into two subproblems: the VRP for delivery vehicles in Stage 1 and the VRP for installation vehicles in Stage 2. The 
vehicle routes and schedules for delivery vehicles are determined in Stage 1. Based on the results of Stage 1, the vehicle 
routes and schedules for installation vehicles are obtained in Stage 2. The computational results also show that the best 
results of Stage 1 do not always lead to the best results for the original problem. Various examples have been tested to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed hierarchical approach and the computational results are given in Section 4. 

This study can provide a management strategy to efficiently plan the vehicle routes and schedules for delivery and 
installation vehicles and to effectively synchronize those vehicles.  
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2. MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING MODEL 
 
In this section, a mathematical programming model of the VRP under consideration is presented. The objective of this 
model is to minimize the shortest distance or time of travels by all delivery and installation vehicles. The decision 
variables provide optimal routes and schedules of delivery and installation vehicles. The VRP under consideration 
includes a depot (at location 0) and N customers (at locations 1 to N), among which customers belong to A require both 
the delivery and the installation (|A |≤ N). 

The notations for decision variables and parameters are explained in the following: 
 

Decision Variables: 

ijpx  




otherwise  ,0

jlocation   toilocation  from  travelsp ehicledelivery v  theif  ,1
 

ijqy  




otherwise  ,0

jlocation   toilocation  from  travelsq on vehicleinstallati  theif  ,1
 

ie  Arrival time of the delivery vehicle at location i, iA 

if  Arrival time of the installation vehicle at location i, iA 

iw  Waiting time of the installation vehicle at location i, iA 

ipu  Subtour prevention variables for ijpx  

iqv  Subtour prevention variables for ijqy  

 
Parameters: 

N  Number of customers 

K Number of delivery vehicles 

S  Number of installation vehicles 

A Set of locations of customers requiring both delivery and installation 

ijT   Traveling time from location i to location j 

iD   Demand of customer at location i 

VC  Capacity of a delivery vehicle 

iR  Time to complete an installation at location i, iA  

OT Available operation time per shift for vehicles 
SL Service level 

 
The problem under consideration is formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINP) model as 

follows: 
 

Minimize  Z  
  

K

1p

N

0i

N

0j
ijpijxT  

  

S

1q

N

0i

N

0j
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The objective function is to minimize the traveling times of delivery and installation vehicles. The traveling 

distance or the transportation cost can be used in the objective function instead of traveling times. The constraints can 
be classified into three different sets; the first concerning the VRP for delivery vehicles (constraints (1)~(11)); the 
second concerning the VRP for installation vehicles (constraints (12)~(20)); and the third concerning the 
synchronization for both types of vehicles (constraints (21)~(26)). Constraints (21)-(25) guarantee the quality of service 
by satisfying the service level (SL) for customers requiring both the delivery and the installation.  

If an installation vehicle gets to a location earlier than a delivery vehicle, it sometimes needs to wait for the 
delivery vehicles before the installation starts. An installation vehicle may not leave immediately after the installation at 
a location to avoid waiting at the next location or to make other arrangements. The waiting time (wi) of the installation 
vehicle at a location is defined as an amount of time spent before or after the installation at the corresponding location. 
We also tested another mathematical programming model by replacing constraint (23) with another constraint, max{0, 
ei – fi} – wi = 0, in order to remove the waiting time after the installation at a location. Since the third set of constraints 
includes nonlinear ones, the mathematical programming for the VRP under consideration is more complicated than the 
original VRP that can be formulated as a mixed integer programming (MIP) model.  
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3. HIERARCHICAL APPROACH USING THE GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR 
SYNCHRONIZATION OF DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION 

 
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a systematic approach not only to find routes and schedules for delivery and 
installation vehicles but also to synchronize both types of vehicles. A search of routes and schedules for delivery 
vehicles and the other search of routes and schedules for installation vehicles can be defined, as subproblems of the 
original problem, respectively. In order to obtain good solutions of the original problem, a hierarchical approach dealing 
with two subproblems is presented in this paper.  

The proposed hierarchical approach divides the original problem into two stages and each stage contains a 
subproblem. The subproblem in Stage 1 is a VRP for delivery vehicles, and the other subproblem in Stage 2 is a VRP 
for installation vehicles. From the subproblem in Stage 1, a set of routes and schedules for the delivery vehicles is 
generated. The generated set of routes and schedules is a partial solution of the original problem and is also used as 
input data of the subproblem in Stage 2. Based on the partial solution from the subproblem in Stage 1, a set of routes 
and schedules for the installation vehicles is determined in the problem in Stage 2. The set of routes and schedules for 
installation vehicles is the other partial solution of the original problem. The synchronization of two types of vehicles is 
automatically completed while solving the subproblem in Stage 2. Finally, two partial solutions from the subproblems 
are consisted of the solution to the original problem.  

The subproblem in Stage 1 involves the characteristics of capacitated vehicle routing problems (CVRP). The 
subproblem assumes that all delivery vehicles have an identical loading capacity. They must return to the depot within a 
specific time, called maximum operation time. The limited loading capacity and the maximum operation time need to be 
considered when customers are assigned to delivery vehicles. All customers can be visited only once by a single 
delivery vehicle. It also assumes that unloading times for all customers do not exist in this paper but it can be modified 
without loss of generality. Fixed cost per delivery vehicle is considered in the proposed algorithm to minimize the 
number of delivery vehicles in operation, but it can be omitted. The algorithm for the subproblem in Stage 1 determines 
routes and schedules for the delivery vehicles and their arrival time at all customers. The arrival times of delivery 
vehicles at the customers who require both the delivery and the installation are later fed to the subproblem in Stage 2, in 
order to be considered for the synchronization of delivery and installation vehicles.  

The subproblem in Stage 2 includes the characteristics of vehicle routing problems with time windows (VRPTW). 
The loading capacity of installation vehicles is not considered since the installation requires the service to be rendered, 
not the goods. Similar to the subproblem in Stage 1, all installation vehicles must return to the depot within the 
specified maximum operation time. Installation vehicles must visit all customers requiring both the delivery and the 
installation. The customers must be visited only once by a single installation vehicle within a specified lapse after a 
delivery vehicle arrives at the corresponding customers. That is, installation vehicles must visit customers for the 
installation service within a specified duration after the delivery, so as to guarantee the quality of service. This specified 
duration is defined as service level. Hence, each customer requiring both delivery and installation has a time window for 
which he/she expects a visit (or arrival) by an installation vehicle. It assumes that the lengths of the time windows for 
all customers are identical but it can be relaxed without loss of generality. If an installation vehicle arrives earlier than a 
delivery vehicle for the customer or arrives earlier than the beginning of the time window for the corresponding 
customer, the installation vehicle must wait at the location of the customer before it starts the installation service. The 
waiting times of installation vehicles can be considered as a penalty. It is assumed that installation service requires the 
same amount of time, installation time, for each customer. Fixed cost per installation vehicle is considered in the 
proposed algorithm to minimize the number of installation vehicles used. The algorithm for the subproblem in Stage 2 
determines routes and schedules for all installation vehicles.  

Finally, for a solution of the original problem, a set of routes and schedules for all delivery and installation 
vehicles are decided through this hierarchical approach using genetic algorithms.  The fitness function in the GA for 
Stage 1 considers the travel times and the fixed costs of all delivery vehicles while the one for Stage 2 considers the 
travel times, waiting times and the fixed costs of all installation vehicles.  

The GA has been applied to many combinatorial optimization problems successfully in the past (Reeves, 1994; 
Jung and Haghani, 2000; Ozdemir and Mohan, 2004; Marian et al, 2006). The GA does not guarantee the optimality 
due to its stochastic nature, but it finds good near-optimal solutions in significantly lesser computational time. To 
effectively obtain good near-optimal solutions for the problem under consideration, the GA has been used in the 
hierarchical approach. For each subproblem, a one-dimensional array has been used to represent a potential partial 
solution. Figure 2 illustrates the genetic representation of an individual in the population for the subproblem in Stage 1.  
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g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 … gN-2 gN-1 gN

gv1_1 … gv1_n1 gv2_1 … gv2_n2 gv3_1 … gv3_n3 …

(a) Gene representation before decoding

(b) Gene representation after decoding  
 

Figure 2. The genetic representation for the subproblem in Stage 1 
 
 

Let N be the number of customers for the problem under consideration and ni be the number of customers who will 
be assigned and served by delivery vehicle i. An individual consists of N genes (g1, g2, …, gN) in Figure 2(a). The genes 
contain the indices of customers requiring the delivery. Since each customer is allowed to be visited by a single delivery 
vehicle, the index of a customer must be shown only once in the genetic representation. The decoding procedure in the 
GA for the subproblem in Stage 1 determines the route and schedules of each delivery vehicle in operation. In order to 
assign customers to a delivery vehicle, a greedy method has been used in consideration of the customers’ demands, the 
loading capacity of delivery vehicles, and the maximum operation time. After the decoding process, the individual is 

interpreted as Figure 2(b). A set of customers, who are indicated by genes from v1_1g  to 
1v1_ng , are allocated to the first 

delivery vehicle (v1). The remaining customers are assigned to other delivery vehicles in the same manner. The 
alternating shade in Figure 2(b) represents groups of customers served by different delivery vehicles. The genetic 
representation of an individual in the population for the subproblem in Stage 2 has been developed in a similar manner 
and omitted due to the redundancy. 

In the subproblem in Stage 1, the traveling times and the fixed costs of used delivery vehicles are considered to 
calculate a fitness value of an individual. Let τa be the sum of the traveling times of all delivery vehicles and δa 

 be the 
sum of the fixed costs of delivery vehicles used in individual a. The fitness value of individual a for the subproblem in 
Stage 1 (πa) is defined as follows; 

aa
a 





1

.

 

In the subproblem in Stage 2, the sum of the traveling times, the sum of the waiting times and the sum of the fixed 
costs of installation vehicles in operation, are considered to calculate a fitness value of an individual. Let φb be the sum 
of the traveling times of installation vehicles, ωb be the sum of the waiting times of installation vehicles, and γb be the 
sum of the fixed costs of used installation vehicles in individual b. The fitness value of individual b for the subproblem 
in Stage 2 (ρb) is defined as follows; 

bbb
b

φ 





1

 .

 

An individual which has a higher fitness value than others has a higher chance to participate in reproduction. The 
roulette-wheel selection procedure is used in the proposed GA. The probability for an individual to be selected for 
reproduction is the fitness value of the individual over the sum of all individuals’ fitness values in the population.  

A hybrid crossover procedure has been proposed and implemented to efficiently and effectively reproduce new 
offspring from two parents in the current population.  

The proposed hybrid crossover procedure is described as follows. 
 
Step 1: Two individuals (P1 and P2) in the current population are randomly selected. 
Step 2: A vehicle used in one parent (P1) is randomly chosen. The sequence of customers’ indices (or genes) 

assigned to the corresponding vehicle are copied to the beginning of the new offspring.   The copied 
genes will be deleted from P1 and P2. 

Step 3: Perform the one-point crossover over the remaining genes of P1 and P2. 
Step 4: Append the result of Step 3 to the new offspring from Step 2. 

 
An exchange mutation procedure has been used in the proposed algorithm by swapping two genes from an 

individual selected randomly at the mutation rate (Gen and Cheng, 2000).  The ranking replacement strategy has been 
used to construct the new population for the next generation in the proposed algorithm (Chu and Beasley, 1998).  

The proposed GA terminates when the number of generations reach a specified limit or no improvement of the 
best solution is observed over a specified number of generations, which is called improvement interval. The individual 
which has the highest fitness in the final generation is interpreted as the best known solution for the problem.  
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4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 
All computational experiments are carried out on a personal computer with a 3.4 GHz Pentium 4 CPU and 2.0 GB 
RAM. The MINP model in Section 2 has been programmed and solved by Lingo version 10.0, one of commercially 
available software for linear and non-linear programming models. The proposed hierarchical approach using the genetic 
algorithm in Section 3 has been implemented in C++ programming language using the Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 
Framework 1.1 version.  

All customers are randomly located in a 100x100 square area and a single depot is located in the center. The 
hierarchical approach using the genetic algorithm has solved the problem through two stages. For the GA used in the 
proposed hierarchical approach, the following parameters are used. The size of the population is 200. The crossover rate 
and the mutation rate are set to 0.8 and 0.1, respectively. The GA terminates if the number of generation reaches 1000 
or there is no better solution than the current best solution in the improvement interval of 200. 

An exemplary test problem has been solved and presented to show the effectiveness of the hierarchical approach 
using the genetic algorithm. There are 30 customers requiring the delivery while 10 customers require the installation. 
The delivery demand of each customer is between 2 and 10; there are 8 delivery vehicles at the depot and the loading 
capacity of delivery vehicles is 20; there are 3 installation vehicles at the depot; the installation time and the service 
level are 10 and 60, respectively; and the maximum operation time is 480. 

Figure 3 shows the best solution produced by the proposed hierarchical approach. The solution uses 8 delivery 
vehicles and 2 installation vehicles. The proposed algorithm has been completed in 1.87 seconds and the sum of the 
travelling time of delivery and installation vehicles is 1111.43. The routes from and to the depot have been omitted for 
the simplicity in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The routes of delivery and installation vehicles in the best solution of example 1 
 
 

In this paper, a new type of VRPs in electronics industries has been identified and introduced. The problem under 
consideration has two types of demands: one type requires only the delivery, and the other requires both the delivery 
and the installation. To satisfy both demands, electronics manufacturers prefer to operate separately two different types 
of vehicles (delivery and installation vehicles). There is an important constraint to guarantee the quality of service, that 
is, an installation vehicle must visit a customer within a specific duration after the visit (or arrival) of a delivery vehicle 
to (at) that customer. Therefore, the synchronization of both types of vehicles is required to ensure the guaranteed 
quality of service for customers ordering both the delivery and the installation.  

The MINP model for the problem under consideration has been formulated and solved using the commercially 
available software, Lingo. In addition, a hierarchical approach using the genetic algorithm has been proposed and 
developed to solve problems of significant sizes. The MINP model using Lingo has only been able to find the optimal 
solutions for small problems in a considerable amount of time. To verify the effectiveness and performance of the 
proposed hierarchical approach using the genetic algorithm, various test problems have been randomly created. The 
computational results show that the proposed hierarchical approach is able to find the optimal or near-optimal solutions 
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to problems of various sizes in a reasonable amount of time. 
In addition, the computational results show that the result of the subproblem in Stage 2 is subject to the result of 

the subproblem in Stage 1 in the proposed hierarchical approach. The best solution of the subproblem in Stage 1 does 
not guarantee that it produces the best solution of the original solution. The future research will be performed in a 
direction to considering both subproblems at the same time.  
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FUTURE FOR THE AUTOMATION OF CONTAINER TERMINALS 
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Abstract: Container term inal au tomation is g radually sp reading, startin g in  Europe with  R otterdam an d 
Hamburg. This presentation looks at the evolving technology for automation with respect to the different modes 
of c ontainer t erminal operat ion. F or st raddle carri er t erminals, it looks at th e Au tostrad fro m P atrick, its 
performance so far i n B risbane, an d p rospects for a doption el sewhere. For rail mounted ga ntry t erminals, i t 
looks at the popularity of the Automatic Stacking Crane and the different configurations to be found. Different 
forms o f au tomated h orizontal tran sport, ranging fro m Automatic Guid ed Veh icles to  Au tomatic Liftin g 
Vehicles, are presented along with their a dvantages a nd di sadvantages. It  i s not ed t hat Aut omatic Li fting 
Vehicles e ffectively decouple horiz ontal from v ertical tran sport, allowi ng a sm aller fleet size, however the 
technology is more complex, costly and less reliable. The semi-automation of quay cranes is also described. The 
economic and environmental drivers behind automation are analysed, commenting on the prospects for hybrid 
and regenerative techn ology. Th e b arriers to au tomation, in  p articular labour unions, co st, in flexibility, an d 
problems of software integration are also analysed. The presentation culminates with an assessment of the future 
for automation as the shipping industry emerges from the current economic crisis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In this talk an overview of t he typical problems to be solved for operational transportation planning will be presented 
and it will be sh own how t hese prob lems and th e co rresponding m odels ch anged over tim e. At first th e original 
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and the first version of the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) are presented. Then a 
brief outline of classificatio ns for v ehicle routing problems is p resented. This outline focuses on the p roblems which  
have been investigated most intensively in literature during the last decades. Subsequently, the characteristics of typical 
problems arising in t he wider area of operational transportation planning are discussed and it is demonstrated how the 
planning tasks evolved from the simple original TSP and VRP to more complicated and comprehensive problems which 
are investigated in current research and applications.  

  
 

2. COMPONENTS OF THE OPTIMIZATION MODELS 
 
The objective functions of state-of-the-art models for  operational t ransportation planning problems evolved f rom the 
primal goal of minimizing the sum of the driven distances of all vehicles to more realistic and complex goals. These are 
for i nstance t he m inimal num ber of used ve hicles, m inimal operat ion t ime, minimal operat ions cost s, m aximal 
flexibility, maximal reliability, minimal fuel consumption, minimal pollution, maximal environmental sustainability and 
last n ot least m ore co mplicated co mpound multi-objective g oals referring t o costs, serv ice lev els and  eco logy. The 
restrictions for the models representing vehicle routing problems changed from (a) a set of simple conditions for visiting 
all customers, route continuity and cap acity limitations over (b) the introduction of time aspects, e.g. by windows and 
even multiple time windows to (c ) complex descriptions of the solution space re presenting complicated situations with 
important restrictions which should not be ignored like e.g. drivers’ driving time limitations and break scheduling.  
In c onventional ap proaches, t he construction of routes a nd schedules has been restricted t o ve hicles pe rforming t he 
transportation tasks. T he planning data f or t he g oods t o be t ransported have been co nsidered a s fi xed an d given in 
advance. In some progressive approaches the set of objects for which plans have to be derived (i.e. objects which are to 
be routed and scheduled) is extended to the cargo or to the used loading equipment. Loading equipment becomes more 
and more expensive and it often is a scarce resou rce which itself must be planned for transportation in order to have it 
available in spite of given imbalances. That is why resource planning for loading equipment becomes more and more 
important. In some approaches cargo can autonomously p lan i ts way  f rom its origin to i ts dest ination using a given 
infrastructure for tra nsportation se rvices. Of c ourse, i n these scena rios a matching of th e cargo’s  planning and the  
planning for the vehicles providing the needed services is necessary. In other approaches, containers or swap bodies are 
objects of routing, too. With respect to routing, containers and swap bodies are passive objects since they cannot move 
without being carried by a ve hicle which takes over the role of an active  object. T hus, the routes of t he used vehicles 
and the used containers must be m atched in such a way that the ro utes of the different types of objects are optimized 
and each container movement is assigned to a specific vehicle transportation task. 
Originally, the task of vehicle routing and scheduling concentrates on the optimization of the entirety of all constructed 
routes for a given set of transportation requests and a given (maybe capacity-limited) set of transportation resources. In 
this case, the planning process is oriented towards a given optimization criterion which usually is related  to the degree 
and amount of used transportation resources. In addition to that original task, some advanced approaches try to arrange 
the r outing a nd sche duling i n suc h a way t hat di fferent r outed o bjects are sy nchronized; e.g . di fferent ve hicles ar e 
synchronized because they have to e xchange swa p bodies at a prede fined location or  in scena rios of container 
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scheduling the re m ust be a synchronization betwee n cont ainers a nd vehicles because for each le g of its route eac h 
container needs a vehicle assigned to the resulting transportation task.  
Finally, the scope considered for generating transportation plans is extended form the fleet of a single enterprise to the 
more challenging problem of harmonizing the planning of several enterprises being partners in a collaborative planning 
process. Such collaborative approaches al low the partial exchange of t ransportation requests among the partners and 
thus offer the chance for finding improved solutions with an additional collaboration profit. Examples for ch allenging 
research tasks in the area of collaborative transportation planning are the d efinition of su itable and reliab le exchange 
mechanisms and the development of fair and sustainable profit sharing models. Some approaches even go beyond the 
before m entioned t ype of c ollaboration (e xchange o f t ransportation r equests) by  a pplying a co ncept fo r s haring 
transportation reso urces. In part icular, models fo r sharing containers a mong se veral partners m ight be  a  remedy t o 
reduce empty container transportation.  

 
 

3. CURENT RESEARCH FIELDS  
 
In general, there are several problem fields in the area of operational transportation planning which arise from the above 
trends for the evolvement of models for vehicle routing and scheduling. These fields refer to the following topics: 

- Green transportation, 
- Integration of self-fulfillment and sub-contraction, 
- Synchronization of routes; e.g. between several vehicles or between active and passive transportation objects, 
- Combination o f vehicle rou ting p roblems with rela ted prob lems; e.g . co mbining v ehicle with lo cation 

problems (l ocation-routing problems) o r c ombining r outing a nd fl ow problems (i n hinterland t ransportation 
planning or the integration of self-fulfillment and sub-contracting), 

- Collaboration in groupage systems for request exchange, exchange of  loading s pace, (temporary) sharing of 
vehicles, container sharing. 

The above problem fields constitute exciting and challenging research tasks. These problem fields will be presented and 
shortly d iscussed in th is con tribution. Additionally, so me important c hances a nd obst acles for t he research in t hese 
fields will b e ch aracterized. So me selecte d field s will b e treated  m ore in tensively b y in troducing an d discussing 
illustrating examples. 
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Abstract: Logistics and Supply Chain management has becom e a competitive tool in m any industries. Supply chain 
perspective has l ed the i ndustry t o see t hrough t he process i ntegration from upst ream t o downstream. In Thai land, 
healthcare supply chain has been regarded partially in hospital. The supply chain concept has just been introduced to 
this industry at an early stage. It is evidenced that healthcare industry in Thailand still suffers from inefficient process, 
inconsistent and inaccurate data information. Lacking in transparency throughout  the chain m akes it difficult to track 
and trace patient data and product data. Furtherm ore, each  player in healthcare s upply chain, m anufacturers, 
distributors, healthcare providers, tends to develop its own data language. Therefore it discourages the player to share 
information with its partner. The lack  of integrity in supply chain has beco me a facilitating factor for the growing 
problem of counterfeiting. This problem not only leads to economic loss but also has a negative impact on patient safety 
in Thailand. 
The purpose of t his paper is t o revi ew probl ems and ch allenges i n heal thcare arena regardi ng t o suppl y chain 
management. It is found that standardized coding, operational re-engineering and Implementing information technology 
are promising performance improvement. The paper develops a framework for healthcare supply chain improvement in 
Thailand. It urges both policy makers and implementers to realize national health problems as well as identify rooms for 
further research and improvement. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Logistics and Supply Chain management has become increasingly important in recent years as supply chain perspective 
has led  t he ind ustry to see through t he process in tegration fro m u pstream to  downstream. Du e to th is strategy, it 
enhances trading partners to share their information and cooperate to improve efficienc y of the supply chain. Effective 
coordination along the chain has played an important role in focusing on the innovation, flexibility and speed that bring 
about the competitive advantage necessary for survival in a competitive business world (Turhan & Vayvay, 2009). 

Supply chain management is more complex in healthcare industry. In t his area, com panies and hospitals have to 
do highly accurate job as cost of  error might be someone’s life. (Mustaffa & Po tter, 2009; Turhan & Vayv ay, 2009)In 
Thailand, healthcare industry has been regarded partially in hospital. Operations and co-ordinations across players have 
been neglected. The supply chain concept has just been introduced to this industry at an early stage. It is evidenced that 
healthcare industry in Thailand still suffers from inefficient process, inconsistent and inaccurate data information. This 
idea is supported by one of the biggest state-owned hospital’s case study in Thailand, the case study shows that there is 
a lack of pr oper inventory management and an in efficient internal supply chain (Kritchanchai and Suw andeechochai, 
2010).  
 
 
1.1 Supply chain management in healthcare industry 
 
Gattorna (1998) descri bes a heal thcare business as it i s provided by  a vari ety of product  and servi ce enterprises 
including medical consumables, pharmaceuticals, catering, laundry cleaning, waste management, home-care products, 
information technology, vehicle fleet management and gene ral supply. A typical supply chain is a com plex network 
consisting of m any different part ies at  various st age of t he val ue chain (Kri tchanchai & Suwandeechochai , 2010;  
Rossetti, 2008 Mustaffa & Potter , 2009; Turhan & Vayvay,2009; Burn, 2002). Generally, healthcare supply chain has 
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similar core st ructure l ikewise other industries’ supply chain as i t composed of input, process and output. There are 
material flow and information flow along the chain (Kritchanchai & Suwandeechochai, 2010).  Under the concept of 
supply chain management, the merchandises are produced and delivered to the right quantities, at the right location and 
at the right time (Rossetti, 2008).However, Turhan and Vayvay (2009) argue that it is a must in healthcare industry as a 
cost of error might be someone’s life  

According to Mustaffa and Potter (2009) and B urns (2002), the four m ajor types of pl ayers are Manufacturers, 
Distributors, Healthcare providers and Payers. The typical supply chain can be found in Figure 1. Manufacturers include 
primary and secondary manufacturers. In term of primary manufacturer, this refers to any manufacture that involves the 
creation of act ive i ngredient cont ained wi thin t he m edications. Primary m anufacturers act  as a suppl ier for second 
manufacturer. After obtaining active ingredients from primary manufacturers, second manufacturers are responsible for 
transforming active ingredients into a useable medicine such as capsules, tablets, solution and so on. It can be said that 
manufacturer section influences on the pharm aceutical pri ces, assessing expected dem and, future com petition and 
project marketing costs. 

 
 
 

‐ Primary mfgrs  - Drug mfgrs   - Hospitals            - Patients 
‐ Second mfgrs  - Wholesaler  - Physicians           - Government 

                                           - Third party org.  - Pharmacies            - Employers 
 
Figure 1.  Healthcare supply chain (Adapted from Mustaffa and Potter (2009) and Burns (2002)) 

 
 
The finished products then are distributed to heal thcare providers by di stributors, wholesalers or m anufacturers 

itself.  Instead of allowing a third-party to deliver their products, there are many manufactures that are responsible for 
distributing their own products al lowing t hem to l everage m argin on sel f-manufactured product s to di scount t he 
distribution fee. This might solve the problem caused by the third party distributors deliver the substitute products to the 
hospitals. As it is found that in several cases the third-party distributors cut its inventory stock of the competing product 
due to reducing cost of stock control.  
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Current problem   
 
Healthcare industry has suffered from poor quality information which contributes ineffective healthcare services and 
also negatively affect s the out come of t reatment for pat ients (Gi bbons, 2009).This i s supported by  the st udied i n 
Shanghai. It found that three major aspects have caused traceability problems in Implanted Medical Devices (IMD). 
Firstly, information recorded during th e process was inaccurate. Secondly, Manuf acturers hardly collect the actual use 
data from hospital so that they are not able to fulfill their post-market responsibilities. Thirdly, the information of IMD 
use was not  transparent so t hat it is really hard t o protect patient safety, rights and i nterests (Yan, 2009). Inconsistent 
and inaccurate product information negatively impacts the rest of healthcare supply chain in the U.S as well. Each year 
more than $11billon of waste has been spent due to inefficient process, order and invoice error and outdated information 
technology (Pleasant, 2009).The difficulty faced by NHS, healthcare provider in UK, is that the lack of data standards 
contributes to many data silos. Data is available in a la rge volume whereas quality information is in short supply. From 
the NHS database, it contains 130 different descriptions of one single product. Due to this problem, it means that the 
analysis of expendi ture and demand requirement in term of time and resources across organizations is very costly in 
term of time and resource (Gibbons, 2009). Gibbon(2009) highlights that without standards to identify the products and 
supplier, the accuracy cannot be certain and the transparency is limited. 

Worse, heal thcare suppl y chains exi st as hi ghly fragm ent systems i n which m anufacturers, distributors, 
wholesalers and provi ders operate independently from one another. Fragmentation complicates the task of connecting 
the thousand of partner involved at any stage in the chain (Dobrzykowski & Vonderembse, 2009; Burns, 2002). Burns 
(2002) also addresses that all partie s in healthcare industry still lacks coor dinated effort and knowledge sharing. 
Gibbons (2009)states that healthcare is an information intensive environment and the availability of quality information 
is essent ial for t he del ivery of safe and effect ive heal thcare services . Due t o lack of i nformation sharing the supply 
chain acts more to push products down the chain rather than pull them from the customer. As a consequence, each stage 
holds i nventory t o prevent  st ockouts and provi ders order products based on just -in-case i nventory pl anning (Burns, 
2002).  

Manufacturers 
Distributors  Healthcare 

Providers 
Payers 
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Moreover,it i s apparent t hat inefficient process leads t o poor perform ance and avoi dable cost i n heal thcare 
industry(Kumar, 2008).The Glaxosmithkline, a pharmaceutical company, found that the traditional custom er managed 
lead to the inability to meet changing demand pattern and increased transportation costs due to inefficient planning and 
difficulties for the supplier to determining production capac ity (Danese, 2004). Guy’s & St. Thomas hospital faced 
difficulty because the traditional system of hospital pharmacy has inherent efficiencies and recruitment and retention 
problems with the pharmacy profession. Due to this problem, i t affects directly to hospital service and patient safety 
(McRobbie et al.,2003) The complicated role of professional healthcare also impacts on hospital process. Owing to the 
diverse management structure in hospital, providing co-ordinate care was difficult (Nicholson, 1995). It can be seen that 
three groups of probl ems are apparent . There are i nefficient busi ness process, dat a i nconsistency and fragm ented 
system.The table 1 illustrates the problem found in healthcare industry. 

 
 

Table 1. Problems in healthcare industry 
 

Studies Highlighted key finding Problem categories 

Nicholson (1995) 
 
 
McGrath and More (2001) 
 
Burns (2002) 
 
 
 
McRobbie et al. (2003) 
 
 
 
Danese (2004) 
 
 
 
Kumar et al. (2008) 
 
 
 
Dobrzykowski and Vonderembse 
(2009) 
 
Gibbons (2009) 
 
 
 
Pleasant (2009) 
 
 
Yan (2009) 
 

Owing to the diverse management structure in 
hospital, providing co-ordinated care was difficult 
 
Poorly integrated Information system 
 
All parties in healthcare industry still lacks 
coordinated effort, strategic alliance formation and 
knowledge sharing  
 
Inherent efficiencies and recruitment and retention 
problems within the pharmacy profession impacts 
on healthcare service and patient safety 
 
The traditional customer managed inventory leads 
to the inability to meet changing demand pattern 
and increased transportation costs 
 
Increasing operating cost is caused by the 
inefficient centralized supply system and material 
management 
 
A fragmented system in healthcare industry limited 
communication among all parties 
 
Poor quality information leads to ineffective 
healthcare services and  negatively affects the 
outcome of treatment for patients  
 
In the US, healthcare industry suffers from 
inconsistent and inaccurate product information  
 
Three major aspects have caused traceability 
problems in Implanted Medical Devices (IMD)in 
Shanghai 

Inefficient business process 
 
 

Data Inconsistency and Fragmented system 
 

Data Inconsistency and Fragmented system 
 
 
 

Inefficient business process 
 
 
 

Inefficient business process 
 

 
 

Inefficient business process 
 
 
 

Fragmented system 
 
 

Data inconsistency 
 
 
 

Data inconsistency 
 
 

Data inconsistency 
 

 
 
2.2 Enhancing performance improvement and supply chain integration 
 
Regarding to the current situation, we  conducted a literature review in order to find out how health care enterprises 
adopt the strategy to alleviate these problems and improve their operational performance. To promote healthcare supply 
chain improvement, st andardization has been m ajor concern. Im plementation of st andardization cont ributes t o 
information sy nchronization so t hat all st akeholders are able to speak t he sam e electronic l anguage (Krey sa and 
Denecker, 2009). According to European Federation of Ph armaceutical Industries and Associations’s report (2008), 
European countries have experienced in im plementing standardization. At the initial stage, it mainly used by 
manufacturers, distributors and pharmacists for l ogistical propose whereas, t oday, it i s al so widely used for 
administrative reasons as well (EFPIA, 2008). In 2007, A premier healthcare industry provider, an American healthcare 
industry leader, accelerate the use of a single unique device identif ication (UDI) system  in healthcare industry by 
proposing the requirement to their supplier to incorporate certain standard in order to win contracts(Pleasant, 2009). 
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 Moreover, Shanghai Food and Drug Administration began to im plement the IMD traceability system  in 
November 2006 due to post-market surveillance purposes. The tracking system covers more than 100 hospitals using 
IMDs in Shanghai and t he IMDs included high-risks devices such as ort hopedic internal fixation devices, orthopedic 
implants, synthetic crystals, breast im plants, and pacem akers(Yan, 2009). NHS trusts in UK and its suppliers have 
experienced the i mplementation of com mon dat a st andard across the procurem ent and commercial system s. This 
enables interoperability between systems, allowing automation which reduces the resources required, removes errors, 
increases compliance and reduces risk (Gibbons, 2009). 

Gibbons (2009) highlights that m ore effective process and better relationships provide a higher quality supply 
chain. To enable the effective delivery of high quality information organizations on the demand and supply sides of the 
healthcare, network must be able to share data. Currently, Healthcare providers attempts to integrate upstream with the 
manufacturers, wholesalers and distributors (Rossetti, 2008). After im plementing procurem ent eEnablement 
technologies provide t he NHS wi th an i mportant opport unity to enhance i ts capaci ty t o m anage procurem ent 
information, improve its commercial and procurement processes and remove waste and duplication (Gibbons, 2009 

Besides this, heal thcare provi ders underst and i nformation and communication has a pot ential for i mproving 
delivery and quality of care. Therefore th ey im plement inform ation technology so  as to share inform ation to their 
patients. (Dean, 2003). In It aly, the development of the new national healthcare information systems (NSIS) has t aken 
place in the context of gradual change. The NSIS woul d becom e a “connectivity backbone” between regional IT 
systems which em power the SSN (Servizi o San itario Nazionale-National Healthcare service) m ore efficient and also 
delivering bet ter servi ces t o t he i ndividual (B ergamachi, 2003). Kai ser Perm anenete-the l argest non-profi t health 
maintenance organization in the USA with 8.4 million members nationwide which signed a 1.6 billion euro contract in 
early 2003 for a highly pervasive EHR program (Mori, 2003).  

In heal thcare i ndustry, business process redesign i s used  t o implement organi zational transformations t owards 
more customer-focused and cost-effective care. McRobbie et al.(2003)studied the introduction of pharmacy service near 
patient ward to simplify discharge processes. Re-engineering pharmacy service resulted in e fficiency of service, m ore 
appropriate use of skill mix and the quality use of medicines. Derbyshire Royal Infirmary, a tru st in UK, lau nched a 
business process re-engi neering project. Accident and emergency was selected as a pilot site. This project focuses on 
Changing the role –specific culture to create more flexibility and to be more responsive to sudden change in workload 
(Nicholson, 1995).  

 
 

Table 2. Inventions of healthcare supply chain improvement 
 

Study Highlight key finding Intervention 

Nicholson (1995) 
 
 
Bergamachi (2003) 
 
 
 
 

Focused on Changing the role –specific culture to 
create more flexibility  
 
In Italy, the development of the new national healthcare 
information systems (NSIS) has taken place in the 
context of gradual changeAcademic Pediatric Practice. 
 
 

Business process re-engineering 
 

 
Information sharing 

 
 
 
 

Study Highlight key finding Intervention 

McRobbie et al.(2003) 
 
 
Mori (2003) 
 
 
 
 
European Federation of 
Pharmaceutical Industries and 
Associations’s report (2008) 
 
Rossetti  (2008) 
 
 
 
Gibbons (2009) 
 
 
 

Studied the introduction of pharmacy service near 
patient ward to simplify discharge processes. 
 
Kaiser Permanenete-the largest non-profit health 
maintenance organization in the USA implemented 
EHR program 
 
 
European countries have experienced in implementing 
standardization. 
 
 
Healthcare providers develop strengthen relationship 
and integrate vertically upstream with its suppliers due 
to an increasing in material and supply costs  
 
The implementation of data standard across the 
procurement and commercial systems by NHS trusts in 
UK and its suppliers enables information to easily 
transfer between systems. 

Business process re-engineering 
 
 

Information sharing 
 

 
 
 

Standardization and information 
sharing 

 
 

Information sharing 
 
 
 

Standardization and Information 
sharing 
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Kreysa and Denecker (2009) 
 
 
Pleasant (2009) 
 
 

 
 
The Implementation of GS1 standards in healthcare 
industry 
 
The Premier healthcare alliance implement global 
standard in order to improve its operational 
performance 

 
 

Standardization 
 
 

Standardization and information 
sharing 

 
 

3. FOCUSED GROUP 
 
To enhance heal thcare supply chai n improvement i n Tha iland, several  workshops have  been conducted, under t he 
project of  National Research University. In the workshops, we invited various players in healthcare industry including 
hospital’s board of di rectors, pharmacists, system engineers, private supplier and distributors and expert ise from other 
industries. The purposes of these workshops were to find out the way to enhance performance improvement and supply 
chain i ntegration i n heal thcare. Nat ional st andard has been  one of concerned i ssues am ong t rading part ners i n the 
industry. Heal th care i ndustry i nvolves a com plicated net work; i ncluding m anufacturers, di stributors, healthcare 
providers and reimbursement institutions. Each player tends to develop its own code in order to succeed particular goal. 
While m anufacturers and di stributors devel op the code for the m anagement of t rade fl ows and l ogistical purposed, 
healthcare providers adopt  a codi fication system public heal th reason. Even t hough these enterprises are i n the same 
chain, they speak different language which affects to the flow of information along the chain. Worse, it is impossible to 
select one of t hese codi fication sy stems for and i mplement t o all pl ayers i n t he i ndustries. Si nce t he codi fication i s 
created to particular player it still lacks in essential information for another player. This has raised the question whether 
healthcare industry in Thai land should develop the nat ional standard for product  identification or select t he exi sting 
global standard to implement. Therefore, all players in the industry would speak the same language. 

Additionally, i t can be seen that healthcare industry is a fragmented industry as i t consists of a l arge amount of 
parties. All this parties tend to operate independently wit hout coordinated effort or any particular concern on alliance 
formation. Notwithstanding, t o enhance i ntegration healthcare suppl y chai n, i t requires t rading part ner t o i mprove 
business relationship and share more in formation.  Inform ation sharing am ong trading partner taken into account 
However, there are two challenges that should be concerned in the healthcare industry before sharing information which 
are; confidentiality and system security .  Regarding to confidentiality, it should be considered the extent of which 
information will be shared to the supplier in order to improved material management and which information that are not 
allowed to be shared due to the policy or the legislation. Another challenge is the system security. Both trading partners 
has to decide the level of integration and then considerable effort goes into identifying technologies that provide strong 
system defenses against external attack and given it is healthcare, the costs are justified.  

Business process re-design is another issue that various organizations have taken into account. In the focus group, 
we have di scussed why fi rms tend t o i mplement this “C hange” strategy i nstead of carry on the form er strategy. 
Problems identified include customer dissatisfaction, difficulties with current material management and cost that higher 
than necessary . Therefore heal thcare enterprises found t hat t he former st rategies were not  able t o deal  wi th these 
problems. As a consequence, they decides to implement a business process re-engineering strategy and aim to achieve 
dramatic improvement in critical performance measurement such as cost, quality, service and speed. Additionally, the 
use of i nformation t echnology i s concei ved as a cont ributing fact or t hat enhances fi rms seeki ng for t he change of 
structure organization. It  can be concl uded that the business process re-engi neering is necessary  in order t o improve 
business efficiency and responsiveness. 
 
 

4. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
 
As mention above, we conducted the literature review so as to find out the current problems occurred in the healthcare 
industry and the adopted strategy for alleviating all these problems. Regarding to the literature review, we can conclude 
that there are three m ains problem s wh ich are inconsistent and inaccurate information, fragm ented system  and 
inefficient busi ness process. Due t o t hese problems, t hey pose t hreat for all pl ayers i n heal thcare i ndustry. Thus, 
healthcare enterprises have sought  several strategies to deal with these problems. As a consequence, it comes up with 
three interventions; standardization, information sharing and business process re-engineering. Firstly, implementation of 
set of standard and system enable suppliers and buyers to identify and navigate the product along the chain. Therefore 
this i ntervention ensures correct  product s are del ivered t o co rrect l ocations, l eading t o an i ncrease i n pat ient safet y. 
Secondly, healthcare enterprises tend to implement information technology in order to facilitate product inform ation to 
their trading partner. Benefit gain ed from  inform ation technology is to  enable traceability and contribute to 
improvements in patient safety. Thirdly, business process re-engineering is also a recommended intervention when the 
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former strateg y fails to m eet the p erformance m easurement; cost, q uality, service an d sp eed. Therefore, th e change 
strategy is able to enhance process efficiency and responsiveness. 

 Regarding to the focused group, it also  supports the idea from  the literature review.  It can be concluded that the 
need for accurate and consistent accelerates implementation of the data standard and system. Therefore healthcare 
enterprises have to put an effort to develop the uniform product identification. It might be to develop national product 
identification for healthcare industry in Thailand, otherwise, implement an existing global standard. Additionally, 
traceability is another concerned. The ab ility to track and trace product allows th e healthcare enterprise to enhance 
service im provement and error detec tion effectiveness. However, to improve traceability, it means healthcare 
enterprises have to  share in formation with  their trad ing partner. Accordi ng t o this poi nt, Establishing t rust and 
strengthen relationship i s necessary. B esides t his, the pr ocess effi ciency and responsi veness i s the reason why  
healthcare enterprises implement the business process re-engineering strategy. The former strategies are no longer to 
manage business process effectively so that it accelerates the adoption of the change strategy.  

As mentioned earlier, data gained from  both literature re view and focus group provides a clear picture of factor 
enabling healthcare improvement. This is also embedded in the proposed framework. An illustrated of the framework is 
shown in figure 2. In this framework, there are three main enabling factors to the achievement which are identification, 
traceability and process efficiency and re sponsiveness. In term of identifica tion, any m aterials flows, including 
medicine, medical device or even patient, along the supply chain have to be identified. Besides, any material flows and 
data flows have to be tracked and traced  at any stage in the suppl y chain. The last factor is process efficiency and 
responsiveness. This means any process at any stage need to run effectively and respond abruptly. As can be seen in the 
figure, we suggest a three-dimension comprehensive intervention st rategy to bring about the healthcare supply chain 
improvement in Thailand; internal process im provement, supply chain identifications and traceability and electronic 
Health Record.  

Regarding t o i nternal process i mprovement, the t arget groups of t his intervention are bot h publ ic and private 
healthcare provider. This intervention aimed at  improving any process i n hospi tal including warehouse m anagement, 
inventory management, product identification, medication error and so on. At this level, it requires simple information 
technology in which the hospital is able to develop by its own. In term of supply chain identification and traceability, 
the target groups of t his i ntervention are al l pl ayers along t he suppl y chain. The i ntervention focuses on enhance 
integration from the demand to the supply side. This means any material flows, from the manufacture to the patient at 
the hospital, is able to be identified and traced back at any point in the chain. At this level, it requires all players to 
implement t he sam e dat a st andard and sy stem so t hat t hey can speak t he sam e el ectronic l anguage. B y considering 
Electronic Health Record, this focuses on Nationalwide supply chain. It requires government regulator to enforce and 
implement national data standard such as health record, Medical device ID and so on. Therefore, healthcare enterprises 
in Thailand are able to speak the same language which contributes to patient safety. 

Data 
Standardisation

Regulato
rs

Procedure Standard

 

Figure 2. The framework for healthcare supply chain improvement in Thailand 
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 
We developed the framework for healthcare supply chain improvement in Thai land by first exploring the current 

problems occurred in th e industry and the intervention. We found that, in Thailand, healthcare supply chain has been 
regarded partially i n h ospital. O perations a nd co -ordinations acr oss pl ayers ha ve been neglected. It seem s t hat most 
hospitals focus only on healthcare performance and undermine its own operational performance. However, supply chain 
problems, dat a i nconsistency, f ragmented system and i nefficient business process, a re not only affect ope rational 
performance bu t also  lead s t o negative im pacts to  patient safety. Due to  th ese problems, it is n o lo nger to  so lve 
individually but it requ ires all p layers in the ind ustry to star t implementing supply chain thinking and collaborate with 
their partners to alleviate the problems. However, in Thailand, it is apparent that the supply chain concept has just been 
introduced t o th is ind ustry at an  early st age. It can be sa id that the propos ed framework is the fi rst step to u rge all 
healthcare players and policy makers to aware of these problems. 

There is still more room for research in d eveloping countries. It is ap parent that a number of research proposed 
various interventions, aiming at alleviating healthcare supply chain problems, are concerned the problem occurred in the 
developed countries which might not suit for the situation in Thailand. Therefore, instead of following this intervention, 
 We tr ied to f ind out the why healthcare enterprises exactly need from these in terventions. We found that three main 
concepts behind these interventions are identification, traceability and process efficiency and responsiveness so that we 
embedded t hese concepts a s ena bling factors for healthcare s upply chai n i mprovement. The reafter, we de veloped 
framework and intervention based on these concepts and situations in Thailand. 
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Abstract: To design supply chains means to incorporate the right requirements in the design. Without stating the right 
requirements it is impossible to know how stated requirements will lead to effective and efficient supply chain designs. 
This research identifies the supply chain as a system and as a system-of-systems. The system-of-systems approach is a 
relative new research discipline for defining, abstracting, modeling, analyzing and synthesis of systems and system-of-
systems for both research and design problems. Supply chains are discussed and analyzed on several aggregation levels. 
Next a framework i s de veloped t o co ntribute t o t he e ffective an d e fficient desi gn of new s upply chai n. F or t he 
assessment o f this framework and to  learn abo ut necessary improvements the app lication of it during the design and 
engineering of supply chain in the professional world is advised. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Systems thinking and the subject of ‘system’ aspire to the status of a se rious academic discipline, (Checkland, 1993). 
Systems engi neering is c ombining the disciplines necessary to create a nd build large  co nstruction projects m any of 
them we use a nd can see around us. All of these projects were created by humans and societies. Projects are adde d in 
time or we ca n say that the s ocieties they are part have grown step by step. So it can be  said that humans have created 
societies by adding in due time and for se veral different reasons societal parts (projects) to these societal system. Often 
this creation process was not planned upfront but more the result of a process that evolved step by step. 

Institutions are subsystems of these societal systems also added by humans to perform certain functions that fulfill 
specific demands. Some of these in stitutions are cl usters of industries that in  their decomposition are bu sinesses that 
contain production-lines that facilitate th e p roduction of products that fulfill th e needs a wide range of customers. A 
supply chain connects parts of sev eral production lines of sev eral firms (business to business) till fi nally the customer 
can be se rved (business t o c onsumer). Supply chains ca n be seen a s connect ors between elem ents of se veral large r 
nested systems. These systems are complex containing other parts that are relevant for the functioning of these systems. 
In this paper the focus is on the elements that are relevant in understanding supply chains. 

This paper is organized in the following way. First some general supply chain characteristics are di scussed. Next 
systems engineering and system of sy stems engineering are explained. After this Systems Engineering and System of 
Systems Engi neering are  c onfronted wit h t he c oncept of  t he sup ply ch ain. Fi nally co nclusions ar e dr awn an d a 
recommendation for further research is given. 
 
 

2. SUPPLY CHAIN CONCEPTS 
 
2.1 Supply chains as demand fulfillment structures 
 
A supp ly ch ain is: "A n etwork of collective b usiness en tities respo nsible fo r procurement, manufacturing and 
distribution activities associated with one or more series of related products", (Coyle et all., 2003). The SCOR-reference 
model (Supply Chain Council, 2008), (f igure 1)  is a helpful tool to visualize and a nalyze supply chain processes that 
extend beyond th e co mpany lev el al th e way to  t he sup pliers’ s upplier a nd the c ustomers’ customer. The  SC OR-
reference model indicates organizational segments of t he supply chain, not necessary belonging to the same company 
but responsible for the management and control of it. It is a useful tool to see if and how the coordination between these 
underlying processes is organized and what and where information sharing and communication takes place. 
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Figure 1: SCOR-methodology, (Supply Chain Council, 2008) 
 
 

The infrastructure of supply chains is a co llection of nodes and linkages to facilitate p hysical flows in such a way 
that an effective and efficient fulfillment structure is provided. Physical nodes are: points from where raw materials are 
sourced, factories and transfer centers (sea and inland ports, airports, warehouses, distribution centers and retail outlets). 
Physical linkages reflect th e modalities that can  be used to transport physical i tems between nodes. Besides physical 
nodes in  t he physical f low; supply ch ains contain i nformational, m oney (fi nancial) an d organizational no des i n t he 
respective flows that all interrelate with each other. 

In every supply chain a focal company controls the customer decoupling point; this is the point where the demand 
is dictated by the customer against a supplier organizing a fulfillment structure, (Hoekstra and Romme, 1992), figure 2. 
 
 

 
Figure 2 Customer order decoupling point; adapted from (Hoekstra and Romme, 1992) 

 
 
2.2 Levels in supply chains and supply networks 
 
Porter’s value chai n i s a g ood way of c ommunicating val ue-adding pr ocesses, (P orter, 2 001). Transformation i s 
transforming raw m aterials into assembly parts and  assembly parts into final products. Stability is k eeping and stori ng 
goods in  facilities. Translatio n m eans g oods in  tran sition d uring tran sport between t wo l ocations. Possession is th e 
exchange of ownership of goods and services. Sometimes goods are at the location of the potential buyer but not yet in 
the possession of th is buyer. Basically in  all fou r flows: physical, information and money value adding activities can 
take place, (table 2). 
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Table 1 Confrontations of value adding utilities 
 

 
 
 

The value net work c onsists o ut of sequential an d parallel orga nized val ue c hains, (P orter, 2001). Several 
organizational rel ationships can b e i dentified wi thin t hese net works, e ither bei ng cu rrently exi sting o rganizational 
relationships or possible relationships. The standard is that al l organizations are completely responsible of  there own 
processes and o nly pu re buying an d sellin g relatio nships ex ists n ot sh aring capacities an d o rganizational 
responsibilities. The lines in  figure 3 give some more possible relationships. Very commo n relationships are sh aring 
purchasing processes, outsourcing value adding activities to suppliers and sharing the management of several layers in 
the supply chain.  

 

 
Figure 3 Organizational relations in a supply network; adapted from Porter (2001) 

 
 

A supply chain can be decomposed in several levels, see figure 4, (Peck, et all., 2002): 
 Infrastructure and Asset Level (hard-ware); 
 Process and Value Stream (flow-ware); 
 Inter-organizational Network Level (org-ware). 
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Figure 4: Levels of Supply Chain, (Peck, et all., 2002). 

 
 

Value can be added in several ways. Some companies outsource non-core business activities. Often these activities 
are part of the physical layer of the value pyramid (figure 5). While outsourcing they concentrate on those activities that 
generate the most value. They find innovation in how to bring services to the market (virtual layer) and find that is more 
important that selling products alone. New combinations are made and knowledge of how to bring service to the market 
becomes crucial. Finally these companies realize value by using knowledge or using services of using products as their 
business. Within the design of supply chains t hese r elationships need t o be understood to understand where the real 
value is located and how several layers are interrelated. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 5: Multi-layer perspective on supply networks 
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3. SYSTEM APPROACHES, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND SYSTEM OF SYSTEM ENGINEERING 

 
3.1 System approaches 
 
Society can be v isualized as a system that con sists out of  m any su bsystems e.g . cities b ut also industries and or 
individual companies th at mak e it th eir business to facilitate b ringing a wi de set of serv ices and  products to a often 
wider set of markets. Humans can be considered as parts of organizations that in themselves can be considered parts of 
socioeconomic syste ms. Organ izations, businesses, co mpanies and institu tions can  be v iewed as syste ms with  th e 
purpose to facilitate bringing services and products to other parts within these societies and finally to the people of these 
societies. 

A sy stem can be defined as:  “a c onstruct or col lection of d ifferent elements that together produ ce resu lts no t 
obtainable by t he el ements al one”, (Checkland, 1 993). Thi s i s a very ge neric de finition a nd l ooking at  se veral 
application are as seve ral di fferent el ements can be i dentified, l ike: people ( operators an d m aintenance personnel), 
information (s ub)-systems (h ardware, s oftware but al so documents (m anuals) a nd o r schemes i ncluding operational 
instructions), facilities (for the main purpose of the system or for the support of it), strategies and policies (what guides 
the systems to  produ ce its i ntended results), and m any more things th at con tribute t o system-level resu lts. All man-
made-systems are design or more formally and structured engineered. 
 
 
3.2 System Engineering 
 
In 1962 A.D. Hall developed the concept of a development to design and develop technical systems, basically the 
process of systems engineering (SE), (Brill, 1999), (Hall, 1962). Several elements where stated as important in the 
concept of SE. The first element is that, SE is multifaceted and can only be understood from different perspectives or 
facets. The second element relates to three important viewpoints that system engineers should use tackling problems 
that require SE. These three viewpoints are: (1) the physical or technical viewpoint, (2) the business or economic 
viewpoint, and (3) the social viewpoint. The third element considers the needs of its customers and determines how the 
needs can be met. 

To understand the problem and the possible physical solution that solves the problem, the following questions 
should be answered: “(1) What is the system to do (performance, cost, time and reliability)? (2) What environment does 
it have to operate in (home, commercial, or military)? (3) What environment is the product to be made in 
(engineering/manufacturing skills and facilities)?” Blanchard and Fabrycky (1981) state that systems should be 
designed from a life-cycle perspective taking the full operational life of the physical solution into consideration. They 
state that the life-cycle of a system as “starting with the initial identification of a need and encompassing the phases (or 
functions) of: planning; research; design; production or construction; evaluation; consumer use; field support; and 
ultimate product phase-out”. 

SE is a very broad concept that related to the design and engineering in a team-effort of durable and complex 
system that have to be operated in a broad range of uses and situations. The field of SE is domain independent, though 
in several domains specific flavors of SE exist. 
 
 
3.3 Systems engineering process decomposition 
 
The System Engineering Process follows a set of phases going from establishing the need for a system, via stakeholder, 
consumer and user and technical requirement via a logical (functional) design and a structural (physical) design. The 
systems engineering process asks that each design has to be verified based on the stated requirements and validated 
after implementation, operation and maintenance. A wide set of sometimes more formal SE-approaches exists; in 
essence they contain the following phases: 
 The first phase of the system engineering approach is focussed on the elaboration of a problem description, an 

opportunity statement and a mission statement. During this phase the problem at hand is analyzed in detail. 
Understanding the agreed upon problem is important to understand the contribution of the design and development 
process towards solving the problem at hand or that not solving the problem by adding something new is a better 
solution. This phase ends in a one or two sentence description giving the actual need of the solution to be 
developed; namely the need statement. 

 The second phase is the analysis and development of the advanced planning process that guides and governs the 
system engineering process by means of mile-stone, project participants’ involvement and stakeholder engagement 
proposals and deliverables. 

 The third phase is the analysis of the expected operational profile of the to-be designed system. The fourth phase of 
the system engineering process is establishing a good set of stakeholder, consumer and user requirements. This is 
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established by interviewing stakeholders and future owners, users and maintainers of the system, by asking what 
they require from the newly to be designed system. 

 The fifth phase is translating the stakeholder, consumer and user requirements into more technical system design 
requirements divided in functional requirements, non-functional requirements and program requirements. The 
quality and maturity of these requirements should be such that the system can be designed at the right system level. 

 The sixth phase is the design of a concept description showing a first idea of the possible sub-systems and how the 
relate to each other and next to that the analysis and design of the context diagram indicating the interfaces of the 
to-be designed system with the environment and/or already existing systems. 

 The seventh phase is the design of the temporal aspects of the system by using a state and mode analysis/design. 
Inputs to this phase are both the functional requirements and the operational profiles of the system. 

 The eight phase is the design of the functional blocks of the system based on the functional requirements. 
 The ninth phase is the design of the physical solution of the system and the allocation of the functional and 

temporal design with the physical design. 
 The tenth phase is developing towards the integration of the temporal, functional and physical design and aligns 

them with the functional requirements. The concept of configuration management is also addressed in this phase, 
though it actually is a concept that needs attention earlier in the process from the development of the advanced 
system planning forth. 

 The eleventh phase is developing the specification of one or more subsystems (because of time restriction in the 
course), towards a maturity so it could actually be constructed or manufactured. 

 The twelfth phase is the verification of the design, basically by checking if how the fulfilment of the stated 
requirements is taken care of and how well they are incorporated in the final design. 

 The thirteenth phase is the validation of the design; this is done by questioning potential users and owners of the 
system. 

 The fourteenth phase is a reflection on the process followed. 
 
 
3.4 System-of-systems approaches 
 

Whether there is difference between what is con sidered a system and what a system -of-systems in under debate. 
The systems within systems can be seen as the Russian Babushka Dolls viewpoint. “You can start at t he Universe and 
go all th e way down towards quarks (and maybe beyond that) or from the quarks level all th e way up to th e Universe 
level.” Th is systems ap proach is useful to  our th inking ab out m an-made syste ms lik e in ternational or n ational 
socioeconomic systems, industry clusters, separate industries, businesses, companies and production lines within these 
companies. 

Taking a composition versus decomposition perspective and the different aggregation levels one can see the use of 
Systems Engineering at each of these aggregation levels or layers. On the following layers systems engineering can be 
applied, (Hitchins, 2007): 
 Layer 5: Socio-Economic, where regulation and governmental control takes place. 
 Layer 4: Industrial Systems Engineering, or engineering of complete supply chain/circles. Many industries together 

form a socio-economic system. 
 Layer 3: B usiness Systems Engineering – m any busi nesses t ogether form an i ndustry. At  t his l evel, sy stems 

engineering focuses on the optimization of performance often independent of other businesses within the industry. 
 Layer 2: Project or System Level. Many projects together form a Business. Design and development and utilization 

of production lines or designing, developing and constructing complex artifacts falls under this layer. 
 Layer 1:  Pr oduct Level . M any pr oducts t ogether f orm a sy stem. Thi s i s t he t angible art ifact l evel. Fo r m any 

disciplines and their engineers this is considered “real” systems engineering. 
 
Hitchins (2007) emphasize that this 5 layers model is a "nested" model. A set of products make a project, a set of 

projects make a business, a s et of businesses make an industry a nd a set of i ndustries make a s ocio-economic system. 
Kasser a nd Massie (2001) c learly state th at the assum ption of the 5-layer model are ”only approxim ate since a 
socioeconomic system  has more in it t han just i ndustries, a  business has m ore in it t han just projects, act ual 
organizations may divide the work in different ways resulting in either sub-layers, or different logical break points.”. 

System-of-systems (SoS) are dedicated goal oriented systems that is a compilation of other dedicated goal oriented 
systems o n a lower ag gregation lev el. The So S shares capabilities and  resources on its lower aggreg ation lev el to 
achieve 'meta-system' capabilities and resources on a higher aggregation level. The SoS offers more functionality and 
performance than the sum of its component systems. “Systems of systems is a serious and evolving research discipline 
with a s et of incomplete f rames o f reference, thought p rocesses, quantitative analysis, t ools, and design methods a re 
incomplete.”, (Popper et al., 2004). A number of SoS’s can be identified in this study. First durable systems that exist or 
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are under design, second the engineering process that facilitates the creation of these system, third the decision making 
process th at tak es p lace during the eng ineering process. Fourth t he knowledge creatio n an d facilitation pro cess t hat 
takes place during the decision making process that guides the engineering process of the systems. 

The following five characteristics to distinguishing very large and complex but monolithic systems from systems-
of-systems can be identified, (Maier, 1998): “ 
1. Operational Ind ependence of th e Elem ents: If th e system -of-systems is d isassembled in to its co mponent 

systems t he com ponent sy stems must be abl e t o usefully ope rate i ndependently. The system-of-systems i s 
composed of systems which are independent and useful in their own right.  

2. Managerial Independence of the Elements: The component systems not only can operate independently, they 
do o perate i ndependently. T he c omponent sy stems are s eparately acq uired a nd i ntegrated but m aintain a  
continuing operational existence independent of the system-of-systems.  

3. Evolutionary Development: The system-of-systems does n ot ap pear ful ly f ormed. It s d evelopment an d 
existence is evolutionary with functions and purposes added, removed, and modified with experience.  

4. Emergent B ehavior: T he sy stem per forms f unctions a nd carries out purposes t hat do not r eside i n a ny 
component system. These  behaviors a re emergent properties of the ent ire system-of-systems and  cannot be  
localized to a ny component system. The pri ncipal purposes of t he systems-of-systems are fulfilled by thes e 
behaviors.  

5. Geographic Distribution: The geographic extent of the component systems is large. Large is a nebulous and 
relative concept as com munication capabilities increase, but at a minimum it means that the com ponents can 
readily exchange only information and not substantial quantities of mass or energy. Minimum it means that 
the components can readily exchange only information and not substantial quantities of mass or energy.” 

 
So systems engineering and system-of-systems engineering are powerful concepts that are getting more and more 

attention as a general research discipline the field of supply chain management can possibly benefit from. So let’s have 
a cl oser l ook at  how s upply chai ns a nd i ts related c oncepts, relate to th e system -of-systems concept and SoS-
engineering. 
 
 

4. CONFRONTATION BETWEEN SUPPLY CHAIN PERSPECTIVES AND SYSTEM OF SYSTEM 
ENGINEERING 

 
To understand if supply chains are systems of systems the characteristics as discussed before (in: Maier, 1998) have to 
be confronted with some characteristics of the supply chain. First it can be seen that systems engineering can be applied 
to the domain of the supply chain because the supply chain is clearly operating at all of the level of the 5-layer model of 
systems engineering: Socio-Economic, Industrial Systems Engineering, Business Systems Engineering, Project/System 
Engineering, and Product Engineering, (Hitchins, 2007). And following the characteristics of Maier (1998): 
1. Operational Independence of th e Elements: The s upply chain can be disassembled in to component systems 

that can operate independently but to created value they should be connected to other parts (in other systems). 
Within a supply chain network the independent supply chains can operate independently. 

2. Managerial Independence of the Elements: Components of the supply chain can operate independently. One 
can buy elements like transportation or warehousing and suppliers and customers that can function as before 
or can be integrated in the overall supply chain. But also making the supply chain operate on the virtual level 
adds value to the supply chain. 

3. Evolutionary Development: Th e sup ply chain is not fully form ed. Its d evelopment and ex istence is 
evolutionary with functions and purposes added, removed, and modified with experience. The supply chain is 
operating in a dynamic environment has to adapt continuously and many example exist that it does. 

4. Emergent Behavior: The s upply chain provides functions that are m ore than the functions of i ts parts. The 
sum of all value adding activities provi des a  higher value than that  of its components. These behaviors are 
emergent properties of the entire supply chain and cannot be localized to any component of the supply chain. 
The principal purposes of the systems-of-systems are fulfilled by these behaviors. 

5. Geographic Distribution: The geographic extent of the component systems is large, transportation carries the 
supply c hain globally an d c ommunication bet ween t he many com ponents a nd between t he m any s upply 
chains are  f requent. O ften communication between a sales an d a purchasing de partment of different 
companies can be more frequent that the communication within the company itself. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This paper sh owed t hat t he su pply chai n m anagement can l earn a great deal  from t he new an d growing research 
discipline o f systems engineering and system-of-systems (engineering) an d that  f urther research and attention seems 
worthwhile. Systems Engineering seems to be applicable for systems like s upply chains. Systems-of-systems proves a 
valuable an alysis ap proach t o und erstand supply ch ain and learn ing from th e q ualities o f system s engineering and 
system-of-systems engi neering ca n be nefit t he desi gn of fut ure s upply chains. It is clear that far more research is  
necessary to show the value of this answer. 
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Abstract    In a supply chain, the upper echelons plays a key role in tuning the chain performance. In the 
procurement cycle of the supply chain, the manufacturer outsources more parts and services to focus on their own core 
competencies. A situation may arise in which some suppliers may under perform in providing critical strategic supplies. 
This paper analyzes supplier performance using multi-criteria decision procedure along with Pareto analysis in 
identifying critical suppliers for supplier development to optimize their performance. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In 2010, Toyota halted sales and production of 8 of their models that was included in a recall that concerns unintended 
acceleration caused by pedals. More than 2 million units were affected by this recall. In 2009, a recall that amounted to 
more than 4 million units was also made for the same issue but is said to have been caused by floor mat malfunction.  
The latest unintended acceleration issue, allegedly due to design flaw in the pedal, seems to have been made by its 
vendor CTS Corporation (Supply Chain Digest, 2010).  

Mattle the maker of popular Barbie dolls and Hot Wheels cars, recalled nearly one million toy world wide in 
August 2007, because the toys manufactured during a two month period by its contracted vendors in China contained 
impermissible levels of lead (Story, 2007). Although, these vendors had been working with Mattle for years, their 
improper sourcing decision which allegedly caused these lead tainted toys had severe consequence for the entire supply 
chain. These cases highlight that supply chain performance is susceptible to variation for the constituent members.  

As manufacturing firms outsource more parts and services to focus on their own core competencies, they 
increasingly expect their suppliers to deliver innovative and quality products on time and at competitive cost. When an 
underperforming supplier provides an innovative product or process technology (that may be sustainable long-term 
advantage to the buyer), the buyer may wish to protect this potential advantage and bring the work in-house by 
acquiring the supplier. But a better option for the buyer may be supplier development (Handfield et. al, 2000). 

According to Burns and Whittle, (1995), companies must analyze their situation to determine if supplier 
development is warranted. To this end, Handfiled et al. (2000), classified commodities according to the company’s 
relative importance of purchases using Kraljic portfolio approach. Kraljic's, (1983), approach includes the construction 
of a portfolio matrix that classifies products on the basis of two dimensions: profit impact and supply risk ("low" and 
"high"). The result is a 2x2 matrix and a classification in four categories: bottleneck, non-critical, leverage, and strategic 
items. Handfield et al, (2000) found that commodities in strategic supplies category are considered strategically 
important, difficult to substitute or purchase from alternative suppliers, and purchased in relatively high volumes 
therefore the suppliers of these commodities become the target for supplier development program. 

There may be multiple suppliers of strategic supplies. Several studies have been focused on Supplier Selection 
Problem (SSP) that consists of analyzing and measuring the performance of a set of suppliers in order to rank and select 
them to improve the competitiveness of the entire supply system. Many conflicting factors should be taken into account 
in the analysis, both qualitative and quantitative. The most utilized methodology is represented by the well-known 
Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1980 and 1994) with its different variants. Basic versions of AHP are 
still widely used in the literature to deal with the SSP. 

The evolution of supply relationships underlines that suppliers are required to have an adequate set of 
competencies to be part of a supply system capable of facing market competition (Esposito and Passaro, 2009). To this 
aim, customer firms have performed various actions and strategies: in particular the assessment processes has assumed a 
crucial importance. It represents a compulsory and critical starting point for the achievement of a collaborative 
customer–supplier system (de Boer et al., 2001). Ranking is crucial but it does not solve the problem of identifying 
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suppliers for development. Ranking suppliers from best to worst gives the idea of performance and scope for future 
improvement through benchmarks. It is not helpful in identifying suppliers with potential for development. To warrant 
supplier development, we need to identify the underperforming suppliers and involve them in development program to 
optimize their performance in order to amplify the performance of supply chain. In this paper at first we will 
demonstrate how AHP can be used by a company to rank its suppliers and subsequently using Pareto analysis to 
identify critical underperforming suppliers delivering strategic supplies to be included in supplier development 
program. 

 
 

2. ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS 
 

AHP can be used in making decisions that are complex, unstructured, and contain multiple attributes (Partovi, 1994). 
The decisions that are described by these criteria do not fit in a linear framework; they contain both physical and 
psychological elements (Mian and Dai, 1999). AHP provides a method to connect that can quantify the subjective 
judgment of the decision maker in a way that can be measured. In applying AHP to benchmarking, Partovi, (1994) 
describes the process in three broad steps: the description of a complex decision problem as a hierarchy, the 
prioritization procedure, and the calculation of results. AHP is a method of breaking down a complex, unstructured 
situation into its components parts, arranging these parts or judgments on the relative importance of each variable and 
synthesizing the judgments to determine which variables have the highest priority and should be acted upon to influence 
the outcome of the situation (Saaty, 1990). A problem is put into a hierarchical structure with the level-I reflecting the 
overall goal or focus of the decision (Saaty, 1990). The prioritization process is accomplished by assigning a number 
from a scale developed by Saaty, (1990) to represent the importance of the criteria. A matrix with pair wise 
comparisons of these attributes provides the means for calculation. 

 
2.1 Method Application and Result 

 
Step 1: Define the evaluative criteria used to select the optimal distribution network  
 

Possible criteria that a company might consider when selecting a supplier are product cost, quality, service, and 
delivery. The mathematical process used in AHP is to first establish preferences for each supplier for each criterion. In 
this study the critical supplies of an automotive company were considered with six suppliers who supply these critical 
supplies.    

 
Step 2: Establish each factor of the pair-wise comparison matrix 
 

In this step, preferences between alternatives are determined by making pairwise comparisons. A judgment matrix 
is formed and used for computing the priorities of the corresponding elements. First, a criterion is compared pair-wise 
with respect to the goal. The judgment matrix, denoted as A, will be formed using the comparison. Let Al, A2, . . . , An, 
be the set of stimuli. The quantified judgments on pairs of stimuli Ai, Aj, are represented by  

 
A =[aij], i, j = 1,2…., n             (1)
 

The comparison of any two criteria Ci and Cj with respect to the goal is made using the questions of the type: of 
the two criteria Ci and Cj which is more important and how much. Saaty (1980) suggests the use of a 9-point scale to 
transform the verbal judgments into numerical quantities representing the values of aij. Larger number assigned to the 
pair-wise comparisons means larger differences between criteria levels. The entries aij are governed by the following 
rules: 

 
aij > 0, aji =1/aij, aii=1 for all i       (2)                 

 
This scale can be applied with ease to criteria that can be defined numerically as well as to those cannot be defined 

numerically. Relative importance scale is presented. The decision maker is supposed to specify their judgments of the 
relative importance of each contribution of criteria towards achieving the overall goal. 

 
Step 3: Calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvector 
 

Having recorded the numerical judgments aij in the matrix A, the problem now is to recover the numerical weights 
(W1, W2, . . . , Wn) of the alternatives from this matrix. In order to do so, consider the following equation: 
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Moreover, we multiply both matrices in Eq. (3) on the right with the weights vector 
W = (W1, W2, . . . , Wn), where W is a column vector. The result of the multiplication of the matrix of pair-wise ratios 

with W is nW, hence it follows: 
 
AW = nW            (4) 
 

This is a system of homogenous linear equations. It has a non-trivial solution if and only if the determinant of A - 
nI vanishes, that is, n is an eigenvalue of A. I is an n × n identity matrix. Saaty’s method computes W as the principal 
right eigenvector of the matrix A; that is, 

 
AW = λmaxW ,         (5) 
 

where λmax is the principal eigenvalue of the matrix A. If matrix A is a positive reciprocal one then λmax ≥ n, [11]. If A is 
a consistency matrix, eigenvector X can be calculated by  

 
A – (λmaxI)X = 0.      (6) 
 
Here, using the comparison matrix, the eigenvectors were calculated by Eqs. (5) and (6). 
 
Step 4: Perform the consistency test 
 
The eigenvector method yields a natural measure of consistency. Saaty, (1990) defined the consistency index (CI) as 
 
CI =λmax-n/(n-1)      (7) 
 

Where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue, and n is the number of factors in the judgment matrix. Accordingly, Saaty 
(1990) defined the consistency ratio (CR) as  

 
CR = CI/RI,         (8) 
 

for each size of matrix n, random matrices were generated and their mean CI value, called the random index (RI). 
Where RI represents the average consistency index over numerous random entries of same order reciprocal matrices. 
The consistency ratio CR is a measure of how a given matrix compares to a purely random matrix in terms of their 
consistency indices. A value of the consistency ratio CR ≤ 0.1 is considered acceptable. Larger values of CR require the 
decision-maker to revise his judgments. 

Results of the consistency test and the CR of the comparison matrix from the available interview and previous data 
are all ≤ 0.1, indicating ‘consistency’’.  

 
Step 5: Calculate the overall level hierarchy weight to rank the suppliers 
 

The composite priorities of the alternatives are then determined by aggregating the weights throughout the 
hierarchy. The composite priorities of the alternatives are shown in table 1. Table 1 gives the serial ranking of all the six 
suppliers supplying critical supplies to the automotive company with their ideals, normals, and raw weight values. 
Based on the four criteria and scores in the table 1, supplier 1 is operating optimally whereas the rest are not.  

 
Table 1. The overall synthesized priorities for the suppliers 

Ranking Category Ideals Normals Raw 
1 Supplier 1 1.0000 0.2134 0.0813 
2 Supplier 2 0.8820 0.1882 0.0717 
3 Supplier 3 0.7448 0.1589 0.0605 
4 Supplier 4 0.7425 0.1585 0.0603 
5 Supplier 5 0.6927 0.1478 0.0563 
6 Supplier 6 0.6224 0.1328 0.0506 
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2.1.1 Sensitivity Analysis 
 

The final priorities of the alternatives are highly dependent on the weights attached to the main criteria. Small 
changes in the relative weights can therefore cause major changes of the final ranking. Since these weights are usually 
based on highly subjective judgments, the stability of the ranking under varying criteria weights has to be tested. For 
this purpose, sensitivity analysis can be performed based on scenarios that reflect alternative future developments or 
different views on the relative importance of the criteria. Through increasing or decreasing the weight of individual 
criteria, the resulting changes of the priorities and the ranking of the alternatives can be observed. Sensitivity analysis 
therefore provides information on the stability of the ranking. If the ranking is highly sensitive to small changes in the 
criteria weights, a careful review of the weights is recommended. Also, additional decision criteria should be included 
as a highly sensitive ranking point to a weak discrimination potential of the present set of criteria. For this purpose, the 
weights of the important criteria are separately altered, simulating weights between 0% and 100% (note that the weights 
of the other criteria change accordingly, reflecting the relative nature of the weights, i.e., the total weights has to add up 
to 100% in this paper). Sensitivity analyses are necessary because changing the importance of criteria requires various 
levels of cost, quality, service, and delivery w.r.t selecting the optimal performing supplier which can be prospective 
candidates for supplier developments. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 1(a) Figure 1(b) 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1(a)                                       Figure 1(b) 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 1(c) Figure 1(d) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1(c)                                       Figure 1(d) 
Figure 1. The sensitivity graph of activities. (a) With independent variable cost (b) with independent variable quality 

(c) with independent variable delivery (d) with independent variable service 
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The sensitivity graph (figure 1) displays how the alternatives perform with respect to the change in scenario of all 
parameters. Performance sensitivity of alternatives has been analyzed when activity (independent variable cost) is 
increased by 50%, plotted on the X-axis and the priorities of the alternatives plotted on the Y-axis. Similarly for 
independent variables quality, service, and delivery, it is increased by 50%. Increasing the activity cost by 50%, as in 
figure 1 (a), there is a negligible change in the global weights (table 1). Same is the case with activity quality (figure 1 
(b)) and service (figure 1(b)), however for activity delivery in figure 1(c) an increase by 50% tends to change the ideal 
values of suppliers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 from its global values of (0.213, 0.188, 0.158, 0.158, 0.147, 0.132) to (0.234, 
0.198, 0.156. 0.155, 0.140, 0.118). That means at point activities = 0.5, the score of supplier 6 decreases and supplier 2 
increases. Before that sensitivity scores are consistent with the global scores.  

 
 
2.2 Pareto Analysis 
 

The Pareto analysis is useful in identifying suppliers for potential for development, as well as those that are 
underperforming low volume suppliers. From this Pareto analysis we find that 20% of suppliers are responsible for 80% 
of the poor performance of the chain as shown in figure 2. Supplier 1 is already above the cutoff point so there is no 
need for supplier development. However, supplier 2, 3, and 4 are target suppliers who are underperforming in the 
company’s performance objective of cost, quality, service and delivery. Since these three suppliers contribute to the 
maximum percentage of underperformance, supplier development is therefore warranted. 

 
Figure 2. Pareto analysis of supplier performance 

 
 

3. CONCLUSION 
 
In this research we found that 20% of suppliers are responsible for 80% of the poor performance of the supply 

chain. Ranking is crucial but it does not solve the problem of identifying suppliers for development. Using AHP we 
ranked the suppliers from best to worst. This gives the idea of performance and scope for future improvement through 
benchmarks. The question was which suppliers to involve in supplier development. It is not possible to include all the 
underperforming suppliers into the supplier development program. Therefore the Pareto analysis gave us the result of 
vital few that should be included in the supplier development program. Since supplier 1 is performing beyond the cutoff 
point, it does not warrant buyer’s development. Suppliers 2, 3, and 4 are the prospective candidates for supplier 
development since Pareto analysis shows they contribute the maximum to the supply chain performance. Suppliers 5 
and 6 are useful many and can be eliminated from being involved in the program.  
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Abstract: We develop a method to identify economically promising port architectures. We first enumerate feasible port 
architectures using a t ool which generates feasible architectures for complex systems. We i dentify basic functions of 
ports and find options to satisfy each function. We enumerate feasible architectures by selecting options logically. As a 
result, 9 and 128 feasible architectures of traditional ports and offshore service system are generated, respectively. To 
evaluate and  co mpare th e arch itectures we d evelop rough-cut equ ations f or sh ip stayin g tim e, th roughput an d cost  
(under determ inistic assu mptions). Su ch th roughput based a pproximations serv e to pare down the  a rchitectures t o a 
promising handful. From there we conduct detailed  simulations to co mpare them. As a resu lt, we find which type of 
mobile harbor is cost effect ive and which co ntainer handling res ource i s m ore effic ient at the land. We c ompare 
offshore service system with traditional ports for construction cost and throughput. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Due t o the historical and ant icipated growt h in c ontainer trans port vol ume along wit h eve r inc reasing c ompetition 
(Korea Container Terminal Authority, 2006), container ports worldwide continuously str ive to im prove their capacity 
and serv ice quality. Trad itional so lutions for cap acity increase include optimization methods and  the development of  
faster cra ne a nd yard system s. An alternate approac h i s to co nduct offshore operations and to dev elop faster and 
economically superior interfaces between the offshore operations and the land berth.  
 A port is a complex system, in that there are many components and relationships between them. As such, there are 
many possible options for port expansion decisions, such as the type of berth, the type of crane and type of transfer unit. 
Therefore, one challenge to selecting good capacity improvement options is th e vast array o f potential solutions. The 
goal of this work is to develop a method to identify economically promising port architectures.  

We first develop a representation of port systems based on the various functions they perform, such as unloading 
ships, porting containe rs ac ross t he land-sea interface and st oring c ontainers. For each suc h function, alterna tive 
solution concepts are identified. By selecting one solution for each function, possible port architectures may be obtained. 
Examples o f port arch itectures in clude t he trad itional po rt (which uses qu ay cran es to  prov ide the sh ip unloading 
functions) and the mobile harbor (which uses an offshore crane to unload the ships and a container transfer barge to port 
the containers to the land bas ed port). We formalize the func tions of the  architectures and the solutions for each as  an 
Object Process Network (OPN). OPN is a  tool to generate feasible architectures for complex systems; it allows one to 
exclude architectures that are not logically possible. OPN software is  then used to obtain  a co llection of 137 feasible 
port architectures, including 9 traditional and 128 offshore port concepts.  
    To compare the collection of architectures generated, we use rough cut capacity analysis to determine the number 
of components, such as  cranes, berths and yard t rucks, required to provide container ship service for a gi ven market 
condition. The analysis also uses service time approximations to ensure that there are sufficient resources to serve ships 
within twenty four hours. We refe r to a n a rchitecture with a s pecific num ber of units for each com ponent a s a  
configuration. We det ermine the construction cost of  a configuration using published and projected cost figures; the 
operation cost is assumed to be a known percent of the construction cost. Based on these analyses, our approach enables 
the determination of promising architectures and the required number of components to provide an average service level. 
We study several test markets to determine which architectures are most promising. 
 
 

2. ENUMERATION OF PORT ARCHITECTURE 
 
To enumerate feasible architectures for a port, Object Process Network (OPN) was used. OPN (Koo, 2005) is a domain 
neutral, e xecutable m eta-language. T his t ool assists in sc ientific deci sion m aking f or complex architectures and ha s 
been successfully adopted to generate complex system architectures (Simmons at  el ., 2005 and Rozenblum, 2007). It  
automatically generates feasible architectures by using a large number of possible options and relationships between the 
options. Since t his t ool e xhaustively generates al l architectural options, c ombinations o f c omponents t hat were not 
considered before will be produced. Thus, the process can lead to unexpected insights. 
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2.1 Process of enumeration 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Process of generating of architectures 
 

Figure 1 shows the process of generating architectures. In the first step, the boundaries of the system were selected as 
“container transportation system between containerships and the inland yard” for the main focus. Next, we identified a 
set o f functions that the selected system from step 1 must p rovide. To provide a function, several decisions must be  
made. These decision variables each have several options. For example, the resource for unloading can be cranes, railed 
RORO, and wh eeled RORO. After t his process, logical constraints were built between options in ord er to prev ent the 
generation of illogical architectures. With the output of process 3 and 4, the OPN model was built and used to generate 
feasible architectures.  
 
 
2.2 Set the Boundaries 
 
In order t o f ocus o n t he m ost im portant o bjectives f or the system and to consum e a reasonable lev el o f tim e an d 
resources, we defined a nd se t the highest s pecifications of  th e system . I n our  stud y, t he bou ndary w as a “co ntainer 
transportation system bet ween co ntainerships a nd t he i nland y ard”. We con sider y ard as t he si nk a nd s ource of t he 
containers. Also, feeder ships were not considered in this system. 
 
 
2.3 Select functions of the system 
 
Before selecting the functions of the system, the system was classified into two m odes, which were trad itional mode 
and mobile mode. Traditional mode refers to traditional ports in which ships dock to the in land berth and unload cargo 
between the ship and berth by using quay cranes. Mobile mode refers to the mobile harbor concept in which container 
ships stay at sea and a system of c ontainer t ransport ships an d offshore c ranes m oves t he containers from t he 
containership to the inland yard. Table 1 shows the functions of the traditional mode and the mobile mode. 
 
 

Table 1. Functions of traditional mode and mobile mode 
 

Traditional mode Mobile mode 
1. Moor /Stabilize 1. Moor /Stabilize (Ship & unloading unit) 
2. (Un)load 2. (Un)load ( Ship & unloading unit) 
3. Berth 3. Transfer ((un)loading unit & travel unit) 
4. Transfer(berth-yard) 4. Travel  
5. Store 5. Moor/Stabilize (travel unit-Berth) 
 6. (Un)load (travel unit -Berth) 

7. Form/unstack batch 
(at front berth->transfer unit) 
8. Berth 
9. Transfer 
10. Store 

 
 
2.4 Explore decision variables and options of each function 
 
There were several decisions to be determined for each function. What kinds of resource will be used for unloading at 
the berth? What type of transfer unit will be used? What type of berth will be used? Decision variables are the variables 
that characteri ze the ar chitecture. Also, t he opt ion i s t he pos sible val ues f or t he de cision va riable. A set  o f sev en 

1. Set the 
boundaries 

2. Set function of 
system

3. Explore decision 
variables and 

options
4.Find logical 

constraints
5. Build OPN 

model
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another ship without a waiting time. SST/IAT is the average number of ships in port. For example, if SST is 24 hours 
and IAT is ei ght hours, then are three sh ips in the port in steady state. T herefore, we can estimate that the port needs 
SST/IAT  sets of resources.  

Algorithm to find cheapest configuration under given market information : 
1. Get market information (IAT, cargo volume/ship), 
2. Generate possible configuration combination, 
(E.g. in mode 1, nB = 1~5, nTU = 1~10, nTruck = 10,20,30,40 => total of 200 combinations), 
3. Filter configurations that do not satisfy 24 hour constraints, 
4. Multiple SST/IAT  to number of resource/ships , 
5. Find minimum cost configuration among feasible configurations. 

 
 

4. RESULT 
 
A variety of market co nditions w ere stud ied b y co mbining IAT and  carg o vo lume f rom th e op tions IAT = 
[1.5,2,2.4,3,4,6,12,18,24,30] hours an d carg o = [500,900,1300,1700,2100,2500,2900,3300,3700,4100] TEU /ship. The 
smallest market size was 0.146 M TEU/year (IAT=30, cargo=500) and the b iggest market size was = 2.4 M TEU/year 
(IAT = 1.5, cargo=4100). 240 TEU TUs were considered. Table 3 shows the range of input variables. 
 
 

Table 3. The range of input variables for the resource (240 TEU TU) 
 

 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6 
nFC N/ A 1~4 N/A 1~ 4 N/A 1~4 
nB 1~10 1~10 1~10 1 ~10 1 ~10 1~10 
nTU 1~20 1~20 1~20 1 ~20 1 ~20 1~20 
nTruck 10,20,30,40 10,20,30,40 10,20,30,40 10 ,20,30,40 N/ A N/A 
nRORO N/A N/A 2~40 2 ~40 2 ~40 2~40 

 
 

Figure 5 sh ows th e ch eapest con figuration of M ode one fo r each m arket cond ition th at m eets th e SST<24h ours 
restriction.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 5 Cheapest configuration of Mode 1 
 

From these graphs, it can be observed, and is not at all surprising, that the total cost increases as the cargo volume or 
IAT decreases. We can thus identify, the cheapest architecture for the given market condition. Table 4 shows the subset 
of ch eapest co nfigurations of each  m ode fo r a given market co ndition. The bold number rep resents t he ch eapest 
architecture for that market. 
 
 

Table 4. The subset of cheapest configuration of each mode for given market condition 
 

IAT cargo Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6 
1.5 500 6 84 5 79 497.64 492.88 464.76 459.28 
1.5 9 00 1212 1040 822.6 875.14 823.52 814.94 
1.5 1300 1 710 1 512 1210.22 1250.2 1184.58 1217.04 
1.5 1700 2 280 1 904 1623.3 1635.66 1544.1 1602 
1.5 2100 3 040 2 380 1919.4 2013.12 1 950.3 1 979.28 
1.5 2500 3 840 2 848 2488.2 2478.84 2323.8 2316.72 
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1.5 2900 4 656 3 328 3087.36 2916.48 3136.2 2698.88 
1.5 3300 5 856 3 808 3861.2 3304.6 3718.08 3081 
1.5 3700 6 880 4 272 4387.2 3759 4211.84 3507 
1.5 4100 8 480 4 992 5280.96 4067.2 5288.32 3961.28 

 
 
4.1 Relationship between mobile Architectures: Integrated (A) and Separated (B) 
 
The B type has the advantage of a faster crane located offshore and a faster TU travel speed. However, the unit cost of 
the floating cran e is m ore ex pensive th an the unit co st of th e cran e fo r th e A typ e. It  was observed th at t he A type 
becomes more favorable when the cargo volume is small and B is more favorable when the cargo volume is large. The 
cost gap between A and B grows as the cargo volume increases.  

For the small size sh ip, the A type and B type need a small n umber of resou rces. A type automatically has four 
docking points on the ship, but the B type should have a floating crane (FC) offshore to provide docking points to TUs. 
Also, the unit cost of the floating crane was more expensive than the unit cost of a crane on a TU. If the B type has less 
FC located offshore than nTU, t he waiting for TU will occur and  it will resu lt in in creasing the SST and  increasing 
SST/IAT, so that it will have more average ships in port. Therefore, the A type is preferred for the case of small cargo 
volume/ship. However, when the mobile harbor serves large cargo volume/ships, i t needs many TUs and uses al l the 
docking points of the ship. In this case, the total number of crane/ships is nTU for the A type and nD, which is four, for 
the B type. Therefore, B is preferred for the large cargo volume/ship.  
 
 
4.2 Relationship between Crane and RORO system 
 
Even though the RORO system has extra cost, such as link span, guided line, stacker, and pallet system, the berth speed 
is faster than the crane so it reduces the number of TUs and berths required. Also, the RORO system has a shorter berth 
length compared to cranes; this covers the extra cost of the RORO system. Therefore, in most cases, crane system has a 
more expensive total cost than the RORO system for a given market. 
 
 
4.3 Relationship between RORO with stacker and RORO without stacker 
 
Both kinds of architect ures a chieve sim ilar bert h spee ds. The ROR O with stacke r s ystem needs a fewe r num ber of 
RORO resources because it divides the berth to yard transfer system into two parts. Therefore, the R ORO system just 
handles half of the system . Also, the  RORO system is not suitable for long distance container t ravel compared to the 
truck because of its speed. Therefore, it is more efficient for a truck to be in charge of long distance travel. However, in 
order to get  this advantage, the RORO with stacker system needs an  expensive stacker to divide the system into two 
parts. If we reduce the expensive stacker cost, a RORO with stacker system can be competitive.  
 
 
4.4 Comparison with traditional port 
 
A traditional port (Korea Container Terminal Authority, 2008) which has been built recently was ex amined. Based on 
information of con struction cost, the mobile harbor concepts are always ch eaper. However, the cost of the traditional 
port was b ased on a 25% cran e utilization assu mption. Therefore, if we cu t t he t raditional co sts by one fou rth, th e 
traditional port will b e m ore co st effective. No te th at th roughout we h ave just con sidered t he co nstruction cost.  
However, unlike the Gwang Yang port (Korea Container Terminal Authority, 2008), Hong Kong and Sin gapore have 
very expensive land purchase cost and taxes. Therefore, they charge very expensive container handling fees. In those 
markets, the traditional port suffers from expensive land cost while the mobile harbor has less effect on these expensive 
costs because it uses a v ery short leng th of the seashore. Also, the A typ e is a co mpetitive so lution for a very small 
market. It avoids huge initial construction costs. In this case, only one or two A type TUs are required with a basic quay. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

To generate mobile harbor a rchitectures, an OPN model was developed. Th is model allowed us to gen erate feasible 
architectures by autom atically enumerating al l possible port design decisions. Logically infeasible architectures were 
pruned, so t hat 128 feasible architectures remained. In this paper, these feasible architecture were gr ouped together in 
an evaluation process. Only three criteria were used. The results demonstrated several dominance relationships between 
the architectures. For exam ple, if we us e a  fl oating quay at  t he berth, i t i s more expensive but can be more rapidly 
deployed than the reclamation quay. Since construction time was not considered, reclamation was the m ost dominant 
option. In future detailed evaluation, we can use ungrouped feasible architectures with various metrics.  
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In t he e valuation process, rough-cut eq uations ( under det erministic assumptions) were devel oped based on 
throughput while approximate resource contention formulas determined the ship service time for a given configuration. 
These approximations were implemented in MATLAB code to study a wide range of port configurations to determine 
the cheapest cost solution for a given port. For each port (ie. total annual/TEU and TEU/sh ip), the architectures were  
compared and the best (cheapest) one was i dentified. From this result, several conclusions were drawn. The integrated 
type A M H units were generally good when the TEU/sh ip was less th an 2500TEU/ship including import and ex port 
cargo. The separated type B MH units were good when TEU/ship was greater than 2500 TEU/ship including import and 
export cargo. The RORO systems at the berths for transfer of container from TU to land were superior to cranes for the 
same purpose. This is due to a dramatically faster speed/meter of berth in spite of an increased infrastructure cost/berth. 
RORO without stacker and direct transfer of container to yard is better than the intermediate stacker crane before the 
yard. This is due to a high cost of the stacker cranes. Also, this evaluation method can be used as a  quick evaluation 
system.  

The t otal cost of m obile h arbors is no t i n favorable condition c ompared t o t he t raditional p ort(Korea C ontainer 
Terminal Authority, 2008). However, it is a viable solution for a very small market or a place in which the cost of land 
is very  expe nsive, s uch as  Hong Kong and Singapore. To reinforce t he accuracy  of this study, several studies are 
recommended. Si nce t he c onstruction t ime of a m obile h arbor i s half t he t raditional t ime, t he NP V of  eac h sy stem 
should b e com pared. Also , th is ev aluation ap proach assu med a d eterministic in ter arriv al tim e a nd carg o vo lume. 
Instead of using deterministic values, using random values will increase realism.  
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Abstract: This st udy ai ms to de velop a si mulation f ramework t o faci litate t he desi gn an d e valuation of l ayouts of 
mega-size container terminals with multiple yards and berths which may not be regular shaped. Most studies related to 
container terminals focus on regular shapes of yards and berths. However, due to pre-existing geographical conditions, 
many co ntainer term inals in  th e wo rld tak e on  various layo uts fo r th eir m ultiple yard s an d b erths. Th e proposed 
framework i n this stud y uses a GIS to h elp term inal lay out generation. A gene ralized cont ainer terminal operations 
simulation model is th en applied. The results from the simulation model can be used to evaluate overall efficiency of 
each layout design and thereby help port designers make future plans that suit the given geographical conditions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

International trades between countries have been rapidly increasing in volume and value with globalization. Majority of 
the cargo  an d goods that h ave to  be moved in  in ternational trades are packed into standardized containers for bett er 
management and  m ost cost -effective t ransportation. As i mportant maritime transportation no des, m ajor container 
terminals are getting more and more congested as the volume of containers passing through them increased. Container 
terminal operators typically arrange for various container vessels to berth at a quay and use terminal equipments (quay 
cranes, yard cranes and yard trucks) to lift, transport and store containers in the yards and then transport them to some 
hinterland o r other vessels l ater. Computer simulation i s usually the preferred approach to evaluate the ef ficiency of 
container t erminals i n meeting future demands o r i n new configurations. Most container t erminal simulation models 
tend to assume that berths and yards a re r egularly shaped (st raight l inear berths and rectangular yards) and simplify 
their t opographical rel ationships ( one berth i s ass ociated wi th one y ard). However, due t o pre-existing ge ographical 
conditions, many container terminals in the world take on various irregular shapes and layo uts for their multiple yards 
and berths. B y consi dering t hese real  geographical co nstraints, b uilding si mulation m odels bec omes much m ore 
challenging and requires more effort. 

Container t erminal simulation models consist of r esources and logics. Resources accordingly represent physical 
entities in  the real world, such  as g ates, berth s, yard s, ve ssels, qu ay cran es, yard  cran es, yard  tru cks and  co ntainers. 
Logics imitate the behaviors of those movable resources (terminal equipments) and decision processes made by control 
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centers o f c ontainer t erminals. T he c onventional a pproach of b uilding a si mulation model fo r a t ypical co ntainer 
terminal is as follows. First, based on the berth length and yard length and width, construct a model of the berth and 
yard. Then add quay cranes, yard cranes and yard trucks as movable resources and write logics for them. Finally, write 
logics fo r decision pro cesses as ex ternal controllers of resources. Wh en runn ing the sim ulation, vessels will b e 
randomly generated as t he testing demand. Figure 1 shows a t ypical container terminal in a si mulation. Its layout has 
been sim plified to conce ntrate on cont ainer ope rations. Because of the pre-e xisting geographical conditions the  real 
layout of a container terminal may not be regular shaped as shown in Figure 2. Although a big terminal with multiple 
berths an d y ards can  be dec omposed a nd transformed t o a  fe w re gular-shaped t erminals, t he operations o f va rious 
equipments in the terminal cannot be decomposed simply. In fact, as e xperienced terminal managers would point out, 
the terminal layo ut may i mpact sign ificantly th e op erations of term inal equ ipments. Thus, wh en building simulation 
models for these container terminals more things need to be considered. This study introduces a simulation framework 
to facilitate build ing this type of sim ulation. A Geographic Information System (GIS) h as been used to help build the 
container termin al layo ut. Based  on th e layo ut, term inal resources will b e allo cated b y a sharing po licy. Th en a 
generalized container terminal operations simulation model i s appl ied. The results f rom the simulation model can be 
used to evaluate overall efficiency of each layout design and thereby help port designers make future plans that suit the 
given geographical conditions. 

In the rest of th e paper, a literatu re review of previous related works is given in Section 2, followed by problem 
definition in Section 3. The design of the simulation framework is presented in Section 4 while a case study is discussed 
in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. A Typical Container Terminal in a Simulation 
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Figure 2. The Real Layout of a Container Terminal 
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In the  recent decade, because of a dvancements in c omputer science, simulation,  especially discrete-event simulation, 
has been widely used for investigating container terminals.  

Gambardella et al. (1998) built a d ecision support system focused on the resource allocation problem and used a 
terminal simulation model as a test bed for checking the validity and robustness of t he system. Nevins et al. (1998a, 
1998b) developed a seaport simulation model that computes throughput capability and determines resource utilization at 
a h igh lev el of d etails. Th e si mulation allows for multiple carg o types as well as m ultiple sh ip types. Sh abayek an d 
Yeung (2002) proposed a simulation model of Kwai Chung Container Terminals in Hong Kong to investigate the extent 
by which a simulation model could be used to predict the actual container terminal operations with a higher order of 
accuracy. Demirci (2003) used simulation experiments to find that the most critical bottlenecks were created by loading/ 
unloading vehicles and a n i nvestment st rategy was a pplied to th e m odel fo r l oad balancing in  th e port. Paro la and 
Sciomachen (2005) tried to simulate the logistic chain of the northwestern Italian port sy stem as a whol e to evaluate a 
possible future growth of container flow. Bielli et al. (2 006) elaborated on an object-oriented design of a simulator for 
container terminals. Every piece of equipment, queue, or area is implemented as an object and communications among 
objects are i mplemented as m essages. Ze ng an d Ya ng ( 2009) proposed a si mulation model fo r sc heduling l oading 
operations in container terminals and then embedded this model in an optimization routine to find an optimal scheduling 
scheme.   

There are some papers related to simulation and container terminal layout. Nam et al. (2002) used a simulation 
model with four scenarios to examine the optimal size for the Gamman Container Terminal in terms of berths and quay 
cranes. Liu et al. (2004) u sed sim ulation models to  demonstrate th e impact o f au tomation and  t erminal layo ut on 
terminal per formance. In particular, t wo t erminals wi th di fferent b ut com monly used y ard c onfigurations we re 
considered fo r au tomation using AGV s. Lee et al. (2007, 200 8) developed sim ulation m odels to investigate how  
different vehicles and d ifferent yard layo uts can affect  the efficiency of port operations. They further built a program 
named Automated Layout Generation to generate different simulation models. Hartmann (2004) introduced an approach 
for generating scenarios of sea port container terminals. The scenarios can be used as input data for simulation models. 
Furthermore, t hey can  be e mployed as t est dat a f or al gorithms t o solve optimization problems i n co ntainer t erminal 
logistics s uch as berth planning a nd cr ane sc heduling. Ottjes et  al . (2006) i ntroduced a generic s imulation m odel 
structure for the d esign and evaluation of multi-terminal systems. This model is co nstructed by combining three basic 
functions: t ransport, t ransfer, an d st acking. Pet ering (2007) de veloped a comprehensive si mulation model t o ad dress 
issues in terminal design, storage and retrieval location and yard crane control. We note that none of above works in the 
literature is concerned with arbitrarily shaped container terminals with multiple berths and yards. 
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3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 

This study is motivated by t he problem  curre ntly faced by te rminal designe rs in t he port of Si ngapore, the world’s 
largest an d busiest cont ainer po rt. A big part of t he p ort cu rrently occ upies a n area that is very close to the ce ntral 
business district. As the price of land around the port rises with the demand for commercial land, it becomes inevitable 
that the container terminals have t o make way. The obvious choice is to relocate the container terminals to the south 
western corner of the island and the only way is to reclaim land from the sea there for container terminal operations use. 
The designers need to decide on the  sizes a nd shapes of the reclaimed land to c onstruct a new mega-sized container 
terminal that will fit into the give n ge ological constraints. It bec omes necessa ry tha t the mega-sized containe r will 
include multiple berths and yards which will make things more complicated. Terminal designers thus face the challenge 
in analyzing and evaluating different designs. 

This study covers the areas of Computer-Aided Design, Port Operations and Simulation. In computer-aided design 
system, accura te geographic information ne eds to be  use d. Port ope rations s hould ta ke int o acc ount the problems 
associated wit h resource s haring. The simulation structure n eeds to b e flexible and reu sable for au tomated model 
generation.  

 
 

4. FRAMEWORK DESIGN 
 

The proposed framework is designed based on the MicroCity framework (http://microcity.sourceforge.net). There are 
three software layers designed in the proposed framework, namely; function layer, application layer and user layer. In 
the function layer, many base functions are implemented to support higher layers. In the application layer, the terminal 
layout will be analyzed and a set of generic container terminal operations will be used to control the term inal. Then a 
multi-agent system will b e built to simulate the processes in  the container terminal. In the user layer, users can input 
parameters and planning tem plates through the specific graphical user interface. A geographical information system in 
this layer can help the user to design the terminal layout. These layers are elaborated in the following subsections.  

 
 

4.1 Function Layer 
 

The function layer in th e pro posed framework is im plemented i n C /C++ t o provide fast  functions t o hi gher l ayers. 
Geographical functions include coordinate transformations, line and polygon analyses and manipulations, shape overlap 
analyses and etc. For building simulation in higher layers there are two series of functions: random number generators 
and discrete e vent sc heduler. A M ersenneTwister ra ndom num ber generator (Matsumoto an d Nishimura, 1998) h as 
been em bedded t o facilitate g enerating random n umbers in different distributions. The d iscrete ev ent sch eduler is 
implemented by  using a  priority q ueue a nd L ua(http://www.lua.org) co routine to facilitate building d iscrete event 
simulations in the application layer. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Three Software Layers in the Proposed Framework 
 
 

4.2 Application Layer 
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Container terminal l ayout i s analyzed in application layer with geographical functions mentioned in section 4.1. The 
geographical information of berths and yards can be extracted respectively. Container stacks are generated for every 
yard based on the yard shape and settings. Then a certain number of yard cranes are assigned to each stacking zone in a 
yard according to the ratio of the number of stacks in the zone to the total number of stacks in the terminal. Quay cranes 
are evenly distributed along the berths. 

When the layout analysis is done, port operation policies need to be set for future use in the simulation. There are 
nine generic operation algorithms built in to the framework, namely Berth Allocation, Quay Crane Assignment, Quay 
Crane Scheduling, Storage and Retrieval Location Assignment, Yard Crane Deployment, Yard Crane Dispatching, Yard 
Truck Dispatching, Yard Truck Routing and Yard Sharing. Most of th em consist of si mple rules like first-in-first-out, 
free-rotating, free-random and etc which can be extended by users with external modules. Here two algorithms need to 
be highlighted: bert h al location an d y ard s haring. T o m inimize t he i nter-yard a nd i nter-berth co ntainer flow vessels 
carrying sam e g roups of c ontainers a re l ikely t o be  al located i n a  sam e be rth. T his s tudy as sumes t his p roblem h as 
already been solved. So that vessels are separately generated for every berth. Than the normal berth allocation can be 
applied to  allo cate v essels at certain  po sitions in  t he co ntinuous b erth. Th ere is ano ther issu e related to  irregu lar 
container terminal with multiple berths and yards. If the number of berths and yards are equ al and ever y berth has its 
dedicated yard then the w hole terminal can be  decomposed to seve ral independent part s. If this s ituation d oes not  
happen, yards can be shared by berths. Figure 4 illustrates the yard sharing policy. First, buffers are created for ev ery 
berth. Every yard stack covered by a buffer can be accessed by the c orresponding berth. If a yard sta ck is c overed by 
two or more buffers this stack is shared by several berths. The first container arriving at this stack will lock the stack to 
this container's source berth until the stack become empty.  

To g enerate si mulation m odel th is study uses m ulti-agent syste m i mplemented i n t he app lication l ayer of th e 
framework. Mu lti-agent syste ms can  effect ively si mulate co mplex syste ms lik e con tainer term inals. Ev ery ag ent are 
implemented as a coroutine in the multi-agent system and represented as an entity in the real world. Decision processes 
are implemented as normal functions rather than coroutines for central control purpose. For instance, there are dozens of 
yard tr ucks trav eling i n t he yard  and  interacting with other equ ipments. Th e job s sequence in each  yard tru ck is 
scheduled by the yard truck scheduler in the control center of the terminal. To model this sub system every yard truck 
can be represented as an agent coroutine and the yard truc k scheduler can be treated as a central controling procedure. 
The yard  tru ck sch eduler will reg ularly pause all of t he ag ent corou tines to m ake plan s fo r yard  tru cks. Th en t he 
simulation will b e resu med and all of t he agen t coro utines are activ ated sim ultaneous to con tinue th e yard tru ck 
behaviors. 

 
 

4.3 User Layer 
 

The user layer of the framework is built upon the graphic user interface of MicroCity. Users can not only set parameters 
save and load planning templates through the user layer but also design accurate layout of terminals with a geographic 
information system. Satellite maps can be imported as t he background to  calibrate th e layout design. The geographic 
information will be used in the application layer afterwards. The simulation animation and results can also be displayed 
in GIS to let users check the real-time simulation status.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The Yard Sharing Policy 
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5. CASE STUDY 

 
To test th e practicability of this framework the Brani Terminal of Singapore is cho sen as an ex ample. Figure 5 shows 
the design phase a container terminal. A satellite map is imported as background to help design. Blue lines in this figure 
represent t he berths. R ed polygons re present y ards. B ecause of t he st rict geo graphical con ditions, t he l ayout o f t he 
whole terminal is irregular.  

Figure 6 is a screens hot of a running simulation applied in the same terminal. The terminal resources are proper 
allocated according to the  layout. Vessels are generated randomly to  test th e terminal's efficien cy. An ex periment i s 
performed t o sho w how t he num ber of y ard c ranes i n this termin al can  affect th e t erminal p roductivity wh ich is 
measured by quay cra ne GCR (Figure 7). As the number of  yard cranes inc reases the quay c rane GCR first stee ply 
increases the n slows down. If a  c ontainer term inal h as limited reso urces th ese exp eriments can  help  th e term inal 
operator to put reasonable invest on equipments.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. The Layout Design Phase of a Container Terminal 
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Figure 6. The Simulation Phase of a Container Terminal 
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Figure 7. Quay Crane GCR for Various Number of Yard Cranes 
 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This study int roduced a  ge neral sim ulation framework for mega-sized con tainer term inals. Th ese term inals h ave 
multiple b erths and  yard s which are lik ely to  be no t regularly sh aped. Th e t hree softw are layer s i n th e pr oposed 
framework provide convenient features in designing and developing simulation models for these container terminals.  

The function layer provided basic functions for t he application layer. The app lication layer analyses t he terminal 
layout and provides nine generic decision processes for operations. Simulations are bu ilt through a multi-agent system 
implemented in this layer. The user layer provides friendly GUIs to facilitate inputting planning and design parameters. 
The GIS in the user layer can assist users to visually and accurately design terminal layout. 

From the case  study we ca n see that a c omprehensive s imulation m odel fo r a real c ontainer t erminal can  be  
generated on this framework. Various analyses can be performed by using the framework to provide useful information 
for port operators and designers. Obviously, the framework will greatly reduce the modeling effort and contribute to the 
integrated efficiency solutions for container terminals.  
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Abstract: In container t erminals, one of t he most important performance measures i s t he berthing t ime of  container 
vessels. The competitive advantage of termin als comes from their ability to serve container transporters, such as con -
tainer vessels and trailers, as qu ickly as possible, and the efficient operations of yard cranes are one of the key factors 
for the high level of service. In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling single yard crane in a container block. 
The goal of  our study is to get the yard crane schedule that minimizes the average waiting time of trailers, which is 
measured by the difference between the ready time and the start time of a job. We explorer the several properties in the 
problem and suggest an optimal approach based on sweeping concept. We validated the effectiveness of our idea using 
numerical experiments. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
A container terminal in a seaport is the interface between land and marine transportation of containerized cargo. It plays 
an important role in intermodal transportation by storing containers temporarily on a container yard, in order to resolve 
the indispensible discrepancies between schedules of various transport modes. In most terminals, containers are stored 
in the form of container blocks on a container yard. Yard cranes pile up containers, delivered by container trailers, into 
blocks, and retrieve containers from blocks and load them into trailers. In container terminals, one of the most important 
performance measures is t he berthing time of con tainer vessels. Hence, the co mpetitive advantage of terminals comes 
from their ability to serve co ntainer transporters, such as c ontainer vessels and t railers, as quickly as p ossible, and the 
efficient operations of yard cranes are one of the key factors for the high level of service. 

In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling single yard crane in a container block. There are two types of 
jobs assigned to yard cranes: i) retrieving a container from a b lock and loading it to  a trailer and ii) pick ing up a con -
tainer from a trailer and storing it to a block. A container block consists of container bays and a trailer stops directly by 
the bay, where a c ontainer to be  retrieved is placed or where one to be store d will be place. To handle a job, a yard 
crane first moves from its current position to the place where the trailer requesting the job arrives, and then it serves the 
trailer. The ready time of a job is defined as th e time when the trailer with the job arrives b y the bay where the trailer 
will be served, and the start time of a job as the time when a yard crane completes the movement to the bay. The goal of 
our study is to get the yard crane schedule that minimizes the average waiting time of trailers, which is measured by the 
difference between the ready time and t he start time of a  job. Similar to other single-machine scheduling problems, a 
schedule of the p roblem is defined by a seq uence of jobs. The problem has been studied in the several literatures, in-
cluding Kim, Lee, and Hwang (2003), Kim and Kim (1999), and Ng (2005), and they have majorly suggested the prac-
tical rules for the yard crane dispatching. 

The organization of this paper is as fo llows. In Section 2, we review the related research and identify the various 
perspectives on the problem and the possible applications. In Section 3, we precisely define the problem and suggest a 
mixed-integer programming model. An optimization algorithm by the concept of sweeping is presented in Sect ion 4, 
and the performance of the suggested algorithm is discussed in Section 5. Lastly, we draw the conclusions in Section 6. 

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The problem in this study is characte rized as a single-machine problem with  th e read y ti me of a jo b, t he sa me 
processing time reg ardless of a job, and  th e sequ ence dependent setup  time, wh ich is sp ecifically d etermined b y the 
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bays where two consecutive jobs are related (Bianco, Dell’Olmo, and Giordani, 1999). From the results of the schedul-
ing research, the problem with the general setting is classified as NP-hard, because its special case is  the problem with 
the ready time of a job and the total completion time as th e objective function (1 | rj | Cj), which has been proved as 
strongly NP-hard (Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan, and Brucker, 1977). When the ready time constraint is relaxed and the mini-
mization of the maximum completion time of a job is considered as the objective function, the problem becomes poly-
nomially so lvable (Pinedo, 2008). Baptiste (2000) considered the identical parallel machine scheduling problem with 
the constant processing time and the minimization of the total cost function, with special structure, determined by the 
completion t ime of a j ob. He p roposed a  dynamic programming approach t hat cons iders every possible release tim e 
point and proved that the problem is polynomially solvable. Hence, when the ready time o f a job  is n ot considered in 
our problem, i t al so bec omes p olynomially sol vable, because i t i s a sp ecial case of t he p roblem i n B aptiste (2 000). 
When two consecutive jobs are at the same bay, the setup time (the moving time of a yard crane) is zero. Thus, the se-
tup time can be consi dered as the family setup time by regarding the jobs at the sam e bay are in t he same family, and 
our problem is the single machine problem with the ready time of a job and the family setup time (Baker and Trietsch, 
2009, Allahverdi, Gupta, and Aldowaisan, 1999). 

The problem in this study can also be interpreted as the travelling repairman problem (TRP). The Line-TRP is the 
TRP problem with the special distance structure, where the jobs are considered as located along a line. Without the re-
lease dates and with the zero processing times, Line-TRP can be solved in polynomial time of O(n2) (Afrati et al., 1986) 
but it was mentioned as an open problem in Tsitsiklis (1992) when the problem is one with the general processing times. 
When the release dates are c onsidered with the zero processing times, the problem is NP-hard but open whether it  is  
strongly NP-hard or not (Sitters, 2004). With the general processing time, the problem is strongly NP-hard, because its 
special case is  1 | rj | Cj as well. When not only the release dates but also the deadlines are considered, the problem 
becomes even harder. In that case, some bounds can be imposed on the problem input to make the problem more tracta-
ble. When a bound B is imposed on the number of nodes, the problem with the release dates, the deadlines can be solv-
able in O(B2nB). However, when the general processing times are considered, it is also strongly NP-hard, because 1 | rj | 
Cj is reduced to the problem, again. When a bound D can be given on the number of the active jobs at every time point, 
where a job is active at time t if t is in th e interval between the release date and the deadline of the job, the travelling 
salesman problem (TSP) with the release dates and the deadlines can be solved in time of O(TD22D), where T is an up-
per bound on the time horizon of the problem, while TRP with the same settings is NP-hard even in the case of the zero 
processing times (Tsitsiklis, 1992).  
 
 

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
There are n jobs given with the ready time rj of job j. We assume the common processing time of al l jobs and it is de-
noted by p. Further, it is assumed that the moving speed of a yard crane is constant and the setup time is proportional to 
the distance of the bays where two co nsecutive jobs are l ocated. Without the loss of the generality, we supp ose that a 
yard crane moves one bay per one time unit. The location, where job j is realized, is denoted by bj. Initially, a yard crane 
located at the  location l0. Let Cj and yij, respectively, be the co mpletion time o f job j and the temporal precedence be-
tween job i and j. A mixed-integer programming for the problem in this study is as follo ws with the decision variables 
yij’s, where M is a sufficiently large number. 
 

min.   (1) 

s. t.                                     (2 ) 

                                                        (3) 

            1  (4 ) 

                      (>i) (5 ) 

            0 or 1                                         (>i) (6) 
 
Note that the objective of min imizing average waiting times is equ ivalent to t he one of minimizing to tal completion 
times, because 
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min.  min.  min.  (7) 

 
We will use the above equivalence when we identify the dominance rule in Section 4. 

As mentioned in the previous section, the Line-TRP with the release date s and the  zero processing times is NP-
hard. Hence, it is clea r that the problem above is  more difficult because it has the processing time with strictly greater 
than zero. Nevertheless, the special properties, compared to the Li ne-TRP, are i n the problem. First, e very setup time, 
represented as |li – lj| above, is an integral number, and it can be interpreted as the same distances between two adjacent 
nodes in the perspective of Line-TRP. Second, the common processing time p is relatively large compare to the moving 
time between bays. For example, p is usually from 20 to 30 time units in practice while a yard crane moves by 1 bay in 
1 time unit. Hence, the processing time is possibly represented by a certain integer. In the following section, we exploit 
the properties and suggest an optimal algorithm. 
 
 

4. AN OPTIMAL APPROACH 
 
In this section, we first assume the common processing time to be zero, and develop an optimal algorithm. In the end of 
the section we provide the extension to the processing time greater than zero. 

Define J as a set of all jobs. Let a state S be the 4-tuple (t, l, A, z) where t, l, A, and z denote a time point, a location 
of a yard crane, a set of jobs already handled, and the total completion time of the jobs in A, respectively. The interpre-
tation of the state is th at a yard cran e is lo cated on bay l at time t and it has already handled jobs in A with th e total 
completion time z. By determining the next job to be scheduled, the state S = (t, l, A, z) can be followed by the new state 
S' = (t', l', A', z'), such that 
 

 (8) 

max | |, min  (9) 

,  (10) 

 (11) 

 
The basic idea in our optimal approach is t o sweep every possible state in ascending order of t, from time zero. 

Note that, when the next states are derived using Equation (8), not all the possible locations need to be considered, be-
cause some states can be considered based on the new state when | | holds in Equation (9). One of our con-
jectures is that, from the properties discussed in the previous section, the number of states does not increase too highly, 
even though it is p ossibly very large, especially when the dominated states are pruned effectively. There can be m any 
possible dominant rules between the states and we describe an effective rule used by our algorithm as follows: state S = 
(t, l, A, z) is dominated by S' = (t', l', A', z'), when 
 

 (12) 

| |  (13) 

, ,  (14) 
 
where , ,  is th e minimum to tal co mpletion time wh en a yard  cran e handles all o f jobs in  by  
starting from bay l at time t, and there is an optimal algorithm for obtaining , ,  with the time complexity with 
O(n2), when rj  t for all j X (Afrati et al., 1986). While running the algorithm, the states that have not been dominated 
by others are kept as the frontiers. When a state is derived, it is compared with the frontiers and is pruned if there exists 
a frontier state which dominates the ne wly derived state. Otherwise, the new state becomes a  f rontier, and then each 
former frontier is checked whether it is dominated by the new frontier and pruned. 

The proposed sweeping approach is not difficult to be extended to th e problem with the processing times greater 
than zero with the following properties. First, th e schedules with the processing order agreeable to the ready times of 
jobs in a specific bay constitute a dominant set. Second, when a yard crane completes a job, if there are the waiting jobs, 
i.e., the jobs with the completion time not less than the ready time, in the same bay with the completed job, the waiting 
jobs should be scheduled next. Third, , ,  can be still polynomially solvable because 
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1
2

 (15) 

 
where [k] is the kth job in the sequence and sij is the setup time when job j is handled immediately after job i. 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
For the experiments, we use the input, n, lmax, and , from which there are generated n jobs with bj, uniformly distributed 
from 1 t o lmax, and rj, uniformly distributed from 1 t o (nlmax). The e xperiments are carried  out using a PC with  Intel 
Core2 Duo 2.53GH, 4GB RAM, and Windows XP. 

 
 

Table 1. Average Computation Times using ILOG CPLEX (in sec.) 
 

  
 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

n 

20 1.5 0. 5 0. 3 0. 1 0. 2 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 < 0.0 < 0.0 
25 4.7 1. 1 0. 8 0. 5 0. 8 0. 6 0. 3 0. 6 0. 6 0. 1 
30 73.7 13.2 1. 3 0. 7 0. 6 0. 7 0. 7 0. 8 0. 7 0. 7 
35 405.1 134.5 120.3 76 .0 72 .3 46 .4 33 .1 24 .8 
40 294.4 25 8.9 23 4.3 15 6.1 14 1.0 10 3.7 92.3 52.6 
45 285.4 24 5.1 19 9.6 21 1.2 12 0.8 68.1 12 3.4 
50 437.6 28 6.6 26 0.0 22 1.6 17 6.2 17 3.1 18 3.8 

 

Table 2. Average Computation Times using the Proposed Algorithm (in sec.) 
 

  
 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

n 

200 68.0 2. 5 0. 9 0. 5 0. 3 0. 3 0. 2 0. 2 0. 2 0. 2 

250 141.1 3. 8 1. 4 0. 9 0. 6 0. 5 0. 4 0. 3 0. 3 0. 3 

300 239.7 8. 5 2. 4 1. 4 0. 9 0. 8 0. 6 0. 5 0. 5 0. 4 

350 372.2 10.7 3. 8 2. 1 1. 5 1. 1 0. 9 0. 8 0. 7 0. 6 

400 561.1 16.7 5. 5 2. 8 1. 9 1. 5 1. 2 1. 0 1. 0 0. 9 

450 778.0 23.4 7. 1 4. 0 2. 5 2. 0 1. 6 1. 4 1. 3 1. 1 

500 1250.3 31.8 8. 5 4. 5 3. 2 2. 5 2. 1 1. 8 1. 6 1. 4 
 

Table 1 shows the average computation times of solving the problem instances by the mathematical programming 
in Section 3 using ILOG CPLEX. The empty cell in the table denote the computation time greater than 1 hour. We used 
ten instances per setting. Our optimal algorithm is implemented using C++ language and the computation times for all 
the instances used for Ta ble 1 are less th an 1 sec. Ta ble 2 shows the computation time of our algorithm for t he large-
size problem instances. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling single yard crane in a container block. The goal of our study is to 
get the yard c rane schedule that minimizes the average waiting tim e of trailers, which is m easured by the differe nce 
between the ready time and the start ti me of a j ob. We explorer the several properties in the problem and suggest an 
optimal approach based on sweeping concept. We validated the effectiveness of our idea by numerical experiments. 
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Even though the problem presented in this study is NP-hard in general setting, it is still o pen whether the problem 
is polynomially solvable or not, when the properties suggested in Section 3 are considered. Hence, it would be challeng-
ing to study the time complexity of the problem given together with the properties. 

Commonly, there are two di fferent types of  trailers th at request operations of a yard c rane: the e xternal trailers  
from outside of a term inal and the yard  trailers operating internally within a term inal. The former is in charge of the 
container t ransportation between container terminals and cont ainer shippers, and delivers containers through gates of 
terminals. The latter tran sfers containers between a yard a nd a berth, where quay cranes load and discharge containers 
for a vessel, or between container blocks in a yard. That is, it is in charge of the container flow within a container ther-
mal. Hence, each job has its own weight inherently. The possible direction of further research lies not only in the relaxa-
tion of the common processing times assumption but also in including the weight of jobs. 
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Abstract: Expert system plays an important role in port machine diagnosis, which aims at automatic equipment test for 
higher availability and efficiency of port operations. In this study, a port machine diagnosis expert system is p roposed 
based on m ulti-reasoning m echanism. R elying o n t he k nowledge ac quired f rom t he e xperienced ex perts i n t he p ort 
machine engineering, the system builds a lib rary of relative experience and a set of rules of reasoning and estimating. 
Multi-reasoning m echanism th at sim ulates th e decision-making process of domain e xperts i s em ployed t o ac hieve 
reliable diagnosis r esults. The r easoning mach ine in tegrates artificial n eural n etwork, uncertain decisio n making an d 
decision tree, whic h c omplements each  othe r by sustainable growing voting mechanism. The effect of t his 
multi-reasoning m echanism is eval uated an d validated by m eans of  M atthew’s Correlation C oefficient. The  system  
incorporating the mechanism is successfully designed, implemented and applied in Shanghai Port. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The m odern port op eration i s becoming m ore an d m ore complicated an d th e co llaboration of different typ e of port 
machine is required to be more reliable and secure. The interruption of operation caused by the unpredictable faults of 
the system will have  huge ec onomic loss and eve n heavy casualty as a  consequence. On both the practice and the ory 
level, it is o f great im portance to  d evelop the practical re search on port machine dia gnosis in ord er to  im prove t he 
accuracy and the sensitivity of diagnosis, to lower the rate of false alarm and to increase diagnosis efficiency.  

The Diagnosis expert system is the application of expert system to the diagnosis Domain. It makes full use of such 
strong ab ility to  process t he knowledge of the exp erts as acq uiring t he kno wledge, memorizing t he kno wledge an d 
reasoning. B ased on t he c haracteristic si gnals (i ncluding t he normal and  ab normal one s) a nd other diagnostic 
information, the diagnosis expert system indentifies sub-system or relation of some specific level which causes faults 
and finds out initial reasons for these faults. 

By researching and applying multi-reasoning mechanism, this paper mainly works out the basic theory and design 
of port machine diagnosis exp ert system. A fter stud ying the characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of several 
traditional rea soning m echanisms t horoughly, th e artificial n eural n etwork r easoning、decision tree reas oning and 
uncertain decision reasoning are combined to do rese arch on the multi-reasoning mechanism and base d on which the 
Diagnosis Ex pert Sy stem reasoni ng m echanism i s devel oped an d t he knowledge base i s desi gned a ccording t o t he 
requirement of Expert System and port diagnosis domain . 
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2. EXPERT KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION AND REPRESENTATION 
 
The port machine diagnosis expert knowledge in this system includes the ex pert personal knowledge and the domain 
knowledge. Th e p ersonal kn owledge r efers to the personal expe rience and t heories summarized fro m th e lo ng-time 
practice by the domain expert. It is reserved to the expert and differentiates the domain expert from other domain staff. 
The domain knowledge refers to the one known by the common domain staff. 

In t he process of  sy stem devel oping, the system researc h staff s hould rea d the techn ical m aterials on  th e po rt 
diagnosis and know the basic domain concepts, the d ifficulties and the way o f thinking so that they can be understood 
when co mmunicating with the domain st aff. Fo r th ese do main staff, it is not proper t o have them k now the  
implementation d etails of t he system . Be cause th ey do n ot have th e p rofessional computer know ledge (su ch as 
computer l anguage an d program desi gn), t he domain st aff uses natural l anguage w hen building knowledge. For t he 
convenience of knowledge entering by the experts, this system applies graphic way of entering knowledge based on the 
fault tree. According t o th e req uirement o f the system , a set o f exp ert kn owledge en tering form  is p rovided for t he 
domain experts to fill in. Take table1 as an example. 

 
Table 1. Signal parameters of diagnosis process 

 
Machine 

type 

diagnosis 

clause name 

signal 

name 

Signal 

number 

Signal 

amplitude

Signal 

cycle 

…      

 
In t he part of t he exp ert k nowledge described by t he r ules, t here are only t wo rel ationships i n t he di agnosis 

knowledge base f rom th e v iew of  log ical kn owledge representation: rule and fact. T he facts included machine type, 
diagnosis clauses a nd signal  codes , as  shown in fi gure 1,  which describes the speci fic requirements of port machine 
diagnosis. The rules which is the central part of diagnosis expert knowledge base, is exclusively appointed through port 
machine t ype, di agnosis cl auses an d signal co des. T he di agnosis co nsequence i s made by  t he signal codes a nd 
corresponding Status. 

Besides gaining the knowledge from the original information provided by the experts, the system can also increase 
the accuracy of reasoning by such learning mechanism as  artificial n eural nets, uncertain deduction and decision tree 
and therefore better the knowledge base which also saves the data structure and weight values of these mechanisms. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Knowledge base hierarchical structure 
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     3. RESEARCH AND APPLICATION OF MULTI-REASONING MECHANISM 
 
 
3.1 Artificial Neural  
 
BP n eural n et is a Sim plex Communication an d m ultilayer forw ard arti ficial n eural network. Besides th e i nput an d 
output layers, BP net  has one or se veral hidden layers. There is no connection between the nodes on the same layer. 
Every node is a single nerve cell, of which transfer function is commonly sigmoid type function (Timo et al., 2003).  

In the diagnosis expert system, the right result is reasoned by the well-trained neural networking, which is set for 
each diagnosis clauses in the knowledge base. The six signals of diagnosis clause 10 can be expressed as an input vector 
of six dimensions, each of which represent one signal, so the input layer is set to have 6 input neural nodes. The output 
layer is set to have 6 output neural nodes due to the number of diagnosis consequence. The next step is to determine the 
number of lay ers and nodes within of the  hidden layer. In this system, according to the changes of  node number of 
input and  ou tput layer s in  different d iagnosis clau ses, th e nod e nu mber of  th e hidden layer  is d ecided as （int）
Sqrt(number of i nput nodes*number of output n odes). M eanwhile, t he rules i n t he cl ause 10 a re t ransferred t o t he 
training samples in order to train the BP artificial neural networking. 

A reasoning training m odule and a reasoning prediction module constitute the Artificial Neural Network module 
and are built on knowledge base system and port machine diagnosis platform separately as shown in figure 2. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Artificial neural network reasoning flow diagram 
 
 

3.2 Uncertain Decision Making 
 
In this system, the results and application of traditional reasoning mechanism are restricted  by the expert knowledge, 
which is limit ed in co mparison with th e real situation. The Fuzzy match uncertain reasoning will wo rk as t he major 
Uncertain D ecision r easoning m ethod (S.Horikawa, 2002). In t his m ethod, i nput si gnals and exp ert kno wledge rule 
antecedent are matched to form the uncertain rules. The Fuzzy match uncertain reasoning is chosen to put high reliance 
on t he e xpert kn owledge, a nd t herefore t he uncertainty of t he proof co uld be acc urately sol ved. The c ontinuous 
feedback reasoning trai nings on In itial rules cou ld help to  in crease th e cred itability of uncertain rules rap idly an d 
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accordingly come to a correct conclusion more easily. 
The l oss of t he ru le an tecedent m akes it a failu re to  determine the rul e conseque nt. The aim  of fuzzy match 

uncertain reasoning is to solve the signal loss, which will caused by the delay or blockage in the processing of the signal 
transfer; and  t he in completeness of th e rule b ase m akes it d ifficult to reaso n correctly. Th e diagnosis task  can  be 
completed b y uncertainly reaso ning th e all previous real diagnostic dat a. What’s more, the system, by analyzing a ll 
previous diagnostic data, can come to an answer to adjust the credit of uncertain rules and the flow diagram is shown in 
figure 3. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Uncertain Decision Making reasoning flow diagram 
 
 

3.3 Decision Tree 
 

The decision tree is a data mining method to find out classification of data set by constructing decision tree. The key 
part of it is how to construct highly-accurate size of a sm all tree. As a  tree structure similar to flow chart, the decision 
tree h as th e best ex tension Property as its in ternal nod e and  categ ory Property value as its leaf node. The edge  of 
internal node is the value of best extension Property. The data sets of the internal nodes are im pure and classified to 
different categories. Each internal node means the diagnosis of one Property. The data set of the root node is training set. 
The data sets of other internal nodes are the training subsets. The data set of the leaf node is pure training subset, which 
represents one diagnosis output. When decision tree is being constructed, many branches, which indicate the noise or 
outlier in  t he t raining d ata, will b e tested  and can celled by Tree pruning m ethod (J.Ro ss et  al., 199 7) t o better th e 
accuracy of the unknown data classification. 

In this system, the decision tree reasoning module has the capability to construct reasoning functional tree 
structure through massive training samples. Every internal node represents the diagnosis on one property and the branch 
of such a node means each result of the diagnosis, as a result, every leaf node means one diagnosis consequence. In 
order to classify and indentify the unknown signal data, the property value in the data sets of the decision tree is to be 
diagnosed from the root node to the leaf node, which forms a route of the category reasoning on the relative object. If 
the conclusion cannot be reached one at a time according to the expert rules, the already-constructed decision can be 
used to do reasoning to bring out a somewhat reliable conclusion. In addition, the decision reasoning module can give 
feedback to the deduced rules, save the feedback and perform retraining to continuously improve the accuracy of the 
reasoning mechanism. The following, as shown in figure 6, is the flow diagram.  
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Figure 4. Decision Tree reasoning flow diagram 
 
 

3.4 Research and Evaluation of Multi-Reasoning Mechanism 
 
Reasoning Me chanism needs  to be e valuated by a s pecific method. Re asoning m echanism model aim s to  co rrectly 
classify a new sample and the measure of mechanism quality is common reasoning accuracy. All available samples are 
divided into two types: t raining samples and test samples. Fi rst, the t raining samples are used to construct reasoning 
model, and then the test samples are used to evaluate the model on the basis of the accuracy. Training samples and test 
samples sh ould be no t only lar ge en ough bu t also  i ndependent. With th e train ing sa mples and  test sam ples, it is 
necessary to decide which statistical method to measure the accuracy of the forecasts. In this paper, we use Matthew’s 

Correlation Coefficient (Smith, 1998) , as  shown in equation 1: iTP  denotes th e nu mber of correct clas sification, iFP  
denotes Classification faults, iFN  d enotes Negative faults, iTN  denotes The number of correct negative. 
 

 ))()()(( FNTNFPTNFPTPFNTP

FNFPTNTP
Ci





     (1) 

Matthew correlation coefficient is between number 1 and -1. If the value is 1, then the model is completely positive 
correlation, -1 indicates pe rfect negative correlation predicted, 0 m eans no corre lation. If th e reasoning mechanism of 
Matthew correlation coefficient is as close to 1 as possible, the accuracy of this reasoning will be better. For instance, as 
a reasoning consequence ‘replacement accelerometer' of cl ause 10, the historical data is collected from 100 diagnostic 
records to calculate the Matthew correlation coefficient, the results shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient of clause 10 “Change Accelerometer” 
 

 Ann Uncertain decision Decision tree

TP 30 28 29 

FP 1 2 2 

FN 0 2 1 

TN 68 68 68 

C1 0.954 0.936 0.941 

 
Similarly, wit h th e rem aining reasoning consequence  of clause  10, we calc ulated th e Matth ew correlation 

coefficient, as shown in Table 3. 
 
 

Table 3. Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient of diagnosis clause 10 
 

 (clause 10)diagnosis  

consequence  
Ann Uncertain decision Decision tree 

Change Accelerometer 0.954 0.936 0.941 

Return to factory 0.956 0.932 0.938 

replace 1A4A1 board 0.967 0.927 0.944 

replace R34 1.000 0.942 0.945 

replace 1A4A10  0.974 0.933 0.947 

reset 1A4A8 0.966 0.926 0.951 

 C  0.970 0.933 0.944 

 
From the analysis of data showed 10 diagnosis clause, three reasoning mechanisms are different in accuracy, and 

artificial n eural n etwork is better. Dia gnosis clau se 11  and  14  ar e in troduced to  do co mparison study to gether with 
diagnosis clause 10, as shown in Table 4, to build mechanism compatible with this system. 

 
 

Table 4. Description of diagnosis clause 10,11 and 14 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The a verage Matthew correlation coe fficients of diagnosis clause  11 and 14 a re respectively c alculated in 

accordance with the method of diagnosis clause 10, as shown in table 5. 

diagnosis clauses Ann Uncertain decision Decision tree 

clause 10 0.970 0.933  0.944  

clause 11 0.974 0.952 0.986 

clause 14 0.975 0.992 0.947 
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Table 5. Comparison of average Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

We can see from Table 5, none of three reasoning mechanisms has the highest reasoning accuracy on all diagnosis 
clauses, which means that con cerning the issues studied in this system, no si ngle mechanism is superior to other two 
mechanisms. In this system we uses a common technology to combine the artificial neural network, uncertain reasoning 
and decision tree, so as to create an improved mechanism to increase the reasoning accuracy. 

In this system the growing voting Mechanism is used to set the credit weight value of three reasoning mechanisms 
for each clause and constantly adjust the weight values to make the most successful reasoning mechanism in history get 
higher priority. 

Take clause 14 for e xample, first set the reasoning m echanism for each initial value  of  1, a nd t hen adjust the  
weight val ues according to results of each reasoning proc ess through feedback and va lidation. T he c urrent value of 
uncertainty decision i s 152, the current value of ANN i s 138, the current value o f decision t ree i s 115, when a new 
group of signa ls is being reasoned, the result of the uncertainty rule is  ‘replace 4A1A board’, the  re sult of artificia l 
neural network is ‘replace 4A4B board’, the result of the decision tree is ‘reset 1A4A8’. In this case, the voting weights 
will be calculated: 

The value of  ‘replace 4A1A board’  ＝
152

(152 115 138)  ＝37.53％ 

The value of ‘ replace 4A1B board’ ＝
138

(152 115 138)  ＝34.07％   

The value of  ‘ reset 1A4A8’＝ 
115

(152 115 138)  ＝28.39％ 

When user gi ves feedback on this  diagnosis reas oning, if the  actual failure is ‘replace 4A1A’, the val ue of 
uncertainty decision will be added by 2; if the actual failure is ‘replace 4A1B’, the value of artificial neural network will 
be added by 2; If the actual failure is ‘r eset 1A4A8’, the value of decision tree will be added by 2; if the actual failure 
turns out to be ‘replace 3A1A’, not among the above three consequences, the value of three reasoning mechanisms will 
be reduced by 1. The current credit weight values of the diagnosis clause 10, 11 and 14 are shown in Table 6: 

 

 

diagnosis clauses
Signal 

number 

Rule 

number

Consequence

number 

clause 10 6 6 6 

clause 11 11 14 13 

clause 14 18 33 28 
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Table 6. Credit weight values of different reasoning mechanism 
 

MachType Diagnosis Clauses reasoning mechanism Credit weight value LastUpdate 

1 10 Uncertain decision 198 2005-8-6 

1 10 ANN 212 2005-8-6 

1 10 Decision tree 186 2005-8-6 

1 11 Uncertain decision 124 2005-9-12 

1 11 ANN 152 2005-9-12 

1 11 Decision tree 174 2005-9-12 

1 14 Uncertain decision 152 2005-9-12 

1 14 ANN 138 2005-9-12 

1 14 Decision tree 115 2005-9-12 

 
After a period of training, the reasoning mechanism with the higher weight value (that is, the higher success rate) 

will become more important and reliable, and taking the contribution to the reasoning process of other mechanisms into 
full consideration, multi-Reasoning mechanism can come to a more accurate final reasoning result. The flow diagram is 
shown in figure 6. 

 
 

Figure 5. Multi-Reasoning Mechanism flow diagram 
 

The average Matthew correlation coefficients, calculated through the same h istorical data in table  5, are shown in 
Table 7. As a result, we can see the growing voting mechanism, which combines with different mechanisms, improves 
the accuracy of reasoning in port machine diagnosis by data analysis. 

 
Table 7. Comparison of average Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient including multi-Reasoning mechanism 

 

Diagnosis Clauses Ann Uncertain decision Decision tree Growing voting 

Clause 10 0.970  0.933  0.944  0.982  

Clause 11 0.974 0.952 0.986 0.986 

Clause 14 0.975 0.992 0.947 0.994 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the theories above, the port machine diagnosis expert system has been developed. The system consists of four 
parts, as s hown i n Figure 7, si gnal ac quisition se rver, knowledge base management serve r, port m achine diagnosis 
platform and knowledge dat abase. System  process  fl ow is as  follows: diagnosis platform  receives the signals from 
signal acqu isition serv er, wi th conn ecting to  knowledge b ase of sp ecific typ e of port machine, m ulti- reas oning 
mechanism starts work t o achieve rel iable diagnosis results. The kn owledge base m anagement server is used  t o 
maintain knowledge and train reasoning mechanism to improve the accuracy of this system. 

This paper is just one feasible proposal for the complexity port machine diagnosis. It needs to track the development 
of cu tting edge to fu rther optimize th e reasoning mechanism, so  as to i mprove th e accu racy and p erformance of t he 
system to achieve better diagnosis results. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 7. system structure 
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1. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 
Empty containers  are im portant logistics res ources need to  tran sport freigh t from  p orts to  ports or in  i nland 
transportation. To improve customer-service levels and productivity, shipping companies wish to manage and operate 
empty cont ainers ef ficiently. Owing to t he t rade imbalances, some po rts have a l arge number of unnecessary empty 
containers but other ports need more empty containers. There exists the same problem among depots in inland transport 
systems due to demand and supply imbalance of empty containers. In order to solve the imbalance problem, there are 
three options which are repositioning, ordering of empty containers and leasing of empty containers to replenish empty 
containers. B ut or dering o f empty cont ainers requires a long l ead-time, l easing of e mpty cont ainers s hould be a lso 
returned to leasing companies after a specified period. 

On t he ot her hand, shipping com panies de sire t o m ove em pty cont ainers i n s urplus a reas t o s hortage areas t o 
reduce shortage and holding costs. However repositioning of empty containers between depots and ports needs a lead -
time and t ransportation cost. Therefore, we need efficient policy for repositioning empty containers to minimize total 
cost. 

Optimization s tudies a bout e mpty cont ainer m anagement ha ve bee n done by  se veral researc hers. C heung a nd 
Chen ( 1998) c onsidered a t wo-stage st ochastic net work for t he dynamic em pty cont ainers al location problem. They  
used a single-commodity stochastic and dynamic network to model both owned empty containers and leased containers. 
Thus, t he t wo-stage st ochastic net work has  bee n s olved using t he st ochastic l inearization m ethod. . Li  et  al . (2004) 
developed a (u, d) policy to deal with the allocation of empty containers and built a mathematical model to compare the 
average costs of f inite horizon with infinite horizon case. This study was then extended by Li et al. (2007) in c ase of 
multi-ports. Th ey co ncerned with th e allocatio n of em pty containers between m ulti ports and  developed a heuristic 
algorithm to minimize the average cost. 

In t his st udy, we c onsider a n i nventory c ontrol problem of  em pty cont ainers i n t wo ports with t wo de pots i n 
surplus ar ea. There ar e depots, po rts an d custo mers in th e in land tran sport network sh own i n Figure 1. Shipping 
company operates two-depots and  ports to  store empty containers and provide them for transportation of freight. For 
transporting freight, depots and ports send empty containers to their customers. Also depots and ports usually send the 
remaining empty containers to shortage areas and reduce holding and shortage costs. In general, the demands of empty 
containers in c ustomer places may be unce rtain and it is very difficult to know the  exact amount of necessary empty 
containers. We assum e t hat dem ands of e mpty cont ainers i n cust omer l ocations per u nit t ime are i ndependent and 
identically distributed random variables. We want to determine the amount of repositioning empty containers a nd the 
safety stock level. The holding, t ransportation and shortage costs are considered. We propose an efficiency policy to  
determine the reasonable repositioning amount of empty containers for minimizing total expected cost. 

 
 

Figure 1. Inland transportation system for empty containers 
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2. EMPTY CONTAINER REPLENISHMENT POLICY 
 
 
2.1 Assumptions 
 
In this paper, an inventory control problem for empty containers is studied under the following assumptions: 

 There are two depots and ports. 

 Single commodity, 40ft containers, is considered. 

 Holding, transportation and shortage costs are given. 

 Net dem ands of em pty cont ainers per unit t ime peri od a re i ndependent an d i dentically di stributed random 

variables. 

 The lead times for inland positioning between depots and ports are different. 

 
 
2.2 Notations 
 
The notation used in the inventory model is as follows: 
t   :   Discrete time-period. 
i   :   Index of depots 

j   :   Index of ports 
i
DI  :  Inventory position at depot i. 
j

PI   :  Inventory position at port j. 
i
DPO   : Number of empty containers that can be positioned out from depot i. 

i
DPI   : Number of empty containers that can be positioned in at depot i. 
j

PPI   : Number of empty containers that can be positioned in at port j. 
t
DA   : Set of depots that empty containers can be positioned in. 
t
PA   : Set of ports that empty containers can be positioned in. 
t
DB   : Set of depots that empty containers can be positioned out. 
t
PB   : Set of ports that empty containers can be positioned out.  
t
DC   : Set of depots that empty containers cannot bet either positioned out or in. 
t
PC   : Set of ports that empty containers cannot be either positioned out or in. 

 

The decision variables: 
i
DS  : Safety stock of depot i. 

j
PS  : Safety stock of port j. 

 
 
2.3 Empty containers replenishment policy 
 
Based on the estimated inventory position of depots and ports we determine safety stock level and repositioning amount 
of empty containers. At each time period t, we estimate the inventory position ( )i

DI t  of depots and ( )j
PI t  of  ports.  

Step 1. Classify depots and ports into three sets. 

 First set includes depots and ports which can reposition out empty containers. 

{ ( ) }t i i
D D DA I t S  , { ( ) }t j j

P P PA I t S   
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 Second set includes depots and ports which can reposition in empty containers 

{ ( ) }t i i
D D DB I t S  , { ( ) }t j j

P P PB I t S   

 Final set includes depots and ports which not either reposition out or in empty containers. 

{ ( ) }t i i
D D DC I t S  , { ( ) }t j j

P P PC I t S   

Step 2. Reposition empty containers between depots 
Step 2.1 Empty containers are positioned one by one from an ori gin depot in set A where has the largest 

number of empty containers positioned ou t to  a d estination depot in set B where has the largest 
number of empty containers positioned in. 

Step 2.1 The numbers of empty containers that can be positioned out and in are updated. 

1 1

( ) 0,  ( ) 0
n n

i i
D D

i i

PO t PI t
 

    Go to Step 2.1 

1 1

( ) 0,  ( ) 0
n n

i i
D D

i i

PO t PI t
 

    Go to Step 3 

The repo sitioning of em pty co ntainers between depots co ntinues until eith er t he to tal of 
( ) 0 ( )i

DPO t i A  or ( ) 0 ( )i
DPI t i B  equals zero. 

Step 3. Reposition empty containers from depots to ports 
Step 3.1 Empty containers are repositioned one by one from an origin depot in set A to a destination port in 

set B where has the largest numbers of empty containers that can be positioned in. 
Step 3.2 The numbers of empty containers that can be positioned out and in are updated. 

1 1

( ) 0,  ( ) 0
n n

i j
D P

i i

PO t PI t
 

     Go to Step 3.1 

1 1

( ) 0,  ( ) 0
n n

i j
D P

i i

PO t PI t
 

     Go to Step 1 after 1t   

The repo sitioning of em pty co ntainers between depots co ntinues until eith er t he to tal of 
( ) 0 ( )i

DPO t i A  equals zero. 
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Abstract: This paper studies a price and guaranteed lead time decision for a supplier that offers a fixed guaranteed lead 
time for the product. If the supplier is not able to meet the guaranteed lead time, the supplier must pay the lateness 
penalty to the customers. Thus, the expected demand is a function of price, guaranteed lead time and lateness penalty. 
We first develop a mathematical model for a given supply capacity to determine the optimal price, guaranteed lead time 
and lateness penalty to maximize the total profit. We then consider the case where it is also possible for the supplier to 
increase a capacity marginally and compute the optimal capacity expansion. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The increased competition has affected service providers and manufacturers to introduce new products in market and 
time has evolved as the competitive paradigm (Blackburn 1991, Hum and Sim 1996). As time has become a key for 
business success, lead time reduction has emerged as a key competitive edge in service and manufacturing (Van Beek 
and Van Putten 1987, Suri 1998, Hopp and Spearman 2000). This new competitive paradigm is termed as time-based 
competition.  

Suppliers exploit customers’ sensitivity to time to increase prices in return for a shorter lead time. For instance, 
Amazon.com charges more than double the shipping costs to guarantee delivery in two days, while its normal delivery 
time may be as long as a week (Ray and Jewkes, 2004). Likewise suppliers differentiate their products based on lead 
times in order to maximize the supplier’s revenue (Boyaci and Ray, 2003). On this case, the lead time reduction has 
provided suppliers with new opportunities. Additionally, in today’s world of global economy, suppliers are increasingly 
depending on fast response times as an important source of sustainable competitive advantage. As a result, to consider 
the influence of lead times on demand is need.  

This paper studies a supplier that is using the guaranteed lead time to attract customers and supply a product in a 
price and time sensitive market. The supplier must pay the lateness penalty to the customers whenever the actual lead 
time exceeds the guaranteed lead time. The price, guaranteed lead time and lateness penalty are decision variables of 
our model. 

The time-based competition is first studied by Stalk and Hout (1990) who address the effect of time as a strategic 
competitiveness. So and Song (1998), Palaka et al. (1998), Ray and Jewkes (2004) and Hill and Khosla (1992) have 
also studied the optimal pricing and delivery time decisions, while modeling the supplier’s operations as a single server 
queue. So and Song (1998) study the impact of using delivery time guarantees as a competitive strategy in service 
industries where demands are sensitive to both price and delivery time. They use an M/M/1 queueing model and 
propose a mathematical framework to understand the interrelations among the pricing, delivery time. 

Palaka et al. (1998) use a similar framework but a linear relationship between the mean demand, price and the 
delivery time and examine the lead time setting, capacity utilization, and pricing decision. Ray and Jewkes (2004) 
further extend this study by modeling price as a function of delivery time, besides demand being a function of price and 
delivery time. Hill and Khosla (1992) also study a similar tradeoff between price and delivery time but in a 
deterministic framework. So (2000), Tsay and Agarwal (2000), Allon and Federgruen (2008) and Pekgun et al. (2006) 
also study similar problems but their models do not study the lateness penalty decision. 
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The primary objective of this research is to develop a model to determine the price, the guaranteed lead time and 
the lateness penalty for the product to maximize the total profit. We first develop a model for a given capacity and then, 
we consider the case where it is also possible for the supplier to increase the capacity marginally and develop a 
mathematical model to determine the optimal capacity expansion. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we formulate the initial model to determine the price, 
the guaranteed lead time and the lateness penalty for the objective of maximizing the total profit. Optimal properties for 
the model are obtained and an efficient algorithm is provided to compute optimal price, guaranteed lead time and 
lateness penalty. We then extend our results in Section 3 to consider the case where to increase the capacity is possible. 
To gain further insight, we conduct computational experiments and analyze the effect of service level on optimal 
decision and the sensitivity of the optimal solution with respect to the model parameters in Section 4. Our conclusions 
are provided in Section 5. 
 
 

2. THE MODEL FOR THE FIXED CAPACITY CASE 
 
2.1 Assumptions and notations 
 
We consider a supplier that serves customers in a price and time sensitive market and assume that the supply capacity, 
 , is fixed. The supplier offers a fixed guaranteed lead time and a service reliability level to the customer. The price 

for the product, guaranteed lead time and service reliability level, are denoted by p , l  and s  ( 0 1s  ), 

respectively. The demand is modeled as a Poisson process, and the service time of the customer orders are assumed to 
be exponentially distributed. The customers are served on a first-come first-served basis. These assumptions allow us to 
use an M/M/1 queueing model of the supplier’s operations. In this case, the supplier needs to optimally decide on the 
price, guaranteed lead time and service reliability level.  

The supplier’s cost structure includes the following two main categories; direct unit variable costs and lateness 
penalty costs. The direct unit variable costs mean all costs that are proportional to production volume, such as the cost 
of direct materials and labor. The lateness penalty costs mean direct compensation paid to customers for not meeting the 
guaranteed lead time, and we assumed that the lateness penalty is constant regardless of how late the product arrives 
(e.g. Domino Pizza’s 30 minute or free delivery policy). The direct unit variable cost and lateness penalty cost for a 
product are denoted by m  and   , respectively. 

The form of our demand model is similar to Boyaci and Ray (2006). The demand model is a standard linear model 
where mean demand is decreasing in the price and the lead time, and increasing in the service reliability level and the 
lateness penalty. That is, 
 

( , , , ) (1 )p l s a bp cl ds e s          (1) 

 
where: 

  : expected demand for the product 
a  : demand corresponding to zero price, zero guaranteed lead time, zero service reliability level and zero 

lateness  
penalty 

b  : price sensitivity of demand 
c  : lead time sensitivity of demand 
d  : service reliability level sensitivity of demand 
e  : lateness penalty sensitivity of demand 

 
 
2.2 Mathematical model 
 
We assume that the supplier’s objective is to maximize the expected total annual profit which can be expressed as: 
 

( )( , , , )
( , , , ) ( ) ( , , , )

( , , , )
lp l s

p l s p m p l s e
p l s

    
  

   
                    (2) 

 
In the objective function, ( )p m 

 

represents the expected annual revenue for the product. Since we assume 

that an M/M/1 queueing system and the lateness penalty is constant regardless of the length of lateness, the expected 
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annual lateness penalty for the product is expressed as (lateness penalty)  (expected number of customers in 

system) (probability that a actual lead time exceeds the guaranteed lead time) and given by ( )le  
 

 


. Thus, the 

mathematical model is expressed as: 
 

( )

, , ,

( , , , )
( ) ( , , , )

( , , , )
l

p l s

p l s
Maximize p m p l s e

p l s
 



  
  

  


                   (3) 

Subject to      (4) 
( )1 le s                           (5) 

0 , 0 , 0p l   
   

                                        (6) 

 
In this mathematical model, constraint (4) is system stability constraints that the supplier’s mean service rate 

exceeds the mean demand rate. Constraint (5) represent that actual service level is larger than service reliability level. 
Constraint (6) restricts the price, guaranteed lead time and lateness penalty for the product to non-negative values. 
 
Observation 1. The service level constraint (4) is non-binding if and only if the service reliability level, s , is strictly 

less than the critical value, 1 /cs c b  , and otherwise, the service level constraint (4) is binding.

 
Proof.  From Equation (1), we obtain  1

(1 )p a cl ds e s
b

       .  

Substitute  1
(1 )p a cl ds e s

b
        in Equation (3). Thus, the mathematical model is expressed as: 

 

  ( )

, ,
(1 ) l

l
Maximize a cl ds e s bm e

b
 

 

  
 

       


                     (7) 

 
Applying the Lagrangian multiplier method, a stationary point to the problem must satisfy: 
 

( , , )
0

d l

d

 



, 

( , , )
0

d l

dl

 


, 
( , , )

0
d l

dR

 


, 
( , , )

0
d l

d

 



, 0   

 
where 

  ( ) 1
(1 ) ( ) log

1
la cl ds e s bm e l

b s
      

 
                    

  

 
Therefore, it must be true for any optimal solution that: 
 

( )

( )

( , , ) ( )
0 1 1

( )
1

l

l
c

d l c
e

dl b

s e

 

 

    
 
  


 

 


     


   



                        

(8) 

 

We first demonstrate that if the service level constraint is non-binding, then cs s  (where 1c

c
s

b
  ). Note that 

if the service level constraint is non-binding, then 0  . Since 0  , Equation (8) implies that ( )1 l
cs e     . 

Also, if the service level constraint is non-binding, then ( )1 l
cs e s     and service level is cs . We now 

demonstrate that if the service level constraint is binding then cs s
 

and the service level is s . If the service level 
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constraint is binding then ( )1 le s    . Combining this with Equation (8) above implies that 
( )

cs s
  



  . 

Since  , ( )  ,  , 0  , we conclude that cs s
 

which proves our result.            

□ 
 

Proposition 1. The upper bound of   is equivalent to / [ (1 )]c b s    and if the service level constraint is non-

binding, then the optimal lateness penalty, * is given by * / [ (1 )]c b s   . 

Proof.  From Observation 1, the probability that the supplier is not able to meet the guaranteed lead time ( )le    , is 

equivalent to 1 [ , ]cMax s s . If cs s , then ( ) 1le s      and / [ (1 )]c b s   , and if cs s , then 
( ) 1l

ce s     , / (1 )c b s    and /a bp cl ds ce b       so that   does not affect the demand. In 

this case, the objective function (2) is a non-increasing function of  so that the optimal lateness penalty, *  is 

equivalent to / [ (1 )]c b s . Thus, we conclude that the upper bound of   is equivalent to / [ (1 )]c b s   .      

□ 
 

Proposition 2. For a given values of p  and l , the objective function (3) is a concave function of  .  

Proof.  Taking the second order derivative of (3) with respect to  , we have 
 

( )1
3

( )
2

[2 (1 )( ) (1 )( )] 2 (1 )[( ) 2 (1 ) ( ) ]

( )

2 (1 ) [( ) 2 (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ] (1 )
0

( )

l

l

d s d s a bp cl d s a bp cl d s
e

d s l a bp cl d s d s d s l
e

 

 

     
 

    
   

 

 

             



        

  
 

 

(9) 

 
Since the second order derivative is always less than zero, the objective function (3) is concave with respect to  .     
□ 

 
Proposition 3. For a given value of  ,  

(1) The optimal guaranteed lead time, *l  is given by *log / ( )k    in both the binding and non-binding 

cases. 

(2) The optimal price, *p , is given by * *[ / ] /a cl ds e x b     . 

Proof. From Proposition 1, we know that the service level will be given by { , }cMax s s . Therefore, 
*( )

* *

1 { , }

1 1 1
log log

( ) 1 { , } ( )

l
c

c

e Max s s

l l x
Max s s

 

   

  

 
       

                  (10) 

where {1/ (1 ), / }x Max s b c  . 

Substitute the above expression and 
*( ) 1/le x     into the Equation (6), we obtain follow equation: 

 

log 1
( )

( )

c x d
a bm

x b x

   
   

 
        

                        (11) 

 

Differentiating ( )  with respect to  , we obtain the first and second order condition: 

 

'
2

2 log
( )

( )

a d c x
m

b bx b b x

   
 

              
                      (12) 
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''
3

2 2 log
( ) 0

( )

c x

b b x

 
 

        
                          (13) 

 

Since second order condition is always less than zero, ( )  is concave with respect to  . Thus, we calculate the 

optimal solution, *  to maximize the ( ) , and optimal guaranteed lead time, *l  is given by *log / ( )x    

in both binding and non-binding cases. 

To prove part (b), we note that * * * /a bp cl ds e x       and solve for *p .            

□ 
 
Using the above optimality conditions, we can develop an iterative algorithm to compute the optimal solution. In 

general, iterative algorithms converge to local optimal solutions. To avoid this problem, Kaspi and Rosenblatt (1991) 
developed the RAND algorithm. They obtained several local optimal solutions from the iterative algorithm with 
different initial values, and selected the best solution among all the local optimal solutions. Their simulation studies 
show that the initial value has a strong influence on the quality of the obtained solution. Using this idea, we modify the 
RAND algorithm and develop a new algorithm. The modified RAND algorithm for the fixed capacity case, denoted as 
SRA-RAND_FC, proceeds as follows. 

 
Modified RAND algorithm for fixed capacity case (SRA-RAND_FC) 

Step 1. For given n, divide [0, 
(1 )

c

b s
] into n equally spaced values of j : ( 1 , ···, j , ···, n ). Set j = 0.  

Step 2. Set j = j+1 and r = 0. Let ( )j r  = j .  

Step 3. Set r = r+1. 

Step 4. For a given value of ( 1)j r  , compute jp  and jl .  

Set ( )jp r = jp  and ( )jl r = jl .  

Step 5. For given values of ( )jp r  and ( )jl r , compute j .  

Set ( )j r  = j . 

Step 6. If ( ) ( 1)j jr r   , go to Step 3.  

Otherwise, set * ( )jp r = ( )jp r , * ( )jl r = ( )jl r  and *( )j r = ( )j r .  

Compute j for this * * *[ ( ), ( ), ( )]j j jp r l r r . 

Step 8. If j ≠ n, go to Step 2. 

Otherwise, stop and select * * *[ ( ), ( ), ( )]j j jp r l r r  with the maximum j . 

 
We will now provide an illustration of the SRA-RAND_FC process using the numerical example, as that shown in 

Table 1. In Step 1, we obtain  = 4.0. When n =5, the solutions for the various iterations of SRA-RAND_FC are 
shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 1. The parameter values for numerical example 
 

parameter value parameter value 

a  50   10 

b  2 s  0.75 

c  2   4.0 

d  1 n  5 
m  3   
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Table 2. Summary of the SRA-RAND_FC solution procedure 
 

j  Iteration r jp  jl  new j  jTP  

1 =0.8 1 9.96027 0.529504 0.8008 34.9245 

 2 9.96027 0.529504 0.8008 34.9245 

2 =1.6 1 10.1672 0.491299 1.5898 34.0584 

 2 10.1672 0.491313 1.5913 34.0581 
 3 10.1673 0.491294 1.5949 34.0577 
 3 10.1673 0.491294 1.5949 34.0577 

3 =2.4 1 10.3584 0.461614 2.40028 33.2977 

 2 10.3584 0.461614 2.40028 33.2977 

4 =3.2 1 10.5327 0.438458 3.1996 32.6439 

 2 10.5327 0.438458 3.1996 32.6439 

5 =4.0 1 10.6967 0.41955 3.9972 32.0649 

 2 10.6967 0.41955 3.9972 32.0649 
*p =9.96027, *l =0.529504, * =0.8008 

 
 

3. THE MODEL FOR THE CAPACITY EXPANSION CASE 
 
We now consider the case where it is also possible for the supplier to increase the capacity marginally. To consider the 
case, the following additional notations are employed. 
 

z  : fractional increase in the processing rate 

z   : upper bound on capacity expansion 
k   : cost of increasing the processing rate by one unit capacity 

 
The type of capacity expansion that we consider is one of a relatively short term nature, e.g., hiring part-time or 

temporary workers, running overtime (Palaka et al., 1998). With these types of capacity expansion, it is reasonable to 
assume that we can model the capacity expansion as a continuous decision variable and use a linear cost of additional 
capacity. Thus, we formulate our capacity expansion model as: 

[ (1 ) ]

, , , ,
( )

(1 )
z l

p l s z
Maximize p m e k z

z
 



 
 

    
 

                       (14) 

(1 )Subject to z                                       (15) 
[ (1 ) ]1 z le s                                              (16) 

0 z z                                                     (17) 

0 p , 0 l , 0                                       (18) 

 
Note that Proposition 1 and 2 are valid for the above model. The following proposition characterizes the optimal 

decisions for the capacity expansion model 
 

Proposition 4. For a given value of  ,  

(1) The optimal capacity expansion, *z  is given by * *1/ ( / ) 1G bk     where 

log /G c x b x  . 

(2) The optimal guaranteed lead time, *l  is given by * *log / ( (1 ) )x z     

(3) The optimal price, *p , is given by * *[ / ] /a cl ds e x b     . 
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Proof. The proof of Proposition 5 is similar to that of Proposition 4. We begin by developing the expression for the 

optimal lead time. From proposition 1, the service level will be given by [ , ]cMax s s . Therefore, 
*( (1 ) )

* *

1 { , }

1 1 log
log

( (1 ) ) 1 { , } ( (1 ) )

z l
c

c

e Max s s

x
l l

z Max s s z

 

   

   

 
         

              (19) 

To develop the expression for the optimal capacity expansion, we begin by substituting the above expression for the 

optimal lead time,  1
(1 )p a cl ds e s

b
        and 

*( ) 1/le x     into the objective function (9) and 

obtain the following objective function. 

log 1
( , )

( (1 ) ) (1 )

c x d
z a bm k z

z x b x z

    
   

 
           

           (20) 

We first differentiate ( , )z  with respect to z and obtain the first order condition: 

2

( , ) 1
0 1

( (1 ) )

z G G
k z

z b z bk

   
  

 
            


                (21) 

The above condition gives the optimal capacity expansion. To show that the optimal arrival rate, we substitute the 

above expression for z into ( , )z  to obtain: 

log 1
( )

/ /

c x d G
a bm k k

x b x bkG bk G bk

      
 

  
               

        (22) 

Differencing ( )  we obtain 

' 2
( ) 0 ( ( ) 2 ) 0

a G
m k a b m c Gbk

b b bk

                        (23) 

'' 3/22 1
( ) 0

2

Gk

b b
                                   (24) 

Therefore ( )  is concave with respect to  . Thus, we calculate a optimal solution, *  to maximize the 

( ) , and the optimal capacity expansion, *z  is given by 
*

* *1
1

G
z

bk




 
    

 
. 

To find the optimal price, we note that * * * /a bp cl ds b x       and solve for *p .           

□ 
 
Using the above optimality conditions, we can develop an iterative algorithm to obtain the optimal solution. The 

algorithm for the capacity expansion case, denoted as SRA-RAND_CE, proceeds as follows. 
 

Modified RAND algorithm for capacity expansion case (SRA-RAND_CE) 

Step 1. For given n, divide [0, 
(1 )

c

b s
] into n equally spaced values of j : ( 1 , ···, j , ···, n ). Set j = 0.  

Step 2. Set j = j+1 and r = 0. Let ( )j r  = j .  

Step 3. Set r = r+1. 

Step 4. For a given value of ( 1)j r  , compute jp , jl  and jz .  

Set ( )jp r = jp , ( )jl r = jl  and ( )jz r = jz .  

Step 5. For given values of ( )jp r , ( )jl r  and ( )jz r , compute j .  
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Set ( )j r  = j . 

Step 6. If ( ) ( 1)j jr r   , go to Step 3.  

Otherwise, set * ( )jp r = ( )jp r , * ( )jl r = ( )jl r , * ( )jz r = ( )jz r  and *( )j r = ( )j r .  

Compute j for this * * * *[ ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )]j j j jp r l r z r r . 

Step 8. If j ≠ m, go to Step 2. 

Otherwise, stop and select * * * *[ ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )]j j j jp r l r z r r  with the maximum j . 

 
 

4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
 
4.1 Effect of service level 
 
In this section, we examine the effects of service level on the optimal decision. Since the analysis is not tractable, we 
perform computational experiments and identify the impact through graphical means. In this study, we assume the two 
cases: (1) small capacity case ( /10a  ) and (2) large capacity case ( a  ). Since demand for the product is larger 

than supply capacity in small capacity case, the small capacity case represents the sellers’ market while the large 
capacity case represents the buyers’ market because a supplier has over-capacity compared with demand. The values of 
the parameters used in this analysis are as follows: 
 
 

Table 3. The parameter values for computational experiments 
 

parameter value parameter value 

a  100 m  5 

b  4  10, 100 
c  6 s (0, 1)  
d  2   

 
 

In sellers’ market, the supplier determines the price while the customer determines the price in buys’ market. For 
this reason, , the price for the product in sellers’ market is larger than that in buyers’ market, as shown in Figure 1. As 
shown in Figure 2 (a), the optimal guaranteed lead time increases as service level increases in sellers’ market, so that 
the price for the product decreases as service level increases in sellers’ market.  

As shown in Figure 2, the value of optimal guaranteed lead time in sellers’ market is larger than that in buyers’ 
market, and the optimal guaranteed lead time in buyers’ market close to zero. This is because supplier has sufficient 
capacity to meet the demand in buyers’ market.  
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Figure 1. Optimal price, p , versus service level, s 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Optimal guaranteed lead time, l , versus service level, s 

 
 

From Fig. 3 , we note that the lateness penalty close to zero in sellers’ market while the lateness penalty is large in 
buyers’ market. This is because the supplier does not need to offer lateness penalty to customer since the demand 
exceed the supply capacity in sellers’ market. However, the supplier offers the lateness penalty to attract the customer in 
sellers’ market.  
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Figure 3. Optimal lateness penalty,  , versus service level, s 
 
 

From Fig. 4 (a), we note that the profit per unit in sellers’ market is larger than that in buyers’ market. Explained 
ahead,  the supplier determines the price in sellers’ market while the customer determines the price in buys’ market. 
For this reason, the profit per unit in sellers’ market is larger than that in buyers’ market. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Profit versus service level, s 
 
 
4. 2 Sensitivity analysis of parameters 
 
We now examine the managerial implications of our results based on sensitivity analysis with respect to the model 
parameters. Table 4 summarized the parameters and their respective values employed in this study, and Table 5 presents 
how changes in various model parameters affect decision variables. 
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Table 4. The parameter values for computational experiments 
 

parameter value parameter value 

a  (1,100) d  (1,10) 

b  (1,10) m  (1,10) 
c  (1,10)   

 
 

Table 5. The sensitivity of the results with respect to the model parameters 
 

parameters 
Optimal price Optimal lead time Optimal lateness penalty 

Non-
binding binding 

Non-
binding binding 

Non-
binding binding 

Maximum 
arrival rate, a 

decreases decreases increases increases no impact decreases 

Price sensitivity, 
b 

increases increases decreases decreases decreases increases 

Lead time 
sensitivity, c 

decreases decreases decreases decreases increases increases 

Penalty cost 
sensitivity, d 

decreases decreases increases increases no impact decreases 

Unit variable 
cost, m 

increases increases decreases decreases no impact increases 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper studies a price, guaranteed lead time and lateness penalty decision for a supplier that offers a fixed 
guaranteed lead time and pays the lateness penalty to customer and presents a framework for determining the optimal 
price, guaranteed lead time and lateness penalty. We first develop a mathematical model for a given capacity to 
determine the optimal price, guaranteed lead time and lateness penalty to maximize the total profit. We then consider 
the case where it is also possible for the supplier to increase the capacity marginally. We also have demonstrated the 
impact of parameter values on the optimal decision.  

An interesting extension of this research seems possible. In this paper, we assumed that lateness penalty is 
constant regardless of the length of lateness. Thus, we can extend our results to the case where the lateness penalty is a 
function of the length of lateness. 
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Abstract: This paper gives modeling methodology of ship traffic and performance evaluation in port. The basic 
approach used mathematical and simulation models. Results from both models are compared with each other. These 
models are developed for impact analysis of the ship traffic and patterns of arrival ships at terminal performance. The 
results, analysis and conclusions given here also addresses issues such as the performance criteria and the models 
parameters to propose an operational method that reduces average cost per ship served and increases the terminal 
efficiency. Both models were applied to evaluate the efficiency of Pusan East Container Terminal (PECT).  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper presents a ship traffic modeling methodology based on statistical analysis of container ship traffic data. As a 
seaside link at a container terminal is the large and complex system, a performance model has to be developed. The 
basic approach used consists of two models. The first model applies the results of the queueing model to an analytically 
formulated average container ship cost function in port. The aim of this function is to minimize average container ship 
costs in port, including the allocation planning of berths/terminal and quay cranes/berth. The second is a simulation 
model adapted to the problem of analyzing ship movements in port. Implementation of the presented procedure leads to 
the creation of a simulation algorithm that captures seaside link performance well. The analytical model has fewer 
inputs and requires less computational times, whilst the simulation model can handle more practical situations with 
more manipulated variables and less constraints. 

The past 50 years show rising interest in the research of ship traffic modeling in port. Earlier research related to a 
general cargo port, particularly to the seaside link modeling, using queueing theory, is summarized in Noritake, 1985. 
Simulation models have been used extensively for the ship traffic modeling and analysis in Tiano, et al., 1995, Ng and 
Wong, 2006, Pachakis and Kiremidjian, 2003, Yamada, et al., 2003, Dragović et al., 2005 and Yeo et al., 2007. The 
integration of analytical models (optimization) and simulation has been studied in Tiano, et al., 1995, Yamada, et al., 
2003, Dragović et al., 2006, 2007 and 2008 for the operational planning of sea-side operations at container terminals.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the models for the analysis of ship movement in a port by 
using analytical approaches. Also, this section is concerned with the evaluation of functional estimation models in 
container port. After a preliminary introduction dedicated to the essential properties and main features of the traffic 
model, a discussion of the possible use of such a model for simulation purposes is developed in Section 3. In Section 4, 
numerical results and computational experiments are reported to evaluate the efficiency of the models for PECT. 
Section 5 gives concluding remarks. 
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2. MODELING 
 

The modeling and analyzing of ship traffic in port consists of setting up mathematical models and equations for 
describe certain stages in the functioning of the system, which indicates that each symbol has the following meaning:  
– average ship arrival rate in ships/hour;  – average ship service rate in ships/hour; nb – number of berths per terminal; 
nc – number of quay cranes (QCs) per berths; ns – number of ships present in port; tw – average waiting time in 
hours/ship; ts – average service time in hours/ship; tws – average time that ships spend in port in hours/ship; tdu – 
berthing/unberthing time in hours;  ncon – number of containers loading/unloading per ship; rcon – QC move time in 
hours/container; tc – ships’ loading/unloading time in hours/ship; kc – QC interference exponent and  – ship traffic 
intensity. 

The average service time, /1st , where , includes ships loading/unloading time ct , in hours 

per container ship, expressed as   ck
cconconc nrnt /)(  where       ccconconc ntrnk ln/lnln  . It follows that 

ck

du

concon
c t

rn
n
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Further, it can be shown that 
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for the (M/M/nb) model. Accordingly, this parameter with the notation , is equal  / st .  

In this study, above mentioned formulae has been adapted concerning the tw (Noritake, 1985). Accordingly with it, 
when the ships service time has an Erlang distribution with k phases, the following equations are obtained  

 

scwws tVtt                       (3) 

for the (M/Ek/nb) model, where 
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for the (M/Ek/nb) model.  
 
 

2.1 Ship traffic 
  

A queueing theory model for analyzing traffic of 1N  ships in port is proposed at interval ),0( T . Suppose that interarrival 

times of ships are random variables determined by the distribution function  tA  with   ,10 A  and the expectation 

value  



0

ttdA . The function  tA  is used below to determine the probability distribution for the number )(tpi

, Ni ,...,1,0 of ships that arrive in port at an interval ),0( t , so that 1)(
0

 
tp

N

i i . Such introduced random flow, 

determined for  t0 is called limited recurrent flow. The probability )(tpi can be determined (Cox and Smith, 1961) 

as  
 

       tAtAtp ii
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where 
  tA i
*  is a i’th convolution of the function  tA  with itself; 

   10
* tA . 

Suppose that ships arrive according to a limited Poisson process, so that 
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Then Eq. (5) (Cox and Smith, 1961) implies 

  1 duc tt
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It is well known that a flow composed from finite number 1m  of simple mutually independent flows with 

rates m ,...,1 , is also a simple flow with rate m  ...1 . The same property is also true for the limited Poisson 

process described above. 

Suppose that on the interval ),0( T  is planed arrival of  321 NNN   ships, where the number iN  related to 

'i th flow, 31  i , and 321 NNN  . Next suppose that mean interarrival time of ships in 'i th flow, 

31  i , is 1
i . Denote by )(tpn , 3210 NNNn  , the probability )(tpn  at the interval ),0( t arrive 

n  ships from described flow. Then since the above three flows are mutually independent, we have  
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where the )(tpi
ni

, 31  i , can be computed by the Eqs. (7) and (8) by changing   with i and N with iN .  

In order to determine the sum on the right hand side of the Eq. (9), we consider the following cases: 
 

Case 1, ii Nn   for all 31  i . Then by Eq. (7) the corresponding term in the sum given by Eq. (9) is 
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Case 2, ii Nn   for exactly one i , 31  i . Then for such an i  by Eqs. (7) and (8) we have the corresponding 

term in the sum expressed by Eq. (9) is 
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Because of   
3

1j iiij Nnnnnn , the above sum is 
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Case 3, ii Nn   and ll Nn   for exactly two values i and l with 31  li . Then for such i and l by Eqs. (7) 

and (8) we obtain that the corresponding term in the sum given by Eq. (9) is 
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where 31  li  and r is the element from 1, 2, 3 distinct of i  and l . 
 

Case 4, ii Nn   for all 31  i . Then 321 NNNn  and by Eq. (8) we obtain that the corresponding term 

in the sum expressed by Eq. (9) is 
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Finally, it is obvious that )(tpn
 determined by Eq. (9), can be expressed as a sum of three subsums whose general 

terms are given by Eqs. (10), (12), (13) and (14), respectively. Recall that in the whole sum given by Eq. (9) the second 
mentioned subsum must be written for any i  with 31  i , and the third mentioned subsum must be written for any 
pair li, with 31  li . 
 
 

2.2 Ship operations  
 

Model elements of the container terminal can be separated into following group: berth cost in $ per hour, 
bnbcnc 1 ; 

QC cost in $ per hour, 
cncb cnnc 2 ; storage yards cost in $ per hour, cycontcon catnc

cycon
3 ; transportation cost 

by yard transport equipment between quayside and storage yard in $ per hour, tcyccc cntnc 4 ; labor cost for QC 

gangs in $ per hour, llc ctnc 5 ; ships cost in port in $ per hour, swsctc 6 ; and containers cost and its 

contents in $ per hour, wrws cntc
con

7 . The total cost function, would be concerned as  


7

1i icTC . 

It is necessary to know that only the TC computes the number of berths/terminal and QCs/berth that would satisfy 
the basic premise that the service port cost plus the cost of ships in port should be at a minimum. This function was 
introduced by (Sch. and Shar., 1985). We point out that their solutions may not be as good as ours because we have 
simulation approach to determine key parameters tw, t s, , ,  and especially kc. Therefore, to find the optimal solution, their 
function can be obtained as  

 

         wrswstcycllccycontconncnb cnctcnctncatncncnfTC
concyconcb

      (15) 
  

where TC - total port system costs in $/hour; 
bnc - hourly berth cost in $, (

1bnc  - the initial berth cost, i - interest rate, 

yn - economic lifetime in years, 
bmnc - annual maintenance cost per berth), 

       24365/11/1
1


bm

yy

bb n
nn

nn ciiicc ; 
cnc - QC cost in $/QC hour; 

contt - average yard container dwell time, in 

hours; 
cycona - number of m2 of storage yard per container; cyc - container yard (CY) cost in $/m2 hour; cycn - hourly 

average number of cycle by yard transport equipment between quay side and CY; tc - transportation cost between quay 

side and CY per cycle in $; lt  - paid labor time in hour per gang per ship,  cl tt max ; lc  - labor cost in $/gang 

hour; sc  - ship cost in port in $/ship hour; 
conrn  - average payload in containers/ship; wc - average waiting cost of a 

container and its contents in $/container hour.  
By substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (15) we obtain (Dragović et al., 2007 and 2008) 
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where  wst  is defined by the Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) or by a result of simulation modeling. 

From the total port cost function per average arrival rate, we can obtain the average container ship cost in $/ship, 
AC 

 
 

   




 ff

AC             (17)            

 
 

3. SIMULATION AS MORE GENERAL MODEL 
 

Most container terminal systems are sufficiently complex to warrant simulation analysis to determine systems 
performance. The GPSS/H simulation language, specifically designed for the simulation of manufacturing and queueing 
systems, has been used in this paper. In order to present the seaside link processes as accurate as possible the following 
phases need to be included into simulation model (Dragović et al., 2006 and 2007): Model structure – seaside link is 
complex due to different interarrival times of ships, different dimensions of ships, multiple quays and berths, different 
capabilities of QCs and so on. The modeling of these systems must be divided into several segments, each of which has 
its own specific input parameters; Data collection - All input values of parameters within each segment are based on 
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data collected in the context of this research. The main input data consists of ship interarrival times, lifts per ship, 
number of allocated QCs per ship call, and QC productivity. Existing input data are subsequently aggregated and 
analyzed so that an accurate simulation algorithm is created in order to evaluate seaside link; Inter-arrival times of 
ships - The inter-arrival time distribution is a basic input parameter that has to be assumed or inferred from observed 
data. The most commonly assumed distributions in literature are the exponential distribution; the negative exponential 
distribution or the Weibull distribution (Dragović et al., 2007); Loading and unloading stage - Accurate representation 
of number of lifts per ship call is one of the basic tasks of seaside link modeling procedure. It means that, in accordance 
with the division of ships in different classes, the distribution corresponding to those classes has to be determined; 
Number of QCs per ship - The data available on the use of QCs in seaside operations have to be considered too, as this 
is another significant issue in the service of ships. This is especially important as total tws depends not only on the 
number of lifts but also on the number of QCs allocated per ship. Different rules and relationships can be used in order to 
determinate adequate number of QCs per ship; Flowchart - After the input parameter is read, simulation starts by generating 
ship arrivals according to the stipulated distribution.  
 

 

Then, the priority of the ship is assigned depending on its 
size. The ship size is important for making the ship 
service priority strategies. For the assumed number of 
lifts per ship to be processed, the number of QCs to be 
requested is chosen from empirical distribution. This 
procedure is presented in the algorithms shown in Fig. 1.  
In order to calculate the seaside link performance, it is 
essential to have a through understanding of the most 
important elements in a port system including ship 
berthing/unberthing, QCs/ship, yard tractor allocation to a 
container and QC allocation in stacking area. As 
described in Fig. 2 - process flow diagram of the terminal 
transport operations, the scope of simulation, strategy and 
initial value and performance measure will have to be 
defined. To move containers from apron to stacking area, 
four tractors are provided for each QC.  

 

Figure 1. Flowchart for a 
ship arrival/departure 

 

Figure 2. Flowchart of the 
terminal transport operations 

 
 

4. RESULTS 
 

To demonstrate the application of the models of the previous sections to the container terminal system, some 
computational results are presented for both of them. Here, we give a seaside link modeling methodology based on 
statistical analysis of container ship traffic data obtained from the PECT. PECT is big container terminals with a 
capacity of 2,075,895 twenty foot equivalent units (TEU) in 2006. There are five berths with total quay length of 1,500 
m and draft around 14-15 m, Fig. 3 (Dragović et al., 2007 and 2008). Ships of each class can be serviced at each berth. 
An important part of the model implementation is the correct choice of the values of the simulation parameters. 

 

The input data for the both models are based on the 
actual ship arrivals at the PECT from January 1, 2005 
to October 31, 2005 (Fig. 3, left) and January 1, 2006 
to October 31, 2006 (Fig. 3, right), respectively 
(Dragović et al., 2007 and 2008). The ship arrival rate 
was 0.168 in 2005 and 0.176 ships/hour in 2006. Total 
throughput during the considering period was 
1,704,173 TEU in 2005 and 1,703,662 TEU in 2006. 
The ships were categorized into the three classes 
according to the number of lifts, Table 1.  
 

 

Figure 3. PECT layout, 2005 (left) and 2006 (right) 

Suppose that on the interval ),0( T  is planed the arrival of 321 NNN   ships, where the number iN  related to 

'i th flow (class), 31  i , and 321 NNN  . Next suppose that mean inter-arrival time of ships in 'i th flow, 

31  i , is 1
i . Since numbers of ships in each of three ship classes given in the Table 1, we can assume that 

321321 :::: NNN . In particular, for 1T  hour we obtain 0399.01  , 0685.02   and 0594.03   

for 2005. Similarly, by using the same notation for 2006 from Table 1 we have 0526.01  , 0663.02   and

0570.03  . By using these value from Eqs. (9) and (10), we can compute the probabilities  tpn
 for small values of 

n . The analogous results may be obtained for arbitrary times less than 10 months. 
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Table 1. Actual ship arrivals at the PECT in 2005 and 2006 
 

 
Class of ships 

Number of ships Average lifts per ship Total lifts 
2005 2006 2005 2006 2005 2006 

< 500 lifts 292 384 313 305 91,394 117,405 
501 – 1000 lifts 500 485 782 741 364,100 359,401 
> 1000 lifts 433 416 1,444 1,413 625,371 587,983 
All classes 1,225 1,285 882 829 1,080,865 1,064,789 

 
The interarrival time distribution (IATD) is plotted in the 
Fig. 4. Interestingly, even though ship arrivals of the ships 
are scheduled and not random, the distribution of 
interarrival times fitted very well the exponential 
distribution. Service times were calculated by using the 
Erlang distribution with different phases. To obtain accurate 
data, we have first fitted the empirical distribution of 
service times of ships to the appropriate theoretical 
distribution.

 

 Figure 4. IATD of ships at PECT in 2005 (left) and in 2006 (right) 
 

Service time distributions are given in 2005: Service distribution (SD) of first class of ships, the 4-phase Erlang 
distribution, (E4); SD of second class of ships, (E4); SD of third class of ships, (E5) and SD of all classes of ships, (E3). 
It is observed that for 2006 service time of the first ship class follows the 5-phase Erlang distribution, while the 6-phase 
Erlang distribution fits very well the service time of the second ship class, than 2-phase Erlang distribution fits very 
well the service time of the third ship class and all classes of ships follows 4-phase Erlang distribution. Goodness-of-fit 
was evaluated, for all tested data, by both chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests at a 5 % significance level. 

We have carried out extensive numerical work for high/low values of the PECT model characteristics. Our 
numerical experiments are based on different parameters of various PECT characteristics presented in Table 2.  

 
 

Table 2. Input data – Terminal characteristics (Dragović et al., 2007 and 2008) 
 
 

 
 
Class  
of ships 

Input data 

conn  

(no. of con.) 
conr  

(hrs per con.) 
lt  

(hrs/gang/ship) 
sc  

($/ship hrs) 

*
cn  

ck  

2005 2006 2005 2006 2005 2006 2005 2006 2005 2006 2005 2006 
First 313 305 0.05 0.05 8.80 7.1 745 739 1.7 1.9 0.80 0.90 
Second 782 741 0.05 0.05 13.9 12.7 1098 1081 2.5 2.6 0.93 0.925 
Third 1444 1413 0.03 0.03 20.2 17.8 1354 1365 3.1 3.3 0.97 0.965 
All classes 862 829 0.04 0.04 14.3 12.9 1164 1155 2.5 2.6 0.91 0.911 
*
cn - average number of QCs assigned per ship (Real data and Simulation results); 

1bnc = 62 million $; i = .0663; yn - 40, 
bmnc = 6.2 million $; 

bnc = 1215 $; 
cnc = 38.8 $/QC hour; 

contt = 188 hours; 
cycona = 63.9 m2/container; cyc = 0.000292 $/m2 hour; cycn = 9; tc = 5 $/cycle;  

lc = 357 $/gang hour; 
conrn (601 for I class, 1085 for II class, 1312 for III class, 999 for all classes in 2005; and 642 for I class, 1114 for II class, 

1371 for III class, 1042 for all classes in 2006); wc =1.4 $/container hour. To move containers from apron to CY, four tractors are provided for each 

QC. It takes average 10 minutes from apron to CY including handling time by transfer crane. The average distance between apron and CY is assumed 
to be 850 meters.  
 

The impact of the different models is determined by comparing the key performance measures of analytical and 
simulation approaches to those of the real data of PECT. Fig. 5 presents ts, while Fig. 6 shows tw. In addition, Fig. 7 
gives tws. According to this, judging from the computational results for some numerical examples of the (M/Ek/nb) – 
using tw from Eq. (3) (for brevity analytical model I (AM I)) and (M/Ek/nb) – using tw from Eq. (4) (for brevity analytical 
model II (AM II)) models, it can be confirmed that Eq. (3) is inclined to estimate the values of tws, i.e. tw. 
 

 
a) All classes b) First class c) Second class d) Third class 

Figure 5. Average service time of ships in hours 
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a) All classes b) First class c) Second class d) Third class 

Figure 6. Average waiting time of ships in hours 
 

 
a) All classes b) First class c) Second class d) Third class 

Figure 7. Average time that ships spend in port 
 

The tws for simulation model (SM) is 15.036 hrs for all classes of ships in 2006. This is about 15% shorter than that 
of SM, 17.799 h in 2005 and about 1.5% shorter than that of AM II, 15.245 hrs in 2006. For first class of ships, the 
average time that ships spend in port is 10.380 hrs for AM II in 2006, about 0.6% shorter than SM, 10.441. This time is 
15.232 hrs for second class of ships (AM II) in 2006, about 12% shorter than AM II in 2005. Finally, the tws for third 
class of ships is 19.818 hrs (SM) in 2006, about 16% shorter than SM in 2005 or 2% shorter than AM II, 20.270 h in 
2006. 
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Figure 8. AC for various QCs/berth 
 

Figure 9. AC in function of  
 

Figure 10. AC for various nb and nc  
 

Fig. 8 presents how additional QCs reduce the AC for each model in relation to all classes of ships. In curve SM, 
the minimum cost per ship served decreases by about 7.5% in 2006 with respect to 2005. This decrease is about 7.5% in 
2006 with respect to 2005 for curve AM I from Fig. 8. Finally, in curve AM II from Fig. 8, the minimum cost per ship 
served decreases by about 8% in relation to 2005. Figure 9 compares the AC of different ship classes taken by SM, AM 
I and AM II models at a PECT in 2005 and 2006. They graphically show the sensitivity of the AC to the various values 
of  . In curve SM for all classes of ships in 2006, the minimum cost per ship served decreases by about 3.3% in 2006 
with respect to 2005. However, the AC per first class of ships served decrease in 2006 by about 7% than the minimum 
cost in 2005, see curve AM II. This decrease for second class of ships is about 2% in 2006 with respect to the minimum 
cost in 2005 for curve AM II. Finally, in curve SM for third class of ships, the minimum cost per ship served decreases 
by about 2.6% ($138,019) than the minimum cost in 2005 ($141,697). Fig. 10 shows the optimization function AC of 
two variables nb and nc for constant value of  . These results correspond to those from Fig. 9. Still, even in Fig. 10, the 
study offers similar results, i.e. the minimum average cost per ship served are $96,721 in relation to $96,721 from Fig. 9 
– curve AM II for second class of ships. All results presented here are obtained by using the input data from Table 2. 
Simulation testing was than carried out by using the GPSS/H. The solution procedure for AM was programmed using 
the MATLAB.  

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Our results show that ships arrivals over time are needed as input data for the optimisation of the problem. In addition to 
the arrival date and ships time in port, it also generates the number of lifts per ship. On the basis on a QC productivity, 
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this number of lifts per ship can easily be converted into the average service time of ships needed at the berth.The 
results presented here support the argument that the AC could be decreased by increasing number of QCs/ship and their 
productivity. The attained agreement of the results obtained by using SM with corresponding values of real parameters 
has also been used for validation and verification of applied AM. The correspondence between simulation and 
analytical results completely shows the validity to the applied AM.   

These results will emphasize the effects of terminal and traffic intensity, average time that ships spend in port, 
numbers of QCs/berth, QC productivity and numbers of berths/terminal. These five parameters are keys to the analysis 
of the whole container port efficiency and achievement of economies of scale. However, major improvements in port 
productivity, quality of service and costs reduction can be achieved by joint optimizing these variables. 
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Abstract: Benchmarking requires an effective methodology for finding the best performer, which entails an evaluation 
of the relative efficiencies of competitors in terms of multiple input and output factors. To identify the best performer, 
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) has been popularly used. However, the conventional DEA has some deficiencies with respect to 
its use for benchmarking. First, benchmark targets derived from DEA analysis might be a hypothetical Decision Making Unit (DMU) 
that does not actually exist. Second, the reference set of an inefficient DMU often has multiple efficient DMUs. Third, it might be 
quite impossible for an inefficient DMU to achieve its target’s efficiency in a single step, especially when the target is far removed 
from the DMU. To overcome these deficiencies of conventional DEA, we propose a new stepwise benchmarking method using 
DEA, which enables inefficient DMUs to select the more appropriate benchmarking DMU based on the direction and similarity.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Benchmark target selection has been recognized important factors for the inefficient organizations to improve its 
efficiencies. And several studies on benchmarking target selection have been conducted in various fields such as public 
administration (Ammons, 2002), production and design literature (Grupp, 1990), and business management (Tata et al, 
2000). In general, a benchmarking process consists of three steps. The first step is identifying a company that is 
acknowledged as the best performer and the second is setting benchmarking goals and the third is implementing the best 
practices (Donthu et al., 2005). During the benchmarking procedure, an effective methodology for finding the best 
performer is inevitably required, which entails evaluation of the relative efficiencies of competitors according to 
multiple input and output factors. Therefore, identifying the best performer can be considered to be the most important 
activity in the benchmarking process. 

To identity a best performer, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), a methodology for measuring the relative efficiencies 
among homogeneous Decision-Making Units (DMUs), has been used (Ross and Droge, 2002). DEA accomplishes this task 
by means of multiple inputs and outputs, yielding a reference target for an inefficient DMU along with the 
corresponding efficiency gap (the degree to which that DMU must be improved so as to be rendered efficient). However, 
the general use of DEA has certain limitations in aspects of benchmarking which are underlined below; 

1) The reference target might be a hypothetical DMU that does not actually exist (it is difficult and indeed unrealistic to learn from 
such a DMU). 

2) An efficient DMU may have multiple benchmarks that it should utilize as possible targets for improvement. This 
may pose a practical problem because it becomes difficult to simultaneously identify ‘best practices’ from a variety 
of sources in improving the performance of an inefficient DMU. 

3) For a large sample data, it is quite impossible for an inefficient DMU to achieve its target’s efficiency in a single step, 
especially when that DMU is far from the benchmarking target DMU on efficient frontier. 
 
In order to overcome these problems, various benchmarking method have been undertaken. The research objective of the 

existing work is categorized into two area; benchmarking target selection and stepwise improvement. 
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Typically, the work for benchmarking target selection includes models that enhance DEA flexibility in estimating 
targets for relative inefficient DMUs. Thanassoulis and Dyson (1989) developed a DEA model that sets efficient 
benchmarking targets for inefficient DMUs. They point out that it would be desirable to take not only the nature of the 
controllability of their inputs and outputs but also of the priorities of improving individual inputs and outputs into 
account. Bogetoft and Hougaard (1999) introduced the potential improvement index. That efficiency index will guide 
the selection of reference plans. Gonzales and Alvarez (2001) developed a model based on the input-contraction method 
that computes the sum of input contractions required to reach the efficient subset of the production frontier. 

The work for the stepwise improvement provides a stepwise path for improving the efficiency of each inefficient 
DMU. Joe (2003) proposed a stratification method by iteratively generating the efficient frontiers. Alirezaee and 
Afsharian (2007) proposed a layered efficiency evaluation model that provides a strategy by which an inefficient DMU 
can move toward a better layer. However, this model lacks information on how to choose the reference DMU on each 
layer. Shaneth et al. (2009) proposed a proximity-based target selection method to provide, using Self-Organizing Map 
(SOM) and Reinforcement Learning, the optimal path to the most efficient frontier DMU by means of a minimal 
efficiency gap. This method considers not the reference set of inefficient DMUs, but practical target DMUs based on 
the similarity of input patterns for the benchmarking path. Park et al. (2010) proposed a stratification benchmarking 
path method that, with the benchmarking path provided, can reduce the distance between an inefficient DMU and an 
efficient DMU by clustering DMUs based on input-similarity. 

The existing works addressed here can be considered to more realistic and more effective than conventional DEA 
approaches, because these overcome the limitations of conventional DEA in aspects of benchmarking and propose the 
stepwise benchmarking DMU for each inefficient DMU based on the efficiency. There are many strategies and methods, 
both actual and potential for selection of the next benchmarking DMU. However, the existing stepwise benchmarking 
methods are still limited in that they consider only the efficiencies and do not consider various strategies such as 
direction and similarity for rendering inefficient DMUs efficient.  

In this paper, we propose a new stepwise benchmarking method using DEA, which enables inefficient DMU to select the 
next step benchmarking DMU based on the improving direction and unit similarity to overcome the above mentioned deficiencies of 
conventional DEA and stepwise benchmarking methods. Improving direction is employed to select the closest efficient DMU for the 
next step benchmarking DMU, and unit similarity is utilized to select similar input-factor DMUs with Self-Organizing Map (SOM). 
Additionally, an integrated benchmarking method combining improving direction and unit similarity for the selection of the next 
stepwise benchmarking DMUs using DEA is discussed. As an application of the proposed method, benchmarking of East Asia 
container terminal has been conducted. The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of DEA 
and SOM. Section 3 discusses the proposed method, and section 4 details our empirical study. Finally Section 5 summarizes our 
work. 
 
 

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 
 
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a linear-programming methodology that evaluates the relative efficiencies of 
DMUs using a set of inputs to produce a set of outputs (Joe, 2003). The mathematical model of DEA is represented by 
Equation (1) below. 
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                                                                    (1) 

 
This (Equation (1)), a CCR model, is a basic DEA model initially developed by Charnes, Cooper & Rhodes (1978). 

Here, ur is the weight given to the r-th output, vi is the weight given to the i-th input, n is the number of DMUs, s is the 
number of outputs, m is the number of inputs, k is the DMU being measured, yrj 

is the amount of the r-th output 
produced by DMU j, and xij is the amount of the i-th input produced by DMU j. The DEA model can be divided into 
input-oriented and output-oriented versions, according to the rationale for conducting DEA. The input-oriented model 
minimizes inputs with the given outputs, whereas the output-oriented model maximizes outputs with the given inputs. 
The fractional model shown as (1) can be converted to a linear model. For more details on model development refer to 
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Charnes et al. (1978). 
DEA can be a beneficial tool to improve performance through efficiency evaluation and benchmarking, 

specifically by suggesting a reference set, which is a set of corresponding efficient units that can be utilized as a 
benchmark for improvement. The reference set can be obtained by dual model, as shown in (2). 
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In model (2),   is the efficiency score, λj is the dual variable, and   is a non-Archimedean infinitesimal. By 

solving model (2), we can identify a composite DMU (a linear combination of DMUs) that utilizes less input than the 
test DMU while maintaining at least the same output levels. The optimal values of the dual variable λj 

are the 
coefficients for this linear combination of units. The set of units involved in the construction of the composite DMU can 
be utilized as a benchmark for improvement of the inefficient test DMU. If a DMU is given an efficiency score of ‘1’, it 
is considered to be efficient; an efficiency score less than ‘1’ indicates inefficiency. 
 
 

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD 
 
In this section, we address the drawbacks of conventional DEA and stratification method in aspects of benchmarking, and 
to remedy these drawbacks, we propose a new stepwise benchmarking method, which enables inefficient DMU to select the 
benchmarking DMUs, based on improving direction and unit similarity.  

Let’s consider the following supermarket example, originally introduced in Copper et al. (2006) and more DMUs 
are added for easy explanation of the procedure outlined in this paper. Table 1 consists of twelve DMUs, and each DMU 
consumes two inputs and yields one output. The two inputs and the one output are the number of employees (unit: 10), 
the floor area (unit: 1000 m2) and the sales (unit: $100,000), respectively.  

 
 

Table 1. Supermarket Example 
 

Store  A B C D E F G H I J K L 
Employee x1 2 4 8 3 4 5 5 6 7 6 6 7 
Floor area x2 4 2 1 6 3 2 6 3 3 9 4 7 

Sales y 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 
When we apply the input-oriented CCR model to evaluate the efficiencies of the 12 supermarkets, we can illustrate 

the efficiency evaluation process on a 2-dimensional plane, as shown in Figure 1(a). Let DMU L be a unit that wants to 
improve, and let it be called the evaluated DMU. Then, the rest of the DMUs are called compared DMUs. DMUs A and 
B, which are located on the efficient frontier, belong to the reference set of DMU L, and HCU (Hypothetical Composite 
Unit) is suggested as benchmarking target of DMU L. The benchmarking target of DMU L is a hypothetical DMU that 
does not actually exist. This is the first deficiency of conventional DEA mentioned in Section 1. DMU A and DMU B, which are 
located on the efficient frontier, can be considered as benchmarking target of DMU L, but there are no reasonable ways to select 
benchmarking target between the two units for DMU L. This is the second deficiency of conventional DEA. DMU L has to reduce 
the 40 employees (x1) and 4000 m2 floor area (x2) to benchmark HCU which is the benchmarking target for DMU L. 
However, it is very difficult for DMU L to reduce the floor area at once to benchmark the HCU. Likewise, it is 
somewhat unrealistic in that a very inefficient DMU cannot reach the benchmarking target at once, especially when the 
inefficient DMU is far from the benchmarking target. This is the third deficiency of conventional DEA. To resolve the third 
deficiency, the stratification method (Joe, 2003) illustrated in Figure 1(b) was proposed. If we apply this method directly to the 
supermarket example, we can obtain the five layers shown in the figure. DMU can improve its efficiency by crossing the sequence of 
layers represented by DMU K, H, F and B. Even though this solves the irrationality problem of conventional DEA, it does 
not consider various strategies for the selection of the benchmarking target. 

Next subsection, in order to remedy the problem of not considering improving direction and unit similarity, an integrated 
benchmarking method combining direction and similarity together for the selection of the next step benchmarking target using DEA 
is discussed. 
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(b) Benchmarking path by stratification method 

 
Figure 1. Benchmarking target of a conventional DEA and a stratification method   

 
 
3.1 Selection of benchmark targets considering direction and unit similarity 
 
To find more effective benchmarking target, we consider two aspects: improving direction and unit similarity. First, 
improving direction is considered by selecting path with DMUs, which are located close to the line from the inefficient 
DMU to the final target. In Figure 2, the red line is indicated as L-1 presenting the direction of DMU L to benchmark 
DMU B, which is called a benchmarking line. If we consider direction to select next step benchmarking target for DMU 
L, DMU K, which is the closest to the benchmarking line, can be selected. In the present study, to determine closeness 
to the direction, we use the difference between two improvement ratios: improvement ratio for final benchmarking 
target (IRB) and improvement ratio for compared DMUs (IRC). The former is an improvement ratio of input factors for 
evaluated DMU to benchmark final benchmarking target, and the latter is an improvement ratio of input factors for 
evaluated DMU to benchmark compared DMUs.  
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Figure 2. Direction of benchmarking from DMU L to DMU B 
 
 

In order for DMU L to benchmark DMU B, input values (x1 and x2) of DMU L have to be reduced by 3 and 5, 
respectively, and the improvement ratio can be calculated as 0.6 (=3/5). If we select the DMU B as a final 
benchmarking target of DMU L, this ratio can be IRB. Let additional DMU P be a unit located on the benchmarking 
line. Then, the direction of DMU L to benchmark DMU P is exactly the same as that of the benchmarking line. The 
improvement ratio according to which DMU L can benchmark DMU P can be calculated as 0.6 (=1.2/2), and this ratio 
is IRD. This is equal to the improvement ratio necessary for DMU L to benchmark DMU B. With these results, it can be 
shown that two DMUs that have the same improvement ratio from the evaluated DMU share the same direction. So, if 
the improvement ratio of some DMUs is equal to the improvement ratio by which an evaluated DMU can benchmark a 
final benchmarking target, it can be determined that the improving directions are the same.  

Based on this principle, a degree of direction can be defined as follows. 
 

Definition 1: Degree of direction (δj) 
A degree of direction of the j-th DMU (δj) can be explained as relative difference values of the two improvement 
ratios. The formulation for identification of δj can be represented by Equation (3). 
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where 

gr: Difference of the r-th input factors between evaluated DMU and final benchmarking target 
hr: Difference of the r-th input factors between evaluated DMU and compared DMU 




: User-defined threshold value (Usually, it can be defined between 90 and 180) 
δj indicates a relative inner product between gr and hr. DMU j, which has the maximum δj, means that it is closest to 
the direction from the evaluated DMU to the final benchmarking target. 

 
Next, we consider unit similarity for selecting benchmarking path. Unit similarity is for the selection of similar 

DMUs to the evaluated DMU. Before we select a similar DMU, we classify all DMUs into similarity groups using SOM 
based on input patterns of the units. The closer distance between groups can be defined as the higher similarity. In order 
to calculate the similarity of each group, we set the distance value between DMUs in the same group be 0.5 and that for 
the adjacent group be 1.0. Based on this assumption, the distance can be calculated using Euclidean distance. We define 
degree of similarity to measure the similarity of the j-th DMU to the evaluated DMU in Definition 2. 

 
Definition 2: Degree of similarity (dj) 

A degree of similarity of the j-th DMU (dj) is defined in Equation (4).  

P
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where
 a: Horizontal distance between a group of an evaluated DMU and a group of compared DMUs. 

b: Vertical distance between a group of an evaluated DMU and a group of compared DMUs. 
P: Maximum distance among all groups (e.g. If the map generated by SOM is 4*4, P is 4.24(=√3 3 ).) 

dj in Equation (4) is the degree of similarity between a group the evaluated DMU belongs to and a group the 
compared DMUs belong to. DMU j with maximum value of dj, is the most similar DMU to the evaluated DMU in 
terms of input patterns. 
 

Improving direction and unit similarity above mentioned are used to select next benchmarking DMUs, when the 
evaluated DMU benchmarks the final benchmarking target. In order to select the final benchmarking target, we propose 
a new method, that is, it selects efficient DMU on the efficient frontier which is the closest to the ideal target. The ideal 
target is a point or a DMU where an evaluated DMU is expected to adopt in the production possibility set. The 
mathematical model of proposed method to select the final benchmarking target compatible with ideal target is 
represented by Equation (5). 
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In Equation (5), ,   are the ideal target of i-th inputs and r-th outputs, ,   are the weights attached to the 

ideal target of i-th inputs and r-th outputs, and PPS means production possibility set. If optimal values for ,  are 
,  , the final benchmarking target of i-th inputs are  and r-th outputs are . 

Evaluation method using combination of improving direction and unit similarity to select the next benchmarking DMU, a 
benchmarking evaluation function is described in Definition 3. 
 
Definition 3: Benchmarking evaluation (ej) 

A benchmarking evaluation function (ej) to select benchmarking DMUs measures the possibility of being chosen as 
the next benchmarking target, and the formulation of the function is presented in Equation (6). 
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where 
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w1,w2: Weight values of the degree of direction and similarity. 
J: A set of DMUs that is more efficient than a certain cut (α) from the evaluated DMU. 
F(J): Represents the correspondence from a DMU set to the corresponding subscript index set J. 
α: User-defined minimum efficiency value to benchmark the next benchmarking DMU. (0≤ α ≤1) 

w1 and w2 are weights assigned to the degree of direction and similarity, respectively. Different weights can be given 
to the degree of direction or similarity to impart more emphasis, and the sum of each weight must be equal to 1. 
 

Based on the above definition and principles, the procedure of the integrated benchmarking method combining direction 
and similarity follows.  
 Step 1: Measure relative efficiencies of all DMUs using DEA and select an evaluated DMU. 
 Step 2: Select a final benchmarking target of the evaluated DMU. 
 Step 3: Generate groups based on the similarity using SOM. 
 Step 4: Evaluate δj, dj and ej. 
 Step 5: Select a new benchmarking DMU as the next benchmarking target of the evaluated DMU by choosing  

the maximum value of ej. 
 Step 6: Substitute the new benchmarking target selected in Step 5 for the evaluated DMU. 
 Step 7: If the new benchmarking target is equal to the final benchmarking target, terminate the procedure. Otherwise,          

go to Step 4. 
 

For easy understanding of the benchmarking method discussed in this section, we apply the data from Table 1. 
After measuring the efficiencies of the DMUs, DMU L was determined to be an evaluated DMU. If DMU L is expected 
to reduce x1 and x2 by 2 and 4, the ideal target of DMU L can be determined as a point where x1 and x2 are 5 and 3, 
respectively. DMU B on the efficient frontier was selected as final benchmarking target of DMU L with the given 
values of weights  and   as 50 and 50, respectively. In order to generate similarity groups, we used SOM, of 
which the result is illustrated in Figure 3(a). The input variables of SOM are Floor Area and Employee of Table 1. Some 
condition variables of SOM are predetermined. The training cycle is set to 100, and the learning parameters for the start 
point and the end point are set to 0.9, and 0.1 respectively. The map configuration is set to 4 by 4. In Figure 3(a), the 
number at the bottom of each cell is the group number.  
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Figure 3. Results of SOM and proposed method 

 
 
The minimum efficiency (α) was given a value of 0.1, and the w1 and w2 were 0.5 and 0.5, respectively. The results 

for the calculation of δj, dj and ej are illustrated in Table 2. The maximum value of ej 
is DMU K in Table 2, and thus it is 

selected as the first benchmarking target of DMU L.  
 
 

Table 2. Results for ej from DMU L 
 

DMUj A B C D E F G H I K 
δj 0.38  1.00 0.10 0.00 0.87 0.80 0.28 0.62 0.31  0.72  
dj 0.47 0.47 0.76 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.67 0.76 0.76 0.76 
ej 0.43  0.73 0.43 0.24 0.67 0.63 0.47 0.69 0.54  0.74  

 
The evaluated DMU is substituted for DMU K, and similar procedure has been applied to the DMU K. The values 

of ej 
among DMU A, B, E, F, which are more efficient than α from DMU K, are calculated. The results for the 

calculation of δj, dj and ej are illustrated in Table 3. Now, DMU B has the maximum value of ej in Table 3, and it is 
determined as the second benchmarking target of DMU L. Since DMU B is equal to the final benchmarking target, the 
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procedure can be terminated. Figure 3(b) show the result of stepwise benchmarking path of DMU L based on direction 
and similarity. That is, from the fact that DMU K exists in a group that is located closest to the group of DMU L, we can 
show that similarity concept is considered when we choose benchmarking target. 

 
 

Table 3. Results for ej from DMU K 
 

DMUj A B E F 
δj 0.00 1.00 0.31 0.31 
dj 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 
ej 0.27 0.77 0.42 0.42 

 
In applying our method to DMUs, resulting path can vary depending on SOM parameters, weight values assigned 

to direction and similarity, and minimum efficiency value. We summarized the effect of changing values of the 
parameters. First, as increasing (decreasing) values of the training cycle and learning parameters, the number of new 
benchmarking target is decreasing (increasing). Second, as increasing (decreasing) value of α, the number of 
benchmarking target is decreasing (increasing). Third, as increasing value of w1 (w2), there is a stress point on direction 
(similarity) to select next benchmarking target from evaluated DMU. 
 
 

4. Case study 
 
For case study, data have been collected for 21 East Asian container terminals, accessing relevant data sources from 
Containerization International Year Book 2005. We applied our method to the data set and we analyzed the result with 
different values of parameters such as α and weights assigned to the w1 and w2. First, the efficiencies of the container 
terminals were evaluated by simple DEA according to the numbers of berths, the lengths of berths (m), the total area of 
the port (km2) and the number of cranes, as inputs, while the total container traffic (TEU) data were used as outputs. 
Four terminals (Hongkong, Sanghai, Shenzhen, Xiamen) were determined to be on the efficient frontier, and the 
remaining 18, inefficient. Next, to explain the selection of benchmarking path, we choose Kwangyang, as an evaluated 
DMU (efficiency score is 0.18), which is one of very inefficient DMUs. Shenzhen was selected as the final 
benchmarking target for Kwangyang port. We assigned the same value, 0.5, to both w1 and w2, and the value of 0 to α, 
respectively. From the results for the calculation of δj, dj and ej from Kwangyang, Tianjin, which has the maximum value 
of ej, 0.87, among the compared DMUs, is selected as the first benchmarking target of Kwangyang. Then, Tianjin is 
substituted as the evaluated DMU. From the results for the calculation of δj, dj and ej from Tianjin, Lianyungang is 
selected as the second benchmarking target of Kwangyang. Then, Lianyungang is substituted as the evaluated DMU. 
Shenzhen, which has the maximum value of ej, 0.91, is selected as the third benchmarking target of Kwangyang. Since 
Shenzhen is the same as the final benchmarking target of Kwangyang, the procedure is terminated. The results for the 
calculation of δj, dj and ej are shown in Table 4. 
 
 

Table 4. Results for ej from Kwangyang 
 

DMU 
Hong 
kong 

Sang
hai 

Shen
zhen 

Bu 
san 

Kaoh
siung 

Qing
dao 

Ning
bo 

Tian 
jin 

Guan
gzhou 

To 
kyo 

Xiam
en 

Da 
lian 

Nag
oya 

Osa 
ka 

Keel
ung 

Inch
eon 

Lianyun 
gang 

δj 0.93 1.00 0.87 0.92 0.69 0.93 0.98 0.69 0.93 0.68 0.90 0.48 0.43 0.24 0.22 0.60 0.74 
dj 0.75 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.75 0.61 0.75 0.61 0.61 0.82 0.61 0.91 0.75 0.82 0.75 
ej 0.73 0.84 0.80 0.74 0.76 0.65 0.77 0.87 0.65 0.64 0.75 0.65 0.52 0.58 0.49 0.71 0.75 

Result for ej from Tianjin 
δj 0.99  0.00  1.00  0.00  0.99  0.95  1.00 - - - - - - - 0.93  - 0.98  
dj 0.82  0.91  0.82  0.47  0.82  0.47  0.82 - - - - - - - 0.65  - 0.91  
ej 0.91  0.46  0.91  0.23  0.91  0.71  0.91 - - - - - - - 0.79  - 0.94  

Result for ej from Lianyungang 
δj 0.99  0.00  1.00  - 0.91  0.96 - - - - - - - 0.40  - - 
dj 0.82  0.91  0.82  - 0.82  0.82 - - - - - - - 0.65  - - 
ej 0.90  0.46  0.91  - 0.87  0.89 - - - - - - - 0.52  - - 

 
If we assign very small value to α, Tianjin and Lianyungang can be selected as the first and second benchmarking 

targets of Kwangyang. However, the benchmarking may not be useful since the efficiency gap of Tianjin and 
Lianyungang is 0.08, and it’s too small (Efficiencies of Tianjin and Lianyungang are 0.61 and 0.69, respectively). In this 
case we can set larger value of α to avoid such unrealistic selection. The results of stepwise benchmarking path from 
Kwangyang according to different values of α are shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Results of the new benchmarking path of Kwangyang according to different values of α 

 
α Benchmarking path of Kwangyang  α Benchmarking path of Kwangyang 
0 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Lianyungang  Shenzhen 0.5 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 

0.1 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 0.6 Kwangyang  Shenzhen 
0.2 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 0.7 Kwangyang  Shenzhen 
0.3 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 0.8 Kwangyang  Shenzhen 
0.4 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 0.9 Kwangyang 

 
Next, we found benchmarking path with different pairs of weights for direction and similarity. The result of 

finding new benchmarking targets for Kwangyang can be different according to the values assigned to the w1 and w2. 
When we assigned the value, 0.2, to α, the results of the benchmarking path of Kwangyang according to the change of 
the values assigned to the w1 and w2 are shown in Table 6.  
 
 

Table 6. Results of the benchmarking path of Kwangyang according to the change of the w1 and w2 

 
w1 w2 Stepwise benchmarking target w1 w2 Stepwise benchmarking target 
0.1 0.9 Kwangyang  Dalian  Tianjin  Shenzhen 0.6 0.4 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 
0.2 0.8 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 0.7 0.3 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 
0.3 0.7 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 0.8 0.2 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 
0.4 0.6 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 0.9 0.1 Kwangyang  Shenzhen 
0.5 0.5 Kwangyang  Tianjin  Shenzhen 1.0 0.0 Kwangyang  Shenzhen 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we proposed a DEA based method of selecting stepwise benchmarking path, which takes both direction 
and similarity into account. This is a new method that is formulated to remedy the drawback of the conventional DEA 
and the existing stepwise benchmarking, which is, that they consider only the influence of efficiency when an 
inefficient DMU has to benchmark its benchmarking target using DEA. Our approach differs from previous ones in that 
it considers two strategies of direction and similarity together in rendering inefficient DMUs efficient. For direction, we 
defined a target selection method that finds the closest efficient DMU in the direction in which the inefficient DMU to 
benchmark the final benchmarking target. For similarity, we defined a target selection method that finds the similar 
DMUs with the evaluated DMU based on the input patterns using SOM. As an application of the proposed method, 
benchmarking of an East Asian container terminal was tested in the present study. The results show that the stepwise 
benchmarking target of an inefficient DMU could be found. This method is effective also in that it can suggest 
alternative benchmarking paths and targets by changing the condition variables, the value of minimum efficiency and 
weights used for direction and similarity. 
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Abstract: This paper addresses a novel liner shipping fleet deployment problem characterized by cargo transshipment, 
multiple container routing options and uncertain demand, with the objective of maximizing the expected profit. This 
problem is formulated as a stochastic program and solved by the sample average approximation method. In this 
technique the objective function of the stochastic program is approximated by a sample average estimate derived from a 
random sample, and then the resulting deterministic program is solved. This process is repeated with different samples 
to obtain a good candidate solution along with the statistical estimate of its optimality gap. We apply the proposed 
model to a case study inspired from real-world problems faced by a major liner shipping company. Results show that 
the case is efficiently solved to 1% of relative optimality gap at 95% confidence level. 
 
Key Words: Liner shipping; Fleet deployment; Transshipment; Demand uncertainty; Sample average approximation  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Fleet deployment decisions arise at the tactical planning level of liner shipping networks. Fundamentally, the liner 
shipping fleet deployment problem (LSFDP) involves the allocation of ships to service routes for delivering containers. 
To maximize the total profit, liner shipping companies need to assess the trade-off between the cost and capacity of 
ships. The LSFDP has three complicating factors due to the unique characteristics of liner shipping services: (i) a 
certain service frequency or a minimum level of service frequency must be maintained; (ii) more than one routing 
option is available for delivering containers from origin to destination; (iii) fleet deployment decisions have to be made 
prior to knowing the exact shipping demand. 

Various pure or mixed-integer linear programming models for the LSFDP have been developed to account for 
different levels of practical constraints arising in liner shipping operations. Perakis and Jaramillo (1991) and Jaramillo 
and Perakis (1991) contributed the pioneering work for the LSFDP. They proposed a linear programming formulation 
incorporating the capacity constraint, minimum service frequency requirement and ship chartering. The cargo amount 
between pairs of ports is given and the aim is to minimize the total fleet operating cost including fuel costs, daily 
running costs, port charges and canal fees. The aforementioned linear programming model assumes that the number of 
ships of each type allocated to a route is a continuous rather than an integer variable. To remedy this unrealistic 
assumption, Powell and Perakis (1997) presented an integer linear programming model for the LSFDP. The above 
mentioned studies all assume that cargo demand between pairs of ports on each service route is a priori known, Cho 
and Perakis (1996) relaxed this assumption by formulating a model in which the given cargo demand between two 
specific ports can be served by any route passing through these two ports. Nevertheless, cargo transshipment is still not 
allowed in this model. To take into account cargo transshipment, Mourão et al. (2001) studied the LSFDP in a simple 
hub-and-spoke (H&S) network which consists of two routes (a feeder route and a main route) and one origin-destination 
(O-D) port pair. All containers must be transshipped at the hub port in the feeder route. As the cruising speed of ships 
have direct implications on the round-trip time and bunker consumption, Gelareh and Meng (2010) presented a mixed-
integer programming model by discretizing the cruising speed to integrate the decision of optimal ship speed into the 
LSFDP. Unlike the above deterministic models, in a recent contribution, Meng and Wang (2010) investigated the 
uncertain demand in the LSFDP. They assume that a certain level of service for each route has to be maintained. The 
level of service is defined as the probability that all cargo demand on the route can be satisfied. Thus the uncertain 
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demand is formulated as chance constraints and these chance constraints are then transformed into their equivalent 
deterministic constraints. 

The LSFDP models found in the literature have two main shortcomings when compared to the practical liner 
shipping operations. First, most of the models assume that the cargo demand is associated with a certain liner route, thus 
can solely be fulfilled by direct transportation services on the route without transshipment. As a matter of fact, in liner 
shipping practices, it is prevalent to transfer containers at an intermediate port from one ship to another. Transshipment 
not only enables the use of large containerships to exploit the economies of scale in the hub-and-spoke networks, but 
also expands the service scope in that the number of O-D pairs can be much more than the number of direct O-D 
services operated. Moreover, many routing options for an O-D pair become available due to the possibility of 
transshipment. Mourão et al. (2001) considered the issue of transshipment in a very special network setting with only 
one routing option. Cho and Perakis (1996) investigated multiple routing options without transshipment. These two 
models cannot be adapted to accommodate general cases of both transshipment and multiple routing options. Second, 
few attempts have been devoted to the inclusion of uncertain demand in the fleet deployment decisions. In contrast to 
industrial and tramp shipping which operate schedules in response to actual demand, liner shipping is based on a fixed 
schedule which is generally published up to six months into the future. This means that the fleet deployment decisions 
are made depending on the demand forecast. The forecast is seldom error-free and hence it is advisable to capture the 
uncertain nature of the demand. As will be reported in Section 5, compared with simply using the average demand 
value, the inclusion of the uncertain demand in making the fleet deployment decisions yields superior solutions in terms 
of the expect profit. The only model with uncertain demand we are aware of is proposed by Meng and Wang (2010). 
However, this model relies on the assumption that the container numbers in the O-D port pairs are independent and 
normally distributed. Thus its applicability to real-life situations is rather limited. 

In this paper, we take the initiative to investigate the LSFDP with cargo transshipment, multiple routing options 
and demand uncertainty. The uncertain demand is represented by a multivariate random variable and can have any 
general probability distribution. This problem is formulated as a stochastic model with the objective of maximizing the 
expected profit. We use the sample average approximation (SAA) method to solve the model and estimate the statistical 
optimality gap. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is the detailed description of the LSFDP. In Section 
3 we first present the stochastic programming formulation for the basic LSFDP; then we discuss some extensions of the 
model to adapt to more practical constraints. Section 4 is dedicated to employing the SAA method to address the 
stochastic model. Section 5 is a numerical example to assess the proposed model. Conclusions are presented in Section 
6. 
 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
Consider a liner shipping company operating a set of routes to transport containers between pairs of ports. The itinerary 
(sequence of portcalls) of each route is given as the input for the fleet deployment problem. All the routes have a 
weekly service frequency. The liner shipping company deploys a string of ships of the same type on each route in order 
to maintain the weekly service frequency and to deliver containers at maximum profit. Liner routes intersect at the 
common port of call, and thus containers can be transshipped between ships on two liner routes. An illustrative liner 
shipping network is shown in Figure 1. 

In the mathematical description of the problem, the set of routes is represented by R. The number of portcalls in a 

round-trip of a route r∈R is denoted by Nr. We use the port calling sequence on a route to refer to the port of call 

because a port may be visited more than once during a round-trip. For example, route r3 in Figure 1 has 4 portcalls. If 
SH is defined as the 1st portcall, both the 2nd and the 4th portcalls refer to SG, but they are different portcalls. Similarly, 
we define the ith leg of a route r, denoted by r(i), as the voyage from the ith portcall to the (i+1)th, except that the Nr

th leg 
is from the Nr

th portcall to the 1st . We further define Ir:={1,2 … Nr}. A corresponding definition for the routes in Figure 
1 is presented in Table 1.  
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Figure 1. A Liner Shipping Network  
SH: Shanghai; SG: Singapore; JK: Jakarta; PK: Port Klang 

 
 

Table 1. Portcalls and Legs of Routes 
 

Route Portcalls Legs 

r1: JK-SG 1st: JK; 2nd: SG r1(1): JK-SG; r1(2): SG-JK 

r2: SH-SG-JK 1st: SH; 2nd: SG; 3rd:JK r2(1): SH-SG; r2(2): SG-JK; r2(3): JK-SH 

r3: SH-SG-PK-SG 1st: SH; 2nd: SG; 3rd:PK; 4th: SG r3(1): SH-SG; r3(2): SG-PK; r3(3): PK-SG; r3(4): SG-SH 

 
 

2.1 Fleet Deployment 
 

The liner shipping company has a set of ships to deploy on the liner routes. Let S be the set of ship types and the 

container capacity in terms of twenty-foot-equivalent unit (TEU) of a particular ship type s∈S is denoted by Vs. We 
assume that there are an unlimited number of ships in each type. When a route r is deployed with ships of type s, we 
first assume that the number of ships is fixed and we will relax this assumption later on. Consequently, the cost of 
operating the route, denoted by crs ($/week), including the fuel costs, daily running costs, port charges and canal fees as 
in Perakis and Jaramillo (1991), is also determined. As each route has a weekly service frequency, the round-trip time 
equals the number of ships deployed multiplied by 7 days. For instance, if the round-trip time is 35 days on a route r, 5 
ships are required to ensure the same portcall is visited on the same day every week. The round-trip time consists of the 
time at sea (the round-trip distance divided by cruising speed), the time for pilotage in and out of ports, and the berth 
time for container handling. We assume the ship speed and the pilotage time at port are given, thus the maximum berth 
time Trs (h) for container handling at all portcalls of the route-ship type combination r-s is also determined and must be 
respected.  
 
 
2.2 Container Routing Plan 
 
The liner shipping company transport containers from the origin port to the destination. Denote the set of O-D port pairs 
by D and lowercase letter d refers to a particular O-D. The number of containers for an O-D d is denoted by a random 
variable ξd (TEUs/week). We assume that the value of ξd, although unknown in advance, remains constant in each week 

over the fleet deployment planning period. The joint probability distribution of ξd, d∈D, is estimated e.g. from historical 
data and used as input for the fleet deployment decisions. The revenue from delivering one TEU for the O-D d is gd 
(dollars/TEU).  

Usually there are many routing options for delivering containers from origin to destination. For example, in Figure 
1, containers from JK to SH can be transported (i) on route r2; or (ii) on route r1 to SG, and then transshipped to ships 
on route r3 and then delivered to SH. Each routing option is defined as a container routing plan (referred to as routing 
plan for short hereafter). A routing plan, denoted by h, consists of a group of ordered legs to be visited. For example, 

the above mentioned two routing plans for the demand JK to SH, can be denoted by r2(3) and r1(1)→r3(4), respectively. 

Some routing plans for the liner shipping network in Figure 1 are provided in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Routing Plans for Different O-Ds 
 

O-D Routing Plans 

d1: JK-SH h1: r2(3) 

 h2: r1(1)→r3(4) 

d2: SH-PK h3: r3(1)→ r3(2) 

d3: SH-SG h4: r2(1) 

 h5: r3(1) 

 
 
A routing plan contains all information on how containers are transported, such as origin, destination, liner routes 

involved, and transshipment ports. An O-D d may have several routing plans, the set of which denoted by Hd, whereas a 
routing plan corresponds to a single O-D. Containers of the same O-D can be split among several routing plans. The set 
of all the routing plans, denoted by H, is provided by the liner shipping company as an input for the fleet deployment 
model. 

The operating cost of a route is determined once its fleet deployment decision is made. The main variable cost in 
liner shipping operations is the container handling cost, which consists of loading cost at origins, discharging cost at 
destinations and transshipment costs at transshipment ports, if any. Two routing plans for the same O-D may incur 
different handling costs. For example, the routing plan h1 in Table 2 involves exclusively the loading cost at JK and 
discharging cost at SH, while the routing plan h2 is associated with an additional transshipment cost at SG. We denote 
the handling cost of the routing plan h by ch (dollars/TEU).  

Routing plans also influence the berth time of related routes. Let tps (h/TEU) be the average container handling 
time at port p for ship type s. Note that larger ships allow more quay cranes to work simultaneously, thus having a 
higher handling efficiency. Containers in routing plan h2 are loaded at JK and discharged for transshipment at SG on 
route r1. Hence if route r1 is deployed with ships of type s, let p=JK and q=SG, then the incremental berth time on route 
r1 for routing plan h2 is tps+tqs (h/TEU).  

 
 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 

In view of the uncertain demand, the liner shipping company aims to maximize its expected profit. We first formulate 
the expected value model for the basic LSFDP described in Section 2. Then we discuss some extensions of the model to 
handle more practical constraints. 

 
 

3.1 Stochastic Model for the Basic LSFDP 
 

To formulate the stochastic model of the basic LSFDP, we need further notations. Let the binary coefficient δhri indicate 
whether routing plan h contains the ith leg of route r (δhri=1) or not (δhri=0). Denote by thrs (h/TEU) the incremental berth 
time incurred by one TEU in routing plan h on route r deployed with ships of type s. thrs=0 if the routing plan h does not 
use any leg of the route r. The decision variables are as follows: fh is the number of TEUs transported in routing plan h; 
xrs is a binary variable which takes the value 1 if and only if ships of type s are deployed on route r. The expected value 
model for the basic LSFDP is: 

 

[EVM]  * max
d

d h h rs rs
d D h H r R s S

z g c f c x
   

 
   

 
    (1) 

s.t. ,
d

h d
h H

f d D


    (2) 

 0, ,hri h s rs r
h H s S

f V x r R i I
 

             (3) 

 ,h hrs rs rs rs
h H s S

f t x T x r R
 

     (4) 

 1,rs
s S

x r R


    (5) 
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 {0,1}, ,rsx r R s S      (6) 

 0,hf h H    (7) 
 

The objective function (1) maximizes the expected profit. The first term is the revenue less the handling cost 
from shipping containers; the second term is the operating cost of the routes. Constraints (2) require that the number of 
containers transported do not exceed the demand. Constraints (3) are the capacity constraints imposed on each leg of 
the routes. Constraints (4) ensure that the maximum berth time is respected. Constraints (5) enforce that exactly one 
type of ship is deployed on each route. Constraints (6) denote xrs as binary variables and constraints (7) denote fh as 
nonnegative continuous variables. 

 
 

3.2 Model Extensions 
 
EVM has some simplifying assumption and now we extend EVM so that it can accommodate more practical 
constraints.  

We have assumed that there are an unlimited number of ships in each type. If this assumption is violated, let ns be 
the maximum number of ships of type s available and nrs be the number of ships required if ships of type s are deployed 
on route r, then we can add the following constraints: 

 

    ,rs rs s
r R

n x n s S


    (8) 

 
It is very probable that the liner shipping company not only services the spot market where the cargo demand is 

optional, but also has some contracted cargo which must be transported. Denote by md (TEUs) the number of contracted 
cargo for O-D d, the following constraints hold: 

 

 ,
d

h d
h H

f m d D


    (9) 

 
Practical liner routes normally provide weekly services. Otherwise we may let tr be the service frequency (number 

of days between two arrivals at a portcall) of route r, and constraints (3) and (4) can be restated as: 
 

 0, ,
7
r

hri h s rs r
h H s S

t
f V x r R i I

 

             (10) 

 ,
7
r

h hrs rs rs rs
h H s S

t
f t x T x r R

 

     (11) 

 
Some types of ship might not be compatible with all the routes, e.g., due to physical restrictions at ports. For any r-

s of the incompatible route-ship combinations, we simply define that xrs=0. 
When a liner route r is deployed with ships of type s, we have assumed that the number of ships is determined. If 

the liner shipping company decides to add one more ship in order to provide more berth time (here one week for a 
weekly service) for container handling at ports, we can simply consider this deployment as having nrs+1 ships of type s1 
which have exactly the same properties as ships of type s. 

In constraint (3), we have used the vessel capacity Vs as the leg capacity for all voyage legs. In practice, ships may 
not be allowed to fully load on some legs because of restricted water. Therefore the capacity might vary on different 
legs of a route. We can let Vrsi be the capacity on the ith leg of route r when it is deployed with ships of type s, and 
constraints (3) can be restated as: 

 0, ,
 

      hri h rsi rs r
h H s S

f V x r R i I       (12) 

 
 

4. SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
 
In this section we present the solution algorithm for the basic model of the LSFDP. The extensions of the basic model 
can be addressed similarly. The basic model is difficult in that it is a stochastic one with nonlinear constraints (4). In 
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Section 4.1, we use the sample average approximation method to transform the stochastic model into an approximating 
deterministic model. Section 4.2 is dedicated to the statistical analysis of the solution quality. An equivalent linear 
formulation of constraints (4) is presented in Section 4.3.  
 
 
4.1 Sample Average Approximation 
 

Unless the uncertain demand ξd, d∈D, has a small number of possible realizations (scenarios), it is usually impossible to 

solve EVM exactly. One approach for approximately solving EVM is the sample average approximation (SAA) 
method (Verweij et al., 2003). The SAA method is an approach for solving stochastic optimization problems by using 
Monto Carlo simulation. In this technique the objective function of the stochastic program is approximated by a sample 
average estimate derived from a random sample. The resulting sample average approximating problem is then solved by 
deterministic optimization approaches. This process is repeated with different samples to obtain a good candidate 
solution along with the statistical estimate of its optimality gap. 

To solve EVM, we first uses the Monte Carlo procedure to generate N independent and identically distributed 

observations  n
d , n=1, 2… N, according to the joint probability distribution of the demand. Then the expected value 

function is approximated by the sample average function.  Let IN:={1, 2… N}, and the approximating deterministic 
model is:  

[ADM] 
1
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   rs
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 {0,1}, ,rsx r R s S      (18) 

 0, ,    n
h Nf h H n I  (19) 

 
 
4.2 Statistical Analysis of Solution Quality 
 

ADM is a deterministic optimization problem and its optimal objective value Nz  and optimal fleet deployment 

decisions, denoted by the vector Nx , can be used as an estimate of their counterparts *z  and *x  in EVM. This 

approach is justified by the epi-convergence theory: under mild assumptions, 1{ }N Nz converges to *z with 

probability 1, and accumulation points 1{ }N Nx are optimal solutions to EVM with probability 1 (Shapiro, 1991).  

As ADM is an approximating model, we need to assess the quality of the solution provided by ADM. To this end, 

a common way is to estimate the lower and upper bounds of *z in EVM. We use the method proposed by Mak et al. 

(1999) to estimate the statistical upper and lower bounds of *z . To keep this paper relatively self-contained, we briefly 

introduce this method. 

From Mak et al. (1999), the expected value of Nz  has the property *
1N Nz z z    in the maximization 

problem ADM. Consequently, if we generate M independent samples of the uncertain demand, each of size N, and 

obtain M optimal objective values k
Nz  and the optimal solution k

Nx  for ADM, 1,2 k M , then a statistical 

upper bound for *z can be estimated by  
1

/
M k

Nk
U z M


  . Let US be the sample variance of k

Nz , 

1,2 k M , then the statistic ( ) / /U N UU z S M    has a t-distribution with 1M degrees of freedom. 
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Let , 1 Mt  satisfy , 1{ } 1   MP T t , where the random variable T has a t-distribution with 1M degrees of 

freedom, and 0 1  , then , 1{ / } 1N M UP Ez U t S M     and hence , 1 /M UU t S M  is an 

upper bound of *z with at least 1  level of confidence. 

To estimate the lower bound, let * : arg max k
Nk z , 1,2 k M , and define 

** : k
N Nx x . Denote by z  the 

optimal objective value of EVM when the values of rsx  are fixed at *
Nx . As *

Nx  is a feasible solution to EVM, z  

is a lower bound of *z . Generate another N ( N N ) observations jξ , 1, 2  j N , according to the joint 

probability distribution of the demand. These N  observations are independent from the previous ones generated for 

the estimation of the statistical upper bound. Let jz  be the optimal objective value of EVM when the values of 

rsx are fixed at *
Nx , and the random variables d  are replaced by the observation jξ , 1, 2  j N . It should be 

noticed that now EVM has become a deterministic optimization problem with simply the container routing variables 

hf . Consequently 
1

/
N

jj
L z N




   can be used to estimate z . Similarly, denote by LS  the sample variance of 

jz , 1, 2  j N , then the statistic ( ) / /L LL z S N     has a t-distribution with 1 N degrees of 

freedom. Hence , 1 /N LL t S N   is a lower bound of *z with at least 1   level of confidence. 

Hence the optimal objective value of EVM *z  lies in the interval [ , ]L U  with at least 1 2  level of 

confidence. To assess the quality of the candidate solution *
Nx , we can use the relative optimality gap which is defined 

as | ( ) / |U L L . 

 
 
4.3 Linearization 
 
There are still difficulties in solving ADM as the constraints (4) are nonlinear. However, they can be replaced with the 
following equivalent linear constraints: 
 

 (1 ), ,


       h hrs rs H rs
h H

f t T M x r R s S  (20) 

 

In constraint (20), HM is a huge number which ensures that when 0rsx , no constraints on the hf  variables 

are imposed. HM  can be set as the maximum container handling time during a round-trip of any route with any type 

of ship. To represent the value of HM mathematically, let rsit denote the average container handling efficiency 

(h/TEU) at the ith port of route r  for ships of type s, then we can set 

max{2 | , }


    
r

H s rsii I
M V t r R s S , in which 2


r

s rsii I
V t means the berth time of route r  with ships 

of type s, when full shipload of containers are discharged and another full shipload loaded at all portcalls.  
 
 

5. CASE STUDY  
 
 
We test our model and algorithm on a case inspired from real-world problems faced by a major liner shipping company.  
This test case has a network of 46 ports as shown in Figure 2. There are a total of 3 types of ship, 1500 TEUs, 3000 
TEUs and 5000 TEUs, to be deployed on 11 routes that connect the 46 ports. A total of 652 O-D port pairs have non-
zero container shipping demand. For each O-D d, we assume that there are three possible scenarios of the container 
number, μd, μd(1+κ), and μd(1-κ), 0<κ<1, each having a probability of 1/3. The container numbers of different O-D pairs 
are independent. We test three cases of demand variability with κ=0.2, κ=0.5 and κ=0.9. In each case, the total number 
of possible realizations of the uncertain demand is 3652.  

Recall from Section 4.2 that the SAA method requires the solution of ADM M times, each including N sampled 
scenarios. In this case study we set M=21 and N=30. The number of observations N  for calculating the lower bound 
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is set to be 201. We use the open source code lp_solve version 5.5 (Lp_solve, 2010) and develop the algorithm with 
C++ on Visual Studio 2005. All computations are carried out on a computer with an Intel Duo 3.20 GHz processor and 
3 GB of RAM. 

Computational results show that it takes less than 9 minutes to calculate one instance of ADM. The statistical 
lower bound, upper bound, confidence interval and relative optimality gap for different demand variability are presented 

in Table 3. In all the three cases of demand variability, the standard deviations of jz  and k
Nz  are less than 4% of 

their respective average value. Consequently the 95% confidence interval is very tight, and the relative optimality gap is 
less than 1%. Moreover, the variance of the statistical lower bound, upper bound, the width of the confidence interval 
and the relative optimality gap increase with the variability of the demand. 

To justify the efforts for solving the stochastic fleet deployment model, we also calculate the expected profit of 
fleet deployment decisions without considering demand uncertainty with the following procedure: firstly, solve the 
deterministic optimization problem EVM by replacing the random variable ξd with their mean value μd in constraints 
(2), and get the optimal fleet deployment result; then use different realization of ξd to calculate the expected value of the 
profit similar to the calculation of lower bound in Section 4.2. The comparison result under different demand variability 
is presented in Figure 3. In all the demand variability cases, the expected profit with the inclusion of demand 
uncertainty in fleet deployment decisions is higher. 

 
Figure 2. A Liner Shipping Network with 46 Ports 

 
Table 3. Statistical Analysis of Solution Quality 

 
Demand 

Variability 

  

jz  k
Nz  95% Confidence Interval Relative 

Optimality 

Gap Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev. L  U  

0.2 26.58 0.201 26.59 0.035 26.58 26.60 0.1% 

0.5 26.58 0.506 26.60 0.086 26.51 26.64 0.5% 

0.9 26.26 0.988 26.28 0.162 26.12 26.35 0.9% 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Expected Profit with and without Considering Demand Uncertainty 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we have investigated a novel LSFDP arising in the liner shipping industry. Many practical constraints in 
liner shipping operations, such as container handling time, weekly service frequency, transshipment, multiple routing 
plans, are incorporated. In view of the uncertain demand, we optimize the fleet deployment decisions by maximizing 
the expected profit. The case study based on realistic problems shows that the problem can be solved efficiently with 
the sample average approximation method and the statistical relative optimality gap is very tight. Results also suggest 
that the inclusion of uncertain demand into the model is preferable compared with using the deterministic average 
demand value.  
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Abstract: Greenhouse gas emissions from shipping are an increasing concern so that many shipping companies are 
making efforts to reduce the speed of ships aiming at reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Motivated from this practice, 
this paper aims at finding the optimal ship speed, fueling ports and fueling amount at the ports for a given single ship 
route. The objective of the problem is to minimize fixed fuel ordering, fuel purchase, fuel inventory holding, and ship 
time costs as well as environmental cost related to greenhouse gas emissions. We suggest an optimal algorithm by 
extending the shortest path algorithm. We demonstrate the procedure of the algorithm using sample data. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Compared with the other transport modes such as road and aviation, maritime transport has been able to dodge 
international environmental regulations for a long time due to its image as an environmental-friendly mode. However, 
over the past half century, maritime transport has been burdened with rapid growth of international trade. On account of 
this situation, maritime transport is now regarded as a main contributor to harming the environment by emitting the 
greenhouse gases. Maritime transport is the second largest CO2-emissions contributor in transportation sector as can be 
seen in Figure 1.  

Following the Kyoto Protocol and UN’s sequential actions, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has 
been discussing various measures to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions from international shipping. In addition, the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change suggests implementing emission trading scheme (ETS) for international 
shipping as a cost effective manner of compliance with emission regulation. Historically, ETS has significance as the 
cornerstone of the European Union’s strategy as well as the first international emission trading system for dealing with 
the climate change. To respond to these recent developments, many shipping companies have used technological and 
operational approaches such as speed reduction, power and propulsion systems, vessel hull design, voyage optimization, 
renewable energy, and so forth to save fuel consumption generating the greenhouse gas emissions (International 
Maritime Organization, 2009). Among the methods, ship speed reduction is a simple and effective way for reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. A recent news release by the website of Oceana states ‘Reducing commercial ship speeds, by 
only a few knot, yields salutary results for both shipping companies and the environment. “Slower steaming” saves on 
fuel consumption and cost while also releasing fewer greenhouse gas emissions. The commercial shipping industry is 

 
Figure 1. 2006 World CO2 Emissions from Fossil Fuel Combustion (Source: OECD (2009)) 
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beginning to catch on to the benefits of slower steaming and many companies are now enjoying the rewards of more 
sustainable emissions through monetary savings.’ (Fagerholt et al. 2010).  

Under this context, the objective of this paper is to optimize the ship speed during the navigation of a ship. Our 
study applies to an exemplary fixed shipping route, such as the one depicted in Figure 2 with eight ports calls. Here, 
slower steaming results in lower fuel consumption, smaller number of fueling ports, and lower CO2 emissions, while it 
results in more navigation time, and vice versa. By taking account of the trade-offs, we deal with the problem of 
determining fueling ports, fueling amount, and the ship speed for a given shipping route of a single ship. In fact, our 
problem is a variant of the classical fuel management problem, which determines fueling depots and amount, in that our 
problem determines the ship speed by considering CO2 emissions. We suggest an optimal algorithm by extending the 
shortest path algorithm on a directed acyclic graph to solve the problem.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes previous research related to our 
problem. In Section 3, we describe the problem details and define related cost functions. Section 4 describes the optimal 
algorithm and Section 5 presents numerical experiments using a sample data. The final section describes the summary 
and suggestions for future research.  

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The relevant literature to our problem can be overall twofold: the fuel management problem and the problem of 
determining the ship speed. For fuel management research, there is no research article in the field of maritime industry 
to the best of our knowledge, though marine fuel management is one of the most important operational problems. 
Therefore, we review previous research on the aircraft fuel management problem with some articles. On the other hand, 
several researchers have used the speed reduction of ships as an option for saving the fuel consumption and thereby for 
alleviating harm to the environment. For convenience of the literature review, we classify previous research articles on 
determining ship speed with respect to their research objectives: fuel consumption saving and reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions.  

For the fuel management problem, Darnell and Loflin (1977) considered the problem of determining the fueling 
station and vendor for each flight by considering prices, availability, fuel consumption, flight data, and cost of tankerage 
as the objective function and constraints. To solve the problem, they used a linear programming model implemented at 
National Airlines. They reported that National Airlines saved the multi-million dollar using the model. Stroup and 
Wollmer (1992) considered the fuel cost minimization problem with station and supplier constraints to estimate the 
potential profit in McDonnell Doulas. The station and supplier constraints are an upper and lower bound on the amount 
of fuel that may be purchased at a particular station and supplier, respectively. The problem is formulated as a linear 
programming model and they reported that 5 to 6 % cost savings were achieved using the model. Zouein et al. (2002) 
considered a multi-period capacitated problem and developed a linear programming model. They illustrated the 
applicability of this model to Middle East Airline's operations and argued to obtain 10 % dollar savings by applying it 
over a one week planning horizon. 

For the problem of fuel consumption saving, Ronen (1982) is a pioneer in the research related to ship speed 
determination. Using the relation that fuel consumption is a cubic function of speed, he suggested cost models for 
determining an optimal ship speed for different types of legs in order to cope with high fuel price. Later, Ronen (2010) 

 

Figure 2. Example of a Shipping Route 
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extended his previous models by considering the weekly shipping service prevalent in maritime industry and suggests a 
procedure to determine the optimal speed and the number of ships deployed in a route. Brown et al. (2007) suggested a 
linear programming model to optimize the fuel consumption when transit time of a ship is given. Notteboom and 
Vernimmen (2009) consider the impact of increased bunker costs on the design of liner services and suggested a cost 
model to analyze the impact of bunker cost changes on the operational costs of shipping firms. Fagerholt et al. (2010) 
considered the problem with constraints of time window for the start of service. They formulated the problem as a non-
linear programming model which can be solved by a non-linear programming solver. Then, they proposed an alternative 
solution methodology, in which the arrival times are discretized and the problem is solved as a shortest path problem on 
a directed acyclic graph. Extensive computational results showed the superiority of the shortest path approach and the 
potential for fuel savings on shipping routes.  

For the problem of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, some research papers have recently emerged in the 
literature. Matsukura et al. (2009) considered a ship route design problem and suggested a mixed integer programming 
model with the objective of minimizing CO2 emission while satisfying customer demand and time window constraints. 
Using the model and data in the container transportation network in Japan, they obtained the routes of ships with 
different capacities, speeds, and main engine horsepower. Corbett et al. (2009) and Wang et al. (2010) developed a 
profit-maximization equation to estimate route-specific, economically-efficient speeds. They explored policy impacts of 
a fuel tax and speed reduction mandate on CO2 emissions. 

From the above literature review, it is clear that no previous studies have been undertaken yet to consider the 
maritime fuel management problem of determining the ship speed by considering CO2 emissions. This study, therefore, 
intends to fill the gap in the literature. 
 
 

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
We summarize first the notations used throughout the paper as follows.  
 
Parameters 

c unit time cost of the ship 
cij total cost occurred during the navigation from port i to port j 
dij sailing distance from port i to port j 
e CO2 emission per unit fuel consumed  
f fuel consumption at designed speed of the ship 
hi unit inventory holding cost of fuel if the fuel is purchased in port i 

pi unit fuel purchase cost at port i 
qmax capacity of fuel tanker of ship 
si fixed ordering cost charged if fueling at port i 
t tax per unit CO2 emission  
v designed speed of the ship 
vmin minimum ship speed  
vmax maximum ship speed 
∆ discrete speed interval 
 

Decision variables 
F fuel consumption rate on the voyage depending on ship speed  
Qij fueling amount at port i for sailing from port i to j  

Tij sailing time from port i to port j  
V ship speed 
 
Fuel consumption can be approximated by a well-known cubic function of speed as follows (Ronen 1982, 2010). 

 

3
3

f
F V

v
 

 

 (1) 

For simplicity, we assume that the vessel navigates with the same speed along the route and no time is spent in the ports 
without loss of generality. For practical reasons, we assume that the ship speed has its maximum speed, vmax, and 
minimum speed, vmin. We also assume that the ship speed increases or decreases by a discrete interval value ∆. This 
assumption may be acceptable in practice since shipping companies make their policy on the ship speed with a discrete 
number, e.g., 20 knot, 21 knot.  

Figure 3 illustrates our problem along a given single ship route with four ports calls, indexed i, j, k, and l in the 
figure. Horizontal and vertical axes represent sailing time of the ship and fuel inventory level in the ship, respectively. 
Qij represents fueling amount at port i for sailing from port i to j and Tij represents sailing time of the ship from port i to 
j. Fueling amount Qij is limited by a fuel tank capacity of the ship qmax. After fueling Qij at port i, the ship consumes fuel 
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at rate F until the fuel is run out at port j, i.e., fuel inventory level becomes zero at port j. Using equation (1) and the 
transit time-speed formula Tij = dij/V, the fueling amount can be expressed as follows. 

2
3ij ij ij
f

Q T F d V
v

      

For determining optimal fueling strategy, we need to consider fixed ordering, fuel purchase, and fuel inventory 
holding costs as in ordinary inventory control problems, as well as ship sailing time cost. In addition, we need to take 
account of environmental cost in the determination in order to incorporate CO2 emitted by the ship.  

The fixed ordering cost si is associated with ordering fuel at port i. The ordering cost associated with typing and 
negotiating the purchase order does not depend on the amount of fuel ordered. The fuel purchase cost is the cost of 
buying the fuel at port i to sail from port i to j, which is expressed as its unit cost multiplied by the amount purchased as 
follows. 

2
3i ij i ij
f

p Q p d V
v

      

The inventory holding cost is associated with keeping the fuel in the ship in inventory for a period of time. 
Typically, when the fuel is carried in inventory, the capital invested is not available for other purposes. That is, this 
represents a cost of forgone opportunities for other purposes, which is assigned to inventory as an opportunity cost. The 
fuel inventory holding cost during the navigation from port i to j is calculated by the unit inventory holding cost 
multiplied by the average inventory from port i to j as follows. 

2
32 2

ij
i ij i ij

Q f V
h T h d

v
       

The ship sailing time cost includes the fixed cost including the capital cost, the maintenance, crew wage, and so 
forth. The cost from port i to j is represented by the unit cost of ship multiplied by the sailing time as follows.  

ij
ij

d
c T c

V
    

The environmental cost related to CO2 emission of the ship is associated with possible tax imposed on CO2 
emission generated from fuel consumption. The cost is calculated by considering tax on unit CO2 emission, CO2 
emission generated from unit fuel amount, and fuel amount purchased, denoted as  

2
3ij ij
f

t e Q t e d V
v

       .  

Based on above cost functions, the total cost during the navigation from port i to j is then  

2 2 2
3 3 32

ij
ij i i ij i ij ij

df f V f
c s p d V h d c t e d V

Vv v v
                .  (2) 

Now, the considered problem can be defined as the problem of determining the ship speed, fueling ports, and 
fueling amount at the ports along the route for the objective of minimizing the sum of fixed ordering, fuel purchase, fuel 
inventory holding, ship sailing time, and environmental costs. The problem is constrained by minimum and maximum 
speeds, fuel tank capacity, and speed change by a discrete interval. Finally, the other assumptions made in this research 
are summarized as follows: (a) no time is needed for fueling at all ports; (b) container weights on the ship does not 
influence on fuel consumption rate; and (c) the ship is perfect in state, i.e., it is not out of order during its navigation.  
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Figure 3. Fuel Inventory Level for Sailing 
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4. SOULUTION ALGORITHM 
 
The problem considered in this research can be formulated as a shortest path problem under the condition that ship 
speed V is given. Since ship speed is given, we only need to determine fueling ports. Here, fueling amount is 
automatically calculated since the amount at a port is exactly the amount that the ship can navigate until the next fueling 
port. To formulate the problem as a shortest path problem, consider a directed acyclic graph with nodes {1, 2, …, n} 
representing ports and arcs (i, j) for all i < j. The cost of arc (i, j) is the cost of fueling at port i and navigating until port j, 
i.e., cij defined in (2). Clearly, the optimal solution of our problem with a given ship speed V is the least cost path from 
node 1 to node n. Here, the fuel tank capacity restriction can be considered by eliminating the corresponding arcs from 
consideration, i.e., if the fueling amount Qij for arc (i, j) is more than the fuel tank capacity qmax, the corresponding arcs 
are eliminated from further consideration. Figure 4 shows an example of the shortest path problem with four ports calls.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Shortest Path for the Problem with a Given Speed 
 

The shortest path problem can be formulated as a dynamic programming model. Let H(k) be the cost of the 
cheapest path from node 1 to k, i.e., the optimal cost of the subproblem from node 1 to k, called kth subproblem 
hereafter, which is defined as  

2
max31 1

( ) min { ( 1) | }ik ik
i k

f
H k H i c d V q

v  
       

with H(1) = 0. The optimal cost of the problem with a given ship speed H(n) can be obtained by computing H(k) in 
forward direction, starting from k = 2 and ending at k = n. Working back gives a corresponding optimal solution.  

Then, the original problem can be solved optimally by increasing the ship speed by the discrete speed interval ∆ 
from vmin to vmax. The procedure of the optimal algorithm is summarized below. 
 
Procedure  
 
Step 1. Set V = vmin  

Step 2. Set k = 2 and H(1) = 0. 

Step 3. From i = 1 to k – 1 satisfying f/v3·dik·V
2 ≤ qmax, calculate 

2 2 2
3 3 3

( 1)
2

ik
ik i i ik i ik ik

df f V f
H H i s p d V h d c t e d V

Vv v v
                   

Step 4. Obtain the cheapest path from node 1 to k using 

1 1
( ) min ik

i k
H k H

  
  

Step 5. Set k = k + 1. If k ≤ n (index for the last node), go to Step 2 and go to Step 6, otherwise.  

Step 6. Set V = V + ∆. If V ≤ vmax, go to Step 2 and stop, otherwise.  
 

The optimal algorithm is a pseudo polynomial algorithm with O((vmax-vmin)/∆·n2) since Steps 2 to 5 can be 
computed in O(n2) and the same steps iterate O((vmax-vmin)/∆) times in the above procedure. 
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
 

In this section, we demonstrate the above procedure using the data collected from various sources. We used the 
shipping route in Figure 2. In the route, Pusan port is regarded as the starting and last ports, i.e., the ship’s sailing 
sequence is Pusan → Kwangyang → Xiamen → Yantian → HongKong → Kaohsiung → Pusan → Long Beach → 
Oakland → Pusan, which are in the shortest path network numbered as 1, 2, …, 10, respectively. The ship used in the 
test is a 5000 TEU container ship with fuel tank capacity 10,681 m3 (Kim 2006), designed speed 24 knot, and fuel 
consumption rate at the speed 149 ton per day (Notteboom and Vernimmen 2009). The minimum and maximum speeds 
of the ship were set to 6 knot and 26 knot respectively and the discrete speed interval was set to 0.1 knot. The distance 
data between ports is obtained from SeaRates’ website, summarized in Table 1. Fuel price (USD per ton) at Pusan, 
Kwangyang, Xiamen, Yantian, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, Long Beach, and Oakland, obtained from the websites of 
Bunker Index, Bunker World, and Shipping Online, were set to 450.0, 450.0, 470.5, 461.5, 438.0, 484.0, 435.5 and 
442.0, respectively. Among them, Yantian and Oakland ports’ fuel prices were replaced by that of GuangZhou and San 
Francisco, respectively, due to their absence. The fixed ordering cost at each port was obtained from 10 times fuel price 
at the port and inventory holding cost at each port was obtained by 0.01 times fuel price at the port. CO2 emission was 
set to 3 tCO2 per fuel ton obtained from the websites of Korea Energy Management Corporation and the emission tax 
was set to 100 USD per tCO2 originated from Corbett et al. (2009). Finally, the unit time cost of the ship was set to 
25,116 USD per day, approximated from the data in Kim (2005). 

Figure 5 shows the total costs at different ship speeds. The optimal ship speed and total cost are 9.6 knot and 
2,598,965.8 USD, respectively. As expected, the total cost decreases at first and increases after the optimal speed, as the 
ship speed increases. This can be explained by the trade-off relationship between the ship time cost and the other costs, 
as described earlier. In fact, the optimal ship speed 9.6 knot is significantly lower than the speed used in practice since 
our model did not include the daily value of containers due to its absence. Once the value is incorporated into our model, 
the optimal ship speed will be increased. In order to exactly incorporate the daily value of containers into our model, we 

 
Figure 5. Total Cost Function 

Table 1. Distance Between Ports  
unit: nautical miles 

  
Kwang 
yang 

Xiamen Yantian 
Hong 
Kong 

Kaoh 
siung 

Pusan 
Long 
Beach 

Oakland Pusan 

Pusan 103 1023 1292 1333 1676 2607 8531 8895 13873 
Kwangyang - 920 1189 1230 1573 2504 8428 8792 13770 

Xiamen - - 269 310 653 1584 7508 7872 12850 
Yantian - - - 41 384 1315 7239 7603 12581 

Hong Kong - - - - 343 1274 7198 7562 12540 
Kaohsiung - - - - - 931 6855 7219 12197 

Pusan - - - - - - 5924 6288 11266 
Long Beach - - - - - - - 364 5342 

Oakland - - - - - - - - 4978 
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Table 2. Optimal Solution of Each Subproblem at the Optimal Speed 
 

Last fueling 
port (i) 

kth subproblem 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 19233.2* 159957.7 * 204205.9 211073.3 269802.1 440710.8 1922004.4 2035217.7 3841374.6 
2 - 162619.9 206330.7 213116.2 271159.9 440208.7 1909668.5 2022154.6 3818367.4 
3 - - 203833.9* 209933.1 * 262293.5 * 416440.4 1809017.6 1917790.8 3674973.7 
4 - - - 214308.9 264642.3 413057.4 1761286.8 1866891.2 3575579.9 
5 - - - - 263973.8 409962.1 1722184.9 1824417.7 3473531.7 
6 - - - - - 409724.8* 1740586.7 1846233.7 3568398.9 
7 - - - - - - 1595994.4* 1690803.4 3245267.1 
8 - - - - - - - 1653077.9* 2623746.1 
9 - - - - - - - - 2598965.8* 

Optimal last 
fueling port 

1 
(Pusan) 

1 
(Pusan) 

3 
(Xiamen) 

3 
(Xiamen) 

3 
(Xiamen) 

6 
(Kaohsiung)

7 
(Pusan) 

8 
(Long Beach)

9 
(Oakland) 

Optimal 
fueling 

amount (ton) 
4.3 42.3 53.5 55.2 69.3 107.9 353.0 368.0 574.0 

 * minimum cost of the kth subproblem 

need to consider the values varying during the ship’s navigation since containers are loaded and unloaded at ports, 
which may result in the modification of our model. On the other hand, we describe how to derive the optimal cost at the 
optimal speed level in Table 2, which shows the optimal solution of each subproblem. The numbers in the upper right 
part of the table are the solution values of candidates in subproblems, e.g., 416440.4 is the solution value when fueling 
in port 3 in the 7th subproblem. As can be seen in the table, the optimal fueling ports are ports of Pusan, Xiamen, 
Kaohsiung, Pusan, Long Beach, and Oakland, and the optimal fueling amouts (ton) at the ports are 42.3, 69.3, 107.9, 
353.0, 368.0, and 574.0 in the above data setting.  
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
We considered the fuel management problem of a ship, which determines the ship speed, fueling ports, and fueling 
amount at the ports for the objective of minimizing the sum of fixed ordering, fuel purchase, fuel inventory holding, 
ship sailing time, and environmental costs. The environmental cost was considered as possible tax imposed on CO2 
emission of the ship during its navigation. To solve the problem, we suggested a pseudo polynomial algorithm by 
extending the shortest path algorithm after defining the cost factors. A numerical experiment on sample data showed 
that the optimal ship speed is 9.6 knot.  

This research can be extended in various ways. At first, although the sensitivity analysis was not performed in this 
paper due to space limitation, it is worthwhile analyzing the sensitivity of tax, fuel price, ship daily cost, and so forth. 
Second, as described earlier, the container value varying over the route needs to be considered in future research and the 
ship speed may be increased. Third, since this research considered a problem with a discrete speed interval, it is 
meaningful to consider a continuous ship speed problem. Third, a ship schedule may not be easily changed in real 
practice and hence, we need to consider a time window constraint of the ship service time at the ports. Fourth, the ship 
speed may be different in different legs of the route in practice and therefore, the problem with different ship speeds in 
legs is needed to consider as a future research topic. 
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Abstract: Unloading gravel from barges is activ ity wh ich, if it is n ot efficien tly realized , may have huge impact on 
overall productivity of  t he gravel di stribution sy stem. Th is impact is e xpressed though i ncreased time barges  s pend 
waiting unloading, instead transporting gravel from production si tes. Therefore, providing efficient and cost effective 
service of lo aded river b arges n eeds app ropriate allo cation plan for handling equ ipment. In ord er t o u tilize h andling 
facilities efficiently, and t o minimize waiting time of barges, it is necessary to co nsider both: assignment of handling 
equipment to unloading locations, and the order of servicing different unloading locations. 
This paper presents the model that can be used for solving problem of allocating handling devices to the barges in case 
when tasks appearance times are distributed over planning horizon. among the mixed integer programming formulation 
which is no t appropriate to so lve problems o f larg er dimensions, a n g reedy he uristic al gorithm “Do uble De ep 
Increment” has been also proposed.  
Keywords: gravel distribution, allocation of unloading devices, Mix Integer Programming, heuristics 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Gravel d istribution b y inland water transportation includes t hree m ain pha ses: l oading of gravel by a s uction 
dredger i nto barges, t ransport of gravel t o the p orts o r unloading l ocations, a nd u nloading of gravel by  a handling 
facility that usually consists of pontoon mounted crane and belt conveyor. Because of high costs, a number of handling 
facilities is u sually relativ ely s mall, an d requ ires su ccessive relocation  of h andling eq uipment b etween different 
unloading locations. Accordingly, providing efficient and cost effective service of loaded river barges needs appropriate 
allocation plan for handling equipment, which means defining sequence of unloading locations that should be served by 
each handling device.  

The problem may be introduced in fo llowing way. For a g iven collection of barges unloading tasks find a set of 
assignments to minimize the sum of the service times including waiting for service and handling devices transfer times. 
The p roblem of t his t ype m ay be co nsidered as dy namic han dling de vices sche duling pr oblem, whe re t asks se rvice 
ready times are known afte r the beginning of  the planning interval, o r as static problem, where all t asks are already 
known when the scheduling plan is determined. In this paper, only static problem (SHDAP) is studied. 

The objective of this problem is minimization of barges service times so that they can  spend as much as possible  
time in houling goods, i.e. by making profit to an owner. It is important to note that this problem is not only applicable 
to gravel distribution. It can be applied to other transportation modes, where resources are cars, trucks, containers,...,etc.  

It should be noted that although barge transportation in general is present in practice for a long tim e there are not 
much p aper related  to its operational con trol, Christiansen et al. (2007). The fi rst pu blished pape r rel ated t o 
management of fleet of barges is of O’Brien and Crane (1959) in which authors considered effects of implementing 
different sch eduling strategies on  ex isting b arge and towing  boats fleet u tilization. A too l used was sim ulation. In  
Schwartz (1968) linear mixed integer problem formulation was used for solving scheduling problem of fleet of barges 
and towing boats and objective of minimizing related costs. Another paper that uses simulation for modeling barges 
operational control is Taylor et al. (2005) in which authors are developed simulation based DSS as a help in dispatchers 
decision making. Developed DSS is nowadays in use in American Commercial Barge Line, LLC on tasks executed on 
Ohio River.  

Among mentioned papers in literature one can find papers related to the operational control of barges which are 
used in gravel transportation. Two such papers are Vukadinovic and Teodorovic (1994) and Vukadinovic et al. (1997) 
where a uthors us ed fuzzy lo gic an d ar tificial n eural n etworks i n m anaging system s characterize d with st ochastic 
processes. 

The problem of allocating of handling devices for barges unloading is studied by Vidovic and Vukadinovic (2006) 
who fo rmulated Hand ling Dev ices Allocation Problem – HDAP. Authors considered sta tic case of HDAP (SHDAP) 
and presented two approaches to its formulation. First one is based on three-dimensional assignment problem, while the 
second is based on similarities of SHDAP with the Sta tic Berth Allo cation Problem –  SBAP, respecting differences 
between tho se tw o pro blems. In  add ition, au thors presented t hree st ep heuristic alg orithm to  so lving SHDAP 
(CLASORD – CLustering ASsignment ORDering). First step classifies barges unloading tasks according to its locations 
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by performing K-means clustering technique. Second step determines sequences of task realizations within each cluster 
and assigns devices to clusters. This is realized by solving two dimensional assignment problem. Third step tries to find 
solution improvements by changing tasks between clusters. 

However, Vidovic and Vukadinovic (2006) consider only static case of t he problem in which all tasks are present 
in the system at the beginning of planning horizon. Therefore, logical step further could be t o consider more general 
problem, closer to real sysems wh ere not all of tasks are pr esent, i.e. not all of barges arrived at unloading positions at 
the beginning of planning horizon. Research presented in this paper tries to make this step forward, and to formulate the 
problem in the case wh en not all o f handling tasks are av ailable at th e beginning of observed interval, and to propose 
solution approach. 

Remaining o f the pa per i s organized a s f ollows. Section 2 puts forward t he m athematical form ulation of t he 
problem. Section 3 presents briefly description of so far developed, well known, heuristics algorithms for the problem 
solving and gives detailed description of new heuristic approach. In section 4, different solving approachs are compared 
on test example. Analysis of results, as well as direction for future research, are presented in section 5. 

 
 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
Allthough th e b erth allo cation problem is con sidered as similar to  t he HDAP, th ere are also an other related 

approaches. One important a rea related to  th e problem an alysed here is operational con trol of in ternal tran sportation 
system – OCITS ( Van der Meer 2000). The objective of t his st udy i s con struction of t asks se quences t hat eac h of 
internal transportation devices will fo llow while servicing tasks within planning horizon. The objective is to m inimize 
tasks’ service times, where an task realization  implies movement from a delivery location of previous task to a pick up 
location of next, loading i tem onto a de vice, movement to del ivery location of next task and finally, unloading i tem 
from device. Because of similarities with OCITS, it is possible to cnsider  SHDAP as a Traveling Repairman Problem 
with Time Windows - TRPTW.  

TRPTW formu lation im plies th at th e orig inal network comprising l ocations of t asks occ urrence s hould be 
transformed into a network of so called task-nodes. In such network each task is represented as a node, and then the 
problem is to find route which visits each task-node exactly once by some of m available devices. Distance between two 
task-nodes, i and j t hat here represents completion time of task j after the task  i is co mpleted, can, b e calcu lated by 
summarizing time needed for moving device v from the location of  task i to th e location of task j and time needed t o 
complete servicing task j, as shown in Figure 1.  

 
 

Figure 1. Transformation into a network of task-nodes 
 

If dij represents distance between locations of tasks i and j, vv denotes travel speed of the device v and svj represents 

service time of task j by device v, than time distance in transformed network is calculated as vj
ij

vij s
vv

d
t  . Because 

handling devices generally have different characteristics regarding relocating speed and/or unloading capacity as a each 
device will have its own n etwork. After this transformation, the problem to be solved can b e considred as a m ultiple 
Traveling Repairman Problem with Time Windows – mTRPTW. 

Linear programming formulation of mTRPTW which as a result defines optimal task servicing sequences for all of 
available devices during planning horizon is formulated as MIP in the following way: 
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Where: 
N-set of task-nodes  1,...,0 n to be visited by devices, indexed with i and j  
P- set of task-nodes  n,...,1  without nodes representing starting/ending point of every device (depot) 
V-set of devices  V,...,1  for realization of unloading tasks, indexed with v, V  represents cardinality of set V 

n- number of tasks for execution, n= P  
ri – appearance time of task-node i (left hand side boundary of time window) 
tv

ij – time needed by device v to come from task-node i to task-node j. Vv , jiNji  ,  
sv

i – service time of task i by device v, Vv  , Pi  
Av – time when device v becomes available for task execution, Vv  
M – big number 
Di – completition time of task i, Pi  
Dv

0 –  depot (task-node 0) leaving time of device v, Vv  
Dv

n+1 – returning time of device v into the depot (task-node n+1), Vv  









otherwise

jtasktoitaskfrommovingisvdeviceif
xv

ij 0
1

, Vv , Nji  ,  

Objective function (1) minimizes sum of  tasks’ waiting times, until the end of service, i.e. it m inimizes sum of 
total times between a task’s appearance and competition. Sets of constraints (2)-(5) and (12)-(13) provide realization of 
flows trough t he network. Cons traints (2) ensures that each task-node will be visited exactly once;  constraints (3) is 
flow conservation.; Constraints (4) give possibility to devices to leave task 0 (depot), and constraints (13) do not allow 
them to return to it; sim ilarly, constraints (5) and (14) provi de that devices can not leave task n+1, but that t hey can 
return to it. 

Constraints (6) – (8) define compatibility requirements between routes and sc hedules, while expressions (9)-(11) 
repesent time window constraints. Constraints (9) define left hand side boundary of the window, i.e. ti me after which 
task service is possible, while right hand side boundary does not exist. 

Nature of used decision variables, xv
ij (binary values) and Di (real values), as well as their mutual relationship, put 

this problem into a class of Mixed Integer Problems - MIP. Since mixed integer problems require significant amount of 
compytatioal, problem size is re duced to relatively small number of handling tasks. For example, CPLEX 12, run on 
AMD P henom I I 2.61 G Hz processor with 2 GB o f R AM, e ncountered m emory problem s related with t he size of 
branch-and-cut tree even for the problem of seventeen tasks. Therefore, necessity for e fficient heuristic algorithm for 
solving SHDAP becomess obvious.  
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3. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS 
 
Transformation of original network into task-node form  and then giving opportunity of solving the problem as a  

mTRPTW has additional advantage in posibility of implementing some of well known heur istic approaches developed 
for sol ving TSP. One good exam ple is po ssibility of i nsertion heuristics aoolication. This  greedy heuristics, in each 
iteration, builds solution by inserting a co nsidered task into a se quence of already allocated. Device to which task is 
going to be allocated, as well as location where task is inserted, are selected under criterion of minimal increasing of the 
objective function. More detailed escription of the heuristics can be found in van der Meer (2000). 

Although in  a bove m entioned st udy, ins ertion heuristics provided satisfactory results, when  it is applied to the 
HDAP, results cannot be evaluated as satisfying as is c oncluded in Bjelic (2009). Therefore, this paper proposes new 
Double Deep Increment - DDI heuristics algorithm to solving HDAP. 

Double D eep Increment heuristics also belongs t o a clas s of gree dy heuristic algorit hms with the number of 
iterations which is e qual t o number of tasks to be allocated. Heuristics is based on the c omputation of ave raged 
performance o f asi gning tas ks t o the  de vices, where t his perform ace is determ ined i n each iteration. Average 
performance AVik is calculated for every combination of unallocated tasks kB and available devices iH. Assignment 
is done for the task – device combination with the lowest  value of performance. Assigned task is then added as the lst 
element of the set of tasks to be served by selected device. 

Performances values consider two caracteristic measures. One determined effects of the task assignment, while the 
another compute effects of the assignment to all other still unallocated tasks. Namely, proposed performance measure 
estimates effects of assigning task k to device i by computing:  

 time that task k is going to spend in system when it is allocated to device i as the last task in i’s sequence, and 
 times that all other unassigned task would spend in the system if task k is goi ng to be allocated to device i as 

the next task in  i’s sequence. 
In this  way decisions on te a llocation a re made in  respect to c onsequences of the assignments, not only by the 

assignment effects itself. For exam ple, if only first level of assignments was co nsidered, tasks that appear later would 
have advantage because the time they spend in the system would be equal to serving time, i.e. they  would be served 
without waiting. Cause for this lies in  fact that devices would have enough time to come to locations of these tasks and 
wait for their appea rance. O n the othe r ha nd, beca use d evices us ually does n ot hav e enough time for moving to 
locations where tasks a ppeared at the beginning of planning horizon, those tasks obviously accumulate time spend in 
the waiting to the beginning of service. Therefore, if decision is made only by co nsidering first performance related to 
assignment effects, values of performance measurs for tasks appearing later in planning horizon will be better. 

However, because waiting for appearance of tasks arriving later, at the same time increases waiting times of earlier 
appeared tasks And this is why it is so important to include in analysis unassigned tasks as well.  

Pseudo code of propsed Double Deep Increment heuristics is: 
Set   0,0 nodeatlocatedareHidevicesallri   
Set j=0  to be the last element of set ri 
Set ETi0 = 0 
while B  
 fo r all Hi  
  fo r all Bk  

/* calculation of  completion time ETik of task k, when is served by device i after task j */ 

   
i

k

i

jk
kijik p

q

v

d
AETET  );max(  

   fo r all  kBl \  
/* calculation of completion time ETil of task l, when is served by device i after task 
k */ 

i

l

i

kl
likil p

q

v

d
AETET  );max(  

/* calculation of average performance AVik  of asigning task k to the device i */ 

     
B

AETAET

AV kBl
lilkik

ik






 \
)(

 

/* assigning  the task k to device i */ 
Find assignment (i,k) so that )(min

,
ik

ki
AV  

/* updating sets B, and ri */ 
  kBB \  
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  krr ii   
 kj   
end while 
 
Where: 
H – set of handling devices 
B – set of handling  tasks, which elements are in the same time nodes where tasks are located, hence  B  {0} 
represents all networks node including depot located in node 0 

B  - cardinality of set B 

Hi,Bri   – set of tasks served by handling device i ordered by the service order (first element is the index of the 
task which is served first) 
Ak – appearence time of task k  
djk – distance between nodes where located tasks  j B and  k B 
qk –  quantity of load to be handled while serving task k 
vi – travel velocity of the device i 
pi – productivity of the device i 

 
 

4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT 
 
In this chapter we co mpared solutions obtained by optimization model, insertion heuristics and proposed Double 

Deep Increment heuristics. Problems are generated on the following network (Figure 2). 
 distances (km) between network nodes which are also tasks locations are shown below 

 
 

0 - depot
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Figure 2. Layout of test network 
 

 there are three unloading devices with productivities of p1=100t/h, p2=150t/h, p3=200t/h 
 travel velocities of handling devices are v1=v2=v3=5km/h 
 task can appears in each location with the same probability  
 planning horizon is two days 
 time between task arrival is uniform ly distributed within the interval of [5,9] hours for the case of seven tasks 

in planning horizon, and within the interval of [3,5.4] for the case of twelve tasks in planning horizon 
 each task represents barge loaded by 1000t of gravel   
 at the beginning of planning horizon all hndling devices start from depot  
 five problem instances, shown in Table 1. and Table 2., with diggeent task appearance times and locations are 

analyzed both for cases of seven and twelve tasks in planning horizon 
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Table 1. Parameters of five problem instances in case of seven tasks in planning horizon 
 

Task 
No. 

Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3 Instance4 Instance 5 
Appearance 

time [h] Location Appearance 
time [h] Location Appearance 

time [h] Location Appearance 
time [h] Location Appearance 

time [h] Location 

1 6.474  6 7.878 4 6.962 3 8.241 2 8.613 6 
2 12.691  5 14.778 6 14.091 2 15.054 5 15.972 2 
3 17.987  2 21.942 3 21.841 3 23.461 5 24.928 4 
4 23.85  6 27.643 4 30.513 5 28.677 7 29.993 5 
5 29.803  6 34.762 1 36.278 5 35.608 2 37.604 4 
6 35.139  2 43.172 5 42.186 5 41.75 3 43.241 3 
7 41.812  5 50.939 2 50.973 4 48.115 6 49.937 4 

 
 

Table 2. Parameters of five problem instances in case of twelve tasks in planning horizon 
 

Task 
No. 

Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3 Instance4 Instance 5 
Appearance 

time [h] Location Appearance 
time [h] Location Appearance 

time [h] Location Appearance 
time [h] Location Appearance 

time [h] Location 

1 3.333 1 5.14 2 4.368 6 3.329 2 3.441 6 
2 7.255  5 9.927 2 8.889 5 8.56 4 7.337 3 
3 11.435 2 13.071 7 13.887 5 13.008 3 10.339 3 
4 16.817 5 17.424 4 16.966 4 17.493 5 13.892 6 
5 20.664 3 20.646 6 21.945 5 21.723 7 18.8 5 
6 24.725 6 24.214 7 25.181 1 25.229 7 22.619 2 
7 29.831 6 27.844 3 28.575 6 29.048 6 27.6 6 
8 34.638 6 30.947 4 32.261 3 33.399 3 30.766 7 
9 39.408 7 35.579 7 37.546 6 38.708 6 34.185 6 

10 44.402 5 38.954 1 40.798 2 42.376 3 39.345 4 
11 48.393 3 42.539 6 45.176 5 45.481 3 43.764 3 
12 52.116 6 46.86 2 50.143 6 49.218 3 49.074 4 

 
 
Results obtained through application of three mentioned approaches that comprise total waiting time of barges and 

schedules of handling devices are presented in Table 3. Table 4 shows relative ratios of solutions obtained by different 
solution approaches. 

Results of the experiments for the case of seven tasks in planning horizon show that in  contrast to th e Insertion 
heuristics, which gave solutions that are in average worse than optimal solutions for nearly 17%, DDI gave results that 
are i n a verage worse t han optimal solu tions only for 0.66%. Namely, solution generated with DDI had non optimal 
result in two instances, of which one has difference of roughly 1% compared to optimal result, while the difference of 
the seco nd was aro und 2.5%. Tab le 3 sh ows th at av erage so lution of  DDI is for arou nd 17% better th an Insertion 
heuristic, 51.5h compared to 62.1h. However differences are in much wider range from 3.14% to 29.28%. 

In the case of twelve tasks problem instances it is alm ost the sam e since average solution of DDI heuristics is 
better than average solution obtained by Insertion’s, for around 18% (165.1h compared to 201.8h), However, in t his 
case Insertion heuristics gave slightly (0.66%) better result for second instance. 

Also, from the solutions obtained by DDI heuristics, presented in Table 3, in case of fourth instance it is noticeable 
that solution could be improvemed if servicing sequences of the second and third device are inter changed. In that way 
device with higher productivity would serve more tasks, meaning that serving time would be shorter for 3.33 hours 
(2.46%) in that case.  

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
It can be concluded that the proposed DD heuristics is very simple for application, a nd gives good solutions in a 

very short time, wh ich suggest a po ssibility for practical use. Since the heuristic is pr omising, and gives encouraging 
results, it is necessary to continue with its i mplementation to additional exam ples, particularly to larger problem s (for 
example 20  n odes), w hich could be m ore ap propriate a s ty pical dim ension of the  r eal bar ges’ unloading problem. 
Another research direction is in the heuristic performances determination, and its adoption to real system requirements, 
particularly in the context of node priorities as well as  in improving perform ance m easures used for determining 
heuristic solution. Also, introducing solution improvement phase through interchanging tasks sequences, and devices 
would also be possible direction of future research.Additional research opportunity is a dynamic problem solving. 
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Finaly, overall conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that it’s deserves conducting a more comprehensive 
study which will include larger number of instances realized on different system layouts with different distributions of 
tasks’ inter arrival times.    
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Table 3. Solutions of the testing problems obtained by mathematical model, Insertion heuristics and DDI heuristics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 4. Relative relations between solutions 

 
 

  Seven task planning horizon Twelve task planning horizon 
  Optimum Insertion DDI Insertion DDI 

Instance Device  Task  
assignments 

Objective 
function 

Task  
assignments 

Objective 
function 

Task  
assignments 

Objective  
function 

Task  
assignments 

Objective  
function 

Task  
assignments 

Objective 
function 

1 
1 [2] 

49.85 
[3;6] 

51.414 
[3] 

49.85 
[3;5;10] 

225.52 
[1;5;11] 

169.03 2 [3;6] [2;5] [2;6] [2;4;6;12;9] [2;4;10] 
3 [1;4;5;7]  [1;4;7] [1;4;5;7] [1;7;8;11] [3;6;7;8;12;9] 

2 
1 [3] 

45 
[3;7] 

53.016 
[5] 

45.43 
[3;6;9] 

188.83 
[3;9;6] 

190.09 2 [2;4;6]  [2;5] [3;7] [2;5;8;12;10] [2;8;12;10] 
3 [1;5;7]  [1;4;6] [1;2;4;6] [1;4;7;11] [1;4;5;11;7] 

3 
1 [1] 

61.667 
[3;7] 

79.243 
[] 

63.16 
[3;7;9;12] 

175.37 
[6;8] 

139.7 2 [3;7] [2;4;5] [1;3;7] [2;5;8] [2;3;5;10] 
3 [2;4;5;6]  [1;6] [2;4;5;6] [1;4;6;10;11] [1;4;7;9;12;11] 

4 
1 [4] 

55.617 
[3;7] 

70.832 
[4] 

55.617 
[3;8;10;11;12] 

188.93 
[5;6] 

135.31 2 [2;3;7]  [2;5;6] [2;3;7] [2;4;7;9] [1;3;8;10;11;12]
3 [1;5;6]  [1;4] [1;5;6] [1;5;6] [2;4;7;9] 

5 
1 [4] 

43.333 
[3;6] 

56.0203 
[4] 

43.333 
[3;8] 

230.33 
[2;3;11] 

191.4 2 [2;6] [2;5] [2;6] [2;6;10;11] [6;10;5] 
3 [1;3;5;7]  [1;4;7] [1;3;5;7] [1;4;7;9;12;5] [1;4;7;9;12;8] 

Average 51.0934   62.10506  51.478  201.796  165.106 

 Seven task planning horizon Twelve task 
planning horizon 

Relation (Insertion-Optimal)/ 
Insertion 

(DDI-Optimal)/ 
DDI 

(DDI-Insertion)/ 
DDI 

(DDI-Insertion)/ 
DDI 

1st instance 3.04% 0.00% -3.14% -33.42% 
2nd instance 15.12% 0.95% -16.70% 0.66% 
3rd instance 22.18% 2.36% -25.46% -25.53% 
4th instance 21.48% 0.00% -27.36% -39.63% 
5th instance 22.65% 0.00% -29.28% -20.34% 

Average 16.89%  0.66% -20.39% -23.65% 
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Abstract: We c onsider a  s hipping l iner se rvice pl anning p roblem w hich i ncorporates s hip s peed determination an d 
bunkering port sel ection. We fi rst p rovide an em pirical fo rmula t o exp ress t he relationship between b unker f uel 
consumption rate and s hip speed for different sizes of c ontainerships based on real data. We then develop a pl anning 
level o ptimization m odel to  minimize to tal b unker fu el co st fo r si ngle sh ipping liner serv ice consid ering different 
bunker fuel prices at different bunkering-available ports and port arrival time windows. Based on the model, we study 
the effects of port arrival time window, bunker fuel price and ship bunker fuel capacity on the ship speed and bunkering 
port decisions of a single service. We finally provide some insights obtained from a case study. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Liner shipping industry has i ncreased significantly during recent decades. One m ain challenge curre ntly faced by the  
shipping liners is how to reduce bunker fuel cost. In recent years, the bunker fuel costs have increased to more than half 
of a shipping company's total operation costs. Therefore, reduction of bunker fuel cost can bring substantial savings to 
the total operation costs. Besides using some technical improvement strategies (e.g. using more efficient main engine), 
shipping l iners n ormally adopt  t he slow st eaming st rategy t o re duce t he b unker f uel consumption. However, sl ow 
streaming throughout the whole trip will increase the total traveling time, which in turn may affect the schedule of the 
liner service. Therefore, how to adjust the ship speed at each leg of the whole service route becomes an important issue. 
Furthermore, bunker fuel prices at di fferent ports  can be ve ry dif ferent eve n on the sam e day . For e xample, the  
maximum difference on the same day can be more than US$60 per metric ton (see 
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Table 1). In ad dition, so me p orts provide price discounts fo r re fueling. Th e problem of where t o refuel is th erefore 
another i mportant con sideration. I n t his paper, we c onsider a shi pping l iner se rvice pl anning pr oblem whi ch 
incorporates the ship speed determination and bunkering port selection. The effects of port arrival time window, bunker 
fuel price and ship bunke r fuel capacity on the s hip speed and bunkering port decisions of a si ngle service are a lso 
studied. Finally, some insights are provided. 
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Table 1. One day bunker fuel prices (380 CST) at different ports (US$/ton) (Data source: Bloomberg 2009) 
 

Date 
Port Max 

difference Singapore Fuj airah Hong Kong Rotterdam Houston 
3-Sep-2004 1 88 181.5 199 161.5 167 37.5 

3-Sep-2005 336 3 19 341 303 311 3 8 

3-Sep-2006 2 91 286 313 288 312 27 

3-Sep-2007 3 79.5 397.5 389.5 352 355 45.5 

3-Sep-2008 6 77.5 679.5 673.5 619 650 60.5 

3-Sep-2009 4 33.5 443.5 440.5 424 422 21.5 
 
 
The study on operations research ( OR) based m aritime trans portation has at tracted i mmense i nterests i n recent 

decades. Rone n (1983) provided the first survey in s hip routing a nd sc heduling problem s. Rone n (1993) and 
Christiansen et al. (2004) reviewed the study on the similar problem in the literature published in the decade 1982-1992 
and the decade 1993-2003 respectively. According to Christiansen et al. (2007), the growing number of the references in 
the above three review papers shows the increasing research interest in OR-based maritime transportation. Among these 
studies however, th ere ar e only a f ew works r elated t o sh ip sp eed and sh ip bunkering r elated issu es. Ron en (1982) 
analyzed the tradeoff between fuel savings through slow steaming and the lo ss of revenues due to the resulting voyage 
extension. Perakis and Papadakis (1987a, 1987b) determined the fleet deployment and the associated optimal speed for 
ships b etween tw o ports. Fagerholt ( 2001) co nsidered a multi-ship scheduling p roblem for speed determin ation with  
soft tim e win dows. Christian sen and  Fagerho lt (2 002) in troduced a  ro bust shi p scheduling problem wi th t he 
consideration of multiple ti me wind ows, where ship speed  is  an im plicit d ecision i ncorporated in th e sh ip sch edule. 
Notteboom and Vernimmen (2009) provided a descriptive model to study th e effect of increasing bunker fuel costs on 
the design of liner services. Fagerholt et al. (2010) studied a bunker fuel consumption minimization problem for a fixed 
shipping route with tim e wi ndows by optimizing ship s peeds at each leg of the route. Rone n (2010) a nalyzed the 
tradeoff between  sh ip sp eed reduction an d adding add itional sh ips to a container lin er rou te. To th e best of au thors’ 
knowledge, there is no study determining ship speed at each leg and bunkering ports together for a single service route. 
While t hese decisions are  i mportant i n t he m inimization of b unker fuel c ost i n a n e nvironment w here different 
bunkering-available ports of fer dif ferent bunker fu el pr ices. Th erefore, we pr opose a shipping liner service planning 
model to determine ship speeds and bunkering ports in order to minimize total bunker fuel cost. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section we describe the problem and present an empirical 
formula to express the relationship between bunker fuel consumption rate and ship speed. Following this, we present the 
mathematical model and provide a case study and some insights from the study. Finally, we conclude this paper. 

 
 

1.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
 
We consider a single shipping liner service, where the service route, service frequency, port times and number of ships 
deployed i n t he ser vice are  known. We a ssume t hat al l shi ps de ployed i n t he ser vice are homogenous as t his i s not 
uncommon in practice. Therefore, the total cycle time for a ship in the service is known (e.g. if N ships are deployed in 
a weekly service, the total cycle time for a ship is N*7*24 hours). Although liner service incurs different types of costs, 
e.g., capital cost, operating cost (exce pt bunker fuel c ost), con tainer co st and  ad ministration co st, these co sts a re 
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constants i n our st udy as  b oth t he number of ships deployed i n th e serv ice an d th e total cycle time for a s hip a re 
constants. We therefore only consider bunker fuel cost. In order to reduce the bunker fuel cost, we need to adjust ship 
speed at each leg of the route while keeping the total cycle time unchanged. Furthermore, bunker fuel prices at different 
ports are different and some ports provide price discounts under certain contractual agreements, hence, we also need to 
decide where to bunker the ship. Therefore, we consider a shipping liner service planning problem which incorporates 
the ship speeds determination and bunkering ports selection. The effects of port arrival time window, bunker fuel price 
and ship bunker fuel capacity on the ship speeds and bunkering ports of a single service are also studied. 

In order to calculate the bunker fuel consumption of a ship, we first need to study the relationship between bunker 
fuel consumption rate and ship speed. Although some previous studies use third power of the ship speed (Ronen, 1982, 
Ronen, 2010) or an empirical figure (Notteboom and Vernimmen, 2009) or quadratic convex function (Fagerholt et al., 
2010) to approximate the bunker fuel consumption, there is no  study providing empirical formula for the relationship 
between bunker fuel co nsumption rate a nd s hip s peed f or different sizes o f co ntainerships. B ased on t he data we  
acquired from a shipping liner, we analyzed this relationship for different sizes of containerships. We find that F = k1*V3 
+ k2 is a good empirical formula, where F denotes the bunker fuel consumption rate (tons/day), V denotes the ship speed 
(knots) and k1, k2 are coefficients. The coefficients k1 and k2 for different sizes of containerships are shown in Table 2. 
From Table 2,  we fi nd that k1, k2 are di fferent for different sizes of c ontainerships and the general t rend for k1, k2 is 
increasing with sizes of containership, which i ndicates that the  bunke r fuel co nsumption inc reases much faster with 
speed for t he l arger s hips. Note als o from Table 2 that  th e em pirical form ulas are  valid for certai n s peed i ntervals. 
Compared to the existing studies, our empirical formula has the following two main differences. First, our formula has 
the coefficient k2 which can make the approximation more accurate. Second, we find that the coefficients of the formula 
are different for different sizes of containerships, while was ignored by most existing studies. 
 
 

Table 2. Coefficients for different sizes of containerships 
 

Size (TEU)  k1 k2  Amount of data Speed interval of the data (knots) 
0-1000 0. 004476 6.17 73 (10.5, 16.5) 

1000-2000 0 .004595 16.42 65 (12.5, 19.5) 

2000-3000 0 .004501 29.28 51 (13.5, 21) 

3000-4000 0 .006754 37.23 82 (14.5, 21.5) 

4000-5000 0 .006732 55.84 193 (15, 24) 

5000-6000 0 .007297 71.4 170 (14, 24) 

6000-7000 0 .007473 77.77 13 (18, 25) 

 
 

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
In this section, we first provide the notations used, then present the model followed by the solution method. 
Parameters 
n  number of port of calls; 
di, j  distance between port i and port j (nautical miles); 
t total cycle time (hours); 
ti port time at port i (hours); 
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ei earliest arrival time at port i (hour); 
li latest arrival time at port i (hour); 
ai bunker fuel consumption of a single ship at port i (tons); 
w bunker fuel capacity of a single ship (tons); 
vmin minimum ship speed (knots: nautical miles/hour); 
vmax maximum ship speed (knots); 
k1, k2 bunker fuel consumption coefficients; 
q  maximum number of bunkering times; 

1
ip  unit price of bunker fuel at port i ($/ton); 
2
ip , 3

ip  discounted unit prices of bunker fuel at port i, 3 2 1 i i ip p p  ($ /ton); 

 
Decision variables 
Vi, j ship speed between port i and port j (knots); 
Si bunker fuel order-up-to-level for a single ship at port i (tons); 
Ii bunker fuel inventory when arriving at port i (tons); 
Bi = 1, bunkering at port i; = 0, otherwise. 

1 4,...,i i   variables used for piecewise bunkering cost function at port i; 
1 3,...,i i   variables used for piecewise bunkering cost function at port i. 

Dependent variables 
Ci bunkering cost at port i ($); 
Fi, j bunker fuel consumption rate between port i and port j (tons/day); 
Ai arrival time at port i (hour). 

Note that we consider incremental quantity discounts on the bunker fuel price, which is expressed by 

1

1 2

1 2 3

0 1000

( 0 2000

( 2000)

i i i i i

i i i i i i i

i i i i i i i

p S I S I

C p p S I S I

p p p S I S I

      

       

        






 

The planning model for single liner service is presented as follows: 

1
Min

n

i
i

C


  

Subject to 

 1 2 1 3 1 2 4 1 2 30 1000 (1000 1000 ) 1000 1000 ( 2000)i i i i i i i i i i iC p p p p p w p                      for all i (1 ) 

1 2 3 40 1000 2000i i i i i iS I w             for all i (2 ) 

1 1
i i   for all i (3 ) 

1j j j
i i i     j = 2, 3; for all i    (4 ) 

4 3
i i   for all i (5 ) 

1 2 3 4 1i i i i        for all i (6 ) 
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1 2 3 1i i i      for all i (7) 

0j
i   j = 1, 2, 3, 4; for all i    (8 ) 

0 or1j
i     j = 1, 2, 3; for all i    (9 ) 

1 , 1 , 1 , 1(24 )n n n n n n n nI S a F d V         (1 0) 

1 1 1, 1, 1,(24 )i i i i i i i i iI S a F d V          i = 2,…,n (1 1) 

20%i i iS I B w     for all i (1 2) 

i i iS I B w    for all i (1 3) 

1

n

i
i

B q


   (1 4) 

5%iI w   for all i (1 5) 

iS w  for all i (1 6) 

3
, 1 1 , 1 2i i i iF k V k     for all i (1 7) 

min , 1i i maxv V v   for all i (1 8) 

, 1 , 1 1i i i i i i iA t d V A      for all i (1 9) 

i i ie A l   for all i (2 0) 

1 0A    (2 1) 

1nA t    (2 2) 
0 or1iB     for all i (2 3) 

where , 1 ,1n n nF F  , , 1 ,1n n nd d  , , 1 ,1n n nV V  . 

 
The obj ective function is to m inimize the total bunkering costs i ncurred by one ship pe r cycle, whe re t he 

bunkering cost is expresse d by the standa rd piecewise linearization constraints (1) – (9). Constraint (10) a nd (11) are 
flow conservation constraints. Constraint (12) ensures that the m inimum bunkering amount is  a ce rtain percentage of 
the bunker fue l capacity of a ship. Constraint (13) ensures that the bunkering amount does not exceed the bunker fuel 
capacity of a ship. Constrai nt (14) restricts the m aximum nu mber of bunkering tim es. C onstraint (15) ens ures t hat 
bunker fuel inventory has a certain minimum level. Constraint (16) ensures that the bunker fuel capacity of a ship is not 
violated. Constraint (17) reflects the relationship between bunker fuel consumption rate and ship speed. Constraint (18) 
ensures that the ship speed is within a certain interval. Constraint (19) is a time flow constraint. Constraint (20) ensures 
that ship arrives at a port during the time window. Constraints (21) and (22) impose the ship arrival times at the starting 
port. Constraint (23) is a binary constraint. Note that this model is applicable for all ships deployed in the service. 

The above model is solved as follows: Defining Wi,i+1=1/Vi,i+1 for all i, replace Vi,i+1 in the above model by 1/Wi,i+1.  
Then the only nonlinearity in the model is 2

, 11 i iW  , which can be approximated by a piecewise linear function of Wi,i+1. 

We then use a commercial solver like ILOG/CPLEX to solve the mixed integer linear programming model. 
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3. CASE STUDY 

 
We now apply our model and solution approach to a service route Asia-Europe Express (AEX), which is provided by a 
shipping co mpany. Figure 1 shows th e route of th e AEX service. Table 3 p rovides relevant  parameters for the AEX 
service. We study the effects of port arrival time windows, bunker fuel prices and ship bunker fuel capacity on the  ship 
speed, a nd b unkering port decisions of t he se rvice. The m odel an d the sol ution procedure are  co ded i n C ++ 
programming. The coded C++ program calls the ILOG/CPLEX11.0 solver to solve the MIP model. 
\ 
 

 

Figure 1. AEX service route 
 

Table 3. Parameters for AEX service 
 

Parameter V alue 
Number of port of calls 15 

Service frequency weekly 

Number of ships deployed 9 

Ship size 6000 TEU 

Total cycle time 63*24 = 1512 h 

Ship bunker fuel capacity 3000 tons 

Ship speed interval (14, 24) knots 

Bunker fuel consumption formulaa F = 0.007297 V^3 + 71.4 

Maximum bunkering times 5 

Bunker fuel price discount factorb 10%   20% 
a: Empirical formula for 5000-6000 TEU is chosen as 6000 TEU is closer to the size of the ships used for 5000-6000 

TEU fitting compared to 6000-7000 TEU,   b: 2 1 (1 10%)i ip p   , 3 1 (1 20%)i ip p    

We first study th e ef fects of port ar rival ti me win dows. Under cur rent bun ker fuel price settin gs at all 
bunkering-available ports and a fixed total cycle time, we compare two situations: one that considers a given port arrival 
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time window and another that relaxes  the  port arrival time windows. We assume that a pe nalty is not incurred i f we 
relax th e port ar rival tim e windows. We find th at th e optimal to tal bunkering co st d ecreases from $ 2,737,040 to  
$2,705,660 (-$31,380, -1.15%) if we relax the port arrival time windows. Table 4 shows the ship speeds and bunkering 
ports of the above two situations. In the current situation, the sh ip speed of  the westbound voyage is  relatively  high 
because the shipping company wants to provide a fast transit time from Southeast Asia to Rotterdam. In order to reduce 
the bunker fuel cost, we observe from Table 4  that it is optimal to dec rease the spee d of the westbound voyage and 
increase the speed of the east bound voyage after relaxing the port arrival time widows. The results also show t hat the 
bunkering ports change from Yantian, Rotterdam and Colombo to Kaohsiung, Rotterdam and Colombo. This change is 
because the increase i n speed of the eastbound vo yage increases the bunke r fuel consumption of that voyage, requiring 
the ship to refuel earlier, i.e., bunkering at Kaohsiung instead of Yantian. 
 
 

Table 4. AEX ship speed and bunkering ports comparisons (with/without port arrival time windows) 
 

Port 
With port arrival time window Without port arrival time window 

Ship speed (knots) Bunkering amount (tons) Ship speed (knots) Bunkering amount (tons)

(1) Hakata 19.04   20.82   
(2) Kwangyang 19.03  20.82  
(3) Pusan 21.69  2 0.82  
(4) Shanghai 21.69  2 0.82  
(5) Kaohsiung 21.68  2 0.99 2850.0 
(6) Hong Kong 22.07  2 1.02  
(7) Yantian 23.09 2810.1 2 1.02  
(8) Singapore 22.09  2 1.00  
(9) Rotterdam 21.19 2850.0 2 0.82 2850.0 
(10) Hamburg 20.31  20.82  
(11) Thamesport 19.78  20.81  
(12) Colombo 19.79 877.9 20.82 806.7 
(13) Singapore 19.79  20.82  
(14) Hong Kong 19.76  20.82  
(15) Kaohsiung 19.79   20.82   

 
 

We next stud y th e ef fects of bu nker fu el price. W e consider six dif ferent situations of t he bunker fu el pr ice 
evolution along the bunkering-available ports: (1) current bunker fuel prices for all bunkering-available ports; (2) same 
price for all bunkering-availa ble ports; (3) increasi ng prices along the service route; (4) decreasing prices along the  
service route; (5) increasing then decreasing prices and (6) decreasing then increasing prices. For a fair comparison, we 
set the average prices of all bunkering-available ports to be the same (US$460/ton) in all situations. Table 5 shows the 
results of the optimal bunkering ports and amounts for the above six situations. From the results, we find that there are 
always only three  bunkering ports. T his i s m ainly due  to t he ship bunker f uel ca pacity (3 000 to ns) used. We al so 
observe from Table 5 that Rotterdam is always a bunkering port. This can be explained by the fact that ships go through 
a very long voyage from Singapore to Rotterdam and would have consumed a great amount of bunker fuel by the time 
they arrive at  the Rotterdam  port, thus requiring the ships to be refueled at the Rotterdam port. More over, we see that 
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the port with the lowest bunker fuel price may not be the optimal bunkering port, as shown in situations (3), (4) and (5). 
This is mainly due to the different bunker fuel requirements at different legs of the service route. 

 
 

Table 5. Optimal bunkering ports and amounts (AEX) for different situations 
 

Port 
Bunkering amount (tons) 

Situation (1) Situation (2) Situation (3) Situation (4) Situation (5) Situation (6) 

(6) Hong Kong   2850.0  846.8  
(7) Yantian 2810.1     2810.0 
(8) Singapore  84 6.8  84 6.8   
(9) Rotterdam 2850.0 2 850.0 2828.1 2 841.3 2 841.3 2850.0 
(10) Hamburg       
(11) Thamesport       
(12) Colombo 877.9  85 9.9   87 7.9 
(13) Singapore       
(14) Hong Kong  2841.3  2850.0 2850.0  
(15) Kaohsiung             

 
 
Following, we study the effects of ship bunker fuel capacity. Under a given bunker fuel price settings and keeping 

the total cycle time unchanged, we find that the optimal total bunkering cost decreases from $2,737,040 to $2 ,616,920 
(-$120,120, -4.39%) if  we can increase the ship bunker fuel cap acity from 3000 tons to 4000 tons. Results also show 
that th e number of  bunkering po rts d ecreases from  three (Y antian, Rotterdam and C olombo) t o tw o (Pusan an d 
Rotterdam). This is mainly due to the bunker fuel price discounts offered. From all results, we can draw some insights. 
First, the evolution of the bunker fuel prices at bunkering-available ports is important to the selection of bunkering ports. 
Different evolution of bunker fuel prices may lead to  different optimal bunkering ports, which shows that t he current 
practice (which usually sees  s hips bunkering at  o nly a  f ew fixed p orts) ca n b e im proved. S econd, by  c hanging the 
arrival times at ports and the speeds at legs while keeping the total cy cle time unchanged, the bunker fuel cost ca n be 
further reduced from that of  the optimal schedule under the current given port arrival time windows. Third, increasing 
the ship bunker fuel capacity can bring re latively significant benefits for shipping liners in term s of bunker fuel cost 
savings. This is a useful consideration in the deployment of ships or in the design of new ships. 

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we study a lin er service planning problem which considers ship speed determination and bunkering port 
selection. We first provide an empirical formula to expres s the relationship between bunker fuel consumption rate and 
ship speed. We then develop a single service planning level optimization model to determine bunkering ports and ship 
speeds. Based on the model, we study the effects of port arrival time windows, bunker fuel prices and ship bunker fuel 
capacity on th e ship s peed and bunkering port decisions of a si ngle service. We finally provide some insights. Future 
research can incorporate some uncertainties into the model or consider an operational level model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Sustainability – the balance of economic, social and environmental performance – is a key task in the 21st century given 
the challenges of climate change or natural resource scarcity to name a few. Supply chain network design traditionally 
focused on costs and profit optimization. The increasing importance of environmental objectives such as reducing the 
carbon footprint to achieve not only economic but overall sustainability requires enhancing supply network design 
approaches. We consider a global industry supply chain network for packaged food from raw material to the end 
consumer including reverse flows and investigate and propose the minimize-time-to-sustainability approach as new 
sustainability optimization concept to be compared with trade-off optimization concepts.  
 
 

2. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION  
 
We focus on a simplified end-to-end packaged food supply chain model (see figure 1). The supply chain comprises 
multiple steps from raw materials to end-consumer as well as closed-loop and recycling flows. Our focus is on two 
value adding activities: manufacturing and logistics at locations as well as transportation using different modes 
between locations. In this model-based approach, food raw materials are produced by farmers in a first step and then 
processed by food suppliers. Packaging raw materials such as plastics, pulp and paper are produced by process industry 
companies and then processed by packaging part suppliers. The consumer products manufacturer combines different 
processed food products to a final, packaged food product using respective packaging. Packaged food is then shipped to 
retailers distributing it to end-consumers via different channels such as grocery stores, food services or using e-
commerce. We also consider recycling flows, where food waste is disposed and packaging waste can be disposed or 
recycled and sent back in a closed loop.  
 

Farmer forward flow

reverse flow

Packaging
raw material 

supplier

Processed
food supplier

Packaging 
part supplier

Consumer 
Products

Manufacturer
Retailer End

consumers
Waste 

disposal

Recycling

 
 

Figure 1: Supply Chain Structure 
 

Companies in this value chain face network design decisions such as where to produce which product at which 
volume, how to transport and how to distribute. These decisions are related to strategic investment decisions with 
planning horizons of multiple years and are made on an aggregated level. While previously cost, quality and customer 
demand have been key parameters for decision making, sustainability criteria such as greenhouse gas emissions, waste 
or water consumption to name a few become now part of the optimization problem, when companies pledge voluntarily 
or are required by regulation to meet various and partly conflicting economic, social and environmental objectives.  

We focus on the optimization of three sustainability objectives: to minimize total landed costs, CO2 emissions and 
total lead time in the considered industry supply chain. Influencing factors can be different by location (e.g. different 
labor costs in emerging countries vs. Western countries, different energy mixes leading to different CO2 emissions 
caused by energy consumption to name a few) and by transportation lane (e.g. different costs, CO2 emissions and lead 
times e.g. depending on transportation modes such as air, truck, ship or rail). Two areas influence the network design 
and overall sustainability objectives: internal practices e.g. application of best practices in the supply chain in 
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manufacturing, logistics and transportation and external factors such as CO2 prices and taxes, energy prices, labor 
costs, efficiency increase or changing consumer behavior. 

 
 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The problem is linked to traditional supply chain network design, sustainable supply chain in general and 

industry-specific supply chain problems for food and consumer products.  
Traditional supply network design problems focus on economic optimization criteria such as maximizing profit or 

minimizing costs for a long-term production and distribution network design (Goetschalckx and Fleischmann, 2004). 
These problems have increasingly to deal with global scope and specifics such as optimizing costs and lead time 
differences for global production and distribution networks (c.f. Vidal and Goetschalckx, 2001) and in various 
industries e.g. Electronics (e.g. Arntzen et al., 1995) or Chemicals (e.g. Bassett and Gardner, 2010) to name a few. 
Traditional network design approaches have to be enhanced now by incorporating additional sustainability criteria. 

Research on green and sustainable supply chain intensified recently specifically in the context of environmental 
and carbon trading that many industries are confronted with. Srivastava (2007) provides a classification of green supply 
chain management state-of-the-art literature clustered into green design of products using lifecycle analysis (LCA) or 
environmental conscious design (ECD) as well as green operations with the subareas green manufacturing and 
remanufacturing, reverse logistics and network design as well as waste management either using empirical studies or 
mathematical modeling. Linton et al. (2007) provide an issue overview that forms part of sustainable supply chain 
management and that extends “beyond the core of supply chain management” specifically incorporating product usage 
phase, recycling and reverse flows at end-of-product-life. Many studies focus on structural, qualitative and analytical 
aspects e.g. how to design general sustainable supply chain structures, argumentation structures why a sustainable 
supply chain is important or analytical evaluation of a supply chain’s environmental performance e.g. using product life 
cycle analysis (Tsoulfas et al., 2002) or empirically analyze sustainable supply chain practices at companies (Zhu et al., 
2008). Rosič et al. (2009) identify and evaluate network design and transportation best practices that have an impact 
and can help to improve sustainability in supply chain networks such as a network redesign with optimized offshoring 
and nearshoring, a flexible supply base and flexible transportation with optimized modes to name a few. Venkat and 
Wakeland (2006) show that a cost and time-minimized lean supply chain is not necessarily green, specifically if a high 
frequency of deliveries is required to be lean as in the case of just-in-time delivery leading to transport emissions in 
transportation. Several authors started to propose general mathematical optimization models: Sheu et al. (2005) present 
a multi-objective optimization approach to balance forward vs. reverse supply chain profit focusing on costs. Quariguasi 
Frota Neto et al. (2009) propose an algorithm approach to find the efficient frontier between the trade-off of 
profitability and environmental criteria such as waste or CO2 emissions in general and applied the approach for a case 
in the pulp and paper industry (Quariguasi Frota Neto et al., 2008). Ramudhin et al. (2008) and Diabat and Simchi-Levi 
(2009) specifically include carbon markets and CO2 caps and price impact on trade-off with costs when designing 
supply networks and optimizing modes. Summarizing, mathematical model approaches developed so far focus on 
optimizing the trade-offs between multiple, partly conflicting economic and environmental goals as well as trying to 
incorporate external factors such as CO2 markets and prices and their impact on results. 

Industry-specific supply chain problems for consumer and food industry are linked to specifics such as planning of 
shelf life and product quality (Luetke Entrup et al. 2005, van Sonsbeck et.al. 1996) specifically in the area of fresh food 
production. On the distribution and retailer side, optimizing retail distribution network structures and logistic 
performance (Hsiao et al., 2010) or transportation planning with bundling of transports and optimizing transport routes 
and schedules (Günther and Seiler, 2010) are in focus to name a few. Recently, sustainability criteria have been 
increasingly integrated into food supply chain management problems. Hamprecht et al. (2005) present the integration of 
sustainability criteria into supply chain decision making and controlling for the case of Nestlé and Wognum et al. 
(2010) discuss technical and organizational solutions to improve sustainability in the food chain.  

Only little research on supply chain network design in the food sector has been conducted so far. We propose a new 
sustainability optimization approach that can be compared to trade-off optimization approaches developed so far.  
 
 

4. SUSTAINABILITY OPTIMIZATION MODEL 
 
The proposed sustainability optimization model is structured along manufacturing and logistics processes and 
transportation steps as well as two optimization approaches. Basic indices are periods, products, locations, processes 
and transportation modes. The time horizon is considered as long-term, in our case starting at 2010 as baseline year 
towards 2030 as final period. Products are input and output products such as farming products, processed food, 
packaging material, packaged organic food, food waste or packaging waste to name a few. Locations are manufacturing 
and logistics locations determined by the role in the industry supply chain e.g. retailer or consumer product 
manufacturer as well as the geographic location on an aggregated level such as import and domestic regions.  
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Processes are linked to a location and reflect manufacturing and/or logistics processes such as farming, food 
processing and manufacturing, retail warehousing and retailing in the store as forward processes as well as reverse 
processes such as recycling and waste disposal or composting. A process has one or multiple input and/or output 
products, e.g. the packaged food process of a consumer products manufacturer requires multiple input products such as 
processed food and packaging to produce one output product of packaged food. Processes are determined by location-
specific control parameters such as minimum and maximum process volume, operating, opening and closing costs, 
volume-dependent emission factors and lead time factors. Since we focus on a long-term industry supply chain network 
design problem, the problem is not linked to one company with several locations, but to multiple companies with 
respective capacities for a certain value-adding process. The model decides process and product volumes, total, opened 
and closed units, and all costs, emissions and lead time.  

Transportation is defined by product, start and end location as well as transportation mode such as rail, ship, truck 
or air cargo. Transportation has the same control parameter as processes, minimum and maximum volumes, cost and 
emission factors. We also consider transport units and costs of investing or shutting-down additional transport units and 
equipment. Since we focus on an end-to-end industry perspective, transport service providers and their investments, 
opening and closing costs are integral part of the supply chain design problem to be considered. Decision variables are 
transport volumes, opened and closed transport units in each period as well as respective costs, emissions and lead 
times. Material flows are balanced at all transport start and end locations with the input and output product volumes at 
the respective locations. 

Two optimization approaches are presented: a multi-objective trade-off approach and a minimize-time-to-
sustainability approach. The multi-objective trade-off approach minimizes costs, emissions and lead time all weighted 
with respective weighting factors. Weighting factors are varied to reflect different importance of the individual criteria 
of the objective function and to generate trade-off curves. Alternatively we propose the concept of minimize-time-to-
sustainability. Time-to-sustainabilty is the time required when all sustainability criteria have reached a defined target 
level sustainably. A maximum sustainable level for costs, emissions and lead time has to be defined, e.g. if 40% carbon 
emission reduction until the planning horizon of 2030 is the required sustainable level e.g. to limit the temperature 
increase to 2° degree Celsius. The model would try to find the best network design development paths to achieve the 
40% target as early as possible together with sustainable costs and lead time levels. Important is that a period can only 
be sustainable if all subsequent periods are also sustainable not returning back to unsustainable levels. The time-to-
sustainability concept allows analyzing feasibility of sustainability targets by varying different target levels and 
comparing sustainability time results. Both strategies are evaluated in numerical evaluations. 
 
 

5. NUMERICAL EVALUATION FOR PACKAGED FOOD CASE 
 
We evaluate the model and the two discussed optimization strategies with realistic data for an end-to-end packaged food 
industry supply chain from farming to end-consumer usage including recycling and waste disposal. Case data are 
generated based on public statistics, company information and reports as well as reference cases covering the 
characteristics described in section 2.  

We implemented the model using IBM ILOG OPL Studio 6.3®, IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.1® and Microsoft Access 
2003® on an Intel® Xeon® processor with 2.49 GHz and 4 GB RAM. Solving times are efficient between 1 to max. 5 
seconds for 10 periods of data. 

We conducted baseline, multi-objective trade-off and minimize-time-to-sustainability evaluations. The baseline 
evaluation is used to generate a reference scenario; other optimization strategies can be compared against it. In the 
multi-objective trade-off evaluation, we apply different weights for costs, emissions and lead time and generate trade-
off curves between the three objectives. The evaluations clearly show the trade-offs between costs and emissions and 
the respective optimum network designs. Thirdly, we apply the minimize-time-to-sustainability approach and vary 
different sustainability targets for costs, emissions and lead-time e.g. from 100% - meaning the baseline level is already 
sustainable – down to 20% meaning, a sustainable level e.g. of CO2 emissions is 20% of the baseline emission 
representing an 80% emission reduction.  

We show that multi-objective trade-off optimization is less appropriate for long-term network design decision 
making: companies rather set long-term sustainability targets e.g. CO2 reduction targets and need to know if, how and 
when these targets together with other targets can be achieved. Here, the integral meaning of sustainability comes into 
play, which is about finding the balance in a system, where all parameters have achieved a sustainable state that the 
system can be handed over to next generations without limiting their needs and capabilities in the future. The time-to-
sustainability approach shows the earliest period, when a sustainable steady state for costs, CO2 and leadtime is 
achieved. Therefore, the results are more meaningful for a long-term network design and show the feasibility of 
sustainability targets as well as the sensitivity of network design results confronted with different sustainability target 
levels. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
We propose the minimize-time-to-sustainability approach as a new concept to integrate sustainability measures and 
targets into long-term supply chain network design. The approach is applied for optimizing costs, emissions and lead 
time in manufacturing, logistics and transportation. It is compared with most commonly used multi-objective 
optimization approaches balancing trade-offs between multiple sustainability goals. Applied to a packaged food 
industry supply chain, the minimize-time-to-sustainability approach allows to determine the feasibility of long-term 
sustainability targets and to identify the optimal supply chain design path to achieve targets in shortest time. It can be 
easily expended by integrating additional – originally incompatible - sustainability criteria such as waste, water 
consumption or social objectives. It can be expanded to further industry case studies as well as integrating scenario-
based planning for uncertain, external factors such as CO2 taxes or energy prices. 
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Abstract: The o bjective o f t his paper i s t o de velop a  m ethodology o f c alculating t he greenhouse ga s em issions for 
transportation sector and apply th e proposed methodology in Korea. Transportation secto r is one of the most critical 
sectors in view of environmental pollutions and represents about 20 percent of yearly total greenhouse gas emissions for 
energy sector in Korea . In spite of the importance, the methodology to analyze greenhouse gas emissions uses a Tier 1 
method which is the simplest one among the methodologies recommended by IPCC guideline. We define and develop a 
methodology of calcu lating the gr eenhouse g as em issions for t he transp ortation sect or co nsidering the k ey f actors, 
transportation in frastructure an d operational environments in Korea. The proposed methodology can a nalyze the 
amount of greenhouse gas emissions for e ach transport mode and inte grate it th rough transportation environments. It 
also p rovides the deci sion-making t ool for government t o m ake t he t ransportation p olices. A s a res ult, K orean 
government can effectively manage the transportation sector and improve national eco-environment. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Global issues on environmental impact 
 
In a recent decade, there have been globalized mutual efforts to overcome the serious environmental issues and increase 
the public perception of en vironmental p ollution. At th e United Nation Fram ework C onvention on Clim ate 
Change(UNFCCC), t he Ky oto protocol was a dopted a nd l egally obligates t he developed c ountries to reduce t heir 
greenhouse gas em issions by at  l east 5.2 percent from t he 1990 l evel by  2012. I n addition t o t hese e fforts, m any 
different international organizations are actively under discussion for environmental related issues. Currently, more than 
1,000 env ironmental regu lations are or will b e set u p in more th an 50 coun tries in  th e world an d in terests of 
international society in environment continuously increase [Lee (2008), Chopra (2007)]. 
 
 

Table 1. GHG emissions and energy consumptions guideline[Korea (2010)] 
 

Year Type  GHG emissions allowed 
(unit: 1,000 tCO2) 

Energy consumptions allowed 
(unit: TJ) 

2010 Company 1 25 500 
Workplace(Facility) 25 100 

2012 Company 8 7.5 350 
Workplace(Facility) 20 90 

2014 Company 5 0 200 
Workplace(Facility) 15 80 

 
 

The Korean government is fully committed to low carbon green growth policies and reorganizes the environmental 
regulations s o t hat i t can c ome up t o t he i nternational st andard a nd pr omote t he growth of environment-related 
industries. Table 1 describes greenhouse gas(GHG) emissions and energy consumptions guideline by Framework Act 
on Low Carbon, a nd Green Growth, which is applied t o com pany and workplace where m anager must follow t wo 
criteria. Firstly, managers of company or workplace are required to emit greenhouse gas to the maximum value which is 
set by guideline. Secondly, they are required to consume energy to the maximum value. Because energy consumptions 
are tightly linked to GHG emissions, this guideline regulates both. 
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According to the definition, greenhouse gases are gases in an atmosphere that absorb and emit radiation within the 
thermal i nfrared ra nge[Wikipedia]. T he c ontribution t o t he greenhouse effect by a gas is affec ted by both t he 
characteristics of the gas and its abundance. Carbon dioxide(CO2), methane(CH4), nitrous oxide(N2O) and three groups 
of fluorinated gases, w hich are sulfur hex afluoride(SF6), hydroflurocarbons(HFCs), and perfluorocarbons (PFCs), are 
the major greenhouse gases and the subject of the Kyoto Protocol, which came into force in  2005. Especially, carbon 
dioxide(CO2) is the most critical one of all greenhouse gases in aspects of its abundance. 

As shown in Table 2, carbon dioxide(CO2) emissions represent 89 percent of total Korea greenhouse gas emissions, 
620 million tons of CO2 in 2007. 
 
 

Table 2. GHG emissions in Korea 
(Unit: million tCO2) 

 2000 2 001 2 002 2 003 2004 2 005 2 006 2 007 
Gross Emissions 531 550.4 57 1.1 58 2.6 590.4 59 4.4 59 9.5 620 

Rate of Increase (%) 6.4 3.7 3. 7 2 1.4 0. 7 0. 9 0. 9 
Energy 438.5 45 2.9 473 481.3 489 498.5 50 5.4 52 5.4 

Industrial Processes and Product Use 58.3 63.6 64 .5 68 .2 68.5 64 .8 63 .7 60 .9 
Agriculture 17 16.3 16 .2 16 16.4 16 .4 15 .1 18 .4 

Waste 17.2 17.6 17 .4 17 .1 16.5 14 .9 15 .4 15 .3 
Forestry and Other Land Use -37.2 - 34.6 - 33.4 - 33.7 -31.5 -32 -31.2 - 36.3 

Net Emissions 493.8 51 5.8 53.8 548.8 559 562.4 56 8.4 58 3.7 
Source: Ministry of Knowledge Economy 

 
 
1.2 Greenhouse gas emissions in Korea 
 
Greenhouse gas emissions increased from 531 million tons of CO2 in 2000 to 620 million tons of CO2 in 2007 as shown 
in Table 2. Average rate of increase between 2000 and 2007 is about 2.5 percent. From the base year  1990, the year 
when developed countries began to implement various policies to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, to year 2007, 
the a verage ra te of  i ncrease i s 4.3 percent. D uring t he same peri od, t he y early ene rgy c onsumptions focusing on 
electricity g eneration, i ndustrial pr ocesses, and tr ansportation sect or increased by  5. 6 percent on the  a verage, wh ich 
accounts for significant effect on greenhouse gas emissions increases. 

In 2007, energy sector represents 84.7 percent of total greenhouse gases emissions and becomes the largest emitter 
of greenhouse gases in Korea among the sectors, which also includes industrial processes and product use, agriculture, 
and waste. Industrial processed and product use sector represents 9.8 percent of total emissions and both of energy and 
industrial sect ors s how 9 4.6 pe rcent of t otal em issions. Agriculture a nd waste sectors re present 3 .0 pe rcent a nd 2 .5 
percent eac h. Meanwhile the Korea n gr eenhouse gases emissions have bee n i ncreased by a bout 6 pe rcent an d t he 
specific sectors, which include transportation, residential, and industrial sectors, show outstanding figures in increasing 
rate [Kim (2009)]. 

Transportation sector represe nts about 20 percent of yearly total greenhouse gas em issions for energy sector in 
Korea. In spi te of t he i mportance, t he m ethodology t o a nalyze gree nhouse gas emissions uses a  T ier 1 m ethod, the 
simplest one  among t he m ethodologies r ecommended by IPCC guideline. Ti er 1 method ag gregates data i n a 
collectively manner and calculates greenhouse emissions based on total energy consumptions. Therefore, this method 
has a l imitation o n cal culating greenhouse gas em issions con sidering transportation infrastructure and operational 
environments. 

This paper aims to develop a methodology of cal culating the greenhouse gas em issions for transportation sector 
and apply the proposed methodology to transportation sector in Korea. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
we rev iew the literature o n g reenhouse emissio ns m anagement system  an d greenhouse em issions m anagement fo r 
transportation sector. Section 3  presents the methodology for calculating greenhouse gas emissions for t ransportation 
sector in Korea. Finally, concluding remarks are presented. 
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
2.1 GHG emissions management system 
 
Recently, as GHG em ission draws m uch attention worldwide, syst ems fo r m easuring a nd controlling t he GHG 
emissions have been politically o r methodologically developed. In  case of Korea, Korea Energy Economics Institute 
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(1996) operated and managed a total energy supply-demand statistics system, structurally compared their systems with 
the IEA(International Energy Agency) system, and finally suggested improvement o f the total energy system. Korea 
Energy Economics Institute (KEEI, 2005) included an object for the national GHG emission measurement system and 
some considerations on operating system, which was considered as an example of the GHG emission statistics structure 
in Finland. KEEI report mainly suggests cu rrent states and problem s of the GHG e mission m easurement syste m in  
Korea. Keimyung University (2006) in Korea performed a research on current conditions and issues of GHG emission 
of various sect ors, s uggested an i mprovement o f national GH G em ission m easurement dat abase. Ki m, et al. ( 2006) 
studied management of the GHG emission in cement manufacturing industry using scenario analysis. 
 
 

Table 3. GHG emissions management system in various countries 
 
Classification Aut hor Contents 

Domestic  

KEEI (1996) Compared a total energy supply-demand statistics system with the IEA system, 
suggested improvement 

KEEI (2005) Suggested current issues and problems of GHG emission measurement system in 
Korea 

Keimyung University 
(2006) Suggested improvement of national GHG emission measurement database 

Kim et al. (2006) Using scenario analysis, they studied the GHG emission in a cement manufacturing 
industry 

Overseas 

UNFCCC (2006) An indicator used to announce the GHG emission and absorption of each country 

EPA (2002) With MOBILE and MOVES, U.S. EPA office employed the GHG emission 
management 

Japan GHG Inventory 
Office (2008) 

Examined the GHG emission measurement methods, and measured for the period 
of 1990 through 2005 in Japan 

UK Department 
(2007) 

Introduced the national inventory report analyzing measuring methodologies of the 
yearly GHG emission 

Environment Canada 
(2007) 

Published the ‘national inventory report GHG sources and sinks in Canada’ with 
the method of the GHG emission measurement 

FEA in Germany Applied the TREMOD model for the GHG emission evaluation 
 
 

With worldwide attention increasing, governments of each country or researchers interested in environment issues 
implemented vari ous m easurement methodologies an d management sy stems of t he GHG em ission. United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (2006) is an i ndicator which is u sed to  announce the GHG emission and 
absorption of each country and UN makes duty of notification. According to U.S. EPA Office of Transportation and Air 
Agency (2002), OAR(Office of Air and Radiation) implements the GHG emission management and OTAQ(Office of 
Transportation and Air Qual ity) measures a coe fficient of em ission in transportation sector u sing the MO BILE and 
MOVES models. Japan Greenhouse Gas Inventory Office of Japan (2008) exam ined the GHG emission measurement 
methods, the Center for Global Environmental Research in National Institute for Environment Studies checked emission 
and elimination of the GHG, indirect GHG and SO2 from 1990 through 2005 in Japan. UK Department for Environment 
(2007) published th e n ational in ventory rep ort wh ich wa s written  b y the AEA en ergy & env ironment, an alyzing 
measuring m ethodologies o f the y early GH G em ission. E nvironment C anada ( 2007) published ‘National I nventory 
Report-Greenhouse Gas Sources an d Sinks i n C anada’ w hich i s y early amount o f t he G HG em ission i n C anada, i s 
concerned with GHG emission such as CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, PPCs and HFCs. In Germany, The German Greenhouse 
Gas Inv entory o f 1990-2004 em ployed a m odel o f m easuring co efficient emissio n b y FEE( Federal Env ironment 
Agency in Germany), using TREMOD model which evaluates the amount of emission of CO2, N2O, CH4, HFCs, PFCs 
and SF6. 
 
 
2.2 GHG emissions management for transportation sector 
 
Though greenhouse gases are generated and managed in many sectors, in this paper we focus on the GHG emission for 
transportation sector. In transportation sector, researches of the GHG emission have not been m ade actively in Korea. 
Korea Energy Economics Institute (1996) studied measurement of GHG of Korea transportation, and they addressed a 
problem, which is insufficient statistics of gasoline and diesel oil. The statistics don’t include the amount of gasoline oil 
consumption in military transportation and don’t include and classify the diesel oil in transportation sector. For solution 
of this problem, they suggested a method which is accurate classification rule of GHG emission in transportation. 
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Table 4. GHG emissions management system for transportation sector 
 

Classification Aut hor Contents 
Domestic  KEEI (1996) Pointed out t he p roblem of t he GHG e mission m easurement i n d omestic and 

suggested the improvement plan 
Overseas IPCC (2006) Suggested t he st andard f orm of measuring t he GHG emission wi th 3 t iers of 4 

transportation sectors 
UNFCCC (2006) Measuring and managing system for the BRT of Bogota in Colombia 

EU Emission Trading Used the method that consumption of fuel is multiplied by coefficient of emissions 

U.S. EPA (2002) Measurement of em issions and the e nergy statistics fo r th e priv ate au tomobile, 
using RTECS 

Japan GHG Inventory 
Office (2008) 

Through survey of investigators and mail for t ransportation sector, measured GHG 
emissions 

Environment Canada 
(2007) Published the report including detailed data of transportations 

MED in Italy MED a pplied the m ethod of m easuring co efficient of GHG em ission, w hich i s 
guidelines in Mediterranean country, to emission of transportation in Italy. 

 
 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2006) deals with many sectors, for example road, railroad, flight and 
ship sectors, and analyzing each sector to subdivide three tiers for GHG emissions. Tier 1 is a basic method of the GHG 
emission, Tier 2 a nd 3 are more detail methods. UNFCCC/CCNUCC (2006) has measured the emission of Colombia 
Bogota BRT(Bu s Rap id Tran sit). CDM (Clean Development Mech anism), ru nning UNFCCC/CCNUCC  bu siness, is  
decided that basic GHG emission is object of reduced GHG emission, and was measured the GHG emission of Bogota 
BRT. E. U. es tablished GHG em issions t rading for flight sect or. T his t rading rule t akes a m ethod of m easuring 
emissions in t he way that con sumption of fu el is m ultiplied by coefficient of emissions. The transportation statistic of 
U.S. EPA Office of Transportation and Air Quality (2002) is consumption data of the private automobile energy which 
is made by EIA(Energy Information Agency) of DOE(Department of Energy) and DOT(Department of Transportation). 
The c onsumption dat a of pri vate aut omobile energ y i s made by  R TECS(Residential Tra nsportation Energy 
Consumption Sur vey). Japa n G reenhouse Gas In ventory Of fice of  Japan (2 008) o perates dispersed statistics 
management system, carrying out survey of investigators and mail for each transportation sector. Using the survey data, 
they measured amount of total GHG emissions for transportation. Environment Canada (2007) publishes RESD(Report 
on Energy supply-Demand in Canada). A detailed data for transport is made up for RESD by OEE(Office of Energy) in 
NRC(Natural Resources  Canada) whic h analyzes each trans port. ME D(Ministry of Ec onomic Devel opment) i n Italy 
applied the guideline to emission of tran sportation in own country. The guideline is used in Mediterranean country to 
measure amount and coefficient of GHG emission. Then they published the statistics year -book, contains Italian GHG 
emission. 

In Korea, t he domestic management sy stem for  G HG e missions is the lowest lev el, Tier  1 statistics. It is v ery 
comprehensive measuring methodology. It cannot consider a cause and direct effect of GHG emission pollution such as 
the characteristic of Korean driver and a traffic condition. Another problem of Korea management system is that data, 
amount of GHG emission of many sectors, isn’t m easured by correct method. These are weak poi nt of Korean GHG 
management system, especially in transportation sector. 
 
 

3. METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING GHG EMISSIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION 
SECTOR 

 
Transportation sector in cludes ro ad, rail, air an d m arine tr ansportation. Eac h t ransportation m ode i s different from 
others in the way to calculate greenhouse gas emissions. In general, calculation methods of greenhouse gas emissions 
are base d on Intergovernmental Panel  o n Climate C hange(IPCC) guidelines w hich are use d f or r eporting nat ion's 
greenhouse gas emissions to Un ited Nations Framework Convention on  Climate Change(UNFCCC), an  international 
treaty to begin to consider what can be done to reduce global warming and to cope with whatever temperature increases 
are inevitable. 

This section reviews the general methodologies of calculating the greenhouse gases emissions for transportation 
sector and describes the methodology for greenhouse gases emissions analysis in collectable and measurable ways. The 
proposed m ethodology co nsiders nation's t ransportation infrastructure and operational envi ronments. Fo r exam ple, 
transport modes and vehicle types used in Korea are considered. 
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3.1 General methodology of calculating the greenhouse gases emissions for the transportation sector 
 
The m ost com mon sim ple methodological approach t o c alculate GHG emissions is t o co mbine in formation on  t he 
extent to which a hum an activity ta kes place (called activity data or Ai fro m Eq uation (1 )) with  coefficien ts which 
quantify the emissions or removals per unit activ ity(called emission factors or EFi from Equation (1))[IPCC (2006)]. 
The basic equation is as follows: 
 

 




n

i
ii EFAEM

1  
(1) 

    w here 

    
EM : CO2 emissions (kg) 

    
iA : Activity Data (Fuel consumption) (TJ) 

    
iEF : Emission Factor (kg/TJ) 

    
i : Type of Fuel 

 
 

Table 5. CO2 emissions by major fuels 
 

Fuel Unit  
IPCC Carbon 

Emission 
Factors(unit: t/TOE) 

Energy Conversion 
Factors(unit: TOE) 

CO2 emissions per 
unit 
(t/L) 

Motor Gasoline L 0 .783 0.740 0.783*0.740*44/12 
Diesel Oil L 0.837 0.845 0.837*0.845*44/12 

LPG(Liquefied Petroleum Gases) L 0 .713 1.380 0.713*1.380*44/12 
 
 

For e xample, i n t he t ransportation sect or f uel co nsumption would c onstitute act ivity d ata, an d m ass of  car bon 
dioxide em itted per unit of f uel c onsumed would be a n e mission fact or. Fr om Equat ion (1), em ission factor(EFi) i s 
calculated by product of carbon emission factors which are set by IPCC guidelines and energy conversion factors which 
are provided by Energy Act and used for converting Ton of Oil Equivalent(TOE) to unit of m easure by fuel, and the 
ratio of mass between carbon atoms to CO2 which is used for converting carbon atoms to CO2 when combustion occurs. 
The ratio of mass betwee n carbon atoms to CO 2 is set t o 44 /12 determined by chemical formula. For exam ple, CO2 
emissions by major fuels used in cars is shown as Table 5. CO2 emissions per unit for vehicles using motor gasoline are 
product of 0.783 and 0.740, and 44/12. 
 
 
3.2 Road Transportation 
 
Road transportation represents the single largest source of GHG emissions in th e transportation sector, accounting for 
more than 50 percent of total transportation emission in most countries. CO2 emissions for road transportation can be 
calculated based on fuel consumptions used by Light Duty Vehicle(LDV)(Ex. passenger car, light truck et al.), Heavy 
Duty Vehicle(HDV)(Ex. Bus, Heavy Truck et al.), and motorcycle. Basic CO2 emission calculating method is the same 
as E quation ( 1), product o f act ivity dat a like f uel c onsumptions a nd emission fa ctor. In other words, y early C O2 
emissions for road transportation can be analyzed by combination of total fuel consumptions of all vehicles during one 
year and em ission factors by fuel . Activ ity d ata to  an alyze CO 2 e missions for ro ad tran sportation is simply fuel 
consumptions and it requires more detailed activity data for accurate CO2 emissions analysis. To analyze the activities 
in detail, IDEF0 model is used and the key components of model are fuel injected, passenger and freight loaded, weight 
of vehicle, engine and fuel types of vehicle, CO2 emissions generated by driving a vehicle, distance travelled, driving 
style of driver, and road surface as shown as Figure 1. For example, fuel types of vehicle are motor gasoline, diesel oil, 
and Liquefied Petroleum Gases(LPG) and engine type means the technology level of vehicle to reduce CO2 emissions 
by using emerging and advanced technologies. 
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Vehicle(Car)
• Fuel 
• Passenger
• Freight

<Input>

• CO2
• Distance Travelled

<Output>

• Weight
• Engine Type
• Fuel Type

<Control>

• Driving Style
• Road Surface

<Mechanism>  
 

Figure 1. Analysis of Road Transportation using IDEF0 
 
 

Total tra vel di stance of vehicle can be calculated by  pr oduct o f t otal v ehicles re gistered a nd daily di stance 
travelled, and days travelled as shown as Equation (2). We assumed that the value of day travelled equals 365. And total 
fuel consumed of vehicles can be analyzed by using the average fuel efficiency as shown as Equation (3). 
 

 
365 ijijij VMTVD

 
(2) 

   w here 

   
ijD : Yearly Total Distance Travelled of Vehicle j using Fuel Type i (km) 

   
ijTV : Total Vehicles Registered of Vehicle j using Fuel Type i 

   
ijVM : Average Daily Distance Travelled of Vehicle j using Fuel Type i (km) 

 

 ijijij FEDF /
 

(3) 
   w here 

   
ijF : Yearly Total Fuel Consumed of Vehicle j using Fuel Type i (L) 

   
ijFE : Average Fuel Efficiency of Vehicle j using Fuel Type i (km/L) 

 
In the way activity data are expanded, emission factor can be segmented into Equation (4) as explained in Table 5. 

Therefore C O2 em issions ca lculation f ormula f or road t ransportation can be  t ransformed i nto Eq uation (5) using 
Equation (3) and Equation (4). 
 

 12
44

 ijijij ECFCEFEF
 

(4) 

   w here 

   
ijCEF : IPCC Carbon Emission Factors of Vehicle j using Fuel Type i (t/TOE) 

   
ijECF : Energy Conversion Factors of Vehicle j using Fuel Type i (TOE) 
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3.3 Rail Transportation 
 
Railroad l ocomotives have t hree t ypes: diesel, el ectric, and steam. Diesel locom otive uses  diesel engine  and electric  
locomotive us es electricity through the pantograph, a de vice that collects elect ric curre nt fr om ov erhead l ines f or 
electric trains or trams. Steam locomotive doesn't be working for general logistic use but for limited use like sightseeing. 

CO2 em issions fr om rai lroad l ocomotives c an b e cal culated by  using t otal fuel  co nsumptions i n ge neral. B asic 
method of CO2 emissions analysis, which is based on Tier 1 method by IPCC guideline, is the same as E quation (1). 
But advanced method has to consider more detailed variables including total fuel consumptions. For example, type of 
locomotives, distance travelled by locomotive, and time between origin(city) and destination(city) i.e. op erating hours 
can be e xtra variables for C O2 emissions calculation. Two types of trains has been working, KTX using electricity as 
fuel and Saemaeul or Mugunghwa using diesel oil as fuel, in Korea. Most people would take KTX because of speed and 
availability of train. 

CO2 emissions for rail transportation can be analyzed by modifying the Equation (5). Activity data from Equation 
(5) ca n be m odified i nto Equation (6) an d em ission fact or i s t he sam e as  E quation ( 5). T herefore CO2 em issions 
calculation formula for rail transportation can be transformed into Equation (7) using Equation (5) and Equation (6). 
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   w here 

   

R
ijA : Activity Data by Fuel Type i (L) 

   

R
ijF : Yearly Total Fuel Consumed of Locomotive j using Fuel Type i (L) 

   

R
ijD : Yearly Total Distance Travelled of Locomotive j using Fuel Type i (km) 

   

R
ijFE : Average Fuel Efficiency of Locomotive j using Fuel Type i (km/L) 
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3.4 Air Transportation 
 
CO2 emissions from air tran sportation in Korea are th e third or fourth source of emissions in the transportation sector. 
CO2 emissions fro m air tran sportation will increase because of g rowing aircraft travel d emand. CO2 e missions from 
aircraft ca n b e cal culated b y usi ng t otal fuel  c onsumptions l ike road or rail t ransportation. B asic method of C O2 
emissions an alysis is th us t he sam e as Eq uation (1 ). But advanced m ethod has t o co nsider m ore d etailed vari ables 
including total fuel consumptions. For example, type of aircraft, landing/take-off cycles(LTOs) of aircraft, and available 
seat miles(ASM) which is a  measure of  an airline flight's passenger carrying capacity can be extra variables for C O2 
emissions calculation. Korea Airlines and Asiana Airlines are more popular than other foreign airlines in Korea. Korea 
Airlines has 127 aircrafts and Asiana Airlines has 67 aircrafts in 2010. 

CO2 emissions for air transportation can also be analyzed by modifying the Equation (5) like rail tran sportation. 
However numbers of landing/take-off must be c onsidered to reflect the characteristics of air transportation. Therefore 
CO2 emissions calculation formula for air transportation can be transformed into Equation (8). 
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(8) 

  where 

  

A
ijD : Yearly Total Distance Travelled of Aircraft j using Fuel Type i (miles) 

  

A
ijFE : Average Fuel Efficiency of Aircraft j using Fuel Type i (miles/L) 

  

A
ijLT : Yearly Landing/Take-off of Aircraft j using Fuel Type i 

  

A
ijCEF : Carbon Emission Factors when Landing/Take-off of Aircraft j using Fuel Type i (t/TOE) 
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3.5 Marine(Ship) Transportation 
 
CO2 emissio ns fro m marine tran sportation in Ko rea are th e second s ource of em issions in the trans portation sect or. 
Method of CO2 emissions analysis in marine transportation has to consider type of ship and type of engine including 
type of fuel. CO2 emissions calculation formula for m arine transportation can be transformed into Equation (9) using 
Equation (7). 
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   w here 

   

M
ijD : Yearly Total Distance Travelled of Ship j using Fuel Type i (miles) 

   

M
ijFE : Average Fuel Efficiency of Ship j using Fuel Type i (miles/L) 

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper aims to  develop a m ethodology o f calcu lating the greenhouse gas emissions for  tr ansportation sector and  
apply the proposed methodology to transportation sector in Korea. We represented the methodology of calculating the 
greenhouse gas emissions, especially CO2, for transportation sector and apply this methodology to transportation sector 
in Korea. Transportation sector is one of the m ost critical sectors i n view of environmental pollutions and rep resents 
about 20 percent of yearly total CO2 emissions for energy sector in Korea. In spite of the importance, the methodology 
to analyze CO 2 emissions u ses a Ti er 1 method, the simplest one among the methodologies recommended by  IPCC 
guideline. F or this reas on, we de veloped t he methodology o f cal culating t he CO2 emissions more accu rately fo r the 
transportation sector. 

CO2 em issions anal ytic m ethodology ca n a nalyze the  amount of C O2 e missions for e ach t ransport mode an d 
integrate it thro ugh transportation environments. It can also provide the decision-making tool for government to mak e 
the transportation polices. If the statistics data can be provided sufficiently and CO 2 emissions for each transport mode 
can be calc ulated more accurately, Korea n government will effectively manage the tra nsportation sector and im prove 
national eco-environment. 
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Abstract: With the rise of Internet sales, retailers have witnessed increased return flows, as website pictures and 
specifications alone are often insufficient for customers when deciding on the right size, color or suitability of the 
product. Since an efficient inclusion of the return flow can lead to an improved inventory management and a higher 
utilization of warehouse capacities, it is most important to develop appropriate optimization models. The problem of 
composing a set of products into efficient batches has been addressed in literature for forward flows before, but the 
increased backward product flows require a new consideration. To address this problem, we design and classify 
optimization models into deterministic, multistage stochastic and online approaches. We discuss the implications of 
each model and analyze their scope of application for integrated forward and return flows by proposing several 
optimization objectives. We conclude with an overview of possible solution methods for each model. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Order picking is known to be the most labor intensive process in warehouse operations (de Koster et al., 2007). 
Considerable cost savings can be achieved, if the included procedures, such as routing and batching policies are 
designed most efficiently. Due to a continuous growth of Internet sales (Bellman et al., 1999), companies are 
increasingly faced with the challenges of integrated forward and return flows. Pictures and descriptions at websites are 
sometimes insufficient for customers when making their purchase decision. Return rates up to 35% are therefore 
common in many companies. Efficient processing and incorporation of the return flow will lead to an improved 
inventory management and a higher utilization of warehouse capacities. 

Batching is the method of grouping a set of orders into a number of subsets, each of which can then be retrieved 
by a single tour (de Koster et al., 2007). It is often better to group several small orders into a larger amount of work, to 
realize an increase in labor efficiency (Gibson and Sharp, 1992). Gademann and van de Velde (2005) have analyzed the 
complexity of the batching problem and highlighted the need for effectual algorithms to solve it. Since then, the 
batching problem for forward distribution flows has been addressed in research studies (Ho et al., 2008, Henn et al., 
2009, Hwang and Him, 2005, and Won and Olafsson, 2005). Now, the increased reverse product flows require a new 
consideration of the problem, since more efficient batching policies can be derived when returns are directly 
incorporated. For the restoring process of products there is often a more flexible time restriction required, so that 
restoring activities can be incorporated into batches, in which the capacity (labor and transport) is not completely 
utilized by picking activities. If in these situations additionally returns are included in batches while the picking process 
is not affected, this can offer new opportunities in the design of beneficial policies. 

In previous research highly efficient policies were identified to construct batches for the forward product flow. 
Those policies could be implemented to separately process the return flow, but we suggest a batching management with 
integrated forward and return flow handling, since it can lead to higher warehouse operation performance (Wruck et al., 
2010). Since order picking is an essential link in the supply chain and is the major component of warehousing (Petersen, 
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1997), a focus on the optimization of integrated forward and return handling in the batching management is of high 
interest. We design three optimization models for the batching problem with integrated forward and return flows. First, 
in section 3.1 we consider a deterministic offline approach, which will turn out to be a suitable model to derive tactical 
solutions, i.e., a general batching policy matching the warehouse situation in practice. That means that for a specific 
warehouse, stock size, average number of orders, and return rate, a certain batching procedure can be recommended 
(average batch size, length of tour start intervals, and the number of included returns), that leads to high performance in 
terms of processing times and overall travel distance. Second, we present in section 3.2 another offline approach, a 
multistage stochastic problem formulation. This artful, but complex model can be used when predictions on future 
events are supposed to be incorporated. Third, an online approach will be proposed in section 3.3, in which the problem 
is considered at a certain time step and a solution, i.e., the shape of the batch is determined only based on information 
about the past. For each model we will introduce suitable performance measures and propose several optimization 
objectives. In section 4 we illustrate the implications of each model and analyze their scope of application. Moreover, 
an overview of promising solution techniques for each model is presented. 
 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 

We consider the problem of efficiently dividing a set of jobs (i.e. picking and restoring activities) that can be conducted 
each by one employee in a warehouse. We propose a particular focus on companies with high returning flows, that is 
customers do not only order products but returns also arrive in the warehouse and are supposed to be reintegrated in the 
stock as soon as possible, so that the inventory can be managed most effectively (for instance in terms of 
replenishment). Decisions that have to be made concerning the creation of a batch, i.e., the batching strategy, are (1) the 
overall number of jobs that are contained; (2) the amount of restoring activities that is contained; and (3) the product 
selection based on their proximity in the storage. 

The batching strategy is closely related to and its performance dependent on the underlying routing policy 
(Albareda-Sambola et al., 2009). Hence, a fixed routing and storage location policy will be used in our models, so that 
the length of a route is known for each set of jobs. Which routing and storing method is used therefore does not affect 
the solution of the batching problem. Moreover, our models can be implemented in warehouses with one depot, 
meaning that returns and customer orders arrive at the same point and picked product have to be delivered to that point. 

We consider the following setting. Customers order products to be picked by an employee from a specific storage 
location. At the moment the order arrives at the warehouse the lead time of the product is dependent on the processing 
within the warehouse. Moreover, customers return products that have to be restored. Customers returning products are 
not interested in the time to restore the product, so the time restriction for a restoring activity is more flexible than the 
time restriction for waiting customers. However, an effective restoring system can strengthen the inventory and service 
management of a firm. For instance, in a library it is desirable that books are quickly available again for a new customer 
after their return. The warehouse of a catalog company can organize its replenishment more efficiently, if returned 
products are integrated in the inventory system as soon as possible. Hence, we restrict the time window for the restoring 
process, too. All returned products have to be restored at the latest at the end of day. 

We denote the set of all requested and returned products as the set of jobs to be conducted. Employees who start a 
tour in order to pick and/or return a set of products follow a particular routing schedule and have a constant pace. A job 
that occurs after an employee’s tour has started cannot be included in the tour anymore and has to be conducted in a 
later tour or by another employee. The number of employees who can conduct jobs and the number of jobs that can be 
conducted in one tour, i.e., the transport capacity, are limited. We propose models to approach the batching problem on 
different decision levels in order to determine the best batching strategy for specific warehouse situations, whereas the 
latter is determined by (1) the overall number of jobs, (2) the rate of contained returns, and (3) the number of employees 
available. Our aim is to demonstrate and explain different views on the batching problem and to indicate solution 
approaches at different decision levels. In doing so, we want to enrich the discussion of batching management for 
integrated forward and return product flows by formulating suitable optimization models. 
 
 

3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 

The highest decision level at which batching is of interest is the tactical level. Tactical decisions typically concern the 
dimensions of resources, i.e., the number of employees, the determination of a layout and a number of organizational 
issues (Rouwenhorst et al., 2000). Our first model, the deterministic optimization model, we propose for practical 
problems, in which batching procedures, i.e., the transport capacity and the number of employees, are supposed to be 
determined in order to achieve the desired warehouse operation performance. As long as the operation within the 
warehouse and the job flow do not change, these general batching procedures are tactical decisions that only have to be 
reconsidered medium-term. The second approach is the formulation as a multistage stochastic optimization program. 
Similar to the deterministic model this problem formulation will cover the entire time horizon and can therefore be set 
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at the tactical decision level. This model incorporates information about future events with the help of their probabilistic 
characterization; thus independent from historical data. The third approach is designed to be implemented online, 
meaning we react with a solution (tour start yes or no, which products are contained) on a real current situation at a 
certain time step. This approach can be used to refine general solutions identified with approaches at the tactical level. 
The difference in modeling with integrated forward and flows is that those two types of jobs have to be included in the 
model separately, although a simultaneous optimization is targeted. The constraints to limit the batch size and to 
formulate the tour length can be modeled for mixed batches, but other restrictions, for instance the allowed time 
window for processing a job require a distinction between picking and restoring activities. The performance of the 
delivery process (i.e. forward) should not be affected by included returns. So restrictions are required to facilitate a 
delivery of ordered products on time, while returns might be postponed until a more suitable batch can be created. For 
this purpose we will differentiate between orders and return jobs in our models and we formulate restrictions to deal 
with each type appropriately. 
 
 
3.1 Deterministic Optimization Model 
 
This approach is dedicated to the determination of a general batching strategy for specific warehouse settings. That is, 
the average batch size, average length of tour start intervals, and which returns should be included are supposed to be 
decided for a practical situation, i.e., a storage allocation system, a certain stock size, and forward and return flows. The 
model can also be implemented when related tactical decisions are supposed to be made, for instance the number of 
employees and transport capacity needed, in order to achieve a desired batching policy performance. 

Approaching the batching problem in this way implies to find optimal solutions in several calculations, i.e. a 
partitioning of all jobs into batches, for specific settings with the aim to identify batching strategies for classes of 
settings. That means, several similar settings (similar stock size, similar layouts, and similar return rates) build a setting 
class, for which a suggestion for a batching strategy can be derived by identifying patterns in the corresponding 
solutions that all of these settings share.  

To develop the deterministic model let 0, … ,  be a discrete time horizon. Jobs (order or return) can arrive 
at any time step in  and a tour of an employee can start at each time step. Moreover, we define the set of all products 
by 1, … , . Two kinds of jobs that may occur are considered. Products are either ordered or returned by 
customers. Hence, we define the set 0,1 , whereat 0 denotes that a product is ordered and 1 denotes that a product 
is returned. 

With the help of these notations we interpret each occurring job j as an element of the set 
 

 .                                                                                     1  
 

In the following we interpret a job  as the 3-tuple  , , , whereby  ,  , and . We 
introduce two types of variables that will be used to describe the procedure of a tour composition. Let 1, … ,  
be the number of employees that can conduct tours. First, for every time step  and  we define the binary 
variable ,  to formulate an employee's start of a tour by 

 

 , 0, no tour start of employee  in time step 
1, tour strat of employee  in time step .     (2) 

 
Second, we describe the inclusion of a job  in a tour starting at time step  by using the binary 

variable , . 
 

,  0, job  is not included in the tour of employee  starting at 
1, job  is included in the tour of employee  starting at                (3) 

 
After introducing the notations, we will define several objectives for the deterministic optimization model. After 

that, we will formulate the necessary constraints. 
 
 
3.1.1 Minimize the overall tour length 
 
The length of a tour depends on the number of jobs that are contained and the storage location of each product. 
Let , , … ,  be a set of jobs to be executed by employee m in one tour at time t, that is , 1 for 

all 1, … , . The resulting length of this tour will be denoted by , . 
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To formulate the objective of minimizing the total travel distance for all employees within the overall time period 
we first describe the total number H of tours conducted by all employees by 

 

,                                                                                       4  

 
Let , … ,  denote the time steps in which tours start and be the employee who conducts the tour starting at . 

Then, the objective is given by 
 

 |                                                                          5  

 
 
3.1.2 Minimize the average processing time 
 
We formulate an objective in order to minimize the average lead time of an ordered product, i.e. the time-lag between 
the arrival of the order at the warehouse and its delivery to the depot. This target will constitutionally lead to a reduction 
of the number of returns in a batch. Hence, it must be taken into account that a constraint is needed in order to exact a 
restoring of returns at certain time steps in order to find solutions that incorporate return flow handling. An appropriate 
constraint will be constructed in the next section. We denote by the pace of employees moving in warehouse. 
Thus, the duration of a tour of employee m starting at time step t and consisting of the jobs ,  is given by 
 

,
,

                       :  , 1                                                       6  

 
The lead time of a product , , 0  that has been ordered at   and is contained in this tour can be 

formulated by 
 

,         :  , 1.                                                      7       
 
Let | |be the number of requested products within the time horizon. The objective of minimized average 

processing time of ordered products is then given by 
 

1
| |

.                                                                                    8  

 
 
3.1.3 Minimize lateness 
 
In some settings promises concerning delivery times are made. Assume that a product has to be available at the depot 
until time , if the order arrived before time . This can be expressed by the following relationship. 
 

 , , 0                                                              9  
 

A third objective might therefore be to minimize the lateness of delivery. We introduce another binary variable 
that describes whether lateness occurs. For , , 0  let 

 

 

0 ,                                     
0,          ′ ,   ′

  1,           ′ ,   ′    
                                                           (10) 

 
With the help of this variable the objective of a minimized number of late deliveries can be formulated by 

 

.                                                                                       11  
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3.1.4 Constraints 
 
The necessary constraints depend on the objective function that has to be optimized. We model several restrictions and 
explain for which objectives they are needed. Two constraints that are needed for the definition of the inclusion variable 
in (3) have to be incorporated. This variable can only be 1, if employee m starts a tour at time step t (12) and a job can 
only be included, if it occurs before a tour starts (13). Moreover, every job has to be executed only once, which leads to 
the constraint (14). 
 

, ,         ,                                                                          12  
, 0             , , , , ,  ,                           13  

, 1                                                                                                          14  

 
Another necessary constraint is that a new tour of employee m cannot start as long the employee's previous tour 

has not ended. Let  be the time step in which the previous tour has started. This leads to the restriction 
 

, 0    :  ,  ,     .                                                     15  
 
If the objective is the minimization of the total walking distance as described in (5), a constraint must be included 

that limits the delivery time for products to the depot. Hence, we add the maximum lead time allowed  between the 
arrival of a product at the warehouse and its delivery to the depot, whereby we assume that this time period is equally 
long for every ordered product. The corresponding limitation can be express by 
 

          , , 0 .                                                                   16  
 

Moreover, we incorporate a similar constraint for return jobs by requiring 
 

          , , 1 ,                                                                   17  
 
whereby  denotes the maximum time allowed between the arrival of a returned product and its restoring in the 
warehouse. 

For settings in which delivery promises are incorporated, either as a target or as a constraint, the above mentioned 
restriction is only required for orders not already covered by the lateness restriction. 

An adequate constraint to control for exceeded lead times can be added. That means, we allow for lateness, but we 
target a solution with a minimal number of those. This limitation can be modeled as follows. Let   be the 
maximum number of lateness's suffered. Then we can limit late deliveries in requiring 

 
         , , 0 .                                                              18  

 
In all settings a limitation of the batch size is necessary. The number of products that can be picked or returned in 

one tour should not exceed a certain value . To account for that we denote by | , | the number of jobs  
 ,  that are contained in a tour of employee m starting at time t and we formulate the restriction 

 
| , |        , .                                                                    19  

 
Which products we should check first in order to decide whether they are included in the batch or not depends on 

the model that is used. In the deterministic model a specific order is not of interest, since all jobs are known in advance 
and the objective is the optimal partitioning along the entire time horizon. In the next section we discuss an online 
approach in which at each time step a number of jobs is available. In this case the selection procedure should be 
organized in a way that jobs arrived earliest are checked first to be included, since those are more likely to be urgent. 
 
 
3.2 Multistage Stochastic Optimization Model 
 
Next to a deterministic formulation, the batching problem can be approached with a stochastic optimization model. The 
most sophisticated but also most complex option to manage batching is to make decisions for each time step based on 
information about realized events in the past, while accounting for expected events in the future. Figure 1 illustrates the 
procedure. 
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Future events are often characterized as scenario trees (Heitsch and Rőmisch, 2009, and Consigli and Dempster, 
1998). That is, a finite number of different outcomes is defined for each time step and their probabilities are estimated. 
Each path within the tree can then be described with a certain probability and expectation values about the future 
outcome can be incorporated in the optimization. In doing so the solution might become more consistent than a 
deterministic solution, since it is independent from historical data. Unlikely realizations might not be covered by the 
deterministic solution if they do not occur in the data set, whereas in a stochastic model all possible outcomes and their 
probabilities are taken into account. The well-known drawbacks of stochastic modeling are the complexity and high-
dimensionality 

  

 
 

Figure 1: Problem solution with a stochastic approach 
 

due to the complex description of the stochastic processes. The incorporation of stochastic characterizations in online 
approaches is therefore only a theoretical option, since computing times normally forbid an implementation in practice 
and approximations with reduced complexity that still reflect reality are challenging to develop. 

For that reason we develop a multistage stochastic formulation that, similar to the deterministic model, 
simultaneously covers the entire time horizon and can therefore be implemented to make decisions concerning general 
policies. Multistage stochastic models involve a stochastic process and a corresponding decision process, in which each 
decision is dependent on past events (realizations of the stochastic process and decisions). Unlike deterministic models, 
the target is to optimize the expected value of the objective function, which depends on the stochastic process and the 
decision process. In doing so, uncertainty about future events is taken into account at each step and we obtain 
optimization models that reflect reality better than deterministic models. 

The stochastic influence in batching problems is the expected job flow, while the elements of the decision process 
contain all decisions that have to be made at each time step (tour start yes or no, batch size, batch composition). 

To develop the model let Ω, ,  be a probability space, whereby Ω is a sample space,  a -algebra and  a 
probability function with : 0,1 . Let ,…,  be the flow of arriving jobs as the stochastic process defined 
on Ω, , . That means that the random variable , … ,  describes a set of jobs that arrive at time step . 
Further, we denote by , … ,  the vector of random variables until time step t. 

In the decision process we merge all decision variables for one time step t (i.e. ,  and ,     , ) 
in a vector . So, the process of decision variables is denoted by ,…, .  Analog to the objective of minimizing the 
overall travel distance in the deterministic formulation (5) we can define the objective to minimize the expected value of 
the overall travel distance by 
 

, ,   |   ,   . . ,                                            20  

 
whereby  1, … ,   , again, denotes these time steps in which tours start, and the constraint concerning the 
partitioning of   is required -almost sure1. Tour length ,  now becomes a random variable, since it is dependent on 

the random variables of the job flow until time step t  and the decision in time step t . 
Analog to this example, other objective functions, such as average processing time as described in (8) and the 

number of late deliveries as proposed in (11) can be adjusted and set to be optimized in multistage stochastic models. 
Similarly, constraints that have been developed for the deterministic model have to be adapted. The lead 

time  for instance, as described in (7) also becomes a random variable, since it is dependent on the random variable 
tour length. The constraint of bounding the processing time of an ordered job is therefore also required to hold -almost 
sure and can be formulated as follows. 

 
,         , , 0     . .                                                    21  

                                                            
1
An event is called -almost sure, it its incidence has probability 1. 
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In this paper, referring to the example of processing time limitation (21), we exclude the formulation of the 

remaining constraints that are needed to complete the multistage stochastic model. 
A multistage stochastic problem formulation allows a more realistic consideration of the batching problem than 

the deterministic model. In the deterministic model decisions at each time step are made based on information of the job 
flows of the overall time horizon, whereas in the stochastic model decisions are only linked to events in the past and the 
expected outcome is optimized. 
 
 
3.3 Online Approach 
 
Considering batching as a decision problem in a certain time step requires formulating an online approach, in order to 
find the best solution for the current situation. In this case, information about incoming flows is not known in advance. 
Rather, the problem is solved at each time step and decisions are made only based on information about the past. Hence, 
the online model can be implemented in practice. At a certain moment it is decided whether a tour starts and which jobs 
it contains based on the number of all currently available jobs and their instantaneous processing time. This model can 
be implemented to refine the general batching strategy (i.e. average batch size and tour start intervals) that has been 
found in an optimization with the previously discussed offline models. If, for instance, the average batch size and the 
average length of tour start intervals are given, adjustments for exceptional busy days might be useful. The desired 
solution of the online model is to find the most efficient batch at one time step, i.e., a subset of all currently available 
jobs that is advantageous to achieve a good performance for the entire time horizon. 

The objectives of an online approach can therefore not be the optimization of characteristics that evolve over time, 
such as the overall travel distance or average lead time. Rather, decisions are made that maximize performance with 
suitable performance measures at each time step. 

To develop the model let first  be a fixed time step. At this time step there is a set of pending jobs that arrived 
in the past and were not included in a previous tour. Let  be this set of jobs. That is , … , , whereby for 
each     the corresponding time component (cf. definition (1)) is equal to or less than t. 

If employee m is available at time step t, the decision that has to be made first is whether a tour should start at time 
step t or not. There are several options to do that. We propose a decision based on the time gap between t and the arrival 
time of the earliest arrived job or the cardinal number of , respectively. In this case ,  is defined as 
 

 ,
1,        there is a job , ,  :   
1,         | |                                                                   
0,         otherwise                                                                      

  ,                                 (22) 

 
whereby  is the maximal tolerated time gap between a and t and  is the maximal number of 
pending jobs allowed. 

The corresponding objective to the minimized overall walking distance at the tactical decision level for an online 
problem is the objective of maximizing an appropriate performance measure. We propose a performance measure that 
includes both tour length and batch size. Again, let | , | be the number of products contained in a tour ,  of 
employee m. We define the performance measure 
 

, · | , | ,        ,                                                                  23  
 
whereby  is used as a control parameter to weigh the importance of the batch size and the tour length against 
each other and also to control for differences in units.  can be chosen in practice by defining two performances of 
specific (different) solutions to be equal. In doing so, we determine how long a larger tour length is covered by a larger 
batch size in terms of the performance value. We remark that this performance measure is suitable for a comparison 
between batching performances with similar numbers of available jobs. If there are more elements in   efficient 
batches are easier to find than with fewer elements. So, performance is likely to be lower for small sets of available 
jobs. With the help of this measure we set the following objective for a time step . 
 

,  | ,                                                                                 24  

 
Similarly a performance measure can be defined that weighs batch size against the average lead time of ordered 

products. When lead time is considered we have to take into account that lead times for products which are not 
contained in the following tour cannot be determined exactly. However, not included products must have an impact on 
the performance measure. Hence, a penalty value  is added to the lead time of each not contained ordered 
product and we define one type of lead time for included products (25) and another type for not included products (26). 
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, ,               , , 0                                                                25  

, ,        \ , , 0                                                        26  
 
An estimation of the average lead time for all requested products is now given by 
 

1
| | ,

,

,

\ ,

                                                      27  

 
whereby  is the set of ordered jobs until t and . A performance measure can now be defined by 
 

, · | , |        ,                                                               28  

 
and as the resulting optimization target we obtain 
 

,  | , .                                                                             29  

 
With this objective a solution algorithm tends to include the most urgent products in a batch and to form batches 

with many products. However, an incentive is created to merge products that are close to each other, in order to achieve 
short tour duration.  

Similarly, a performance function to match the number of lateness’s and batch size can be developed. Here, it 
should be taken into account that, if no lateness is going to occur, there is an incentive needed to reduce either tour 
length or waiting time. 

Constraint (12) as well as the number of allowed late jobs (18) and the limitation of the batch size (19) can be 
taken over directly from the batching model at the tactical decision level, whereby their fulfillment is only required for 
time steps . Constraint (14) needs to be reformulated for one time step. 

 

, 1                                                                                    30  

 
Moreover, the limitation of the lead time for ordered products (16) and for returned products (17) can be used for 

an online model, in which the objective is the maximization of labor efficiency as described in (24). 
 

 
4. CATEGORIZATION OF MODELS 

 
In the previous section we designed three optimization models to approach the batching problem for integrated forward 
and return flows. This section is dedicated to a categorization of these models concerning model and solution 
characteristics and an identification of possible solution opportunities based on methods that have been developed for 
the classical batching problem without return flow incorporation.  
 
 
4.1 Model Characteristics 
 
The deterministic as well as the stochastic model can be used to make tactical decisions. That is, they are designed to 
determine the general batching procedure, i.e., the average number of jobs in one batch and the average time between 
two tour starts, for a specific setting (warehouse layout, frequency of arriving jobs, and return rate). The online 
approach is designed to make decisions at the current time step. To identify a general batching procedure by using 
offline models might be insufficient to achieve a consistently high performance, due to daily fluctuations. Hence, after a 
general procedure is implemented the incorporation of the online model can help to refine the offline solutions by 
adjusting them to unforeseen demand or under-staffed days. 

Regarding the problem class all models are highly complex. The deterministic and the online model are mixed 
integer nonlinear programs. The binary variables ,  and ,  require integer solutions, whereas the length of a 
tour ,  is a nonlinear function. The stochastic model belongs to the problem class of the nonlinear mixed integer 
multistage stochastic programs. Those problems are known to be high-dimensional and therefore difficult to solve. 

Objective functions that can be used in the models can have either a labor efficiency or customer-oriented 
character. The deterministic model is designed to optimize objective functions that concern the overall time horizon, i.e. 
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performance measures such as the overall travel distance of employees or the average processing time of jobs are 
suitable for this model. The same applies to the stochastic model, whereby in this case the expected values of objective 
functions are supposed to be optimized. The online model is designed to facilitate solving the problem at a certain time 
step. Objective functions must therefore be defined based on available information. In section 3.3 we developed suitable 
performance measures for this model. 

In all models different types of data are required to obtain solutions, since they are designed for different 
application. Historical data for varying setting classes is needed to derive solutions with the deterministic model. The 
stochastic approach requires an additional step of abstraction by determining the probabilistic characterization of the job 
flow and the generation of scenario trees. If the online approach is used, data is given by the actual current job flows. 

The dimensionality of the model has already been addressed for the stochastic approach, which is highly 
dimensional due to the incorporated stochastic process. The deterministic model can become high dimensional when 
short time intervals and hence many time steps are considered, i.e. resolution in time needs to be high. The online 
approach on the other hand can be regarded as optimization problem with reduced dimension in comparison with the 
other two approaches, since performance is evaluated in only one time step. 
 
 
4.1 Solution Characteristics 
 
As mentioned previously, the application spectrum of the models is different. The deterministic and the stochastic 
model as can be used to identify batching policies that match the specific warehouse setting (cf. 3.1), i.e., a certain stock 
size, number of employees, frequency of job arrivals and so on. But those models can also be applied when vice versa 
the number of employees or the required transport capacity is supposed to be decided in order to achieve a desired 
performance, such as average processing time. The difficulty to model the stochastic process turns into an advantage 
when solutions are considered. Namely, the more precise the probabilistic characterization of the job flow is, the more 
consistent is the solution. Since decisions are only dependent on previous time steps and not on the entire time horizon 
as in the deterministic model, the solution reflects reality better than the deterministic solution. Moreover, the solution 
is dependent on the probabilistic characterization of the job flow, but independent from historical data (cf. 3.2). The 
online problem solution should provide the best way to react in a certain time step. The drawback of an online approach 
is that we cannot aim an overall optimal procedure along the entire time horizon. For that reason, the online approach 
should always be the second step after an offline solution has been identified and it should be used to refine this solution 
by adjusting the strategy based on current information (cf. 3.3).  

To address the feasibility of the solutions their dependencies on controllable and uncontrollable factors need to be 
analyzed. The accuracy of the deterministic solution is highly dependent on the consistency of the setting class 
definitions, which is only partially controllable for the user. The classification of settings can be controlled, but if the 
job flow after the implementation differs considerably from the historical data that was used to find the alleged best 
batching policy of a certain setting class, it might be that the suitability of the solution is not assured. The scenario tree 
that is used in the stochastic model is supposed to reflect real job flows and should not be dependent on the historical 
data. With an online approach overall optimal solutions are not intended. However, the online solution is dependent on 
the control parameters of the underlying performance measure, which should be calibrated in a way that near-optimal 
solutions for the entire time horizon can be achieved. 

The last aspect of solution characteristic that we consider is flexibility of the solution. Offline derived solutions are 
less flexible in terms of reaction to unforeseen events than online derived solutions, in which we react on the current 
and might be unexpected job flow. 

To conclude this paper we focus on possible solution approaches for each of the models. There are several 
deterministic approaches to find solutions for the classical batching problem for forward flows. Albareda-Sambola et al. 
(2009) propose a heuristic method that is based on variable neighborhood search. Chen and Wu (2005) also use a 
deterministic approach, by presenting the association-based order-clustering model. Heuristics based on a cluster 
analysis for several underlying routing policies have been developed by Hwang and Him (2005). Optimal approaches 
are rare in literature due to the complexity of the problem already in the deterministic formulation. A near-optimal 
solution approach based on genetic algorithms has been developed by Hsu et al. (2005). A promising solution approach 
of the deterministic model for integrated forward and return flows could therefore be a heuristic based on genetic 
algorithms, as for forward flows proposed in Hsu et al. (2005). 

Solution methods of the multistage stochastic model to solve the batching problem could not be found in literature. 
Methods that have been developed to solve multistage stochastic optimization programs for other application fields 
(financial mathematics and energy distribution systems) often use heuristic approaches, such as branch-and-bound 
algorithms, which might also be a good option to solve the batching problem for integrated forward and return flows. 

An online approach for the classical batching problem has been proposed by Poon and Yu (2005) with the 
performance measure to describe the time needed to finish all jobs. Tian et al. (2007) present an online algorithm to 
minimize the time step in which all jobs are conducted. These methods can build the basis to design a solution 
algorithm for the online batching problem with integrated forward and return flows. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
 

The intention of this paper was to design models for batching with integrated forward and return flows and to clarify 
their application spectrum. A review of existing models to find batching policies for forward flows has shown that 
optimal offline solutions for integrated forward and return flows can most likely only be determined for small-sized 
problems. A focus on heuristic techniques (particularly to solve the online problem in reasonable time) is required. 
Therefore, we emphasize the need of solution methods for these problems. Moreover, it should be researched how the 
underlying routing policy, which is used to determine the tour length of a batch, affects the batching solution, or in other 
words, we need to analyze the stability of the solution concerning a change of the routing policy. Regarding routing 
policies another important issue to consider for incorporated returns is the batch size limitation, which might be treated 
more flexible. If the route of an employee is designed in a way, in which restoring activities are conducted first, the 
allowed batch size can be higher than the actual transport capacity. Particularly the performances of batching solutions 
that have been identified based on such routing policies are of high interest in this research field. 
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Abstract: This paper introduces a new type of automated container terminal system, which utilizes  frame bridges, rail-
mounted frame trolleys and ground trolleys to transport containers between quay side and yard side. For this new design 
concept, t his paper makes an  explorative study t o i dentify its ch allenges and  opp ortunity. We inv estigate th e proper 
resource requirements for implementing this new t erminal system. A des ign methodology is proposed for determining 
proper numbers of resources in the system with given a design objective from port operators. This paper could help port 
operators who are interested in building new au tomated terminals, to better understand the relative merits o f this new 
design and decide whether it is applicable in their terminals. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The growth of global container shipping has trigged remarkable development and investment in ports. Until the recent 
economic crisi s, wh ich witnessed port throughputs fell by reco rd numbers, there has been a wi de consensus that the  
growing of demand for port handling capacity will outpace the development of the port infrastructure. Moreover, when 
the economic crisis is over and recovery starts, the strain on port handling capacity will likely be significant again. As a 
result, the concept of automated container terminal (ACT) has become very popular among port operators as a wa y to 
improve efficiency, reduce cost and increase capacity.  

There are quite a number of different designs for ACTs, and many of them involve a combination of automated 
guided vehicles (AGV), automated stacking cranes (ASC), and automated st raddle carriers (SC) (Murty et al., 2005; 
Steenken et al., 2004; Vis and de Koster, 2003; Vis, 2006). Some designs have shown performance improvement over 
conventional t erminals. The Europe C ontainer Terminal (ECT) in Ro tterdam is a go od e xample of the AGV-ASC  
combination. A desi gn based on straddle carriers has  been implemented in the Autostrad Terminal of  Brisbane port.  
However, an ACT utilizing AGVs and ASCs would probably need large initial investment and maintenance cost, which 
reduces its attractiveness to port operators. The AGV-ASC combination does not always operate more efficiently due to 
the relatively low speed of the AGVs.  O n the other hand, a  st raddle carriers based ACT would have a l ower space 
utilization rate wh ich m akes it less v iable in  larg er, bu sier con tainer t erminals. Th e shortcomings of ex isting ACT 
designs have motivated the development of less expensive and more efficient new designs of ACTs. One of the new 
emerging concepts scraps the common usage of AGVs ali ke, and proposes a nov el multi-storey solution by using rail-
equipped f rame bridges. This new ACT design concept i s referred to as  Frame Bridge based ACT (FB-ACT) in this 
paper.   
 
 
1.1 FB-ACT: FRAME BRIDGE BASED AUTOMATED CONTAINER TERMINALS 
 
As the name suggests, FB-ACT is a new type of ACT system based on multi-storey frame bridges and rails, on which 
electric trolleys transport containers between the quay and th e yard. Figure.1 is an illustration (not to scale) fo r a FB-
ACT. 

As shown i n Figure.1, t he t ransport vehicles i n FB -ACT are two  typ es of t rolleys: gro und tro lleys t raveling in  
vertical directions on the rails; frame trolleys traveling in horizontal directions on the two storeys of frame bridges, in 
which there is one frame trolley in each storey of eac h row. The connection between these two trolleys is t he transfer 
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platform, which is a type of rail-mounted bridge crane and could move slowly on the rails of the highest story in frame 
bridges. During the operation process, the transfer platforms usually stay at a cr oss point of a ground rail and a row o f 
frame bridge, and serve a dedicated block for a relative long time. The main function of the transfer platforms is to lift 
(or put down) con tainers between th e grou nd rails and  the ra ils in mu lti-storey frame b ridges; in th is process t he 
containers are also rotated for 90 degrees by the transfer platforms. On the yard side, a vertical yard layout is used and 
each storage block is accompanied by ground rails with ground trolleys. During the unloading operation, containers are 
put down from quay cranes (QC) to the frame trolleys and then transported horizontally along the rails. At the t ransfer 
platforms, the containers ar e rotated for  90 degree and pu t down from the fr ame trolleys to th e ground t rolleys. The 
ground tro lleys th en t ransfer th e con tainers along t he vertical rails to th e pla nned stacking locati on. T he loa ding 
operation i s performed similarly in the reverse order. As shown in Figure.1, the number of t ransfer platforms would 
better be e qual t o t he n umber of blocks, and t he n umber of frame t rolleys. When al l bl ocks are i n o peration 
simultaneously, one transfer platform along with one frame trolley could dedicate to a block.  

 

 
 

Figure.1 The configuration of the frame bridge based automated container terminal 
 
 

Figure.1 illustrates an  example of the FB-ACT syste m. In th e realistic im plementation, it co uld be extended in  some 
aspects. For example, the frame bridges could be made with more than two storeys (as shown in Figure.2); the ground 
rails for ground trolleys could also be built with multi-storey structure. In this way, the handling capacity and efficiency 
of FB-ACT can be increased evidently and reach its full potential.  
 

 
 

Figure.2 Some possible extensions for the FB-ACT system 
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This interesting new ACT design has several fundamental differences from other mainstream ACT designs. The first 
difference i s that i t removes the need for ground t ransportation vehicles (AGVs) and uses rail-mounted t rolleys (flat 
cars), which reduces the initial investment as AGVs along with their controlling systems are typ ically quite expensive. 
In a ddition, the rail-m ounted trolleys also prom ise highe r spee d tha n AGVs. Another m erit is the elim ination of 
excessive yard cr ane (Y C) movement. In this design, the ground tr olleys ar e ab le t o deliver (o r pick up) co ntainers 
accurately to (from ) the slot in bloc ks, which reduces the slow m ovement of YCs.  These changes could increase the 
efficiency of the yard.  

The advantages of FB-ACT are listed as  follows: (1) pro-environment: it is p owered by electricity wi thout diesel 
engines, which is both cost effective and environmental friendly, (2) high stacking capacity: frame bridges and ground 
rails occupy s mall areas, (3) high efficiency: trolleys just run in their dedicated straight rails, thus they could run fast, 
and each trolley could carry two 40-ft containers, (4) simple control: there is no collision risk for tro lleys, and no n eed 
of d rivers, n avigation e quipments, n or c omplex cont rol sy stems, and  ( 5) l ow i nvestments: i t can  al so ap ply i n t he 
transformation of traditional terminal systems. 

At present, FB-ACT has not been built and utilized by ports; but ZPMC (Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machinery Co. 
Ltd.) has im plemented a r eal-size pr ototype system  o n an  island of  Shanghai in 200 8. According to  t he news in 
cargosystems.net, this new ACT system wil l be built on the eastern si de of Cao feidian port (the largest in frastructure 
project under construction in China). In addition, SSA Marine looks set to become the first terminal operator to install 
this ACT system in Long Beach within two years. 

FB-ACT has sparked s ome chal lenges a nd opportunity for  p ort operators. A l ot of operation and planning 
mechanisms would require rethinking for this new ACT design. The existing researches mainly focus the analysis on 
the conventional or AGV based terminals. For example, Hoshino et al. proposed a methodology for evaluating vertical 
and horizontal AGV based ACTs (Hoshino et al., 2007); Liu et al. utilized simulation method to compare four types of 
ACTs, e.g., AGV system, linear motor conveyance system, grid rail system, and automated storage and retrieval system 
(Liu et al., 2002). Some analytical models were developed for designing AGV systems and studying their performances 
(Bozer and Srin ivasan, 199 1; John son an d Br andeau, 1993). Fo r t he co nventional ter minals, K im et al. rece ntly 
proposed some analytical methodologies for optimizing the layo ut design (Kim et al., 2008; Lee and K im, 2010). To 
our best knowledge, few scholars have studied this new ACT system up to now. This paper makes an exploratory study 
on the design methodology for FB-ACT by investigating the resource requirements for satisfying the design objective. 

 
 

2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR FB-ACT 
 
Suppose a port operator will build a FB-ACT with given a design target, e.g., the required throughput of terminal. Port 
designers should determine a set of proper numbers for: QCs ( ), frame trolleys ( ), rows ( ), storeys ( ) of frame 
bridges, transfer platforms ( ), blocks ( ), YCs ( ), ground trolleys for each block ( ), etc. Here we propose 
a design methodology fo r FB-ACT. M ore realistic facto rs will be taken in to account, e.g., th e different velocities of 
trolleys in laden or empty status. The aforementioned assumptions, e.g., full and even workload, one TP de dicates to 
one block, will be relaxed in the following study on design methodology for FB-ACT.  
 
2.1 The framework of the design methodology for FB-ACT  
 
The design objective is to  determine the proper numbers of all re sources in FB-ACT wi th the purpose of meeting the 
required throughput ( ) for the term inal. With considering the fluctuation of workload in each b lock, we also need to 
know an other design parameter, i .e., t he t imes ( ) of  th e peak t hroughput to  th e av erage thr oughput f or on e block. 
Figure.3 is the framework of methodology. 
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Figure.3 The framework of the design methodology for FB-ACT 
 
 

As shown in Figure.3, the first step is to determine  according to the required throughput . The maximum rate for a 
QC is usually 40 tasks/h; hence we have /40. Then we decide  on the basis of the land length perpendicular 
to the coastline (D). In the usual practice, two YCs are deployed in a block with length of 40 TEU slots. Here  can 
also be determined by this rule accordingly. The third step is to determine  based on the length of quay (B) and the 
width of each block that is dependent on the adopted type of YCs. Then, the fourth step determines the number of some 
key resources in FB-ACT. 

 
Procedure for determining resource requirements              // The 4th step in the design methodology 
For  = 1 to , step 1         // : the maximum number of GTs for a block; we set  = 2 
    ;                           // Calculate the waiting time ( ) of FTs for GTs, according to  
    For   = 1 to , step 1   // : the maximum number of FTs; e.g., we set  as 4 times as Nblk 
          , ;               // Calculate the designed throughput ( ) , according to  and  
          If  Then break;         // If the designed throughput ( ) satisfies the required throughput 
     End For 
     Determine R and T accordingly;   //  should be a multiple of R T, i.e., %(R T) = 0; R 5; T 3; this  
                                                              process may adjust (increase)  slightly 

     If ,  Then break;  // Reconfirm the designed throughput         
End For 

In the above procedure,  and ,  are two key functions: 
(1)  
The number of ground trolleys for each block ( ) could be one; it may also be two if the length of block is very 

long. A proper  should make the waiting time of frame trolleys ( ) be controlled around a reasonable value. Too 
short  is not necessary, whereas too long  will incur a bottleneck for the whole system.  will be used in the 
next step for validating whether the designed throughput meets the required value. For how to calculate  according 
to , i.e., , the detailed calculation process is addressed in Appendix A.  

 (2) ,  
For analyzing the throughput, the system of frame trolleys is formulated as a closed cyclic queuing network model. 

A fixed number of frame trolleys circulate through the network at all times.  
As sho wn i n Figure.4, th e closed qu euing network con tains four serv ice facilities and   circulating frame 

trolleys. Let th e ith facility has  parallel serv ers each  wit h expo nential d istributed serv ice ti me, th e mean v alue of 
which is . This assumption on the exponential d istribution was also  utilized in the similar studies on AGV system s 
(Hoshino et al., 2007) or PM systems (Lee and Kim, 2010) by o ther scholars. As shown in Figure.4, , 

, 15; as we ass ume there are a t most three st oreys and five rows of frame bridges, 15 is the maximum 
number of rails in frame bridges. 
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Figure.4 The closed cyclic queuing network model for frame trolleys 
 
 

Note that the state of  such a  network can be described by a vector , ,  where  is the  number of fram e 
trolleys present at th e ith facility, ∑ . According to Gordon and Newell (1967), the equ ilibrium distribution 
of frame trolleys in the network is given by:  

, , ∏                   1  

 is the convolution parameter if  frame trolleys are at the ith facility: (Hoshino et al., 2007) 

        

·
 !

,

·
 ! ·

,
                                                                                                                                        2  

Here,  is the arrival rate at the ith facility. Since it is a closed cyclic network without branches,  can be regarded 
as th e arri val rate of lo ading/unloading task s, i.e.,  (tasks / h).  is th e mean value of th e ‘serv ice’ time in  th e ith 
facility. , the waiting time of frame tro lleys under QCs, i s set with 1 min ; , the waiting time of frame tro lleys at 
transfer platforms, is obtained by  in the previous step, . For the travel time in laden and empty 
states, we calculate them as follows.  

1           // : the velocity of FT (frame trolleys) in laden state      3  

1         // : the velocity of FT (frame trolleys) in empty state      4  

In F ormula ( 1),  is the n ormalizing fun ction wh en  frame trolleys are  i n t he system .  is utilized to 
ensure all the possible , ,  sum to one (Gordon and Newell, 1967):  

∑ ∏,                    5  

Where , , ,  |  ∑ . 
Despite the apparently large number of arithmetic operations involved in , a sim ple algorithm was proposed 

to calculate it (Buzen, 1973), which is addressed in Appendix B. 
Based on  function, the throughput of the closed cyclic queuing network is calculated as: 

· 1 ⁄                    6  
The above formula is actuall y the aforementioned function , ; and  is already involved in the 

process for cal culating . Here   is th e arriv al rate of task s at th e ith facility, wh ich is al so equal t o , i. e., t he 
desired throughput for the terminal. Therefore, finding a proper  to ensure the throughput satisfies the desired value 
is equivalent to: 

 = min  |  1 ;   1,2, ,             7  
 
2.2 An example for FB-ACT design  
 
An example is g iven to illustrate the process of the proposed design methodology. Some b asic parameters are set  as: 

,  = 5.5 m /s, ,  = 6.5 m/s,  = 2,  = 2,  = 1 m in (for NGT = 1), and  = 1.5 min (for NGT = 2). 
Given t he av ailable land  with B  D = 420   400 m , th e port op erator wants to build a FB-ACT wit h the handling 
capacity (throughput) of 160 tasks/h.  

Step1: As the maximum rate for a QC is usually 40 tasks/h, we have  4. Hence we could deploy five QCs in 
the terminal. 
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Step2: The length of blocks: L  D – 25 = 375 m. In th e usual practice of conventional terminals, two YCs are 
deployed in a block with length of 40 TEU slots (about 250 m). So we could deploy three YCs in each block. 

Step3: If the type of YC with the span of 12 rows TEU (width of YC is about 35 m) is adopted for the terminal, the 
number of blocks  = 420 / 35 = 12. 

Step4: Acco rding to the p rocedure, we first ly set  = 1, 1  =1058 ( too la rge). T hen  = 2, 
2  = 80 sec; thus we set  = 2. For  from 1 to 15, we calculate , 80  according to Formula (6). The 

ratio of actual throughput to the required value ( ) is: 
 

Table.1 The impact of  to the throughput for the design example 
 

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
/  0.24 0. 36 0. 48 0. 60 0.72 0. 84 0. 96 1.08 1. 20 1. 32 1. 44 1.55 1. 67 1. 78 

  
 

From the above results, 9 is the least number of frame trolleys for satisfying the required throughput. Based on , we 
determine R (number of rows o f t he frame bri dges) a nd T ( number of st oreys) a ccordingly; he re  should be a 
multiple of R T, i.e., %(R T) = 0; R 5; T 3. We could set R T = 3 3 or 5 2, which may need adjust (increase) 

 = 10 . With considering lower fram e bridges may be easier to  built and  incur lower construction costs, we cou ld 
determine  =10, and R T = 5 2. F or , i .e., t he num ber of t ransfer pl atforms,  we set   =10 accordingly, 
which means two transfer platforms are deployed in each row of frame bridges.  
 
2.3 Further analysis on the design example  
 
By the proposed methodology, we can also analyze the performance of a FB-ACT design.  

For a FB-AC T design with  frame tro lleys, th e av erage number of frame tro lleys at ith facility, d enoted by 
, and the traffic intensity, denoted by , can be calculated as follows: 

· · 1 ⁄             8    
· ⁄ · 1 ⁄               9  

Here  is the number of parallel servers in each facility. = 5; = 10;   = R T = 10. For the 
design example in the previous section, the results of  and  are shown in Table.2, from which we could 
see the bottleneck may locate at quay side.   

 
Table.2 The average number of frame trolleys and traffic intensity at the four facilities 

 
 QCs Rails TPs Rails 

Average Num. of FTs        10   3.2 1.2 4. 2 1. 4 
Traffic Intensity                 10  64% 12 % 42% 14% 

 
 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper in troduces a new typ e of ACT system , an d makes an  exp lorative st udy to  i dentify its challenges and 
opportunity for i t t o be applied in container t erminals. The contributions include: we investigate the prope r resource 
requirements for i mplementing t his ne w AC T sy stem. A desi gn m ethodology i s p roposed for d etermining proper 
numbers o f re sources i n t he system. Gi ven a design objective (e .g., t he re quired t hroughput), t he p ort o perators c an 
estimate a proper com bination of various resources (e.g., the required numbers of trolleys, rows and storeys of frame 
bridges, storeys of gr ound rails) by fo llowing o ur p roposed d esign methodology. Then po rt op erators r eckon up  the 
gross investment, which can help them assess the benefits and risks of this new ACT system. 

However, there are still some limitations for this study: for the interest of simplicity, we simplify the consideration 
on the YCs, QCs, whose stochastic factors are not taken into account. The handling time (o r waiting  time) for th ese 
equipments is assumed to be constants in our study. 
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A comprehensive and realistic simulation study could remedy these defects of the analytical approaches proposed 
in this p aper. In the future, we will develop a microscopic sim ulation test bed th at allows d etailed sim ulation and 
evaluation of trolley movements in the port area, along with container loading and unloading operations in an integrated 
manner. The simulation model should provide extensive measures of effectiv eness for this new ACT system, and will 
be validated with  real-world data from selected ports so  as  to objectively evaluate t he performance of this new ACT 
system in the realistic environments. 
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4. APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A. Calculation process for  
 
Notations: the number of ground trolleys for each block ( ), the required throughput for the terminal ( ), the times of 
the peak throughput to the average throughput for one block ( ), the number of blocks ( ), the vertical length of the 
terminal (D), the velocities of laden and empty ground trolleys ( , ), and the waiting time for YC’s handling ( ), 
the expected waiting time of frame trolleys ( ). 

We employ the th eory of M/M/c q ueuing system to  estimate the waiting time of frame tro lleys. As the average 
throughput for each block is / , the peak throughput for each block is: · / . For each block, the NGT ground 
trolleys could be regarded as NGT parallel servers, and frame trolleys could be regarded as customers, whose arrival rate 
is · / . Th e exp ected h andling ti me fo r th e ‘serv er’ is . Here / , 

/ , and  is th e ran dom v ariable th at d enotes th e d istance b etween th e pickup/delivery po sition i n a 
block and a position in the rows of frame bridges. /2, here D is the vertical length of the terminal. Then:  

/ /
·

· ·
   10  

According to t he form ula of the m ean waiting tim e fo r t he M/M/c que uing system , t he waiting time o f fram e 
trolleys could be calculated as: 

1⁄ ,       1
1⁄ ,       2

   11  

Here, · · / · . 
 

Appendix B. Algorithm for calculating   
 

For x = 0 to , step 1                             // Initialize  
 If x = 0 Then 1; 
 Else 0; 

End for 
For i = 1 to 4, step 1                                      // For all the four facilities 
      For  x = 0 to , step 1                  // For all possible number of frame trolleys 

                    

·

 !
,

·

 !·
,

   // Calculate the convolution parameter according to (2) 

      End For 
      For  x =  to 0, step -1          
               ∑ ·             
      End For 
End For 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Figure 1-a shows a typical layout of a container yard with several blocks in the stack area where automated stacking 
cranes (ASCs) store and retrieve containers. Each crane can handle containers in one block of the stack consisting of 
multiple rows, tiers, and bays as shown in  
Figure 1-b. Within one block, containers are densely stacked in piles. A number of input/output (I/O) points are located 
at the seaside and landside of the block. 

The ASC can move along the bays and rows of the block simultaneously. We can divide the movements of an 
ASC into two modes: single command and dual command cycles. In a single command cycle, the ASC starts at the I/O 
point, either stores or retrieves a container, and returns to the I/O point. In a dual command cycle, the ASC first picks up 
a container from an I/O point, travels to a stack location to store it, travels to another location to retrieve a container, 
and then returns to an I/O point to deliver it. In a dynamic environment, storage and retrieval requests randomly arrive 
at the block one after another. The basic sequencing strategy for an ASC is to perform requests in first-come-first-
served (FCFS) order. 
 

  
 (a)      (b) 

 
Figure 1. (a) A container yard layout, (b) a block of containers 

 
 

We consider the problem of sequencing storage and retrieval requests in a single block of containers given that the 
ASC works in dual command cycle mode. We assume a given number of  containers have to be stored and  
containers have to be retrieved from the block. Storage container has to be picked up from an I/O point and brought to 
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given storage location. Retrieval container has to be brought to either a seaside or a landside I/O point. All moves are 
non-preemptive. Containers cannot be dropped off in a temporary location as this is time-consuming. The objective 
function is to minimize the makespan of the ASC to perform all requests. 

The literature on this problem can be reviewed from two perspectives. Some papers directly discuss sequencing 
storage and retrieval requests in the storage area of a container yard or a warehouse. On the other hand, sequencing 
storage and retrieval requests is common in vehicle routing problems with unit loads (VRPUL). Next, we briefly discuss 
both streams of study. 
 
1.1 Literature on sequencing storage and retrieval requests 
 
Vis and Roodbergen (2009) consider scheduling storage and retrieval requests in a block of containers. They propose an 
exact polynomial solution method based on dynamic programming. However, they assume container yard uses straddle 
carriers (SCs) to store and retrieve containers. This differs from our problem because when a SC enters a row of 
containers, all requests have to be finished before it leaves that row, since changing rows is time-consuming for a SC.  

Vis and Carlo (2010) propose a model to sequence storage and retrieval requests in a block of containers with two 
ASCs. The ASCs can pass each other but cannot perform operation on the same bay simultaneously. They propose 
simulated annealing to solve this problem. In this problem, instead of multiple I/O points only one I/O point exists at 
each side of the block.  

Van den Berg and Gademann (1999) consider sequencing storages and retrievals in an automated storage/retrieval 
system (AS/RS). In an AS/RS system, an automated storage/retrieval (S/R) machine stores and retrieves unit loads. 
They formulate the problem as a transportation problem and claim each feasible solution of the transportation problem 
corresponds to a retrieval and storage sequence of the main problem. They assume a single commend input point and a 
single commend output point. Furthermore, the problem is 2 dimensional. 

Zhang et al. (2010) work on a similar problem in an AS/RS system with two I/O points. However, retrievals and 
storages can be performed in both I/O points. They propose an exact polynomial solution method. The method is based 
on the assignment problem (AP) relaxation and a subtour patching scheme.  
 
 
1.2 Literature on vehicle routing problem with unit loads 
 
Our problem can be formulated as both the asymmetric travelling salesman problem (ATSP) and the Stacker crane 
problem (SCP). Note that our problem has special properties that make it different than all the following studies. In our 
problem, every request is connected to an I/O point and retrieval requests have flexible I/O points. 
The ATSP, most simply stated, is a combinatorial problem in which from a given list of cities with pairwise distances, a 
tour has to be determined passing every city exactly once in such a way that the total distance is minimized. Pairwise 
distances need not be equal. Several algorithms are proposed to solve the ATSP. Among the most efficient ones is the 
depth-first branch and bound algorithm based on the subtour elimination approach proposed by Carpaneto and Toth 
(1980). In general, the ATSP problem is NP-hard.  

The SCP, in its simplest form, can be described as follows: a vehicle must start from an initial location, perform a 
specified set of moves, and return to its initial location. The moves are defined as carrying moves from a specified 
pickup point to a delivery point. The objective is to serve all required carrying moves with the shortest empty distance. 
This is done by adding non-carrying (empty) moves. 

The SCP was originally proposed by Fredrickson et al. (1978). They prove that the SCP is NP-hard when the 
underlying network is a complete graph. Fredrickson and Guan (1993) prove that the SCP on a tree when the 
movements are non-preemptive is also NP-hard. They prove it by reducing the Steiner tree problem in bipartite graphs 
to the non-preemptive SCP.  
 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  
 
Our objective is to minimize the total makespan of the ASC for a group of storage and retrieval containers in a block 
with multiple I/O points. This problem can be formulated as the ATSP. The model consists of an AP model plus a 
subtour elimination constraint.  

Consider that  is the set of all locations: storages, retrievals, ending point (mentioned as 0) and starting point 
(mentioned as 0’). Location of a storage container is the location of the bay that it has to be delivered and location of a 
retrieval container is the location of the bay that it is currently stacked. The crane can start from any bay and finish in 
any bay. The distance matrix,  , is a 2 2  matrix where,  is the number of storage and retrieval 
requests and 2 is the number of ending and starting points. Based on the set of locations, , and the set of arcs, , a 
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complete digraph , , can be defined. The associated distance  of each arc , , comes from the distance 
matrix . Another graph ′ ′, ′ , can be also defined, where ′ , , … ,  is a subset of locations with 
corresponding arcs as ′ , , , , … , , . If , the ASC traverses a Hamiltonian tour; 
otherwise ( ), a Hamiltonian subtour. The makespan of the ASC traversing all arcs of a tour (subtour) equals the 
sum of distances of all arcs. 

In this setting, the objective function is to find a Hamiltonian tour with the minimum makespan given the complete 
digraph . The ATSP corresponding to the sequencing of storage and retrieval requests may be mathematically stated 
as the following integer programming model.  
 
min ∑ ∑ \\ , ′ , (1) 

 
Each location  must be entered exactly once. We cannot enter the starting point from any other location: 
 
∑ \ 1, \ 0 , (2) 
 
Each location  must be exited exactly once. We cannot exit from the ending point to any other location: 
 
∑ \ 1, \ 0′ , (3) 
 
No subtours are allowed for any subset of locations \ 0′, 0 , , where | | is the size of : 
 
∑ , | | 1, (4) 
 
All the variables are binary: 
 

0,1 , ,  (5) 
 

Equations  (1)- (3) and  (5) define the AP problem. The number of feasible solution of the AP model is ! 
for  locations of which 1 ! are feasible Hamiltonian tours for the ATSP. A feasible solution of the AP model is a 
feasible solution of the ATSP if it satisfies equation  (4), the subtour elimination constraint. The ATSP model is more 
constrained than the AP model hence, the optimal value of the AP is a lower bound for the ATSP. 

The ATSP model is in general NP-hard. However, the computation time of the problem of sequencing storage and 
retrieval requests mainly depends on the number of I/O points. For few number of I/O points, exact polynomial solution 
methods can be developed. In case of 2 I/O points, Zhang et al. (2010) have already developed a solution method. Their 
solution method can be extended to more number of I/O points using enumeration. Nevertheless, the computation time 
is not reasonable. This is due to the fact that with the increase of the number of I/O points, the computation time of the 
problem increases exponentially. This argument is supported by reducing the stacker crane problem (SCP) with non-
preemptive movements on a general graph to the problem of sequencing storage and retrieval requests. 

Consider our problem in a simplified case with the following assumptions: (1) every retrieval request has to be 
delivered to a specific I/O point, (2) the number of storage and retrieval requests is equal to the number of I/O points, 
and (3) every I/O point is connected to only one retrieval or storage request. In this setting, we have a problem with 
some carrying moves and we need to add non-carrying moves in order to get a complete tour with the shortest empty 
distance. This implies that the problem is an SCP that is NP-hard (Fredrickson and Guan, 1993).  
 
 

3. SOLUTION METHOD 
 
We extend the branch and bound (B&B) algorithm proposed by Carpaneto and Toth (1980) for the ATSP to this 
problem. We also benefit from some of the ideas mentioned by Miller and Pekny (1991). The B&B algorithm proposed 
in this paper mainly differs from the previous ones regarding the following aspects:  

(1) We use the depth first search as the overall strategy of the B&B algorithm to select the next subproblem and 
the best first search when choice is to be made between nodes at the same level. 

(2) We produce a spars distance matrix based on the characteristics of the problem. The sparse distance matrix 
helps us to avoid explicitly examining a vast majority of feasible solutions. 
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(3) The other important issue is to select a subtour to be split. A smart method for selecting a subtour results in 
fewer number of nodes to be evaluated. We propose to select the subtour which contains the least number of 
I/O points. 

(4) Furthermore, we add an extra step to the algorithm. In each node, we evaluate if it is possible to merge some of 
the subtours using the method proposed by Zhang et al. (2010). This also results in evaluating less number of 
nodes. 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
We showed that the computation time of the problem increases exponentially when the number of I/O points increases. 
However, if the number of I/O points is limited, an exact polynomial solution method can be developed. We propose a 
B&B algorithm to get the optimal solution of the model. The proposed B&B algorithm differ from previous ones 
proposed for solving ATSP in several aspects. 
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Abstract: The load scheduling and the storage allocation for outbound containers are two important decision problems 
affecting the efficiency of container loading operations. This paper proposes a novel approach that integrates these two 
problems into a whole. The objective is to minimize the completion time of the loading operations. Due to the 
intractability of the proposed problem, an iterative search algorithm is designed to solve the problem. A decision is 
made upon the arrival of each container at the terminal. Computational experiments are conducted to examine the key 
factors of the problem and the performance of the proposed algorithm.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The globalization of international markets has significantly fuelled the growth of the containerized freight transport 
industry in the last several decades. The overall performance of a container terminal is usually measured by the ship 
discharging/loading time, but the efficiency can only be achieved if the planning and control functions at different 
handling stages of the container flow are properly coordinated. 

Generally speaking, a container terminal consists of the quayside, where containers are discharged from and 
loaded onto ships, and the container storage yard, where containers are stored. In the loading operations, the outbound 
containers are picked up by Yard Cranes (YCs) from the storage yard, transported from the storage yard to the quayside 
by trucks, and loaded onto the ship by Quay Cranes (QCs). The storage yard in the terminal is divided into the several 
blocks of containers. Each block consists of a number of side by side lanes with each lane including a number of 
container stacks that are of 4-5 tiers of containers.  

During the loading operation, various constraints pre-specified by carriers must be satisfied. Examples are weight 
constraints, destinations and sizes of containers loaded into specific slots of the container ship. Thus, the loading 
schedule has to be carefully constructed before the loading operations begin. Also, the temporary storage of the 
outbound containers is one of the most important operations at the container terminal that has an important impact on 
the handling efficiency on the yard crane scheduling.  

This paper focuses on the load scheduling and storage allocation problems (LS-SAP) for outbound containers, 
with the objective to enhance the efficiency of the loading operations in container terminals. Followed by this 
introductory section and a literature review in Section 2, the problem is defined in Section 3. In Section 4, an iterative 
search algorithm is developed to solve the problem. Computational experiments are reported in Section 5 and the 
performance of the algorithm is analyzed. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper. 
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Problems associated with allocating and scheduling the resources in a container terminal have been extensively studied 
in the past few years. See Vis and De Koster (2003), Steenken et al. (2004), and Stahlbock and Voß (2008) for 
comprehensive reviews of the literature on various models and aspects of the optimization problems in a container 
terminal. Here, we provide a brief review of existing studies on YC scheduling and storage allocation. 

In the area of load scheduling, Kim and Kim (2002) developed a cost model for determining the optimal amount 
of storage space and the optimal number of transfer cranes for handling inbound containers. Kim and Kim (1999a,b,c) 
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tried to minimize the total travel distance of a straddle crane in the yard during the loading operation of outbound 
containers. The solution procedure is decomposed into two stages. In the first stage, the number of containers to pick up 
at each yard bay is determined, while the visiting sequence of yard bays by the straddle crane is determined in the 
second stage. Jung and Kim (2006) extended the scheduling problem for a single YC to multiple YCs within a block. 
Non-crossing constraints were considered. The objective is to minimize the makespan of the loading operations. A 
genetic algorithm and a simulated annealing algorithm are developed to solve the problem. Ng and Mak (2005) studied 
the problem of scheduling a single YC. The loading/unloading containers to be handled are considered as a given set of 
jobs with different ready times. The objective is to minimize the sum of job waiting time. The authors proposed a 
branch-and-bound algorithm to solve the problem optimally. Ng (2005) extended the study to multiple YCs. To solve 
the problem, a two-phase heuristics is developed. In the first phase, the multiple YCs scheduling problem is 
decomposed into independent single YC scheduling problem. Then, in the second phase a container re-assignment 
procedure is applied to improve the schedule. 

Lee et al. (2007) studied the scheduling problem of two YCs which serve one QC at two different container 
blocks. The objective is to minimize the total transferring time in the stack area. A simulated annealing algorithm is 
developed to determine both the visiting sequences of yard bays and the number of containers picked up at each bay for 
the two YCs. Kozan and Preston (1999) used genetic algorithm techniques to reduce container handling time at a 
container terminal, and analyzed the major factors that influence container transfer efficiency. Effects of the handling 
equipment, the storage capacities and policies, and the terminal layout are analyzed through simulation. Kozan and 
Preston (2006) extended the work by integrating the container storage assignment policy with the scheduling of the 
handling equipment. The aim of the model is to simultaneously optimize both the storage locations and the handling 
scheduling. 

For storage allocation problems, Dekker et al. (2006) explored different stacking policies for containers in 
automated terminals by means of simulation. A comprehensive overview of stacking policies used in practice is 
provided. Zhang et al. (2003) modeled the storage allocation problem using a rolling-horizon approach. For each 
planning horizon, the problem is decomposed into two levels, and each level is formulated as a mathematical 
programming model. 

Preston and Kozan (2001) used genetic algorithm technique to determine the way that outbound containers are 
stored to minimize the time spent transferring containers from a storage area to ship or ship to the storage area. Kim and 
Park (2003) decomposed the process of determining the storage locations for outbound containers into two stages: space 
allocation stage and stage of locating individual containers. The authors developed a mixed integer program to solve the 
space allocation problem in the first stage, with the objectives to minimize the containers’ delivery cost between the 
berth and the yard and to minimize the traveling cost of YCs to pick up the outbound containers within a certain range 
of yard area. Kim et al. (2000) focused on the stage of locating individual container by determining the storage location 
of an outbound container in a pre-assigned yard bay in order to reduce re-handle during loading operations. Dynamic 
programming is used to solve the problem.  

Both load scheduling and storage allocation problems have attracted a lot of research efforts. However, these 
problems are highly related to each other. Kozan and Preston (2006) is the only study found so far that combines these 
two sub-problems. Tabu search and genetic algorithm are applied to simultaneously optimize both the storage locations 
and the load scheduling. However, the approach modeled each sub-problem separately. And some practical constraints 
are not considered, for example, the random arrival of outbound containers, and the weight and destination information 
of outbound containers, etc.   

 
 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 
Usually, outbound containers start arriving at the terminal waiting for loading two to three days before the ship departs. 
In the loading operation, containers to be loaded into slots of a ship must satisfy various constraints specified by the 
load file. A load file is made by the shipping line based on container groups, and is sent to the terminal. Before the 
arrival of the ship, a more detailed storage plan is made by the terminal planner who fills the groups with detailed 
containers. A container group is defined as a collection of containers that have the same characteristics such as the 
destination port, the weight class and the size.  

Given the load file, this paper attempts to determine the loading sequence and the storage allocation for outbound 
containers at the same time. A loading sequence must be constructed to deliver the containers to the QCs satisfying the 
constraints specified by the load file regardless of locations of the containers to be loaded. In order to have an efficient 
loading sequence, outbound containers must be laid out in the optimal locations.  
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The rationale behind integrating the load scheduling and storage allocation is that it is pointless optimizing one 
when the other is far from optimal. The aim of the integrated model is to simultaneously optimize both the loading 
sequence and the storage locations for outbound containers.  

The following assumptions and problem settings are imposed in defining the LS-SAP: 
(1) We optimize the loading sequence, and don’t consider the handling order of each YC. However, the detail YCs 

handling orders can be easily constructed given the loading sequence.  
(2) There exist precedence constraints among different container groups in the loading operations. The load file of 

the corresponding ship, which indicates the storage slots of container groups on the ship and the number of 
containers in each group, is known.  

(3) The handling time of each container in the yard is determined by the storage allocation plan, which means that 
it is a decision variable.  

(4) Rehandle is taken into account in the model. A rehandle is a container movement made in order to permit 
access to another container, and is considered as an unproductive move.  

The following decisions need to be made so as to minimize the makespan of handling the loading operations in a 
planning horizon: (i) determining the loading sequence for all the outbound containers; (ii) determining the storage 
location in the yard for each outbound container.  

The ideal layout of outbound containers in the storage yard is almost impossible to be achieved due to the random 
arrival of containers at the terminal. We try to deal with this property in the development of the solution technique.  
 
 

4. SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 
 
Two heuristic algorithms are developed firstly to solve the two sub-problems independently. Then, the two algorithms 
are incorporated into a whole in an iterative way: the output of one algorithm is used as the input of the other, capturing 
the interactions between the two problems. The solution technique is explained as follows: a procedure based on the 
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) is developed to determine the storage locations for outbound 
containers given the containers information, the container block configuration, and a loading sequence. Then, a Tabu 
Search algorithm is designed to schedule the loading operations given the storage locations specified in the previous 
step, the load file and the QCs work strategy. The optimized loading sequence is then used to re-allocate storage 
locations for the containers. The tabu search will re-start using the updated storage allocation plan. This procedure 
continues iteratively until a stopping criterion is reached. The framework of the iterative search is illustrated in Figure 1. 
This technique gradually increases the accuracy of the solution as the algorithm progresses, and gives a better overall 
solution.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Framework of the iterative search algorithm 
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The follow notations are used in the introduction of the heuristic algorithm.  
N: set of containers to be handled in the planning horizon. 
K: set of storage locations for outbound containers in the storage yard.  
pi: processing time of container i (iN). 
The handling time of container i, pi, is the sum of the retrieval time and the rehandle time. If the desired container 

is on top there is no rehandle time, otherwise the rehandle time incorporates the time required to move those containers 
on top of the desired containers to the adjoining positions and return the top containers from the temporary storage 
positions back to the storage stack.  
 
 
4.1 Storage allocation for outbound containers 
 
Assume that a container block with empty slots is already assigned to a specific container group by a space planner. The 
remaining problems for determining the storage location are: (1) select a yard bay with empty slots in the pre-assigned 
block; (2) stack the container of a certain group among several empty slots in the selected yard bay. Since containers 
arrive at the terminal in a completely random order, this decision has to be made upon the arrival of each container. In 
addition, determining the storage location for outbound containers is a dynamic decision making problem due to the fact 
that the configuration of the yard bay changes each time a container is assigned to a location.  

An initial loading sequence is assumed to be generated that is compatible with the work schedule of the QCs. In 
this section, a GRASP based heuristics is presented to determine the storage locations for outbound containers in the 
storage yard, respecting the handling sequence of the loading operations. The objective is to minimize the expected 
number of rehandle during the loading operations.  

GRASP mainly consists of two phases: a construction phase and an improvement phase. In our procedure, the 
construction phase constructs a feasible solution using a biased sampling scheme. The feasible solution obtained in the 
construction phase is then improved by a 2-opt local search.  

N is the set of the containers that need to be handled. Let n = |N|. Then there are n decision epochs. Let Ne denote 
the set of containers that have not arrived yet at epoch e, e = 1, 2, …, n. Initially, N1 = N. At each epoch, GRASP is 
applied to determine the storage locations for the containers that will arrive in the following epochs, taking into account 
the handling sequence of those containers, keeping the storage plan for the containers that have already arrived in the 
previous epochs. In order to describe the specific procedure of the GRASP, the index value of a container is calculated.  

 
 

4.1.1 The index values of containers  

 
The containers index values are calculated in order to take into account the handling sequence of the outbound 
containers when we try to determine their storage locations. It is expected that those containers to be retrieved earlier 
will be stacked in upper tiers in the storage yard. At epoch e, suppose container i is the jth one to be retrieved in the 
loading sequence in Ne, the index value of container i, Vi, is defined as follows: 

Vi = |Ne| - j, iNe 

With the above definition, it’s easy to see that those containers to be retrieved earlier will have bigger index value.  
 
 

4.1.2 The procedure of GRASP  

 
The GRASP construction procedure (GRASP-C) is described as follows.  
Step 1: Get index value level: calculate the index value Vi for each unassigned container i, get the index value level li of 

each container. 
Step 2: Select a container: select a container (denoted as container c) from those who have the smallest index values as 

the next one to be stacked.  
Step 3: Select a yard bay: select in the block pre-assigned a yard bay that is not full and only with containers of the 

same destination with the selected container c. 
Step 4: Stack container c in an available empty location (an empty slot is called “available” when all the slots below the 

empty slot are occupied) in the selected yard bay. 
Step 5: Repeat Step 1 to Step 4 until all the containers in Ne have been assigned to locations. A feasible solution is 

generated.  
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The GRASP improvement procedure (GRASP-I) is described as follows: 
Step 1. Calculate the objective value (the expected number of rehandle of the given loading sequence) of the feasible 

solution obtained previously and set it as the initial objective value.  
Step 2. Set x = 1, x’ = x + 1. 
Step 3. Swap the locations of xth and x’th containers in the given loading sequence. Calculate the objective value of the 

resulting solution. If it is less than the initial objective value, update the initial value; otherwise, swap back the 
locations of the two containers as they were.  

Step 4. Increase x’ by 1, and go to Step 3 until x’ > |N|.  
Step 5. Increase x by 1, and go to Step 3 until x > |N| - 1. 

The stopping criterion of GRASP is to repeat GRASP-C and GRASP-I nGRASP times to generate nGRASP solutions, 
where nGRASP represents the iteration times. The solution with the least rehandle operations among the nGRASP solutions is 
selected as the final solution and its corresponding objective value is set as the final objective value.  
 

 
4.1.3 Stack the next coming container 
 
The GRASP solution provides a near optimal storage location plan for the containers that will arrive in the following 
epochs. However, outbound containers arrive at the terminal in a completely random order. It may happen that storage 
location for the next arriving container is not available. Therefore, the following rule is applied when determining the 
storage location of the next arriving container, denoted as c.  
 If the storage location in the GRASP solution for c, denoted as k, is available, then stack c in k; otherwise, stack c 
in the available location that has the minimum distance from k.  
 The distance between two locations is calculated by putting a yard bay into a coordinate system as shown in Figure 
2. Each slot represents a point in the coordinate system. The distance between location k and k’ is their rectilinear 
distance: |||| ''' kkkkkk yyxxd  .  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. An illustration of a bay coordinate system 

 
 
4.2 Tabu search algorithm for scheduling the loading operations  
 
Given the load file of the ship and the locations of the outbound containers, a loading sequence of the YCs must be 
constructed to deliver the containers to the QCs satisfying the constraints specified by the load file. In practice, the 
flexibility in sequencing containers for the YCs exists in the following two aspects: (1) When a container from a certain 
group is needed for loading, it must be decided on the particular container to retrieve by the YC in the storage yard, with 
the objective to minimize the rehandle operation; (2) Containers of different groups can be loaded alternately. For 
example, containers in a yard bay are loaded onto more than one ship bays. Also, there are two loading strategies for the 
QC, i.e., row wise or column wise. With different QC loading strategies, more flexibility exists in constructing the YC 
loading sequence. 

Scheduling the loading operations for the YCs is to find a better loading sequence given the storage locations of 
the containers. The objective is to minimize the total completion time of the loading operations. At each epoch, a 
loading sequence must be constructed for all the containers that will arrive in the following epochs, taking into account 
the storage locations of those containers. A tabu search algorithm is proposed to solve this problem.  

There exist precedence constraints in the loading operations specified by the load file. Some container operations 
in the storage yard must precede or follow some other operations. Therefore, the feasible solution of a load scheduling 
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is coded into a sequence of containers which are compatible with the precedence constraints. A feasible solution can be 
defined by a permutation vector  = ( (1), …,  (ne)), where  (x) denotes the xth container in  , ne = |Ne|. 

 
 

4.2.1 Neighborhood structure 

 
Given a feasible solution,  , of the load scheduling, its neighborhood solutions are obtained by swapping two 
containers (compatible with the precedence constraints) in  . Let sw(x, x’) define the operation of swapping the 
container in position x with the container in position x’, x, x’ = 1, 2, …, ne. Note that x ≠ x’. If we denote the new 
solution obtained from   by applying the swapping move sw(x, x’) as 

sw , the neighborhood of  , N( ), consists 

of solution 
sw by moves sw from a given set OP. 


en

xx
xx

xxswOP
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4.2.2 Tabu list and search strategy 

 

A tabu list is a short time memory of the last several movements. It is applied to have a trace of the evolution of the 
search to prevent cycling. In our case, once a swap between position x and x’ is applied, both position x and x’ are added 
to the tabu list for some time. A swap that involves returning the containers to these positions for a certain number of 
iterations is not allowed. Let E = (E1, E2, . . ., Emaxt) be the tabu list of a fixed length maxt. Et = (α, β) is a pair element, 
where α denotes one position, β denotes the other position. Et, 1 ≤ t ≤ maxt, is added to the tabu list in the following way: 
each element in the tabu list is shifted to the left by one position and Et is put in position maxt, i.e. 

 tt

tt
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An aspiration criterion is used to override the tabu status of a move. In our algorithm, we allow a tabu move if 

such a move leads to a neighborhood solution that has a smaller makespan (Cmax) than that of the best solution obtained 
so far. 

We adopt the best-fit strategy in our search. Given a loading sequence , its neighborhood is searched using the 
following strategy: each neighborhood solution of  that is not currently forbidden in the tabu list is evaluated, and then 
the algorithm moves to the best non-tabu neighbor. That is, the makespan of each solution is calculated, and the solution 
with the smallest makespan is selected.  
 
 

4.2.3 Algorithm  

 
The algorithm starts with an initial solution   and a primary empty tabu list E. At each iteration, the neighborhood 
search strategy is applied and the set of swap operations OP( ) is determined. The best non-tabu move sw’ is selected, 
which determines the neighborhood

'' sw  . Then, the new tabu list E is created. 'ch  is set to be the starting solution 

for the next iteration. The best Cmax* found and the associated solution *  are updated. Counters Iter and NIter trace 
the number of total iterations and the number of iterations performed without improvement, respectively. The algorithm 
terminates if there is no improvement over the best solution obtained after a certain number of iterations (NonImpIter), 
or if the total number of iterations reaches a predetermined value MaxIter. 

The algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
Step 1. Initialization: * =  , Cmax* = Cmax( * ), E = , i = Iter = NIter = 0. 
Step 2. Set Iter := Iter + 1, NIter := NIter + 1. Find the swap operation sw’OP( ), the neighborhood 

'' sw  , and 

the modified tabu list E. Set := ' . 
Step 3. If Cmax( ) < Cmax*, then set * := , Cmax* = Cmax( ), Niter := 0, and go to step 2. 
Step 4. If (Iter  MaxIter) & (NIter  NonImpIter) then go to step 2; otherwise STOP. 
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5. EXPERIMENTS 
 
5.1 Input data  
 
To evaluate the solution quality and efficiency of the proposed algorithms, some experiments are conducted and 
analyzed. The data used in the experiments is generated based on the physical model of a container terminal in the port 
of Shanghai. In the loading operations, a QC generally loads tens to hundreds containers for a ship. These containers are 
stacked in blocks in the storage yard. The containers that are destined for the same destination port are often stacked in 
the same yard bay. Test problems are generated as follows. All times in the experiments are measured in seconds. 
- The number of outbound containers in the loading operation varies from 10 to 500; the number of blocks for 

storing these containers varies from 2 to 5.  
- The processing time of a container by an YC is the sum of the operation time required to pick up a container and 

the transferring time to load the container on an YV. The processing times are generated from a uniform 
distribution of U(10, 60). 

- A rehandle time is needed when the required container is not directly accessible, and is calculated as 15 times the 
number of containers on the top of the required container. 

- For each problem, the containers are randomly classified into different groups. The number of containers in a 
group is sampled from a uniform distribution of (5, 30) (numbers are rounded). The work schedule of a QC is 
generated by joining up to 10 container groups in a random sequence.  

- A random loading sequence is used to initialize the iterative algorithm. 
We use Visual C++ programming language to code the algorithms, and perform the computational test on a 

personal computer with a Centrino Duo CPU @ 2.0 GHz and 2.0 GB RAM. 
 
 

5.2 Performance analysis  
 
To evaluate the performance of the iterative search algorithm, the sensitivity analysis is applied to different data settings 
(number of containers, storage levels of container blocks) and algorithm parameters (number of iterations).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Algorithm performance on YC average handling time 
 
 
Figure 3 shows that the performance of the algorithm improves with the increase of iterations. 7 sets of problems 

with different number of containers were generated. Each set has 10 replications. In each replication, a random arrival 
order of all the containers is generated. And the iterative algorithm is applied to make a decision upon the arrival of 
each container. It is observed that the reduction of YC average handling time of a container increases when the total 
number of containers increases (the maximum storage height in the yard is 4 tiers). When the total number of container 
is 10, the improvement of average handling time is about 12.7% with the use of the iterative search algorithm. The 
improvement increases to 22.9% when the total number of container is 500. Also the improvement is very limited when 
the iteration of the algorithm is more than 18.  
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Figure 4. Computational time of the algorithm in the first epoch 
 
 

Figure 4 illustrates the computational time of the algorithm in the first epoch as a function of the problem size, i.e., 
e=1, Ne=N. Although the computational time is observed quite long as the increase of the number of containers and the 
algorithm iterations, this time decreases dramatically for the following epochs (as shown in Figure 5). This phenomenon 
can be explained by the fact that as the increase of e, good initial loading sequence and storage allocation plan are 
obtained from the previous epoch.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Computational time of the algorithm for the following epochs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Algorithm performance with different maximum storage height 
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Sensitivity analysis was performed to analyze the influence of the maximum storage height on the algorithm 
performance. The results are given in Figure 6. It is shown that when the maximum storage height of container block 
increases from 3 tiers to 5 tiers, the average handling time in loading operations increases from 42 seconds to 64 
seconds (the total number of containers is 100).  

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS  
 
This paper proposed a novel iterative search algorithm to solve an integrated problem composed of two sub-problems, 
namely storage allocation and load scheduling for outbound containers. A GRASP based procedure and a Tabu Search 
algorithm are developed firstly to solve the two sub-problems independently. Then, the two algorithms are incorporated 
into a whole in an iterative way: the output of one algorithm is used as the input of the other, capturing the interactions 
between the two problems. Due to the randomness of the arrivals of outbound containers, the iterative search algorithm 
is applied to find a better storage location upon the arrival of each container taking into account the loading sequence of 
all the arriving containers in the future. 

The experiments show that the algorithm could find better overall solutions for the two sub-problems. The average 
YC handling time gets improved as the algorithms continues. However, the improvement becomes quite limited when 
the iteration of the algorithm gets bigger. And the computational time is reasonable for large sized problems. It was also 
found that reducing the maximum storage height in the yard resulted in a reduction in the YC handling time.  
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Abstract: Pyramid stacking is a t ype of block stacking method for cylindrical unit loads such as drums, coi ls, paper 
rolls, and so on. This study addresses how to determine the dimension (height and width) of a bay. It is assumed that 
multiple types of unit loads, which have different retrieval rates and duration of stays from each other, are stored in the 
same bay. A cost  model is proposed to determine the optimal dimension of a bay. A numerical example is provided to 
illustrate the procedure for the optimization in this paper. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Pyramid stack ing is a storag e method in which cylind rical un it loads a re stacked on the fl oor as  shown in Figure 1. 
Pyramid stacking is one of the storage methods with a hi gh re-handling cost and space utilization. The bay of pyramid 
stack in Figure 1 consists of 3 tiers by 4 rows at th e bottom resulting in 9 unit loads in to tal. There are 4 , 3 and 2 unit 
loads at eac h tier, respectively, from the bottom. When a retrieval order is issued for a unit load at a l ow tier, one or 
more than one relocation must be performed before the target unit load is retrieved. Such relocations are a major source 
of inefficiency in handling activities in pyramid stacking systems. 

Figure 2 shows the total number of handling each unit load for retrieval in the pyramid stacking system of Figure 1. 
The k is th e index of the tier from the top an d l is th e index of the position in each  tier from the left hand side. The s 
represents the total number of handlings for retrieving a target unit load from each corresponding position. In case of a 
unit lo ad at (3,2), it requ ires 4  relocations of unit lo ads at ( 1,1), ( 1,2), ( 2,1) an d ( 2,2) and thu s t he t otal nu mber of 
handlings becomes 5.  

For a given number of unit loads in a bay, when the number of unit loads at the lowest tier decreases, the average 
height of pyramid stacking system must increase, which results in an increase in the expected number of relocations per 
retrieval. However, t he hei ght o f a  py ramid st acking bay can not e xceed t he n umber of unit l oads a t t he l owest t ier 
because the number of unit loads per tier decreases one by one as the tier goes up. When the number of unit loads at the 
lowest tier increases, the space required for the bay increases. Park and Kim (2010) attempted to estimate the number of 
re-handles for a given number of unit loads at the lowest tier and the number of tiers in a bay when all the unit loads are 
heterogeneous which means that all the unit loads in the bay are different from each other and a retrieval order is issued 
for a sp ecific unit load in the b ay. However, this study extends Park and Kim (2010) to the case where m ultiple unit 
loads in the bay are th e same type and thus a retrieval order is issu ed for th e unit loads in the same type. Figure 3-(a) 
illustrates the case where all  the un it loads in a bay are different types, while Figure 3-(b) illu strates the case where 
there are three unit loads in each of three types. 

This study derives the expression for the expected number of relocations and suggests a model for determining the 
optimal dimension of a bay considering the relocation cost and the space cost when there are multiple unit loads of the 
same type (group) in a bay. Section 2 addresses the case where groups with the same retrieval probabilities. Section 3 
analyzes th e case wh ere grou ps h ave different retriev al p robabilities and the re trieval p robability is th e sam e as the 
proportion of the number of unit loads in the bay among different groups. Section 4 treats the most general case where 
the retrieval probability of a group is not the same as the proportion of the number of the unit loads of the group in the 
bay. The last section will provides some conclusions.  
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Figure 1. An example of pyramid stacking in warehouses. 

 

 
Figure 2. The total number of handlings per unit load for the bay in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 3. Heterogeneous (a) and homogeneous types of unit loads (b) 
 

Many researchers have analyzed the re-handling operation. Watanabe (1991) analyzed the handling activ ities in  
container yards and propose d a sim ple index, termed as the “index of accessibility” t o express the accessibility of a 
stack co nsidering t he number of relocations req uired t o l ift a co ntainer. C astilho an d Daganzo ( 1993) a nalyzed t he 
handling activities in inbound container yards. Based on a si mulation study, they proposed a formula for estimating the 
number of relocations for the random retrieval of a container. Kim (1997) proposed a formula for estimating the number 
of relocations for a random retrieval of an in bound container from a bay. Kim and Kim (1999) analyzed the handling 
activities for relocations in inbound container yards and used the result for determining the number of devices and th e 
amount of space required for storing inbound containers and for allocating spaces for arriving inbound containers. Kim 
et al. (2000) ad dressed t he problem o f lo cating the arr iving outbound containers by considering the w eights of the 
containers. They incorporated the fact that heavier containers are usually stacked in the lo west tiers of bays in vessels; 
therefore, these must be stacked in the upper tiers at the yard in order to avoid relocations during the loading operations. 
Kang et al. (2006) extended Kim et al. (2000) by relaxing the latter’s assumption that the weight information of every 
arriving container is known with certainty. Kim and Hong (2002) suggested two methods for determining the locations 
of relocated blocks. Lee and Hsu (2007) and Lee and Chao (2009) discussed how to construct a plan for repositioning 
export containers within a yard so  that no extra re-handles were needed dur ing the loading operation. Park  and  Kim 
(2010) compared various stacking methods including block stacking in terms of the expected number of relocations and 
the storage space. However little is known about the mixed pyramid stacking storage system. As mentioned above, Park 
and Kim (2010) c ompared t he num ber of relocations requ ired fo r picking up a unit load form a stack f or various 
stacking methods. Especially, the analytic results are explained by using examples of cylindrically shaped unit loads, 
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termed as “p yramid stacking” in  which unit loads are stacked and ce ntered over the two unit loads in th e immediate 
lower t ier and unit loads are lifted from above by overhead bridge cranes. Thieman and Murphy (2000) introduce an 
automated handling system for coils.  
 
 

2. THE CASE OF GROUPS WITH THE SAME RETRIEVAL PROBABILITIES 
 
This section derives expressions for the expected number of handlings to retrieve a unit load from a py ramid stacking 
bay and proposes a m ethod to  determine the optimal number of  unit loads at t he lowest tier  in  a b ay considering the 
handling cost and the cost of space. The following assumptions are introduced: 

①  Unit loads of multiple groups are mixed in the same bay.  
② A retrieval order is issued for a group of unit loads, which means that any unit loa d can be retrieved among 

multiple unit loads of the group to satisfy the retrieval order.  
③ If there are multiple unit loads of a group and a retrieval order is issued for the group, then the unit load with 

the sm allest n umber o f handlings will b e retriev ed. For ex ample, in  Fig ure 2, s re presents the number of 
handlings required to pick up the target unit load. This assumption implies that when there is a un it load with 
s=1 among unit loads of the requested group, that unit load will be picked up first. If there is no unit load with 
s=1 of the group, then unit loads with s=2 will be picked up. That is, s plays the role of the priority for picking 
up. Thus, we will call s “priority” from now on. 

④ The number of unit loads in a group stores in a bay is the same for all the groups, that is to say the probability 
of retrieval of a unit load of a group is th e same for all th e groups. The last assumption will b e modified by 
each case and will be explained in each section. 

 
The following notations are used for the formulation. 

 
Notation 
R = Number of unit loads of the lowest tier in a bay (a decision variable). 

h = Number of tiers required to store all the unit loads. T is the available highest tier considering R in a 
bay, 1  h T, 1  T  R. 

n = Number of slots required to store all the unit loads, = ( 1)
1

h
R t

t
  


. 

m = Number of groups of unit loads. 

k = Index representing the tier where the target unit load exist from the top in the bay, 1  k h. 

l = Index representing the lth unit load at the kth tier from left side in the bay, 1  l  R-h+k. 

h(s) = The total number of unit loads for which the number of handling required to pick up the 
corresponding unit load is s which we call “priority” in this paper. 

A(k,l) = The total number of handling for retrieving the lth unit load at the kth tier in the bay. 

a = max[A(k,l)] for all k and l. 

ch = Handling cost per unit load. 

r = Arrival rate of retrieval orders per unit time. 

cs = Cost of ground space for a stack per unit time. 

p = Probability that a specific group of unit loads will be retrieved next, which is the same for all the 
groups, that is, p=1/m. 

p(s) = Probability that a group of unit loads, for which the priority for picking up is s, is retrieved from a 

bay, 1  s  a. 

E(s) = Expected total number of handlings for retrieving a unit load with the priority of s in the bay, which 

can be expressed as s  p(s). 

E = Expected total number of handlings for retrieving a unit load in the bay, which can be expressed 

as ( )
1

a
E s

s



. 

TC = Total cost per unit time. 
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The number of handlings for the lth unit load from the left at the kth tier from the top in the stack with the number 

of unit loads in the lowest tier, R, and h tier becomes (Park and Kim, 2010) 
 

A(k,l) = 
1 (1 )2 k k     1when k l R h     

 = 2 2 21 ( 2 2 2 2 2 2 )2 R R l kl Rl l h Rh lh h              1when R h l k     

 = 1 (1 2 )2 k l l           1when l k and l R h     

 = 
1 (1 )( )2 k R l h k R l h           1      when l R t and l k    . 

  
When a retrieval order is iss ued at a pyramid stacking system, it can  be assumed that at least o ne unit load of the 

corresponding group exists in the bay. The probability that at least one unit load of the requested group exists in a bay is 
1-(1-p)n. Thus, the probability that a group of unit loads with the priority of s is retrieved from the bay can be expressed 
as follows (Kim, 2010). 

 

p(s) = 

1
( )

( )1(1 ) {1 (1 ) }
1 (1 )

s
h i

h si

n

p p
p



   
     1when s   

(1) 
 

= 
( )1 (1 )

1 (1 )
h s

n

p
p

 
     1when s  . 

 
Using p(s) and s, we can derive the expected total number of handlings for retrieving a unit load with the priority 

of s from a bay, E(s). Thus, the expected total number of handlings to pick up a unit load from a bay, E, is calculated as 
follows. 

 

E = 

1
( )

( )1

1 1 1

(1 ) {1 (1 ) }( ) ( ( )) ( )1 (1 )

s
h ia a a h si

n
s s s

p pE s s p s s
p





  

      
        1when s   

(2) 
 

= 
( )

1 1 1

{1 (1 ) }( ) ( ( )) ( )1 (1 )

a a a h s

n
s s s

pE s s p s s
p  

    
        1when s   

 
The value of  R is in tegral but the value of h may not  be integral, because there may be cases where un it loads 

cannot fill all t he slots the highest tier in full to store a given number of unit loads. In the case, an interpolation is used 
for obtaining the value of E by using the values of E with integral values nearest to h. 

Using E and R, we can derive an expression  the total cost per unit time. The total cost per unit time, TC, can be  
expressed by the sum of the handling cost per unit time plus the cost of ground space per unit time. The handling cost 
per un it time becomes rchE, while the  cos t of ground s pace per unit time is csR. Thu s, t he to tal co st p er unit time 
becomes: 

 
TC = h s

rc E c R   (3) 
 
By dividing both sides by cs, a new objective function is obtained. 
 

TC = ( / )
h s

rc c E R   (4) 

 
There are five groups of unit loads (m=5) in case of groups with th e sa me retriev al probabilities. Thu s p=0.2. 

Thirty unit loads are stored at a bay (n=30). Table 1 shows the average height of stacks for a given number of unit loads, 
the expected number of handlings per unit load, the handling cost per unit time, and the cost of space per unit time for 
various numbers of stacks at the lowest tier in the bay.  

In this example, the cs, r, and ch were esti mated to be 310.95, 15.02, and 1742.93, respectively. The total cost is 
found to be minimized when the number of unit loads at the lowest tier is 17 . The highest tier, 2nd tier, in th is stacking 
system is not full up with given the value of n. 
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Table 1. Performance measures for various numbers of stacks  
at the lowest tier in a bay (p=0.2, n=30) 

R h E (rch/cs)E R TC 
8 5 1.867 157.154 8 165.154  
9 4 1.507 126.907 9 135.907  

10 4 1.341 112.884 10 122.884  
11 3 1.239 104.275 11 115.275  
12 3 1.170 98.494 12 110.494  
13 3 1.124 94.660 13 107.660  
14 3 1.093 92.024 14 106.024  
15 3 1.071 90.153 15 105.153  
16 2 1.051 88.442 16 104.442  

*17 2 1.033 86.970 17 103.970  
18 2 1.021 85.972 18 103.972  
19 2 1.013 85.303 19 104.303  
20 2 1.008 84.860 20 104.860  
21 2 1.005 84.572 21 105.572  
22 2 1.002 84.388 22 106.388  
23 2 1.001 84.276 23 107.276  
24 2 1.000 84.211 24 108.211  
25 2 1.000 84.177 25 109.177  
26 2 1.000 84.163 26 110.163  
27 2 1.000 84.162 27 111.162  
28 2 1.000 84.168 28 112.168  
29 2 1.000 84.178 29 113.178  
30 1 1.000 84.190 30 114.190  

 

 
3. THE CASE WHERE THE RETRIEVAL PROBABILITIES VARY AMONG GROUOPS 

 
This section ad dresses th e case where th e retriev al probabilities v ary am ong groups, derives expression s fo r t he 
expected n umber of handlings to retriev e a unit load from  a b ay, an d proposes a m ethod to  determine th e op timal 
number of unit loads of the lowest tier in  a bay considering the handling cost and the cost of space in the same manner 
as before. For example, the total number of unit loads in a bay is 24 and the number of unit loads of groups A, B, and C 
is 1 2, 8, and  4, respectively. Th en th e retrieval pro babilities o f groups A , B, and  C b ecome 1 /2, 1 /3, and  1/6, 
respectively. Suppose that the probability that a unit load in group g is requested to be retrieved next is represented by 
pg. By using pg, p(s) can be expressed as follows: 
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Suppose that there are two groups of unit loads (m=2) in a bay, and p1=0.7 and p2=0.3. Thirty unit loads are stored 

at a bay. The number of required slots is assumed to be 30 (n=30). The parameters for TC as have been explained above. 
Table 2 shows the average height of stacks in a bay, the expected number of handlings per unit load, the handling cost 
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per unit time, and the c ost of space per unit time for various numbers of stacks at the lowest tier i n pyramid stacking 
system. It was found the total cost is minimized when the number of unit loads at the lowest in a bay is 11. 

 
Table 2. Performance measures for various numbers of stacks  

at the lowest tier in a bay (p1=0.7, p2=0.3, n=30) 
R h E (rch/cs)E (cs / cs)R TC 
8 5 1.12 94.61 8 102.61 
9 4 1.06 88.88 9 97.88 

10 4 1.03 86.85 10 96.85 
*11 3 1.02 85.74 11 96.74 
12 3 1.01 85.16 12 97.16 
13 3 1.01 84.81 13 97.81 
14 3 1.00 84.59 14 98.59 
15 3 1.00 84.45 15 99.45 
16 2 1.00 84.35 16 100.35 
17 2 1.00 84.28 17 101.28 
18 2 1.00 84.24 18 102.24 
19 2 1.00 84.22 19 103.22 
20 2 1.00 84.20 20 104.20 
21 2 1.00 84.20 21 105.20 
22 2 1.00 84.19 22 106.19 
23 2 1.00 84.19 23 107.19 
24 2 1.00 84.19 24 108.19 
25 2 1.00 84.19 25 109.19 
26 2 1.00 84.19 26 110.19 
27 2 1.00 84.19 27 111.19 
28 2 1.00 84.19 28 112.19 
29 2 1.00 84.19 29 113.19 
30 1 1.00 84.19 30 114.19 

 
 

4. THE CASE WHERE THE RETRIEVAL PROBABILITY IS NOT THE SAME AS THE 
STORAGE PROBABILITY 

 
This section addresses the case where the retrieval probability is no t the same as  the storage probability, which is the 
most general case. The following additional notation is used for the formulation. 
 

dg = Average duration of stay of unit loads in group g. 

fg = Retrieval frequency per unit time for group g. 

pg = Probability that a unit load in a bay is included in group g. 

qg = Probability that a retrieval request is for group g. 

 
Using the data on the average dwell time and retrieval frequency for group g, pg can be estimated as follow. 

pg = 
1

( )

g
mg

g g
g

f
d

d f





 
 (8) 

 
The retrieval probability of group g can also be expressed as: 

qg = 
1

g
m

g
g

f

f



 
 (9) 

 
Using the estimated probabilities for storage and retrieval, we can be expressed as follows. 
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Table 3 s hows t he data for t he duration of st ay a nd re trieval frequency f or groups o f u nit l oads. U sing t he 

expressions (8) and (9), the storage and retrieval probabilities for each group can be estimated. In this example, p1=0.29, 
p2=0.46, and p3=0.26. Also, q1=0.22, q2=0.44, and q3=0.33. 

 
Table 3. Data for the duration of stay  
and retrieval frequency for groups. 

Group Duration of stay 
Retrieval 

frequency 
A 5 2 
B 4 4 
C 3 3 

 
There ar e thr ee gr oups of unit lo ads (m=3). T he n umber of re quired sl ots i s ass umed t o be  3 0(n=30). The  

parameters for TC have mentioned before. Table 4 shows the average height of stacks in a bay, the expected number of 
handlings per unit load, the handling cost per unit time, and the cost of space per unit time for various numbers of stacks. 
It was found the total cost is minimized when the number of unit loads at the lowest tier is 13. 

 
Table 4. Performance measures for various numbers of stacks  

at the lowest tier in a bay 
R h E (rch/cs)E (cs / cs)R TC 

8 5 1.33 111.95 8 119.95 
9 4 1.16 97.37 9 106.37 

10 4 1.09 91.92 10 101.92 
11 3 1.06 88.91 11 99.91 
12 3 1.04 87.26 12 99.26 

*13 3 1.02 86.24 13 99.24 
14 3 1.02 85.58 14 99.58 
15 3 1.01 85.15 15 100.15 
16 2 1.01 84.81 16 100.81 
17 2 1.00 84.56 17 101.56 
18 2 1.00 84.40 18 102.40 
19 2 1.00 84.31 19 103.31 
20 2 1.00 84.25 20 104.25 
21 2 1.00 84.22 21 105.22 
22 2 1.00 84.20 22 106.20 
23 2 1.00 84.19 23 107.19 
24 2 1.00 84.19 24 108.19 
25 2 1.00 84.19 25 109.19 
26 2 1.00 84.19 26 110.19 
27 2 1.00 84.19 27 111.19 
28 2 1.00 84.19 28 112.19 
29 2 1.00 84.19 29 113.19 
30 1 1.00 84.19 30 114.19 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study discussed a relocation problem in which unit loads in a p yramid stacking system are classified into multiple 
groups and any unit load in a group may be picked up when a retrieval order is for the group. This study addressed how 
to estimate the number of relocations during the retrieval process in various situations. Three cases were analyzed: the 
case where the retrieval probability is th e same for all item s; the case wh ere the retrieval probabilities of items differ 
across multiple groups but are proportional to the number of unit loads in each group stored in a bay; the case where the 
retrieval probabilities of different groups are different from each other and are not proportional to the number of stored 
unit loa ds of each group i n the py ramid stacking system . Num erical exam ples we re pe rformed to illustrate the  
optimizing method. 
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Abstract: This paper considers a dynamic inbound ordering and shipment scheduling problem for m ultiple products 
that are transported from a supplier to a warehouse by common freight containers. The following assumptions are made: 
(i) each ordering in a period is immediately shipped in the same period, (ii) the total freight cost is proportional to the 
number of containers used, and (iii) demand is dynamic and backlogging is not allowed. The objective of this study is to 
identify effectiv e algorith ms that sim ultaneously determine in bound ordering lo t-sizes and  a sh ipment sch edule that  
minimize the total cost consisting of ordering cost, inventory holding cost, and freight cost. This problem can be shown 
in NP-hard, and t his paper p resents a  heuristic alg orithm t hat ex ploits the pro perties of an optimal so lution. Also, a 
shortest path reformulation model is proposed to obtain a good lower bound. Simulation experiments are p resented to 
evaluate the performance of proposed procedures. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
For the couple of decades, the reduction of transportation cost and warehousing cost have been two important issues to 
enhance logistic efficiency and demand visibility in a supply chain. The logistic alliances and specialized Third-Party-
Logistic (TPL) p roviders have been growing to  reduce the co sts in  industry. In a dynamic p lanning t ime period, the  
issue of t ransportation sch eduling for  i nbound ordering and sh ipping of pro ducts to TPL w arehouse by proper 
transportation modes at  ri ght t ime and t he i ssue o f l ot s ize di spatching co ntrol i ncluding i nventory cont rol t o t he 
customers have become significantly important for production and distribution management. Each warehouse purchases 
multiple products and uses a freight container as a t ransportation unit to ship its purchased (or manufactured) products 
to retailers, which may lead to the m anagerial decision problems including lot-sizes for each product, container types 
used, lo ading policy i n con tainers, and  t he nu mber of con tainers used. Thus, th is provides us with a m otivation to  
investigate the optimal lot-sizing and shipment scheduling problem. Also, the managerial decision problems have arisen 
in TPL.  

Several articles h ave atte mpted to  ex tend th e classi cal Dyn amic L ot-Sizing Model (DLSM ) inco rporating 
production-inventory and transportation functions together. Hwang and Sohn (1985) investigated how to simultaneously 
determine the transportation mode and order size for a deteriorating product without considering capacity restrictions on 
the transportation modes. Lee (1 989) considered a DLSM allowing multiple set-up costs consisting of a fixed charge 
cost and a freight cost, in which a fixed single container type with limited carrying capacity is considered and the freight 
cost is proportional to the number of containers used. Fumero and Vercellis (1999) proposed an integrated optimization 
model for production a nd d istribution planning co nsidering s uch operational decisions as ca pacity management, 
inventory allocatio n, and  vehicle rou ting. The so lution of th e i ntegrated optimization m odel was ob tained u sing the 
Lagrangean re laxation t echnique. Lee  et al. (2003) ex tended th e works of Lee (19 89) b y considering multiple 
heterogeneous vehicle types to immediately transport the finished product in the same period it is produced. It is also 
assumed that  each ve hicle has a  type-de pendent carrying cap acity and the unit freight cost  for eac h ve hicle type  is  
dependent on the carrying capacity. Lee et al. (2003) considered a dynamic model for inventory lot-sizing and outbound 
shipment sche duling i n t he Thi rd-Party Warehousing domain. T hey p resented a polynomial t ime al gorithm f or 
computing the optimal solution. Jaruphongsa et al. (2005) analyzed a dynamic lot-sizing model in which replenishment 
orders may be  del ivered by multiple shi pment modes with di fferent l ead t imes and  c ost functions. They proposed a 
polynomial time algorithm based on the dynamic programming approach. However, the aforementioned works have not 
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considered a multiple product problem.  
Anily an d Tz ur ( 2005) c onsidered a dy namic model of shi pping m ultiple i tems by  capaci tated ve hicles. They  

presented an  alg orithm b ased on  a d ynamic prog ramming app roach. Norden and  Velde (2 005) d ealt with a m ultiple 
product problem of determining transportation lot-sizes in which the transportation cost fu nction has piece-wise linear 
as to a transportation capacity reservation contract. They proposed a Lagrangean relaxation algorithm to compute lower 
and upper bounds. This pap er an alyzes a dyn amic in bound ordering and sh ipment sched uling pro blem fo r m ultiple 
products that are transported from a sup plier to TPL warehouse by common freight containers in a s upply chain. It is 
assumed that each  order is no t allowed to split to  sh ip in th e different periods and shipped immediately in  the same 
period and the total freight cost is proportional to the number of containers used. Further, no backlogging is allowed. 
We extend to the multi-product problem in this paper. The main objective of this study is to simultaneously determine 
the lot-sizes and the shipment schedule that minimize the total cost which consists of ordering, inventory holding, and 
freight costs.  

A mixed integer optimization model is developed in section 2 followed by the cha racterization of the structure of 
an optimal solution in section 3. A shortest path formulation of the problem is developed to obtain a good lower bound 
in section 4. A two-phased h euristic algorithm is th en presented i n sectio n 5 to exp loit th e prop erties of an op timal 
solution. Computational results from a set  of simulation experiments are also presented to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed procedures in section 6. Finally, concluding remarks follow in the last section.  
 
 

2. MODEL FORMULATION 
 

The following notations are defined to formulate the problem: 
T  = length of the time horizon, 
t  = time index ( Tt ,,2,1  ), 
M   = number of products, 
 i = product index ( Mi ,,2,1  ), 

tid  = amount demanded for product i in period t, 

tiM  =  
T

tk kid , 
W  = carrying capacity of a container, 

iS  = setup cost of product i in period t , 
ih  = unit inventory holding cost of product i from period t  to  period 1t , 

F  = unit freight cost of container in period t , 
tix  = amount of product i ordered and shipped by container in period t , 
ty  = number of containers used in period t (nonnegative integer), 
tiI  = amount of inventory of product i at the end of period t , and  

tiz  = 1, if a setup is incurred for product i in period t , and 0, otherwise. 
 
We assume that all p roducts have the same weight and volume specifications. The objective of t he problem is to  

determine ),( tti yx  fo r Tt ,,2,1   an d Mi ,,2,1   so t hat all de mands are satisfi ed at th e minimum to tal co st. 
Therefore, the T-period problem can be formulated as a mathematical program as follows: 

 

 (P) }{
11 1,

t

M

i
tii

T

t

M

i
tii

yx
yFIhzSMinimize

tti

  
 

 (1 ) 

  ,,,.. ,1 itdxIIts titiitti    (2 ) 

 ,,
1

tyWx t

M

i
ti 


 (3 ) 

 ,,, itzMx tititi   (4 ) 
 ,,00 iII Tii   (5 ) 
 ,,,0,0 itIx titi   (6 ) 
 :ty  nonnegative integer,   .t  (7 ) 
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The constraint (3) implies that the total ordering amount is restricted by the total carrying capacity associated with 
the number of containers used in the period. The constraints (2) through (7) define a closed bounded convex set and the 
objective function is conc ave, so  th at th e problem attains  its m inimum at an extr eme poi nt of t he c onvex set. T he 
extreme points will be further characterized in association with the optimal solution in the next section.  
 
 

3. OPTIMAL SOLUTION PROPERTIES 
 

The model (P) may be represented by a network model as shown in Figure 1. In the network, two flow types are defined 
as follows: 

(1) The aggregate flow is defined as the flow between node 0 and nodes ),,2,1( T . 
(2) The individual flow is defined as the flow between nodes ),,2,1( T  and nodes ((1,1), (1,2) )),(,, MT . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Network representation of the model P 
 
Here, the arcs in t he ag gregate flow are restricted by the capacities as sociated with the num ber of containers used  
whereas the  arcs in  the  individual flow are  not. An optimal solution of the model (P) occurs at e xtreme points. In a 
network t heory, suc h an  ext reme point ca n be i nterpreted as  an  ex treme f low (r efer to  Florian et al. (1 971)). In a 
network without arc capacities, a feasible flow is an extreme flow if it does not have a positive loop. Also, in a network 
with arc capacities, a feasible flow is an extreme flow if and only if each loop has at least one saturated arc. In Figure 1, 
loops can be formed by the following two cases: 

(1) Between the aggregate flow and the individual flow, for example, the loop can be  formed by the sequences of 
nodes (0), (1), (1,1), (2,1), (2), and (0). 

(2) On the individual flows, for example, the loop ca n be formed by the sequences of no des (1 ,1), (1 ), (1 ,M), 
(2,M), (2), (2,1), and (1,1). 

The ordering point, partial s hipment poi nt, an d in ventory point are defined as follo ws to furt her examine the  
optimal solution properties of the problem: 

(1)  Pe riod t is a ordering point for product i if 0tix . 

(2)  Pe riod t is a partial shipment point if WnxnW
M

i
ti )1(

1
 


 (n is a nonegative integer). 

(3)  Pe riod t is an inventory point for product i if 0tiI . 
The optimal solution property of Wagner and Whitin (1958), i.e., 0,1   itti Ix , is always the extre me flow for 

the m odel ( P). Su ch so lutions prevent th e fo rmation of po sitive loops. If  0,1   itti Ix , on the  othe r hand, t he 
properties of theorems 1 and 2 must be satisfied to have an extreme flow.  
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Theorem 1.   In the model (P), the optimal solution has at most one partial shipment point between two consecutive 
inventory points for product i. 
Proof. Suppose that  there exists  an optimal solution t hat has two partia l shipment points between two consecutive 
inventory points for product i. If this is the case, a loop may be formed by the sequence of nodes (0), (1), (1,1), (2,1), (2), 
and (0) in Figu re 1.  At least one of the a rcs (0,1) and (0,2) must be sat urated for this feasible flow to be the extreme  
flow. This feasible flow is not an extreme flow since these arcs are not saturated. Therefore, the proof is completed. 
 
Theorem 2.   In the model (P), the optimal flow should not form the positive loop in the individual flow. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a feasible flow that satisfies the property of Theorem 1 and has a loop formed by the 
sequence of nodes (1,1), (1), (1,2), (2,2), (2), (2,3), (3,3), (3), (3,1), (2,1), and (1,1) in Figure 1. Since the a rcs in the 
individual flow are not capacitated, there exists a positive loop formed by unsaturated arcs. This feasible flow is not an 
extreme flow. Therefore, the proof is completed. 
 

Unfortunately, the problem ( P) is NP-hard, which is m ainly due to the existence of u nbounded integer 
variables, }{ ty , even though the variable is re stricted by  tota l dem ands div ided by the u nit carry ing c apacity of  
container (W). To tackle this problem , a shor test path reformulation model is p roposed to  a goo d lower  bound in  the 
next section. 
 
 

4. SHORTEST-PATH REFORMULATION MODEL 
 

It is obvious that the problem (P) may potentially be a very large Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem. 
Therefore, an efficient formulation is required to make optimization viable for large-scale problems. In this respect, the 
network formulation approach proposed by Eppen and Martin (1987) may be adapted to analyze the problem (P).     

Our formulation utilizes a network representation of single product lot-sizing problems. The lot-sizing problem for 
each product is represented by the graph G=(N, A). The node set is N={t} where the index t indicates the tim e period. 
The arc set is A={(s, t) : s<t} where (s, t) corresponds to ordering of item i in period s with the lot size  


1t
sk kid  wh ich 

satisfies the demand in periods 1,,  ts . Figure 2 depicts a graphical representation of the graph, G, for a particular 

item. Define   t
sk kiist dd ( st  ) and ksi

k

ts
iitk dhc ,1,

1






  .  

Let itkw  represent the flow along the arc (t, k) in the graph for item i. Also let the parameter ib  be }0:min{ tidt . 
Then, the problem (P) may be formulated as the shortest path problem (SP) on the graph G as follows:  

 (SP)  
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ititk tizw ,,,  (1 2) 

 ,,,,0 tktiwitk   (1 3) 
 ,,},1,0{ tizit   and (14) 
 :ty  nonnegative integer,    .t  (1 5) 
 

Constraint (9) implies that total ordering amount is restricted by total carrying capacity associated with the number 
of c ontainers used in t he pe riod. C onstraints ( 10) a nd ( 11) represe nt the flow balance co nstraints. C onstraint ( 10) 
enforces th e bo undary cond ition wh ile con straint (12) maintains the flow balanc e. Constraint ( 13) establishes t he 
integrality of setups even when the flow variables are fractional. But, t here exist unbounded integer variables, }{ ty , 
which obstruct a significant increase in solution speed for the problem (SP). To resolve this, an LP relaxation model of 
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the problem (SP) is proposed to efficiently obtain a good lower bound to the problems (P) and (SP). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Graph G for the problem P with 5-periods 
 
 

As suggested by Eppen and Martin (1987), the problem (SP) may be modified by adding slack variables itu  and  

tv , and adjusting obj ective function coefficients. The fi xed cost iS  and the marginal shipment cost F/W are use d as 
the objective function coeffi cients corresponding to itu  and tv , respectively. Also, a c oefficient of 0 is used for ty  

while the coefficient of 1
itkc  is used for itkw  in the objective function, where ksi

k

ts
iitkiitk dhdWFSc ,1,

1
1 / 




  . 

The cost coefficient (17) includes setup, marginal shipment, and inventory holding costs that are incurred to order 
and ship t he cum ulative de mands of ite m i fr om period t to peri od k. Consequently, an LP relaxation model to t he 
problem (SP) can be written as follows:  

 (SPR)          
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 and (10) and (11). 

where x = smallest integer greater than or equal to x , 
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Constraints (19) and (20) enforce the boundary condition leading to a significant increase in solution speed for t he 
problem (SPR). A heuristic algorithm  to solve the m odel (P) presented above is de veloped based on the properties of 
Theorems 1 and 2 and presented in the next section. 
 
 

1 2 3 5 4
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5. TWO-PHASED HEURISTIC ALGORITHM 
 
A heuristic algorithm to efficiently find a good solution consists of two phases. In the first phase, a feasible solution is 
generated by forwardly performing a marginal cost coefficient approach. In the second phase, an adjustment mechanism 
is backwardly performed to obtain a good solution closer to the optimal solution.  
 
 
5.1 Phase 1 : marginal cost coefficient approach 
 

A marginal cost coefficient )(tM i  i s defined by 
 

 
)1(

)1()1(
)(

2





tt

dthtHS
tM tiiii

i , where 



t

k
kiii dkhtH

1
)1()( , (26) 

 
as th e wor k of Dixo n and  Silv er (198 1). If )(tM i is positive, cost reductions  are expected by includi ng tid  in the 
present lot.  Otherwise, c ost reductions a re not e xpected. A feasible solution generated by  this approach satisfies the 
optimal solution property of Wagner and Whitin (1958), which does  not consi der the carryin g capacity of containers  
used. Thus, feasible solutions based on the  marginal cost coe fficient approach may cause a n excess use of containers 
that are not fully but partially loaded. It may also lead to an increase in total cost. Based upon the property of Theorem 1, 
the total transportation amount is adjusted to fully utilize the carrying capacity of containers employed. A marginal cost 
coefficient approach to obtain a feasible solution is introduced in Appendix. 
 
 
5.2 Phase 2 : Adjustment mechanism 
 

The marginal cost coefficient approach may easily offer a feasible solution, but the solution may be a weak solution in 
comparison with the optimal solution. An adjustment mechanism needs to be performed to obtain a better solution than 
the feasible solution generated by the m arginal cost coefficient approach. The a djustment mechanism consists of three 
steps. In the first step, the ordering amount of an item in a specific ordering point is merged into the immediate previous 
ordering p oint if a cost reduction is e xpected, which is backwardly perform ed for all ite ms. In the second ste p, t he 
transportation amount in a  specific partial shipment point is transferred into the  immediate previous partial shipment 
point if a cost reduction is expected, which is backwardly performed for all periods. However, an excess inventory may 
be accumulated in the first period because the fi rst and second steps are only backwardly performed over the planning 
horizon. Thus, a part of the excess inventory amount in the first period can be transferred into the next partial shipment 
point in the fi nal third step. While the adjustment mechanism is perform ed, an  ad ditional use o f t he c ontainer, an 
increase in ordering points, and inventory shortages are not allowed. The details are introduced in Appendix. 
 
 

6. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
 

To analyze the perform ance of the proposed p rocedures, sim ulation experiments have bee n c onducted with t he 
following data:  

(1) Set M = 3, 6, 8, 10 and T = 4, 6, 8, 12, 18. 
(2) Demands are generated from a norm al distribution ),( 2

iiN  , whe re i  is ge nerated f rom a unif orm 
distribution U(25, 100) and i  is either i  or  5/i  with equal likelihood. 

(3) A setup cost is given by  2/2
iii TSS  and iTS =1, 3, 6, where iTS  denotes EOQ time supply. 

(4) Set 1ih and W = 100, 200, 300 and their respective freight costs are WiF  , for i = 1, 2, 3. 
A Visual Basic 6.0 computer code is  developed and run on an IBM PC to per form the proposed procedures. In 

addition, CPLEX 6.0.2 package is run to find the optimal solution. However, an optimal solution has not been identified 
for large-size test problems with greater than 8 periods and 6 items, which is mainly due to excessive number of nodes 
and memory consumption generated by the branching mechanism of CPLEX package, and the limitations on computing 
capability. For most small-size test problems, however, an optimal solution has been found. A tight lower bound to the 
problem (P) has also been found by solving the problem (SPR). Solutions to the problem (SPR) are then compared with 
the optimal and heuristic solutions by computing the following measures: 
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(1) The gap between the optimal and heuristic solutions, gap1:  100


Opt

OptHeu

Z

ZZ
, 

(2) The gap between the optimal and SPR solutions, gap2:  100


Opt

LBOpt

Z

ZZ
,  

(3) The gap between the heuristic and SPR solutions, gap3:  100


LB

LBHeu

Z

ZZ
, and 

where OptZ = obj ective value of the optim al solution, HeuZ = objective val ue of t he heuristic solution, and LBZ = 
objective value of the SPR solution. 

Four observations ha ve been collected for each c ombination of input param eters, and t he ave rage ga ps a re 
calculated and summarized in Tables 1, and 2. Table 1 compares the performance of heuristic with the optimal solution 
(gap1) and the performance of SPR solution with the optimal solution (gap2) for small-size test problems. For the gap1 
in the table, the heuristic differs on the average by 5.00% from the optim al solution for small-size test problems with 
less than or equal to 8 periods and 6 items. It sh ould also be noted that the performance of the heuristic tends t o get 
worse as the carrying capacity of container increases. For the gap2 in the table, we observed SPR offers a good solution 
within 1.33% in comparison with the optimal solution for sm all-size test problem s. It shows t hat SPR offers a t ight 
lower bound to the problem (P).  

Table 2 shows the performance of the heuristic algorithm in comparison with the SPR solution for large-size test 
problems. It can be seen that the heuristic differs on the average by 7.52% from  the SPR solution for large-size test 
problems. It is expected, from these results, that the heuristic may still be efficient for more large-size problems.  

Finally, the average com putational times (in seconds) taken by the heuristic is shown that the heuristic offers the 
solution within the m aximum of 0.11 seconds. Meanwhile, the average computational times (in seco nds) taken by the 
CPLEX package significantly increase as T and M increase. It is expected that the heuristic become much more efficient 
as T and M increase.  
 
 

Table 1. Average gap between the heuristic and best solutions  
and gap between the optimal solution and SPR solution 

M W F 
gap1(%) gap2(%) 

T=4 T=6 T=8 T=4 T=6 T=8 

3 

100 
100 1.3559 2.7874  5.1777 1.1772 1.6417 1.6702 

300 1.7898 3.0841  4.7167 0.8176 1.0987 1.4691 

600 2.8119 3.8635  5.4159 0.5527 0.7346 0.9847 

200 
200 2.0729 2.8319  4.2319 2.5957 2.5099 2.7379 

600 3.0850 5.9507  8.0789 1.7726 1.7763 2.2171 

1200 8.3334 6.3752  8.8390 1.2019 1.1854 1.4950 

300 
300 3.6065 7.6909  7.7756 2.3785 3.4845 3.0520 

900 4.8704 6.3391  8.8308 1.5825 2.3286 2.0203 

1800 7.0486 14.0629  9.7020 1.0541 1.5555 1.3407 

6 

100 
100 0.6196 1.1704  1.4564 0.4611 0.6523 0.7427 

300 1.2941 2.5847  2.6645 0.3117 0.4342 0.5068 

600 2.2322 2.6575  3.7306 0.2099 0.2892 0.3392 

200 
200 1.9965 2.9142  3.2117 1.2222 1.4244 1.3180 

600 4.3898 5.6813  6.2075 0.9052 0.9500 0.9981 

1200 5.4869 6.3088  7.0597 0.6131 0.6336 0.6708 

300 
300 4.1554 3.4063  4.1705 1.6003 1.9790 2.4937 

900 6.4958 5.3064  7.2493 1.0724 1.3131 1.7372 

1800 9.9681 8.4883  8.8710 0.7183 0.8730 1.1623 
 Average   5.0094  1.3346  
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Table 2. Average gap between heuristic and SPR solutions 

 

M W F 
gap3(%) 

M W F 
gap3(%) 

T=12 T=18 T=12 T=18 

3 

100 100 9.7367 10.0765

6 

100 100 3.1382 5.418
 300 8.6651 9.0246  300 4.0628 5.8183
 600 9.1313 9.5808  600 5.4116 6.2762

200 200 8.5241 11.1934 200 200 5.0804 5.0204
 600 11.7213 13.2555  600 7.3723 5.9033
 1200 10.8434  11.9022  1200 7.2719 6.2702

300 300 13.6019 13.586 300 300 6.6017 8.2617
 900 15.7267 14.3807  900 7.6924 9.1432
 1800 11.5861  12.9157  1800 10.2084 11.6122

8 

100 100 3.6983 5.2464

10 

100 100 3.0139 4.0546
 300 3.8619 4.7230  300 2.9610 3.6677
 600 3.5615 4.1164  600 2.9759 3.4995

200 200 5.7693 6.5905 200 200 4.0106 4.7290 
 600 6.4921 6.5333  600 5.6894 5.4801
 1200 6.5983 5.5789  1200 5.9424 5.5155

300 300 8.4312 7.3722 300 300 5.4264 6.7891
 900 9.2417 8.9414  900 8.4028 8.4187
 1800 9.3788 10.2278  1800 9.0933 9.0505

     Average  7.5153
 
 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
This paper investigates a dyna mic inbound ordering and shipm ent scheduling pr oblem for multiple products that are 
transported from a su pplier to  TPL war ehouse by co mmon freight containers. Since the p roblem is NP- hard, a  two-
phased heuristic is pr oposed base d o n t he optim al solution properties. The problem  has also been form ulated as a 
shortest path model to obtain a tight lower bound. To evaluate the performance of proposed procedures, computational 
results from a set of  simulation experiments are also presented. It is shown, on the average, that the heuristic offers a  
good solution within 5.00% in com parison with the optimal solution for small-size test problems. It is  also disc ussed 
that the shortest pat h model offers a tight lower bound wi th the average gap of 1.33% in comparison with the optimal 
solution for small-size test prob lems. Further, the heuristic dif fers on the average by 7 .52% f rom the solution to  the 
shortest path model for large-size test problems. With regard to computational time, the heuristic is so much faster than 
CPLEX package for all factors of T , M, and W , and will become much more efficient as T and M increase. We expect 
that the heuristic may be efficiently employed for large-size problems in the real world. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Phase 1 : marginal cost approach 
Step 1. Set t=1 and generate TM   demand matrix, in which the element (i,t) denotes tid . 
Step 2. If t=T, TiTi dx   fo r all i and stop the procedure. Otherwise, titi dx   fo r all i and if all demand 
 in period t are zero, go to step 5.Step 3.  
Step 3. For all i and t ( Tt 2 ), compute )(tM i . 
 Step 3.1 For all i, include demands associated with the largest positive )(tM i in the present lot, i.e., tititi dxx  . 
 If lot sizes for all products are determined, go to step 4. Otherwise, for the next largest positive )(tM i ,  
 repeat step 3.1. 
Step 4. Adjust the total transportation amount in each period. 

 Step 4.1 If 



M

i
ti Wx

1
, go to step 5. Otherwise, compute 



M

i
ti WxMOD

1
),( , where MOD(p, q) denotes the 

   remainder of p divided by q. 

 Step 4.2 If 



M

i
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M

i
ti WxMODWWxMOD

11
),(),( , go to step 5. 

 Step 4.3 For demand tid  associated with the smallest positive )(tM i , compute },),(min{
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ti

M

i
ti dWxMOD 


 . 

 Step 4.4 If 
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i
ti WxMOD

1
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i
tititi WxMODxx

1
),(  and go to step 5. 

Step 4.5 If tid , compute tititi dxx   and ti

M

i
ti

M

i
ti dxx  

 11
. Repeat step 4.3 for the next smallest 

  positive )(tM i . 
Step5. For each product, subtract demands included in the present lot from the dem and matrix. Set t=t+1 and go to  

step 2. 
Phase 2 : adjustment mechanism 
To describe the adjustment mechanism, the following notations are introduced: 

 x the minimum integer exceeds x  and   x


 

otherwise

xifx

,0
0,

 

Step 1.  MM ,,2,10  . 
 Step 1.1. If  0M , go to step 2. Otherwise, evaluate the following: 
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  1i product index which has the maximum setup cost in 0M , )( 1iPP set of ordering points for  
   the product 1i ,  )(|max 11 iPPttl  and   112 )(|max liPPttl   
 Step 1.2. If 02 l , compute  100 iMM   and go to step 1.1. Otherwise, compute an SR  as follows: 
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 Step 1.3. If 0SR , set }{)()(,0, 111,,,, 11111212
liPPiPPxxxx ilililil  and go to step 1.1.  

   Otherwise, set }{)()( 111 liPPiPP   and go to step 1.1. 
Step 2. Tt 1 . 
 Step 2.1. Compute the following: 

  









 



WxMOD
M

i
itt ,

1
, for 11 tt  ,  11,0| tttPS t   , }|max{1 PSttt  , and 

    12 |max tPSttt  . If 11 t , go to step 3. 
 Step 2.2. If Wtt 

21
 , set 21 tt   and go to step 2.1. 

 Step 2.3. If 0
11

1
, 


t

M

i
itx  , go to step 2.4. Otherwise, compute an FR  as follows: 
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i
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M

i
iiti xxSxtthxSFFR   

  If 0FR , set ixxxx itititit allfor,0, ,,,, 1122
 ,  1tPSPS  and go to step 2.1. 

 Othe rwise, set  1tPSPS   and go to step 2.1. 
 Step 2.4. Compute the following : 
 ,0CUMH  itttxx itit alland,forˆ 21,,,  , 

 },0ˆ|{ ,1 1
ixiM it  and },|{ 1,2 11

MixiM tit   . 

 Step 2.5. if  2M , go to step 2.6. Otherwise, compute the following: 

  2,,,21, ,))ˆ()ˆ((ˆ)()ˆ()(
2111

MixxSxtthxSiHC ititiitiiti   , 

  }),(max{ 2MiiHCHC   and 2i  inde x associated with HC, 
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  If 0
1
t , compute the following : 

   ,},{ 211 HCHHiMM CUMCUM   },ˆ|{ 1,2 11
MixiM tit   , and go to step 2.5. 

  Otherwise, set }{ 1tPSPS   and go to step 2.1. 
 Step 2.6. Compute as following: 
  1,,,21, ,))ˆ()ˆ((ˆ)()ˆ()(

2111
MixxSxtthxSHFiFR ititiitiitiCUM   , 

  }),(max{ 1MiiFRFR   and 3i  inde x associated with FR. 
  If 0FR , go to step 2.7. Otherwise, set }{ 1tPSPS   and go to step 2.1 
 Step 2.7. Compute the following: 
  

1313113232 ,,,, ˆˆ,ˆˆ titittitit xxxx   , ,alland,for,ˆ 21,, itttxx itit   and 
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tPSPS  . And go to step 2.1. 
Step 3. Compute the following: 
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 and }.0|{}0|{ ,,13 3
 iti xixiM  

 If  13 t  or  }{3 M , stop the adjustment mechanism. Otherwise, compute the following: 
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 Step 3.1. If 0max H , compute the following: 
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 and stop the adjustment mechanism. Otherwise, stop the 

  adjustm ent mechanism. 
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Abstract: Ongoing improvement of logistics and intermodal transport leads to high requirements regarding availability 
of m achine resources like  straddle ca rriers or ga ntry c ranes. A ccordingly, e fficient maintenance s trategies for p ort 
equipment hav e t o be est ablished. T he c hange t o c ondition-based maintenance strategies pr omises to sa ve resources 
while enhancing availability and reliab ility. Th is paper introduces a framework of methods and tools that enable the 
systematic design of condition-based maintenance systems on the one hand and offers integrated support for operating 
such systems on the other hand. The findings are evaluated based on a case-study of a German seaport and illustrate the 
usage of t he system based on managing the equ ipping process of machines with sensors fo r condition monitoring as 
well as bringing the system into the operation phase. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Global distributed production structures and according s upply networks have to work efficiently. Especially sea port s 
and t ranshipment terminals, the backbone of Europe’s economy, have to posses s lean structures a nd ensure seam less 
integration in the supply chain. The ongoing improvement of logistics and intermodal transport with respect to through-
put tim e an d cost reductions sh all satisfy  fu ture d emands fo r scala ble structures  in times o f econo mic g rowth and 
recession. Accordingly, this leads to high requirements regarding ef ficient maintenance st rategies for port equipment 
like straddle carriers or gantry cranes. 

While cyclic an d reactive maintenance actio ns are still th e rep resentative m ethod in practice, the ch ange to 
condition-based m onitoring of eq uipment is ongoing. C ondition-based m aintenance itself promises to  mak e 
maintenance processes more efficient through decentralized decision units in terms of cognitive sensor applications at 
certain crucial components for instance so that the machine itself will be able to trigger a maintenance action in terms of 
automated control and cooperation. Hence, this paper presents the exploration of a fleet management case in a German 
seaport in which the s pecific requirem ents of t he design and operating phase we re ex amined an d t ransferred t o a n 
adopted systematic procedure model and a methodology framework. 

The paper i s or ganized as  fol lows: The fi rst c hapter i ntroduces t he m aintenance t opic with t he s pecific 
requirements regarding port equipment. A state of the art review refers to topical work on condition-based maintenance 
in general and according endeavours to build a comprehensive framework for such systems. Chapter two presents the 
methodologies wh ich are part o f a framework that enables and supports the design and operation of co ndition-based 
maintenance systems on top of existing assets. Its application based, on a case study at a German seaport, verifies the 
applicability in  ch apter three. Th e last  chap ter presen ts a con clusion on th e work done and g ives an  outlook fo r 
necessary further research and work to be done to put such systems into practice. 
 
 
1.1 Maintenance in General 
 
The term maintenance describes the combination of all tech nical and administrative actions that have to be fulfilled in 
order to retain the functioning condition of a technical system or to restore it to  a state in which it can p erform in the 
required m anner. To th is end , t he m ain aim  o f m aintenance is t o secu re th e preferably con tinuous av ailability of 
machines. Based on this definition the holistic view on th e maintenance topic is clear. The several processes based on 
the typical maintenance tasks as presented in the following table 1 consequently require task-specific know-how. 
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Table 1. Typical maintenance tasks 
 

Service Actions that have to be done in order to retain proper performance, generally by replacing 
worn out parts. 

Inspection Actions to determine the present state of a system  
Repair Actions that re-initiate proper performance of a technical system after an unscheduled 

breakdown for instance 
Improvement The combination of technical and administrative actions that enhance the performance of a 

technical system (without changing its function) 
 
 

Due to physical reasons or based on cost-benefit-considerations, maintenance-free systems can generally not  be 
guaranteed within the whole life cycle s o that  pla nned reserves for wea r lead to rec overing or re placement of 
components. Maintenance is ge nerally considered a c ost factor whereas the am ount depends ultimately on t he chosen 
maintenance strategy. One distinguishes generally between run-to-failure and preventive strategies (Mobley, 2004). 

Run-to-failure m aintenance, also referred to  as co rrective m aintenance, in cludes th e general strategy th at 
maintenance actio ns are fulfilled on ly af ter th e recognition of an  erro r in  order to repair th e sp ecific system . In  t he 
narrower sense this is not a real strateg y due to a missing long-term planning perspective. Accordingly, the breakdown 
of the machine and the  disruption of t he processes are accepted. In practice this kind of st rategy has a comparatively 
minor interest but is still used regarding low-value assets that do not endanger the overall function of a machine and can 
be changed or repaired very quickly. 

In con trast to  the correctiv e strategy, prev entive maintenance should take effect be fore a failure or dysfunction 
occurs and should accordingly dec rease the probability of such events. Actions can be triggered generally according to 
two principles, which are based on f ixed cyclic time criteria or  based on pr edefined measurement criteria such as the 
remaining reserve of wear. Cyclic maintenance strategies are most commonly used in practice. That means that reserves 
of wear and other maintenance activities are planned and dimensioned in the research and development phase so that a 
maintenance action will be done in a cyclic manner each after a specific period of days or certain operating hours.  

An alternative preventive strategy focuses on  condition monitoring, which means that the topical condition of a 
component is  the  de cision criteria  for a m aintenance action. F ocusing on c ondition-based m onitoring in the  
contemporary understanding, modules and components are elementary equipped with sensors that aim at appraising the 
condition of these elements by statistical ly analyzing the sensor data. First implementations and pilots focusing mainly 
on the al gorithms that calculate the re maining life ti me are presen t now (Schuh  et al.). In  case of  any  (predefined) 
abnormalities, corresponding actions can be fulfilled to rebuild the condition of the particular machine (cp. for instance 
Byrne et al., 1995; Mobley, 2002; Higgins et al., 2008). The impulse for this process chain is consequently given by the 
machine itself. 
 
 
1.2 Specific Requirements for Maintenance at Seaports 
 
First implementations of condition-based maintenance systems are present mainly in stationary production plants, e.g. 
in the processing industry. The methodology and findings of this paper have been developed focusing on maintenance 
in seaports, essen tially th e main tenance of straddle carrier s. Besides the general aim to est ablish a methodology and 
toolset for the design and operation of condition-based management systems – at  this state independent of the specific 
application – the underlying scenario has additional specific requirements. 
In th is con text, th e m obile ap plication on vehicles is a special challenge i n the  face of  tech nologically feasib le and 
economic solutions. At pres ent, in the l ogistical environm ent at seapor ts, m achines and vehicles gene rally are 
maintained in cyclic manner. Machines and installations operate in rough e nvironments. Compared to high-technology 
machinery i n production e nvironments, sy stems i n l ogistics ha ve often l ess i nvestment co sts, s o t hat t echnology for 
condition monitoring has t o be chosen seriously, especially if systems are su pplementarily equipped. Accordingly, the 
following table gives an overview of the special situation compared to standard application of predictive maintenance in 
plant operations for instance. 
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Table 2. Exemplary comparison of predictive maintenance application scenarios 
 

Criteria Predictive maintenance in 
logistics 

Standard application of 
predictive maintenance 
(e.g. plant operation) 

Installation Mo bile Stationary 
Environment Rough and dirty Depends on the application 

but in general comparably 
cleaner 

Value of the asset(s) Comparably low Comparably high 
Power supply 24 V board supply, 

batteries, accumulator 
batteries 

In general not restricted 

Working time Up to 24 hours, utilization 
variable 

Up to 24 hours, in general 
constant 

Communication Wireless In general not restricted, 
partly existent 

Sensors In general not existent, 
systems engineering 
necessary 

Partly existent 

Data quality Noise due to drive, motion 
or environmental impacts 

In general constant 

 
 
1.3 State of the art 
 
Optimizing t he ef ficiency of m aintenance p rocesses i s a b road resea rch field regarding se veral t asks o f i ndustrial 
engineering, e.g. product l ife cycle management as a h olistic approach to gain efficient product l ife phases in face of 
costs and feedback loops between phases for further improvement in new product generations. 

More detailed predictive maintenance in the sense of regular monitoring of the actual mechanical condition aims 
at using and a nalyzing sensor information for a c ondition-based maintenance program and scheduling. Among others, 
this includes essentially the following aspects 

 Non-destructive measurement of physical parameters 
 Assessment of components’ condition 
 Prediction of next failure time 
 Replacement strategies and scheduling 
Existing sensors w hich e nable no n-destructive measurement in clude for in stance seve ral physical pri nciples. 

Among others t hese are vibration m onitoring, t hermography or s onography (cp. f or i nstance M obley, 20 02). Lat est 
sensor developments focus on online oil analysis in hydraulic cycles or engi nes (e.g. Macián et al., 2003). However, 
research and dev elopment reg arding non -destructive m easurement is ongoing and wi ll still o ffer a crucial basis fo r 
further ap plications o f co ndition m onitoring. As a n exam ple Jom decha et al. (200 9) presents th e development o f a  
sensor that is able to measure the condition of steel ropes. The ropes at gantry cranes and straddle carriers at sea ports 
are security rel evant and significant in face of total management costs so that available sensors could cut these costs, 
increase reliability and efficient change strategies. 

The assessment of components’ condition based on the acquired data goes along with the signal processing of this 
raw data. Stat e-of-the-art m ethods ar e, for instance, time series ana lysis base d on statistical principles s uch as 
autoregression and m oving averages (A RMA). While th ese were ori ginally developed t o an alyze an d predict the 
behaviour of eco nomic markets (e.g. sto ck markets) a tran sfer to technical diagnostic has been fulfilled (e.g. Pham et 
al., 2010). M oreover sp ectral an alysis based on fou rier t ransformations en ables t he in terpretation of vibration 
characteristics. 

Based on condition assessment the prediction of next failure time is th e following step for using the basic sensor 
information i n maintenance management. For  t his, mathematical methods mainly based on t imes seri es analysis and 
predictions are used. Both linear statistical models such as autoregressive moving average (ARMA) or autoregressive 
integrated moving average (ARIMA) and nonlinear time series analysis based on neural networks are the most common 
approaches. 

Using su ch i nformation in m aintenance m anagement syste ms requires th e i ntegration in  replacement and 
scheduling strategies. Focusing on the operative replacement strategies and the sc heduling of resources, the aim  is to 
determine a replacem ent strategy which i s - under consider ation of cost and risk aspects – optimal or at least 
economical. Kans et al. (2008) for instance simplifies decision making by proposing a common database structure to 
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store maintenance information and acquired data. However, this is the most unsolved task in relation to condition-based 
monitoring. This means, that processes that are triggered, based on locally distributed decisions by a machine itself lead 
to dynamic and  c omplex s ystem behavi our, whereas st andard deterministic an d global pl anning an d c ontrolling 
approaches show difficulties (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2009). Decentralized auto-controlled algorithms for instance based 
on multi-agent technology promise to gain more efficiency in solving these tasks. 

Focusing on the engineering process as a sy stematic design of condition-monitoring systems, engineering models 
have t o be t aken i nto c onsideration. H owever, s uch g uidelines have t o be a dapted to t he new sc enarios. Some 
requirements were figured out by Lewin (1995) who foc uses on the se lection of critical com ponents for a c ondition 
monitoring. 
 
 

2. METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK 
 
While cyclic an d reactive maintenance are still th e rep resentative strateg y in  practice, th e ch ange to co ndition-based 
monitoring of equi pment is  ongoing and accordingly requi res an ali gned sy stems engi neering model to support  
development and integration of such systems. The superior framework accordingly supports all phases of the condition 
monitoring system, reaching from the design, the development and the integration over the starting phase and operation 
to the feedback at the end-of-life – the latter to improve further product generations. The following Figure 1 shows an 
overview of phases that are required to build a condition monitoring system and operate it as suggested in this paper. 
 

System Engineering Model (for the Introduction and Integration of Condition Monitoring in Existing Structures)

Design Phase

Situation analysis
-Hierarchical

structure
- Fuctional structure

- Analysis of
Components in Face 

of Dysfunction
-Handling 

Uncertainty

Development 
Phase

Synthesis of
Solutions

-Design of the
sensor application

(physical
measurement
principles and

according sensors)
- Design of the

fieldbus system for
aquisition

Integration 
Phase

Synthesis of
Solutions

-Mathematical and
statistically methods

and tools for
prediction and

technical diagnosis
in face of descion

making

Software 
Integration
- Interfaces

Starting Phase

System learning
-Expert System  for

diagnosis
-Priority building

for scheduling
-Dynamic (umfang) 

based on failure
charactisation

Software 
Integration
- Interfaces

Operation Phase

Controlling
-Technical and
economical key

performance
indicators

Improvements for further product generations  
 
 

Figure 1. Framework of requirements to build a condition monitoring system based on different phases 
 
 
Each phase has its specific requirements for the project engineer which furthermore leads to specific methods and tools 
that have to be applied to design and operate a condition monitoring system. It is n ot relevant whether an existing or a 
new pro duct will b e eq uipped. The to tal methodology framework is based  on  a u ser-centred d esign approach which 
means that the  user-specific requirements of project engineers and the operative maintenance mangers are t aken into 
consideration. The detailed approaches for the different phases are presented below. 
 
 
2.1 System Engineering Model 
 
A general system engineering approach serves as a basis for analyzing the as-is state, weak points and requirements as 
well as developing the later to-be state. Howev er, co st-effective ex ecutions of su ch projects have to substantiate the 
particular procedure of the model. 

The main requirements of the model are 
 Modelling as-is structure and finding weak points (critical components) 
 Finding and configuring the right sensors to monitor condition of components 
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 Finding and configuring the mathematical methods to analyse condition of components 
 Calculating or determining replacement strategies 
Among others, these aspects are represented according to the phases of the framework and described in detail in 

the following parts. More Details can be found in Lewandowski et al. (2009). 
 
 
2.2 Design and Development Phase 
 
On t he basis of a user-centred desi gn t he m ethodology fram ework s upports t he a nalysis of t he product si tuation 
(essentially regarding an existing object). This is based on a software-supported analysis tool. The tool mainly focuses 
on analyzing the as-is-state of the object based on the hierarchical and functional structure of all components. Moreover, 
each c omponent ca n be c haracterized based on its priority. This is bas ed on dysfunction probability, costs, sec urity 
aspects, etc. Reports on this topic accordingly enable developing a  measurement system for com ponents that have a 
high priority within the system as a hole. 

Within integrated software a  database of possible sensors is p rovided to equ ip components with specific sensor 
application. Parameterizations are part of the system which describe the normal vs. t he warning operation range of a  
components’ attribute. All technical parameters for the field bus technology which connect the sensors directly at  the 
machine are set within this software application. 
 
 
2.3 Integration Phase 
 
The i ntegration phase consists of a m ethodology for configuring t he prognosis and t echnical diagnosis based on the 
sensor tim e se ries. Th e n ecessary prerequ isite sh ould be th e d efinition o f a normal operating range for a sen sor-
equipped component and  acco rdingly an  additional warning and critical rang e. Thus, saved sensor data are an alyzed 
based on this definition so that critical states can be defined from today’s point of view. 

Moreover, time series a re a nalyzed ba sed on st ate-of-the-art al gorithms suc h as  ARMA or AR IMA as wel l as 
neural networks so that future values can be predicted. Using this in relation with the operating range definition, one is 
able to predict the state of a component within different time intervals such as the next 24 operating hours. 

The t echnical diagnosis i s based on a neural network approach which classifies the  possible causes for failure s 
based on the sensor states. This means that the input consist of information per sensor that defines whether a component 
is in normal, warning or crit ical state. The neural net work as a black box system delivers concrete information such as 
‘Failure in Oil Cooling System’. The interconnections of the methods are presented in the following Figure 3 which also 
shows the respective end-user perspective. 
 
 
2.4 Starting Phase 
 
The starting phase follows t he initial operation of the whole system and is necessary for configuring the system based 
on t he t echnical di agnosis. This m eans, t hat neural net works or other ex pert sy stems t hat are  used acc ording t o the 
integration phase have to be trained with respect to the la ter operation phase. Efficient software-based user interfaces 
should support these tasks. This aims to externalize the users’ knowledge and know-how. 

Additional t asks of t he st arting phase f ocus on co nfiguring t he al gorithms for  t he later usa ge of co ndition 
monitoring data in th e planning and  con trolling of op erative maintenance tasks. Fo r that pu rpose a prio rity building 
based on  the fai lure messages should be com pleted and the dy namic amount o f m aintenance act ions have t o be 
calculated an d sche duled. I n l ine wi th m ethodology fram ework a ge netic al gorithm has bee n de veloped t o schedule 
maintenance tasks based on information of the condition monitoring system. 
 
 
2.5 Operation Phase 
 
Main outcom e from  the pre vious ste ps is  a condition based m aintenance system  that ope rates  according t o t he 
standards of the Op en System Arch itecture for Condition Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM) (Swearingen et al., 2007) 
and which consists of layers that include at least sensor module, signal processing, condition monitor, health assessment 
and prognostics. However, the operating phase of the system also enables the acquisition of key performance indicators 
based on economical and  t echnical parameters. Here i t i s necessary that information from the operati ng phase  flows 
back to the planning tools to enhance the database and accordingly to improve the system. Report possibilities include 
the statistical an alysis of failures according to th e respective measurements of the condition monitoring system. New 
product generations can profit from this enhanced data pool. 
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Selection of applicable error
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Predicted states for different intervalls

Assessment of the topical state

Range definition
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Series 
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Machine Warning  
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Warning 
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(1 Component, 2 
Components in 
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   Sensor Component 1 OK OK Critical 
   Sensor Component 2 OK Warning Warning 
   Sensor Component 3 Warning Warning Warning 
   …    
   Sensor Component 4 OK OK OK 
 

Object Topical State 
Machine OK 
   Sensor Component 1 OK 
   Sensor Component 2 OK 
   Sensor Component 3 OK 
   …  
   Sensor Component 4 OK 
 

Object Critical 
Underrange 

Warning 
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Machine      
   Sensor Component 1 < 0 < 20 and >= 0 >= 20 and < 80 >= 80 and < 90 >= 90 
   Sensor Component 2 < X1 < X2 and >= X1 >= X2 and < X3 >= X3 and < X4 >= X4 
   Sensor Component 3 < X1 < X2 and >= X1 >= X2 and < X3 >= X3 and < X4 >= X4 
   …      
   Sensor Component 4 < X1 < X2 and >= X1 >= X2 and < X3 >= X3 and < X4 >= X4 
 

Analysis of
topical

stored data

Analysis of future
values according
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Neural
Network

Fuzzyfication

Identifier Message 
E1 Failure in oil cooling system
E2 Error Message 2
E3 E rror Message 3 
  
En Er ror Message n 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3. Interconnections between methods and tools that enable condition monitoring in the integration and starting 
phase 

 
 

3. FINDINGS 
 
The findings include consequently a  f ramework mainly based on so ftware and hardware for planning purposes, data 
acquisition, storage, and processing as well as illu stration and connection to enterprise systems, e.g. for planning and 
controlling maintenance resources. In this context the developments have been tested with port equipment at a German  
seaport. Th e case stud y was based on a sing le stradd le carrier o n wh ich condition monitoring techniques h ave b een 
applied retrospectively and independently from the manufacturer. 

The ha rdware system, especi ally senso rs a nd fi eldbus t echnology, i s based m ainly on st andard i ndustry s ensor 
technology (e.g. tem perature, pressure and qu ality sen sors for th e hydraulic system, v ibration senso rs, etc.) an d an 
Ethernet-based fi eldbus as known in industry automation. Data acquisition i s done by  an O nboard-Unit based on an 
Industrial PC ru nning Windows CE. Data is tr ansferred wireless via GSM o r WLAN to a serv er component which is 
responsible for storing data, analyzing it and presenting it to the user. An additional software application is responsible 
for the project management analyzes the system and co nfigures the applications as de scribed in the previous chapter. 
The software architecture is illustrated in the following Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Architecture of the developed solution 
 
 

From the users point of view so called MaintEngineering is a windows-based software application which supports 
the project eng ineer in designing th e cond ition m onitoring application by su pporting the system  analysis in cluding 
technical and econom ical aspects. A data pool (e.g. i ncluding a database o f a vailable sens ors) su pports t he sy stem 
specification and the configuration of other software components. 

While MaintData runs as a terminal service on the Onboard-Unit, so called MaintControl is the central component 
for the end-user. The component includes storage of the data, business logic to link information, prediction algorithms, 
and application of decision rules to finally present it to the user. This is done based on a webbased user interface. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
 
In conclusion, the developed approach serves as a practice-oriented example to organize the change to condition-based 
maintenance strategies. It addresses at least two main problems of maintenance management essentially with a focus on 
condition-based m onitoring and according strategies. In m ost exi sting sce narios a cha nge to c ondition based 
maintenance strategies requires an aligned system engineering process that integrates the design and operating phase as 
proposed here.  

At first, the a pproach can be used accordingly for efficient system analysis of existing equipment with the aim  to 
(retrospectively) equip them with  sensor applications. This includes the possibility to  integrate technical or statistical  
analysis to point out crucial components for insta nce. Gain of knowledge incl udes the m ethodology fram ework t o 
analyse an d c hange e xisting sy stems. The framework a nd derived t ools su pport p roject engineers i n asses sing as -is-
situation an d designing sen sor ap plication an d co mplex rule system s for cond ition assessm ent i n a gu ided way. 
Moreover, the framework serves as an  integrated possibility to transfer results of the planning phase into the operative 
phase, acc ordingly wi th res pect t o t he f urther p rocesses. St ate-of-the-art al gorithms are i mplemented t o t est t heir 
performance in a real context. 

Focusing on the case study, the main area of activity is the condition monitoring of systems and components using 
functional sensors which work under the rough conditions at seaports. The system h as to have a h igh availability and 
reliability. Moreover, t he ongoing application and implementation of state-of-the-art methods to predict condition or 
failures an d its enh ancement will show , if th e co ndition can  be assessed reliab ly. Thus, d ecision ru les can  be 
implemented. 

A general outcome of the work will create a v aluable contribution to the paradigm shift of autonomous control in 
industrial pro cesses in cluding log istics b ecause t he ap proach en ables t he co nfiguration and  operation of co ndition 
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monitoring and therefore enables the systems to initiate further processes like maintenance or logistics actions based on 
particular decision rules. Research regarding the integration of information based on condition monitoring into planning 
and controlling of the logistical flows is an additional research topic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
With the recent dramatic growth i n delivery service  market in Korea, the nu mber of delivery service  companies has 
also increased over twenties. However, more than 80% of the market is occupied by only four to five major companies 
such as Hyundai Log istics, Hanjin Exp ress, Korea Lo gistics, CJ G LS, Korea Po st. Ex cept f or a few  w ell-known 
companies, however, m ost s mall an d m edium sized  com panies are in  a difficult situation du e to sev ere price 
competition in th e m arket, difficulties in acq uisition of delivery vehicles, and  lack  of country-wide t erminals. Ev en 
though t he market of e xpress courier service in  Ko rea has b een exp anding 20 % or hig her annu ally, w hich is m uch 
faster increase than in other industry areas, it becomes already saturated because large sized companies are entering the 
market thro ugh t he acqu isition of ex isting deliv ery serv ice companies. Th erefore, from th e stan dpoint of n ational 
economy and the operational efficiency, the co operative strategic alliances in  the operation of facilities an d delivery 
vehicles m ay be beneficiary especially for sm all and m edium si zed co mpanies t o o vercome fi nancial pr oblems and  
improve the declining profitability by reducing or eliminating overlapped investments. Strategic alliance of cooperation 
creates economy of scale which leads to th e reduction of operation cost. In addition, through efficient cooperation of 
service ce nters, participating com panies may expect  real izing an i ncrease i n net  p rofit un der a win-win si tuation. 
Providing better services to the customers by cooperatively utilizing their existing facilities, small and medium sized 
companies m ay efficiently com pete w ith bi g-size com panies by ex panding their market sh are with out fu rther 
investment. The pu rpose of this study is t o examine the feasibility of merge for under-utilized courier service centers 
for strategic alliance.  

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a n etwork design conceptual model, the strategic alliance model, to facilitate 
strategic alliance am ong small and m edium express c ourier service  com panies. The m odel pl aces participating 
companies in a wi n-win allian ce relationship, an d su ggests how to i ncrease th e net p rofit of each  co mpany by 
harnessing th eir low d emand and under-utilized serv ice cen ters, and  sharing  con solidation term inals with av ailable 
processing capacity. For this, we develop a nonlinear integer programming model and its solution procedure based on 
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maxmin and  maxsum criteria. And  th en to  verify th e ap plicability of th e m odel t o th e real world problems, we  
presented a  numerical exam ple of t he m odel u sing th e data set co llected from serv ice cen ters and terminals of an  
express courier se rvice com pany in Ko rea. The valu es f or parameters are ge nerated ran domly for the pu rpose o f 
simulation 
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
To the best of our knowledge, not many studies directly rel ated to the design of se rvice network for express parcel 
delivery, have so far been undertaken. The study conducted by Cheung et al. (2001) was the first to examine a service 
network d esign problem enco untering exp ress cou riers su ch as DHL Hong Kong. Th ey proposed a hybrid 
optimization/simulation model that aimed to maximize service coverage and service reliability by adjusting cutoff time. 
Ko et al. (2010) suggested an  approach to the r econfiguration of an  exp ress cour ier service network with respect to 
assignments of serv ice cen ters to  co nsolidation term inals and a djustments o f t heir c utoff tim es. T hey proposed an 
integer p rogramming model an d a genetic al gorithm-based s olution procedure for al lowing e xpress c ouriers to 
maximize their incremental profit. On the other hand, there have been a few of researches on various types of strategic 
alliances in logistics. Many researchers, such as Chopra and Meindl (2004), Min (1996), and Simchi-Levi et al. (2003), 
pointed out that different companies owned and operated independently may benefit from the strategic alliance scheme 
which is conceptually similar to facility sharing and Cachon and Lariviere (1999) proposed a methodology for optimal 
capacity alloca tion. Recently, Chung et al. (2 009) pr oposed a network desi gn model fo r strategic alliances among 
express courier service companies by monopoly of service centers. Chung et al. (2010) extended their previous study to 
the p roblem of s haring co nsolidation t erminals of eac h c ompany. A n i nteger programming model an d i ts s olution 
procedure based on a  f uzzy set  t heoretic approach w ere de veloped. H owever, t heir study was pe rformed u nder t he 
assumption that th e serv ice cen ters on ly selected  as ca ndidates for strategic alliance are con sidered fo r sh aring 
consolidation terminals. 
 
 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
An express courier network generally consists of customer zones, service centers, and consolidation terminals. In the 
service center, express courier companies receive customer shipment request, pick up parcels, screen, sort, document, 
label, and consolidate them before transshipping them in bulk to a consolidation terminal. At the consolidation terminal, 
customer orders are consolidated into larger shipments, mixed and then loaded onto delivery trucks for local deliveries 
via service centers near consignees. 

A strategic alliance m odel a mong the e xpress c ourier c ompanies for better utilization of t heir net work ca n be  
classified into four models . Model (a) is a service center level collaboration model which is t he weakest type of fou r 
alliance m odels. Each  participating co mpany operates its o wn term inals ex clusively an d co llaborates in p ick-
up/delivery t ogether at  consolidated se rvice centers . That  is, a cons olidated serv ice center is not reallocated to eac h 
company. The objective of t his model is to  minimize the service center operation c ost by reducing number of service 
centers in a scarce region. Model (b) is a weak  terminal level collaboration model which is a medium level of alliance. 
The participating c ompanies are able t o s hare other c ompany’s terminals and reallocate   service centers t o t he 
terminals. The goal of this model is to achieve a win-win strategy by improving the utilization rate of existing terminals 
of participating co mpanies. Model (c) is a strong  terminal lev el co llaboration model which is th e strongest lev el of 
alliance. This is a lo cation/allocation model which simultaneously determines whether the existing terminals are st ill 
open or not and reallocation of service centers to the open terminals. Its objective is to minimize the total operation cost 
by re ducing the num ber of t erminals an d reassig ning th e serv ice cen ters to th e terminals. Mod el (d) is an  ex tended 
terminal lev el co llaboration model wh ich can  b e ap plied wh en pa rticipating c ompanies have c onsolidated t hrough 
Merger and  Acquisition (M&A). Th is model d etermines whether th e ex isting term inals are op en or not with 
consideration of changing the term inal capacity. The goal of this model is to minimize the total operation cost and to 
maximize the utilization rate of terminals and service centers. 

The strategic alliance model investigated in this paper is a hybrid model of the model (a) and (b) discussed above. 
In th is model, co mpanies p articipating in  the allian ce co llaborate in  p ick-up/delivery together at th e merged serv ice 
center a nd s hare the ca pacity of c onsolidation te rminals by reassigning all th e serv ice cen ters to  t he termin als. We 
assume that there are several regions i n which eac h participating c ompany has a s ervice ce nter but daily pick-up 
demand for e ach service c enter i s very low. Now we  cal l t he regions ‘merging regions’. Se rvice cent ers a nd 
consolidation terminals are operated according to the following principles: 
 
a) Multiple serv ice cen ters can b e op en and  all th e o ther serv ice cen ters are clo sed wit hin a m erging reg ion after 

alliance. 
b) The open service cen ters aft er allian ce is also responsible fo r p ick-up and delivery of all th e am ounts of o ther 
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company’s service center s within the same merging region. 
c) The current existing consolidation terminals can be still used even after strategic alliance. 
d) Each company’s service centers are divided into two types ; Type I service centers belong to a merging region and 

are candidates for merging, and Type II service centers do not belong to any merging region. 
e) The open service centers in each merging region as well as Type II service centers may be able to reassign to other 

company’s consolidation terminal while satisfying the processing capacity of the terminal. 
 

The problem of selecting one service ce nter in each m erging region and reassigning the open service centers as 
well as Typ e II serv ice centers to the consolidation terminal is formulated as a nonlinear integer programming model 
and the solution procedure will be also developed with a numerical example in this study. 
 
 

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 

This section describes the integer programming model that has been designed to maximize the expected profit increase 
of each participating company. Suppose that there are n express courier companies, and that the location of terminals 
and se rvice ce nters managed by  each c ompany are  given. The underlying ass umption is  that t here are  m regions i n 
which all  n companies possess one service center independently with relatively small amount of shipment. Under the 
condition that the daily pick-up amount for the service centers in each region and the processing capacity of terminals 
per day are given, the problem is to maximize the profit of each company by selecting one among n service centers to 
be merged within each region and reallocating the merged service centers as well as normal service centers (Type II) to 
terminals subject to th e processing cap acity o f all t he te rminals. It is assu med th at all term inals operated by one 
company remain to be available to the other company after alliance. 

The m athematical model has  m ob jective functions which represen t the net p rofits increases o f m com panies 
respectively. Since there exists a trade-off relationship between m objective functions, this paper proposes two different 
methods to derive the solution: maxmin criterion and maxsum criterion. 

 
 

5. SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
 

In this mathematical model (P), there a re n objective fun ctions represen ting the n et p rofit increases of n companies 
respectively, and thus there exists a trade-off relationship among objective functions. In other words, it is inevitable to 
reduce the profits of other companies to maximize the profit of one company. Hence this paper proposes two methods 
using m axmin an d m axsum cri teria. Fi rst, a m ethod t hat uses m axmin cri terion i s proposed t o fi nd com promised 
solution for the win-win situation of each company participating in the strategic alliance. In order to solv e the problem 
using maxmin criterion  the set o f feasible so lutions F(x) for the problem (P) an d new variable  can be defined as 
follows: 
 

F(x): Feasible solution set for problem (P), i.e., solution set satisfying constraints  

 )(),...,(),( 21 xZxZxZMin n  

 
By maximizing the value of   it is possible to derive the compromised solution which satisfies all n companies. 

The problem can be written as follows: 
 
(P1) 
Max    
s.t.    xz1  

  xz2  
             

  xzn  

 xFx  
 

Second, this paper tries to solve the problem applying the maxsum criterion. The maxsum criterion is to maximize 
the sum of the net profits realized by all the companies within strategic alliance. It is intu itive, therefore, that the total 
net profits obtained from applying the maxsum criterion is greater than compared with maxmin criterion. However, it is 
desirable to distribute the realized total profits evenly among al l the companies, which is not the case wi th maxsum 
criterion. The problem based on maxsum criterion may be formulated as (P2). 
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The objective function of (P2) is expressed as the sum of n objective functions in (P), which means the total sum of 

the net profits realized by n companies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The market environment in which container ports, shipping lines and port logistics operators are acting is rapidly and 

substantially changing due to a wide range of driving factors. For example, for Germany an increase in cargo transpor-

tation between 2004 and 2025 of 70 % is predicted. In line with this, especially seaport related hinterland transportation 

is concerned by more or less 130 %. Thu s, the congestion at ports threatens progress and modal shift in the hinterland 

transportation network. Therefore, the role of intermodal inland terminals will gain much more importance in the future 

compared to their current use, sure enough after the medium term recovery of the worldwide economy. These terminals 

can serve as partners to seaport terminals, relieving them from capacity constraints on the one hand and offering value 

added services on the other. If all processes are properly controlled and managed, export containers can be sent to the 

seaports just before the vessel arrives; import containers can be brought to the designated inland hubs as so on as t he 

containers are discharged and released. The attractiveness and economic success of a seaport will increasingly depend 

on the ability to integrate its b usiness effectively into flexible supply chains reaching deep into the hinterland. There-

with the buffering and storage function of seaports can be well di stributed to hinterland locations. These aspects get 

more and more in focus of different partners of the supply chains. In this paper related challenges in designing and op-

erating these partnerships, decision support necessities and IT -based aspects are outlined, especially from the point of 

seaports of Germany. 

 

 

2. OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT SITUATION 
 
Regions are changing: World trade flows depend on markets, resources, logistics, production and innovation. Logistics 

ensure distributed production on a regional and on a global level. By this, new distributions of tasks and sites in interna-

tional supply chain networks will occur. This has implications on hub functions and on new businesses, especially in 

port regions. Within the National Port Strategy of  Germany, published in 2009 by the Federal Ministry of Transport, 

Building and Urban Development and seen as basis for the maritime policy for the next 10 years, measures for increas-

ing the efficiency of the network of seaports and inland ports are described. A major role is foreseen for systemic supply 

chain orientated co-operations between container port-related companies as well as port regions, mainly between sea-

ports and hinterland ports. 
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As an example the Hamburger Hafen und Logistik AG (HHLA) and Polzug are going to realize a network of trans-

port relations on a regular basis between Hamburg and major European business centers, e.g. the hinterland terminal for 

combined transportation in Dabrowa Gornicza nearby Kattowitz. Also EUROGATE, Europeans number one of terminal 

operators, realizes since 2009 the establishment of an inland container terminal network, e.g. integrating Dortmund and 

Magdeburg. 

All this is related  to the fact that the strength of maritime regions is described by its relevance as partner in interna-

tional supply chain networks. This relevance can be st rengthened and improved by a process-overlapping system’s op-

timization of production, transports, logistics, value adding services as well as regional development, and with this by a 

regional knowledge m anagement. In t he past, seap orts had t he function o f bundling and c oordinating t rans-regional 

freight t ransportation as l ogistical nodes only. Nowadays seaports and maritime regions stay in the role of ce ntres of 

logistics and value added services in intermodal global transport chains.  

Continuing, seaports have an interface function in global transport chains. Bu t seaport regi ons do not automatically 

offer the best business conditions for services, packing, further processing and dispersion of goods and products at the 

same time. The ongoing containerisation makes further dislocation of such value added activities in other regions possi-

ble. Logistics processes like containerisation and further processing of goods often can better be carried out efficiently 

in large consolidation centres in the hinterland than in the urbanized port areas in retaining small time slots. New nodes 

of international logistics systems arise in suburban areas or in peripheries of densely populated areas. That is the reason 

why the scientific perspective on seaports and port regions has c hanged during the last years towards a ne w paradigm 

considering ports as elem ents in value-driven chain systems. There fore, there is need for actio n to strengthen the per-

formance of t he main gateways, there associated partners and benefits of coordinated strategy of maritime hub devel-

opment by encouraging the development o f vert ical and ho rizontal not  onl y regional but  mainly functional clusters. 

However, clusters involving regional production and local sourcing provide an opportunity for reducing logistics costs 

and increasing welfare in port regions. 
 
 

3. DECISION SUPPORT AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
 
As outlined, the i mportance of maritime transport and large-scale European ports will further increase in future due to 

the increase of global business. In line wit h this the European integrated maritime policy plays a m ajor role for Euro-

pean development and inte gration. Having i n mind the  impressive forecasts on cargo flows a nd transs hipments new 

solutions are  r equired e nsuring a  sec ure a nd r eliable t ransportation. T aking i nto acc ount a  sy stems pe rspective, a 

process-overlapping system’s optimization of production, transports, logistics, value adding services as well as regional 

development is necessary. By this tools and instruments are required for organizational planning, decision support and 

financing on an operational and strategic level. According to the National Port Strategy especially cooperative solutions 

between companies as well as between regions or regional initiatives/clusters have to be regarded. For inland ports, and 

also fo r freight v illages, this means to  in tensify th e eng agement in  real izing seapo rt functions, e.g . warehousing an d 

distribution of containers. The operations and functions within already existing corridors have to be analyzed as well as 

according to the results to be improved. New cooperative business models and new customer-orientated products have 

to be developed. Cooperative decentralized planning and controlling decision support systems have to be assigned and 

integrated in to th e o verall inform ation syste m. Lik ewise, th is means to  u ndertake workflow an alysis an d business 
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process reengineering. Decision support processes are related, amongst others, to the value-chain orientated assignment 

of processes and tasks, to location planning, to sch eduling planning, to bottleneck capacity p lanning and to marketing 

management. Due to th is, realizing the National Port Strategy, less technological than more operational innovation is 

requested. For these innovations besides methodical support provided by methods of operations research also measures 

for a team -orientated knowledge management r elated to  human kn owledge, pro cess kno wledge an d stru ctural know-

ledge, as well as fo r building-up of trust between the cooperation partners are required. In l ine with balancing of the 

challenges, the use of an adequate cost and risk sharing model is essential.   

The feasibility and cost-efficiency of th ese port co-operations and of cause also of the terminal driven solutions de-

pend on an information management between terminal operators, logistics service providers and providers of infrastruc-

tures. There is a need for a harmonisation or integration of existing regional port information systems, business informa-

tion systems and European information system developments. Thus, the balance is still open between the top down D2D 

SCM business approach and the bottom up infrastructure approach co ncerning the t raffic l ayer, t he business process 

layer and the information layer. The objective is to realize an information architecture which is able to handle the above 

described situation (i nformation layer) and business models according to the requ irements of indust ry, retailers, for-

warders and ports (business process layer). By this, a new corridor orientated intermodal transportation strategy in mari-

time business can become reality (traffic layer).  
 
 

4. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
 
The attractiveness and  economic success of a seap ort will  increasingly depend on the ab ility to  in tegrate its b usiness 

effectively into flexible supply chains reaching deep into the hinterland. Major success factors are reachability and ac-

cessibility, availability of transshipment capacities and storage capacities, integration into a network of hinterland rela-

tions, the quality of value added services as well as the customer-related transshipment costs. As mentioned, challenges 

cover the  inc reased use of t ransport i nfrastructure, t he increase in tra nsshipment, th e closer co operation with m arket 

regions and the assign ment of responsibilities and tasks between the seaport and the inland port. Opportunities are t he 

related economic growth, the opening up of new markets, the realization of a gr een and reliable intermodal solution by 

bundling of transports, the sharing of capacities, costs and risks as well as the improved performance profile of t he co-

operation partners. By th is ex tended gate so lution, finally the terminal operator and the seaport operate closer to t he 

customer. Based on this integrative perspective both, the terminal operations as well as the inbound and outbound trans-

portation flows can be optimized.  
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Abstract: The i mportance o f e nvironmental co ncerns i n m anaging a  port i s bei ng emphasizing. And so  t his t rend 
toward eco-frien dly port wil l affect port co mpetitiveness. A lot of ports in  th e world h ave m ade a start on  su itable 
development o f a p ort.  For t his reaso n, the main purpose of  th is stud y draws ou t t he criteria of green po rt th at is  
available and possible in practice. In add ition, this study decides the ranking among Korean five trade ports (In-cheon, 
Bu-san, Gwang-yang, Pyeong-taek, Ul-san) with selected the green port criteria. And, Fuzzy methodology is chosen for 
evaluating green ports for reason of taking measurements its complexity and ambiguity.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
World C ommission on En vironment and Development ( WCED) has tried t o exci te gree n i ssue of ' sustainable 
development' in politics and economics all over the world. And WCED commented that tran sportation industry play a 
great role in environmental damage (Button Henshe, 2001).  

Green Logistics means ease the burden on environment and achieve economical rationality through improvement 
of tran sportation efficien cy. Mo reover, promoting with  green Lo gistics can  help im prove bu siness co mpetition b y 
cutting down on distribution costs as well as reduce C O2 emission.  In other wo rds, th e activ ities of green  l ogistics 
imply to build an efficient logistics systems which can reduce environmental burden causing from the entire logistics 
environment, including management and disposal of waste products.  

In the case of a port, lots of main ports in the world have started to work to preserve the environment of a port in 
many parts. For examples, Tacoma port in USA progresses a broader definition of “environment" - one that includes the 
people, businesses, culture and history of a place, along with its native species and natural systems.  Meanwhile, in case 
of Japan, port environmental policies are going into effect more thoroughly than any other countries.  The ministry of 
transport of Japan promotes new policy that a port is plea sant and enjoyable space in harmony with environment rather 
than passive environmental policy reducing negative effects according to the use and development of a port.  And the 
aim of port of Rotterdam in Netherlands is to pro mote economic activities inside a port and is to m aintain a clean as 
well as sa fe environment at the sam e time. Therefore, the authority of  Rotterdam port has a  plan to improve both its  
performance and that of the port when it comes to sustainability 

In terms of  these green port t rends, Korea has  to al so take a  step for keeping up with developed green system. 
Korea Thus, t his st udy p roposes ec o-friendly port factors a nd s hows t he g reen c riteria f or a  g reen p ort fact or 
analysis.  Taking a step forward, this study decides the ranking among Korean five trade ports (Incheon, Busan, Gwan-
yang, Pyeongtaek, Ulsan) with selected the green criteria.  

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Domestic and foreign researches on an eco-friendly port and port pollution are not enough for now but it will be getting 
more increase because of the importance of the problem. Therefore, the mainstream of these domestic researches on an 
eco-friendly port has been t reated asp ects o f leg islation and  in stitution (Song  an d Han, 2007).  Choi et al (200 0) 
stressed introducing of total amount of port pollutant regul ation and management system according to pollution source  
after investigation about wastes, water quality, and pollution from ship in Ma-san Port.  Park (2004) suggested the real 
condition of environment management by a port by applying Self Diagnosis Methodology that was made of scholars in 
advanced countries. And Korea Maritime Institute (2005) introduced the trend of correspondence of United Nation and 
major countries about air pollution control and management in a port.  

Meanwhile, Gallag her et al. (2003) sh ows ho w i nternational t rade is i nfluencing ai r pol lutions i n the shi pping 
sector of U.S.A t hrough the method of economic costs estimation for air pollutions. Heand Morrison(2001) studied 
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the resu lt o f  Kembla p ort fro m 1 975-1995, on water an d sed iment q uality, b enthic organisms a nd 
pollution l evels, and com ment on t rends i n t he en vironmental heal th of t he port an d pollution red uction 
practices of local heavy industries.  

Only a few  fo reign st udies t hat ha ve bee n published by  t he expert s who a re i n t he fi eld o f 
environment and there is not much systematic analysis from port logistics experts.  

 
 

Table1. Variables for selecting green port by literature review 
 

Variables Description 
Resources recycling inside a port -Reduction of waste of  resources 
Technical development of industry and  the ocean waste disposal -A method of eco-friendly construction  
Development  of  Breakwater system of waterfront revitalization -Creation of a pleasant life environment 

Dredging sand recycling 
-Utilization as a reclamation material after solidification 
-Using at artificial wetlands or beach face development 

Creation of artificial sandbar and wetland -A recovery of natural  purification of an ecosystem 
Establishing Strategic Plan for Port environment  and Introduction
of environmental impact assessment 

-Exploring every avenue about reducing environmental effects by 
predicting harmful effects on port environment. 

Use of alternative fuels -Solar energy, Wind energy,   tidal energy and so on 

Introduction of port  environment management system 
-Working in close cooperation with companies and administrative 
agencies. 

Port facilities and equipment improvement 
-AMP(Alternative Maritime Power) 
-DPF(Diesel Particulate Filter trap) 
- RTGC 

Incentives of pollution reduction 
-Incentives to shipping companies and stev edores with eco -
friendly equipment. 

Use of Renewable-energy -CNG(Compressed Natural Gas), Bio-Diesel, hydrogen fuel 

Modal shift 
-Repair and maintenance a harbor-side road and Introduction  
 of new transportation modes. 

Construction method of noise reduction 
-Use of construction methods for noise and vibration control  
-Use of noise reduction equipment 

Efficient construction plan -Eliminating unnecessary procedures 
Expansion of the coastal region facilities 
(prevention of ocean pollution caused by land activities) 

-Expansion and improve the sewage disposal plants, 
sewage  landfills, waste water disposal plants, and so on 

Source: Pak et al. (2009) 
 
 

3. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
 
3.1 Application of Factor Analysis 
 
This study uses a factor analysis of SPSS to examine the factors that i nfluence on selecting green port criteria.  Factor 
analysis is a statistical approach that can be used to analyze interrelationships among a large number of variables and to 
explain t hese variables i n t erms of  t heir c ommon u nderlying di mensions fact ors. T he st atistical ap proach i nvolving 
finding a way o f cond ensing th e in formation co ntained in  a number o f orig inal variab les in to a sm aller set of 
dimensions with a minimum loss of information (Hair et al, 1992).  In other words, factor analysis is a method of data 
reduction.  

Before examining factor analysis, it is useful to dr aw out the factor of eco -friendly port. These factors are drawn 
out from literature review. And the data reduction of these factors is carried out by surveys of experts who are engaged 
in port public corporations, shipping companies and global terminal operators. The survey obtained 15 selected criteria 
by Literature Review and was executed by Likert Scaling. 

The Factor analysis is carried out with the criteria in Table 1 and extracts five factors.  
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Table2. Rotated Component Matrix 
 

  
Component 

1 2 3 4 5 
Use of alternative fuels .742 .1 29 -.082 .051 -.084 
Incentives of pollution reduction .725 - .005 -.276 .365 .119 

Renewable-energy using .644 .2 44 .057 -.090 .384 

Dredging sand recycling .553 .090 .425 .026 .093 

Port facilities and equipment improvement .168 .796 - .109 .065 -.072 
Development of Breakwater system of waterfront revitalization .041 .673 .305 .027 .116 
Construction method  of noise reduction .283 .521 .229 .178 .237 

Technical development of industry and the ocean waste disposal -.150 .158 .818 .0 14 -.063 

Resources recycling inside a port .040 .030 .795 .262 .028 

Introduction of port environment management system -.011 .474 -.151 .670 - .100 

Expansion of the coastal region facilities .042 .189 .306 .657 - .005 

Efficient construction plan .240 -.172 .248 .651 .152 

Modal shift .134 -.055 -. 074 -. 062 .844 

Establishing Strategic Plan for port environment  and Introduction  
of environmental impact assessment .008 .0 71 -.044 .519 .572 

Creation of artificial sandbar and wetland .043 .459 .168 .128 .565 
Source: Pak et al. (2009) 
 

From the a bove factor a nalysis result,  fi ve fact ors m ay be  d rawn a bout t he green port cri teria: (1) Ease t he 
environmental burden (2) Environment-friendly method & technology development of cons truction (3) Utilization of 
resources & waste i nside a port ( 4) Ef ficient pl anning & management of port o peration (5) P ort re development as 
waterfront belt.( Pak et al. ,2009) 
 
 
3.2 Fuzzy Method 
 
3.2.1 Fuzzy Set 
 
Fuzzy sets theory which accepts linguistic ambiguity was introduced by L.A.Zadeh (1965) as a widening of the classical 
concept of set. Fuzzy theory has specific features in comparison with an existing theory.  Fuzzy sets are sets th at have 
degrees of membership of elements. The membership of elements in a classical set is assessed in binary terms according 
to bivalent condition an element either belongs or does not belong to the set. Conversely, fuzzy set theory is allowed to 
the gradual as sessment of the m embership o f elem ents in  a set. This i s to ld with th e aid  of a m embership fu nction 
valued in th e real un it in terval [0 , 1]. Fuzzy sets generalize classical set s, because the indicator functions of classical 
sets are special cases of the m embership functions of fuzzy sets, if the latter only have values 0 or 1. Classical bivalent 
sets are in fu zzy set th eory commonly called crisp sets. Triangle fuzzy number A  consists of three parameters (a1, a2, 
a3) and the A  'm embership function )(A  is defined as seen in Equation1.  
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Figure1. Function of Triangle Fuzzy Number 
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Ith triangle fuzzy number among membership function 'n' is defined as in Equation2. 
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The strength of fuzzy of Z adeh has been emphasized in the way that it can be quantitative linguistic 

variable. Th e l inguistic term does not  mean num ber but  vari able measured as form  of w ord or 
sentence.  The l inguistic t erm i s abl e t o de note a fuzzy  set . Fi gure3 i s shown t riangle membership 
function about the values of linguistic measures [Very bad - bad - medium - good - very good]  
 

 

<------very bad------> 
<-----------------bad----------------> 

<--------------------medium---------------------> 
                                    <----------------good---------------> 

                                                   <--- very good ---> 
 

Figure2. Linguistic term of triangle fuzzy number  
 

After above process, it is  necessary t riangle fuzzy  number to convert as defuzzification. The aim  of 
defuzzification is to conv ert fu zzy set th e en tire resu lt o btained in  previous step  in to an  actu al n umber 
that, som ewhat, best  rep resents fuzz y set . The most co mmon de fuzzification m ethods are C enter o f 
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gravity. C enter of gra vity i s one of t he most co mmonly used defuzzification techniques. This method 
resolves the centre of the area of the combined membership functions.  




yi   

)( 
*



 xiyi
y                                                            (4)   

                                            
In t he l atter part  o f t his s tudy, y * represents as G -factor an d G-factor i s defined value by  cent er of 

gravity.  
 
 

3.2.2 Application of Fuzzy Set  
 
Fuzzy method is chosen f or evaluating green po rts for reason of taking measurements i ts complexity and 
ambiguity. Actually, it is not easy to  evaluate its q ualitative factors of green in dexes of ports. Collecting 
the quantitative data about qualitative factors is lim ited. For all the reasons  given previously, this study 
is eval uating t he po rts b y fuzzi fying t he resul t from  expe rts' survey.  Especially, in  th e lig ht o f po rt 
evaluation, it  is very difficult to determine the ranking with simple quantitative data given the paucity of 
material on specific port's quantitative datum.   

As the case s tands, experts' survey is  a  proper co nsideration by evaluating port's a cer tain degree of 
greening. Survey was conducted from October 05, 2009 to October 10, 2009. The surveyees of the survey 
were port public corporations, shipping companies and global terminal operators.  

The result of fuzzy method based on experts' survey is below.  
 

<Table3> Port ranking with factors 
 

 G-factor(Rank ing) 
Incheon Busan Gwangyang Pyeongtaek Ulsan 

Factor1 0.457(3)  0.528(1) 0.487(2) 0.398(5)  0.383(6) 
Factor2 0.500(3)  0.631(1) 0.560(2) 0.455(4)  0.455(4) 
Factor3 0.357(3)  0.444(2) 0.469(1) 0.383(5) 0.368(4)  
Factor4 0.487(3)  0.601(1) 0.573(2) 0.485(4)  0.442(5) 
Factor5 0.454(3)  0.550(1) 0.509(2) 0.426(4)  0.406(5) 

Overall Ranking 
3 1 2 4 5 

 
 Busan t ook the No. 1 ranking t he res ult of defuzzification by  experts' surv ey about  fac tor1 (ease 

the environmental burden). And Gwnag-yang held the second rank by 0.041. 
 About factor2 (e nvironment-friendly method & technol ogy developm ent of constr uction), Busan 

ranked first again this time and Gwang-yang is at the back of B usan. Busan is changing diesel which is a 
power sou rce of R TGC into el ectricity and t hus i t is pro jected t o decrease 2 02 t ons per year i n nitrogen 
compound, 9tons in diesel dust, 18.2 billion won in operating expense and 50% in  engi ne failure.  In 
addition, new docks in Bu san po rt is prog ressing facility co nstruction lik e un derground track s for 
electrical power, manhole. It seems to be one of reasons to be selected as a first ranker in factor 2.  

The t hird fa ctor i s ut ilization of reso urces & was te i nside a p ort. Gwang-yang ran ked f irst on t he 
third factor.  

Busan t ook t he No .1 ra nking agai n t he resul t of defuzzification by expert s' survey  about  fact or4 
(efficient pl anning &  m anagement of port o peration).  Lastly, t he fi fth fact or i s po rt rede velopment as 
waterfront b elt. And Bus an ranked fir st on  the fift h factor. A  p ort waterf ront means introd ucing factors 
and facilit ies for recreation, physical training and demonstration function accordin g to the progress of 
urbanization.  Overall, Busan ranks top in four factors of five factors.  
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4. CONCLUSION 
 

This study gives a new l ight in recognizing the role of t he ports and t his l ight has not  seen before in this 
field.  On the one hand, it is a first att empt in driving green criteria and it tries to  rank ports of Korea by 
selecting the green port criteria.  The present leve l of a port c oncerns the extent of gre en that can be  
revealed with these 5 fa ctors. Th ese five factors  are as follow: (1 )Ease the environm ental burde n (2) 
Environment-friendly m ethod& technology de velopment of cons truction (3)Utilization of resources& 
waste i nside a port (4 )Efficient pl anning &  m anagement of port o peration ( 5)Port redevelopment as 
waterfront be lt. W ith these criteria, Busan t akes the No .1 ranking the result of fuzzy by  experts' survey. 
About factor 1 (Ease the environmental burde n), factor2 (E nvironment-friendly method and tech nology 
development of construction), factor4 (Efficient planning & management of port operation), Factor5 (Port 
redevelopment as waterfro nt b elt). And Gwang-yang ra nked first o n th e th ird facto r (Utilizat ion o f 
resources & waste inside a port).  

Evaluating t rading ports i n K orea can provide t he new co urse understanding t he new t rend a nd t he 
role of a port in the 21st century.  
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Abstract: Sea ports have experienced tremendous growth rates that have lead to a shortage of free storage capacity. 
Due to the world economic crises in 2008, the container turnover rates broke down but are expected to recover soon and 
reach or even exceed pre-recession level (cf. Maaß et al., 2010). This requires enlarging storage capacities for standard 
marine containers and consequently enlarging storage areas in seaport terminals. In many cases structures around 
seaports like roads, rails, or buildings inhibit their expansion. To establish an efficient raise of storage capacities and 
their connection to the home terminal, an innovative, bidirectional, fully automated infrastructural module has to be 
developed: the “Ropeway for Marine Containers”. This technology is supposed to be usable for various scenarios. Thus, 
this transport module will allow an efficient, ecological transport between different locations. 
 
  

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Until the world economic crises in 2008, the maritime container transport had shown constant growth rates (as shown in 
Figure 1). In 2009 and the beginning of this year, the world maritime container transport started to rise again. Many 
experts a re s ure, t hat worldwide t rade wi ll recover soon a nd reac h or e ven o vertake t he pre-recession l evel. To 
efficiently m eet t he re quirements of a  hi gh l evel o f world m aritime co ntainer t ransportation, c ertain i nnovative 
technologies for seaports and the surrounding processes have to be developed. 
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Figure 1. Container Activity Worldwide: 1980-2009 (Gardiner, 2009) 
 
 

In order to  meet the demands o f high level container activities worldwide, seaports had to  expand their sto rage 
capacities stead ily. Man y seap orts are a result of stru ctures th at h ave evo lved ov er a l ong tim e. Hen ce, t hey are 
connected to the surrounding environment by different kinds of transportation, such as, road, water or rail. Thus, there 
are several physical barriers, like water on the one side of the terminal and existing infrastructure like buildings, roads 
or tracks on the other side, that inhibit the enlargement of storage capacities for standard marine containers. With these 
aspects in  mind, a research project at BIB A (The Bremen Institute for Production and  Logistics at th e Un iversity of 
Bremen) is st udying the  tec hnical and ec onomical feasibility  of a n i nnovative infra structure m odule t hat c onnects 
separated storage areas for marine containers: the ropeway for marine containers. This research project is funded by the 
„Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology“.  

The project focuses on a sp ecial scenario, settled  on a larg e seaport terminal in  Hamburg (as seen  in Figure 2). 
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After the feasibility has been confirmed, the nex t goal will be to design and build the “Ropeway for Containers” in a 
second phase of the project. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Container terminal in Hamburg (Port of Hamburg, 2009) 
 
 

Regarding this setting, the enlargement of the terminals’ storage areas is inhibited by different physical barriers. 
Under these conditions, the operating company has established a new depot area, very close to th e home terminal (as 
seen in Figure 3. and Fi gure 4.). At present these separated storage areas (depot and home terminal) a re connected by 
special freight ve hicles, so-called “multitrailers”. This system consi sts of a  towing vehicle and a variable number of 
trailers. A multitrailer can transport up to 6 TEU (TEU: twenty feet equivalent unit - one 40ft. container corresponds 2 
TEU) per trip. Thus, their total length is approximately 45 meters which requires a special licence that permits passing 
public roads with one m ultitrailer each time. Several multitrailers are provided by the terminal operator to m aintain an 
average output of 40 TEU per hour (1-shift operation), 360 days a year.  

 
 

Figure 3. Overview (Source: project partner) 
 
 

The strait-line distance between these two areas is arou nd 200 meters; the multitrailers have to cover a distance of 
around 4 k ilometres. A public r oad, a termin al r oad and  t racks would have to be crossed in a direct conn ection. 
Furthermore, the system used leads to high fixed costs and CO2 emissions. Consequently, an innovative infrastructure 
module that allows a direct connection is needed to provide an efficient increase of the storage capacities.  
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Figure 4. Birds-eye-view on the terminal (Source: project partner) 
 
 

Wherever physical barriers have to be crossed to exp and seaport terminals’ storage capacities, there has to b e a 
special focus on the initiated traffic between these areas – traffic that connects the added area with th e home terminal. 
Today’s technologies have not led to an adequate solution. The use of the ropeway for containers shall lead to benefits 
like simplification of the connection between storage areas, traffic reduction as well as reduction of CO2 emissions and 
minimisation of short distance transport costs.  
 
 

2. DEMANDS ON THE TECHNICAL SYSTEM 
 
Ropeways are usually used in the mountains to transport persons or goods from a valley station to the top of a 
mountain. In order to implement a ropeway in the area of a seaport, special environmental demands have to be 
considered,  for example, contrary to the situation in the mountains, the ground at seaports is mostly sandy. 
Furthermore, seaports are built very close to the water line, which means that the area is flat. Hence, there will be no 
level difference between the two stations. As a result, the containers always have to be lifted if there are any barriers 
along the route.  

Investigations of the actual state and discussions with the terminal operator have lead to functional and non-
functional demands. These demands have been summarized in a product concept catalogue and are presented in the 
following. 
 
Functional demands: 
 

1. The transport system has to run fully automatically. That means that there are only two interfaces with the 
system: a freight vehicle like a Straddle Carrier (SC) or Reach Stacker (RS) has to deliver a container to the 
system and a transported container has to be lifted and forwarded by e.g. a SC or RS.  

2. To uncouple the cycle time of the ropeway system from the cycle time of the freight vehicles, the system has to 
be fitted with a buffer store on each side.  

3. The system should run 24/7, 360 days a year.  
4. The ropeway for marine containers should be able to transport 20 ft. and 40 ft. standard containers.  
5. The containers may have a maximum load of about 20 tons. The feasibility study shows that more than 80% of 

the containers have less weight than 20 tons. Thus, the payload of the ropeway should be around 20 tons; gross 
weight should be around 25 tons.  

6. Distance that has to be covered: 200m. 
7. Transportation of up to 60 containers per hour should be possible. 
8. Two independent tracks should be implemented to get reliable redundancy of the system. 
9. The tracks shall be usable in both directions so that if there are transportation peaks in one direction, both 

tracks can be operated simultaneously in the same direction. 
 

The non-functional demands on the system are:  
 

1. In terms of economic efficiency the system should feature an adequate cycle time. It depends on: distance 
between stations of reception and release, kind of barriers / area which the ropeway bridges, ropeway 
technology (maximum speed, time of loading / unloading, further specifications).  
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2. The system should be ecologically efficient. This has to be considered due to its conception. It has to be 
ecologically acceptable in relation to its construction, its lifetime and the recycling of the used-up ropeway.  

3. The operational availability of the system has to be around 98% (expressed in hours per year, excluding 
maintenance).  

4. At seaports, soil conditions are very different regarding common soil conditions of ropeways in the mountains 
(e.g. sandy ground in areas that are located close to water lines, e.g. seaports).  

5. The system has to meet local and general safety and security regulations and laws. 
6. There are a lot of building and machinery regulations at seaports e.g. regarding the allowed amount of noise. 

These local regulations have to be taken in account during construction of the ropeway. 
7. In addition, facilities at seaports underlie very rough conditions caused by weather, salty air, imprecise works 

with heavy loads, etc. Therefore, everything has to be built to hold up to the prevailing conditions and satisfy 
special requirements regarding e.g. corrosion. 

8. The initial system should possess a high adaptability for different global conditions (other conditions of 
subsoil, different length of transportation,...).  

9. The integration of the new transport module into the existing infrastructure should be easy.  
 
 
The specifications of the technical system and its subsystems have to meet all requirements. Later on, the different 
concepts for a ropeway for marine containers will be examined regarding these requirements.  
 
 

3. DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS AND THEIR FEASIBILITY 
 
The general, theoretical processes in action and functions of the ropeway for marine containers are shown in the 
following figure (Figure 5). At each station freight vehicles like Straddle Carriers or Reach Stacker may transfer the 
containers to the buffer of the ropeway (RECEPTION). Thereafter, the buffer stores and forwards the container to the 
next available buffer place, by using a defined number of separated buffer places. Finally, the marine container gets 
transferred to the transfer station fully automatically. The ropeway performs the transport to the opposite side. Having 
been transferred to the buffer on the other side of the physical barrier and forwarded to the release position, the 
detachment and further transport of the container can be executed by any container transport vehicle. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Process run (Source: Authors) 
 

 
The existing technical systems of ropeways can be divided into two main methods of construction 

(Schweizerischer Bundesrat, 2007). In the first type, which is called the “funicular ropeway”, the gondolas are designed 
as wagons that move along a railway. The towing rope is only used to pull the gondolas in the desired direction. The 
second general type is called “aerial ropeway”. This system uses different cables to gather the load and to pull the 
gondolas. As described in the following sections, the chosen technical concept of the ropeway has a great influence on 
efficiency in each specific case. Due to those different technical types of ropeways there are also different possibilities 
to use them for the transportation of marine containers. 

 
 

3.1 Funicular Ropeway 
 
As shown in the following figure (Figure 6.),a funicular ropeway is designed as a train or wagon that runs on tracks that 
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are built on a substructure and end in a lower and  an upper station. In contrast to a conventional train, they are not self-
powered but are pulled by a towing rope. The rope is at tached to each wagon and is moved by a cable winch that is 
installed in the stations. The funicular ropeway system always needs a solid substructure, which provides a solid basis 
for the tracks.  
 

  
 

Figure 6. Funicular ropeway (Source: Authors) 
 
 

One option for constructing a substructure to get over obstacles is to build concrete structures like bridges. It has to 
be taken in account, that in addition to the maintenance of the ropeway, that substructure also has to be maintained.  

Funicular rop eways ar e normally d esigned as  a tw in system wi th a  ci rcular haulage cab le, t o provide op timal 
energy efficiency. This  system takes advantage of two equal rail track s. Whilst one wagon is pu lled from the valley 
station to t he upper st ation the wagon on the other t rack is moving in t he other direction. In doing so, t he potential 
energy of one wagon can be used to pull the second; only a small amount of additional energy has to be provided.  

The cycle time of funicular ropeways is relatively high  (as com pared to circulating ropeways) but they are 
constructed to transport high payloads. To implement the substructure, bridge-like concrete structures are needed. Large 
obstacles that have to be crossed, barriers like hi gh buildings or wide spaces like rivers, complicate the installation of 
the substructure. As it is only possible to transport one wagon at a  time in each direction, the cycle time of funicular 
ropeways depends on their length; but there might be installed several ropeways linked in a chain to increase the cycle 
speed regarding medium or l ong distance. Additionally, the cycle tim e depends on the acceleration, decele ration and 
maximum speed of the ropeway.  
 
 
3.2 Aerial Ropeway 
 
Aerial ropeways consist of two st ations and free hanging gondolas which a re at tached to two types o f wi re ropes: a  
towing rope and bearing cables (SBN, 2007). Bearing cables are heavy ropes which are dimensioned to carry the load of 
the gondolas. These rigid ropes are  mounted in t he upper and lower st ation. The mounting o f t he bearing cables on 
several pylons along the route depends on the track length and the area that has to be crossed. The towing rope has a 
much smaller dimension; it has to forward the gondolas. The tensioning device is installed in the lower and the drive 
system is in stalled in th e upper station of the ro peway. The nu mber of gondolas depends on the maximum load of the 
ropeway. In addition to the possibilities of a pulsing or con tinuous movement of the towing rope, aerial ro peways are 
sub-divided into two different types: circulating and reversible ropeways.  

Circulating aerial ropeways have a circumferential towing rope that underlies a constant movement. Thus, there 
are two synchronized tracks: up- and downstream. According to this, both the gondolas and the driving cable have to 
pass a disc at each end of the track to get on the opposite track. The diameter of this disc depends on the dimension of 
the gondolas. Regarding a 40 ft. marine container, that disc would have to be very large. 
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Figure 7. Circulating ropeway (Source: Authors) 
 
 

One major benefit is the circulating aerial ropeway's possibility to transport several objects at the same time. Thus, 
this system offers a high output and therefore low cycle times but the payload of one gondola is usually low. The length 
and construction of the ropeway affects the number and maximum payload of the gondolas.  

Reversible aerial ropeways function in a similar manner as the funicular ropeway. Instead of two tracks, there are 
installed two t racks of bearing ropes. Each o f which i s equipped with a go ndola and a sha red towing rope which i s 
attached to each gondola or each  of them is equipped with a towing rope. In the first case, one cable winch is installed 
within the upper station, which moves the towing rope. There is one gondola moving from the lower to the upper station 
and one gondola moving in the opposite direction at the same time. In the second case, each track has its own winch and 
can be moved independently. As a r esult, reversible ropeways are used to tr ansport heavy single payloads over long 
distances.  
 

 
 

Figure 8. Reversible ropeway (Source: Authors) 
 
 

This system can pi ck up high pay loads and can overcome large barriers. Due to  the fact that there is only one  
gondola on each track, the cycle time is longer than the cycle time of a circulating ropeway but similar to the cycle time 
of a funicular ropeway. To improve the cycle t ime regarding long distances, several ropeways might be i nstalled and 
linked in a chain.  
 
 
3.3 Conclusion regarding Ropeway for Marine Containers 
 
The best technical system for an efficient transportation over short and medium distances may differ. Table 1 shows the 
results of a benefit analysis regarding the scenario mentioned in the introduction (short distance) compared with the 
demands, which have been posed in the second chapter.  

For determination of the best solution for the regarded scenario the method of benefit analysis has been used. 
Therefore, ten weighting factors were defined on the basis of the functional and non-functional demands (cf. chapter 2). 
Following a definition of the importance of each factor, valued through a paired comparison, the target achievement of 
the four alternatives related to the weighting factors has been evaluated. The results of these ratings are shown in the 
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white columns of Table 1. Consequently, these rankings have been multiplied with the ratings of the four technical 
alternatives as a measurement for the importance of a factor. The summation of each of the four alternatives is a 
measurement of the overall benefit of a system using the respectively technology. As illustrated in Table 1, the funicular 
ropeway fits best to the mentioned scenario. Regarding this scenario the high investment cost per meter of track is not 
as important as the cycle time of the system. In contrast to the demands of a short distance scenario, the best technology 
for a long medium scenario might not be the same because the investment costs per meter of track are much more 
important due to the distance  the ropeway has to cover.  
 
 

Table 1. Results of a benefit analysis (Source: Authors) 
 

Investment costs 
(buffers and stations)

Investment costs (per 
meter of track)

Operating costs

Fully automatic 
transport

Transportation of 20/
40ft. standard cont.

Maximum possible 
weight of load

Cycle time

Operational 
availability

Legal requirements

Possibility to 
overcome structural 

obstacles

Funicular
Ropeway Circulating 

Ropeway
Reversible 
Ropeway

Multitrailer

∑
Legend: 1: very poor; 2: poor;  3: medium;   4: good;  5: very good

Ranking

Scenario 
Eurogate

4

2

7

4

9

2

9

7

1

6

Rating

3

1

4

4

4

5

4

4

4

2

Value 

12

2

28

16

36

10

36

28

4

12

184

Rating

1

2

4

4

2

1

5

4

3

4

Value 

4

4

28

16

18

2

45

28

3

24

172

Rating

2

3

4

4

3

3

3

4

3

4

Value 

8

6

28

16

27

6

27

28

3

24

173

Rating

5

5

1

1

5

4

1

5

1

1

Value 

20

10

7

4

45

8

9

35

1

6

145

Aerial ropeways

Weighting factor

Alternatives

 
 
 

In summary, a circulating aerial ropeway could be used to transport empty containers efficiently. Due to the large 
diameter of the disc, a large area has to be provided. As a result, the circulating ropeway is not an adequate solution for 
the transportation of marine containers. The reversible aerial ropeway has a better performance regarding payload and 
investment costs but it also runs slower. This technology is quite suitable to transport marine containers over a short 
distance but the best solution is the funicular ropeway. The funicular ropeway is an adequate solution for the 
transportation of marine containers. Its biggest disadvantage is the need of a bridge-structure but its relatively small 
investment costs and performance regarding heavy loads best fulfils the demands. 
 
 

4. ROPEWAY FOR MARINE CONTAINERS 
 
4.1 Funicular Ropeway for Marine Containers 
 
The funicular ropeway can be built as described in Chapter 3.1 and shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. Funicular Ropeways (project partner) 
 

In the following there will be an introductory description of the funicular ropeway for marine containers and a 
surrounding technical element: the buffer. The description of the ropeway refers to an offer of the world leading 
ropeway constructor. 

 
 

4.1 Introductory description 
 
Relating to the mentioned offer, two wagons that can be loaded optionally with either a 20ft. or a 40ft. container have to 
be installed. The maximum payload will be roughly 25 tons. One cycle, regarding one string and including loading and 
unloading as well as covering 200m, takes around 120 seconds. In this period approximate 60 seconds are intended for 
loading and unloading. The maximum speed of the ropeway will be about 5 meters per second. Thus, 30 wagons may 
be transferred per hour and sting, which enhances maximum transportation to 60 containers per hour. The calculated 
maximum average output is considered to be 750 tons per hour. To uncouple the cycle time of the ropeway system from 
the surrounding systems, a buffer has to be installed. The buffer will be described in the following chapter. To sum up, 
this offer meets or even exceeds all functional demands mentioned in Chapter 2. All non-functional demands have to be 
taken into account during final construction.  
 
 
4.2 Buffer 
 
The buffer has to be as large as possible to guarantee uncoupling of the systems and as small as possible to save space. 
Due to different space capacities regarding several seaports, the relation between storage capacity on the buffer and 
reduction of requirement of space may differ. Research has shown that the best size might have 3-4 separated buffer 
places. Thus, the buffer has to be separated into individually controlled segments to enable a steady supply of the 
ropeway. In this case, there has to be the same conveyor technology on the gondola and on the buffer to realise a safe 
and easy transfer between the buffer and the ropeway. The transfer between Reach Stacker / Van Carrier and ropeway 
has to be as simple as possible. The easiest way to supply both strings of the ropeway is to install one reception and one 
release station, for both strings together as shown in Figure 10.  
 

 
 

Figure 10. Big buffer solution (Source: Authors) 
 
 

The cost of the buffer rises with each segment: cost and performance are interdependent. As shown in Figure 11., 
the minimalistic buffer version regarding the funicular ropeway for marine containers may consist of only one buffer 
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place per string. This place is concurrent with the wagon. In this case, there would not be any conveying technology 
needed. If container A has been transferred, first a Van Carrier or Reach Stacker has to unload it from the wagon before 
container B, that has to be transferred, can be supplied. In each specific case, the user has to define buffer size and 
required performance to equip the ropeway for marine containers at best.  

 

 
 

Figure 11. Small buffer solution (Source: Authors) 
 
 

5. INFLUENCE ON EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE, CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
 
The existing mean s o f transportation, ro ad and rail as well as t he feeder tra ffic with ships are  operating alm ost 
everywhere at  their limit. There is a  nee d for an altern ative tran sportation m odule at many co ntainer term inals 
worldwide. With an air-bound transportation module, the crossing of land and water is possible for both short and long 
distances.  

The ropeway for marine containers can t ransport 20 and 40 ft . containers wi th a weight o f up t o 20 t ons fully 
automatically over a distance of 200 m eters. This concept mainly bases on special requirements regarding the projects’ 
scenario. But having included also ge neral aspects like t he possible adoption of  other scenarios, the presented results 
may be transferred to other scenarios. Further possible applications for the ropeway for marine containers are container-
terminals wi th st rong hinterland co nnections (Europe, t he US A) as well as con tainer-terminals with  stron g in ternal 
traffic (e.g . northeast Asia). A seco nd phase of t he project co uld be initiated to  realize th e rop eway for m arine 
containers. The final definition of the ropeway, especially the gondola or wagon, and the buffers has to be done.  

 
 

5.1. Influence on existing terminal infrastructure 
 
The ropeway f or m arine c ontainers i s an enormous t echnical challenge. However, the technology r egarding e.g . t he 
automatic t ransfer from t he bu ffer t o t he gondola or wagon m ust be  devel oped; b ut t his t echnology ca n l ater be 
transferred t o other m eans of tran sport, e.g . st raddle car riers an d g antry cran es. In addition, t he t ransport of the 
containers via ropeway has to be integrated within existing material and inform ation flows. For optimal utilization of 
the rop eway bu ffers must b e co nfigured wi th reg ard to  th e special requi rements. The inte rnal terminal-software t hat 
steers all movements on the terminal has to be suited to the new infrastructure module. To simplify matters, an assigned 
storage place on the opposite area might be equipped with a sub-movement that includes the transportation via ropeway. 
The design depends on the needs of the user. 

In terms of the mentioned project, the container-terminal will replace the existing trailer traffic through a ropeway 
for marine container. Therefore, the existing material flow between the terminal and the outside storage need not  be 
changed but the steering has to be suited. 

 
 

5.2. Influence on general public  
 
The em ployment of a  r opeway for m arine co ntainers h as e xtensive e ffects o n t he i nfrastructure c lose t o c ontainer 
terminals. Hence th e ex isting in frastructure at  a seap ort would be l ess used: Su pplying t he ropeway wi th c ontainers 
inhibits their t ransportation via t ruck. Regarding other scenarios l ike the possible hinterland-connection via ropeway, 
this innovative infrastructure module also effects the planning of road and bridge networks in the region. Also in regard 
to energy efficiency and noise pollution the ropeway for marine containers offers advantages. The investigations have 
shown that operationally the investment can reduce fixed running costs. This infrastructure module could be used to 
improve the national goods traffic network in the future. 
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5.3. State of affairs  
 
In the second phase of the project, the ropeway for containers will be designed to be installed at the locality as described 
in Chapter 1. The first step of the project was a feasibility study to see if a solution already existed and if a ropeway for 
marine containers could work efficiently. The study analysed the circumstances, investigated existing solutions, defined 
the demands on the technical system, found a potential provider, discussed the solutions with the partners and calculated 
the economic efficiencies of the ropeway for marine containers. To follow up, the ropeway for marine containers has to 
be built and installed in the second project phase. 

Afterwards, t he r opeway f or co ntainers h as t o be t ransferred t o ot her scena rios l ike t he sea port-hinterland 
connection or a scenario where it has to transport containers above different surfaces like water. 

To sum up, the investigation showed that it is possible to use a ropeway for the transportation of containers. This 
technology guarantees a fully automatic connection of separated areas. Additionally, a ropeway may be used to transfer 
containers over medium or long distances as for example in order to connect a seaport and the hinterland. In comparison 
to today’s technologies like trucks or sp ecial freight vehicles, the ropeway emits less CO2 and less noise. Future tasks 
are the final construction of the wagon and the implementation of the system in Hamburg. Further on, new scenarios 
have to be defined and investigated to support the diffusion of this innovative infrastructure module. 
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Abstract: Globalization of world economy has led to a rapid growth of container transportation as well as container 
ports. In China, Shanghai and Ningbo ports have experienced an explosive growth rate based on their strong economic 
hinterlands. The objective of this research is to analyze the spatial structure of the ports cluster and the market share of 
the ports at their conjunct hinterlands qualitatively and quantitatively with a case study of Shanghai International 
Shipping Hub with its two main ports—Shanghai and Ningbo ports over the period between 1995 and 2004. Our 
findings suggest that Ningbo port has now emerged as a serious contender to Shanghai port in Shanghai International 
Shipping Hub but its position has not been a dominant one. It shows the spatial structure of Shanghai International 
Shipping Hub and forecasts the future structure of double-hub port mode, which has profound implications for China’s 
water transport restructuring. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Along with the rapid development of China's economy, both domestic trade and foreign trade have been growing 
enormously. And freight transport with container becomes increasingly popular because it is not only convenient and 
safe but also fast. Over 90% of foreign trade logistics volume depends on ports in China and container transport acts as 
the major form. Since 2002, China’s foreign trade development has been keeping a 20% growth. The foreign trade 
surmounted US$1 trillion in 2004. Moreover, 27% of the cargoes come from the region of Yangtze River Delta. These 
containers in this region are mainly transported through Shanghai port and Ningbo port of Shanghai International 
Shipping Hub. The massive export surge in China over the last decade has driven the expansion of container ports. 
Therefore, it is of significantly important to study on the competitiveness of ports.  

Shanghai International Shipping Hub has been officially started from January 1996, consisting of the coastal ports 
of Jiangsu and Zhejiang Provinces with the key port at Shanghai Municipality (Figure 1). The port cluster of Shanghai 
International Shipping Hub has not been well defined up to now. According to Shanghai ports cluster stated in the 
previous years, Shanghai International Shipping Hub here is defined to include most coastal ports of Yangtze River 
Delta, which are Shanghai port, Ningbo port, Suzhou port including Taicang, Changshu and Zhangjiagang ports, 
Yangzhou port, Jiangyin port, Zhenjiang port, Nanjing port, Nantong port, Tàizhou port, Zhoushan port, Wenzhou port 
and Tāizhou port, totally twelve ports. 

Shanghai port handled 14.55 million TEUs in 2004, with an annual average increase of 28.1% since 1990, ranking 
number one in China and number three in the world respectively. Ningbo port is one of China's deep-water ports, 
enjoying unique natural conditions. Since 1990s, Ningbo port has grown with an amazing surge of cargoes. In 2004 the 
TEU’s handling reached 4 million, two hundred times of the year 1990, with an annual average increase of 45.6%. 
Shanghai port and Ningbo port compete fiercely for scrambling the cargoes at the hinterlands, especially the conjunct 
hinterlands of Zhejiang province. With the continuing development of intermodal transport of the container in China, 
the traditional concept of conjunct hinterland becomes to vanish. Shanghai port and Ningbo port have more and more 
conjunct hinterlands. According to Hoare (1986), the competition between Shanghai port and Ningbo port will be 
increasingly fierce.  

In China, in response to the significant growth of container ports, there have been some research studies on the 
spatial structure of container ports. Cao et al. (2004) indicate the spatial structure of China’s container port system and 
the competitive pattern. The Chinese Government has also been restructuring the China’s transport space in order to 
reflect the growth of container ports brought about by world economic globalization. General Layout and Plan of 
Coastal Port of China have begun to be drawn up by Minister of Transport and National Committee of Development 
and Reform since 1993. Yet the methods of all these studies tend to be qualitative and descriptive in nature.  
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Figure 1. The Present Container Port System of Shanghai International Shipping Hub 

 

Internationally, there was few research found on the container port system in the early stage. Taaffe et al (1963) 
demonstrates that a centralization trend of container ports during their growth results in the minor ports’ peripherization 
even disappearance. Barke (1986) and Slack (1990) adds that decentralization phenomenon comes after the process of 
centralization of the ports. Hayut (1981) brings forward the stage development model of the container port system, 
which is most authoritative research on the container port system. Hayuth considers the development of container port 
system experiences preparatory stage, container-used stage, ports centralization stage, major and center stage and 
challenge of the surrounding minor ports stage. In the first four stages, the container port system trends to centralize 
until the container major port comes forth. In the fifth stage, diseconomies of scale effect will appear with the further 
expansion of the major port. Thus the dominant situation of the major port faces the challenge from a scatter of minor or 
new-rising ports.  

In the research of Airriess (1989), Kuby, Reid (1992), Hoyle and Charlier (1995), the process of centralization 
does take place obviously. And some other researchers challenge the assumption of Hayut and makes amendments. 
Notteboom (1997) indicates containerization does not always result in the process of ports centralization through the 
research on the development of the European container system. Starr (1994) provides the solution, which Hayuth Model 
cannot answer that two major ports may coexist in one region. O’Mahony (1998) finds there exists large deep direct - 
sea container port between the major ports and the fed ports.  

Therefore, this study on the competitiveness of ports with a case study of Shanghai International Shipping Hub 
takes quite an important significance. This paper focuses on the methods to measure the degree of concentration of a 
container port system, and analyze the market share of the ports at their hinterlands. This paper studies the 
competitiveness of the two main ports (Shanghai port and Ningbo port) in Shanghai International Shipping Hub over 
the period between 1995 and 2004. First, the port’s performances in container volume are usually considered as the sum 
of its competitive positions. Through Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) model, the paper studies the port’s position in 
a ports cluster. Second, the gains or losses of market share by individual port are often considered as an index of their 
competitiveness. The shift-share analysis breaks down the change of container volume in a port into two components: 
shift effect and share effect. 
 The organization of this paper is as follows. Following the introduction, Section two presents the HHI models for 
analyzing quantitatively and qualitatively the spatial structure of the port cluster, and shift-share analysis and location 
quotient for analyzing the increasing container volume of the ports. In section three a case study of Shanghai 

Cargoes from Yangtze River Delta and other indirect hinterland 

Ningbo port（4 million TEUs 
in 2004）  

Shanghai port（14.55 million 
TEUs in 2004） 

Destination of Cargoes 

The fed ports of 
Ningbo port: 

Zapu port, 
Nanjing port, 
Wenzhou port, 
ect. 
 

The fed port of 
Shanghai port: 
Nanjing port, 
Nantong port, 
Zhangjiagang port, 
Lianyungang port, 
Yangzhou port, ect.. 
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International Shipping Center is applied. It presents the results of the application of HHI model, and shift-share analysis 
and location quotient. At last, section four gives some conclusions.  
 
 

2. RESEARCH MODELS 
 
2.1 Methods to Measure the Degree of Concentration of a Container Ports System 
 
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index – HHI 
 

HHI stands for Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, a commonly accepted measure of market concentration. The HHI is 
often used to characterize the distribution of a variable of interest by measuring its degree of concentration across units, 
such as firms, teams or households (Owen et al., 2005). It is calculated by squaring the market share of each firm 
competing in a market, and then summing the resulting numbers. The HHI number can range from close to zero to 1. 
The HHI is expressed as:  
 

2 2 2 2
1 2 3 ... nHHI s s s s        (1) 

 

Where is is the market share of the thi  firm in an industry comprising n firms. Given that 0≤ is ≤1, for all i, 

1 2 3 ... 1ns s s s      and then 1/n≤HHI≤1. The lower bound, 1/n, corresponds to a situation of equal market 

shares for each of the n firms, whereas the upper bound of unity is the case of pure monopoly. In the context of 
measuring the competitiveness of a port in a port cluster, the HHI can be applied to port’s shares of container 
throughputs over a port cluster, and the interpretation of the upper and lower bounds carries over in this case. In a 
‘perfectly balanced’ port cluster with n ports, each port would averagely share the total container throughputs. At the 
other extreme, if one port owns all the container throughputs of a port cluster, then HHI = 1, as in the case of the 
monopolist’s market share. Hence, equation (1) becomes as follows:  
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Where D represents the degree of centralization of the system of the container ports and TEUi is the container 
throughputs of port i, and n equals the number of the ports in the ports cluster.  

Generally, there exists concentration in a port cluster when HHI is larger than 0.1; and it indicates that a port 
cluster is highly centralized when HHI is larger than 0.18.  

 

Shift-Share Analysis 

 

Shift-share analysis has been used extensively to analyze the differences between regional and national growth rate 
in variables such as export growth, employment and productivity (Wilson et al., 2005) . In this study, we focus on 
container throughput growth over a period of time where the ‘regions’ are the ports (Shanghai port, Ningbo port, 
Suzhou port , Yangzhou port, Jiangyin port, Zhenjiang port, Nanjing port, Nantong port, Tàizhou port, Zhoushan port, 
Wenzhou port and Tāizhou port) of Shanghai International Shipping Hub, and the ‘nation’ is the combined group of 
these ports. In this context the objective is mainly to compare the Shanghai port’s performance in terms of container 
throughput volume against the reference port cluster which includes its competitor Ningbo port.  

The gains or losses of market share by individual port are often considered as an index of their competitiveness. 
The shift-share analysis divides the change of container throughputs in a port into two components: shift effect and 
share effect. The growth rate of the reference ports cluster is considered to be the share effect. The difference between a 
port’s performance and the part of the total change is referred to as the shift effect. The shift effect or share effect in this 
paper is measured in TEU of container throughputs. A net positive shift implies improvements in competitiveness 
relative to the ports cluster as a whole and a negative value constitutes deterioration in competitiveness. Thus, the 
formula is presented as follows:  
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i i iSHIFT ABSGR SHARE     (5) 

 

Where iABSGR  represents the absolute growth of container throughput of port i over the period  0 1,t t . iSHARE  

is the share increase of container throughput of port i during the period  0 1,t t . 
1itTEU and 

0itTEU are the container 

throughputs of port i in the period 1t  and 0t , respectively, and n again, is denoted as the number of the ports in the 

port cluster.  

Moreover, we define here VOLSHIFT  as the shift between the ports. WithVOLSHIFT , we can get how 

competitive between the ports. The bigger value of VOLSHIFT  is, the fiercer competitiveness between the ports 
exists.  
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       (6) 

 

Where: VOLSHIFT   = shift between ports in a port cluster 

n    = the number of ports in a port cluster 

 

 

2.2 Quantitative Analysis of the Market Share in Terms of Different Regions  

Location Quotient of Port Hinterlands Model 

Location Quotient (LQ) is a ratio measure of the concentration of a cluster in a particular location relative to the 
national average. So, LQ is a measure of an industry's level of concentration within a location. The industry's location 
quotient for province i, is the ratio of the industry's share of total province employment relative to its share of total 
national employment. Thus, the formula for the location quotient in a province (can be uniformly applied to economic 
area or metropolitan area) is as follows:  

 

i,j
(

,

/
=

/
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n j n

E E
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      (7) 

 

Where ,i jE  refers to province i ’s employment in industry j ,  

iE  is the total employment in province i ,  
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,n jE  is total nation’s employment in industry j ,  

nE  is the total employment in the country.  

A location quotient more than one indicates that the industry enjoys a greater share of employment in the province than 
it does nationally, while a location quotient less than one indicates the opposite. 

The selection of the base or distribution used in location quotients is subject to choice (Barber, 1988). In this study, 
it makes sense to compare the concentration of various regions (hinterlands) to the total container throughput in all 
regions (hinterlands). In this instance, location quotient method is used in this research to analyze the hinterlands 
connected to the neighboring ports. The model is established as below:  

 

ij ij
i

ij
ij ij

j i j

h h
LP

h h



 

      (8)     

                                 

Where: ijLP   = the relative degree of concentration of the cargoes of region  j to port i   

        ijh    = the cargoes of region   j transferred through port i   

        ij
i

h  = the total cargoes of region   j  

   ij
j

h   = the cargoes of all the regions transferred through port i 

ij
i j

h = the total cargoes of all the regions 

The result ijLP greater than 1 indicates that the cargoes of region j are mainly transferred through port i ，this is 

to say region   j is a hinterland of port i . The greater figure of ijLP  shows that port i  has stronger competitiveness 

in region   j .  

 
 

3. CASE STUDY 

 
3.1 Degree of Concentration of Container Port Cluster of Shanghai International Shipping Hub 

 

Results of HHI Method 

 

This research collects the annals from 1995 to 2004 of the 12 ports of Shanghai International Shipping Hub, and 
uses the HHI method to analyze the degree of concentration of Shanghai port, Ningbo port and both the two ports. The 
results are presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1 Analysis of Concentration of Shanghai International Shipping Hub 
 

 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

HHI 0.556 0.595 0.625 0.639 0.611 0.607 0.579 0.573 0.554 0.545 

  ROSH 73.4% 76.3% 78.4% 79.2% 77.1% 76.8% 74.6% 73.9% 72.2% 71.1% 

  RONB 7.7% 7.8% 7.9% 9.1% 11.5% 12.3% 14.3% 15.9% 17.7% 19.6% 

  ROTP 81.2% 84.1% 86.3% 88.3% 88.7% 89.1% 88.9% 89.8% 89.9% 90.7% 

Source: (1) Yearbook of Port, China (1999-2004); (2) Annals of the Ports. 
 

ROSH (Ratio of Shanghai) stands for the ratio of the container throughputs of the ten years of Shanghai port out of 
the total container throughputs of port cluster of Shanghai International Shipping Hub, and hereafter called Ratio of 
Shanghai; RONB (Ratio of Ningbo) stands for the ration of the container throughputs of the ten years of Ningbo port 
out of the total container throughputs of the port cluster of Shanghai International Shipping Hub, and hereafter called 
Ratio of Ningbo. ROTP（Ratio of Two Ports）means the ratio of the sum of the container throughputs of the two 
ports(Shanghai port and Ningbo port) out of the total container throughputs of port cluster of Shanghai International 
Shipping Hub, and hereafter called Ratio of the ports.  

 Table 1 shows the features of statistics. The percentage of container throughput by port is contained in Line 2, 3 
and 4. These values are used to derive the HHI for the shipping Hub. They confirm that in Shanghai International 
Shipping Hub the container volume is concentrated in Shanghai port: 71.1% of the container volume is handled over in 
Shanghai port in 2004. Furthermore, the degree of concentration of the ports cluster tends to rise firstly between 1995 
and 1999 and then declines between 2000 and 2004. The decentralization is the result of the growth differences between 
Shanghai port (-2.3% in ten years) and Ningbo port (11.9%).  

From Table 1, HHI of Shanghai International Shipping Hub is between 0.545 and 0.639, greater than 0.18, 
indicating that the shipping Hub is in the stage of high degree of concentration. At the same time, HHI first rises from 
0.556 (in the year of 1995) to 0.639 (in 1999) then falls to 0.545 (in 2004). The port cluster experiences the process of 
concentration and decentralization. The reason is that the dominant port, Shanghai port, does not always keep the 
annual growth rate which is greater than the average annual growth rate of the ports cluster. For example, from 2000 to 
2004, Shanghai port loses its 1154.0 thousand TEU (Table 2); Ningbo port, Yangzhou port, Tàizhou port keep a growth 
rate which is greater than the average growth rate, especially Ningbo port, during 2000 to 2004, gains the shifts of 
1480.2 thousand TEU, accounting for 94.4% of the net shifts of the ports cluster.  

Therefore, the speedy growth of container throughputs of Ningbo port is the main factor that leads to the decrease 
of HHI of the ports cluster from 1998 (table 1). It is expected that with further growth of container throughputs of 
Ningbo port, the figure of HHI index of the port cluster will further drop. The ports cluster tends to decentralize.  

 

The results of Shift-share Analysis 

The results of shift-share analysis for Shanghai International Shipping Hub for 1995-2004 are illustrated in Table 2. 
The subsequent paragraphs describe each of the three shift-share components in more detail. 

In both periods, all the ports of Shanghai International Shipping Hub have a net growth. Shanghai port and Ningbo 
port are the best two performers. Table 2 provides a representation of the evolution over the two periods of the net shifts 
for the ports’ growth. To facilitate interpretation, the data are left in absolute terms (ten thousand TEU).  

Firstly, the profiles in Table 2 suggest that Ningbo port has now emerged as a serious competitor with an 
increasing number of sustained positive net shifts in container throughput from 1995 up to 2004, but its position has not 
been a dominant one in Shanghai International Shipping Hub. Secondly, in the second period, Shanghai port recorded 
the largest negative net shifts (-115.40), however it remains its dominant position.  
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Table 2 Analysis of Shift-share of Container Port Cluster of Shanghai International Shipping Hub  
(unit: ten thousand TEU) 

 
                        1995～1999                        2000～2004 

Net growth Shares  Shifts  Net growth Shares Shifts 
Shanghai port    249.90   230.73    19.17   894.25   1009.60  -115.40 
Ningbo port    44.14   24.18    19.96   310.33   162.01   148.02 
Nanjing port    0.78   22.53   -21.75   28.40   36.52   -8.12 
Nantong port    7.08   13.18   -6.10   10.54   32.74   -22.20 
Zhenjiang port    1.90   2.88   -0.99   10.58   10.29   0.29 
Suzhou port    1.75   16.33   -14.58   28.03   35.44   -7.41 
Zhoushan port    0.08   0.00    0.08   2.98   3.54  -0.56 
Yangzhou port    0.98   0.00    0.99   10.99   3.80   7.18 
Wenzhou port    2.68   2.92   -0.23   13.90   13.33   0.56 
Jiangyin port    0.73   0.00    0.73   1.73   2.50   -0.77 
Tàizhou port    3.63   0.00    3.63   1.67   0.66   1.02 
Tāizhou port    0.43   1.30   -0.86   1.90   4.22   -2.32 
  Total     314.08   314.08    0.00   1315.25   1315.25   0.00 
Net shift 44.50                        156.77 

Source: (1) Yearbook of Port, China (1999-2004). (2) Annals of the Ports. 
 
Market Share Analysis of Zhejiang Province 
 
Location quotient analysis of the market share of Ningbo port and Shanghai port 
 

The research uses location quotient method with the annual report of cargoes of the regions of Zhejiang province 
from 2001 to the first half year of 2005, to analyze the competitiveness between Shanghai port and Ningbo port in 
Zhejiang province.  

For Shanghai port, the location quotients reveal a concentration in Hangzhou, Jiaxing, Huzhou, Jinhua, and 
Quzhou. However, for Ningbo port, the distribution is concentrated in Ningbo, Tāizhou and Zhoushan. Table 3 
indicates Hangzhou, Jiaxing, Huzhou, Jinhua and Quzhou are the direct hinterlands of Shanghai port, and their cargoes 
transferred through Shanghai port. Ningbo, Tāizhou and the region of Zhoushan are the direct hinterland of Ningbo port 
in Zhejiang province. The cargoes of the region of Shaoxing in 2001 are transferred outside of Shanghai port and 
Ningbo port, and in the following years the region of Shaoxing becomes the direct hinterland of both ports, showing the 
ports compete strongly in the region of Shaoxing. The regions of Wenzhou and Lishui are not the direct hinterland of 
Shanghai port and Ningbo port.  
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Table 3 Result of Location Quotient of Cargoes of the Regions of Zhejiang Province (2001-the first half year of 2005) 

 Shanghai Port-2001 Shanghai port-2002 Shanghai port-2003 Shanghai port-2004 Shanghai port-2005 

 Imp    Exp     Ave Imp      Exp    Ave Imp     Exp    Ave Imp      Exp    Ave Imp    Exp    Ave 
Hangzhou 1.46 1.39 1.43 1.45 1.44 1.45 1.30 1.46 1.38 1.28 1.44 1.36 1.35 1.44 1.39 
Wenzhou 0.20 0.70 0.45 0.26 0.71 0.49 0.36 0.78 0.57 0.48 0.74 0.61 0.43 0.72 0.57 
Jiaxing 2.11 1.55 1.83 2.34 1.62 1.98 2.77 1.72 2.25 2.81 1.84 2.32 3.14 1.92 2.53 
Huzhou 2.34 1.52 1.93 2.30 1.62 1.96 1.90 1.69 1.80 1.89 1.77 1.83 1.99 1.85 1.92 
Shaoxing 0.62 1.13 0.88 0.96 1.11 1.03 0.95 1.16 1.06 1.17 1.18 1.17 0.93 1.22 1.08 
Jinhua 1.01 1.21 1.11 1.15 1.54 1.35 1.33 1.03 1.18 0.85 1.06 0.96 1.59 1.03 1.31 
Quzhou 0.98 1.10 1.04 1.23 1.10 1.16 0.90 1.17 1.03 0.94 1.26 1.10 1.31 1.19 1.25 
Zhoushan 0.31 0.43 0.37 0.12 0.33 0.23 0.82 0.28 0.55 0.60 0.27 0.43 0.83 0.38 0.61 
Lishui 0.20 0.86 0.53 2.32 0.82 1.57 2.93 0.77 1.85 0.95 0.73 0.84 0.42 0.67 0.55 
Tāizhou 0.36 0.50 0.43 0.56 0.50 0.53 0.32 0.47 0.40 0.28 0.44 0.36 0.34 0.38 0.36 
Ningbo 0.19 0.46 0.33 0.27 0.48 0.37 0.25 0.46 0.36 0.29 0.44  0.36 0.30 0.42 0.36 

 Ningbo port-2001 Ningbo port-2002 Ningbo port-2003 Ningbo port-2004 Ningbo port-2005 
Hangzhou 0.35 0.34 0.34 0.36 0.33 0.35 0.38 0.34 0.36 0.45 0.30 0.37 0.47 0.30 0.38 
Wenzhou 0.09 0.87 0.48 0.15 1.02 0.59 0.18 1.08 0.63 0.18 1.20 0.69 0.11 1.22 0.67 
Jiaxing 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.06 
Huzhou 0.00 0.16 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.07 0.00 0.13 0.07 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.00 0.09 0.04 
Shaoxing 0.83 0.76 0.80 0.96 0.86 0.91 1.29 0.83 1.07 1.28 0.84 1.06 1.37 0.81 1.09 
Jinhua 0.51 0.67 0.59 0.42 0.75 0.59 0.44 0.91 0.68 0.31 0.92 0.62 0.55 0.90 0.73 
Quzhou 0.00 0.33 0.16 0.00 0.59 0.29 0.12 0.57 0.35 0.40 0.66 0.53 0.54 0.79 0.66 
Zhoushan 0.75 1.59 1.17 0.32 1.58 0.95 0.60 1.65 1.12 0.18 1.56 0.87 0.26 1.29 0.77 
Lishui 0.00 1.39 0.65 0.15 1.39 0.77 0.00 1.31 0.65 0.12 1.37 0.75 0.11 1.41 0.76 
Tāizhou 0.53 1.94 1.24 0.65 1.83 1.24 0.64 1.78 1.21 0.59 1.80 1.20 0.54 1.85 1.19 
Ningbo 2.82 2.13 2.47 2.29 1.92 2.11 2.12 1.80 1.96 2.02 1.82 1.92 1.87 1.79 1.83 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper is based on much practical investigation by the authors in Shanghai port and Ningbo port. It has described 
the present situation of Shanghai International Shipping Hub with its two main ports—Shanghai port and Ningbo port, 
and employed the HHI model and shift-share technique to analyze quantitatively the degree of concentration of port 
system and the market share of port at the hinterlands.  

The methodologies are applied to a case study of Shanghai International Shipping Hub. The container volume of 
the ports cluster is concentrated in Shanghai port. Shanghai port remains its dominant position. It has also examined 
Shanghai port and Ningbo port’s performance in growth of container volume between 1995 and 2004. Our findings 
suggest that Ningbo port has now emerged as a serious contender to Shanghai port in Shanghai International Shipping 
Hub but its position has not been a dominant one. Ningbo port has been keeping an increasing growth with a sustained 
positive net shift between 1995 and 2004. Ningbo port’s competitiveness is expected to be sustainable in the future. Its 
perfect natural superior conditions together with strongly developed hinterlands put Ningbo port in a favorable position. 
It is expected to become another hub of Shanghai International Shipping Hub. Moreover, Shanghai port is facing 
increasing competition from its competitor, Ningbo port, in the container volume growth. This is reflected in the 
significant positive net shifts of Ningbo port.  

The future Double Hub Port Mode of Shanghai International Shipping Hub is put forward in this paper based on 
the study of Starr (1994), as shown by Figure 2. Shanghai Port will be reinforced by completion of the construction of 
deep-water Yangshan Port. Together with the advantages of the unique hinterlands and the huge container volume, 
Shanghai will certainly become the most important intersection in Asia, and also it will be possible to transship Korea’s 
and Japan’s port cargoes via Shanghai Port in the future. Shanghai will surely become the international hub in northeast 
Asia just as Hong Kong port and Singapore port.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Double Hub Port Container Port System 

The findings in this paper have important policy implications for China’s port development. Hangzhou Bay Bridge 
has been officially started to construct since June 2003. The bridge connects with the Haiyan County of Jiaxing region 
with the northern end and Cixi City of Ningbo with the southern end. With Hangzhou Bay Bridge open to traffic, 
Ningbo will links with Shanghai, southern part of Jiangsu province, Taizhou, Wenzhou and even the southern cities of 
Fujian province. This will deeply impact the development of hinterland for Ningbo. Ningbo will expand its hinterland to 
Shanghai, northern cities of Zhejiang province and southern cities of Jiangsu province. On the other hand, Shanghai 
port will also extend its hinterland to the cities of Zhejiang province. Thus, Hangzhou Bay Bridge will have great 
impact on the competition between Shanghai port and Ningbo port. Additional research could be done in these areas. 
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Abstract: In this pa per, t he efficiency  and pe rformance is  e valuated for  ports of C hina and five  m ember 
countries(Singapore, P hilippines, B runei-Darussalam,  In donesia, M yanmar )  f rom A ssociation of Southeast Asi an 
Nations (ASEAN).The aim of our study is to compare seaports situated on t he maritime trade road between China and 
five m ember cou ntries from ASEAN.  Data wa s c ollected fo r 9 year s (1999-2007) and a non-parametric linear 
programming method, DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) is applied. This method is used to measure the efficiencies  
of ports in different countries, i s  co nstructed wi th three input factors ( numbers of c ranes, numbers of berths, quay 
length) and two output factors (Throughput, vessel calls).The goal of our study to estimate the performance level of the 
ports under c onsiderations. This paper discusses the efficiency  analysis, and gives specific direction for the inefficient  
ports to improve their operation efficiency possibly.  Th is will h elp in proposing solutions for better performance and 
developing plans. 
       
Key word -China and five number countries form ASEAN Seaports; Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA); evaluation; 
Seaports Efficiency. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The globalization of t he w orld ec onomy has l ed t o a n i ncreasingly i mportant role f or t ransportation. In particular, 
container transportation plays a key role  in t he process, largely beca use of the n umerous t echnical and ec onomic 
advantages i t possesses over t raditional methods of t ransportation. Standing at th e crucial interface of sea an d inland 
transportation, the significance of th e container port and its production capabilities cannot be ignored. Compared with 
traditional port operations, containerization has greatly improved port production performance because of two reasons. 
To reap  economies o f scale and of sco pe, liner sh ipping companies an d con tainer ports are resp ectively w illing t o 
deploy de dicated co ntainer s hips a nd e fficient co ntainer handling sy stems. In so d oing, p ort productivity has bee n 
greatly enhanced. On the other hand, many container ports no longer enjoy the freedom yielded by a monopoly over the 
handling of cargoes from within their hinterland. They are not only concerned with in ter-port competition, under the 
orthodox m icroeconomic f ramework, is believed t o provide an  i ncentive t o im prove por t performance. Pr oductive 
efficiency, therefore, is a survival condition in a competitive environment. 
        Under such a competitive environment, port performance measurement is not only a powerful management tool for 
port operators, bu t also con stitutes a m ost i mportant inpu t fo r inform ing reg ional an d n ational port planning and 
operations. T raditionally, t he per formance of ports ha s been variously eval uated by cal culating carg o-handling 
productivity a t bert h (B endall and Stent, 1 987; Ta bernacle, 1995; Ashar, 1 997) by  m easuring a single fa ctor 
productivity (De M onie,1987) o r by c omparing act ual with op timum th roughput ov er a sp ecific tim e p eriod 
(Talley,1998). In  rece nt y ears, si gnificant progress has  b een m ade in t he m easurement of e fficiency in relation t o 
productive activities. In particular, non-parametric frontier m ethods such as Data E nvelopment Analysis (DEA)  has 
been developed with applications across a wide range of sectors including transit services. A recent work by De Borger, 
Kerstens and Costa (2002) claims that frontier models  have found their way into the transport sector, and studies on the 
productivity and efficiency of almost all transport modes are appearing. Marlow and Paixão (2002) advocate that DEA 
should be used for performance measurement of ports a nd its su itability has been examined by Wang, Cullinane and 
Song (2003).  
        Against t his bac kground, t his pa per a ims t o pr ovide ne w i nformation on ef ficiency est imation by ap plying t he 
techniques of DEA to the terminal data set derived from the countries’ leading container ports. The paper is structured 
as fo llows: sectio n 2 inv estigates performance measurement in relatio n to p ort p roduction. A brief ov erview of 
nonparametric efficiency measurement techniques, d iscussing th e DEA m odels, is in cluded in  section 3 . 
Operationalisation and t he an alysis of res ults are p rovided i n sect ions 4 and 5 re spectively. Fi nally, conclusions a re 
drawn in section 6. 
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2. PORT PRODUCTION MEASUREMENT 
 
Performance measurem ent plays an im portant role in th e development of  a c ompany or a ny ot her form o f   
organizational Decision Making Unit (DMU). Dyson (2000) claims that performance measurement plays an ess ential 
role in evaluating production because it can define not only the current  state of the system but also its future, as shown 
in Figure1. Performance measurement helps move the system in the desired direction through the effect exerted by the 
behavioral responses towa rds these  performance m easures th at ex ist within th e syste m. Mis-speci fied pe rformance 
measures, however, will cause unintended consequences with the system moving in the wrong direction. 

 

 
 

Source: Dyson (2000, p. 5) 
Figure 1: Performance Measures and Organizational Development 

 
 

        Ports are essentially providers of service activities, in particular for vessels, cargo and inland transport. As such, it 
is possible that a port may provide sound service to vessel operators on the one hand and unsatisfactory service to cargo 
or inland transport operators on the other. Therefore, port performance cannot normally be a ssessed on the basis of a 
single value or measure. The multiple indicators of port performance can be found in the example of the Australian port 
industry (Talley, 1994). The indicators are selected from the perspective of the stevedore, the shipping line and the port 
authority (or port management). Evaluations are made by comparing indicator values for a given port over time as well 
as across ports for a given time period. The port performance indicators suggested by UNCTAD (1976), as shown in 
Table 1, underlie productivity and effectiveness measures and can be used as a reference point. 
      
 

Table 1: Summary of Performance Indicators Suggested by UNCTAD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: UNCTAD (1976, pp.7-8) 
 
 

          Talley (1994) goes further by at tempting to build a  single performance indicator – the shadow price of variable 
port th roughput p er profit dollar - to  ev aluate th e p erformance o f a port. Th is overcomes th e d rawback of m ultiple 
indicators, i.e. that examining whether port performance has improved or deteriorated becomes difficult when c hanges 
in som e i ndicators i mprove per formance and  cha nges i n others af fect i t negat ively. In  an  ef fort t o m ore p roperly 
evaluate port per formance, several methods have been suggested, such as the estim ation of  a por t co st fun ction (De 
Neufville and Tsunokawa, 1981) the estimation of the total factor productivity of a port (Kim and Sachish, 1986) and 
the establishment of a port performance and efficiency model using multiple regression analysis (Tongzon, 1995). 
        In recent years, DEA has occasionally been used to analyze port production. Compared with traditional 
approaches, DEA has the advantage that consideration can be given to multiple inputs and outputs. This accords with 

   Financial indicators Operational indicators 
Tonnage worked Arrival late 
Berth occupancy revenue per ton of cargo Waiting time 
Cargo handling revenue per ton of cargo Service time 
Labour expenditure Turn-around time 
Capital equipment expenditure per ton of 
cargo 

Tonnage per ship 

Contribution per ton of cargo Fraction of time berthed ships worked 
Total contribution Number of gangs employed per ship per shift 
 Tons per ship-hour in port 
 Tons per ship hour at berth 
 Tons per gang hours 
 Fraction of time gangs idle 
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the characteristics of port production, so that there exists, therefore, the capability of providing an overall evaluation of 
port performance.  
 
 

3. METHODOLOGIES 
 

 
3.1 Model Selection 

 
An efficient pr oduction frontier d efines the r elationship b etween inputs an d ou tputs b y d epicting g raphically t he 
maximum output obtainable from the given inputs consumed. In so doing, i t reflects the current status of technology 
available to  an in dustry. Ignoring all th e eco nomic co mplexities associated with th e particular or possible source, or 
cause, of inefficiency (such as technical (productive), allocative or scal e efficiency), at its most fundamental level, a  
DMU is considered efficient if it operates on the e fficient frontier. On the other hand, a DMU is regarded as basically 
inefficient (for whatever reason) if it operates beneath the efficient production frontier.  
        Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is one of the many av ailable alternative tech niques (catego rized eith er as  
econometric o r as m athematical p rogramming) for esti mating an  ap proximation to  th e efficien t fron tier. Th is  
mathematical programming techniques al low the measurement of the relative distance  that a n individual DMU (data 
observation) lies away from th is estim ated fro ntier an d, th ereby, also y ield m easures (usually in index  form) of the 
relative inefficiency of t he individual DMU in question, as compared to what  amounts to an i ndustry ‘best  p ractice’ 
output/input ratio.  
        In fact, DEA is the most important non-parametric techniques to measure the e fficiency of DMUs with m ultiple 
outputs and inputs. First introduced in Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978), DEA has been widely used because it can 
be applied in a diverse variety of situations and has also been the subject of a number of theoretical extensions that have 
increased its fl exibility, ease o f use and applicability (Allen et al, 1997). As the counterpart of DEA, first appeared in 
Deprins, Simar and Tulkens (1984) and according to Lovell and Vanden Eeckaut (1993) is gradually becoming more 
popular.  
 
 

 
Figure 2: Non-parametric Deterministic Frontiers 

 
 
        DEA has its respective str engths an d w eaknesses (Lovell and Vanden Eeck aut, 199 3). As such , a co mparative 
study of this approach may provide greater insight into the intricacies of measuring production efficiency. Efforts in this 
respect include, inter alia, t he efficien cy of municipalities (Van den Eeck aut et al, 1993) and the efficiency of retail 
banking, courts and urban transit (Tulkens, 1993).  
         DEA, as t he deterministic non-parametric methods, assume no par ticular functional fo rm for the boundary and 
ignore m easurement error. Instead, the best practice tec hnology is the bo undary of a recon structed pr oduction 
possibility set base d upon directly enveloping t he observations. These extremal methods use mathematical 
programming techniques t o envelop t he data (i n a piecewise linear way) as tigh tly as p ossible, subject t o ce rtain 
production assumptions that are maintained within the mathematical programming context. 
        Convex non-parametric frontiers in the context o f DEA allow for linear combinations o f observed p roduction 
units. According to this definition, all linear combinations of observations A and C are feasible in Figure 2.  
        Figure 2 illustrates the two most widely used DEA-models: The DEA-CCR (due to Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes, 
1978) a ssumes co nstant r eturns t o scal e s o t hat al l o bserved production com binations ca n be sca led u p or down 
proportionally. Th is co nstant return  t o scal e DEA fron tier is derived si mply b y th e ray th rough t he orig in passing 
through point C. Th e DEA-BCC m odel (d ue to Ban ker, C harnes and Coop er, 1984) on t he other h and, allows for 
variable returns to scale and is graphically represented by the piecewise linear convex frontier.  
        DEA-CCR and DEA-BCC models define different production p ossibility sets an d efficien cy resu lts. As an 
example, the input-oriented efficiency of unit T in  Figure 2 is g iven by the DEA-CCR model and 0G/0T by the DEA-
BCC model. 
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3.2 Model Orientation 
 
DEA models can be distinguished according to whether they are i nput- or output-oriented. One cal led input-oriented 
that aims at reducing the input amounts by as much as possible while keeping at least the present output levels, and the 
other, called output-oriented, maximizes output levels under at most the present input consumption. 
 Both orientations have their usefulness within the context of an application to the container port industry. The former is 
closely related to  operational and managerial issues, whilst the latter is m ore related to port planning and strategies. A 
port is normally able to ap proximately predict its con tainer throughput for the ensuing year at least. This is because a 
container port has a fairly stable customer base of shipping lines. Over the fairly short-term, container terminals should 
even be able to predict impending dramatic changes, such as M aersk-Sealand’s decision in 2000 to move its regional 
hub from Singapore to the Port of  Tanjung  Pelep as in Malaysia. A container terminal can also attempt to predict its  
future throughput by studying historic data or regional economic developments. In that case, how to efficiently use the 
inputs is the key to saving costs in port production. 
         On t he other ha nd, wi th rapid e xpansion of globalization a nd i nternational t rade, m any co ntainer p orts m ust 
frequently review their capacity in order to ensure that they can provide satisfactory services to port users and maintain 
their competitive edge. Sometimes, the need to build a new terminal or increase capacity is inevitable. However, before 
a p ort i mplements su ch a p lan, it is o f great i mportance for th e port to k now whether it h as fu lly u sed its ex isting 
facilities and that input has been minimized given the output. From this perspective, the input-oriented model provides a 
more appropriate benchmark for the container industry. For the purposes of this study, it has been decided that input-
oriented models should be chosen as the basis for the analysis. The fundamental reason for this choice is that since the 
main interest of the paper lies with informing policy-decisions. 
 
 
3.3 Model Specification 
 
There are two kinds of models used usually, one is DEA-CCR model, which is used to evaluate the overall efficiency 
(scale and technical efficiency) of the DMU, the other one is DEA-BBC, which is to evaluate the technical efficiency of 
the DMU only, the models for an input-oriented  efficiency  measurement problem are as follows. 
         Suppose there are n DMUs, with m input factors and S output factors; let j denote one of DMUs. The efficiency of 
the thj DMU, with o utputs riY and (with r = 1,2,…,s) and inputs irX  (with i=1 ,2,…,m), is calculated  by the following 
DEA-CCR model 
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j is the coefficients associated with the selection of an efficient frontier point for the evaluation of  0jDMU  

 is the efficiency of 0jDMU respectively. 
For the model (a), there are such rules  
(l)If 1  , then the thj DMU is overall efficient, that means in the system that is formed by DMUs, the output  0jY  
    has been optimum under the input 0jX  
(2)If 1 , then the thj  DMU is inefficient, it is scale inefficient or technical inefficient, or scale and technical  
     inefficient. That means in the system, the output can be maintained by decreasing the input 0jX   
(4) Suppose  

 

(a) If k=1, then the DMU will be operating at constant returns to scale; 
(b)If k <1, then the DMU will be operating at increasing returns to scale;  
(c)If k >1, then the DMU will be operating at decreasing returns to scale. 
        DEA-BBC model is to add the constraint 
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je is a suitably dimensioned vector of unity values. 

        Rules (1) and (2) for model (a) is also suitable for model (b). It is shown that the overall efficiency, calculated from 
the DEA-CCR m odel, can  be decomposed in to the technical efficien cy measured by DEA-BBC m odel and  the scale 
efficiency. Indeed, the scale efficiency score of a DMU is the ratio of t he overall efficiency to the technical efficiency, 
and using the DEA-BBC model can specify the major sources causing overall inefficiency. 
 
 

4. OPERATIONALISTION 
 
 
4.1 Definition of Variables 

 
A thorough discussion of variable definition is provided in Cullinane, Song and Wang (2003), and can be summarized 
as follows. The input and out put variables should reflect actual container port production as  accurately as possible. T o 
this end, a systematic investigation of container production is necessary. As far as con tainer port production inputs are 
concerned, a c ontainer terminal depends crucially on t he efficient use of labour, land and equipment. T he total quay 
length, the terminal area, t he number of  gantry cranes, the number of yard gantry cranes and the number of  st raddle 
carriers are the most suitable to be incorporated into the models as the input variables. In the light of the unavailability 
or unreliab ility of direct data, in formation on labour inpu ts is derived from a p re determined relationsh ip to term inal 
facilities. On the other hand, container throughput is unquestionably the most important and widely accepted indicator 
of port or terminal output. Al most all the previous studies treat it as a n output variable, because it closely relates to the  
need for cargo -related facilities an d serv ices and  is th e primary b asis u pon wh ich container ports are co mpared, 
especially in  assessing  th eir relativ e size, in vestment mag nitude or activity lev els. An other con sideration is that  
container throughput is the most appropriate and analytically tractable indicator of the effectiveness of the production of 
a port. 
 
 

4.2 Data Sources 
 
Data were collected from  various sources to test and run t he model as form ulated in the previous section. The data are 
concerned with two output measures (Throughputs, Vessel Calls), three input measures (Number of berths, Number of 
cranes, Quay lengths) of six countries (Philippines, Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Myanmar, Singapore, China). The six 
countries’ sea ports were sel ected and a ggregated o n t he basi s of  i ndustrial co mplex, po pulation m ap, t ransportation 
network, province and metropolitan and special city size with the help of an expert’s advice in  transportation as fo llows 
with each region numbered with its na me: Philippines seaports, Brunei seaports, Indonesia seaports, Myan mar seaports, 
Singapore seaports and China seaports. 
 

Table-2: Input and Output Factor of Ports 
 

Country Philippines  Brunei Indonesia M yanmar Singapore China 

Number of cranes 18 10 60 20 140 3970 

Number of berths 14 9 18 10 54 3659 

Quay length(meter) 4914.5 350 600 400 1600 807102 

Through put(million tons) 392.86 10.78 564.13  110.98 2078.24 33160 

Vessel calls 89057 11252 506466 10119 1235068 11869200 

Source: Ministry of Transport of P.R.C, Research in China, Brunei Darussalam website 
Source: People Republic of China, China Port Industry report, 2006-2007 & 2008-2009 
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5. RESULTS OF THE EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS 

 
In this section, the DEA lin ear programming model is v alidated using the data given in Section 3 to check whether or 
not the model represents the real situations in China and ASEAN-5. In this paper, we use MATLAB software to do the 
calculation (programs are at the rare of the paper), the results are in the table 3. 
 

Table-3: Port Efficiency of CCR and BCC Model 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6, , , , ,c Philippines c Brunei c Indonesia c Myanmar c Singapore c China       
 
5.1 Overall Efficiency Analysis 
  
The CCR results, listed in Column 2 of Table 3, show that the ports of Philippines, Indonesia and Singapore performed 
the best ports than the other ports of countries when evaluated on the constant returns-to-scale  assumption associated 
with this model, as evidenced by the fact that ports of Brunei and Myanmar were below the average and ports of China 
were a bove t he avera ge. Ports of P hilippines, I ndonesia and Singapore are t he b est per formers. H owever, ports of  
Singapore are t he best  pe rformers among the p orts of 3 cou ntries, and furthermore it is the po rts of  country most 
frequently referenced for evaluating inefficient ports of countries. It is used as a reference for all ine fficient ports of 
countries and serves as th e most in fluential referen t, i.e., with th e larg est  value. Por ts of S ingapore a re th e mo st 
efficient one in  CCR m easure. For confirmatio n, we m ight note th at ports of Singapore are fam ous for its un ique 
managerial strategies under the strong leadership of its owner. 
 
 
5.2 Scale Efficiency and Technical Efficiency Analysis 
 
The BCC sco res provide efficiency evaluations using a local measure of scale, i.e. under variable returns-to-scale. In 
this model, ports of China are accorded efficient status in addition to the three CCR efficient ports of countries — which 
retain their prev ious efficien t status. Ports of China’s full efficiency with the BCC m odel is cau sed by its u se of the 
smallest amount of inputs. Ports of Brunei and Myanmar are below average. 
 
  
 5.3 Scale Efficiency 
 
The scale efficiency as defined by the ratio, CCR/BCC, exhibits large differences between the ports of countries.  Ports 
of China and Brunei are below average whereas othe r port s of c ountries are above it. Th is m ay mean Por ts of 
Philippines, Indonesia, Myanmar and Singapore are in an advantageous condition compared with those in the China and 
Brunei. But t he ports of Brunei are t he worst among the ports of 6 countries. Their overall inefficiencies (CCR) are 
mainly attributed to their inefficient operations or management.  
         Ports of countries with fu ll efficien cy in th e CCR sco re are also efficien t in th e BCC model, th e region where 
constant returns-to-scale prevails. Ports of Philippines, Indonesia and Singapore   ha ve this status. Ports of C hina and 
Myanmar show that they have a po ssibility to improve their efficiency by scaling up th eir activities. This observation 
leads us to hypothetically study the desirability of merging low ranked ports of China and Myanmar.  

 
Country 

No. 

CCR BBC 

1

n

j
j



   

 
RTS 

 
Scale 
score   

 (Overall 
Efficiencies) 

Reference 
 (Technical 

Efficiencies) 

1c  1 1c  1 1 Constant 1 

2c  0.1257 5c  0.4482 0.0091  Increase 0.2805 

3c  1 3c  1 1 Constant 1 

4c  0.3681 1 5,c c  0.3738 0.0643  Increase 0.9848 

5c  1 5c  1 1 Constant 1 

6c  0.8038 1 3 5 6, , ,c c c c  1 34.758  Decrease 0.8038 

Average 0.7163  
 

 0.8037    0.8449 
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6.  CONCLUSION 
 

In th is paper, DEA models are ap plied to ev aluate the ef ficiency of performance of ports in different  countries. Two 
DEA models (CCR m odel and BBC model) are used to evaluate the overall efficiency, technical efficiency, and scale 
efficiency of all p orts of countries. Based on the results, the specific directions for th e inefficient ports of countries to 
improve their operation efficiencies are discussed. In addition, the input and output factors for the performance of ports 
of countries are proposed, and successive period of one country can be taken as the DMUs to do the evaluation by DEA, 
which will help the owner to id entify its im provement. Therefore, th is study may p rovide useful in formation fo r the 
policy makers to implement ports performance better. 
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Abstract: The concept of supply chain management has evolved from focussing initially on functional co-ordination 
within an organisation, then to  external dyadic integration with  suppliers and customers and more recently towards a 
holistic network perspective.  A triad is th e simplest meaningful sub-element of a network, and as such will be used as 
the un it of analysis fo r t his research  i nto relatio nship continuity and  information con nectivity of l ogistical serv ice 
providers and their associated supply chains.  

The t ype o f interdependence bet ween ne twork players di ctates t he t ype of c oordination required. M ost 
organisations operate in supply chains with sequential or reciprocal interdependence, both of which require advanced 
forms of information systems enabled coordination. Networks are dynamic, the connections, working relationships and 
interdependency evolve over time. Thus a ny information system solution needs to be reasonably robust to alternative 
network dynamics. In this paper, we match information systems to supply chain triadic scenarios in an attempt to ensure 
appropriate connectively. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This p aper inv estigates in ter-firm in teractions from a sociocultural perspective. In  p articular, we ex amine th e 
relationship dynamics of a network of inter-connected firms with shared end consumers. The social network perspective 
has gained significant momentum in the management literature (Wang, Heng and Chau, 2007). In this paper we use the 
psychological conce pt of balanced t heory (Si mmel, 19 50; Heider, 1958) t o m ake sense of t he dy namic i nter-
relationships of an organisation’s supply chain network. The most important dimensions of change in business networks 
concerns the development of activity links, resources ties, and actor relationships bonds (Gadde and Hakansson, 2001). 

A triad is the smallest meaningful sub-set of a network (Madhavan, Gnyawali and He, 2004) and as such  will be 
used as th e unit of analysis th roughout this paper. Figure 1 is a sim plistic representation of th e multi-layered complex 
business i nteractions t hat m ake up supply chain net works. T he act ors are represented by nodes a nd t he c onnections 
between them as link s. A triadic sub-set of th e entire network is illustrated as t he grey sh aded area i n Figure 1. Three 
actors, ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ are highlighted and their three links, ‘A’ with ‘B’, ‘A’ with ‘C’ and ‘B’ with ‘C’. Each actor 
also has a potential mediating role in the relationship between the other two as indicated by the dashed arrow from actor 
‘A’ to the link between ‘B’ and ‘C’. Thus we contend that a representative sub-set of a network can be investigated via 
triads. This cannot be said for dyads that overly simplify the social complexities of real world business interactions.  
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Figure 1. The Underlying Triadic Structures that Combine to form Complex Supply China Networks 

 
 

Balanced theory (Simmel, 1950; Heider, 1958) has been developed in psychology to understand the inter-relationships 
between individuals. The resultant insight identifies four balanced triads and four that are unbalanced. It is argued that 
over tim e cert ain co mbinations of positive and  n egative relati onships eith er remain stab le or ev olve to  one of the 
alternative possible triad ic st ates. Th e aim o f th is research is t o use t his so cial p erspective on th e in teractions of 
individuals t o i nvestigate business t riads consisting o f a l ogistics ser vice provider (LSP) a nd t heir cu stomers and  
suppliers. On ce we h ave est ablished th e al ternative triad ic states we wi ll th en go  on  to exp lore th e co mmunication 
(links) mediums between each actor, by discussing ways to match information system connectively with the reported 
eight t riadic st ates. A brief overview of t he rel ationship management li terature follows. Th is is co mplemented b y a 
review of balanced theory and the identification of eight alternative states.   

 
 

2. INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
 

Table 1 describes and compares five leading theoretical lenses used to study inter-organizational relationships. From the 
table, it can be concluded that balance theory is arguably the more suitable approach to investigate triadic relationships.  
This t heoretical ap proach has al ready been shown t o be a pplicable t o l arger s ocial groups s uch as  of o rganizations 
(Madhavan, Gnyawali and He 2004). 
 
 

Table 1. Conceptual Evolution of Supply Chain Relationship Management 
 

Theory Descriptions  Representative literature 

Transaction Costs Ana lysis
(TCA) 

Focuses on ho w an organ ization should organize its  
relationship to minimize its ow n costs. The focus is on 
dyadic relationships between the focal organization and  
one other actor. 

Dyer (1997); Madhok & Tallman  
(1998) 

Resource Depen dency Theory
(RDT) 

Collaborative or ganizations sho uld engage with each 
other to  share unique r esources. T ypically d yads are  
used to demonstrate the advantages of partnering. 

Bartholomew (1 997); Das & Teng 
(1998); 

Institutional Theory (IT) 

This th eory su ggests tha t inst itutional enviro nments 
could br ing m ore d ynamics to in ter-organizational 
relationship. Once again a d yadic r elationship v iew is  
dominant. 

Baum & Oliv er, 1991 ; Kraatz 
(1998); 
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Network Theory (NT) 

Every organization needs to  cooperate with its direct 
partners a nd t he pa rtners’ pa rtners. An actor’s pl ace 
within th is com plex n etwork is cons idered. E ach firm  
has direct and/or indirect relationships with all the other 
actors. An overall network view is proposed. 

Oliver, 1990 , (Haakansson and 
Ford, 2002) (Halldorsson, 2002) 

Balance Theory (BT) 

Conceptualizes the m otives and drivers  toward 
psychological b alance. The fo cus is on  th e triadic 
balance between three parties. How the three nodes and 
resultant thr ee li nks influence ea ch other and the third 
party. 

Heider 1958;M adhavan, Gn yawali 
and He 2004 

 
 

3. BALANCED THEORY 
 

Balance theory has bee n developed from behavioural psychology. It has been used to investigate relationships among 
individuals for m ore th an th irty year s (D avis an d Leinhardt 197 2; A lessio 1990 ). Balan ce th eory is th e o nly 
representative theory that addresses triadic relationship explicitly.  Accord ing to balance theory, there are t wo general 
relationships between individual and or organizations: positive and negative. Typically, a positive relationship presents 
a cooperative, mutual trust, and collaborative relationship between two firms ( Morgan and Hunt 1994; Uzzi 1997). A 
negative relationship presents an adversarial, di strust and t ransactional cost focus between two fi rms (Johnston et  al. 
2004; Griffit h, Harv ey an d Lusch 2006). Typically resear ches adop t “+” and  “-” as signs fo r po sitive and  negative 
relationships (Andersson-Cederholm &  Gyi mothyb 2010; Choi & Wu, 2009). Furthermore, the different combination 
of positive and negative relationships between three relevant people or parties make four balanced triadic states and four 
unbalance triadic states. 

Transactional relationships a re aki n t o adversarial, ex it-based relation ships with  l ow tru st an d m inimal mutual 
commitment. The output t hese ki nds o f relationships t end t o be win-lose: o ne side takes m ore o f t he profit at  t he 
expense of the other. In a balanced theory sense these win-lose adversarial (Johnston et al. 2004; Griffith, Harvey and 
Lusch 2006) relationships can be viewed as “negative” t ies between two firms (Andersson-Cederholm & Gy imothyb 
2010). On the contrary, collaboration represents a h ighly cooperative partnership between two organizations with high 
levels of mutual t rust and involvement. This col laborative approach can help both actors develop win-win scenarios. 
Thus we can  call th is typ e o f link  between actors “po sitive” (Morg an and Hunt 1994; Uzzi 199 7; Ph illips, Liu, &  
Costello, 1998; Choi & Wu, 2009) in a balanced theory context. To date no supply chain research has been conducted 
using balanced theory to make sense of business networks and more specifically triads. Hence our original contribution 
is primarily conceptual via cross-disciplinary application of a theoretical lens.   

 
 

4. EIGHT TRIADIC SCENARIOS 
 

Figure 2 provides a visual representation of the eight feasible triadic scenarios with binomial relationship links. On the 
left hand side is the transactional triad, here the three act ors (nodes) are loosely conne cted (represented by their close  
proximity to  o ne an other) via sho rt ter m tr ansactions. The n ext fo rm o f tr iads ar e t he p artnerships, here on e st rong 
collaborative bound (represen ted by a lin k) ex ists b etween two  of the th ree actors. There are  three alternat ive 
partnership triads, obviously based around the alternative combination of pairs. Collaborative triads are the third type of 
triads illu strated in  fi gure 2. In th is scen ario on e actor is co llaborating with  th e two  other acto rs, bu t th ese two  are 
themselves adv ersarial toward s each o ther. On ce more thr ee alterativ e combinations are feasible, this ti me b ased on 
which actor in the triad is the duel collaborator. The final triadic scenario is the cluster when all three actors collaborate 
with each other. Simmel ( 1950), H eider (1958) and mo re r ecently Hummon & Doreian (2003) ar gue th at th e 
transactional and collaborative scenarios are unbalanced and will not last in the long term, whereas the partnership and 
cluster triads are more balanced and hence should provide a business with stable inter-organisational relationships. Each 
of these alternative triadic states will now be explored.  
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Figure 2. Eight Triadic Scenarios  
 
 

4.1 Transactional 
 
According to Heider’s principles (1958), when every actor only has negative links with the other two, the triad will be 
unbalance and will be not last. This is because all three actors only perceive tension with others in the triad. If they want 
the triad to endure they should attempt to transform one of the negative links to positive to stabilize the triadic structure 
(Heider 1958; Alessio, 1990) and move to a partnership triad. When all of the links are adversarial in a triadic situation, 
it i s not  hard to see t hat the triad would dissolve i f none of the actors wants the relationship to endure. This i s very 
common in t he real  worl d, with all t hree actors t aking a n a dversarial posture t oward o ne an other a nd at tempting to 
maximize their own gain, often at the expense of the others.  
 
 
4.2 Partnership 
 
Enhancement in overall supply chain performance is a well d ocumented outcomes of partnering initiatives (Jitpaiboon, 
Dangol & Walters, 2009; Zailani & Rajagopal, 2005; Flynn, Huo & Zhao, 2010). As mentioned in Heider and Alessio’s 
(1990) r esearch f indings, wh en two indivuals h ave common n egative sentiments to  a th ird person, th ese two wil l 
develop an d st rengthen t heir po sitive sen timents to  each o ther (Heidr, 195 8; Alessio, 1990) i.e. y our en emy is my  
enemy, so let’s be friends. These partnerships are thus stable, but the third actor may be replaced overtime because they 
will be on the outside and may become concerned that the other two actors are scheming against them. 
 
 
4.3 Collaborative 
 
As discussed in Heider’s balance theory and Simmel’s model, when both ‘B’ and ‘C’ like ‘A’, the triadic structure will 
be unstable if ‘B’ and ‘C ’ dislike each other (Heider, 1958; Simmel, 1950; Hummon & Doreian, 2003). Thus this kind 
of triadic structure will be dismantled reasonably quickly because either ‘A’ or ‘B’ will remove themselves from  the 
triad (Heider, 1958; Hummon & Doreian, 2003). As illustrated by the arrows in Figure 2 these triads will either evolve 
back towards a partnership by the removal of a l ink or alternatively by adding a l ink to form a cl uster. In essence the 
actor with both collaborative links holds the power in this triad, the other two realise this and will therefore attempt to 
readdress this power imbalance. 
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4.4 Cluster 
 
Just as in dyadic relationships, cluster organizations treat partners equitably based on mutual trust and co-dependency. 
This facilitates in tegrative and co llaborative pro cesses and provides continuity for co llaboration (Leg er, Cassiv i, 
Hadaya & Cya, 2006). As discussed in Simmel’s (1950) triadic research, if individual ‘A’ and ‘B’ know ‘C’ treats them 
in a different way, ‘A’ and ‘B’ will resist getting any closer to each other. Only after ‘C’ treats both ‘A’ and ‘B’ equally, 
will ‘A’ and  ‘B’ be glad to get together (Simmel, 1950). Furthermore, according to Cho i & Wu’s (2009) research, in 
this ki nd o f t riadic st ructure, t he c ustomer i s res ponsible fo r so lving co nflicts and  building a po sitive cu lture th at 
prohibits opportunistic behaviour. This kind of triadic relationship should last for the long term because all of the t hree 
partners collaboratively work together and share the benefits in a win-win-win situation.   
 
 

5. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF TRIAD RELATIONSHIP DYNAMICS 
 

Many organisations work closely with two other actors to achieve a shared goal. Figure 3 illustrates four commonplace 
real world sc enarios that contain clearly definable triads. On the far left is an ideal scenario for a producer with duel 
customers (note the arrows  represent the major direction in which material is flo wing). Arguable the supplier has the 
power if they are producing a unique or innovative product (ref). The supplier can them chose to develop collaborative 
links with neither, either or both customers (translational, partnership or collaborative triads). Balanced theory would 
suggest that if the supplier builds collaborative links with both customers (thus forming a collaborative triad) this will 
not last in the long term as these two customers will fear that one is getting preferential treatment over the other.  
 
 

LSP

Supplier Customer

Customer

Supplier Supplier

CustomerSupplier

OEM

Supplier

Customer Customer

 
 

Figure 3. Four Practical Supply chain Triad Examples  
 
 

The second practical triad  scenario illustrated in Figure 3 is duel sourcing. In this setting two suppliers are providing 
similar products and/or services to a si ngle customer. Here the customer has the opportunity to trade th e suppliers off 
one another via transactional relationships or build a partnership with one or bo th suppliers. The latter op tion is once 
more p roblematic as it will  resu lt in  each  su pplier becoming co ncerned t hat c ustomer i s gi ving t heir c ompetitor 
preferential treatment.  

The third supply chain setting illustrated in Figure 3 relates to specified suppliers. Here the customer not only has 
a rel ationship with their direct supplier (OEM) but al so the supplier’s su pplier. Arg uably it is in th e in terests of t he 
OEM to build a co llaborative triad  by linkin g cl osely wi th bo th th e custo mer an d specified  sup plier.  Howev er, th e 
customer det ermines wh o t his seco nd t ier s upplier s hould be an d t hus dictates t he w ays of working. T wo c ommon 
approaches result, a cluster triad with all actors collaborating with each other or a partnership between the customer and 
either the OEM o r supplier. In the first instance the customer may play a mediation role to bring the other two parties 
together. In the later i nstance th e custo mer may tea m u p with one actor in ord er to join tly ex tract as m uch value as 
possible from the other. The fourth real world setting for this triad research evolves third party logistics providers.     

Illustrated o n th e righ t h and side of Figure 3  is the position Lo gistics Serv ice Pro viders (LSP) often fi nd 
themselves. The flow of goods is represented by the arrow from the supplier (producer) to the customer (user). The LSP 
is br ought i nto t hese t riads to l ink t he suppliers a nd cu stomers t ogether. T he rel ationship dynamics of eac h of t he 
alternative eight triadic states will now be explored within this context. 
 
 
5.1 Transactional 
 
Arguably the fully transactional triad is t he most commonplace in practice. Here the LSP is contracted by a supplier to  
perform a logistical service in order to link this supplier with a customer. Despite many years of research promoting the 
advantages o f co llaboration most organisations still act in a transactional manner with nearly all of th eir cu stomers, 
suppliers and sub-contractors (ref). These transactional triads are con stantly evolving and changing (actors leave and 
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new ones join), they are inherently unbalanced. The obvious advancement is a formation of a single link between any of 
these partners, thus giving rise to three alternative partnership balanced triads.  
 
 
5.2 Partnership 
 
The type of role played by the LSP now becomes central , a re they part o f the partnership or on the outside. If they 
develop a close relationship with either the customer or more likely the supplier then they would have developed a more 
balanced scenario with themselves as a pivotal actor. However if the supplier and customer form a partnership first they 
will be marginalized. This type of triad is balanced for the dyadic partnership, however there is somewhat of a revolving 
door for the actor on the outside. As such this outsider may attempt to build a close relationship with either of the other 
two and hence develop a collaborative triad.  
 
 
 5.3 Collaborative 
 
There are three co llaborative triads, dependent on which one of the three acto rs is t he central collaborator. A LSP can  
build close relationships with both the customer and supplier. Alternatively the LSP could have one collaborative link 
and on e tran sactional with either the  c ustomer or supplier. In all thes e cases t he relationships are  unbala nced a nd 
arguable will not last in to the medium term. In the first case the customer and supplier will become concerned that the 
LSP is trading them off one another and in essence has too much influence. If the LSP is on  the outer they themselves 
will b e con cerned th at th ere collaborator is treatin g the other actor better th an th emselves, once more lead ing to  the 
erosion of trust and the dissolvent of the triad. Two alternative directions for change are the breakup of one of the links 
due to jealousy thus becoming a partnership or the through the development of collaborative behaviour between the two 
transactional actors thus forming a cluster.    
 
 
5.4 Cluster 
 
The final triadic scen ario is one wh ich contain s on ly co llaborative link s. Thu s the three actors have formed a stable 
cluster. Here the LSP operates in an  open and collaborative manner with both the customer and supplier a nd these two 
also act positively towards one another. This should result in a win-win-win scenario for all actors as they combine their 
core stre ngths to collectivel y com pete. If fo r so me r eason an y one of th e actors circum stances change so that 
collaboration i s no  l onger pursued t his will in itial resu lt i n a collaborative triad  an d as th is is unstable ev entually a 
partnership triad with the other two actors retaining their hold on power.  
 
 

6. INFORMATION SYSTEMS SYMMETRY 
 

Based on our modelling of the triadic relationships, Figure 4 shows the mapping between different types of information 
systems and e ach triad state , along with a continuum about the degree to whic h each state is collaborative or 
transactional. Supply chain portals can best support the relationship characteristics of clusters, whereas B2B exchanges 
or auctions can be used for transactional triads.  
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Figure 4. Triads and Supply Chain Information Systems 
 
 

We can expect the adoption of the information systems suitable for the balanced states facilitate the proposed evolution 
from unbalanc e states t o balance ones. For e xample, ad option of Ex tranet, EDI, an d e -procurement system s can 
facilitate th e t ransition fro m tran sactional to  p artnership triads. Bu ilding a sup ply ch ain portal can  similarly h elp 
companies tran sit fro m co llaborative to cl uster t riads. T herefore, our m odel an d p ropositions ca n al so be u seful for 
helping organisational select and adopt suitable information systems to stabilize their supply chain relationships in th e 
long term.  
 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The conceptual exploration of relationship dynamics between three organisations has provided valuable insight into the 
potential stability and evolution of supply chain networks. The role of a mediating actor bring ing other actors together 
requires considerable more research. Our next steps are to fully explore this new perspective on social networks through 
case based comparisons of a multi-national sample. The references are available on request.  
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Abstract: A major concern of many global enterprises is to diversify their supply network risks. While many strategies 
for mitigating supply network risks have been proposed, it still remains unclear how to apply the strategies to a supply 
network in operational perspective. This paper examines how to plan the production and procurement of supply network 
for the diversification of risks. In this paper, a framework for generating the production and procurement plan based on 
the type of risks is proposed. A methodology for evaluating the degree of diversification of supply network according to 
the risks is als o presented. The degree of diversification is evaluated using fuzzy techniques. The input parameters of 
fuzzy fu nctions are sp ecified with m athematical models. To illu strate th e pro posed framework and m ethodology, 
numerical examples are presented. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Supply network management (supply chain management) is one of the most important issues in improving enterprises’ 
financial performance. Many different ways of optimizing supply networks have been proposed so that enterprises can 
improve t heir fi nancial performance. I n the 1 990s, m ost of t he research en deavors have f ocused on st atic a nd 
centralized supply networks because past business processes were simple and static (Burnes and New, 1996). In recent 
global m arket places, however, the re are many supply network risks s uch as supply dis ruptions (Oke a nd 
Gopalakrishnan, 2009), international regulations, ever changing demand (Kleindorfer and Saad, 2005) and a technology 
transfer iss ue. Dell case is a  fam ous e xample of significant s upply dis ruptions. In 2006, due  to a  fire hazard, Dell 
recalled 4 m illion laptop computer batteries made by Sony. The s upply network risks in companies, which adopt the 
static supply network, m ake it d ifficult to  optimize their performance. To diversify the risks and dynamics of m arket 
places, recent trends regarding gl obalization em phasize flexible supply networ k m anagement. Flexible m anagement 
concept has proposed m any strateg ic practices su ch as to tal qu ality m anagement (TQM) (Carter et al., 1998), 
postponement (Su et al., 2005), Just-In-Time (Wildemann and Carlson, 1987), flexible manufacturing process, multiple 
suppliers an d flexible supp ly con tracts to mitigate supp ly ch ain risks (Tang  and  Tomlin , 20 08). If Dell app lied the 
multiple supply st rategies to their global supply networks, they could diversify ri sks about supply disruptions. Many 
recent researches proposed various strategies for the diversification of risk, however, it re mains unclear how to a pply 
those strategies to the supply network in operational perspective. In a case wh ere decision makers select the multiple 
supply strategy, th e op timized nu mber of suppliers and  procurement plan s of th e sup pliers should b e determined in 
production (or procurement) planning phase.  

The main objective of th is paper is to  develop a framework for evaluating the degree of diversification of supply 
network according to the risks, and for generating the production and procurement plan based on the evaluated degree 
of diversification. To develop the framework, strategies related to the m itigating of supply network risks are identified, 
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and a method is proposed for evaluating the degree of diversification of a supply network. The method adopts a fuzzy 
inference system to evaluate the diversification of the supply network in terms of numerical value. Input parameters of 
the fuzzy inference system  are specified with mathematical models. To generate the production and procurement plan, 
the objective function and decision variables are also formulated. 

The rest of th is paper is organized as fo llows. In section 2, the related works including strategies for mitigating 
risks are  s urveyed. The f ramework i ncluding t he m ethodology for e valuating t he degree o f diversification a nd t he 
objective function for generating the production and procurement plan is presented in section 3. A nu merical example 
for an ex emplary g lobal su pply n etwork is p resented in  section 4 to  illu strate th e proposed m ethodology. Section 5 
concludes the paper.  
 
 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 
Many researchers have focused on the management and mitigation of the supply network risks (Christopher and Lee, 
2004; Chopra and Sodhi, 2004). Demeter et al. (2006) have examined the relationship between focal company strategies 
and supply network configuration based on in terviews in the Hungarian automotive industry. Tang and Tomlin (2008) 
examined the risk factors related  with supply network management and suggested a way of mitigating supply network 
risks. They focused on the flexibility of supply chain for risk management. Three major types of supply chain risks that 
occur regularly are defined. Table 1 summarizes the six major types of risks and strategies for diversifying risks.  
 
 

Table 1. Three major types of risks and related strategies 
 

Risk S trategies 
Supply risks (Supply disruption risks, Supply cost risks) Flexible procurement, Flexible delivery 
Process risks Flexible manufacturing, Flexible delivery 
Demand risks Postponement, Flexible manufacturing, Flexible delivery 

 
 
In t his paper, we f ocus on t wo t ypes of s trategies, namely, fl exible procurement an d fl exible m anufacturing. 

Flexible procurement strategy is u sed to d iversify the risks such as supp ly disruptions, supply cost risk and uncertain 
demand from manufacturers. Flexible manufacturing strategy is usually applied to uncertain customer demand risks and 
fluctuation of pro cess capacity risk s. Flexible delivery is a pri ncipal strategy fo r fl exible p rocurement and 
manufacturing strategy because it is impossible to implement the flexibility strategies without a flexible delivery system. 
These flexibility strateg ies reco nfigured the su pply n etwork structure an d produ ction (or p rocurement) plans for 
mitigating t he sup ply network risks. Tab le 2 su mmarizes the relatio nship b etween flex ibility strategies and 
configuration of supply network structure. 
 
 

Table 2. Configuration types according to strategies 
 

Strategy Configur ation 
Flexible procurement Multiple suppliers 
Flexible manufacturing Multiple plants, Multi-product manufacturing 

 
 

Flexible procurement strateg y reco nfigures th e su pply n etwork t o a m ultiple sup pliers’ stru cture. In  a 
configuration of multiple suppliers, risks related with suppliers can be d ispersed because of the increased number of 
suppliers. Multi-product manufacturing type shifts production quantities across internal resources through the increasing 
variety of products made in plants. Multiple plants shift quantities across external resources (new factories or plants).  

The degree of diversification of supply networks should be evaluated according to the supply network risks. For 
example, let us assum e a su pply network which has ten plants and one supplier. The degree of diversification of this 
supply network may be very good for diversifying the ever changing demand risks because it has many plants and can 
distribute production on diverse plants; in contrast, the degree of diversification may be very poor from the perspective 
of s upply disruption ri sks. I n t he next sec tion, a framework for e valuating t he degree of diversification of s upply 
network according to the supply network risks including the supply disruption risk, the process risk, and the demand 
risk will be presented. 
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3. FRAMEWORK FOR GENERATING PRODUCTION AND PRODUCREMENT PLANS 
 
A framework is composed of a supply network architecture, a degree of diversification evaluation model, an objective 
function for generating the production and procurement plan. An architecture of supply network is composed of nodes, 
relationships and environment (Harland et al . 2001). As illustrated in Figure 1, the basic architecture of supply network 
shows a  hie rarchical struct ure, and a node (N ) represents an as sembler, a m anufacturer or a s upplier. T he c ontract 
between t wo nodes i s represented by  a l inkage (R ). A b usiness opportunity a nd c ustomer re quirements ari se i n 
environment (E) and are detected by nodes.  
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Figure 1. Hierarchical supply network 
 
 

To diversify the supply network risks in operational perspective, the degree of diversification of supply network, 
which is referred  to as DoD, corresponding to the risk should be represented in numerical value. DoD means how the 
structure an d t he production (or procurement) plan of t he su pply net work are  s uitable f or diversifying t he ri sk. T he 
formula and input data in the DoD evaluation model differ depending on the type of risks. In the supplier disruption risk 
case, the optimized number of suppliers and procurement plans of the suppliers are used to evaluate the DoD.  
 
 
3.1 Objective Function for Generating the Production and Procurement plans 
 
There a re m any re searches about the  s upply network optimization m odels (including obj ective functions and 
constraints) a nd m ethodologies (such as  i nteger programming, heuristics an d simulations) re garding t he profit 
maximization. General optimization models using profit maximization are subject to constraints imposed on customers’ 
demand, s uppliers’ ca pacity, pr oduction ca pacity of pl ants, et c. I n ri sk m anagement, ho wever, o ptimization t hrough 
profit maximization is not suitable because there are many strategic constraints which are harmful to the profit of supply 
networks in operational perspective.  

The propo sed obj ective functio n is sub ject to con straints im posed on DoD as  well as  typica l constrai nts. 
Constraints imposed on DoD lead the supply networks to diversify the production and procurement on diverse plants 
and suppliers. In proposed objective function and constraints, the following notations are used.  
 

gN  goal of node N 
i   set of plants (i = 1,…, N) 
j   set of suppliers (j = 1,…, M) 
k  set of customers (k = 1,…, K) 
l   set of products (l = 1,…, L) 
u   set of parts (u = 1,…, U) 
n   index of DoD (n = 1, 2, 3) 
vkl  unit price of customer k for product l 
Asil  unit processing cost for product l by plant i 
tikl  unit transportation cost for product l from plant i to customer k 
Hsil  unit inventory cost for product l in plant i 
Piju  unit purchasing cost of plant i for part u from supplier j 
Hiu  unit inventory cost for part u in plant i 
dkl  demand of customer j for product l 
cil  capacity of plant i for product l 
ci   total capacity of plant i 
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Diu  demand of plant i for part u 
Cju  capacity of supplier j for part u 

 
The following decision variables are used. 
 

      plant by  supplier  from purchased part  ofquantity 
 customer for  plant in  made product  ofquantity 

ijuy

kilx

iju

ikl




 
 
Proposed objective function and constraints are as follows. 
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Equation (1 ) i s th e objective fu nction of th e framework. Sal es p rofit, pr oduction cost, tran sportation co st, 

inventory cost , or dering cost , pu rchasing c ost f or parts and i nventory c ost f or parts are co nsidered in t he proposed 
objective function. In a special case where a node represents the last-tier supplier, Diu (demand for parts) is zero for all i 
and u. On the contrary, dkl (demand for product) is zero for all k and l if a node represents the final customer. Equation 
(2) means that the quantity of products made in plants should be larger than the demand of customers. In equation (4), 
Diu is determ ined according to the decision variable xikl an d th e quantity o f parts purch ased fro m s upplier sho uld b e 
larger than the demand of parts for plants. Equations (3) and (5) are constraints for production capacity and s upplier 
capacity, respectively. 
In equation (7), DoDn i s the degree of diversification of supply network corresponding to the risk. DoD1, DoD2 and 
DoD3 are corresponded to the supply disruption risk, the process risk, and the demand risk, respectively. Changes in 
degree of di versification mean t hat t he changes in target_value(n) in e quation (7), and these  c hanges lead t he 
reconfiguration of supply net works. Increased target_value(n) means that the e nterprise wa nts more distributed 
production and procurement plan, and increased value of DoDn indicates that the enterprise’s supply network are  more 
suitable to distribute the risks. In this paper, we used a fuzzy technique to evaluate DoD. The detailed descriptions are 
presented in the next section.  
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3.2 DoD Evaluation Model 
 
DoD1

 is used for multiple suppliers type of configuration (supplier disruption risk), and it is calculated through equation 
(8).  
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In e quation ( 8), f1(p1, p2) is a f uzzy m embership function. I nput pa rameter p1 is the nu mber of su ppliers pro viding 
part(u) to plant(i). Input parameter p2 means the amount of the supplies of parts (u) that are concentrated on a specific  
supplier. Each input parameter in the fuzzy membership function is calculated as follows.  
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Increment o f in put p arameter p1 has a po sitive effect on v alue of DoD1, an d on t he cont rary, i ncrement of i nput 
parameter p2 has a negative effect. In equation (10), a denominator means the total quantity of parts (part(u)) purchased 
by pl ant(i) from all su ppliers in  th e networks, and  a numerator m eans th e m aximum v alue am ong the qu antities o f 
parts(u) purchased by plant(i) from each supplier. The maximum and minimum value of the parameter p1 is equal to M 
(the t otal n umber o f s uppliers i n t he net works) a nd zer o, res pectively. The  m aximum and m inimum val ue of t he 
parameter p2 is equal to one and 1/M, respectively. The maximum and minimum values of parameters are important in 
designing the fuzzy sets. 

Although very important, the complicated methods of designing fuzzy sets and rules are beyond the scope of this 
research. In th is paper, thus, very simple fuzzy sets an d rules are u sed. Figure 3 illustrates the examples of fuzzy sets. 
Fuzzy rules related with  input parameters p1 and p2 a re designed using IF-THEN rules. Based on the fuzzy set s and 
fuzzy rule, f1(p1, p2) is calculated through the fuzzy inference system and the defuzzification method. See Mun et  al . 
(2009) for a detailed description of fuzzy inference system and defuzzification.   
 
 

(a) Parameter  p1 
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Figure 2. The example of fuzzy sets 
 
 
DoD2

 is calculated by using equation (11) to (13).  
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DoD2 has the  sam e s tructure of fuzzy m embership func tion as SoC1. In put parameter p3 is the number of plants 
providing product(l) to customer(k). Input parameter p4 means how many productions of product(l) are concentrated on 
a specific plant. In equation (13), a denominator means the to tal quantity of product(l) purchased by customer(k) from 
all plants in the networks, a nd a numerator means the maximum value among the quantities of product(l) purchased by 
customer(k) from each plant. The maximum and minimum value of the parameter p1 is equal to N (the total number of 
plants in the networks) and zero, respectively. The m aximum and m inimum value of t he parameter p2 is eq ual to one 
and 1/N, respectively. 
DoD3

 is calculated using equation (14) to (16).  
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Input parameter p5 is the variety of products made in plant(i). Input parameter p6 means the number of productions that 
are concentrating on a speci fic product in plant(i). I n equation (16), t he denominator means t he g ross production of 
plant(i), and the num erator means the maximum value among the  quantities of each product produced in plant( i). The 
maximum a nd minimum v alue of th e parameter p5 is equ al to  L ( the number of  products in  the networks) and  zero, 
respectively. The maximum and minimum value of the parameter p6 is equal to one and 1/L, respectively. 
 
 

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
 
In th is secti on, to illu strate the proposed framework, a simple n umerical ex ample wh ich focuses on  t he m ultiple 
suppliers type (supplier disruption risk) is developed. In the example, a supply network which consists of one customer, 
two plants (plant(i), i=1, 2), six suppliers (supplier(j), j=1,…,6) and one alternative supplier (supplier(j), j=7) is assumed. 
One type (product(l), l=1) of f inal product and three types (part(u), u=1, 2) of parts are also assumed. To p roduce one 
unit of product(1), one unit of part(1) and two units of parts(2) are needed. The basic information of the example supply 
network is summarized in Table 5. To simplify the example, the information related with transportation and inventory is 
omitted in Table 3. Demand of product(1) are 300 units/month, and unit price of product(1) is $6.  

The production and p rocurement plan of the example supply network without considering the diversification i s 
summarized in Table 4. Values in Table 6 refer to the quantities of part(u) purchased by plant(i) from supplier(j). They 
are optimized values for the maximization of profit. According to the production and procurement plan represented in 
Table 4, the expected profit (maximum profit) of the whole supply network is $239 and the DoD1 is 147. According to 
the proposed objective function considered the diversification, the procurement plans are changed as shown in Table 5. 
According t o t he p roduction and procurement pl an represented i n Ta ble 5, t he e xpected p rofit of t he wh ole su pply 
network is $239 and the DoD1 is 300. 

The DoD1
 value of the original supply network is 147, and the reconfigured supply network is 300. In both cases, 

the expected profit of the entire supply network is the same. As a result of reconfiguration (diversification of production 
and procurement), the number of suppliers is increased, and the supply of parts(u) is d istributed in multiple suppliers 
maintaining the profit as exp ected. For ex ample, th e su pply of  part (2) for pl ant(2) is di stributed in supplier(4), 
supplier(5), sup plier(6) and  supplier(7) when  target_value(1) is 3 00, wh ile th e su pply o f parts(2) fo r plant(2) is 
concentrated in supplier(4) before recon figuration. This means that the reconfigured supply network is m ore robust to 
the supply disruption risk than the conventional supply network.  
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Table 3. Basic information of example supply network 
 

Unit processing cost of plant(i); Asil  As11 = $ 1.9,  As21 = $ 2.0 
Capacity of plant(i); cil  200 unit/month (for all i) 

Price of part(u); Ciju (C1ju = C2ju) 

  j 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

u 
1 $ 1 $ 1.1 $ 1.2 Null Null Null $ 1.2 
2 Null Null Null $ 1 $ 1.1 $ 1.2 $ 1.2 

Capacity of supplier(j); Cju 

 j 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

u 
1 110 110 110 0 0 0 100 
2 0 0 0 220 220 220 100 

 
 

Table 4. The production and procurement plan before reconfiguration (target_value(1) = 0) 
 

 Supplier(j) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Plant(i) P art(u)       

1 
1 10 110 80 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 20 220 160 

2 
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 200 0 0 

 
 

Table 5. The production and procurement plan after reconfiguration (target_value(1) = 300) 
 

  Supplier(j) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Plant(i) P art(u)        

1 
1 70 103 23 0 0 0 4 
2 0 0 0 99 189 105 11 

2 
1 40 7 0 0 0 0 53 
2 0 0 0 125 31 13 31 

 
 

If t he e nterprise wa nts m ore flexible procurement, hi gher target_value(1) can be selected. B ecause the  
target_value(1) has an ef fect on t he e xpected p rofit of a sup ply net work as well as t he de gree of di versification 
reconfiguration, however, t he deci sion m akers should be caref ul i n determining t he l evel o f target_value(1). If t he 
enterprise is willing to maintain the current profit level, decision makers can set the target_value(1) as 300. On the other 
hand, he would select the higher target_value(1) if th e enterprise wants more distributed procurement while willing to 
bear the decl ine o f the expected profit. The examination of the rel ationship should be  conducted before determining 
target_value(1) because the  relations hip between target_value(1) and expecte d profit varies a ccording to the  
characteristics of a supply network. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this pa per, we de veloped a framework for diversifying the p roduction and pr ocurement. The ne w fram ework i s 
composed of a  supply network architecture, DoD evaluation models, and an objective function. The DoD evaluation 
model was developed using a fuzzy technique and embodied in the objective function. The production and procurement 
plan of t he s upply net work was optimized t o diversify t he su pply network ri sks. Pl anning of production a nd 
procurement was d emonstrated in a numerical example of the multiple suppliers type, and the result indicates that the 
proposed framework is effective in distributing the supply network risks.  

The m ain contrib ution of this research  is that th e DoD corresponding to  th e risk s was ev aluated in  term s o f 
numerical val ue, demonstrating t hat t he diversification of supply net works ca n be e valuated i n t erms of n umerical 
comparison. For further studies, we a re planning to extend the mathematical models to  consider more factors relat ed 
with strategies and risks. In addition, evaluation methodologies for DoD need to be developed to support diverse risks 
that have not been considered here because they are beyond the scope this paper. 
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Abstract: This paper d escribes how ch ain visibility of in termodal co ntainer ch ains can  be ach ieved by different 
measures.  Different e vent s ources l ike R adio F requency Ide ntification (R FID), C ontainer Sec urity Devi ces (CSD), 
and others can enable Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM) in intermodal container transports in order to support 
operators to meet present and upcoming challenges like handling increasing cargo volumes, the necessity for improved 
monitoring and  stron ger secu rity d emands. Th e In stitute o f Sh ipping Economics an d Lo gistics (ISL) is cu rrently 
examining these areas in the course of several research projects. 

In the project INTEGRITY the Shared Intermodal Container Information System (SICIS) is developed, allowing 
authorised com panies and authorities to access planning a nd st atus inform ation of selected containe rs and 
consignments. Proactive planning according to t he SCEM approach allows problems to be forecast well before they 
might occur. Matching logistics data with security information from different sources, together with the in tegration of 
the AEO (Authorised Economic Operator) concept, are basic measures.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The term Supply Chain Visibility means the intention to close information gaps still existing in international intermodal 
container chains in order to achieve a better reliability and predictability. Today, the high numbers of involved parties 
(from i ndustry and a dministration) a re not i nformed i n such a way  t hey can pe rform t heir t asks on planning a nd 
monitoring in an optimal way. Closing information gaps can be obtained in different ways:  
 

 using classical EDI using EDIFACT or XML interfaces which is already a challenge as such but may still lead 
to time delays between an event occurred and the respective message 

 receiving inform ation i n an aut omated way, e.g. by using ide ntification technol ogies such as  R FID or 
Automatic Id entification System (AIS), positioning tec hnologies s uch a s GPS or Galileo signals, a nd the 
related communication technologies either land based, via GSM or satellites 

 intelligence for an alysing info rmation in  ord er t o d etect th e in teresting ones, e.g . co mparing planning and 
actual status information automatically in order to identify the deviations where the planner has to act (this is 
what we call Supply Chain Event Management) 

 performing risk analyses based on these information for security risks (as mainly performed by authorities) as 
well as logistics risks (e.g. not to be able to deliver the container on time). 

 
This paper will deal with the three last issues. 
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After the decrease in container throughput due to the economic crisis, container numbers are expected to increase 
again in th e near fu ture. Th us, con tainer term inals and  t ransport operato rs will ag ain h ave to deal with several 
challenges l ike i ncreasing c argo volumes an d sec urity dem ands t hat put a dditional b urden o n t hem but  offering 
potentials for process optimisation at the same time. Drivers are: 

 
 Commercial: how to cope with continuous rising cargo volumes to be handled 
 Legal/Security: how to d eal with  n ew security rules and regulations for fi ghting ag ainst terro rism an d the 

change of responsibilities in the chain 
 Technical: how to best inte grate tec hnologies su ch as  RFID t ransponders for c ontainer i dentification a nd 

electronic seals combining the benefits of classical bolt seals with RFID capabilities. 
 

The usage of RFID and further event sources can enable Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM) in  order to 
support operators to exploit these challenges. 
 
 

2. RFID IN CONTAINER TRANSPORT 
 
The drivers in the above mentioned areas are twofold: Security and logistics optimisation. While the first is dominated 
by regulations mainly initiated by security effo rts by the US Government, the latter is facin g at log istics optimisations 
and cost red uction potentials due to au tomated identification procedures throughout the logistics network. Especially 
RFID can on the one hand raise the security level by the introduction of electronic seals (eSeals) and on the other hand 
develop optimisation potentials through the automated container identification by using container tags. 

The Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics (ISL) accommodated the increasing importance and relevance 
of these topics by the formation of its competence area "AutoID and Security in Container Transport" at the ISL branch 
at the city of Bremerhaven, Germany. The  com petence area conce ntrates on th e design of conce pts as well as t he 
development of pilot projects for the im plementation of au tomatic id entification syste ms an d t heir co nnection t o 
business and EDI processes, e.g. for container handling, as well as for the building of surveying systems of intermodal 
networks for the purpose of logistics and security. 

The projects PIER an d CHINOS ex amined an d v alidated th e cap abilities o f RFID and  SCEM t hroughout 
intermodal container transport chains under the leadership of ISL. Due to the fact  that container t ransport is a  global 
business, of course it is useless to perform tests with proprietary applications. The employed technology must in fact be 
based on the existing global standardisation ef forts. As an example, we expect the  container tag to be specified as  a 
passive UHF transponder working in a frequency band from 860 – 960 MHz. The global background is established by 
the standard ISO 10891. The eSeal, however, is specified by the standard ISO 18185, which is a published international 
standard. 

The project PIER, supported with Bremen subsidies by the Bremerhavener Gesellschaft für Investitionsförderung 
und St adtentwicklung m bH (BIS) an d Deutsche Telekom, dem onstrated t he feasibility of t he a pplication of  R FID 
technology at the term inal interfaces of North Sea Terminal Bremerhaven (NTB). In the context of the project, several 
scenarios have  been de fined and implemented in or der to examine the practical applica tion of RFID. T he sce narios 
involved a barge transport from the port of Bremen to the Bremerhaven container terminal, containers t ransported by 
truck within the area of northern Germany, and rail operations at the container terminal. As an example, during the rail 
test, several wagons and containers of an incoming train were equipped with RFID tags as shown in Figure 1. After the 
train was pushed into the terminal, the tags were scanned by the terminal’s rail checker during the regular train checking 
procedure using a handheld RFID reader. 
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Figure 1. Mounting and readout of container and wagon tags and readout of the tags during the regular train check 
 
 

Within this project, passive transponders working in the UHF frequency range were used which contained data 
identifying the containers such  as con tainer number and  container type. The transponders were read out by handheld 
RFID reading devices at the terminal’s interfaces such as quay, truck gate, and the rail operations facilities. The read 
data wa s processed by t he s oftware developed within t he PIER  p roject and  i ntegrated i nto t he t erminal’s b usiness 
processes.  All tests conclude d s uccessfully. The c ontainer tags c ould be rea d out i n all scenari os under all 
circumstances and the handling of the mobile readers could be integrated smoothly into the existing business processes. 
These resu lts demonstrate that th e new technology leads to considerable optimisations of the processes regarding the 
acquisition of container data. 

Based on t he res ults of t he PI ER project, C HINOS p ursued a  m uch broader st rategy. C HINOS st ands f or 
“Container Handling in Intermodal Nodes - Optimal and Secure!”, was co-funded by the European Commission in their 
6th Framework Programme and ran from 2006 until spring 2009. Thirteen partners from Germany, Greece, and Austria, 
amongst others the dbh Logistics IT AG (B remen), Eurogate Technical Services (Bremerhaven), i2dm Co nsulting and 
Development (Brem en), Tri con Consulting (Traun /Austria), T-Systems (Karlsru he), and th e National Technical 
University of Athens, examined the application of RFID technology and organisational issues as well as the integration 
of RFID into existing processes and systems throughout the complete container supply chain. Validation partners were 
NTB, the rail operator POLZUG, th e shipping company Team Lines, Cargo Center Graz from Austria and the port of 
Thessaloniki together with GAC Shipping from Greece. 
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As explained above, there were several drivers for this project: on commercial, legal and technical level. All these 
drivers formed a complex area that the CHINOS project supported:  
 
 
2.1 Commercial drivers 
 
Before the economic cri sis cargo handling figures in container ports were constantly r ising. The “Top 50” container 
ports (representing about 70% of the World container traffic) increased their handling volume in 2003 by 13.7 per cent 
compared to 2002. Also European ports participated in this  growth. Studies predicted an actual average growth of 7% 
p.a. so that some terminals had to cope with doubling the number of handled containers in seven years. 

In order to manage this i ncrease efficiently there a re the measures of building new infrastructure, optimising the 
storage capacity or optimising existing manual procedures, at  truck gates, rail gates and in v essel handling. CHINOS 
has focussed to support the last one by automating procedures. 
 
 
2.2 Legal and security drivers 
 
After 9/11, se veral re gulations a nd l aws h ave been i mplemented to  enh ance th e s ecurity in goods tr ansport. M ost 
important one is the introduction of the ISPS Code in port terminals and onboard vessels. Terminals had invested huge 
amounts of money to become ISPS compliant. But the ISPS code is not the end of the story. In the future, also inland 
terminals (road/rail or road/inland waterways) will be affected. 

Additionally, the replacement of bolt seals with electronic seals (at least in the US trade) is disc ussed on va rious 
political and industrial levels. If becoming mandatory, new requirements appear for the terminal operators. 
 
 
2.3 Technical drivers 
 
In container t ransport, several new t echnologies are in discussion, which create challenges fo r terminal and transport 
operators. The RFID technology for containers is currently being discussed in two areas: for identifying the container 
(„container tag” or “license  plate“) as  well as to c heck the intactness of the seal (“electronic seal”) – both to be read 
electronically and contactless. Electroni c l icence plates (ISO 10891) a s well as  elec tronic seals (ISO 18185) were 
brought into the standardisation bodies at ISO. For the application of these technologies, big ocean liners (being also the 
majority of the container owners) will be the forerunners; feeder service operators, terminals, inland transport operators 
the followers. 

For h interland tran sports th e tran sport m eans sh ould b e equipped as  w ell. In rail t ransport, th e full b enefit is 
obvious if containers and wagons are equipped with transponders so that the assignment between these two entities can 
be automatically recorded without the necessity to walk along the train and perform this task manually. 

Processes can be optimised and accelerated tremendously by using automatic identification and condition checks 
with contact free read ing possibilities (container RFID tag s, electronic seals, optical checks) without requiring human 
intervention. This co mbination of co mmercial and  secur ity issu es in  one app roach made CHINOS qu ite un ique. 
CHINOS terminal operators are able to  optimise their storage space a nd to enhance the integration of transport modes 
along intermodal logistics chains by redesigning the procedures at their interfaces. 

Since t he full be nefit from  new technologies can be e xploited on ly if th e to tal in tegration of (reengineered) 
business processes and  IT syste ms will b e ach ieved, C HINOS pu t a special fo cus on th is in tegration work  and  the 
validation at sev eral European locations, i.e. in th e ports of Bremerhaven, Thessaloniki, the Graz freight village and a 
railway station of the Polzug network. 

CHINOS results are ready-to-the-market IT tools as well as technical and organisational recommendations how to 
efficiently exploit these new technologies to be prepared for the actual and upcoming challenges. 
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Figure 2. RFID rail tests including container tags and eSeals at Cargo Center Graz 
 
 

During the first year of the project, the business processes of the involved operators were examined, the validation 
scenarios were de fined, a nd the  technic al fundam entals were analy sed t ogether with th e statu s of th e ISO 
standardisation process. Furthermore, the different systems to be developed were specified based on the findings from 
the first project phases a nd the development phase were pre-pared. After the development phase t he CHINOS system 
has been installed at the validation partners’ premises in order to validate under real life conditions by practical tests at 
all v alidation l ocations throug hout Euro pe. Figu re 2 shows RFID tests  at Cargo Center Graz whe re the rea dout of 
container tags and eSeals was examined using a container train. 
 
 
2.4 Applicability 
 
The projects showed that an implementation of RFIDs as container tags and electronic seals on a broad scale is possible 
from the technical side. However, the industry has to invest in th e new t echnology. Main problem here seems that the 
costs and be nefits are  not balanced am ong t he pa rtners. S hipping co mpanies ha ve to i nvest i n e quipping al l t heir 
containers with tags and using electronic seals, the terminals have to invest in readers (of course not before a significant 
number of containers has been equipped with RFIDs) and can automate their processes. Still there is no strategy of the 
world leaders for the uptake of this technology.   
 
 

3. SUPPLY CHAIN EVENT MANAGEMENT 
 
Another approach of the CHINOS project was related to an improved monitoring of the container transport network. A 
Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM) approach can assist the operators monitoring the transport. To achieve this 
goal, the physical progress of the transport will be compared with the planned procedure by examining so-called events 
which occur during the transport and could be generated e.g. using RFID. On the one hand there are expected events 
such as loading and unloading messages. These and the sequence of their occurrence are clearly defined and ca n easily 
be monitored. On the other hand there are events which occur unexpectedly and which may allude to problems such as 
delay messages or a notice indicating a te chnical defect. If the t ransport proceeds according to the original plans, the 
system will stay passive in order to prevent the user from receiving useless “OK” messages. Only if the system detects a 
deviation of the ph ysical transport fro m the p lanned pro cedure, th e op erator will be inform ed pro -actively which 
enables him to intervene at an early stage of the problem.  

The SCEM system compares the expecte d events with the actual eve nts and decides on appropriate actions, e.g. 
in-form the user, here the manager of the intermodal transport chain, in case of problems. The chain manager is enabled 
to react in time on e xceptions. Problems can be coped with soon afte r their occurrence and before they cause a seve re 
impact to the transport process. Thus, an optimisation of the transport chains will become feasible.  

Status eve nts can be obtained vi a R FID, EDI (e.g. discharge m essages fr om cont ainer t erminals), vi a m obile 
devices (e.g. handheld computers using GPRS communication) or using web interfaces.  

ISL has developed a n SC EM sy stem for  l ogistic p urposes t o eval uate ho w SC EM co ncepts ca n be used f or 
intermodal container transports covering several sub-transports performed by different transport modes. For each event 
which can occur during transport there are decision rules which examine its occurrence on time, delay or total absence. 
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Depending on the result of these ex aminations, the SCEM system  is ab le to in itiate appropriate act ions in a flex ible 
way. It can send emails or SMS whic h notify their receivers about the occurrence of a specific event. In addition, t he 
user’s application system can be triggered such that containers originally associated to a cancelled voyage are marked 
so they can easily be re-scheduled to another voyage; details can be found in Blecker et al., 2007. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Modelling decision rules for events 
 
 
Applying the SCEM concept seems to be very attractive in several areas of transport, but is dependent on close to 

real-time and highly reliable events and status messages. 
 
 

4. SCEM ENABLES SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILTY 
 
The visibility o f con tainer tran sports is increased b y SC EM so ftware p latforms lea ding to  a b etter reliab ility and 
predictability of the transport chain performance.  

In t he I NTEGRITY project, suc h a platform has been  developed which e valuates i nformation f rom vari ous 
sources, lik e RFID for co ntainer id entification, e-seals or c ontainer s ecurity de vices (CSDs), X-ray in spection and 
radiation portals to id entify illegal contents, satellite track ing of vessels and other vehicles, and external databases for 
tracing. 
 
 
4.1 Improving visibility and security 
 
The IN TEGRITY project h as a w ide app roach. IN TEGRITY is t he acr onym o f “I ntermodal G lobal D oor-to-door 
Container Supply Chain Visibility” being co-funded by the Eu ropean Commission in their 7th Framework Programme 
running until spring 2011. It aims at creating Supply Chain Visibility by providing a basis for commercial optimisation 
and sec uring of i ntermodal c ontainer chai ns. M ajor “cl ients” of the  a pproach a re t he comm ercial participants i n t he 
chain (3PLs, cargo owners, exporters, transport and port operators) and authorities (mainly Customs) creating a win-win 
situation for both of these groups.  

Different measures, such as  the i ntroduction of the ISPS code in 2004 and the C-TPAT programme in th e US, 
enhanced the security in parts of the international intermodal chain, but a worldwide approach covering the chain from 
origin to  destination is still missin g. Howev er, first attemp ts h ave b een made b y th e US with th e prog rammes OSC 
(Operation Safe Commerce) and SST (Smart and Secure Trade Lanes). An important step towards s ecure operators is 
the EU Customs Code i ssued by the Directorate-General Taxat ion and Customs Union (DG TAXUD) with i ts AEO 
(Authorised Economic Operator) approach. Cooperation between Customs Authorities is actu ally being discussed e.g. 
in the SSTL pro ject between EU and China Customs Authorities which is closely linked to INTEGRITY. Here, issues 
of th e C ustoms-to-Customs cooperation wi ll b e tack led also  fro m th e in dustry’s perspective sup porting C ustoms-to-
business and business-to-business cooperation.    

If Customs Authorities agree on a m utual recognition of their procedures and a co mmon set of d ata facilitating 
pre-arrival clearance before the cargo arrives at its d estination, this will speed up the whole process and – ev en more 
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important – lead  to  an  im proved reliability an d predictability o f th e wh ole ch ain. Du e to  the active in volvement of 
Customs servi ces al ong t he demonstration chains from C hina t o E urope as well as t he close  link to the EU/China 
Customs Project, the ease of administration together with supporting measures and incentives, e.g. the green lane for 
supervised secure transports, is covered as well.  

The expected benefits are significant: door-to-door chains will become more secure and smooth. All target groups 
will b e satisfi ed in  one appro ach. Specific an alyses on th e b enefits for all p layers in  th e ch ain analysing act ual 
bottlenecks and  p erforming b efore-after com parisons in cluding the related  co sts for su ch a service are p art of the 
project. 

INTEGRITY is an integration project. Although a lot of building blocks are existing, most of the above mentioned 
technologies have been run through technical feasibility tests without tackling the integration into a common concept on 
the l evel o f b usiness processes, l egal an d adm inistrative chan ges a nd pos sible i ncentives when using t hem i n a 
consistent a nd rel iable m anner. T he com bination o f e xisting t echnologies an d new business processes t ogether with 
legal and a dministrative agreements between administration/Customs and industry/logistics create a wi n-win situation 
for both target groups.  
 
 
4.2 Enhancing security by using technical measures 
 
Different o rganisational and technical measures can e nhance the  security of t he chain and s upport the Supply Cha in 
Visibility – also for logistics purposes - at the same time. These are: 
 

 working with trusted parties (AEOs, authorized economic operators) 
 using auto-ID methods like RFID for containers 
 using X-ray inspection or container imaging (content) facilities 
 using radiation portals to identify nuclear materials 
 using e-seal s or c ontainer s ecurity devices m onitoring the door co ndition, l ight, t emperature, h umidity, 

radiation, chemicals, etc. 
 using satellite tracking of vessels and other vehicles 
 using databases with tracing and event information and intelligent algorithms to detect possible risks 
 using E DI or we b se rvices t o perform val idity checks  wi th e xternal dat abases (e.g. owned by transport 

operators).  
 
In addition to th ese m easures, relev ant business pro cesses, e.g . fo r gain ing p ermissions from au thorities, are 

analysed and adapted for exploiting the technology potentials in an optimal way. 
The full-scale integration of IT systems along the  chain enables the creation of the so-called Shared Intermodal 

Container Information Sy stem (SIC IS) co ntaining ei ther t he data i tself or l inks t o t he data providers (such a s port 
community systems, shipping lines, port a uthorities) allowing fast and reliable access to the planning data and status 
information of selected  tran sports. Furthermore, SICIS pro-actively informs th e relevan t user if possible risk s were 
detected during the transport process. An important issue is the careful handling of the data which is consolidated in the 
described manner for the first time. The design of SICIS allows its connection to any other system like port community 
systems or e xisting legacy systems, hence data security is ensured at a ny time. Therefore, the data owner has the full 
control of granting access c oncerning information on “ his” transport to the pa rtners in the chain. Te mplates enable an 
easy set-up of recurrent cargo flows.  
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Figure 4. The Shared Intermodal Container Information System (SICIS) will process data from different data sources 
and communicate with various platforms 

 
 

The following scen ario will clarify th e INTEGRITY appro ach: A con tainer is  st uffed an d sealed  at a Ch inese 
factory by an AEO ce rtified partner. Another AEO t ransports t he container t o t he ISPS (International Ship and Port 
Security Code) certified port of Yantian. Inside the terminal, the seal is  checked, and the container is examined with 
respect to radioactive contents and potentially scanned. After the container was loaded on a vessel operated by an ISPS 
certified shipping company, all relevant information about the transport including the inspection results is forwarded to 
the Customs of the importing country. On that basis, Customs can decide on the necessity of a physical inspection of the 
container already during the sea tran sport, which will lead  to a possible pre-arrival clearance. This will speed up  the 
import process and reduce the risk of delays caused by Customs inspections. As a consequence, the on-carriage can be 
planned with a much higher accuracy and predictability.  

As a first step, SICIS has been implemented at a trade lane starting in mainland China, using the ports of Yantian 
and Hong Kong on the Chinese side and  the ports of Rotterdam and Felixstowe on  the European side un til the final 
destination or warehouse. Nevertheless, it is possible to transfer the respective experiences and test results to any other 
corridor worldwide.  

During the INTEGRITY project, tests are carried out using a large number of containers. Rather than focusing on 
a big bang implementation, INTEGRITY chose a stepwise approach: 

 
 Demonstration phase 1 focused on container data from port networks started in September 2009 
 Phase 2 integrated AIS data from vessels the tracked containers were loaded (cp. Figure 5) 
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Figure 5. Visualization of vessel events using standardised tools 
 
 

 Phase 3 added container status and container position data from Container Security Devices (cp. Figure 6) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The first CSD equipped container in preparation for its trip to Europe 
 
 

 Phase 4 (the actual one) enhanced the system by consignment data.   
 

Recently, se veral c ooperation a greements have  been si gned i n order t o e xtend the  INTEGRITY s cope t o other 
monitoring technologies, trade lanes and terminal operators. 

Although a high data qual ity during the voyage can be  obtained using CSDs which can ha rdly be  achieved by 
other means, INTEGRITY is not  dependent on using that technology. The reason is that i t cannot be expected that a 
significant number of containers will be equipped with CSDs in the near future. Hence, as fallb ack solution covering 
also those containers without CSDs, a manual trigger event of the voyage start and end (via web interface) is feasible.  
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SICIS is achie vable t o large and SME players in t he co ntainer business – these are represented by t he project 
partners DHL and BAP Group Ltd. It is the clear intention of the project partners to transfer the pilot system into a real 
business tool.  
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
Supply Chain Visibility in intermodal container chains is important for logistics and security control reasons. The paper 
has sho wn how tech nologies (RFIDs, CS Ds, AIS) an d methodologies (SCEM, m utual recogn ition of pro cesses) can 
contribute to this approach. However, a global take-up faces the challenges of investments and process changes.  

Innovative t echnologies l ike R adio Frequency Identification (R FID) and S upply C hain E vent M anagement 
(SCEM) can support operators to exploit present and upcoming challenges like handling increasing cargo volumes, the 
necessity fo r i mproved m onitoring a nd st ronger sec urity dem ands. The aut hors s uggest t he a pplication of R FID 
technology, especially the container tag and the electronic seal, in order to improve logistics processes and the security 
level throughout the container transport chain. Several projects proved the feasibility of these technologies. 

Furthermore, it was presented how SC EM software platforms can  i ncrease th e visibility o f in termodal g lobal 
supply chains in order to improve the reliability and predictability of the transport chain. 

The results o f th e still runn ing proj ect INTEGRITY are promising: based on a broad co nsensus of th e m ajor 
stakeholders the platform SICIS is acce pted by industry and Customs partners supporting logistics monitoring and risk 
assessment task s. Th e near future will sho w if th e in tention to tran sfer SICIS i nto a co mmercial serv ice will be 
successful.  
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Abstract: This paper addresses the tactical planning problem in an intermodal container terminal, which covers berth 
allocation, storage space allocation and gate management. There are two typical schemes for tactical operation planning: 
one in a top-down structure and the other in an integrated parallel structure. The former can utilize the quay side 
resources but has a weakness in coordinating landside operations. We propose a model for integrated tactical planning, 
and introduce the wrap round effect into it due to the weekly rolling characteristic of terminal operations. A genetic 
algorithm heuristic is developed to find a near optimal solution. We compare the proposed integrated model with the 
independent top-down model by running numerical experiments. The result shows the top-down planning could lead to 
serious congestion when yard capacity or gate capacity is not sufficient, while the integrated planning can achieve a 
better performance with less waiting time for both ships and trucks.  
 
Key words: container terminal, integrated tactical planning, gate congestion, berth allocation, storage space allocation 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The container transportation demand has been continuously growing in last decades. As an intermodal interface 
between sea and land, mega container terminals serve thousands of ships and millions of trucks each year. We can see 
that seaside demand gets much more emphasis than landside trucks, because seaside demand links directly with the 
income of a terminal. In research, seaside container movement is also believed to be the major bottleneck of the whole 
system. However, the neglected landside truck demand has been generating serious congestion in some major seaports, 
which in turn limits the productivity of a terminal. Therefore, how to balance the service for ships and trucks in order to 
achieve the overall utilization of a container terminal becomes an important question.  

Container terminal operation planning in a tactical level could be broadly divided into three parts, as shown in 
Figure 1. Berth allocation problem (BAP) refers to the problem of allocating ships to berths or quay locations; storage 
space allocation (SSA) refers to the problem of allocating containers to sub-blocks; gate time window assignment 
(GTWA) refers to the problem of assigning time windows for truck arrivals. These parts are in a top-down structure: the 
output of BAP is the input of SSA, and the output of SSA is the input of GTWA. This top-down structure can utilize the 
quay side resources, but pays relatively little attention to the land transport. In fact, landside truck congestion has been 
becoming serious in many seaports. For example, one empirical study documents that more than 40% of the 
transactions (pick-up and drop-off of the containers) in the ports of Southern California had to wait more than 2 hours 
(Barber et al., 2001). In China although the terminals provide 24×7 service throughout the year, large numbers of 
container trucks wait very often in port areas to be served. Landside congestion does in turn limit the capacity of quay 
side resources, but this negative impact is not considered in the top-down structure. More planning collaboration 
between the three parts is expected to increase overall terminal utilization, as Stahlbock and Voss (2008) mention 
‘improved terminal performance cannot necessarily be obtained by solving isolated problems but by an integration of 
various operations connected to each other’. 

This paper addresses the integrated tactical planning problem in an intermodal container terminal. We recognize 
two feedbacks from SSA and GTWA to BAP, which should be added into the planning structure. We find it impossible 
to add them into the top-down structure, because that will make a loop which may run too many times before finding an 
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optimal solution. Therefore we propose an integrated parallel planning model, in which BAP, SSA and GTWA are in 
the same level. They start to draft plans simultaneously and then exchange preliminary results with each other; based on 
the exchanged information the plans are completed and finally get confirmed if the infrastructure capacities can afford.  

In this paper, the proposed integrated parallel tactical planning is compared with the top-down tactical planning 
through numerical experiments. We first develop the integrated planning model by taking the terminals in northern 
China as a prototype, where GTMA adopts the ‘shared vessel-dependent time window method’a rather than the ‘gate 
appointment system’b. For an introduction and analysis to the GTWA solutions, we refer to Giuliano and O’Brien 
(2007), Huynh (2009) and Chen and Yang (2010). Then we improve the model by introducing the weekly wrap around 
effect, because most ships arrive on a weekly schedule. We choose a service-oriented performance indicatorc, ship turn-
around time, as the model objective. At last, we develop a genetic algorithm heuristic in order to find a near optimal 
solution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure.1 Top-down Structure and Integrated Parallel Structure of Tactical Planning in Terminals 

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There is a huge literature in the area of marine container terminal modelling to date. For an excellent review on port 
related operations research, we refer to the research work done by Stahlbock and Voss (2008) and Steenken et al. 
(2004), which are based on compiling over 300 literature sources. We can see that a few studies focusing on the overall 
terminal performance from an integrative view. For example, Murty et al. (2005) describe the daily operations of a 
container terminal in details and discuss the mathematical models and algorithms used in designing a decision support 
system, which is used to support the daily operations of terminals in Hongkong. Alessandri et al. (2007) adopt a system 
of queues to represent the standing and movements of containers inside intermodal terminals, and propose a linear 
discrete-time model in order to optimize the container transfer operations. These integrative researches mostly focus on 
daily operations of terminals rather than the tactical planning problems. 

An increasing number of tactical planning researches on separated problems in terminals appear in the last several 
years. Tactical planning deals with midterm planning issues and afterwards is a primary diver and an input of the 
operational planning phase. Moorthy and Teo (2006) address a continuous BAP problem, berth template design, which 
arises in transhipment container terminal. The problem deals with the allocation of favourite berthing locations (home 
berths) to vessels that call at the terminal based on a weekly schedule. The authors propose two procedures to build 
good and robust templates and evaluate them by numerical simulations. Cordeau et al. (2007) address the service 
allocation problem, a tactical problem arising in the yard management of a container transhipment terminal. They define 
a service as the sequence of ports visited by a vessel, where shipping companies usually ask a dedicated specific yard 
area and a specific berth from a terminal. The objective is to minimize the volume of container rehandling operations 
inside terminal yards by optimizing the home berth for each service. Giallombardo et al. (2010) integrate the discrete 
BAP problem and the quay crane assignment problem in transhipment container terminals at a tactical level. The 
objective is the maximization of quay crane utilization and the minimization of the container housekeeping costs. To 
solve the problem they develop a heuristic algorithm which combines tabu search methods and mathematical 

                                                            
a The vessel-dependent time window method used in northern China, manages truck arrivals with sharable and relatively long gate 
time windows. Before a vessel arrival, a terminal operator assigns a gate time window for all the related container drop-offs. The 
truckers just need to deliver their containers in the time window without any preannouncement of their arrivals. After the vessel’s 
departure, another time window is assigned to all the container pick-ups.  
b Gate appointment system is adopted by some terminals in North America and Europe. Through a web-based information system, a 
terminal operator announces opening hours and entry quota within each hour, and truckers choose entry times they need.  
c There are two classes of container terminal performance measures. One is service-oriented indicators, which measure the 
customer service levels provided by a terminal, for example ship turn-around time, vessels berthed on time, truck waiting time at 
gates, etc. the other is productivity-oriented indicators, which measure the productivity of a terminal, such as throughput volume, 
crane utilization, berth utilization, storage productivity and gate processing rate. 

BAP 

SSA 

GTWA 

BAP SSA  GTWA 
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programming techniques. From above researches, we could see two versions of tactical BAP problem: discrete case and 
continuous case. In this paper we consider the discrete BAP. 

Some other related work is about BAP and GTWA problems at an operational level. The operational BAP problem 
has received a larger attention than the tactical one so far. For discrete operational BAP, we refer to Imai et al. (2001, 
2003) and Cordeau et al. (2005); for continuous operational BAP, we refer to Imai et al. (2005) and Guan and Cheung, 
(2004). Regarding GTWA, there are two typical solutions as above mentioned: vessel-dependent time window methods 
and gate appointment system. This paper considers the former one. Yang et al. (forthcoming, 2010) find that truck 
arrivals for container drop-offs within a time window basically followed a beta distribution, which enables us to predict 
truck arrivals based on gate time window assignment. Chen and Yang (2010) propose an idea of optimizing time 
windows as a means of managing truck arrivals in container terminals and develop a heuristic algorithm for finding a 
near optimal time window assignment, and the objective is the minimization of total operation cost.  

 
 

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
 
In this section, we first formulate the top-down tactical planning problem and then the integrated parallel planning 
problem. The objective is the minimization of ship turn-around time, which includes waiting time for the berth 
availability, handling time and extra waiting time due to landside congestion. Since these indicators are not dependent 
on import container pick-ups, we don’t consider import operations in GTWA part. In our models, we make a number of 
assumptions for simplicity:  

(1) Each berth can service one ship at a time and that there are no physical or technical restrictions such as a 
relationship between ship draft and water depth; 

(2) The handling time of a ship depends on the distance between the ship and container storage location, the 
handling volume and the efficiency of the assigned berth; 

(3) Once a vessel is moored, it will remain in its location until all required container processing is done. In practice, 
any interruption of the container processing during mooring is costly. Thus, this assumption is valid in practice; 

(4) Both terminals and trucking companies provide 24×7 service through the whole year, which is true in China. 

 
 
3.1 Top-Down Planning Model  
 
In this section we present a formulation for the top-down tactical planning. All the input data for the model are 
deterministic, as follows: 

 
  
  
 
  
  
 
  

  
  

 
 

set of ships 
set of berths 
set of yard blocks 
set of time steps in the planning horizon (24×7 hours for a weekly template) 
arrival time of ship  
handling volume of ship  (TEU) 
the percentage of loaded export containers over the total handling volume of ship  
storage space for export containers in the yard block  (TEU) 
gate processing rate (trucks/hour) 
handling efficiency of berth  (TEU/hour) 
truck modal split for the container deliveries; 
average loading factor of a truck (TEU) 

The model also uses the following variables and sets: 
 0,1  , , set to 1 if ship  is assigned to berth , and 0 otherwise; 
 0,1  , , set to 1 if the containers of ship  are stored in block , and 0 otherwise; 
 0,1  , , , set to 1 if ship  is scheduled after ship  at berth , and 0 otherwise; 
 0 ,  representing the handling completion time and the departure time of ship ; 
 0 ,  representing the time when the terminal begins to accept container drop-offs for ship ; 
 0 ,  representing the earliest possible time point of ; 
 0 ,  representing the latest possible time point of ; 
 0 ,  representing the time when the terminal stops to accept container drop-offs for ship ; 
 0 ,  representing the waiting time of ship  for the availability of the assigned berth; 
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 0 ,  representing the actual handling time of ship  at the assigned berth; 
 0 , , representing the expected handling time of ship  if it is moored at berth ; 
 0,1  , , set to 1 if time step  is within the period , , and 0 otherwise; 
 0 , representing the number of truck arrivals for export container drop-offs during time step ; 
 0 , representing the queue length of trucks at the terminal gate during time step ; 
 0 , representing the gate waiting time of the trucks coming during time step . 

3.1.1 BAP Submodel 
 

                                                                                                                                                       1  

0,                                                                                           2  

2 ⁄                                                                                                                                               3  

                                                                                                                                           4  

                                                                                                                                        5  
Subject to 

24 7                                                                                                                         6  

1                                                                                                                                        7  

1     ,                                                                                                                    8  

1                                                                                                     9  

0,1  ,                                                                                                                              10  

0,1  , ,                                                                                                             11  

The decision variables of BAP submodel are  and . The objective (1) minimizes waiting and handling time for 
every ship. Equation set (2) calculates the waiting time of each ship for the availability of the assigned berth. Equation 
sets (3) and (4) calculate the actual handling time of each ship at the assigned berth assuming that the related containers 
are stored in the closest yard block.  Equation set (5) calculates the expected completion time of each ship’s handling, 
regardless of the influence of yard operations and gate operations. Constraint (6) ensures that the workload (hours) of 
each berth is not over the planning horizon. Constraint (7) ensures every ship must be served at some berth. Constraint 
(8) and (9) ensure that every ship is scheduled following another ship at the same berth, except only one ship that is 
scheduled as the first one. 

3.1.2 SSA Submodel 
 

  | |                                                                          12  

                                                                                                                                                 13  
6 ⁄                                                                                                                    14  

Subject to 
                                                                                                                                            15  

     ,                                                                                                   16  

1                                                                                                                                     17  

0,1   ,                                                                                                                          18  
0,1    ,                                                                                                                           19  

The decision variables of SSA submodel are  and , and the inputs  and  are obtained from BAP submodel. 
The objective (12) minimizes the distance between the assigned berth and the containers position in yard for all ships, 
and then maximizes the gate service time for export container drop-offs. The parameter  is an extreme high value 
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penalty. Equation set (13) calculates the ending point of each gate time window. Equation set (14) calculates the latest 
possible starting point of each gate time window. Constraint (15) ensures that the possible earliest starting point must be 
no later than the latest possible starting point of each gate time window. Constraint (16) ensures that, at every time step, 
the total number of stored export containers does not exceed the storage capacity in a block. Constraint (7) ensures that 
containers of every ship must be stored in some block.   
 
 
3.1.2 GTWA Model 
 

                                                                                                                                                               20  

1.29, 3.25, , /                                                                             21  

max  , 0                                                                                                                     22  

2
/                                                                                                                                         23  

Subject to 
                                                                                                                                24  

 

The decision variable of GTWA submodel is TS, and the inputs ,  and  are obtained from SSA submodel. The 
objective (20) minimizes the waiting time of trucks at terminal gate. Equation set (21) calculates the number of trucks 
arriving at terminal gate during time step . Equation set (22) calculates the number of trucks waiting at terminal gate at 
time step . Equation set (23) calculates the average waiting time of the trucks arriving during time step . Constraint 
(24) ensures that the real starting point must between the earliest and the latest possible starting points of each gate time 
window.  

The major problem of the top-down planning model is that, the impact of gate/yard congestions on BAP is not 
included. BAP cannot be properly solved without the information about delayed container drop-offs from GTWA and 
the information about container locations from SSA. These feedbacks are necessary for tactical planning, but as above 
mentioned, the top-down model will become a loop if we add them in. Therefore, the primary concern of the integrated 
parallel planning model is to build a complete model without a circular cause and consequence. 

 
 

3.2 Integrated Parallel Planning Model 
 
In order to figure out why a circular cause and consequence happens, we look closely into an example: when gate 
congestion (some delayed container drop-offs) causes the related ship waiting, the next ship assigned to the same berth 
cannot moor, of which the export containers have to stay longer in the yard block; so the yard block cannot serve the 
new coming containers in time, therefore new gate congestion happens. We can see the major reason is a temporary 
shortage of storage space, which transmits congestion from one side to another and back again. Therefore we propose a 
parallel structure for integrated planning model, where BAP, SSA and GTWA exchange information before making a 
solution; any solution has to go through a storage demand test before getting confirmed.  

The inputs and variables are the same of the top-down planning model, plus the following variable instead of : 

 0 , , , representing the handling time of ship  at berth  with block ; 

The integrated parallel planning model is as follows: 

                                                                                                                                                 1  

                                                                                                                    25  

2 1 tan | | ⁄                                                                                                         26  

,                                                                                    27  

                                                                                                                                   28  

The above equations consist of the complete integrated planning model with Equation set (5), (14) and (21)-(23). 
The constraints are the same of the top-down planning model, including Constraint set (6)-(11), (15)-(19) and (24). The 
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objective is same to the BAP submodel, i.e. minimization of total ship turn-around time. The major difference with the 
top-down planning model is that, extra handling time of ship  due to far container locations in yard is included in 
Equation set (26) and (27), and extra waiting time of ship  due to gate congestion is also included in Equation set (27), 
but this extra waiting time will not change the time window assignment, as shown in Equation set (28), otherwise it will 
probably be a circular cause and consequence again.   
 
 

4. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM 
 
Solving the tactical planning models with a general-purpose solver is difficult, so a genetic algorithm (GA) based 
heuristics and some mathematic techniques are developed.  In this section, we introduce first a technique to calculate 
the wrap-around effect and then the GA heuristics for the planning models. 
 
 
4.1 Wrap-around Effect (WAE) 
 
The weekly wrap-around effect happens in every planning model, for example Figure 2 shows the effect in BAP. We 
adopt Equation (29) to modify the variable values that go beyond the planning horizon, and use Equation (30) to correct 
the variable values indexed by actual time. These two modifications are enough for most variables, but not for the 
conditional variables, as and , which seem to bend back on itself in the calculation process. This problem is called 
‘feedback loop’ in control theory, from where we borrow the concepts of ‘positive feedback’ and ‘negative feedback’ to 
make a solution. We find a property of the feedback loop as follows, taking  as example.    

Property 1.  When total demand (ship handling time) is not over total supply (quay service hour) within a planning 
horizon, the calculation of conditional variables ( ) is a negative feedback loop. A negative feedback loop can be 
solved by running two times in the way that: give a hypothetical minimal value to the first variable ( ) in the set, and 
run the first loop; then correct the first variable based on the last variable value ( ) obtained from the first loop, and 
run the second loop to correct all other variables.  

24 7                  24 7
24 7                            0                                                  29  

                                                 30   

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The Wrap Around Effect of BAP Planning 
 
 

4.2 Heuristics for Top-down Planning Model 
 
We combine GA heuristics with the following mathematic techniques to solve BAP, SSA and GTWA individually.  
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4.2.1 Assigning  based on   (SOX) 
 
SOX is embedded into the heuristic for BAP. Given a set of ,  is preliminarily assigned based on ‘first come first 
serve’ (FCFS) principle for ships at a specific berth. Since FCFS rule does not promise an optimal solution, we propose 
two methods to modify the assignment of  for improvement. The first one is shifting ships between berths, as shown 
in Figure 3. A ship is shifted to one idling berth, if it arrives during the berth idling period and keeps waiting for the 
availability of another berth. This method is used repeatedly until no ship arrives and waits during any berth idling 
period. During this process, constraint set (11) is always followed to avoid impossible solution. The second one is 
swapping two neighbouring ships at a specific berth, as shown in Figure 3. All pairs of neighbouring ships are checked, 
and swapped by interchanging their service orders if the total ship waiting time at the berth could be shorter. 

         
Figure.3 Shift and Swap Operations For BAP 

 
 

4.2.2 Assigning   based on   (YOX) 
 
YOX is embedded into the heuristic for SSA. Locating containers far from the ship position will lead to long container 
transfer distance and long ship handling time. So preliminarily a container location in yard is assumed the same of the 
berth location for each ship, as shown in Equation (31). This presumed SSA solution should be modified if a block 
capacity cannot meet its minimal storage demand, where every  equals to . The modification is done in the way 
that, randomly choose and move one of container locations from the congested block to another uncongested block. 
This operation is repeated until all yard blocks can meet their minimal storage demands. 

                                                                                                                                             31  

 
4.2.3 Assigning  based on   (TOY) 
 
TOY is also embedded into the heuristic for SSA. In export container blocks, occupied yard space can only be released 
by a completion of ship handling. So in a congested block with insufficient space, each  must be one of the ship 
handling completions. Figure 4 shows an example, where  ships have their containers stored in this block. of the 
example ship cannot be within the diagonal range, which is between and . Since in the diagonal range there are  
handling completions, the other  points are possible options. Note the first option before , in this example , 
is always feasible, because the remaining storage space at  is not less than the one at . The earliest feasible 
option can be identified by checking the remaining storage space in between. At most option , the ship’s self 
departure time, could be a feasible option.  
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Figure.4 Options for The Earliest Starting Point of A Time Window 

 
 
 
 

4.3 Heuristics for Integrated Planning Model 
 
We propose a GA heuristics combined with the above mathematic techniques to solve the integrated model. The GA 
heuristic is based on a chromosome representation, which consists of  and  of each ship. The solving steps based 
on GA are presented as follows. 

Outline of the entire solution procedure  

Initialization: assign  and   

repeat  

 1. Solve BAP with process ‘SOX’; 

 2. Solve SSP via processes ‘YOX’ and ‘TOY’; 

 3. Calculate the effect of gate congestion via GTWA module; 

 4. Update  and  with the genetic operations: mutation and crossover; 

Until stopping criterion; 

 
Figure. 5 scheme of the heuristic algorithm for integrated planning model 

 
 

5. Numerical Experiments 
 
We first describe how test instances were generated, and then provide results of the top-down and the integrated parallel 
models obtained with our heuristics. The heuristics are coded in Matlab version 7.8 and run on Intel(R) 2.10GHz with 
1.96GB RAM. 

Test instances were generated randomly but systematically. We develop 80 instances with different yard capacities 
and gate capacities as shown in Table 1, based on one terminal with five berths. A ship data set is generated by an 
exponential distribution of ship arrivals with an average interval of three hours. The handling volumes of these ships are 
generated by a uniform distribution with an average value of 1,100 TEU. The distribution of ship arrivals is independent 
on that of handling volumes. We assume all berths have same handling speed of 100TEU/hour, and export operations 
and import operations share the yard capacity and the gate capacity by fifty-fifty rule.  

 
 

Table.1 Parameters for the test instances 
 

Parameter Value 

Number of berths 5 

Number of Ships 56 

Handling volume [min, max] (TEU) [10, 2200] 

Yard capacity (×103 TEU) 30, 32, 34, …… 48 

Gate capacity (Trucks/hour) 200, 210, 220, 230, 240 
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Table 2 illustrates how solution quality improves by the integrated model. The first column indicates instance size 
(i.e. capacities of yard and gate), and the next three columns show ship waiting time in BAP, SSA and GTWA models 
respectively. The fifth column shows total ship turn time in the top-down model solutions. The last two columns of 
Table 2 show the solutions of the integrated model, one is total ship turn time, and the other is the gap between two 
solutions. We can see that the top-down model does not have stable solutions, which not allways improves with larger 
yard capacity. This is because GTWA’s objective is not ship turn time, but truck waiting time. Good solutions of 
GTWA do not necessarily support BAP solutions. This phenomenon indicates that a trade-off between ship turning time 
and truck waiting time exists when yard and gate capacities are insufficient. Another finding of Table 2 is that 
containers position in yard is always assigned the same of the corresponding ship’s quay position. This indicates that it 
does not pay off to locate containers far from corresponding ship in a tactical level planning.  

 
Table.2 Comparison of the solutions of the top-down and integrated models 

 

Instance a Top-down Integrated  
Instance a 

Top-down Integrated 

BAP SSA GTWA total total Gap b  BAP SSA GTWA total total Gap b

30 × 

200 136 0 − − 371 −  

32 ×

200 136 0 − − 295 − 

210 136 0 − − 187 −  210 136 0 − − 187 − 

220 136 0 12 156 156 0%  220 136 0 − − 156 − 

230 136 0 4 159 147 8%  230 136 0 2 138 138 0% 

240 136 0 0 136 136 0%  240 136 0 0 136 136 0% 

34 × 

200 136 0 − − 223 −  

36 ×

200 136 0 80 318 195 39%

210 136 0 − − 164 −  210 136 0 22 170 151 11%

220 136 0 8 148 144 3%  220 136 0 8 150 137 9% 

230 136 0 − − 137 −  230 136 0 0 136 136 0% 

240 136 0 0 136 136 0%  240 136 0 0 136 136 0% 

38 × 

200 136 0 82 263 193 27%  

40 ×

200 136 0 60 199 193 3% 

210 136 0 19 168 151 10%  210 136 0 18 151 151 0% 

220 136 0 5 139 137 1%  220 136 0 0 136 137 -1%

230 136 0 1 137 136 1%  230 136 0 0 136 136 0% 

240 136 0 0 136 136 0%  240 136 0 0 136 136 0% 

42 × 

200 136 0 − − 193 −  

44 ×

200 136 0 87 262 193 26%

210 136 0 11 185 151 18%  210 136 0 32 190 151 21%

220 136 0 12 151 137 9%  220 136 0 4 138 137 1% 

230 136 0 − − 136 −  230 136 0 0 136 136 0% 

240 136 0 0 136 136 0%  240 136 0 − − 136 − 

46 × 

200 136 0 − − 193 −  

48 ×

200 136 0 47 187 187 0% 

210 136 0 − − 151 −  210 136 0 17 167 167 0% 

220 136 0 1 137 137 0%  220 136 0 4 139 139 0% 

230 136 0 6 163 136 17%  230 136 0 0 136 136 0% 

240 136 0 0 139 136 2%  240 136 0 0 136 136 0% 
 a  Instance =  Yard capacity (×103) × Gate capacity. 

b Gap = (top-down total-integrated total)/ top-down total. 
− means that no possible solution is found. 

 

  
From an overview of Table 2, we could see the integrated planning model really helps to obtain increased terminal 

performance. The top-down model generates impossible solutions very often, while the integrated model can avoid. 
Table 3 shows gate congestion in different instances. Majority data of Table 3 shows that gate congestion is 

alleviated by larger yard capacity and/or larger gate capacity, except the data of instances 36×200, 38×210and 34×230. 
These exceptions confirm the trade-off between ship turn time and truck waiting time. On the other hand, this is also 
one shortage of the integrated model that, saving ship turn time sometimes is obtained by bearing too much gate 
congestion. For example, comparing with instance 36×200, instance 38×200 generates 3200 hours extra truck waiting 
time in order to save two hours ship turn time. 
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Table.3 Gate congestion in the solutions of the integrated model 
 

Gate 
Yard(×103) 

200 210 220 230 240  200 210 220 230 240 

Maximum truck waiting (h)  Average truck waiting (h) 

30 8.1 3.3 2.3 1.5 0.7  2.9 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.2 

32 9.9 3.3 2.3 1.5 0.7  2.9 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.2 

34 3.0 2.6 1.4 0.9 0.7  1.1 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 

36 1.6 2.3 1.2 1.0 0.7  0.7 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 

38 2.3  1.9 1.2 1.0 0.7  0.9 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 

40 2.3  2.2 1.2 1.0 0.7  0.9 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 

42 2.3  2.2 1.2 1.0 0.7  0.9 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 

44 2.3  2.2 1.2 1.0 0.7  0.9 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 

46 2.3  2.2 1.2 1.0 0.7  0.9 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 

48 2.3  2.2 1.2 1.0 0.7  0.9 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In maritime container terminals, landside truck congestion has a negative impact on the utilization of quay side 
resources. But this impact is not considered in the top-down tactical operations planning. Adding it into the top-down 
structure will make a loop which may run too many times before finding an optimal solution. Therefore we propose an 
integrated parallel planning model, in which BAP, SSA and GTWA are in the same level. They exchange information 
before making a solution, so as to avoid loop computation. In the numerical experiments, we can see the integrated 
planning model really helps to obtain increased terminal performance.  

The proposed model can also be used for decision-making problems, for example, how many berths to operate. In 
this paper the relationship between the number of cranes and ship handling time is not investigated yet, we leave it for 
next research. 
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Aa. We refer dynamic BAPD simply as BAPD 
In case that there are too many ships allocated to one berth i.e. the workload of a berth (total handling time of ships) 
exceeds the planning horizon , we reallocate some ships from this berth to another berth randomly. This berth 
reallocation operation is repeated until workloads of all berths are not higher than the planning horizion. 

 0 ,  representing the extra berthing time of ship  due to the gate congestion; 
 There is not a single process for this effect, but it is embed into where it is needed in all processes. 
 berth allocation problem 
 storage space allocation 
 gate processing model 

Idea 

While the berth and yard templates already attract much attention from researchers, the gate operation template dealing 
with the landside demand has received less consideration. 

The process of template design varies between terminals due to the landside demand management. In the terminals 
where truck arrivals are not controllable, the gate operation template simply refers to the opening hours, during which 
the trucks are allowed to come at any time. In this case, the berth template will be drawn first and subsequently used as 
the input of yard storage planning. But in the other terminals where truck arrivals are under control, either by gate 
appointment systems1 or through a time window management method2, the gate operation template covers the more 
detailed allocation of the gate capacity, including either opening hours with entry quota or vessel-dependent time 
windows. By this gate capacity allocation, the pattern of the landside demand will be changed so as to coincide with the 
supply of terminal operations.  Therefore, the template design could be an integrated problem, aiming to minimize the 
vessels’ berthing time, the use of storage space and the external trucks’ waiting time. 

So, this paper will focus on the template design problem in a congested container terminal adopting a vessel-dependent 
time windows method for managing the truck arrivals. And the problem formulation is: given a seaside demand, how to 
make the optimal berth, yard and gate operation templates in order to provide high level service to both the vessels and 
the trucks.  

The objective is to minimize the total cost of the vessels’ berthing time, the cargo storage and the external trucks’ time. 

The berth template design: to decide when and where the vessels to berth, while the berthing time is assumed to depend 
on the loading and unloading container volume. The below picture is an example of berth solution. The optimization of 
this part will be a little difficult. 

            

where each part focuses on its own task independently.  
However, sometimes the output of lower parts can also influence the upper parts. For example, in the middle part 
‘storage space allocation’, it is possible to allocate the containers far from the ship position due to the short capacity of 
the closest block. The long distance of container transfer will lead to longer ship handling time than it is supposed to be 
in the ‘berth allocation’ part. Another example is that high gate congestion could delay ship operation and departure, 
thereafter lead to a longer occupation of the yard space. 

gate time window assignment (GTWA) refers to the problem of assigning vessel-dependent time windows for container 
drop-offs and pick-ups. BAP is preliminarily solved based on information about estimated gate congestion from GTWA 
and information about estimated container location from SSA; finally all three preliminary plans have to get confirmed 
by checking whether yard capacity can afford or not. 

In this tactical planning case, where the main concern is to utilize the existing resources in order to improve 
customer service as high as possible,.  
In the rest of this paper, we develop the integrated model by establishing two-way feedbacks between the independent 
planning parts, then introduce the weekly wrap round effect of the planning into the model. 

In a typical maritime container terminal, a set of vessels are scheduled to arrive on a weekly basis.  This known seaside 
demand is used to make the tactical terminal operation planning, basically including a berth template, an associated yard 
template and an associated gate operation template. These templates are used in turn as the input of the actual 
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operations, when the vessels and the trucks arrive at the terminal. High quality tactical planning can improve the 
utilization of the whole terminal system. 
The problem of truck congestion at terminal gates has become serious in many major seaports. Currently, we can see 
two solutions for this congestion problem: gate appointment system in North America and Europe and shared vessel-
dependent time window method in China. Nevertheless, the solutions are not integrated into the whole system yet, for 
example, the vessel-dependent time window method connects only with yard storage planning, not berth allocation 
planning. Since the operations inside a terminal interact with each other, these isolated solutions seem incapable to fully 
solve the congestion problem. 

#  and the other ships have to each other.  every ship is scheduled either as the first ship or closely following another 
ship at the same berth.  
by adjusting the assigned berth and service order of each ship. 
 

 

 

, 

 

Minimize ship waiting and handling time by adjusting the assigned berth and service order of 
h hi

| | 

Minimize the total distance between the containers’ yard position and the assigned berth for 
all ships, and then maximize the service time window for export container drop‐offs. 

max , 0  

Predict truck arrivals and calculate the queue length at terminal gate. 
 

BAPD 

SSA 

GPM 
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Abstract: Truck congestion for container terminals seems to be a worldwide unwanted phenomenon. In this paper we 
present a nd a nalyze a cha ssis exc hange terminal conce pt to  re duce the  congestion. The te rminal works  as a  kind of 
extended gate of  a gr oup o f no rmal container terminals. During t he night c ontainers ar e c ollected from the normal 
container terminals using chassis. In daytime these containers on chassis are then collected and exchanged with export 
containers on chassis . By exchanging t he chassis  we  avoid extra handling of c ontainers. A s co nnecting a nd 
disconnecting to a ch assis i s don e i n a short tim e, th e chassis e xchange term inal increases ha ndling capacity 
substantially during peak hours. In this presentation we analyze such a c oncept for the Maasvlakte container terminals 
in Rotterdam. We investigate both the effect on waiting time, as well as the environmental effects. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
World-wide container transport has shown large growth over the past decades and due to ongoing containerization of 
cargo flows and further globalization this growth is expected to  con tinue in  the years to come. To  accommodate the 
volume demand container-ship sizes h ave shown an increase and will co ntinue to increase. As ocean waterways offer 
endless capacity it has been recognized that the decisive factor for accommodating and enabling the volume growth will 
be la nd-based infrast ructural capacity. The a vailability of  sufficient a ccess t o deep-sea te rminals and hinterland 
infrastructure (road, rail, waterways) will be the key driver to the success of future container operations. 

Although European legislation is stron gly advocating to increase the m arket shares for rail and barge (driven by 
environmental and congestion arguments) the industry and many legislators at the same time recognize that enforcing a 
realization of the desired modal-shift will take years.  

A lack of available and efficien t capacity of t hese modalities, a stro ng merchant driven European market (which 
reduces shipping-lines influence on even realizing this imposed modal-shift), not all ports having inland waterways and 
the o ngoing development of  envi ronmental fri endly t ruck t echnology f avors t he m ore pract ical ap proach o f t he c o-
modality thinking (= optimization within existing modalities) as the best way for achieving an op timal and sustainable 
logistic system.      

Therefore we believe that road-haulage will remain an important mode that deserves and desires further attention 
and it is fo r t his reason  th at we lik e to  present an  a lternative so lution th at will h ave a p ositive im pact o n ro ad-
congestion, sustainability, service integrity and the operational cost of container inland truck operations.  

A Chassis Exchange Terminal (CET © ) developed by mr. D. Broek (former executive director of APL Europe) is 
an off-dock terminal wh ere t rucks will exch ange ch assis instead of unloading an d load ing con tainers at t he deepsea 
terminal’s premises.  
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The outline of th is p aper is as fo llows. First we d escribe th e typ ical wo rking of a con tainer term inal, n ext we 
outline th e CET © so lution and  t hereafter we quantify its effects both fro m a co st, e nvironmental and  efficiency  
perspective. 

 
 

2. THE TYPICAL WORKING OF (A IMPORT) CONTAINER TERMINAL 
 
 
2.1. Description 
 
The main business of a c ontainer terminal is the trans fer of containers between different transport modes. This can be 
the transshipment of containers from vessel to vessel, or the link between the hinterland and intercontinental shipment. 
Hinterland transport of containers can be accommodated by v ia barge, train and truck. In this article the emphasis will 
be on the bottlenecks at the truck side of the process. Overviews of the container transport have been given by Vis and 
de Ko ster (2003), Notteboom (2 004) and Meersm ans an d Dekker (2001). We will d escribe th e process at a semi-
automated contain er term inal (lik e th e ECT Delta term inal in  R otterdam) from sh ip to truck in fou r steps, wh ich is 
visualized in figure 1. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Container Process at the ECT Delta Terminal (Source: ect.nl, 20-06-2010) 
 
 
The first step shows the transfer of co ntainers from ship to berth using container cranes. During the second step 

containers are  m oved from t he berth t o t he st ack usi ng AGVs ( Automated Guided Vehicles). T he t hird st ep i s t he 
storage of the containers for a certain amount of time. Stacking and unstacking is done via stacking cranes that roll over 
several rows of containers. The final step is  the delive ry / receipt of the  containers by trucks or intermodal transport. 
Straddle Carriers transport the containers between trucks and the stack. This process, from step one to four, describes 
the import of a container. The process will be reversed in case of an export container. Not included in this figure is the 
gate where trucks enter the terminal. The gate and the processing capacity at the terminals are bottlenecks in the whole 
truck transport process.  

The gate  proc ess incl udes t he following: Pre-a nnouncement, check of docum ents, clearance, trucker gets job,  
arrives at gate, check of container + trucker, trucker goes to exchange point, unloads container, loads container, trucker 
goes to gate, customs check, final check, leaves for destination. 

 
 

2.2. Problems 
 
In Europe 7 6.6% of t he i nland t ransportation o f goods i s d one by  t rucks (European Union R oad Federation (ERF), 
2009). This large amount of trucks causes for congestion at terminal gates at peak moments. Container transport is an 
ever growing sector. This increase will lead to ev en more congestion at the terminal gates. A study in the Los Angeles 
and Long Beach ports showed that 40% of the trucks waits for more than 2 hours at the term inal gates, leading to 3.7 
million hours of waiting per year for the LA/LB area alone (Barber & Grobar, 2001). Waiting often happens in a queue 
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with the engines of trucks idling. This causes for significant amount of emissions. If no action will be taken it is  likely 
that the waiting times and the emissions associated with this will increase significantly in the future. 

Other problems that parties involved in the transport of containers via truck face are: 
 Road-Congestion: mainly during rush hours it is likely that truckers are faced with road congestion. Mainly the 

roads in t he harbor area face these problems with both freight and commuter traffic on the road at  the same 
time. This congestion increases the trip time of truckers. 

 Dependence on terminal capacity: the turnaround time at seaport terminals is based upon the capacity that can 
be handled within a ce rtain time and the priority the different jobs on the terminal get. In a merchant haulage 
situation the transport towards the hinterland via trucks is not the problem of trucks and it will not cost them if 
trucks have to wait l onger. It thus is not in th e in terest of th e seaport term inals to  increase their capacity to 
handle peaks more efficiently. 

 Equipment failure: the failure of term inal equipment and especially the IT-systems can ca use for unforesee n 
delays. This is a problem that will only occur sporadic. 

 
 

3. THE CET 
 
The Chassis Exchange Terminal (CET) is an off-dock container terminal where truckers exchange chassis. A bottleneck 
trucking companies face is combing an import and export container int o one trip within a reasonable turnaround time. 
The turnaround time increases if a trucker has to visit different sites on a terminal or two different terminals. Instead of 
visiting a seaport container terminal during peak hours, a trucker exchanges a chassis at the CET. The CET will use off-
peak hours to  transport th e c ontainers from and t o t he se aport t erminals. The C ET i s based upon t wo principals, a 
stacking m ethod cal led ‘ stack on wheels’ and a s hared chassis pool.  Stack on wheels i s a st acking m ethod w here 
containers are  placed directly on a  cha ssis at the  term inal. T his stacki ng m ethod requires a  lot  of s pace but has a s 
advantage that the handling is reduced to a minimum (Henesey, 2006). Due to th e land requirements it is a less used  
stacking method and only a small number of seaport container terminals in  the United States use it. Stack on wheels 
requires a terminal to have chassis ready for the placement of containers, this is where the shared chassis pool comes in 
place. The CET accommodates a large chassis pool that visitors of the terminal can use. The CET is intended to be used 
by a limited number of tru ck companies which will also be shareholder, in order to avoid  cost allocation issues and to 
increase security o f the whole process. One of its sh areholders will be a ch assis leasing company, which will provide 
the chassis and which will use the CET for inspection and repairs.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Stack on Wheels at Long Beach, California (Source: maps.google.com (Street view), 27-05-2010) 
 
 

3.1. The process 
 
The CET has two processes, viz.: 

 Chassis exc hange: truc kers deliver a c hassis with an export co ntainer and c ollect a chassis wit h a n im port 
container. 

 Shuttle serv ice b etween C ET and  seapo rt term inals: o ff-peak shuttle serv ice to tran sfer expo rt/empty 
containers to the seaport terminals and pick-up import containers for transport towards the hinterland. 
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The exchange of chassis is a process that will take place during the daytime. Likely the opening hours of a CET 
will be between 5am and 7pm.  

Figure 3 shows the proposed layout of the CET.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Layout CET (van der Heide, 2010) 
 
 
The process will be discussed step by step following the numbers on Figure 3. 

1. Gate-in: Trucks arriving at the CET will b e scanned by the automated gate system. By scanning the truck the 
system can couple it to an announced visit and guide the truckers to the right location on the terminal. As the 
truck passes the gate it will receive a ticket with instructions. These inst ructions include the location to plac e 
its curre nt cha ssis and t he location of the new c hassis. Truckers that are not rec ognized by the sy stem are 
redirected to a parking place (4). This ensures that there are no delays at the gates. 

2. Switching chassis: Trucks first proceed to the designated space to uncouple their current chassis. After this is  
done the truck proceed to the designated parking space where the chassis with the import container is located. 
Here the new chassis is coupled to the truck and after that the truck can proceed to the gate-out. 

3. Gate-out: Trucks arriving at the gate-out will be scanned by the automated gate system. The system checks if 
the right chassis has been coupled to  the truck, if th is is t he case the t ruck can proceed toward i t hinterland 
location. If a truck coupled the wrong chassis it is redirected to a parking place (4) to solve the problem. 

The entire process is exp ected to tak e approximately 15 minutes (Broek, 2009). Due to the fact that the term inal 
does not rely on an y term inal equ ipment it lack s an y bottlenecks invo lved with th is and th erefore en sures a fast  
turnaround time that only depends on the speed of the trucker himself.  

The transfer of the containers from and to the CET is done at off-peak hours. Normally these are at night from 21h 
till 5h. During these hours a pool of trucks will shuttle between the CET and th e different seaport terminals. Since the 
CET has a large number of container to drop-off and pick-up it can easily combine trips to ensure the fastest turnaround 
times. Unlike trucking companies the CET does not face problems combining trips to the same destination. The number 
of roundtrips visiting different locations is limited to a small number of dissimilarities in import and export containers 
or different destinations. By combining trips and using off-peak hours the turnaround time at th e seaport terminals will 
be lower. 
 
 
3.2. Advantages 
 
The CET is beneficial to several parties within the container transport. The main advantage of the CET is peak shaving. 
By tak ing a sub stantial part of the daily truck visits from the seaport terminal to  the CET th e peak moments will b e 
quieter.  This shift requires that seaport terminals are open at night. The change is beneficial to both visitors of the CET 
and the seaport terminals. Visitors of the seaport terminal have to s hare the available capacity with  less tru ckers and  
thus will experience shorter waiting times. Visitors of the CET have a shorter turnaround time due to t he method used 
that does not rely o n terminal personnel or equipment. Accompanied with shorter turnaround times is less waiting and 
thus idle engine time. This will lead to less emissions. 

Besides this advantage the following advantages will occur for parties involved in the CET: 
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 Increase in daily amount of trips: due to the shorter truck turnaround times at the CET truckers can be back on 
the road sooner, with this they can possibly avoid the rush hour and they will shorten their total trip time. This 
will allow them to do more trips on a day compared to truckers visiting the seaport terminals. 

 Less empty trip s: cu rrently it is co mmon that truckers drive to or from the seaport terminals empty. Th is is 
primarily done  since i t i s ha rd to combine an export and import container without increasing t he t rip t imes 
significantly. The CET offers trucking companies one destination to deliver and pick-up containers. This will 
increase the utilization of the capacity a truck will have on a round trip. Using a smaller amount of trips for the 
same capacity will have a positive effect on the environment as well. 

 Increase of work load in  off-peak hou rs for seaport terminals: th e CET will tak e a p ortion of th e daily trips 
away from the peak hours and move this to th e off-peak hours. The shuttle transfer between the CET and th e 
seaport terminals will o ccur during the for seaport terminals usually quiet night. Seaport terminals have tried 
several methods to make this shift before. Los Angeles for example tried Truck Appointment Systems at first, 
but since this was not working they introduced a payment system fo r t rucks visiting during the peak hours. 
This made off-peak hours more interesting (Giuliano, Hayden, Dell'aquila, & O'Brien, 2008). 

 
 

4. EFFECT OF CET ON GATE CONGESTION 
 

4.1.  The problem 
 
Arrivals of trucks at a container terminal vary in time over the days. A typical day pattern of truck arrivals at the ECT 
Delta is as follows (Voogd, Dekker, & Meersmans, 1999). 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Arrival Distribution of Trucks at The ECT Delta Terminal 

 
 
This pattern reflects data from before 1999. Nowadays the morning peak is sligh tly higher. The ECT Delta term inal is 
closed for trucks on Saturday afternoon and Sunday (ships are still served). During the weeknights it is open, in order to 
reduce day congestion at the terminal and the connecting A15 highway. Yet few truckers arrive during the night and a 
project called “Nightdistribution” a ppeared to be  not tha t success ful, despite incentives give n. The  reas on is t hat 
truckers mostly cannot deliver their containers during the night. In fact most distribution centers open after 7h and do 
not accept containers before 8h. Truckers want to work during day-time. They may be willing to start early, even at 5h, 
but they can only work 12h a day (check** including waiting time). The afternoon peak can be explained from truckers 
who want to pick-up a container for the next day. They then park their loaded truck at their company and continue the 
following day. There may be some international truckers arriving at night, but their number is small. This phenomenon 
is not uncommon in the world, although many terminals are not open during the night. It also depends on the area the 
terminal serves and the modal split. Export and transshipment terminals suffer less from these problems. 

The terminal applies se veral working shifts to accommodate demand.  The shifts ECT operates are (according to 
their 2009 labo r ag reement) an ear ly m orning shift (f rom 7 .15 – 15 .30) , a m idday sh ift (from 11 .30 – 19.45), an 
evening shift (15.15 – 23.30) and finally a night shift (23.15 – 7.30). Shifts lasts for 8h15m and have a lunch break of 
half an hour. Quite often the breaks during shifts increase the congestion. Accordingly it is more difficult for a container 
terminal to accommodate time-varying demand than e.g. a call center which can work with part-timers. Therefore ECT 
will not try to accomm odate the highest demand rate, but som ewhere below that  value, also because a container 
terminal does not have to pay penalties for long delays in handling. A final problem is that demand over the weeks may 
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vary s ubstantially. E.g.  t he number of t rucks m ay chan ge with 20% over t he weeks. Si nce t he e conomic cri ses t he 
demand has gone down somewhat as in 2008 they handled even 16,000 trucks a week (Source: ect.nl, 20-6-2010). 

It will be clear that because the time varying demand and the difficulties to accommodate capacity to that, as well 
as the problem of having breaks, there can be substantial queues of trucks. This is a common phenomenon, all over the 
world. Usually truc kers have to accept it,  but it will be clear that overall supply chain costs can be reduced if the re is 
much less waiting.  

 
 

4.2. The effect of the CET 
 
It is no t that easy to ev aluate the effect of the ECT, as  there can b e several bottlenecks in th e handling. As the CET 
plans to r etrieve con tainers from th e ter minal between 19h an d 5h, which co rresponds w ith th e trou gh in th e t ruck 
arrival pattern, it will be clear that the CET allows for a substantial reduction of the peaks. It is however beforehand not 
clear how the daily pattern will be once the CET has been introduced. The CET is meant for a number of companies in 
the area of Rotterd am, with  th e id ea t hat th ey will b e able to  do  sev eral rou ndtrips per day. Accordingly it seems  
realistic that the arrival rate will be lower over the whole day between 5h and 21h.  

What will be the effect of a lower arrival rate? It is well-known from queuing theory that even a small reduction of 
workload can reduce the waiting lines considerably.  Presently, some 2000 to 2400 trucks arrive per day at ECT Delta 
Terminal. It is the idea that the CET will handle some 480 trucks per day which would otherwise go to this (** check: 
no trucks going to other terminals?) terminal.  The effect of such a 20% decrease depends on the average load factor of 
the Delta terminal, but that varies over the day. 

Calculations can be done in two ways, viz. analytical or by simulation. A challenge for the analytical calculations 
is that the arrival rate varies over the day and surpasses the capacity. One could evaluate the time dependent process or 
use an approximation. Several approximations are possible in case of the M(t)/M/c qu eue, i .e. with an  exponentially 
distributed processing time and c servers. Another issue is that the straddle carriers are no t the only bottleneck, there is 
also a gate process and the retrieval from the automated stack area. Processing times of the latter do depend on whether 
a ship is handled at the same time. Finally processing times also depend on the tasks the truck may have: dropping off 
and/or picking up a container, and whether it carries or picks-up one 40 or 45 ft container, or 2 20 ft, or a combination.  

Below we show th e results of simulations on the effect of the CET fo r both the queue length and the turnaround 
time at the ECT terminal assuming only the straddle carriers as the main bottleneck.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Queue Length at ECT 
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Figure 6.  Truck Turnaround Time 
 
 
The turnaround times will be much less when  using the CET. There is one paradox however. If the CET reduces 

the waiting times substantially, then it will no longer be cost-effective as then all users will avoid the CET as they have 
to pay for it and not for the standard terminal treatment. 
 
 

5. EFFECT OF CET ON LOAD FACTOR TO TERMINALS 
 

At th e m oment th ere are t hree term inals at th e Maasv lakte: ECT Delta Term inal, th e APM Terminal an d th e 
EUROMAX terminal. The ECT Delta terminal in fact consists of three terminals, DDN, DDE and DDW, with terminals 
working f or one o r m ore cl ients. The e xpansion t o M aasvlakte 2 f oresees eve n m ore term inals: Rotterdam  Wo rld 
Gateway, an APM terminal and possible even a sixth terminal. 

In order to reduce road congestion and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, one wants to have high truck load 
factors.  Thi s means that one would l ike to see t rucks making roundtrips loaded on both ways. In general trucks can 
carry one 40 or  45 foot container or two 20 foot containers. There are some exceptions, the LZV truck that can carry 3 
20 foot containers, but its share is at the moment below 0.1%, so we will leave it out of consideration. 

Several agencies are m onitoring truck load factors, but before going into detail, we have to make some remarks. 
Western-Europe has a substantial trade imbalance with Asia, this implies that many containers return empty to Asia. For 
truckers i t does n ot m atter whet her t hey t ransport em pty or full c ontainers, y et a t ruck wi th an e mpty cont ainer i s 
officially registered as an em pty truck, as i n law term s the truck with a container is one legal entity and that en tity is 
empty. The next thing is that in the registrations there is no difference between a 20 ft or a 2 x 20 ft loaded truck. 

The official truck load factor for trucks moving to the terminals is 60%. The official TEU load  of trucks carrying 
containers back and forth i s 2.3 TEU. Thi s implies t hat f rom the 4 TEU only some 60% i s used. The next t hing t o 
consider is the TEU Factor which indicates the ratio of 20-feet and 40-feet containers while talking about a number of 
TEU. The  cu rrent TE U fa ctor i s 1.7, t his m eans t hat 70% o f t he co ntainers i s 40-feet and 30% is 20-fe et. 
(thenortherngateway.co.uk, 26-04-2010) 

The reason for a low truck load factor is that there is no suitable return trip at the moment the trip is executed, so a 
triangulation cannot be done (this is a trip followed by a dead trip and next a return trip). So when a container is brought 
to t he M aasvlakte, t here i s no s uitable pi ck-up c ontainer. T his m ay b e du e to t he fact th at such a job is only later 
available, or that it is at another terminal. It will be clear that an exact analysis is very difficult.  

 
 

6. COST ANALYSIS CET 
 
The use of the CET will co st extra opposed to the seaport terminal. Till n ow we mainly discussed the u psides of the 
CET, but do the u psides way up to the extra costs involved. In this chapter we will discuss the costs that are in volved 
with developing and running the CET. 

The development of the CET requires a substantial piece of land, the storing of containers on chassis requires a lot 
more space than other more common stacking method. The location of the CET is close to the seaport terminal, because 
then a lot of transfers can be made during one night with a limited number of truckers. The l and in the seaport area is 
rather expensive, b ut l ocating i t much f urther away w ould increase th e tr ansportation co st su bstantially. Co ntrary to 
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traditional termin als th e C ET does not require sp ecial land preparations or term inal equipm ent. T his m akes the 
development cheaper opposed to inland terminal solutions with quaysides or train depots. Required investments are: 

 Preparing terrain: pavement of the terrain, assigning parking lots for chassis, fencing and lightning; 
 Automated gates system at the entrance and exit; 
 Office building for personnel; 
 IT hardware and software for terminal operations. 
The investment costs needed for the CET are marginal compared to other inland terminal solutions such as train or 

barge terminals. These in land terminals require ground preparations to  support the weight of m ultilevel stack ing and 
also the co nstruction of a quayside or a tr ain terminal ( IBI Group & MacD onald, 2006). These investments are quite 
expensive and can cost several million. These costs are not necessary for the CET. 

For the daily operations the following annual cost will be made: 
 Personnel: gates, IT, administration and management; 
 Land: rental fee of terminal terrain; 
 Terminal maintenance: maintenance, electricity and utilities. 
 IT Costs: yearly software subscriptions and depreciation of hardware; 
 Chassis pool: rent and maintenance; 
 Trucks and truckers for nightly shuttle service. 
The visitors of th e CET will pay for this in return fo r the beneficial service o ffered to them. It is po ssibly that a 

cooperation with these parties is done. For example trucking companies could arrange the nightly shuttle service. 
 
 

7. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF CET 
 
The CET has several positive effects on the environment. This is done by reducing the terminal load during peak hours 
and also by increasing the average load factor during round trips. 

By shifting t rucks from the seaport te rminals toward the CET the pea ks that seaport te rminals face are softe ned. 
This lowers the waitin g ti mes of tru ckers an d thu s decreases th e am ount o f hours t hat tru ck en gines run  i dle. Th e 
truckers that are going to the CET instead of the seaport terminals are not depending on the terminal equipment and thus 
are back on the road faster cutting time of their trip and thus exhaust less emission per trip. 

The CE T gives trucki ng com panies one  place to se nd trucke r t o for both delivering and c ollecting containers, 
where these containers have to go to different seaport terminals. In a normal situation it would be faster and cheaper to 
split these trips while the CET allows trucking companies to combine these containers to one trip. This increases the use 
of available capacity and also decreases the amount of trips needed and thus the emissions. 

Following is a sim ulation of the difference that the higher utilization of capacity has on the number of trips, the 
emissions and also the costs . The sim ulation uses E URO V trucks, cu rrently th e mo st clean  tru ck typ e av ailable in  
Europe, and an average trip distance of 75 km. 

 
 

Table 1.  Emission comparison normal vs CET for 100,000 TEU 
Source: NEA Vergelijkingskader Modaliteiten v1.4b (NEA, 2004) 

 
 Normal CET Difference 

Utilization of capacity 61% 82% 
Loaded trips 85% 95% 
Number of Trips 96,432 64,185 -33.4%
CO2 Emissions (kg) 6,577,279 4,377,817 -33.4%
NOX Emissions (kg) 17,587 11,706 -33.4%
PM10 Emissions (kg) 176 117 -33.5%
Transport Costs € 10,546,770 € 7,387,035 -30.0%
Total Costs € 12,539,870 € 8,713,636 -30.5%
 
 
Loaded trips is the fraction of trips on which a container is transported, while utilization measures the fraction of cargo 
weight versus weight capacity.  

By increasing the number of loaded trips and the utilization of the capacity the number of needed trips is reduced 
by 1/3. This reduction reflects in the emissions as well and the costs are reduced by 30%.  The difference in costs allows 
trucking companies to spend up to 120 euro on a round trip to the CET. Due to its cheaper cost structure it is exp ected 
that the CET will be far cheaper than this and thus there will be a healthy profit margin for trucking companies. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Chassis Exchange Terminal (CET) is a new c oncept to reduce truck congestion at seaport container terminals and 
to im prove truck  efficien cy i n tri ps to th ese term inals. Th e m ain id ea is to  av oid extra cran e handling by pu tting 
containers on a chassis  and applying a chassis pool.  The CET is fed from the container terminals during t he nights, 
when these terminals encounter very low truck traffic. The stacking method requires more land, but it reduces the truck 
turnaround time sub stantially. Moreo ver, as th ere is no real h andling bottlen eck, it also  removes uncertainty in the 
retrieval of con tainers, t hus allowing tru ck co mpanies t o p lan m ultiple trip s fro m custo mers to  th e CET per day. 
Moreover, it al lows for more loaded round trips, as trips to different locations can easier be combined. The higher trip 
loads will reduce the number of empty trips and thus substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
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Abstract: This pa per proposes a  deci sion t ool f or s hippers i n i nland ci ties to  optimize port selection  problem, and  
provides a meth odology for  port op erators t o id entify th e captive hi nterland of  t heir p orts. S pecifically, a goal  
programming model is presented to optimize the port selection problem for cargos originating from inland cities, taking 
into con siderations multiple an d co nflicting objectives su ch as m inimizing tran sport cost and  time. In  the process of 
optimization, the captive hinterlands of individual ports are identified and delineated. The real-world applicability of the 
proposed model is illustrated through the various scenarios in 16 Chinese inland cities, in which, results from the model 
are used to identify the captive hinterlands of three important Chinese ports (Tianjin, Shanghai and Shenzhen). 

 
Keywords: Goal Programming, Port Captive Hinterland, Transport Logistics, Chinese Ports, Hinterland Economy 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
A port’s hinterland is the continental area of orig in and destination of traffic flows through a port, in other words, it is 
the interior region served by the port (Klink and Berg 1998). Relationships between ports and the hinterland regions are 
closely interdependent in their development, function and challenges faced. While hinterland provides a port with its 
market, ports act as the gateway and nodes linking hinterland to international transport networks. Furthermore, in many 
instances, the economical, social and c ultural aspects of a  hinterland are reflected in t he characteristics of its serving 
port(s). 

The traditional method to define a p ort’s hinterland is based on the transport rates from the interior region to the 
port (Mayer 1957). However, the rise of intermodal freight transportation dramatically changed the playing field of the 
port industry. Under one bill of lad ing for a door-to-door delivery, the attractiveness of port serv ices depends not only 
on the b asis of its performances, rep utations o r co st o f se rvices, bu t also  on  t he av ailability o f g reater in ter-modal 
coordination which will result in a lower total cost (Yuan et al. 2009). Shippers of value-added goods regularly identify 
reliability an d transit time as attribu tes eq ual to  the importance of afford able freigh t rates in  modal choice d ecisions 
(Coyle et al. 2003). M eanwhile, a  port’s hinterland i s d ynamically changi ng due t o t he r egional developments. A s 
competitive forces created n ew linkage possibilities, the traditional definition of port captive hinterlands appears to be 
oversimplified and outdated. 

This paper aims to ach ieve two objectives. First, it seek s to  prov ide insights on how a sh ipper select a p ort fo r 
shipment based on multiple and conflicting objectives (such as minimizing general transport cost and time). Second, it 
answers how a port identifies the captive hinterland of a port with a primary intention of leveraging on this knowledge 
to design strategies aimed at increa sing market share. In order to achie ve these objectives, the paper proposes a goal 
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programming model th at is applied to an alyze v arious scen arios i n Chin ese in land cities an d to  i dentify th e cap tive 
hinterlands of three important Chinese ports (Tianjin, Shanghai and Shenzhen).  

The paper is org anized as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature on port captive hinterland and port selection. 
Section 3 introduces the goal programming model for the identification of the export port for inland cities, based on an 
optimization of m ultiple and conflicting objectives such as minimizing intermodal transport cost and  time. Section 4  
applies the goal programming model to analyze the port selection of various inland cities and the captive hinterlands of 
Tianjin, Shanghai and Shenzhen ports. Sec tion 5 concludes t he study and proposes the future resea rch directions on 
ports selection and investment. 

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Issues on port selections and port captive hinterland are analyzed from two perspectives, namely, port competitions and 
the development of p orts an d t heir hinterlands. Port c ompetitions h ave bee n t he s ubject o f m uch resea rch. Ea rly 
research on  po rt competitions was qu alitative analysis of the fact ors affecting  port co mpetitiveness, and  found that  
service-related co mponents were m ore imp ortant t han price fact ors in in fluencing t he co mpetitiveness of a port. 
Subsequent studies concentrated on economic models of port selections from the viewpoint of t he carriers. Hoyle and 
Charlier (1995) illustrated the h istorical processes involved in the development of an integrated and concentrated port 
hierarchy, as well as, highlighted the problems of inter-port competition based on the East African  port system. Nam 
(1997) proposed a discrete choice model for carriers’ freight transportation decision, and examined if aggregation over 
heterogeneous commodity types can cause a bias in model estimations. Cullinane and Khanna (2000) presented a model 
to quantify t he econom ics of scale i n op erating la rge con tainerships an d an alyzed the im pact of the ever-increa sing 
containership size o n the container operations, logistical systems and ports. Following, Malchow and Kanafani (2001 
and 2004) proposed a discrete cho ice m odel to an alyze th e d istribution of m aritime sh ipments of fou r co mmodities 
among ten US ports, and  found t hat lo cation is th e m ost sign ificant characteristic o f port co mpetitiveness. M ore 
recently, Ye o et al. (2 008) i dentified and  evaluated t he competitiveness of con tainer ports i n Korea and Ch ina, an d 
presented a structure for e valuating the  c omponents i nfluencing port c ompetitiveness. T ongzon (2009) c ontributed a 
study to evaluate the major factors influencing port choice from the Southeast Asian carriers’ perspective. In contrast to 
Malchow and Kanafani, Tongon found that effi ciency i s the most important factor, followed by shipping f requency, 
adequate infra structure a nd l ocation. From t he net work perspective, T ang et al. (200 8) in troduced a n etwork-based 
choice e valuation (N.I.C.E) model and determined t hat p ort e fficiency and scale econom ies are the m ore im portant 
dimensions influencing liner shipping companies’ selection of major Asian ports. Nevertheless, Tang et al. highlighted 
the importance of a port being an all-rounder in order to ensure competitiveness. 

Amidst t he l iterature ab ove, M alchow an d Ka nafani (2004), a nd Yeo et al. (2008) are t he only work s th at 
quantitatively in vestigated the p roblem o f port selectio n and port cap tive h interlands. To the best of our knowledge, 
none of th e ex tant literatu re has fo cused explicitly on th e quantitative analysis on ports selection s an d th e cap tive 
hinterlands of C hinese p orts, which re presents 22 .3 percent of w orld container p ort throughput in 20 08 (U NCTAD 
2009). 

 
 

3. MODEL FORMULATION 
 
In an in ternational tran sportation m arket, a co mmon objective for both t he s hipper and ca rrier is to tra nsport ea ch 
shipment from its o rigination to  its destin ation as efficiently  as possi ble. The l evel of efficiency is defined by transit 
time and cost. The ports that are being chosen are those that will help to minimize the total sum of sea, port and inland 
costs and transit time.  

Nonetheless, port c harges, ocean freight rates and intermodal transfer time are o mitted in the model formulation. 
Some j ustifications for th eir o missions are av ailable. As no ted in To ngzon (1 995) an d Murp hy et al. (1 991), port 
charges are relatively insignificant since they constitute small proportion of total transport costs and shippers are willing 
to pay higher port cost in e xchange for superior services. Similarly, ocean freight rates are not  very significant in port 
selection as Wilmsmeier et al. ( 2006) f ound t hat ocea nic t ransportation c osts only i ncrease by 29.5 p ercent w hen 
distance doubles. Although in termodal transfer ti me is h ighly dependent o n v arious car riers at each po rt within th e 
choice set, intermodal transfer time for a particular shipment’s is g enerally known with little uncertainty prior to port  
selection. We deem that it would be advisable to exclude it from model to avoid further complication. As such, the goal 
programming model will incorporate only the decision variables pertaining to inland transport ti me, oceanic tra nsport 
time and inland transport cost. 

The proposed goal programming model takes from a shipper’s perspective. The shipper desires to select exporting 
ports for a full 20 feet container from some specified inland cities to some specified off board ports that best optimizes 
on the trade-off between total transit time and inland transport cost. The concept of the model is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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We impose several assumptions to avoid unnecessary structural complications in our analysis. First, shippers have 
complete in formation abou t th e m arket an d can  freely select p orts for im porting and  ex porting. Seco nd, t he 
transportation capacity o f each  link  in th e m odel can  be ignored b ecause an  overloading on  a lin k will lead  to 
congestions that adversely influence its competitiveness in the form of longer transit time. Third, shippers are not faced 
with scheduling constraints and time window problem when optimizing their objective functions. Henceforth, we could 
analyze the effect of two stra tegies, namely, (1) minimize the distribution costs incurred in land transport; (2) minimize 
inland transport and oceanic transport time, on port hinterlands. Notations that are used in the model can be classified 
into index sets, parameters and decision variables as follows: 
Index sets 
I      Set of all inland start nodes 
J      Set of all inland end nodes 
O      Set of origin nodes 
D      Set of off board ports 
E      Set of export ports 
OL     Set of inland nodes directly linked from origin 
LD     Set of inland nodes directly linked to export ports 
Parameters 
W1     Weight determined by relative importance of less transit time 
W2     Weight determined by relative importance of lower costs 

Cij      Inland freight rate from i  to j  

Tij      Inland transit time from i  to j , expect value based on major carriers 

Oij      Oceanic transit time from i  to j , expect value based on major carriers 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Concept of The Model 
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Model 

 
 
 
Decision variables 
Xij     Binary decision variable: 1, if link (i,j) is included in the selected route; 0, otherwise 
d1     Positive deviational variable that represents total transit time 
d2      Positive deviational variable that represents inland transport costs (in US$) 
 

The objective function (1) minimizes the weighted sum of deviations from the lowest possible inland distribution 
cost and the lowest possible total transport time, with priorities represented by W1 and W2. Constraints (2) and (3) are 
referred to as the goal constraints. Constraints (4)-(10) are the feasibility constraints. Constraint (4) ensures every inland 
origin node has only 1 outflow. Constraint (5) ensures all feasible links to export port has only 1 inflow from the set of 
inland nodes. Constraint (6 ) ensures every export port has only 1  outflow to a set o f off board ports. Constraint (7 ) 
ensures all fe asible links t o each off board port has only 1 inflow from the set  of e xport ports. In othe r words, 
constraints (6) and (7) define a one-one relationship for every pair of export and off board ports. Constraints (8) and (9) 
are flow conservation constraints that ensure flow continuity for all the inland transit nodes and export ports. Constraint 
(10) rules out the infeasible links and defines the structure of the transport network. 
 

 
4. PORT SELECTION: CHINA CASE STUDY 

 
This section  ap plies t he preceding port sel ection m odel t o an alyze how 16  m ajor Ch inese i nland cities cho ose th eir 
export ports from the three most important port cities (T ianjin, Shanghai and Sh enzhen) along the Chinese coastline, 
from north to south. The 16 inland cities were d istributed in northeast, central, west, so uthwest and southeast parts of 
China. Th e inlan d cities con sidered i nclude Harb in and  Sh enyang i n th e northeast reg ion, Beij ing, Taiyu an an d 
Zhengzhou in the central region, Xian, Lanzhou, Chengdu and Chongqing in the west region, Guiyang, Kunming and 
Nanning in the southwest region, and Nanchang, Changsha, Wuhan and Hefei in the southeast region. 

The t hree im portant port cities are th e centers of th e m ost pro sperous regions in Ch ina. As Ch ina’s econo my 
driven engines, Shanghai located in the region of the Yangtze River delta, Shenzhen located in Pearl River delta and 
Tianjin l ocated i n B ohai b ay. The co ntainer t hroughput of th e thr ee ports in 200 8 ar e 27,980,000TEU ( Shanghai), 
21,413,888TEU (Shenzhen) and 8,500,000TEU (Tianjin) respectively, among world top 20 container ports in the last 
five y ears (UNCTAD 2009). Since C hina’s t op t wo e xport destinations i n t he last ten years are United States and 
Europe, we choose Singapore as the off board port for Chinese cargos on Asia-Europe line, and Los Angeles as the off 
board port for Chinese cargos on transpacific line.  

Min 2211 dWdWZ                                      (1) 
Subject to: 
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In ord er to simplify an alysis on  how th e 16 in land cities choo se from Sh anghai, Tian jin and  Sh enzhen as t heir 
export ports for cargos to Singapore and Los Angles, we only consider rail container transport for inland transport from 
the 16 cities to export ports. Since the distances from the 16 cities to Shanghai, Tianjin and Shenzhen are all more than 
300 km, rail transport is the major mode for container shippers. Our model was solved using Solver 2007 software on 
Pentium Dual Core T2060. The following analysis on export port selection will be presented based on two destinations: 
Singapore and Los Angeles. 
 
 
4.1 Port Selection for Shipments to Singapore 
 
The best solutions for cargos from the 16 inland cities to Singapore are illustrated in Figure 2. For the short oceanic and 
land distance, Shenzhen is found to be the best export port for al l the ci ties in west  (Xian, Chongqing, Lanzhou and 
Chengdu), southwest (Kunming, Nanning and Guiyang) and southeast (Changsha, Wuhan and Nanchang) r egions of 
China to  Singapore. Shanghai is th e best choice for cargos from ci ties in east reg ion (Hefei). While for cities in  the 
central part of China (Taiyua n and Zhengzhou), Shanghai and Shenzhen are almost as good as each other in term s of 
transport tim e an d co st. Th erefore, s hippers w ould m ake deci sion base on other el ements s uch a s port cha rges a nd 
intermodal tran sit ti me. Alt hough Tian jin is th e clo sest p ort for cent ral city Beijing an d north east city Sh enyang, 
Shenzhen would be a better choice for these two cities as both cities have fast and convenient rail transport to Shenzhen 
which dramatically reduce the to tal transport time to  Singapore. Despite the fact  that the oceanic transport time from 
Tianjin to Singapore will need four more days than from Shenzhen, Tianjin is the best export port fo r cargos with low 
time value originating from northeast city Harbin. 

For the analysis of co mmodities with high time value, all the solutions remain the same as b efore. The only city 
that would be better off by choosing Shanghai as export port instead of Tianjin is Harbin, as doing so can reduce three 
days of oceanic transport time.  
 
 
4.2 Port Selection for Shipments to Los Angeles 
 
Figure 3 illustrated the best solutions fo r cargos from the 16 inland citie s to Los Angeles. Si nce the oceanic dista nces 
from Sh enzhen and  Shanghai to  Los Angeles are sim ilar, Sh anghai is th e b est option for m ore in land cities in t his 
condition. For cities in  so uthwest (Gu iyang, Kunming an d Na nning), Shenzhen is the b est option fo r cargo s to US, 
while Sh anghai is still co mparable good for th ese cities as  th e secon d best cho ice. For cities in west (Cho ngqing, 
Chengdu, Xian and Lanzhou), Shenzhen port is the first choice for Xian and Chengdu, and Shanghai port represents the 
next best al ternative. In the case o f Chongqing and Lanzhou, ei ther Shenzhen port or Shanghai port can be the best 
solution. For cities in southeast and east region, Shanghai is the best solution for Changsha and Hefei. Both of Shenzhen 
and Shanghai ports offer the optimal solution for Wuhan and Nanchang. Unlike the previous cases, Tianjin, Shanghai 
and Shenzhen ports are all as go od as one another for cities in central region (Beijing, Zhengzhou and Taiyuan), while 
Shanghai is sl ightly b etter fo r Taiyu an and  Zh engzhou t han t he other two ports. Mean while, for cities in  no rtheast 
region, Shanghai is the best option for Shenyang, and Tianjin is the best option for Harbin. 

For co mmodities with high time v alue, all th e so lutions rem ain th e sa me as displayed in Figure 3. Harbin 
continues to be the only inland city in which Shanghai port should be chosen as export port over Tianjin port. Shanghai 
port offers a shorter oceanic transport time by three days. 
 
 
4.3 Ports Captive Hinterland Analysis 
 
Based the analysis on port selection of the 16 Chinese inland cities, the captive hinterlands of Shanghai, Shenzhen and 
Tianjin ports can be delineated. Shenzhen, as the center port city in the Pearl River delta, has effectively captured broad 
regions in sou thwest, south, west and the central part of China. The port is esp ecially attractive for commodities with 
high time value originating from these regions and heading to the European markets. The convenient rail tran sport to 
inland cities and the speedy oceanic transport to Singapore strengthened Shenzhen’s dominate position as an export port 
on Asia-Europe line. Shanghai is th e hub port for many in land cities in th e southeast, east, cen tral and west regions. 
Especially for cargos to U.S. market, Shanghai and Shenzhen are comparably as good as each other for inland cities in 
central and west reg ions. Tianjin port indicates inferior com petitiveness than Shenzhen and Shanghai in the preceding 
analysis. The main reason would be that many carriers’ shipping schedule for Asia-Europe line and transpacific line do 
not have direct oceanic t ransport from Tianjin to Singapore or Los Angeles, and most of the vessels l eaving Tianjin 
would berth at Shanghai or Shenzhen before shipping to Singapore and Los Angeles, which results in a delay of at least 
three o r m ore days. It ca n, hence, al so be  inferred t hat t he s hipping d emand of B ohai bay  rim wo uld be  l ess t han 
Yangtze River delta and Pearl River delta. However, with the rapid economy development of Bohai bay rim, the captive 
hinterland of Tianjin is expected to be enhanced and extended in the near future. 
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Figure 2. Port Selection for Cargos to Singapore 
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Figure 3. Port Selection for Cargos to Los Angeles 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper proposes a goal programming model to optimize port selection problem for inland cities and identify the port 
captive hinterlands, taking into account of the conflicting objectives i n transport cost and tim e minimization. Based on 
the comprehensive data sourced from industry, a China case study is conducted to analyze how 16 inland cities choose 
from three prominent Chinese export ports for cargos with varying time sensitivity heading towards the European and 
US markets. 

Findings from this paper highlight four important aspects. First, inland freight rates would be a less critical factor 
compared to total transport time in port selection. Second, while the distance from inland cities to the export port would 
be an insignificant element in itself, ports with convenient inland transport connection and offer less total transport time 
would attract cargos from far in land cities. Th ird, a port may en hance or ex tend its hin terland by pro moting in-port  
service efficiency a nd s peeding up i nland a nd oceanic transport. Fu ture ex amination cou ld b e app lied on th e 
consideration of transport volume limitation and its impact on port selection. 
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Abstract: This article is based on a study of a container terminal of the Grand Port Maritime de Marseille (GPMM) in 
France. The goal is to  optimize the allocation of the critical loading/discharging resources shared by vessels and inland 
transport modes (road, rail and waterways). After a sho rt description of th e context and a literatu re review, an in teger 
linear programming model, based on a network flow representation of the problem, is i ntroduced,. This model being 
deterministic, a d iscrete event simulation model is proposed to validate the solutions determined by the mathematical 
programming model in a stochastic setting. Numerical experiments are reported and discussed for both models.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Seaports and  container termin als are c onfronted with mu lti-trade strat egic carri er allian ces with stron g b argaining 
power.  This powerful demand si de cau ses stron g co mpetition b etween con tainer t erminals. Traditio nally, a port's 
competitiveness is based on the vessel turnaround time combined with low rates for loading and discharging. However, 
the competitiveness of a con tainer terminal is becoming more and more a function of its delays and costs fo r transport 
to and from the inland. Inland transportation costs make up a large part of total container shipping costs. The European 
Sea Ports Organization estimates that inland transportation accounts for 40% to 80% of total shipping costs (e.g. ESPO 
2004). Inland logistics offer th us important possibilities to reduce overall transportation costs. Moreover, g eographical 
close ports serve similar inland areas. Hence, terminals offering an efficient connection to the inland have an advantage 
over other terminals, as containers arrive earlier at th eir final destinations. Customers also are very sensitive to reliable 
delivery tim es. Fin ally, env ironmental asp ects are anothe r reason for the increasi ng i nterest on l andside l ogistics. A 
better organization and coordination of inland transportation should reduce truck idle times at ports an d congestion in 
and outside ports. Therefore carbon dioxide emissions in the port area could decrease.  

The Grand Port Maritime de Marseille (GPMM) in France is a ge neral cargo port dealing with various types of 
traffic including crude oil and oil products ( oil, gas a nd c hemical pro ducts), general ca rgo (c ontainers an d ot her 
packaging), dry bulk (minerals and cereals) and liquid bulk (chemicals and food), as well as passenger traffic. GPMM is 
among the biggest ports in France and in Europe in terms of total throughput. It is especially active in oil cargo and is 
the third oil port worldwide, but plays only a minor role in the transportation of containerized goods in Europe and in 
the Mediterranean area. With the objective of increasing its volume of containerized cargo, new container terminals are 
constructed. GPMM and the container terminals are a ware of  the importance of a fast and  reliab le connection to  the 
inland to attract shipping lines. The delays for inland transportation should be decreased and its reliability increased by 
optimizing the service of trucks, trains and barges at container terminals.  

At presen t, priority is g iven to v essels. Truck s, trai ns a nd bar ges a re u nloaded an d l oaded with t he r emaining 
capacity. Th is m ay lead  to long waiting t imes for tru cks and b arges. An o ptimized resource allocation of internal 
transport resources (straddle carriers) to vessels and i nland transport modes should help to reduce waiting times. This 
paper aims at in troducing an op timization model to  d etermine an  effici ent resou rce allo cation for a given workload, 
which minimizes the time trucks, trains and barges spend at the terminal. All data for this analytical allocation problem 
is assumed to  be deterministic and  known in  advance, although this is c learly not t he case at a real t erminal. Egbelu 
(1987) showed that non-simulation approaches underestimate the  vehicle fleet size. The validity and robustness of the 
solutions provided by our optimization model in a stochastic environment is tested via discrete event simulation. The 
simulation model is a statistically validated representation of a real container terminal at GPMM. The optimization and 
the simulation models may be used to compare different scenarios at operational, tactical and strategic levels. 
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2. SHORT LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The literatu re related to con tainer terminals is ex tensive. It in cludes various areas of stu dies su ch as b erth and qu ay 
crane allocation, storage  space allocation and stacking, allocation of yard equipment and yard routing. Steenken et al. 
(2004) an d St ahlbock an d Voss (2008) provide a d etailed literature rev iew of operations research  models an d their  
applications to container terminals. Due to the focus on ship turnaround time as a terminal performance measure, most 
of the literature fo cuses on the organization of resources and procedures in order to minimize the vessel service time. 
Few papers are concerned with resource allocation with the objective to minimize the delay of trucks, trains and barges. 
Some studies focus on minimizing truck turnaround time, but do not address the internal resource allocation problem. 
They anal yze the p roblem from  t he haul age cont ractor's poi nt o f vi ew (e.g. Namboothiri, 2006) or the i mpacts of 
appointment systems (e.g. Huynh and Walton, 2008).  

Vis et al. (2005) propose a n i nteger l inear program minimizing t he number of vehicles re quired t o t ransport 
containers between the quay and the  yard. Gambardella et al. (2001) deal with the problem of al locating quay cranes, 
transport vehicles and yard cranes to vessels with regard to their workload. The problem is modeled as a network design 
problem using a mixed integer linear program. Our study is quite similar to theirs. In both cases, the resource allocation 
problem is modeled as a network problem where arc capacitie s are li mited by the number of allocated resources and 
containers to be m oved are modeled as flows. The feasi bility o f t he obtained so lution is v erified with a sim ulation 
model of a real term inal that is described in Gambardella et al. (1998). Their goal is to compute the cheapest resource 
allocation to serve vessels, whereas we include all transport modes (maritime, road, rail and waterways) in our analysis 
and aim to minimize the waiting times for landside transport modes. 

Bish et al. (200 5) study th e problem o f dispatching v ehicles to con tainers for th e tr ansportation between quay 
cranes and storage positions to minimize ship turnaround time. Hartmann (2004) develops a general model to  assign 
jobs t o container term inal re sources a nd to tem porally arra nge t he jobs with re gard to precede nce constraints and 
sequence-dependent res ource set up t imes. He p resents o ne exam ple where t he ge neral model is used to sc hedule 
container movements between quay, yard and landside gates on straddle carriers. The objective is to serve quay cranes 
and inland transport modes at time and to reduce empty travel of straddle carriers. The objectives of his study are very 
similar t o o urs. B ut i n his work t asks have t o be sche duled on a  gi ven set  o f resources, whereas o ur w ork ai ms to 
determine the size of th is set of resources. Sanchoy and Spasovic (2003) focus on container terminals where, as in our 
case, straddle carriers are primarily used to move containers. They develop an assignment algorithm that dynamically 
matches stradd le carriers t o waitin g tru cks. Th e objective is to m inimize tru ck serv ing tim es an d em pty trav el o f 
straddle carriers. They also carried out experiments to see the impacts of a reduced number of straddle carriers on the 
performance. 

The previous articles focus on the dispatching of a single resource. Other studies as Froyland et al. (2006), Chen et 
al. (2007) and Lau and Zhao (2008) present models for task  scheduling explicitly considering the interdependency of 
different equipment like quay cranes, yard vehicles and yard cranes.  

The problem studied in this work is motivated by the terminal operator's wish to improve its inland connection and 
hence its overall competitiveness. The proposed mixed integer linear problem is b ased on the situation at  a con tainer 
terminal of GPMM. Its solution may help the terminal operator to decide how many resources should be ordered for the 
next day. It also indicates how these resources could be allocated to landside and maritime transport modes in order to 
minimize del ays. A si mulation m odel re presenting t he si tuation at  t he terminal at  GPM M has bee n de veloped a nd 
statistically v alidated. It is used  to  verify th e ro bustness of the so lutions o f t he op timization m odel in  a sto chastic 
environment. Both models may be used to compare different scenarios at operational, tactical and strateg ic levels. For 
example, the impacts of different service strategies or of an increasing volume of containers arriving on barges may be 
analyzed. From a scientific point of view and to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing work in th e literature 
has studied the resource allocation problem with the objective to minimize the service of landside transport means like 
trucks, t rains and barges. Se veral st udies c onsider t he re source allocation problem  with the aim  to minimize vess el 
turnaround time, but landside transport modes' waiting times are neglected. It is not possible to transfer seaside resource 
allocation models to  the landside without ad justments, because of differences between vessels and landside t ransport 
modes in terms of cargo volume and frequency and certainty of arrival.  
 
 

3. AN INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL 
 
Different transport means (such as vessels, trucks, trains and barges) with different characteristics deliver and pick up 
containers at container terminals. These transport modes differ with regard to cargo volume, operating costs, associated 
traffic route an d trav elled distances, knowledge and  reliability o f arriv al d ates, due d ates and req uired hand ling 
equipment. Each transport mode is served with a specific strategy which takes into account the transport mode's specific 
requirements. Th e penalized waitin g tim es m ay also  d iffer b etween differe nt transport modes. Eith er th e delay of a 
vehicle (truck, train, barge or vessel) or the delay of a task (container movement request) may be penalized. If a vehicle 
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requires only o ne co ntainer m ovement, the t wo cases  are  i dentical. C ontainer t erminals may ha ve di fferent 
organizations an d p riorities, thus service strateg ies and delay co sts fo r th e sam e tran sport m ode may d iffer from 
terminal to terminal.  

The different transport modes can be served quite independently. They are only related by the fact that they have 
to share the available resources. Therefore, independent models can be formulated for each transport mode considering 
its specific characteristics. T o re present a real container terminal, we co mbine th e tran sport m ode sp ecific m odels. 
These models are only related by one constraint which is the number of available resources at the terminal. The modular 
structure of the model allows representing a variety of different terminals. To take priorities between different transport 
modes into account, some transport mode specific delay costs may be a dded. As seen above, the delay of a t ask or a 
vehicle may be penalized. Therefore, the transport mode specific costs should also take this difference into account.  

The integer linear programmi ng model calculates how many resources should be allocated to eac h vehicle of t he 
different transport modes per period. Each vehicle is represented via its arrival time and the number of tasks that have to 
be executed for it. The vehicle may leave the terminal when all its tasks have been executed. The aim is to minimize the 
time the vehicle spends at the terminal. The problem is modeled as a network flow problem where the different periods 
are related by the number of tasks delayed from one period to another. The number of required and executed tasks is 
compared at each period to decide whether the vehicle may leave the terminal or not. Under some circumstances, it may 
be possible to aggregate the tasks of several vehicles of the same transport mode to one demand arriving over time. This 
demand i s cal culated f or ea ch period by s umming u p t he t asks of al l vehicles a rriving during t his peri od. S uch an 
aggregation is possible if resources may be shared among vehicles and if all vehicles have the same delay costs. In this 
case the optimal solution for the aggregated problem can be tr ansformed in an optimal solution of the original problem 
with a greed y alg orithm lik e sm allest v ehicle fi rst o r ea rliest du e date fi rst. Fi rst e xperiments co nducted on a few 
instances solved using a commercial solver show that aggregating vehicles reduces the problem size and accelerates the 
solution process.  

The different models for each transport mode are based on the network flow model. Therefore, the basic structure 
of all models is identical, but additional parameters, constraints and variables have to be added to each model in order to 
represent the characteristics of each transport mode. Each network flow model consists of a set of vertices and arcs. The 
vertex set consists of one or several sources, one sink and several period nodes representing the discrete time periods of 
one working day. Each source is connected to exactly one period node. The flows on these arcs represent the arrival of 
tasks at a given period. All period nodes are connected to the sink. The flows on these arcs represent the executed tasks 
per period. The capacities of these arcs are limited by the number of allocated resources at each period. Period nodes are 
also connected to t heir neighbors. T he fl ows on the se arcs re present the unexecuted tasks per peri od w hich ar e 
transferred to be served during the next period. This formulation has similarities with Gambardella et al. (2001) where 
the t asks a re a lso re presented as fl ows i n a net work a nd the arc ca pacity depends al so on t he number of all ocated 
resources.  

 
 

  

 
(a) For a single vehicle    (b) For an aggregated demand 
 

Figure 1. Scheme of The Network Flow Model 
 
 
The flow network representing one vehicle has e xactly one source. In  this case, task s arrive only once with  the 

vehicles ar rival. F or eac h vehicle, a  fl ow network has  t o be s olved. As seen  before, vehicles s hould be a ggregated 
whenever po ssible. In th is case, th e fl ow network has sev eral sources. Each s ource represents the  sum of all tas ks 
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arriving on  different ve hicles per peri od. Fi gure 1 sh ows the two fl ow networks fo r a single v ehicle and f or an 
aggregated d emand. For conciseness, the math ematical model will n ot b e presented in  th is ab stract. Th is m odel is 
presented in Zehendner (2010). 

The model has been adapted to the case of one of t he container terminals at GPMM ( Grand Port Maritime de 
Marseille) in France, taking into acc ount specific co nstraints of eac h t ransport m ode. S ome of  t hese co nstraints a re 
described in the sequel. Barges are se rved at the same quays as vessels. They should be unloaded and loaded as fast as 
possible. Moreover, barges have to be served prior to a given due date so as  to f ree the quay equipment for vessels. 
Resources are allocated to exactly one barge and are  not shared among barges. Vessels have to be served during their 
imposed time windows, but there is no in centive to finish earlier. Resources are allocated to exactly one vessel and are 
not s hared am ong vessels. T rains a re se rved at  t he rai l st ation. The rai lcars st ay d uring a fixed t ime wi ndow at  t he 
terminal and are picked up by an engine according to a fixed schedule every day. Penalty costs have to be paid for every 
container that remains at the terminal when the train leaves. Containers are transported between the yard and the buffer 
in f ront of t he rai lcars by  straddle ca rriers. T he l oading and unloading t o a nd from rai lcars i s t hen done by  rea ch 
stackers. Straddle carriers are  not allocated to a sing le train, bu t to trains in general as they o nly do the transport from 
the common buffer to the yard and vice versa. Trucks are assigned to parking slots where they are loaded and unloaded 
directly by straddle carriers. Trucks should be served as fast as possible. Given the small number of tasks per vehicle, it 
is not efficient to dedicate one resource to one vehicle. Resources are thus shared among several trucks. 

 
 

 

Truck Train Barge   

 

Nb. arriving tasks Nb. arriving vessels  
 (a) Landside Transport Modes    (b) For an Aggregated Demand 

 
Figure 2. Number of Tasks To Be Executed Per Day for Different Transport Modes 

 
 
We ob tained actu al data from o ne terminal at GPMM, indicating t he number an d t imes o f handled i mport and 

export containers per transport mode over a period of six month. For confidentiality reasons, some figures, such as the 
number of containers that are discharged from and loaded to the landside transport modes, cannot be given. On average, 
export co ntainers m ake u p 4 8% of t otal l andside c ontainer t raffic an d i mport containers 5 2%. T he l andside 
transportation for import and exp ort containers is m ostly done by trucks (89%). Only a relativ ely small p ercentage is 
transported via barge (6%) and trains (5%). On average 1.3 vessels arrive per day with up to 1100 container movement 
requests per vessel.  Figure 2 shows the number of handled import and export containers for landside transport modes 
and the number of vessels arriving per day with their required container movements (the scales on the Y-axis have been 
hidden). 22 straddle carriers are operational at the terminal at GPMM. The number of straddle carriers in use is variable, 
as straddle carriers have to be driven by operators.   
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(a) Aggregated Delay Costs    (b) Delay Costs Per Transport Mode 

 
Figure 3. Delay Costs for Different Numbers of Available Resources 

We r un our l inear programming m odel on act ual dat a to det ermine the n umber of  reso urces t hat sho uld be 
allocated to ea ch vehicle for each period in order to m inimize the total dela y costs of all vehicles. T his allocation is 
done with re gard t o t he given w orkload a nd t he n umber of a vailable r esources. The delay cost s re sulting from the  
optimal resource allocation are also indicated. The information about delay costs for different instances may be used to 
analyze and compare strategies at operational, tactical a nd strategic levels. At an operational level the model may be 
used t o det ermine t he n umber o f operators t o hi re f or t he next day. Therefore, we  r un ex periments on 2 0 different 
instances (20 days) to analyze  the impacts of the number of available straddle carriers on delay costs. As expected, the  
number of instances with delays and the number of infeasible instances increase when the number of available resources 
decreases. However, in 95% of all instance s, 16 out of 22 straddle carriers are sufficient to serve all vehicles without 
delays. Figure 3 illustrates our results. High delay costs for larger numbers of available resources result from instances 
that are infeasible for fewer resources. For infeasible instances, no delay costs m ay be calculated. We also see  that if 
delays occur, truck delays make up a big part of the delay costs. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Two Resource Allocation Strategies 
 
 

At a tactical lev el, the optimization model may be used to compare the current resource allocation with alternative 
strategies. The current resource allocation does not allow sharing resources among different transport modes or among 
single barges and vessels. The alternative allocation strategy allows resources to be shared among all landside transport 
modes (trucks, trains and barges), but not among different vessels. Figure 4 presents the results of this comparison. We 
observe almost no difference for these two allocation strategies at the considered container terminal at GPMM. T his is 
explained by the fact that little capacity remains unused for trucks and trains with the current strategy, as resources may 
be shared among different vehicles. Resources are  allocated to single barges , which may lead to a vailable resources 
being left unused. However, only one barge usually arrives per day and the unused capacity is very small. For all these 
reasons, the benefits from sharing resources among all landside transport modes are not significant. 
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4. A SIMULATION MODEL 
 
Discrete event simulation is an important analysis technique to evaluate the performance of c omplex systems. In t his 
study, we use simulation to evaluate resource allocation decisions at the container terminal, in particular the allocation 
proposed by the optimization model.  

The si mulation m odel re presenting one of t he c ontainer t erminals at  GPM M i s i mplemented i n Arena 12. 
Containers, trucks, vessels, barges and trains are modeled as entities moving through the terminal. Straddle carriers and 
quay cranes are the system’s resources. Import and export containers stocked at the yard are modeled as queues with 
infinite capacity. Since our main objective is t o evaluate the resource allocation plan determined by the optimization 
model, we do  not model the storage policies at th e yard in detail. Our si mulation model integrates the serv ice of both 
inland transport means and vessels by straddle carriers. 

All straddle carriers a re identical. They ha ve the sam e speed and ca n transport only one containe r at a tim e. The 
optimization model calculates a resource allocation plan on an hourly basis. Therefore, straddle carriers are assigned to 
exactly one t ransport mode for each hour. Some external events, such as the arri vals of trains, vessels and barges, are 
known in advance. But, for the trucks, the mean arrival rate depends on the time of t he day. We use a n onstationnary 
Poisson process to model truck arrivals, as this process is normally used to model time dependent arrival times. 

 Like the optimization model, the simulation model is composed of different and independent models representing 
different transport modes, and these models are related by the fact that they have to share a limited number of available 
resources. In addition, in the simulation model, they are connected by the flow of containers from landside transport 
means (trucks, trains, barges) via the yard to vessels (export containers) and vice versa (import containers). The yard is 
divided into two zones: one for import containers and the other for export containers. The modular structure enables us 
to represent t he s pecific s ervice cha racteristics of eac h tran sport m ode. A  s hort desc ription i s given bel ow. A  m ore 
detailed description is presented  in Rodriguez-Verjan (2010). The truck model works as follows. When a truck arrives 
at the terminal gate, it m ay only enter t he terminal if all requi red documents are available and if a parking space at the 
loading/unloading zone is free. If th is is not the case, th e truck has to wait. The loading/unloading zone has a  given 
number of parking spaces. As soon as a truck p arks at the loading/unloading zone, one of the straddle carriers allocated 
to trucks is scheduled to unload the container and transport it to the export zone of the yard. If the truck also loads an 
import container, a straddle carrier (not necessarily the same as for the unloading activity) picks up the import container 
from the import zone of the yard, transports it to the loading/unloading zone and loads it onto the truck. As soon as the 
truck is loaded, it exits the terminal. Its service time is registered to evaluate potential delays. 

The procedures for vessels and barges a re rather similar, even i f vessels and barges di ffer with regard to service 
priority, vo lume an d arri val rate. Th erefore, on ly th e vesse l pr ocedure i s expl ained. When a vessel arrives at the 
terminal, it m ay en ter if a position at t he quay and quay cranes are  available. As soon as  the vessel has  berthed, the 
unloading operation starts. Unloaded containers are placed in a buffer where they wait until a straddle carrier allocated 
to the vessel is scheduled to transport them to the import zone of the yard. Each vessel has its own buffer with a given 
container ca pacity. Al l im port cont ainers have t o be u nloaded before t he l oading o peration m ay begi n. When t he 
unloading operation i s finished, t he l oading operation st arts. Straddle carriers al located to that vessel pi ck up export 
containers at the export zone of the yard and transport them to the quay where they are loaded onto the vessel. As soon 
as the loading operation is finished, the vessel leaves the quay. Its service time is registered for later analysis. 

The train model is quite different from the previous models. As trains leave at predefined times, the goal is no t to 
serve them as fast as possible but to ass ure that all c ontainers have been unloaded/loaded prior to the train’s departure 
time. Th e trai n station  is mo deled as a resource. When a train arrives  at the  te rminal, th e train uses th is resou rce 
completely. The unloading operation begins a nd st raddle carri ers al located t o se rve t rains unload the co ntainers and 
transport them to the export zone of the yard. When the unloading process is finished, the loading operation begins. As 
in the  other m odels, t he allocated stra ddle carriers pick up  im port con tainers at th e y ard an d tran sport th em to  the 
station. The train leaves the terminal at the scheduled time even if the loading/unloading operation is not finished.  

We analyze three different scenarios at different decision levels with our simulation model. At an operational level, 
we study the performance of a given resource allocation plan in a stochastic environment. At a tactical level, we analyze 
the impacts of different management policies for straddle carriers (e.g. shared or separated allocation between different 
transport modes). At a strat egic level, we  analyze the im pacts of an increasi ng volume of  containers transporte d by 
barges and t rains that are more environmental friendly t ransport means. This is a pertinent scenario, since GPMM  is 
investing in several projects to increase the number of containers transported by barges and trains. 
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Figure 5. Percentage of Delayed Trucks for Different Values of Variability of Straddle Carriers’ Service Times 
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Figure 6. Impacts of Separate and Shared Resource Allocation Policies 
 

 
These three scenarios are tested for typical working days at the terminal. The following parameters represent these 

days: the expected number of containers lo load and unload per transport mode and the arrival rates for each tra nsport 
mode. We also consider the physical configuration of the terminal which is the same for all scenarios. 
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For eac h sce nario a nd eac h working day, several simulations a re run. The i nput data o f t he si mulations i s t he 
allocation plan and the variability of the straddle carriers’ service times. In addition to this analysis, we also  wanted to 
validate the consistency between the optimization model and t he simulation model. Figure 5 shows that the resource 
allocation plan determined by the optimization model leads to good results in the simulation model. If a margin is added 
to the service time of containers, the allocation plan proposed by the optimization model is less sen sitive to sto chastic 
components of the system. If this margin is not included in the optimization, more delays may occur. We also observe 
that, in  some cases with a low variability of th e service times of straddle carriers, no additional resources have to be 
ordered. When th e v ariability is larg er, delays o ccur fo r the op timized allo cation plan and  add itional reso urces are 
needed to reduce delays. 

 As the terminal does not use an appointment system and trucks are served in FIFO (First In First Out) order, delays 
at the beginning of the day have more impact on the global performance of the system than delays occurring at the end 
of the day. These resu lts provide additional indications for allocation of p riorities to  be in cluded in  the op timization 
model. In Figure 6, we observe the impact on delays of vessels and trucks if straddle carriers are shared between inland 
transport modes and vessels. In this case, the allocation plan prescribes how many resources to use at the terminal, but 
does not specify the allocation to single transport modes. Vessels are served before trucks. In addition, the travel times 
of straddle carriers increase as they operate in a larger area. All this explains that delays for trucks may increase while 
delays for v essels d ecrease. With th e current con figuration and  serv ice priorities o f t he termin al, sharing  transpo rt 
resources between m aritime an d in land t ransport m odes may harm  i nland ser vice t imes an d e nhance vessel  se rvice 
times. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
 
This work proposes a mixed integer program to solve a resource allocation problem at container terminals. The aim is to 
serve all v essels du ring th eir tim e win dows and  m inimize th e delay of land side tran sport m odes. Th is m odel was 
designed to represent a container terminal at GPMM. The model may be used by terminal operators to analyze problems 
at operational, tactical and strategic levels. Moreover, a d iscrete event simulation model representing the real terminal 
has been developed. T his si mulation t ool al lows t erminal ope rators t o ev aluate t he al location plan b efore act ual 
implementation, but also v alidates th e optimization m odel. It sh ould help  to  i ncrease term inal o perator’s t rust and 
visibility of possible effects of the allocation plan at an operational level. 

This work ca n be pursued by addi ng ne w constraints t o the m odels o r ada pting t hem to t he si tuation at  other 
container terminals operating with strad dle carriers. It may for ex ample be interesting to model tasks related to em pty 
and freezer containers with their specific requirements. The dependency between quay cranes and handling resources or 
the limited berth place may also be modeled. Ou et al. (2 010) sh ow that sch eduling arrivals may l ead to d ecreasing 
waiting times. An interesting perspective is thus to adapt the model to be able to analyze the impacts of advancing or 
postponing the arrivals of trucks and barges on the number of necessary resources and delays. In the simulation model, 
the scheduling problem may be included. Currently, available resources are randomly allocated t o available tasks, but 
an e fficient dispatching strat egy m ay l ead to  sho rter trav el tim es o f stradd le carriers and s horter service tim es of 
transport modes. 
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Abstract: Billions of dollars are spent each year to deal with inefficiencies caused by repositioning of empty containers 
resulting fro m an  im balanced cargo  fl ow between th e co ntinents. Therefore, th e logistics o f em pty co ntainers i s 
receiving a lot of attention from both practitioners and researchers. They are focused on vari ous problems such a s the 
optimization of the c ontainer flow for providing proper repositioning, the provision of related data, t he forecasting of 
demand and supply on a global, a regional, and a local level, and for different time horizons, but also the overcoming of 
the i mbalance f rom an e conomical and  e cological p oint of  view. C argoes which have helped t o r educe t he t rade 
imbalance include scrap steel, plastic and waste paper. However, additional ideas and concepts are necessary to improve 
the situation. We consider the problem of empty container transport. We briefly describe the global chain of maritime 
container transport and related costs for different actors. We provide an analysis of data emphasizing the imbalance of 
loaded and empty container transportation between various origins and destinations. We p rovide a review of literature 
regarding empty container management and discuss some approaches for reducing em pty container transportation and 
costs, e.g., by using foldable containers. We consider eco logical i ssues related to reverse logistics (e.g., scrap, waste 
paper/recycle). We propose t he i dea o f pooling (i.e., i nterchanging c ontainers between shi pping com panies, owners, 
etc., on di fferent scales). We provi de basic ideas re garding forecasting approac hes as well as appropriate network 
design and multi-agent approaches. Finally, we discuss entry and exit of containers with respect to the transport chain. 
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Abstract: In container terminals, the efficiency of loading operations in a container yard highly depends on the 
productivity of yard cranes. In loading operation, yard cranes have to pick-up the containers which are stacked in the 
yard-bays to satisfy the work schedule requirement of quay crane, the equipment for loading and unloading containers 
to and from a container ship. This paper focuses on operating multiple yard cranes among storage blocks, allowing 
multiple yard cranes over a block of yard-bays. The objective of the pick-up scheduling problem is to minimize the total 
container handling time, which consists of the traveling distance and the setup time of yard cranes in a container yard.  
A mixed integer programming model has been proposed. Since it is very difficult to obtain the optimal solution, a 
genetic algorithm has been proposed to solve the pick-up scheduling problem for operating multiple yard cranes over 
storage blocks.  Computational results show that the proposed GA is an effective method. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In international sea freight transportation, the use of containers for general cargos has significantly increased over the 
past decades. Therefore, container terminals take an important role in the transportation network by providing services 
to customers worldwide. The operations in container terminals have to be improved to satisfy the increasing demand of 
the customers. The total spending for container management in containerized transportation industry was estimated to 
be in the region of $100 billion to $110 billion per year. From this total expense, approximately 11% to 15%, or $14 
billion to $16.5 billion annually, was believed to be associated with inefficiencies of container terminal operations 
(Behenna, 2001).  

Planning container terminal operations consists of berth scheduling, quay crane (QC) scheduling and load 
sequencing (Jung and Kim, 2006).  Many researchers have focused on the QC scheduling and load sequencing with the 
main objective to increase the container terminal throughput. We focus on load sequencing of yard side equipment 
(YSE), such as yard cranes, transfer cranes, and straddle carriers. The load sequencing generally consists of container 
loading/unloading process and dispatching process of YSE. The problem of load sequencing consists of two 
subproblems. The first subproblem is to determine a sequence of yard-bays that each YSE visits. The second 
subproblem is to determine the number of containers to be picked-up at each yard bay. The objective of the load 
sequencing is to minimize the container handling time of the YSE. This problem is also known as the “pick-up 
scheduling problem”. Figure 1 shows a typical layout of a container terminal. 

 

 
Figure 1. A Typical Layout of Container Terminal 
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Generally, when a container vessel arrives at a container terminal, it will be served by multiple quay cranes. In an 
unloading operation, imported containers are discharged from the vessel and loaded onto trucks or straddle carriers (see 
Figure 1.5) by quay cranes. The containers are then unloaded quickly to various locations in the container yard. On the 
other hand, in loading operation, exported containers in the container yard are loaded onto trucks by container handling 
equipments, e.g. yard cranes or straddle carriers. Then the containers are transported to loading areas by other YSE, for 
instance trucks or straddle carries. Thereafter, the containers are loaded onto a container ship or a vessel by quay cranes. 

We have focused on the operation of multiple yard cranes during loading operation in a container yard. Yard crane 
was derived from industrial overhead cranes. There are two different types of yard cranes which are rubber-tired gantry 
crane (RTGC) and rail-mounted gantry crane (RMGC).  The first one is frequently referred to transtainer and runs on 
heavy-duty pneumatic-tired wheels and the latter one runs on steel wheels over fixed rails. The containers within the 
storage area are normally arranged in long rows parallel to the wharf, with about 30 TEU slots per row, which is thus 
approximately 180 m long. There are usually five or six rows of containers per block, and the truck lane. At the ends of 
the blocks, a roadway space is provided between adjacent blocks. The wheels of the RTGC can turn through 90 degrees 
so that it can move from one storage block to another as required to meet operational needs while RGMC can only 
move along the fixed rails. 

At storage blocks in the container yard, yard cranes operate for all containers handling works, which include lifting 
containers for trucks, storing them at storage locations, picking up containers from the storage locations and putting 
them on the trucks. They play a very important role in the container yard and are usually the bottleneck in the container 
handling process (Zhang, Wan, Liu, and Linn, 2002). Therefore, in order to achieve a good productivity and a high 
efficiency, the deployment of yard cranes should be planned carefully. Problems of scheduling vehicles and material 
handling equipment have been arisen frequently in logistic systems and have also been extensively studied under 
various different settings (Bramel and Simchi-Levi, 1997 as cited in Ng, 2005). However, the results reported in a vast 
majority of research literatures were not directly applicable to a container terminal due to its unique characteristics (Ng, 
2005). 

A particular case of the pick-up scheduling problem for a single yard crane was studied by Kim and Kim (2002). 
They studied the problem of one yard crane operated in a single block in a container yard. Their objective was to 
minimize the container handling time, which consists of the total traveling distance of the yard crane and the setup time 
of the yard crane, by determining the sequence of yard-bays to be visited and the number of containers to be picked-up 
at each yard-bay. Kozan and Preston (1999) studied the scheduling of transfer operation of containers without 
considering the actual sequencing issue.  The research of a single yard crane operation was also studied by Kim and 
Kim (1999a), (1999c) and Narasimhan and Palekar (2002). 

The operation of multiple yard cranes is also considered as one of the pick-up scheduling problems. This operation 
was studied by Jung and Kim (2006). They proposed a method to schedule loading operations for multiple yard cranes 
which operate over a storage block. In accordance with multiple yard cranes operate in a storage block, the interference 
between adjacent yard cranes is significantly important to be considered. 

Recently, Lee, Zhi, and Meng (2007) studied the scheduling problem of multiple yard cranes for loading 
containers over storage blocks. However, they limited the accessibility of each yard crane by assuming that the yard 
crane was not allowed to travel between two blocks during the loading process. 

Linn and Zhang (2003) studied yard cranes deployment problem in each time period. In their research, multiple 
yard cranes were assigned to work over multiple storage blocks. However, they did not consider either the scheduling of 
detailed movements for each yard crane or particular tasks for each yard crane during the loading operation. The 
problem of scheduling multiple yard cranes in a container yard to minimize the total jobs’ waiting time was also studied 
by Ng (2005). The author addressed the scheduling problem of yard cranes by considering the yard cranes interference 
among adjacent blocks. Both of the specific tasks during the loading operation and the detailed movement of each yard 
crane were also not considered in the scheduling problem. 

 
 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

In a container terminal, a container yard is divided into rectangular regions called blocks. Each block typically consists 
of 20-30 yard-bays, which store a number of containers. A container type is defined as a collection of containers which 
have the same size and the same delivered destination. It is assumed that each yard-bay can store only one type of 
containers. Examples of a work schedule and a yard map are given as shown in Table 1 and Figures 2, respectively. The 
work schedule shows the number of containers of each type to be picked-up sequentially for quay cranes. The yard map 
shows the distribution of containers of each container type in the container yard. A “sub-tour” denotes a sequence of 
containers of each container type to be picked-up during loading operations. 
The objective of the pick-up scheduling problem is to minimize the total container handling time, which consists of the 
traveling distance between visiting yard-bays, and the setup time of yard cranes on the yard-bay. The traveling distance 
of a yard crane is dependent on the visiting sequence of yard-bays. The setup time of yard crane occurs whenever the 
yard crane moves from one yard-bay to another. Even though a yard crane is usually assigned to a block, it might be 
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able to move to operate in the other blocks. In this research, it is assumed that multiple yard cranes that have the same 
features are operating in a container yard during the loading operation. It is also assumed that there are a sufficient 
amount of trucks for delivering containers from container yard to loading zones, which means the waiting of the trucks 
can be ignored. 

 
 

Table 1. An Example of A Work Schedule 
 

Sequence (sub-tour index) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Container type D C A D E D G A B C B H H G F E

Quantity 27 17 32 57 27 3 8 5 39 22 47 81 22 5 77 6  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. An Example of A Yard Map 
 
 
When loading a container from the container yard to a ship, a yard crane moves back and forth along the specific 

block to the intended container which is stacked in a yard bay, then its hoist picks up the container and loads it onto a 
truck. The container has to be delivered to quay crane in the order specified in the work schedule. Therefore, all yard 
cranes must operate in the order prescribed by the work schedule of quay cranes. Afterwards, the truck transports the 
container to a corresponding quay crane, which picks up the container and loads it onto a ship. The efficiency of loading 
operations significantly depends on the loading schedule of the exported containers to be loaded on the ship. Thus, the 
efficient container handling at container terminal is important in reducing container transportation costs and keeping 
shipping schedules, since it has to satisfy the work schedule required by quay crane. 

The main goal of this paper is to optimize the operation of yard cranes in a container terminal. The first objective 
is to propose a mathematical model of the pick-up scheduling problem for a single yard crane operating over a storage 
block. The second objective is to develop a mathematical model of the pick-up scheduling problem for multiple yard 
cranes operating over a number of storage blocks. The third objective is to propose a heuristic algorithm, i.e., genetic 
algorithm (GA) to effectively and efficiently solve the medium and large size of the pick-up scheduling problem under 
consideration. 

 
 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 

A mathematical model for the operation of a single yard crane, originally proposed by Kim and Kim (2002), has been 
extended to a mathematical model representing the operation of multiple yard cranes over storage blocks. In addition, 
we have removed the set operators which were in the model by Kim and Kim (2002). This section provides a 
mathematical formulation for the pick-up scheduling problem of operating multiple yard cranes over storage blocks. 

The following assumptions have been used and the additional assumptions are given as follows: 
 
• There is only one type of containers stacked in a yard bay. 
• A yard crane is working in a single block during loading operation. 
• A yard crane is initially located at the first yard bay of the block. 
• Multiple yard cranes of the same features are working together over multiple blocks during the loading 

operation. 
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• A yard crane is assigned to each storage block.  In other word, the number of yard crane is equal to the number 
of block. 

• Each yard crane is initially located at the first yard bay of each block. 
• When a yard crane moves to a yard-bay within or outside of the current storage block, the shortest path will be 

chosen. 
 
The penalty rule applying when a yard crane moves to a yard-bay outside of the current storage block is described 

in the following paragraphs. 
 
Notations: 

i,j yard-bay index 
d(i,j) distance between i and j 
n the number of yard-bays per a block 
B= [ ] pxq  the matrix of blocks (p = the number of row of blocks, q = the number of column of blocks, 

 p*q = the number of blocks) 
(r, c) the coordination of the block (r = the index of row, c = the index of column) 
(r1, c1) the coordination of the block in which yard-bay i exists (starting location) 
(r2, c2) the coordination of the block in which yard-bay j exists (destination) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The Penalty Rule for A Yard Crane Movement 
 
 
Figure 3 shows the possible yard crane movements which are “over column movement” and “over row 

movement”. We want to know the traveling distance from yard-bay i to yard-bay j. Therefore, we need to know which 
blocks where yard-bay i and j exist, so that we can calculate the penalty of the movement between the blocks. A 
procedure for calculating the traveling distance between two yard-bays is described by the following steps. 

 
Step 1: Indicate the coordination of the block in which yard-bay i(j) exists as follow: 

• Determine the row of the block in which yard-bay i(j) exists (“\” indicates integer division operator) 
r = [i+(n*q-1)] \ n*q 

• Determine the column of the block in which yard-bay i(j) exists 
If ([i+(q-1)] \ n ) mod q = 0 then  c = b + q 
Else c = b 

Step 2: Apply the procedure in Step 1 to the index j. Then we will have the coordination of the blocks in which 
yard-bay i and j exist respectively. 

Step 3: After we get the coordination (r1, c1) and (r2, c2), the penalty rules of yard crane movement can be 
determined as follows. 

If | c1 – c2 | <= 1 (adjacent column) then  Use the procedure for adjacent columns in the following. 
Else (i.e., | c1 – c2 | > 1)     d(i,j) = | c1 – c2 -1 |α+ | r1 – r2 -1|β 

, where α = constant when yard crane move over a column, β = constant when yard crane move over a 
row. 

 
Note that when yard cranes move over columns, the different penalty rules can be applied. However, when yard 

cranes move between adjacent columns, the fewer penalties are applied. 
Figure 3.2 shows the potential movements of a yard crane between two blocks in the adjacent columns. If two 

blocks are adjacent to each other and align longitudinally, for example block 1 and block 2, a yard crane can move from 
one block to the other one easily without any turning movement (see Path1 in Figure 3.2). However, a penalty rule is 
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applied since moving a yard crane between two blocks might cause the delay for other operations. In the other case, if a 
yard crane moves from a block to the other one on a different row, for example, between block 1 and block 4, more 
penalties are applied to this movement. The yard crane must first move out of the current block, make a 90º turn and 
move to the other row, then make a 90º turn again and enter the other block  (see Paths 2 and 3 in Figure 4).  This 
movement occupies a large amount of traffic space for an extended time period, which can obstructs the traffic on the 
roads between blocks and also delays other terminal operations. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Potential Movements of Yard Crane Between Blocks in The Adjacent Columns 
 

The notations used in the model are given as follows: 
 
i , j   The indices for yard bays 

v   The index for yard cranes 
m   The number of sub-tour that constitute a complete tour of a yard crane 
   The set of all yard-bays 
   The set of empty yard-bays (the yard-bay that does not have any container) 
l   The number of container types 
V   The number of yard cranes 

)(hS   The set of sub-tour numbers in which the containers of type h  exist 

)(hBv   The set of yard-bay numbers in which the containers of type h  exist, and are attended by yard crane v 

hjc   The initial number of container of type h  stack at yard-bay j  

h
tr   The number of containers of type h  to pick-up during sub-tour t  

tg   Container type number of sub-tour t  

ijd   Travel distance between yard-bay i  and j  

ije   0, if ji  , 

 1,  otherwise, 
t  Sub-tour number,  t  = 0, 1,…, m , 1m , where t = 0 and 1m , respectively, correspond to the 

initial and the final locations of the yard crane 

vS    The initial location of the yard crane v  

vF    The final location of the yard crane v  

sT   The setup time of yard crane for each visit to a yard bay 

dT   The traveling distance of yard crane per the distance of a yard bay length 

 
Decision variables: 

t
vijy     1,   if yard crane v  moves from yard-bay i to yard-bay j after completing sub-tour t  

0,   otherwise 
t
vijz  1,   if yard crane  v  moves from yard bay i  to yard bay j  during sub-tour t  

0,   otherwise 
ht
vjx  The number of container of group h  picked up at yard bay j  during sub-tour t by yard crane v  

 
A mixed integer programming model for multiple yard cranes over the multiple storage blocks has been presented 

as follows: 
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The objective function (1) is to minimize the total container handling time, which depends on the total travel 

distances of every yard crane and the setup time which occurs whenever yard crane travel between yard-bays. 
Constraints (2), (3) represent the flow conservation of yard cranes at the initial and the final locations. Constraint (4) 
represents the flow conservation at the other locations. Constraint (5), (6) ensure that yard crane will not move to yard-
bay that does not have any container. Constraint (7) implies that the containers at a yard bay can be picked up only 
when yard cranes operate at the yard bay. Constraint (8) ensures that the number of containers picked up in a sub tour 
must be equal to the number of containers requested by the work schedule. Constraint (9) ensures that the number of 
containers picked up during the whole tour must be equal to initial number of containers at each yard bay for every 

container type. Constraint (10), (11) ensures that t
vijy , and t

vijz can be 0 or 1. Constraint (12) ensures a nonnegative 

integer. 
 
 

4. A GENETIC ALGORITHM AND ITS COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
 

The pick-up scheduling problem is difficult to be solved optimally in a reasonable amount of time even though the 
problems are small. Apparently, the mathematical model might not be able to solve a large sized problem within a 
reasonable computational time. The GA has been applied successfully in many combinatorial optimization problems. 
However, it does not guarantee the optimality according to its stochastic nature, but it can rapidly locate a good solution 
or near-optimal solution in significantly less time. The proposed GA was developed to efficiently solve the medium and 
the large sized problems. The detail of the proposed GA is left out for the brevity. 
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Considerable experiments of various parameter combinations including the probability of crossover (CR), the 
probability of mutation (MR), and the offspring choosing strategy (OCS) were performed to obtain the most efficient 
parameter combination to make an objective value converged to a stabilized value. A test problem is exemplified in the 
following.  There were 8 types of containers distributed in 10 storage blocks. Each storage block contains 17 yard-bays. 

Figure 5 shows the given yard map. A work schedule illustrated in Table 2 is also randomly created for this 
particular test problem. 

 
Table 2. Work Schedule of The Test Problem 

 
Sequence (sub-tour index) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Container type D C A D E D G A B C B H H G F E
Quantity 27 17 32 57 27 3 8 5 39 22 47 81 22 5 77 6  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Yard Map of The Test Problem 
 

Each yard crane is initially located at the first yard-bay of each block as assumed. The traveling distance of the 
yard crane between adjacent yard-bays within a block is set to be 1 unit. Whenever the yard crane moves from its block 
to another block, the penalty of the movement is applied. 

For the proposed GA, the population size and the number of generations were set to 50, and 5000, respectively. 
However, the algorithm stopped whenever the solution value was not improved within 500 generations. The tested 
values of the probability of crossover were 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. The tested values of the probability of mutation were 0.05, 
0.15, and 0.25. The offspring choosing strategies which rejected duplicated offsprings (OCS1) and accepted duplicated 
offsprings (OCS2) were tested. Each parameter combination was run for 5 times. The performance of each parameter 
combination was evaluated by considering average solution value, range of the solution value, and the variance of the 
solution value. The parameter combination which provided the most consistent and most stable solution value was 
chosen. 

A statistical program was used to statistically analyze the factors which had effects to the performance of the 
proposed GA. The parameter combination using crossover rate 0.8, mutation rate 0.05 with OS1 is used in the proposed 
GA to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed GA, since it is robust to solve the medium and large sized 
problems. 
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Table 5.2 Solution Values from Various Parameters Combination 
 

1 2 3 4 5
0.05 1608 1598 1602 1593 1596 1599.4 15 5.81
0.15 1567 1575 1589 1570 1565 1573.2 24 9.60
0.25 1560 1586 1593 1587 1597 1584.6 37 14.47
0.05 1562 1563 1555 1567 1563 1562.0 12 4.36
0.15 1586 1577 1584 1573 1588 1581.6 15 6.35
0.25 1579 1563 1571 1552 1557 1564.4 27 10.81
0.05 1572 1582 1573 1596 1593 1583.2 24 11.08
0.15 1568 1592 1589 1562 1588 1579.8 30 13.75
0.25 1598 1596 1584 1562 1575 1583.0 36 15.00
0.05 1605 1607 1598 1588 1591 1597.8 19 8.35
0.15 1566 1594 1590 1602 1585 1587.4 36 13.48
0.25 1561 1591 1589 1602 1575 1583.6 41 15.87
0.05 1592 1592 1579 1588 1573 1584.8 19 8.47
0.15 1587 1564 1561 1593 1593 1579.6 32 15.84
0.25 1568 1556 1566 1575 1565 1566.0 19 6.82
0.05 1590 1567 1603 1601 1582 1588.6 36 14.77
0.15 1576 1558 1562 1589 1573 1571.6 31 12.26
0.25 1571 1544 1590 1566 1588 1571.8 46 18.71

0.8

0.9

Average Range Variance

OCS2

0.7

0.8

0.9

MR
Run

OCS CR

OCS1

0.7

 
 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The MIP model of operating a single yard crane over a block has been extended to the MIP model of operating multiple 
yard cranes over storage blocks. A genetic algorithm for solving the pick-up scheduling problem has been proposed. 
The computational results from the experiments show that the proposed GA is an effective method for solving the pick-
up scheduling problem of operating multiple yard cranes over storage blocks during a loading operation in a container 
yard. 
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Abstract: Fast handling of vessels is one of the most important goals in container terminal operations planning. Recent 
studies indicate that the handling of vessels is significantly accelerated by quay crane double cycling. In our pape r, we 
show that the service process can be further accelerated by changing the treatment of so-called res huffle containers. 
Reshuffle containers have  to be rem oved from their position in the  vessel only t o gain access to c ontainers stac ked 
below them. Our approach enables to reposition reshuffle containers directly within the bay of a vessel, referred to as 
internal reshuffles, instead of temporarily un loading them. We develop a  MIP model and provide a f ast heuristic for 
building cra ne sche dules. C omputational t ests p rove t hat t he c onsideration of i nternal resh uffles l eads t o a further 
shortening of vessel handling times compared to a sole application of crane double cycling. 
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Abstract: The ov erland t ransportation m arket con sists of th ree major participants; car go o wners (shippers) t o m ake 
orders to tran sport, car owners (trucking co mpanies) to delivery carg oes a nd age ncies t o connect the  two 
aforementioned players. However, in case of insufficiency in sharing the information between transportation demanders 
and suppliers, agencies or other types of mediators participating in the transportation market with multilevel marketing, 
high brokerage in  th e t otal tran sportation margin cau ses car owners’ weak profitab ility. On  th e other hand, th ere is 
another problem that freight charges are fixed by shippers but costs grow steadily because of increasing fuel and others 
costs. Therefore, car owners need to find out higher-priced cargos in the market.  

To solve these problems, a new type of agency is needed. Thus, this study aims to develop an online e-marketplace 
model to connect each other freely between shippers, car owners and the other related parties without high brokerage or 
commission.  

We studied together with developing an e-marketplace systems and its successful operating strategies. The new e-
marketplace will contribute to reduce the brokerage between cargo and car owners. In addition also its im plementation 
strategies will activate users to participate into the system. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Among t he pe nding i ssues s urrounding t he frei ght t ransportation m arket, i n pa rticular, p roblems of t he u nnecessary 
multi-level structures, high empty car ratios and su pply-demand imbalance etc ar e causing many social problems and 
online freight transportation tr ansactions a re recognized as one of the method for s olving these problems. Although 
online freight tran sportation tr ansaction services are b eing p rovided n ow, t he serv ices are no t frequently utilized. 
Moreover, st udies of th e online serv ices in th e frei ght tran sportation m arket are  extre mely rare. In t his res pect, thi s 
paper is intended to problems in online freight transportation transactions and success factor for activating online freight 
transportation transactions. 

To th is en d, in  th is stud y, th e presen t state o f th e freight tran sportation m arket in  Ko rea an d problems in  th e 
market were ex amined first through literat ure stud y. Th en, the presen t state o f online tr ansportation tran sactions i n 
foreign countries and the  success factors of existing e-Ma rketplaces were summarized. In addition, t he perception of 
online frei ght tran sportation tran sactions an d related pr oblems w ere grasp ed t hrough exp ert in terviews in ord er t o 
present measures to activate e-Marketplaces in the freight transportation market. 

 
 

2. PRESENT STATE OF THE FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION MARKET 
 
 
2.1. Overview of The Freight Transportation Market and Its Importance 
 
In the freight transportation market, truck transport businesses generally refer t o truck transportation businesses, truck 
transportation brokerage businesses and truck transportation franchise businesses. And truck transportation businesses 
refer t o businesses t o t ransport frei ght at  a cost usi ng t rucks as requested by  others. T ruck t ransportation b rokerage 
businesses refer to mediating freight transportation contracts at a cost as requested by others or transporting properties 
under one's own title using  the freight transportation measures of those who operate truck transportation businesses or 
truck t ransportation f ranchise businesses. And t ruck f ranchise businesses refe r t o t ransporting freight at  a cost  using 
one's own trucks or h aving affiliated  t ruck transportation franchisees transport the freight. These truck  t ransportation 
related businesses in Korea are divided and summarized in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Truck Transportation Related Businesses 
 
 
Although these truck transportation related businesses are service businesses, they can be said to be an important 

industry that serv es the ro le o f arteries of econom ic flows. In partic ular, the weights of log istical co sts i n do mestic 
businesses are higher compared to a dvanced countries a nd this becomes a major factor to reduce domestic businesses' 
competitiveness. Do mestic l ogistical co sts reach  106 tri llion won as o f 20 06 and this accounts fo r 12 .5% o f o ur 
country's  GDP. O f t hem, l and t ransportation t hrough p ublic roa ds occupies t he highest perce ntage at  76. 2%(as of 
2008) and t hus it can be  seen that the e ffect of  freight transportation on domestic economy is larg e. Therefore, the 
improvement and efficient management of the freight transportation market can be said to be very important. Recently, 
the government has been implementing diverse policies to solve chronic problems in the freight transportation market. 
Among the se policies, along with the recent de velopment of  information technologies, the governm ent is politically 
supporting and  im plementing th e in troduction and  utilization of on line freigh t transp ortation m arkets, th at is, e-
Marketplaces as a way to solve the chronic problems in the freight transportation market. 

 
 

2.2. Present State of The Freight Transportation Market and Problems In The Market 
 
Freight transportation business entry systems existed until 1999 as th e registration system and the license system and 
the bu sinesses were quantitatively co ntrolled b y t he kn ack of  determining sup ply crit eria and  gu idelines for licence  
issues. However, i n t he situatio n where unem ployment increase d due to t he IMF foreign exc hange c risis, freight 
transportation business reporting systems were changed from permission systems to registration systems in July 1999 in 
order to overcome the forei gn e xchange cri sis and activate the tran sportation indu stry and therea fter, the num ber of 
trucks rapidly increased compared to traffic lead ing to  outcomes including deteriorated business conditions such as 
reduced load efficiency. The government has been making efforts to regulate supply and demand by way of switching 
freight transportation business reporting systems back to the licence system in January 2004 and freezing the number of 
trucks newly e ntering but t he su pply-demand i mbalance o f freight tran sportation h as not yet been reliev ed and  it is 
estimated that as of 2008, there was an oversupply of 15,000 trucks. 

 In the case of transportation businesses, ratios represented by transportation revenues and consignment revenues 
are almost 50% each and in the case  of businesses that  operate both transportation business  and brokerage business,  
revenues are com posed of transportation revenues 45.4%, brokerage revenues  22.4% and c onsignment reve nues 
30.8%. The fact that both dedicated transportation businesses and businesses that operate two types of business obtain 
more revenues through brokerage or consignments than through firsthand  transportation indicates that the transaction 
structure in the market is not normal and that multi-level structures are prevailing. In addition, with regards to methods 
to secu re tran sportation volumes, alth ough bo th dedicated transportation businesse s and busi nesses that operate two 
types of business receive around 75% of the volumes directly from shippers, they handle not all the vol umes firsthand 
and thus it is assumed that freight is transported after going through many transaction steps. 

 The o ffline freight t ransportation m arket has c omplex t ransaction st ructures be tween s hipper b usinesses, 
subsidiary logistics businesses, brokerage businesses, transportation businesses and car owners. In the domestic freight 
transportation  market, dedicated con signment tran sport businesses represent t he majority of participants accounting 
for around 60% of all transport businesses and general trucks transacting with  these businesses s till account for a large 
percentage of all g eneral truck s althou gh t his percentage is in  a tr end of d ecreasing with ar ound 70 % i n 2000 and 
around 60% in 2009.  

 The optimum transaction structure in the freight transportation market is a transaction structure whe re shippers 
having t ransportation volumes gi ve f reight to t ransportation b usinesses that are i n ch arge of t ransportation a nd t he 
transportation businesses deliver t he freight to th e fi nal consignees. However, t o r eview the  current t ransaction 
structures in the freigh t transportation market, unnecessary transaction stages are added as  transportation businesses 
and brokerage bu sinesses receive volumes fro m in itial sh ippers an d they do  not transp ort t he volumes th rough t heir 
capacity but consign part or all of the volumes to other transportation businesses.  
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 As a fundamental cause of the 2008 freight transportation refusal situation, many journalists po inted out truck 
transportation business transaction structures and although the pretext of the freight transportation refusal situation was 
increased transportation costs due to soaring oil prices, behind the scene, the transaction structures that was structurally 
irrational acted. As shown in Figure 2, the current freight transportation transaction structures in Korea are composed of 
at l east fo ur stages from t he co nsigning of frei ght t ransportation t o t he del ivery t o t he cust omer an d 1-2 brokerage 
businesses a re adde d between t ransportation b usinesses a nd t ruck o wners. As t aking 5~10% fee s b y st age has be en 
established as practice, actual truck owners are receiving only 60~75% of the entire transportation charges. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Freight Transportation Transaction Structure 
 
 
2.3. Present State of The Online Freight Transportation Market and Related Problems 
 
Recently, thanks to the  development of Internet  based on information technology  and th e activation of e-c ommerce, 
online based freight transportation services have appeared in the freight transportation market too and these services are 
perceived as on e of t he way s to  fun damentally so lve p roblems in  tru ck tran sportation b usiness such as m ulti-level 
transaction structures, high empty car ratios and supply-demand imbalance. Although the services at the beginning were 
in t he f orm of  sim ply post ing f reight o r em pty car i nformation on notice boa rds, t he servi ces have been gradually 
developing into services with diverse forms and functions by subject being provided and along with the development of 
e-commerce, online freight transportation services are recognized as services that ca n immediately respond t o freight 
transportation demand. In addition, it can be considered that online freight transportation transactions services are quite 
necessary in  co nverting t he unnecessary mu lti-level transac tions which are thou ght to  be th e cau se o f th e freight 
transportation refusal situation into direct transactions to solve related problems and reducing empty car ratios through 
sharing freight transportation information.  

The online the freight transportation market can be considered as a sort of e-commerce markets and among them, 
it can be considered as an e-Marketplace where there are complex transaction relations of N:M participated by multiple 
suppliers and buyers. The characteristics of e-Market places are changing the com plex transaction processes that ha ve 
been followed offline into rational and efficient processes and epochally reducing transaction time and c osts based on 
innovative processes and transparent transactions. 

In t he case o f onl ine based freight t ransportation se rvices, car owners, shi ppers an d transportation businesses 
gather tog ether to tran sact while sh aring freight tran sportation i nformation and  this online th e freig ht t ransportation 
market can be considered as having the nature of markets where diverse entities gather together to transact not the linear 
nature of supply chains. The advantages of these online mediating services in clude, first, the reduction of transaction 
costs as costs  for searc hing for cars a nd securi ng volumes are red uced t hrough t he shari ng of l arge am ounts o f 
information, seco nd, serv ing th e ro le of preventing un fair transaction practice through direct c onnections between 
shippers and car owners made through the provision of transparency in volume transactions and third, shippers' trust in 
freight tran sportation t hat can  be ach ieved b y securing  visibility o f freight t hrough the pro vision of real tim e car 
tracking fun ctions. Th ese online freigh t t ransportation tran sactions wil l be  a  good measure t hat can e nhance t he 
reliability of freight transportation, enhance the quality of transportation services, reorganize the multi-level transaction 
structures into efficient systems and improve the high empty car ratio issue. 

As su ch, to fu ndamentally solve problems in  tru ck tr ansportation business su ch as  m ulti-level tran saction 
structures, high em pty car ratios, s upply-demand i mbalance etc, int roducing i nformation techn ology in to th e freigh t 
transportation market and u tilizing th e techn ology can b e a measure. However, t o review the  present state of online 
freight transportation transactions in Korea through the truck transportation․brokerage business survey report(2009) by 
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the Korea Transport Institute(2009), only 3.1% of the businesses have a home page and thus it can be seen  that their 
information sy stem lev els are qu ite lower compared to nati onal info rmation system lev els and  t hat as a result, th e 
percentage of online transportation․brokerage transactions stayed at  3.4% a nd thus online transactions have not been 
activated. In addition, in the case of the capital or asset evaluated amounts of these businesses, 77.5% of them show less 
than 100 million won and 97.1% of them show less than 500 million won and thus it can be seen that most of businesses 
in the domestic freight transportation market are operated with low information systems and in petty sizes. 

 
 

Table 2. Present State of Online Transportation/Brokerage Transactions 
 

Division Year 
Online transportation transaction Online brokerage transaction 

Available Not available Total Available Not available Total 

All 
2006 2.1  97.9 100.0 1.8 98.2 100.0 
2007 4.9(5.8)  95.1(94.2) 100.0 6.5 93.5 100.0 
2008 3.4(4.0)  96.5(96.0) 100.0 1.5 98.5 100.0 

Truck transportation/brokerage business survey report, the Korea Transport Institute, 2009 
 
 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW FOR E-MARKETPLACE SUCCESS ELEMENTS 
 
This chapter tries to study success elements of e-Marketplace through review of previous researches through conceptual 
classification of the simply listed success elements. This study referred to existing domestic research literatures of Kim 
Bum-Yul(2000), K im Sang -Soo(2001), C hun Myeong -Joong(2001), Seo  C hang-Gyo(2001), Jun g Dae-Yool(2002), 
Sung Haeng-Nam(2003), Lee Yoon -Ho(2002), Jung  Seung -Ryul(2005), Hong Ji-Hwan(200 6), and  Ph ilip Ro sson & 
Charles Davis(2004), Warren D. Raisch(2001), Follit(2000), and Collins & Schefter(2004) in foreign countries. Success 
elements were classified  in to o rganizational classificatio n, syste matical classificatio n, and po litical classificatio n an d 
the contents are follows; 
 
 

Element Con tents 

O 
r 
g 
a 
n 
I 
z 
a 
t 
I 
o 
n 
a 
l 

Management's will  Management's mind, Management's interest and support, CEO's innovative minds, CEO's will, 
CEO's support 

Employees' 
participation Positive participation of employees, The education level of employees 

Innovative minds 

Innovation, Positive accommodation of new business trend, Customer-oriented mind, 
Provision of differentiated elements to participating companies in business, Immediate 
response to customers, Customer-oriented contents  
Improvement of business process, Creation of new company structure 
Creative and flexible managerial way of thinking 

Strategy, Vision Strategic IT plan, Clear vision and plan for e-business 

Communication 
Communication between companies, Management of communication, Establishment of virtual 
community, Utilization of various ways of communication, Exact communication, 
Communication with users, Sharing of information 

S 
y 
s 
t 
e 
m 
a 
t 
I 
c 

Reliability 
Business reliability, Transparency and honesty, Reliable service, Reliability of information 
Site security, Protection of personal information, Securing informational complementarity  
Ensuring exact and safe business 

Convenience, 
Efficiency 

Increase of market efficiency, Efficiency of ordering, shipping and payment procedure, Site 
convenience, Business efficiency  

Connection, 
Integration 

Connection with SCM, Immersion into business relationship, Mutual connection, Possibility of 
integrated support, Integration of supply chains, System integration  

Provision of 
information 

Provision of various items, Provision of detailed information on product price, Provision of 
detailed information on product specification, Quality of information, Basic functions of the 
site 

Cost reduction, 
Income 

generation  

Low price, Discovering the elements of continuous cost reduction, Suggesting model for 
generation, Maximization of participants' profit and balance of income, Creation of new types 
of customers, Securing new customers 
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Supply capability Product supply capability, Sufficient number of suppliers, Power of suppliers, Business 
initiative, Continuous data supply, Provision of information, Amount of information 

Political Governmental 
support 

Governmental policy to positively support e-Marketplace, Governmental support, Laws and 
regulations related e-Marketplace, Strategic partnership 

Others 
Increase of purchasing power, Differentiation of business model, Excellent marketing ability, 
Suitability of operating body, Learning from successful company, Development of value-
added service 

 
 

On the basis of research on existing literatures, this study organized the success elements of e-Market place in 
following tab le, wh ich shows that management's wil l, in novative m ind, co mmunication, reliab ility, 
connection/integration, co st red uction, and  sup ply cap ability wh ich have high frequ ency h ave po sitive effect  on 
activation of e-Marketplace. Innovative mind is a c oncept which includes creative and flexible way of management as 
well as n ew co mpany stru cture and  im provement o f processes, an d reliability is a co ncept which in cludes not only 
systematic reliability but also safe and exact business between business bodies. 
 
 

Researcher 
Research Item 

K
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Management's Will 　 　 　 　 　
Employees' 

Participation 　 　

Innovative Mind 　 　 　 　 　 　

Strategy, Vision 　 　

Communication 　 　 　 　 　 　 　

Reliability 　 　 　 　 　 　
Convenience, 

Efficiency 　 　 　
Connection, 
Integration 　 　 　 　 　
Provision of 
Information 　 　

Cost Reduction, 
Income Generation 　 　 　 　 　 　 　

Supply Capability 　 　 　 　 　 
Governmental 

Support 　 　 　
 
 

4. INTERVIEW SURVEY 
 
4.1. Interview Survey Method  
 
In-depth interview was conducted on experts with many years of experience in freight forwarding business to examine 
the situation and problems of freight market and the ways of activating e-Marketplace. In this interview, questions were 
asked of consignors, car owners and experts with more than 15 years of experiences among those engaged in freight 
forwarders a nd shi pping ag ents f or t heir opinions o n governmental pol icy rel ated t o f reight fo rwarding m arket, t he 
necessity and the ways for ac tivation of e-Marketplace. In the fi rst s tage of the i nterview, on-line interview was 
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conducted with the prepared questionnaires and, in the second stage, direct man-to-man interview was conducted to ask 
supplementary questions on the problems discovered in the first stage. Man-to-man interview was taped by a recorder 
and organized in documents by making script of each question and answer. The standard for selection of interviewees 
was limited to those in the position of  managers or above working for consignors, car owners, freight forwarders, and 
shipping ag ents, and  1  researcher in  relev ant research  institute was selected as research  object to gu arantee th e 
perspective of the third party. The first on-line interview was conducted on experts from November to December 2009, 
and to tal 8 exp erts participated in th e second m an-to-man i nterview from Janu ary t o Fe bruary 2010. In o rder t o 
guarantee anonymity, the participants in this stu dy excluded specific personal information such as name and personal 
details except general characteristics.  
 
 
4.2. The Result of Interview Survey  
 
SK Netruck, as a freight forwarder and shipping agent, is providing the service of connecting consignors and car owners. 
On-line interview was conducted on the persons in charge of Pusan and Incheon branch offices of SK Netruck over the 
phone, where their opinions on on-line freight forwarding business could be heard. In the first place, as for the necessity 
of on-line freight forwarding, they had opinions that on-line business needs to be progressively expanded because it can 
reduce unnecessary p rocedures of business t hrough di rect con nection o f co nsignors with car owners, i ncreasing the 
profit of car owners accordingly. As for the way of activation, they showed the opinion that promotional efforts through 
broadcasting or advertisement are needed because on-line freight forw arding is not yet fam iliar to t he public, and t hat 
reliability guarantee system  s uch as ce rtification system  for c ar owners will be  necessary to re duce the worries of 
consignors when they request for the freight forwarding from car owners . As for the governmental policies, they sai d 
that t he o pinions of relevant parties s hould be c ontinuously refl ected i n governmental pol icies rather t han one-sided 
policies without reflecting the opinions of those currently working in freight forwarding business, and that there should 
be a m ain ag ent wh ich plays th e ro le of arbitrator between the policy makers and t hose curre ntly worki ng in t he 
business.  

And the result o f in terview with 'Hwamullmall', an  on -line sh ipping agen t, sho wed that th ey h ave opinion that 
freight forwarding-related problems can be solved through on-line business in the area of the necessity of on-line freight 
forwarding. They considered that it is essential in the first place to secure the participation of many users and sufficient 
volume of frei ght i n t he m arket i n o rder t o act ivate o n-line frei ght f orwarding b usiness, an d pa rticularly t hat i t is 
necessary to  encourage on-line freight forwarding business under the initiative of government, and th ere was also  an 
opinion t hat it wou ld be a better i dea t o treat gov ernmental supp lies of PPS tr ansparently thr ough on-line fr eight 
forwarding. With regard to go vernmental policy o f 'd irect forwarding responsibility system' wh ich allows the freight 
forwarding only for the companies with their own cars, the interviewees raised the necessity of reexamining the policy 
because the shipping agents, most of which have no cars of their own, can't conduct the freight forwarding. 

Nextly, interview was conducted on car own ers by visiting National Freight Car Owners Fed eration to  hear the 
opinions of freight forwarding car owners. The car owners agreed on the necessity to solve the problems such as multi-
level b usiness st ructure i n f reight f orwarding m arket, but al so s howed di fferent opinions on t he ways t o s olve t he 
problem. First  o f all, ackn owledging th e necessity o f on -line freight forwarding, t hey sho wed t he opi nion t hat the 
problem of multi-level can be solved and the profit of car owners can be enhanced by changing the freight forwarding 
structure th rough on-line business system. Those holding above opinions showed their in tention to change to on-line 
system if practical p rofit is really co ming to them, and that they are willing to use the terminals for on-line business 
even through education though they may have difficulty using the terminals. However, some of them were reluctant to 
change to on-line system while recognizing the problems of freight forwarding market because they are accustomed to 
off-line business system, which can be considered as th eir unwillingness to change to unstable and new market of on-
line system because existing freight forwarding market is comparatively stable despite some of it's contradictory aspects. 

 
 

Table 2. Result of Interview with Each Forwarding-Related Party 
 

Question F orwarding Company Shipping Agent Car Owners Consignors 

Necessity of  
e-Marketplace  

•Business procedures can 
be reduced through e-
Marketplace and the 
profit of car owners be 
increased accordingly 

•On-line business can 
designate the freight in 
advance and can arrange 
freight forwarding with 
sufficient time 

•Necessity of on-line 
business to solve the 
problems of multi-level 
and rate of empty vehicle  

•Forwarding cost 
reduction can be 
achieved through 
securing stable 
forwarding company and 
market competition 
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Ways to activate  
e-Marketplace  

•More participation of 
individual car owners 
can enhance the sense of 
belonging, giving 
reliability to consignors 
•Carrying out 
certification system for 
car owners to enhance 
reliability 

•Participation of many 
users and sufficient 
exchange of freight 
information 
•Encouraging on-line 
business under the 
initiative of government 
•Securing the reliability 
of safe and timely 
delivery of freights, 
considering the situation 
of consignors 
•Formation of reasonable 
price through on-line 

•Securing reasonable 
cost of forwarding 
•Stability of demand and 
supply of forwarding 
such as stable supply of 
vehicles and timely 
delivery 

•Participation of reliable 
forwarders 
•Securing the stability 
(insurance, etc) of freight 
forwarding 

Opinions on 
Governmental 

Policy 

•The policy is carried out 
in desirable direction, 
with some insufficient 
reflection of opinions of 
those currently working 
in the business  

•The policy of freight 
forwarding only by those 
who have their own cars 
means that the shipping 
agent can't conduct 
freight forwarding 
•Re-examination of the 
policy is necessary 

•The intention of the 
policy is agreeable, but it 
doesn't properly reflect 
the current business 
situation 
•There is a difficulty in 
communication between 
the government and 
those currently working 
in the business, so 
opinion-arbitrating party 
is necessary  

The policy is carried out 
in desirable direction, 
with some insufficient 
reflection of opinions of 
those currently working 
in the business 

 
 
When rounding up  th e i nterview result, each  p arty r ecognized th e pr oblems o f f reight f orwarding market, and 

generally agreed on the necessity of o n-line freight forwarding business as a way  of s olving problems. As t he reasons 
for inactivated  on-line freight forwarding business, the result showed the insufficient freight volume due to low rate of 
participation of users resulting from insufficient promotion of on-line system, the tendency to stick to and depending on 
existing off-line market where they can be continuously guaranteed of certain profit, and the low reliability on new on-
line business market. Some of the interviewees even showed the tendency of settling for the present rather than showing 
the will for improvement even though they recognized the unreasonable situation of current market.     

 
 

5. WAYS TO ACTIVATE E-MARKETPLACE OF FREIGHT FORWARDING MARKET 
 
On the basis of general  e-Marketplace success elements and the result of interview conducted on each party in freight 
forwarding market in previous studies, ways to activate e-Marketplace of freight forwarding market were organized as 
follows;  

 
 
Division Ways for Activation 

Organizational 

Arrangement of channel for smooth communication between the parties 
Management's support and consciousness reform for innovation  
Reinforcement of reliability by securing specialized freight forwarding companies 
Support for equipment introduction expenses for advancing into on-line market 
Positive promotional activities targeting the organizations and associations of each party, informing that there 
will be benefit arising from the participation in on-line market 
Reinforcement of freight supply capacity by securing the reliability from consignors 

Systematic 
Development and distribution of easy-to-use terminals 
Education on the users 
Provision of various additional services 

Political 
Arrangement and management of qualification standards for on-line market participants to guarantee the 
quality of services 
Participation of only those companies which satisfy the qualification standards to enhance the reliability 
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Encouraging the participation through direct forwarding responsibility system and certification system for 
freight information network 
Provision of incentives to companies which conduct on-line forwarding business 
Increasing the demand by positively utilizing on-line business in procurement area 

 
 
Activation elements were classified into organizational, systematic, and political aspects, and the analysis of each 

element showed the necessity of consciousness reform of members for arrangement of foundation for on-line business, 
and the necessity for smooth communication between the parties and for promotional activities to positively inform the 
advantages which can be obtained through on-line business.  The analysis of systematic aspect showed the importance 
of development of terminals which can be easily used by the users in operating the new on-line system, and also the 
importance of education. And it also showed the necessity of encouraging participation of users by providing various 
services. In political aspect, positive support from government was found to be necessary, and particularly, it was found 
necessary t o a rrange a nd strictly manage the qu alification standards for participants in  order to create th e fram es to 
guarantee the quality of services provided and to create t he environment of on-line freight forwarding business market. 
In addition, if on-line business can be used in governmental procurement business which occupies considerable volume, 
certain level of demand can be constantly secured, achieving the additional result of increasing on-line business demand. 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
This study conducted empirical analysis to examine which elements should be considered first in order to activate e-
Marketplace ta rgeting forwa rding com panies, shi pping a gents, a nd ca r owners in frei ght forwa rding market. It wa s 
found in this study that communication, innovative mind, reliability, cost reduction, and profit generation are essen tial 
for activation of e-Ma rketplace, through the proc ess of  conceptually c lassifying simply listed s uccess elem ents by 
suggesting and analyzing t he success elements through the examination of previous studies. On the basis of  previous 
studies, th is study divided the elem ents for activation into management's will, inno vation, communication, reliability, 
connection and integration, cost reduction, profit generation, and supply capability, and on the basis of interview results 
conducted on each party of freight forwarding m arket, it was confi rmed that profit maxim ization, conve nient use , 
securing freight volume, and reliable business are important elements for activation.  

It is con sidered that this study will serv e as a fou ndation for development of future on-line forwarding business, 
suggesting important considerations in introduction and establishment of e-M arketplace of freight forwarding market 
which is expected to continuously expand in the future. But this study of e-Marketplace of freight forwarding market is 
just i n t he beginning. Acc ordingly, t his st udy i s f ocused on situ ation sur vey thr ough case stud y and  i nterview, so 
continuous study on analysis of actual business case of  e-Marketplace and empirical verification of freight forwarding 
market should be conducted in the future. 
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Abstract: Fundamental to modelling of location decision is some measure of proximity. In measuring proximity, point-
to-point d istances are often u sed. Distance m easurements used  i n facility location are pred ominantly b ased on 
Rectilinear and  Eu clidean distances. Th is paper seek s to pr esent an  al ternative distance m easurement “great circle 
distance” which represents the shortest pa th on spherical surface.  Great circle distances takes int o consideration the  
geometrical reality of the spherical Earth and will present an option to widely held notion that travel over water can be 
exactly modelled by  Eucl idean distances. The  need for geometrical presentation of  the spherical earth becomes very 
relevant when we tak e i nto consideration an ev er i ncreasing facility locatio n at sea where great ci rcle trav el can be 
practised. Facilities being located at sea include oil rigs, mobile drilling units and dynamically positioned units. The use 
of “Great ci rcle distances” opens up another avenue for convergence of Navigation and Spherical Trigonometry into 
advancement of l ogistics and facility location. In th is paper an evaluation of sing le facility location using great circle 
distances is made in order to demonstrate the concept.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is recognised that the location of a facility determines and has great influence on the distribution system parameters 
including time, costs and e fficiency of the system (Sule, 2001) . As su ch, optimal location of the facility is essen tial to 
attaining im poroved flow of g oods an d serv ices to  cu sstomers serv ed by th e facility. In  cho osing t he lo cation of a 
facility both qualitative and quantitative factors are tak en into account including availability of land, proximity to raw 
materials o r mark et, av ailability o f u tilities an d tran sport facilities as well as so cial, eco nomic an d political factors 
(Zarimbal, 2009; Melo et al, 2005). Distance or proximity is one of the important metric which many decision makers 
seeks to optmise through minimization of the mean (or total) distance as in the median concept or minimization of the 
maximum distance as in the centre concept (Schilling et al, 1993; Rodríguez-Chía, 2010).  

Though distance is a well known parameter, its determination in certain settings could be challenging like finding 
out distance between positions defined by latitudes and longitudes on Earth. Considering, the spherical nature of the 
Earth it is evident that distance modeling in facility location that takes into account this fact will be an improvement on 
the current practice dominated by Euclidean and Rectilinear models which are best suited to planar surfaces. This paper 
seeks to present an alternative distance measurement based on “great circle distance” which represents the shortest path 
on spherical surface.  The need for geometrical modeling of distance of the spherical earth becomes very relevant when 
we take into consideration an ever increasing facility location at sea for harnessing natural resources including oil rigs, 
mobile d rilling units and dyn amically p ositioned units. Un like travel on land wh ere p hysical b arriers h ave to be 
avoided, it is practical to travel along the great circle path during open sea navigation.  

Logistics has borrowed theories from many other disciplines of study like marketing, mathematics and psychology 
(Stock, 1997; Sach an and Datta, 2005; Gamme lgaard, 2 004).  The use of “Great circl e di stances” opens up another 
avenue for borrowing from navigation and spherical trigonometry into advancement of logistics and facility location. In 
this p aper single facility lo cation based on  great circle distances is ev aluated in  t he p rocess of de monstrating and 
applying the concept. 

 
 

2. DISTANCE FUNCTIONS IN LOCATION PROBLEM 
 
Zarimbal (2009) clearly affirm  that that the distance functions play an im portant role in facility location problems. He 
identifies di fferent distance functions used in location problem with each ha ving its own domain, adva ntages, a nd 
disadvantages. He defines distance as a numerical description of how far apart objects are at any given moment in time 
and m ay refer  t o a physical l ength o r a period of t ime. While m aking l ocation d ecisions, network desi gn a nd 
optimization; the distribution of travel distances among the service recipients (clients) is an important issue (Fernandez 
et al, 2002).  
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Based on t he work Zarinbal (2009)  we note that Eu clidean and Rectilinear distance accounts for m ore than 63 
percent of distance functions used in location problems.  Euclidean distance assumes that one can travel almost directly 
from one st ation t o a nother fol lowing a s traight l ine as  sh own i n fi gure 1 (Montreuil, 2 008; M elachrinoudis a nd 
Xanthopulos, 2003).  

Rectilinear distances are app licable when travel is allo wed only on two p erpendicular d irections such as North–
South and East–West arteries as shown by the dotted line in figure 2. This distance is a lso popular among researchers 
because the analysis is usuall y simpler than employing other metrics (Drezner and Wesolowsky, 2001). The rectilinear 
distance is also called Manhattan or Taxicab Norm distances; because it is the distance a car would drive in a city lay-
out i n s quare blocks. Apart from t hese t wo dominant di stance f unctions, other distance used i n l ocation p roblem 
includes aisle distance, dist ance m atrix, min imum len gths path, Hil bert C urve, Mahalanobis distance, Hamming 
Distance and Chebys hev Distances (Klamrot h, 2002; ReVelle and Ei selt, 200 5).  Klamroth (200 2) groups t hese 
distances into multi-parameter round norms, block norms and polyhedral distances. 

 
 

 
 
 
Thus E uclidian di stance bet ween t wo points A a nd B  with co ordinates A ),( yx and B ),( ii yx  can be e xpressed 
mathematically as;  

 2122 )()()( ii yyxxsd    (1) 
Rectilinear distance )(sd between A ),( yx and B ),( ii yx co-ordinates can be expressed as: 

yyxxsd ii )(     (2) 
 
 
2.1 Deficiency of Current Distance Modeling in Location Problem 
 
In a realistic environment the choice of a  suitable distance function plays a crucial role for a goo d estimation of travel  
distances (Klamroth, 2002 and Sminchi-Levi, 1997). In  rea lity we are lo cated on spherical Earth  with ou r ad dresses 
defined by t he i ntersections of l atitudes a nd l ongitudes. Preci se ge ographic l ocations can be ac hieved by usi ng a 
geographic information system (GIS) and  other satellite based systems like the Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and 
Glonass as well as n avigation ch arts (Manley, 2 008). Grid sy stems can al so be used t o m odel l ocation a nd t ravel 
distance but suffer from having l imited use as most of t hem are est ablished based on nat ional grid reference system 
hence inappropriate to evaluate facility location and networks that spans across the borders of countries with different 
grid reference system (Wikipedia 1).  

Bramel and Sminchi-Levi (1997), Klamroth (2002), Drezner and Wesolowsky (2001), and Zar inbal (2009) assert 
that air travel and travel over water can be exactly modeled by Euclidean distance.  However, this suggestion disregard 
the fact that air travel and sailing at sea is made over a spherical surface whereas Euclidean modeling simply measures 
the distance t hat would be obtained i f the d istance between two points were measured with  a ru ler (Zarinbal, 2009). 
Using the Pythagorean Theorem (as in Euclidian Distance) and Spherical Trigonometry principles reveals disagreement 
between the measurements and the calculations of t he s ides a nd an gles. I n fact, t he sum of t he a ngles i n sp herical 
triangle is greater than the 180 degrees which is always measured in p lanar triangles (Ross, 2002; Wikipedia2). The 
discrepancy between the distances measured based on Euclidean and those based on spherical t rigonometry becomes 
greater, the further apart the locations are from each other (R oss, 2002). Modeling distance of air travel or ocean 
navigation using Euclidean distances is in principle asserting that such travel is made through the interior of the sphere 
which is not the case. This anomaly can be corrected by use of spherical trigonometry as proposed in this paper. 
 
 
 
 

),( 21 yxB

),( yxA   ),( yxA

),( 21 yxB  

Figure 1: Euclidean Distance Figure 2: Rectilinear Distance 
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2.2 Great Circles in Distance Modeling 
 
Based on t he work of R oss ( 2002), F rost ( 1988) an d Earl et  al  ( 1999) we  n ote t hat Tri gonometry an d spherical 
trigonometry were primarily developed for and used in astronomy, geography, and navigation. Spherical trigonometry 
was developed to describe and understand applications involving triangles on spheres and spherical surfaces. Spherical 
trigonometry offers a realistic representation of the Earth surface which is spherical in nature and is widely used in other 
discipline of studies b ut its po tential p articularly the u se o f great circle d istances remains untapped in l ogistics. Th e 
potential areas  fo r ap plication o f s pherical t rigonometry conce pts i nclude but  not l imited t o hub-and-spoke network 
design and facility location at sea like oil and gas rigs.  

Measurement of distances in spherical trigonometry is based on solving spherical triangles whose sides form arcs 
of great circles (Das et al, 2001). As in figure 1, great-circle arcs form the sides of a s pherical triangle, and where two 
arcs intersect, a spherical angle is formed. In other words, the arc lengths are a measure of the angle they subtend at the 
center of the sphere, and the spherical angles between the arcs are a measure of the angle at which the planes that form 
the arcs intersect. On the Earth, the equator and circles of longitude are natural great circles. Likewise, any circular path 
around the Earth that cuts it in to two equal hemispheres is a great circle. Spherical trigonometry involves relationships 
between the arc lengths (sides) and the spherical angles between the arcs. 

Studies have shown that the shortest distance between any two positions on the earth’s surface lies along the arc of 
the great circle  joining these t wo positions. Thus on a spheri cal surface, a great circle path, often called a ge odesic, is 
always th e sho rtest path b etween t wo poin ts ( Ross, 200 2). And  between an y t wo po ints on a sphere which are 
not directly opposite to each other there is a unique great circle (Wikipedia). 

In recognition of the fundamental difference between spherical g eometry and Euclidean Geometry it is app arent 
that the equations for distance take different forms in  these two domains of  knowledge. Fundamentally, the distance 
between two points in Euclidean space is the length of a  straight line from one  point to the  other while in s pherical 
geometry straight lines are replaced with geodesics or great circle paths.  

While positions of t he geographical places can relatively be easily determined  based on existing m aps or global 
positioning sy stems lik e GPS an d Glonass th e calcu lation of t he great circle d istance an d thu s th e shortest distance 
between places needs a  formula. By using a system of c o-ordinates of longitude and latitudes t he distance along the  
great circle can be determined by solving the quantities of the resultant spherical triangle formed by the intersection of 
three great circles (Frost, 1988) namely: 

a) The great circle arc joining the two positions (arc c in figure 1) 
b) The meridian (longitude) through position 1 (meridian joining C and A in figure 1) 
c) The Meridian (longitude) through position 2 (meridian joining C and B in figure 1) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Such s pherical t riangles an d sh ortest distance between geographical points are s olved by usi ng t he ha versine 

formula (Bell et al, 2010) as shown in (3), (4) and 5. Thus in spherical triangle ABC in f igure 1 above, given CA or b, 
CB or a and angle C, the haversine formula to solve arc length AB or c is expressed as: 

)()cos()(cos)()( dlathavlatBAlatdlonghavdisthav    (3)  
Or 

)()sin()sin()( bahavbaChavhavAB    (4) 

Figure 3. Spherical Triangle 

A 

B b

a

c

C
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Where:  
disthav. Haversine of distance between position A and B 
dlonghav. Haversine of the difference between the longitudes through position A and B respectively 

Alat.cos Cosine of the latitude through position A 
Blat.cos Cosine of the latitude through position B 
dlathav. Haversine of the difference between latitudes through position A and B respectively 

 
Alternatively, great circle distance can be calculated by finding the interior spherical angle between the two points 

and then multiplying that angle by the radius of the earth. Thus the length of the side of the spherical triangle (distance 
S) in figure 4 is given by: 
               rS     (5) 

S  Arc length (great circle distance on the sphere) 
r Radius, in this case the radius of the earth which is 6,371.009 km or 3,958.761 miles or 3,440.069 nautical 

miles 
 Central angle measure  

 
 

 
 
 

Based on the haversine formula the central angle in radians is expressed as 

2 2
1 22arcsin sin cos cos sin

2 2
   

  
   

   (6 )

 

Where: AngleSphericalInterior  

 ).(21 dlatlatitudeindifference   

 11 positionatLatitude  

 22 PositionatLatitude  

 ).(dlongLongitudeinDifference  
 

In general t he di fferent f orms of t he haversine f ormula can  be deduced from t he l aw of c osine for s pherical 
triangle. For spherical triangle ABC in figure 1 the cosine rule is stated as: 

)cos()sin()sin()cos()cos()cos( Cbabac   
)cos()sin()sin()cos()cos()cos( Acbcba   
)cos()sin()sin()cos()cos()cos( Bcacab   

In order t o deduce t he distance f rom t he have rsine f ormula the have rsine ta bles are use d. Value in (4) ca n be 
computed directly usi ng cal culators o r s ome soft ware a nd p rograms which have b een developed t hat sol ves t he 
distances directly utilizing the excel capabilities.  

The haversine formula we will assume that the Earth is a perfect sphere, even though it really isn 't but somewhat 
ellipsoidal at the poles. To correct this anomaly a more complicated formula known as Vincenty’s formula (equation 7) 
was developed (wikipedia; Jenness, 2008). Except for the antipodal point (points on the sphere directly opposite to each 
other), the haversine formula gives accurate distance. For demonstration in this paper the haversine formula has be en 
used. 

s

  

r

r

Figure 4. Arc length (S) and Central angle 
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(cos sin ) (cos sin sin cos cos )
arctan

sin sin cos cos cos
      


    

    
 
     (7 )  

 

 
3. APPLICATION OF SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY IN LOCATION PROBLEM 

 
The starting point in determining the optimum location is to find the centroid/centre of gravity of the spherical polygon 
under con sideration (Jenn es, 2008) as t he in itial co ordinate o f th e new facility. Calcu lating a cen troid fo r sph erical 
surface is complex and still being studied, however, it is similar in concept as calculating of planner surface. The main 
difference i s that l ongitudes and l atitudes a re not so much of coordinate but rather di rections from the centre of t he 
sphere. Since longitude and latitudes can not be simply added and divided as  the Cartesian coordinates can  (Jennes, 
2008), we first convert them into radians for calculating the centre of gravity. In order to facilitate calculations by excel, 
the positions given in degree, minutes and seconds a re c onverted int o decimal places  and ra dians (Pears on, 2009). 
Likewise, in order to take in to account the hemisphere in which the position lies we introduce negative values for South 
Latitudes and West longitudes.  
 
 
3.1 The Algorithm for Apply Great Circle Distances in Facility Location  

 
i. Express latitudes and longitudes given in degrees, minutes and seconds as decimal values 

ii. Express West Longitudes and South Latitudes as negative values otherwise positive 
iii. Express location coordinates as radians by first converting degrees, minutes and second into decimal then 

apply 
deg *
180

Radians 
 (8)

 

iv. Determine the initial co-ordinate of the new facility ),( ** yx defined by centre of gravity formula  

 iii wxwx*  and *
i i iy w y w   (9 ) 

v. Calculate the total distance (cost) from ),( ii yx to the optimal location using the haversine formula 
vi. Make an iterative search of minimal total distance/cost based on initial position until no improvement is found 

 
 
3.2 Application of the Concept Demonstrated 
 
ABC Company Ltd has 8 oil and gas rigs located in the Gulf of Guinea –West Africa with coordinates as shown in table 
1 (locations for demonstration purpose only). On reviewing its policy on distribution of supplies to the rigs, ABC plans 
to send supplies once in month to a  cent ral warehouse by using a  ship. From the central warehouse the supplies are 
distributed to other rigs by smaller boats making 2 t rips to rig no.1 and 6 and only one trip to all other rigs per week. 
The task is t o d etermine th e lo cation of t he cen tral warehouse that  m inimizes the t ravel distance  and therefore the 
distribution costs.  
   
 

Table 1: Location of Oil and Gas Rigs 
 

RIG LOCATION (DEGREE) LOCATION (DECIMAL) 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE  LATITUDE LONGITUDE  

1 01º 36' 15" N 07º 37' 17" E 1.6041667 7.6213889 
2 02º 00' 27" S 0 6º 25' 50" E -2.0075 6.4305556 
3 00º 40' 38" N 09º 05' 26" E 0.6772222 9.0905556 
4 01º 04' 23" S 0 5º 19' 45" E -1.0730556 5.3291667 
5 00º 03' 06" S 0 8º 07' 26" E -0.0516667 8.1238889 
6 02º 53' 52" N 08º 59' 18" E 2.8977778 8.9883333 
7 00º 28' 46" N 06º 57' 30" E 0.4794444 6.9583333 
8 01º 05' 36" S 0 8º 27' 14" E -1.0933333 8.4538889 
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Solution: 
We have noted that Great circle dist ance provides the shortest distance  be tween two positions on the surface of the 
earth; hence great circle distances are used in solving this problem using the algorithm stated above.  
 
The objective function: Minimize 

 rwS
n

i
i




1

 -----from (5) where Tripsw   

Step 1: Express location co-ordinates in decimal format (see Table1) 
Step 2: Express West Longitudes and south latitudes as negative values otherwise positive (see Table 1 and figure 3)  
Step 3: Express Location coordinates as radians (see Table 2) 
Step 4: Determine the initial latitude ( *x ) and initial longitude ( *y ) as shown in table 2 

 
 

Table 2: Calculation for Initial Location 

Rig 

Trips 
( iw ) 

Latitude in 
Radians 

ix

Longitude 
in 

Radians iy  ii xw  ii yw  

 iii wxwx*  

1 2 0.027998 0.1330183 0.055996 0.2660367 = 0.0103585 radians 

2 1 -0.0350375 0.1122344 -0.0350375 0.1122344 = 00º 35' 37" 

3 1 0.0118198 0.1586601 0.0118198 0.1586601  

4 1 -0.0187284 0.0930115 -0.0187284 0.0930115  

5 1 -0.0009018 0.1417886 -0.0009018 0.1417886  iii wywy*  

6 2 0.0505758 0.156876 0.1011515 0.313752 = 0.1354477 Radians 

7 1 0.0083679 0.1214458 0.0083679 0.1214458 = 07º 45' 38" E 

8 1 -0.0190823 0.1475482 -0.0190823 0.1475482  

10  0.1035853 1.3544773  
 
 
Based on the calculation performed in Table 2, the initial optimal location of the central warehouse will be at 00º 35' 
37"N, 07º 45' 38"E.  
 
 

 
Figure 3: Location of oil rigs 

 
 

Step 5: Calculate the total distance (cost) from ),( ii yx to the optimal location using the haversine formula:  
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Table 3: Calculation of Great Circle Distances based on Geographical Coordinates 

RIG LOCATION (DECIMAL) Trip rS i  rw ii (Km) 
  LATITUDE LONGITUDE   

1 1 .6041667 7.6213889 2 113.443 226.886 
2 - 2.0075 6.4305556 1 324.831 32 4.831 

3 0 .6772222 9.0905556 1 148.138 148.138 
4 - 1.0730556 5.3291667 1 327.769 327.769 
5 - 0.0516667 8.1238889 1 82.33 82.33 
6 2 .8977778 8.9883333 2 290.295 580.59 
7 0 .4794444 6.9583333 1 90.101 90.101 
8 - 1.0933333 8.4538889 1 202.794 20 2.794 

*x 0.5935 *y 7.760583 
rwS

i
i




8

1
  

1983.439 
 
 
The total initial distance between the initial optimal location and all other stations is 1983.439 Kilometers. The initial 
position provides valuable in put for su bsequent iteration s an d d ecision m aking process tak ing i nto accou nt both 
qualitative an d qu antitative an alysis. If a new facility is to  be con structed t he cen tre of grav ity ),( ** yx is an  ideal  
location. Alternatively one of the existing facilities (rig) can be used for central warehouse. By inspection we note that 
rig 5 is closest to the centre of gravity, hence the ideal candidate for second iteration.  

By lo cating the wareh ouse at rig 5 we note th at th e to tal distribution di stance (cost) becomes 2161.965 Km an 
increase of 178 .526 Km  as compared to l ocating a new f acility at the cen tre of gravity. Th e additional annu al 
distribution cost related to the extra 178.526 Km per week needs to be compared to the annual fixed cost of establishing 
a new facility. This will help in establishing the tradeoff between establishing a new facility and locating a warehouse at 
the existing facilities. Iterations can be made for all the remaining facilities and evaluations made accordingly. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
Analysis made in this paper shows that distances for facility location can be modeled more realistically by applying the 
great circle distances concept that take s into account the  spherical nature of t he Earth we live in.  T he contribution of 
this paper has been the introduction of an alternative approach to distance modeling for travel over water in place of 
Euclidean distance by developing an algorithm for deducing distances from geographical address defined by the grid of 
latitudes and longitudes and applying spherical trigonometry principles in the logistics of facility location. As such, the 
application o f “Great  ci rcle di stances” which i s very much used i n navi gation a nd Spherical Trigonometry will 
contribute to advancement of logistics and facility location by broadening the scope of the set of knowledge from which 
the logistics discipline borrows.  
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to identify impacting factors that have been affecting the increase of transshipment 
cargoes of port of Busan and to identify forecasted result using system dynamics. To clarity the reason why T/S cargoes 
have increased in the port of Busan, several steps are made as follows: The first step is to make a quantitative model for 
explaining the development of T/S cargoes during the last decade. To define dependent and independent variables for 
multiple regressions after testing variable significance is the second step. For this, data collection and the accuracy of 
validation have been done by the direct interview with the experienced officials in shipping companies of both domestic 
and foreign country. After validating the model with collected data, the final step is to find variables which are 
explaining the model the most. In conclusion, 2 variables were clearly identified as core factors that explain well the 
development of T/S cargoes in the port of Busan: ‘Mohring effect’ and total cost. It is strongly recommended, by an 
empirical study, that an incentive scheme be changed to a way which more feeder vessels rather than mother vessels can 
reduce their direct costs to call in the port of Busan. Based on regression analysis, sensitivity model for transhipment 
cargo is useful for dynamic forecasting in changing cost factor and mohring factor with time series.   
 
Key words: Transshipment Port, Choice of Transshipment Port, Incentive, Busan Port Authority, SD(System 

Dynamics) 
 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Being hub port in the Northeast Asia area by pulling transshipment cargo is the vital issue of competing ports in order to 
revitalize their economy and to overcome the problem of under utilization of container terminal facility. The port of 
Busan, Shanghai, Ningbo and Hong Kong, Kaosiung and Yokohama in Northeast Asia ports has been the competitive 
relation in terms of transshipment attraction. This paper is to make port choice model in order to indentify for finding 
out impacting factors to transshipment cargo and sensitivity consequence from the model. In order to gain the research 
objective, several steps are designed. First step is to select quantitative model for explaining real phenomena about 
transshipment cargo share. Second step is to define dependent and independent variables for multiple regressions after 
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the test of variable significance. On this step, data collection and the accuracy validation has been done by direct 
interview with the experienced official in shipping company in domestic and foreign country. As Northeast cargo 
markets have separate structures, the transshipment cargo from China, Japan or Southeast countries, individual market 
is to be considered independently. Third step is to validate the model using collected data, in order to reveal which 
variables explain the model in a good fit. Lastly, port choice sensitivity model is to be developed to find estimation 
according to changing independent variables.  

The scope to find impacting factors is restricted within North China ports including port of Busan and port of 
Sanghai port in consideration of clarify objective and descriptive factors.   
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Hiroshi Ohashi (2005) studied the choice problem of air cargo transshipment airport in Northeast Asia. Based on a 
unique data set of 760 air cargo transshipment routings to/from the Northeast Asian region in 2000, this paper applies 
an aggregate form of a multinomial logit model to identify the critical factors influencing air cargo transshipment route 
choice decisions. The analysis focuses on the trade-off between monetary cost and time cost while considering other 
variables relevant for choice of transshipment airport. The estimation method considers the presence of unobserved 
attributes, and corrects for resulting endogeneity via a two-stage least-squares estimation using instrumental variables. 
The empirical results show that choice of the air cargo transshipment hub is more sensitive to time cost than the 
monetary costs such as landing fees and line-haul price.  

Veldman and Bückmann (2003) analyzed earlier with respect to container port competition in Northwest Europe. 
They estimated demand functions for both the continental and the overseas hinterland of the West European major 
container ports and assessed the demand function for a port expansion project for the port of Rotterdam.  

Veldman et al. (2005) estimated demand functions for a project to improve the accessibility of the Port of Antwerp 
by deepening the Scheldt River and thereby reducing waiting times for the tide and the ability to accommodate bigger 
ships. In both publications the parameters of a Logit Model were estimated with regression analysis and the demand 
function could be derived by systematically changing cost and assessing the resulting market shares. 

Veldman et. al. (2008) studied to search significant factors for understanding the competitive position of 
transshipments ports and port choice elastics in the market of the Mediterranean. Statistical tests are applied using a 10-
year time series of aggregate transshipment flows between 15 transshipment ports and 9 feeder regions. Tests of Logit 
Models with regression analysis show that variables such as feeder costs, mainline port access costs and Mohring 
effects are statistically significant. 

Also Lirn et al. (2003, 2004) and Ng (2006) have analyzed the decision factors for transshipment port and have 
revealed that the cost of a shipping company, route accessibility, and time are important decision factors. Meanwhile, 
the domestic researches on deciding a transshipment port are as follows: a study of inducement strategies of 
transshipment cargo (Bae Byeong-Tae, 1999; Jeong Tae-Won and Gwak Gyu-Seok, 2002; Park Yeong-Tae and Kim 
Byeong-In, 2003), a study of transshipment port decision based on ISM and AHP technique from the viewpoint of a 
global container shipping company (Baek In-Heum, 2007), and a study of selection attribution for transshipment port 
from the viewpoint of a shipping company at home and abroad (Park Byeong-In and Seong Suk-Gyeong, 2008).  

However, these previous studies are mainly focusing on the inducement strategies for transshipment cargo or are 
suggesting the selection attribution for transshipment port as well as the method to select key attributes. But these 
previous studies have shown that according to the questionnaire respondents (such as a shipping company, cargo owner, 
importer and exporter, forwarder), their study results are different. In this respect, it means lack of consistency and 
validity. Moreover, these preceding studies have a limitation in the sense that they are trying to find decision factors 
only by way of questionnaire, not performing an analysis based on actual data.  

Therefore, differently from those preceding studies, this study has analyzed 10-year actual data for comparison 
analysis. That is, by using Logit regression model and the regression model of Veldman (2008), this study has 
performed a quantitative analysis in order to suggest selection factors for transshipment port, so that it can be a more 
practical research. 

Comparison of the results earlier Veldman’s research concerning the Northwest European market shows that the 
outcomes correspond rather well in terms of the resulting choice or demand elasticity. This paper shows that the use of 
Logit Models with respect to transshipment port choice leads to useful findings for port planning. This research in 
combination with earlier research by one of the authors for transshipment port choice in Northwest Europe is a step 
forward in the field of transshipment port choice.  
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3. PORT CHOICE MODEL OF TRANSHIPMENT CARGO 

 
3.1 factors for transshipment port choice 
 
Prior to suggesting port choice model, the factors are to be selected from experts who are responsible to design the 
shipping liner route. The 15 items to be surveyed are collected from the published papers. The collected items are 
questioned for measuring importance degree with 5 scores from senior managers of major container shipping liners. The 
way of collecting questionnaire has been performed by direct interview with a responsible person in a shipping 
company, or visiting in explanation of the purpose in front of a group of responsible officers in shipping companies. 
The questionnaires are sent to 30 container shipping liners including both domestic and foreign companies. The 
sequence of priority is listed table 1. Among these factors, qualitative service factors such as container handling 
capability, berth facility capability, feeder frequency, feeder network, free time, overtime storage fee etc., can be 
represented as a proxy variable. 

 
Table 1. Score of transshipment port deciding factors 

 
Item Response Mean SD 

Cargo Handling Capability 17 4.294 0.686 
THC 17 4.176 0.809 
Berth Facility 17 4.059 0.748 
Feeder Frequency 16 4.000 0.632 
Main Route Location 16 4.000 0.632 
CY Facility 17 3.941 0.748 
Feeder Network 17 3.941 0.966 
Cargo Volume 15 3.933 0.961 
Free Time 17 3.706 0.985 
Port Dues 17 3.471 1.007 
Overtime Storage Fee 17 3.412 0.87 
Incentive 17 3.294 0.92 
CIQ Service 17 3.294 0.985 
Providing Berthing Priority 16 2.938 0.929 
Bunker Supply, Ship Repair Service 17 2.824 1.074 

 

 
In order to make independent variables, cost factor, service factor which is composed of  local cargo as 

attractiveness, total cargo volume as mohring effect, and deviation cost factor and incentive factor can be drawn . 
 
 
3.2 Model specification 
 
The probability that a shipping company in region (r) select transshipment port (p) can be expressed as:  
 

 
 
 
 

U is the “utility” attached to transshipment port (p) by shipping liner in region (r) and p the index of the 
transshipment port in a total of P ports. 

Considering Veldman’s model (2008) and the factors to be surveyed, the utility function is modified as: 
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where CTpr is the sum of feerdering cost CFpr and mother ship access cost CMpr. The feeder transport cost CF is 
incurred between transshipment port and feeder port (p,r) in r region; CM is the mainline access cost to transshipment 
port; CI is the incentive between transshipment port and competition port (p,p’r); CDpr is deviation cost between 
transshipment hub port and feeder port. Lpr represents the attraction of a port given its volume of local cargoes. Mpr 
represents the total handling throughput of a port including local and transshipment cargo. This is a part of Mohring-
effects (Mohring, H.,1972) and expressed as a function of the level of port throughput. As feeder calling frequencies 
increase, wait times of cargo decrease, demand increases, and transit frequencies can increase again. This effect can be 
used as substation variable of port service. The Greek symbols α1, α2, α3, α4 and α5 are the coefficients of the utility 
function. 

By taking for each region (r) the ratio of the market share of transshipment port (p) and of an arbitrarily chosen 
basic port (p*), it follows from (1): 
 
 
 
 
 

Combination of equations (2) and (3) and taking of logarithms leads to: 
 
 
  
   
 
 
 
3.3 Variable Description  
 
Dependent Variable 
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*  is the share of transshipment in the port of Busan among total transshipment in the region.  
 

 
Independent variables 

 
Selecting independent variables is dependent on research outputs on the topic. Researchers insist that deciding 
transshipment port is influenced by cost, location, service factors like productivity and incentive system etc. 

 
CTpr-CTpr’ is the total cost difference between the port of Busan and Shanghai port for moving containers 
from origin to destination in North east region This cost is composed of operation cost, running cost and 
logistics cost. 
 
CIpr-CIp’ is the incentive difference between the port of Busan and the port of Shanghai, where THC of 
deep sea volume is discounted with some percentage or where compensation for the growth of transshipment 
compared with a previous year throughput. is paid to shipping company. 
 
CDpr-CDp’ means the difference of deviation cost from main line route to the port of Busan or the port of 
Shanghai. In Northeast Asia, Traditionally, main trunk route towards USA is established via Singapore, Hon 
Kong, Kaosiung, Busan and Yokohama to Los Angeles (Figure 2). 
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Lp-Lp’ can be obtained by the ratio of local cargo of Busan and the region. This is proxy variable 
representing attraction effect. 
 
Mpr-Mp’ can be obtained by the ratio of total handling cargo of Busan and the region. This is proxy variable 
representing mohring effect.  
 
 

4. THE RESULT OF MODEL TEST 
 
The multiple regression model is tested with 10 years data. The authors selected one observation per year, therefore the 
number of data is 10. The reason why just 10 data is selected is caused by the attribute of dependent variable and 
independent variables. If we increase the number of observation by quarterly or monthly, the result of analysis shows 
the anomaly, i.e. the significant probability of  most of independent variables is under 5 %. 
 

 
Table 2. Variable definition of model 

 

Variable Definition Unit 

Dependent Variable  Y Ratio of Transshipment of Busan with Region Transshipment Ratio 

Independent 
Variable 

X1 Ratio of Local Container of Busan with Region Local Container Ratio 

X2 Difference of Incentive Payment of Transshipment US $ 

X3 Difference of Mother Vessel Deviation Cost of Transshipment US $ 

X4 Total Transshipment Cost of Mother and Feeder US $ 

X5 
Ratio of Total Handling Container of Busan with Region Total 
Handling Container r 

Ratio 

 
 
4.1 Step 1 Model Test 
 
The regression model has been tested in 3 steps. In the beginning, 5 variables are selected as independent variables 
similar as Veldman’s Model (Veldman 2008). The result shows that X1(mohring effect) and X4(total cost) are 
accepted, and X2(deviation cost) and X3(incentive payment) is rejected under 5% significance level. As the adjusted R 
square is 0.986, this  

The coefficient of regression model is as follows. 
 

Variable 
Non Standard Coefficient 

t 
Significance 
Probability 

Muliticollinearity 

B S.E Tolerance 
VIF Variance  

Inflation Factor 
A 0.1750000 0.0190 8.9940 0.000   

X1 0.0200000 0.0970 0.2020 0.841 0.0060 175.917 
X2 -0.00000214 0.0000 -1.6820 0.102 0.3590 2.7830 
X3 0.00000412 0.0000 0.7040 0.486 0.0510 19.6870 
X4 -0.0000043 0.0000 -11.4980 0.000*** 0.1970 5.0730 
X5 0.7830000 0.1180 606440 0.000*** 0.0040 247.471 

* p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01 
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4.2 Step 2 Model Test 
 
According to step 1 test, the model to be tested is modified with deletion of 3 variables which show weak significant 
probability. The independent variables to be selected are X4(Total Cost) and X5(Mohring Effect). The result of test is 
that adjusted R square is 0.995. According to ANOVA, significance probability is 0 and this indicate effective model. 
Furthermore, the fact that correlation indicator, VIF(variance  Inflation Factor), is less than 10 means any dependence 
does not exist in between independent variables. The coefficient of model is Y = 0.179291199 - 0.000004782589 X4 + 
0.810489669X5. This expression will be used for sensitivity analysis.   
 

Variable 

Non Standard 
Coefficient 

t 
Significance 
Probability 

Muliticollinearity 

B S.E Tolerance 
VIF Variance  

Inflation Factor 
A 0.17000000 0.0050 36.597 0.000***   

X4 -0.000004503 0.0000 -21.695 0.000*** 0.629 1.590 
X5 0.82200000 0.0090 87.179 0.000*** 0.629 1.590 

* p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01 
 
 
4.3 Step 3 Model Test 

 
According to step 2 test, the model is to be expanded to identify which one has stronger impact to attract TS cargo 
between mother ship cost and feeder ship cost. Keeping X5 in the same, X4 independent variable(Total Cost), is 
required to expand into X6 and X7. X6 means total cost difference due to mother ship operation from Hongkong to 
Busan, while X7 means total cost due to feeder ship operation from Dalian to Busan. The result of test is that adjusted R 
square is 0.999. According to ANOVA, significance probability is 0 and this indicate effective model. Furthermore, the 
fact that correlation indicator, VIF(variance  Inflation Factor), is less than 10 means any dependence does not exist in 
between independent variables. The coefficient of model is Y = 0.94 – 0.9 X5 – 0.00000231 X6 – 0.00001104. The 
implication from test is feeder ship impacts stronger power rather than mother ship to attract TS cargo.  
 

Variable 

Non Standard 
Coefficient 

t 
Significance 
Probability 

Muliticollinearity 

B S.E Tolerance 
VIF Variance  

Inflation Factor 
A 0.0940000 0.0100 9.7760 0.000   

X5 0.9000000 0.0110 81.880 0.000*** 0.163 6.135 
X6 -0.00000231 0.0000 -7.9150 0.000*** 0.263 3.806 
X7 -0.00001104 0.0000 -13.8540 0.000*** 0.088 11.415 

* p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01 
 
 
4.4 Port Choice Model for Sensitive Analysis using SD tool  
 
The model which helps estimation of transshipment in Busan can be retransformed to system dynamics model. The SD 
model is useful tool for presenting social phenomena. The model is composed of total cost and mohring sub system. 
This system is working with time series and the cost trend, total handling container trend in region and Busan. 
In making port choice model using Powersim tool, main level is defined as transshipment ratio of port of Busan. The 
level variable is linked to inflow variable and outflow variable. In flow variable has sub modules of ‘Morhring Effect’ 
and ‘Difference of Total Cost’, which are linked to TS inflow.   
In a result of SD model, demand curve is drawn like figure 8. For example, if the THC is discounted 10%, 
transshipment will be increased to 71,364 TEU in Northeast Asia in the year of 2009.  
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Figure 1. SD Model for Estimation Transshipment 

 

Year -20% -15% -10% 0 10% 15% 20% 

2009 144,215 108,533 71,364 0 -69,877 -104,073 -139,755 

2010 151,060 113,684 74,751 0 -73,193 -109,013 -146,388 

2011 155,433 116,976 76,915 0 -75,312 -112,169 -150,626 

2012 156,971 118,133 77,676 0 -76,058 -113,279 -152,117 

2013 155,311 116,884 76,855 0 -75,253 -112,081 -150,508 

 

 
Figure 2. Demand curve of Transshipment 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
The purpose of this study is to develop port choice model to estimate the trans shipment cargo. The actual data used in 
the model are based on the 10-year data from 1998 to 2007. Some of these data have been posted by related 
organizations or the others have been collected during our field visit. The collected data have been used by the above-
mentioned selection model in order to calculate the difference values between the two rival ports of Shanghai and 
Busan. In the first test, the two variables among the five - “the transshipment cargo expenses difference between the 
port of Busan and the port of Shanghai in both a mother ship and a feeder” and “the rate of Busan Port’s total cargo 
volume against the regional total cargo volume” - are statistically significant at the significant level of 0.01. Therefore, 
the second test has been made for these two variables that are statistically significant, and as a result of the second test 
these two variables again are statistically significant at the level of 0,01. This means that “cost reduction of a mother 
ship and a feeder ship” and “total cargo increase at the local port” are significant factors for transshipment cargo 
volume. The third test has been conducted after the mother ship’s expenses and feeder’s expenses have been separated, 
and the results of this test have revealed that these two are statistically significant at the level of 0.01, and that the 
feeder’s expenses carry more significance than the mother ship’s expenses. This means that more incentives should be 
given to the feeders which are suffering financial difficulty.  
Based on the quantitative analysis, port choice model to estimate the transshipment cargo is developed using PowerSim 
tool. The system is useful to anticipate the future volume in adjusting independent variables like “the transshipment 
cargo expenses difference” or “the rate of Busan Port’s total cargo volume against the regional total cargo volume.”  
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Abstract: Geographically, Riau Province is strategic enough to be developed, one of  the f ield in  fisheries, since 71% 
of its territory is ocean. Fishing port is one of the facilities in the fi sheries sector that need to be developed. It needs to 
be done for good planning in the management and development. In Riau province there are fishing ports that spread in 
several districts, where the management system coordinated by the government and the private sector. To find out how 
to optimize the management of fi shery port in Riau province, to do research on fishery port in terms of m anagement 
systems, facilit ies, activ ities, and its leg al basis. Th e method used is literatu re study method. Resu lts from th is study 
obtained sufficient Fishery Port optimal development and operation of fish landings Dumai Base. Bu t in terms of legal 
aspects of this port is still much to be addressed, as well as other problems. While other fishing port when viewed from 
all asp ects is still far fro m ex pectations. Need t o b e i mproved in  sev eral ways such  as in  term s o f port p lanning, 
facilities av ailable, to th e clarity o f leg al basis. From th e re sults of th is stud y is ex pected th at so lutions cou ld offer 
further consideration for all parties, esp ecially government institutions and actors fish eries for economic improvement 
through optimization of the management of fishery port. 
 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Riau province is one of the provinces in Indonesia, whose territory includes the eastern part of Sumatra Island. And is 
the Islands Region which stretches from the Strait of Malacca, South China Sea and the strait idol. 2,329,867 total a rea, 
61 km, where 71% of which is ocean. Based on this region, the fisheries sub-sector has an important role in Riau. In 
geographic Riau region is also at the international trade routes that are strategic to be developed and improved through 
optimizing the management of fishing ports as the economic base. 

Fishing port is o ne of the facilities in the field of fish eries sector that n eed to be well plan ned development, so it 
can be a great chance in the opening of employment relations and the expansion of business field. Therefore the role of 
the port m ust be im plemented i n the best possible a dvantage for t he nation a nd state , a nd m ay place pa rticular a nd 
Indonesia in Riau is generally in a place of honor, and is calculated in world trade. 

According Murdiyanto (2000) fishing port is th e main business activities of the fishing industry must ensure the 
success of fisheries busi ness activity, especi ally fishing in the sea , s o the fish ery port acts as a c onnecting term inal 
operations at  sea and on land  i nto a business system  in  a co mpact an d pow erful h igh order. Fu rther i nvestment in 
infrastructure by government is expected to be followed by the community. While the opinion Zain (2009) Fishing Port 
has a strategic role in the development of fisheries and maritime affairs, ie as a center or central activity of sea fisheries. 
Fishing Port is th e liaison  between the fishermen with catches users, whethe r direct or indirect users such as t raders, 
mills, restaurants, etc., is also the place of his various interests interacting coastal communities located around the port. 

In Riau Province have fishing port that spread in several districts. Like the fish landing there Dumai type D which 
is m anaged b y lo cal gov ernment. In Rok an Hilir district th ere Fishery Harb or Island Bangliau su nbathe and so me 
managed by private parties such as those found in the district of Pasir Limau Kapas, especially in the Village Panipahan 
and Pu lau H alang. In Bengkalis r egency, t here ar e sev eral bangliau or of ten called  a Pelan tar of  local r esidents. 
According Ariani ( 2007) Pelantar i n t he B engkalis District Bantan part icular, there  a re 8 units t hat are m anaged by 
private parties. And m ost recently the  port  of Tanjun g Sam ak Fisheries planne d early in 2006 and has start ed 
construction of th e pier. Th e pr ocess is built in  sev eral st ages such as system multi y ears with funds fro m th e stat e 
budget and local budget. 

To sup port t hese fu nctions Fish ery Po rt m ust b e equip ped with various facilities  wh ich are ex pected to 
accommodate all fishing activities. Any po rt in Riau Province Fisheries has different facilities according to needs and 
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conditions. Possibly due to small b udget so th at the facilities available are also  minimal. From the research Mohanda 
(2008) regarding the development of facilities at th e Pulau jemur Port Rok an Hilir sunbathe, there are facilities in this 
area i nclude basic facilities, functional  facilities, and facilities with very m odest c onditions a nd som e necessary 
facilities d evelopment an d utilization. While th e resu lts of research Zain (2009) Improved efficien cy on  fish lan ding 
facilities in the town of Dumai, the facilities available in the form of basic facilities, functional facilities, and supporting 
facilities is co mplete, in  good condition and  very ad equate. Improvements in  fish land ing facilities are also  likely to 
increase from year to year. While bangliau is managed by private parties contained in the Villages Panipahan and Pulau 
Halang  has several makeshift facilities in accordance with the needs of just such basic facilities in a state of simple and 
functional. So also with the platform located in regency Bengkalis District Bantan. Ariani (2007). 

Meanwhile, i f the views of party management. Fishing Port in Riau is managed by the government and private 
parties. Port management system of private parties and government are different. Usually if the bangliau managed by 
private parties, no contract of employment with the fishermen who use the harbor for fish ing activities. As th e results 
obtained should catch landed there, as well as operational needs to be purchased to fish in the manager. Meanwhile, the 
manager also helped the fishermen catch if it distributes in the tender process or t he marketing of fish are not sold out. 
While the port is managed by the government in marketing it is not. Fishermen's catches are not sold out a personal risk 
manager is not the responsibility of distributing or buy it. 
 If viewed from th e Rev ised Law . 22 years in  19 99 to  become law  N o. 32  year  200 4 o n Reg ional G overnment 
increasingly stressed the duties and authority of the Central and Provincial Governments, District. Port as one means of 
transportation require integrated handling both between central and local government as wel l as between the regional 
government. Because the port covers issues which are extensive, specialized (lex specialis) and strategic adva ntage for 
the nation and the implementation of port state is set an d held in collaboration with the Central Government and Local 
Government. Lex specialist because the por t is lim ited to the  area  that  serves as a  gateway that  accommodates ships 
flying the country. 

From these phenomena can we  know so f ar syn chronization between cen tral government po licy an d lo cal 
government about the port in Riau are still far from expectations. So also with inter-regional policy. Some there are who 
carry out and some not. That problems due to lack of firmness of the Government and the absence of a solution to the 
problem th at cau sed th e ex isting regulations only m ere form ality. It is necessa ry for re newal of leg islation t hat i s 
expected wherever possible to avoid the development of legislation that does not support populist economic activity and 
harming national interests. Conversely reform legislation must be enabled to utilize the following business investment 
contributed effectively to regional development within the framework of sustainable national development and be able 
to anticipate conditions in the period ahead with a consistent, without ignoring the interests of the community. 

From th is b ackground, th is paper will d iscuss ab out th e Man agement, b y it u nder facility, an d th e activ ity o f 
fishing port in Riau. T hen discusses the problems that form  obstacles to thei r operations. Weaknesses, st rengths and 
weaknesses and the stre ngth factor for t he occu rrence. Results obt ained f rom the com parison between t he Port  of 
discussion is conducted to find out where the fishing port which is optimal management. So did about the legitimacy 
bangliau managed by private parties so far there is no certainty about the position of legal basis concerning the status.. 

 
  

1.1.  Problem formulation 
 

From some of the problems outlined in the background can be formulated main problem will be discussed in this paper 
outlines concerns: 
 

1. Management 
2. Institutional and implementation 
3. And the problem which includes strength and weakness 
4. Factor the cause of the strengths and weaknesses. 

 
 
1.2 . Purpose  
 
The research aims to identify existing problems in the fishing port of Riau province, which includes: 
 

1. System management  
2. Existing facilities and their utilization as well as fishery activities 
3. Implementation of Government Regulation on Fishery Port 

 
from the description of t he problem conducted Comparison of Fishery Port in Riau qualitativ ely to determine the 

best port in accordance with the provisions of the Government. 
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2. RESEARCH METHOD 

 
This research was conducted using literature stu dy method. Data obtained from the research th at raised the issue that 
covers al l aspects of  fishing port in Riau Province. Then analyzed and the result is about the management of  fishery 
ports in Riau Province. 

 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. Result 
 
3.1.1. Fish Landing Base Dumai City 

 

 
Figure 1. gate of fish landing Dumai 

 

 
Figure 2. Office of fish landing Dumai 

 

 
Figure 3. Place one fish landing facility 

 
 

1.  Management 
Fish Landing Base (FLB) Dumai Port fishery type D is contained in Dumai city and managed by local governments. 
Fish Landing Base Dumai Construction began in 1998 through the State Budget, Budget of Dumai in Riau Province in 
2003 and 2003/2004 Budgets with multi-years system. FLB Dumai began operations in January 2004 with the charging 
activities serving supplies at sea, fish landing, auction and marketing of catches. 

By carrying out operational activities to achieve its function well it was established, the Technical Implementation 
Unit (TIU) Department of Animal Husbandry, Fisheries and Marine City of Dumai. Where the Head of Unit responsible 
for coo rdinating an d ov ersees th e g eneral ad ministration an d facilitie s field, field  b usiness services, p roblems of 
fishermen and section of the security and order. 

 
2. Facilities 
Existing facilities in th e FLB Du mai in clude basic facilities, fun ctional facilities and su pporting facilities. Prin cipal 
facility owned by the land / soil, pier / jetty, harbor, navigation channel, liaison and drainage of roads, drainage culvert, 
and bridge. 
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Functional facilities co nsist of t he fish m arket stalls an d th e building where fish auctio ns, telep hone an d rad io 
ORARI, clean water sup ply facilities, ice factories, electric po wer and diesel fu el fillin g station s, lab oratory quality 
coaching a nd processing of fishery produc ts (L QCPFP) , offices of F LB office,  LOC PFP office, and office KP3 
(Police), and there are also facilities for fish and ice conveyance of the wheelbarrow. 

While supporting facilities consist of the guardhouse or the Civ il Service Police Unit, drill wells, to ilets, shop and 
parking place. 

 
3. Activities 
Activity in the fish landing Dumai starting from the entry process of fishing boats in the harbor area, the landing of fish, 
fish auctions, marketing the catch, charging the departure of the ship until the ship out of the harbor. 

Meanwhile, order activity overseen by the Unit of the police civil service for the smooth fisheries activities as well  
as the base's security police responsible for the overall fish landings. 

 
 

3.1.2. Fishing port of Pulau Jemur in Rokan hilir Regency 
 

 
Figure 4. Pulau jemur of  Fishery Port Jetty 

 
Figure 5. Fish Auction Place 

 
1. Management 
Fishing Port of Pu lau Jemur is situ ated ± 22 n autical miles east of th e cap ital d istrict Pasir Lim au Kap as. Th is port 
started its con struction in 2000 by local government budgets through the budget Rokan Hilir. System management is 
coordinated directly by the local government. Like its organizational structure, ect.. 

Port development in Pulau Jemur is done because the island is visited by many fishermen to catch fish that are rich 
in the sea lik e fish, swimmi ng crab , shrimp, turtles, etc. Due to  the many and  abundant fishery potential in  th is port 
should be built to h elp the fishermen fishing port as a sh elter when bad weather and also  to extend the fish ing trip. It 
also can help the fishermen to fish in stock so that the needs of the operational cost is reduced. 
 
2. Facilities 
Contained in the port facilities include basic facilities such as land, docks, and swimming docks. Functional facility that 
is where the fish auction, the supply of fresh water, and electricity networks. While supporting facilities such as office 
buildings and housing. 
 
3. Activities 
Fishing activities conducted in the port of l anding and marketing of fisheries only the catch, which immediately catch 
the entire stock by toke who come from different places. 
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3.1.3 Fishery Port of Tanjung Samak Regency Meranti 
 
1. Management 
Leather cape fishery port was built in 2006. Initial phase of development begins with the construction of quay length of 
120 m. port development system using multi-years system, whereby the funds derived from State Expenditure Budget, 
Regional Exp enditure Budg et  Beng kalis reg ency, Riau province and regional bud gets. Port m anagement will be 
coordinated directly by the government and the District of Bengkalis Regency Meranti and Riau Province. Meranti is a 
division of Regency Bengkalis Regency in the year 2008. 
 
2. Facilities 
The new facility is completed at th is port with a quay length of 120 m. While the unfinished facility construction such 
as where the fish auction in the year 2008 began yesterday with the wall construction. However, before the finished wall 
has collapsed. 
 
3. Activities 
Fisheries activities in  th e port h as not h appened because th ere are still many facilitie s th at h ave not b een resolved. 
Fishermen t o engage in m ediator-mediator which is managed by pri vate partie s. Because of this situation, the  
government is planning construction of fishing ports in order to accommodate all fishing activities in the same place. 
 
 
3.1.4. Fish Landing Places / Bangliau in Rokan hilir and Bengkalis Regency 
 

 
Figure 7. Fish landing sites of bangliau/Pulau Halang  

 

 
Figure 8. Fish Landing Places /Pelantar in Bantan 

 
1. Management 
Fish l anding s ites are m anaged by  private parties. M anagement sy stem has not st ructure b ut t he t ies of c ooperation 
between the managers with the fishermen. 
 
2. Facilities 
Facilities co ntained i n t his fo rm o f fish lan dings primary facility co nsists o f th e pier, and  land . While functional 
facilities that are available in the form of diesel fuel needs and freshwater. 
 
3.activities 
Fisheries activities in these fish landing sites include the provisions at sea, landing the catch, auctions and marketing the 
catch, mooring and moored. However if in Ban gliau Rokan fishery downstream processing activities such as m aking 
tersasi, salted fish, and shrimp stew made therein by a simple facility 
 
 
3.2  Discussion 
 
In general, as  an economic development i nfrastructure, t he port has an important role as a regional economic-wheel 
drive. History also notes that before the era of rapidly expanding aerospace, port is the starting point for the growth of a 
region because of the ec onomic center of the port became the base through bo th i ntra-regional trade as well as  
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interstate. This is because port not only serves the transportation services or lean on the ship alone, but more than that 
provide em ployment, trad e, recreation, ship rep air serv ices and  a series o f acti vities d erivatives resu lting from o ne 
economic acti vity to  ano ther. Th erefore, a p ort m ust h ave adequ ate facilities are facilities that h ave a high power 
function, so as not to disrupt the activities of the port service users 

From several studies about fishing port in Riau Province in terms of management systems, facilities, activities, and 
the legality of the po sition o f the po rt of Fish eries, can k now the real prob lems th at n eed t o find solutions fo r th e 
optimization of fishery port as the economic base. 
 One of the parameters to d etermine optimal management o f fisheries is to know the po rt that the internal factors 
include the strengths and weaknesses of a port. 
 
 
3.2.1. Strengths and weaknesses of fish landing Dumai 
 
Viewed from the actual conditions, such as frequency of fish landings, production and supplies to sea in FLB Dumai in 
general showed a tend ency to increase from year to  year. So also with the development and utilization of the facilities 
had been upgraded. Therefore it should be a central FLB Dumai fishery must have an operational basis to facilitate port 
operations and all have a strong legal foundation. Likewise with fisheries policies that lead to the use of PPI as the sole 
center of all fishing activities both on land and sea. But so far it has not happened. This is one of the weaknesses of FLB 
Dumai in addi tion to se veral existing stre ngths such as relatively complete facilities to accommodate the activities of 
fishermen and fish camps outside the city. 

 
To know the optimal management of a  port necessary to know the strengths and weaknesses of the existing real 

conditions. Some strengths of this FLB Dumai include: 
 

1. Relatively complete existing facilities to accomm odate the activities of fishermen and fish camps outside the 
city. 

2. Frequency tends to increase in the number of fish landings, fish production and  supplies landed sea. 
3. Optimal utilization of facilities by the fishermen and even fishermen from outside the city of Dumai. 
4. The increased utilization of facilities such as docks, harbors and ponds compared to   2004. 

 
Meanwhile, the weakness of this FLB Dumai include: 
 
1. Incomplete operational runway 
2. Some functions of PPI has not been run well 
3.There are still some untapped facilities such as cold storage, and fish market stalls. 
4. Utilization rate exceeds the capacity of facilities such as ice plants, and SPBN that need development. 
 
Cause of t he strength i n t he FLB  Dumai fi sheries policy by the government due  to lead to t he physical 

development of ex isting facilities in  th e FLB Du mai, o ptimal u tilization of facilities is don e by fish ermen and  ev en 
fishermen from out side the city. While the cause of weakness i s t he l ack of government at tention on an  operational 
basis as a strong legal landing. Utilization of cold storage not exist since the fish are landed daily sold out. 

 
 

3.2.2 Strengths and weaknesses of Fishing port of Pulau jemur 
 
The main purpose of Pulau jemur Fishing port construction is as fishermen shelter when bad weather and also to extend 
the fishing trip. Also, can help fishermen to fish in stock so that the needs of the operational cost incurred is smaller. 

 If th e views of its potential, th is  jemur Islan d has a v ery r ich fishery po tential, and str ategic en ough t o be 
developed. Hence l ocal gov ernment to  build t his port to facilitate an y o f Fish eries fishery activities. Besid es, m any 
fishermen from other areas who perform activities such as fishing at the fishing port of North Sumatra Province, so the 
marketing of t he catch area. But so far the use of the facilities available will b e some untapped well, such as fish and 
cold storage of place auction. on the c ontrary there are also facilities su ch as docks that need to be developed in a state 
of development because it is damaged and is not adequate for use. From the information obtained can be known to some 
power.  

 
This port such as: 
 
1. The number of fishermen that many 
2. Protected Port Conditions 
3. Marketing of Fishery area 
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While weaknesses are: 
 
1. State of the severely damaged pier 
2. Ice plant malfunction 
3. Non-functioning of the auction Fish Place 
 
Factors to be the cause of this is due to the power port of fishermen who conduct activities in this port come from 

various regions such as North Sumatra Province, especially the District. Shavings. Location close to the port area so that 
the number of fishermen who could be a lot of opportunity to boost the fisheries sector as well as marketing. While the 
weakness factor is the pier made of wooden construction are not well maintained. The next factor is the ice plant is not 
used because catches obtained are sold out. Us ually the entire stock by fishing contractors who come from different 
places so that the ice plant is not used as well as the fish auction. Usually a direct auction conducted on the ship. 
 
 
3.2.3 Strengths and weaknesses of the Fishing Port of Tanjung Samak 
 
Fishing Port of Tanjung Samak would become Port Modern planned the first in the province of Riau. Where the latter 
will be equipped with various facilities such as a port facility modern. The first phase of construction is planned to start 
construction a long the 120-meter quay. But so far the co nstruction of t he pier i s abandoned because of budge t 
limitations. Therefo re, fo r the co mpletion of this course should get funding back, because if it is not treated  qu ickly 
abandoned the development would be in vain even be destroyed. 

Facilities to support fishing activities are al so not yet av ailable. As th e size of fishing vessel over 60 GT fo r the 
South China Sea region, the installation of the fish processing industry development, surimi, ice factories, cold storage, 
retail outlets, running water, electricity and workshop. We recommend that the Government should support organizing 
various other facilities to support well over fishing activities in this area. If the port management of these fish will be in 
operation, of course, the economy surrounding communities will rise. 

But ap pears i n t he s ub-district R angsang e specially i n i ts capi tal di strict of  Ta njung Samak has become a l and 
tender for certain  p arties to benefit a larg er number of projects built fro m th e reg ion. Th e proof is found in  m any 
projects fro m government and  from Ben gkalis in  Riau pro vince and  the cen ter was built so  long , has no t been used 
already a lot of damages. One example of the construction of a fence wall of Fish Landing Place which is located on an 
area 20 hectares, the project is a project from the state budget, local budget and Bengkalis, Riau province, in 2005 and 
2007. Not to mention the use of building yet another wall was collapsed buildings in the area is abandoned just like that, 
when a large tide of this land flooded by sea water.  

Viewed from this can kno w the strengths and weaknesses of such fishing port as: when seen from  the number of 
fishermen is very prospective to be developed in order to boost economy communities that have been doing a  lot of 
fishing activ ities in t he platform, with t he co nstruction of th is port will p articularly help th e fisherm en. While the 
disadvantage, Port development p roject which i s a dilemma many cert ainly not  a bandoned t he planned direction. 
Factors cau sing t he wea kness cause d by l ack of g ood pl anning, s o t hat t he government seem s not  o nly t he home 
building a nd c onducted a s urvey i n ad vance, gi ving t he i mpression t hat t he pr oject m ade the original so. Whi le the 
benefits to society do not exist at all. So impressed with the planned project in vain. 

 
 

3.2.4.Strengths and weaknesses at the Bangliau/Pelantar  in Rokan hilir of district and Bengkalis Regency 
 
Bangliau con tained i n Rok an Hilir and  B engkalis reg ency is  managed b y priv ate parties, wh ere the o rganizational 
structure ten ds to  be fam ilial, b ecause m anagers are usually sin gle families so  th ere is no formal o rganizational 
structure. Bangliau i s a  business area  for management. So, in management, t he manager of bangliau usually employ 
several employees to help smooth fishing activities. While existing facilities such as docks simple impression is only 
made of wood, as well as other facilities. 
 While the activities conducted in bangliau rohil include landing, auction, and processing. Usually produced from 
this re gion i nclude s hrimp past e, sh rimp, dri ed s hrimp, fre sh s hrimp, and salted fish. Products from these areas  or 
marketed their catch to Bagan Siapi-api, the island of Java, and in exports to Malaysia and Singapore.  
 When vi ewed fr om t he d ecision of t he M inister of Transportation nu mber 26 year 199 8 con cerning t he 
implementation of Port, the sea, the bangliau including into the dock for its own sake. The decision stated that the pier 
for its own  sake is a jetty an d other facilities lo cated within the Work Env ironment and Local Go vernment Area o f 
Interest En vironmental h arbor from th e sea po rt, built, operated an d used for t heir own in terests t o sup port cert ain 
activities. Whereas in Article 26 decision of the Minister of Transportation of the Republic of Indonesia number 26 year 
1998 t hat i n order t o obtain management app roval of t he pi er must at tach p roof o f t ies of c ooperation, d rawing t he 
layout of the location, had evidence of exploitation of land outside the area working environment. 
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 In terms of its legal aspects should bangliau equipped with multiple licenses or certificates to support and facilitate 
in the operation include: Permit Place of  Business, Fis heries Business License , Pe rmit catching fi sh, Fishing Ve ssel 
Permit, and certificates of airworth iness and h iring a fishing boat. But so far there are st ill many who do not complete 
bangliau license. 

While the fish landings in the Bengkalis District, managed by private parties wi th the mediator cal led the local 
residents. So far, platform management systems in the regency is almost the same as bangliau in the regency of Rokan 
hilir. Processing activities on the platform but this does not exist. Only the landing and auction only. Likewise with the 
permission letter has almost the same as bangliau. 

 
Strengths and weaknesses Bangliau / mediator are: 
 
1. Privately owned businesses / individuals 
2. Has an extensive marketing network  
3. Bangliau /Pelantar has its own fishing fleet 
 
while the disadvantage is: 
 
1. Inadequate facilities 
2. Unclear organizational structure 
3. Unfavorable condition of the building 
4. Administratively less accurate calculation of fishery production. 
 
Factor cause s of stre ngths and wea knesses is the number o f fishermen t hat m any, m any conn ections a nd 

relationships, as well as his own advantage. While the weakness was a makeshift facility because the budget / capital 
was minimal, and no st ructured organization well as i ndividual managers so t hat t hey automatically own coordinate 
system 
 
 

4. Conclusions and Suggestions 
 
4.1 Conclusion 
 
From th e results o f th is study con cluded t hat in general th e fish ing port in Riau  province is still less th an optimal 
function as a fishing port. Caused some of the following: 

1. Aspects of the law is less clear, in ge neral fishery port  in Riau province has no clear legal basis and com plete. 
For example, such as local government policies concerning landings of fish in the place / port that has been determined 
so far no. So that there are many such examples of illegal fish landings in the FLB Dumai. Therefore, the port functions 
is no t op timal. So also with the legal basis Bangliau managed by private parties, so far their legality is still u nclear. 
Because of its business license is less complete, as seen from the Minister of Communications Decree No. 26 of article 
26 and Law No.31 of 2004 on fisheries said all activ ities conducted in the Republic of Indonesia must have a business 
license. By hence the operational bangliau often hampered due to lack of complete business letter. 

2. System management is les s well stru ctured, such as fish  landing base Dumai. FLB is th e port o f Dumai's best 
compared to other ports. But so far as administrative TIU FLB Dumai has ne ver been established but had to walk or 
operate. Likewise with other ports. 

3. In some ports lack adequate facilities av ailable. And it is no t balanced between the facilities with one another. 
For example some existing facilities are not used at all, partly exceedi ng capacities, such as the  Fishery Harbour Island 
sunbathe, port facilities as a very high level of facility u tilization has been severely damaged and need repair. While 
Fish Auction Place and Cold storage is never used at all. 
 
 
4.2 Suggestion 
 
From this problem several solutions suggested for improving the management system Fishery Port. And hopefully will 
be able to improve the quality of fishery port in Riau Province as a prosperous economic base of society. It is suggested 
that some solution that is exp ected to be taken into consideration for all  parties, especially governments and actors in 
order to improve fisheries Fishery port as expected. Suggestions are presented include: 

 
1. Making / renewal of legislation that leads to: 

- Optimizing the role of the port as a fishing port is legal, so hopefully all fishing activities conducted only at the 
port. 
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- Prohibition of the existence of illegal fishing port. 
2. Fishing Port Management system improvement 
3. Local procurement in the fishery harbor considerable potential such as fish eries Rokan hilir of district, which 

work together to manage the system with private parties such as th e fishery port of Belawan in North Sumatra 
province. 

4. Improvement and development of Port facilities and launch activities to enhance fisheries 
5. Private party and government cooperation in terms of port. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The strong improvements in  information and communication systems as well as im proved transhipment technologies 
provide th e platform fo r m ore efficien t planning with in in terorganizational tran sport ch ains. Nevertheless, these 
technologies do not automatically optimize systems based on routines and behavioral patterns, established over decades. 

The maritime transport chain has a heterogeneous structure in nature. The various actors – deep sea carrier, short 
sea shipper, ocean freight forw arder, port term inals, freight operators, rai l companies, hinterland terminals, road, and 
barge carrier and container depots – can be seen as agents whose inevitable functional role in the logistics chain must be 
coordinated without in terfere with their target self-in terest and business concepts (Roorda et al., 2010). These  locally 
acting, economicall y in dependent act ors t hat are partially in  competition w ith each o ther, and  op erate with d ifferent 
business m odels (e.g . Carrier's Hau lage and  Merch ant's Hau lage) on  t he m arket, have to adju st cap acities fo r t he 
purposes of their custom ers. Neither one integrated service provider is ab le to  plan capacity demands over the enti re 
maritime transport chain, nor a cooperation betwee n actors is sufficie nt enough to e nsure efficient pl anning along the  
chain. Logisticians – in theory and practice – have to consider the field of behavioral science to describe and analyse 
planning problems regarding to involved actors’ strategic behavior and social embeddedness, too.  

The objective of th is paper is to  illustrate behavioral aspects and  topic models for co llaborative planning within 
interorganizational t ransport chai ns. T herefore, t his paper anal yses c hanges i n behavioral r outines and governance 
structures i n t he inte rorganizational m aritime tran sport ch ain using a case stud y that  de picts m utual projections of 
expected container transhipment. 
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2. PLANNING IN SUPPLY CHAINS 
 
Three functions of planning can b e distinguished: pr ognosis and uncer tainty r eduction, coor dination, and contr ol 
(Staehle et al., 1999). For decrasing business risks the accumulation of information and prognostication of future entries 
is needed. Basing on incomplete and asymmetric information, alternatives and corrective actions have to be considered 
by the actors. With the availability of better Information (e.g. shorter inquiry periods) plans have to be revised (Mellis, 
2004). A systematic use of uncertainty reduction with planning can lead to economic advantages for the maritime actors 
(Khandwalla, 1975). The coordination by planning adjusts measures to be t aken during planning procedure using the 
coordination principles sequential planning, parallel planning and planning in groups (Bea, 2005). Due to incomplete 
information, t hese plans ha ve t o be  m onitored. T his c ontrol f unction has t wo m ain t asks: Fi rst t he pl anned path i s 
compared with the actual development and second the planned path has to be confronted with currently more favorable 
paths (Mellis, 2004). 

Hierarchical p roduction pl anning i s based u pon t he development of optimized t otal models a nd pr oduction 
planning and control (Kistner et al., 2001). The basic idea is to structure decisions by reference to various characteristics 
and determining these on d ifferent levels instead  of simultaneous. Due to the u seful connection of  different decision 
levels hierarchical planning is a m ixture of simultaneous and succes sive pl anning (Sc hmid, 2009). Top-down or 
retrograde planning determines global planning aims in form of an overall plan which is substantiated in downstream 
hierarchical levels (Ehrmann, 2004). Benefits of this planning are convergence of aims and efficiency advantages. In 
bottom-up or progressive planning, this concept is reverse. The lower hierarchical levels are planning their objectives 
autonomously. These partial plans are being aggregated to one overall plan (Ehrmann, 2004). An advantage is use of 
more detailed information from operative levels but does not include convergence with business objectives.  

A market oriented planning approach regards to identification of new and attractive markets (Braunschmidt, 2006 
and extends the planning, basing on common cost- and historical view, with integration of market conditions and target 
audience needs. Here especially the syste matic and analyti cal deduction of input sizes for planning is a problem. Thes 
input sizes are usually projected from historical data.  

In c ontrast t o maritime t ransport chai n, st rategic pl anning i n i ndustry and t rade, e. g. planning ap proaches i n 
assortment policy (Düssel, 2006) or balanced scorecards (Weber et al., 2000), is widespread implemented. Due to its 
heterogeneous nature, connecting different actors with differing business models relating to specific views of container 
transport flows, th e maritime transport network has to combine al l of these vi ews to one harmonized projection. The 
following t able sh ows t he different planning ap proaches o f actors within t he m aritime transport chain. T hey a re 
depending on the position and business model of the various actors. 

 
 

Table 1. Planning Approaches in Maritime Transport Chain 
 

 container 
volumes 

container 
transhipment 

relation 
based 

sector/ 
branch based 

fleet 
utilization others 

deep sea carrier X      

short sea shipper X      
ocean freight 
forwarder X      

port terminals  X     

freight operators   X X   

rail companies     X  

hinterland terminals  X     

haulier (road)     X  

barge     X  

container depots      X 
 
 

3. MODELLING THE MARITIME TRANSPORT CHAIN 
 
Concerning t he hi erarchical planning as  pl anning ap proach i n maritime t ransport c hain, a  k nock-down model o f t he 
chain itself and the involve d actors with their specific business models (partial models in hierarchical planning) has to 
be considered. As already mentioned this model has to reference on behavioral aspects, too. 
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Figure 1 de picts t he m aritime t ransport chain a nd t he envi ronment (m acro l evel) cove ring t he act ors. The 
respective business models of the actors (as partial models) are in mutual interaction for customer service (e.g. transport 
capacity, price and  lead times) and cannot be combined in a total model. However, the different business models also 
have an effect on the other actors involved and thus form dynamically changing cause-effect relationships depending on 
actors’ react ions a nd be havior. With a c ombination o f dynamic and explanatory m ethods, such as age nt-based 
modelling and  system dynamics, these dependencies can be ca ptured, but  have to be complemented wi th behavioral 
aspects. 
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Figure 1. Maritime Transport Chain with Environment 
 
 
Especially in the maritime transport chain, there are many different modeling approaches and the inconsistency of 

existing data leads to major problems in integrated forecasting (Jürgens et al., 2008). The SCENES model developed in 
2001 is based on th e STREAMS traffic sim ulation mo del, following t he obj ective of assessi ng th e influ ence of 
exogenous facto rs on  t he European passen ger and  freight fl ows until 202 0. Th e Swed ish SAMGODS m odel is a  
structured combination of several economic and transport-economic models as a basem ent for policy decisions about 
infrastructure projects. The agent -based tran sport m odel INTERLOG simulates th e interaction between act ors i n a 
logistics chain, considering Germany. In general, increased research activities on and implementation of d isaggregated 
models can be determined. Examples are INTERLOG or WiVSim, developed by German DLR Institute of Transport 
Research (Varschen et al., 2 005). These  m odels are ba sed o n o bservations o f individual microscopic simulations. 
Aggregated models, however, are using data, reflecting the actions of specific regional groups (Liedtke, 2006). 

As assumption for the planning in logistics and supply chain management – also for interorganizational planning – 
one behavioral asp ect h as to be con sidered in d etail: Bo unded rationality. Th is b ehavioral asp ect combined with  th e 
fact, that hierarchical planning i n m aritime transport chain e nds at  the c ompanies’ borders, a  ne w ap proach i n 
collaborative p lanning, respecting t he behavioral as pects in m aritime pr oblem has  t o be c onsidered. Thi s ca n be an 
expert-panel, consisting of representatives of the maritime transport chain. This panel has to be surveyed by a neutral 
third for collecting expert estimates and aggregating these. 
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4. CASE STUDY 
 
In t he case st udy e xpert i nterviews u sing t he Del phi m ethod an d round-table discussions a re c onducted. C reating 
projections on future development of  container streams wi thin mutual di scussions i s not only important in phases of 
static economic growth lik e estimated in  the p ast years. Integrating experts from all i nvolved actors along the whole 
transport ch ain – APL, CMA CG M, H apag Llo yd, Maer sk, TFG Transfrach t, Metrans, Po lzug, DB  Intermodal, DB  
Schenker Logistics, Deichmann, IKEA, Eurogate Bremen, Eurogate Intermodal, HHLA, Kühne+Nagel, BMW, Bosch, 
and Siemens Home Appliances Group and DHL – enables projections basing on more different views, experiences and 
individual behaviors.  

For estab lishing th e necessary tru st th e exp ert in terviews are conducte d, a nonymized and c onsolidated by an 
independent third , here the university. On the one hand quantitative estimations from actor’s v iew could be acquired 
and on the other occurrences of trends, new aspects and deviations from common behavior of different actors could be 
identified. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Web-Based Tool Using The Delphi Method (Beta Version) 
 
 

By interviewing the experts of deep sea shippers, terminals, freight operators and shipping agents in Germany and 
establishing a multi-client capable survey-tool (see figure 2) the expected results show behavioral changes of the actors 
in planning by challenging their individual expectations with group expectations and opinions.  

In order to identify the relevant quantitative and qualitative estimations of the actors, first a desk research of topic 
problems and developments within the maritime transport chain was conducted. Basing on th ese findings an in terview 
guideline for face-to-face expert interviews was derived and sent to the experts in advance. Re garding to the guideline 
subsequently the intervie ws had been directly conducted at the experts ’ place a nd further open questions and answers 
were allowed to increase the quality of statemen ts by additional internal information and planning approaches. So the 
experts’ estimations regarding to the seaside and hinterland development in maritime transport chain could be recorded. 
To est ablish s horter s urvey peri ods t he re quirements for  a fi rst i t-based Del phi-prognosis was discussed wi th t he 
experts. Here especially the planning approaches of the different actors and the willingness for supplying information in 
such a tool was reviewed. 

Estimation 4 Estimation3 Estimation2Estimation1

Group

Former projectionswithouttrendbreaks

TEU
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All in terview answers were later on being quantitatively and qualitatively analysed and weighted to the specific 
market sh are of th e companies. Th e qualitative an alysis showed both co mmonalities and d ifferences in  t he exp erts’ 
opinion on current development of containerized maritime transport. 

A quantitative comparison concerning the average growth rate in m aritime container traffic first has to unify the 
different planning approaches. E.g. Carriers are pl anning in container market volumes while terminals are faci ng the 
transhipment of containe rs (s ee table 1)  i ncluding double co unts of co ntainers by feeder t raffic. If the containe r is  
coming bac k empty t o t he t erminal i t i s not  a double b ut a quadruple co unt of o ne an d t he sam e co ntainer. After 
standardization of the container average growth rate estimations by the actors, the datasets were uploaded to a database 
including all relevant data for the it-based Delphi-prognosis tool. 

Although t he quantitative exp ert estim ations sho wed a cl early recog nizable po sitive tren d in  the tran sport, th e 
deviation leads to a very early and a quite conservative recovery to the pre-crisis market level in 2008. 

For the second rou nd of th e survey a link to  the it-based Delphi-prognosis too l was sent to t he actors. Here the 
quantitative results were presen ted and the development paths could be altered by the users with sliders changing the 
estimated compound annual growth rates (CAGR) for 2010 until 2014. 
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Figure 3. Web-Based Tool Using The Delphi Method (Final Version And Survey Process) 
 
 
The tool collects the data from the database and computes among other statistical figures the standard deviations 

from the estimations. Then theses points are presented as two development paths and the average growth rate as path, 
which ca n be adjusted by t he e xperts i n a second or more r ound. In t he secon d round th e exper ts varied their  
expectations with  the view on  the next quarter. Here th e average did not significantly change, so that the first round 
answers were confirmed. 

For t he co mmon round tab le d iscussion not th e quantitative larg e numbered su rvey was prioritized but t he 
premises of the actors’ planning (planning horizons) and a first it-based Delphi-approach. 

 
 

Table 2. Actors’ Planning Horizons (From Expert-Panel – 15 Interviews) 
stagnation gr owth on a 

low level 
grow with 

Market 
grow stronger 
than Market 

grow twice as 
Market 

no growth 
information 

provided 
1 2 2 5 3 2 

 
 
During the round table discussion, the presentation of t he common qualitative findings lead to a vital discussion 

phase, especially wh en a po tential port drift was mentioned. As an act or commented not to notice any shift, the group 
seized both statements and started a discussion to constitute an overall picture of the statement. 
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This indicates that even in a closed round with representatives from maritime transport network different views on 
the container transport have to be collected and directly confronted, to establish a better foundation for a collaborative 
planning. Th is fu rthermore in dicates bou nded rationality can be circum vented ev en in a sm all-numbered su rvey b y 
using an expert panel. A collaborative planning in the maritime transport chain has economical effects on the m arket 
too, e.g. a confirmed positive trend by experts in container volumes has a positive indication for the market growth and 
thus leads a raise in  trade which again increases the container volumes. A confirmed negative trend on the other hand 
indicates uncertainty and a decrease of market trade. 

The discussion a bout t he s urvey style,  whether it s hould be a n em pirical sa mple of a large c ross section of 
maritime acto rs or a sm aller exp ert panel with  relev ant actors al ong t he m aritime tran sport chai n with a si gnificant 
market i nfluence, was  co ntroversial di scussed. As result t he rel evance of  an e xpert panel i nstead of a n em pirical 
evidence f or col laborative pl anning was co nfirmed as use ful i nstrument for  collaborative planning by t he 
representatives of the maritime transport chain. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
The case st udy comprises, an expert panel, consisting of representatives of actors across the maritime transport chain, 
combined wi th a Del phi-survey tool for shorter planning intervals are a suitable method for a c ollaborative planning 
approach. For a better comparison the different planning approaches and horizons have to be unified to one key figure, 
e.g. whole container volumes or transhipment figures in ports. After unification of the figures, they have to be weighted 
with the actors’ m arket shar e in each se gment. Th e quantitative esti mations furthe rmore have t o be enha nced by 
qualitative statements. To  eliminate the high impact of behavioural aspects, such as bou nded rationality and thus the  
asymmetric in formation alon g th e m aritime tran sport chain, th e representatives hav e to b e brought tog ether and 
moderated by a n eutral third. Only in direct discussions an overall picture for planning issues can be constituted. This 
planning approach not only improves the reflection to the actors’ own internal planning, but also gives evidence to the 
market, how th e whole m aritime tran sport ch ain exp ects th e fu ture development in  con tainer tran sport an d thus 
expectations to market growth. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Today, al most al l overseas shipping o f f urniture, t oys, footwear, cl othing, a uto parts, el ectronics c omponents, an d 
computers i s done via st andardized 20', 40', and 45' l ong steel containers aboard deep-sea container vessels.  As of 
December 2008, t he world cellular fleet cons isted of 4661 vessels solely devoted to transporting cont ainerized cargo.  
The to tal cap acity o f th ese vessels was th e eq uivalent of some 12.1 million twenty foot containers [1].  Four years 
earlier, in February 2004, the figure was only 6.54 million twenty foot containers [2].  This represents a gr owth rate 
exceeding 1% per month.  Such a ra pid expansion of the container sector, combined with a heightened concern over 
customer service and security, has made container shipping a major focus of operational research in the past decade. 
 

In this study, we investigate how the long-run performance of a seaport container terminal as measured in terms of 
GCR (gross crane rate, quay crane rate) depends on the algorithm that automatically selects storage locations for export 
containers upon their arrival at the terminal.  GCR is defined as the average number of lifts achieved at a ter minal per 
quay crane (QC) working hour and  is on e of the m ost important m easures of operational performance at a c ontainer 
terminal.  To attain a high GCR, the flow of containers back and forth between the shore and the yard has to proceed 
smoothly, so th at QCs do not in cur idle time waiting for t he vehicles (yard tru cks, YTs) that move cargo between the 
quay and storage yard. 
 

In t his stud y, we ev aluate sev eral real-time containe r st orage system s usin g a fu lly-integrated, d iscrete ev ent 
simulation model that considers the detailed movement of individual containers passing through a pure vessel-to-vessel 
transshipment terminal over a several week period.  We assume that rubber-tired gantry cranes (RTGs, yard cranes, 
YCs) are used for lifting and stacking containers in th e yard an d that all equipment is m anually controlled by human 
operators.  Experiments co nsider f our c ontainer term inal scenarios that  are  desi gned to re produce t he m icroscopic, 
stochastic, real -time en vironment at a m ultiple-berth facility.  Results indicate th at it  is u sually m ore im portant t o 
choose st orage locations t hat minimize the ex pected co ngestion in  th e yard  th an to ch oose st orage lo cations t hat 
minimize the expected distance containers travel to and from their storage locations.  The experiments do not cover all 
situations, but nevertheless do provide a meaningful connection between real-time container storage algorithms and the 
overall, long-run productivity of a seaport container terminal. 
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The literature relevant to this study includes all papers on container terminals that discuss (1) container storage location 
assignment, (2) sim ulation modeling, or (3) the literature itself.  A total of 63 such papers published in year 200 9 or 
before were found by the a uthors.  Excellent surveys of recent resea rch on container terminal operations include [3], 
[4], and [5].  A good description of container terminal operations is given in [6].  A concise summary of the various 
operational decisions made in container terminals is given in [7]. 
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The problem of container storage location assignment is ad dressed by only a handful of articles i n the literature.  
Of particular interest here i s t he st orage of export containers.  Out of 18 such papers, only [8] p resents a m odel in 
which the arrival, stay, and departure of each container is exp licitly modeled.  In addition, [8] is t he only such article 
that presents a model that obtains numerical results on real-time container storage location assignment.  Moreover, no 
article p rior to year 201 0 presen ts a m odel that sho ws how alternate real-time containe r storage  loca tion assignment 
systems affect the overall, long-run performance of a multiple-berth container terminal as measured in terms of GCR or 
average vessel turnaround t ime.  This research, on the other hand, has produced such a model.  This discrete event 
simulation m odel i s desc ribed i n [9], [10], and [11].  Out o f 4 0 art icles t hat pre sent cont ainer t erminal sim ulation 
models, t hese are t he only a rticles t hat sh ow how proposed t erminal designs a nd/or real-time a utomated deci sion 
making systems affect the long-run, overall perform ance (i.e. GCR ) of a fully-integrated, multiple-berth c ontainer 
terminal wh ere th e activ ities asso ciated with ind ividual containers, v essels, QCs, RTGs, YTs, and yard stacks are 
considered. 
 
 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 
The current study has two main goals.  The first goal is to evaluate the relative importance of the following four sub-
objectives within a real-time container storage management system:  
 

(1) minimizing container travel distance from the quay to the yard during unloading/storage 
(2) minimizing container travel distance from the yard to the quay during retrieval/loading 
(3) minimizing congestion near container storage location during unloading/storage 
(4) minimizing congestion near container storage location during retrieval/loading. 

 
The last two sub-objectives are sy nonymous with m aximizing YC availab ility in  the v icinity of t he storage 

locations during unloading/storage and retrieval/loading respectively.  All four sub-objectives are related to the overall 
objective of maximizing GCR.  However, not all sub-objectives can be pursued simultaneously.  For example, if the 
goal i s t o m inimize cont ainer t ravel di stance fr om t he q uay t o t he y ard d uring unloading/storage, we w ould sel ect 
storage l ocations that are close t o the unloading vessel whenever possible.  However, t his would p robably generate 
congestion in the vicinity of th e stor age l ocations dur ing un loading/storage.  Thus, in  pursuing sub -objective 1, we 
would be st raying from sub -objective 3.  Si nce n ot al l su b-objectives can  be pursued si multaneously, t he m ost 
important sub-objectives must be identified.  Once these are identified, we can derive general rules of thumb that apply 
regardless o f whether a  t erminal’s co ntainer st orage m anagement sy stem i s based on off-line or real-time deci sion 
making.  Our second goal is to identify one or more specific real-time container storage location assi gnment systems 
that strike the optimum balance among the four sub-objectives above. 
 

Our e xperiments co nsider four c ontainer terminal scena rios that are designed to reproduce t he microscopic, 
stochastic, real-time environment at a multiple-berth facility.  Results from a combined 857 million QC lifts worth of 
simulated activ ity in dicate t hat it is usually more im portant to pu rsue sub- objectives 3 an d 4 t han t o pursue sub-
objectives 1 and 2.  In addition, the best priority-based storage schemes, which pre-assign to each vessel certain high-
priority storage areas w here cargo that is loaded onto the vessel is to be stored, perform about as we ll as t he best free 
storage schemes that do not favor certain areas over others.  In other words, mathematical programming has l imited 
relevance within a real-tim e container stora ge m anagement syste m.  The expe riments are not exha ustive e nough to 
cover all situations, but nevertheless do provide the first di rect connection in the literature between real-time container 
storage algorithms and long-run performance at a multiple-berth seaport container terminal. 
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Abstract: The desi gn c oncept o f M obile Har bor (MH) is t o de velop a no vel sel f-travelling harbor sy stem. M H can 
unload the containers from large tonnage ship outside of the harbor without actually berthing it. Therefore, MH enables 
receiving large  containers  shi p as well as t he other ge neral cargo s hip i n different styles at sm all or m edium-sized 
harbors. This new concept of MH brings the new problems such as loading/unloading scheduling, travelling scheduling, 
berthing scheduling and data management. The a pproach to the solution of the new problems requires comprehensive 
and rapid-responsive logistics analysis because of the complexity of the MH system. Simulation method is one of the 
promising approaches in this case so t hat this paper proposes a platform of M H system, for i ntegrated comprehensive 
simulation o f MH logistics and  operation analysis. It  i ncludes 3D resource modeling, 2D & 3D l ayout design, st ore 
planning of resources, performance analysis and database management system. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
As a traditional freight transport method, the shipping had existed for many years in human being’s history, and it still 
plays a very important role in today’s freight transport. There are kinds of ports all over the world, and the requirement 
of shipping will still increase constantly in future. However, base on the different topography and capacity of ports, the 
capabilities for various con tainers sh ips of t hese po rts are quite d ifferent. Fo r so me sm all p orts, li mited b y t heir 
topography, it is impossible to allow a large container ship to berth and load/unload the cargoes. Thus, this is the design 
inspiration of Mobile Harbor (MH), which is a harbor that can be moved out to sea t o allow large container ships to 
unload cargo without having to come into port.       
 As an  i nnovative maritime lo gistics syste m, MH is integrated with v arious s ub syste ms, including Fast 
Loading/Unloading System, Fl oating B ody Sy stem, B erthing/Mooring System, Quay  C argo S ystem, C ontainer 
Terminal Resources, and so on. These various and complex components cause the difficulty for testing and evaluating 
MH ope rating syste m, espec ially in the de sign phase. T herefore, a n efficient and inte grated performance evaluation 
system is very  necessary, since these evaluation works are extremely important procedure that cannot be ignored. T he 
improvement of  simulation technology these days make i t possible to quickly find design er ror, reduce development 
time, evaluate  pe rformance and guarantee de sign quality, therefore, it  becam e the  popular and freque ntly a pplied 
technology in many industry design area including shipbuilding industry. 

Simulation in maritime environments has been developed by the scientists for a long time. In fact both the authors 
themselves and other researchers had studied technologies devoted to improve performances inside a harbor and on the 
infrastructures around it (railroads, motorways, etc.) (Briano et al., 2005). However, most of these researches focus on 
developing mathematics simulation models or 2D process simulation by using ERP and Petri Nets formalism. In 2002, 
Dong-A University in South Korea devoted to manage Container Terminal Operating Systems using an ERP Approach 
(Choi H.R. et al., 2002). In the same year, th e University of B arcelona in Spain, presented a m odeling methodology 
based on Colored Petri Nets (CPN) formalism to design a software tool useful in port process simulation in order to 
make easier the design and the management of port terminals (Bacardit et al., 2002). All these researches base on the 
existing port or the situation that the basic technology or machinery system has been already developed. Therefore, for 
designing a new port system like MH, the research works are more challenging and difficult. 

In this research, by using Siemens NX and Plant Simulation tool, an efficient integrated 3D simulation platform is 
developed to evaluate the performance of this complex and alternative MH op erating system. This platform integrates 
many technologies like CAD/CAM, St ore pl an opt imization, M achinery & Sy stem sim ulation an d Dat a Base 
technology. T he p rocess f or devel oping t his sim ulation pl atform i s as fol lows: Fi rst, defi ne t he 3D C AD res ource 
modeling for designed sub systems, define the relation between systems, find the interaction between various design 
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alternatives, design pa rameters, and develop a R ule-Based & Knowledge-Based quick responsible system for  design 
changing, finally, base on the information of system components, input data and operating plan and process, the 2D & 
3D simulation layout is established. 

In t here, t he i nformation o f sy stem com ponents, t he i nput data of si mulation l ayouts an d l oading/unloading 
operating pla n can be stored in Oracl e syste m of DBMS (Data base M anagement Syste m). The n, t he interface for 
parameters and analysis function for results can be defined. Finally, after achieving the alternative operating simulation 
evaluation, by appl ying t he proposed i ntegrated 3D simulation pl atform fo r M H, q uickly eval uation fo r rea sonable 
alternatives and design verification can be accomplished. 
 
 

2. RELATED REASERCH 
 
As mentioned above, there are four main technologies have been applied in this simulation platform: CAD/CAM, Store 
plan optimization, Machinery & System simulation and Data Base technology. 

CAD i s one of t he c omputer-aided t echnologies, which describes t he use o f c omputer t echnology t o ai d i n t he 
design, a nalysis, an d m anufacture o f products. Ho wever, al ong wi th t he i ncrease of product desi gn complexity and 
market competition, current traditional CAD tool support is extremely limited for the conceptual design phase. There is 
need to rapidly conduct design analyses involving multiple disciplines communicating together (trading off such things 
as performance, cost, reliability, etc.). The solution is to commit more resources at the conceptual design stage to reduce 
the cycle tim e by eliminating redesign (Calkins et al., 2000 ).Therefore, many companies still try t o develop their own 
API (Application Programming Interface) for CAD progra m (Kim et al., 2005) (Kang et al., 1997). Mean time, a new 
technology with roots in computer-aided design (CAD) was developed called KBE (Knowledge Based Engineering). 
Now, many CAD tools have supported the KBE technology, and one of famous application is NX Knowledge-Fusion. 
The Siemens NX CAD tool provides a knowledge-based editing function called the Knowledge-Fusion. It supplies the 
capability of rapid redesign base on ex isting CAD models just by changing the parameters or requirements, not need 
redraw i t. T he desi gn c oncept of M H i s t o a dapt al l kinds of c ontainer s hips, t hus, base  on t he different ca pacity 
requirements, th e type o f MH should be various. NX K nowledge-Fusion techno logy ex actly righ t satisfies th is 
requirement (Hwang et al., 2007). 

Machinery & System simulation are two kinds of virtual simulation technologies. The former focuses on the detail 
action si mulation of si ngle machine, i n or der t o fi nd the design error or machine constraints. T he “Vi rtual 
Manufacturing” is kind of simulation technology that support the Machinery simulation (Anders et al., 2005) (Chen et 
al., 2007). The latter choose a factory plant or a product line as the object of simulation to optimize and improve the line 
performance (Mo on et  al., 2008) (Choi S.D . et  al., 200 2). Generally, these two t echnologies are  applied i n di fferent 
researches or different sub tasks for one research. However, more and more simulation tools applied the function that 
these two technologies can be integrated in  one model. In th is research, Plant Simulation tool was used to develop the 
simulation model for MH. The detail action of crane and the whole system operating can be simulated. 

Databases remain a critical asset to any enterprise. Although database management systems (DBMSes) are mature, 
DBMS vendors continue to innovate, extending beyond the traditional relational model by embracing new technologies 
such as XML, content management, and Web services (Noel et al., 2009). Because MH system has various sub systems 
to p erform the logistics fun ctions, thus, th e DB technology was u sed t o st ore t he i nformation dat a of various 
components. And if the DB related with  cargo ca nnot be distributed very well for the c omponents, it will cause m any 
problems. Theref ore, t he D B desi gn of MH o perating sy stem is v ery im portant. Base on  th e characteristic or 
components of MH system, the DB of MH was divided into several sub-databases. This will be introduced in detail later.  

In add ition, for th e evaluation, im provement and  au tomation of con tainer term inal p roductivity with  m any 
components, various existing simulation technologies should be studied (Ramani et al., 1996). 

Having all th ese technology as b ack ground, the final important job for this platform is to integrate and evaluate 
the whole system. Therefore, the second development with Plant Simulation tool was achieved, including the input data 
parameter interface, the  res ult analysis. T he details of Store pla n optimization is related with optim ized s olution for 
programming will be introduced by other papers. 
 
 

3. MOBILE HARBOR OPERATING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROCESS 
 
As a new maritime logistics s ystem, MH syste m requires internal and external research collaboration with the subject. 
And the most important task is how these functions are integ rated in this  platform and how the platform can eval uate 
the performance of system . After inte grating every sub-system base on the subject design, the evaluation of operating 
performance can be accomplished, showed in Figure 1.  

There are four m ain p reparation task s before the in tegrated platform est ablished. “K nowledge-Based 3D 
Parametric Modeling” means the 3D CAD modeling for all su b systems by using NX Knowledge-Fusion technology, 
here, th e i nterference between each  system an d co llision an alysis sho uld be condu cted for th e integrated d esign 
verification. And then, base on the integration rules and engineering knowledge, “System Alternative Layouts Design” 
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can be converted to 2D & 3D simulation model. Once the 2D & 3D simulation models are finished, i t can be repeat 
applied i n t he di fferent M H simulation scenarios. T hen, ba se on t he si mulation models, “3 D Simulation a nd 
Performance Evaluation” and “3D Emulation Assessment and Ma nagement Plan” should be accomplished. The latter 
represents the optimized store plan of containers and MH management plan in port. 

After all these  processes has been accomplished, an integrated 3D platform  can be  established, and with the MH 
management p lan, t he st ore plan of c ontainers an d t he c rane operating inform ation, t he sim ulation scenarios ca n be 
experimented, and the analysis of simulation result can be promptly gained. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Mobile Harbor Operating Performance Evaluation 
 
 

4. KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERGRATED MODELING 
 
 

4.1 Integrated Modeling and Design Verification Component 
 
The MH is a k ind of maritime logistics system, which can load/download the containers from container ship directly, 
even t hough i n t he sea , 2~3m wave st riking happens frequently. The refore, M H i ncludes various sub-systems an d 
components, which are designed to solve the various problems happening in the sea. Through the integration of sub-
systems and e valuation of a ll desi gn, t he final design of M H sh ows i n t he Fi gure 2. B y using t he 3D m odeling 
technology, the interference between systems can be rem oved, the ac curacy and e fficiency can be  improved, and the 
productivity can be increased. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Integrated Design Verification of Mobile Harbor Components 
 
 
4.2 3D Simulation Library Based on Knowledge-Fusion 
 
As mentioned before, the KBE (Knowledge Based Engineering) was applied in this platform to satisfy th e alternative 
resources. Because design activities are automated, KBE represents a way of capturing design processes. KBE software 
often have an object oriented structure, where geometry is created and evaluated in terms of cl asses containing stored 
rules, and a geometry engine that manages and visualizes the geometry (Sandberg et al., 2008). Chapman and Pinfold 
claim that KBE can promote organization of the information flow and create rapid design solutions where more ideas 
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and scenarios can be evaluated than without KBE (Chapman et al., 1999). For rapid design of MH and other resources, 
the kn owledge-based design conce pts by  u sing NX K nowledge-Fusion technology h as been applied. By usi ng the 
Knowledge-Fusion, the entire 3D m odel’s size (including parts and assembly parts) can be c hange directly under the 
requirement of designer for every kind of simulation scenarios. By doing so, cost estimations and warning messages can 
be generated as a result of design changes. Figure 3 shows an example of this kind of application. One 240TEU MH is 
directly transferred into a 1280TEU MH, and base on all kinds of constraints and rules, one crane also is added into the 
MH. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Knowledge-Fusion-based Platform 
 

This f unction of Knowledge-Fusion i s t o meet t he M H’s vari ous co nstraints an d re quirements. B ase o n t he 
customer req uirements, busi ness e nvironment an d c ontext o f t he M H, param eters ar e det ermined automatically by 
defining the design rules and knowledge, thus, this system can resp onse the variety very quickly. After the developed 
model is conver ted in to 3D CAD system, geometric models with details also have been created. Therefore, it can be 
applied in the design engineering directly. Figure 4 shows the ope rating interface of this function in detail. The i nput 
parameters include the average loading weight, the container types (20FT/40FT), the crane frame size and so on . After 
inputting the parameters, by using KBE technology, the geometry data can be calculated and transfer into new 3D CAD 
model. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Mobile Harbor Configuration Variation 
 

The construct of MH is showed in Figure 5. One important characteristic of MH design is the container’s carrying 
capacity (Row, Bay, and Tier) which also represents the position of containers in MH. This position is very important 
for t he l oading/unloading se quence of t he containers. Now, t he ca pacity o f standard MH i s 240TEU. B y using t he 
technology we mentioned, it can be converted into many kinds of MH with different capacity by different requirements. 
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Figure 5. Standard Model Alternative Variation 
 

The capacity (Row, Bay, and Tier)  is one of MH con struct’s constraint. Base on the knowledge of rules and high-
speed dedicated unloading chassis (Chassis) availability, the Tier of 240 TEU MH cannot be larger than 3. That means 
if the Tier is more than 3, it will affect the stability when MH travelling in the sea, and also affect the loading/unloading 
speed or efficiency of cra ne. Howe ver, al ong wit h the  increase of loa ding ca pacity, the tier of c ontainers m ay als o 
increase. In addition, if the number of Bay is more than 14, than two cranes are required for one MH. 

 
 

5. SIMULATION PLATFORM 
 
For choosing the best service syste m of MH, finding t he design e rrors, e valuating performance and  anal yzing t he 
enforceability of th is system, 3D simulation p latform o f whole system including the detail action of MH cran e have 
been developed by using Si emens Pl ant Si mulation s oftware. T his 3 D si mulation pl atform i s not only a  si mple and  
graphical ani mation. M any i mportant details of  c omponents l ike cra nes, t rolleys, containers a nd ve hicles a nd their 
mutual relationships are included, and the information data transfer among different sub-systems are also designed. The 
construct of this simulation platform are showed in Figure 6.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Simulation Platform Components 
 

There are  f our seve n m ain p arts o f 3D si mulation Pl atform, an d t hey are 3D C AD M odel M anagement, 3D 
knowledge Library, Layout Simulation Modeling, MH Operating Logic Library, 3D simulation Interface, 3D Emulator 
and Internal Information DB. The integration and data transfer between these parts consist of 3D simulation Platform . 
3D CAD Model Management and 3D knowledge Library supply the 3D CAD file of every component of MH operating 
system. Four parts will be explained in detail. 

 
 

5.1 Operating Logic Library 
 
The operating logic l ibrary of MH simulation platform include many kinds o f logics, such as t he operating o ffshore 
implementation a nd control m odule of MH c rane, the  position and se quence logic when containe rs were 
loaded/unloaded in the container ship or MH, the scheduling when MH depart from the port and the parking position 
choosing logic when MH berth around the container ship, and so on. Some of these logics are stored in the Database, 
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and some of them are developed in the simulation models. 3D simulation Schedule supplies all kinds of schedule of MH 
operation.  

On the other hand, the platform supplies the inp ut interface for important parameters. Once these parameters are 
input by users, the program in the back of p latform will connect it with simulation model and database. Through the 
simulation, all the effect of MH system by these parameters will show in t he output data. Figure 7 shows the input data 
and output data in this simulation platform.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. System Input and Output Data for Verification and Comparison 
 
 
5.2 Internal Information Components 

 
As mentioned above, the database is used in this sim ulation platform to store m uch important information. Becaus e 
there are many kinds of information data, the classification of every data is necessary. Figure 8 shows the construct of 
the database, and the relationship among every sub-database. The database has been classified five main parts. They are 
the Information of Platform Users, the Basic Information & Specification of Container Ship and MH, the Information of 
Simulation Experiments, the Input Information of Container Ship, the Input Information of MH, and the Operating and 
Task Logs. By the logic rule of MH operating system, the in data in these DBs will be modified frequently to evaluate 
the performance of system in different situation. Schedule DBs supply the in formation of container loading/unloading, 
Specification DBs supply the basic i nformation of resources, and Log DBs record and manage the simulation result 
information. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Platform Database Configuration 
 
 

5.3 Layout Simulation Modeling 
 
Simulation layout in this platform includes three main parts: simulation model, simulation execution interface and result 
analysis interface, which includes all details of the component size, capacity, speed and can easily change the scenarios 
base on parameters, design and configuration changes. Among these three parts, the simulation model has two kinds of 
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represented types. One is t he 2D layou t, and the other is 3D layou t. Figure 9 shows the physical and 2D sim ulation 
layouts, simulation execution interface and result analysis interface.  
 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 9. Mobile Harbor 2D Simulation Model 
 

As sh owed abo ve, th e lay out in cludes port area, trav elling ro ad in  t he sea, qu eue area and  th e berth area fo r 
container s hip loading/unloading. By receiving the parameter input in execu tion i nterface, t he sim ulation model can 
simulate the operating of MH system, and all results will show in the result analysis windows. Then the engineering can 
evaluate the performance of the MH system  in different scenarios. This layout also has the more detail type with 3D 
simulation m odels, sh owed in Fi gure 1 0. From t he 3 D simulation m odel, t he details o f M H ca n be represented, 
especially for the moving action of crane and the containers. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Mobile Harbor 3D simulation Model 
 
 

5.4 Simulation Result Analysis 
 
Once t he si mulation of various M H sce narios i s ac hieved, m any out put data can be gai ned by the pl atform. Fo r 
evaluating the MH performance efficiently, except the basic output data, the result analysis method is also integrated in 
the 3D simulation Platform. Figure 11 s hows a n e xample of result an alysis b y th e platform p rogram. Th e left chart 
shows the time phase for every d etail task, in there, the details of MH working time can be gained, and t he compare 
between the task  p lan and simulation result also  can  be showed by chart. In  addition, the compare between different 
simulation results of same scenarios also can be achieved.  
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Figure 11. Simulation Result Analysis Example 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
In this study, a high complexity and integrated MH System simulation platform was developed. In order to improve the 
precision an d variety o f i nteractions between designs al ternatives, design parameters an d a ssociation, a nd quickly 
response to the design  constraints and ru le change from time to time, a knowledge-based system (3D CAD geometry 
creation component) has also been developed. Four main technologies have been applied in this simulation platform: 
CAD/CAM, Store plan optimization, Machinery & System simulation and Data Base technology, which are developed 
and improved in their own area for many years. Therefore, the work that integrates these mature technologies into one 
platform is quiet difficult.  

First, for building the 3D CAD m odel library o f MH, t he design concepts are converted into a 3D CAD systems 
Geometric Models with details of ev ery the component. By using the technology of Knowledge-Fusion, the 3D CAD 
models’ size and construct can be changed base on the different parameters and requirements. 

Then, the information database of whole platform including input data, container ship data, MH data and all kinds 
of experiments data was estab lished. Once the simulation model execute, the required information data will b e gained 
from this database by kinds of logic program. Therefore, the management of logic for MH operating system is another 
important task for this simulation platform. 

After classifying the logics and establishing the relationship among logics and sub-systems, the simulation layout 
can be built. Both 2D and 3D simulation models are established in this research. The later is the extend work of former, 
which represents the many details of MH operating. 

Finally, the evaluation part of whole platform was est ablished to test the performance of M H operating system. 
The ev aluation of th is platform su pports th e fu nction of parameter in put and  resu lts an alysis. By ch anging the 
parameters of container ship or MH, the performance of MH operating system in different situation can be evaluated. 
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Abstract: Analytic performance evaluation of port systems that include offshore unloading of containerships, as in 
Hong Kong’s midstream operations and recent mobile harbor concepts, is complicated by the additional container 
handling step and the finite number of resources available. Commonly used decoupling approximations, that consider 
each resource as an independent queueing system, may not be sufficient to obtain adequately accurate estimates of 
system performance. In this paper, we develop several rough cut evaluation techniques for port systems with offshore 
operations; there are two thrusts. First we focus on container ship service time and capacity analysis. Based on system 
primitives such as the container capacity of the offshore vessels, the ship unloading speed and the land berth unloading 
rate, we calculate a lower bound on the minimum number of offshore vessels to serve a given demand for port services. 
Based on this throughput approach, we in turn obtain an approximation for the ship service. We also develop a Petri net 
model to obtain more exact results for ship service time. Our second thrust is to develop approximations for queueing 
time to enter service. Here we use a modified M/G/c queue to model the system. This model is then employed to 
develop an approximation for the queuing and service time of container ships. With the goal of assessing the accuracy 
of our approaches, we develop simulations of port systems with offshore components. We discuss the results and 
highlight which methods are of practical value.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As the volume of trade between nations has grown, worldwide maritime container transport has followed. In fact, it was 
projected in Drewry(2006), that by 2011, the container transportation market demand will exceed capacity. While this 
projected date has no doubt been delayed by the worldwide economic slowdown, the need for additional port capacity 
will continue. To address this problem, various countries have increased their container terminal capacity in hopes of 
attracting the global container market. One of the traditional solutions to increase capacity is to construct new berths. 
However, this approach may not be ideal because it requires substantial time, is very costly, and is not matched with 
green development or ecological technology. Most container terminal construction uses large amounts of artificial 
ground and concrete and consumes large tracts of seashore. An alternative is the mobile harbor system. This system is 
detailed in Suh N.P (2008) and is intended to address the existing problems of traditional container terminals, such as a 
lack of berth space and water depth. To efficiently design and operate a mobile harbor system, it is important to 
evaluate the measures of system performance such as throughput and ship queuing time. However, commonly used 
queuing approximations do not well fit the mobile harbor system. Therefore, new techniques are required to assess the 
system performance.  

In this paper, we study evaluation techniques for the mobile harbor system. First, conducting throughput analysis, 
we calculate the minimum number of mobile harbors to serve a ship. With this, we can calculate ship service time under 
ideal service assumptions. After relaxing the assumptions, we propose another approximation for ship service time. 
Second, we conduct queuing analysis. Employing an M/M/c queuing model, we can obtain the number of MHs and 
berths to achieve a required service level. Waiting time to service time ratio (W/S ratio) is used as service level metric. 
We also develop approximations for the cycle time of a ship. Modeling the system as a modified M/G/c queuing system, 
we develop approximations for queuing and service time of container ships. To verify our approximations, we develop 
simulation, and compare with our approximations.  

This remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the mobile harbor system adopted in 
this paper. We introduce how the mobile harbor system operates and define variables which we use in this paper. In  
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Figure 1. Mobile Harbor (MH) system 
 
section 3, throughput analysis is conducted. With different assumptions, several techniques to evaluate system 
performance are introduced. Two techniques which calculate a minimum number of offshore vessels to serve ships are 
introduced under ideal assumptions. Using the techniques, we can estimate the ship service time without waiting time. 
Then, based on a petri-net model, we conduct throughput analysis. We can obtain throughput and cycle time assuming 
no queuing. In section 4, approximations for the queuing and service time of container ships are developed. We model 
the mobile harbor system as a modified M/G/c queuing system. We compare the approximation with simulation results. 
Concluding remarks will be presented in section 5.  
 
 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 

In this section, the concept of the mobile harbor system is introduced. In traditional harbor systems, ships dock at land 
berths to unload containers. There are challenges associated with the traditional system. Due to container transportation 
market trends, the size of ships has increased (Drewry(2006)). However, most ports do not have the capability to serve 
the new containerships because of water depth. Insufficiency of berth space is another problem. The mobile harbor 
system addresses these problems. In the mobile harbor system, mobile ships/barges, each possessing its own container 
crane and storage capacity for hundreds of containers or more, travel on the ocean to vessels anchored offshore. There it 
employs its onboard crane to conduct loading and unloading of cargo at sea. We call such mobile crane and container 
storage ships as mobile harbors (MH). When a container ship arrives to the offshore operation location, mobile harbors 
provide service to the ship. The mobile harbor next transports the containers to a dedicated land berth. Once arriving to 
the dedicated land berth, the mobile harbor releases the containers to the land berth. Because the (un)loading operations 
between a ship and a MH is conducted on the ocean, it can more readily guarantee water depth. At the inland berth, an 
Ultra Fast Interface (UFI) with high container transfer speed moves containers between the berth and the MHs. 
Therefore, the MH system can minimize the dependency between the port capacity and the length of the seashore. 
Figure 1 depicts a MH system.  

The following notation is used in this paper: 
 
  λ  Arrival rate of a ships (ships/day), 
  cMH  Capacity of a mobile harbor (TEU/MH), 
  nMH  Number of mobile harbors, 
  nB  Number of berths, 
  nTU  Number of containers in a ship, 
  nD  Maximum number of MHs that can simultaneously be docked with a containership, 
  Vt  Travel speed of a Mobile harbor (Km/hour), 
  Vs  Operation speed of a Mobile harbor at ship (Containers/hour), 
  Vb  Operation speed of a Mobile harbor at berth (Containers/hour), 
  d  Distance between offshore operation location and land berth (Km). 
   
  We also use MH fleet concept here. That is, MHs are grouped in each collections of nD MHs and operates as a fleet. 

Each such group of MHs moves, travels and conducts (un) loading simultaneously. We assume that the number of MHs 
is a multiple of nD in this paper. 
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3. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS 
  

In this section, several techniques to calculate the MH system capacity and ship service time are introduced. Here, we 
assume that containership inter-arrival times are deterministic. When a ship arrives, all resources in the system are 
devoted to serve the ship. We obtain the ship service time using three techniques; there are differences between them. In 
section 3.1, assuming sufficient berth resources, we calculate a bound on the number of MH fleets required to provide 
ideal ship service. In section 3.2, we relax the assumption on sufficient berth resources. An approximation for service 
time term will be proposed. In section 3.3, our Petri-net model will be introduced. If we assume there are no containers 
to load, we can obtain the exact ship service time. Based on the Petri-net model, we can obtain the system throughput 
capacity. 
 

 
3.1 Bound on the number of mobile harbor fleets: Ideal ship service 
 

In this section, we obtain a lower bound on the number of mobile harbor fleets (MH fleets) required to provide 
uninterrupted service to incoming ships. There are several assumptions. First, loading begins after the unloading is 
complete. Second, all unloading and loading operations must finish before the next container ship arrives (We relax this 
assumption later.). Third, each group of nD MHs operates as fleet. Fourth, ship interarrival times are deterministic and 
there is never contention for a land berth. Fifth, number of containers to unload and load is equal (nTU); the ship enters 
and leaves with the same amount of containers. Sixth, the total loading and total unloading time are equal. When the 
first MH fleets is full, it leaves the container ship to release the containers at the port. As soon as the first MH fleet 
leaves, the next MH fleets starts unloading. The deterministic variables U, L, Tr, R, NU, and NL indicate unloading 

time (
MH

V
), loading time (

MH

V
, traveling time (

V
, releasing time (

MH

V
), number of containers to unload, and number of 

containers to load, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that NU = NL = nTU. When the total number of containers 
(both load and unload) is less than or equal to the MH fleet capacity, the number of mobile harbor fleets is equal to the 
container amount divided by the container capacity of a MH fleet, rounded up to the nearest integer. When the container 
amount is larger than a MH fleet capacity, if unloading time is longer than traveling time and releasing time (U≥2Tr+R), 
we need only two MH fleets, because they can alternate to provide uninterrupted services. When the unloading time is 
shorter than the traveling and releasing time (U<2Tr+R), we need more than two MH fleets. There are three cases for 
this condition. First is when the initial MH fleets returns before the entire unloading operations end. Second is when the 
initial MH fleet returns after all the unloading operations are complete, but before all the unloading and loading 
operations end. Last is when the initial MH fleet returns after all the unloading and loading operations are complete. 
The bound on the number of MHs required to provide continuous service is  
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(1)   
                                                

We will explain the third case in (1) to help understand the bound. Under the condition that the initial MH fleet 

returns after the unloading is complete but before the entire unloading and loading operations end (
TU

V · D
U+2Tr+R 

TU

V · D

TL

V · D
). Let’s assume that cMH = 200TEU, nTU = 5000 TEU, nD = 6, V  = 50 TEU/hr, Tr = 9, and R = 4. Then, 

TU

V · D
 = 16.67  U+2TR+R = 26   

TU

V · D

TL

V · D
 = 33.34. This means that the berth is located farther, so that the MH 

fleet returns to the ship after the unloading, but before the loading operations are complete. If we insert the numbers to 

the equation, 
TU

MH· D
 = 5, 

T R

U
1 = 7, and minimum of these is 5. So we need 5 MH fleets to unload and an 

extra 2 MH fleets for loading (
U T R

TU
MH· D

U

L
), because as soon as the last unloading MH fleet leaves to the 

nMH  
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berth, we need alternate MH fleet for loading. This is obtained by subtracting total time to unload 
TU

MH· D
U) from 

time a fleet takes to come back to the ship (U+2Tr+R) and divide by loading time (L). Therefore, at least 7 MH fleets 
are needed to complete the service.  

In addition to these equations, we consider the situation where another ship arrives before the service is complete 
for the previous ship. There are two situations. One is when the next ship arrives before the entire unloading operations 
of the previous ship are complete and the other is when the next ship arrives after the entire unloading operations are 
done but before all the loading operations of the previous ship are complete. For the first situation, additional MH fleets 
are needed to conduct service for the next ship. To calculate the multiple of MH fleets, we need to divide total 
unloading time by inter-arrival time. In case of second situation, only one additional of MH fleets is required, because 
the MH fleets used in the previous ship to load the containers to ship can be used again. 

Using these relationships, we can obtain an approximation for the service time as (nMH x 
MH· D

V
). In this section, 

the number of mobile harbors is calculated with an assumption that all the unloading and loading operations are 
completed within the inter-arrival time and therefore, it is certain that there will be no waiting time for the ships. This 
method clearly shows the relationship between size of the mobile harbor fleet, distance between the ship and berth, and 
the number of mobile harbor fleets. If the size of the mobile harbor fleets and distance between the ship and berth are 
given, the lower bound of the number of MH fleets can be easily obtained. However, there exist several restrictions. 
First, there may not be sufficient berths to guarantee no MH contention at the land berths. Second, mooring time is not 
considered. In the next section, a method to calculate the number of MHs considering the restrictions stated above will 
be proposed. 
 
 

3.2 Ship service time approximation: MH delays at the land berth and ships 
 

Relaxing the assumptions of section 3.1, we develop a ship service time (SST) approximation with finite berth resources. 
There are three container flows in the mobile harbor system. First, containers are transferred from the containership to 
the MH at sea via the MH container crane. Second, containers travel from the offshore operation location to the land 
berth on the MHs. Third, containers are transferred from the MH to the land at the MH-land berth interface. The 
maximum container throughput is less than the minimum capacity at each of three flows. That is the system capacity is 
less than (or equal) to the system bottleneck capacity. Let λ1, λ2, λ3 denote the cargo flow rate between ship and offshore 
operation location, cargo flow rate between offshore operation location and MH berth and cargo flow rate between MH 
berth and land berth. 
 

µ min λ , λ , λ : µ  
 
A first order approximation for the SST is  
 
SST  

TU

µ
 (2) 

 
However, MHs may suffer queuing at the land berths and ships if their number is greater than the number of 

docking points or berths. The queuing also depends on the arrival pattern of MHs to the berths and docking points. As a 
gross approximation to this queuing, we assume an arrival pattern of MHs to the berths and docking points as in figure 
2.  

 
 

 

 
Figure 2. The assumed arrived pattern of MHs to their servers 

 
All MHs come to the server (which can be berth or docking point) simultaneously. The server immediate begins 

service of as many MHs as possible. In figure 2, MHs 1 and 2 enter service with the two servers immediately. The 
remaining MHs in the fleet 3,4,5,6 in figure 2 are queued until MHs 1 and 2 complete services. MHs 3,4 and 5,6 enter 
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C max
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N
: k 1, 2, , q , 

 
where k is the index of circuits (all directed paths from each place back to itself), T , the sum of the execution times of 
the transitions in circuit k, is ∑ rL , and r  is the firing duration of transition t . N , the total number of tokens in 
the places in circuit k, is ∑ MP L , where M  is the number of tokens in place P . Thus, the cycle time C is 
 

max 

D
,

TU
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,
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,

MH TU
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D MH
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D MH TU
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,
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 (5) 

 
Cycle time can be interpreted as the time between executions for each transition. The throughput of the system is 

the inverse of the minimum cycle time (1/C). That is, one full mobile harbor load of cargo can be moved to land per 
minimum cycle time C. Since another ship arrives to the system when all cargos are removed from the previous ship, 
the total service time of a ship is the cycle time times the number of cargo tokens. The petri net analysis provides an 
exact value for the throughput. However, it can be difficult to model the complexity of a MH system as a decision free 
Petri net.  

 
 

4. QUEUEING ANALYSIS 
 

In the previous section, we developed several techniques to calculate system throughput and ship service time. There we 
assumed deterministic ship arrival and other ideal conditions. However, under practical condition a ship may wait until 
resources are available. Here, we conduct queuing analysis to assess such delay. In section 4.1, we employ a traditional 
M/M/c model to estimate the service level. Using the service level information, we can determine an appropriate 
number of MHs and berths. In section 4.2, an approximation for the cycle time of a ship is proposed. To verify the 
approximation, we compare it with simulation. 
 
 

4.1 Approximation for the number of MHs and berths to achieve a given service level 
 

If we assume that the distribution of the ship interarrival times (IAT) and cargo volumes possess an exponential 
distribution, an M/M/c queuing model can be used. There, the service time distribution of a ship is approximated as 
exponentially distributed based on our SST approximation of (4) (since the denominator is constant and the numerator 
we have assumed exponentially distributed). Also, we assume MHs and berths form an exclusive group to service a ship 
and MHs always work with berths in the same group. A group is dedicated to a ship and another group may serve that 
ship. The port can employ several such MH and berth groups. Since explicit analytic solutions for the M/M/c queue, we 
can readily calculate the mean queuing time an arriving ship will experience in this model. This in turn allows us to 
obtain a commonly employed service level metric: the waiting time to service time ratio (W/S). We illustrate the 
application of this approach via example. 

Example 1 : Assume that containership arrives to a port deterministically with a 12 hour interarrival time. Let 
nTU= 2500 TEU, time to travel is 30 min, ocean operation speed is 45TEU/hour and land operation speed is 
120TEU/hour. There are three groups of MHs and berths. The W/S ratio based on the resulting M/M/c queuing model is 
shown in Table 1. There we vary the number of berths and MH units in each of the three groups (each group is the same 
size). The shadowed region shows the number of berth/group and MHs/group combinations that provide W/S ratio 
exceeding 10%. The entries in bold show the frontier at which W/S ratio is less than 10%; such values indicate the 
promising resource combinations to achieve good service. They should next be compared in terms of cost.  

 
 

Table 1. W/S ratio of example market 
 

Number of berth/group 

Number of 
TU/group 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 0.458552 0.187933 0.140075 0.116523 0.109413 0.102645 0.096204 
9 0.420892 0.173922 0.124978 0.107745 0.097327 0.092416 0.087696 
10 0.380961 0.154699 0.113226 0.096094 0.084603 0.081013 0.077537 
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location. The second term represents MH fleet travel time to the berth. The third term represents unloading time at the 
land berth. The last term represents queuing time in the case that there is no available land berth when the MH fleet 
arrives. Employing this service time, we propose an approximation for the ship cycle time as follows: 

 

E CT E SST E SST
CS  , (7) 

 
where n is the number of MH fleets (nMH/nD) and CS

2 , the squared coefficient of variation, is approximately 

V
C

 (since the SST has been approximated by an M/D/m queue, this represents the coefficient of variation (COV) 

of the cycle time of an M/D/m queue. For simplicity, we approximate this by the COV of an M/M/1 but correct the 
loading to account for the multi servers.). The system loading ρS is λ(1/n)*(E[SST]+(2d/vt)). To verify the 
approximation, we conduct simulation (nD=4, nTE~Exp(1/1565) and λ=(1/8.6)).  The result is below:  

 
 

Table 3. Performance of the approximation 
 

Group of berths # of MH fleets Simulation Approximation Error 
4 8 60.60 64.30 6.11% 
8 8 58.77 58.62 0.26% 
4 12 23.72 23.10 2.61% 
8 12 23.63 22.58 4.44% 
4 16 17.31 16.99 1.85% 
8 16 16.86 16.15 4.21% 
4 20 14.53 15.23 4.81% 
8 20 14.12 14.73 4.32% 

 
The errors are in 10%. We can see that approximation is sufficient. 
 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we develop several techniques to evaluate the mobile harbor system. Based on throughput analysis, we 
obtain a lower bound on the number of MHs required to provide ideal ship service. An approximation for ship service 
time which relaxes assumptions of the previous approach is also introduced. We develop a Petri-net model to calculate 
throughput and cycle time values when there is only unloading. Then we conduct queueing analysis to estimate W/S 
ratio and show how this can be used for the initial design in a potential market. We also develop an approximation for 
the cycle time of a ship. Using a modified M/G/c queue, we develop an approximation for the queuing and service time 
of container ships. The errors of approximations are smaller than 10%. We also develop simulations of port systems 
with offshore components to test the approximation terms. These analysis techniques may be improved by consideration 
of how they may support each other; it is our future direction. 
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Abstract: As ports have become key logistics nodes in global chains, and Port logistics plays important role in world 
trade. The emergency management of port logistics is critical and important with the frequent threatens of natural and 
human disasters. A number of modeling and simulation tools have been developed and more are being developed for 
port logistics. The simulation models and technologies for Port Logistics were analyzed in this work, and the ones 
which are suitable for emergency management of port logistics were summarized from different aspects of application. 
The types and characteristics emergency management of port logistics are concluded and the corresponding simulation 
models and technologies were suggested. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The development of global supply chains coupled with globalization of production and consumption and increased 
demand for raw materials and finished goods have significant impacts on the role of ports. Ports have become critical 
parts of global supply chains A wide variety of industries rely on efficient port logistics operations, the efficiency port 
logistics is important to international trade and foreign direct investment (FDI), and thus to economic growth, so both 
the governments and goods owners always pay a great attention to port logistics. 

As such, when a port cannot operate because of a crisis, such as a natural disaster (e.g. earthquakes, hurricanes, 
flooding) or man-made crisis (e.g. terrorist attacks, fires) (Tugce G. Martagan, 2009), it will has negative impact on the 
port logistics and influence a series of participators. 

In view of the new security regulations and the requirements of increased visibility throughout the supply chain, 
emergency management is becoming a significant operational challenge that international logistics and supply chain 
operators face today. The emergency management of port logistics have gradually attracted attention from both industry 
and academia domains. An International Workshop on Risk Management in Port Operations, Logistics and Supply 
Chain Security was hold in September 2006 to share the experience and push the further and deeper research.  

Emergency management is a complex policy subsystem that involves an intergovernmental, multi-phased effort to 
mitigate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from disasters (William J. Petak, 1985). Emergency management of port 
logistics is complicated and dynamic because of highly uncertain nature of risk. As simulation refers to a model built in 
order to determine the response of a system to changes in its internal structure and inputs (C.R. Harrell, 1996), and 
usually it consists of a simplified representation of a dynamic process deemed too complex for direct analysis, so 
simulation provides a good tool to analysis and modeling the crisis and decision making support for emergency 
management of port logistics. 

 
 

2. SIMULATION MODELS AND TECHNIQUES 
 

 
2.1. Simulation models and techniques 
 
A simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time; it is a popular technique of 
modeling (A.M. Law, 2000).Many real-world systems are so complex that models of these systems are virtually 
impossible to be solved mathematically. In these instances, numerical, computer-based simulation can be used to imitate 
the system. Usually, a simulation models consists of a simplified representation of a dynamic process deemed too 
complex for direct analysis. The simulation model is developed to describe the behavior of a system in its internal 
structure and inputs and usually takes a set of assumptions which are expressed in mathematical, logical and symbolic 
relationships between entities, or objects of interest, of the system. Thus, the simulation model is smaller, cheaper and 
simpler than doing the experiments on the real system, and its purpose is to analyze and understand the behavior of a 
system as a function of actions and alternative scenarios (Jerry Banks, 2009) .  

Simulation models can be used both as an analysis tool for predicting the effect of changes to existing system with 
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a wide variety of “what-if” questions about the real-world system, and as a design tool to predict the performance of 
new system in the design stage under varying sets of circumstances . Simulation methodologies are not specific for a 
certain application, but, rather, have general characteristics that allow their use, after adaptation, to almost any problem. 
However, they are especially useful in situations in which the intrinsic stochastic characteristics of a problem, along 
with the interaction of its elements, make the use of classical statistical techniques unsuitable. 
 
 
2.2. Simulation Application 

 
Simulation supports the analysis, proposal and optimization of real systems by: Substitution of the real system by the 
simulation model; Experimentation on the simulation model through discovering its properties, behavior and reaction to 
different conditions; Application of the obtained results to the real system both existing or planned ( Kavička, A.2005).  

The application of simulation is vast, such as manufacturing, business processing, constructing engineering and 
project management, logistics, transportation and distribution and so on. Recent studies show that simulation has 
already used a lot in port logistics, however, the majority of them are dealing with the normal conditions. The following 
issues belong to the most typical problems of port logistics being solved utilizing simulation techniques: 
(a)Rationalization of operation processes, such as the simulation study of sequencing delivery and receiving operations 
for yard cranes to compare the performances of the suggested approaches (Kap Hwan Kim et al. (2003) ), the logistic 
chain simulation in the northwestern Italian port system for highlighting both features and problems of the intermodal 
network(Francesco Parola et al. (2005)) ; (b)The cost savings or capacity increasing through optimum use of resources, 
such as the simulation model of the terminal work with strategy to increase the capacity of terminal for bulk cargo 
unloading (U. Bugaric, et al. (2007) ); (c)Infrastructure planning, Reconstructing and configuring verification, such as 
analysis and comparing all hub scenarios in the handling of barges at potential hubs and at sea terminals on waiting 
times and capacity utilization by simulation (A. Caris et al. (2010)); (d)Improvement of operation control strategies, 
such as the simulation model of the port of Thunder Bay to assess future management strategies (Said M. Easa (1986)); 
(e)Crisis situations management or disruption recovery, such as the simulation for interruption of cargo handling 
countermeasure for ship mooring problems (Shigeki Sakakibara, et al. (2008) ). Simulation with crisis conditions is 
attracting more and more attention and the level of disaster preparedness is beginning to be improved. 

 
 

3. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT IN PORT LOGISTICS 
 
 

3.1. Emergency management becomes hot 
 
The modern world is a high risk society. Since the profound impact of 9/11 attacks on the United States, the profession 
and practice of emergency management has attracted a lot of attention. Emergency management and prepare for and 
respond to catastrophic disasters. Except the threat of terrorism, there are more certain risk posed by hurricanes, 
earthquakes, wildfire, and other familiar hazards. Ports are the primary connection between the countries and the world 
economy. Maritime safety and Emergency management in Port logistics begin to significant concerning of lots of the 
agencies. For example, the U.S. Coast Guard has strengthened the maritime safety, the Maritime Transportation 
Security Act (MTSA) focuses to prevent security disruptions in the maritime supply chain, i.e., in the movement of 
maritime cargo from shipper to consignee, with the emphasis on the port link of the chain (C. Ariel Pinto, Wayne K. 
Talley, 2005). The research community has also responded to the events of disaster both form nature and man-made 
crisis in port logistics. Some of recent studies have investigated risk and security in port logistics and maritime supply 
chain. 
 
 
3.2. Emergency management in port logistics 
 
Port logistics are tightly connected networks all around the world and the global impacts of threats intensify with the 
influence expanding, from natural disasters, terrorist attacks, wars, worker strikes, etc. The strategies of emergency 
management for preparation, responding and recovery depend highly on the specific characteristics of the types of the 
crisis, and are designed based on experience and analysis of event records.  

C. Ariel Pinto and Wayne K. Talley (2005) divided the crisis in port logistics into two types, the accidental 
disruptions and potential security disruptions. They did an investigation of port logistics accidents in 95 countries to 
classify the port logistics related accidents by type, origin and cause and location. The origins of the accidents can be 
separate into 3 groups: transport of cargo, loading and unloading operations, other origins (storage, waste and 
warehouse facilities). The types the accidents in port logistics include the releases and loss of containment, fires, and 
explosions. The location of accidents occurrence be divided into 3 kinds: the sea during approach and maneuver; on 
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land during storage, process and transport; and at a sea-land interface during loading/unloading and maintenance. The 
potential security disruptions, in particularly, means the possible terrorism related disruptions such as nuclear attacks, 
poison gas attacks, dirty bomb explosions, or commandeered container trucks and ships have not been recorded yet.  

The most common types of substances in port accidents are crude oil and other hazardous products. Port logistics 
accidents that involve the handling and temporary storage of hazardous cargo in port areas originate from the port 
activities, such as hardware failures of ship, inland and loading/unloading equipment and external events (e.g. bad 
weather).  

 
 

4. SIMULATION FOR PORT LOGISTICS BASED OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT  
 
 
4.1. Simulation for emergency management 
 
Simulation for emergency management is beginning to be the hot topic with the development of simulation technology 
and the huge impact and importance of emergency management. The winter simulation conference (WSC) is the main 
publisher of the newest simulation technology and applications. WSC had topics of Homeland Security/ Emergency 
Response and risk analysis in these years. For example, Bo Zhang et al. (2009) presented an agent-based model for 
hurricane evacuation which captures the interactions among evacuees during the evacuation process, and simulate 
different scenarios on a test network. Md Yusuf Sarwar Uddin et al. (2009) did research on the post-disaster mobility 
model for delay tolerant networking. Young M. Lee et al. (2009) simulated the distribution of Emergency Supplies for 
Disaster Response Operations. 
 
 
4.2. Simulation areas for port logistics based of emergency management 
 
The Simulation for port logistics based of emergency management is still on it infancy stage, but the safe and security 
problems are attacking more and more concerning. A. G. Bruzzone et al. (2000) proposed the development of an 
integrated interactive environment for risk analysis applied to harbor and maritime environments which is very effective 
for properly designing the harbor and maritime infrastructure in terms of resources, structures and services for facing 
possible emergencies. Harrald et al. (2004) proposed a framework for sustainable port security, including port-security 
prevention (pre-attack) and mitigation and recovery (consequence) programs.  

There are some simulation models focusing on special disaster or crisis in port logistics. crude oil spilling and 
hazardous article storage and transportation are the most frequent research objects. Massimo Paolucci et al. (2002) 
applied a simulation-based approach to solve the problem of allocating the crude oil loads of tanker ships to port and 
refinery tanks (PRT). E. Palazzi et al. (2004) built models for risk assessment of hydrocarbon spills in port area. 
Malcolm L. Spaulding et al. (2007) developed a fully integrated, geographic information based modular system 
simulations for a tanker entering Block Island Sound to illustrate the model predictive capability for realistic emergency 
scenarios.  

Earthquake, flooding and cliff falls are also the common types of disasters in port logistics. K. F. Cheung, et al. 
(2003) described a model package that simulates coastal flooding resulting from storm surge and waves, which applied 
to the coastal flooding caused by Hurricanes Iwa and Iniki that hit the Hawaiian Island of Kauai in 1982 and 1992, 
respectively. Byung Ho Choi, et al. (2008) proposed a three-dimensional simulation of the 1983 central East (Japan) Sea 
earthquake tsunami at the Imwon Port (Korea). Jim W. Hall, et al. (2002) introduced a episodic stochastic simulation 
model to model the duration between cliff falls as a gamma process and fall size as a log-normal distribution.  

There are some special crisis in particular regions and ports, for example, the accelerated growth of brash ice is a 
problem that the port operator has to deal with in busy cold region harbour basins. Huachen Pan, et al. (2009) used flow 
and heat transfer simulations to investigate the ice control design options for the new Helsinki Vuosaari harbour, and 
studied five design options with different warm water supply locations and bubbler arrangements using numerical 
simulations.  

From the papers published on the simulation for port logistics based on emergency management, we can found the 
simulation areas for port logistics based on emergency management includes 3 types: disaster or crisis engineering 
simulation; the crisis analysis or assessment simulation based on different scenarios, and the emergency response or 
recovery strategies simulation. And the simulation will offer a great tool to help emergency decision supporting tool for 
the port society. 
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Figure 1 Simulation areas for port logistics based on emergency management 
 
 
4.3. Simulation approaches for port logistics based of emergency management 
 
Some approaches of simulation used in general emergency management can also be applied in emergency management 
of port logistics, such as simulation-optimisation, distributed simulation, and so on. Rui C. Guimarães et al. (1989) 
presented Simulation-optimization as a method for solving complex decision problems. Josefa Z. Hernández et al. 
(2001) developed Knowledge-based models for emergency management systems. Wan Hu et al. (2008) proposed a 
distributed computer simulation framework which realizes extending HLA/RTI to Internet based on Grid service for 
helping to perfect the disaster response plan. 

The spatial technology and visual technology, such as GIS, visual reality, are integrated into the simulation models 
in emergency management to offer user-friendly graphical interface. Feng Xu et al. (2008) applied GIS, CAD, FEA, and 
VR integrated to earthquake disaster Simulation for an Urban Area. M. Kulawiak et al. (2010) implemented a 
Web-based Geographic Information System (Web GIS) for an existing oil spill monitoring and forecasting service, 
allowing authenticated end users to view the simulation results in a geographical context. Ameya Shendarkar et al. 
(2008) presented a VR-based Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI) software agent to construct crowd simulation under 
terrorist bomb attacks in public areas which can be used as an effective emergency management tool. 

Songbai Cheng et al.(2009) advanced a dynamic simulation model of toxic gas diffusion, and developed a 3D gas 
diffusion visualization scene management subsystem including leak hazard source (tank), leak background (ground and 
sky) and surroundings near the leak area, based on virtual reality (VR) technology, providing references for accident 
impact prediction, assessment and emergency plan. Albert Douma et al. (2009) proposed a multi-agent based approach 
for enabling distributed planning of container barge rotations along terminals in the port of Rotterdam, and examined 
the value of exchanging different levels of information and evaluate the performance by means of simulation. W. Hall, 
et al. (2002) introduced a stochastic simulation model to model the cliff falls, which is often preferable to conventional 
regression models. 
 
 
4.4. Matters need attention and the trends  
 
There are several matters which need attention during the modeling process for port logistics based on emergency 
management. First, the availability of related data for simulation is important. As most simulation models, the validity 
of the output will be heavily depended on the quality of the input variables. Most simulation for port logistics based on 
emergency management is grounded on the crisis record files combining the data collecting from the operation. As the 
increased public awareness of emergency management in port logistics, data collection for simulation is beginning more 
and more optimistic. Second, the simulation model must focus on the purpose, and capture the main characteristics and 
influence factors of the object system. Some research result proved that relatively simple simulation modeling can 
provide valuable support to the decision making process (Alan C. Cowdale, 2003). To achieve this effect, the 
simulation staffs and experts should be directly involved in the discussions surrounding the key decisions. Third, the 
simulation models should analysis multi-scenarios of the crisis and assess different recovery strategies, and could be 
modified to meet the developing requirements during the disaster preparation, responding, and recovery. 

From the papers reviewed, the trends of simulation for port logistics based on emergency management can be 
concluded as flows: (a) Graphical modeling, visual technology provides the end user with comprehensive and synthetic, 
both spatial and temporal, environmental information through a remotely customizable user-friendly graphical interface; 
(b) Interactive and net communication: emergency management of   port logistics involves a lot of organization, the 
communication and information sharing is important, so the simulation should support this future; (c) 
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Objective-oriented modeling will bring convenience for simulation modifying according to the dynamic development of 
the situation; (d) Distributed agents technology, as the emergency problem is complex and extensive, distributed agents 
will strengthen the capability to dealing with the problem and accelerate the simulation speed.  
 
 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  
 

Port logistics plays important role in world trade. With the frequent threatens of natural and human disasters, the 
emergency management of port logistics is critical and important. In this paper, the simulation models and technologies 
for port logistics were analyzed, and the main areas and approaches for port logistics based on emergency management 
were summarized. According to the types and characteristics of emergency management in port logistics, some 
suggestions for attention in simulation were proposed, and some trends of emergency management simulation were 
concluded. 
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Abstract: The well known Strategic Profit Model (SPM) helps company’s management to determine and simulate the 
impact of business decisions on key financial parameters, including those related to the supply chain. In this paper the 
opportunities to incorporate innovation-related issues in the SPM are explored, resulting in the Innovation Profit Model 
(IPM). In  developing th e mo del, particularities of t he i nnovation process are taken in to acco unt and in tegrated, 
including the Service/Product Life Cycle, portfolio management, and the internal and external innovation process. The 
IPM can be used as a  toolbox for companies to understand and manage their innovation potential. Practical use o f the 
IPM is demonstrated in a ca se study of  a company that designs, produces and sells protected clothing. Based on the 
results, a set of general recommendations for the use and the future development of the IPM are given to make it even 
more feasible in the use of advising businesses to gain sustainable profit by innovation. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Innovation management is seen as an important issue in the su stainability of bu sinesses. A quick review done with a 
limited set of companies and a review of in novation ex periences of c ompanies indic ates that m any showstoppe rs t o 
realize fruitful innovations exist. These include: (1) lack of resources and/or organizational shortcomings, for example 
resulting in a disco ntinuous, ad-hoc innovation process; (2) not having the right attitude or not having enough targeted 
experience towards innovation; for example it is of ten indicated that innovation is not needed in view of strong current 
business results; (3) not having a clear and brought vision about the functioning of the company in its environment; this 
includes for e xample com panies claiming  th at th ey hav e ex plored all th e po tential rou tes alread y and  see no 
opportunities for more or alternative innovation options. 

In Medium and Small Business innovation is often evok ed by demand of a cu stomer. Still companies do no t see 
innovation as the d river for daily b usiness th at relates t o all asp ects o f th e business, and  how it h elps to  build a 
sustainable p ortfolio for t argeting different m arkets wi th di fferent se rvices a nd products. B etter un derstanding o f 
innovation management and how it should be l inked to strategy, supply chain management (procurement, production 
processes and sales) next to marketing, and research and development is advised for companies to make full use of the 
potentials of innovation to create healthy and sustainable businesses.  

Companies at th e sam e ti me do  not see the relation ships of their se rvice/product mark ets with th e existing 
company fulfillment structure let alon e the fulfillment structure of the companies that a re a member of the same value 
network. If inn ovation is seen  as so mething creativ e, un attainable and  ‘n ice to h ave no t n eed have’ or is left t o th e 
creative po tentials of a g eneral d irector, owner, cr eative m arketing m anager or th e whiz-kid i n R&D , t he business 
misses out on opportunities to excel and prosper from its potentials. 

Several m ethods a nd t ools a pplied i n others dimensions of busi ness can be hel pful i n identifying t he role of  
innovation and ho w it relates to  the su pply ch ain fun ction and the  overall busi ness. T he Strategic Profit Mod el, the 
concept of Service/Product Life-Cycle t he ser vice/product po rtfolio c oncept, t he value net work c oncept a nd t he 
Balanced Scorecard c an be interrelated in s uch a m anner that a toolbox for understanding the innovation potentials of 
companies can be established. This paper shows components and the c urrent composition of the toolbox; Innovati on 
Profit Model. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section some insight in the service/product design in (industrial) 
innovation processes is given. This includes topic l ike the ingredients and structure of the innovation process and the 
role of the service/product life cycle and the service/product portfolios. Next the Strategic Profit Model is explained and 
how it co uld be u tilized as the basis fo r a too lbox for management to  steer inn ovation m anagement. Nex t a first 
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conceptual de sign o f t he Innovation Profit M odel i s el aborated upon. B efore conclusions a re drawn a nd 
recommendations for further research are given, a case study demonstrates the use of the Innovation Profit Model. 

 
 

2. SOME NOTIONS ON INNOVATION MANAGEMENT 
 
 

2.1 The Innovation Process 
  

Currently we still liv e in  the age of innovation. After the focus on efficien cies in the 1950s and 196 0s, the focus on 
quality in th e 1970s and  1980s, the focus on flexibility in 198 0s and 1990s the focus in the 2000s and probably the 
2010s is on innovation, (Bolwijn and Klumpe, 1990). Industry, even paced as a result of the recession, is increasingly 
applying ne w t echnology to new  services, pr oducts and pr ocesses. I n m ost organizations technologies from a wi de 
range of disciplines has  become an i mportant foundation for change and innovation. Innovation makes i t possible to 
either become more competitive in the same m arket or to op en up new markets. It sets opportunities for doing things 
differently, to bring forward services and products at lower cost by means of driving out wastes in fulfillment processes, 
to shorten the time-to-market of new services and products, to add functionalities to services and products better in line 
with the needs of customers and to establish the right quality for the right purpose. 

Innovation is connecting th e bu siness sid e with th e techno logy sid e within co mpanies, bran ches, indu stries and 
countries. Non-business focused changes in technology can be seen as inventions that may but are not necessary tuned 
to n ew, or renewed co mmercial activ ities. “Inn ovation” is  a ter m d efined b y Jo seph Schumpeter (1 939) as “t he 
commercialization of new combination”. It can be seen as a set of activities companies can conduct: (1) the introduction 
of ne w m aterials an d/or new c omponents an d/or new t echnologies; (2) t he i ntroduction of t he a pplication of new 
processes and/or way s of  w orking; ( 3) the ope ning and/or targeting o f ne w markets; (4) the introduction of  ne w 
organizational forms. 

For companies innovation is necessary to survive in the market and helps to build up sustainable advantage. Doing 
things differently can be a ccomplished by means o f buying companies that already a re do ing th ings d ifferently and  
incorporate these things into the business processes or to create “doing things differently” within the company itself by 
means of a structured process. 

Innovation i s not at  al l eas y t o m anage and a t argeted or ganizational st ructure a nd next t o t hat st ructured 
procedures should be i n place t o guide t he i nnovation process. Pe rmanent innovation i s necessary t o keep or gain a 
sustainable competitive advantage. To be able to  do  th is acquiring, maintaining and managing relevant knowledge is  
needed. Knowledge m anagement i s cr ucial fo r i nnovation m anagement. Those co mpanies t hat have i nsight i n 
innovation opp ortunities togeth er with possibilities to  u tilize superior skills in app lying th is in sight will b e m ore 
successful than the competition. By m eans of innovation, com panies increase net value for c ustomers and enforce the 
relationship with these customers. The i nnovation process is a t rajectory aimed at revisiting Technology, Application, 
Markets and Organizations till a satisfactory outcome is reached, (Janszen, 2000). 

Businesses are part  of supply chains that are part  of value networks that connect through industrial clusters and 
markets. Companies are part of more than one value network and sometimes form temporally or permanent alliances as 
part of bu ying or d eveloping m arket power/o pportunities, serv ices/products or sp ecific kno wledge for th eir new or 
continued business. Ne w Product Development (N PD) a nd Ne w B usiness Development (NB D) f or ser vices a nd 
products t hat contain m ore functions and thus are more complicated because of t he application of m ore and other 
technologies than be fore takes place i n complex environments in which many stakeholders have  a role, more actors 
have t o be t aken i nto acc ount, an d where many i ssues have t o be  ad dressed. C ross functional t eams wi th c hanging 
compositions during the innovation process are often in place. 

In m ore branches an d i ndustries c ustomers are  m aking higher demands u pon s uppliers a nd t heir p roducts. In 
response to these constraints several new management approaches are evolving. The first hurdle to take for companies 
that d id not evolve towards the age of  innovation is to  make sure that they re-engineer their organization towards an 
innovative organization. Afte r building the innovative organization that promotes innovation it is time to reach out to 
suppliers and customers. One of t he m ost im portant ch anges in m anagement is th e no tion th at co mpetition is less 
company foc used and m ore supply chai n foc used. De mand/supply chains c ompete with each other rathe r than 
companies. Supply chain integration, partnering and collaboration strategies are becoming more important. This may be 
in th e fo rm o f: co -makership, co -design, strategic allian ces, n etworks, h ybrid org anizations, virtual o rganizations, 
collaborative and con current en gineering, and  parallel p roduct d evelopment th at facilitate co -development. The 
innovation and knowledge held throughout the entire supply chain is ex tremely valuable to the innovation and product 
development process (Bruce and Cooper, 2000). Innovation is t hus not a ‘stand alone’ function in the bu siness but is 
closely l inked t o, or i ntegrated i nto, business st rategy an d de velopment, i nternal an d ext ernal or ganization, an d 
ultimately profit/loss and the balance sheet. 
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3.2 Structuring the innovation process 
 

The innovation process i s not a l inear process but often explained as one. A st ructured description of the innovation 
process helps to id entify t he right m ilestones an d deliverables an d at th e sam e ti me h elps t o understand how 
organizational parts of the company or demand/supply chain might be involved to successfully execute the innovation 
process. A formalized innovation process that can be followed contains the following phases, (Roozenburg and Eekels, 
1995): 
1. Stating the idea for a new business activity; the service/product-market plan should follow or be aligned with 

the strategy of the company, the current and anticipated position of the company on the market (differentiator, 
cost lea der or bei ng in a niche m arket), (Porter, 1996). A feasible  balance betwee n technology push and 
market pull should be under stood an d el aborate upon, and it sh ould be clear what th e assignmen t fo r 
service/product d evelopment th at u nderlines th e in novation process is in  term s o f p roduct id ea, ex pected 
volumes, price range and product positioning. 

2. It is necessary to reframe the companies service/product development policies based on goals and strategies. 
Every co mpany sh ould h ave as po licy r egarding th eir goals an d strategy tow ards t he m arkets and  how 
services and products relate to  this policy. The policy gives direction and continuity to the behavior of the 
company in the market it operates in a nd direction t o t he i nnovation process l eading t o ne w or renewed 
services/products t o sust ain or redirect t heir m arket posi tion. Policies t ouch on i ssues suc h as:  si ze of t he 
company in the long run, the  expected financial status and how it related to the new business activity, chosen 
strategies in respect to the portfolio of service/product market combinations the company wants to offer now 
and over time, the availability of dedicated technology; the possible alliances in respect to scale & knowledge. 

3. Analyzing an d ev aluating ideas on  th eir feasibility an d selecting id eas for fu rther development is needed. 
Based on customer needs, market i nformation, and a SWOT analysis of the company and its en vironment, a 
first selection of the most feasible ideas for innovation of services, products and processes should be made. 
After the analysis the ideas shoul d be compared and sc ored and the m ost feasible idea s should be se lected. 
Finally it should be decided for which idea(s) a formal New Service/Product Development process is going to 
be started. 

4. Formal (st rict) development of products in a New Service/Product Development process i s necessary. This 
process has two important perspectives the technical and the commercial that both have to be developed in 
close relation to each other. The t echnical devel opment rounds with clear milestones, delive rables a nd 
decision points, so  d ifferent stakeholders an d d isciplines will h ave to  participate till a  satisfacto ry result i s 
realized. A commercial d evelopment process is necessary to calculate the po tential profit, revenue and cost, 
based on a marketing plan specifying the service/product in relation to ‘place, promotion and price’. 

5. Realizing th e service/product u sing th e infrastru cture available to the c ompany and its part ners. Fac tors t o 
take into account are the availability of means to produce / offer services in relation to an acceptable ‘time to 
market’ and synergies with the production of  the company’s current services/products. Understanding what 
the customer-order d ecoupling po int will b e and how it relates to th e ov erall fun ctionality in cluding t he 
control mechanisms of the s ervice/product production process is essential to design an effective and efficient 
a fulfillment structure. 
 

In cu stomer-driven indu stries co mpanies face sev eral ch allenges th at are fed  by: in tensified co mpetition, m ore 
demanding customer (for b roader choices and rapi dly changing tastes and pre ferences), rel entless pressure f or 
efficiency, wa ste re duction standardization, m odularization, a nd m ore off t he s helf i tems), ef ficiency, an d v olume 
(scale) versus variety trad e-offs, as well as ad aptability t o sev eral demand d ynamics. Mo re and  m ore ind ustries are 
becoming pull-based sy stems t o ( re)plan c oordinate production a nd distribution wi th actual a nd rea l-time cust omer 
demand.  

 
 

3.3 Service/product design 
 

Services (not tangible products) and products (tangible) are ‘artifacts’ conceived, produced or developed, transacted and 
used or conceived by people because of their properties and the functions they perform. Service/product design is the 
process of devising and laying down the plans that are needed for the development of a service or the manufacturing of 
a product. Designs can be described with the use of several cognitive aids like texts, schemata’s, technical drawings and 
many other aids. Designing can be supported by a wide variety of methods. 

Typical the following five st ages within t he life of a se rvice/product t hat di ffer from  each other in sales a nd 
profitability can be distinguished: (1) development, (2) introduction, (3) growth, (4) maturity, and (5) decline. The basic 
idea behind the p roduct life cycle is to  show that the pattern of the sales h istory of any ser vice/product reminds of the 
life cycle of an  organism. No  (industrial) serv ice/product has etern al life, soo ner or la ter it will d isappear fro m the  
market, either it is replaced by an improved alternative, or the need for it has disappeared. It is clear that companies are 
fighting a con stant battle for surv ival with t heir services/products. Keeping the set of n ew and  av ailable 
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services/products competitive in respect to changing market demands at a reasonable price is wh at running a business 
all is about. B ecause over tim e competitive services/products will be offered by many others, prices will have to drop 
and ov er tim e av ailable altern atives to  produce c heaper (che ap l abor, chea p ra w m aterials, de preciated pl ant) a re 
diminishing. 

A well balanced service/product range of a company consists of services/products that are at various stages of their 
followed and an ticipated Serv ice/Product Life Cycle. There w ill b e newly in troduced serv ices/products, growing 
services/products, m ature services/products and e ven services/products  in decay  in the service/pr oduct portfolio. A 
continuous adjustment of the range is necessary. As obsolete services/products are taken out of service/production ne w 
services/products o ught to  be add ed. In  progress t he serv ice/product portfolio of a co mpany will ch ange. Fro m t his 
principle it is clear that co mpanies should force to them selves to de velop new business activities that replace current  
activities. The potential for a company to develop new services/products determines the company’s life cycle. 

 
 

3.4 Requirements for a toolbox to manage innovation 
 

In t he p revious sect ion se veral co ncepts t hat t une ser vice/product i nnovation t o o perate a b usiness were  di scussed. 
Several sh ortcomings of properly ad dressing i nnovation temporally, t he rol e a nd m onitoring t he se rvice/product l ife 
cycle of t he a nd co nsequently un derstanding t he relation of t he product p ortfolio i n re spect t o t he se rvice/product 
portfolio w here el aborated upon. F urthermore a wor kable b usiness das hboard ‘the St rategic Pr ofit M odel” wa s 
explained. It was suggested that an extension and/or addition of this model would provide a feasible model for keeping 
track of profitability in relation to the company’s service/product portfolio and via the service/product life cycle be able 
to show how it relates back to the role of innovation management and the potentials of frequently develop new services 
and products tuned to a aligned and cost aware fulfillment structure. Based on the addressed issues the requirements of 
a toolbox to manage innovation are: 
1. The ability to show the relationship between portfolio renewals in services, products and processes; 
2. The ab ility to  show how esti mated p rofits (and costs and rev enues) relate to  th ese po rtfolio renewals b ased on 

scenario analysis and simulation; 
3. The ability to understand the relation between potential saving on current serv ices and products in the portfolio to 

streamline the fulfillment processes as part of the company’s business processes and how t hese relate to necessary 
investments in new service/product and necessary fulfillment structures. 

4. The ability to relate th e business potentials for inno vation of a co mpany to other companies in the value network. 
Basically to understand how the use of the Innovation Profit Model for a company relates to  the Innovation Profit 
Models of other companies in the same value network. 

5. Provide the potential to understand all above fr om a dynamic standpoint and to be able to sh ow and an alyze how 
the solution area relates to changes in variables available. 

 
 

4. THE STRATEGIC PROFIT MODEL & INNOVATION MANAGEMENT 
 
 

4.1 The Strategic Profit Model 
 

The Strategic Profit model (SPM) is the formalized version of the DuPont Model, a model developed at DuPont to help 
managers un derstand h ow changes in ope rations impact shareholder va lue (S hapiro and Ki rpalani, 19 84). The SPM 
shows the tradeoff between the net profit margin and asset turnover as it can be used to analyze the competitive position 
of a company against it peers or the competitive position of a service/products in a company’s service/product portfolio. 
The SPM demonstrates that Return on Net Worth, a  key indicator of shareholder value, i s determined by Net Profit, 
Asset Turnover and Financial Leverage, all of which can be controlled by company management. The model is based 
on two equations: (1) Return  on  Assets (ROA) = Profit Ma rgin times Asset Tu rnover, and (2) Return on Net Worth 
(RONW) = ROA times Equity Multiplier. ROA is a m easure for how well a company manages to make a profit on its 
assets; R ONW i s a  m easure f or how well a  com pany uses s hareholder i nvestment. The m odel t akes t he f orm as 
indicated in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The Strategic Profit Model (based on Lambert and Stock, 1993) 
 

The figure indicates how R ONW and R OA are determined based on data from the company’s balance sheet and 
profit & loss statement. It fo llows fro m t he m odel th at to  in crease R ONW an d R OA, co mpanies n eed t o wo rk on  
increasing/decreasing (a c ombination o f) t he c omponents o f t he m odel, i .e. i ncrease sal es, decr ease 
costs/taxes/expenses, decrease inventory and accounts receivable, decrease assets, and increase financial leverage. 

By simulating the effect of particular measures, company management can determine which are the most effective 
and realistic measures to obtain a particular improvement in RONW and ROA. Stapleton et al (2002) have followed this 
approach to m easure a nd com pare the pe rformance o f se veral s portswear c ompanies, with a p articular fo cus on the 
logistics f unction. T heir work e ffectively dem onstrates h ow t he Strategic P rofit M odel ca n provide c ompany 
management with actionable recommendations relating to company operations in order to improve shareholder value. 

 
 

4.2 Applying the Strategic Profit Model to innovation management 
 

For the following reasons, the Strategic Profit Model (SPM) is considered as a useful and relevant model to guide and 
support i nnovation m anagement deci sions. The S PM di rectly t ies into t he fi nancial p erformance o f a com pany. As 
discussed b efore, i nnovation p lays a vital ro le in  securing a co mpany’s profit an d su stainability. As m otivated in 
paragraph 3.4, ou r tak e on in novation is it requ ires co mpanies t o tailor th e product and fu lfillment stru cture t o t he 
service/product life cycle stage. All these decisions have implications for revenue/cost, cash flow and asset turnover, all 
of which are  reflected in, and can be simulated using, the SPM. Notwithstanding i ts relevance, applying the SPM to 
innovation decisions is not the full answer to successfully managing innovation from a f inancial and product life cycle 
perspective. Here three shortcomings are l isted that, when addressed, can help the SPM to evolve into a more suitable 
and more comprehensive tool to manage innovation.   
1) Typically, companies provide a  range of services/products each of which a re in a particular service/product 

life cycle stage. It  is vital that th e model is ab le to co pe with this service/product portfolio in the sense that 
next to the c ompany as a whole, its indivi dual services/products can be evaluated. For each service/product 
market combination a SPM could be made and analyzed in relation to the particular product’s life cycle stage. 

2) It is vital for co mpanies to realize th at in  order to rem ain p rofitable, innovation relates to  investing in  new 
services/products as well as to disinvesting in  existing services/products and i ncreasing efficiency, enabling 
the co mpany to  fund  n ew service/product d evelopment. Th is con cept is h ere referred  to  as ‘two-sided 
innovation’. 

3) As argued by Porter (1996), company strategy is to be closely aligned with a company’s services/products, the 
fulfillment structure used, and the markets it focuses on, now and in future. Touching on all o f these aspects, 
innovation sh ould thu s be clo sely align ed with t he co mpany’s strateg ic d irection which serv ices/products, 
markets a nd fulfillment st ructure (i ncluding organization o f t he s upply ch ain an d c oordination wi th value 
network partner) best fit its strategy, now and in future. 
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5. INTRODUCING THE INNOVATION PROFIT MODEL 
 
 

5.1 Principles and elements of the model 
 

In th is section th e well know n Str ategic Pr ofit Mod el is adapted towards the Innovation Profit Model (I PM) to giv e 
insight i n the possible ef fects of t he st reamlining of business processes and c reating new se rvice and products. This 
model gives insight in the contribution of increasing the profit of individual companies and the aligned value chain they 
are part of. The IPM shows the relationship between portfolio renewals in services, products and processes and how 
they are  l inked t o c osts a nd re venues. In essence h ow profit ca n be influenced by g overning t he ser vice/product 
portfolio and  t he fulfillment p rocesses th at are needed t o bring th em fo rward. It is particularly in teresting what th e 
possibilities are to innovate without additional budgets for new service/product development. The main principles of the 
Innovation Profit Mo del are: (1) An  in tegrated analysis of most of the c ompany issues  and t heir close connection t o 
innovation (innovation as the main reason for running a business, achieving innovation by means of new or renewed 
services/products/processes, considering that in novation can b e re newal and c ost sa ving at  t he same t ime, vi ewing 
innovation from a dynamic perspective, simulating the effect of i nnovation closely with company strategy). (2) Taking 
a Value Network perspective rather than an isolated company perspective: taking an inside-Out viewpoint of innovation 
looking at the strengths of the whole value network a company is part, understanding the needs and capabilities not only 
of t he com pany’s own c ustomers an d s uppliers but al so t aking t hose o f t he c ustomers’ c ustomers a nd s uppliers’ 
suppliers and into consideration, working towards alignment of processes and bu ilding the right partnerships to exp el 
potential in novation opportunities tak ing a shared revenue an d co st perspective. (3) Govern and  man age a balanced 
product-service portfolio in respect to the underlying fulfillment infrastructure and its processes by mapping the current 
position of services and products on their respective product-life cycle. (4) Building scenario’s for the fu ture positions 
of respective product-life cycle, developing strategies for renewal and de-investing in business activities based, making 
choices of developed strategies based on detailed insight in the needs of customers and other stakeholders in the value 
network. Normally a detailed analysis of the portfolio of service/product life cycle shows: 
- A balanced portfolio consists of a good spread of services/products over the service/product life cycle; 
- Because markets are dynamic and the relative position of services and products and the profits, sales-revenue a nd 

costs that related to them change continues analysis and mapping is necessary; 
- Companies are the result of innovation and its success can be measured by means of the results of the cumulative 

portfolio of service/products life cycles; 
- Companies should develop the potential to adapt to changing market situations and opportunities and in that respect 

the portfolio estab lishes itsel f as th e relativ e co mpany life cycle. Th e relative po sition of co mpanies and  t heir 
competitors can be plotted on the product-life cycle of certain product families. 

 
 

5.2 Structure of the model 
 

Combining t he abov e, t he Innovation Profit Mo del pr oposed is a t ool to  sup port m anagement in  tak ing i nnovation-
related d ecisions based on multiple crit eria. Th e requirements d etermine th e strateg ic fit of an  ex isting/new 
service/product, the indicators determine the stage in the service/product life cycle, the (expected) contribution to Profit 
Margin and the (expected) asset tu rnover rate, the diagnostics determine the effective ness and efficiency of the relate d 
fulfillment structure. 

Based on a n assessment of  t he ab ove criteria fo r i ndividual se rvice/products i n relation t o t he ot her 
services/product in  th e po rtfolio, co mpany m anagement can decide on th e m ost su itable action  to b e tak en. These 
actions can include:   
1. Investing, or speeding up investments, in the service/product;  
2. Disinvest, outsource or sell the service/product line;  
3. Increasing efficiency of the fulfillment structure;  
4. Increasing or reducing service/product variety and complexity 

 
 

5.3 Case Study: Safe and Rough Clothing BV 
 

The Innovation Profit Model was validated in an extended case study of a company, SRC bv, which designs, produces 
and sel l p rotected cl othing. The c ompany has t hree b usiness units t hat foc us on t he fol lowing cl ients g roups: fi re 
departments, oil/gas/chemical companies and  maritime industry. The Oil/gas/chemical business un it is d iscussed that 
account for the m ajority of revenue, 35 million euro annually. For SRC, the Oil/gas/chemicals business unit shows a 
low profit m argin an d asset tu rnover rate compared to  t he o ther business un its in  the co mpany and  a selectio n of 
competitors. 
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Table 1. Product comparison analysis 
 

 S
ales 

Pro
fit margin 

Asse
t turnover OA 

P
roduct A 

1
1,943,800 

2.9
% 

1.64 
.8% 

P
roduct B 

5
,983,125 

4.4
% 

2.26 
.9% 

P
roduct C 

3
,283,077 

2.2
% 

1.54 
.4% 

P
roduct D 

7
,345,094 

0.9
% 

1.49 
.3% 

P
roduct E 

4
,331,961 

9.4
% 

2.40 
2.6% 

P
roduct F 

1
,987,463 

-
6.2% 

2.44 
15.1% 

T
otal 

3
4,874,520 

  

M
ean 

5
,812,420 

3.0
% 

 1. 71 
.2% 

 
Looking into the business unit’s product portfolio, 6 products/product lines can be identified that account for 

the m ajority of to tal revenue. Curren tly no  products ar e in  t he NPD pipeline. Fo llowing a detailed  i nventory of 
revenues, costs and t he contribution to th ese of eac h of t he 6 products can be identified, see ta ble 1. L ooking at the  
product life cycle, th e p icture as i n figure 2 em erges (based on qu alitative assessm ent following discussions wit h 
company management and external market experts). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. SRC stage of products portfolio in the product life cycle 
 

First focusing on product F, in terms of contribution to sales it is a relativ ely small product yet it is only in the 
introduction stage. It fits we ll with the c ompany stru cture and s hows good future growth prospects accordi ng t o a 
market study conducted t he precedi ng year. It is als o e ncouraging to see a high ass et turnover rat io, which ca n be 
attributed to low inventory l evels o f this p roduct, which i s very  much in demand. The company i s recommended to 
continue investing in th is product which can  be an im portant product once mature. To  limit losses in  the short term,  
SRC is reco mmended to exp lore opportunities to  raise prices, wh ich th e market is ex pected to absorb with out a 
significant drop in demand. 

Product A is t he company’s largest product in terms of sales, and shows an average profit margin in combination 
with a lagg ing asset turn over ratio. The product is still is th e maturity stage. In view of technological developments in 
light weight materials, th is product is expected to enter the decline stage relatively soon. A simulation of opportunities 
to at least maintain the profit margin and increase asset turnover ratio suggests that the optimal solution for this product 
is to reduce the range of variants offered, resulting in lower costs of goods produced, lower inventory levels, and at the 
same time simplify the order intake procedure which also has a positive impact on accounts receivable. 

Simulation shows that the combination of the above and other measures would raise the company’s overall profit  
margin t o 6.0% and its asset tu rnover ratio to  2.2 wh ich brings it i n lin e with its k ey competitors. In  view of 
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considerable savings made, no a dditional budget is required to fund the further development of products in the early 
stage of their life cycle, while a modest but sufficient budget will become available for starting to fill the new product 
development pipeline, thus catering for the company’s continuity in the longer run. 

 
 

6.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Innovation seems to be the most important driver for successful and sustainable business. Currently many showstoppers 
to innovation exits leaving full potentials of c ompanies untouched. I nnovation sh ould be  m ade a n a pproach l inking 
company strategy via research and de velopment, marketing and sales and log istics next to fi nance. It calls for a 
structured innovation development and life cycle management approach. Clear models for these though often decoupled 
or loosely coupled a re avail able. Shown is that the service/product life cycle concept t ogether with ser vice/product 
portfolio governance and usin g a clear bu siness dashboard as t he Strateg ic Pro fit Mod el t o be ab le to related 
service/product life to attainable profit levels and at the same time viewing this from a value network perspective gives 
the right potentials for running an innovative and sustainable business. The innovation Profit Model is the toolbox that 
has the potentials to offer this feasibility and at th e same time offers the possibility to show the dynamic character of 
possible innovation related business changes that have to make or can be made by the management of companies. 

The app lication performance o f th e Innovation Pro fit M odel can  be i mproved in sev eral ar eas. Th is r equires 
applying it to more realistic situ ations. Better co mprehension of the dependency of variables in the Innovation Profit 
Model. Decisions to lower inventories or stepping up NPD investments will impact on other factors such as sales, debts, 
etc. The key relationships that potentially can distort the model if not taken into account should be incorporated. A more 
structured set of decision criteria, e.g. i n the form  of decision trees t hat point towards particular ‘default’ decisions or 
actions needs to be taken. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 
In logistics environments, it is important to tak e into account situation when a logistics process flows over heterogeneous 
partner. Especially, due to dynamism of logistics process, information system should have ability to control logistics process 
in a fle xible way accord ing to curr ent sit uation. T hrough em erging ubiquitous t echnology in cluding RF ID, gat hering 
information on context-awareness became possible. In this paper, we suggest a c ontext-aware framework based on RFID 
technology for business process management. Using RFID, it is  possible to collect information about location of wo rkers 
and object, time of arrival and departure, sequence of event and so on. We develop inference rules for context awareness 
through organizing business constraint, and construct system architecture for context-aware business process management. 
And we suggest a method to deal with RFID data for context-awareness. We introduce inter-workflow patterns and method 
for context-awareness with inter-workflow patterns using RFID technology.    
 
 

2. INTER-WORKFLOW PATTERNS 
 
In logistic environments, a process, in that i t manages the flow of materials among partners, inherently involves more than 
on organization. Traditional business process management cannot be used for  the entire flow, since i t lacks the ability to 
manage interactions among partners. Then, Bae (2010) propose inter-workflow patterns that represents the relations among 
separate processes. He introduces inter-workflow patterns that h ave been discovered through our several years of research 
on logistic process modeling. There are seven inter-workflow patterns. 

 Chained Service Model (CSM) – Once a  proces s completes, another process in tr iggered a nd c ommence it s 
execution. 

 Nested Sub- Process Model (NSpM) – A p rocess becomes a  un it tas k of a nother process, forming a  parent-child 
relation. 

 Parallel Synchronization Model (PSM) – The PSM comprises a relation pattern in which two different processes are 
executed in parallel and synchronized at a certain point. 

 Multiple Instance Model (MIM) – The MIM enables a process to trigger multiple instances of the other process. 
 Instance Merge Model (IMM) – Multiple process instances can trigger a single instance, which situation corresponds 

to the IMM. 
 Exception Handling Model (EHM) – A process plays the role of exception handling for another process or task in 

which the exception takes place.  
 Cancellation Propagation M odel (CPM) – CPM i s t he r elation pattern between t wo processes, b y w hich p rocess 

failure is propagated to the other process. 
In this paper, we suggest the methods that help recognize logistic context and coordinate the process by mean of RFID 

for six workflow pattern exception CPM.  
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Figure 1. The Level of Context in Logistics Environments 
 
 

3. CONTEXT AWARENESS 
 
Future pervasive and autonomic service must evolve from a si mple model of “context-awareness”, in w hich they  access 
isolated p ieces of h eterogeneous contextual data, d irectly in cha rge of d igesting and u nderstanding them (Castelli et al., 
2008). However, i t i s v ery difficult t o de fine c ontextual da ta i n logistic e nvironments. Especially, Using R FID(radio 
frequency ide ntification) tech nology which is p ropagated in lo gistic env ironments, info rmation which h elp t o r ecognize 
context i s l imited. In t his pa per, we s uggest th e m ethod for c ontext-aware i n l ogistics e nvironment by  m eans of RFID 
technology. 

Special s ituation in logistics environments can  b e recognized based on in formation of location, time an d planning. 
Through this information of workers and products, we can recognize situation with completion, waiting, arrival, departure, 
delay and so on. In this paper, we categorize context in logistics into three levels, as shown in Figure 1. 

First, we recognize the location of workers and products using RFID. That is to know existence of specific workers or 
products then w e can  p erceive arrival o r d eparture of products and start and end o f tasks. Wh en some processes are 
completed in one part of logistics, products leave to succeeding part and eliminated. RFID readers catch disappearance of 
product, then m ovement of p roduct is r ealized. So wo rkers in n ext p rocess can r ecognize proceeding j ob by means of 
information systems, they will prepare next task. Secondly, we use real-time information in order to check the staying time 
of products. RFID reader frequently updates the data and we can see how long it remains. Through waiting time information 
we can coordinate the process on the inter-workflow pattern. Finally, we can use planning data in the information system or 
specific products data. System reads the product ID through RFID tags and watch for information of planning and specific 
products information. When the exception occurs, process is progressed based on this information.  

 
 

4. COORDINATION OF LOGISTICS PROCESS 
 
In logistics business process is progressed through m ovement o f products, i n m any cases. In  th e case of using RFID 
technology, when a certain reader detects the specific product tag data or detected product is disappeared, we can know the 
departure of product or a rrival respectively. Then we recognize the end of processes or start. In this paper, we suggest the 
methods for connection of processes based on inter-workflow pattern and RFID technology. We don’t consider scheduling 
or worker assignment problem.  
 
 
4.1 Simple Process Coordination 
 
We consider very s imple cases when the preceding process is completed and succeeding process is s tarted. The traveling 
time is ex isted be tween p rocesses. When product is a rrived to th e su cceeding process w orkspace, if pro cess is ready-
condition t hen pro cess is sta rted im mediately. Ho wever, if process is not ready-condition(e.g. a nother process instance 
occupy workers) then process must be waited. I f departure sequence of process instance is deferent from arrival sequence 
then process ready-condition must be changed.          
 
 

Table 1. Simple Process Coordination 
 

Case Context Action Example of Rules 
1 No rmal Progress - 
2 Not Available Call Rule 1 Wait 
3 Out of sequence Call Rule 2 Prepare for another task 
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4.2 Waiting Process Coordination 
 
On s ome occasion, waiting t ime is n eeded. If sy nchronization is essential , s ome p rocesses wait for another process 
completion. Waiting time is minimized, static or planned on the purpose. Expected context and action is as following.     
 
 

Table 2. Waiting Process Coordination 
 
Case Context Action Example of Rules 
4 ur gent Start Waiting process 

immediately 
- 

5 Static time remaining  Call Rule 3 Wait for limited time 
6 Planned time remaining Call Rule 4 Wait for variable time by planning 
 
 
4.3 Checking process coordination 
 
Some process change the next activity through inspection. System information is used in these cases.  
 
 

Table 3. Checking Process Coordination 
 
Case Context Action Example of Rules 
7 Requesting for check  Check and Call Rule 5 Normal  Progress 

Abnormal  Exception Handling 
 

 
5. CASE STUDY 

 
We show the example case where inter-workflow pattern and RFID te chnology is useful. Figure 2. illustrates the case of 
logistic process of warehousing and taking of out warehouse. 

 When produ cts arr ive t o war ehouse by tr ansporter, RFI D rea der i n t he g ate d etects arr ival i nformation. System  
delivers c ommand f or pre paring lo ading activ ity at the loading doc k. Loading activity is started based o n re al time 
information of empty space and idle worker(CSM; Case 1, 2 , 3). And RFID readers check the information of each product 
and quantity. If collected information is different from order information then sending bask process is started(EHM; Case 7). 
If l oading tim e is li mited(e.g. refrigerated gro cery products) t hen we adjust worker’s sch edule in  order t o m atch static  
waiting time(NSpM; Case  5 ). When s toring activity is  started, updated i nformation is  deliv ered imm ediately in t he 
inventory management process(PSM; Case 4). In the taking out of warehouse process, if  various products are t ransferred 
using a truck, transportation process is started when every taking out processes are completed(MIM & IMM; Case 6).  

 
 

Transportation  Process (PA1)

Transporter (PA)

Warehousing Process (PB2)

Distribution Center(PB)

CSM-I
(Rule1)

Checking (PB3)

Check Product

Arrival

NSpM
(Rule3)

Exception Handling Process (PB4)

EHM
(Rule4)

Inventory Management Process (PB1)

Check Location of Storing

Update Inventory Information

PSM
(Rule2)

 
 

Figure 2. The Example Process of Logistics 
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Figure 3. System Architectures 
 
 

6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES 
 
System Architecture i s illustrated at Figure 3. First of all , we de fine ta rget c ontext f or eac h processes in l ogistic 
environments. And we create rules for context awareness and action in order to use real time data base on RFID technology. 
These rules are stored and managed in the rule engine. Small agent is distributed to business information system and RFID 
system to invoke service in real time.  
 
 

7. RELATED WORKS 
 
Previous researches have been continued for context-awareness. However, many studies are limited to communicating the 
systems or integrating information collected by sensors (Castelli et al., 2008). In logistic environment, RFID technology is 
very useful tools for context awareness. However, the researches for context-awareness using RFID are few except studies 
about complex event processing(Zang et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009).  
 

 
8.CONCLUSIONS 

 
We suggest a method to deal with RFID data for context-awareness in logistic environments. In this paper, we introduce the 
inter-workflow pattern and method for context-awareness with inter-workflow pattern using RFID technology. We expect 
that ou r app roach e nables bu siness pr ocesses t o be c ontrolled in a m ore flexible way an d th us we  can  im prove process 
efficiency and avoid erroneous execution by means of context-based technology. 
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Abstract: This paper describes the problem of existing maintenance system for mail sorting machines, and presents To-Be 
considerations of maintenance system based on AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) analysis with efficiency and economic 
aspects. Ther e a re stan dard procedure for diagnosis and repair o f mail sortin g machine as p reventive and operati onal 
maintenance, roles and missions of maintenance technical support center for upgrade of maintenance skill in this paper. The 
proposed maintenance system will be adapted for more safety and efficiency maintenance of mail sorting machine. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Maintenance through the last several deca des, unt il r ecently, was a relatively monolithic central function. I t was usually 
staffed for peak  acti vities, and  o ften had excess cap acity waiting for the breakdown t o o ccur. Wi th the advent o f 
international co mpetition in  the 80 ’s, many maintenance staf fs were cut dra matically, and  over several layoffs b ecame 
smaller than  half their original size. These cuts were of ten made str ictly according t o eith er f inancial r ules ( non-union 
companies laid-off the most senior, expensive workers) or seniority rules (union shops left seniority in place). In neither 
case were s kills and  experience the major consideration [E FNMS 1999, S.B Peters on 2005&2002, R.D Hedd ing 2005].  
Simultaneous with reducing costs, companies were forced to increase quality, productivity and safety. These efforts focused 
on the manufacturing uni t, loo king to r educe variati on in product, reduce production bottlenecks, and assure saf e work  
practices. Quality theory told us to define who our customers are and get close to them. Most plants defined operations as 
the maintenance custo mer, and in inc reasing account ability for operating unit managers, gave th em more con trol of the 
resources. The  in itial r esult was a s urge in machine’s o perability, as o perations managers d irected res ources towards 
equipment problems that had been chronic problems. The craftsmen dedicated to the u nits felt needed and like they were 
making a more direct contribution than before as part of a pool. They learned their unit’s equipment intimately, and became 
more proficient and committed to unit performance. 

There are 5 – 6 billion mails/Year, 250 million registered mails/Year, and 60 million parcels/Year without commercial 
home delivery parcels, in Korea. We also have about 150 different sorting machines in 30 mail distribution centers, Korea. 
So, it’s an important to define the maintenance plan of heterogeneous mail sorting machines in distributed area [Korea Post, 
J-H Park, and J-H Hong 2008]. 

This pap er describes the  to-be consid erations such as cost ana lysis o f maintenance system, an d di agnosis and repair  
standard procedures for more safety and economy maintenance of mail sorting machines in Korea. 
 In section II of this paper, we show the installation, operation, and maintenance status such as failure causes and steps of 
mail sorting machine in Korea. In section III, we describe the to-be cons iderations which allow the maintenance of mail 
sorting machine to focus on their strengths rather t han their weaknesses on mail distribution centers in Korea. This paper 
also shows the  maintenance s ystem based on  AHP (Ana lytic Hierarchy Pr ocess) for safety and e fficient maintenance of 
mail sorting machine, Korea, in section III, and conclude with summary and further study in section IV. 
 
 

2. MAINTENANCE STATUS OF MAIL SORTING MACHINE 
 

The usability of mail sorting machine depends on the sorting time and the volume of mail. We show the installation 
number of sorting machine in Korea, and the sorting time and volume of sorting machine in this section. 
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2.1 Installation and Operation 
 
2.1.1  Installation 
 

There are 21 mail distribution centers, 2 logistics centers, 1 mail switching center, about 3,600 post offices with 517 
delivery centers. W e ha ve 53 O VIS (OCR (Optical Ch aracter Recognition) VCS (Vid eo Co ding Sy stem) Interface 
System)/LSM (Letter Sorting Machine) machines for ordinary letter sorting, 22 Plat Sorting Machines for plat, 28 Packet 
Sorting Machines f or pack et, 30  Pa rcel Sorting Machin es w hich has two  ty pes (slid e sho e and t ilt t ray) f or p arcel, 3 
Registered Mail Sor ting Mac hines for r egistered mail, and 4 Deli very Sequence Sorting Machines in delivery center, in 
Korea. The figure 1 show s the installation number o f sorting machine in Korea, at t he end  of 2007. There are 43 NEC 
machines such as NAV-AC18 and NAV- D1KR, etc and  10 Toshiba machines such as  TT1000 and TT1021. The 22 flat 
sorting machines ar e 19  from Elsag, Italy, a nd 3 from Siemens, Ger many. The 30 parcel sorting  machines are 11 from 
Crisplant, Denmark, and 8 from Vanriet, 5 from Beumer, Germany. The 3 registered mail sorting machines are from Ulzi, 
and 4 delivery sequence sorting machines are from Ulzi and DaeSeong, Korea [Korea Post, J-H Park, J-H Hong, 2008]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Installation Number of Mail Sorting Machine [Korea Post 2008] 

 
2.1.2  O peration 
 

The figure 2 shows the sorting volume of OVIS machines at each mail distribution center in Korea. Seoul, East Seoul, 
Busan, and  Daegu h ave a large sortin g vo lume as the bi g size mail d istribution cen ter, Su won, EuJeongbu, DaeJeo n, 
AnYang, Bucheon have a medium sorting volume, WonJu, JeonJu, KoYang have a semi-medium, others have small size 
mail distribution. The figure 3 shows the sorting time of JeonJu as a semi-medium size mail distribution at the end of 2007. 
JeonJu has total 8,136 mail sorting hours per year by 2 OVIS, a FSM, and a PSM. OVIS which installed on JeonJu has the 
sorting rate of 30,000 letters per hour, PSM has the sorting rate of 6,000 parcels per hour. 
 

 
Figure 2. Sorting Volume of OVIS Mail Sorting Machine [Korea Post & J-H Park 2008] 
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Figure 3. Sorting Time of Mail Sorting Machine (JeonJu Mail Distribution Center) [Korea Post & J-H Park 2008] 

 
2.2 Maintenance 
 

In this section, we show failure causes and steps of mail sorting machine [MSM], and find major failure cause and step 
via statistics analysis of failure data of sorting machine in Korea. 
 
2.2.1  Failu re Cases 
 
 
We have 7 failure cause of mail sorting machine on current maintenance system such as end of part life cycle [PLC], bad 
part [operation failure of part, OFP], bad pr oduction of part [manufacturing error of part, MEP], bad use [misuse of part, 
MUP], bad tre atment [mistreat of part, MT P], cause from other part [COP] , others [O]. The figure 4 shows the statistics 
data from 2001 to 2007 of failure cause of mail sorting machines. The major failure cause of mail sorting machine based on 
figure 4  is L CP o f 40 % and OFP of  1 5%. It need s more s ystematic sup port such as stan dard procedu re o f par t, the 
definition of priority of parts, and part list. 
 

 
Figure 4. Statistics of Failure Causes of Mail Sorting Machines [Korea Post & J-H Park 2008] 

 
 
2.2.2  Failu re Steps 
 

We have 5  failure steps [level] o f mail s orting machine o n curr ent m aintenance s ystem such as si mple operation 
problem & clean of mail sorting machine [MSM] [Step1], replace of simple parts & align & tilt of MSM [Step2], replace of 
unit and parts & test of MSM [Step3], replace of critical unit and parts of sorting machine & test [Step4], need urgent help 
of sorting machine manufacture & hot line connection [Step5]. The figure 5 shows the statistics of failure step of all mail 
sorting machines at the end of 2007. The major failure steps of mail sorting machine based on the figure 5 is step 1 of 67% 
and step 2 o f 23%. It shows 31 .4 % f ailure rate of  stack er par t and 22 .3 % f ailure r ate o f feeder part on mail s orting 
machine. 
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Figure 5. Statistics of Failure Steps [Levels] & Systems of Mail Sorting Machines [Korea Post & J-H 

Park 2008] 
 
Of course, the failure rate of sorting machine is different from sorting machine such as OVIS, PSM, FSM, and so on. Major 
failure sorting machine is OVIS/LSM which shows 66.7 % failure rate, and flat sorting machine shows 20% failure rate. 
 
 
2.3 Maintenance Problem 
 

Even if there are 5 failure steps and 7 failure causes for mail sorting machine, there are no diagnosis and repair manuals of 
mail sorting machine. Also, there are no standard procedure and guideline of diagnosis and repair of sorting machine. Even 
there is no part list and replace manual of part for sorting machine. We need stock management and demand and support 
planning of part for sortin g machine. Other wise, there are many barrier s t o ov ercome to  be succ essful in i mproving 
reliability, and we won’t be able to sustain the attention necessary to achieve internal change. 
 There is no consistency how parts and units are performing for maintenance. 
 Planners dedicated to units do very little routine planning. Instead they are expediters, on-call supervisors, and when 

they do plan, it is for outages. 
 Maintenance craft skills are deteriorating. No one in the organization is assuring the continuing development of craft 

skills. 
 The remaining central force feels alienated from the unit based maintenance crew. 
 The Reliability Engineering Team (usually those who perform the Predictive Maintenance function) are frustrated that 

their success is limited to those units whose managers understand their value. 
 Important measures of planned maintenance and schedule conformance are declining or very stubborn at improving. 

Operating units have no standard definitions of these measures, and may or may not even measure and record them. 
 There is no program and education for professional of maintenance staff, and training centre. 
 There is no function and system to share maintenance data which performed diagnosis and repair the sorting machine 

on each mail distribution centre. 
 There is no practical contract for maintenance of sorting machine between operator and manufacture. 
 There is no consistency policy, planning and schedule for maintenance of mail sorting machine. 

For any of these problems, we consider is based, in general, on centralizing functions that create efficiency and control of in 
maintenance, and decentralizing functions of work effectiveness in maintenance. 
 
 

3. MAINTENANCE SYSTEM OF MAIL SORTING MACHINE 
 

We describe to-be co nsiderations for maintenance o f mail so rting machine such  as maintenance s ystem, st andard 
procedure for diagnosis and repair of mail sorting machine, roles and functions of maintenance technical support centre for 
the training and education of maintenance staff in this section. The following are co nsiderations as principles for efficient 
maintenance system of mail sorting machine in Korea [6]. 
 Stability: All mail sorting machines should be operated with reliability and safety maintenance program. 
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 Professional: Maintenance training program and maintenance technical support should be operated for skill upgrade 
of maintenance staff, and supported on/off line by maintenance technical support center. 

 Standardization: There sho uld be standar d diag nosis and repair procedu res and  manuals, p art l ists and  r eplace 
manual, and standard demand and support procedure of part for maintenance of sorting machine. 

 Economy: Maintenance system should be cost effective and efficiency. 
 

 
3.1 Maintenance System 
 

Maintenance sy stem b ased on  maintenance subject of  mail sorti ng machine i n Korea cla ssifies 4  types such  as  
maintenance by full internal sta ff, full outsourcing, internal and outsourcing which has branch of fice for maintenance of 
sorting machine on mail distribution center ( semi internal type 1), internal and outsourcing which has no branch office for 
maintenance of mail sorting machine on mail distribution center (semi internal type 2). 

In terms of economy, efficiency, reliability & safety of 4 maintenance system types, we assigned weighted value on each 
maintenance system according to AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process).  

The figure 6 shows this result of maintenance system. The semi internal type 1 has f irst priority in terms of economy, and 
full internal s taff type has first pr iority i n ter ms of e fficiency. I n gener al we  thi nk se mi i nternal ty pe 1 is b etter fo r 
maintenance of mail sorting machine in Korea [J-H Park 2008]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 

 
Figure 6. Weighted Value and Priority of Maintenance System Based on AHP [J-H Park & J-H Hong 2008] 

 
 
We also r eviewed cost ana lysis o f 4 types, and th e s emi in ternal type 1 is bett er maintenance sy stem i n ter ms of cost  
analysis. The figure 7 shows cost analysis and AHP result for maintenance of mail sorting machine in Korea. Cost analysis 
is based on sorting machine cost, average salary of internal staff and outsourcing member, repair time and cost, and so on. 
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Figure 7. Cost Analysis and AHP Result for Maintenance System of Sorting Machine [J-H Park & J-H Hong 2008] 
 

The figure 8 shows operation and role model of maintenance which is semi internal maintenance type. The failure of step 
1 – 3 and daily check is performed by internal s taff, the failure of step 4 – 5 and repair of uni t replace is performed by 
outsourcing member (maintenance company), and the critical failure and hot line support for maintenance of mail sorting 
machine are performed by outsourcing (manufacture). 

 

 
Figure 8. Operation and Role Model of Maintenance [J-H Park 2008] 

 
 
3.2 Diagnosis and Repair Procedure 
 

It’s important to have standard procedure for diagnosis of mail sorting machine on mail distribution centre.  
 Diagnosis Procedure 

The figure 9  shows standard procedure for d iagnosis of  mail sorting machine. There are 3 steps for diagnosis of  mail 
sorting machine. The first is  the di agnosis p reparation st ep w hich i s th e diag nosis p lanning & sched ule, an d dia gnosis 
manual preparation  of mail sorting machine on mail distribution cent re. The second i s the diagn osis per forming an d 
confirmation s tep which is the diagnosis manual r egistration on s ystem, diagnosis performing, and  confirmation of mail 
sorting system. The third is the management step after diagnosis which is the repair of mail sorting machine and update of 
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diagnosis manual on system. 
 

 
Figure 9. Diagnosis Procedure of Mail Sorting Machine [J-H Park 2008] 

 
 Repair Procedure 

It’s also important to have standard procedure for repair of mail sorting machine on mail distribution centre. The figure 
10 shows standard procedure for repair of mail sorting machine. There are 3 steps for repair of mail sorting machine. The 
first is the r epair request  step which  is requested the tec hnical support f or repair of  failure o f mail s orting machine by 
specialist such  as out sourcing member i n maintenance. In t his ste p i t is per formed of failure r oot cau se analys is and  
decision by specialist in maintenance. The second is the repair preparation step which is the repair manual preparation and 
registration on system, and the preparation o f p art for repai r of mail sortin g machine. Th e th ird is t he repai r a nd 
confirmation step which is the repair of mail sorting machine and update of repair manual. 

 

 
Figure 10. Repair Procedure of Mail Sorting Machine [J-H Park 2008] 
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3.3 Operation of Maintenance Technical Support Center 
 

A model for organizing maintenance is based on, in general, on centralizing functions that create efficiency and control 
of work, and decentralizing functions of work effectiveness. 

Function of efficiency and control in maintenance includes the following: work prioritization for global resources, work 
planning, work scheduling for global resources, analysis of work done, preventive and predictive process, maintenance of 
information t ools, compliance wi th s tandards, central rep orting, skill assur ance. Fun ction of work e ffectiveness in 
maintenance includes t he following: respon se to immediate nee ds, re cognition and all eviation of equipment, ch ronic 
problems within the operating context, prioritizing and scheduling area resources. 

Otherwise, the training and education of maintenance staff is important to improve the maintenance quality of mail sorting 
machine. So, maintenance technical support center will support this training program and education on on/off line. There is 
multi level maintenance training program for maintenance staff, operator, and manager of mail sorting machine. The figure 
11 shows the operation and role of maintenance technical support center on semi internal maintenance type 1. The major 
roles of maintenance tech nical suppo rt center are  th e f ollowing: maintenance train ing p rogram a nd edu cation, sto ck 
management, demand and support of part, on/off line maintenance support &  help desk, operation of m aintenance system 
& environment establishment for share of maintenance data, history management of maintenance data & standardization,   
standard procedure and manual management for maintenance, and so on. 

 

Figure 11. Operation & Role of Maintenance Technical Support Center [J-H Park & J-H Hong 2008] 

 
3.4 Others for Improving of Maintenance 
 

A key point of the efficient maintenance system is stability, professional, standardization, economy. And a key element 
in maintenance is continuous improvement of the skills of the personnel in maintenance through education and training [1]. 
There is con tinual need  to i mprove th e overall p erformance of  equip ment t hrough co mmunication a nd tea mwork. The  
figure 12 shows the relation among these for improving of maintenance. 
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Figure 12. Relation among consideration factors for improving of Maintenance [EFNMS 1999] 

 

Any of these techniques and technologies can be helpful in improving equipment reliability and maintenance. 

 P&S (Planning and Schedul ing). Plann ed work is shown to b e t hree ti mes as ti me-efficient as un planned work, 
leading to getting more work done 

 PM (Preventive Maintenance). If through proper inspections we can catch and fix problems before failure, reliability 
should improve 

 PdM (Predictive Maintenance). By un derstanding equipment condition under load conditions we should be able to 
identify and trend impending failures, replacing components at the end of their useful life ? 

 CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management Sys tems). Instal ling a new system should lead to b etter control 
and organizational knowledge, giving us the information we need to improve reliability 

 TPM (Total Productive Maintenance). Enabling the operator to perform equipment care tasks puts responsibility for 
problem identification and minor maintenance with the person closest to the equipment 

 RCM (Reliability Centered Maintenance). RCM promises to eliminate the source of  the equipment defect so that it 
cannot occur 

 RCFA (Root  Cause Fai lure Anal ysis). When p roblems occur we can stud y wh at went wrong, and stop  it from 
happening again 

What any one  o f these proc esses in isolat ion misses is that fundamental behav iors must change for an y of  the m to b e 
systematically applied throug hout the maintenance of mail sortin g machine o n mail di stribution cen ter. So me are very 
complex to lea rn; some a huge amount of effort to implement. If any step is done with an inco mplete understanding, the 
results will be suboptimal. 

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The pr essure o n all ty pes of industry f or pr ofitability is rapi dly in creasing. Management r ealizes that incre ased 
competence at all levels in an organization is necessary to ensure growth. The principal objective of asset management is to 
optimize the use of capital. Management realizes that increased competence, co-operation and better communication at all 
levels in an or ganization lea ds to more e ffective maintenance. One o f t he key factors in cont inuous i mprovement is the 
education and training of all maintenance personnel. To implement best maintenance approaches, it is important to; 

- Realise that its  development is a co mbination o f app lied technical sy stems along with the competent personnel 
operating and maintaining them. 

- Acknowledge that structured changes are required to reflect the business environment 
- Recognize the importance of the involvement of all personnel at all levels for achieving business objectives 
- Apply suitable tools to strive for continuously improved equipment effectiveness  
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- Increase i nvolvement and i ntegration at all l evels in or der t o p ursue cost effective maintenance within the  
framework of life-cycle costing 

In thi s pa per, we s uggested to-be con siderations such  maintenance s ystem, and stan dard p rocedure o f d iagnosis and 
repair f or improving o f maintenance o f mail sortin g machine on mail distrib ution cent er i n Ko rea. For ef ficient an d 
economic maintenance system, we reviewed cost analysis of  4 possib le maintenance ty pes such as full o utsourcing, full 
internal staff, semi internal type 1, semi internal type 2 based on AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process). We also suggested the 
model and role of maintenance technical support center for professional and upgrade o f maintenance staff. There are also 
key functions and others considerations for improving of maintenance. 

However, there has been a lot of debate over th e years revolving around how maintenance should be measured. The 
theories vary far and wide, but in essence, most of the debate concerned how to measure the end results of what has been 
accomplished. Should it be measured on maintenance cost per unit  output, cost as a percent of replacement value, or on 
equipment upti me, etcet era? Th e debat e c ontinues to ra ge, but we c ontend that t he deba te is focused on the wrong 
timeframe; all of these measurements, as stated, concern themselves with “outcomes” or after the fact measurements. 

We also h ave to  consid er t he dev elopment o f maintenance op eration system  for maintenance staff  a nd proble m 
management of mail sorting machine, and definition of maintenance item and cycle based on FMEA (Failure Mode Effect 
analysis) for further study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In order to achiev e co mpetitive advan tage an d adap t to  dy namic busi ness co nditions, each  l ogistics organizat ion can  
implement custo mized process to  meet cu stomer requirem ents wh ile co mplying w ith their bu siness obj ectives. Thus, 
customizability is important characteristic for the organization’s competitive advantage. We define customizability as t he 
ability of  the l ogistic party to app ly lo gistics process obj ectives in  many dif ferent bu siness conditions. I t i s a co mmon 
practice to cus tomize processes from reference processes or templates in order  to  reduce the time and e ffort required to 
design and dep loy processes on all lev els (Lazovik and Ludwig, 2007). Customizing reference processes usually involves 
adding, removing or modifying process elements such as activities, control flow and data flow connectors. However, large 
number of customized process m ay ar ise process redundancy. Th us, it  encou rages organization to carry o ut p rocess 
reusability function. Process reusability is the ability to develop a process model once and use it again multiple times within 
the sa me process o r ac ross multiple p rocesses. Busin ess p rocess modeling enabl es to reuse  of  de sign process a nd to 
compose new processes from reused process. Such reusability should be correct, robust and recognizable to users. 

Development of a similarity evaluation approach is called for as a precautionary measure limiting the occurrence of 
redundant processes. Ma jor con tribution o f t his p aper is t he development o f a pr ocess similarity m easurement f or 
convenient logistic process modeling through elimination of redundant processes. When there is a similar process objective, 
the model that an operation analysis deems as the most similar structure among existing logistics process can be reused. By 
using the acti vity pr oximity s core (APS) , it i s b elieved th at i t can  be used t o e fficiently manage the iss ues regarding 
duplicative processes as well as the reuse of any existing logistics process.  
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A business process can be viewed as a collection of decision models, and each process  is identified by a type of decision 
and contains a  sequ ence o f processing t asks. The ter m business proce ss modeling is  used t o i ncorporate all a ctivities 
relating to the transformation of knowledge regarding business systems into models that describe the processes performed 
by organizat ions. Process modeling has alw ays been at t he core of  BPM. Models enabl e the sy stem to initiate relevant  
activities so that business objectives can be achieved. 

Bae et al. (2007) proposed a similarity analysis technique that measures the relationships of adjacent activities among 
two b usiness processes, na med as BPSAT. The  similarity, utilizing th e process- dependency graph  and normalization 
matrix, represented relationships among activities within a process. However, it expressed no split and merge relationships. 
Moreover, this technique results in int eger va lues which may cause i mprecise analysis when the number of processes is  
increased. Another process similarity approach proposed workflow clustering based on process  similarity (BPClustering) 
(Jung, Bae and Liu, 2009). Yahya, Bae and Bae (2009) enhanced the idea using a system of proximity score measurement 
called Business Process Proximity Score Measurement (BP-PSM) (Yahya, Bae and Bae, 2009). Inspired by the sequence 
alignment concept, which had been in troduced ithin the field o f protein res earch and  which uses a Point Access Matr ix 
(PAM) and a Blo ck Substitution Matrix (BLOSUM) (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992; Dayhoff, Schwartz and Orcutt, 1978), 
Yahya, Bae a nd Bae (2009) presented a new idea fo r discov ering t he best process based on the proxi mity score 
measurement ( PSM) v alue. The pres ent p aper i s an en hancement of  resear ch into  PSM f or pr ocess design s election, 
specifically involving measurement of the activity distance using the transitive distance relationship. 
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 3. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT USING APS 
 
In this study, we used the business process model defined in Definition 1. 

 
Definition 1. (Process Model) 
We define a process p as a tuple of <A, L> and labeling function f, each element of which is defined below. 
•  A ={ai| i=1,…,I} is the set of activities, where ai is the i-th activity of p and I is the total number of activities in p 
•  L {lij = ( ai,aj) | ai,aj A }  i s the set of l inks, where lij is the link between two activities ai and aj. The ele ment 

(ai,aj) represents the fact that ai immediately precedes aj 
•  ai+ is the activity following ai and ai- is the activity preceding ai 

•  For a split activity ai, such that | SAi| > 1,  where SAi={aj+ |(ai,ai+) L}, f(ai) = ‘ AND’ if all ai+ should be executed; 
otherwise, f(ai+)= ‘OR’  

•  For a merge activity ai, such that |MAi| > 1, where MAi={aj-|(ai,ai-) L}, f(ai-) = ‘AND’ if all ai- should be executed; 
otherwise, f(ai-)= ‘OR’ 

 
Definition 2. (Path, distance, reachability) 
Let PAij = { pat|t = 1, 2, 3, …, T} where PAij is a set of  paths f rom an activity ai to another activity aj as an edg e-

connectivity. Since there might be multiple paths between the two activities, an element of the set pat is defined as the t-th 
path with T is the number of paths f rom ai to aj. We denote pat={ai, ak, ak+1, …,ak+m,…,ak+M,aj}, (ai, ak)L, (ak+M, aj) L, 
and f or all m, ( ak+m, ak+m+1) L. If  th ere is a path  from ai to  aj, we say that ai is re achable to aj, and to  r epresent th at 
reachability, we denote as ai → aj. On the contrary, we use ai || aj to represent that aj is not reachable from ai. When there 
is a path pat ( PAij) from ai to aj, the distance (dt) between the two activities equals to |pat| -1 or M+1 (Yahya, Bae and Bae 
(2009)). 

We also measure the average distance between two activities that are reachable with multiple paths. Multiple paths 
exist where there a re acti vities in the spl it, merge and iterative blo ck. Bae et al. (20 04) ex plains m ore about the blo ck 
structure as it pertains to parallel activities such as the AND- and OR-splits. Yahya, Bae and Bae (2009) proposed a method 
to measure the average path distance of AND- and OR- parallel blocks. In the present study, we include iterative activity as 
the part of control flow structure. 

 

ai ai+1 … aj-1 aj

prl

 
Figure 1. Iterative-block abstraction model 

 
Definition 3. (Average Path Distance of iterative-block) 
Figure 1 shows the iteration pattern by expressing the activity flow from aj back to ai. Let assume that the probability 

of re-execution is prl. To measure the activity distance in the iterative-block, first we need to calculate the distance between 
two activities (dij), which is activity ai and aj, then the looping distance. The existence of the iterative-block is specified by 
a process design user at pro cess build-time, and th e re-execution probability can be determined from previous data or by 
expert knowledge. We can calculate the distance between two activities    , both of which are located within the iterative-
block, by multiplying the distance between ai and aj (dij) with the re-execution probability, as shown in equation (1).  
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Definition 4. (Activity Proximity Score: APS) 
In this paper, we define     as the APS  between activity ai and aj in t he k-th process index. The score is obtained by 

the following equation  
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,k={1,2,3,…,K}, where K is the total number of processes. If there is no relationship between activity ai and aj in the k-th 
process, or it is denoted as ai || aj, then   = 0. 

 
Definition 5. (Process distance (D)) 
We define process distance (D) between two p rocesses based on the similarity, which can be represented using APS 

value. Process distance between two processes is defined as the s ummation of all o f the absolute values of the proxi mity 
differences of all pairs of activities between processes k and l where k,l K . It is denoted as follows:  

 

 
ji

l
ij

k
ijlk qqppD

,

),(   (3) . 

 
In ter ms o f APS, two processes  wi th s maller va lue ar e c loser, in ot her words, we use a s maller-the-better method. 

Thus, a value of 0 means those two processes are identical in their structure.  
 
 

 4. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT USING APS 
 
Suppose we want to measure the similarity by finding the most similar process to a query process (pq) in a repository with 
K process variants. Process variants are generated from a s ingle process model, each of whi ch fits a c ertain scenario and 
context; in other words, the configuration of a particular process variant reflects the specific requirement and circumstance 
of the process. The process distance (D) can be used to f ind a s imilar process, which is the r esult of the similarity score 
between pq and e ach process among process variants. We presented example of process variants in Figure 1. The process 
distance (D) value of each process variant compare with query process (pq) are shown in each cell.  

 
 

 

a1

a2

a5a3

a4

a6
)
)

(
(

(a). A query process, pq 

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

 
(b). p1 with D(p1, pq) = 5.67 

a1 a2

a3

a4 a5

a6
) (

 
(c). p2 with D(p2, pq) = 5.3 

a1

a2
a4 a6

a3

) (

(d). p3 with D(p3, pq) = 7.5 

a1

a2 a3
a6

a4 a5

) (

(e). p4 with D(p4, pq) = 4 

a1 a2 a3

a4

a5

a6

 
(f). p5 with D(p5, pq) = 6.1 

a1 a3

a4

a5

a6
) (

 
(g). p6 with D(p6, pq) = 5.5 

 
Figure 2. Example of process variants with similarity measurement using process distance 

 
With regard to p erformance o f APS, we are exp ressing the f unction of transitive cl osure propo sed by  W arshall’s 

algorithm using Big-O notation. We define the total number of activities in a process as N. In order to find the activity pair, 
the co mputation co mplexity b ecomes O(N2). To develop efficient s olutions t o reachability problems, the  co ncept of 
transitive closure is employed. Transitive closure in grap h theory involves the construction of a pat h, by means of a data 
structure mechanism, which renders a po ssible solution to t he r eachability probl em ( Sedgewick, 20 04). Warshall’s 
algorithm, which proposed a s olution of the transitive closure problem, includes the t-th iteration of loop sets in order to 
find any pairs of activities with indices greater than 1, since there are T paths from ai to aj (equation (1)). Thus, there will be 
|pat|-1 times (equal to N+1 activities) to measure the path di stance from ai to aj. The co mplexity of computing the APS, 
therefore, is O(N3).  
 

5. FINAL REMARKS 
 
This paper proposes a method of logistics process similarity measurement. Based on the business structure, we can obtain 
the APS and compare processes having similar structures. The sequential, parallel and iterative structures were studied in 
this propo sed m ethod. I n the a pplication, we c an gain  s ome of t he adv antages by u sing A PS wit h r egard to p rocess 
reusability, bus iness alignment, b usiness p rocess r isk management, b usiness process out sourcing a nd b usiness p artner 
selection.   

k
ijq
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There are some issues for further research. Comparison analysis with other methods is necessary to show the merit of 
this approach. Further semantic analysis is a promising and contributory approach in the logistics research domain. In this 
approach, each relationship score can connect to the ontology of any semantics to generate the required process.  
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Abstract: Scheduling of quay cranes at container terminals is a field of growing interest in research and practice. In the 
literature, we find diverse models for quay crane scheduling that consider the service of container vessels at d ifferent 
aggregation levels as well as a multitude of different solution procedures. Currently, however, there exists no basis to 
compare th e qu ality o f p lanning wh ich is ach ieved b y the d ifferent m odels. Fu rthermore, th ere is n o benchmark 
platform available that allows comparing different solution procedures and investigating conditions where a procedure 
performs well or poorly. In this talk, we describe a structured process for generating a broad range of test instances with 
application to diverse quay c rane scheduling models. A Java implementation of t he sch eme is u sed to  generate new 
benchmark problems, which enable evaluations of QCSP models and algorithms in diverse directions. 
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Abstract: In c ontainer t erminals, c ontainers are t ransported between vessels an d st orage blocks by t ransporters. T o 
improve th e utilization of transporters as well as th e operation effi ciency of co ntainer term inals, th e pools of 
transporters to transfer containers are constructed and transporters in a pool are utilized for carrying out a p re-specified 
group of tasks. This study compares various strategies for constructing the pools: pools for a si ngle quay crane, pools 
for a group of quay cranes assigned to a vessel, pools for a group of quay cranes for multiple adjacent vessels, a b ig 
pool for all quay cranes. Besides, the different heuristic rules to assign pools to storage blocks are suggested to consider 
travel distance of tra nsporters at quay si de as well as th at in the yard. Also, the opportunities of dual cycle op erations 
are con sidered in th ese heuristic ru les. A number o f scenarios a re ge nerated an d co mpared with e ach other by  a 
simulation stud y in term s o f th e total d elay ti mes o f QCs, th e to tal trav el times, an d th e total empty trav el times of 
transporters.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In container terminals, there are three main types of handling equipments involved in terminal operations: quay cranes 
(QCs), t ransporters (yard t rucks - YTs), and yard cranes (YCs). For an  unloading operation, a  container i s unloaded 
from a shi p by a QC  and transported to assigned block by a t ransporter. In the yard, it is picked up from and st acked 
into a storage block by a YC. For a loading operation, a container is handled in th e reverse direction to the unloading 
operation. During the unloading and loading operations, containers are transported between vessels and storage blocks 
by transporters. To improve the utilization of transporters as well as the operation efficiency of container terminals, the 
pools of tran sporters are con structed and t ransporters in a po ol are utilized fo r carryin g ou t a pre-sp ecified gro up of 
tasks. This study compares various strategies for constructing the pools: pools for a single QC, pools for a group of QCs 
assigned to a vessel, pools for a group of QCs fo r multiple adjacent vessels, a big pool for all the QCs. In p ools for a 
single QC, every YT is assigned to a single dedicated QC. In th is case, the control system is simple, but the utilization 
of YTs may decrease because of the long empty travels. However, in the other pools, a YT can be assigned to more than 
one QC. During a cycle of a YT, after delivering a container from a QC to a st orage block, the YT can deliver anothe r 
from a YC to  another QC. Th us, th e co ntrol syste m may be m ore co mplicated and  th e h igher u tilization of YTs is 
expected. Besides, a heuristic algorithm to assign QCs to pools is suggested by considering the travel distance of YTs at 
the quay side as well as th at in the yard. Also, the opportunities of dual cycle operations are considered in the heuristic 
algorithm. In dual  cycle ope rations, a loading o peration im mediately performs after an unl oading ope ration or v ice 
versa s o that t he em pty travel of handling equipm ents is  m inimized. R ecently, the  dual cycle operations ha ve be en 
applied for imp roving the term inal o peration in co ntainer ter minals. Zh ang and K im (2 009) stud ied t he sequ encing 
problem not  only f or st acks u nder a  hat ch c over but al so f or hatches. T hey at tempted t o m inimize t he number o f 
operation cycles of a QC for discharging and loading containers in a ship-bay by maximizing the number of dual cycle 
operations. 

For the vehicle dispatching problem, Bae and Kim (2000) proposed a pooled dispatching strategy for automated 
guided vehicles (AGVs) in port container terminals. A mathematical formulation is developed and a heuristic algorithm 
is suggested to obtain a near optimal solution within a reasonable amount of computational time. Also, the single cycle 
and the dual cycle operations in both the seaside and landside operations are analyzed. Grunow et al. (2006) introduced 
a simulation study of AGV dispatching strategies in a seaport container terminal, where A GVs can be used in either 
single-carrier or dual -carrier mode. They com pared a t ypical, on-line  dispatc hing s trategy ad opted f rom fl exible 
manufacturing systems with a pattern-based, off-line heuristic algorithm. Briskorn et al. (2006) presented an alternative 
formulation of th e AGV  assig nment pr oblem th at do es not in clude due- times an d is b ased on a rough an alogy to 
inventory m anagement; t hey pr oposed an exact  al gorithm for s olving t he f ormulation. Nguyen and Ki m (20 09) 
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proposed a m athematical for mulation of t he di spatching problem for  a utomated l ifting vehicles (ALVs). A  h euristic 
algorithm was suggested and the solutions of the heuristic algorithm were co mpared with optimal solutions. Also, the 
numerical experiments were performed to analyse and evaluate the performance of heuristic algorithm. 
Simulations have been used as a po werful tool for analyzing the performance of port container terminals in complex 
dynamic envi ronments. Va rious l evels of detail and t he unc ertainties in co ntainer t erminals can be e xpressed in 
simulation models. Much research on the development of simulation models of container terminals has been published 
(Cho, 1985; Yun and Cho, 1999; Tahar and Hussain, 2000). Hartmann (2004) introduced an appr oach for generating 
scenarios that can be used as input data for simulation models of port container terminals. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the ship operation and suggests various types of pools of 
YTs. A number of scenarios are generated and compared by a simulation study in Section 3. Section 4 discusses some 
conclusions and issues for further researches. 
 
 

2. THE SHIP OPERATION AND POOLING TRANSPORTERS BY A HEURISTIC ALGORITHM 
 
2.1 Ship Operation 
 
Before a shi p arrives at a port containe r terminal, all in formation on  inbound and  outbound con tainers is sen t to  the 
terminal by a shipping agent. Then, based on the information, a sequence list of the unloading and loading operations of 
individual containers is constructed. When the ship actually arrives at th e terminal, ship operations are u sually carried 
out based on the loading and discharging sequence list. 

At the quay side, an unloading operation by a QC starts with a release of a container onto a YT, while a loading 
operation by a QC starts with a pickup of a container from a YT. At the yard side, a l oading operation by a YC starts 
with a release of a container onto a YT, while an unloading operation by a YC starts with a pickup of a container from a 
YT. C ontainers are t ransferred bet ween quay si de an d y ard si de by  YTs. B esides, t he dual  cy cle o perations ca n be 
performed to enhance t he t erminal operat ion productivity. Figure 1 s hows various t ypes o f operations performed by  
YTs. In th e single operations as show n in Figure 1a, when a YT delivers a loading operation or unloading operation 
independently so that an empty movement is needed at every cycle. While, in dual cycl e operations, a YT performs an 
unloading operation after finishing a loading operation. That means an unloading operation and a loading operation are 
combined in one cycle, thus the empty movements may be reduced in comparison with the single operation. In Figures 
1b, 1c, and 1d, there are empty movements of YTs between two QCs, two blocks, between two QCs and two blocks, 
respectively. Figure 1e illustrates the full dual cycle withou t empty movements between QCs and b locks, which means 
a QC  performs l oading an d discharging o perations i n dual cy cles and the st orage l ocations of t he containers t o be 
discharged are the same as those for the c ontainers to be loaded. During the dual cycle operations, the “savings” in the 
empty travel time can be calculated by deducting empty travel movements between two QCs, two blocks, or between 
QCs and blocks (in Figure 1b, 1c, and 1d, respectively) from that between a QC and a block in Figure 1a. In case of 
Figure 1e, there are no em pty travel m ovements between QCs and blocks, and thus the “savings” is the entire empty 
movements between a QC and a block. 
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Figure 1. Different types of operations performed by YT. 
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2.2 Pooling YTs by a Heuristic Algorithm 
 
This st udy as sumes that a fixe d number of tra nsporters are assigne d to each QC . However, by grouping QCs , 
transporters assigned to QCs in each group are shared by all the QCs in the same group. The transporters shared by QCs 
in each group are said to be in the sam e pool. Fi gure 2 illustrates four  strate gies for cons tructing the pools of 
transporters: pools for a single QC, pools for a group of QCs assigned to the same vessel, pools for a group of QCs for 
multiple adjacent vessels, a big pool for all the QCs.  
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Flexible pooling strategy. 

(a) 

 (b )  (c )
 (d )

Figure 2. Definition of traditional pools. 

(a) A pool of a QC (dedicated strategy) (b) A pool of a vessel 

(c) A pool of two adjacent vessels (d) A pool of all vessels (full pooled strategy) 
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Besides, a flexible pooling strategy suggested in this study is illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 3 illustrates an example 
of three pools of transporters. Each pool consists of three QCs. QCs with the same pattern inside represent QCs whose 
tasks a re se rved by the  sam e pool of tra nsporters. An a rrow f rom a QC  t o a block re presents that th e tran sporters 
assigned t o t he QC  should move di scharged c ontainers to t he co rresponding bl ock. A rrows from bl ocks t o Q Cs 
represent movements of outbound containers. Arrows with heads at both ends represent dual cycle operations of QCs. 
Note that the pooling strategy in Figure 3 considers the travel distance of transporters at the quay side as well as that in 
the yard. Also, the opportunities o f dual cycle o perations are considered. In  th is paper, the main idea o f the pooling 
algorithm is as follows. This algorithm will be in charge of grouping QCs into multiple pools. Pooling algorithm will be 
triggered whenever a QC starts a t ask for a new group of containers. Containers which are t o be moved between the 
same QC and block are said to be in the same group. The algorithm may start from estimating the effect of pooling by 
calculating the “sav ings” in  i ts empty travel when a QC i s inserted in  a p ool. The QCs will b e grouped in a way of 
maximizing the “savings” resulting from the pooling. 

Assumptions 

1. The sequence of discharging and loading containers for each QC is predetermined and cannot be changed. 

2. The storage locations for discharging containers are predetermined.  

Notation 

pi : pool index, i = 1, …, I. 

Qi : set of QCs in pool i, i = 1, …, I. 
U
ijn : number of unloading containers of QC j, j = 1, …, J in pool i, which are discharged simultaneously with operations 

for the new group of containers of the current QC. 
L
ijn : number of loading containers of QC j, j = 1, …, J in pool i, which are loaded simultaneously with operations for the 

new group of containers of the current QC. 

kn : number of containers in the new group of the current QC k; where, , 1,..., , 1,...,U L
k ij ijn n n i I j J     .  

jd : expecte d tra vel dista nce between QC j and the st orage location in t he yard of c ontainers f or Q C j, wh ich ar e 

transferred simultaneously with containers of the current QC. 
Q
ijd : expected travel distance between QC i and QC j. 

Y
ijd : expected travel distance between the storage locations of containers for QC i and j in the yard. 

si: “savings” of pool i when a QC is inserted into pool i = 1, …, I. 

Procedure for the Heuristic Algorithm 

Step 0: Initializing 

Construct initial pools for transporters each of which consists of all th e transporters assigned to QCs deployed to 

each vessel (pools for a group of quay cranes assigned to a vessel). 

Step 1: Estimating the “savings”, si, i = 1, …, I. 

When a QC k of pool i starts l oading or di scharging a new g roup of containers and |Qi| > 1, t he “savings” for  

insertion of QC pool i, i = 1, …, I is calculated as follows. 

Let 
i i

U L
i ij ij

j Q j Q

m n n
 

   .  

If the new group of containers of QC k is for unloading operation, 

And if 0im   th en 0is  . 
Otherwise, si is estimated as follows. 
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o 0is  ; 
o j = 1; 
o  min ,i kn m n  ; 
o Repeat 

If  and 0ij Q n   then 
 If  L

ijn n , then 

   .L Y
i i ij j k jks s n d d d    ; 

  L
ijn n n  ; 

 Else 
   . Y

i i j k jks s n d d d    ; 
  0n  ; 
 End; 
End; 
j = j + 1; 
Until j J  or 0n  . 

If the new group of containers of QC k is loading operation, 

And if 0im   then 0is  . 
Otherwise, si is estimated as follows. 

o 0is  ; 
o j = 1; 
o  min ,i kn m n ; 
o Repeat 

If  and 0ij Q n   then 
 If  U

ijn n  then 

   .U Q
i i ij j k jks s n d d d    ; 

  U
ijn n n  ; 

 Else 
   . Q

i i j k jks s n d d d    ; 
  0n  ; 
 End; 
End; 
j = j + 1; 
Until j J  or 0n  . 

Step 2: Selecting the maximum “savings”, si, i = 1, …, I. 

Select the pool with maximum “savings” to which QC k is to be inserted.  
 
 

3. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 
 
The operation of the container terminal was modeled in a simulation model in detail. When a ship arrives at the terminal, 
it is assigned t o a berth i f there is an  available berth. Otherwise, the ship must wait until a berth becomes available. 
When the ship enters a berth, a pre-specified number of QCs will be assigned to the ship. Then, a loading and unloading 
sequence will be generated for each QC. W ith reference to the speci fied sequence, QCs can start to unload and load 
containers.  

The operation scenarios m odelled i n t he si mulation program  are desc ribed below. At  the quay side, QCs will 
unload or load containers only when YTs are available under QCs. When a YT arrives at a designated QC, it must wait 
for either pickup or drop-off of a container by a QC. At the yard side, YTs will first arrive at transfer points (TPs) in the 
side of the block. The YT will wait at a TP for a YC to pickup an inbound container or release an outbound container. 
When a YT finishes transporting a container, it will return to the parking area to await the next assignment.  
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For the loading operation, a YC picks up a loading container from a speci fied slot in t he yard. For the unloading 
operation, when a YC receives an inbound container from a vehicle, it will stack the container in a slot in the yard. The 
loading and unloading operation will continue until all containers are transferred between the ship and the storage yard. 
When all operations are completed, the ship will leave the berth. 

In the following, the sim ulation model is introduced. The wharf has 3 berths and 9 QCs. The yard consists of 9 
storage blocks to each of which two YCs of the same size are deployed. Each block has TPs on which YTs can wait for 
transferring containers. The travel times of YTs between pickup and drop-off points are assumed to be constant, and the 
congestion of YTs on guide paths is n ot considered. The total number of containers transferred by QCs is ab out 1350 
during a run of the simulation.  

The four scenarios of pooling transporters, as sh own in Figure 2, are  constructed in t he simulation experiment: 
scenario A – pools for a single QC, scenario B – pools for a group of QCs assigned to a vessel, scenario C – pools for a 
group of QCs for two adjacent vessels, scenario D – a big pool for all the QCs. Also, scenario E – pooling transporters 
by the su ggested heuristic algorithm shown in Fig ure 3 was conducted in these expe riments. The data consi dered in 
simulation experiments which the unloading and loading operations are completely mixed between stacks in a bay to 
make dual cycle operations of QC. The performance measures considered in simulation experiments are the total delay 
times of QCs, the total travel time of YTs, and the total empty travel time of YTs. 

 
 

Table 1. Comparisons between scenarios for different pooling strategies. 
 

Scenarios Total delay times 
of QCs (in sec.) 

Total travel time 
of YTs (in sec.) 

Total empty travel time 
of YTs (in sec.) 

A 13 1,910 374,473 155,600 
B 12 5,728 360,050 145,083 
C 12 1,531 361,943 145,385 
D 120,638 363,669 14 4,643 
E 12 1,091 361,848 143,501 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Comparison of total delay times of QCs among five scenarios. 
 
 

The results fr om simulation expe riments sho wn in Ta ble 1 indicate d th at the dedicate d p ooling was the wo rst. 
When the scope of the pool became wider, the performances were better. Figure 4 compares the total delay time of QC 
operations among different scenarios. When the number of QCs assigned to a pool increased (like scenario C, D and E), 
the total delay time of QCs reduced. The average reductions of delay times in scenario E were 8.2% and 3.7% compared 
with s cenario A an d B,  respectively. It m eans that the i mprovement of sc enario E  compared with scenario B which 
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maintained the initial pools of scenario E to the end was about 3.7%. Figures 5 and 6 compare the total travel times and 
the total empty travel times of YTs for various scenarios. The pooling strategies outperformed the dedicated strategy. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Comparison of total travel times of YTs among scenarios. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparison of total empty travel times among scenarios. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study compared various strategies f or constructing pools of transporters in c ontainer terminals: pools for a sin gle 
QC, pools for a group of QCs assigned to a vessel, pools for a group of QCs for multiple adjacent vessels, a big pool for 
all the QCs. Besides, a heuristic algorithm to assign QCs to pools is suggested to consider travel distance of YTs at quay 
side as well as that in the yard. Also, the opportunities of dual cycle operations are considered in the heuristic algorithm.  

A sim ulation study was co nducted t o c ompare an d eval uate the  pe rformances of  various str ategies. F rom the 
simulation results, it was found t hat the proposed algori thm outper forms the de dicated p ooling strategy  an d other 
pooling strategies except the big pool strategy in the total delay times of QCs and shows a performance similar to that of 
the big pool. In terms of the total travel times of YTs and the total empty travel times of YTs, the proposed algorithm 
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also sh owed one o f the best per formances am ong teste d st rategies. T his study  m ainly foc uses on t he o peration of 
transporters; however, the integrated operations of vehicles, YCs, and QCs may be addressed in further research.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The CT A in Hamburg and the ECT in R otterdam are highly  au tomated seaport con tainer term inals wh ich d eploy 
automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to transport containers from quayside to yard and vice versa. The so-called quayside 
transport is one o f the key operations in a terminal. A rather neglected problem in literature with a considerable impact 
on the performance of the quayside transport is storage block assignment for import containers (cf. Gujjula & Günther, 
2008). In this paper we discuss an algorithm to solve this assignment problem in order to increase the performance of 
quayside transport. Solutions of the proposed algorithm can be used to benchmark results which were generated by use 
of priority rules. 

 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
In this paper we consider an automated seaport container terminal which comprises, AGVs, automated quay cranes and 
storage blocks which are placed perpendicularly to the quay. Each storage block deploys two automated yard cranes, 
which are exclusively serving sea- or la ndside, respectively. Thus, in th is paper we consider only the crane serving the 
seaside.  

There are three types of container movements within the terminal. Import containers are moved from quayside to 
landside, export containers from landside to quayside and transshipment containers from quayside to the storage blocks 
for intermediate storage and back to the quayside. 

As for the import direction, a vessel arrives with the containers at the allocated berthing place and quay cranes are 
assigned for discharging. A quay crane picks up a container by use of a spreader from the vessel, lifts it up with a hoist, 
moves the container to the landside using the trolley and puts the container onto an AGV. Afterwards, the container is 
transported to a storage block at the stacking area and is picked up by the yard crane directly from the AGV. The yard 
crane puts the container into a position at the stack until it will be requested for landside transport. 

As for expo rt containers, a co ntainer arriv es b y tru ck or  t rain and  is stack ed at a storag e block un til it will b e 
requested by a vessel at the quayside. Then the container is picked up from the stacking area, is transported to the quay 
crane that charges the vessel and is put onto a slot on the vessel. The quay crane where the container is charged and the 
slot on the vessel are determined by the stowage plan of the vessel which was generated in advance. 

Quayside transport is concerned with the transport of containers from quayside to yard and vice versa and covers 
several l ogistics p roblems li ke t he dispatching of AGVs, routing a nd t raffic co ntrol. Optimization m ethods and 
heuristics for quayside transport problems focus on th e enhancement of qu ay crane productivity and the reduction of 
vehicle travel time (cf. Steenken et al., 2004). A m atter of importance is to synchronize cranes and vehicles to avoid 
waiting time of terminal equipment. 

One of the many problems with an impact on the quayside transport performance is the storage block assignment 
problem for im port containers. As most data is inaccurat e or in-complete upon arrival  of such containers, no stac king 
strategies lik e for e xport containers ar e a pplied, hence e very st orage bl ock with free  capacity is acc eptable for a ny 
import container (Steenken et al., 2004). When an import container was loaded onto an AGV a storage block needs to 
be assigned at  the latest. Cle arly, the c hoice of a st orage block a ffects other t erminal operations, fi rst and foremost, 
AGV dispatching and yard crane dispatching. For the remainder of this paper we assume that the applied procedures for 
AGV an d y ard crane di spatching are  given. T he p roposed he uristic m akes u se of t his i nput i n order t o a nticipate 
decisions by these dispatching procedures. 

 
 

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
Whenever a st orage block is needed for an import container, each storage blocks has a l ist of pending jobs for either 
import or export containers. The execution order of these jobs is determined by the yard crane dispatching procedure. 
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The algorithm evaluates for each storage block the inclusion of a new job for this container. At first, the arrival time of 
its AGV at the  block will be determined. Afterwards, yard crane dispatching is anticipated using the set of known jobs 
and the new job for the import container in order to determine the start and finishing time of each job. 

There a re t hree options  how the  algor ithm can ch oose a storag e block fo r th e im port con tainer. With th e fi rst 
option, the algorithm chooses the closest storage block with the smallest increase in the m akespan if the import job is 
executed at this block. With the second option, the behavior of AGVs leaving a block with an export container is first 
determined using the anticipated job order for this block. From this order one can extrapolate at which time the AGVs 
arrive at the target quay crane and, thus, the waiting time for these quay cranes can be derived. The algorithm chooses 
the storage block so th at the overall waiting time for all quay cranes is minimal. With the third option, the algorithm 
additionally anticip ates AGV d ispatching fo r em pty AGVs which drop ped an im port con tainer at this block. In  this 
case, quay cra ne waiting tim es can be de rived and the al gorithm chooses a stora ge block such that the overall quay  
crane waiting time is minimal. Note that the algorithm needs to assume that all processing and travel times are given in 
advance. 

In the presentation for this paper we give an overview of the current state of this algorithm and present preliminary 
results f or t he pe rformance of  t he proposed al gorithm usi ng t he t hree p ossible options a nd use these results to 
benchmark the performance of priority rules. 
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Abstract: Several con tainer terminals with a sub stantial d egree of automation have st arted operation during t he l ast 
decade or a re currently under c onstruction. Popular term inal de signs include t he c ombination of aut omated stacki ng 
cranes wi th ei ther a utomated guided ve hicles (A GVs) or straddle ca rriers. I n a ddition t o t he c ontainer ha ndling 
equipment, also the concepts for terminal operating systems (TOS) have become more and more advanced. Facing the 
increasing c omplexity, t erminals t ypically em ploy sim ulation as a t ool t o c ope wi th the dy namics of t he c ontainer 
handling processes. 

In this presentation, simulation and optimization approaches for container terminals are discussed. It is based on 
experience g ained d uring sev eral consulting and research projects for au tomated co ntainer term inals. We d iscuss 
scheduling c oncepts f or both aut omated equi pment and human res ources an d deal wi th m odeling i ssues, data 
availability, and  algorith ms. Mo reover, we consider sim ulation m odels an d th eir app lications t o co ntainer term inals. 
Thereby, we i dentify some pitfalls and limita tions of simulation in practice. Finally, the role of research in container 
terminal logistics and its contribution to practice is discussed. 
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Abstract: The market competition of package deliveries in Korea is severe because a large number of companies have 
entered i nto t he m arket. Ho wever, a  pac kage delivery c ompany i n K orea ge nerally ow ns a nd operates a n umber o f 
service centers and consolidation terminals for high level customer service although some service centers as cost centers 
cannot create profits due to low volume. This challenge can be overcome by collaboration strategy based on win-win 
principles. Therefore, this study suggests an approach to the  reconfiguration of a package service network with respect 
to co llaboration strategy, reassignments o f service cen ters to  consolidation terminals, and ad justments o f their cu toff 
times. For t his we pr opose an i nteger p rogramming m odel an d a ge netic al gorithm based sol ution p rocedure fo r 
participated companies to maximize their profit. An illustrative numerical example in Korea is presented to demonstrate 
the practicality and efficiency of the proposed model. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The collaboration or partnership is becoming a popular competitive strategy to be adopted in all business sectors. Some 
of well known examples can be seen in the air transportation system such as Sky Team, Star Alliance, and Oneworld as 
well as in  sea transportation such as CKYH-The Green  Alliance, Grand Alliance, and  so  on. In  add ition, the supply 
chain m anagement regards the concept of collaboration as a criti cal factor for its success ful implem entation. In 
particular, the market of express package deliveries in Korea has been rapidly expanded according to the progress of TV 
home sh opping a nd i nternet b uying a nd s elling. Accordingly, various sized domestic ex press c ompanies have be en 
established, and various foreign companies also have entered into the Korean express market. As a result of the surplus 
of express companies, they are stru ggling with remaining competitive at a reas onable price with appropriate level of 
customer satisfaction. In addition, some of big companies are strongly carried out low service price policy by the favor 
of scale economics.  

In Kore a, a n express com pany gene rally op erates its own  serv ice n etwork which consists o f cu stomer zon es, 
service centers, and consolidation terminals. Customer zones refer to geographical districts in which customers either 
ship or receive packages and are typically covered by a service center. And a service center receives customer shipment 
requests an d picks up parcels fro m cu stomer zo nes an d t hen th e packages are waited until its cu toff tim e for 
transshipment in  bu lk to  a co nsolidation terminal. In  th is way, th e service cen ter acts as a te mporary sto rage facility 
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connecting customers to a consolidation terminal. At the consolidation terminal, the packages delivered from a number 
of service ce nters are combined, screened, sorted, and then loaded onto delivery trucks for their destinations so that it 
acts as a transshipment hub. Thus, the productivity and service level of an express package service are highly related to 
how to efficiently manage service centers and consolidation terminals while maintaining appropriate level of customer 
satisfaction. 

A number of express companies, however, are operating under-utilized service centers in certain cu stomer zones 
for achieving high level service even if they cannot create profits due to low volume as cost centers. This challenge can 
be overcome by the use of strategic partnership with respect to win-win principles. The strategic partnership works in 
such a way tha t express companies operating under-utilized service centers in some places agree to operate only single 
service ce nter in a speci fic c ustomer zone, but t he de cision i s m ade by  con sidering t he l oss-gain t radeoff bet ween 
closing and keeping se rvice centers of eac h c ompany while maximizing the overall opera ting e fficiency of express 
service networks an d fairly al locating t hroughput volumes of c ompanies i nvolved i n part nership. I n ad dition t o t he 
partnership, the efficiency of a service center mainly depends on flexibility in setting the cutoff time for the customer’s 
last-minute shipping request. An unnecessarily early cutoff time forces some last-minute customers to give up the next 
day delivery s ervice and consequently cr eates inconve nience to cust omers. O n t he ot her hand, an  un reasonably late 
cutoff time leaves serv ice cen ters little ro om fo r handling, sorting, and arran ging t ransportation to  the con solidation 
terminal, and it is likely to delay the succeeding delivery processes.  

Therefore, this  study s uggests an a pproach to the reconfiguration of e xpress se rvice net work with respect  t o 
strategy p artnership of m erging serv ice centers am ong co mpanies in volved, m ultiple-consolidation term inals for 
reassigning service centers to cons olidation terminals in each company, and adjustments of t heir cutoff times. For this 
we propose an  i nteger programming m odel and  a genetic al gorithm based s olution procedure for a llowing t hem t o 
maximize their incremental profit. An illustrative numerical example with reduced data sets fro m an express company 
in Korea is presented to demonstrate the practicality and efficiency of the proposed model. 
 
 

2. RETERATURE REVIEW 
 
There are a number of research areas related to the design of service network for express package delivery. One of them 
can be t he is sue of freight  cons olidation wh ich h as been inv estigated in  num erous analytical studies. Frei ght 
consolidation refers to a tran sportation option th at co mbines a number of  f requent, s mall shi pments dest ined for a  
similar geogra phical re gion i nto a si ngle l arge s hipment in o rder t o re duce shi pping c ost per unit and capi talize on 
freight-rate discount programs. Consolidation can be cost-effective especially when substantial freight-rate differentials 
exist between small and large sh ipments. To exploit consolidation opportunities, Powell an d Sheffi (1983) initiated a 
load planning m odel l inking a number of co nsolidation t erminals. H owever, t hey did not co nsider l inks bet ween 
terminals and customers. Similarly, Powell (1986) formulated the load planning problem for less-than-truckload (LTL) 
motor carriers as a fi xed charge network design problem. On t he other hand, Schneider et al. (1972) were among the 
first to  d etermine th e minimum co st lo cation of urb an co nsolidation ter minals. To  ex tend th is stud y, Min  ( 1994) 
considered both in ternational an d multiple objective asp ects o f a con solidation terminal lo cation-allocation problem. 
These two studies, however, focused on the issues of location and direct shipment without considering the possibility of 
serving multiple customers on a single delivery tour.  

While the mentioned consolidation studies were primarily concerned with the spatial l inks among terminals and 
customers, an other aspect  o f researc h t opics add ressed t he i ssue o f de termining t he length of holding t ime at  the 
consolidation terminal fo r ordered item s. For ex ample, J ackson (1981) use d a si mulation m odel to est ablish t he 
maximum number of days for which orders can be held to t ake advantage o f consolidation. Other pioneering works 
include Cooper (1983), Buffa (1987), and Higginson and Bookbinder (1994) who dealt with the question of how long 
customer orders should be held and/or what quantities should be accumulated before consolidated loads are shipped or 
released.  

Despite numerous merits, a f ew consolidation studies consider spatial network design problems linking terminals 
to cust omers and determining t he c utoff t ime for order aggregation simultaneously. In t he m eantime, Leung et al. 
(1990) presented a m athematical model and  i ts sol ution procedure f or solving point-to-point delivery p roblems. 
However, their study did not take into account door-to-door se rvice coverage problems with cutoff time restrictions on 
consolidation. The study conducted by Cheung et al. ( 2001) was the first to examine a service network design problem 
encountering express couriers such as  DHL Hong Kong. They proposed a hy brid optimization/simulation model that 
aimed to maximize service coverage and service reliability by adjusting cutoff time. This study thus considered spatial 
network design problems l inking t erminals t o cu stomers a nd det ermining t he c utoff t ime for order a ggregation 
simultaneously. Ko et  al . (2010) developed an i nteger programming model and a genetic algorithm to determine the 
cutoff time at each service center according to the spatial proximity of service centers to cu stomers and the assignment 
of serv ice centers to  a co nsolidation termin al. To  extend this st udy, Lee at al. (2010)  c onsidered the as pects of 
extensions of terminal capacities. These two studies, however, focused on the issues of only the cutoff time adjustments 
without considering the possibility of strategic partnership with respect to win-win principles.  
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To overcome the shortcoming of prior studies, the current study considers the problem of reconfiguring an express 
package serv ice n etwork with th e m erger of under-utilized serv ice centers, m ultiple-consolidation term inals for 
reassigning serv ice cen ters t o co nsolidation termin als, an d adju sting cuto ff tim e o f serv ice ce nters t o m aximize the  
profit. 
 
 

3. MODEL DESIGN 
 
This section describes a mixed-integer programming model which maximizes the expected pr ofit of an express service 
networks based on strategic partnership. The basic concept of strategic partnership is to run a single service cente r at a 
low volume zone  by  c ompromise am ong involved c ompanies while con sidering t he l oss-gain t radeoff. Fi gure 1 
describes the graphical description of the restructured service network. In addition, the cutoff time in this study is time 
of day  be fore which a cust omer’ or der i s assur ed f or a next day  del ivery. The ext ension o f cut off t ime for ex press 
service centers can provi de the com pany with increase of to tal sales, but it may also decrease dissati sfying customer 
needs due to work delay in the consolidation terminal. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. A Restructured Service Network based on partnership 
 
Typically, customers’ requests of service centers vary according to tim e of day and the type of their locations suc h as 
commercial areas, indust rial areas, a nd residential areas . Demand of express  services usually peaks around the dai ly 
cutoff tim e a nd is high in commercial and i ndustrial areas  com pared to residential area. Sinc e the dem and is  
concentrated ar ound c utoff ti mes, s ervice centers  located in high vol ume areas wa nt t o ex pand t heir c ut-off t ime. 
Underlying assumptions of the proposed model are as follows:  
 

· The operating time of a consolidation terminal is fixed from 8:00 p.m. to 24:00 p.m. 
· Once cutoff time is extended, customer orders increase with a constant rate; on the other hand, as cutoff time is 

set early, express requests decline with a constant rate. 
· The current cutoff time of service center is set at 6:00 p.m.; an incremental increase or decrease in cutoff time is 

30 minutes; the cutoff time can be shortened to 1.5 hours and extended up to 2 hours. 
· The travel time between the service center and the consolidation terminal is constant at any time of a day. 
· There is one and only one truck that has a large enough capacity to accommodate shipment loads from a service 

center to a consolidation terminal. 
· The processing time of ordered items at a service center or a consolidation terminal is p roportional to the total 

volume of ordered items. 
· The shipments are processed according to the FIFO rule at the consolidation terminal. 
· All the outgoing packages from a service center are shipped to the assigned consolidation terminal. 
· The customers’ orders of closed service centers are assigned to a nearest opened facility.  

 
 

4. SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
 
Considering that the proposed model in this study belongs to a class of NP-complete problems, we develop a heuristic 
solution procedure based on genetic algorithm (GA). GA is known as a stochastic solution search procedure which is 
proven to be useful for providing a good solution for solving combinatorial problems using the concept of evolutionary 
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computation imitating t he natural sel ection and biological reproduction o f animal speci es (Goldberg, 1989; Gen and 
Cheng, 2000). The subsections will elaborate on the development of GA for the proposed model. 

 
 

4.1 Encoding and Genetic Operators 
 
The design of a suitable chromosome representation of a candidate solution is the first step for GA application since it 
dictates probabilistic transition rules for each chromosome to create a population of chromosomes. Each chro mosome 
developed i n t his st udy i s b ased on single di mensional array t hat c onsists of binary val ues, re presenting deci sion 
variables associated with the merger of under-utilized service centers, reassignment of serv ice centers to consolidation 
terminals, and the  increm ental change  in cut off tim e at service ce nters. For e xample, the re presentation of a  
chromosome is illustrated in Figure 1. This chromosome describes that there are 60 service centers, out of which 30 are 
operated by Company A and the rest 30 belongs to Company B. This means that there are two express companies and 
each company provides express se rvice in 30 customer zones. In addition, we assumed that each company currently 
operates its serv ice network with 10  underutilized serv ice cen ters so  th at t hey are th e cand idate facilities for 
collaboration with resp ect t o wi n-win principle without h urting its pro fit stru cture while m eeting cu stomers’ service 
level. Each company also runs multiple consolidation terminals.   

In the chromosome, the closing or keeping decisions as m erger with respect to partnership and reassignments of 
service centers to consolidation terminals are made depending on the value of single gene (0 or 1). The adjustment of 
cutoff times is determined by the combination of three genes. The three genes indicate eight possible values from 0 to 7 
so that there are eight possible incremental changes in cutoff time ranging from a maximum reduction of an hour and 
half to an e xtension of up to two hours. For example, a s et of 0-0-0 refers to 90 minute reduction, 0-0-1 for 1 hour 
reduction, 1-1-1 for 2 hour extension, and so on. 

 
 

Merged/Merging Reassignment Cutoff time 
0 0 … 1 1 … 0 0 … 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 … 1 0 1 

U1 U2  U20 S1  S30 S31  S60 S1 S2  S60 

Under-utilized service 
center 

Company A Company B Service centers for Company A and B 

 
Figure 2. A Chromosome Representation 

 
Four genetic operators are used in the proposed GA such as cloning, parent selection, crossover, and mutation operators. 
The cloning operator copies 20 percent of the current best chromosomes to a new population. And a binary tournament 
selection method for a  parent selection is used, which begins by forming the two teams of ch romosomes. Each team 
consists of two chromosomes randomly drawn from the current population. The two-best chromosomes that are take n 
from one of the two teams are chosen for crossover operations. As such, two offspring was generated and entered into a 
new population. For crossover, the three-point crossover is used in which one point is used for an under-utilized service 
center, the second for reassignment, and the last one for the cutoff time. The three locations of the crossover points were 
randomly selected from any genes of a chromosome and then swapped segments of the two parents’ strings to produce 
two children. The mutation operator first randomly selects a bi t value of any  gene on a chromosome, and then, flips a 
bit value from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0 to achieve a good level of diversity in each generation.  

  
 

4.2 Fitness Function 
 

The decoded c hromosome generat es a  can didate sol ution and i ts o bjective value based on t he fitness f unction. T he 
fitness value is a measure of the goodness of a solution with respect to the original objective function and the extent of 
infeasibility b y ad ding a p enalty to  th e o riginal ob jective fun ction. To elab orate, t he o riginal ob jective fun ction is 
comprised of the goals of maximizing expected incremental profit of overall service network for all companies involved 
by balancing companies’ profit structure.  

In p articular, the proposed GA first g enerate p ossible clo sing or keeping und er-utilized serv ice cen ters, 
reassignment of service center to consolidation terminals, and cutoff time extensions. Then, based on a set of decision 
variables, a fitness value of chromosome were obtained by applying solution procedure. The detailed overall procedure 
is described as follows:  

Step 1:  Gi ven t he part nership base d m erging decisions, the shi pment reque sts of a cl osed ser vice cent er are  
assigned to the nearest ope ned facility, th e arrival tim e of each delivery truck at consolidation terminal is calculated. 
Based the t hese settings, s orting operations in accordance with the arrival times of delivery trucks originated from the 
service centers at the consolidation terminal using the FIFO rule are conducted.  
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Step 2:  Gi ven t he seque nce of shi pments i n St ep 1, re calculate t he task st arting and finishing t ime of eac h 
shipment by reversing orders according to the capacity of a consolidation terminal. As such, the starting and completing 
time of whole process at each consolidation terminal is made. Afterward, if the re-calculated total time of delivery and 
documentation is in feasible, the cutoff time is adj usted to make the completion time of a curren t job smaller than the 
starting time of an imm ediately succeeding job. This sub-proce dure is used for providing improvement of quality of a 
candidate solution.  

Step 3 : If th e total in cremental cu toff tim e su rpasses t he to tal p rocessing tim e o f th e co nsolidation termin al, a 
penalty is added to the original objective function so that this chromosome is identified as one of infeasible solutions.     
 
 

5. MODEL EXPERIMENTS 
 
5.1 An Example Problem 
 
An example problem was solv ed for model application for wh ich its data set is su mmarized in Tab le 1  and Table 2. 
There were two com panies s uch as C ompany A a nd C ompany B. Each com pany ha d 30 service cen ters with two  
consolidation terminals. Each  con solidation term inal processed t he s hipments fr om 15 se rvice cent ers based o n 
geographical proximity. In addition, a company was running 10 underutilized service centers as cost centers.  

Currently, the cutoff time was set un iformly at 6 :00 p.m. for all the se rvice centers. These service centers were 
classified into three categories with respect to their shipping volume of express services. For i nstance, service cent ers 
located in resi dential areas were categ orized as “1” whe re customer demand fo r exp ress co urier serv ice is relativ ely 
low; service centers located in industrial areas were cate gorized as “ 2” where demand is at the medium level; service 
centers located in hi gh-demand commercial areas were cat egorized as “3”. A c onsolidation terminal of each c ompany 
started operating at 6:00 p.m. for the shipments of trucks based on first come-first served rule. 

Company A currently processes the total of 40,000 units per the day in the consolidation terminals from 8:00 p.m. 
to 12:00 p.m., and Company B processes the total 39,100 units per the day from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m. Under this 
setting, the problem was sol ved by using the proposed GA that sets parameter values through a se ries of experiments. 
These parameters are that the number of population size is varied from 300 to 500; maximum number of generations is 
from 150 to 300 according to the size of population; the rate of cloning is 20%; the mutation rate varies from 1% to 5% 
as the number of a generation increases. 

 
 

Table 1. The current operation of Company A (unit: hour) 
 

 

(1) (2) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Current Operation 

(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) 

i X Y fi ai α PCT 
SC_ 
CA 

SC_ 
PC 

Di TR T_AT T_SL T_ST T_PC T_FT 
T

erm
inal-1 

9 125  16 1900 3 0 18 3800 0.5 179 2.98 21.48 0.00 21.48 0.19 21.67 
10 117  75 1000 2 0 18 2000 0.5 112 1.87 20.37 1.31 21.67 0.10 21.77 
11 145  122 900 3 99.6 18 1800 0.5 93 1.55 20.05 1.72 21.77 0.09 21.86 
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 
26 63  271 550 1 51. 8 18 1100 0.5 138 2.30 20.80 2.46 23.26 0.06 23.32 
27 129  275 1550 1 0 18 3100 0.5 154 2.57 21.07 2.25 23.32 0.16 23.47 
28 165  269 950 1 0 18 1900 0.5 184 3.07 21.57 1.91 23.47 0.10 23.57 

T
erm

inal- 2 

1 215  85 350 2 91.8 18 700 0.5 100 1.67 20.17 0.00 20.17 0.04 20.20 
2 221  126 700 2 97 18 1400 0.5 53 0.88 19.38 0.82 20.20 0.07 20.27 
3 264  115 800 2 89.6 18 1600 0.5 49 0.82 19.32 0.96 20.27 0.08 20.35 

… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 
16 228  225 1250 2 0 18 2500 0.5 97 1.62 20.12 2.49 22.61 0.13 22.73 
17 275  235 850 2 67.3 18 1700 0.5 110 1.83 20.33 2.40 22.73 0.09 22.82 
29 192  258 2300 3 0 18 4600 0.5 166 2.77 21.27 1.55 22.82 0.23 23.05 
30 209  287 2500 3 0 18 5000 0.5 178 2.97 21.47 1.58 23.05 0.25 23.30 

Columns descriptions :  (1) = service center; (2) = coordinates of the location; (3) = current demand; (4) = 1(residential), 2(industrial), 3(commercial); (5) = fixed cost; (6) 
= closing time of the service center; (7) = hourly capacity, (8) = processing time in service center; (9) = distances between service center and the consolidation terminal; 
(10) = travel time between service center and the consolidation terminal; (11) = arrival time of a courier truck at the consolidation terminal; (12) = waiting time of a courier 
truck at the consolidation terminal; (13) = task starting time of a courier truck at the consolidation terminal; (14) = processing time in terminal; (15) = task completion time 
of a courier truck at the consolidation terminal. 
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Table 2. The current operation of Company B (unit: hour) 
 

(1) (2) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Current Operation 

(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) 

i X Y fi ai α 
PC
T 

SC_ 
CA 

SC_ 
PC 

Di TR 
T_A

T 
T_S

L 
T_ST 

T_P
C 

T_FT 

T
erm

in
al-1 

42 170  162 650 1 66 18 1300 0.5 68 1.13 19.63 0.37 20.00 0.07 20.07 
43 204  188 800 3 74.1 18 1600 0.5 76 1.27 19.77 0.30 20.07 0.08 20.15 
44 272  174 1000 2 0 18 2000 0.5 158 2.63 21.13 0.00 21.13 0.10 21.23 
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 
58 165  269 1100 1 0 18 2200 0.5 74 1.23 19.73 2.86 22.59 0.11 22.70 
59 192  258 1900 3 0 18 3800 0.5 90 1.50 20.00 2.70 22.70 0.19 22.89 
60 209  287 2300 3 0 18 4600 0.5 136 2.27 20.77 2.13 22.89 0.23 23.12 

T
erm

in
al-2 

31 215  85 400 2 91.8 18 800 0.5 160 2.67 21.17 0.00 21.17 0.04 21.21 
32 221  126 650 2 97 18 1300 0.5 125 2.08 20.58 0.62 21.21 0.07 21.27 
33 264  115 850 2 89.6 18 1700 0.5 179 2.98 21.48 0.00 21.48 0.09 21.57 

… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 
51 87  105 1300 2 0 18 2600 0.5 38 0.63 19.13 4.40 23.53 0.13 23.66 
53 25  75 500 1 88.4 18 1000 0.5 130 2.17 20.67 2.99 23.66 0.05 23.71 
54 24  182 2100 3 0 18 4200 0.5 128 2.13 20.63 3.08 23.71 0.21 23.92 

Columns descriptions :  (1) = service center; (2) = coordinates of the location; (3) = current demand; (4) = 1(residential), 2(industrial), 3(commercial); (5) = fixed cost; (6) 
= closing time of the service center; (7) = hourly capacity, (8) = processing time in service center; (9) = distances between service center and the consolidation terminal; 
(10) = travel time between service center and the consolidation terminal; (11) = arrival time of a courier truck at the consolidation terminal; (12) = waiting time of a courier 
truck at the consolidation terminal; (13) = task starting time of a courier truck at the consolidation terminal; (14) = processing time in terminal; (15) = task completion time 
of a courier truck at the consolidation terminal. 
 
 
5.2 Test Results 
 
For the Company A, the results showed that total six under-utilization service centers were merged such as S1, S2, S11, 
S12, S13, and S19 reflecting $511.3 savings by reducing operating costs of service centers and the total throughput was 
achieved up to 43,122.5 units. And given the $1 profit for each unit, this generated the total profit of $43,633.8 resulting 
in the increase of 9.1%.  

In add ition to  th e sav ings b y merger, the effectiv eness o f ru nning both con solidation term inals was larg ely 
improved which means that the starting and completing times of Terminal-1 are 19:45:06 and 23:57:06 compared to the 
times of current system of 21:28:08 and 23:34:02; for the Terminal-2, the times are 19:54:00 and 23:58:08 compared to 
20:10:02 and 23:18:00. By adjusting t he c utoff times of service ce nters acco rding t o the cha racteristics of c ustomer 
zone, the average driver-waiting times at consolidation terminals was al so reduced, which are from 2.10 hour to 0.04 
hour for the Terminal-1 and from 1.35 hour to 0.05 for the Terminal-2. Table 3 showed the detailed schedule for service 
centers and consolidation terminals. 

 
 

Table 3. The GA test results for Company A after applied strategic partnership (unit: hour) 
 

Terminal-1 Terminal-2 
i CT LT T_AT T_ST T_FT i CT LT T_AT T_ST T_FT 

27 16.50 16.93  19.49  19.49  19.76  15 17.00 17.45  19.62  19.62  19.90  
26 16.50 17.47  19.77  19.77  19.98  14 18.50 19.04  19.80  19.90  20.10  
21 18.50 19.04  20.00  20.00  20.22  16 18.00 18.50  20.12  20.12  20.37  
20 18.50 19.04  20.14  20.22  20.81  17 17.50 18.37  20.20  20.37  20.66  
18 19.00 19.60  20.80  20.81  21.11  4 18.50 19.04  20.70  20.70  20.94  
24 19.00 19.60  21.07  21.11  21.66  3 19.00 20.19  21.00  21.00  21.38  
23 18.00 18.88  21.38  21.66  21.89  8 19.00 19.60  21.27  21.38  21.74  
25 19.00 19.58  21.78  21.89  22.40  6 18.00 18.50  21.78  21.78  22.28  
10 19.50 20.11  21.98  22.40  22.64  7 19.00 19.60  22.05  22.28  22.55  
22 20.00 20.65  22.65  22.65  23.24  5 19.00 19.55  22.35  22.55  22.78  
9 19.50 20.15  23.13  23.24  23.73  29 19.00 19.60  22.37  22.78  23.33  

28 20.00 20.60  23.67  23.73  23.96  30 19.50 20.15  23.12  23.33  23.98  
Columns’ descriptions: (1) = service center; (2) = closing time of the service center; (3) = leaving time of a truck from the service center (4) = arrival time of a truck at the 
consolidation terminal, (5) = task starting time of a truck at the consolidation terminal, (6) = task completion time of a truck at the consolidation terminal 
 
For the Company B, the results showed that total four under-utilization service centers were merged such as S33, S47, 
S53, an d S 56 refl ecting $ 322.5 savi ngs by red ucing o perating cost s of service ce nters and t he t otal t hroughput wa s 
45,641.3 units. And the solution generated the total profit of $45,963.8 resulting in the increase of 9.1%. 
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In addition to the savings by merger, the effectiveness of running both consolidation terminals was su bstantially 
improved which said that the starting and completing times of Terminal-1 are 19:08:04 and 24:00:00 compared to the 
times of current system of 20:00:00 and 23:07:02; for the Terminal-2, the times are 18:50:04 and 23:58:02 compared to 
21:10:02 and 2 3:55:02. By ad justing th e cu toff ti mes o f serv ice cen ters, t he average driver-waiting ti mes at  
consolidation terminals was also reduced, which are from 1.66 hour to 0.14 hour for the Terminal-1 and from 2.05 hour 
to 0.11 for the Terminal-2. Table 4 showed the detailed schedule for service centers and consolidation terminals. 

 
 

Table 4. The GA test results for Company B after applied strategic partnership (unit: hour) 
 

Terminal-1 Terminal-2 

i CT LT T_AT T_ST T_FT i CT LT T_AT T_ST T_FT 

57 17.00 17.45  18.88  18.88  19.14  51 17.50 17.96  18.60  18.60  18.84  
52 18.50 19.04  19.20  19.20  19.66  41 18.00 19.10  19.98  19.98  20.31  
58 17.50 17.98  19.21  19.66  19.86  38 18.00 18.50  20.10  20.31  20.65  
45 18.50 19.03  19.86  19.86  20.20  40 18.50 19.04  20.24  20.65  20.91  
50 19.00 19.58  20.31  20.31  20.88  35 16.50 16.93  20.56  20.91  21.10  
42 18.50 19.63  20.76  20.88  21.18  49 18.50 19.83  20.90  21.10  21.42  
55 18.00 18.50  20.87  21.18  21.58  32 18.00 19.04  21.12  21.42  21.69  
46 19.00 19.58  21.13  21.58  21.86  36 18.00 18.50  21.68  21.69  22.17  
48 19.50 20.15  21.52  21.86  22.20  54 19.00 19.60  21.73  22.17  22.67  
59 20.00 20.70  22.20  22.20  22.73  39 19.50 20.15  22.47  22.67  23.11  
60 19.50 20.15  22.42  22.73  23.33  37 20.00 20.70  23.15  23.15  23.49  
43 20.00 21.27  22.54  23.33  23.74  31 19.50 20.65  23.32  23.49  23.67  
44 20.00 20.65  23.28  23.74  24.00  34 19.00 19.58  23.41  23.67  23.97  

Columns’ descriptions: (1) = service center; (2) = closing time of the service center; (3) = leaving time of a truck from the service center (4) = arrival time of a truck at the 
consolidation terminal, (5) = task starting time of a truck at the consolidation terminal, (6) = task completion time of a truck at the consolidation terminal 

 
To sum up, the proposed model showed the usefulness of collaboration strategy based on the win-win principle without 
hurting the profit structure. Table 5 showed the summary of the test results by applying the proposed model.  
 
 

Table 5. The summary of test results (unit: hour) 
 

 
Company A Company B 

Terminal-1 Terminal-2  Terminal-1 Terminal-2  

Current 

Service centers 15 15 15 15 
Start 21.48  20.17 20.00 21.17 

Finish 23.57  23.30 23.12 23.92 
Throughput 20,850 units 19,150 units 21,350 units 17,750 units 

Waiting time 2.10 1.35 1.66 2.05 
Total profit $40,000 $39,100 

After 

Service centers 12 12 13 13 
Start 19.76  19.90 19.14 18.84 

Finish 23.96  23.98 24.00 23.97 
Throughput 22,111.3  units 21,011.3 units 24,695 units 20,947 units 

Waiting time 0.04 0.05 0.14 0.11 
Savings $511.3  $322.5 

Total profit $43,633.8 $45,963.8 
 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The collaboration or partnership is becoming a popular competitive strategy to be adopted in all business sectors. Some 
of well known examples can be seen in the air transportation system such as Sky Team, Star Alliance and Oneworld as 
well as in  sea transportation such as CKYH-The Green  Alliance, Grand Alliance, and  so  on. In  add ition, the supply 
chain management rega rds t he c oncept o f collaboration a s a cri tical fac tor for i ts suc cessful implementation. In t his 
regard, this paper showed the applicability of collaboration in the design of express service network.  
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In Particular, express delivery m arket in  Korea is cu rrently facin g the lo w m argin competition sin ce a larg e 
number of domestic and for eign express companies have been set  up a nd some of bi g companies are st rongly carried 
out low service price policy by the favor of scale economics. As a result, small-medium companies need to figure out a 
new management strategy toward the trends, which is able to make their businesses more efficient and competitive. To 
cope with this difficulty, the partnership or collaboration seems to be useful tool for the companies to reduce operating 
costs as much as possible by minimizing cost centers in their express service network.   

 In addition to the collaboration, small-medium express companies need to capture the last-minute customers who 
are willing to pay price for delivery services by optimize the cutoff times of service centers. The cut-off time is time of 
day before which a c ustomer’ order i s assured for a next day del ivery. Extension of cut-off t ime for  express service 
centers can provide the company with increase of total sales, bu t it can  also decrease dissatisfying customer needs due 
to work delay in the consolidation terminal.  

Therefore, t his pape r develops a m athematical model and i ts effi cient solution procedure based o n a gen etic 
algorithm. It aims to maximize the expected profit from express package services by the strategy partnership of merging 
service centers, the reassignments of serv ice centers to consolidation terminals, and adjustments of their cutoff times. 
The proposed model considers not only merging under-utilized service centers with respect to win-win principle but 
also determining the exact length of holding time for collection at a service center and the detailed working schedule at 
the consolidation terminal. The n umerical example showed that the partnership based express service network design 
approach co uld prov ide ex press co mpanies in volved a n umber of b enefits, resu lting in  th e in crease o f sales, t he 
reduction of waiting time fo r the truck drivers at th e consolidation terminal, and the reduction of operating costs for 
remaining price competitiveness. As a further study, the authors are planning to conduct capacity variations of multiple 
consolidation terminals. 
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Abstract: Most performance measures for the Supply Chain (SC) are concerned with either responsiveness or 
efficiency; therefore, only limited information is provided about the SC performance. Most SC performance is difficult 
to monitor in advance since these measures are based only on the results of SC operation. However, investigation of the 
SC state based on the response of supply activities to customer demands can enable SC performance analysis with 
respect to both responsiveness and efficiency. If customer demand, supply activity, and the SC are regarded as moving 
objects, it is described as a relative motion of objects that the response of supply activities to customer demands during 
the SC operation; furthermore, the concept of momentum can reasonably be used to analyze the response of supply 
activities to customer demands. Based on this physical analysis of the SC operation, our research presents a new SC 
performance measure called the Balancing Point (BP). The BP not only analyzes the SC performance with respect to 
both efficiency and responsiveness, but also considers forecasted customer demands and planned but not executed 
supply activities. In detail, it can estimate the present value of the future events over planning horizon related to the SC 
operation on SC performance. These features of BP enable the SC manager to detect unbalance between supply 
activities and customer demands. A numerical example is given to show the advantages of BP; also, suggestions are 
provided for further research on its use. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The objective of Supply Chain Management (SCM) is to maximize profits of the overall SC, while satisfying customer 
requirement and minimizing the total SC operation cost. In order to achieve this objective, selection of appropriate 
performance measures is essential for SCM. The SC performance measure provides the basis for understanding the SC 
operation and information regarding the results of the SC operation; additionally, it influences behavior throughout the 
SC operation. These functions can be accomplished only when performance measures are based on the characteristics of 
SC. 

SC characteristics are categorized into responsiveness and efficiency (Fisher et al., 1994 and Fisher, 1997). SC 
responsiveness is defined as the capability of the SC to completely satisfy customer demands; whereas SC efficiency 
refers to how economically the SC is operated. These characteristics, however, are contradictory to each other during 
SC operation. An example of this situation is the preferred inventory level of each characteristic. For responsiveness, in 
order to satisfy all customer demands without delay, a higher inventory level is preferred. Conversely, if a SC aimed at 
efficiency, it will regard inventory as a type of waste and try to decrease inventory level. Depending on the situation, a 
SC will range from focusing on being responsive to focusing on being efficient. As a result, the characteristic of a SC is 
determined by the trade-off between responsiveness and efficiency; therefore, it is necessary for the SC performance 
measure to deal with this trade-off. 

Currently, the main performance measures applied in measuring SC performance are those for systems such as 
logistics, manufacturing, and inventory. In this case, the following problems are created (Stefan, 2000): a. Disconnect 
between strategy and performance, b. A biased focus on financial metrics, c. Too many isolated and incompatible 
measures in measuring SC performance, d. Lack of system thinking on the SC. 

A main reason for these problems is that they do not concentrate on SC characteristics but on the specific function 
of the SC. This causes another critical problem; the trade-off between SC characteristics cannot be completely taken 
into account.  

                                                           
* corresponding author 
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For effective decision making on the SC operation, it is recommended that performance measures have the 
capability to evaluate SC performance in advance (Lapide, 1998). If the SC manager can recognize the SC state in 
advance, he can effectively coordinate SC operation. However, since performance measures almost always use the 
results of SC operation, such as inventory level or backlog, they only have after-the-fact information; thus, it is hard for 
the SC manager to make a proper decision about SC operation. Therefore, SC performance measure are required to 
estimate the value of a future event related to the SC operation, e.g., planned but not executed supply activities and 
forecasted customer demands on present SC performance(Melnyk et al, 2004) 

The purpose of this research is to develop a new SC performance measure that not only handles both efficiency 
and responsiveness, but also estimates the SC state in advance. 

 
 

2. SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN SC OPERATION 
 
 
2.1 Three states of the SC with respect to response 
 
All SC operations are coordinated in order to satisfy customers, which is practically achieved through the response to 
customer during SC operation. Here, the definition of response is: to provide customers with the products ordered by 
their due date. Thus, SC performance is directly affected by how the SC responds to customers. The response of supply 
activities to customer demands is important for an enterprise’s outcome (Fisher et al., 1994). 

In terms of response, various SC states can be classified into just three states: the demand dominating state, supply 
dominating state, and balanced state (Figure 1). The supply dominating state is the state in which the quantity provided 
by supply activities is greater than the quantity ordered by customers. In this state, surplus products remain until they 
are used in another response, which increases inventory cost in SC operation. Thus, these surplus products are regarded 
as a type of waste and must be decreased according to the efficiency viewpoint. When the ordered quantity is greater 
than the provided quantity, the SC will be in a demand dominating state. In this state, some customers are not satisfied; 
therefore, SC responsiveness will be decreased. If the provided quantity is ideally equal to the ordered quantity, the SC 
state will be in a balanced state. Conceptually, in this state, the response of the provided quantity completely offsets the 
ordered quantity, which results in all customers being satisfied and having no remaining products. Thus, the balanced 
state is the state in which responsiveness is harmonized with efficiency. Based on the information above, it is known 
that analyzing the SC state in terms of response can handle the trade-off between responsiveness and efficiency. 
Therefore, the response between supply activities and customer demands was used as the basis to develop the 
performance measure of this research 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Three SC states in terms of the response of supply to demand 
 
 

Developing the performance measure based on the response must be performed at the aggregate planning level. One 
reason is that supply activities in SC operation that respond to customer demand are coordinated in the aggregate 
planning level (Sunil and Peter, 2009). This is another reason that in SC aggregate planning level the uncertainty for the 
SC is not only relatively specified, but also effectively managed. Landeghem and Vanmaele (2002) classified 
uncertainty sources as the most appropriate planning level among strategic, tactical, and operational level to manage 
them based primarily on the time period over which they fluctuate. In their research, it is stated that there is not enough 
concrete information about the uncertainty at the strategic level and at operational level there is not sufficient time to 
react to the uncertainty. However, for aggregate planning at the tactical level, the information about the uncertainty is 
relatively concretized and sufficient time is available to decide upon appropriate countermeasures to prevent the SC 
operation from the disruptive impact of uncertainty. 
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3.2 Time and volume 
 
Based on the meaning of responding in 3.1, the significance of responding during SC operation is examined in the 
domain of time and volume. The usage of a supply activity for responding can be analyzed with its execution date and 
the provided quantity by the supply activity. In detail, it is increased as the execution date gets closer to the timing of 
the response and the provided quantity increases. In terms of the time attribute, the actualization of a supply activity can 
be defined as how soon the supply activity will be executed by the SC in response to customer demands. 

On the other hand, the influence of customer demand on response depends on the due date and the quantity 
ordered by the customer. It increases as its due date gets closer to the timing of the response and the ordered quantity 
gets larger. With respect to the time attribute, the urgency of customer demand refers to how soon supply activities must 
respond to the customer demand.  

However, based on the rolling horizon mechanism, the present time of the SC operation will be progressed too, 
that is from the beginning to the end of planning horizon, and the SC will execute the supply activities and satisfy 
customer demands corresponding to the present time. Thus, the utilization of a supply activity and the influence of 
customer demand on responding will be changed as the present time of the SC operation advances. This follows what 
was previously mentioned, that the utilization of a supply activity and the influence of a customer demand on response 
can be formulated as functions with a time attribute, a volume attribute, and the present time of the SC operation as 
domains. In practice, Singhvi et al. (2004) developed an aggregate plan for the chemical industry using pinch analysis 
which handles time and quantity variables by plotting demand and production composites on a time versus material 
quantity plot. 

 
 

3. DEVELOPING A NEW PERFORMANCE MEASURE FOR A SC 
 
 
3.1 Physical analysis of SC operation and the concept of momentum 
 
Based on the SC aggregate plan, a supply activity s supplies its provided quantity PQs at its execution date EDs. Also, a 
customer demand d is fulfilled with its ordered quantity OQd at its due date DDd during the planning horizon PH of SC 
operation. This means that the SC executes the supply activity, where execution date is the present time and satisfies the 
customer demand, where due date is the present time. Such SC operation can be analyzed as relative physical motion on 
the condition that a supply activity, customer demand, and SC are regarded respectively as moving objects (Figure 2). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Customer demand, supply activity, and the SC during the planning horizon of SC operation 
 
 

In detail, the SC could be described as the object moving from the beginning to the end of the planning horizon at time t 
in order to execute supply activities and satisfy customer demands. On the other hand, a supply activity s was explained 
as the moving object at EDs from the end to the beginning of the planning horizon, so that the object may provide PQs to 
the SC only when the present time of the SC operation t reaches its execution time EDs. Similarly, a customer demand d 
was described as the object which moved at DDd from the end to the beginning of the planning horizon in order to 
receive OQd during SC operation. For this relative motion, EDs, DDd, and t were understood to be the destination of the 
motion of supply activity s, customer demand d, and SC, respectively. This physical analysis was based on the premise 
that the viewpoint domain of SC operation was converted from time to distance.  
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In physics, the concept of momentum is utilized when analyzing the interaction among objects in relative motion. 
The momentum p of a moving object is calculated using mass m and velocity v of the object as in the following 
equation: 

 

 tdvp 
 mm  (1) 

 
In Eq. (1), Δt is the given time for the moving object and Δd is the changed position of the object during Δt. Thus, v is 
defined as the derivative of the position with respect to the given time. If the changed position is exchanged with the 
changed capability, the concept of velocity is useful to evaluate the changed level of capability during a given time. The 
concept of velocity, however, can be extended to the concept of relative velocity, which is the velocity of an object from 
an observers’ viewpoint. The relative velocity, vrelative of a moving object by an observer is measured using the velocity 
vobject of the moving object and the velocity vrelative of the observer as follows: 

 
observerobjectrelative vvv     (2) 

 
The concept of relative velocity has an advantage in that it relatively measures the capability of an object in regards to 
the state or viewpoint of an observer. It was useful to represent the relative level of customer demand urgency and the 
relative level of actualization of a supply response activity with respect to the present time. In detail, if the SC at the 
present time was considered as the observer who watches a customer demand d at DDd and a supply activity s at EDs as 
moving objects, the urgency of the customer demand d and the actualization of a supply activity s could be relatively 
evaluated as considering the positions of the SC, the customer demand d, and the supply activity s changed on planning 
horizon in progress of time. 

Initially, the relative time standard of the SC at t to PH RTSC(t) as perceived by an observer was evaluated using 
the concept of velocity as follows: 

 

 PHt
PH

t
tRTSC 






 0)(    (3) 

 
In Eq. (3), the concept of velocity was applied with the assumption that PH is Δt and the operated period of the SC from 
the beginning of PH to t is Δd. The reason that RTSC (t) has a negative value is that the direction the SC is moving is 
directly opposite to that of supply activities and customer demands. This means that it is the SC that the subject of 
responding to customer demands using supply activities during SC operation.  

From Eq. (2), the relative level of urgency of a customer demand d to the SC at t over PH RUd(t) was evaluated 
with RTSC(t) and the level of urgency of demand d over PH Ud, the ratio of the position of a customer demand d to PH, 
in Eq. (4). Similarly, by Eq. (5), the relative level of actualization of a supply activity s to the SC at t over PH RAs(t) 
was calculated with RTSC(t) and the level of actualization of a supply activity s over PH As, the ratio of the position of 
supply activity s to PH. In Eq. (4) and (5), Ud and As were formulated with the concept of velocity under the assumption 
that the moving distance for the customer demand d and the supply activity s over the given time PH were PH−DDd 
and PH−EDs, respectively in Figure 2. 
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The value of RUd(t) and RAs(t) were real numbers between 0 and 1, and calculated as dimensionless units since PH, 
DDd, EDs, and t were expressed in the same unit of time. The value 1 for RUd(t) means that the customer demand d is 
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overdue or DDd is t; such customer demands must be responded to immediately with available supply activities. On the 
other hand, the value 0 for RUd(t) represents that DDd  is beyond PH; therefore, it is not necessary for the SC to respond 
to the customer demand d. Thus, the nearer DDd is to t, the nearer RUd(t) is to 1 and the farther DDd is from t; then the 
nearer RUd(t) is to 0. The value 1 for RAs(t) represents that the supply activity s has already been executed or EDs is t. 
Thus, the SC can immediately use the products by the supply activity s in response to customer demands. On the other 
hand, the value 0 for RAs(t) means that EDs is out of PH, so that the SC cannot use the supply activity s in response to 
demand. Thus it follows that the closer EDs is to t, the closer RAs(t) is to 1 and the farther EDs is from t; then the closer 
RAs(t) is to 0. From the above statements, it is known that RUd(t) and RAs(t) respectively determine the time value of a 
customer demand d and a supply activity s for response on the basis of the relationship between the time attribute and 
the present time. 

In terms of the volume attribute, section 3.2 discusses how the utilization of a supply activity and the influence of 
a customer demand on response are respectively proportional to the provided quantity and the ordered quantity. 
However, in Eq. (1), the momentum of a moving object is proportional to its mass. Thus, the concept of momentum 
could represent the volume attribute related to the response with consideration of the provided quantity and the ordered 
quantity as the mass of each moving object. The above physical analysis on SC operation shows that the concept of 
momentum is appropriate in measuring SC performance in relation to the response. Therefore, the development of a 
new SC performance measure was done with the above physical analysis and the concept of momentum. 

 
 

3.2 Using the concept of momentum to measure supply utilization in SC response 
 
From Eq. (1) and (5), the supply utilization of a supply activity s for responding at t SUs(t) was derived as Eq. (6): 
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From Eq. (6), it is known that SUs(t) determines a type of weight on the supply activity s in responding with 
consideration of EDs, PQs, and t over planning horizon. In Eq. (6), SUs(t) increases as t approaches EDs and is 
proportioned to PQs. As the numerator and denominator of RAs(t) were commensurable, i.e. time, the measuring unit of 
RAs(t) was dimensionless. The measuring unit of PQs was the number of products and the units of RAs(t) was 
dimensionless, so that SUs(t) was measured as the number of products. In SC aggregate planning, SC manger can 
consider various supply activities, such as inventory, manufacturing during regular time, over time, and subcontracting 
for each period of an aggregate plan [3]. Thus, each utilization functions for them are as follows. 
 
 
3.2.1 The supply utilization of inventory for responding  
 
With respect to SC response, the inventory level of the SC at t IL(t) is the product quantities that executed supply 
activities already delivered to the SC and that can be immediately provided to a customer at t. Thus, the relative level of 
actualization of IL(t) RAIL(t) is 1, intuitively. Without intuition, RAIL(t) was derived using the level of actualization of 
IL(t) AIL(t) as follows: 
 

1)()()( 
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          (7) 
 
The measuring unit of RAIL(t) was dimensionless since the numerator and denominator of RAs(t) were commensurable, 
that is, time. On the assumption that IL(t) itself was the mass of an object, the supply utilization of IL(t) for responding 
at t UIL(t) was measured with Eq. (8). Since IL(t) was given as a constant and RAIL(t) was calculated as dimensionless, 
UIL(t) was also measured as a constant and was the number of products. 
 

1)()()()(  tILtRAILtILtUIL           (8) 
 
 
3.2.2 The supply utilization of manufacturing for responding within a regular time  
 
Based on the SC aggregate plan, the workers of the SC will manufacture the assigned product quantities for a period p 
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EMp. For manufacturing during regular time, the end time of a period p ETp was considered as the execution date and 
EMp was regarded as mass. Thus, the relative actualization of EMp at t RAEMp(t), was derived from Eq.(5), and the 
supply utilization of EMp for responding at t UEMp(t), was evaluated using Eq.(6) as follows: 
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tETPH
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p
pppp )()(

       (9) 
 
However, EMp was normally distributed with mean, μp[m], and variance, (σp[m])2 on the premise that the workers of the 
SC will maintain a stable manufacturing capability and try to meet EMp within tolerance. As a result, UEMp(t) was 
given as a normal random variable in Eq. (10).  
 

    22 ][)(],[)(~)( mtRAEMmtRAEMNtUEM ppppp  
      (10) 

 
 
3.2.3 The supply utilization of overtime for responding 
 
If necessary, the SC manager can consider the overtime for each period in SC aggregate planning. The workers of the 
SC will manufacture the assigned quantities of products during the overtime of a period p OTp. Similarly, for such 
overtime, ETp and OTp were regarded as execution time and mass, respectively. Therefore, the relative actualization of 
OTp at t RAOTp(t) was derived from Eq.(5), and the supply utilization of OTp for responding at t UOTp(t) was calculated 
by Eq. (11). 
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However, manufacturing OTp was executed by the manufacturing capability of the SC, so that OTp was normally 
distributed with mean μp[o] and variance (σp[o])2. As a result, UOTp(t) was also derived as a normal random variable in 
Eq. (12). 
 

    22 ][)(],[)(~)( otRAOTotRAOTNtUOT ppppp  
        (12) 

 
 
3.2.4 The supply utilization of subcontracting for responding 
 
Under the SC aggregate plan, the SC manager can subcontract a portion of manufacturing quantities to selected reliable 
suppliers. Selected suppliers deliver the subcontracted quantities for a period p SQp to the SC at the beginning of a time 
period p BTp. For this subcontracting, the execution date was represented by BTp and the mass was SQp. From Eq. (5) 
and (6), the supply utilization of SQp for responding at t USQp (t) was derived using the relative actualization of SQp at t 
RASQp (t), shown in Eq.(13). Assuming that selected suppliers deliver the subcontracted quantities exactly at their due 
date, SQp and RASQp (t) were given as constant numbers. USQp (t) was calculated as the number of products in Eq.(13), 
as SQp was given as the number of products and RASQp (t) was dimensionless. 
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3.3 Measuring influence of demand on responding using the concept of momentum 
 
Based on Eq. (1) and (4), the influence of a customer d for responding at t DId (t) was formulated as follows: 
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Eq. (14) shows that DId (t) determines the weight of a customer demand d for responding on the basis of OQd, DDd, and 
t. In Eq. (14), DId (t) is proportional to OQd and inversely proportional to the difference between t and DDd. RUd (t) was 
dimensionless and OQd was given as the number of products, so that DId (t) was evaluated as the number of products. In 
SC aggregate planning, the SC manager considers two types of demand: backlog and forecasted demand [3].  
 
 
3.3.1 The influence of backlog demand on responding 
 
The ordered quantity and due date of a backlog b, i.e. OQBLb and DDBLb, are determined by customer. The influence of 
a backlog demand b on responding at t IBLb (t) was derived using the relative level of urgency of a backlog b on 
responding at t RUBLb (t) in Eq. (15).  

From Eq. (4) and (14), the relative level of urgency of a backlog b on responding at t RUBLb (t) was derived, so 
that the demand influence of a backlog b on responding at t IBLb (t) was evaluated in Eq. (15). OQBLb was given as the 
number of products and RUBLb (t) was dimensionless, so that IBLb (t) was calculated as the number of products. 
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3.3.2 The influence of forecasted demand on responding 
 
The SC manger forecasts the product quantity which will be ordered for each period in a planning horizon and plans 
supply activities through SC aggregate planning. For the forecasting by SC manager, the end time of a time period p 
ETp and the forecasted demand of a period p FDp were regarded as due date and mass, respectively. From Eq. (4) and 
(14), the relative level of urgency of FDp RUFDp (t) was derived, so that the demand influence of FDp for responding at 
t IFDp(t) was calculated as follows: 
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In Eq. (16), FDp was generally given as a normal random variable with mean μp[d] and variance (σp[d])2, so that IFDp(t) 
was a normal random variable as follows: 
 

     22)(],[)(~)( dtRUFDdtRUFDNtIFD ppppp  
         (17) 

3.4 Balancing point 
 
With respect to supply activities, customer demands affect the SC operation over planning horizon. Thus, it is available 
for measuring SC performance at t on the basis of the response of planned or executed supply activities to considered 
customer demands at t. Each supply activity in 4.2 has a common feature to provide products to SC, and the sum of 
each supply activity increases its size. This feature is similar to the sum of vectors in the same direction. Thus, on the 
assumption that each supply activity was independent of another one, the total supply utilization for responding at t 
TSU(t) was estimated as the sum of utilization of all supply activities and represented as a normal distribution in Eq. 
(18). Here, npt is the first period after t. 
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Another element for responding is the influence of customer demands. It is a common characteristic of customer 
demand to request products of the SC. Similarly, the sum of each demand influence enlarges its overall size, like the 
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sum of vectors in the same direction. The total demand influence for responding at t TDI(t) was calculated as the sum of 
influence of all customer demands and represented as a normal distribution under the assumption that each customer 
demand is independent of one another as follows: 
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The response of supply activities to customer demands is similar to the sum of two vectors on opposite directions in a 
system. In detail, supply activities and customer demands are offset through responding, and then the difference in size 
between them is remained as a resultant vector. Thus, it is known that through responding the SC state is affected by the 
larger one in size between supply activities and customer demands over planning horizon as the direction of the system 
is determined by the one of the largest vector in the system through the sum of the two vectors. 

Based on these facts, a new SC performance measure Balancing Point of the SC at t BP(t), defined as the sum of 
TDI(t) and TSU(t), is proposed. As mentioned above, supply activities have a positive direction and customer demands 
have a negative direction with respect to responding and they are independent of each other. Thus, BP(t) is measured as 
the number of products represented as a normal random variable in Eq. (20). 
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BP(t) can be applied in analyzing SC state as blow. When the SC is in a supply-dominating state, the mean of the BP(t) 
is located in a positive area. This means that the size of weighted supply activities are expected to be larger than the one 
of weighted customer demands over planning horizon with respect to the responding. Thus, surplus quantities may be 
frequently occurred in real SC operation. On the other hand, the mean of the BP(t) on the negative area represents that 
the size of weighted customer demands are expected to be larger than the one of weighted supply activities. It means 
that customer demands not satisfied on their due date may be often occurred in real SC operation. However, the mean of 
the BP(t) is ideally located at 0 only when the SC is in a balancing state. This ideal state is presented only when all 
customer demands are satisfied on their due date, as well as there are no remaining product quantities after responding 
over planning horizon.  

The proposed measure, BP(t), has advantages in measuring SC performance. First, BP(t) can handle both 
responsiveness and efficiency. Since BP(t) is based on the response between supply activities and customer demands, it 
can consider the trade-off between responsiveness and efficiency during SC operation. Thus, the SC manager can 
examine the characteristics of the SC ranging from responsiveness to efficiency as the value of BP(t). Second, BP(t) has 
the ability to predict SC performance. In the measuring procedure of BP(t), it is considered that the forecasted demand 
and planned but not executed supply activities as a normal random variable; therefore, BP(t) can estimate the 
performance of the SC with respect to responding in advance. Third, the BP(t) is a present time-based performance 
measure. Based on the concept of momentum, it can convert the value of the forecasted customer demands and planned 
supply activities for responding on the present SC performance. Thus, it can provide useful information for decision 
making on the present time of the SC operation. This feature is similar to net present value method in engineering 
economics, which converts all cash flows on the analysis period to an equivalent present value using a selected interest 
rate. It can evaluate the desirability of an alternative relative to the present or some base point in time.  
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4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
 
To show the advantages of BP(t), a numerical example is given. In the numerical example, it was assumed that the SC 
manager reliably forecasts customer demands and develops a SC aggregate plan with a planning horizon of 24 months 
using the Linear Programming (LP) model by Sunil and Peter (2009). This LP model is a generalized model to create a 
SC aggregate plan and determines the following SC operation parameters over the given time horizon: (1) Production 
quantity from regular time, over time, and subcontracted time, (2) Inventory held, (3) Backlog/Stock out quantity, 
(4)Workforce hired/laid off, (5) Manufacturing Capacity Increase/decrease. In order to represent real SC operation and 
get SC operation results, a simulation model was developed using ARENA. On running simulation model, products 
were produced based on the SC aggregate plan to respond the forecasted customer demands, and customer demands 
were occurred as forecasted in each period over planning horizon. 

Based on forecasted customer demands, the SC aggregate plan, and the operation result from the simulation model 
(e.g. inventory level and backlog information), UIL(t), UEMp(t), UOTp(t), USQp (t), IBLb (t), and IFDp(t) were 
calculated at every month, t (t=1~24). By Eq. (18) and (19), TSU(t) and TDI(t) were evaluated, and then BP(t) was 
calculated using Eq. (20) in Table 1. The means of TSU(t), TDI(t), and BP(t) are shown in Figure 3 

 
 

Table 1. The mean and variance of BP(t) during SC operation 
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Figure 3. TDI(t), TSU(t), and BP(t) based on incorrect forecasting 
 
In Figure 3, for the 24 months, the means of TSU(t) and TDI(t) are shown to be similar and the mean of BP(t) is close to 
0 over planning horizon. More specifically, in rolling planning mechanism, whenever the SC manager evaluates BP(t) 
with respect to the remaining planning horizon at each time period, the SC is not only in a slightly demand-dominating 
state but also closely reaches a balanced state. The main reason for this situation is that customer demands over the 
planning horizon were reliably forecasted and the SC effectively responded to them with the developed SC aggregate 
plan. It means that all situations related to supply activities and customer demands were executed and occurred as 

t Mean Variance t Mean Variance 
0 492.042 4310.625 360 -1113.975 4557.283 
30 473.923 4553.012 390 -952.756 4326.007 
60 -102.786 4785.156 420 -1144.158 3995.130 
90 -153.733 5003.220 450 -963.919 3620.712 
120 -161.992 5203.264 480 -1133.717 3200.009 
150 -461.433 5236.241 510 -918.750 2700.278 
180 -622.947 5220.668 540 -1151.117 2236.224 
210 -704.178 5220.938 570 -658.772 1777.656 
240 -773.425 5177.257 600 -269.878 1296.719 
270 -764.472 5144.835 630 -161.034 868.194 
300 -989.498 4983.880 660 -179.927 543.333 
330 -1046.911 4787.795 690 -123.517 252.561 
   720 98.000  
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planned and forecasted by the SC manager, and the SC operation has been optimized over planning horizon. However, 
as customer demands and the manufacturing capability of the SC were fluctuated within an allowable range, the 
acceptable difference between supply activities and customer demands occurs during the SC operation. These facts 
show that BP(t) is a reliable performance measure in analyzing SC state. In detail, for the above optimized SC states, 
BP(t) gives the information the state of SC has been in the balanced state over planning horizon. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this research, a new SCM performance measure was developed Balancing Point, BP(t), based on the concept of 
momentum. The BP(t) not only handles both responsiveness and efficiency in the trade-off relation by considering the 
response of supply activities to customer demands, but also predicts the SC performance by taking into account 
forecasted customer demands and planned but unexecuted supply activities as a normal random variable. In addition, it 
is a present time -based performance measure that converts the value of customer demands and supply activities to the 
present value with respect to responding. Due to these characteristics, BP(t) can enable the SC manager to actively 
make decisions about SC operation.  

Basically BP(t) is developed on the level of SC aggregate planning so that it can be effectively applicable in 
S&OP(Sales & Operation) meeting, a type of consensus meeting. In this meeting, sales manager, production manager, 
and SC manager check whether products to be provided in order to satisfy demands without problem in overall 
viewpoint, and adjust supply plan or demand plan as necessary under the consensus among them. For above process, 
they need an indicator to show the expected overall SC status by applying supply plan and demand plan. In detail, if the 
indicator enables them to estimate whether shortage or oversupply, they must change supply plan or demand plan in 
order to solve such situation. As considering the advantages of BP(t) , it could be expected that BP(t) is enough to 
support such function. For example, if BP(t) is given in demand-dominating state, additional production must be 
considered in S&OP meeting. In oppostion case, the members of S&OP meeting must agree on the decreasing of 
production volume. However, if the BP(t) is wihtin accetable ranage with respect to balanced state, the present supply 
plan and demand plan must be maintained. As the mentioned above, it is known that BP(t) is an effctive tool in S&OP 
meeting. 

Several future research areas could be considered using BP(t). One of them would be the development of a 
replanning algorithm for the SC aggregate plan using BP(t). It may be effective for the SC manager to decide to execute 
the replanning timing of the SC aggregate plan as the value of BP(t). Another area of future research could be designing 
the framework to optimize SC operation using BP(t). In a real-time operation, it is a very important to know when the 
system state has changed so that the operation can be adjusted as soon as possible. BP(t) is a time-value based measure 
as above mentioned, so that it can show the feedback result of a dispatch action on SC operation. This feature is useful 
to optimize SC operation in real time. 
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Abstract: The pu rpose of t his st udy i s t o identify key  performance i ndicators (KPIs) f or m anufacturers i n plastic 
industry in Thailand using questionnaires survey.  Four hundred and seventy eight questionnaires were sent to company 
managers in plastic industry by post. Thirty-nine questionnaires were completed and returned.  The study found that 
customer perspective is the most important factor to measure performance, followed by internal perspective, financial 
perspective, an d learn ing an d development perspective, resp ectively.  Th e log istics m easures in cluding ‘on -time 
delivery percentage’, ‘cycle time’, and ‘order fulfillment cycle’ are l isted among the most important KPIs i n pl astic 
industry.   
 
Keywords: Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), Plastic Industry, Balanced Scorecard, Logistics Measures 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This section introduces the importance of problems and describes the purpose of this study.  In the past, as the number 
of manufacturing plants was limited and the industry competition was not so high, key performance indicators (KPIs) 
were not concerned as a tool for strategic management.  In 1990s, when the competition was elevated, financial 
indicators were introduced in order to measure performance of the manufacturers.   This has created a lot of critics, 
especially when the management had to make decisions based on financial indicators. 

  The financial indicators measure the manufacturers’ income, expenditures, and surplus/deficit as well as related 
financial status.  Thus, the indicators reflect only the past performance of the manufacturers.  There is no way to know 
what t hey a re doi ng well and whether o r not  t hey a re going i n t he s ame di rection as t he m anufacturers’ st rategic 
direction.  For example, before economic crisis the financial performance of a c ompany was s o good.  Based on their 
good financial pe rformance, there was  no s ignal that the company would be closed down soon due to the economic 
problems.  Th erefore, th e company co ntinued inv esting and exp anding its b usinesses and infrastructures until it w as 
bankrupted.  If the company had considered other performance indicators before making strategic decisions, i t would 
have known the problems, got some warning signals, and stopped investment and expansion.  Then it could have been 
able to develop other strategic strategies to be survived. 

 In t he recen t growing of tech nology and  the h igh co mpetition, esp ecially in  In formation and  C ommunication 
Technology ind ustry, organizations n eed to adju st t hemselves i n order to  m ake t heir co mpetitive ad vantages.  M ost 
organizations adopt KPIs as a tool to measure and control organizations’ efficiency as well as to identify their strengths 
and weaknesses.  The balance of short-term and long-term measurement, internal and external measurement, as well as 
financial and non-financial measurement has been considered.  Hence , the concept of balance d scorecard (BSC) has  
been i nitiated as a to ol t o ev aluate organization performance wit h th e four different perspectives: t he fi nancial, t he 
internal business process, the customer, and the learning and growth. 

 Supply chain managers frequently speak of the need for “actionable” performance data which helps to form action 
plan and strategic decisions. What the supply chain managers want to know is what is being done well; what needs to be 
improved; where improvement is needed; and how to improve it (Liangrokapart and Leonard, 2002).  These questions 
can be answe red if t he m anufacturers have a well-designed  set  o f performance i ndicators, w hich gives a  cl ear and 
concise pi cture o f t he cu rrent si tuation of t he m anufacturers’ pe rformance a nd provides a way t o u nderstand t he 
strengths and weaknesses.  The continuous use of KPIs will help the organizations know their performance and find the 
ways for improvement with an ultimate aim for sustainable development. 

 The purpose of this study is to develop a list of appropriate key performance indicators (KPIs) for manufacturers 
in p lastic industry in  Thailand.  A review of relevant lite ratures related to  the concept o f supp ly chain  management, 
performance measurem ent of supp ly ch ains, and cu rrent situ ation i n plastic in dustry is in cluded in  th e n ext sectio n.  
Then surv ey in strument, an alysis o f th e surv ey resu lts, a nd i nsights ga ined from t he survey are discussed i n detail 
followed by conclusions of the study and suggested avenues for further investigation. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In the study of key performance indicators for manufacturers in plastic industry, we had explored relevant publications 
to construct survey instruments.  The literature review begins with the concept of Logistics and supply chain 
management, performance measurement of supply chain, and current situation in plastic industry. 
 
 
2.1 Logistics and Supply Chain Management 
 
Due to globalization and high competition, companies now focus on their own supply chains and try to use the 
advanced information and communication technology to continuously develop s supply chains starting from raw 
material sourcing, manufacturing of goods and services, delivering finished goods to inventory, and shipping to retailers 
or customers.  A lot of studies have been conducted in the area of logistic and supply chain management. 

 Logistics is the management of the flow of goods, information and other resources between the point of origin and 
the point of consumption i n order t o m eet t he requirements o f c onsumers (frequently, a nd originally, m ilitary 
organizations). Lo gistics invo lves th e i ntegration of info rmation, tr ansportation, inven tory, w arehousing, m aterial 
handling, and packaging, and occasionally security. Logistics is a channe l of the supply chain which adds the value of 
time and place utility (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistics).  

 Simchi-Levi, et al. (2000) has defined supply chain management (SCM) as follows: “Supply chain management is 
a set of ap proaches utilized t o efficien tly in tegrate su ppliers, m anufacturers, warehouses, and  stores, so th at 
merchandise is produced and distributed at the right quantities, to the right locations, and at the right time, in order to 
minimize system-wide costs while satisfying service level requirements.” 

 This definition leads to several observations.  First, SCM takes into consideration every facility that has an impact 
on costs and plays a rol e in making the product conform to customer requirements; from supplier and manufacturing 
facilities th rough wareh ouses and  distribution cen ters to retailers and  stores.  Seco nd, th e objective of SCM is t o be 
efficient and co st-effective across the entire system.  Fina lly, SCM en compasses firms’ activities at many levels, from 
strategic level through tactical to operational level. 

 The use of supply chain m anagement concept to i ncrease market share for US competitive firms is ch allenging.  
Barriers to mange supply chain effectively i nclude the failure to share information, fear of loss of control, lack of self 
awareness, e normity of s upply chai n, lack of s upply c hain satisfactio n, lack  of cu stomer u nderstanding, l ack of 
understanding of supply chain, myopic strategies, and deficiency of mutuality (Benton and Maloni, 2005).  Therefore, 
completed and accurate inform ation is needed for de veloping good s upply chai n st rategy.   Organizations  m ust 
understand t heir su pply chain  partners in  all respects, in cluding com prehension of th e so urces, im balance, and 
consequences of power s uch that t he most beneficial use (or disuse) of this power can be  directed to achie ve supply 
chain performance and member satisfaction.  
 
 
2.2 Performance Measurement  
 
Numerous authors have proposed performance measurement frameworks, which prescribe dimensions of performance 
to be monitored by organizations (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). Much of work focuses on the issue of designing measures 
and measurement systems.  These two topics namely implementation of measurement systems and how to use them to 
manage business performance appear to be areas in which further research effort is required.  

 Folan and  B rowne (2 005) sup ported t hat in  th e last 15  years, a l ot of resea rch has been done in the topic of 
performance measurement.  N eely (1990) estimated that 3,615 articles on this topic were published during 1994-1996 
and one book was launched every 2 weeks in 1996.   

 Neely (1999) identified the seven forces driving firms to focus on performance measurement which include the 
changing nature of work; i ncreasing com petition (g lobalization); specific im provement in itiatives; national and 
international quality awards; changing organizational roles; changing external demands (growing power of customers); 
and the power of i nformation technology.  To measure performance of each pa rtner in the supply chain effectively, a 
good performance measurement system should be implemented.  Keebler, et al. (1999) proposed the characteristics for 
a go od p erformance m easurement syste m in cluding is quantitative; is easy to understand ; en courages approp riate 
behavior; is visible; is defined and mutually understood; encompasses both outputs and inputs; measures only what is 
important; is multidimensional; uses economies of effort; and facilitates trust. 

 In addition, t he concept of the bala nced scorecard (BSC) has bee n introduced by Kaplan and Norton (1996) as a 
means to eval uate corporate performance from four different perspectives: the financial, the internal business process, 
the customer, and the learning and growth.  The BSC framework for supply chain management includes translation of 
vision, communication and cooperation, business planning, and responsiveness and learning. 

 For ef fective supply chain management, the performance indicators should cover indicators for al l management 
levels i ncluding st rategic, t actical, and operational l evels.  The performance metrics proposed by Gunasekaran et  a l. 
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(2004) classified into each management level whereas Sharma and Bhagwat (2007) have classified supply chain metrics 
into the 4 perspectives of the BSC co ncept with an aim to evaluate supply chain pe rformance comprehensively.  They 
also rec ommended t hat t he metrics sho uld be reviewed and u pdated periodically.  An other st udy of Sharma and  
Bhagwat ( 2007) h as co mbined the concept of balanced s corecard (B SC) and analytical hiera rchy process (AHP) i n 
measuring performance of  s upply c hains b y ran king the importance a nd c hoosing a ppropriate m etrics.  The a uthors 
found that  at the strate gic l evel t he c ustomer p erspective is t he m ost im portant perspective, followed by i nternal 
business perspective.  At tactical an d op erational lev els, t he i nnovation an d l earning pe rspective and t he i nternal 
business perspective are the most important perspectives.     

 Several o rganizations c ould not m aximize their s upply c hains’ efficiency as they fail ed t o de velop appropriate 
performance measu res and  metrics wh ich can b e fu lly in tegrated with t heir s upply chai ns.  T he f urther study o f 
Gunasekaran et al. (2004) using questionnaires survey has shown a list of metrics for each production activity including 
plan, source, produce or assembly, and delivery.  A seven-page questionnaire was divided into four basic sections: plan 
(including strategy), source/supply (order), produce (m ake/assemble), and delivery (to customer).  T he questionnaires 
were sent to a total of 150  large companies which were selected from a wi de range of industry settings.  Twenty-one 
questionnaires (1 4 pe rcents) were c ompleted an d returned.  Then th ey rank ed th e metrics fro m th e most i mportant 
metric to the least important metric for each production activity at each management level.   

 In add ition to those stud ies mentioned earl ier, Vaart an d Donk  (200 8) hav e summarized that th e use of sup ply 
chain metrics from previous studies might be difficult as d ifferent authors had used different supply chain measures at 
different levels.  They have proposed the method to group the metrics into three categories including Attitude, Pattern, 
and Practice.  Li, et al. (2 005) has classified the metrics in the supply chain differently.  They grouped the metrics into 
six categories including strategic supplier partnership, customer relationship, information sharing, information quality, 
internal lean practices, and postponem ent.  All the six  categories cover supply chain management activ ities from the 
beginning to the end including both the product and information flow in the supply chains.     

 
 

2.3 Current Situation in Plastic Industry  
 
Plastic industry is the downstream industry of petrochemical supply chain.  In general, the manufacturers in Plastic 
industry use plastic granules, polymer or resin as raw materials to produce parts, products, synthetic fiber, or packaging.  
Products of Plastic industry include plastic packaging, house ware products, plastic toys and sport products, part or 
construction, electrical appliances and electronics, automobile parts, synthetic fibers, shoe parts, and other plastic 
products. 

 Lasschuit and Thijssen (2004) stated that in the ear ly 1980s, progressive petroleum and c hemical manufacturers 
have concerned their operational performance.  The concept of performance measurement has become popular and the 
key pe rformance a reas (KPAs) a nd ke y per formance i ndicators (KPIs) have been i dentified.  Deci sions and 
communications acro ss th e supply ch ain are still in effective and d elayed, b ecause of offline erratic sp readsheets, 
misaligned performance drivers, functional barriers between departments and a l ack of transparency across the supply 
chain.  This leads to slow and inept day-to-day decisions that cost companies dearly in term of financial performance. 
 As manufacturers have moved toward a more integrated operation management function across the supply chain, it 
becomes necessary to m easure the  performance of the various parts of the supply c hain on va rious dimensions, in a 
consistent way.  However, many manufacturers are facing serious difficulties in implementing such supply chain-wide 
performance measurement systems that capture various performance dimensions at various levels in a c onsistent way.  
Lohman et al. (2004) have identified the causes of these difficulties as follows:  
 

1. Decentralized, operational reporting history 
2. Deficient insights in cohesion between metrics  
3. Uncertainty of what to measure 
4. Poor communication between reporters and users 
5. Dispersed IT infrastructure  

 
Among the causes of the difficulties, uncertainty of what to measure is one of the major concerns of supply chain 
managers.  This study is aimed to identify the key performance indicators for the manufacturers in Plastic industry. The 
indicators will illustrate how their manufactures perform, what areas they are doing well, and what areas are needed for 
improvement. 

 
 

3. METHODOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
 
The concept of key performance indicators (KPIs) is one of strategic management tools for effective and efficient 
management.  Every organization is now concerned about its KPIs and the use of appropriate KPIs in measuring and 
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comparing its performance with organizational standards and goals.  The KPIs are used to evaluate the current 
performance of the organization and where the organization is heading to as well as suggest how to make improvement.  
The performance measurement should be in line with the organizations’ goals and objectives with respect to each 
particular metric. 
 
 
3.1 Identification and Selection of Appropriate KPIs  
 
The study started by listing down all possible KPIs used by different previous studies.  All the KPIs were classified into 
the four perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard.  Then three experts in the Plastic industry were asked to shortlist KPIs 
which are frequently-used in the Plastic industry.  Then questionnaires were developed using the experts-identified 
KPIs.  The consensus list of KPIs is shown in Table 1 below. 
 
 

Table 1. Expert-identified KPIs in the Plastic Industry 
 

1. Financial Perspective 
 

2. Customer Perspective 
 

1. Cash Flow 
2. Net profit 
3. Revenue 
4. Dividends 
5. Debt 
6. Accounts receivable turnover 

(Net income / average account 
receivable) 

7. Return on investment (ROI) 
8. Income growth level 
9. Total assets 
10. Market share 
11. Economic value added (EVA) 

1. Customer satisfaction 
2. Customer complaints 
3. Customer retention 
4. Customer acquisition cost  
5. Customer loyalty 
6. Customer lost cost 
7. Sales volume 
8. Brand awareness 
9. Number of customers 
10. Reliability 

 

3. Internal Process Perspective 
 

4. Learning and Growth Perspective        
 

1. Unit cost 
2. Cycle time 
3. Quality 
4. Order fulfillment cycle 
5. On-time delivery percentage 
6. Defect Rate 
7. Downtime 
8. Warranty time 
9. Frequency of returned purchases 
10. Lead time 
11. Inventory turnover 
12. Time for new product 

introduction 
13. Resource Utilization 

 

1. Employee competency  
2. Employee satisfaction 
3. Motivation index 
4. Training hours 
5. Turnover rate 
6. Quality of work environment 
7. Lost time due to accidents 
8. Reportable accidents 
9. Employee suggestions 
10. Information technology 
11. Research and development 

expense 
 

 
 
Most organizations expect to have high profitability, good liquidity management, fine risk management, and elevated 
interest coverage capability.  These credentials make the organizations viable and successful.  The measures of financial 
efficiency are important for the for-profit organizations.  These measures tell the organizations whether or not their 
strategies work and how the strategic implementation affects the financial performance of the organizations.  

 Customer is an important aspect for organizations to do businesses.  Measures with respect to customer perspective 
tell ho w o rganizations perform i n creat ing value for t he c ustomers.  This hel ps t he o rganizations t o find ways t o 
improve their products and services in order to satisfy customers.   

 The internal process perspective is focused at how the organizations process internally to respond to customers and 
shareholders’ need.  Organizations should improve their internal process in th e metrics that are directly related to the 
customers and shareholders concern.  F or example, customers want ‘on-time delivery’; hence, the measure should be 
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‘percentage of o n-time d elivery’.  In  case customers want ‘quality’; th e o rganizations h ave t o th ink wh ich in ternal 
process h elps to m ake qu ality p roducts or services.  Th e measures shou ld in clude ‘resp onse tim e’, ‘co st’, and ‘new 
product introduction’.  Therefore, the organizations should understand what the customers’ and shareholders’ need and 
use proper m easures to evalu ate th eir performance.  All lo gistic activ ities in cluding Procuremen t, Techno logy 
Development, In bound Logistics, O utbound L ogistics and Operations a re m easured u nder t he i nternal process 
perspective. 

 People, system, an d tech nology are im portant factors for the l earning and growth perspective.  Measures in this 
respect sho uld in volve with p eople, system, an d tech nology to  id entify co mpetitive adv antage fo r organizational 
success.  Examples of performance indicators in this perspective include ‘employee satisfaction’, ‘employee retention’, 
and ‘employee productivity’.  
 Each KPI has been defined clearly using the definition on the Wikipedia website <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/> 
and the adjustment by the industry experts as shown in Table 2. 
 
 
3.2 Questionnaires 
 
The chosen KPIs above were used in developing questionnaire survey to study the importance of each performance 
measures and metrics used in Plastic industry supply chain.  For a common understanding of the respondents, each KPI 
is defined clearly in the questionnaires. 

 The questionnaires we re divided i nto t hree basi c sect ions i ncluding general i nformation of t he respondents; t he 
importance of each KPI classified in the financial, customer, internal process, and learning and growth perspectives; and 
lastly an open-ended question asking the respondents to propose other KPIs for their organizations.   

 The questionnaires were sent to th e plant managers by post with a cov ered letter statin g the purpose of this study 
and as king t heir co operation in re sponding to t he questions a nd returning t he questionnaires t o t he researcher.  T he 
target group of this study included the medium to large manufacturers which have more than 51 employees or a capital 
asset of more than 51 millions Baht as per the classification of manufacturers in manufacturing industry by the Ministry 
of I ndustry, T hailand.  T he study did n ot include sm all manufacturers, fam ily busi nesses, which m ay l ead t o m iss 
interpretation of the results due to the difference of th e business sizes.  Therefore, the total of 478 questionnaires was 
sent to the medium to large-sized plastic manufactures located in Thailand by post.   
 

 
4. FINDINGS 

 
 
4.1 Results from questionnaires survey  
 
A total of thirty-nine questionnaires (or 8.15 percents response rate) was completed and returned.  Section I of the 
questionnaires asked general information of the respondents including size of the plants, positions of the respondents, 
100 percent Thai business or joint venture, type of business, and whether or not they have used KPIs in measuring their 
plants’ performance.   

 Of the 39 respondents, the survey found that 57 percents were large-scale manufactures (more than 200 staff or a 
capital assets of more than 200 millions Baht) and the remaining 43 percents were medium-size manufacturers.  Most of 
the respondents were plant managers; followed by plant engineers and production managers.  A few respondents were 
human res ources m anagers, accounting sta ff, de puty pla nt m anagers, adm inistrative staff, and m anaging di rectors.  
Most of the manufactures are 100 percent belong to Thai businessmen and do not have any foreign partners.  Most of 
the products (97.43 Percent) made for domestic sale only, not for export.  Fifty-nine percents of the respondents operate 
as Business to Customer function, and the remaining 41 percents are Business to Business operations.  Last ly, but not 
least, the survey found that 30 plants (76.92 percents) have identified their own KPIs and used them as an assessm ent 
tool to measure their performance.     

 In Section 2 of the questionnaires, the managers were asked to rate t he importance of each KPI.  A Likert scale 
from 1 to 5, in which 1 used to indicate very low importance and 5 is used to indicate very high important, were used to 
rate t he i mportance o f eac h KPI.   R esponses i n t he “5”  ran ge s how t hat t he dimension i s very im portant whereas 
responses in the “4” range indicate that the dimension is somewhat important.  Responses in the “3” range mean that the 
dimension is neutral important.  Responses in the “2” range mean that the dimension is insignificant in the respondents’ 
opinions, and responses in the “1” range judge that the dimension is very insignificant. 

 This sect ion t ells whi ch K PIs are c ommonly used i n t he pl ant a nd how i mportance of e ach KP I.  The a verage 
scores of each KPI are  shown in Table 3 .  The survey showed that customer perspective (score of 4.33) i s the most 
important perspective, followed by financial perspective (score of  4.25), internal process perspective (score of 4.10), 
and learning and growth perspective (score of 3.78) (see Table 4 and Figure 1).  
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Table 2.  Definition of each KPI  
 

1.    Financial Perspective 
 

Definition 

1. Cash Flow 
 

2. Net profit 
 

3. Revenue 
 

4. Dividends 
 

5. Debt 
 

6. Accounts receivable 
turnover  

 
7. Return on investment 

(ROI) 
8. Income growth level 
9. Total assets 

 
10. Market share 

 
 

11. Economic value 
added (EVA) 

 

- the movement of cash into or out of a business, project, or financial 
product. It is usually measured during a specified, finite period of time. 
- the gross profit minus overheads minus interest payable plus/minus 
one off items for a given time period. 
- the income that a company receives from its normal business 
activities, usually from the sale of goods and services to customers. 
- the payment made by a corporation to its shareholder members. It is 
the portion of corporate profits paid out to stockholders. 
- the amount which is owed. It is a means of using future purchasing 
power in the present before a summation has been earned. 
- a ratio measuring the number of times, on average, accounts 
receivables are collected during the period. It is calculated from (Net 
income / average account receivable) 
- a ratio of money gained or lost (whether realized or unrealized) on an 
investment relative to the amount of money invested. 
- an increase in income over time. 
- Economic resources, tangible or intangible, which are capable of 
being owned or controlled to produce value and have economic value. 
- the percentage or proportion of the total market volume. It can be 
expressed as a company's sales revenue (from that market) divided by 
the total sales revenue available in that market. 
- an estimate of economic profit, which can be determined, among 
other ways, by making corrective adjustments to GAAP accounting, 
including deducting the opportunity cost of equity capital. 

2. Customer Perspective         
 

Definition 

1. Customer satisfaction 
 

2. Customer complaints 
 

3. Customer retention 
 
 
 

4. Customer acquisition 
cost  

5. Customer loyalty 
 

6. Customer lost cost 
7. Sales volume 
8. Brand awareness 

 
 

9. Number of customers 
10. Reliability 

 

- a measure of how products and services supplied by a company meet 
or surpass customer expectation. 
- a customer’s expression of displeasure from low quality 
products/services or from other reasons.   
- the activity that a selling organization undertakes in order to reduce 
customer defections. Successful customer retention starts with the first 
contact an organization has with a customer and continues throughout 
the entire lifetime of a relationship. 
- the cost associated with convincing a consumer to buy your product 
or service, including research, marketing, and advertising costs.  
- the behavior of repeat customers, as well as those that offer good 
ratings, reviews, or testimonials. 
- the cost from customers leaving or not-buying the products/services. 
- the total annual sales volume of a manufacturer. 
- a marketing concept that measures consumers' knowledge of a brand's 
existence. It refers to the proportion of consumers who know of the 
brand. 
-  the number of customers who buy products/services. 
- the ability of a manufacturer to perform and maintain its functions in 
routine circumstances, as well as hostile or unexpected circumstances. 

3. Internal Process 
Perspective 

 

Definition 

1. Unit cost 
2. Cycle time 

 
3. Quality 

 
4. Order fulfillment 

cycle 
5. On-time delivery 

percentage 
6. Defect Rate 
7. Downtime 
8. Warranty time 

 
 

- the cost per standard unit. 
- the period required to complete one cycle of an operation; or to 
complete a function, job, or task from start to finish.  
- the perception of the degree to which the product or service meets the 
customer's expectations. 
- the amount of time from customer authorization of a sales order to the 
customer receipt of product.  
- the percentage calculated from dividing the orders delivered on-time 
by the total number of orders delivered. 
- the rate computed by: (number of defects) / (hours to do the review). 
- the period when a system is unavailable. 
- the period for a collateral assurance or guarantee that the seller will 
provide for a specific remedy in the event of the products/services fail 
to meet the warranty.   
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Table 2.  Definition of each KPI (continued) 
 
3.     Internal Process 
Perspective 
 

Definition 

9. Frequency of returned 
purchases 

10. Lead time 
 

11. Inventory turnover 
 
 

12. Time for new product 
Introduction 

13. Resource Utilization 
 

- the number of occurrences of returned purchases per unit time. 
 
- the period of time between the initiation of any process of production 
and the completion of that process. 
- the number of times inventory is sold or used in a time period such as 
a year. It is equal to the cost of goods sold divided by the average 
inventory. 
- the period of time for the complete process of bringing a new product 
or service to market. 
- the percentage of time that resources are actually used, as compared 
with the total time that the resources are available for use. 
 

4. Learning and Growth 
Perspective         

 

Definition 

1. Employee 
competency  

2. Employee satisfaction 
 

3. Motivation index 
 

4. Training hours 
5. Turnover rate 
6. Quality of work 

environment 
7. Lost time due to 

accidents 
8. Reportable accidents 
9. Employee suggestions 
10. Information 

technology 
11. Research and 

development expense 
 

- the employee’s actual skills comparing to the list of skills and 
behaviors that are specific and well defined for a job.    
- the perception of the company employees, as well as their needs and 
expectations, that will be met through the company's quality system. 
- Index of the motivation of the employees. Based on responses from a 
section in the employee survey.  
- the number of hours each employee gets training activities per year.  
- the rate at which an employer gains and loses employees. 
- the extent to which employees can enhance their personal lives 
through their work environment and experiences. 
- the period of time lost during accidents per year.   
 
- the number of accidents reported in a year. 
- the number of suggestions received from employees. 
- the number of computers provided to the employees.   
 
- the percentage of Research and development expenditure to the total 
operations expenditure.  
 

 
 
Section 3 of the qu estionnaires is an op en ended question asking the respondents to propose other important KPIs for 
their organizations.  This section helps the author to know other important KPIs that the author had not included in the 
survey and  the p roposed KPIs will b e u sed in  future research. However, there was no o ther KPI proposed b y the 
respondents.  This can be implied t hat t he l ist o f KPIs cover all KPIs used in t he plastic in dustry or th e respondent 
hesitated to think about other KPIs. 
 
 
4.2 Analysis of the results 

 
The overall average score of all metric is 4 .1.  Twen ty-two performance metrics have been determined as th eir scores 
are higher than overall average (see Table  5).  The metrics are arranged from the higher scores to lowe r scores.  It is 
obvious t hat a mong t he financial i ndicators, t he m anufacturers c onsider ‘ revenue’, ‘net p rofit’, an d ‘i ncome gr owth 
level’ as their performance evaluation tools, where as among the customer indicators, the manufacturers are interested 
in m easuring ‘customer sati sfaction’, ‘customer reten tion’, and  ‘reliab ility’.  Fo r i nternal p rocess in dicators, t he 
respondents believe th at ‘defect rate’, ‘un it co st’, and  ‘quality’ in dicators are am ong t heir m ost co ncern KPIs.  Th e 
logistics measures including ‘on-time delivery percentage’, ‘cycle time’, and ‘order fulfillment cycle’ are also listed as  
the important KPIs in plastic industry.  Last but not least, the ‘quality of working environment’ is ranked as the highest 
KPI in the learning and growth perspective.  
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Table 3. Average scores of each KPI 
 

1.  Financial Perspective 
 

Average 
score 

2. Customer Perspective 
 

Average 
score 

1. Cash Flow 
2. Net profit 
3. Revenue 
4. Dividends 
5. Debt 
6. Accounts receivable turnover 

(Net income / average 
account receivable) 

7. Return on investment (ROI) 
8. Income growth level 
9. Total assets 
10. Market share 
11. Economic value added (EVA) 

 

4.42 
4.54 
4.71 
3.74 
4.15 
4.35 

 
 

4.42 
4.54 
4.00 
4.12 
3.80 

1. Customer satisfaction 
2. Customer complaints 
3. Customer retention 
4. Customer acquisition cost  
5. Customer loyalty 
6. Customer lost cost 
7. Sales volume 
8. Brand awareness 
9. Number of customers 
10. Reliability 

 

4.65 
4.52 
4.63 
4.03 
4.24 
4.37 
4.37 
3.93 
3.96 
4.62 

 

3. Internal Process Perspective 
 

Average 
score 

4. Learning and Growth 
Perspective         

 

Average 
score 

1. Unit cost 
2. Cycle time 
3. Quality 
4. Order fulfillment cycle 
5. On-time delivery percentage 
6. Defect Rate 
7. Downtime 
8. Warranty time 
9. Frequency of returned 

purchases 
10. Lead time 
11. Inventory turnover 
12. Time for new product 

introduction 
13. Resource Utilization 

 

4.54 
4.41 
4.52 
4.34 
4.52 
4.65 
3.83 
3.75 
3.71 

 
3.82 
3.63 
3.61 
4.04 

1. Employee competency  
2. Employee satisfaction 
3. Motivation index 
4. Training hours 
5. Turnover rate 
6. Quality of work environment 
7. Lost time due to accidents 
8. Reportable accidents 
9. Employee suggestions 
10. Information technology 
11. Research and development 

expense 
 

3.93 
3.86 
3.88 
3.77 
3.62 
4.10 
3.73 
3.93 
3.90 
3.59 
3.28 

 
 

 

 
 

Table 4. Average scores of each BSC Perspective 
 

BSC Perspective Average score 

1.      Financial Perspective 4.25 

2.      Customer Perspective 4.33 

3.      Internal Process Perspective 4.1 

4.      Learning and Growth Perspective     3.78 
 
 
Concerning al l expert-identified metrics relating to Logistics management, the ‘On t ime del ivery percentage’, ‘Cycle 
time’, ‘Order fu lfillment cycle’ are selected as the first-tier metrics for Plastic manufacturers while the o ther metrics 
including  ‘Frequency o f retu rned purchases’, ‘Lead time’, ‘In ventory turnover’, ‘Resou rce utilization’, and 
‘Maintenance activities’ are th e seco nd-tier m etrics.  It is obvious t hat th e high-important Lo gistics m etrics are 
measures s omewhat rele vant to c ustomers and their expect ation whereas t he second -tier m etrics measure 
manufacturers’ l ogistics o perations directly.  Fo r e xample, t he ‘On t ime del ivery percentage’ s hows h ow good t he 
manufacturer per formed with res pect to on-time d elivery to  th e cu stomers.  The ‘Cycle ti me’ te lls h ow lon g t he 
manufacturer took to produce products/services to respond to the customers’ need.  Lastly, the ‘Order fulfillment cycle’ 
demonstrated the period from customer authorization of a sales order to the customer receipt of product.   
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Figure 1. Importance of each perspective of BSC in Plastic Industry 
 
 

Table 5. Important KPIs for each BSC perspective 
 

1. Financial Perspective 
 

2. Customer Perspective 
 

1. Revenue  
2. Net profit 
3. Income growth level  
4. Cash Flow  
5. Return on investment (ROI)  
6. Accounts receivable turnover (Net 

income / average account receivable) 
7. Debt 
8. Market share  

 

1. Customer satisfaction 
2. Customer retention  
3. Reliability 
4. Customer complaints  
5. Customer lost cost 
6. Sales volume   
7. Customer loyalty 

 
 

3. Internal Process Perspective 
 

4. Learning and Growth Perspective         
 

1. Defect Rate  
2. Unit cost  
3. Quality 
4. On-time delivery percentage  
5. Cycle time  
6. Order fulfillment cycle 

 

1. Quality of work environment  
 

 
 

5. SUMMARY 
 
Plastic industry is a for-profit industry where the ultimate goal of organizations in the industry is to maximize profit.  As 
the industry is highly competitive, each manufacturer in the industry needs to know its performance and finds ways for 
improvement.  Ap propriate Key Per formance Indicators have been identified in order to measure the manufacturers’ 
performance and  t he B alanced Sc orecard concept was a pplied to clas sify the Key Perform ance Indicators i nto 4 
categories i ncluding Fi nancial, C ustomer, Internal process, a nd Lear ning an d growth perspectives.  A  t otal o f 478 
questionnaires were sent to all medium to large size manufacturers in plastic industry in Thailand and the return rate is 
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8.15 p ercents.  Th e result o f the surv ey shows a list of KPIs which a re considered as  important in t he re spondents’ 
perception.  From the four perspectives of BSC, the Customer perspective is the most important perspective, followed 
by Financial perspective, Internal process perspective, and Learning and growth perspective.  Within each perspective, 
the important KPIs have been identified.  It  is hoped that the selected KPIs can be applied for manufacturers in plastic 
industry as a management tool to evaluate and monitor the manufacturers’ performance quickly without a pile of needed 
information.  
 It is obvious that among the financial indicators, the manufacturers consider ‘revenue’, ‘net profit’, and ‘income 
growth l evel’ as t heir pe rformance eval uation t ools, where as am ong the customer indi cators, t he manufacturers are 
interested in measuring ‘customer satisfaction’, ‘customer retention’, and ‘reliability’.  For in ternal process indicators, 
the respondents believe that ‘defect rate’, ‘unit cost’, and ‘quality’ indicators are among their most concern KPIs.  The 
logistics measures including ‘on-time delivery percentage’, ‘cycle time’, and ‘order fulfillment cycle’ are also listed as  
the important KPIs in plastic industry.  Last but not least, the ‘quality of working environment’ is ranked as the highest 
KPI in the learning and growth perspective.  
 It is suggested that the methodology used in this study should be applied to identify important KPIs in other 
industries.  After all, it should be applied to all industries in order to find common sets of important KPIs which will be 
benefit to the supply chain managers to measure performance of their organizations and know how good they are 
performing and which activities or functions need improvement.  Moreover, besides the Balanced Scorecard, the 
industry-specific KPIs may be categorized in other different dimensions including by Financial or Non-financial aspect, 
by Internal or External factors, by short-term or Long-term indicators.  Finally, the future research topic includes 
“Identifying how well the manufacturers perform comparing to the industry benchmarks and how to make 
improvement”.  Baseline data of each KPI from each manufacturer in Plastic industry should be collected.  Then 
benchmarking the data with the industry leader for each KPI should be prepared.  Finally, the research should suggest 
the avenues for improvement.  
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Abstract:  With the fast development of the construction industry in Beijing, the amount of construction solid waste 
moves upward, which causes serious environmental pollution. To solve these problems, It is urgent to establish the 
circular construction products supply chain (CCPSC). One of the key tasks unsolved is how to calculate the economic 
benefits and environmental benefits of CCPSC. Then in this paper, the property flow, material flow and cash flow 
models are set up for the CCPSC based. These models can be used to analysis the change of the economic benefits and 
the environmental benefits before and after the establishment of CCPSC. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Being the important basic industry, the construction industry develops at a speed of 10% in recent years in Beijing. 
During the manufacturing process of construction products, on the one hand, much construction material (CM) has been 
consumed; on the other hand, the amount of construction solid waste (CSW) moves upward, which causes serious 
environmental pollution. To solve these increasingly serious problems, it is urgent to create a circular construction 
industry. 

However, the current situation of construction products supply chain, which is a typical “linear logistics system” 
(Figure 1), can’t meet the demand of resources circulation. First, the majority of the CSW is buried in the disposing 
plants, and only a small part can be recycled, thus lots of land resources are occupied. Second, since the economic value 
of CSW is ignored, the construction companies can hardly benefit from recycling CSW, but they need to pay the 
treatment and logistics fee for CSW. Third, there are two types of logistics companies in the linear construction 
products supply chain (LCPSC), CM logistics companies and CSW logistics companies. They are supervised by 
different government sector, and the management objectives are inconsistent either. Therefore, such logistics facilities 
cannot be effectively integrated as distribution centers, vehicles and so on. To create a circular construction industry, we 
must create a new type of construction products supply chain that can substantially promote resources circulation, i.e. 
the circular construction product logistics system (Zheng et al., 2004). 

CCPSC is a kind of resource-saving and environment-friendly supply chain which can integrate the construction 
material logistics and construction solid waste logistics, in order to maximize the resource circulation during the 
construction process (Figure 2). Some researches have discussed the scope, character and operational model of CCPSC, 
but little focus on how to calculate the economic benefits and environmental benefits of CCPSC(Zheng et al., 2007). 
Then in this paper, the property flow, material flow and cash flow models are set up for the current logistics system and 
the CCPSC, based on the MFA method. 
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2. METHODS 
 
MFA method is a method of analyzing the flows of a material in a well-defined system. MFA recognizes that Material 
Throughput is required for all economic activities and asks whether the flow of materials is sustainable in terms of the 
environmental burden it creates. It accounts for all materials used in production and consumption, including the hidden 
flows, or ecological rucksack (Eurosta ,2001).  

Besides material flow, there also exists cash flow in logistics system. In this paper, the material flow and cash flow 
will be mapped firstly based Figure 1, then the model for CCPSC will be set up in order to compare the economic 
benefits and environmental benefits. In theses models, some parameters can be used, as shown in Table 1, Table 2 and 
Table 3. 

 

 

Table 1. Index and Sets 
 

Indices and Sets Illustration Indices and Sets Illustration 
B Superscript of CM supply companies Ll ,,2,1   Subscript of CM supply companies 

E Superscript of Construction companies Jj ,,2,1   Subscript of Construction companies 

P Superscript of CSW treatment companies Kk ,,2,1  Subscript of CSW treatment companies 

W Superscript of CM Logistics Companies Mm ,,2,1   Subscript of CM logistics companies 

V Superscript of CSW Logistics Companies Nn ,,2,1  Subscript of CSW logistics companies 

U Superscript of Circular Logistics Companies Uu ,,2,1  Subscript of Circular Logistics Companies 

  Tt ,,2,1  Periods 

 
 
 
 
 

CSW Treatment 
Companies 

CM Supply 
Companies 

CSW Logistics 
Companies 

Construction 
Companies 

Property Flow Material Flow Cash Flow 

CM Logistics 
Companies 

Figure 1. Linear Construction Products Supply Chain 

Figure 2. Circular Construction Products Supply Chain 
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Table 2. Decision Variable List 
 

Variable Illustratio n Variable Illustration 
b
ltx  

Mass of product purchased by company l 
in period t 

2p
ktu  Mass of recyclable materials sold by company k in 

period t 
be
ljtx  Mass of CW from company l to company 

j in period t 
ee

tjjx   Mass of CSW reused by company l and company j′ 
in period t 

1e
jtu  Mass of reusable materials sold by 

company j in period t 
eb
jltx  Mass of recyclable materials from company j to 

company l in period t 
ep
jktu  Mass of CSW from company j to 

company k in period t 
pb
kltx  Mass of recyclable materials from company k to 

company l in period t 
p
ktu  Mass of CSW discharged by company j in 

period t 
pe
kjtx  Mass of recyclable materials from company k to 

company j in period t 
 

 

Table 3. Parameter List 
 

Parameter Illustration Parameter Illustration 

jtg  Scale of construction products p
ktc  Unit price of recyclable materials sold by 

company k in period t 
  Productive efficiency of CM 1p Unit logistics fee of CM 

  Unit demand of CM 
2p Unit logistics fee of CSW 

  Unit product of CSW 3p Unit price of recyclable materials 

b
ltc  Unit price of product purchased by 

company l in period t 

b
ltQ Maximum production capacity of company l 

in period t 
be
ljtc  Unit price of CM from company l to 

company j in period t 

e
jtQ Maximum demand of company j in period t 

ep
jktc  Unit price of CSW from company j to 

company k in period t 

e
jtS Mass of CSW produced by company j in 

period t 
e
jtc  Unit price of reusable materials sold by 

company j in period t 

p
ktQ Maximum disposal capacity of company k in 

period t 
 

 

3. MODEL OF LCPSC 
 
 
3.1 Flow Maps 
 
Based on Figure 1, the material flow and cash flow of LCPSC are mapped, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure4. 
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Figure 3. Material Flow of LCPSC Figure 4. Cash Flow of LCPSC  
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3.2 Equations 
 
In LCPSC, only the economic benefits are considered, so the objective for each company is to increase their sales or 
decrease their costs. We let Fb mean the benefit of CM supply companies; Fe the cost of Construction companies; Fp the 
benefit of CSW treatment companies; Fw the benefit of CM logistics companies; Fv the benefit of CSW logistics 
companies; the objective functions are as followed. 
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Constraints are as followed: 
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4. MODEL OF CCPSC 
 
 
4.1 Flow Maps 
 

 
Based on Figure 2, the material flow and cash flow of CCPSC are mapped, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure6. 

Figure 5. Material Flow of CCPSC Figure 6. Cash Flow of CCPSC  
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4.2 Equations 
 
In CCPSC, not only the economic benefits but also the environmental benefits are considered, so the objective for each 
company is to increase their sales or decrease their costs, on basis of increasing the recycling rate of CSW. We let R 
mean the recycling mass of the CSW, Fb benefit of CM supply companies; Fe the cost of Construction companies; Fp 
the benefit of CSW treatment companies; Fu the benefit of circular logistics companies; the objective functions are as 
followed. 
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Constraints are as followed: 
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5. CASE STUDY 
 
To test the validity of these models, 15 construction companies, 2 CM supply companies,1 CSW treatment companies l 
and 2 logistics companies are selected in Beijing as a case study. The number of parameters is confirmed through field 
investigations, as shown in Table 4. The calculate results are shown in Table 5. 

Based on Table 5, the economic benefits and environmental benefits can be compared between LCPSC and 
CCPSC.  

(1) The quantity of recyclable materials in CCPSC is about 27% more than that in LCPSC, which proves that 
CCPSC can create more environmental benefits. 

(2) The gains or the costs of these companies are shown in Table 5, which proves that CCPSC can create more 
economic benefits. 
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Table 4. Parameter List for Case Study 
 

Parameter Number  Parameter Number 
jtg  Random p

ktc 8.0 
  96% 1p 1.5 
  1.0

2p 1.5 
  1.5 3p 1.5 

b
ltc  10.0 b

ltQ 10000 
be
ljtc  50.0 e

jtS 1000 
ep
jktc  1.5 p

ktQ 40000000 
e
jtc  2.0   

 
 

Table 5. Solutions of the Models 
 

Items LCPSC CCPSC 

Environmenta
l benefits 

R 0.00 2.91 

R/ e
jtS  0.00 0.27 

Economic 
benefits 

CM supply companies(gain) 106.2 124.8 

Construction companies(cost) 171.8 164.2 

CSW treatment companies(gains) 16.1 17.9 

Logistics companies(gains) 20.3 21.5 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
The CCPSC is a kind of resource-saving and environment-friendly logistics system which can maximize the resource 
circulation during the construction phrase by means of integrating the construction material logistics and construction 
solid waste logistics. In this paper, the property flow, material flow and cash flow models are set up for the CCPSC 
based on the MFA method. It is proved that CCPSC can create more economic benefits and environmental benefits than 
LCPSC. 
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Abstract: Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSANs) are designed to operate with low power consumption and 
can react to c hanges of the physical e nvironment by actuators. T he optimization of efficient re source usage is of great 
importance in many research works. In real deployments, most applications of WSANs are co nfigured to monitor and 
transmit the observed data periodically. This can lead to a waste of resources due  to the duplication of traffic i n the 
network i f t he p hysical e nvironment d oes not cha nge over t ime un der normal con ditions. In a ddition, m ost sensi ng 
applications only monitor the physical environment passively without making any reaction to unexpected changes of the 
environment. In this paper, a flexible context-aware model of WSANs is presented for use in logistic contexts to reduce 
unnecessary in formation overhead. Moreover, unexpected events happening in the e nvironment can create warni ngs, 
e.g. by t riggering a di stributed l ocal alarm syste m, activ ating an e xternal co ntrolling syste m o r rem otely alertin g 
operators via emails o r SM S. Fo r flexibility o f u sage, th is m odel is d esigned to  be u sed at node lev el or central 
management syste m wh ich i s ru n at th e sin k. Log istics s cenarios are simulated to  illu strate th e adv antages of t he 
proposed context-aware model. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the help of rapid development in digital electronics, sensor nodes with many advantages such as low-cost, low-
power, distributed processing h ave been proposed for many appl ications suc h as  e nvironmental m onitoring, as set 
tracking, and logistics. Sensor nodes are electronic devices which typically contain sensors, a m icrocontroller, a radio 
communication chip and other peripherals such as actuators and flash memory. They can both communicate with other 
nodes t o fo rm self-o rganizing WSANs and  con trol th e environmental su rroundings b y th eir act uators. Inheriting 
features f rom sensi ng, c omputation a nd communication t echnologies suc h as  ad -hoc networking an d distributed 
processing, WSANs allow telemetry, data collection and actuation, which can be suitable for logistic applications. This 
can contribute to a n ew logistic system which consists of in telligent logistic items that can autonomously control their 
transport processes (Son et al., 10-2009). 

A WSAN is context-aware if it can use context to provide relevant information to the user, to other sensors or also 
to itself (Hu aifeng et al., 2005). A lot of  research on context-awareness has focused on two main fields: routing and 
applications. The Privacy-Aware Lo cation al gorithm (Gruteser et al., 2 003) i s proposed t o prevent c ollection o f 
privacy-sensitive d ata, other metrics (e.g . en ergy p er p acket, ti me to  n etwork partition) of Power-Aware routing are 
considered to prolong the lifetime of sensor nodes (Singh et al., 1998). The remaining battery charge of nod es is al so 
taken in to acco unt as a routing m etric in  t his research. En vironmental Monitoring A ware Routing ( Wenning et al., 
2008) uses a multiplicative combination of environmental conditions and other context criteria for routing, which can be 
useful in disaster scenarios such as forest fires. A model of WSAN context-awareness (Marin-Perianu et al., 2006) (Son 
et al., 10-2009) is also proposed to use business rules in sen sor nodes which can be applied for logistic transportation. 
However, al l of t he m entioned ap proaches are  node ce ntric an d c annot be  con text-aware with r espect to  th e who le 
deployed scenario. 

Different from most of the above research works, which are studied in the area of routing, the model presented in 
this paper is designed in the application layer. The goals include some key points (Son et al., 10-2009) as follows: 
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 Because of t he dynamics in logistics, an adaptive proactive ro uting protocol could be  used with this c ontext-
aware m odel to adapt  t o t he changes o f t he net work t opology and s upport t he m obility of l ogistics i tems. 
However, the context-aware application model should be independent from the routing layer. 

 This model supports environmental and external conditions such as surrounding temperature, node positions, or 
connectivity between the sensor network and the infrastructure network (e.g. IP network). 

 The co ntext-awareness s hould be  im plemented i n di stributed nodes an d at  t he cent ral management sy stem 
because the decisions to react  to events from the environm ent have to be made in both the sensor node s and the 
central manager. 

 A rule-based context model should be used because this model is simple enough to be implemented in resource-
limited sensor nodes and demands little computing and storage requirements (Marin-Perianu et al., 2006). 

 Supporting triggering or activating ex ternal sources such as alar m and HVAC (Heatin g-Ventilation, and Air-
Conditioning) systems (HVAC). 

 The contexts have to be easily programmable and the contexts are independent for each node.  
In this paper, a context-aware model of WSANs is proposed to  adapt to th e collected environmental data. Moreover, 
this model does no t eliminate the self-organization goal of WSANs by bu ilding the con text model in th e application 
layer whi le us ing t he proactive r outing protocol i n ( Son et al., 0 8-2009). B esides t he m onitoring features based on 
contexts, this model also supports warning mechanisms such as triggering the alarm system. 

This paper is stru ctured in  5 sections: section I is th e introduction to  the scope of th is paper, and  related work. 
Context-awareness i n l ogistics i s discussed i n sect ion I I. Section III describes t he context-awareness m odel a nd 
underlying issues. Simulation results are shown in section IV. Finally, conclusions are given at the end of this paper. 
 
 

2. CONTEXT-AWARENESS IN LOGISTICS 
 
Although WSANs can generally be used in many fields, in the logistics domain WSANs can be applied in the following 
areas: 

 Transportation: originating from the fact that WSNs have been deployed in smart containers (Jedermann et al., 
2007) to collect information about temperature, humidity or pressure of the good items, WSANs are becoming 
a promising technology for logistics. This requires sensor nodes to be attached to goods, shelves, Returnable 
Transport Items (RTIs) an d co ntainers to  form a multi-hop sen sor network. In  add ition, a co ntainer that is 
equipped with a WSAN must have a gateway to bridge the information from its WSAN to an external network 
(e.g. WLAN, UMTS) to make it accessible from outside (Son et al., 10-2009). 

 Warehouse: WSANs are also use d on the warehouse floor where RTIs intended for a s pecific destination are 
grouped together. All rooms of the warehouse which store the logistic goods can be equipped with WSANs to 
allow users to monitor the physical environment of the warehouse completely. This requires a local alarm in 
each room and a HVAC system for alerting or controlling the environment changes.  

Normally, all n odes in th e network monitor and transmit data to a cen tral management system via a g ateway or a sink 
node. 

In t he real  world, t here a re many cont exts whi ch need t o be  t aken i nto acc ount i n deployments. H owever, i n 
logistics, the context information can be obtained from some of the following sources (Son et al., 10-2009): 

 Physical environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, pressure. For example, deep-frozen food must 
be kept at a t emperature of -18 C or below. If the sense d temperature is higher than t his threshold because of 
unknown reasons, the sensor nodes should send a message to users. 

 Security issues: the goods packages or the container door can be secured by sensor nodes . If the  security states  
are violated, the sensor nodes can trigger an alarm to warn about this event. 

 Position: th e lo cation in formation is u seful for th e d ata collected, esp ecially d uring th e tran sportation. The 
absolute location can be used to determine the position of the container, or the relative location can provide the 
position of ea ch i tem i nside t he cont ainer. Thi s i nformation can be useful for e xample when a p roblem is 
detected that requires an intervention at the specific location. 

 Long-distance connection: a cont ainer using WSANs usually has a gat eway to bridge the information between 
the WSANs inside the container and the outside network (e.g. WLAN, UMTS). In cas e there is no available 
connection to bridge the information, e.g. because of the s ignal coverage of the outside network, sens or nodes 
should temporarily store the data to prevent information loss. 

 Timing: t ime is al so a sourc e of co ntext. S ensors can  be programmed to sam ple the envi ronment at  speci fic 
points of time. 
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3. MODEL OF CONTEXT-AWARENESS IN WSANS 
 
In this section, a model is proposed to satisfy the previously mentioned issues. In our design the context-aware 
architecture is formed from the two following parts: 
 
 

3.1 Context-awareness at sensor node level 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Model of context-aware application at node level 
 
 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the context-aware model at node level. It has main parts with the following functions: 
 Sensor: all the internal and external sensors used by nodes for environment monitoring or other missions. 
 Rule database contains a set of pre-defined rules which are run to trigger corresponding actions for the contexts. 
 Rule engine runs all the rules retrieved from the Rule database to validate the data coming from sensors. 
 Configuration contains the configuration for the operation of sensor nodes. 
 Request identification is u sed to  recognize the requests which can be used for updating rules, configuring the 

operation or retrieving the packets stored in Storage and other tasks. 
 Storage is used to buffer the packets if necessary. 
 External interfaces are used to communicate with external systems such as alarm or HVAC systems. 
 Routing layer interface provides an i nteraction between the context-aware application and t he routing layer to 

make it independent from the routing layer. 
 
 

3.2 Context-awareness at central management level 

 

When the context-aware model is applied i n each node, it means that onl y that node ca n be aware of the environment 
surroundings. However, one or a few nodes cannot be aware of contexts of the entire network. For example, when the 
temperature of one room in a warehouse exceeds a predefined threshold, the sensor node which manages this room can 
know this event, but it cannot activate the central HVAC system of the entire warehouse since that node does not know 
the context conditions in other rooms. On the other hand, in case the contexts need a heavy computation, it is unwise to 
perform this computation at the node level.  

Moreover, t he co ntext i nformation so urces d o not c ome only from  WSANs , for example the GPS signal  
identifying the global position of a sensor-equipped container is coming from outside the network. 
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Hence, if the context-awareness is also implemented at a central management system, the reactions to unexpected 
events are more accurate because information of all nodes in the network is available there. In order to support context-
awareness at this level, the gateway (sink node) usually runs a management system which can interact with the WSAN 
for data collection and management. This system is more powerful when carrying out complicated algorithms. It also 
has e xtra interfaces suc h a s controlling t he HVAC  syste m, warning users by se nding an  alert SMS (Short Messa ge 
Service) or an e mail. These interfaces ca nnot be distri buted to sens or nodes because of m any reasons s uch as the 
expensiveness, the node size, and the power supply. 

 
 

3.3 Context-aware rules at a node level 

 

In order to support the context sources mentioned previously, a compact format for context rules is shown in Figure 2, 
which has been presented in a previous publication (Son et al., 10-2009). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Format of context rules 
 
 

In this context rule format, there are the following fields: 
 Rule ID (6 bits): this unique number identifies the rule in the rule set. Hence, nodes can have many rules (up to 

64 if they have enough memory) describing the actions for specific contexts. 
 Sensor Type (4 bits): is used to determine which sensor will be used in this rule. The table 1 shows the values of 

this field. 
 

 
 
 Condition (4 bits): the logical condition is used to check whether the rule applies. The pre-defined values of this 

field are shown in Table 2. 
 
 

 

Table 2. Logical condition of rule (Son et al., 10-2009) 
 

Condition Valu e Meaning 
BETWEEN 0 If the checking value is in range [Min..Max] 
GREATER 1 If the checking data value of the checking packet is greater than Max 
LESS 2 If the checking value of the checking packet is less than Min 
OUT_OF 3 If the checking value of the packet is out of range [Min..Max] 
GW_DISCONNECTED 4 If there is no connection between the Gateway and outside networks 
GW_CONNECTED 5 If the Gateway is connected to any infrastructure network  
TRIGGER_TIME 6 If the local time in a node is equal to the trigger time 
 7-15 Reserved for future use 

Table 1. Values of Sensor Type field (Son et al., 10-2009) 
 

Sensor Type Value Meaning 
NO_SENSOR 0 If the sensor node has no sensor 
TEMPERATURE 1 If the testing sensor is Temperature  
HUMIDITY 2 If the testing sensor is Humidity 
LIGHT 3 If the testing sensor is Light 

INVOLTAGE 4  If the testing sensor is Internal Voltage which measures the battery 
level 

 5-15 Reserved for future use 
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 Min (16 bits), Max (16 bits): the minimum and maximum values which are combined with the Condition field to 
form a logic condition. If the source of the context is the trigger time, both these two fields are used to describe a 
time stamp which indicates the time when the action in the rule is triggered. 

 Action (4 bits): the corresponding action will be executed when the Condition is t rue. Pre-defined actions are 
shown in Table 3. 

 
 

 
 
 
 Next rule (6 bits) is provided to construct logically linked chains to check the contexts. This helps to define a 

context from a set of rules by making a link chain between rules to shorten the processing time. 
For example, a fo od package needs to be kept under the t emperature lower than 4C d uring th e tran sportation. Any 
value of th e monitored temp erature greater  t han th is thresho ld h as to be reported. If sen sor m otes are used in t his 
scenario, the context rule can be set as following: 

 
IF TEMPERATURE GREATER THAN +4 C THEN SEND_PACKET 

 
Because sensor nodes usually only understand raw ADC values  (12 bits or 16 bits), the human-understandable value 
(e.g. +4 C) has to be converted to a raw ADC value by the context interpretation process. 

The rule size is on ly 7 b ytes; th us, sen sor no des with li mited memory can still h ave m any ru les t o describe 
contexts and related actions. 

In comparison to the context-aware application model in (Son et al., 10-2009), this proposed architecture includes  
several improvements as follows: 

 Instead of using the round robin technique to execute the rules, this proposal uses a logic link chain to create a 
rule sequence. This helps to define many contexts in a set of rules by linking them together. 

 Both distributed and centralized context-awareness are used to enable the customization of context settings for 
the scenario and the creation of alert procedures. 

 This architecture can be used in both WSNs and WSANs, where actuators are necessary to react to changes of 
the physical environment. 

 
 

3.4 Context interpretation and programmability 

 

The context interpretation should be performed at the central management system, which has the overall picture of the 
entire network. Th is also  helps to redu ce the co mputation at nodes  that have  limited res ources. From  the context 
descriptions, users have to define a set  of rules which need to be e xecuted in each sensor node. After that, the central 
management system will translate these rules into the rule format that the sensor node can understand using the numeric 
values in Table 1, 2, 3.  

Because the contexts can change at any time, the rules must have the flexibility of being programmable to adapt to 
these changes. For the  best flexibility, they can be programmed at any  necessary time. Although the proposed model 
supports the rule programming at compilation time, it also supports remote programming of rules by sending commands 
(in con trol m essages) to reco nfigure t he set  of ru les which desc ribe t he c ontexts. T hese c ontrol m essages a re 
implemented by using the dissemination technique (Levis et al., 2010), which is not only for programming context rules 
but also for other management purposes. 

Table 3. Values of Action field (Son et al., 10-2009) 
 

Action Valu e Meaning 

DO_NOTHING 0 Do not apply any actions with the current packet 
SEND_PACKET 1 Send the checking packet to the next-hop 
STORE_PACKET 2 Store current packet to memory 
TRIGGER_ALARM 3 Trigger the local alarm when the context-aware rule is matched  

ACTIVATE_HVAC 4  Activate the HVAC system (if available) when the context-aware rule 
is matched 

 5-15 Reserved for future use 
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Figure 3. Connection and number of received, sent packets of 

node 13 

4. COMPUTER SIMULATION 
 
 

4.1 Scenario 1: context-awareness of connection in transport logistics at node level 

 

In this scenario, 20 packages equipped with sensor nodes are loaded into a c ontainer to form  a WSAN. The container 
has a gateway to connect to the IP network and it is assumed to be transported to the destination in 3 hours. During the 
transportation, the connections between sensor nodes inside the container are always estab lished thanks to th e routing 
protocol (Son et al., 08-2009). However, the connection between the gateway and the IP network may be disconnected 
in th e second ho ur because o f th e cov erage (shown in Figu re 3) . The other nodes in  network are aw are of the 
disconnection by a n otification message sent from the gateway. In this context, the best solution is th at nodes should 
transmit their sensed data when the connection between gateway and IP network is available. Otherwise, nodes store 
their packets in memory for the next transmission when the gateway connects to the IP network again. Nodes can be 
configured with normal or cont ext operation mode. For evaluation, al l data packets are monitored and logged at  the 
gateway and at local nodes during 3 hours for analysis. The scenario is simulated in TOSSIM (Levis et al., 2003) and 
TinyOS (TOS). All nodes except node 18 are configured to run in the normal operation mode, which report the sensed 
temperature in a data packet every 10 seconds. Only node 18 runs in context-aware mode with two following rules: 

 
(1) if GW_DISCONNECTED then STORE_PACKET  
(2) if GW_CONNECTED then SEND_PACKET    
 
For c omparison, t he number of sent  p ackets a nd 

received pac kets of node 13 which a re captured at the 
gateway, is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that node 13 
lost all its p ackets (37 0 packets) during th e tim e th at t he 
gateway disconnected because it is not c onfigured to re act 
with the surrounding context.  

In contrast, Figure 4 shows the data collected from one 
node (node 18) and its local  actions. One can see i n the  
figure that the sensor node 18 only sends the packets when 
the con nection is av ailable in  th e first hour , af terwards it 
stores packets in local memory (if the memory is not full) in 
the seco nd hour to avo id th e lo ss of packets. Th is is 
indicated by the increase of received packets and the st ored 
packets i n the  fig ure. When the gate way can rec onnect to 
the IP network in  th e last h our, nod e 18 tran smits a ll its 
sensed packets and its stored packets. Hence, the number of 
stored packets decreases in Figure 4 and the number of sent 
packets and received packets are the same which means that 
node 18 do es no t lo se an y p acket du ring th e simulation 
time. 

 
 

4.2 Scenario 2: con text-awareness of environment in a 
warehouse at node level 

 

A fo od ware house wi th the di mensions of  80m x 80m is 
used in th is scen ario for si mulation. It has 16  equ ally-
dimensioned square rooms as shown in Figure 5. Each room 
has a se nsor node to monitor the environment inside and a 
local alarm  syste m to warn in case of une xpected e vents 
such as high te mperature. All senso r n odes (1 ..16) form a 
sensor network t o report t he sense d dat a t o t he si nk node 
(node 0 ) using t he r outing protocol (Son et al., 08-2009). 
Only node 0 is connected to a central HVAC system so that 
it can re gulate the te mperatures in all  room s of t he 

 
 

Figure 4. Connection and number of sent, receiving, and 
stored packets of node 18 
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warehouse. In the simulation, it is assumed that the room 8 contains frozen food which requires a temperature of -18 C 
inside, while the others keep the temperature at +4 C. 

Because the details of controlling the HVAC system are out of this paper’s scope, for simplicity, it is assumed that 
the HVAC sy stem is co ntrolled b y a d igital sig nal. If t his con trol signal is 1 , it m eans t hat th e HVAC  system  i s 
activated. 

In the scenario, node 8 uses the following rule in its context-aware mode: 
 
(3) if TEMPERATURE GREATER than -18 C then TRIGGER_ALARM   
(4) if TEMPERATURE GREATER than -18 C then SEND_PACKET 
 

Meanwhile, node 10 is configured as follows: 
 
(5) if TEMPERATURE GREATER than +4 C then TRIGGER_ALARM   
(6) if TEMPERATURE GREATER than +4 C then SEND_PACKET 
    

The above ru le (4) or  (6 ) only p rocesses the o riginating packets of a lo cal node. It is no t app lied fo r the forward ing 
packets from the neighbors because the local node does not know the contexts of the neighbors. 

The e nvironmental t emperatures i n rooms 8 a nd 10 ar e assum ed t o 
change following the template charts in Figure 6 and 7. These figures also 
show that  the  local  al arm signal is  tri ggered imm ediately when the  
temperatures increase above the defined thresholds in both node 8 and node 
10. 

Besides the  warming feature s, the  context -awareness helps to reduce 
the generated traffic in each originating node and th e forwarding traffic in  
intermediate node s. Ta ble 4  sho ws t hat i n t he si mulated sce narios, the 
traffic generated by node 8 or 10 is lower than the traffic generated by those 
nodes which a re co nfigured in n ormal ope ration m ode. Theoretically, t he 
generated traffic reduction is equal to the rate of total time when the context 
rules are m atched over the total runn ing time of eac h node. T his factor is 
also sh own in t he Tabl e 4 wi th t he same val ues. He nce, t he de finition of 
context r ules i s ve ry i mportant bec ause i t c an a ffect t he e fficiency of t he 
network. 

 
 

  
 
 

4.3 Sce nario 3: c ontext-awareness at  cen tral 
management system 

 

Different from the two previous scenarios, in this scenario, 
the c ontext-awareness is  applied at  the  ce ntral 
management syste m level. Actu ators a re used to react to 
the changes of environment from the central management 
system. Al l no des exce pt n ode 0  i n scenario 2 a re 
configured t o report t heir se nsed tem perature e very 10 
seconds. T he pre set tem peratures in rooms are +3 C. 
However, node 0  acti ng as th e cen tral manager will 
monitor all the data from rooms (via sensor nodes) in this 

Table 4. Traffic generated by nodes 
 

Scenario Node  

Number of transmitted 
packets (packets) Reduction 

(%) Normal 
mode 

Context 
mode 

2 1 0 1053 349 66.85 
2 8 1056 351 66.76

 
Figure 7. Change of temperature and alarm signal of node 10 

 
Figure 6. Change of temperature and alarm signal of node 8

 
Figure 5. Layout of the warehouse and 

connectivity of nodes 
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warehouse. If m ore than 10 rooms have temperatures higher than +6 C, th is node will trig ger the HVAC system to 
adjust the temperatures in rooms of the warehouse. 

Figure 8 shows the monitored temperatures of node 1, 2, 3, and 4 (other nodes have similar temperature curves). 
At the time of the 60th minute, the temperatures in the rooms suddenly increase due to unknown reasons, and exceed a 
value of +6°C some minutes later. Because node 0 can monitor all these changes, it triggers the HVAC signal to adjust 
the air-conditioning system to keep the temperatures in rooms at +3C again. When the temperatures go down, node 0 
turns off the HVAC system since the monitored values are in the normal state again. This process is running in real time 
so the overall temperature is automatically kept at the temperature below the defined setting. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 
With t he proposed co ntext-aware ap plication m odel, it i s 
believed th at th e l ogistic ite ms are becoming m ore 
intelligent when they are equi pped with WSANs. They not 
only know the conditions of surrounding environments, but 
also react to c orresponding activities or communicate with 
other sim ilar en tities to send  data. Co mbining th e 
implementation of th is m odel in  d istributed sen sor nodes 
and at the ce ntral m anagement system  provides  use rs t he 
flexibility in  d escribing contexts, co llecting data and 
controlling the p hysical environment. Bo th log istics 
applications an d others can u tilize th is m odel fo r m any 
flexible targ ets to  in crease the comm unication as well as 
energy efficiency.  

Synergy between se nsor n odes ca n be c onsidered i n 
the future to en hance th e co mmunication efficiency. Each 
sensor node no t on ly u ses its ow n con text-awareness, but 
also in teracts with  others to  im prove th e info rmation 
quality. In addition, the context interpreter should support script files. Instead of configuring separated rules manually, 
the context i nterpreter can be improved so that it can tra nslate a script file of context descriptions to a set of rules for 
each node. 
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Abstract: With t he development of RFID t echnique, it became a main a pplied technique for optimizing logistics 
management. However, some applications, like cold chain and chemical products management, issue new requirement 
for monitoring status of products. To address such requirements, RFID sensor tag which embedded a sensor device is 
developed by  b usiness co mpanies. S uch R FID sen sor t ag c ontinuously m easure a nd c ollect t he p roducts or 
environments’ st atus i nformation f or l ogistics management. I n t his st udy, we f ocus on i ndex c onstruction for R FID 
sensor t ag data i n order t o i mprove performance o f query pr ocessing i n R FID m iddleware. T o e fficiently const ruct 
index structure, the new data presentation for sensing data is proposed. It use a seg ment represent sensing information 
instead of a set of point. By this way, number of sensing is reduced. Another side, to improve the data representation 
accuracy, we use area threshold to limit num ber of data in one segment.  Therefore, our sensing data representation 
makes a tradeoff between number and accuracy of sensing data.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Logistics automation became the must-go road for efficient logistics management. To improve quality and efficiency of 
logistics, many newly adopted techniques have been devised to manage logistics asset. Among so many technologies, 
RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) is used to automatically collect assets’ information a nd locate the assets. With 
incessant growing of R FID a nd sen sor, R FID se nsor t ag i s de veloped by  s ome b usiness co rporations. Except 
identification, it provides new functions to collect and measure assets status with embedded sensor device. For instance, 
some co ndition sen sitive asset, ch emical medicine an d fresh  vegetables, need t o b e k ept in  restrict co nditions 
environments. So here RFID sensor tag attached on these assets in order to collect and monitor the status. Such sensing 
information helps user to determine the quality or freshness of product. 

In log istics env ironment, a l arge nu mber of RFID sen sor tag s are attach ed on th e sen sitive assets. During t he 
asset’s logistics lifecycle, the RFID sensor tag continuously measure and collect sensing inform ation as the asset status  
records. Si nce, RFID sensor tag m easures the status of a sset in  sho rt ti me in terval, an d a l ot of R FID sensor tag s 
deployed in l ogistics system. Thi s results in high volume sensing information being stored i n RFID host repository. 
Many resea rch ef forts ac hieved o n high volume dat a proces sing. GIS dat a m anagement, M oving o bject database 
management etc al are related to high volume data management. No mater which research topics, the query processing 
over huge data repository is most important issue. It directly affects quality of system provided service to user. Luca. F 
and Ralf . H. G di scussed the moving dat a model and structures fo r m oving dat abase. The di screte data model is 
suggested. T his data representation can  use be  realistically use d i n a  DBMS. F urthermore, se veral t rajectory query 
processing technique have been presented. Three index structures, modified R-tree, STR-tree and TB-tree, are proposed 
for efficient t rajectory query o ver moving object dat abase. M any at tentions a re paid on query processing i n moving 
object database. However, there no study on improvement of query processing performance for a large number of RFID 
sensor tag data. 

In this study, we focus on improvement performance of query processing on RFID sensor tag data. In our target 
environment, a lot of RFID sensor tag deployed in logistics applications. RFID sensor tag data continuously append in 
RFID database. Ho w t o efficien tly retrie ve sensi ng i nformation f rom R FID repository i s important i ssue. The i ndex 
structure is intuitionist way for improve query processing performance. To efficiently construct index for RFID sensor 
tag dat a, we  s uggest a new sensing data r epresentation f or R FID se nsor t ag data. In i ndex st ructure, t he sensing 
information is presented as a segment rather than a set of single points. This data representation can reduces number of 
indexing data. By this way, improve the query processing performance. 

We organize our paper in five sections. Section 2 describes related work on index structure and data presentation 
on moving object database. Section 3 presents RFID sensor tag data properties and defines problem on indexing RFID 
sensor tag data. In section 4, we pr opose sensing data representation for efficient indexing RFID sensing data. At last, 
the summary of our work is given at section 5. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
 
In t his sect ion, we i ntroduce some rel ated wo rk o n dat a index st ructure and m oving object dat a re presentation. T he 
basic index structure is explained. The data representation of m oving object location is similar with sensing tag data. 
The segment data representation is an efficient way to reduce the number of the sensing data.  
 
 
1.1 Data Index Structure  
 
Index is aux iliary d ata stru cture th at is used to  im prove the p erformance o f data retriev e in  d atabase. Man y ind ex 
structures a re developed by dat abase s ociety researche rs. B-tree i s use ful i ndex st ructure for one dimensional data. 
Several dat abase so ftwares a dopt t his i ndex st ructure t o improve t he performance o f dat abase. It  uses a hi erarchical 
index t o m inimize t he num ber of di sk reads. For m ultiple di mensional dat a, t he R -tree i s g ood c hoice. It  i s ca n be 
considered as multiple dimensional B-tree. Variants of R-tree are developed for different data model. Such as R+tree, 
R*tree and so o n. For sensing data, the sensor device maybe has ability to m easure multiple conditions at  same time 
including temperature, humidity and illumination. Even only o ne condition need to b e measured. The index structure 
still is multiple dimensional, since there are TagID and sensing time should be included in index structure. 

 
 

1.2 Moving Object Data Representation  
 

Moving object data representation is similar with sensing data. The moving object continuously generates location data. 
The update on location data is frequency. The data volume is also high. Sensing data have same properties. In moving 
object database, the segment data representation is used to present the movement of object. This segment is created on 
three dimensional X, Y and Time. X and Y is location information. Time presents temporal information for the specific 
location. The two endpoints of segment present the start location and stop location. During the time interval, consider 
the object move on straight line.  If users want to know the object location in – between of endpoints of segment, take 
use of t he e ndpoints an d e quation of t he straight l ine t o com pute t he app roximate locat ion of m oving o bject. T his 
representation g reatly r educes the nu mber o f moving object location data. Howev er, this data representation is no t 
suitable for sensing data. Since, the moving object maybe always moves on straight line, the sensing value is not change 
according liner equation. The sensing value may change suddenly. This observation motivate us study on this topic and 
a efficient data representation for sensing data is proposed. 
 
 

3. PROBLEM STATMENT 
 
 
3.1 RFID Sensor Tag Data Properties 
 
In t his sect ion, we describe properties o f RFID se nsor t ag dat a. T he problem on i ndexing R FID s ensor t ag data i s 
presented. Main property of RFID sensor tag data is the high data volume, since a lot of RFID sensor tags are used in 
real applications and RFID sensor tag continuously collect sensing information in fixed short time interval in order to 
detect unexceptional situation in real time. We assume that RFID sensor tag measure ambient condition every 3 minutes 
and 5000 RFID sensor tags deployed in application environment. In t his case, m ore than 2.4 millions sensing records 
are generated in o ne day. H owever, t here may be m ore t han 5000 R FID se nsor t ags de ployed i n r eal appl ication. 
Unprecedented volume sensing information is generated.  

Another property of RFID sensor tag data is bulk data appended. RFID sensor tag can not delver every condition 
measure to R FID host. The sensing info rmation must be transformed to RFID  host by RFID access point, i.e R FID 
reader. Only whe n R FID s ensor t ag ar rive i n ra nge o f R FID reader, t he col lected se nsing i nformation can be 
transformed to RFID host in form of sensing information set rather than single sensing information .  

On view of RFID host, every RFID sensor tag data consists of Tag ID, ReaderID, ReadTime and a set of sensing 
information. Where, TagID is identification of RFID sensor tag, ReaderID is the accesspoint by which the RFID sensor 
tag data is tran sformed to  RFID host. ReadTime specify when the RFID sensor  tag data ar rive RFID host. the set  of 
sensing information is col lection of measured condition records. Each record represents a once c ondition measure. It  
consists of sensing value and sensing time. For instance,  
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Figure 1. An Example of Sensing Data 

 
 
Record <Temp erature, 5, 12:00:00> m eans th at t he specific RFID sen sor tag’s tem perature co ndition is 5 at time 
12:00:00. Figure 1 shows RFID sensor tag collected temperature information. In this example, This RFID sensor tag 
collected temperature information every 5 minutes from 12:00:00 to 12:40. Every point is once measure on temperature. 
This example only shows the sensing information on temperature dimension. Multiple dimension sensing information is 
also possible. 
 
 
3.2 Problem on Indexing RFID Sensor Tag Data 
 
Take use of RFID sen sor tag , th e asset con dition/statuses are co llected. Users retrieve RF ID host to  g et in terested 
sensing information. RFID host should provide high quality service to end users. Performance of query processing over 
sensing information became critical factor . The intuitionist way for query processing i mprovement is index structure. 
Construct index structure using RFID sensor tag data. The naïve approach of index is that construct index structure on 
TagID, sensing value and sensing time three dimensions. Every sensing measure is point in three dimensions space. As 
shown in figure 2, point A present RFID sensor tag 1 ‘ t emperature is 25 at time 13:00. However, there are so m any 
sensing information need to insert into index structure. Every on RFID sensor tag data will bring frequency update on 
index structure. The update cost is very high, since RFID sensor tag data continuously arrive to RFID host. As result, 
index structure co nstructed by ra w se nsing i nformation c ause t wo problems. O ne i s t he high dat a v olume pr oblem. 
Another one is high update cost. 

Such problems also happened in moving object database. To solve these problems, the segment representation is 
adopted in moving object database. Figure 2 (a) show an example of moving object data representation. The end points 
of segment are start point A and stop point B of moving object. That means the moving object move from location A’ to 
location B’ during T1 and T2. This representation greatly reduces the number of data. Accordingly, the update cost is 
low compare with raw location data. We try to  use th is approach on sensing data. In Figure (b), sensing information is 
represented as a segment AB. Bold line is real temperature values from T1 to T2. If users want to know the temperature 
value of Tc, th e resu lt co mputed fro m th is represen tation is  v1. v2 is real te mperature value at T c. The re is great  
different between v1 and v2. T herefore, segment repre sentation is ap proximate re presentation. It is su itable for 
representation of moving object location. Since it only can exactly present start and end point. for RFID sensor tag data, 
accuracy of sensing information cannot be provided.  
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Figure 2. (a) Data Representation for Moving Object (b) Segment Representation for Sensing Data. 

 
 

4. SENSING DATA REPRESENTATION 
 
In t his sect ion, we  ex plain our proposed sensing data representation. Basically, th is rep resentation is a seg ment 
representation in stead of po int data. It i s d ifferent wit h se gment rep resentation of m oving object dat a; pr oposed 
representation makes a tradeoff between number and accuracy of representation. 

Let’s discuss our sensing data representation in detail. As described in Section 2, the RFID sensor tag data have 
following properties; one i s high data volume. Another property i s that bulk sensing data i s del ivered to RFID host, 
since RFID sensor tag ca n connect to RFID host only when it is in range of RFID reader. In our approach, fist step is 
divide such once del ivered bulk sensing information into sub data set and guarantee sensing data in every sub set  i s 
monotonic. Second step, limited area based division is executed. The reason of limited area is try to reduce the space of 
representation. Another import reason is aim to reduce different between lowest sensing value and high sensing value. 
Figure 3 i s a  sensing data r epresentation example.  Figure 3 (a) s how t he t emperature data set  c ollected by  R FID 
sensor tag. The first step of our approach is presented in Figure 3 (b). The raw sensing data is divided into three parts. 
Each part is monotonic. The monotonicity makes sure that the endpoints of segment are the lowest and highest value in 
the segment.  The sensing value and t ime can  be considered as  an equation of a  st raight l ine. Next step i s dividing 
sensing data into small segment. We pre-define a representation area limitation for sensing data collection. This  

 

 
 

Figure 3. (a) Raw Sensing Data Collected by RFID Sensor Tag, (b) Divide Sensing Data into Monotonic Part 
(c) Limited Area based Partition (d) Final Data Representation for Sensing Data 
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representation area is sensing time* sensing value. Every sensing data representation represents a set of sensing data. 
The data set is from start point until sensing data representation area arrives to pre-define area. For instance, a segment 
represents a set  of sensing data. The minimum sensing value is 5 and maximum sensing value is 10. The sensing data 
collect f rom 12 :00 to  13:00. Th e seg ment r epresentation ar ea is (10 -5)*(13:00-12:00) = 300 . If 300 less th an the  
pre-defined area li mitation, then add next sensing information into this segment until the representation area arriv e to 
area limitation. The final data representation of sensing data is show in Figure 3 (d). All segments are used to construct 
index structure. 

Our proposed data representation not only reduces the number of sensing data but also provides the accuracy of 
sensing information. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
In t his st udy, we ai m t o con struct a hi gh performance i ndex st ructure for R FID s ensing t ag dat a. T he p roblems on  
sensing data indexing are high volume of data and frequency update. That cause low performance of index structure and 
high u pdate cost . T o s olve these p roblems, we s uggest a new sensing dat a re presentation. T his re presentation uses 
segment to present a set of sensing information rather than a set of point. Segment representation reduces the number of 
sensing data. However, it brings approximate data representation. To improve the accuracy of data representation, we 
limit the number of data in one segment using area limitation. It can provide approximate accuracy for RFID sensor tag 
data representation. 

The proposed dat a representation m akes a t radeoff between num ber of data a nd a ccuracy of re presentation. 
However, this data representation only is suitable for gradually changed data. For jitter sensing data, the data change 
suddenly, i t i s di fficult t o find m onotonicity of  se nsing data. Our proposed re presentation i s not suitable for su ch 
sensing data.   
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Abstract: To remain competitive in business and to be quick responsive in the warehouse and supply chain, the use of 
RFID (radio frequency identification) has been increasing in many industry areas. RFID can identify multiple objects 
simultaneously as well as identifying individual objects respectively. Some limitations of RFID still remain in the low 
recognition rate and the sensitive response according to the material type and its environment. Much efforts have been 
tried to enhance the recognition rate and to be more robust. Researches on tag design change, antenna angle, search 
angle and signal intensity etc correspond to the efforts. 

The purpose of this paper is to propose an agent-based control system utilizing database, knowledge base and 
ontology in order to improve the performance of RFID. First, ontology is constructed for the environmental factors to 
be used as a knowledge base. Second, agent-based RFID manager middleware is created to increase the recognition rate 
in changing situations. Finally, a thorough experiment is performed to verify the method and contributions using the 
prototype. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The radio frequency identification (RFID) technology allows remote identification of objects using radio signal, thus 
without the need for line-of-sight or manual positioning of each item. With the rapid development of RFID technology 
and its application, we expect a brighter future in the object identification and control. The major advantage of RFID 
technology over the barcode is that the RFID system allows detection of multiple items simultaneously as they pass 
through a reader field. Additionally, each physical object has its unique ID (even two products of the same type have 
two different IDs) enabling to precisely track and monitor the position of each individually labeled product piece. 

An ontology is a formal representation of the knowledge by a set of concepts within a domain and the 
relationships between those concepts. It is used to reason about the properties of that domain, and may be used to 
describe the domain. An ontology provides a shared vocabulary, which can be used to model a domain — that is, the 
type of objects and/or concepts that exist, and their properties and relations. The focus of the ontology lies on the 
representation of the RFID domain. The ontology can act as a model for exploring various aspects of the domain. Since 
part of the ontology deals with the classification of RFID applications and requirements, it can also be used for 
supporting decisions on the suitability of particular RFID tags for different applications.  

Previous researches of RFID are included regarding RFID device, middleware, agent, ontology and industrial 
applications. Jung (2009) presented a detail survey result for the RFID smart packaging guideline. In this government-
funded research, they showed recognition result of RFID according to material type, packaging type, tag type, reader 
type and tag location etc. This research can provide a good guideline for applying RFID in various industry 
applications. Cho et al. (2007) proposed a RFID system modeling on manufacturing operation strategy. This research 
proposes steps to apply RFID system according to the manufacturing strategy in order to realize ubiquitous 
environment.  

Bade (2010) proposed an agent-based middleware for sensor networks and RFID systems. This middleware will 
meet the challenges for having a robust, adaptable and flexible middleware, which is moreover easily extensible to cope 
with expected re-engineerings and changes while maintaining a clear and elaborate design. 

Pitzek (2010) focused the ontologies as the representation of the domain for informational purposes, i.e., as a 
conceptual domain model, and putting it into context with other domains, such as communication capable devices and 
automatic identification methods. Basic ontologies for communication protocol, antenna, device, memory, the RFID tag 
are suggested. Lei (2010) addressed the theory and processes of the coordination mechanism used in RFID network 
with Multi-Agent System (MAS) framework. It firstly defines an ontology prototype in RFID field; and then gives the 
basic principle of the mechanism which is used to deal with the collaboration and conflict among agents. This research 
is a preliminary groundwork for the implementation of ontology based RFID coordination mechanism. 
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Applications of RFID in different areas are reviewed. Sorensen et al. (2010) represented the case in construction. 
The paper reviews existing ontologies relevant in relation to creating such a digital link between virtual models and the 
physical components in the construction and operation phase. The ontologies are reviewed from an ontology consumer 
system point of view. The ontologies are categorized according to their applicability to specification of technical 
services, resources, organizational relations, business processes, and overall frameworks for ontology descriptions and 
their relations. It is concluded, that the technical service and resource ontologies are applicable and that the meta-
organizational, and business process ontologies need further development and industrial maturity to be applicable for 
use in system development. Vrba et al. (2008) presented industrial applications of RFID using agent-based control. 
They proposed an architecture integrating the RFID technology with the agent-based industrial control solutions by 
proposing special RFID agents as mediators between physical RFID readers and other agents. In contrast to the physical 
utilization of RFID technology in warehouse management and supply chain applications, the paper presented 
architecture for RFID integration at the factory floor level for manufacturing control purposes. Bratukhin and Treytl 
(2006) addressed the suitability of RFID in agent-based control applications to gain full control over all products and 
resources at shop floor level. Additionally, an implementation concept for RFID-based product control developed in the 
EU project PABADIS’PROMISE is presented; the project aims at installing a completely distributed agent-based 
production control system with full information control. 

The purpose of this research is to propose an agent-based control scheme to improve the performance of RFID. 
The factors which influence RFID performance are RFID device, types of material, object type and environment. In 
order to integrate these factors to improve the performance, ontology is proposed. Thus, ontology in the RFID domain is 
proposed and agent-based control scheme is proposed. Specifically, Object ontology, RFID system ontology and overall 
system ontology are proposed. Rules for ontology are proposed and adopted for reasoning. Section 2 describes the 
problem domain with overall system structure. Section 3 proposes RFID ontology detail and its applications. Section 4 
represents the agent-based control structure. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and discussions. 
 

 
2. PROBLEM DOMAIN DESCRIPTION 

 
The system for RFID recognition is composed of object with tag, RFID device, antenna, middleware, legacy system, 
and ontology. The object is composed of object itself and packaging. The object itself can be plastic, metal, wood, water, 
snack, books, shoes, etc. According to the types of material, the recognition performance change. Also, the performance 
is influenced by the packing type. The packing can be paper, plastic, metal or wood. The identification of RFID tag is 
influenced by the packaging type and object itself.  

Environmental factors with the RFID identification are tag type, reader type, reader power level, conveyor speed 
and location of tag. The location of tag can be front, side and top of the packing box. According to the location, the 
recognition efficiency differs significantly. The basic function of RFID middleware is monitoring, filtering, analysis and 
report of EPC data. RFID middleware convert EPC into external applications such as RFID agents, remote GUI, higher 
level legacy information systems like MES, ERP, SCM or CRM systems.  

RDID ontology is related with other systems related with the system. With the RFID tag itself, communication 
protocol, medium access control, transmission medium, transmission method, duplexing and encoding styles are 
important factors for the ontology. For the communication protocols such as transmission medium (air, solid), method 
(light, infrared, laser, sound, radio wave), air and radio wave are chosen for medium and method respectively.  

The structure of RFID ontology system is shown in Figure 1. From the supplier, goods with RFID tags are shipped 
to the warehouse. The goods can be composed of different material and packaging types. With the environmental 
factors, tag type, conveyor speed, tag location can be considered. Considering RFID device and environmental factors, 
all relevant data are organized and it is stored as ontology. Between suppliers and warehouse, database of inventory 
status is shared on real-time for automatic order and supply fulfillment.  
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Figure 1. RFID recognition system architecture 
 
 

3. RFID ONTOLOGY 
 
The recognition rate of RFID differs according to product type and packaging material. In the past when the RFID has 
been adopted in the warehouse area for the first time, the industry expectation has been so high, but the actual adoption 
rate is still low level at present because of the tag recognition rate problem. To tackle this problem, though intensive 
research has been performed about RFID hardware, the result is not so promising because of cost increase related to the 
RFID tag and devices. Thus, increasing performance of RFID by software-based approach using intelligent method is 
important. 

Jung (2009) reported an intensive survey about RFID performance according to packaging material. He proposed 
optimal tag location, angle of antenna, conveyor speed, moving speed of forklift for better identification. The research 
shows that recognition ratio is high when angle between tag and antenna makes 90 degrees in the conveyor portal. For 
the case of door portal, recognition ratio is optimal when angle between tag and antenna makes 30 degrees. With the 
location of tag attachment, front location represents optimal result. In this research, though intensive experiment has 
been performed on the various types of product and packaging material, some issues are still unsolved such as inner and 
outer packaging material, and interference between product and packaging, etc.  

Griffin et al.(2005) studied various object intensively using 915MHz UHF tag. A convenient way to quantify the 
reduction in tag performance due to material attachment is as a decrease in the RF tag antenna gain, or gain penalty. A 
gain penalty measurement is a good figure of merit because it combines the effects of a decrease in the radiation 
efficiency, detuning, and antenna pattern distortion caused by material effects into a single number. They measured loss 
by wave length in the 3m distance, and investigated power to reach the tag by link budget considering free space loss. 
The equation (1) describes the amount of power received by the RF tag to operate the tag circuitry (assuming the 
antennas have an impedance and polarization match): 
 

 20 log 20 log   (1) 

 
where Ptag (dB) is the power received by the RF tag, Greader−tx (dB) is the gain of the reader transmit antenna, Lsys 
(dB) represents the system losses in both the tag and reader, Preader−tx (dB) is the power input to the reader transmit 
antenna, Gtag−ideal (dB) is the RF tag antenna gain in free space, 20 log10 _4πλ _ is a frequency dependent loss, and 
20 log10 (d) is the free space path loss referenced to 1 m. 

Using this research, we can forecast objects whether it is feasible to recognize or not by RF. If we are able to know 
the penalty value of each object in advance, antenna distance can be calculated to recognize the tag attached on the 
product. 

Thus, by saving the penalty value in the knowledgebase and sharing them, the RFID recognition rate can be 
improved. Especially, creating ontology for the knowledgebase helps to revise and maintain the penalty database by 
sharing the knowledge. The penalty value which is not known previously can be forecasted using class hierarchy from 
existing object. The hidden penalty can be searched which is not shown because of different name. 

In this research, ontology structure for the object on which a tag is attached is proposed as Figure 2. Object implies 
a Class. A tag is attached on the material Class. Object has a property with content, inner package and outer package. 
Each has one individual among the Material Class. Material Class represents a hierarchy of material for RFID tag. 
Using the WordNet function in the ontology, synonym and homonym can be defined additionally. This research focuses 
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task ontology and agent-based architecture in order to improve RFID performance. Detail about domain ontology is 
dealt in detail.  

 
 

 
Figure 2. Object Ontology 

 
 

RFID system ontology is shown in Figure 3. RFID system ontology is a concept which has Hardware, Infra and 
Software as a lower Class. Hardware Class specifies a hardware system required for RFID system operation. Software 
Class is related with the middleware. This research focuses more on hardware, and Class for software can be adopted by 
importing/merging from other existing result. Infra Class is a basic part for RFID system, which has Power and RF as a 
sub-Class. As Antenna and RF tag should have the same frequency to be recognizable, frequency of other object can be 
reasoned when one object is determined. Necessary and Sufficient conditions can be defined in Each Class. For 
example, memory-less tag is read only where there is no memory and only passive type is available (hasPower has 
Passive). Among the sub-Class of RF Class, MicroWave Class is Active Type and SemiActive type (hasPower has 
Active; or . hasPower has SemiActive). Through the definition of Necessary & Sufficient condition for each Class, the 
concept of each Class can be defined explicitly, and this kind of Class satisfying this condition can be reasoned.  
 
 

 
Figure 3. RFID System Ontology 

 
 

This study proposes “Concept analysis expression” as an intermediary form for collecting expertise. The form is 
written as {Concept: property1, property2, …, propertyn}. The ontology property contains “asserted property” and 
“inferred property”. The from is described in Table 1. 
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SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) is used to reason the inferred property. SWRL provides SWRLM 
Namespace to calculate a mathematical function. Based on the frequency of RFID Antenna and Tag, Frequency Loss 
(20 log 4π/λ  ) can be inferred using SWRLM. Also, based on Antenna location, Free Space Loss (20 log d ) can 
be inferred. Thus, based on the RFID environmental information, it is diagnosed in advance whether an object with a 
specified Penalty value can be recognized or not. If the object can’t be identified, maximum distance which is 
identifiable can be calculated by reasoning. We adopted “Rule analysis form” to represent the stepwise inference 
process. Each step is described using a natural language that can be further translated into a formal rule representation. 
The form is written as “{an inferred property: Step1; Step2; …; Stepn}”. For example, the solution for finding link 
budget of a specific object and frequency, distance which is RFID tag and RFID antenna can be given as the following. 
 

{hasForward_LinkBudget: 
Starting from an object(x) and envirionment(y); 
Based on an object(x) to find its penalty(z); 
Based on an object(x) to search its RFID Tag(a); 
Based on Tag(a) to find its Frequency(b); 
Based on Frequency(b) to calculate its Frequency_Dependent_Loss(c); 
Based on envirionment(y) to find Antenna_Distance(d); 
Based on Antenna_Distance(d) to calculate its Free_Space_Loss(e); 
Based on penalty(z) and Frequency_Dependent_Loss(c) and Free_Space_Loss(e) to calculate its Tag  
voltage(f); 
Finally, store voltage(f) “hasForward_LinkBudget” property} 

 
 

Table 1 Detailed property list of “asserted property” and “inferred property” 
 

Concept Property types Property names 

Antenna 
Asserted property 

hasFrequency, hasOutput, hasReceive_AntennaGain, hasRF,  
hasTransmit_AntennaGain  

Inferred property hasLamda  

RFIDReader 
Asserted property hasReaderRF_Output, hasRF  

Inferred property 

RFIDTag 
Asserted property 

has Arrival_Power_dB, hasPower, hasRF, hasSensitivity, 
hasTag_ArrivalPower, hasTagSensitivity  

Inferred property hasMaxrecognition_Distance, hasForward_LinkBudget 

RF 
Asserted property hasLowFrequency, hasMaxFrequency,  hasPower  

Inferred property hasFrequency_Dependent_Loss 

 
 
Figure 4 shows reasoning process using SWRL for inferred property. Figure 4-(a) represents the maximum recognition 
distance is 0.6m if the frequency of RFID tag is LF (Low Frequency). Figure 4-(b) represents the maximum recognition 
distance is 100m if the frequency of RFID tag is UHF433 and Active Type. In the (a), there is no condition such as 
hasPower(?x, Active/Passive/SemiActive). As we have defined LF Tag has only Passive Type in the Necessary & 
Sufficient Condition of LF Class, we need not the condition here.   

 
 

(a) Maximum recognition distance of LF   (b) Maximum recognition distance of  of UHF433, Active 
Tag 
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(c) SWRL reasoning rule 
 

Figure 4. Reasoning of inferred property using SWRL 
 
 

After SWRL-based reasoning rule is generated, it is represented using Axiom Tab of the Protégé Plugin in Figure 
4. When the rule is converted into IF THEN structure, it is shown as the following.  
 

IF 
  "x" IS A RFIDTag 
  AND "x" HAS RF "LF" 

THEN 
  "x" HAS Maxrecognition Distance "0.6"  
 

Figure 4-(c) represents reasoning rule using SWRL. The reasoning can be performed using JESS (Java Expert 
System Shell), and the reasoning result can be stored in the inferred property. Also, the inferred property can be used as 
a parameter for a new inferred rule. In order to calculate Link Budget, the parameter of wave length (λ  is required.  

 
 
Antenna(?x) ∧ hasFrequency(?x, ?y) ∧ swrlb:divide(?z, 300000000, ?y) → hasLamda(?x, ?z) 
 
 

The above described reasoning rule is an equation to calculate wave length (λ  from the frequency. The inferred 
wave length is stored in the “hasLamda” as an inferred property. The result is shown in Figure 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Infered property stored by the SWRL inference rule 
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The ontology structure developed in this research is shown in Figure 6.  
 
 

 
Figure 6. Ontology structure 

 
 

4. AGENT-BASED CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 
 
In Section 3, RFID ontology model is proposed to improve the recognition ratio. If ontology is integrated with an agent, 
the efficiency of RFID recognition can be improved more. RFID has been used or reviewed for adoption in many 
logistics area. In the public procurement service of Korean government, RFID tag is compulsory in the procurement 
logistics from the year of 2011. Vendors supplying goods to government confronted with urgent situation at hand. 

We assume that Gain Penalty of RFID tag is known in this model. Actually in the distribution logistics area, as 
various products are carried in the conveyor or in other transporter, it is not feasible to identify the material type in 
advance. However, in the procurement or manufacturing area, after the product item is decided first, the RFID scan is 
performed based on the promised product, the proposed ontology model in this paper can be adopted to improve the 
RFID recognition rate.  

Figure 6 shows the conceptual model for improving RFID performance by integrating ontology and agent. In the 
logistics of procurement or manufacturing case, we have a prior information about the product to be inspected or 
assembled. When simple information about the product is input to the system, agent retrieves Gain Penalty about the 
product into the RFID ontology model. The ontology model performs searching or reasoning process for the product, 
and returns data such as Antenna angle and distance which may result in the best recognition rate. Based on the 
reasoning result from the ontology, the agent performs an action. It will adjust the height of Antenna in the conveyor 
portal, the loading height in the monitor of forklift truck or the height of forklift when passing the gate. This process 
helps the recognition rate of RFID tag in varying conditions.  
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Figure 6. Agent-Based Control Architecture to improve the performance of RFID 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the research, factors affecting the RFID performance is reviewed and analyzed. RFID device, object, material and 
environmental factors are related with RFID recognition. Ontology architecture is proposed and developed using 
Protégé 3.0 version. In order to further improve recognition rate, agent based control mechanism is proposed in the 
conceptual level.  

In this research, an assumption is made for the type of product in the incoming goods. The assumption can be 
reasonable in the procurement and manufacturing areas because the legacy system has prior information for the 
incoming material. However, in order to be robust, the assumption should be removed and generic model need to be 
developed to be utilized in the ubiquitous environment.  
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Abstract: Besides cooperati on a nd c ompetition am ong liners in th e global s hipping market, a liner might build up 
vertical collaboration together with selected port operators in terms of performing port choice behavior. On one hand, 
the liner makes decision taking into account cost uncertainty caused by different cargo handling systems and dynamic 
transportation demand derived from on-going international trade. On the other hand, port operators, in particular those 
adjacent ones providing similar service, try hard to become attractive nodes so that they can be c hosen by the liner as 
ports-of-call. 

In this paper, we start by analyzing port choice behavior of liners given static transportation demand. In the static 
phase, by improving cargo handling efficiency as wel l as offering lower prices, port operators can significantly affect 
liners’ port choice behavior. In the next phase, dynamic demand is to be considered in the model, and more interactive 
node games ar e co nstructed t o si mulate pr ocedures o f c ontinuing port c hoice be havior o f related l iners. In a ddition, 
sensitivity analysis is performed regarding changing cost as well as uncertain demand. Finally, suggestions to liners and 
port operators are summarized. 
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Abstract: Container ship liners plan their network design based on long-term transportation demand and fixed routes 
and schedules for hub-to-hub services within hub-and-spoke systems. In the short run, however, hub-to-spoke 
transportation quantities, routes and schedules depend on the supplies and demands at the spoke ports. For long-term 
considerations these figures are highly uncertain due to varying transportation demand. In our investigation, various 
spoke network design strategies are analyzed by use of a simulation model into which heuristic algorithms for short-
term transportation planning are embedded. The proposed model implementation has been tested using a case study 
from the Black Sea region. It is shown that the short-term routing and transportation planning problem has a major 
impact on the design of spoke networks in regional maritime container shipment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Recently, container sh ipping ha s bec ome more and m ore popu lar, whic h means the demand f or ful l c ontainer 
transportation is rapidly increasing. That is a challenge to shipping companies. On one hand, they are able to yield more 
profit by providing empty containers and transporting full containers to required destinations. On the other hand, there 
is an imbalance among the regions in empty container requirement. The ports in US or Europe have a surplus of empty 
containers, while the ones in East Asia have deficits. As a result, shipping companies are under the influence of this 
imbalance. In East Asia, the shipping companies need to stock more empty containers to meet the requirements, while 
paying for holding empty containers at depots in t he surplus regions. Empty container positioning is one of the most 
effective ways to overcome this problem. Empty containers from surplus regions will be transported to deficit ones to 
reduce the imbalance. There have been several studies considering empty container positioning and they pointed out 
that the cost can be save d. Unfortunately, we cannot position as ma ny empty con tainers as possib le since th ere is a  
limitation in terms of the depot capacity.  Moreover, the demand is usually fluctuating. Empty containers should be kept 
at de pot in the low  dem and pe riod and used w hen the dem and be comes hig h. A  ship ping c ompany will be  m ore 
competitive if the depot capacity is large. Depot capacity expansion plays a significant role in the activities of shipping 
companies. 

Capacity expansion is not a new issue. Many stud ies have been conducted to consider this problem. However, 
there have been no studies on the capacity expansion of container depots. In this research, we provide a decision tool to 
plan the expansion of depot capacity. If the capacity is expanded too early, it will be wasteful and we need to pay for the 
unused capacity. The budget for expansion could be invested in other projects to yield more profit. On the other hand, it 
is very hard and costly for the company to satisfy the demand for empty containers if the depot capacity is expanded too 
late. Another situation is that the company needs to lease empty containers, which usually entails higher cost. Therefore, 
we need a plan to determine when we have to e xpand the capacity and how large it should be. An alternative way to 
enlarge the depot capacity is to lea se storage space from other depots. In e ach period, the storage space can be le ased 
with adequate amounts in several periods and be returned later. 

As mentioned above, depot capacity expansion affects the number of empty containers to be held in the company’s 
own de pot or r epositioned fr om ot her por ts. H ence, i n thi s re search, we w ill c onsider no t on ly c apacity e xpansion 
planning, but also plans for pos itioning and leasing. The  mathematical model is to minimize the total relevant costs 
consisting of the capacity expansion cost, storage space leasing cost, inventory holding cost, container leasing cost, and 
positioning cost. The re is a limitation on t he capacity expa nsion a nd l eased stora ge space. T he de cision va riables 
involve the amount of expanded capacity, the amount of leased storage space, the number of leased containers, and the 
number of positioned containers. 

 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
 

2.1. Literature Review 
 

Recently, many studies have been carried out concerning empty container positioning. Crainic et al. (1989) considered a 
multi-commodity location problem with balancing req uirements. They pro posed m odels for  multi-commodity 
capacitated location problems (MCLB) with an inter-depot balancing requirement. Many studies have been carried out 
in a n a ttempt to s olve t he MCLB pro blem. Cra inic an d Delorme (1993) deve loped dua l-ascent procedures f or the  
proposed model. Crainic et al. (1993) solved the problem by using a Tabu search procedure. Gendron and Crainic (1997) 
presented a parallel branch and bound approach, which is based on the dua l-ascent procedure previously proposed by 
Crainic and Delorme (1993). Gendron et al. (2003) also solved the problem using a Tabu search procedure, but used the 
slope scaling method to find the starting solution. Li et al. (2004) studied the management of empty containers in a port 
with stochastic demand. Their analysis was based on a multistage inventory problem and Markov decision processes 
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with discrete time. They focused on the optimization of the pair-critical policy, (U, D). In this policy, if the number of 
empty containers at a port is less t han U, empty c ontainers are imported up to the amount of U; if it is more than D, 
empty containers are exported down to the amount of D. Li et al. (2007) extended the problem for multipleports. Shen 
and Khoong (1995) proposed a decision support system (DSS) for empty container distribution planning. The DSS is 
based on network optimization models. In t he network, they considered the lea sing-in, off-leasing, positioning-in, and 
positioning-out at a port. The problem was decomposed int o thre e lev els, na mely, t erminal ( port) plan ning, intra-
regional planning, and inter-regional planning. They considered a single type of container. 
 
 
2.2. Problem Definition 
 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the expansion of depot capacity. This research will help the decision maker to 
decide when the depot capacity should be e xpanded as well as the amount of expanded capacity. In this research, we 
also consider the positioning and leasing of empty containers. The problem is categorized as lying between tactical and 
strategic planning. There are several ports/depots and each of them has demand for empty co ntainers in each period. 
When a port has a shortage of empty containers, leasing will be carried out to satisfy demand. On the other hand, if the 
port has a surplus of empty containers, these containers will be either repositioned to other depots that have shortage of 
empty containers or stored in inventory in reserve for future demand. There are two alternatives for expanding the depot 
capacity: expanding the c urrent depot or leasing s torage space. The am ount o f e xpanded ca pacity is l imited bu t the 
number of leased containers is not. 
 
 
2.3. Mathematical Model 
 
The o bjective fu nction i s t o minimize t he total relevant cost. The t otal cos t con sists of t he cost of expanding depot 
capacity, cost of leasing st orage spac e, cost of posi tioning em pty co ntainers, leasing cos t, and ho lding cos t. The  
constraints co nsist o f in ventory bala nce equa tions, limi tation on i nventory ca pacity, limitat ion on the a mount of 
expanded ca pacity, and lim itation on t he amount of lea sed stora ge-space. As in m any stu dies on e mpty c ontainer 
movement, especially those of Crainic et al. (1989, 1993) and Crainic and Delorme (1993), the var iables that relate to 
the flow of empty containers are considered continuous variables in this study. The values of these variables are large 
and can be rounded to the nearest integer. 
 
 

3. THE SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
 
The m athematical m odel is a Mixe d Inte ger Programming, a nd t herefore, when the size of the pr oblem inc reases, 
optimization software cannot solve it in a re asonable period of time. For that reason, we apply Largrangian Relaxation 
(LR) method to solve the problem with short computational time and an acceptable solution. The LR problem is formed 
by relaxing the inventory capacity constraint from the original problem and it (i.e. LR problem) can be decomposed into 
three sub -problems tha t r elate to the a ctivities of e xpanding c apacity, l easing stor age spac e, and pos itioning em pty 
containers. These sub-problems can be easily and quickly solved by a proposed heuristic algorithm. The optimal value 
of the objective of LR problem will be a lower bound on that of the original problem and it (i.e. the optimal value of the 
objective of LR problem) will be used for eva luating the proposed solution algorithm. The fea sible solution is found 
based on the solutions of inventory levels, the flows of empty containers, and the number of leased containers from the 
LR problem. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to find the feasible solution.  

 
 

4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
 
All the experiments are conducted on a computer with an Intel Core 2 Q uad 2.4 GHz and 3. 24 GB of RA M. LINGO 
was used to solve the empty container positioning problem. About 30 problem ins tances that have different relevant 
costs, maximum expanded capacities, demands, and other parameters are generated in order to evaluate the performance 
of t he proposed algorithm. These  problem instances are c ategorized in small size, medium size, and large  size. The 
small size problems have 5 to 10 ports, 4 to 6 container types, and 30 to 50 periods. The medium size problems have 11 
to 20 ports, 6 to 8 container types, and 50 to 75 periods. The large size problems have 11 to 20 ports, 8 to 10 container 
types, and 75 to 100 periods. Table 1 presents the result of the experiments. 
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Table 1. Results of the experiments 
 

Problem 
Instance 

MIP Lagrangian based algorithm % Penalty

Obj. Value 
Comp. 
Time 

(second) 

Obj. Value Lower Bound Comp. 
Time 

(second 
1 43,1 94,933 0.88 43,218,808 43,154,601 0.45 0.06%

2 52,8 56,104 1.05 53,063,513 52,856,104 0.53 0.39%

3 96,0 82,710 1.41 97,380,452 96,082,710 0.76 1.35%

4 40,8 45,607 0.66 41,033,128 40,845,607 0.38 0.46%

5 14 4,904,752 2.52 145,457,779 144,904,752 1.14 0.38%

6 37,2 23,996 0.89 38,513,462 37,223,996 0.50 3.46%

7 70,8 57,347 1.02 71,628,511 70,857,347 0.52 1.09%

8 16 9,171,301 2.31 169,520,179 169,171,301 1.20 0.21%

9 48,4 20,821 1.13 49,036,631 48,420,821 0.61 1.27%

10 87,5 30,512 1.69 87,538,216 87,530,512 0.84 0.01%

11 44 2,382,553 20.28 443,018,610 442,382,553 6.10 0.14%

12 28 1,808,360 13.47 283,083,705 281,808,360 4.45 0.45%

13 75 6,934,208 52.11 757,421,433 756,934,208 11.62 0.06%

14 50 8,866,914 36.53 516,318,625 508,866,914 9.16 1.46%

15 1,01 1,116,279 63.75 1,018,409,781 1,011,116,279 15.00 0.72 %

16 40 4,814,572 22.05 405,503,520 404,814,572 5.86 0.17%

17 36 1,452,650 16.23 362,556,652 361,452,650 5.08 0.31%

18 31 5,560,152 13.25 315,726,649 315,560,152 4.31 0.05%

19 45 4,018,478 30.89 454,018,478 454,018,478 8.41 0.00%

20 76 5,818,852 56.42 766,254,414 765,818,852 13.33 0.06%

21 2,37 1,634,377 522.80 2,372,819,917 2,371,634,377 67.23 0.05 %

22 1,68 5,537,098 423.77 1,689,039,500 1,685,537,098 42.35 0.21 %

23 - - 3,016,387,571 3,015,983,049 97.33 0.01%

24 - - 2,478,193,528 2,475,390,529 87.03 0.11%

25 1,48 6,644,563 296.28 1,488,192,517 1,486,644,563 28.18 0.10 %

26 1,21 7,690,558 245.22 1,218,345,115 1,217,690,558 25.56 0.05 %

27 - - 2,314,683,724 2,314,178,688 76.98 0.02%

28 1,97 2,930,283 493.63 2,002,020,808 1,972,930,283 58.35 1.47 %

29 2,20 3,155,300 586.45 2,211,802,376 2,203,155,300 67.99 0.39 %

30 1,75 3,921,241 674.00 1,755,812,518 1,753,921,241 57.62 0.11 %
 
 

In Table 1, the cells containing a “-” symbol indicate that the corresponding problems cannot be solved within a day and 
results cannot be obtained. For each problem instance, the computational time for the LR-based algorithm is the average 
computational time over ten runs. Similarly, the percentage penalty for t he LR-based algorithm is calculated by using 
the average objective value of ten runs. In thos e problems where we cannot obtain the optimal solution, the percentage 
penalty is ca lculated b y us ing the low er bou nd. It ca n b e see n t hat the LR-base d a lgorithm ca n s olve lar ge- si zed 
problems very quickly. Moreover, the percentage difference between the LR-based algorithm and MIP does not exceed 
4%. These features indicate good performance of our proposed algorithm. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

 
This study considers the capacity expansion problem for container terminals or depots. A mathematical model is built to 
minimize the total relevant cost for multiple-ports, mult iple-commodities, and mult iple-periods. A solution algorithm 
based on Lagrangian Relaxation is proposed. This study can be used to support decision making between short-term and 
long-term planning horizons. The experiments are conducted for up to 30 ports, 10 container types, and 100 periods. 
From the experiments, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm can solve the problem very quickly (in approximately 
one minute) with less than 5% error. These are persuasive indications of the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 
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Abstract: One im portant a pproach i n s upply chai n m anagement i s t o sprea d out t he pr oduction process t o several 
locations within the supply chain. This concept is called postponement and provides a better adaptation of standardized 
manufacturing i tems t o re gional needs. T he realization of t he postponement con cept re quires t he i mplementation of 
several value added logistics services in the affected sites. Ideal locations for im plementing the required facilities are 
seaports because they represent central transition points for larger regions. 

Considerable problems for the implementation of postponement activities and the associated value added logistics 
services in seaports are spatial restrictions which hinder the construction of the required additional buildings and storage 
areas. A solution to this problem is establishing dry ports which provide the possibility to locate the required plants for 
postponement activ ities in  the n eighborhood of seapo rts. Important asp ects in  th is co ntext are decisions if the v alue 
added logistics services ought to be i mplemented in an existing sea p ort anymore or i n a d ry port. Further decisions 
concern potential infrastructure investments to ensure the designated flow of goods between seaports and dry ports. 

In the presented paper a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model is developed that permits the support of 
decisions coming u p wh en an  exp ansion o f p ostponement activities an d t he realisation of a dry port con cept are 
intended. Several planning scenarios are examined and the solvability of the model is demonstrated by computing some 
test instances that mimic realistic supply chain considerations. 
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Abstract: Asciano Lt d is one of Australia’s larg est infrastru cture operato rs op erating rail assets, po rts assets and 
associated services. Its annu al revenues exceeded $2.8 billion and the company is well positioned to benefit from the 
continued growth in Australian trade. Its subsidiary, Patrick Container Ports (PCP), owns and operates leading container 
terminals in  B risbane, Sydn ey, Melb ourne and Frem antle. PC P’s Brisban e term inal at Fi sherman Islan ds is a fu lly 
automated medium densi ty operation using st raddle ca rriers (AutoStrads®). PCP has developed this t echnology to a 
stage where it now provides a clear global leadership position in container terminal automation. 

The A utoStrad is based  on  a free-ranging navigation pl atform in tegrated with a stradd le carrier contro l system 
making it simple and elegant solution for total terminal automation. The sophistication of the control systems meets or 
exceeds productivity of comp arative manual terminals. By pooling of resources the focus is on e fficiently solving the 
transport and lo gistic p roblems. This presentation will focus on t hese two  im portant asp ects of a fu lly au tomated 
terminal; the transport problem, essentially the spatiotemporal planning and plan execution of a fleet of AutoStrads and 
the l ogistic p roblem, ad dressing t he operational re quirements fo r t he movement of containers t hrough t he t erminal. 
References will be made to the broader logistic chain. 
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Abstract: The trav eling purchaser prob lem (TPP ) is a g eneralization of th e well-kn own trav eling salesman p roblem 
(TSP) and has  m any real -world ap plications s uch as  purchasing re quired raw m aterials f or m anufacturing fact ories, 
scheduling a set of jobs for certain machines, and many others. TPP could be used for inbound logistics optimization in 
the area of supply chain management. A multiple TPP (MTPP) is to select a subset of markets and route vehicles to the 
selected m arkets suc h t hat t he demand for each  product is satisfied an d th e to tal purchasing and trav el co sts are 
minimized. If a product is available at a given market and its quantity is sufficient to satisfy the demand, this version of 
the MTPP will be called the uncapacitated multiple traveling purchaser problem (UMTPP). In this case, split purchases 
are not considered. The purpose of th is paper is to  introduce the mathematical model for the UMT PP and to propose a 
heuristic alg orithm fo r th e UMTPP. Th e performance of  th e proposed algo rithm for some gene rated i nstances i s 
compared wit h the optim al solution calcu lated by CPLEX. By co nsidering th e co mputational complexity, th e 
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is effective for those instances. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The t raveling purchaser problem (TPP) as  a ge neralized t ype of well-known t raveling salesman pro blem (TSP) is 
defined as follows. Let  us c onsider a set  of products to be purchased by a purc haser (vehicle) who is originally at a 
depot. There is a requirement of units for each different product. Let us also consider a set of markets, each selling some 
units of a certain number of products. The price of a product depends on the market where it is available. The travel cost 
between the t wo m arkets is  also known. The TPP selec ts a subset of markets an d routes a vehicle to the selected 
markets such that the demand for each product is satisfied and the total purchasing and travel costs are minimized. It is 
assumed that each product is available  in at least one m arket, no product is a vailable in t he depot and t he required 
demand must be purchased. It is also assumed that if a product is available at a given market, its quantity is sufficient to 
satisfy the demand. This version of the problem will be called the uncapacitated traveling purchaser problem (UTPP). If 
the availability of a product at a m arket is smaller th an the demand with limited product availability at so me markets, 
then this version of t he problem will b e called the capacitated traveling purchaser problem (CTPP). It is also assumed 
that the travel cost between each m arket is symmetric. This will be called the symmetric traveling purchaser problem 
(STPP). Having no balance will be the asymmetric traveling purchaser problem (ATPP). The TPP is kn own to be NP-
hard in the strong sense to TSP when each product can be purchased in exactly one market which is not provided by the 
remaining ones. 

Ramesh (1981) proposed the TPP for the first time and developed two algorithms for solving the UTPP. The first 
one is the lexicographic search, which is an exact algorithm to find out the optimal solution. It’s only available, though, 
for a very small scale problem. The second is the heuristic method, which is called a near neighbor algorithm and which 
inserts a m arket into the tour and extends a to ur by inserting other markets into then tour repeatedly in a greedy way. 
Goden et al. (1 981) suggested the GSH (generalized sav ings heuristic) fo r so lving the UTPP. It starts with  an  initial 
solution, includ ing th e depot an d the m arket sellin g more p roducts than any ot her market at the cheapest price. T he 
GSH selects a market based on the savings calculated from the travel and purchase costs and inserts that market into a 
current tou r r epeatedly an d t erminates w hen no m ore savings can b e made. Ong (19 82) proposed th e TRH ( tour 
reduction h euristic), wh ich i s an  im proved v ersion of the GS H. It starts with  an  in itial to ur con sisting of selected 
markets that collectively carry all th e products and repeats the market drop procedure (which drops a market from the 
current tour for cost r eduction). I t is ter minated wh en no more co st sav ings can b e made. Voß (1996) pr esented the 
meta-heuristic approaches for the UTPP based on a  dynamic t abu search and simulated annealing. He p roposed two 
dynamic strategies for the management of t he tabu list : the reverse elimination method and t he cancellation sequence 
method. He also introduced two heuristic methods for constructing the initial tour: the ADD-procedure and the DROP-
procedure. Singh and Oudheusden (1997) developed a branch-and-bound algorithm for the TPP. The basic idea of th is 
algorithm is th at th e selectio n of a subset of markets for th e tou r and t he determination of an  op timal to ur of t hese 
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markets are successfully embedded into one. Pearn and Chien (1998) improved the two previous works of Golden et al. 
(1981) and Ong (1982). They suggested three heuristic methods: the PS-GSH (parameter selection GSH), the  TS-GSH 
(tie selection GSH), and the CAH(commodity adding heuristic). Laporte et al. (2003) researched the CTPP for the first 
time. They developed the MAH (market adding heuristic) for the UTPP and CTPP. Boctor et al. (2003) proposed three 
PH (perturbation heuristics) based on a tabu search: UPH1 and UPH2 for the UTPP, and the CPH for the CTPP. These 
three he uristics comprise seven basic procedures: market drop, m arket add, m arket exchange, the TSP h euristic, 
cheapest insertion, double market drop, and double market exchange. Teeninga and Volgenant (2004) introduced pre-
processing and intensification procedures for three previous algorithms, like the GSH, CAH, and TRH. Riera-Ledesma 
and Salazar -Gonalez (2005a) suggested an LS (local search) algorithm. Riera-Ledesma and Salazar-Gonalez (2005b) 
also proposed the 2TPP (bi -objective TPP). Th e obj ective of th e 2TPP is t o m inimize bo th the trav el co st and  t he 
purchase cost simultaneously. Riera-Ledesma and Salazar-Gonalez (2006) introduced an exact algorithm for the ATPP. 
They discovered an optimal solution for the ATPP by using a branch-and-cut algorithm and studied the conversion from 
the ATPP to the STPP. 

In recen t years, Bon toux and  Feillet (20 08) pro posed t he DMD-ATA (d ynamic multidimensional an amorphic 
traveling ants algorithm) based on ACO (ant colony optimization) and an LS algorithm. Goldbarg et al. (2008) proposed 
a TA (transgenetic algorithm) based on horizontal gene transfer (Jain et al., 2003) and endosymbiosis (Margulis, 1992). 
Angelelli et al. (2009) introduced D-TPP (dynamic TPP), in which the quantity of products at markets is decreased due 
to th e p assage of tim e. Fo r so lving th is, a few greedy heuristics are sugg ested: Product-operating, Mark et-operating, 
Consumption-operating, and Tradeoff-operating criteria. Mansini and Tocchella (2009) proposed the TPP-B (TPP with 
budget con straint), in  which the trav el co st is minimized in  an objective fuction and the purchase cost is restrict ed 
within a constraint. 

The num ber of purc hasers in recent  TPP studies is limited to a single pu rchaser. It coul d pre vent TPP bei ng 
applied to a real world inbound logistics optimization problem. Therefore, Choi and Lee (2009) suggested the periodic 
heterogeneous multiple TPP b ased on th e capacitated mu ltiple TPP (C MTPP) fo r refu se logistics optimization. Ch oi 
and Lee (2010), also, proposed the heterogeneous multiple TPP with a budget constraint. However, they didn’t suggest 
a method for solving the MTPP. In this paper, we consider several purchasers and propose the uncapacitated multiple 
TPP ( UMTPP). In t his case,  t he n umber of t he depots i s 1 , a nd ea ch purchaser ( vehicle) has  a  purchase (l oading) 
capacity. The UMTPP could be u sed for inbound logistics optimization in  the area of supply chain management and 
many others. We introduce the mathematical model for the UMTPP and suggest heuristic algorithm for solving this.    
 
 

 2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 
2.1 Brief introduction and assumptions 
 
As a ge neralization of the T PP, the UMTPP to be re viewed in t his se ction m eans t hat seve ral ve hicles of a given 
capacity origi nally start a nd end the  route at a  depot an d m inimize th e to tal co st of purch asing an d trav el, while 
achieving the satisfaction of demand. In order to build a mathematical model of the UMTPP, the following constraints 
are assumed: 
 
(ⅰ) Several vehicles with a given capacity are originally at a depot. 
(ⅱ) Each vehicle starts and ends the route at the depot. 
(ⅲ) A  vehicle v isits a m arket at m ost o nce an d products p urchased in m arkets alon g t he vehicle’s p ath will be  

transported by the vehicle to the depot. 
(ⅳ) Each product is available in at least one market and no product is available in the depot. 
(ⅴ) The number of products purchased must be sufficient to satisfy the demand. 
(ⅵ) If the demand for products is satisfied then it is not mandatory to visit every market. This is different from the TSP 

and VRP (vehicle routing problem). 
(ⅶ) There is a fixed upper limit capacity for each vehicle and the capacity of all vehicles is identical (homogeneous). 
 
 
2.2 Formulation of the UMTPP 
 
In this sect ion we  present an ILP (integer l inear p rogramming) formulation of the UMTPP. This model can  be  used 
whether travel costs between each markets is symmetric or asymmetric because we use a three-index type formulation 
that uses t he binary va riable x : variable ijkx counts the num ber of tim es an arc ( , )i j is traversed by vehicle k  in  an 
optimal tour. 

We summarize notation and decision variables as follow. 
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<Notation> 
m : the number of markets indexed i , {1, , }i M m   ; i = 1: depot 
M  : the set of markets without a depot, \{1}M M   
n : the number of products indexed l , {1, , }l N n    
v : the number of vehicles indexed k , {1, , }k V v    

ilb : the price of product l  at market i  

ijc : the travel cost between markets i  and j ; j = 1: depot 

ld : the demand for product l , 1ld  , l N   

ilq : the quantity of product l available at market i , {0,1}ilq  , i M   , l N   
C : the capacity of each vehicle 
 
<Decision variables> 

1
0ijkx


 


 
If vehicle k  v isits market j  immediately after i , 

Otherwise, 
1
0ikly


 


 
if vehicle k  purch ases product l  at market i , 
Otherwise, 

iu , ju : variables for sub-tour elimination . 
 

The formulation of the UMTPP is as follow. 
 
min ( ) ( )ij ijk il ikl

i M j M k V l N k Vi M

c x b y
    

       (1) 

Subject to    
1ijk

i M k V

x
 

  j M   ,  (2) 

1 1jk
j M

x


  
k V  ,  

(3) 

1 1j k
j M

x


  
k V  ,  

(4) 

1i j ijk
k V

u u m x m


     2 i j m   ,  (5) 

ikl l
k Vi M

y d
 

   l N  ,  (6) 

0ijk ikl
j M

x y


   , ,i M k V l N      ,  (7) 

0jik ikl
j M

x y


   , ,i M k V l N      ,  (8) 

0il ikl
k V

q y


   ,i M l N    ,  (9) 

ikl
l Ni M

y C
 

   k V  ,  (10) 

{0,1}ijkx   , ,i M j M k V      ,  (11) 
{0,1}ikly   , ,i M k V l N      ,  (12) 

1ld   l N  ,  (13) 
{0,1}ilq   ,i M l N    .  (14) 

 
 
Objective function ( 1) m eans m inimizing th e total sum  of t he tra vel cost and purchase cost in t he optimal to ur. 
Constraint ( 2) means a ve hicle is allowed t o visit the m arket at m ost once, a nd if the  demands for all products are  
satisfied i n som e selected m arkets the  ve hicles do not need t o visit the rem aining markets. Const raint (3) m eans all 
vehicles at the  depot can start only one time. Constraint (4) means all vehicles m ust return to the depot. Constraint (5) 
formulates the SECs (subtour elimination const raints), which was proposed by Miller et al. (1960). It’s an extended 
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version of Miller et al.’s SECs in the TSP and could be applied i n the UMTPP. Constraint (6 ) means that exactly the 
number of products required shall be purchased. Constraints (7) and (8) mean that the market should be included in the 
tour prior to purchasing a product in those markets. Constraint (9) means that a purchaser can purchase a product in the 
market if the product is in that market. Constraint (10) represents the given capacity of each vehicle. Constraints (11) ~ 
(14) show the variable’s integer conditions. 
 
 

3. SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
 
In this section we describe the proposed heuristic algorithm. This will be calle d the vehicle allocation heuristic (VAH). 
The VAH is constructed with 3 basic heuristics: initial tour constitution, tour improvement, and vehicle allocation based 
on GSH (Golden et al ., 1981) and TRH (Ong, 1982). At the initial tour constitution step, we make a feasible initial tour 
by using the revised GSH. In GSH, at the beginning of the algorithm, the directed travel costs are considered. However, 
in the revised GSH, the shortest travel costs are conside red at the beginning of the algorithm. At the tou r improvement 
step, we im prove t hat tour by usi ng t he revised TRH. In TRH, all the markets in the initial tour are chosen by the 
decision maker. However, in the revised TRH, markets in the initial tour are ch osen by the result of the revised GSH. 
After the tour improvement step, we apply the 3-opt algorithm (Lin, 1965) to the single tour for further reduction of the 
travel cost. Finally, at the vehicle allocation step, we allocate the markets in the tour to the vehicles.  

At the initial step, we have a depot ( 1v ), the current tour ( ), any market not in   ( q ), the cost of product l  at 
market i  ( ( , )b i l ), and the cost of travel from market i  to j  ( ( , )c i j ). We also have the cheapest cost of product l  
in   ( ( , )f l ), t he dec rease in t he c ost of product l  ( ( , , )g q l ), and t he savings if q  is inserted bet ween two 
adjacent markets i  and j  in   ( ( , , )s i j q ). These are defined as follows: 
 

( , ) min{ ( , ) | }f l b i l i                                      (15) 
 

( , , ) max{ ( , ) ( , ),0}g q l f l b q l                                  (16) 
 

1

( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , , )
n

l

s i j q c i j c i q c q j g q l


                             (17) 

 
The VAH procedure can be described as follows. 

 
<Vehicle Allocation Heuristic> 
1. Initial Tour Constitution 
Step 1- 1. Find th e market *i 1v  which sells m ore products t han a ny other market, resolve ties by choosing *i  to 

minimize 
1

( , )n

l
b i l

 . Initialize   to contain the depot 1v  and *i  in the initial tour *
1 1( , , )v i v . 

Step 1-2. Find the market *j 1{v , *}i  which sells more products that are not sold a t *i , resolve ties by choosi ng *j  

to  minimize 
1

( , )n

l
b j l

 . Update to contain *j in the current tour * *
1 1( , , , )v i j v . 

Step 1-3. Repeat Step 1-2 until the demand for all products is satisfied.   
Step 1-4. Apply the 3-opt algorithm to the current tour and get a new current tour  .  
Step 1-5. Compute ( , )f l  and ( , , )g q l  for all l  and all q  . 
Step 1-6. Find the market *q   and two adjacent markets *i , *j   such that  
 

* * *( , , ) max{ ( , , ) | ,s i j q s i j q q   i and j are two adjacent markets in  }                (18) 
 

Step 1- 7. If * * *( , , ) 0s i j q  , the n a pply t he 3-opt algorith m to  and s top; otherwise, inse rt *q  bet ween *i and 
*j and update , ( , )f l  for all l , and ( , , )g q l for all l and q  . Go to Step 1-6.    

 
2. Tour Improvement 
Step 2-1. For each i  , compute the increase of purchase cost if market i  is to be excluded from the  : 

1

( ) [min{ ( , ) | , } min{ ( , ) | }]
n

l

g i b j l j j i b j l j 


                              (19) 
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Step 2-2. Find three adjacent markets *i , *i , and *i  in   such that  
 

* * *( , , ) max{ ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) |s i i i c i i c i i c i i g i i          , i  and i are three adjacent markets in }        (20) 
 

Step 2- 3. I f * * *( , , ) 0s i i i   , then apply t he 3-opt  algorithm  to   and stop; othe rwise, dr op market *i  fr om   by  
connecting the two markets *i  and *i  and then go to Step 2-1. 

 
3. Vehicle Allocation 
Step 3- 1. We  are given ( , )p l , the pu rchase pr iority of  product l  at a ny m arket i n  . If  a pr oduct l  can be 

purchased at only one market, then ( , )p l =1.  
Step 3-2. If a product l  is the cheapest one in the same product group in  , then ( , )p l =2.    
Step 3-3. Give a purchase  priority number to all rem aining products such that the cheaper ones get the lowe r priority 

numbers.  
Step 3-4. Define ( , )i i l  as the inventory of product l  at market i  . Then ( )r i  could be defined as (21). 
 

1

( ) [ ( , ) |
n

l

r i i i l i 


   and { ( , ) 1p l  or 2}]                           (21) 

 
Step 3-5. Compute ( )r i  fo r all i  . 
Step 3-6. Allocate a vehicle to the market i  in   for which the value of ( )r i  is largest. 
Step 3-7. Repeat step 3-6 until all the remaining vehicles are allocated. 
Step 3-8. Allocate an unvisited market q   next to visited market i   which is the nearest one from q . 
Step 3-9. Repeat step 3-8 until all the remaining unvisited markets are allocated. 
Step 3-10. Complete the each vehicle’s tour returning to a depot. 
Step 3-11. P urchase a product l  fo r which ( , )p l  is 1 or 2 w ithin the vehic le’s capacity. If a ve hicle’s current  

capacity does not exceed the given capacity then purchase product l , preferentially, that has lower purchase 
priority number. Repeat the purchasing of products until the demand for all products is satisfied.  

Step 3-12. Calculate the total travel cost, purchase cost, and the sum of these. 
 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 Testing environment 
 
The conditions of the experiment are as fol lows. At first, we randomly generated the coordinates of markets, including 
the de pot, acc ording to uniform distributio n in a 100 100 2- dimensional plane. We set  the n umber o f p roducts n  
equal to t he number of m arkets m ( )m n . In the  experiments for small size instances, we  set m  (o r n ) { 15, 20, 
25} and calculate optimal solutions by using ILOG CPLEX (version 11.1). We also calculate near optimal solutions by 
VAH algorithm, and compare these with the optimal solutions. In the experiments for large  scale instances, we set m  
(or n ) { 50, 75, 100} and calculate near optimal solutions only. This a pproach is taken because TPP (or MTPP) is 
NP-hard. T herefore, the  cal culation of t he optimal solu tion is im possible for the la rge scale problems. 1/3 of ilq  is 
given as 0, and 2/3 as 1. We also randomly generated the ilb  values in [30, 50] when ilq  is not 0.  
 
 
4.2 Experiments for small scale problems 
 
In the e xperiments for sm all scale problem s, we calculate  the objective function values, com putational tim es, and 
number of markets in optimal tour for some instances. The travel cost between same market is then given as big M and 
the vehicle capacity is fixed as 10. Table 1 shows the results. As shown in Table 1, the computational time is increasing 
in accordance with augmentation of the number of markets and products.  
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Table 1. Experiment results for the small scale problems 
 

Size Optimal Solution (CPLEX) 

m n Total 
Demand 

Number of 
Vehicles 

Number of Markets 
in Optimal Tour 

Objective 
Function Value 

Computing Time 
(Sec.) 

15 
15 15 2 4 654 2.75 
20 20 2 5 829 14 
25 25 3 4 1,045 10.76 

20 
15 15 2 4 618 3.25 
20 20 2 4 782 32 
25 25 3 4 1,003 40.75 

25 
15 15 2 4 678 172.71 
20 20 2 5 832 235.28 
25 25 3 7 1,047 2,389.12 

Mean - - - - 322.3 
 
 

For the same problems, near optim al solutions a re calculated by  using VAH. These experiments are conducte d 
with a PC Pentiu m4 2 GHz and Visual  C++ (version 6.0). Table 2 sh ows the results. In Table 2, the “Gap” result  is 
defined in e quation (22). As shown in Table 2, mean gap value is 4.35%, with the m inimum 1.5% a nd the maximum 
6.1%. The mean computing time is 1 second, which is very short time as compared with the result by CPLEX. We can 
conclude that the pe rformance of VAH is veri fied because the m ean gap val ue, 4.35%, is acce ptable. We also 
acknowledge that VAH is very effective algorithm from the aspect of the computational time. 
 

Table 2. Gaps between optimal and near optimal solutions 
 

m 15 20  25  Mean n 15 20 25  15  20 25  15  20 25  
Gap(%) 4.7 5.5 3. 3 5. 9 5.8 4. 5 6. 1 1.9 1. 5 4.35 

Computing Time(Sec.) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 

   -  (%) 100
 

near optimal solution optimal solution
Gap

optimal solution
                         (22) 

 
 
4.3 Experiments for large scale problems 
 
For the large scale problems, the vehicle capacity is fixed at 30 and other parameters are the same as those in the small 
scale experiments. The results are as shown in Ta ble 3. Near optimal solutions for some instances are calculated by 
VAH within just 2 seconds. It’s possible to say that VAH is very effective for the large scale problems as well. 
 

Table 3. Experiment results for the large scale problems 
 

Size Near Optimal Solution (VAH) 

m n Total 
Demand 

Number of 
Vehicles 

Number of Markets 
in Final Tour 

Computing 
Time(Sec.) 

50 
50 50 2 11 1 
75 75 3 12 1 
100 100 4 14 1 

75 
50 50 2 15 1 
75 75 3 14 1 
100 100 4 15 1 

100 
50 50 2 17 2 
75 75 3 16 1 
100 100 4 16 1 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The purpose of this paper is to present a mathematical formulation of the UM TPP and to suggest a method for finding 
the solution. Through numerical experiments, we have found out that  the suggested VAH algorithm is very effective 
from the point  of view of the com putational time. It’s also acce ptable from a point of vie w of the gap with optimal 
solution. Most of related studies for the TPP only consider a single purchaser. Therefore, all of the methods of solving 
the TPP are not eligible for so lving the MTPP. The most important contribution of this paper is to suggest the solution 
method of solving the MTPP for the first time. 

In the future, the development of an algorithm to be eligible for the CMTPP is strongly needed. Also, in this paper, 
we generated some specific problems. However, if  the  real data f rom any  enterprise could be used in these kinds of 
experiments, it would better demonstrate its value.  
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Abstract: In appa rel supply chains ret ailers oft en or der large num bers of di fferent pr oduct va riants with only few 
pieces, inc reasing stoc k levels, while product sales ti mes are ofte n short. This article outlines a  conce pt, how 
decentralized decision-m aking base d on the conce pt of autonom ous control ca n be  used t o achie ve m ore flexi ble 
allocation of articles to  customer orders. The decision making can use simple heuristic rules. Several rules for articles-
to-order allocation are discussed in the context of typical apparel order policies. The rules are applied to a case study in 
form of  a n Asian-European ap parel s upply chai n. A dditionally, th e article ex amines th e requirements of flex ible 
articles-to-order allo cations on execu tion of in tra-logistic pr ocesses within nodes of th e case study’ s d istribution 
network, such as factories, hubs and warehouses. A technical infrastructure based on the use of RFID technologies is 
proposed for these network nodes. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In ap parel s upply c hains production o ften t akes place i n low-wage coun tries, while d emand is lo cated in t he 
industrialized world. Supply chains have to bridge large geographic distances, resulting in long lead times. In contrast, 
retailers req uest sho rt lead times an d high delivery flexibility, wh ile frequently ord ering small n umbers of garments 
across a large variety of product variants. These conflicting objectives often result in high uncertainty and complexity, 
in particular with seasonal order cycles for fashion products (Brun and Castelli 2008). 

One ap proach to  deal with complexity o f log istic sy stems is au tonomous con trol of log istics pro cesses. Th e 
concept of autonomous control is characterized by decentralized decision-making by logistic objects (Scholz-Reiter et 
al. 20 09). Th is article ai ms to  d escribe, how u se of th is con cept m ay allo w m ore fl exible allo cation of articles to  
customer or ders wi thin ap parel su pply cha ins. Di fferent heuristic ru les for articles-to-o rder allocation, consi dering 
matching of order quantities for product variants, are discussed for typical apparel business/delivery models. The rules 
are applied to a case study in form  of an As ian-European apparel supply chain. The supply chain includes production 
plants in East  Asia and distribution centers in Europe, which deliver garments to  retailers in  Europe and the Midd le 
East. 

Additionally, the paper examines the requirements of flexible articles-to-order allocations for execution of packing 
and distribution processes within nodes of the case study’s distribution network, such as logistic hubs and distribution 
centers. A technical infrastructure based on the use of smart label technologies is proposed and problems relating to use 
of RFID systems are discussed. 

The structure of the article can be outlined as follows: The second section will describe supply chain and inventory 
management in t he apparel industry, focusing on different order and delivery models as wel l as com mon problems in 
apparel l ogistics. Th e th ird section will i ntroduce th e case stud y of an app arel su pplier pro ducing in Asia an d 
distributing the products to cu stomers in Eu rope. Th e fo urth sectio n will describe autonomous con trol and h ow this 
concept may be applied in order to allocate articles to customer orders more flexibly. The fifth section will examine the 
requirements of flexible arti cles-to-order a llocations for execution of p acking a nd di stribution processes wi thin t he 
nodes of the case study’s distribution network. For these network nodes a t echnical infrastructure based on the use of 
RFID technologies is proposed and problems relating to use of RFID systems across different continents are discussed. 
The paper closes with a conclusion and an outlook to future research topics. 
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2. SUPPLY CHAIN AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT IN THE APPAREL INDUSTRY 
 
The so  called  textile p rocess ch ain in cludes all p rocess step s of th e textile an d app arel p roduction and distribution 
process. The main steps of the textile and garments production process are manufacture of fibers (yarns and threads) by 
the fiber industry, forming of tex tile surfaces (fabrics) as well as dressi ng and co lorizing of the surfaces by the textile 
industry, and manufacturing and finishing of ready-to-wear garments by the apparel industry. The last part of the textile 
chain is formed by garment retailers, who are responsible for commercial distribution, selling the ready garments to end 
customers. T hese steps a re usually exec uted i n strictly seq uential order, as show n in Figure 1, (Hurcks, 1993). This 
contribution looks at the part of the textile process chain concerned with apparel production and distribution to retailers. 
 

Fiber industry
Textile-
industry

Apparel
industry

Commerce
and distribution  

 
Figure 1. Composition of the textile chain (Hurcks, 1993) 

 
 

As an i mportant consumer o riented industry, appa rel suppliers and ret ailers have been a d riving force t o adopt 
efficient consumer response concepts, like collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment, or vendor managed 
inventories (Seif ert, 2002, vo n H eydt, 1999). In  reaction to  different kin ds of  products and  to th e different kinds of 
retailers and customer requirements, different order and delivery models have been established in apparel supply chains 
involving retailers and manufacturers or suppliers. The most common order and delivery models are l isted in Table 1. 
Selection of the ap propriate model depends on th e longevity of the articles’ sales periods, which can be grouped into 
seasonal articles and stand ard articles so ld for many seasons, and according to customer classes. Customer classes can 
be grouped into small retailers with only one o r few sales points, like boutiques or millineries, and large retailers, like 
clothing chains with many sales points, or mail order wholesalers. 
 
 
Table 1. Order and delivery models in apparel supply chains (Ahlert and Dieckheuer, 2001, Bruckner and Müller, 2003) 

 
Type of product Delivery strategy customer class 

small retailers large retailers 
Standard products make-to-stock   warehouse stock based delivery 

 never-out-of-stock delivery 
 never-out-of-stock delivery 

Seasonal articles make-to-order  classical seasonal order business  large retailer orders 
Intermediate articles hybrid forms  Seasonal Filling Up  Seasonal Filling Up 

 
 
As is shown in Table 1, the different order and delivery models can be  divided into make-to-stock and make-to-order 
delivery st rategies. M ake-to-stock st rategies are  l argely employed f or standard a rticles, which are  sold f or se veral 
seasonal periods without being modified. Warehouse delivery and never-out-of-stock delivery are examples of make-to-
stock strategy applications in the apparel industry. Make-to-order strategies are normally employed for more short lived, 
seasonal products, which are  created a nd s old only for one sea son a nd thus follow recent fa shion trends. Classical 
seasonal business and its adapted forms in large retailer business are examples of make-to-order strategy applications in 
the apparel industry. The most important make-to-stock delivery strategy is never-out-of-stock delivery. 

Classical seasonal  business is cha racterized by fixed sea sonal cy cles with fi xed scheduled dates, or p hases, for 
product offers, orders, and delivery, which are repeated twice or four times a year. Assortments of samples, which have 
been designed by the supplying apparel company for its own brands, are presented to customers by salesmen or at fairs 
some six  t o eig ht m onths before pr oposed deliv ery d ates. During a def ined order per iod of roughly th ree m onths 
retailers can order articles in the quantity and variants. Delivery of the products is scheduled by the apparel company at 
a fixed date or within a fixed time span, starting some three months after the end of the pre-order phase. As production 
and distribution lead times normally exceed the length of the delivery times expected by customers, production planning 
and procurement of ra w materials have to st art before the end of the order periods, using forecasts of the total orde r 
sizes based on t he or ders ar rived s o fa r. P roducts, of which pa rticularly hi gh n umbers have been o rdered, m ay be 
produced in  larg er qu antities an d offered ag ain in  a seco nd, po st-order, p hase (Ahlert an d Dieckheuer, 20 01). As 
retailers are restricted  to  ordering  a certain q uantity o f articles from an  ex isting range of products, classical seasonal 
order is directed largely to  small retailers, lik e millineries or boutiques. For th is reason classical seaso nal ordering is 
often characterized by large numbers of orders with relatively small volumes. 

For cu stomers, who  order larg e quantities of article items , lik e clo thing ch ains or mail o rder wholesalers, t he 
original classical seasonal orde r business  has bee n adapted to su it th eir sp ecial n eeds as well as th eir m agnified 
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importance for th e supp lier’s econo mic su ccess. For this reason, a couple o f modifications in d ealing w ith orders of 
these c ustomers sepa rate the m from classical seasonal busi ness. As t hese customers require specialized products for 
their own trademarks and, suited to their individual needs product development often is performed as a col laborative 
process. Ordering and delivery dates are largely dependent on customer wishes as well (Fissahn, 2001). 

Most important among make-to-stock delivery strategies is never-out-of-stock delivery, which is a form of vendor 
managed inventories (Heydt, 1999) employed for non seasonal, long term sold products. Many retailers only hold base 
stock inventories of th ese articles, while the suppliers hold inventories to fill th em up with short lead ti mes. Retailers 
review daily (or occasionally weekly) sale s volumes in their sales  points and re order these overnight at the s uppliers 
warehouses. Delivery ti mes fro m th e warehou se t o t he cu stomer ar e ra nging from one  to three d ays. C omplete 
availability (100% service levels) is granted within certain order volume boundaries. Supplier warehouses are refilled 
periodically from production with a more long termed replenishment process (Ahlert and Dieckheuer, 2001). 

Suppliers also occasionally produce articles entirely on their own forecasts, without any pre -orders, and then sell 
them directly from their warehouses. As long as stocks have not run out, delivery times are comparable to never-out-of-
stock delivery. Once warehouse stocks have been used, no reorder possibility for retailers exists (Fissan, 2001). 

Several hybrid order and delivery strategies exist, combining different features of the described order and delivery 
strategies. One example is the so called seasonal filling up products, which combine large retailer orders and warehouse 
delivery or never-out-of-stock delivery of products during a summer or a winter season. For the next half year, existing 
retailer stocks  are excha nged for the c omplementary season ’s products and  stor ed at su pplier warehouses, t o be  
delivered again, when the same season arrives again the next year. 

Apparel l ogistics has  t o c ope wi th a  number of s pecific p roblems. Th e m ost im portant am ong t hese are  high 
product v ariation, rising sto ck lev els, sh ort pro duct m arketing and sales p eriods, limited d emand p redictability, and 
comparatively high product values: 

 
 High product variation: Man y im portant retailers h ave estab lished their own  lab els an d trad emarks, for which 

specific products have t o be supplied. These p roducts have t o be adapted t o t he i ndividual requirements of t he 
customer and cannot be supplied to other customers. Additionally, each garment type can be delivered in many 
different vari ants, w hich di ffer i n t heir c olors, si zes an d prints. T his re sults i n l arge numbers of brands, fa bric 
qualities, cuts, colors and sizes, which can be combined in various ways. Customers often order small numbers of 
garments across a large variety of product variants. 

 High and still rising stock levels: For never-out-of-stock delivery in p articular, suppliers often have to keep large 
inventories in order to be able to react to demand fluctuation faster than with the mentioned, long delivery tim es. 
Stock lev els i n general are still risin g du e to  gro wing product d iversification and  variation resulting in  rising 
numbers of products and product variants, to be kept in stock (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2009). 

 Large share of products with short marketing and sales periods: M any pr oduct l ines are m arked by re gular, 
seasonal exchanges or updates of t he product assortm ent. Once t heir season has ended, many of thes e seasonal  
articles can only be sold with large price reductions or not anymore at all. 

 Volatile demand: Dem and flu ctuations are p articularly difficult to predict fo r m any short liv ed, i n particular 
seasonal, products in appa rel supply c hains due t o t he effects of fas hion tastes. Delivery dat es have t o be  
synchronized with  an ticipated changes between summer and winter collections in stores. T he exact dates of the 
changes however depend on seasonal weather changes, which are difficult to predict during production planning. 
Retailers, who ha ve to react flexibly to m odifications in customer requirements, require from their s uppliers the 
same flexible reaction to demand fluctuation. 

 High product value: Containers and storage areas filled with garment pieces, represent a comparatively high value 
for the suppliers. 

 
Retailers additionally have to cope with serious theft rates and relatively high product replacem ent for end c ustomers 
unsatisfied with their original buying. These conflicting situations often resu lt in h igh uncertainty and complexity, in 
particular for fashion products with short marketing times (Brun and Castelli, 2008, Tellkamp and Quiede, 2005). 

As make-to-order products are more challenging in apparel logistics, distribution in classical seasonal business and 
large retailer order business will be studied in more detail based on a case study of a German apparel supplier. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 
 
The work domain of  t he s upplier i s production a nd distribution of cas ual a nd l eisure wea r. The  product as sortment 
includes own brands as well as  t rademarks o f l arge ret ailers. F or m ain brands, u p t o 90 different product t ypes ar e 
developed each season. Each garment type can be delivered in different variants, which differ in their colors and sizes; 
there are e .g. 64 standardized sizes for different count ries. Due to  th e potential co mbinations of article typ es, fabric 
qualities, cuts, colors and sizes the supplier offers several tens of thousands of different article variants. 

Altogether, the supplier delivers more than 5 million garment pieces a year of these variants to roughly 6,000 sales 
points. On e h alf of th e sales po ints belong to larg e clo thing or retail ch ains, while the o ther half are sm all retailers 
(millineries and  boutiques). Most of th e cu stomers are situ ated in cen tral an d Western Europe. Th ere is a small, b ut 
growing, share of customers situated in Eastern and Northeastern Europe, the Middle East and East Asia. 

The s upply chain of t he cas e study includes raw m aterial su ppliers and a g arment p roduction p lant situ ated in 
southern China, a proc urement agency situated at H ong Kong, and distribution centers situated in E urope (Germany). 
This supply chain is similar to the generic apparel reference supply chain described by Bruckner and Müller (2003). 

Production volumes are base d on customer orders and own forecasts, as explained in section 2. The orders  are 
sequenced acco rding to  required  d elivery dates and  av ailability o f raw materials. Pro curement lea d ti mes fo r raw 
materials are rou ghly 40 days. Production order throughput times are ro ughly 10 days from the arrival of t he required 
raw materials. The ready-made garments are transported in standard containers, packed into cartons. A container load 
consists of 200 to 500 packages of up to 20 pieces each. Packing of packages and containers is product type and variant 
specific, however not order specific, as order specific picking is restricted to the warehouse. During packing, articles, 
which have c ompleted p roduction, a re co unted m anually an d documented i n pac king l ists, w hich ser ve as a rrival 
forecasts for distribution centers. 

At t he m oment pr oduct distribution i s ex ecuted by ro uting al l garm ents t hrough t he di stribution center. T he 
distance between Asia and Europe is normally bridged by ship, but in urgent cases air transport may be used. Transports 
are executed completely by external service providers and are by default routed through logistical hubs, where transport 
routes and means can be switched. Transport times by container vessel are 30 to 40 days, depending on the route, which 
is reasonably close to values found in the literature (Pfohl et. al., 2007). Air transport times are only two or three days, 
but increases t ransport costs of the same volume and over the same distance by a  factor of t hree to ten compared to 
transport by container vessel. After arrival at the distribution centre incoming containers are unloaded and packages are 
put on palettes and stored at free space storing areas until delivery. The packages are counted and compared to dispatch 
notes, but the articles are only randomly controlled by opening a small sample of the packages. For this reason packing 
or counting errors at production are often detected only during later picking or even later, by the customer. If stocks of 
arriving articles in th e distribution centre have already run out or have become insufficient, arriving packages will not 
be put into store, but will be directed to shipping areas of the distribution center, where picking teams can take from 
them the ordered pieces. 

Current process execution wi th its article bein g routed through the warehouse results in  a number of p roblems, 
which are related to the general challenges described in section 2. Arrivals of garments for a product season or a large 
retailer order cause short, but large peaks in cumulative warehouse stocks and demand large storage areas. After a short 
time most of these articles have left the warehouse again to be delivered to the customers. However, as the stock based 
delivery forms are continued independent of these stock level peaks, they need separate storage areas with storage racks 
for easy picking. For that reason, the areas needed to store seasonal and large customer orders cannot be used for other 
purposes. This situation results in poor utilization of a significant part of the warehouse storage space. 

Picking of orders at the warehouse requires large manual efforts for opening of packages, withdrawal of pieces of 
the appropriate product variants in the required quantities, and repacking them. This situation results in sharp work load 
peaks. As timely throughput of large orders is impossible with the warehouse work force, additional workers have to be 
hired, who are not used to the warehouse processes. This results in poorer efficiency of work processes and higher risk 
of errors. Routing of garments destined to customers located e.g. in North Eastern Europe or the Middle East through 
the warehouse results in add itional transports and warehouse times and thus in longer product delivery times. Routing 
through d ifferent cou ntries increases efforts for cu stoms h andling an d p roduct traceab ility. Difficu lties to  exp ort 
garments produced in China to Russia via the European Union may be mentioned as an example. 

For these reasons the supplier plans to restructure distribution to direct delivery of t he products from factories to 
part of the customers. Instead of routing all articles th rough the warehouse, part of the articles should be delivered to 
customers directly from the factories, while only part of the articles to be delivered is routed through the warehouse, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. This should result in a more flexible product routing and delivery processes. 

Direct delivery h owever has t o c ope with a n umber of c hallenges due to s hort t erm modifications of cu stomer 
orders. With warehouse based delivery, these are not as serious, as routing of the articles through the warehouse allows 
reacting to these circumstances, while the articles have arrived there. 
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Figure 2. Customer specific article bundling for warehouse based delivery and direct delivery 
 
 
Customers in classical seasonal business are m ainly s mall millineries and bou tiques, which face a high risk of 
insolvency. Up to some 5% to 10% of the orders have to be kept back, as the ordering customer has become insolvent 
or is in imme diate danger of becoming so. The a rticles serving such customer o rders have to be redirected ei ther to 
other customers, whose orders are still open, or to the warehouse, where they may be marketed. 

Most large retailers however are  clothing chains with m any, geographically d istributed ou tlets and  sales po ints. 
Allocation of the cu mulated ord er volumes to  t he different sales po ints is o ften d elayed u ntil after the read y-made 
garments have left factories and are in transport to the distribution center. Allocation may change due to opening of new 
or tak eover of ex isting outlets, thu s i ncreasing ov erall de mand vo lumes, wh ich requ ire reallo cation of articles from 
existing outlets. Additionally, actually produced article quantities often differ to so me degree from ordered quantities, 
or pa rt of t he art icles m ay be  d amaged o r l ost during t ransport. I n case  of l arger di fferences, m ore c omplete 
reallocations have to be effected between different outlets. 
 
 

4. AUTONOMOUS CONTROL AND ARTICLE-TO-ORDER ALLOCATIONS 
 
Autonomous cont rol is characterized by  processes  of decent ralized decision making of inte racting elem ents in 
nondeterministic systems, which  possess the cap ability to  render decisions independently. The co llaborative research  
center (CRC) 637 , wh ich studies au tonomous con trol at th e University o f Brem en, po stulates that approp riate 
interaction of t he system’s elements will i mprove the performance of a co mplex logistic system beyond the element’s 
isolated properties; the system will sh ow positive emergence. In particular, application of au tonomous control aims to 
improve a l ogistic syste m’s respo nse t o dynamic in stability, cau sed by sudden ch anges in th e env ironment, e.g . the  
market situation, or within the system, e.g. by breakdown of a machine or transport means. This can be summarized by 
the term increased robustness. (Windt and Hülsmann, 2008). 

The elements of such a system  are ch aracterized by their ability to process information, to render and to execute 
decisions on their own. These autonomous, intelligent objects have to be able to collect and process information on their 
environments and to identify and evaluate alternative process executions, like e.g. altern ative transport routes within a 
logistic network, according to their individual evaluation system. (Böse and Windt, 2007). 

Autonomous control is applied to the case study as a simple model, with packaged bundles of article pieces as one 
kind, and  cu stomer o rders as a second  kind of au tonomous lo gistic objects. Packages will allo cate th emselves to 
customer orders based on local interaction between these objects. This allocation then fuels further decisions during the 
article distribution process, like e.g. selection of the next target nodes for transports of garments within the network, and 
their transport means, or storage at th e factory. As the objects are geographically distributed, the nodes of  the supply 
network will serve as in termediary objects, which collect and disseminate information about the articles and  orders. In 
this way, t he allocation can b e m ade fo r an y garm ent p ackage within  th e sup ply network, not only at th e fi nal 
distribution centre. The different types of objects, their roles, objects and tasks are listed in Table 2. 

Decisions by the l ogistic o bjects h ave t o be  ba sed on ap propriate decision m ethods. O ne p otentially vi able 
approach is implementation of rule based decisions (Böse, et al. 2005). Such a rule based approach will be followed 
here. 

In a first step, the decision alternatives for each package have to be determined. Potential alternative orders for the 
allocation of a package can be included into an individual target order set of t hat package. These alternatives have to 
satisfy conditions concerning product type and variant (color and size) and delivery dates, compared to current locations 
and minimum transport times. This order set is g radually reduced during the routing of the articles th rough the supply 
network starting wi th production at  the factory, a s restrictions become more di stinctive and al ternatives not meeting 
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these tougher restrictions have to be dropped. In a second step, packages have to select  the most appropriate customer 
order by a package rules for re-allocation of units to orders. 
 
 During production of the garments in the factories the set includes all cu stomer orders, which include articles of 

the sam e pro duct t ype a nd product variants as t hose i n production. R egional di stribution of c ustomers i s n ot 
important at  th is stag e. Th is set is uniformly assig ned to al l garments o f t he p roduction order. T o p rovide a n 
example, all garments belonging to a production order, which is based on the customer order of a large retailer, 
will have all sales points of that retailer assigned to them uniformly. No actual allocation of individual garments to 
customer orders is necessary. 

 During packing and dispatch of the ready-made garments packages are allocated to an individual customer order, 
and filled with garm ents accordingly. The  allocated order is provi ded the pac kage number a nd c an a djust the  
number of its “open” articles accordingly. The packa ge’s target order set still includes all custom ers, who ha ve 
ordered products of the respective type and variants. 

 During t ransport t o a  hub a nd ar rival at  t he hub, due t o som e dy namic i nfluences a s de scribed i n sect ion 3, a 
package may be allocated t o another customer order or to no order at a ll and instead redirected to the warehouse. 
The package’s t arget order s et i ncludes al l customers, who have o rdered p roducts o f t he t ype and variants and 
whose products are routed through the respective hub. 

 Dispatch of the garments at a hub and tr ansport from the hub to a cu stomer are the last step s, during which the 
only one finally selected customer order is allocated to each package. 

 
Table 2. Types of autonomous objects in the model and their main properties 

 
objects role  objectives tasks 
customer 
order 

representation 
of a customer 
order 

high 
adherence to  
delivery 
dates 

 track keeping of the number of “open” garment pieces of each individual article 
type, for which no articles are yet allocated; 

 computation of the order priority, based on the importance of the customer; 
 track keeping of order status; 

package repres entation 
of a package 
with a  dist inct 
number of 
article pieces of 
certain product 
variants 

short 
delivery 
times 

 request of orders of articles of their pr oduct type and v ariant (target order set) 
from hub object; 

 interaction with  orders b elonging to  target order set r equest of  article 
allocations; 

 selection of a customer order to allocate; 
 selection of  the next node in  the supply network, and the r espective transport 

means; 
supply 
network 
hub 

representation 
of hubs in the 
supply network 
(factories, 
logistics hub), 
information 
broker 

few 
reallocations, 
short storag e 
time 

 collection and  updating of  all orders of  those customers (s ales points), whic h 
are served through the respective hub; 

 identification of packages and their content; 
 dissemination to package objects of information on orders with articles of their 

product type and variants; 
 computation of transport times to other nodes and dissemination of information 

to packages; 
 transfer of the resulting packing lists (transport forecasts) to neighboring hubs; 

 
 
Figure 3 illustrates for a very simple example the mechanism how a package receives information of its target orders 
from a node object, then interacts with these orders and allocates itself to one of them, based on application of the slack 
time rule. 
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Customer no.: 6173
order no.: 01711847
article no.:  078286574
size: 28/34
quantity: 20
delivery date: 10/11/30

production order no.: 1234
package no.: 1237
Article no.:  078286574
quantity: 20
size: 28/34
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transport matrix: S1

target: timely delivery
request:
• delivery until 10/11/30 

target:
short delivery  time
offer:
Serve customer order

package

order 1

production order no.: 1234 package no.: 1237
article no.: 01711847 size: 28/34
quantity: 20
location: Hong Kong transport matrix: S1
arrival date: 10/11/17

Customer no.: 6173

order no.: 01711847
article no.:  078286574
size: 28/34

quantity: 20
delivery date: 10/11/30

target: timely delivery
request:
• delivery until 10/11/30 

order 2

production order no.: 1234 package no.: 1237
article no.: 01711852 size: 28/34
quantity: 20
location: Hong Kong transport matrix: S1
arrival date: 10/11/17

order no.: 01711847
article no.: 078286574 size: 28/34
quantity: 20
delivery date: 10/11/30 location: Hamburg

order no.: 01711852
article no.: 078286574 size: 28/34
quantity: 20
delivery date: 10/11/18 location: Berlin

node

production order no.: 1234 package no.: 1237
article no.: 01711847 size: 28/34
quantity: 20
arrival date: 10/11/17

location: Hong Kong transport matrix: S1
target order nos.: 01711847, 01711852

production order no.: 1234 package no.: 1237
article no.: 01711847 size: 28/34
quantity: 20

target: few reallocations

node no.: 12
node type: transport hub
location: Hong Kong
transport matrix: S1

articles package object agent communication data target system master data

request offer allocation

3.a) request for article allocation

4.a) offer of article allocation

5 b) article allocation

3.b) request for article allocation

4.b) offer of article allocation

1) request for target orders

2) dissemination of target orders

 
 

Figure 3. Procedure of package to order allocation based on slack time rule 
 
 
As mentioned, the actual selection of an order is based on a ranking of all orders of the unit’s individual target order set. 
Based on t he requirements of t he studied apparel s upplier, the fo llowing h euristic rules are u sed to  prioritize the 
customer orders for selection by the packages: 

The shortest servable delivery time ru le is an  ad aptation of t he slack tim e d ispatch ru le, wh ich i s used for 
sequencing of production orders in production control (Kistner and Steven, 2001). Packages are allocated to the order 
with the shortest slack time, which measures the difference between contracted delivery date and anticipated transport 
times to  cu stomer. Slack times u ntil d elivery are t o be co mpared to  transport tim es of the articles to  t he cu stomer. 
Application of th is ru le, which is less m yopic th an alterna tive d ispatch rules, d ecreases to tal tard iness for cu stomer 
orders. 

If customer based order priority is applied, garments are allocated with priority to those orders of those customers, 
who are of h ighest i mportance fo r t he sup plier. Pack ages w ith approp riate article varian ts will b e allo cated to  the 
highest prioritized order until it is completely served with ar ticles. After that the next highest prioritized order will be 
served. Customers may be ranke d in im portance or priority by the supplier accord ing to curre nt or historical overall 
order volumes, or similar criteria. Application of th is rule decreases tardiness for orders by large customers, but may 
increase tardiness for orders by less important customers. Accordingly, this rule is mainly applied in those cases, when 
the shortest servable delivery time rule is indifferent to priorities of two different orders. 

Generally, di fferences between o rdered an d al located a rticles have t o be m inimal over t he ordered p roduct 
variants. The quantities of each  product variant is i dentified in each  package and compared to the ordered quantities. 
Packages are allocated t o t hose ord ers, wh ere the d ifference b etween o rdered quantities and ph ysical quantities is 
minimal over all pr oduct variants. Several di fference m easures ca n be use d, l ike m odulus difference, or quadratic 
difference, which are summed up for each product variant to arrive at an overall difference. 
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5. EXECUTION OF PACKING AND DISTRIBUTION PROCESSES 
 

Direct delivery requires individual allotment of ready-made garments to customer orders already at the factories and the 
hubs. For this reason, articles h ave to be individually identified at the factories and then tracked during their transport 
through the supply chain. 

RFID technology (Shepard, 2004, Finkenzeller, 2004) offers potential to store individual product related data and 
additional logistic process data both at item and  at unit level, allowing more easily associating correct data to products. 
This allows better synchronization of physical material flows and associated data flows over supply chains (Gillert and 
Hansen, 20 07, Schuster et al., 2007). Application o f t ransponders at  i tem l evel m ay be  permanent, ei ther by direct 
integration of transponders into textile surfaces (weaving, sewing or printing), or by application as distinct, permanently 
applied, but principally removable labels, which are sewed into textiles. For item level applications, a variety of special 
transponders have been developed (Kallmayer et al., 2003). However, permanent application is still problematic, as life 
expectancy o f t ransponders adde d b efore fi nishing m ay be st rongly red uced by washing an d i roning p rocesses. 
Permanent labels may reduce wearing comfort of the garments, and acceptance by end customers is not guaranteed. 

Alternatively, application may be temporary in form of easily removable labels or stick ers. For garments that are 
stored and transported on hangers, many solutions for transponder integration into hangers have been developed. These 
are mostly handled seque ntially as sing le pieces in indoor logistics using automated transport system s like c onveyors. 
As this eases au tomatic identification, barcode and RFID t echnology for identification are alread y widely used, often 
via permanent or r emovable tr ansponders on the i ndividual garment packaging foils (Sch midt and Mann el, 2002 ). 
Storage and transport of garments without hangers, but folded into packages, reduces transponder application on item 
level. However, it allows app lication of cheap standard transponders on un it packages like cartons, which reduces the 
problems relating to tr ansponder technology and application on or in g arments, as well as t he number of transponders 
needed to identify the garments. 

For application at  the case s tudy, combined use of t ransponders on i tem and u nit levels has bee n proposed and 
tested. T his a llows indivi dual handling of the garment pieces, when nee ded, as well as lim itation to package 
identification, as lo ng as sufficien t. Th is way, RFID is used to  provide th e extra-information to  allow dece ntralized 
decision-making within the supply network’s nodes. 

Part a ) of Fi gure 4  s hows t he t ransponder l abeling a nd identification process fl ow at t he factory. D uring t he 
finishing process the ready-made garments are equippe d with easily re movable transponder labels. The labels can be 
added as in tegrated co mponents with th e routinely attach ed size books an d price stick ers. Based on t he Electro nic 
Product Cod e (EPC) stand ard, which d efines th e form an d the content  of a R FID c ode, eac h piece’s inform ation, 
including article number, size and col or information, and an additional serial number of the individual piece is  stored 
into the transponder label. Duri ng packing of ga rment pieces into packages, the pieces can be identified and c ounted, 
using either mobile RFID readers or RFID tunnel readers. It is checked that all packages contain the defined number of 
garments. As packages are equipped in the same way with transponder labels, they can be identified with their included 
articles as well. The identity of the packages can be allocated to the orders in the order database. 

After packing the packages are stuffed into a container, which is used for tran sport between the production plant 
and the distribution centers or customers. During container stuffing, the packages are identified and counted using either 
mobile or gated R FID readers. A packing l ist of  al l t he packages a nd a rticles in t he c ontainer can be aut omatically 
created and sent to the target hub. The packing list can also contain information for customs service procedures. 

The intra-logistic processes in a logistic hub are shown in part b) of Figure 4. The processes include warehouse 
entry, redistribution of packages (as far as necessary), and dispatch. During warehouse entry, an RFID-reader reads the 
information which is st ored on the RFID l abel belonging to each  package. The gathered information is st ored in th e 
order database. T he act ual stock l evel d ata o f t he h ub i s u pdated; t he order database i s c ompared to t he packages 
receiving simultaneously. If the order has been modified or cancelled during transport, the packages destination will be 
rearranged t o other cust omers, as desc ribed. A si milar or der ca n be brought fo rward fo r i nstance. The deci sions of 
rearrangement rest upon information in the order database and application of the allocation rules presented in section 4. 
If the order is still valid, no rearrangement is necessary. RFID-readers at the warehouse read the information of every 
leaving package while it is put into a container or trailer. 

Part c) of Figure 4 sketches the architecture of a demonstration tool, which realizes the article to order allocations 
based on the principles outlined i n this article. The t ool offers interfaces for order entry, RFID based i dentification of 
single garments and packa ges, allocation of packages t o orders, a nd creat ion of packing l ists. Instances of t he 
application can be installed in several network nodes. Next to the main components the tool includes several interfaces 
to RFID reader infrastructure. 
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Figure 4. Intra-logistic processes at factory (a) and hub (b); architecture of demonstration tool (c) 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
 
Based on the results of a c ase study, t his pape r outline d a conce pt, how decentralized decisi on-making based on 
autonomous control of logistic processes can be used to achieve more flexible allocation of articles to customer orders 
in apparel supply chains, which have to cope with large numbers of different product variants. Autonomous control can 
be applied by using packaged bundles of a rticle pieces a nd customer orders as autonomous logistic objects . Packages 
will allocate themselves to customer orders based on local interaction between these objects. This allocation then fuels 
further deci sions d uring t he article di stribution p rocess, l ike e.g . sel ection of t he n ext t arget n odes f or t ransports of 
garments within the network or storage at  the factory. As the objects a re geographically distributed, the nodes of the 
supply network are used as intermediary ob jects. In  t his way, t he al location can be made for any garment packages 
within the supply net work, not  onl y at the final di stribution centre. Al location dec isions can be  rul e based, usi ng 
combinations of priority rules to rank customer orders, and differences across different product variants. Although the 
paper deals with a specific case study, results can be adapted to other supply chains adopting similar business models. 

Further research is necessary to refine and expand the model of the autonomous logistic objects within transport 
scenarios and to assign the objects fitting local objectives. The validity of the concept has to be checked by simulations 
and additional test trials. 
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Abstract: Along export/import chains transportation has an important cost impacting directly on the efficiency of the 
whole chai n. Experiments sho w sat isfactory resu lts in  t erms o f redu ced d elivery time, in creased p roductivity o f 
transportation resources as well as economies o f scale by the im plementation of t he C ollaborative Transportation 
Management (CTM). It aims to create business alliances oriented to share resources and information. In this context this 
study proposes a concept of a tool for helping companies on their decision making. It identifies the major parameters 
that could support the maritime logistics of manufactured goods and, based in the autonomous agent theory applied to 
logistic p roblems, t he pro blem coul d be m odeled. As a result, i s i ntended t o discuss t he new c oncept o f C TM a nd 
autonomous ag ents app lied to m aritime lo gistic and  m anufactured exp ort co mpanies in th e way  to  con tribute with 
companies in order to reduce costs in their chains. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In Brazil, the foreign  trade h as b een no t used as pro-active fact or i n development st rategy beca use, hi storically, t he 
negotiations between the different participants of the export chain have presented conflicts. It is observed that each link 
intend to minimize its individual costs, which normally does not converge to the global optimum of t he supply chain. 
Therefore, companies are bei ng obliged to re-analyze its procedures, to use reengineering techniques and redefine the 
relations and models of its supply chains in order to reduce costs, increase efficiencies and gain competitive advantage. 

To red uce su ch problems it  h as recently e merged th e concept of CTM, in th e new con cept of collaborative 
logistics. It ha s been spread out  from the year 2000 through Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenis hment 
(CPFR) ap proach, an d C TM has  bee n defined by e xperts as a  helpful t ool t o provide reductions i n t he c osts of 
transactions and risks, enhance the performance of service and capacity, as well as the achievement of a more dynamic 
supply chain (Silva et al., 2009). 

As th e exp orter Brazilian  companies are loo king for higher co mpetitiveness, they sh all n ot act in  an in dividual 
manner and start acting in a collaborative manner. Therefore, it is required a detailed sharing of data and information by 
the agents of the logistics chain, in order to compose a solid partnership. It is understood as agent each integrant of this 
chain, as in the maritime logistics chain: the producer company, road transportation, shipowners and maritime shippers. 

After bibliographic studies and contacting entrepreneurs of this area, it  is v erified that there is restri ct scientific 
work exploring this subject comprising manufactory industries, f reight contractors and maritime shippers, in order to 
contribute with exportation. Therefore, this study, which is part of a Ph.D. thesis in development, intends to summarily 
present an  overview of t he Brazilian exportation and its op eration of manufactured exportation chain using maritime 
shippers, the definition of the new CTM logistic term, its possible implementation in a maritime logistics chain, as well 
as to begin the application of the concept of autonomous agents to model and analyze this transportation problem. 

 This is a b ibliographic work  and, reg arding its n ature, it can b e con sidered q ualitative, aiming at generating 
knowledge fo r furth er practical ap plication in  lo gistic pr oblems. The a rticle i s com posed by  6 i tems, i ncluding this 
introduction, distributed as follows: the second item p resents a short overview of t he Brazilian  exportation, the third 
item co ntextualizes th e CTM ap proach and th e fo urth item presents t he use of t he co ncept of Autonomous Agents 
applied to logistic problems. The fifth item presents the prototype model of resolution of the maritime transport logistic 
and the sixth item presents the final considerations, as well as suggestions for the continuity of this study. 
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2. EXPORTATION OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS 
 
The Ec onomic C ommission fo r Lat in America and t he C aribbean (CEPAL) class ifies the exportable ite ms in 
manufactured products, basic products and semi-elaborated in function, generally, of the used resources, work intensity, 
scale in tensity an d scien ce ap plied to manufacture. Manu factured pro duct is th e on e resulting fro m a stan dard seria l 
production process, by machines, tools and labor, currently also treated as industrialized product.  

In th e next top ic it sh all be presen ted th e scen ario of t he B razilian manufacturing sector, in cluding app lied 
volumes and figures, as  wel l as ot her relevant factors s uch as barriers t o t he ex pansion of i ts ex portation an d the 
presentation of the mechanism when performing the exportation of products using maritime transportation (which is the 
focus of this work). 

 
2.1 Global demand overview  
 
In the year 2008, the global trades increased about 15%, where 60% of this percentage was concentrated in developed 
countries. Latin America has participated with 5.4% and Mercosul with only 1.7% of exportations. Regarding the sector 
distribution of the global exportations of the year of 2007, the latest statistic in formation available, prevail the products 
of higher aggregated value - machines, telecommunication equipment, transport, etc. – with a participation of 35.5% of 
the value. The Brazilian sales, however, represent only 0.7%. 

Besides the relevant contribution of manufactured products for the Brazilian economy, there are several problems 
providing the representativeness of only 0.7% of the total amount of manufactured exported worldwide. One example to 
mention is the case of barriers imposed to the exportation chain, which may occur externally and internally. Regarding 
external barriers, it shall be highlighted: requirements of technical standardization and of technology nature, restrictions 
of environment nature and fusions of companies or intercompany agreements, etc. Regarding internal barriers, we can 
say those are resultant from a deformed vision regarding the importance of foreign trade of goods and services for the 
sustaining of economic growth, as a factor for the increase of job offers, induction of investments and motivation for the 
incorporation of new technologies. 
 
 
2.2 Mechanism for the performance of maritime transportation in case of exportation 
 
When deciding to export, the company shall observe the stages of the process, aiming at knowing its cl ient market, its 
demands, habits and c haracteristics. It  shal l also define o ther points: the good t ransport mode, proper packing of the 
product i n order to m aintain its in tegrity, freigh t fo rm to  b e adop ted in th e negotiation, as well as th e co mpany t o 
perform t he t ransportation, besides c onsidering or not t he support of an in termediate ag ent (freight fo rwarder) or 
NVOCC (on Vessel Operator Common Carrier) in the negotiation. 

Considering that the most part of the exportations is performed through maritime transportation and that this work 
intends to stud y th is t opic, it sh all on ly d iscuss m aritime exportation. Figu re 1 shows sho rtly th e stages o f th e 
exportation mechanism. 

 
 

Figure 1. Stages of exportation mechanism 
                                Source: author 

In maritime transportation the most important intervenient agents are th e industries, land carriers shipowner, maritime 
agency, NVOCC, load freight contractor, multimodal transport operator and cargo broker. Upon the performance of a 
sale or purchase it sh all be established a delivery point of the goods, where the liabilities shall be shared between the 
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vendor and th e purchaser. These liab ilities comprise costs and risks on the transaction, and the exporter and importer 
shall undertake them until the delivery point and from there on. 

 
2.2.1 Transport negotiation 
 
In case t he alternative is se nding goods as free general lo ad, or ev en i n p allets, th e exporter or its ag ent (freight 
forwarder) shall be a ble to perform booking of a c onventional ship of regular line (trough a NVOCC or not); or even 
freight a ship in case of a larger batch.  

The next point is to decide through which port the goods will be shipped, as well as the terminal and shipowner to 
be u sed. Nex t, it sh all b e defin e th e av ailability mean of the go ods i n th e ch osen terminal b ased o n t he co st of 
transportation, traffic tim e an d deadline for t he d elivery of th e goods. One possibility to  be co nsidered is t he 
convenience to have a safety warehouse in another city, which means, to maintain a stock in some point to solve quick 
delivery problems or small quantities which cannot be always quickly produced or sent. 

As a consequence of the planned logistics it is possible to reduce the costs of transportation, storage, loss of time 
on t raveling and, finally, problems i n t he del ivery a nd compliance wi th sales co ntract. Therefore, in the decision 
regarding the port to  be chosen by the exporter it sh all be also  considered the quantity o f goods to be produced and 
shipped. 

It is i mportant to mention the real situ ation where frequently the shipowners decide in a Freight Conference the 
prices to be practiced in the maritime market. In these situations, industries acting alone do not have enough power to 
better negotiate with t hem. This is the place where  the  collaboration can be applied in order t o create groups of 
industries with the same goal, negotiating with the shipowners in order to stop the oligopoly created by them. 

Regarding the negotiation rules it is important to mention that each country has its own set of rules for this kind of 
negotiation (Keedi, 2007), but to avoid problems when two or more countries are negotiating i t was created a  set  of 
international uniform terms named International Commercial Terms (INCOTERMS). 

 
2.3 How to operate in exportation? Individually or in collaboration? 
 
After defining the general maritime exportation mechanism, it  i s observed that i t i s very comprehensive, comprising 
several variables and requiring updates regarding volumes, capacity of the ships, prices, maritime fees, extras fees, law, 
among others. One point t o be di scussed i s ho w t he e xporter com panies i nvolved in t his m echanism shal l act:  
individually or in collaboration? If isolated, each exporter company shall analyze the manner to perform the transport of 
its goods, anal yzing the existent navigation companies, fees, acceptable volumes, transport mode of t he goods and the 
proper port, as well as preparing the required documentation. 

One possibility to begin collaboration is searching for help from a professional prepared to perform such activities, 
the freight forwarder. This agent can, if possible, join the loads of other clients in order to achieve scale savings. It can 
be also performed directly through partnerships among exporter companies, with no contracting of this third party.  

Such alliances are under constant transformation, altering its members to adjust to market instabilities or to expand 
services; those can look like instable associations in a first moment, but are actually flexible and elim inate more fragile 
competitors, expand the service coverage, enhance efficiency, punctuality and speed. Through this collaboration in the 
transport i t i s observed t he formation of global l ogistics networks art iculating productive are as, n ot o nly e xpanding 
service coverage but also frequency, efficiency and circulation rate of the goods (Souza, 2009). 

The following item shall approach CTM, in order to explore this new logistics concept and trying to apply it in 
logistics chain of exportation of manufactured products through maritime shippers.  

 
3. CTM CONTEXTUALIZATION   

 
Considering that th e Brazilian  GDP was correspo ndent to R$ 3.14 trillion in 2009 and that the percentage applied to 
transportation was of 5.4%, we can say R $ 169.72 billion were invested in this segment (Mdic Statistics, 20 10). This 
percentage has decreased but it doesn’t represent Brazil is in good shape if compared to developed countries. It shows 
that the transportation is a significant item in final accountability of resources spent on Brazilian products, either for the 
domestic market as for products to be exported, composing the “Brazil Cost” (Tacla, 2003). 

One m anner to r educe th e ex isting prob lems in  lo gistics, m ore sp ecifically in  tr ansportation, is t rough 
collaboration between t he s everal a gents of a l ogistics chain, a dding value t o t he whole process. It i s al so valid t o 
mention that, for more benefits, the CTM shall act in th e interaction of several logistics chains, forming the concept of 
logistics network. For Tacla (2003) the collaboration is performed through sharing resources, mainly in the use of t he 
same t ransportation e quipment, c ontributing f or t he re duction of c osts by  e nhancing t he productivity of  t he 
transportation equipment. Therefore, the beginning of the Collaborative Transportation is the preparation of a sh ipping 
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prevision, including the generation of orders and loads and, finally, the performance of the delivery and payment to the 
carrier (Silva et al., 2009). The collaboration must act in the formation of groups (with the same agents: industries, per 
example) to reinforce power to do the negotiations with the other group of agents (per example, the shipowners). 

For the implementation of the CTM it is required, therefore, systems allowing inter-organizational collaboration in 
a cost-effective and techn ologically compatible manner. Without such systems, the companies trying to implement the 
systematic may find invalid efforts which are difficult to manage. 

 
3.1  C ollaborative transportation operational system models 
 
The general process of decision taking begins with the finding of the decision taking problem, which means, a challenge 
for future business operations such as l ong term operations in th e tran sportation market wh en en tering co llaborative 
system ( Bloos and Kop fer, 200 9). Accor ding to th ese au thors en tering in co llaboration op erational system in 
transportation implies in the exchange of client data, which can be a very sensitive operation. The process begins with 
the searching for alternative solutions and an accurate specification shall be performed on how the goal can be achieved 
and measured. After reaching, the costs and benefits are distributed during the transactions. 

Gomber et al. (1997) present a collaborati on model f or planning of t ransportation t hrough t he usage of f reight 
agencies with several autonomous rewarding centers actuating in the achievement of orders and negotiation of prices 
for t he ex ecution of th e orders of th e clients. Besid es the sho rt literatu re on  t his sub ject, so me wo rks were found 
specifying operational systems for collaborative transportation, which may serve as benchmarking for the companies: 
Kopfer and Pankratz (1999), Grünig and Kuhn (2005), Schönberger (2005), Krajewska and Kopfer (2006), Bloos and 
Kopfer (2009). 

Regarding t he app lied p art, involving th e construction of mathematical m odel and app lication, one of th e fi rst 
Brazilian works referent to the collaborative transportation subject is of Carnieri et al. (1983). It analyses the feasibility 
of t he im plementation of a representative central of t he coope ratives in the State of Pa raná (B razil), aiming at  
minimizing the cost of soy transportation. The problem is modeled as Integer Programming.  

Tacla (2003) develops a methodology for collaborative transportation of soy and fertilizer introducing flexibility to 
the rest rictions im posed by t ime wi ndows and m inimizing f reight ex penses. Using m athematics model an d C PLEX 
solver of GAMS 2.50® a nd, f or t he operational l evel, de velops a  heuristic s olved i n E xcel® s uggesting Li near 
Programming problem. Different from the traditional approach, Novaes et al. (2009) consider in its analysis a dynamic 
environment for urban routing problem subject  t o t raffic jams. Using the concepts of Sequential Analysis, t he study 
comprises a warehouse and a homogeneous fleet of vehicles serving a certain urban region.  

As observed, there are different approaches for the transportation problem, involving several sources, destinations, 
companies and products. A possible manner to model the maritime transportation problem for the Brazilian exportation 
of manufactured products is by the recent application of Autonomous Agents. In the following item it is p resented the 
concept of Autonomous Agents applied to logistic problems. 

 

4. APPLICATION OF THE AUTONOMOUS AGENTS CONCEPT IN THE RESOLUTION OF 
TRANSPORT LOGISTICS PROBLEMS 

 
The most part  of data p rocess sy stems and l ogistics sy stems co mprise several  c omponents, t reated as agent s, w hich 
usually act uates i n a n a utonomous m anner, which ca n al so  communicate an d i nteract wi th t he others, forming a 
network. Therefore, t he Autonomous Agents form  a co mmunity i n a com mon envi ronment where  they actuate and 
transform based on rules, in order to reach their individual objectives. Besides being a new approach to logistics, several 
studies have been developed by  the Collaborative Research Centre 637 Autonomous Cooperating Logistic Processes 
group in Bremen, Germany, wi th t he purpose of detecting when and how the autonomous cont rol can p resent more 
advantages than the classic control, especially regarding time, costs and robustness. 

 
4.1 Autonomous agent concept 
 
Agents are components in the complex adaptative systems helping on decision-making. According to North and Macal 
(2007) agents have sets of rules of behavior patterns that allow them to take in information, process the inputs and then 
effect c hanges in the outside environm ent. Ada ptation and learni ng are the results ob tained b y the ag ents after 
processing th e in formation between th em. More specifically, these a uthors define a gents like anything that m akes 
choices in a business: managers, executives, organizations. 
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In Agent Based  Modeling Simulation (ABMS), an  agent is an  individual with a set  of at tributes and behavioral 
characteristics. The attributes define what a given agent is. See the example below in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Example of real-world agents 
Source: North and Macal (2007) 

 
 
The be havioral cha racteristics de fine what a given a gent does a nd, generally t here i s difference among many of  t he 
agents in the model. To start modeling an agent is necessary to define its attributes, which can vary from one to another. 
Some com mon at tributes t o re present people i nclude ag e, i ncome, sex , hi story; t o re present c orporations c ompeting 
within markets include resources, size, decis ion time and various st rategic preferences such as risk tolerance. The next 
step to continue modeling is to define the agents’ behaviors. Common behaviors include operations and planning. Some 
features include decision rules to select actions, adaptation capabilities to learn from experiences, perceptual capabilities 
to sense its surroundings, and optional internal models to project the possible consequences of the decisions. 

Casti (1998) defines essentially two levels of agent rules. The first are agent-based rules. These rules specify how 
the a gent res ponds t o r outine eve nts. T he second c ontains “ rules t o c hange t he ba sed-agent r ules”, which provide 
adaptation by allowing the routine responses to change over time. Agents have sets of decision rules that govern their 
behaviors. These rules allow agents to interact with and communicate with other agents as well as to resp ond to their 
environments. These rules can provide agents with responsive capabilities on a variety of levels from simple reactions 
to complex decision-making. The first step followed by the agents is the evaluation of their current moment. The second 
step is th e ex ecution of th e actions th at t hey h ave cho sen and t he th ird step is t he ev aluation of t he resu lts of t heir 
actions and the adjustment of their rules based on the results. These steps can be performed with the use of simple rules, 
complex rules, advanced techniques, external programs, or even nested subagents. 

Despite b eing a n ew con cept app lied to log istic prob lems, researches a dvocate t his t ool gi ves a  decentralized 
control for t he sup ply ch ain, in cluding local in formation p rocessing, where the a gents can step by step take  a good 
decision. It is presented in the following item a model prototype for the resolution of the transportation problem of this 
work, considering the agents as autonomous actuating in a dynamic environment. 

 

 

5. PROTOTYPE MODEL OF RESOLUTION OF THE MARITIME TRANSPORTATION 
LOGISTIC PROBLEM 

 
Due to the fact that the matter of the study is very comprehensive, with different variables and agents involved, it shall 
not be handled as a n enhancement problem. Therefore, the proposed model has the objective of establishing scenarios 
involving th e main ag ents ex isting in the mariti me transportation for better analyzing t he dy namic behavior i n t he 
negotiation. Su ch ag ents are: in dustries, third -part log istics prov ider, NVOCC, shipowner. It m ust co nsider in trinsic 
information of all these agents like due date, deadlines, costs of transportation, port fees on load moving, etc., in order 
to reduce the cost of the collaborative chain, or the time, if it is under its interest. 

In t he de velopment of t he model t he beh avior o f t he e nvironment shal l be ju dged as dy namic, wi th ran dom 
transportation demands and requiring the allocation of the manufactured products in containers. Both participants in the 
maritime logistic shall be judged as autonomous agents, observing the imposed restrictions and taking decisions about 
appropriate behavior between the origin of th e load and its fi nal destination, in order to achieve a feasible solution for 
the logistic network. 
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Another matter to be highlighted is the set of advantages offered to the participants of the collaborative chain: in 
order to ach ieve alterations in the shipping and delivery dates to its clien ts, it shall achieve gains with the reduction of 
freight resulting from the joining of loads; which means, the costs of the collaboration shall be lower than the individual 
actuation costs. T herefore, the propose d model sh all co mprise a systematic o f distribution of th ese g ains in order to 
make attractive the participation of the entrepreneurs. A possible way to distribute these costs is using the Shapley value 
which is better described on Shapley (1953). 

 

5.1 Model details  
 
In t he Figure 3 i t i s possible t o find s ome i nputs an d outputs o f the m odel f or t he performance of m aritime 
transportation: 

Inputs (maritime transportation)

• Export orders (volume)

• Load date

• Distance between destination ports

• Delivery date

• Delivery flexibility index

• Final destination of the order

• Available ships in the port

• Scheduled ships to moor in the ports

• Unitary costs (per mile, per  courtyard, cargo 

handling) 

• Trips allocated to ships

Outputs (maritime transportation)

• Boarding time

• Route determination until the destination port

• Arrival date determination in the destination

port

• Total cost
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d
d
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Figure 3. Input and output information of the maritime transportation model 
Source: author. 

 
 
It m ust be k nown t he volume carg o by t he i ndustries, storage c osts, loading/unloading c osts, f reight, be nefits an d 
injuries t o the partners. The same must happen one st ep before, for the l and t ransportation completing the maritime 
network. 

It can be established a description of the model initially through the overview of the process presented below in six 
stages, completing with the flowchart presented in  

Figure 4: 
 
a) The companies, in an independent and dissociated manner, executing its respective business plans comprise the sale 
of its manufactured products. From this plan the logistics planning areas shall create a storage and transportation plan. 
In this stage, the proposed model interacts with the individual plans creating a c ollaborative t ransportation planning, 
initially until the source port, con sidering shipping and  delivery dates i n the destination, as well the definition of the 
volumes. The collaborative transportation is initiated in this stage. 
b) To perform the land transportation between the collaborative companies until the source port. 
c) Verify the possibility of prompt shipping in the ship or waiting in the port apron.  
d) The ship verifies if there is load for shipping or landing in the ports of its route and chooses to berth in it or not. 
e) After shipping, the container can follow in the same ship directly to the destination port or choose for the landing in 
some p ort of t he rou te to  ach ieve better arriv al d ate i n t he destination o r better co st, con sidering t he possibility of 
advance or prorogation i n the delivery of the goods. The collaboration in this stage  reaches not only the operationa l 
planning levels, but also the areas directly linked to the business. The Sales departments of the exporter companies shall 
agree in advancing or delaying deliveries to its clients, opting for making more flexible or not the time windows.  
f) The transportation programming shall be the performance of the transportation of the exportation orders, aiming at 
the minimization of the costs and compliance with dates, closing the cycle. 
 
With the analysis of the several scenarios varying the volumes, flexibility date, costs, among other factors on the model 
it is expected t o observe the behavior of the maritime network when working on collaboration between its agents. The 
purpose is t o identify situ ations which lead  to  scale savi ngs tran sferred to  co llaborators in  order to  enh ance th e 
efficiency of the logistics and the financial result of the agents, how actually proposes the collaborative transportation 
approach. 
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The freight reduction can be obtained when using the same unit of transportation or better negotiating prices with 
the shipowners by the industries groups formation. The problem can be judged as a simple event in a first moment, but 
actually th e co mbination of sev eral po ssibilities b etween t he collaborators of th e syste m makes its ex ecution very 
complex. Therefore, t o achieve success in t he resolution of this c ollaborative transportation problem, it is critical the  
implementation of an structured mathematical model in order that the system presents a feasible and accurate solution, 
with a total final cost lower than the cost obtained with the routes composed by the individual companies. 
 

Beginning

Ship routing until the 
load destination port

End

Export orders  
Industry A

Export orders
Industry B

Collaborative 
Transportation Planning 
Industry A + Industry B

Land transportation 
routing ultil the origin 

port

Definition of the 
boarding moment of the 
container in the ship

Container waiting 
ship 

Conainter decision to 
unload in intermediaries 
ports on the route on the 

way to search better 
results

Ship decision to moor or 
not in the port

 
 

Figure 4.  General flowchart of the proposed model 
Source: author. 
 
 

6. FINAL CONSIDERATION 
 
Among the several links e xistent in the com position of t he logistics chain, in can be  observed that t he transportation 
activity is one of the most significant of the chain, once it is through transportation that it is possible to synchronize the 
availability of raw material on time, in full in the manufacturing units and the final products in the distribution centers 
further to th e final clien t (Silva, 200 8). In th is co ntext, therefore, the CTM has bee n used in order to allo w the 
synchronization of the logistics network.  

Therefore, considering the relevance of this tool and there is demand for the maritime transportation service by the 
exporter companies, i t shall require researching and modeling the transportation problem discussed hereby, analyzing 
the possible scenarios which best understand the needs of the companies, in order to search the equilibrium between its 
gains and losses. As presented hereby, the Autonomous Agents approach applied to this type of problem may constitute 
a to ol to  an alyze th e actu ation scen arios of t he expo rter co mpanies req uiring d ischarging its production t hrough 
maritime transportation.  

Considering the lacki ng of studies in t his area it is  expected that this study may be useful as  incipient step in the 
development of a s upporting t ool f or t he anal ysis an d deci sion t akings by  t he e ntrepreneurs. T herefore, for t he 
continuity of t he study it is required to calcu late th e m odel on a  m athematical basi s, de velop decision cri teria t o 
distribute the costs and benefits among the main agents involved in the collaborative transportation and test them. From 
the calculated model it is recommended to define one useful software to simulate this transportation problem based on 
the Autonomous Agents theory interacting in dynamic systems. After that, it is recommended to simulate operations in 
different operational conditions similar to the corporate practices in order to test the model and validate it. 
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Abstract: The importance of service industry is increased continuously, and there is a change from product-domination 
to service-domination due to appearing of service science. Thus, needs for understanding and stud ying service system 
are increased. Recently, perception and attention about the importance of service have been increased, but the research 
for them  is weak. Especially, the SCM research which was perceived as a n essential fact or for achi evement of 
competitive ad vantages is based on th e m anufacturing ind ustry, so  th ere is a li mitation fo r app lying to  t he serv ice 
industry. In this article, the service supply chain is analyzed systematically based on service science, and the model for 
optimization of operation is set u p. Also, the framework for using the simulation optimization technique is established, 
and there is a detailed example of the optimization model of se rvice supply chain which was developed in the service 
industry. 
 
Keywords: service; service supply chain; service science; optimization 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The im portance of serv ice i ndustries has been  i ncreasing b ecause of acceleratin g th e transition to knowledge-based 
economy. In the pa st, service industry has been recognized as a secondary of manufacturing industry. Now the service 
industry is becoming new industries to drive the economy. 

Service industry is already a huge part in the world economy and getting bi gger. Because peopl e recognized this 
situation, the topic which is service science and service is researched and interested from many people. But the concept, 
theory a nd a pplication field etc. are n’t c ompleted. The research on se rvice industry is continuing because  of t he 
necessity of service. 

Manufacturing industry which is focused on products than service is changing by time flow. We can easily find 
the example of this case. For instance, water purifier industry sales the water purifier generally. However, the traditional 
structure i s c hanged t o di fferent sal es st ructure. They rent t he water purifier an d provide st eady m anagement of  the 
machine. So the sale is rent fee. Like this way, companies can satisfy variety needs of customers. Also, companies can 
keep relationship with customers as well as sale their service. This chance is a new strategy of companies to survive. 

The past research which is relative with supply chain is almost focused for manufacturing industry. It can be used 
to se rvice i ndustry. Because  th e i ndustry s tructure is  cha nging from  manufacturing i ndustry to service industry, the 
research on service industry is needed. 

Especially, the SCM research  which was p erceived as an essen tial factor fo r achiev ement o f co mpetitive 
advantages is based on the manufacturing industry, so there is a limitation for applying to the service industry. 

The Purpose of th is research is to  understand un ique characteristics of service and  to m ake a n ew optimization 
model through applying the characteristics to service supply chain. There is a detail example of the optimization model 
of service supply chain using the developed service model. 
 
 

2. SERVICE SUPPLY CHAIN 
 
2.1 Concept of service science 
 
Necessity of service science is needed for a long time but the academic research is weak. Service science is to re define 
the fu ndamental serv ice an d d evelop th e service lev el. Also, th at is to  in crease productivity th rough business 
administration, social science, industrial engineering etc. 
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2.2 Concept of service supply chain 
 
The serv ice SCM d efinition is, “As d escribed earlier, Ellran  et al. (2004) a nd B altacioglu et al. ( 2007) d eveloped 
service SCM model, but their service SCM model is limited to general characteristics of service. Also, it is  focused on 
delivering service in  SCM and  not considered intersection between the members. In  addition, there is no  considering 
about elem ents of affecting to value  creation. This  can be  solved by recent service  science c oncept which is new 
recognition of service. 
 
2.3 Service entity and relationship 
 
Service entities consist of service resource supplier, service provider, service customer. Each entity has different role in 
different situation. Figure 1 is representative relationship between entities. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Relationship of each service entities 
 
 
In Figure 1, the top chain is common supply chain of manufacturing industry. The flow is from under supplier to upper 
customer through the company. The arrow means product flow. The second chain is bidirectional supply chain model of 
level 1. Service custom er uses the  output and ret urns t he input t o serv ice prov ider. The last ch ain has two  level 
relationships. The service resource supplier receives service of service customer from se rvice provider and gives  the 
output of re-product to service provider. The second chain and the third chain have the arrows which are product flow, 
too. The dotted lines are divided by service process. 
 
 

3. APPLICATION OF SERVICE SUPPLY CHAIN MODEL 
 
3.1 Framework of service system 
 
There is a process of virtual mobile phone re pair ce nter through the  rela tionship of each se rvice entities and t he 
developed mathematical model. We use the process of virtual mobile phone repair center to apply our developed model. 
This framework of service system will be used for the base of service simulation model. 
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3.2 Application 
 
The mobile phone repair center starts all process when the cu stomer arrives. Arriving customer is considered as input 
resource and  l eaving output which is co mpleted in a process is con sidered a s repaired mo bile ph one. Th ere ar e two 
repairmen in the repair center. Each repairman takes different time to same work. The same work is same price, though 
different repairmen did it. This can be a tree structure in Figure 2. 
 

 

Figure 2. A tree structure of mobile phone repair center 
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Abstract: Today’s global companies are executing global supply chain management which delivers huge amount of 
products to the customers rapidly via global transportation network that connects factories, distribution centers, and 
customers located around the world. In most companies, since the transportation cost exceeds 60% of the total logistics 
cost, it has to be reduced to reduce the total logistics cost. Unit transportation cost varies from the fastest but most 
expensive air-parcels to land (truck), and the slow but cheapest sea (vessel) route. The combination of multiple 
transportation modes are often used to transport goods to their destination, namely, multi-modal transportation.Existing 
studies on the multi-modal transportation mostly have dealt with the static problem in which to transport goods from an 
origin to a destination with minimum total transportation cost. However, in practice, companies have to make decisions 
periodically as to how much to send via which route to minimize the total cost. So the problem in practice is a dynamic 
or multi-period multi-modal transportation problem.In this paper we study a multi-period, multi-modal transportation 
problem for a single product,where we make decision every week as to how much to send to the customer via which 
route, considering the current inventory and demand forecast at the customer site so as to maintain a certain service 
level and minimize the inventory, thereby minimizing the total cost, which is the sum of the transportation cost and 
holding/obsolescence/shortage cost. We propose a practical heuristic algorithm for this problem. Simulation is used to 
evaluate the average performance of the proposed algorithm. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Problem Description 
 
In today's global business, many manufacturers operate global supply chain to transport products via transportation 
network that connects many manufacturing sites, distribution centers, and customer sites located around the world in 
short time. Especially for high-tech electronic products such as mobile phone, personal digital assistants, or LCD TV, 
due to rapid technological changes and short life cycle, the market is very hard to forecast. Furthermore, many of these 
products are produced at the sites such as China and Korea that are far away from the major markets such as US and 
Europe. Therefore meeting volatile demand at the customer site at the lowest transportation and inventory cost is a 
critical issue of running supply chain in today's highly competitive business environment.  

In most global manufacturers, since transportation cost exceeds two thirds of the total logistics cost, it is very 
important to reduce the transportation cost in order to reduce the logistics cost. For global transportation, multiple 
transportation modes are available, which usually include air freight, vessel, rail-road, and truck. Each mode has its own 
advantages and disadvantages. In general, faster mode is more expensive for unit amount of product. So there is always 
a trade-off between cost and speed in choosing the transportation mode. Unlike the static problem as many optimization 
problem assume, the practical situation is that a company needs to make decision dynamically as to how many products 
to ship to its destination at every period of time such as week. 

In this paper, we define the dynamic multi-modal transportation problem(DMTP) as the problem of determining at 
every period the shipping amount of a product from an origin to a destination via multiple transportation mode with 
respective lead time and unit cost so as to minimize the total transportation and inventory cost, while maintaining the 
customer service at the destination to a certain level.The difficulty of running the DMTP is that the certain portion (e.g., 
95%) of demand must be met by on-hand inventory at the destination, while some transportation modes take longer lead 
time than the length of decision period. So DMTP can be viewed as a variation of the well-known periodic review 
inventory control model (R,s,Q). The difference is that (R,s,Q) automatically determines the order quantity as (base 
stock - current on-hand inventory); while DMTP has to determine the order quantity (or shipping amount, from the 
origin's viewpoint) for each of multiple transportation modes. For objective function, (R,s,Q) is designed to maintain the 
specific service level; while DMTP aims to minimize the total cost and maintain a specific service level.Consider two 
extreme choices; the most expensive air transportation which will enable the inventory level to be reduced to minimum, 
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and the least expensive one by vessel which will result in higher inventory level to cope with possible rapid increase of 
demand during the long lead time.  

The relative economic advantage of the two alternatives will depend on the parameter values, which can be 
classified into product parameters, cost parameters and modal parameters. Product parameters include price of unit 
product, profit rate, and available quantity from the origin at every period. Cost parameters include inventory holding 
cost, shortage cost, backorder cost, and obsolescence cost which is significant for high-tech products. Modal parameters 
include unit transportation cost and lead time. Given these parameter values, there will be an optimal choice of shipping 
quantity via each mode between the above two extreme choices. In this paper, we will propose a heuristic approach for 
the problem. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.An illustrative example of Dynamic Multimodal Transportation Problem with 5 routes from Su Zhou to 
Slovakia. 

 
 
To illustrate the DMTP, consider the following example in Figure 1. From Su Zhou, China to Slovakia,the product can 
be transported via five different routes, each of which is a combination of five different transportationmodes of sea, air, 
rail, ferry, and truck. Lead time varies from one week to five weeks; and unit transportation cost varies from $7 to $50. 

If the assembly plant at Slovakia operates the make-to-stock (MTS) production, the problem is simple; the lowest 
cost ordering is to order the required amount from master production schedule (MPS) via the least expensive mode 
ahead of the lead time of the mode. However, for most high-tech electronic products, make-to-order (MTO) must be 
employed in today's volatile market due to its short life cycle and relatively high price.  

Every business unit forecast demand by aggregating all available sales information. Although the forecast 
accuracy is higher as time approaches to the period to forecast, forecast accuracy cannot be guaranteed due to many 
factors such as competing product, technological changes, marketing and promotion, especially for high-tech 
electronics.  

In this paper we address the multi-period dynamic problem of determining at the beginning of every period the 
shipping quantity of single product via multiple routes by considering the on-hand inventory at the destination, in-transit 
inventory, and demand just realized at the end of the previous period at the destination, so as to minimize the total cost 
and maintain the required service level at the destination.  

The contribution of this study can be substantial. Consider a global manufacturer with annual sales of $100 billion. 
Suppose the logistics cost is 10% of the total sales; profit rate is 3%, export logistics cost is 70% of the total logistics 
cost, 70% of which is export transportation cost. Suppose the company successfully operates the multi-modal 
transportation in their export business, and save the export transportation cost by 30%. Then, out of $10B of total 
logistics cost; the export transportation cost saving of $1.47Billion will result in 49% increase of the total profit, which 
is substantial; and provide higher competitiveness in global market, especially for high-end products with short product 
life cycle. 
 
1.2Assumptions 
 
We assume the followings in this paper. 

- Decision is made at the beginning of every period (without loss of generality, we assume a week as a period.) 
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- Transportation cost is proportional to the shipping quantity for any route. 
- All routes always have transportation capacity available as much as desired. 
- Lead time and unit transportation cost is constant for each route. 
- Product is always available as much as desired. 
- Demands during the periods are independent, and identically distributed random variables; and follow a normal 

distribution. 
 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Most research results on determining shipping quantity over multiple routes use updated demand forecast; and based on 
the demand forecast method. Sethiet al.(2001) classify these into the following three categories. The first category is 
Bayesian analysis, where demand forecast is updated by Bayes rule (e.g., Eppen and Iyer, 1997). The second category is 
using time-series models, which is useful for the cases when demands of consecutive periods are correlated. Demand 
can be modeled as an ARIMA model; and myopic optimal policy can be derived under special conditions. (e.g., 
Johnson and Thompson, 1975; and Lovejoy, 1990) 

The third category is demand forecast update model. Hausmann(1969) present an optimal decision rule by 
modeling the updating process of demand forecast as time elapses as the quasi-Markovian process. Sethi and 
Sorger(1991) propose an optimal solution framework for rolling-horizon type decision rule for practical use. However, 
their dynamic programming formulation has a limited practicality due to heavy computational burden. Heath and 
Jackson(1994) model the evolution process of demand forecast using a martingale; and address the problem of 
determining economic safety stock level for multi-item, multi-facility production system. Yan et al.(1998) present a 
single-period optimal ordering rule for two supply channels case with updated demand forecast.  

Donohue(1998) study the pricing policy for perfect demand update in the risk-sharing purchase contract between 
seller and buyer.Barnes-Schuster et al.(1999) study the structure of objective functions between seller and buyer in 
single period, two-stage model where updated demand forecast arrives at the beginning of the second stage.Gallego and 
Ozer(1999) model the updating process of demand forecast using super martingale; and show that the state-dependent 
(s,S) policy is the optimal. Bensoussanet al.(1983) study the inventory model with two supply modes, one instant 
delivery and the other with one unit of lead time; and present generalized (s,S) as an optimal ordering policy for fixed or 
variable ordering cost. 

Hausmannet al.(1993) present an optimal ordering policy for the inventory model with two supply modes of fast 
and slow delivery under stationary demand. Zhang(1996) extends this study to the case of three supply modes. Scheller-
Wolf and Tayur(1998) show that state-dependent base-stock policy is the optimal for Markovian dual-source production 
inventory model without taking demand forecast into consideration. 

Sethiet al.(2001) address the problem in which demand forecast is updated as time elapses. The authors point out 
that future demand contains many randomness factors; and uncertainty is eliminated as time approaches, finally real 
demand is realized, just as peeling off an onion to the core. This study deals with the multi-period problem of periodic 
review ordering for single item; decision variable is shipping quantity for fast and slow route at every review time. 
Objective function is to minimize the total cost comprising ordering cost and inventory holding cost, including backlog 
cost. The authors show that the ordering policy defined by the state-dependent base-stock level of fast and slow route is 
optimal for finite-period and discounted infinite-period problems. As an extension by the same authors, Sethietal.(2003) 
show the optimality of (s,S) policy by demand forecast update when ordering cost is constant.  

Kim(2009) propose a heuristic algorithm to determine the shipping quantity of single product for multiple route, in 
order to avoid shortage using periodically updated demand forecast. However, this study employs some vague concept 
such as 'week of supply' which is not well defined in academic viewpoint. For the papers that address the static version 
of the multi-modal transportation problem, the readers may refer to Chang(2008). Song(2006) considers a multi-period 
production, inventory and distribution planning issues using Benders’ decomposition approach where distribution issue 
is represented as a dynamic assignment model. 

Our study is unique in that, unlike the most of the papers introduced above, our study does not consider demand 
forecast in determining the shipping quantity over multiple routes, but assume demand follows certain distribution. This 
is based on the interviews with practitioners that the demand of high-end electronics with short life cycle is so hard to 
forecast that it will be more appropriate to regard demand as a random variable that follows a certain probability 
distribution. 
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3. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM 
 
 
3.1Modeling 
 
We will use the following notations to model the DMTP. 
 

: shipping quantity in route  at the beginning of period . (decision variable) 
α : probability of shortage in a period. 
i: route ( =1, 2, 3, …, N) 
t: period( =1, 2, 3, …, T) 

t : demand during period  . realized at the end of period   
t : ending on‐hand inventory at end of period  . 
t : arriving quantity at beginning of period  . or, equivalent, at end of period  ‐1  
t : on‐hand inventory at beginning of period  .     ‐1     
i : unit transportation cost of route  . 1 $50,  3 $21   
t : backorder quantity at end of period  . max 0, ‐   
P: price of the product  $600  
b: backorder cost  10% of   
h: holding cost  25% of   per year  
ψ : obsolescence cost  40% of   per year  

 
To simplify the problem, without loss of generality, let us consider only two routes whose lead times are one and 

three weeks, respectively. A  the beginning of period t, whenS1
t-1 and S3

t-3 have arrived, we need to determineS1
t and S3

t, 
taking into account the two in-transit inventory S3

t-1 and S3
t-2 , as shown in Figure 2. 

 
 

 
One way of determining the shipping quantity S1

tand S3
tat beginning of period  is that we assign a certain portion 

(e.g., 80%, or λ=0.8) of the average demand toS3
t ;and determine S1

tsuch that the desired service level is attained. We 
assume stationary demand; that is,  follows the normal distribution with mean μ, and standard deviation σ. We need 
to determine S1

tsuch that the demand in period ( +1) will have shortage with probability . Note that S1
twill arrive at the 

destination at end of period ; and be available for the demand in period ( +1).  
 
By definition, for 1≤ ≤T, 
 

Pr  α (1) 
 (2) 

 (3) 
 
Using (2) and (3), equation (1) can be rewritten as 
 

Pr    (4) 
 
So, Pr   ,    (5) 
 

Figure 2.Two in-transit inventory at beginning of period t.
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Since  are assumed to be iid,  ~ N 2µ, 2σ ; so k can be computed as (6). 
 

2 z σ√2 (6) 
 
Once k is obtained from (6), then the one-week shipping quantity S1

tcan be determinedfrom(5) and (6) at beginning of 
every period . 
 

 (7) 
 
Now we define the total cost incurred during the period as the sum of transportation cost, inventory cost, obsolescence 
cost, and backorder cost over all routes, as (8), where  denotes the inventory position at beginning of period , as 
defined in (9). 
 

Total cost h  (8) 
 (9) 

 
We assume that backorder is cleared as soon as the products become available at their arrival at beginning of the period. 
 
 

Table 1. Computed data for the numerical example 
 

 S3
t t t S1

t t t 
1 80 0 100 123 111 -11 
2 80 123 112 111 95 17 
3 80 111 128 15 82 46 
4 80 95 141 2 92 49 
5 80 82 131 12 109 22 
6 80 92 114 29 102 12 
7 80 109 121 22 109 12 
8 80 102 114 29 121 -7 
9 80 109 102 41 98 4 

10 80 121 125 18 98 27 
 
 
3.2Numerical example 
 
Consider an examplewhere  ~  100, 10 , initial inventory 1=100, α=0.95, λ=0.8. Since . =1.645, the constant 
value of k can be obtained from (6) as k=223. Then the values of S1

tcan be computed using (7), as shown in Table 1for 
=1, ...,10.Obviously we can confirm that the values of S1

tfollow a distribution with mean=20 except for the first two 
periods during which S3

tare not available due to the initial condition. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper we address the dynamic multi-period, multi-modal transportation problem, in whichwe determine at the 
beginning of every period the shipping quantity of single product via multiple routes by considering the on-hand 
inventory at the destination, in-transit inventory, and demand just realized at the end of the previous period at the 
destination, so as to minimize the total cost and maintain the required service level at the destination. 

To simplify, without loss of generality, we described the problem using only two routes; namely, fast route and 
slow route, with lead time of one and three weeks, respectively. We proposed a heuristic algorithm that can determine 
the optimal shipping quantity by assigning a certain portion(λ=0.8) of the average demand to the slow route. By doing 
so, we can at least determine the shipping quantity for slow and fast route, while attaining the desired service level.  

An attempt has been made to further identify the relationship between optimal shipping quantity andλ, other 
parameters, which has to be continued in the future study. Generalization of this problem will be to determine the 
optimal allocation parameter set of λi’s for i-th route. Many other practical considerations can be taken into account as 
the future study, such as supply capacity of the product from the origin; or limited transportation capacity of routes, or 
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transportation cost not proportional to the shipping quantity due to discrete nature of capacity of the carrier such as 
containers. 
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Abstract: In an evolving environment surround ing inte rnational logistics, in place of “ multimodal” transportation, 
“inter-modal” transportation supported by containerization has become the main stream today. Behind this progress is 
the de velopment of i nfrastructure, m ade i n res ponse t o t he user s’ demand o f com prehensive r ationalization of 
logistics, by incorporating efforts made by pertinent parties such as operators of ports, airports, container terminals, 
maritime company, air carrier and cargo-handling. In this new setup, container transportation plays the key role. It is 
evident th e con tainerization will b e of further im portance in th e promotion of world trade. There is roo m fo r 
improvement in the inter-modal system. For example, transportation by sea from East Asia to Japan and those by air 
from Japan to the USA is an  uncultivated inter-modal selection. For the sustainable development of highly efficient 
international logistics, comprehensive study on the operational specifics and management techniques needed to attain 
optimization of inter-modal international logistics is required. Knowing these variables well and finding their optimal 
combination will lead  to th e creation of an optimal solution. And this surely is th e attribute that makes inter-modal 
logistics increasingly important and enables it to contribute to the overall rationalization of international logistics.  
 
Keywords: Inter-modal logistics, Containerization and Optimization 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Remarkable progress is ev ident in  t he environment su rrounding i nternational log istics. In  t he in ternational car go 
market, since the last half of the 1960s, containerization of cargos has advanced rapidly, along with the expansion of 
the container vessels’ service routes. Today, most cargos, excluding crude oil and bulk cargo, are carried by linking of 
sea transport and land transport, and of sea transport and air transport, both using containerized transportation as their 
medium. This is called “Inter-modal International Logistics.”  In place of “multi-modal” transportation consisting of 
more th an one m ode of transp ortation and it requ ires tran s sh ipment at resp ective transfer po ints, “in ter-modal” 
transportation supported by containerization has become the mainstream concept. This advance has the following as 
its backd rop: user demands f or c omprehensive rationalization o f l ogistics w hich offers c onsistent an d 
across-the-board control from production to consumption; and in response to this, the development of infrastructure, 
achieved by in corporating ef forts m ade by p ertinent parties.  T hey a re ope rators of ports, airports, container 
terminals, sea-freigh ting, ai r-freighting an d car go-handling. In t his de velopment of new i nfrastructure, co ntainer 
transportation plays the key role. In this study, inter-modal transportation strategy comprising a number of variables is 
examined from the viewpoints of the providers and the users of inter-modal logistics services. This report defines the 
existing issues to deliver the possible suggestions through the study. 
 
 

2. BACKGROUND IN EVOLVING INTER-MODAL INT’L LOGISTICS 
 

Today, most cargos, excluding crude oil and bulk cargo, are carried by linking of sea transport and land transport, and 
of sea transport and air transport, both using containerized transportation as their medium. This is called “Inter-modal 
International Logistics.” Inter-modal transportation is the freighting system by which cargos are carried from a place 
of departure to a destination via a combination of sea tran sportation and rail or road transportation, or a combination 
of sea a nd air transportation. In the background of the development of inter-modal transportation realized by liners 
and airline companies, there was an  imperative for th e logistics companies to add an alternative to the co nventional 
uni-modal transportation method which enable them to better respond to the higher level of needs of consigners that 
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came about with the changes in environment surrounding them. The following is a l ist of basic reasons behind the 
consignors’ higher level of needs. 
 
(1) Along with the progress of globalization of manufactures, their investment in countries where inexpensive labor 

is available increased. As a result of that, consignees star ted to strongly request for a g lobal transport network 
while sho wing th eir dissatisfaction with t he tran sportation system d esigned by link ing multiple lin er sh ipping 
routes. 

(2) Placing great im portance in Just-In-Time s ystem as means t o re duce i nventory, c onsignees st arted to dem and 
quantitative improvement in transport services. In other words, the consignees are strongly demanding the ocean 
liner companies to provide the more accurate and more regular-scheduled transport services.  

(3) Consignees are pu rsuing i mprovement o f value added  to  t heir products brough t abou t b y qualitative 
improvement of transport services. 

(4) Consignees are demanding qualitative 
(5) Improvement of transport services realized by international collaboration. 
(6) As the c onsignees needs cal l for t he transport serv ices beyo nd th e scop e of sea tran sportation, it is b ecoming 

increasingly difficult t o co me up  with t he b est t ransporting m ethod using t he serv ices av ailable with in th e 
framework of the marine conference only. The ab ove trend suggests that movement of mass and regular cargos 
between specific countries and regions is necessary for the development of inter-modal transportation system. In 
order to realized t he d evelopment, good team work between tr ansport ser vice prov iders t o ensure reliable 
transmission of cargo data and collaboratively structuring of services will be a prerequisite 

 
 
3. THE INEVITABLE OF INT’L INTER-MODAL TRANSPORATION IN EAST ASIA (for cargos 

departing from China) 
 

Against the backdrop of recent economic development in East Asia, development of transportation infrastructure such 
as ex pressways, p orts a nd harbors, a nd airports, i n t he region i s ra pidly pr ogressing, and  t he c ontainer s hips and 
aircrafts moving within and from the region are becoming larger. This affected the consignees’ demands also. They 
are now demanding the through rate and th e comprehensive transport responsibility which covers from the point of 
receipt of the  cargo by  the  trans portation s ervice provide r t hrough t he point of the  a rrival at the  destination. In 
response to this, the logistics service providers started to functionally and efficiently combine multiple transportation 
modes, which has been adding importance to international multimodal transportation system. As well  as th e leading 
manufacturers in th e world hav e been sh ifting th eir pr oduction base from the Sou theast A sian r egion to Ch ina, in 
pursuit of inexpensive labor, European and American retailers, who import a massive volume of commodities via sea 
freighting, are  expa nding t heir scale  of  procurem ent from  China. T hese have led t o dou ble-digit in crease i n t he 
number of c ontainers use d for sea t ransportation f rom C hina t o E urope a nd t he United S tates eve ry y ear l ately.  
There has also been a change in export items from China as well, from the textile products to electronics. 
 
(1) Current Situation of Sea and Air Transportation from China to the U.S.A. via Japan 
Direct investment by Japanese companies in China has become active since around 1990, and proactively prepared 
itself to attract foreign investments. In addition to its fo ur free trade zo nes such as Shenzhen and Xiamen, it set up 
“open co astal cities,” with  14 cities al ong th e coastline. W ith this, China furth er d eveloped its infrastructure for 
attracting foreign investment. In  the beginning, Japan observed these Chinese in itiatives with  prudence, but finally 
Japanese companies started to move. Of the above 4 free tr ade zones and 14 open coastal cities, ho wever, Japanese 
companies m ost oft en m ade t heir way  t o one of t he t hree regi ons e ncompassing S hanghai, S henzhen or Dalian. 
Behind th is con centration is the primary p urpose of Japanese co mpanies’ moving i nto Ch ina: t he formation of an 
“export/assembly base” in  an  in frastructure that o ffers “cheap and plentiful labor,” and the utmost requirement for 
such bases is their “port cap acity.” On the very lo ng Chinese coastline, today Hong Kong has the best port capacity 
and t his has made nei ghboring S henzhen and i ts pe riphery i n t he so uthern pa rt o f G uangdong Pr ovince at tractive 
locations. Besides Hong Kong, the ports of Shanghai and Dalian are recognized to be first-rate, and these three areas 
and their peripheries have become the focal  points for Japanese companies’ investment in China. This tendency to 
prefer a location with the advantage of great port capacity was shared with companies of other origins, too. They also 
had the initial intention of establishing an “export/assembly base,” while having access to “cheap and plentiful labor,” 
and found the areas around Shanghai, Shenzhen and Dalian most suitable. As a result, a massive foreign investment 
was concentrated in these  areas, which made them grow by leaps and bounds, and having a great impact on China’s 
policy of openness and reform. As China’s economic growth in recent years has been remarkable, especially eastern 
China, wh ich includes Sh anghai and its hinterland su ch as Ji angsu Province an d Zhejiang Province, has been 
receiving the world's intense interest. This  region forms a great economic area, with Sha nghai at its core. Factories 
are being built on e after another i n Sh anghai, Suzhou , Wuxi, Hang zhou and  Ningbo. Some facto ries h ave started  
operation and product shipment. These cargos are exported from the port of Shanghai and the Pudong International 
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Airport, bringing the port and the airport an unprecedented booming economy. In terms of air cargo, however, it is not 
always fo und to match th e ideal lo gistics en visioned by co nsignees. This is lar gely due to  the sho rtage of facility  
capacity at th e Pudong International Airport. In  the eleventh year si nce the opening of the airport, airport facilities 
cannot fully accommodate the ever-increasing export cargo, resulting in a backlog. Some goods end up waiting for a 
few days t hrough sev eral d ays b efore b eing m oved to the air craft. Th is situ ation of  export car go’s ex ceeding th e 
loadage of aircrafts has brought about hikes in air tariffs. Turning to the port of Shanghai, the sea-way entrance, it is 
evidently one of the busiest ports, with its container transaction volume ranking third in the world, following Hong 
Kong and Singapore. Shanghai is included in the routes operated by most of the liner route shipping houses. From 
Shanghai, the inter-modal transport is carried out. Using the bellies of these ships, cargos are transported by sea from 
Shanghai to nearby ports in East A sia such as Kaohsiung, Pusan, Fukuoka, Osaka, and Tokyo, and then transported 
by air to the U.S. markets after being transferred to the nearest airport.  
 
(2) Current situation of Japan ports to Sea & Air Transportation 
On the one hand, due to the hollowing-out of industry in Osaka, the demand for export air cargo to the U.S. from the 
Kansai International Airport (KIX) is sluggish. Even compared to the demand level in the airports in China and other 
countries in East Asia, it is lo w. On the other hand, it is an ticipated that the Kansai International Airport, along with 
the ports nearby, will come into the limelight again as the transit point for the inter-modal transport from China to the 
U.S.A., c omplemented by w ell-developed ports a nd ha rbors wi th a l ong history of handling sea-freighted i mport 
cargos at  t he l anding p orts o f K obe a nd Osaka si nce pre -war t imes. I n a given si tuation of ai rport/harbor 
infrastructure and the export cargo market, a need of  Sea and A ir t ransportation to U.S. from China v ia Japan has 
been raised. In terms of cost and number of days required for transit, for instance, when they are compared between 
that of Sea and Air transportation and that of sea tran sportation or air tran sportation, the cost of Sea and Air is about 
one-third of air and the number of days required for transit for Sea and Air is about a half of what is required for sea 
transportation. Due to a rise in airfare after the 1973 oil crisis, the consignees became keen on reducing transportation 
cost, which resulted in the Sea and Air transportation attracting even more attention than before. The attraction is that, 
with Sea and Air transportation, mass shipment at low cost is possible and adjusting the timing to supply goods to the 
market is easy.  
 
 

4. OUTLINE OF SEA & AIR TRANSPORT (EXISTING ISSUES) 
 

The sequence of sea and air transport starts with sea transport from the agreed place of shipment to the transit point, 
followed by air transport from the transit point to the destination. Though its history is still short, it stemmed from the 
arrival of con tainer ships at sea and  jumbo jets (B747-F) in the air, and it developed by capitalizing on the strengths 
of “inter-modal international logistics,” such as th e low co st of sea transport and the s wiftness of air trans port. The 
combined Sea and Air transport has its origin in the field of air cargo transport.  It is said that Flying Tiger Line, Inc., 
a U.S. airlin e company, started this in th e last half of the 1960s, when they air-freighted cargo, which arrived in the  
west coast of the U.S. after being sea-freighted from Japan, inland and to the east coast of the U.S.. 
The characteristics of this mode of transport include the following: 
 
1. A smaller number of days required for transport compared to the sea-only mode. 
2. Less expensive freight costs compared to air-only mode. 
3. Possibility of timely transport of the proper amount in response to commodity demand. 
4. Possibility of logistic cost saving, in inventory adjustment, storage fee, etc. 
 
The standard number of days required for Sea and Air transport, though it varies depending on the routes and means 
of transport, is 7~10 days from Shanghai (by sea) via Japan to (by air) the U.S.A. This means a saving by more than 
50% com pared t o t he number o f days re quired fo r th e sea-on ly m ode. Th e co st is also  less – abou t on e-third of 
air-only transport. The number of days required for transport has a great impact on determination of the freight cost. 
The shorter the ti me is, th e more expensive, naturally. As the Sea and Air transport gives flexibility to transport by 
getting the best of both sea transport and air transport and by being able to respond to the specific nature of the cargo, 
its co ndition, and t he freight co sts, it is called  th e “th ird logistics” in th e field  of i nternational log istics an d its 
potential as the intermediate mode of transport between the Sea and Air modes is increasingly recognized. While the 
primary car go fo r Sea and A ir tr ansport from  east C hina, for e xample, in cludes electric a ppliances, electric 
components, office appliances, audio equipment and semiconductors, it is anticipated that transport not only from this 
region but also to this region will increase. It is apparent that many transnational corporations from Japan, Europe and 
the U.S., as well as o ther nations, will continue to set up operations overseas and local production will continue to 
grow. This leads to the expectation of increased transport to China to support local production there with supplies of 
parts. 
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5. COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTION AND SUBSTITUTE FUNCTION – SWITCHING OF MODES 

AS A PROACTIVE STRATEGY 
 

In th e sense of in novation in tran sportation, th e con tainer-sea tran sportation serv ice can  b e said to  be in  th e same  
dimension with the air t ransportation service. Because they are greatly different from each other in terms of speed, it 
should be most appropriate to regard them as b eing complementary rather t han as b eing competitive to  each other. 
Hypothesizing th e fundamental co mplementary an d p artially su bstituting relationship b etween the con tainer-sea 
transportation service and air tran sportation service is m eaningful as t he resultant hypothesis can be used to e xplain 
the real situ ation logically. However, th ere are opposite v iews to th is. So me people see th at th e sea tran sportation 
service and air transportation service are generally substitutive to each other. It is said that the sea transportation is on 
a lo sing streak ag ainst air tran sportation. This is du e to  the fact that ai r transportatio n service is com pared to sea 
transportation service in general, not to the container-sea transportation service. This is what is done in the discussion 
focusing on the change of the ratio of “switching from sea to air cargo”. The ratio of “switching from sea to air cargo” 
identifies the ratio of the value traded by air freight in the total value of trade of our country, and it is i ndicated in 
percentage. For example, the ratio of “switching from sea to air cargo” for Japan’s export, which indicates the ratio of 
the value of air freighted exports in the to tal value of export from Japan, has consistently increased in the past. In 
contrast, the trend has been consistently downward for the sh are of sea freighting (or one might call it th e ratio  of 
“switching from air to sea ca rgo” for Japan’s export), which is obtained by subtracting the ratio of “switching from 
sea to air cargo” for export from 100%. As described above, the ratio of “switching from sea to air cargo” and t he 
share of sea t ransportation are, by  definition, c onstantly i n an i nverse cor relation, a nd furthermore, t he rat io of 
“switching from sea to air car go” is on the increase. This leads to an interpretation that the sea transportation service 
and air transportation service are substitutional services, and that the air transportation service is a normal service and 
the sea tran sportation service is an inferi or serv ice. This und erstanding is not wrong in so  far as t he foregoing 
definition is ap plied, but as far as th e log istics innovation is concerned, the sea t ransportation service that is to  be 
compared to th e air tran sportation service must be limited to the container-sea transportation service. As e xplained 
above, the  Se a and Air se rvice, a  m ode of in ternational m ultimodal tran sportation, is of air and con tainer-sea 
transportation, and this  will continue t o grow a s the ai r and contai ner-sea trans portation se rvices will supplem ent 
weaknesses of each other , and as this mode of tra nsportation will m eet th e int ermediate values of ai r a nd 
container-sea transportation services in terms of the number of transit days, freight tariff, and weight and volume of 
exported cargos.        
 
 

6. STRATEGICAL BEHAVIOR OF SERVICE PROVIDER 
 

There are several parties invo lved in th e international logistics. The freight forwarders l ink the consignees and the 
transportation companies by carrying the shipment door to doo r. While the carriers (ocean shipping companies and 
airline companies) move the cargos along the transportation routes, the forwarders are active, doing cargo handling 
for example, at nodal points of each link. One of the activities of the international logistics service providers involved 
in air freigh t is th e log istics strateg ies d evelopment p erformance by  th e fo rwarders. Unlike sea fre ights, m ost air 
freights are booked by forwarders due to historical and institutional reasons. As a result, the air freigh t forwarders’ 
logistics-strategies-development performance will b e the center of focus for th e consigners. Competition in product 
development a mong t hese f reight forwarders ca used diversity i n t ransportation r outes an d t he number of  day s 
required for transit, which has led to progress in freight cost reduction and further to establishment (as a conventional 
product) and gr owth of  Sea and Ai r transportation. In  t he p erspectives of th e users, being  ab le to choo se t he 
transportation method t hat c an m inimize loss/ damage i n rel ation t o t he f ollowing wi ll be i mportant – freight c ost 
premium when the consigners decide to switch from the slow transportation mode to the fast transportation mode; or 
an adverse impact on the future businesses or penalty accompanied by a breach of contract caused by a delivery delay. 
One of the causes of increased demand in the combination of air and Sea and Air transportation is, for example, that 
the consigners are choosing the conventional air  transportation paired with the Sea and Air transportation to timely 
replenish the consignees’ inventory rather than risking back order resulting from a drastic decrease in their inventory. 
To be better prepared for the further increase in demand of international multimodal logistics in future, the following 
improvements are desired. 
 
6.1 Development of Ports and Harbor/Airport Infrastructure 
 
As the cargos landed at each port are reloaded on trucks to be transferred to the airport, due to the current situation in 
Japan where there are a number of traffic problems remaining to be solved, there is the possibility of being caught in 
traffic congestion, leading to a delay in reaching the airport. The road infrastructure, around the nodal points between 
the ports and airports in particular in this case, must be developed. 
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6.2 Round-the-Clock Operation at Ports and Harbors 
 
It is said that ports in Japan are small in general. Other major ports in East Asia, such as Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, and 
Pusan, are ev en smaller against the total cargo volume to export and import. Due to this, they operate with 24-hour 
cargo-handling to effectively use the terminals. A similar 24-hour operation is necessary and e xpanded to Japanese 
ports to increase their efficiency. 
 
 

7. Promotion of Effective Logistics 
 

The recent developments also incl ude a new movement to  integrate production and logistics.  Though production 
and log istics on ce took  sep arate co urses of d evelopment, the new app roach is to  i ntegrate these fun ctions wh ile 
maintaining the o ptimal relationship between them, to realize customer satisfaction and lo w-cost operation. When it 
comes t o worl d t rade an d i nternational l ogistics, t here ar e so m any par ties i nvolved. Some of t hem are b usiness 
operators and some are of the public sector. To make it more complicated, there are different regulations, customs and 
business practices in different countries and regions. All of these make the requirements of paperwork more than just 
complex, and the burden and the cost of processing are huge. To realize ideal international logistics, at least in terms 
of pr ocessing im port/export and  ot her nee ded doc umentation, a system of total optimization encompassing bot h 
public and private sectors must be built. It is an ticipated that, on the one hand, stronger demands from the customers 
for rationalization in  logistic activ ities will be made, and on the o ther hand a demand for th e timely and accu rate 
provision of information, as well as proposals for optimal solutions, will be made. For the former, containerization is 
expected to continue to play an important role. 
 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

As t he l ong-term pol icies ge nerally m ade by  ad vanced nations ar e designed t o r educe im ports o f fuel a nd raw 
materials, an d in stead in crease th ose of fin ished products, it is ev ident th at con tainerization w ill b e of further 
importance in the promotion of world trade. For the sustainable development of highly efficient international logistics, 
further study on the operational specifics and management techniques needed to at tain optimization of i nter-modal 
international l ogistics is requ ired. Ex amination of a number o f variables and  t heir combinations, which con stitute 
inter-modal logistics as seen from the viewpoints of both the service providers and the users in this study, suggests 
ways t o i mprove t he t hroughput, c ost ef fectiveness a nd other as pects o f l ogistics, an d t hus t he l evel of c ustomer 
satisfaction. Knowing th ese variables well  an d find ing t heir optimal c ombination will lead  to  th e creation of an  
optimal solution. And this surely is the attribute that makes inter-modal logistics increasingly important and enables it 
to contribute to the overall rationalization of international logistics. 
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Abstract: In this paper, a vision is developed on the future of seaport hinterland networks. The innovative concept of 
the Exte nded Gate is disc ussed in detail, based on t he DryPort c oncept which has already recei ved c onsiderable 
attention in  practice an d in th e scien tific literatu re. We t hen i dentify a n umber of business ch allenges related  to  the 
implementation of the Extended Gate concept. Based on a literature survey, we identify research challenges that we aim 
to address in future research projects, such as the Dinalog project ULTIMATE. We also assess the economic impact of 
the Extended Gate concept once implemented. This chapter is dedicated to Jo van Nunen, who cherished the port of 
Rotterdam as a laboratory for innovation and scientific research, and who has played a pivotal role in the application of 
scientific research in logistics and supply chain management.    

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The Net herlands has been a trading nati on for cent uries. As  a result, th e co untry h as a strong fiscal-fina ncial 
infrastructure, a strong and innovative logistics industry, and, last but not least, o ne of the largest ports in the world – 
the Port of Rotterdam. It is th erefore not surprising that the Netherlands plays an important role in a large number of 
global sup ply ch ains. Supply ch ain in novations of ten find th eir fo cal p oint in  the N etherlands. Th is m akes th e 
Netherlands, and the Port o f Rotterdam in particular, an excellent laboratory of logistics and transport research. Jo van 
Nunen, to  which th is chapter is d edicated,  has always st rongly supported the idea of the port as a l aboratory where 
innovative practitioners and scientists coul d work toget her to develop new concepts. This chapter discusses a recent 
innovative concept in  the port that will carry our Erasm usUniversity tradition of st rong academic, applied research in 
the port well into the future.                       

The port community in Rotterdam is continuously facing challenges in moving cargo through the port: congestion, 
pollution, delays d ue to  admin istrative b urdens, in stability o f h interland co nnections, fierce – if n ot cu tthroat –  
competition between transport operators and terminals, and a search for the relationship between added value activities 
and the cargo handling process.  

In the year s 2004 and  2005, when the unpredicted su rge of containers from Ch ina r eached Europe, the various 
container terminals became so congested that there was a strong need for a breakthrough innovation. As a response, the 
idea em erged t hat a seapo rt t erminal shou ld be abl e t o push blocks o f co ntainers i nland p ro-actively, t o al leviate 
congestion. The Rotterdam deep sea term inal operator ECT, assisted by various master students and researchers from 
Hogeschool R otterdam and ErasmusUniversity, devel oped t his i dea i nto t he c oncept of t he Ext ended Gat e. In t his 
concept, t he t erminal gat e i s ext ended t o include sel ected hinterland l ocations, which al lows for t he m ovement of 
containers to t hose inland lo cations without prior involvemen t of the shipping com pany, the shipper, and the receiver. 
From 2007 onwards, t his concept became operational on the link between the ECT terminals in the Port of Rotterdam 
and the inland terminal TCT Venlo. ECT is now,  in collaboration with ErasmusUniversity and Eindhoven University of 
Technology, working on the implementation of this concept into a network of inland locations.  

This chapter concerns the research challenges that we face in developing the extended gate concept into a network 
concept. This work will be part of the project ULTIMATE (Efficient Multimodal Hinterland Networks – new concepts 
for design and o perations) supported by the Dutch institute Dinalog. Jo van Nunen was o ne of the fou nding fathers of 
this national institute for logistics an d supply ch ain management. This chapter addresses the research agenda for this 
project, and may serve as a vision paper for hinterland network structures in Europe for the next decade.   
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2. THE DRYPORT AND THE EXTENDED GATE CONCEPTS 

In sea p ort hi nterland intermodal1 t ransport net works, as de picted i n Figure 1.1, different organizations, s uch a s 
terminal operators, freight forwarders, information service providers, infrastructure managers, shippers, and receive rs, 
all aim to contribute to a better performance of the overall supply chain. Terminal operators, for instance, are more and 
more involved in linking sea t erminals with inland terminals, or l inking terminals with final destinations in the supply 
chain, such as warehouses, and henceforth they shift their activities from being a “node operator” to a “flow operator”. 
It enables them to better connect with shippers and receivers in the network. In this vein, ECT has developed a network 
of i nland t erminals i n Venlo (N L), D uisburg (D) a nd Willebroek (B). ECT has been of fering rai l services between 
Rotterdam and Venl o for a number of y ears, and t his service turns out to be rel iable, fast, and cheap; trucking is only 
marginally faster, but more prone to congestion on the motorways, and more expensive. A major driver for this success 
is t he high frequency of three or four daily departures. Another major driver i s the administrative int egration of t he 
service across the deep sea term inal – transport – inland terminal link. Furthermore, four independent terminals in the 
Brabant region have set up a joint subsidiary – called Brabant Intermodal - to  coordinate shipments from the deep sea 
terminals, again creating conditions for larger shipments with higher frequencies. 

Shippers increasingly demand efficient and sustainable intermodal transport services. One example is Proctor and 
Gamble, who have developed an en vironmentally friendly washing gel  that can was h at  15 °C . To move this project 
into their sales ch annels in  Europe, they also  demand environmentally friendly (read : intermodal) transport so lutions 
from the seaport to their various warehouse locations across th e UK and th e European continent. So the initiatives by 
ECT and Brabant Intermodal are exactly what companies such as Proctor & Gamble are looking for. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Sea port hinterland intermodal transport network 

 
 
We now elaborate on the so-called Extended Gate concept in seaport hinterland intermodal networks. Below, we will 
develop the concept of the Extended Gate from the more basic concept of the DryPort. 

Next to the ongoing issue of trade growth and congestion in terminals, the development of newly industrialised 
countries, and their need to gain access to the global transport system, has been instrumental in the development of the 
so-called DryPort concept. This concept is based on the idea that not all industrial and economic activities have to take 
place close to seaports (as is common practice in m any developing countries), but that good infrastructure and inland 
nodes can help accommodate trade growth, and bring regional development inland. As a result, UNESCAP has adopted 
the DryPort development as o ne of th eir main strategic objectives; see www.unescap.org, and the work of UNESCAP 
economics affairs officer Wang, Tengfei. 

Roso et al. (2009) introduce the DryPort as a driver for alternative transport network configurations. They observe 
that Dry Ports serve to bundle cargo and mostly serve a community of cargo interests and operators. The main purpose 
of the DryPort is to transfer activities from the seaport to the DryPort to relieve congestion, and achieve other benefits. 
Roso et al. (2009) specifically state the potential for modal shift as one of those benefits.  

The view on Dry Ports from a seapo rt economics point is put forward by Notteboom and R odrigue (2005), who 
see th e d evelopment o f h interland n etworks as a new dimension fo r co mpetition b etween seap orts. Mu ch of t he 
literature in this area, see for example (McCalla, 1999), focuses on the reasons why hinterland networks emerge, and on 
the relationships between the networks of various seaports that are in competition.  

In the meantime, in another strain of work, much attention has been given by practitioners in seaports and related 
areas t o de velop hinterland networks, often cent red ar ound a developed, o r de veloping Dry P ort. For t he Eu ropean 

                                                 
1For ease of exposition, we refer to intermodal transport as the transport of containers using several modes of transport. 
However, one may reserve this term for the consecutive use of different modes along a transport lane, and refer to the 
use of several modes of transport in parallel on a single transport leg as multimodal transport. 
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Commission (2001, p. 5 9), a D ry Portis “an inland terminal which is d irectly linked to a maritime port”. Leveque and 
Roso (2002) provide an alternative definition that is a bit more precise: “A Dry Port is an inland intermodal terminal 
directly con nected to  seaport(s) with h igh cap acity tr ansport m ean(s), where c ustomers can lea ve/pick up t heir 
standardised units as if directly to a seaport” (our emphasis). The definition indicates the purpose of the Dry Port: it acts 
as an extension of the seaport, both for export and for import traffic.  

Numerous examples exist of Dry Port-like arrangements. Roso et al  (2009) mention a number of examples, and 
the terms under which they were presented: Inland container depots (India), Güterverkehrszentra (Germany), Enhanced 
remote transit sheds (UK). More specifically, examples are (non-exhaustive): 
1. TCT Venlo, the Netherlands with ECT container terminal in the Port of Rotterdam 
2. Virginia Inland Port with Hampton Roads seaport 
3. Alameda corridor between LA and Long Beach, and its connections with intermodal terminals 
4. Enfield, close to Sydney Botany Bay seaport 
5. Isaka Dry Port and Dar Es Salaam in Tanzania 
6. Caslada, Madrid, with seaports in Valencia, Bilbao, Barcelona and Algeciras 
7. Toulouse Logistics Activity Zone, and the Port of Barcelona  

In Europe, the Port of Rotterdam, the Port of Antwerp, ports in the UK, and ports in Germany and Spain have all 
developed th e Dry Port con cept to  so me d egree. In  the UK , th e Cu stoms arrang ements alread y facilitate  co mpletely 
paperless procedures in ports, including the pre-release of containers, but this is based on a feature of the UK Customs 
system t hat may di sappear with t he i ntroduction o f t he ne w C ommunity C ustoms C ode. I n t he other cases , t he 
implementation is m ainly within a sing le Me mber State.  Cro ssing bo rders with the Dry Port concept rem ains a 
challenge.  

We now fu rther d evelop th e Dry Po rt concep t in to t he Extended Gate co ncept. Th e Ex tended Gate co ncept 
incorporates s ome of t he na tural co nsequences o f t he Dry Port  co ncept, suc h as i ntegral net work design a nd direct 
operational control in the transport network between the sea terminal and the Dry Po rt. However, as we will see, the  
Extended Gate distinguishes itself by putting more emphasis on coordination and control of the flows in the intermodal 
hinterland network.  

Even if seaport terminals do not control the containers coming in by sea, they can develop instruments and – in 
collaboration with other stakeholders of the container-based supply chain – influence the flow of containers to the final 
destinations.  

The Ex tended Gate concept establishes the point o f delivery from the perspective of the shipper/receiver at the  
appropriate i nland t erminalor, w hen possible, at  t he fi nal dest ination suc h as  a di stribution cent re of the 
shipper/receiver. Essentially, the gate of the sea term inal is now placed at any of the i nland terminals in the network 
(Visser et al., 2007). Cargo interests agree to pick up their containers at the inland terminal location, and the final leg of 
the jo urney is arran ged acco rding to  t his ag reement by a ter minal o r ano ther operato r. Th is im plies th at th e 
shipper/receiver will directly deal with a wide variety of inland terminals rather than with the sea terminal. This delivery 
at the inland terminal, or even at th e distribution centre, is offered as an  additional service to  the customer. Basically, 
inland te rminals located in e conomic centres are the m ost suitable for this purp ose, because they could facilitate the 
flow of import and export containers and facilitate the flow of intercontinental cargo as well. Ex tended Gate terminals 
can al so build on t he function of an i ntermodal pl atform, from which containers could be ca rried on t o other, more 
distant locations, by rail or inland barge. This will help these inland terminals build their service portfolio and develop 
into true intermodal serv ice providers. In  some cases, th e customs regime is ex tended to  the in land terminal as well , 
creating additional value of the service package. 

The delivery of the aforementioned intermodal services comes with serious and unexplored business challenges in 
the areas of collaborative planning and information sharing, intermodal network management in global supply chains, 
and business model development. 

A major challenge comes from the actual usage of newly available information. For instance, if information along 
the supply cha in is integrate d and a sm aller number of parties involved decide on opera tional priorities, then t he final 
destination an d re quired t iming of delivery of a co ntainer ( which i s t ypically kno wn by  t he i nland t erminal) can be 
linked to  th e Estimated-Time-of-Arrival inform ation at th e d eep sea term inal to pre-arra nge c ontainers in the sta ck 
differently, an d t o c onsolidate cont ainers shi pments. Current research h as n ot y et add ressed this co ordination 
opportunity, as i nformation i s not  share d and s ubstantially more part ies are i nvolved wi th coo rdinating t he net work 
from the arrival in the sea port until delivery at the receiver’s warehouse. 

One of the crucial conditions for the development of efficient hinterland networks in Europe is the availability of 
the right information on goods that are arriving from overseas to relevant stakeholders. This includes information on the 
nature of the goods, quality, health and origin certificates, safety and other handling instructions, destination, shipper, 
receiver, intended mode of hinterland transport, and required arrival date and time. This inform ation is usually in the  
hands of freight forwarders, and of the owners of the goods. Currently, such information becomes available to container 
terminals or hinterland transport operators only at th e very last m oment, while they need it in adv ance to  better plan 
their operations.  
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In addition to the availability of information, an important condition for the Extended Gate networks to function is 
that the inland terminals are equal partners to the seaport terminals in terms of the quality of their logistics performance, 
the information management capabilities, their internal terminal management systems, their account management, and 
customer relatio nship m anagement, security, and  cu stoms statu s. Th e conditions th e Ex tended Gate n etwork has to 
comply with have to be d erived from the supply chains they facilitate. A tho rough understanding of the supply chain 
requirements for transport network integration is thus required. 

In networks based on Extended Gate concepts, specific operational and analytical problems arise that have to do 
with th e op timisation of operational activ ities acro ss nodes and  link s in the n etwork. Ex amples are the reliab ility o f 
turnaround times of trains and barges in the port of Rotterdam for t he performance of trains and barges in hinterland 
corridors, the requirement for more flexibility in stacking operations in both sea an d inland terminals due to peaks in 
traffic, and the requirement to show efficiency benefits in operational processes in the sea terminal to offset investments 
elsewhere in the network.  

The c urrent e xamples of Dry Ports/E xtended Gates, e xcept pe rhaps t he exam ple of t he Alameda corridor, are 
about one single conn ection b etween a Dry Po rt and  one or m ore seap orts. Th ere ar e still n o ex amples wh ere one 
seaport is co nnected to  a n etwork of Dry Ports. There is little  experience with  issues of in tegration, competition and 
collaboration within such networks. 

 
 

3.INTERMODAL TRANSPORT IN GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS 

Global supply chains are becoming increasingly complex; see for instance (Deloitte, 2003). Companies are relying more 
and more on global sourcing of semi-finished and finished goods, and are confronted with progressively more complex 
demands of customers in  terms o f reliab ility and timeliness of deliveries. In  add ition to th is, there is a stro ng recent 
interest in  supply chains that are both efficient, reliab le and sustainable. Bowersox et  al. (2005) list ten supply chain 
mega-trends, which su ggest a tran sition t owards co llaborative business n etworks as flex ible, d ynamic, cu stomer 
oriented networks i n wh ich econ omics, qu ality an d su stainability are evenly m atched, and  in  which inform ation is  
managed to establish online planning, virtual communication and demand oriented processes (Vervest et al., 2009).  

The supp ly ch ain management literatu re reco gnises th e tr ansport fu nction as an  elemen t in  th e in tegration of 
supply chains; see for in stance (Morash and Clinton, 1997). However, the development of i ntegrative activities at th e 
transport level  receive  very l ittle atte ntion. Stank a nd Goldsby (2000) di scuss transport ation management within the  
context of ex isting transport possibilities, while Mason et al. (2003) discuss the integration between transportation and 
warehousing. Rodrigues et al. (2 008) present a st udy on taking in to acco unt tran sport u ncertainty i n sup ply ch ains. 
Their an alysis po ints at a con siderable sensitiv ity at th e supply ch ain l evel du e to  uncertainties in  t he tran sport an d 
logistics function, and also to th e difficulties in identifying the exact source of these uncertainties. This is in  line with 
similar statements of Rodrigues (1999), who, almost a d ecade earlier, observes t his same phenomenon. He argues that 
synchronization of (container) terminal activities across supply chain networks is the main source of efficiency gains. In 
addition, Bruinsma et al. (20 00) show that the quality of transport networks, especially the potential for in termodality, 
can attract new business activities.  

The m erits o f find ing a better in tegration of tran sport a nd l ogistics in th e supp ly ch ain seem  evident. On t he 
integration o f modal t ransport net works, Van Gee nhuizen (2 000) arg ues t hat t he conce pt of t ransport net work 
interconnectivity has not  been defi ned very well. She  also shows that a demand o r user  perspective is re quired in 
network interconnectivity analysis, to  maintain a su fficient relevance of th e interconnected networks for users. Again, 
from this perspective of in termodal transport economics, Roson and  Soriani (2000) state th at the te rminals incur the 
largest changes.  

The research field on intermodal transport networks takes concepts from network theory and appl ies these to the 
networks t hat emerge w hen seaports are c onnected to i nland terminals or wh en in land terminals are in terconnected. 
Bontekoning et al. (2004) provide a literature overview on intermodal networks, arguing for the definition of intermodal 
networking as a separate research field. Their work, as much of the work in this area, is restrictive because it disregards 
inland s hipping as a mode o f t ransport. A nother e xample of t he w ork i n t his area is Jani c (2 007), wh o de velops a 
costing model for intermodal and r oad freight transport networks. The c omparison between the two configurations of 
the model (intermodal, and road freight only), provides him with a framework for European transport policy analysis.  

In addition to transport networks, there is an  extensive body of literatu re on intermodal terminal operations. See 
for a recent s urvey Stahlbock and Voss (2 008), Much of this work , while releva nt and scientific ally challenging, 
focuses on int ernal proce sses at the te rminal. If c onnections wit h the logistic s chain are consi dered, it is often an 
allocation process that takes place at ‘the edge’ of the terminal that is studied. An example is the relationship between a 
terminal and l andside tra nsportation. T here are som e excep tions, s uch as Veenstra and Lang (2009), wh o st udy the 
interaction between sh ip arri vals and  term inal op erations, and in  particular th e im pact o f cap acity sh ortage of t he 
terminal on the proliferation of delays of ships.  
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4. GAP ANALYSIS: RESEARCH CHALLENGES 
 
There is a need to create a knowledge base in support of the development of intermodal networks that connect sea- and 
dry ports, and  customer locations inland. The knowledge base should address a variety of  issu es that will arise in  the 
design, planning, and operation of these networks, in line with the business challenges described in Section 1.2 and the 
available literature as discussed in Section 1.3. 

1. Intermodal net works that incorporate a sea port and m ultiple dry  po rts have som e specific characteristics that 
should to be recognized and ex ploited in their design. Moreover, the existing literature do es not address by what 
mechanisms such inland networks are developed. The network design problem, and the ro le of major drivers and 
determinants such as supply chain requirements, and the use of information have not been studied in this context. 

2. Quantitative models developed so far th at support the design of intermodal networks and services on the network 
are f ocused on design principles t hat are  physical i n na ture, suc h a s t ransport i nfrastructures, t ransport m ode 
characteristics, frequency of service, etc. Apparently, the information infrastructures requirements are considered to 
be a derivative of network service design and are assumed to be fulfilled. There is a need to further understand how 
the extent to which information infrastructures are available impacts the design of intermodal services on networks; 
see for example (Zuidwijk and Veenstra, 2010). 

3. The performance of the network may benefit from the integration of the planning of operations at the seaport and 
dry ports, and the planning of intermodal services on the network. There is a need for methods that quantify the 
benefits o f i ntegrating t hese planning p rocesses.  H owever, t he integrated pl anning in transport networks ac ross 
transport m odes, an d t he e mbedding o f these partially in tegrated n etworks (read: Extended Gates) in to supp ly 
chains is an area that remains largely unexplored. 

4. The desi gn, pl anning, an d o peration o f  an i ntermodal net work ha ve considerable i mpacts on t he soci etal and 
natural env ironment. On th e o ther hand, stakeholders such as po rt authorities and gov ernments may impose e.g . 
environmental req uirements th at n eed t o be co mplied wi th, an d in th e design, po tential regu lations need to b e 
anticipated. The modal split requirement for container flows from Maasvlakte 2 is an  example. There is a n eed to 
incorporate such stakeholder requirements in the modeling that aims to support decision making in the in termodal 
network.  

5. The l ogistics an d supp ly ch ain literature deals ex tensively with  t he m anagerial co nsequences of i ntegration, th e 
legal consequences of in tegration of (tran sport) activities and the sh ifting roles of bu siness parties have only been 
studied in iso lation of logistics and tr ansport practice. Leg ally very complex situations can o ccur when a term inal 
operator also  engages in  t ransportation, and in  freight fo rwarding activ ities, wh ich is th e case in  Exten ded Gate 
concepts. In  t he in termodal tran sport literatu re, top ics su ch as th e leg al fram ework for in ternational in termodal 
transport are in urgent need of further research; see the recent PhD thesis by Hoeks (2009).  

6. Most of the Dry Ports use rail as the alternative transport mode. Inland shipping hardly plays a role. In addition, in 
many cases, the aim of Dry Port concepts is to (only) replace road cargo with rail cargo. Tri-modality does not play 
a role i n the existing examples, nor in  the academic literature, but is a n important core com petence to achieve all 
potential b enefits o f Ex tended Gate con cepts. Furth ermore, th e ex isting literatu re tak es an  “eith er/or” ap proach 
when considering alternative  modes, while the j oint use of m ultiple modes is paramount to th e success of these  
networks. 

7. Finally, the business case f or Extended Gate-type concepts, and possible business models need f urther at tention. 
The current scientific contributions on the interrelation of transport markets for various modes, on pricing models 
for multimodal services and on the definition of and demand for network coordination services are quite marginal. 
Another co mplicating facto r is th at in  p orts, th e g overnance o f in novation an d th e so lution of co llective actio n 
problems rests with a separate entity called the port authority. Thus, the role of port authorities in the development 
of new m ultimodal h interland serv ices, that in fluence the co mpetitive position of th e p ort in  th e l ong run, also 
deserved attention. The methods that support the design of the intermodal network services should incorporate the 
business models through which intermodal services create value. For example, demand for transport should not be 
considered a given but dependent on the pricing of service packages. Moreover, the demand for transport should be 
recognized as heterogeneous, notwithstanding the standardization of the physical processes of container transport. 
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5. ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF THE EXTENDED GATE CONCEPT 

We anticipate that the following economic and social benefits can be achieved when the Extended Gate concepts is put 
in place: 

1. The i ntegrated n etworks with Ex tended Gates will lead to a m ore reliable, p redictable, and po ssibly quicker 
service that facilitates that part of global supply chains where time pressure is the main driver. 

2. If the efficient flow of con tainers into the hinterland is facilitated by Customs, it wil l also contribute to a b etter 
distribution of customs inspection activities to hinterland locations, instead of con centrating those activities in an 
already con gested p ort area. Visser et al. (2 007) also  argu e th at a lo t o f activ ities in  t he sea p orts, su ch as th e 
customs clearance, could be shifted to a hinterland port. 

3. Compared to the current situation, container hinterland transport could rely much more on i nland waterways and 
rail serv ices. Given th at th ere is u sually en ough time to  move th e co ntainer to  th e inland lo cation, th ey can  be 
shipped in  larg e qu antities b y b lock trains an d –  if feasib le –  b y b arges to  in land in termodal termin als. Th e 
alternative of road transport can be reserved for the cases under time pressure. Zuidwijk and Veenstra (2010) have 
developed a model to study the economic, security, and environmental impacts of such solution directions. These 
solution directions c reate new demand for more environmental-friendly modes o f transport, and contribute to a 
better spread in the use of existing transport infrastructures. 

4. The Extended Gate concept would contribute to decongesting seaport terminals, which allows these terminals to 
enhance their performance (Woxenius et al., 2004).  

5. A decreased use of trucks for container hinterland movements also reduces the road congestion around the seaport 
areas especially during peak times; see (Roso, 2007).  

6. Efficient in termodal hinterland networks will p lay an important role in  location decisions of foreign  companies. 
Making these networks more efficient will therefore increase the relative market share of the Netherlands in the 
Hamburg-Le Havre range.  

7. Inland terminals are required to develop the scope of their operations to satisfy logistics needs of their clients. The 
supply chains are becoming more complex, so the final customers will need integrated services and capabilities to 
respond to t his increasing c omplexity (Notteboom  and Rodrigue, 2004). This in turn re quires m ore skills and 
knowledge in the logistics sector, and may create more jobs in the hinterland. 

8. Logistic Serv ice Pro viders/shippers in  th e h interland will g ain m ore v isibility en  can  th erefore in crease the 
reliability in their supply chains. 

We ha ve valued these im pacts with so me preliminary calculations. T he purpose of these calculations is to see how 
much val ue adde d c ould be  gene rated i f t he ext ended g ate conce pt i s ado pted widely i n t he port  hi nterland. T he 
economic impact of the work in the current project consists of the following components: 

1. Offering E xtended Gate ser vices i mplies offering high-frequency ser vices t o cu stomers of t he network upon 
request, implying a premium service for customers, and hence providing a higher added value. 

2. The im proved co ordination i n in termodal tran sport ch ains will lo wer gen eralised transp ortation co sts fo r Dutch 
consumers and companies. 

3. The development of intermodal hinterland networks will help shift cargo from road to rail and inland shipping and 
achieve a better use of existing road infrastructures during non-peak times. 

4. The approach to develop seamless h interland flows of containers will alleviate congestion around terminals in the 
seaport, 

5. The im proved in termodal c hains will all ow th e Netherlands to  cap ture a larg er market sh are in North-West 
Europe’s container flows and logistics activities. 

6. The development of hinterland nodes as key logistics platforms will have a positive impact on employment creation 
around logistics centres. 
 

Below, some relevant data and crude estimates of the impact are provided: 
 
1. About 6.5 mln TEU tran sit Dutch seaports, with an e xpected growth to 12.5 mln TEU in 2020. Total generalised 

transport flows: €500 per TEU (Ecorys, 2003), which amount to a total of €3.25 bln. We expect a reduction of 5% 
on total generalised costs.  

2. Modal split: 57% road, 30% barge, and 13% rail2. We expect a modal shift of 15% towards rail and barge. 
3. Congestion costs on t he A15 highway as e stimated in 2007: €10 mln per y ear. St rong g rowth i s expected i f no 

action i s t aken. Thi s project aim s at  reduct ion of c ongestion c osts, but also at  im proved co ordination o f t rucks 
which will increase value added per driver.   

                                                 
2We acknowledge that different figures are used in different sources; these figures include all container flows, also short 
sea transport flows. 
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4. Lock in market share increases of at least 1 perce nt point for Ro tterdam due to efficient h interland networks. The 
current market circumstances show market share volatility of up to 5 or more percent points; in 2008, Rotterdam 
had a co ntainer m arket sh are o f 24%, and  in  th e beginning of  201 0, th e market sh are was above 3 0%! Th e 
Extended Gate co ncept is exp ected to lock a substantial share of this otherwise dynamic market share. T his then 
becomes a sustainable contribution to the Dutch economy.  

5. Employment in Transport and Logistics in the Netherlands was 746.000 persons, with an added value of € 40.2 bln. 
We assume that employment will grow proportionally with the increase in value added.  

 

Table 1.2. Economic impacts Extended Gate concept 

Type of impact Value (€ - unless otherwise stated) 

Reduction generalised transport costs 162.5 mln 

Modal shift 24.38 mln 

Reduce congestion 1.5 mln 

Lock in market share (1%) 216.67 mln 

Create employment 4000 jobs 

Total Impact 405.05 mln 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION: A VISION ON FUTURE INTERMODAL NETWORKS 

We finish this paper with the formulation of our vision on future hinterland networks. The analysis of the Extended 
Gate concept and the envisaged results of the Dinalog project ULTIMATE, as well as the planned redevelopment of the 
Port Community System in  the Port of Ro tterdam will h ave consequences for th e structure of hinterland networks in 
Europe. The main characteristics of our vision are: 

1. Hinterland networks will connect seaports selectively with main transport and logistics hubs in the hinterland. The 
selection of these hubs , and the cha racteristics and re quirements for hub s to  qualify fo r i nclusion i n h interland 
networks is one of the main challenges for the regions in Europe.   

2. Seaports will rely h eavily on th ese networks to move cargo into the hinterland, primarily by barge and rail. Th is 
means that trucking in and around seaports can be reduced substantially, if there is political will to develop barriers 
for trucks to enter the port. Pay as you go systems on motorways into the ports for trucks, dedicated truck taxation, 
minimum driving distance requirements, and other schemes can be adopted for this purpose. See  al so the Clean 
Truck Program in the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach; see www.polb.com andwww.portoflosangeles.org. 

3. Seaports will revert back to nodes for cargo handling and transhipment, and will lose their ro le as logistics nodes. 
Distribution parks in port areas will di sappear, and the a vailable space can be used for other, more directly port 
related activities.  

4. The inspection and supervision regimes of Customs, phytosanitary services, and other inspection agencies will also 
be m oved i nto t he hinterland. Thi s i s al ready t he case  fo r m any of t hese i nspections, but t he a dministrative 
processes in the port are not completely optimised with this development in mind. This is an ongoing process. 

5. Inland term inals in  th e h interland will b ear th e brun t o f th e ch allenges th at rem ain in  efficien t multimodal 
hinterland networks: they will sometimes face considerably more serious operational pressure than heretofore, and 
part o f t he co ngestion a nd o ther ne gative effects f rom the seap orts wi ll now m aterialise arou nd i nland t erminal 
locations. It is up to regional authorities to play a role in the mitigation of these effects.  

This vi sion i s depicted i n Figure 1.2 below. T his fi gure po rtrays a c onveyor belt sy stem bet ween seaports a nd 
inland terminals, where the conveyor belt is secured  entirely with appropriate technology. Quality standards exist for 
the selection and performance evaluation of the inland terminal locations.  
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Figure 1.2. Representation of the industrialised extended gate concept  
(courtesy of dr R. Mertel, Kombiconsult GMBH, Germany) 

 
If th is development will d ominate h interland transport in  European seaports, then th is sets an  agenda for in land 

terminal managers, transport serv ice providers and  policy makers. The quality o f performance o f inland terminals in  
Europe will hav e to  be raised  to  th e lev el th at th ey b ecome eq ual p artners of seapo rt term inals. In  add ition, l ocal 
governance structures will have to be adapted to be able to deal with some o f the seaport problems that will emerge in 
the hinterland. National and European authorities will have to have another look at their supervision arrangements to be 
able to optimise personnel and resources to keep a check on incoming cargo of all kinds. Additional measures that rely 
on pre-arrival check s i n c ountries o f o rigin (see for i nstance t he c urrent de velopment vi s-à-vis t he Im port/Export 
Control System) would need to be implemented and extended. New business partnerships between terminal operators 
and multimodal transport service providers will have to be established that fit in the current and future legal frameworks 
for tran sport in  Europ e, but that also  create n ew flex ibility to  o ffer in tegrated serv ices in  th e multimodal h interland 
networks.  
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Abstract:The existence of a worldwide trend in  which the wo rld's manufacturing site is m oving to East Asia is well 
known. T he products p roduced i n t hese di stricts are t ransported t o t he ad vanced nat ions t o m eet t heir co nsumption 
demand. Among such advanced nations, the U.S.A. has the largest demand. It should be noted that these Asian districts 
used f or t he production sites are  rat her restricted. T herefore, t he am ount of t he p roducts t ransported f rom t hese 
restricted districts of Asia to the U.S.A. is becoming tremendously large and are causing very serious traffic problems. 
The new products are required to be transported swiftly by air. Once the consumption and market demand are stable, the 
products s hould be se nt rat her m ore sl owly but  i n l arger am ounts. However, t he ai rport ca pacity of C hina i s q uite 
restricted and the transport volume is becoming large. As a result, transport cost is increasing and also the time required 
for transport is increasing. Now a third method so-called Sea and Air transport is appearing. Its cost and time in transit 
takes a m ean position between Ai r and Ocean freight service.  Howe ver, there has been no  rea sonable st rategy to  
allocate these three m ethods of transportation. Here this problem is considere d under t he assumption that all products  
are stored in the inventory and are transported following the demand from the consuming districts. The most efficient 
transport method is determined. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As is shown in the previous paper[3], i t is a well-known tendency thatmany advanced nations have established many 
firms in the fa r east f or thecheap labor cost and transported their products to many worldconsuming countries. These 
consuming co untries are usually devel opedcountries a nd t he production si tes ar e rat her re stricted. T herefore, 
theproducts are concentrated to rather small number of hub ports for theirtransportation. As these products, there appear 
many seasonal productssuch as textile products or Xmas gifts. Every year su ch kinds of productappear seasonally and 
their m ovements res ume sim ilar st yles. Al thoughsome pr oducts are not seas onal, suc h as cellular phone or s ome 
electronics devises, manufacturers produce new models rather cyclically and a s a res ult their m ovements assume the 
same sty les. We may consider that the cycle is u sually 6-months long fr om experiences, although the cycle does not 
have sp ecial meanings. Generally th e tran sportations of th ese products ha ve particular c haracteristics.  T he new 
products s hould be se nt as  rapidly as  possible afte r t heir production, because, the  ea rly appea rance gi ves the  ne w 
products large competitive advantages. For th at reason the air transportation is usually used at th is stage.  However, 
since there are more products to be sent by air, air transportation isbecoming more difficult in both economically and in 
terms of volume of transportation. The location of pr oduction is rather concentrated in small area, and as a resu lt, the 
airport to be used i s al so restricted. After the fi rst period of s uch quick t ransportation, a sl ower but l arge amount of 
transportation is needed. For this transportation, the one by sea is the usual selection. Although the transportation by sea 
is sl ow, t he c ost of t he t ransportation i s very l ow a nd t he am ount t o be sent  at  one t ime i s ext remely l arge.  The 
difference of these two methods is extensively large both from the point of cost and from the point of the capacity. It is 
natural that  the third m ethod of m edium speed a nd medium amount become necessary . This method is the  so called 
sea-and-air transportation. Generally, this method means a com binational transportation. At first the products are sent 
by sea to some neighboring airport where the services are obtainable more easily and then they are sent by air as further 
transportation to the final destination. There exist ship services especially useful for such purposes. The most popular 
routes are see n the ones through Japan. The details of t his situation are shown in the paper [3]. The cost for this new 
method is almost half and the t ime required is almost double of direct air. Introducing this method, however, casts a 
difficult problem of how much 
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this method  costs and moreover how much should be sent by this method. On this problem, only few works have been 
appeared[1][2]. The calculation of the optimal allocation of these methods is first considered in this series of research. 
In the previous paper[3], only the basic characteristic of the problem is considered. In th is paper optimal allocation is 
considered on the more realistic assumption on the speed of the consumption is considered. This report is consisted as 
follows. In 2, the im portance of th is m ethod i n relation t o Japan is sp ecially p resented. Section 3 is d evoted to the  
several assumptions description of the system. In 4 the costs and obtainable values by three modes are considered and 
from them the final profit is calcu lated. Algorithms for calculation of the profit i s shown in 5. The efficiency of the 
introduction ofS&A-mode is considered in 6.The concluding remark is given in 7.    
 
 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
In this section several characteristics of the system is presented first and then by making some assumption the way to 
find the optimal transportation is studied.  
 
2.1 Characteristics of the System 
 
It should be noted that these s easonal products should be transported to the co nsuming district as fast  as possible once 
they are produced.  They are new products and the swift appearance gives the products a great competitive advantages. 
 After t he first p eriod, t he products are sen t in  larg e quantities to  respo nd to th e stead y d emands of t he con suming 
districts and there fore the value of t hem decreases. T his is the first c haracteristics.  To start th e analysis th e time  
variablet should be defined. It represents time in the destination.   
Definition 1( Definitionof Time )  In this report time t start when the first product arrives at the destination.  
( Assumption I)  The value of the product monotonically decreasesas time elapses. Then, it approaches to a fixed value. 
How ra pidly t hevalue decays and how high the  fi rst value is varies much de pending on the  c haracteristics of the 
products.     
( Assumption II)  The transportation cost decreases monotonically as the required time increases.  The cost by a ir is 
about hundred times higher than those by sea. And the cost by sea-and-air is about half to one-third of the cost by air.  

On the top of the cost of transportation, the cost for the inventory should be considered. 
( Assumption III)  Inventory cost is a linear function of length of storage time and the amount of products. 
 
2.2 Stand Point of the Analysis  

 
Here the basic assumption for the analysis is presented.  The total system of the in ter-modal transportation involves 
many ent erprises, co nsisting a very  c omplicated sy stem.  Usual ly production, t ransportation a nd retailing a re 
conducted by different companies and therefore their advantages and disadvantages are conflicting each other.  These 
situations m ake th e an alysis con siderably complex.  In the an alysis a d ifferent stand  point m ay lead s to a quite 
different results.  In this report, our stand point is that of retailers one.  And it is first assumed that all the products are 
already stored in the sender's inventory.  However, the t ransportation should be conducted by the usual ways.  The 
problem, therefore, is as follows. 
If the amount of consumption and speed of it is assumed first, then whatmode of transportation and when should 
it be performed to satisfy their consumption?   
 
2.3 Modeling 

 
For the analysis of th is system, several parameters and functions areneeded to be given. For the sake of simplicity, the 
transportation b yair, by sea- and-air, by se a are  called A-mode, SA-mode, an d S-mode, resp ectively.  Here, th e 
following parameters are introduced 
 
2.3.1 Parameters 

 
s: Amount of the product sent by one time of transportation by A-mode. 
d:  Unit time span. Basically this is day.  
s:Amount of product sent by one time transportation by SA-mode.¥¥ 
s:Amount of product sent by one time transportation by S-mode.¥¥ 
T: Total inv entory ti me.  Th at m eans th is is th e tim e fromth e b eginning until th ere exists no  product in  t he 
inventory.   
(note) The above parameters indicate that  times of s are sent at one time by SA-mode and  times amount of s are sent 
by S-mode.  These si tuations are ca used by  ad opting c ontainers f or t he t ransportation by sea an d not  f or ai r. F or 
SA-mode, CFS (container freight station ) cargo are used 
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Abstract: In this contribution we optimize the transportation of containers in the hinterland of a local area with one 
terminal and one depot for empty containers and trucks. There are several customers who want to receive goods by 
inbound containers and several customers who want to ship goods by outbound containers. Additionally, there are emp-
ty inbound containers and empty outbound containers. We present two different models corresponding to different sce-
narios for the transportation processes performed by a homogeneous and limited set of available trucks. In the first 
scenario (distinct container problem) empty containers are exclusively used by their owners and therefore must be sent 
to their predefined destinations. In the second scenario (shared container problem) empty containers can be inter-
changed among several owners and therefore can be arbitrarily used. By comparing the model for the distinct container 
problem with the model representing the shared container problem the benefit of container sharing can be analyzed. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
We present a truck and container scheduling problem and we model this problem for ahinterland transportation scenario 
with full and empty containers which are transported in a local area. A trucking company with a set of homogeneous 
trucks and a pool of empty containers is considered. We assume that there is a depot in which empty containers can be 
stacked and where the trucks are stationed. Additionally, it is assumed that there is a terminal in the areawhich can be a 
maritime port or a railway hub station to which trucks transport full and empty containers from customers’ places and 
vice versa. In general, it would be possible to model the above situation for several depots and several terminals in the 
local area. But in order to keep the problem formulation simple we only present models for the Inland Container Trans-
portation Problem (ICT problem) with one depot and one terminal. For further simplification werestrict our considera-
tions to 40-foot containers. The ICT problem has been presented in Zhang et al.(2010). In contrast to Zhang et al.(2010) 
we consider in this paper two different versions of the ICT problem, one first version without allowing container shar-
ing and a second version with the permission of container sharing. In the first version containers must be used for their 
predefined transportation task. In the second version containers can be arbitrarily interchanged in order to achieve im-
proved solutions. 

There are two types of containers, inbound and outboundcontainers. The containers located at the terminal that 
need to be moved to their destination (to the depots or their receivers) are called inbound containers. Reversely, the 
containers located at the depot or customers’ places that need to be delivered to the terminal are called outbound con-
tainers. Moreover, each type of containers can be divided into full and empty containers. Thus, there are four types of 
containers demanding for transportation tasks that the company should carry out: inbound full, outbound full, inbound 
empty and outbound empty containers. First, an inbound full container has arrived from outside to the local area and is 
initially located at the terminal. It must be picked up by a truck at the terminal during a given terminal time window, 
must be delivered to its receiver (customer), and must be dropped off there. After being dropped off, the container is 
available at the customer location and is ready for being unpacked by the customer. When the inbound full container is 
completely handled at its destination, we obtain an empty container and a time window given for picking up the con-
tainer at its current location. We have to move it to a depot or another alternative location by a truck.Secondly, an out-
bound full container is actually some freight that has to be transported in a container and is located at a customer’s 
place. Thus, we should transport an empty container to the customer’s location and deliver it during a given customer 
delivery time window which has been agreed on with the customer before. This empty container will be packed with 
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freight by the customer. When the container is ready for shipment it can be picked up during a predefined customer 
pickup time window. It then has to bedelivered to the specified terminal during a predefined terminal time window. Of 
course, the before mentioned customer pickup time window must be consistent with the terminal time window for this 
container. Thirdly, an inbound empty container is also initially located at a terminal and is available to be picked up 
during its specific terminal time window. We should pick it up at the terminal and transport it to a depot or another 
alternative location regarding the time window of the chosen location. Finally, an outbound empty container means that 
we should pickup an empty container at the depot and deliver it to the specified terminal during the specified terminal 
time window. The topic of this paper is the optimization of the container flows in the local area for a given time peri-
odas well as the resource planning and scheduling for a set of vehicles used for the needed container movements. For 
the analysis of the ICT we use an objective function which minimizes the total operating times of all trucks. 

 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 

For all full containers the origin (pickup location) and the destination (delivery location) is fixed by the problem data 
since these locations are defined by the required flows of goods carried in these containers. In the first scenario consi-
dered in this paper we assume that empty containers cannot be interchanged, maybe, since they have different owners 
and have to be used for their specific purpose or, maybe, since they have to reach their specific destination. This scena-
rio is called distinct container problem during this paper. In the scenario of the distinct container problem the usage of 
empty containers being available at some location is determined in advance. That is why the origins and the destinations 
of all containers (empty containers as well as full containers) are fixed by the given data of a problem instance. In this 
case the optimization model related to the ICT problem comes up to a pickup-and-delivery problem with time windows 
(PDPTW) with each container movement representing a full truckload request for the PDPTW. The only difference to a 
usual PDPTW is that each customer has two time windows, one first time window for the delivery of a (full or empty) 
container in order to make the container available for the customer’s loading or unloadingoperation and another second 
time window for picking up the container after the container has completely been handled by the customer.  

But if it is allowed to interchange empty containers then we will have more flexibility. In this case, we can use any 
available empty container for any transportation. Throughout this paper this scenario will be called shared container 
problem. For the shared container problem, the decision which empty container will be assigned to the usage of which 
freight transportation task constitutes an optimization problem of its own. There are threetypes of empty containers 
which are available for the assignment to upcoming transportation tasks. The first type of available empty containers 
originates from the company’s depot. The second type consists of all inbound empty containers located at the terminal. 
Finally, the thirdtype of available empty containers is constituted by all containers that have been emptied at a customer 
location and that are currently disposable for a new task.Available empty containerscan be used for two types of tasks. 
They can either be used as an empty outbound container (to be delivered to the terminal) or as a container which will be 
used to fulfill a customer’s request for an empty container in the local area (i.e. the container will be packed with freight 
by this customer before it is transported to the terminal).Moreover, there is the opportunity for the trucking company to 
move the available empty containers to its depot. When empty containers can be interchanged, the origin of outbound 
empty containers and the destination of inbound empty containers are not defined by the problem data. The determina-
tion of these locations (i.e. a part of the input data of a PDPTW) is part of an optimization process itself. That is why the 
shared container problem cannot be modeled and solved as a usual PDPTW. 

In this paper we discuss three approaches for modeling, describing and solving the ICT problem. The first ap-
proach refers to the distinct container problem, i.e. the model of the first approach describes the ICT problem without 
the possibility of container sharing. It turns out to be a PDPTW with a set of given container movements between cus-
tomers, the terminal, and the depot. At the depot there are no time windows. For each container passing the terminal we 
have to respect its specific terminal time window. Each full container (inbound as well as outbound) has two time win-
dows at its customer location (one for delivery and one for pickup).  

The second and third approaches discussed in this paper refer to the shared container problem. The second ap-
proach is based on a sequential process for solving the two sub-problems of the ICT. The third approach pursues a si-
multaneous procedure for the solution of the ICT. 

The second approach consists in the following two steps for solving the ICT. In the first step an optimal decision 
on the assignment of available empty containers to upcoming transportation tasks is aspired, i.e. in the first step it is 
tried to install minimum flows of empty containers in the local area in order to keep the total transportation demand of 
containers in the area as low as possible. The objective function used for the determination of the container flows is the 
minimization of the sum of the length of all distances that containers have to be transported. Of course, the determina-
tion of the container flows fixes an origin and a destination for each empty container which has to be transported. I.e., at 
the end of the first step, we have to solve the same type of problem as we have in the situation for the distinct container 
problem. That is why the model for the distinct container problem could also be used for the second step of the second 
approach. Since the flow of containers has to be performed by transportation processes fulfilled by the own fleet of the 
trucking company, the container flows have to be installed in that way that the given maximum number of coevally 
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used trucks is not exceeded. The problem of minimum container flow with the important restriction of a limited re-
source capacity for transporting these containers is very interesting in general but it is not easy to solve. Since the prob-
lem in the first step of the second approach needs further investigation, this approach will not be pursued in the re-
mainder of this paper. 

Following the third approach we will solve the two sub-problems of the second approach in one single step, i.e. 
solving the assignment problem of empty containers simultaneously with the vehicle routing and scheduling problem 
induced by the originally given problem data and the compulsory assignment decisions.Using the model for solving the 
problem determines: a) where to deliver the empty containers released after inbound full/empty loads, b) where to pick 
up theempty containers for outbound full/empty loads, and c) in which order and by which truck the loads should be 
carried out.  

 
 

3. EXAMPLE FOR CONTAINER INLAND TRANSPORTATION 
 

Figures 1and 2 show a very small example for the ICT problem. Customers are illustrated by circles; the depot is illu-
strated by a rectangle and the terminal by a triangle. The flow of goods is shown in Figure 1. There are two customers 
represented by the nodes 1 and 2. The flow of goods from customer 1 to the terminal is demonstrated by the arc g1 and 
the flow from the terminal to customer 2 is demonstrated by g2. The flow of goods is made possible by means of con-
tainers. The time window for the availability of a container at the customer’s location iis given by [si,ei]. Additionally, 
there are terminal delivery time windows for outbound containers and terminal pickup time windows for inbound con-
tainers. Customer 1 will have to pack the container provided to him during the time window [s1,e1]. The container of 
customer 1 has to reach the terminal respecting the terminal delivery time window for this container and will then leave 
the local area via the terminal. Customer 2 will receive a container carrying a flow of goods shown by the arc g2. For 
this customer the time window for unloading the container is [s2,e2].  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Flow of goods in the local area 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Distinct container problem 
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The flow of goods induces a flow of containers. Figure 2(a) shows the flow of containers for the case that the containers 
used for customer 1 and 2 cannot be interchanged (i.e. the situation of the distinct container problem). The container 
C1respectively C2will be used for the realization of the flow of goods g1 respectively g2. The flow of the empty contain-
er C1 is denoted by C1(E) and afterwards when this container is loaded at customer site 1 its flow as a full container is 
denoted by C1(F). The flow of the full container C2 fromthe terminal to the customer 2 is shown as arc C2(F) and after 
this container is unloaded by customer 2 its flow continues as an empty container to the depot on the arc denoted as 
C2(E). As mentioned above there is an availability time window for containers at each customer’s site. We assume that 
the customer delivery time window for a container to be delivered to customer i will be [si–ε,si] and the customer pickup 
time window will be [ei,ei+ε], respectively, with ε denoting the amount of time that a container may arrive earlier at a 
customer’s site than necessary or the amount of time that the container is allowed to remain at a customer’s site after the 
availability time window is over. 

The flow of container requires corresponding truck operations. Figure 2(b) shows the transportation processes 
needed to implement the intended container flows. The solid lines illustrate the transport of containers by a truck and 
the dotted lines illustrate truck movements without any container. The bold solid lines indicate the transportation of a 
full container while the semi-bold lines indicate the transportation of empty containers. The solid lines are marked by a 
denotation, for instance OF(C1,CW2,TW1). This denotation is used for describing the type of container, the identity of 
the container, and the relevant time windows. The first two characters denote the type of the container transported on 
that line:OE for Outbound Empty, OF for Outbound Full, IE for Inbound Empty, IF for Inbound Full. The first parame-
ter within brackets identifies the container to be transported, e.g. C1 for Container 1. The second parameter identifies the 
time window to be met when picking up the container. The values of that parameter might be CW1respectively CW2 for 
the first respectively the second time window of the customer location where the container has to be picked up. Alterna-
tively the value of the second parameter might be TWj for the time window which is relevant for container j at the ter-
minal. Finally, the value of the second parameter might be “-” indicating that no time window is relevant for the pickup 
operation. The third parameter identifies the time window to be met for the delivery of the container at its destination. 
The possible values of the third parameter are the same as the ones for the second parameter. The dotted lines used for 
the illustration of empty container movements are marked by a denotation which describes the time windows for the 
locations at the origin and destination of that movement, for instance (-,CW2) for a truck movement from the depot to a 
customer who has to be reached at his second time window. The first parameter identifies the time window at the start-
ing point of that empty truck movement and the second parameter identifies the time window at the endpoint of that 
movement. The values for the time windows of empty movements can be the same as for the time windows for contain-
er movements on the solid lines. Figure 2(b)demonstrates the case that the time windows and the limitation of available 
trucks do not allow any bundling or concatenation of transport processes to common tours. For this case Figure 
2(b)shows all transportation processes which are necessary in the local area to fulfill the container flows shown in Fig-
ure 2(a). There are 10 transportation processes neededfor the transportation of the two containers. For each move of a 
container to or from the depot there will be needed a pendulum tour (i.e. 4 truck movements for the two containers). 
And for each move of a container between a customer location and the terminal there will be a tour with three transpor-
tation legs (i.e. 6 truck movements for 2 containers).  

 
 

 
Figure 3. Shared container problem 
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The optimization model for the distinct container problem will minimize the transportation effort (in driving distances 
or operating times of the available trucks) for a given set of container movements. The two approaches for the shared 
container problem try additionally to minimize the container flows. Provided that the availability time windows [s1,e1] 
and [s2,e2] of the customers 1 and 2 allow that the same container can be used for both customers, the container flow 
illustrated in Figure 2(a) can be reduced to the container flow shown in Figure 3(a). As shown in Figure 3(b) the set of 
needed transportation processes will also be reduced. 
 
 

4. MODELING THE CONTAINER INLAND TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 
 
The two models for the first and second approach use the following variables, parameters and constants. 
    
  0 0           Start node (Depot) 
    0 3 1        End node (Depot) 
    1, … ,           Pickup nodes (outbound full customers,  

first time window ) 
    1, … ,         Pickup nodes (outbound full customers,  

second time window) 
     
    1, … ,         Delivery nodes (inbound full customers,  

first time window) 
    1, … ,2         Delivery nodes (inbound full,  

second time window) 
     
    2d 1, … ,2d p        Terminal nodes (belonging to the number of  

outbound full customers) 
    2 1, … ,3         Terminal nodes (belonging to the number of  

inbound full customers) 
    3 1, … ,3         Terminal nodes (belonging to the number of  

inbound empty containers) 
    3 1, … ,3       Terminal nodes (belonging to the number of  

outbound empty containers) 
     
    0 0       All nodes 
  K=1,…,m     Vehicles 
       Inbound full containers 
  1, … ,    Inbound empty containers 
  1, … , 1   Additional empty containers (originating from  

the depot) 
       
          Number of inbound empty containers 
          Number of outbound empty containers 
     Number of additional empty containers 
          Number of trucks 
          Waiting timefor the loading/unloading operation at a  

pickup/delivery node 
          Sufficiently big constant 
          Required time for a truck to drive from  
     node i to j 
    /       Time window of node i (i.e. TWi for terminal time window of container i  

and CW1 respectively CW2 for the first respectively second customer time  
window) 

 
Decision variables:      1, if truck  drives from node to ; 0 otherwise 
    1, if container  is moved from node to ; 0 otherwise 
        Represents the starting time of truck  from node  
        Represents the starting time of container   from node  
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For a comprehensive survey of the different types of node setsFigure 4 illustrates their interrelations within the distinct 
and the shared container problem. Customers providing outbound full containersare defined as pickup customers. 
Additionally, customers  who receive inbound full containers from the terminal are declared as delivery custom-
ers. To constitute the first and the second time window of the customer locations each customer is represented by two 
vertices ( ; . The terminal has to handle all types of containers and thus is split into four node 
sets . The additional possibilities of the shared container problem to allocate the container 
between the node sets are illustrated through the arrows and lay the basis for the following mathematical models. 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Possible container arcs between the node sets 

 
 
The optimization model for the distinct container problem with the objective of minimizing the total operating times of 
all trucks consists in the equation (1) and the restrictions (2) to (14).  
 
Objective function:   ∑       (1) 
 
Restrictions:  ∑ ∑ 1    ;   (2) 
   ∑ 1\         (3) 
   ∑ 1         (4) 
   ∑ ∑ 0    ; ;  (5) 
   ∑ 1        (6) 
   ∑ 1        (7) 
   ∑ 1        (8) 
   ∑ 1         (9) 
   1    , ;    (10) 
      ;   (11) 
      ; ,   (12) 
        ;    (13) 
   0,1      , ;    (14) 
 
The objective function (1) deals with the minimization of the total operating time of the trucks. Restriction (2) assures 
that every vertex is visited exactly once. While (5) guarantees the route continuity, restrictions (3) and (4) mean that a 
truck starts a tour from the depot and beyond ends the tour at this location. The following two restrictions ensure that a 
truck which picks up an outbound full container from a pickup vertex(i.e. during the second time window) drives to the 
terminal. Furthermore, a truck driving to aninbound full terminalnode has to move an inbound full container to the re-
lated delivery customer. Constraints (8) and (9) guarantee that every pickup locationand every outbound empty termi-
nalnode is supplied by empty containers from the depot.Furthermore empty containers from the terminal or from a de-
livery customer node must be moved to the depot. Whilethe time continuity duringa tour is assured by (10),the waiting 
time for the loading and unloading operation at the pickup and delivery customer vertices is guaranteed through (11). 
According to this restriction, constraint (12) states that the container is transported as well from the pickup or delivery 
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node after waiting time, if two different trucks pass the first and the second time window of the same customer loca-
tion. Finally, (13) assures that a truck reaches a location in its defined time window. 

The optimization problem for the shared container problem is represented by the objective function (15) and the re-
strictions (16) to (44). 
 
Objective function:    ∑       (15) 
 
Restrictions : ∑ ∑ 1    ;    (16) 
   ∑ ∑ 1    ;   (17) 
   ∑ ∑ 1    ;   (18) 
   ∑ ∑ 1        (19) 
   ∑ ∑ 1        (20) 
   ∑ 1         (21) 
   ∑ 0        (22) 
   ∑ 0         (23) 
   ∑ ∑ 0    0 ;  (24) 
   ∑ ∑ 1   ;    (25) 
   ∑ ∑ 1    ;    (26) 
   ∑ 1        (27) 
   ∑ ∑ 0    ; ;   (28) 
   1    , ; ;   (29) 
       ;    (30) 

       ;    (31) 

      ;   (32) 
        ;    (33) 
 
   ∑ ∑ 1    ;   (34) 
   ∑ 1         (35) 
   ∑ 1         (36) 
   ∑ ∑ 0    ; ;  (37) 
   ∑      0 ; 
         ; ;   (38) 
   ∑      ; ; 
         ;    (39) 
   1    , ; ;   (40) 
        ; ;  (41) 
        0 0 ;   (42) 
   0,1      , ;    (43) 
   0,1      , ;    (44) 
 
The objective function deals with the minimization of the total operating and waiting time of the trucks. While con-
straints (16) to (33) assure the containers’ routes, (34) to (44) guarantee the routes of the trucks. Thus, (16) states that 
every pickup and delivery node is visited once by a container. Restrictions (17) and (18) assure that the terminalis either 
visited or left once according to the export or import vertices. The starting and end nodes of the different kinds of con-
tainers are guaranteed by restrictions (19) to (26). Thereby IF containers need to be moved from the terminal to the 
delivery customers.While IE containers can be transported to ingoing pickups nodes or the depot, (21) states that addi-
tional empty containers originate from the depot.The three types of containers are not allowed to start their tour from a 
different starting node stated by (22)-(24). Constraints (25) and (26) assure that the containers will end their tour either 
at the depot or the export terminal. While route continuity is stated by (28) restriction, (27) ensures that a container 
visits the related node of a pickup, terminal or delivery node and furthermore passes the filling and emptying process of 
the container. According to these restrictions the time continuity ((29-31))and the service time for the loading and un-
loading operation at the pickup and delivery nodes ((32)) have to be held. Finally, restriction (33) assures that a contain-
er reaches a location in its defined time window.The truck constraints (34)-(44) are comparable to the restrictions for 
the distinct container problem. Attention should be paid to restrictions (38), (39) and (41) which assure that the trucks 
are interlinked with the containers and pass every location at the same time. Hence, the trucks cover the containers’ 
routes but can skip the waiting time at the pickup and delivery vertices.  
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS ON FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The models presented in Section 4 deliver a precise formulation of the ICT problem with and without container sharing. 
The problem is interesting from a theoretical point of view since there are two levels of transportation planning which 
are intervolved with each other and have to be matched together. On the lower level there is the resource planning for 
the containers which are to be used for transportation, and on the upper level there is the resource planning for the 
trucks that are needed for the movement of the containers which are planned for transportation. CPLEX has been used 
for the solution of small instances of models presented in Section 4. By comparing the results of the solutionsof in-
stances of the distinct container problem with the results obtained by the solutionsof  instances of the shared container 
problem the benefit of container sharing can be estimated and analyzed in dependence of the characteristics of the given 
problem instances. This benefit is measured with respect to the reduction of the transportation costs for inland container 
transportation in a local area. Unfortunately, CPLEX is only able to solve small problem instances of the ICT problem. 
We assume that the benefit reached by container sharing is relatively small for undersized problem instances and will 
grow tremendously when the problem instances become bigger and bigger. In order to check this assumption in our 
future work we will develop heuristic approaches for the solution of the ICT problem for both scenarios, with and with-
out container sharing. 
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Abstract: The con stantly in creasing qu antitative an d qualitative req uirements fo r the terrestrial con tainer and Ro /Ro 
transport can not only be dealt with in road and rail freight transport and from transportation on inland waterways in the 
upcoming years. Therefore, suitable solutions have to be found which include other modes of transport, whereas both 
economic and ecological factors as well as macroeconomic considerations are of importance. One possible approach is 
to increase the use of Short Sea Shipping and River-Sea Shipping so far less applied. The underlying structures here are 
presented and revi ewed for t heir ad vantages a nd disadvantages. Potential dem and st ructures a re i dentified a nd 
illustrated by various examples. The paper concludes with analysis and evaluation of these concepts and the summary 
of necessary measures for their implementation. 
 
 

1. POLITICAL FRAMEWORK FOR FREIGHT TRANSPORT 
 

The realization of cargo traffic, both as inland and port hinterland transport, largely occurs in road freight transport at 
the moment. Th is situ ation is v ery con tradictory to  th e (worldwide increasingly coming to th e fore) tran sport po licy 
objectives, which  p rovide a su stainable change o f modal splits fo r th e b enefit of rai l freigh t tran sport and  freight 
transport on inlan d waterways. Con siderations regarding the efficien t u se of resources and  the reduction of mobility 
based pollution receive priority here. However the results of a realization of these goals should not be overestimated, as 
at th is po int the question has to be asked, to which ex tend a modal sh ift can actually b e ach ieved under the ex isting 
technical an d organizational framework a nd t he r equirements for operational processe s in logistics (see e.g. Da duna 
2009). This does not mean that there generally should not be measures made to shift from road transport to other modes 
of transport, but rather that the existing potentials must be exhausted, especially in long-distance haulage. 

Targeted go vernmental measures in vari ous countries, e.g. in the F ederal Republic of Germ any with the 
introduction of the road toll (for heavy trucks over 12 tones admissible gross vehicle weight on highways), which has 
caused an  (administratively enforced) increase in cost of ro ad tr ansport, do  no t sh ow the as pired effect (see e .g. 
Bulheller 2006; Bühler / Jochem 2008). Only the economical behavior of suppliers of services in the road transport has 
led to noticeable ecological e ffects, e.g. by the increasing use of vehicles with lower ca tegory pollutant (see e.g. B AG 
2009: 19p). 

The (often existing and wanted) political prioritization of multi-modal freight transport for rail / ro ad has not yet 
led to the expected results regarding a significant change in modal split, as from user perspective in many cases process 
efficiency and a dequate quality of se rvices is not provided. In ad dition, i n rail tran sport th ere ar e th e often ex isting 
capacity restrictions regarding the available network infrastructure, as well as (for example within the European Union 
(EU)) the sometimes significant incompatibilities in  cross-border traffic. This especially concerns the monitoring and 
control technology and the energy supply as well as with the legal framework (see e.g. Pachl 2004, S. 16ff). 

Another possibility is th e inclusion of inland waterway an d maritime navigation in the stru ctures of multi-modal 
transport, altho ugh th ere ar e (p rocess-related) li mits g iven. The in land waterway na vigation can only offer limit ed 
bigger shift potentials because of the geographical structures of the available network of waterways. Also in maritime 
navigation accordant restrictions regarding the access possibilities to the  (often also close to the  customer and smaller) 
ports and therewith to the hinterland occur, for example with a (further) increase in ship sizes. 

An increasingly discussed and also worldwide in various areas implemented solution offers the Short Sea Shipping 
(SSS) (also in the context of feeder traffic), where upon a larger number of smaller p orts (with local / regi onal 
importance) is involved in th e configuration of transport processes. In the focus of attention are m ulti-modal transport 
chains, in which primarily the (coastal) shipping is efficiently linked with the (classical) terrestrial modes of transport. 
A specific extension of these considerations results from the integration of River-Sea Shipping (RSS), because not only 
coastal trans port routes are used here, but with a s uitably designed i nland network of waterways al so access t o the  
hinterland is given (see e.g. Charles 2008). The aim is a sust ainable use of these transport concepts in the context of 
multi-modal transport chains, especially regarding the above-mentioned shift from (long-distance) road traffic to offers 
involving the SSS and the RSS. 
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Firstly, the transport policy framework of SSS and RSS is outlined and the basic (traffic) structures of operational 
processes within  th is m arket seg ment are introduced. This  i s f ollowed by  a  co nsideration o f t he advantages a nd 
disadvantages from the econom ical and ec ological as we ll as the m acroeconomic point  of view. Po tential d emand 
structures are identified and illustrated by various examples from different regions. The conclusion is a critical analysis 
and evaluation of the SSS and the RSS in view of the competition with mono-and multi-modal terrestrial transport. 
 
 

2. BASIC STRUCTURES OF SHORT SEA SHIPPING 
 

The SSS and the RSS underlying structures, which are not only part of logistic concepts developed in recent years , but 
were thro ugh th e cen turies ( including inlan d waterway n avigation) th e in dispensable b ackbone o f national and 
international t rade (and c ontinue to be). But with the  occurring of rail freight transport an d later of ro ad 
transport a large shift to these two terr estrial modes of transport take place ( see e.g. Aldc roft 1996). A n 
important reason there for was the attained independen ce of exi sting natural  and artificial (water)traffic 
networks by these tr affic relat ed innovations, w hich finall y for med an  essential p recondition for 
industrialization in Europe. 

For transport policy considerations the aim is an eve n greater use of SSS a nd RSS especially in the EU (see e.g. 
COM EC 2001: 14p and 47pp; COM EC 2004; Frerich / Müller 2006: 197pp; COM EC 2009; Medda / Trujillo 2010), 
whereas an effect of the modal splits in the (intra-European) freight haulage at expense of road transport is the superior 
goal. Even if, based on the EU-inland transport (including the national transport), only the (classical) terrestrial modes 
of t ransport are considered, they only  cover 60% of the t otal volume, i.e. 40% were handled in t he SSS and RSS in 
recent years (see e.g. EC COM 2001: 7; Aberle 2009: 49pp). 

Applied to maritime transport in the EU-27 (in 2007), 61% of the to tal emergence are re lated to the SSS (and the 
RSS) (see e.g. Amerini 2009), while in the Federal Republic of Germany the percentage is at 55.5%  (partly because of 
the comparatively short coastline) (see e.g. Reim 2009). In view of the (unaccompanied or accompanied) multi-modal 
freight t ransport in its various form s it is sh own t hat t his (still) has a smaller i mpact. Th e percentage of con tainer 
transport is at  on ly 11 .3%, which is still b elow t he R o/Ro transport with  13 .5% (see e.g. Am erini 2 009) resu lting 
primarily from ferry transports. With a share of 67.6% the main focus is on tank shipping (48.1%) and the transport of 
dry bulk cargo (19.5%). 

Based on the growing importance of the multi-modal transport (and especially the container traffic) in the context 
of globalized supply chains is (not only in the EU) a st ronger focus on this transport segment is n eeded. Prerequisites 
therefore are s ervice offers within the SSS (or in  the RSS) g eared to the d emand structures, which may persist (even 
under cost effectiveness aspects) next to the competition. In addition, also environmental factors are of great importance 
(in conjunction with t ransport policy disc ussions) that m ust be see n during the use of the SSS a nd the FS S (see e .g. 
COM EC 2004; Baird 2007). The st ructures of the SSS can be divided into three basic forms, in which both mono-
modal as well as multi-modal transportation operations can exist (see Figure 2.1). 

Point-to-point-transport

Line hauls (Regional linking function)

Line hauls (Feeder function)  
Figure 2.1. Basic structures of SSS 

 Point-to-point transport: This may b e fo r example th e co nnection of two  ports in  multi-modal tran sport wit h 
adequate hinterland connections. Mono-modal connections between two econom ic zones and i nternal transport for 
companies with dislocated manufacturing sites are possible as well (with appropriate demand structures). In view of 
the te mporal requirements (an d hence th e competitiveness as well) in  t ransportation processes, Ro /Ro transpo rt 
involving powerful (fast) vessel units (see e.g. Baird 2007) are in the foreground. 
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 Line hauls (with regional linking function): These (o ften base d on defi ned Sea Motor Ways) traffic can serve  a 
regional link ing of port lo cations, also  in multi-modal tran sport in cluding h interland connections. Besid es Ro /Ro 
traffic (see above) load unit transport (container, etc.) is of importance. 

 Line hauls (with feeder function): In th is case it is m atter of feeder tran sport (with pick-up and delivery) for the 
regional l inking of Seaport Container Terminals (SCT) with a  (higher-ranking) hub function and locally oriented 
ports (with capacity and performance at a lo wer level). In this form of the SSS an d the in volved hinterland offers, 
container transport is important due to in this case underlying transcontinental (or intercontinental) transport chains. 
However, depending on the structuring of hinterland transport, a cha nge-over could take place within the SCT to 
Ro/Ro transport. 

With an integration of the RSS opportunities to improve the operation structures quantitatively and qualitatively arise. 
This also allows a direct in tegration of lo cations in th e hinterland w ith p oint-to-point tr affic, w hereby the necessary 
transshipment operations for the connection from SSS to inland waterway transport are not necessary. In the context of 
line hauls suitable inland ports can be served, for example via dea d-end connections, and therefore additional demand 
potentials can be developed. However, it has to be considered that cost savings are possible through the elimination of 
transshipment operations on the one hand, but on the other hand also (could) cause negative effects on costs, as in the 
RSS correspondingly smaller vehicle units with lower capacities and therefore higher costs (per unit) are used.  

The stru ctures ou tlined abo ve sho w th at fo r t he co nfiguration of offered  serv ices i n th e SSS an d the RSS a 
standardization of services is possible only to a limited extend due to the complex requirements and restrictions. Within 
the service design a number of technical parameters have a significant role, which partly (can) set clear limits. Th is not 
only refers to the dimensions of vessels used, but for example also to port infrastructure (in terms of capacity and the 
operational efficiency) and the available  hinterland connections as well as th e existing inland waterway network (with 
inclusion of the RSS), especially in relation to the maximum rate of flow. 
 
 

3. POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF SHORT SEA AND RIVER-SEA SHIPPING 
 
The various (political) efforts in en hancing the use of the SSS and th e RSS (see e.g. KOM EC 2004; Frerich / M üller 
2006: 1 97ff; Baird 2007), not o nly at  E uropean l evel, cl arify t he e xpectations of t his f orm of (international) f reight 
transport. An important r ole he re have, n ext t o t ransport po licy obj ectives, econ omic as w ell as env ironmental 
considerations. Th e fo cuses of atten tion are th e following positive aspects (see e.g. Chang et al . 2007: 16p; Denisis 
2009: 31ff; Medda / Trujillo 2010):  
 Improving energy efficiency: Due t o t he high e nergy de mand i n t he t ransport sect or, but  with st rongly di ffering 

proportions of the various modes of transport (see e.g. Kamps 2003: 14p), the inclusion of the SSS and the RSS can 
be useful in mu lti-modal transport chains, since the lowest energy consumption (applying to traffic performance in 
tkm) occurs there.  

 Reduction in pollution: Realized traffic shifts (so from road transport to the SSS and the RSS) lead to an increase in 
energy efficien cy within th e tran sport sect or an d thu s in evitably al so t o a  reduction of t he r oad t raffic generated 
pollutions (see e.g. Kamps 2003: 18). This effect is increased by tightened (technical) regulations in shipping (see 
e.g. IMO 1997; Frerich / Müller 2006: 302pp; Lee et al. 2010). 

 (Spatial) displacement of emissions:   
In agglomerations with high emission load (pollutants, noise, etc.) partial relief can be achieved by modal shifts, but 
at which additional burdens arise in other places (but usually to a lesser extent).  

 Relief on road infrastructure: Amongst oth er th ings positive effects arise fro m a red uction of t he co ngestion 
generated by trucks, especially on highways, by what road safety can be increased. 

 Reduce costs for the maintenance of road infrastructure: By reducing the number of (heavier) trucks, the wear of 
road i nfrastructure a nd t herefore al so repair cost s ca n b e red uced. F urthermore, network ex pansion an d /  or 
extension activities and thus investment costs can be avoided. 

 (Nationwide) extension of transport infrastructure: Both with the SSS and with the RSS in some cases existing gaps 
in the transport infrastructure may be closed (see e.g. Sánchez / Wilmsmeier, 2009), i.e. sub-networks will be linked 
and necessary connections will be built (bridging effect). 

Other positive effects may result within the multi-modal transport concerning costs, but only at larger distances (see e.g. 
Gather et al. 2008, p . 2 10ff; A berle 20 09: 5 50ff). The mode-specific fixed c osts and the tra nsshipment c osts in the 
intersections at first for shorter distances (over) compensate the cost benefits of multi-modal transport chains. However, 
also various i nfluences ha ve to be see n t hat im pact ne gatively o n t he pe rformance of  the SSS a nd the RS S. This 
primarily results from limitations relating to (logistical) fields of application (see e.g. Chang et al. 2007: 18p; Denisis 
2009: 33ff): 
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 Longer transport times: Due to the (relatively) low rate of feed in maritime transport and the interruptions occurring 
within in terfaces in m ulti-modal tran sport ch ains, tran sportation tim es can  arise which do no t meet cu stomer 
requirements. 

 Aggregation / disaggregation of freight flows: Tim e delays ha ve to be  considered in the inte rfaces between t he 
different modes of transport, for example in terminals during transshipment from road transport to the SSS (and vice 
versa). These arise on the one hand (due to capacity aspects) from a collection of load units (container, swap bodies, 
etc.) and the other hand from the not at the same time available number of needed trucks for transportation. 

 Additional transshipment costs: Changing modes of t ransport are not only a t ime problem, but  they also generate 
additional (terminal) costs, i .e. it is  necessary here to develop a ppropriate technical sol utions eli minating this 
weakness of intermodal transport chains.  

 Administrative efforts: With the increasing complexity of the (transport logistical) processes the coordination effort 
to monitor and to control the included modes of transport accordingly, especially regarding the time requirements of 
shippers. 

Considering the advantages and di sadvantages i t i s shown that the advantageousness of SSS and RSS which l argely 
results from the economic and ecological effects in the logistic area is i n general not given or only partially. I.e. it must 
be asked whether a sufficient acceptance can be achieved on th e shippers’ side. Key features include (see e.g. Paixão 
Casaca / Marlow 2005) the following requests on the user side (see also Medda / Trujillo 2010): 

 Qualification an d d evelopment o f multi-modal transport network stru ctures with respect to a cap acity exp ansion, 
and a reduction in transport time. 

 Sufficient frequency of service offerings and increase of reliability within transport operations. 
 Improvement of efficiency and effectiveness of port facilities. 
 Construction of company-wide information structures for better planning and monitoring of transport processes. 
 Development of appropriate (cooperative) organizational forms involving all stakeholders. 

For a targ et-oriented im plementation a cl ose coo peration is  required between t he (fo r th e t ransport in frastructure) 
relevant governmental institutions and th e operators of involved logistic facilities due to the different responsibilities. 
Only then the structural requirements for the organization of efficient operational processes in SSS or in RSS can be set 
up and thus a sustainable marketability can be achieved. Possible applications for the SSS and the RSS are outlined in 
the following section. 
 
 

4. APPLICATIONS IN EUROPE 
 
As a nu mber of studies show ( see e.g. Sánchez / Wilmsmeier 2005; Baird 2007; Brooks / Trifts 2008; Charles 2008; 
Perakis / Denisis 2008; Ng 2009) both the SSS and the RSS is used for freight transport worldwide in various forms, 
especially as an alternative to the (classical) terrestrial modes of transport and also as a completion to existing transport 
infrastructure. In add ition, in d ifferent regions due to  geographical stru ctures co nsiderable potentials for a (sp atial) 
extension of these offerings arise, as well as for greater development of individual market segments, for e xample in 
container (and, in particular, empty container (s. u.a. Le-Griffin / Griffin 2010)) and Ro/Ro transport, unless there are 
no restrictions due to market regulations (s. u.a. Brooks / Frost 2004; Perakis / Denisis 2008; Medda / Trujillo 2010). In 
the following section, therefore, the situation in the EU (and the neighboring European area) is outlined exemplary, in 
view of the current use and the existing potentials. 

To analyze and evaluate the SSS (as well as the RSS) within the EU and neighboring countries consistent (Europe-
wide) structures cannot be assum ed due to spatially differentiated cond itions an d requ irements. Likewise, a 
consideration oriented towards the Member States does not make sense, since the potential demand (particularly in the 
SSS) here is one in larger sc ale cross-border freight transport with differing shares in type and scope (see e.g. Amerini 
2009). For these reasons, a regionalization with the aim of adapting to the spatial requirements will be tak en as a b asis 
(see e.g. A merini 2009). A division into five regions is assu med here (Baltic, North Sea, Atlantic, Mediterranean and 
Black Sea) which may not be regarded as enclosed spaces as they are (in a different extent) linked to each other.  

The EU h as a crucial ro le in  view of the (largely) transnational transport procedures, within the European a rea, 
which is also increasingly recognized (see e.g. KOM EG 2009). A concretion of the (recent) implementation of the SSS 
within the EU is coming from the revised Trans European Transport Network (TEN-T)-structures (see e.g. Baird 2007). 
Destined is a network of ports via defined Sea Motor Ways (as central axes) (see Figure 4.1). Currently, four Sea Motor 
Ways are de fined, the Baltic, Atlantic, Western Mediterranean and Eastern Mediterranean (see e.g. Psara ftis 2005; 
Baird 2007) Th ese are i ntegrated in th e EU-wide traffic con cept, i. e. t hey co nstitute an essen tial fou ndation for t he 
organization of multi-modal transport chains in the container transport as well as particularly in the Ro/Ro transport (see 
e.g. Baird 2007; Styhre 2009) including the terrestrial traffic infrastructure (see e.g. Paixão Casaca / Marlow, 2009).  
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Figure 4.1. Sea Motor Ways in Europe 

Independent of the iss ue of a consideration orientated on regional structures or transport axes, significant potentials for 
a modal sh ift and therewith for the SSS and  the FSS are revealed in v iew of the economic and settlement structures 
within Europe and  also  within ind ividual co untries, ( see e.g. Bair d 2007 ). Tr ansport t echnical basis here can b e for  
example the not yet (in the SSS) enough used port locations, provided that they have sufficient hinterland connections 
(see e.g. Ng 2009) or have sufficient local demand potential. It is of importance for the Mediterranean (see e.g. Foschi 
et al. 2005), since the SSS is the only efficient link in freight transport between the islands and to the mainland. 

The RSS also has gained in importance within the EU in various sections of the inland waterway network in recent 
years (see e.g. Ch arles 2008). Larger r ivers, su ch as th e Rh ine, have an im portant ro le in th is con text (Fig. 4.2). 
However, the market share is still b elow 10% of the total transport volume of inland waterway navigation, caused, for 
example, by the low capacities of the relative large but mostly small sized network. Therefore the operating vessels are 
of sm aller size with a reduced cap acity. Significantly greate r potentials arise in Eastern Europe, e.g. in t he R ussian 
Federation and in the Ukraine, where it is emanated from a share of over 30%. 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Potentials of RSS in inland waterways of the EU 
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5. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
 
The importance of SSS and RSS will be increasing (worldwide) in the long term, particularly in view of environmental 
aspects. P rerequisite fo r a s ustainable i mplementation i n the fi eld of c ontainer a nd i n R o/Ro t ransport i s not only a 
question of (t ransport) policy and t echnical fram ework and t he e xisting potential o f dem and, b ut fu ndamentally a 
sufficient acceptance by users, i.e. essentially the shippers. Initial point for a cr itical evaluation in t his case is a SWOT 
analysis (see e.g. Denisis 2009: 35f), whose outcome is outlined in Figure 5.1. It is distinguished here in intra-company 
factors (strengths / weaknesses) and company external factors (prospects and risks). 

Strengths W eaknesses 
 Relatively high energy efficiency 
 Low pollution 
 Capacitive relief on road networks 
 Reduction in expenditures for construction and 

maintenance of traffic infrastructure 

 Low speed 
 Integration of additional ports 
 Additional handling costs (for container 

transport) 
 High coordination costs (planning, control and 

monitoring of the load unit movements) 
Prospects  Risks

 (Transport) policy prioritization of SSS and 
RSS 

 Long-term growth in multi-modal freight 
transport 

 Relief of central SCT 
 Unfavorable cost developments in road 

transport (fuel, wages, etc.) 
 Foundation of diagonal cooperations in 

transport and logistics industry 

 Possible bottlenecks in the ports at rising of 
the SSS and the RSS 

 Development of administrative cost structures 
(port taxes, bureaucracy, etc.)  

 Prioritization and subsidization of competing 
modes of transport (in particular the rail 
freight transport)  

 

Figure 5.1. SWOT analysis on SSS and RSS from a user perspective 

Necessary condition for long-term acceptance is, primarily, a sufficient efficiency of services offered. However, it i s 
taken into account (see e.g . Brooks / Trifts 2 008) that identifiable cost benefits on ly generate a relocatio n effect if a 
sufficient quality (p articularly reg arding t he ti meliness an d reliability) is p erceived i n th e op erational pro cesses, i.e. 
there exists, as far as th is is not given, a (partially) inelastic reaction. Only if an attractive offer within the multi-modal 
transport is placed on the market, with SSS and RSS as a basis, it will be possible to counteract effectively, particularly 
in competition with the (mono-modal) road freight transport. 

The long-term objective, therefore, must be seen in a consistent development of differentiated (and client adapted) 
structures in the SSS (as well as in the RSS).  This requires appropriate strategies (see e.g. Baird, 2007; Paixão Casada / 
Marlow 2009) and their implementation in a close networking of all companies involved in the (multi-modal) transport 
chains. In a ddition, t he nece ssary f ramework has t o be  not o nly creat ed, b ut al so be d eveloped c ontinuously by  t he 
governmental au thorities invo lved. Of crucial i mportance h ere is t he p lanning (as well as th e enforcement) of 
intermodal network structures and their financing, also in the context of (cooperative) Public Private Partnership (PPP) 
models (see e.g. Sánchez / Wilmsmeier 2005). 

Only if it works to involve t he SSS and the RSS in the multi-modal transport structures in a way, that i n the long-
term economically and ecol ogically sustainable processes in t ransport operations  can be offered, they will enforce to 
compete for the custom ers in the  market. The focus here is, as shown above, the relief of existing terrestrial transpo rt 
infrastructure (see e.g. Baird , 200 7) and an ex tension of inadequate net work structures (in road and rail traffic), 
particularly in developing and emerging countries (see e.g. Sánchez / Wilmsmeier 2005). The geographic structures are 
given in many regions, so that a global transfer of experience can help to make more and more use of this (also from an 
ecological point of view) reasonable transportation offered.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
A container terminal is a complicated system for transporting containers. It plays an important role in worldwide trade 
and it has become an essential intermodal interface between the sea transportation and the land transportation. Generally, 
a container terminal consists of quay area, transportation area, storage yard area, gate area and so on. There are vessels 
and quay cranes in the quay area. Yard cranes move on blocks of the yard area. Yard trucks travel among quay area, 
yard area and transportation area for loading or discharging containers. Containers in the yard area can be re-marshaled 
as well. External trucks delivery or receive containers among yard area, gate area and transportation area. An efficient 
containers transportation system is important for enhancing the performance of a container terminal due to the 
congestions and the travelling time of vehicles. However, it is difficult to resolve bottlenecks in the containers 
transportation system. There are many related optimizing problems, such as the design of a transportation layout, the 
shortest-time path finding for yard trucks etc. Hence, it is vital to develop some methodologies to resolve these 
problems in order to improve the productivity of the container terminal. Nevertheless, one of the most difficult 
problems is to plan and to control the paths of vehicles for transporting containers among different areas of the 
container terminal. A realistic transportation network of the container terminal consists of many different types of lane 
which allow the specific movements (e.g. forward movement, backward movement) of a vehicle. Many vehicles with 
different size and speeds move in the transportation network simultaneously. In addition, the collisions among all 
moving vehicles should be avoided and the efficiency of containers transportation should be kept as well. All of the 
issues above increase the difficulty of the vehicle routing problem in container terminal. 

In our research, we focus on the conflict-free shortest-time path finding problem in an intermediate-scale network 
where the distance between nodes is shorter than the length of a vehicle but greater than the width of the vehicle 
typically. Moreover, the properties of the transportation network and the properties of vehicles in the container terminal 
are taken into consideration for developing an efficient algorithm. For example, the size of a vehicle, the direction of a 
vehicle and the moving directions of a vehicle are considered. We propose a formal model for developing an efficient 
algorithm. The definition of position is devised and the movement of position is given firstly. Free time windows and 
the time window graph are introduced for defining the conflict-free position and the conflict-free movement. In 
addition, the concepts of the space-reachability, the collision-free and the time-reachability are described. With the help 
of these definitions, the main procedure for finding a conflict-free shortest-time path is given based on the Dijkstra’s 
algorithm. Moreover, the updating mechanisms for the time window graph are proposed as well. The time complexity 
of the proposed algorithm is analyzed and experiments are carried out to validate the performance of the proposed 
algorithm. 
 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
The grid-based transportation networks can be classified into three different scale networks based on the distance 
between nodes. They are analyzed as follows. 
Macro-scale network. In a macro-scale network, the distance between nodes is quite large. The vehicle can be treated 
as a point without mass and can occupy one node at a time. It is not necessary to consider the size of a vehicle, the 
direction of a vehicle, even the moving direction of a vehicle when generating a path. 
Micro-scale network. A micro-scale network is the opposite of a macro-scale network. In the micro-scale network, the 
distance between nodes is quite short and a vehicle can occupy many nodes at a time. The size of a vehicle, the 
direction of a vehicle, and the moving direction of a vehicle are important when a vehicle is in the network. 
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Intermediate-scale network. An intermediate-scale network is the network of which the scale is between the macro-
scale network and the micro-scale network. In the intermediate-scale network, the distance between nodes is shorter 
than the length of a vehicle but greater than the width of the vehicle. The vehicle can occupy several nodes at a time. 
Similarly, the properties of the vehicle are important for generating a path in the network. 

When modeling for a same real transportation network with different scales, the number of nodes in the macro-
scale network is less than in the micro-scale network typically. The relationship between a vehicle and its occupied 
nodes in the macro-scale network is simpler than in the micro-scale network. Hence, the efficiency of a path finding 
algorithm in the macro-scale network is higher than in the micro-scale network. Contrarily, because there are no enough 
nodes to describe the exact state of a vehicle in the macro-scale network, some properties of the vehicle are disregarded 
and the reality about the movement of the vehicle in the macro-scale network is lower than in the micro-scale network. 
The efficiency of the path finding algorithm and the reality about the movement of the vehicle in the intermediate-scale 
network is between the macro-scale network and the micro-scale network. Because we focus on the path finding 
algorithm for container terminal, both the reality about the movement of the vehicle and the efficiency of the path 
finding algorithm are important. However, it is hard to find an algorithm with both high reality and high efficiency. 
Hence a trade-off is made and the intermediate-scale network is chosen for the research of our path finding algorithm. 
In order to enhance the efficiency of the path finding algorithm, it is acceptable to sacrifice a part of reality of the 
vehicle movement without losing the generality. 
 
 
2.1 Position, Network, and Vehicle 
 
In the macro-scale network, a vehicle can occupy one node at most. Hence it is meaningless to define the representation 
of a position by using multiple nodes. In contrary, there are enough nodes to describe the position of a vehicle in the 
micro-scale network directly. Nevertheless, in the intermediate scale network, a reasonable representation of a position 
should be designed by considering the reality of the movement of the vehicle and the efficiency of the path finding 
algorithm. 
Firstly, two definitions about the representation of a position are given. The real position represents the actual position 
of a vehicle while it moves in a real network. The logical position represents the position of a vehicle which will be 
applied to the path finding algorithm instead of the real position. Figure 2.3 shows two different models of the position 
for finding the conflict-free shortest-time path in the intermediate-scale network. 

The properties of the network are listed as follows: 
The network is not a bidirectional graph completely. Either in the vertical yard layout or the horizontal yard layout, 
the transportation network consists of different types of lane, such as unidirectional lanes, bidirectional lanes. 
The distance between nodes is not the same. The distance between nodes could be either greater or smaller than the 
length of a vehicle. That is, the transportation network is irregular. 
There are res trictions on the forward a nd backward movements of a vehicle. In the network, some lanes allow a 
vehicle moving both forwardly and backwardly, but other lanes in special regions only allow vehicle moving either 
forwardly or backwardly. The network becomes complicated and the difficulty of the path finding problem rises 
accordingly. 
There is a major reason that this type of network is proposed for the conflict-free path finding of vehicle. If this type of 
network is proposed in the algorithm, the movement control of a vehicle on the operational level can be avoided. 
Because the movements of the vehicle are already restricted in the network based on the type of the lanes, it is not 
necessary to control the movement of vehicles in the operational level. Hence all kinds of costs can be reduced. 

In our research, a vehicle is defined by the length, the speed and the center of the vehicle. The center of the vehicle 
is not the geographic center point of the vehicle but is defined as a point on the vehicle with an arbitrary position. A 
vehicle could occupy more than one node at a time while moving or waiting in the defined network. Hence, a set of 
nodes are proposed to establish the logical position of the vehicle. F

vl and B
vl are denoted as the lengths from the center 

of a vehicle v to its head and tail, respectively. 
 
 

2.4 Assumptions 
 
There are mainly four assumptions on the conflict-free shortest-time path finding problem. In our research, the first is 
about the speed of a vehicle. The second is about changing the moving direction of a vehicle. The third is about the 
logical position rule of a vehicle. The last is about the state of a vehicle at the source position or the destination position. 

Each vehicle has the unique forward moving speed and backward moving speed. The former speed is greater than 
the latter one typically. Assume that the speed of the vehicle is constant while it is moving from one node to another. 
The vehicle can only stop for waiting while the center of the vehicle is on a node. That is, the speed of the vehicle can 
be 0. It shows the speed of a vehicle can be one of three values based on the moving direction and the position of the 
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center of the vehicle in the network. F
vs  and B

vs  are the forward moving speed and the backward moving speed of the 

vehicle v. The vehicle only can reverse its moving direction while its center is on a node. It is prohibited to reverse the 
moving direction of the vehicle when the center of the vehicle is not on a node. As mentioned before, the logical 
position of a vehicle is different from its real position. The logical position will be applied to our conflict-free shortest-
time path finding algorithm. Assume that a vehicle could be bent once at most and the vehicle can move forwardly or 
backwardly when its body is either straight or bent. When a vehicle stays at a source position or destination position, its 
body must be straight because of loading or discharging containers at that time. 
 
 
2.4 Problem definition 
 
Similarly to the problem defined by Kim and Tanchoco (1991), the conflict-free shortest-time path finding problem in 
this thesis is to find out the path starting from a source position and arriving at a destination position as soon as possible, 
without any collision to other vehicles and disrupting other active travel schedules, by considering the properties of the 
network and vehicles in an intermediate scale network. Figure 1 shows an example of the problem. Figure 2.12 shows 
that several vehicles move in an intermediate-scale network which consists of a set of nodes and a set of lanes. Vehicle 
A and vehicle B are already scheduled and a part of their paths are shown as dash lines. Our target is to find out a path 
for the vehicle C starting from its source position and arriving at the destination position as soon as possible, without 
any collision to other vehicles and disrupting any other active travel schedule, by considering the size, the moving 
speeds of the vehicle C. In summary, based on the model of the position and the assumptions, an efficient conflict-free 
shortest-time path finding algorithm will be proposed in an intermediate-scale transportation network by considering the 
properties of the network and vehicles for container terminal. 
 
 

A

B

C

Node

Lane

Planned vehicle

Route of vehicle A

Unscheduled vehicle
Source position

Destination position

 
 

Figure 1. An example of scheduling vehicles in a network 
 
 

3. ROUTING MODEL 
 
In this section, a formal model is proposed to help define the path finding algorithm. First of all, the formulas about the 
distance in a network are given. Then the position and the movement of a vehicle are devised precisely. Next, the time 
window graph is introduced. The conflict-free position and the conflict-free movement are defined in detail. Finally, the 
formulas about the space-reachability, the collision-free, and the time-reachability are given. 

We defined a transportation network G which consists of a set of nodes N, a set of forward moving arcs AF, and a 
set of backward moving arcs AB, denoted as: G = (N, AF, AB), where 2FA N  and 2BA N . In a network which 
consists of a set of nodes and a set of lanes, two nodes are connected if there is one lane at least between them. Given 
two nodes n1 and n2 in the network G, n1 and n2 are connected if and only if 

1 2( , ) F Bn n A A   
or 

2 1( , ) F Bn n A A  . 

If n1 and n2 are connected, there should be a distance between them. The distance between nodes n1 and n2 can be 
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denoted by d(n1,n2) and d(n1,n2) = d(n2,n1). In addition, if there is only one node n1, the distance of this node is regarded 
as 0, denoted by d(n1). 

In an intermediate-scale network, the distance between two nodes could be shorter than the length of a vehicle. 
That is, a vehicle can occupy more than one node at a time. Hence, a set of nodes is proposed to define the position of a 
vehicle. There are two sequences of nodes, X = (x1, x2,…, xn) and Y = (y1, y2,…, ym), where xi and yj are nodes of the 
network. x1, x2, …, xn-1 are the nodes which are occupied by a vehicle from its center to the head where x1 is the node 
which the center of the vehicle is located on. xn is an unoccupied node which is nearest to the head of the vehicle, called 
as the guiding node. It can be used for guiding the forward moving direction of the vehicle. Similarly, y1, y2, …, ym-1 are 
the nodes which are occupied by the vehicle from its center to the tail of the vehicle. y1 is the same node with x1 which 
the center of vehicle is located on. ym is the guiding node which is nearest to the tail of the vehicle and can be used for 
guiding the backward moving direction of the vehicle. Furthermore, the center of a position is defined as the node 
which the center of the vehicle is located on. The guiding node is needed for modeling a position because it can not only 
help define the position precisely but also can declare the forward and backward moving directions of a vehicle. There 
is an example to explain the importance of the guiding node of a position. 

In a network, a vehicle can move from a position to another forwardly or backwardly. Hence there are two types 
of movement, the forward movement and the backward movement. Given a vehicle v, for the sequences of nodes X = 
(x1, x2,…, xn), Y = (y1, y2,…, ym), X' = (x1', x2',…, xn'') and Y' = (y1', y2',…, ym''), v is movable from P = (X, Y) to P' = (X', 
Y'), denoted by P→P'. The center of the position P is the node which the center of the vehicle is on. For simplifying the 
explanation of the formal model, some notations are derived as follows. (△ P, n) denotes the deviation between the 
center of the position P and node n. (△ P, P') denotes the deviation between the center of the position P and the center 
of the position P'. 

The method of the time window graph is efficient and effective to solve the conflict-free shortest-time path finding 
problem for container terminal. Two types of time window are introduced: the reserved time window and the free time 
window. The reserved time window is the time interval or the time window between a pair of entry and exit times of a 
vehicle at a node which is exclusively reserved by the vehicle. The free time window is the time interval between the 
reserved time windows which are not scheduled for vehicles, denoted by f”. The node related to the free time window f 
is denoted by fN. The starting time and the ending time of the free time window f are denoted by fA and fB, respectively. 
The conflict-free position is defined as follows: given a vehicle v, for the sequences of free time windows Z = (z1, z2, …, 
zk), W = (w1, w2, …, wl) and nodes x, y, P = (Z, x, W, y) is a conflict-free position. 

As mentioned before, a conflict-free position consists of a set of free time windows and two guiding nodes. A 
position can be made up of all nodes related to the free time windows and the guiding nodes. The conflict-free position 
based on a specific position highly depends on the time moment on the position. Figure 3.8 (b) shows that P1 with the 
time 10 is a conflict-free position but P2 with the time 20 is not a conflict-free position even thought the positions of 
two conflict-free positions are same. Given a conflict-free position P, the earliest arrival time of P is defined as the 
earliest time that the center of a vehicle arrives at the node which is the center of the position PP, denoted by α. Given 
two conflict-free positions P and P', P' with α' (the earliest arrival time of P') is conflict-free-movable from P with α, 
denoted by ( , ) ( , )   P P . 
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Abstract: Transportation management in today’s consumer goods industry can be characterized by a high proportion of 
outsourced t ransportation se rvices. Due t o ri sing freight cost s c onsumer go ods manufacturers are l ooking for 
opportunities to increase the efficiency of their transportation network. This study presents an operational transportation 
planning problem typical of the consumer goods industry focusing on a network of sup pliers, production facilities and 
warehousing locations. It comprises an ana lysis of frei ght costs in a co nsumer goods transportation network based on 
the freight rate structures. In this analysis a number of opportunities for efficiency gains are identified and consolidated 
in an op erative transportation planning problem which is th en numerically investigated. Furthermore, an overview of  
processes and organizational structures in transportation management is given with special focus on the integration of 
existing commercial 
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Abstract: Supply chain champion is one of the research directions in Thailand logistics and supply chain management. 
This study begins with selecting target industry by using Thailand Competitiveness Matrix (TCM). Within the potential 
industry groups from TCM, all industries are considered by exporting value, government support, and value creation. It 
is found t hat rubber i ndustry is one of t he hi ghest exporting val ues wi th hi gh dem and in t he worl d m arket. Thus, 
Thailand rubber i ndustry i s sel ected for furt her det ermining t he product  champion. W e appl ied anal ytic hi erarchy 
process (AHP) to weight the evaluation criteria and to rank several end-rubber product alternatives. The passenger car 
tire industry is found in the first rank. Then, flows of rubber products in the chain of passenger car t ire in Thailand are 
analyzed. In this paper, rubber products flows from upstream to midstream are exhibited. The purpose of this paper is to 
identify capaci ty bal ance i n t he chai n. Number of fi rms and l ocation for rubber product ion at  m idstream pl ants are 
recommended. Forecasting for future productivity is also taken into account. More efficient flows and less logistics cost 
are presented with the new location of midstream manufacturing. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Due to the trend of nationalization and globalization in the recent decades, the importance of logistics management has 
been growing in various areas (Tseng et al., 2005). The definition of logistics is a part of the supply chain process that 
plans, i mplements, and cont rols t he effi cient, effect ive forward and reverse fl ow and st orage of good, servi ces, and 
related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements 
(Council of Logistics Management, 1991).  

The direction of Thailand logistics research is to enhance the country’s com petitiveness. Three perform ance 
indicators are consi dered nam ely; cost  reduct ion, effi ciency improvement, and val ue creat ion. The l ogistics sy stem 
improvement should help costs reduction and enable Thailand to compete effectively. In Thailand, this approach is now 
considered in the overall of micro and macro level. It has been recommended that the potential industry of Thailand 
must be det ermined in order to i dentify the cham pion. Aft erward, logistics and supply chai n management m ust be 
applied on the supply chain of the product champion.  

This paper is under the project of “The Supply Chain Champion in Thailand”. The main purpose is to identify the 
product champion for Thailand’s competitiveness. The study starts with selecting the potential industry in Thailand. It is 
found that rubber industry is one of the potential industry groups in Thailand Com petitiveness Matrix (TCM). Then, 
criteria are determined and the product champion of the group is identified by using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 
method. We then analyze the flows from upstream to midstream of the product champion. The directions of industry’s 
competitiveness are provided in this study.    

The paper is structured as follows. Th e analysis of Thailand’s industries com petitiveness is depicted in section 2. 
In this sect ion, the cri teria are determined for t he product ch ampion selection. In sect ion 3, the current  si tuations of 
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rubber products are analyzed to define the problem in the chain.  The direc tion for supply chain improvement will be 
proposed in section 4. Conclusions and further research are shown in section 5. 
 
 

2. THAILAND’S INDUSTRY COMPETITIVENESS ANALYSIS 
 
2.1   Industry groups in Thailand  
 
Thailand Com petitiveness Matrix (TCM ) was created by National Econom ic and Social Developm ent Board of 
Thailand. It is a m odel for com paring the international com petitiveness of various industrial sectors and the 
attractiveness of different business types in the global market. Thailand Competitiveness Matrix is illustrated in Figure 
1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  Thailand Competitiveness Matrix 2005: industrial sector 
Source: Office of National Economic and Social Development Board 

 
 

According t o t he TC M, Thai  i ndustries can be cl assified i nto t hree cat egories: pot ential i ndustries, improving 
industries, and survi val industries. Al l i ndustries are c onsidered by  exporting val ue, governm ent support, and value 
creation. Within the potential industry groups, rubber products, fish and seafood, and canni ng are more attractive and 
competitive than other groups. Being the number one rubber exporter in the world m arket, here we select rubber 
industry for the case study.  
 
 
2.2   Thailand Rubber Industry and its Product Champion 
 
2.2.1   Thailand rubber industry 
 
Rubber industry in Thailand was established in 1900. Rubber production remained one of the country’s major industries 
contributing to the growth of Thai economy. It is found that rubber industry is one of the highest exporting values with 
high demand in the global market. The major rubber exporting products of Thailand are tire and gloves. Exporting value 
are 31,642.62 million THB and 9,262.80  million THB in year 2009 respectively (The Office of Indust rial Economics, 
Thailand, 2010). 

Then we list down the top five products from  these 2 groups . This will be considered as the alternatives for 
product champion evaluation. This is illustrated in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. The top five export value of rubber products 
Unit: Million THB 

Rubber products Year 2005 Year2006 Year 2007 Year 2008 Year 2009 
Passenger car tire 29,093.06 31,462.72 33,623.50 35,419.25 31,642.62 
Gloves 6,952.45 7,405.72 7,870.02 8,763.51 9,262.80 
Motorcycle tire 3,543.66 4,268.57 4,409.24 4,847.05 4,353.62 
Motorcycle inner tube 1,146.51 1,203.43 1,358.59 1,333.02 1,552.71 
Bus/truck inner tube 873.93 869.60 876.27 937.75 970.38 
Bicycle inner tube 448.55 484. 81 424. 85 - - 
Other tires 793.10 931.16 - -  -  
Tractor tire 1,328.55 1,340.91 - -  -  

Source: The Office of Industrial Economics, Thailand (2010) 

g
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From Tabl e 1, t he t op fi ve rubber product s are sel ected for t he al ternatives for furt her i dentifying t he product 
champion. The alternatives are passenger car tire, gloves, motorcycle t ire, motorcycle inner tube, and bus/truck inner 
tube. 
 
 
2.2.2   Product Champion for Rubber Industry in Thailand 
 
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an approach that is suitable for dealing with complex systems. It is to provide 
choices from among several alternatives which provide comparison for the considered options. It is firstly proposed by 
Thomas L. Saaty i n t he 1970s (B hushan and Rai, 2004). The AHP i s based on the subdivision of t he probl em in a 
hierarchy form. The AHP hel ps organizing the rat ional analysis of t he problem by dividing i t into part . The anal ysis 
then provides the decision makers to make several pair-wise comparisons. The AHP can be used for analyzing different 
problems. It uses both qualitative and quantitative variables. The fundamental principle of the analysis is the possibility 
of connecting i nformation based on knowledge t o m ake deci sions. In appl ying AHP, t hree steps are processed, t he 
description of a com plex decision probl em as a hi erarchy, t he prioritization procedure and the cal culation of resul t 
(Chauhan et al., 2008). 

The first step in developing the AHP is to identify and then define the criteria. In this study, the criteria which has 
been used in Thailand Competitiveness Matrix are adopted. Group of criteria can be devided to five catagories namely 
factor inputs and production, global demand, domestic importance, degree of  competition, and external effect. Then, 
thirteen cri teria are sel ected from  TC M and used for pr oduct cham pion sel ection. The cri teria for Thai land product  
champion selection are shown in Table 2. 
 
 

Table 2.  The criteria for Thailand product champion selection 
 

Group of criteria Criteria Definition of criteria 
Factor inputs and 
production 

% of local content Percentage of local content usage for production 
Value added Opportunity for value creation  
Value chain linkage Opportunity for value chain linkage 
No. of Employment Number of employment in the industry 

Global demand World market share Share of the product in world market 
World market size Market size of the product in world market 
World market growth The growth rate in world market 

Domestic importance Local demand growth The growth rate in local market 
Local demand size Demand in local market 

Degree of competition number of competitors Number of competitors in the market 
Product Differentiation the uniqueness of products 
Free Trade Agreement (FTA) Benefit from Free Trade Agreement (FTA) 

External effect Environmental impact Impact of industry on environment 

 
 

The alternatives and criteria are defined. We then deve lop a deci sion hi erarchy. The fi rst l evel of t he m odel 
expresses the overall goal of this study which is to select product champion of rubber industry in Thailand. This goal 
can be achi eved by  consi dering the cri teria i n t he second l evel. The second l evel presents t hirteen cri teria of the 
industrial performance. The third level shows five alternative products of rubber industry in Thailand. 

The relative importance of criteria are determined through the pair-wise comparison method in AHP. We use the 
nine-point (1-9) numerical scale of AHP. The importance of the criteria were evaluated by group of expert. The relative 
weights of the criteria were next used t o assess the alternatives of rubber product . The analysis aims to identify the 
ranking of the criteria. Based on the responses on the evaluation, the finding shows that the top three criteria are value 
added, world market, and worl d market share. Val ue added is given the highest weight of 0.2229 whi le world market 
and world m arket share i s 0.1783 and 0.1309, respect ively. Then, the resul ts i n rank of rubber product s order are:  
passenger car t ire (0.3393), gl oves (0.2430), m otorcycle tire (0.1829), motorcycle inner tube (0.1257), and bus/truck 
inner tube (0.1092). Criteria rankings and the evaluation for product champion in rubber industry is illustrated in Figure 
2. 
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Figure 2.  The evaluation for product champion selection 
  
 

As a result from AHP model, passenger car tire is identified as the product champion of Thailand. Passenger car 
tire industry is one of the highest exporting values with  high demand in global market. The following sections will 
depict a review of passenger car tire industry in Thailand and provide the direction for competitiveness improvement.  

 
 

3. PASSENGER CAR TIRE INDUSTRY IN THAILAND 
 
3.1   Current Situations 
 
According t o AHP model, passenger car tire i ndustry was selected as the product  cham pion of rubber i ndustry i n 
Thailand. The result accords with experts’ opinion in the field of rubber industry. They c onsider that tire is one of the 
highest potential industries and should be supported. 

A structure of passenger car tire industry supply chain is illustrated in Figure 3. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. A structure of tire industry supply chain 
 
 

In Thailand, rubber planting areas are located in Southern, Eastern, and Northeastern region. Mostly, rubbers are 
supplied to midstream fi rms nearby the planting areas. Then, nat ural rubber product s from midstream manufacturing 
(such as ribbed smoked sheet and bl ock rubber) are sent  to local tire manufacturing. Passenger car t ire manufacturers 
are mostly located in the Central and the East of Thailand.  

From focus group and i n-depth i nterview with m idstream and downst ream m anufacturers in Thai land, the 
proportion of rubber products flow from upstream to midstream are shown in Table 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Passenger car tire 
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Table 3.  The proportion of midstream products from raw material location 
 

Location Up stream Midstream Description 

Northeastern 
region 

  - Manufacturers in Northeastern region consume raw materials in their own area 
- Some of midstream products are sent to midstream plant in Eastern region 

Eastern region 

  
- 60% of midstream products are produced by using raw material in their own area. 
- 10% and 30% of midstream products are produced by using raw material from 

Southern and Northeastern areas, respectively 

Southern 
region 

  
- Manufacturers in Southern region consume raw materials in their own area 
- Some of midstream products are sent to midstream plant in Eastern  region  

Source: in-depth interview (2010) 
 
 
From Table 3, mostly, midstream manufacturers use raw materials with in their area. Except for Eastern region, 

this area consumes more raw materials from Northeastern and Southern areas. It can be seen t hat 30% of raw material 
fed into Eastern part are fro m Northeastern part. As a n ew growing area, th ere are still few m idstream manufacturing 
plants in the Northeastern part.  

Moreover, rubbers in Northeastern area are increasing as a result of the governm ent’s “The One Million Rai 
Rubber Plantation Project phase I” program  in 2003 which can be harvest ed in 2010. We realise that the capacity of 
midstream plants in this area may not be adequate for s upport the rapid increase of rubbe r growth. This situation will 
affect the capacity balance and transportation cost in the passenger car tire supply chain in the near future. 

 
 

4. THE DIRECTION FOR SUPPLY CHAIN IMPROVEMENT 
 
4.1 Capacity Balance 
 
From the problem stated above, we real ize that to improve the passenger car tire supply chain, the product flows from 
upstream need to be managed. From the authors’ previous work (Kritchanchai, 2009), it is found that there is no policy 
support and manage the product in this new growing area - Northeastern. 

Most of rubber in Northeastern region flow to the Eastern part for midstream manufacturing. This results in over 
flown capaci ty at midstream plant together with high transportation cost. Thi s urges us to consider about adding up 
capacity for m idstream process i n Nort heastern regi on. That  m eans num ber of m idstream m anufacturing m ust be 
increased in Northeastern region in order to consume its own area’s raw material. 

We then investigate the current situation capacity in each region in Table 4. 
 
 

Table 4. The current situation capacity in each region 
 

Location Upstream dry rubber and cup-lump 
(tons)1 

Midstream capacity available 
(tons)2 Midstream capacity status 

Northeastern 104,601.43 13,980 Over capacity 
Eastern 263,307.08 288,420 Slightly over capacity Upper Southern 37,964.98 - 

Southern 2,330,378.25    3,162,936.00  Under capacity 
1 92% of all upstream rubbers flow in the form of rubber latex and 8% is in the form of cup-lump.  
  90% of rubber latex supply to dry rubber industry and 10% supply to concentrated latex industry. (Department of Trade Negotiations, 2004)  
2 Capacity of Midstream plant (block rubber and ribbed smoked sheet) in 2006 (based on data from Department of Industrial Work (2009)) 

 
From Table 4, it can be seen that the m idstream manufacturing in Northeastern i s inadequate. Furthermore the 

rubber from  the government project on “The One M illion Rai Rubber Plantation Project” (1 rai=1,600 m 2) will be 
harvested in year 2016. Here we consi der the production rate in year 2016 i n comparison with the capacity available. 
The Northeastern production rate in year 2016 comes from 2 sources. 

Firstly, we use trend analysis m ethod to forecast the Northeastern outcomes in year 2016 which results in 
327,910.90 tons. The forecasting of rubber production in year 2016 is shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. The forecasting of upstream rubber production in year 2016 

60% 
10% 

100%

100% 

30%
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Region P rovince Equation MAPE Production 

2016 (tons) Region Province Equat ion MAPE Production 
2016 (tons) 

N
or

th
ea

st
er

n 

Loei Yt = 7669.5 + 935.2*t 1 18,891.90

Ea
st

er
n 

Prachinburi  Yt = 66.0 + 165*t 11.69 2,046.00
Nongbualumphu Yt = 1076.5 + 241.5*t 3.31 3,974.50 ChachoengsaoYt = 8697 + 2683*t 2 40,893.00
UdonThani Yt = 9624 + 1465.1*t 5 27,205.20 Srakao  Yt = 2230.0 + 15.8*t 1.18 2,419.60
Nong Khai  Yt = 16931.5 + 4795.2*t 3 74,473.90 Chantaburi Yt = 69707 + 4996*t 1 129,659.00
Sakonnakhon Yt = 2199.5 + 615.1*t 4.8 9,580.70 Trad Yt = 40090 + 1704*t 2 60,538.00
Nakhon Panom Yt = 4619 + 930.9*t 3.2 15,789.80 Rayong  Yt = 109615 + 9306*t 1 221,287.00
Mukdahan Yt = 3627.5 + 859.1*t 4.8 13,936.70 Chonburi Yt = 25348 + 2515*t 2 55,528.00
Yasothon  Yt = 4619 + 930.9*t 3.2 15,789.80  Tot al 512,370.60
Amnatcharoen Yt = -71 + 241.7*t 7.78 2,829.40

So
ut

he
rn

 

Chumporn Yt = 102543 + 1181*t 2 116,715.00
UbonRatchathani Yt = 4541.5 + 1085.8*t 4 17,571.10 Ranong  Yt = 27846 - 1357.00*t 4 11,562.00
Sisaket Yt = 7444.5 + 1517.4*t 0.9 25,653.30 SuratThani Yt = 446671 - 7989.50*t 4 350,797.00
Surin Yt = 2513 + 1925.5*t 12 25,619.00 PhangNga Yt = 166861 - 6315.40*t 3 91,076.20
Buriram Yt = 5086 + 4091.2*t 8 54,180.40 Pukhet Yt = 29413 - 1332.10*t 2 13,427.80
Mahasarakam Yt = 152.5 + 75*t 3.34 1,052.50 Krabi Yt = 134529 + 893*t 0.2 145,245.00
Roiet Yt = 1760 + 154.9*t 1.89 3,618.80 Trang Yt = 335984 - 1610.60*t 1 316,656.80
Kalasin Yt = 2538.5 + 586.8*t 1.65 9,580.10 Pattalung Yt = 130099 + 3171*t 2 168,151.00
Khonkean Yt = 1360.5 + 129.1*t 2.41 2,909.70 Songkhla Yt = 355711 + 3113*t 0 393,067.00
Chaiyaphum Yt = 923 + 154.8*t 4.68 2,780.60 Satun Yt = 59902 + 1638*t 2 79,558.00
Nakhonratchasima Yt = 325.5 + 179*t 5.71 2,473.50 Pattani Yt = 53539 + 3587*t 2 96,583.00
 Total 327,910.90 Yala Yt = 201412 + 12085*t 2 346,432.00

    Narathiwat Yt = 218471 + 9634*t 1 334,079.00

    Nakhon 
SiThammarat Yt = 321634 - 9091.40*t 2 212,537.20

     Total 2, 675,887.00

Source: Final report “The Implementation of Logistics and Supply Chain Management in Thailand” (2010) 
 
Secondly, the additional of 146,565.65 tons of rubber products from One Million Rai Project are included in the 

consideration (Rubber Research Institute of Thailand of Nong Khai province, 2010). Thus, the Northeastern production 
rate in year 2016 will be 474,476.55 tons. This again compares to the overall capacity shown in Table 6. 
 
 

Table 6. The production rate in year 2016  
 

Location Upstream production in 2016 
(tons) 

Upstream dry rubber and 
cup-lump in 2016 (tons)1 

Midstream capacity for dry 
rubber and cup-lump 

(if not increasing) (tons) 
Northeastern 474,476.55 423, 100.23 13,980 
Eastern 512,370.60 456, 891.11 288,420 
Upper Southern 48,133.30 42, 921.43  
Southern 2,664,325.00 2, 375,831.89 3,162,936 
Overall 3,699,305.45 3, 298,744.66 3,465,336 

1 92% of all upstream rubbers flow in the form of rubber latex and 8% is in the form of cup-lump.  
  90% of rubber latex supply to dry rubber industry and 10% supply to concentrated latex industry.  
  (Department of Trade Negotiations, 2004)   
 

It can be seen that when the outcomes from One Million Rai Project in new growing areas bloom, the midstream 
capacity for dry rubber and cup-lum p, which are the m ain raw m aterial for tire industry, will be shortage. This 
convinces the idea of adding up midstream plant in the new growing area - Northeastern region. The next question will 
be the suitable locations for the midstream manufacturing in the Northeastern region. 
 
 
4.2 Location Allocation 
 
Here, we determine the location of the cluster for allocate midstream manufacturing. It is expected that the investment 
and supports from the government should be encouraged. 

Northeastern region is divided into group of provinces. In each group, collecting stations are determined.  First, the 
break-even point distance for t ransportation from upstream to midstream is calculated based on the break-even poi nt 
transportation cost for farmers in Northeastern area which is 5,299.33 THB/tons. Then, variable cost and fixed cost are 
considered. The distance of break-even point is resulted in 132 kilometers (at price of fuel 28 THB/litre) (Maersuntea 
and Wongsawat, 2006). After t hat, seven l ocations are sel ected as t he location of midstream pl ants in t his regi on 
namely; Nong Khai , Leoi , Udon Thani , M ukdahan, Kal asin, Si  Saket , and B urirum provi nces. The l ocation of 
midstream plants in Northeastern region are illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  The location of midstream plant in Northeastern region 
 

This can be interpreted t hat the provinces within l ess t han 132 ki lometers should be grouped as a cluster. The 
quantity of rubber in the cluster is then consolidated at a representative province which has the largest amount of rubber 
in the group. 

These seven l ocations shoul d be abl e t o absorb t he product ion from  upst ream t o m idstream process. The 
recommended capacity in each location are calculated based on the rubber plantation area in each cluster. This is shown 
in Table 7. 
 

Table 7. The recommended capacity of midstream plant in each location 
 

Location Production in year 2016  
(tons) 

Proportion  
(%) 

Production from One 
Million Rai Project (tons) 

Expected capacity in year 20161

(tons) 
Nong Khai  66,409.87 22.71   29,683.08    96,092.95  
Leoi 16,846.29 5.76     7,529.75    24,376.03  
Udon Thani 30,398.20 10.40   13,587.02    43,985.22  
Mukdahan 35,051.02 11.99   15,666.68    50,717.70  
Kalasin 12,708.26 4.35     5,680.18    18,388.44  
Si Saket 55,147.17 18.86   24,649.02    79,796.19  
Burirum 75,843.91 25.94 33,899.79      109,743.70 
Total 292,404.71 100 130, 695.52 423,100.23 

1 Capacity for block rubber and ribbed smoked sheet production in 2016 
 

When the fl ows from  Nort heastern upst ream have been redesi gned t o t he m idstream wi thin t he regi on whi le 
midstream capacity is provided, it is expected that the transportation cost will be reduced 

The expected situation of the new flow s is then com pared to the current situation where m idstream plants are 
located in Eastern region. It is found that the transportation cost will be decreased from 15,424,541.98 to 12,439,146.76 
THB/year. Thi s i s calculated based on the proport ion of 2.94% of t otal rubber used for tire industry downst ream at 
Eastern and Central regions. Table 8 illustrates the cost saving of the new flows.   
 

Table 8. The cost saving of the new flows 
 

Scenario Northeastern  
Products flow 

Transportation cost (THB/kg)1 Overall 
Production 
flows (tons)2 

Production flow for 
passenger car tire 
industry (tons)3 

Transportation 
cost (THB) Upstream - 

Midstream 
Midstream - 
Downstream 

1 
(AS-IS) 

Northeastern upstream – 
Eastern midstream – 
Eastern/Central downstream 

0.9 0. 34 423,100.23 12,439.15 15, 424,541.98 

2 
(TO-BE) 

Northeastern upstream – 
Northeastern midstream – 
Eastern/Central downstream 

0.5 0. 5 423,100.23 12,439.15 12, 439,146.76 

1 In-depth interview, 2 Dry rubber and cup-lump in 2016 
3 Passenger car tire industry consume 2.94% of all pr oduction (dry rubber and cup-lump) in 2016 ( based on data from Rubber Research Institute of  
  Thailand (2009))      
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Passenger car tire industry is identified as one of the product champions in Thailand. It is one of the highest exporting 
values with high demand in global market. 

In this paper, we concent rate on the flows of rubber product s from upstream to midstream for t ire industry. We 
found that the capacity of midstream plants in the Northeast of Thailand may not be adequate for supporting the rapid 
increase of rubber growt h. This problem convinces that midstream plants in Northeastern area must be i ncreased. For 
this industrial sector, strong developments and increasing the plant in this new growing area is a must. 

Although, the current situation capacity could still ab sorb the upstream  productivity, the outcom es from  the 
government’s project (The One Million Ra i Project) will overflow the available capacity at m idstream. The locations 
for midstream manufacturing plants in Northeastern region are recommended. It is expected that in this new growing 
area, connecting the upstream to midstream within the same region will result in reducing the supply chain cost. 

For further research, the appropriate location and number of downstream plants will be studied. Then, the direction 
for supply chain com petitiveness in this  industrial sector for rubber products flow from  midstream to downstream can 
be recommended. 
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Abstract: Refrigerated wa rehouses play a bu ffer f unction i n l ogistics sy stem t o meet t he vari ous demands of 
consumers. Over the 50% of Korean refrigerated warehouses are l ocated in Busan and Busan has become a st rategic 
region for cold chain industries. This paper suggests an aspect-oriented approach to simulation design and analysis in 
system desi gn fo r t he re frigerated warehouses. The p urpose o f t his paper i s t o f ormulate a new  m ethodology fo r 
developing re usable, e xtendible, a nd m odifiable c ontrol software f or a  re frigerated warehouse m odel using as pect-
oriented approach Modeling. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
An as pect-oriented ap proach modeling ( AOAM) con sists of a pri mary model and o ne or m ore aspect  models. A n 
aspect-oriented approach modeling has a feature that crosscuts the primary model. AOAMs are generic descriptions of 
crosscutting featu res th at m ust b e in stantiated b efore t hey can  b e co mposed with the p rimary model b ased on  th e 
metamodel for aspect- oriented modeling[Chavez et al., 2001, 2002, Kim et al., 2007]. The term of the AOAM can be 
used to demonstrate the space of programmatic mechanisms for expressing crosscutting concerns[Kiczales et al., 1997]. 
AOAM should be built upon a conceptual framework and is to de note the space of modeling elements for specifyi ng 
crosscutting concerns at a hig her level o f abstraction. In this paper, we illu strate how a sig nature-based composition 
approach can be used to compose class models and describe how composition directives can be used to ensure that the 
composition a pproach p roduces desi red res ults. We have de veloped a prototype sy stem whi ch i mplements t he cl ass 
model composition behavior specified in the composition metamodel to design the refrigerated warehouse system. This 
paper suggests a simulation design and analysis in system design for the refrigerated warehouses using the AOAM. The 
purpose of th is paper is to  formulate a n ew methodology for developing reusable, extendible, and modifiable control 
software for a refrigerated warehouse model. 
 
 

2. DEFINING THE ASPECT-ORIENTED APPROACH MODELING 
 
In this paper, we demonstrate the mixed concept wi th object-oriented model and asp ect-oriented model. Usually the 
object- oriented model defines a data object as containing code and data. Generally, code and data have been kept apart. 
In an object-oriented data model, the code and data are merged into a single indivisible thing which is an object. Figure 
1 shows the backbone suggested for structural modeling. Figure 2 is the basic flow chart based on the AOAM. 
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Figure 1. Concept of the AOAM 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. AOAM Flow Chart 
 
 

“Base Elements” describes modeling elem ents that  may participate in a “Crosscutting” relationship with  one or 
more ele ments of typ e “Cro sscutting Element”. “Cro sscutting Elem ent” d escribes modeling elemen ts th at may 
participate in a “Crosscutting” relatio nship with on e o r m ore ele ments o f typ e “Base Elem ent”. “Cro sscutting” is a 
relationship that denotes a new extension mechanism for combining incremental descriptions of structure and behavior 
localized in  “Crosscutting Element” in to a “Base Ele ment”. “Aspects” are de fined as  parameterized model elements. 
Aspects c omprise a set of l ocal feat ures a nd a set  of crosscutting inte rfaces. A “c rosscutting interface” m odels an 
archetypical re presentation of a set of crosscut objects under the as pect’s pe rspective. A “crossc utting feature” is a  
model element that describes a feature to be combined to one or more base elements. Aspect operations which refine or 
override are specified as parameterized elements, and they contain one or more unbound parameters which represent 
operation name and signature. 
 

3. REFRIGERATED WAREHOUSES OPERATIONS 
 
Refrigerated warehouses are facilities where perishable foodstuffs are handled and stored under controlled temperatures 
with the aim of maintaining quality. Refrigerated warehouses play an essential role in the food delivery logistics system. 
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It i s ve ry i mportant t o c onsider t he operations o f refrigerated st orages si nce t he c onsumptions of fresh foods a re 
increasing.  
 

Storing process into a refrigerated warehouse is defined as follows: 
(1) Freights arrival at the warehouse via trailer or truck. 
(2) Pulling the trailer or truck into the dock and after confirming attached “Customer Seal and Shipping Seal”  
(3) Loading the Freights on the pallet. 
(4) Attaching the tags with the product information such as storing place, quantity and date.  
(5) Using a forklift to move the pallet to elevator or vertical lift in the warehouse. 
(6) Transferring them into the warehouse. 
 

Releasing process from a refrigerated warehouse is defined as follows:  
(1) Receiving the requests from shippers. 
(2) Searching for the freights by using the information of tags.  
(3) Looking for the pallets where the freights are loaded. 
(4) Transferring the requested pallets to the gates and loading the pallets into trucks. 
 
 

4. REFRIGERATED WAREHOUSES SYSTEM DESIGN AND REALIZATION 
 
In this paper, we apply the concept into a case study which evaluates the system of a refrigerated warehouse located in 
Busan. Figure 3 shows the integrated design method using object-oriented modeling and aspect-oriented modeling to 
show t he system . Pu rposed a syste m can  be b uilt b y m ixing object-oriented m odeling an d aspect-oriented ap proach 
modeling and design the system to realize an accurate analysis. 

We develop a simulation model using AutoMod simulator considering the AOAM for the performance analysis of 
a ref rigerated warehouse system. W e i mplemented t he s imulation m odel usi ng t he following design pa rameters as 
follow: 
 

System configurations of a refrigerated warehouses system are defined as follows: 
- Number of bin in the warehouse = 30*6 bin = 180 bin 
- Total stored pallets = 180 * 21 = 3,780(supposition: stored 21 pallets within each bin) 
- Each bin sizes = 30m*1m*3m 
- Forklift speed = 50m/min 
- Loading & unloading time per one pallet = 30sec 
- Arrival time of freights = exp (30) sec 
- Order time of freights = exp (5) min 
- Capacity of one forklift = 1 Pallet 
- Size of warehouse = 30m*52m 
- Hallway size = 5m*52m 
 

In this model, the system can be flowed such as figure 4. Freights and forklifts which are depicted in figure 4 are 
always research ing th e workload and  work lists fro m th e aspect-oriented m odeling and  fu lfill th e ord ers by obj ect-
oriented modeling.  
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Method Convey or Forklift Rack 

Object- 
oriented 
modeling 

Section Type 
Width 
Accumulation 
Motor 
Velocity 
Acceleration 
Deceleration 

Station Type 
Capacity 
Align 
Protoeye 
Type 
Block 
timeout value 
Cleared 
timeout value 

Guide Path 
Guide Path 
Transfer 
Control Point 

Vehicle 
Capacity 
Pick up time 
Set down 
time 
Number 
Acceleration 
Deceleration 
Forward 
velocity 
Reverse 
velocity 

Rack 
Rack 
Number of aisle 
Aisle width 
Number of bay 
Bay width 
Bay depth 
Next tier height 
P&D stand 
Zone 

SRM 
Capacity 
Pick up time 
Set down time 
Number 
H_acceleration 
H_deceleration 
V_acceleration 
V_deceleration 

Aspect- 
oriented 
modeling 

Process 
P_setting() 
P_entering() 
P_coming() 
Queue 
Q_input 
Q_output 
Load 
L_Loadtype 
L_Loaditems 
Variable 
V_input_to_conv() 
V_output_to_conv() 
Random Number Streams 
Run control 

Process 
P_setting() 
P_entering() 
P_coming() 
Queue 
Q_input 
Q_output 
Load 
L_Loadtype 
L_Loaditems 
Variable 
V_input_to_Forklift() 
V_output_to_Forklift() 
Random Number Streams 
Run control 

Process 
P_setting() 
P_rack_entering() 
P_rack_outting() 
Queue 
Q_rack_input 
Q_rack_output 
Load 
L_loadtype 
L_Loaditems 
Variable 
V_rack_to_PD() 
V_rack_to_zone() 
Random Number Streams 
Run control 

 
Figure 3. Integrated Design Method using Object-Oriented Modeling and Aspect-Oriented Modeling 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Operating Flow Chart of a Refrigerated Warehouses 
 

Figure 5 and 6 show the order picking warehouse system layout demonstrated by AutoMod simulator. 
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Table 2. Performance of the Racks 
 

Division Sm allest Maximum Average Total Average Util. 

Storage 0.99 16.28 9. 18 5, 109 44% 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we developed a simulation model using AutoMod simulator considering the AOAM for the performance 
analysis of refrigerated warehouse system. The purpose of this paper is to formulate a new methodology for developing 
reusable, extendible, and modifiable control software for a refrigerated warehouse model. For that, this study shows an 
aspect-oriented structure to a nalyze the performance operated in  the warehouse and a simulation model is showed  to 
demonstrate t he co ncept. S uch a n e xtracted aspect  m odules can  be a pplied i nto t he st ructure o f t he existing sy stem 
without change or modification because it is independence. 
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Appendix: 
  
Table 3. Performance of the each rack  
 
Storage 

A Min. Max . Ave. Total Util. Storage 
B Min. Max . Ave. Total Util. 

1 0 11 4.10 30 0.195 1 0  8  3.12 27 0.148 

2 0 18 7. 35 32 0.350 2 0 14 5. 74 26 0.273 

3 0 10 3.12 27 0.148 3 0  9  4.44 30 0.212 

4 0 7 2.60 22  0.124 4 0 11 5.03 21  0.239 

5 0 13 7 23  0.333 5 0 16  7.09 31 0.337 

6 0 16 8. 89 30 0.423 6 0 21 9. 92 31 0.472 

7 0 14 6. 90 30 0.329 7 0 15 6. 64 30 0.316 

8 0 10 3. 79 23 0.181 8 0 14 6. 79 28 0.323 

9 0 15 6. 75 27 0.321 9 0 16 6. 95 28 0.331 

10 0 15 7.91 24 0. 377 10  0 19 9.33 28 0. 444 

11 0 20 10 .20 25 0. 486 11  1 19 12 .53 27 0. 597 

12 1 18 8.93 26 0. 425 12  2 21 13 .26 31 0. 631 

13 0 17 8.33 23 0. 397 13  0 21 14 .23 26 0. 678 

14 1 18 10 .83 24 0. 516 14  1 14 9.28 21 0. 442 

15 2 20 9.96 36 0. 474 15  0 12 6.70 34 0. 319 

16 0 21 12 .69 25 0. 604 16  0 21 11 .95 24 0. 569 

17 0 16 9.33 25 0. 444 17  1 16 9.30 34 0. 443 

18 0 9 3.63 21 0. 173 18  0 8 3.56 26 0. 169 

19 2 21 9.61 29 0. 457 19  2 21 12 .68 31 0. 604 

20 0 15 6.30 37 0. 300 20  0 9 4.70 37 0. 224 

21 1 21 9.35 37 0. 445 21  0 13 5.37 21 0. 256 

22 0 15 7.21 18 0. 344 22  0 18 8.53 27 0. 406 

23 1 14 7.82 26 0. 372 23  2 21 11 .40 31 0. 543 

24 0 18 9.91 38 0. 472 24  0 13 7.94 32 0. 378 

25 0 7 4.27 20 0. 203 25  0 10 4.39 22 0. 209 

26 0 14 6.78 21 0. 323 26  0 16 9.50 25 0. 452 

27 2 21 15 .30 27 0. 729 27  2 13 7.05 16 0. 336 

28 0 15 6.63 33 0. 316 28  1 12 6.21 37 0. 296 

29 1 17 9.36 30 0. 446 29  1 13 9.93 24 0. 473 

30 0 15 8.62 22 0. 411 30  1 21 12 .53 29 0. 597 
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Storage 
C Min. Max . Ave. Total Util. Storage 

D Min. Max . Ave. Total Util. 

1 0 18 1 1.74 30 0 .559 1 1 21 1 2.04 32 0 .573 

2 0 20 9.12 29 0. 434 2 0 17 10 .10 23 0. 481 

3 1 21 10 .07 34 0. 480 3 2 13 7.61 29 0. 363 

4 1 16 6.40 25 0. 305 4 0 21 14 .77 33 0. 703 

5 1 16 7. 94 23 0.378 5 1 13 7. 53 22 0.358 

6 3 7 5.00 18  0.238 6 3 15 8.34 28  0.397 

7 1 13 7. 25 28 0.345 7 2 20 9. 26 27 0.441 

8 0 11 4. 67 36 0.222 8 0 13 6. 48 34 0.308 

9 1 8 5.89 20 0 .281 9 1 18 1 0.66 29 0 .507 

10 2 21 15 .37 31 0. 732 10  0 21 13 .59 32 0. 647 

11 0 21 13 .59 25 0. 647 11  0 21 10 .65 28 0. 507 

12 0 21 11 .13 28 0. 530 12  1 21 13 .40 28 0. 638 

13 1 18 11 .55 21 0. 550 13  1 16 10 .33 20 0. 492 

14 2 19 11 .48 28 0. 547 14  1 17 8.34 24 0. 397 

15 1 18 11 .10 27 0. 528 15  2 21 14 .60 35 0. 695 

16 6 17 13 .92 27 0. 663 16  1 21 14 .40 24 0. 686 

17 0 19 7.55 30 0. 360 17  1 14 7.79 31 0. 371 

18 0 16 8.54 29 0. 407 18  0 12 6.17 22 0. 294 

19 0 17 10 .51 20 0. 501 19  1 16 10 .43 22 0. 496 

20 2 14 8.34 28 0. 397 20  5 21 13 .46 48 0. 641 

21 1 11 5.71 31 0. 272 21  0 12 7.46 30 0. 355 

22 2 19 11 .45 35 0. 545 22  3 18 9.85 30 0. 469 

23 2 15 8.13 28 0. 387 23  3 21 15 .02 36 0. 715 

24 0 11 5.32 36 0. 253 24  0 9 2.58 30 0. 123 

25 0 21 11 .10 32 0. 528 25  1 15 8.87 26 0. 422 

26 5 14 10 .12 36 0. 482 26  1 20 10 .99 33 0. 523 

27 1 20 12 .60 28 0. 600 27  3 16 11 .25 23 0. 536 

28 3 14 8.55 39 0. 407 28  0 12 5.56 37 0. 265 

29 1 15 6.84 29 0. 326 29  1 16 9.16 30 0. 436 

30 1 21 11 .15 28 0. 531 30  3 21 12 .21 26 0. 581 
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Storage 
E Min. Max . Ave. Total Util. Storage 

F Min. Max . Ave. Total Util. 

1 3 21 1 2.27 32 0 .584 1 2 18 1 0.18 29 0 .485 

2 1 17 1 1.11 21 0 .529 2 1 21 1 2.75 29 0 .607 

3 4 14 1 0.06 29 0 .479 3 2 20 1 2.06 32 0 .574 

4 0 14 6. 63 24 0.316 4 0 14 6. 82 25 0.325 

5 1 12 4. 83 25 0.230 5 1 14 8. 69 26 0.414 

6 1 19 1 2.99 35 0 .619 6 1 21 1 1.97 32 0 .570 

7 0 8 3.96 24  0.189 7 0 13 5.85 29  0.279 

8 0 13 5. 95 36 0.283 8 0 12 5. 33 34 0.254 

9 4 21 1 4.09 33 0 .671 9 3 19 1 2.68 25 0 .604 

10 0 16 6.97 26 0. 332 10  1 16 8.94 27 0. 426 

11 1 17 9.54 23 0. 454 11  0 21 14 .25 29 0. 679 

12 0 12 7.23 29 0. 344 12  0 21 9.02 30 0. 429 

13 1 16 11 .89 26 0. 566 13  5 21 11 .55 32 0. 550 

14 1 20 12 .79 25 0. 609 14  6 18 12 .22 30 0. 582 

15 5 18 9.17 35 0. 437 15  2 21 11 .73 33 0. 558 

16 2 20 12 .88 25 0. 613 16  1 21 13 .90 25 0. 662 

17 0 12 5.86 26 0. 279 17  2 12 7.03 28 0. 335 

18 0 19 12 .17 43 0. 579 18  1 14 8.74 30 0. 416 

19 3 19 11 .11 29 0. 529 19  1 21 12 .85 26 0. 612 

20 0 15 6.53 32 0. 311 20  0 14 6.61 37 0. 315 

21 1 21 14 .22 24 0. 677 21  2 21 12 .84 29 0. 611 

22 2 17 11 .33 29 0. 540 22  2 18 9.10 28 0. 433 

23 1 15 7.40 24 0. 352 23  1 13 7.75 26 0. 369 

24 0 21 12 .53 26 0. 597 24  0 18 10 .36 30 0. 493 

25 1 14 8.82 30 0. 420 25  2 16 9.68 31 0. 461 

26 4 21 14 .52 38 0. 691 26  0 18 10 .62 29 0. 506 

27 0 15 9.44 19 0. 450 27  1 20 11 .62 28 0. 553 

28 1 17 7.18 32 0. 342 28  3 16 10 .32 32 0. 491 

29 1 21 11 .58 38 0. 552 29  0 15 9.03 27 0. 430 

30 0 19 9.68 27 0. 461 30  0 16 7.89 19 0. 376 
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Abstract: This paper describes a Sec urity Event Management system which adapts the SCEM (Supply Chain Event 
Management) concept and Fuzzy Logic on the field of container security, in order to improve the security of container 
transports. 

After an  introduction of security in  con tainer transports the different kinds of  security related  static criteria and  
dynamic events which could occur during container transports are explained. Furthermore, the concept of the software 
is explained. 

The so ftware syste m h as b een d eveloped du ring a research  proj ect b y th e In stitute o f Sh ipping Econ omics an d 
Logistics (ISL) and takes care of all security related criteria and events in the intermodal chain. The system registers the 
transport information of a container. During the transport, the system receives events which will be used for computing 
a security risk v alue fo r each  co ntainer. By ad aption of the Fu zzy Lo gic co ncept th is v alue will b e tran slated in to a 
qualitative linguistic result. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
As far as security is  concerned, the optimisation of container transportation relies primarily on a system of trust, where 
sealed c ontainer move u nimpeded through t he s upply ch ain, noted i n ( APL Logistics 2 003). But d uring a  t ransport, 
different types of t hreats can occur, e.g. a s eal of a c ontainer may be br oken or a c ontainer may be trans ported to an 
unforeseen location. This implies the risk of theft of goods or usage of the container for acts of terrorism. 

This paper describes a project of ISL developing a demonstrator to support transport organisers to help increasing 
the security of supply chains of container transport, as well as to decrease the risk of thefts or usage of the container for 
acts of terrorism. 

First the Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM) approach and basics of Fuzzy Logic is explained. After the 
description of security related criteria and  events, the concept of the software demonstrator and its implementation of 
SCEM and Fuzzy Logic is explained. 

After introducing several ways how to generate the security related events, the calculation of a secu rity value will 
be described. 
 
 

2. THE SCEM APPROACH 
 
The Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM) methodology for planning and monitoring supply chains is well known 
in th e production i ndustry. For t he adop tion of th is con cept to  in termodal con tainer t ransports th e so -called ev ents, 
which occur during a transport, have to be divided into two categories: 

 Expected events such as loading and unloading messages. Each of those refers to an expected milestone of the 
transport process. 

 Unexpected events, which may allude to problems such as delay messages or a notice indicating a problem. 
While traditional systems for planning, tracking and tracing are passive, i.e. the user gets updated information only if he 
looks into the different systems; the idea of SCEM systems is to play an active role. To th is end, the planned logistics 
chains (e.g . in do or-to-door transports) wit h ex pected ev ents at ex pected tim es will be defined and  m atched again st 
incoming event messages. Depending on the configuration, certain triggers will be fired: 

 either if expected events do not happen 
 or other events occur which were not expected. 

SCEM systems compare the expected milestones of the transport with th e occurred events and decide on appropriate 
actions, e.g. inform the chain manager proactively. So, t he user may stay passive, because the system plays the active 
role and he is informed only in case of problems. These problems can be coped with at an early stage, because the chain 
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manager is informed after the occurrence of these problems. This enables the chain manager to reduce the impact of the 
problem on the transport chain. 

It i s important for a n SCEM system to obtain the events automatically and t imely, e.g. vi a EDI (e.g. di scharge 
messages from port community systems), via mobile devices (e.g. handheld computers using GPRS communication) or 
using web interfaces. 

 
 

3. FUZZY LOGIC 
 
Fuzzy Logic enables software systems to deal with values which are not crisp. In detail, these values are called Fuzzy 
set, to be more precise, a Fuzzy set is a collection of el ements where every element has a degree of membership. In 
detail, the assignm ent of an element to a fuzzy  set  describes a gra de of membership ranging between zero and one, 
which is also defined as membership function (Zadeh, 1965). By contrast, in classical sets an element either belongs or 
does not belong to a set. In detail, the value of a membership function of classical sets is described by values of zero or 
one.  

Fuzzy sets are  extended clas sical sets, because the notions of incl usion, union, intersection, complement etc. are  
also applicable upon fuzzy sets, whereas fuzzy sets permit the ability to deal with imprecise values. 
 

 
Figure 1. Fuzzification of value 20 % 

 
Figure 1 shows the usage of Fuzzy sets in the field of risks. In detail, a crisp value of 20 % is translated into a 

Fuzzy set using the membership function. As a result the set belongs with a factor of 0.2 to negligible and with a factor 
of 0.8 to low risk. 
 
 

4. SECURITY EVENT MANAGER 

4.1 Introduction 

In the following chapter the concept of a so ftware system i s described which monitors container transports in order to 
compute a security risk value. By adaption of the SCEM methodology the system is able to proactively inform the user 
about threats an d security related problems. Furthermore, this system uses Fuzzy Logi c which e nables the s oftware to 
deal with imprecise values. 

For the computation of a security value the system has to know static information about the transport and security 
related events. At first, a list of a priori defined security related data and events will be presented. Afterwards, results of 
a workshop are described which show a l ist of security related criteria and events defined by the experts. Furthermore, 
different ways of obtaining security related events are described. The chapter closes with a sect ion on computation of 
the security value. 

4.1 Security related data and events 

For a security system we have to distinguish between static information and events which occur dynamically.  
The following priori-defined list of static criteria describes which kind of data is interesting for a security system: 

 Value of goods: The higher the value the higher is the risk of theft. 
 Type of cargo: dangerous goods could be used for acts of terrorism. 
 Destination: There are locations which are more interesting for terrorism acts like others, e.g.: terminals. 
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 Companies: The kind of involved companies during the transportation has a great impact on the security, e.g. if 
they are screened and certified. The more companies are involved in an intermodal transportation the higher 
the risk of theft or terrorism acts. 

 
Beside these static criteria there are dynamic events occurring during a transport which have an impact on the 

security of the container transport, for example: 
 The truck with the container has left the assigned route 
 Standstill of the truck with container on an unsecure parking lot 
 The container has been opened unauthorized 

Security related events can be messaged by different systems and persons. 

4.1.1 Automatic messaging of events 

By usi ng sm art uni ts or sm art co ntainers e vents co uld be  m essaged a utomatically. These de vices a re abl e t o detect 
breaking the door by light and contact sensors. Furthermore by using shock, fire, smoke and temperature sensors they 
can notify changes i nside t he co ntainer which could be  a disruption. Som e u nits a re a ble t o sen d a  m essage by  
GSM/GPRS to a security system. 

Some o f tho se d evices are al so using RFID tech nology to track  th e con tainers position at i mportant l ocations. 
There a re al so sm art uni ts a nd sm art cont ainers which a re eq uipped w ith a GPS M odule which co uld be use d for 
permanent position tracking. 

Due to the high initial and maintenance costs of these devices they seem to be useful only for containers with high-
value goods or dangerous cargo. 

Instead of such expensive units which are applied on each container, ISL has developed a low-price solution which 
can be used on the vehicle, like train, truck or barge. A standard mobile phone and a  GPS receiver (or in t he future  
Galileo) is used to track  the container while it is tran sported by the equipped carrier. A small Java application on the 
mobile phone is receiving the  GPS position by the GPS re ceiver and sends it by using web services to a server. Use rs 
are able to track the current position in a Google Maps application. 

The current position of the container can be used for generating events, for example when a transported container 
enter or leaves a d efined area, e.g. a term inal. The user is able to define the position and the radius of locations (like 
terminals o r al so motorway junctions) as well as th e typ e o f ev ent wh ich sh ould be fired by en tering or leav ing th e 
defined circle. 
  

 
Figure 2. Generating events by entering an area 

 
A server is receiv ing the GPS position and calcu lating if the t ransported container has entered or left a defi ned 

location and fires the respective event (cp. figure 1).  
The user could assign a detailed description of the container´s route, which will be used as a security co rridor. By 

comparing the current position and the security corridor the system will be able to identify a deviation and to create an 
event if necessary, e.g. a truck is leaving the motorway before it was planned (cp. figure 2). 
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Figure 3. Detecting events by GPS 

 
Furthermore, the system will  be ab le to  recognize standstills when the carrier is no t changing its positio n fo r a 

longer time. There are several restrictions concerning such standstills: 
 A standstill somewhere in a forest is more dangerous than on a motorway service area 
 The longer the time the higher is the chance of a disruption 
 A standstill during the night could be more dangerous than in the daytime 

The system also has to take care of events which have occurred in the past, because e.g. the c hance of a disruption is 
high if the container has left the assigned security corridor one hour ago and it is not moving anymore. 
 
 
4.1.2 Generating events manually 
 
It is handy to generate events in an a utomatic manner, but there are e vents which could only be detected by humans. 
Furthermore not every container will be equipped with a smart unit. 

By using software and hardware clients, especially mobile clients, employees could send messages to the Security 
Event Manager which has to evaluate if an event should be created. Security related events could be: 

 Changed goods, which could be detected by opening the container during a customs check 
 False, missing or broken seal 
 The carrier, chassis or driver is a different one than the planned one 
 High security level of a terminal (in cause of ISPS) 

 
 
4.3 Experiences of experts 
 
In order to verify the a pri ori-defined list of  security related criteria and events a workshop has been conducted where 
the participants like policemen, transport organisers and other security experts exchanged their experiences in container 
security and defined a list o f security related criteria an d events for the risk of theft. Furthermore, a questionnaire has 
been carried out in order to identify the impacts of these criteria and events on the security of current transport chains. 
 

The impact describes the influence of a criterion or an event on the security of the transport. Following the Fuzzy 
Logic concept the values for the impacts on the security of the container transports are linguistic terms: 

 negligible 
 low 
 medium 
 high 
 extreme 

 
In the following security related criteria and events have been identified by the experts. Furthermore, the impact of 

the criteria or event on the security value is described. 
 
 

4.3.1 Value of goods 
 
The higher the value the higher is the risk of theft. 
This static criterion has a high impact on the security. 
 
 
4.3.2 Disposability and desirability of goods 
 
Desirability describes how many persons are in terested in buying that k ind of stolen good and disposability says if a  
stolen good is easy to sell or not. These two values are referring to each other and have a high impact. 
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In most cases the disposability and desirability of a goo d is h igh if th e value is also  high (e.g. mobile phones), but for 
example a machine for special purposes could be of high value but it could be very hard to sell. 
Disposability and desirability has the highest impact on the security of a container transport. 
 
 
4.3.3 Involved parties 
 
The kind of involved parties has a high impact on the security. If the parties are Authorised Economic Operators (AEO) 
the risk of theft is lower. 
 
 
4.3.4 Information security 
 
Information security has a high impact on the security. The experts stated that for example the truck driver should not 
know any details of the transport.  
 
 
4.3.5 Physical security 
 
Container transport itself is more secure than other transports. Usage of seals and eSea ls could improve the security. If 
an eSeal is broken an event could be messaged which has a medium to high impact on the security. 
 
 
4.3.6 Modal change 
 
In intermodal transports containers are especially endangered at a modal change which has a medium impact. 
 
 
4.3.7 Routing / Timeline 
 
The r oute co uld be c riterion wi th a m edium im pact on t he transport, beca use the re are re gions which are m ore 
endangered for the risk of theft than other ones. 

 
Events like standstill events or if a container is delayed have also a medium impact on the security of a chain. 

 
 
4.3.8 Priori-defined list and experiences of experts  
 
Most of the a priori-defined criteria and events have been confirmed by the experts.  
 
 
4.4 Security value 
 
The Security Event Manager has to calculate a security v alue assessing the current risk level of a transp ort to h elp the 
transport organisers to decide if the transport is endangered or not. 

The security risk value cannot be a s harp precise value because on the one hand there is no sharp threshold value 
indicating the risk level. On the other hand there are n o precise rules defining which event will lead  to a certain  risk 
level. So the algorithm which computes the security value has to be able to deal with experiences of experts which are 
described in linguistic terms but not in mathematically precise functions. 

The system will use Fuzzy Logic to com pute a qualitative lingui stic result, e.g. “low ri sk” or “high ri sk”. This 
result will be computed by a function with two parameters: 

 The static impact of a criterion, which de scribes the importance of a criterion, e.g. the importance of the value 
of goods, for risk of theft 

 The dy namic value of t he occurred e vent, e.g. t he c urrent p osition of the co ntainer i s out side t he a ssigned 
corridor 
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Figure 4a. Impact of a criterion 

 
Figure 4b. Value of 20% is fuzzificated 

Figure 4c. Calculating centre of gravity of each fuzzy set 
and calculating result with mean of maximum function. 

Figure 4d. Fuzzification of result  

 
Figure 4 illustrates an example of the calculation. At first, the impact of a criterion, for example “Disposability and 

desirability of goods” is translated into a fuzzy set (cp . Figure 4a). And second the disposability value of 20 % for the 
given kind of good will be fuzzificated; which means it is translated into a fuzzy set (cp. Figure 4b). Next, using Fuzzy 
Logic algorithms, the centre of gravity of each fuzzy set  is calculated. Furthermore, t he mean of m aximum of both 
fuzzy sets is calcu lated, leading to a crisp  result of 50 (cp. Figure 4c). In the end, this crisp result is fuzzificated into a 
fuzzy set in order to display the user the qualitative linguistic result “medium” (cp. Figure 4d). To sum up, the result of 
“Disposability and desirability of goods” for the current kind of good is “medium”. 
 

The calculation for eac h criterion and e vent creates one s ingle result. In the fu ture, it i s p lanned to calcu late an 
overall result which indicates the user an overall security value. 

 
The functions of the Fuzzy Logic algorithm which determine the result for the events and their restrictions will be 

defined with the help of transport organisers and security experts. Their experiences and opinions will be translated into 
linguistic terms, e.g. for the influence of the value of goods concerning the risk of theft could be “high impact”. These 
linguistic terms will be used by the Fuzzy Logic algorithm to compute the security value. 
 

During operation, the staff of the transport organisers will be able to supply their own experiences to improve the 
efficiency of the system. 

By now, ISL pl ans to define more than one security value. T here will  be one value for t he ri sk of t heft and a  
different one for the risk of acts of terrorism, because the  risks are different. On the one hand e.g. the influence of the 
value of goods for the risk of theft is very high, but on the other hand for a terrorist this value is unimportant. 

The user will have the option to declare a container transport to be endangered itself, as a resu lt of circumstances, 
e.g. a very important container. This would change the threshold in the algorithm which will increase the security value 
accordingly. 

Following the SCEM idea the security factors themselves will be used for generating messages, e.g. Mail or EDI 
messages, to proactively inform the user. The user himself will be able to define the content of these messages, which 
could contain simple information and also appropriate instructions in case of critical situations. 
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4.5 Security Event Manager Demonstrator 
 
ISL has implemented the first prototype of the Security Event Manager, which recei ves planned data and e vents from 
different test systems and is able to compute a security risk value using Fuzzy Logic. A screenshot of the graphical user 
interface of the prototype is shown in figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. Screenshot of Security Event Manager demonstrator 

 
The development process is still ongoing. In the  next steps the user interface and the calculation of the security 

value will be improved. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
It was shown that a Secu rity Ev ent Man agement syste m is able to c ompute a  security ri sk value w hich can  help t o 
increase the security of intermodal container transport. By adapting the SCEM methodology the system can proactively 
inform the user which enables transport organisers to cope with problems at an early stage. 

Instead of dealing with crisp values the Security Event Manager system is able to deal with experiences of experts 
by using qualitative linguistic terms which are computed by a fuzzy algorithm.  
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Abstract: The container relocation at container yards will influence the yard operator efficiency. The problem we 
tackled is to retrieval all containers from an initial configuration of given number of bays and tiers with minimum 
number of relocations. There is no new arriving container and only the containers in the same stack above the retrieved 
container can be relocated. We propose a beam search (BS) algorithm that is similar to the breadth-first branch-and-
bound scheme, but only few permitted nodes in each level are kept for the further search. In order to select permitted 
nodes in each level, a look-ahead heuristic is applied for evaluation. We randomly generate 1920 instances with 
different configurations to test our BS algorithm. The results show that our BS algorithm can obtain optimal solutions in 
small size instances and near optimal solutions in larger size instances within effective computation time. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the increasing globalization, the demand of container transportation grows steadily. Terminals have to improve 
their performance efficiency to compete with others. Many issues are involved in affecting the terminal performance, 
such as labor utilization, traffic congestion in terminal, transfer time of yard cranes, etc. (Murty et al., 2005). Container 
relocation is a critical issue with respect to the terminal performance, which affects the turn-around time of trucks and 
of vessels and further impacts the performance of a terminal (Kim and Kim, 1999). The relocation of a container is 
performed when this container is above another container that is the target to be retrieved immediately. Since relocation 
is not a value-added but time consuming activity, it should be reduced as many as possible. 

Containers are piled up at the container yard in such a manner to increase the space utilization. Block stacking is 
the most common way for container stowage at container yard (Kim and Hong, 2006), as shown in Figure 1. The 
numbered block indicates the retrieval order of each container, i.e. the smaller number indicates the higher priority. 
Though, the block stacking also indicates that only the top container is accessible. On the other hand, for export 
containers, loading sequence of containers is usually determined before loading to vessel (Lee and Chao, 2009). 
According to loading sequence, each export container has its own priority to be retrieved. It also implies the relocation 
occurs when a container with higher priority is underneath another container with lower priority. 

Stowage planning is considered to decide the most suitable locations of containers at container yard (Avriel et al, 
1998). It can be decomposed to two types, the static problem and the dynamic problem, in terms of the arrival/departure 
manner of containers. In the static problem, the sequence of containers is known in advance, while in the dynamic 
problem, the containers arrived or departed in a random manner. 

For the dynamic problem, stochastic concept is usually adapted to estimate the expected number of relocations. 
Kim and Kim (1999) dealt with a dynamic relocation problem and presented a formula to interpret the relation between 
the stack height and the expected number of relocations. Kim et al. (2000) considered minimizing expected numbers of 
relocation at the export container yard. They proposed a dynamic programming model to provide an optimal decision of 
stack for minimizing expected number of relocations and a decision tree to make a fast decision. 

In the real time cases, the exact location for relocating container has to be determined immediately. Therefore, 
Avriel et al. (1998) considered the problem is to minimize the total cost of reshuffles when containers on a vessel have 
to be loaded and unloaded from/to several ports. The authors proposed a binary programming model as well as a 
heuristic procedure.. 
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Figure 1. The Illustration of Containers Stacking at the Container Yard 
 
 
Murty et al. (2005) provided a Decision-Support System (DSS) for Hong Kong International Terminals (HIT). 

The system achieved elastic capacity successfully, almost 50 percent improvement in capacity was obtained. They 
divided the real world problem into five related subproblems. Reshuffle problem is also an important issue considered 
in their study, in which a rule called the reshuffle index (RI) was performed to relocate containers. Yang and Kim 
(2006) addressed a general concept of relocation problem. They proposed both dynamic programming and genetic 
approach for a static grouped location problem, as well as three rules for the dynamic case.  

Kim and Hong (2006) considered a container retrieval problem at the container yard. The objective is to minimize 
relocations when all containers at a yard-bay are retrieved according to a predetermined precedence. They proposed a 
branch-and-bound algorithm and a heuristic with respect to reducing the expected number of relocations during retrieval 
process. The empirical results showed that the error rate between the branch-and-bound and the heuristic is 7.3% in the 
first case and 4.7% in the later case.Caserta et al (2009) continued the study of Kim and Hong (2006). They also 
handled the container retrieval problem but applied an inspired metaheuristic, called corridor method (CM). The results 
indicated that CM can reach optimal solution in the small size problem within very short computational time. In this 
study, we also consider the same problem proposed by Kim and Hong (2006), but we use beam search algorithm to 
solve this problem.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the container reshuffle problem is defined and 
related heuristics are introduced. The beam search and the branch-and-bound algorithms are introduced in section 3. 
Section 4 presents the experiment results with large number of instances. Section 5 summarizes the findings in this 
research. 

 
 

2. CONTAINER RESHUFFLE PROBLEM 
 
Container relocation problem considered in this paper is to retrieve all containers at a yard-bay. We assume that each 
container with different retrieval priority and the initial configuration of the yard-bay are known in advance. In addition, 
we only consider a static problem that means the new arrival container is not allowed. The objective is to retrieve all 
containers at the yard-bay with minimum number of relocations. The optimal retrieval procedure is performed by 
determining a stack to relocate a container. Formally, this problem includes following five assumptions: 
1) The maximum number of stacks and maximum number of tiers at a container bay are given, and the container only 

can be relocated within the yard-bay.  
2) Every container at the yard-bay has the same size. 
3) The initial configuration of the container bay and the retrieved sequence of each container are known in advance.  
4) The new arrival container is not allowed during the retrievals. 
5) The reshuffle operations only occur while a target container needs to be retrieved. It implies that pre-marshalling is 

not allowed in this problem. 
We use the following notations to describe the problem: 
H : The maximum number of tiers for every stack.  
N : The number of containers in the initial configuration. 
R(i, j) : The container at the top of ith stack is relocated to jth stack, where i, j  {1, 2, …, W} 
Si : The set represents the configuration of the ith stack, where i  {1, 2, …, W}. The elements in the set

indicate the retrieval order of each container, and the last element is on the top of stack. 
W : The maximum number of stacks. 
Y : The set of stacks within the yard bay, where Y = {S1, S2, …, SW} 
An example illustrated in Figure 2 has an initial configuration Y = {S1, S2, S3} = {{2, 3}, {1, 5, 4}, {6}}. The 

container retrieving is named target container henceforth, and the container that blocks the target container retrieving is 
named obstructive container. At the first stage, the target container is container 1. The container 1 cannot be retrieved, 
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Container Bay 
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1 
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6 

stack 1

tier 3

tier 2

tier 1

stack 2 stack 3
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because containers 4 and 5 are above it. The relocation is therefore necessary to free the target container. In the first 
stage, the relocation of container 4 from stack 2 to stack 1 is denoted as R(2, 1). Similar procedure is applied for 
remainder containers until all containers are retrieved, and the total number of reshuffles in this example is four. The 
solution can be expressed as all reshuffle operations involved during the retrieval procedure. The solution with four 
reshuffles can be simply expressed as {R(2, 1), R(2, 3), R(1, 3), R(1, 2)}. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: An Example of the Procedure for Retrieving and Reshuffling Containers (H = 3, W = 3) 

 
 
2.2 Heuristic 
 
There are three heuristics involved in this paper for solving container relocation problem. The first rule, called the 
lowest position (TLP), was proposed by Zhang (2000). TLP tends to force every stack with a close number of 
containers, so that average relocation can be reduced. This rule selects a stack that has the fewest containers. Break ties 
arbitrarily, if two stacks have the same lowest position. For example, in Figure 3 (a), the container 4 has to be relocated 
to other stacks. The stack 3 has lower position than stack 1, the container 4 then will be relocated to stack 3. 

The second rule, called reshuffle index (RI) which computes the number of containers with higher priority than the 
obstructive container is located, was proposed by Murty et al. (2005). Since containers with higher priority underneath 
the relocated container lead to additional reshuffles. This rule chooses a stack that has lower RI to relocate container. If 
there are several stacks with the same RI, then break ties arbitrarily. An illustration shown as Figure 3 (b), the container 
5 needs to be relocated. The stack 3 has one container with higher priority than container 5, so that stack 3 has lowest RI 
equal to one. The container 5 should be relocated to stack 3. 

The last one is reshuffle index with look-ahead (RIL) that is an extension of reshuffle index rule. The difference 
between RI and RIL is the rule for breaking ties. In the RIL, the stack for relocating stack is first determined according 
to RI, and the RIL breaks ties by look-ahead mechanism. The look-ahead rule selects a stack, in which the highest 
priority of the containers is the lowest. The concept of the look-ahead rule is to avoid additional relocations in near 
future steps. If a relocated container is above a container that will be retrieved just after the target container, then an 
extra relocation will occurs in retrieving next container. In Figure 3 (c), the container 4 has to be retrieved, and stack 1 
and stack 3 both have equal RI. If container 4 is relocated to stack 1, then one more relocation would be needed when 
retrieving container 2. According to RIL rule, stack 3 is chosen because the priority of container 3 is lower than the 
priority of container 2. 

 
(a) the TLP rule (b) the RI rule (c) the RIL rule 

 
Figure 3. The Heuristic Rules for Relocating a Container 

 
 

3. BEAM SEARCH 
 
Beam Search (BS) is a heuristic based on breadth-first branch-and-bound algorithm. It was earliest applied in artificial 
intelligent to deal with the speech recognition (Lowerre, 1976). It has been then employed on the scheduling problem, 
like the studies conducted by Fox (1983) and Ow and Smith (1988). Ow and Morton (1988) later proposed a novel 
mechanism for the beam search, called Filter Beam Search, which gives a compromise between computational time and 
solution quality. They suggested that a rough evaluation resembles a filter is applied first to prune out the nodes, and 
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only α nodes are retained. These α nodes are evaluated again by a caution estimated heuristic and only ß nodes are 
chosen. Sabuncuoglu and Bayiz (1999) applied filter beam search for scheduling problem with makespan and tardiness 
criteria. A tiny revision for their beam search is that nodes in the first level are evaluated without filter, and a filter is 
applied in remainder levels. 
 
 
3.1 Standard Beam Search 
 
BS follows breath-first search strategy in its searching scheme, in which the nodes are searched level by level. Unlike 
the general tree search scheme that generates every possible node to seek optimal solution, BS only keeps some 
promised nodes at each level for sprouting the descendants. In the beam search, only ß promised nodes at each level are 
required for the further search. The ß is so-called the beam width. The BS reduces a great deal of searching space via 
limiting the nodes retained at each level. Suppose n is the depth of a tree, the searching space of the BS includes ßn 
solutions against n! solutions contained in the original solution space. However, the optimality can not be confirmed by 
the beam search, since the optimal solution may be ignored during searching process. The beam search is hence a 
constructive heuristic. 

The promised nodes can be determined simply by estimated rules or heuristics. The nodes with better estimated 
values have more possibility to gain better results. The concept of beam search is to keep the nodes with higher 
probability achieving optimal solution during the searching process. The search manner is different from the branch-
and-bound that keeps the nodes via a strict restriction, but the beam search realize the concept in an opportunistic 
manner. 
 
 
3.2 Beam Search for Container Reshuffle Problem 
 
The decision involved in the container reshuffle problem is to decide which stack to relocate a container. The best 
sequence of stacks for relocations results in the minimum total number of reshuffles. A node in our beam search 
represents a partial solution that includes the stacks for relocations from root to current node. 

Generally, BS chooses the best ß nodes at each level as beam nodes. As illustration in Figure 4, there are four 
nodes in the level three generated by pervious beam nodes (N3 and N4), and two of them generated from the same node 
(N3) are chosen as next beam nodes. The search manner concentrates on the partial beams that have better performance. 
It can increase the possibility to gain better solution via exploiting the partial beams, however it also increases the 
possibility to fall into the local optimal solution.  

In this study, we apply a standard beam search to solve container relocation problem, in which the filter 
mechanism is not considered. The search begins from an initial configuration, and then the nodes at first level are 
sprouted out. Every node is evaluated by a given global heuristic to estimate its upper bound. The global heuristic can 
use one of those three mentioned in section 2.2 to estimate an upper-bound. Only ß nodes with lower upper-bound will 
be selected as beam nodes. The selected beam nodes then sprout out their descendants for the next level. Repeating the 
procedure until a feasible solution is obtained. An illustration shown as Figure 4, the ß of the beam search is set as two. 
The evaluation function is performed to estimate the upper bound and the search scheme selects the best two 
descendants to be beam nodes. Only the beam nodes have to generate the descendants at each level, remaining nodes 
are ignored. The process is terminated at level four, in which a complete solution is obtained. The minimum relocation 
is four according to the beam nodes at last level. 

Let N0 indicates the root, B is the set of beam nodes, C is the nodes pool of all descendants that generated in the 
same level. The procedure of beam search is presented as follows: 

 
Beam Search Procedure 
Step 1: [initialization] 

Set B = {N0} 
Step 2: [retrieval procedure] 

Step 2.1: For each node N  B 
Do 

If target container T is on the top of a stack in the bay Y of the node N 
Retrieve the T from Y 

Until there is a container blocked the target container. 
Step 2.2: If a configuration Y in a node N  B is empty, then go to Step 5. 

Step 3: [branch procedure] 
Step 3.1: Set the descendants pool C = {Ø} 
For each node N  B 
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Let St is the stack with target container T in node N, and D = N 
Step 3.2: For each stack S in node D 

If stack S is not full and S ≠ St 
Perform the relocation R(St, S)  

Step 3.3: C = C∪D. 
Step 4: [relocation procedure] 

Step 4.1: For each node D  C 
Perform a Heuristic to evaluate node D. 

Step 4.2: Select best Min{ß, |C|} nodes from C to replace beam nodes in B. Go to Step 2. 
Step 5: [termination] 

Return Min{number of relocations for node N, N  B}. Stop the procedure. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Representation of beam search for container reshuffle problem 
 

3.3 Branch and Bound 
 
We developed a brand-and-bound procedure in this paper as well. The depth-first procedure is applied to reduce 
memory usage. The node that is sprouted out first will be visited first. Once a feasible solution that has retrieved every 
container at the yard-bay is found, the procedure will then backtrack to its parent to search another branch. Because the 
level indicates the number of relocations, if a feasible solution is found at level k, then the further search over level k-1 
is not necessary. All generated nodes will be visited to confirm the optimal solution is achieved. 
 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Both the beam search and the branch-and-bound were tested to compare the performance of each other. The three 
heuristics introduced in section 2.2 were tested as well. All algorithms were coded in Borland C++ Builder 6.0, and run 
on a PC with AMD Athlon Dual Core +3800 2.0 GHz and 2 GB memory. The testing data are generated randomly for 
experiments.  
 
 
4.1 Testing Data 
 
For comparing the performance of algorithms, different sizes of problem were generated. Kim and Hong (2006) 
mentioned that a yard bay usually contained 4-7 tiers with 6-10 stacks. Hence, without loss of generality, we created 
problems between 3-8 tiers and 3-10 stacks. We generated 48 problem classes, and each of them has 40 instances, so 
there are total 1920 instances generated. In each instances, we randomly located containers with different priorities into 
a yard-bay. In addition, the number of containers (N) is determined by W and H. Given W and H, the total number of 
slots at the yard-bay is W×H, and the most number of relocations to retrieve one container is H – 1. For confirming the 
feasibility, Eq. (1) ensures that enough space is reserved for relocations of containers. 
 

N = W×H – (H – 1)  (1)  
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4.2 Computational Results 
 
We first tested the heuristics with three various rules on each class, and the results are shown as Table 1. The first 
column and sixth column indicate the number of stack (W) with range from 3 to 10. The second column and seventh 
column indicate the number of tiers (H) with range from 3 to 8. The column 3-5 and column 8-10 represent the results 
of three heuristics. Each cell shows the average number of reshuffles over 40 instances. The results demonstrated that 
the RIL outperforms both TLP and RI at every class. Because the computational times of the heuristics are quite fast 
(less than 0.01 seconds), they are not included in the table. 

The beam searches with different beam width as well as branch-and-bound algorithm were tested. Ideally, a more 
accurate estimation leads to a better result of beam search. Therefore, the RIL is embedded in our beam search for 
global evaluation, due to the better estimation of relocations.The detail results of beam search in each class were shown 
in Table 3. As the beam width increases, the elapsed time increases linearly, but the improving rate on the average 
number of reshuffles decreases. The average number of relocations will finally converge to a certain value. An 
exhaustive search may take too much time but gain little improvement. Hence, the beam search provides a compromise 
between time and solution quality. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we deal with a container reshuffle problem, in which each container has a particular priority to retrieve. 
We first proposed a modified heuristic RIL and compared the heuristic with the other two existing heuristics (RI and 
TLP). Then, we proposed a beam search heuristic to solve the problem, in which the RIL is embedded to provide a 
global evaluation. We randomly generate 48 problem classes and 40 instances in each class, and there were total 1920 
instances generated. The experiments were performed by running those algorithms on generated instances. 

The computational results show that the proposed modified heuristic outperforms the other two existing heuristics 
at every problem class. A branch-and-bound also provided to compare with the beam search. The result shows that the 
beam search can reach most optimal solution when beam width (ß) equal to 15, and all optimal solution can be obtained 
as beam width equal to 70. 
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Table 1. Average Numbers of Reshuffles of Evaluation Heuristics in Each Class 
 

class 
TLP RI RIL 

class 
TLP RI RIL 

W H W H 
3 3 3.58 3.42 3.4 7 3 11.50 10.10 9.88 
3 4 6.67 6.10 5.95 7 4 19.40 20.10 18.80 
3 5 10.60 9.80 9.45 7 5 33.00 30.90 28.30 
3 6 15.40 13.60 13.20 7 6 45.80 45.00 41.30 
3 7 20.20 18.10 17.30 7 7 66.10 59.80 54.50 
3 8 27.20 24.10 22.90 7 8 82.60 76.60 68.70 
4 3 5.67 5.03 4.92 8 3 11.60 11.90 11.70 
4 4 10.50 9.05 8.80 8 4 22.90 20.90 20.00 
4 5 16.30 14.50 13.70 8 5 37.60 34.70 32.10 
4 6 23.20 19.10 17.90 8 6 55.00 50.60 46.50 
4 7 33.40 28.90 27.60 8 7 79.20 68.40 61.60 
4 8 44.80 37.90 34.60 8 8 93.90 88.90 79.50 
5 3 6.95 5.90 5.75 9 3 14.10 12.40 12.10 
5 4 14.40 12.20 11.80 9 4 24.80 24.70 23.60 
5 5 21.00 18.10 17.40 9 5 44.50 37.50 35.10 
5 6 31.80 25.60 24.10 9 6 61.50 55.70 50.20 
5 7 46.00 36.30 33.70 9 7 88.50 76.70 68.80 
5 8 61.60 49.80 44.50 9 8 109.00 97.90 87.40 
6 3 8.95 7.92 7.80 10 3 14.90 14.60 14.40 
6 4 16.00 13.20 12.80 10 4 28.90 26.20 24.70 
6 5 26.90 22.60 21.40 10 5 47.90 41.20 38.50 
6 6 41.20 32.60 30.10 10 6 67.00 60.20 54.40 
6 7 56.90 45.50 41.70 10 7 101.00 85.10 75.80 
6 8 75.00 57.20 53.90 10 8 121.00 111.00 96.70 
     avg 39.708 34.950 32.069 
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Table 2. Average Numbers of Reshuffles of Beam Search with Varied Beam Width and the Branch-and-Bound 
 

class 
Beam Search B&B 

BW=5 BW =10 BW =15 BW =20 BW =50 BW =70 Opt. 
W H Res Time Res Time Res Time Res Time Res Time Res Time Res Time 
3 3 3.38 0.000 3.38 0.000 3.38 0.000 3.38 0.000 3.38 0.000 3.38 0.000 3.38 0.000 
3 4 5.67 0.000 5.67 0.000 5.67 0.000 5.67 0.000 5.67 0.000 5.67 0.000 5.67 0.000 
3 5 8.40 0.000 8.40 0.000 8.40 0.000 8.40 0.001 8.40 0.001 8.40 0.001 8.40 0.001 
3 6 11.50 0.001 11.50 0.001 11.50 0.001 11.50 0.002 11.50 0.003 11.50 0.004 11.50 0.009 
3 7 15.10 0.001 15.10 0.001 15.00 0.002 15.10 0.003 15.00 0.006 15.00 0.008 15.00 0.060 
3 8 19.00 0.002 18.90 0.003 18.80 0.004 18.80 0.005 18.70 0.010 18.60 0.014 18.60 1.510 
4 3 4.85 0.000 4.85 0.000 4.85 0.000 4.85 0.000 4.85 0.000 4.85 0.000 4.85 0.000 
4 4 8.43 0.000 8.43 0.001 8.43 0.001 8.43 0.001 8.43 0.002 8.43 0.003 8.43 0.007 
4 5 12.30 0.001 12.20 0.002 12.20 0.002 12.20 0.003 12.20 0.006 12.20 0.007 12.20 0.241 
4 6 15.80 0.002 15.70 0.003 15.70 0.004 15.70 0.005 15.60 0.012 15.60 0.016 15.60 11.000 
4 7 23.00 0.003 22.90 0.006 22.80 0.008 22.70 0.010 22.60 0.023 22.60 0.031 – – 
4 8 28.90 0.005 28.40 0.009 28.20 0.013 28.10 0.017 28.00 0.038 27.90 0.052 – – 
5 3 5.75 0.000 5.75 0.000 5.75 0.001 5.75 0.000 5.75 0.002 5.75 0.002 5.75 0.002 
5 4 11.00 0.001 11.00 0.002 11.00 0.002 11.00 0.002 11.00 0.006 11.00 0.008 11.00 0.308 
5 5 15.70 0.002 15.70 0.004 15.60 0.005 15.60 0.007 15.60 0.014 15.60 0.019 15.60 40.900 
5 6 21.30 0.004 21.30 0.007 21.20 0.009 21.20 0.013 21.10 0.030 21.10 0.040 – – 
5 7 28.30 0.006 28.10 0.012 28.10 0.017 27.90 0.022 27.80 0.052 27.80 0.070 – – 
5 8 37.50 0.011 37.00 0.020 36.90 0.029 36.90 0.038 36.50 0.089 36.40 0.121 – – 
6 3 7.65 0.000 7.65 0.002 7.65 0.002 7.65 0.002 7.65 0.004 7.65 0.005 7.65 0.034 
6 4 12.10 0.002 12.00 0.003 12.00 0.004 12.00 0.005 12.00 0.012 12.00 0.016 12.00 11.200 
6 5 19.40 0.004 19.40 0.007 19.40 0.011 19.40 0.013 19.40 0.030 19.30 0.041 – – 
6 6 26.50 0.007 26.30 0.013 26.30 0.019 26.30 0.025 26.10 0.057 26.10 0.079 – – 
6 7 35.80 0.012 35.60 0.023 35.30 0.034 35.20 0.045 35.00 0.107 34.90 0.148 – – 
6 8 44.30 0.018 44.20 0.036 43.80 0.052 43.50 0.068 43.20 0.162 43.20 0.226 – – 
7 3 8.95 0.001 8.95 0.002 8.95 0.003 8.95 0.004 8.95 0.007 8.95 0.011 8.95 0.834 
7 4 15.50 0.003 15.50 0.005 15.50 0.008 15.50 0.010 15.50 0.023 15.50 0.031 – – 
7 5 21.60 0.005 21.50 0.011 21.40 0.016 21.40 0.020 21.40 0.049 21.40 0.066 – – 
7 6 31.60 0.011 31.30 0.022 31.30 0.032 31.20 0.042 31.00 0.099 31.00 0.136 – – 
7 7 40.50 0.019 40.20 0.036 40.00 0.053 39.80 0.069 39.50 0.165 39.40 0.229 – – 
7 8 51.70 0.031 51.00 0.060 50.80 0.089 50.50 0.116 50.00 0.277 49.90 0.383 – – 
8 3 9.72 0.002 9.72 0.003 9.72 0.004 9.72 0.005 9.72 0.011 9.72 0.015 9.72 6.510 
8 4 17.90 0.004 17.90 0.008 17.90 0.012 17.90 0.016 18.00 0.035 18.00 0.048 – – 
8 5 25.60 0.009 25.50 0.017 25.50 0.025 25.40 0.033 25.40 0.079 25.40 0.107 – – 
8 6 36.80 0.017 36.40 0.033 36.20 0.048 36.20 0.064 36.00 0.153 36.00 0.209 – – 
8 7 46.20 0.028 45.60 0.054 45.60 0.080 45.60 0.105 45.20 0.251 45.10 0.345 – – 
8 8 59.30 0.048 58.50 0.091 58.50 0.136 58.00 0.179 57.50 0.427 57.30 0.593 – – 
9 3 11.40 0.002 11.40 0.004 11.40 0.007 11.40 0.009 11.40 0.018 11.40 0.025 11.40 147.000
9 4 19.20 0.006 19.20 0.013 19.10 0.018 19.10 0.024 19.10 0.055 19.10 0.075 – – 
9 5 28.90 0.013 28.90 0.025 28.80 0.038 28.80 0.050 28.70 0.118 28.70 0.161 – – 
9 6 40.80 0.025 40.60 0.048 40.50 0.072 40.30 0.095 40.00 0.227 40.00 0.316 – – 
9 7 52.80 0.043 52.40 0.084 52.20 0.124 52.00 0.162 51.70 0.396 51.50 0.547 – – 
9 8 68.10 0.073 67.20 0.139 67.20 0.209 66.90 0.277 66.40 0.665 66.00 0.910 – – 
10 3 11.90 0.003 11.90 0.006 11.90 0.009 11.90 0.011 11.90 0.024 11.90 0.033 – – 
10 4 22.50 0.009 22.40 0.017 22.40 0.025 22.40 0.034 22.40 0.079 22.40 0.108 – – 
10 5 32.10 0.019 31.90 0.036 31.90 0.054 31.90 0.072 31.80 0.170 31.80 0.235 – – 
10 6 44.70 0.035 44.40 0.069 44.20 0.101 44.10 0.134 43.90 0.321 44.00 0.451 – – 
10 7 59.20 0.065 58.60 0.127 58.40 0.184 58.00 0.243 57.70 0.588 57.50 0.817 – – 
10 8 73.00 0.097 72.20 0.189 72.10 0.279 71.70 0.367 71.40 0.896 71.20 1.240 – – 

avg 30.349 0.023 30.124 0.045 30.049 0.066 29.959 0.087 29.805 0.210 29.752 0.292   
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Abstract: Mobile Harbor is a movable, floating structure with a container crane on board. Containers are picked up 
from a containership and placed on the deck of a Mobile Harbor, and vice versa for the loading process. In planning 
container transfer tasks for the container crane, two factors must be considered: task completion time and the stability of 
the Mobile Harbor. During the un/loading process, weight distribution of container stack on the deck of the Mobile 
Harbor affects the stability of the floating structure. A target container and its destination on the deck of the Mobile 
Harbor must be determined to satisfy stability conditions. Also required is a reduction of the crane’s movement on the 
Mobile Harbor to minimize the task completion time. These two factors are related to each other and thus need to be 
solved together. In this paper, we present a Genetic Algorithm approach to solving the problem. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Mobile Harbor (MH) is a new port system concept developed at KAIST. The MH is a movable, floating structure 
with a container crane on board; it can unload containers from a container ship anchored out in the sea and place them 
on the deck of a MH, and vice versa for the loading process. A container ship does not have to call at a land-berth for 
loading and unloading if a MH can serve the ship. 

The MH loading and unloading operation is different from that of an existing land-based port because of the 
operational characteristics unique to a MH. The operation scheduling for a MH system must cope with these characteri-
stics. Especially, scheduling a loading and unloading sequence of the MH crane is very different from the scheduling of 
a quay crane. For example, minimizing the number of lateral motions – i.e. moves from stem to stern – of the on-board 
crane is an important factor to improving the loading/unloading productivity. Stability of a MH during an unloading and 
loading process is another factor to consider, which does not exist in case of the quay crane scheduling.  

While the container unloading scheduling is an important problem for a MH operation, it is not crucial to a quay 
crane operation of a land-based port. As a result, there is little previous study that is directly relevant to the problem we 
are undertaking. On the other hand, much research has been done in the area of quay crane scheduling and container 
yard operations. For example, Kim and Park (2004) and Monica et al. (2006) studied a Quay Crane Scheduling Problem 
(QCSP) using a mixed integer programming model. Sammarra et al. (2007) suggested a tabu search heuristics for 
QCSP. Heuristic methods for routing yard-side equipment are presented in Kim and Kim (2003). Although these studies 
provide a useful modeling framework for the MH unloading problem, to reflect unique characteristics of a MH requires 
significant modification of such models. Thus, the focus of this paper is to propose a formulation and a solution method 
for the container unloading scheduling by incorporating unique characteristics of a MH. 

In this paper, the on-board crane movement schedule for unloading containers from a container ship to a MH is 
generated. In particular, when each container is placed on the deck of the MH, the center of gravity (CG) of the MH 
with the containers stacked on its deck is restricted to the proximity of the original CG of the MH, in order to ensure its 
stability. This schedule should also minimize the lateral crane movements, to minimize the loss of unloading 
productivity. To achieve these objectives, we define this problem with a mathematical model and solve it with a Genetic 
Algorithm (GA). 
 

2. PROBLEM & MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
 
2.1 Problem Description 
 
A MH unit can unload up to 240 TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit) containers from a container ship to the deck of the 
MH. In other words, the maximum carrying capacity of a MH unit is 240 TEU. In this paper, all the containers are 
assumed to be forty-foot containers (FEU, Forty-foot Equivalent Unit). 240 TEU containers are the equivalent of 120 
FEUs, and they are stacked on the deck of a MH unit in ten rows, four bays and three tiers; that is, 40 FEUs are stored 
in each tier (Fig. 1). In addition, the work range of the MH crane is limited due to the length of a MH unit. Thus, the 
MH crane can unload containers on a container ship that are stacked in a series of four bays with respect to the MH 
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Minimize   Y ΔCG (1) 

C

1 (2) 

T

L

1 (3) 

C

1,                                        L (4) 

L

1,                                        C (5) 

 C T C

 ,                          L (6) 

 L L

 ,                           C (7) 

Y D  ,                                                 C (8) 

D D  ,                                               L and LU  (9) 

D D  ,                                               C and CU  (10) 

D D  ,                                               G  and H  (11) 

D D  ,              C and L 0  (12) 

D D  ,            L and C T  (13) 

0 ,                                                C, C T  (14) 

0 ,                                               L, L 0  (15) 

T 0,          T 0 (16) 

0 ,                                                C L (17) 

 
The objective function (1) is a weighted sum of a total unloading time and a distance between CG of an empty MH 

and of the loaded MH. Note that we ignore the interim CG during its operation and only evaluate the resultant CG after 
the unloading operation is completed. In the heuristic model presented in the next section, however, we evaluate CG 
every time a container is loaded on a MH to maintain CG to be within a desired limit throughout the unloading 
operation. The weight α and β in the objective function are both set to 1.  

Constraints (2) and (3) define a starting task and a final task of the unloading operation, respectively. Constraints 
(4) ~ (7) are routing constraints. Constraint (4) is expressed as inequality because there may be some locations on a MH 
where no container is placed when a tier is not fully populated with containers. Constraint (8) defines a total unloading 
time for all containers. Constraints (9) ~ (11) are needed to avoid infeasible solutions that have invalid unloading 
sequences. Constraint (9) prevents a container from being placed at a location in a higher tier if the corresponding 
location in its lower tier is empty. Constraint (10) states that a container stacked below another container on a container 
ship cannot be processed before the one above is processed. Constraint (11) requires that, to unload containers stored in 
the hold area under a hatch cover, all the containers stored above the hatch cover must be unloaded first so that the 
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method without the repair function. Secondly, we compare the performance of the solutions by the GA method to the 
Hill-Climbing method. 
 
4.1 Effectiveness of the Repair Function 
 
Crossover and mutation operations in the proposed GA method usually produce an infeasible solution. The repair 
function introduced in the GA method transforms an infeasible solution to a feasible solution by manipulating part of 
the unloading sequence. When a repair function is not used, we still penalize an infeasible solution. A penalty of 100 is 
given to each violation instance of the three infeasibility conditions. We compare the quality of solutions obtained by 
the GA with the repair function to those obtained by the GA without the repair function. Table 2 summarizes the results 
from nine experiments. 

Table 2. Results from the comparison between the GA with and without the repair function 
 

Experiment sets GA with the repair function GA without the repair function 
Number # of 

containers
Evaluation 

value 
Operation time 

(min) CG
(m) Evaluation

value 
Operation time 

(min) CG
(m)

1 50 188.73 18 8.03 0.7 191.59 18 8.34 3.3

2 60 204.84 20 4.34 0.5 206.42 20 4.34 2.1

3 95 314.12 31 2.22 1.9 522.75 51 5.13 7.6

4 100 295.29 29 0.59 4.7 743.00 73 1.87 11.1

5 115 436.08 43 2.38 3.7 1065.39 1 052.60 12.8

6 120 355.93 35 2.53 3.4 683.16 67 0.14 13.0

7 120 460.10 45 8.20 1.9 967.4 95 8.32 9.1

8 120 510.77 50 9.17 1.6 3421.67 3 412.14 9.5

9 120 526.64 52 4.54 2.1 1533.31 1 524.66 8.7

As seen from Table 2, the repair function significantly improves the quality of solutions. In fact, for the 
experiments 3-9, the GA without the repair function cannot even find a feasible solution within the given number of 
generations.  

The best results of GA with the repair function are achieved when the population size is 500, the number of 
generation is 1000, and the probabilities of crossover and mutation are 0.3 and 0.005, respectively. 

 
4.2 Comparison with the Hill-Climbing  
 
Solutions obtained from the Hill-Climbing method and from the GA method with the repair function are compared in 
Table 3. An initial solution to the Hill-climbing method is generated by the rule-based heuristics as discussed in section 
3.1. Multiple runs of 1,000 generation computation are conducted to select the best solution. For the GA method, an 
initial population is generated at random. The parameters for the GA computation are from the first experiment: 
population size=500; generation number = 1,000; crossover probability = 0.3; mutation probability = 0.005.  

In four experiments, 2, 3, 5 and 9, the GA method generates a solution with a better objective value – a sum of 
operation time and CG. In the other five experiments, the Hill-Climbing method delivers a better solution. Thus, it 
seems that the GA method and the Hill-Climbing method show comparable performance in terms of solution quality 
and computation time. Comparing the two parts of the evaluation function between the GA and the Hill-Climbing 
solutions show interesting pattern. For the total unloading operation time, solutions from the Hill-Climbing method are 
better than those from the GA method in all the experiments. On the other hand, the GA method dominates the Hill-
Climbing method when we compare the CG part, with only experiment 4 yields a better CG by the Hill-Climbing 
method.  
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Table 3. Results from the comparison between the GA with the repair function and the Hill-Climbing 

 

Experiment sets  Hill climbing GA with the repair function 
Number  # of containers  Evaluation 

value 
Operation time

(min) CG
(m) Evaluation

value 
Operation time 

(min)  CG
 (m) 

1 50 178.13 17 4.53 3.6 188.73 18 8.03 0.7

2 60 206.44 20 4.34 2.1 204.84 20 4.34 0.5

3 95 317.99 31 2.09 5.9 314.12 31 2.22 1.9

4 100 291.92 28 8.42 3.5 295.29 29 0.59 4.7

5 115 436.24 43 1.94 4.3 436.08 43 2.38 3.7

6 120 323.09 31 3.89 9.2 355.93 35 2.53 3.4

7 120 430.61 42 6.31 4.3 460.10 45 8.20 1.9

8 120 476.45 47 1.15 5.3 510.77 50 9.17 1.6

9 120 528.44 52 4.54 3.9 526.64 52 4.54 2.1
 
 

5. DISCUSSION 
 
First, while a larger number of containers to unload generally increase the total unloading operation time, a container 
stowage configuration – how containers are stacked/located on a container ship – also affects the total unloading 
operation time. For example, experiments 6-9 have 120 containers to unload, the total operation time for each case 
varies quite a bit. In a few experiments, an experiment with even a fewer number of containers shows a longer operation 
time (experiment 3 vs. 4 and 5 vs. 6 in Table 3). Especially, when most containers are stacked in a specific bay of a 
container ship, the operation time increases because the crane frequently moves along the direction from stem to stern 
of a MH. While this type of stowage configuration causes a quay crane load balancing problem for a land-based port, it 
creates an unloading productivity concern for a MH. 

Second, the repair function seems to improve the performance of the GA method in this problem. When the repair 
function is not used and the penalty function for infeasible solution is introduced instead, efficiency of the solution 
search process decreases. In many cases of the experiments, the GA method without the repair function does not even 
find a feasible solution and gives a solution with very poor objective value as its final solution. Most likely, it is be 
because crossover and mutation operations have a high tendency to produce an infeasible solution due to the nature of 
an order-based GA and the population is quickly filled up with infeasible solutions. 

Third, the performance of the GA method does not surpass the Hill-Climbing method. As mentioned in section 4.2, 
the Hill-Climbing method generates a better solution in 5 of 9 problem instances we tested. The main difference 
between the Hill-Climbing method and the proposed GA method is the use of crossover operator in the GA method. In 
the Hill-Climbing method, only mutation operation is included in the search process. In the GA method, on the other 
hand, crossover operation is a main mechanism with the probability of crossover at 0.3 compared to 0.005 for mutation 
operation. For our problem, the proposed crossover operation tends to generate many infeasible solutions and much of 
those are discarded and arbitrarily replaced with feasible solutions by the repair function. We suspect that this process 
reduces the effectiveness of the search process, thereby negatively affects the quality of final solutions.  

Last, the Hill-Climbing method and the GA method shows distinct dominance in the two component of the 
evaluation function. Solutions from the GA method have a better value for CG, and solutions from the Hill-Climbing 
are better for the total unloading operation time. We conjecture that this is due to the initial solution used for the Hill-
Climbing method along with its search mechanism. A Hill-Climbing method is a local search method, and explores only 
the vicinity of an initial solution. The initial solution provided to the Hill-Climbing method in our problem is derived 
from a rule-based method which heavily prefers the operation time minimization. Indeed, the rule-based method used 
here does not even consider the stability factor. In the previous study by Shin and Lee (2010), the rule-based method is 
shown to generate a reasonable quality solution in terms of the total operation time. Thus, potential solutions explored 
in the Hill-Climbing method are expected to have high quality in its operation time measure. In addition, the overall 
evaluation function used in the experiments, which is a simple sum of the operation time and CG, values the two 
components equally with  = . Since the operation time is two orders of magnitude larger than CG, there seems to be 
little incentive to aggressively improve in the CG part in the Hill-Climbing search. This is likely to be the reason why 
there exists clearly distinctive dominance by each method in the two measures. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
A Mobile Harbor presents unique, operational characteristics such as lateral moves by its on-board crane during the 
unloading process. These lateral moves, from stem to stern or vice versa, negatively affect the unloading productivity. 
Also, since a MH is a floating structure, container stack arrangement on the deck of a MH and its resultant weight 
distribution affects the stability of a MH. Thus a container unloading sequence of a MH should be scheduled for both 
productivity and stability. These differences make this scheduling of MH unloading sequence a unique problem. 

This paper presents a mixed integer programming model for the problem, and a heuristic method based on a 
Genetic Algorithm is proposed. The proposed GA method features a repair function, a crossover operator, and mutation 
operators designed to fit the specifics of the problem. The effectiveness of the repair function is tested by comparing 
computational results between the GA method with and without the repair function. It shows that including the repair 
function in the method dramatically improves the quality of final solutions. The GA method including the repair 
function is then compared to a Hill-Climbing method. It turns out that the GA method does not outperform the Hill-
Climbing method. This is rather unexpected considering the Hill-Climbing method is a local search heuristics. We 
conjecture that the crossover operator and the selection process used in the current GA method needs improvement. 
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Abstract: Container stacking rules are a n important factor in container terminal efficiency. We build on prior research 
and use a discrete-event simulation model to evaluate the impact of a truck announcement system on the performance of 
online container stacking rules. The information that is contained in the announcement, i.e., the expected departure time 
for an import container, can be used to schedule pre-emptive remarshall moves. These moves can t hen be performed 
when the workload is low in order to decrease the export time and the crane workload at peak times. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Marine container terminals play a ce ntral role in the worldwide distribution of goods that is essential to global supply 
chains. These container terminals link sea transport via container ships to land transport via trains, barges, and trucks. 
One of the main problems in container terminals concerns the stacking of containers. Although it is also one of the main 
advantages of containers, viz. that they can b e stacked on top of each  other, additional work is required if t he bottom 
container is needed. In that case the top containers have to be moved to another place. These unproductive moves are 
called reshuffles. They are undesirable as they take additional handling time by the scarce resources. 

Accordingly, every terminal needs a stac king strategy. T he main objectives of such a strategy are 1) the efficient 
use of st orage space, 2) limiting transportation tim e from quay to stack and beyond, (and vice versa), and 3) the 
avoidance of reshuffles. Of course , the  im portance of each c riterion varies  from  term inal to terminal. Ports like 
Singapore and Hong Kong have limited land s pace, so they need efficiently used storage spaces. Note also that thes e 
objectives are conflicting: you ca nnot maximize th em all.  For ex ample, th e th ird objective wo uld be op timized by  
having stacks of only one container high; however, this would lead to very inefficient use of stora ge space and long 
travel times. 

One of the main problems facing a marine container terminal operator is a lack of detailed knowledge regarding 
the departure t ime and m ode of  t he containers. While some information may be avai lable at  t he t ime of a rrival, the 
mode may change (as containers are rerouted by the shipper) and the departure time is typically a r ough estimate for 
non-scheduled transport modes such as trucks. In this paper we investigate the impact of more accurate departure time 
information for truck exports, i.e., containers that leave the container terminal by truck. 

We investigate a number of scenarios to see whether the length of the period between this information becoming 
available and the actual departure t ime can ha ve an  i nfluence on the t ime i t t akes t o remove the container from the 
stack. 

This paper builds on our prior work regarding container terminal stacking (Dekker et al., 2006; van Asperen, 2009; 
Borgman et al., 2010).. In these studies we f ocus o n t he short t erm dec ision t o alloca te an incom ing c ontainer t o a  
stacking position. 
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We consider an import container terminal with a high uncertainty regarding the departure time of t he containers, 
such as term inals in  th e Ham burg–Le Havre rang e i n Eu rope and  th e USA. Mo reover, we con sider online s tacking 
rules, which do not require extensive computations and can be used in many types of stacks and for large numbers of 
containers. The type of container terminal we consider uses a high degree of automation. This typically implies a t ight 
coupling of the various activities and a reduced flexibility to handle unexpected circumstances. Also, the terminal under 
consideration has both a high yard  utilization and  a high berth u tilization. Th is reduces the potential to  op timize the 
storage yard by performing housekeeping moves at times of low utilization. It is therefore relevant to research whether 
the more accurate departure time information allows for a reduced exit time for containers from the stack. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The academic literature on stacking problems is scan t but growing, perhaps because the problem does not easily len d 
itself to a nalytical solutions (Dekker et al ., 2006). In an overview paper on operations research at container term inals, 
Stahlbock and Voss (2008) looked at a nu mber of aspects of container terminal operations. Among the topics surveyed 
were stowage planning, berth allocation, crane optimization, terminal transport optimization, and storage and stacking 
logistics. Their work is an extension of an earlier overview (Steenken et al., 2004), which also contains a paragraph on 
how stacking is done in practice. For a more detailed overview of marine container terminal stacking algorithms, we 
refer to Dekker et al. (2006) and Borgman et al. (2010). 

The use of Truck Appointment Systems (TAS) for external trucks at container terminals has gained some industry 
attention but the academic literature is still limited. Some authors refer to “Vehicle Appointment System” or “Container 
Scheduling System”. 

The use of TA systems can b e related to solving terminal g ate cong estion, to im prove t he turn around time fo r 
external t rucks, t o reduce t he en vironmental impact of waiting t rucks, and t o i mprove st acking operations. T he first 
reported case of a TAS is for the Hong Kong International Terminal (Murty et al, 2005), where it was aimed at making 
the most of the li mited available space i n the terminal. The introduction in 2002 of the Lowenthall Bill in California 
imposed limits of the waiting times for trucks within a terminal in order to reduce the environmental impact. The use of 
TAS was proposed as one of the possible solutions (Guiliano and O’Brien, 2007). Plata Peredo (2008) describes the use 
of TAS to m inimize terminal handling time for trucks and to redu ce the cost for trucking companies. The results of a 
TAS implementation in Vancouver, Canada were disappointing (Morais and Lord, 2006) as the truck waiting time and 
congestion were not reduced as expected. The inability of truckers to plan trips was cited as a major cause of this result.  

Following a period of heavy congestion for trucks at one of the main container terminals in the port of Rotterdam, 
a number of studies have looked at the potential of TA systems to reduce this congestion. Van der Heide and van Vliet 
(2009) give an overview of the IT architecture of a TAS and discuss the potential impact for a non-automated container 
terminal that uses straddle-carriers. Vlugt (2009) evaluated the potential of a TAS for the automated ECT Delta terminal 
in the port of Rotterdam. The results showed that the decrease of the expected average truck turnaround time for trucks 
with an appointment is countered by an increased turnaround time for trucks without an appointment. The net result was 
that the average turnaround time did not decrease.  

So far, the reported results are disappointing with regard to reducing congestion and truck turnaround time. In this 
paper, however, we focus on the possible impact of a truck appointment system on the performance of the (un)stacking 
operations in the terminal yard, i.e., we are m ore in terested in the impact on  the in ternal terminal operations. As the 
focus is on the terminal yard, we are not concerned with gate congestion and environment impacts. We are t herefore 
more in terested in th e add itional i nformation a TAS m ay g enerate with regard to the actu al tim e of d eparture of a 
stacked con tainer. We will th us use th e term “ truck annou ncement” to  indicate t hat the actu al co ordination b etween 
trucking company and terminal operator is outside the scope of this research. 

 

3. BASIC CONCEPTS 

We want to investigate the impact of having more information about truck arrivals on container stacking efficiency. As 
trucks are typ ically th e least con trolled transport m odes that are  se rved by  m arine co ntainer t erminals, having m ore 
information should be beneficial. In this paper, we do not use a detailed allocation mechanism for trucks (i.e., the time 
of arrival is not determined by a slo t allocation mechanism). Instead, we consider the situation in  which the terminal 
operator is informed of the arrival time a certain number of hours beforehand.  
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In o ur previous resea rch (Dekker et  al., 2006; Bo rgman et al., 2 010) w e h ave looked at t he performance of a 
number of c ontainer stacking algorit hms. The main question we now fac e is how each stacking rule will bene fit from 
advanced knowledge of truck arrivals. Incoming containers that have to be stored in the stack do not pose problems as 
long as the information on the departure time and m ode are available. The most disruptive influence of truck arrivals 
occurs w hen a  t ruck wants t o pick-up a  c ontainer. T his container ha s to be retrieved (“ unstacked”) f rom t he y ard, 
potentially causing one or m ore unproductive m oves (reshuffles) in order to acces s the c ontainer. With a dvance 
information on the precise time and m ode of departure we may be abl e to perform the reshuffle operations using idle 
time of the automated stacking crane (ASC) between the moment the departure time information becomes available and 
the actual departure time. While th is in  itself will n ot reduce the number of un productive moves, we may be able to  
perform these unproductive moves at a time whe n they do not im pact the pe rformance of t he system, i.e., during idle 
time of the automated stacking crane. 

If we consider a single lane of the type of container terminal under investigation, we see that there is a single rail-
mounted stacking crane that has to perform al l the stacking moves for that lane. In this front-end interchange design 
there i s an  i nterchange point bet ween t he h orizontal t ransport ( AGV, st raddle ca rrier or y ard t ruck) an d vertical 
transport (by the automated stacking crane) at  ei ther end of  the lane. We can distinguish between containers that are 
moving into the lane (i.e., that are being stacked) and containers that are moving out of the lane. Containers can enter 
and leave the lane at two sides: at the quay side (for containers that are coming from or going to deep-sea ships) and at 
the l and si de ( for al l other m odes of t ransport). Figure 1 provides a schematic o verview of th e terminal layou t. The 
layout of this terminal has the stacking lanes perpendicular to the quay. Each lane has a length, a width, and a height.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Terminal Layout 
 
 

 The overall approach of the experiments in this paper is focused on the operational decisions that have to be made by 
terminal operators. Specifically, we tak e the arrivals and  departures that are s pecified as part of the generator output 
(v.i.) and perform these operations. There is no global optimization or explicit planning; the operations are performed 
one at a time, i.e. in a greedy fashion, whenever a container arrives or has to leave the stack. We do not consider future 
events such as other incoming containers. The prearrival information with regard to the truck arrivals is used as follows: 

1. The container is locked, i.e.  no container may be placed on top of it; 
2. If the ASC has an empty work queue, then it checks whether the locked container is on top of the pile. If 

it is not, the ASC tries to reshuffle the containers on top of the locked container in order to free it for easy 
retrieval. 

 
In other words, if the crane is going to be idle between the moment we receive the announcement and the arrival time of 
the truck, we may be able to perform the required reshuffles without interfering with other jobs for the crane.  
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4. SIMULATION MODEL 

The si mulation m odel t hat was developed f or t he e xperiments i n t his an d previous pa pers co nsists of  t wo m ajor 
components: a generator and a simulator. Both programmes have been implemented in the Java programming language; 
the simulator uses the SSJ discrete-event simulation library (L’Ecuyer and Buist, 2005). 

The generator program creates arrival and departure times of the containers. The generator is based on the same 
data as the generator in Dekker et al. (2006), including sailing schedules and a modal-split matrix. For the experiments 
in this paper, the modal-split matrix has been updated to reflect the recent increase in truck volume in comparison with 
the scenarios studies in Dekker et al (2006). The output of the generator is a file that contains the ship arrivals, details of 
the containers to be discharged and loaded, and the  speci fication of t he destination of each c ontainer. The departure 
time i s speci fied a s t he planned (a .k.a. e xpected) departure tim e and the  actual  (a.k.a . real) de parture t ime. Th e 
destination can be another deep-sea vessel or (for import containers) a short-sea vessel, barge, train or truck. For each 
container the location of the individual container within a ship is specified. The generator takes the detailed quay crane 
sequences for loading and discharging into account.  

The simulator program reads the ou tput of the generator and performs the stack ing algorithms. The core of th e 
simulator i tself i s det erministic: t he st ochastic com ponents are i n t he gene rator an d, optionally, i n t he st acking 
algorithm. Th is setu p facilitates a co mparison of stacking al gorithms as  an y ch anges in th e statistic al o utput of the 
simulator must be cau sed b y th e stack ing algorithm. Th is ap proach can be con sidered a way  to im plement co mmon 
random numbers. More details of the generator and simulator are described in Borgman (2009). 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments in this paper all use the following configuration. Experiments are run for a 15 week period, of which 
three weeks are used fo r warm -up (to i nitialize th e stack ). We have u sed t he generator pro gram, d iscussed in 
section \ref{model}, t o ge nerate an ar rivals fi le cont aining 1 75,360 arri ving c ontainers during the 1 2 weeks of 
simulation (4 5.2\% 2 0ft, 4 8.4\% 4 0ft, a nd 6. 4\% 4 5ft). Some st acking rul es have a stochastic com ponent (s uch as 
selecting a position at random). As in our previous experiments we have used ten replications to get statistically robust 
results. These replications are used to compute the 95\%-confidence intervals of the means. 

We assu me th at th ere ar e su fficient AGVs and  str addle car riers to  ensu re th at th ese r esources do not act as 
bottlenecks. The b asic con figuration fo r t he stack ing area was ad apted fro m th e earlier wo rk b y t he sam e au thors 
(Borgman et al., 2010), but resized to accommodate the increased number of containers and the various container sizes. 
The stack configuration is now 19 lanes, each consisting of 6 segments, which in turn have 55 positions of 20 ft. The 
length of the lanes was increased because the average s ize of a c ontainer and th e average dwell time have increased. 
Keeping the lanes short would thus result in less containers per lane, and hence less work for the ASCs. The increase in 
the number of lanes was still required to accommodate the increase in the absolute number of containers. Each lane still 
has a sing le ASC per lane, an d the maximum stacking height is still th ree containers. The average residence time of a 
container is 4.6 days and the average utilization of the yard is 67%.  

 

6. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section we will present our experiments with a number of stacking rules. Before we discuss the stacking rules we 
should first con sider how we are go ing to ev aluate th e stacking rules. We m easure th e pe rformance of a st acking 
algorithm with the following statistics: 
Exit Time (ETQ and ETL) The exit time is the time (in hours) it takes to remove a container from the stack and 
have it ready for onward transport (to the quay or to a truck/train/barge). This time is measured for each side (quay-side 
and land -side) of t he stack  an d will be listed  as ETQ and  ETL respectively. Th e ex it ti me is th e main  performance 
indicator for a stacking algorithm. It is negatively influenced by stacking further away from the exit point and by any 
reshuffles that are needed to retrieve the container. When a container enters the stack, the time it tak es to perform this 
operation is determined by the workload of the ASC (how many jobs are in the current job queue) and the time it takes 
the ASC to move the container to its position. There are no reshuffles when containers are stored in the stack; reshuffles 
only occur when a container has to leave the stack. As we consider these two statistics the main performance indicators, 
we also report the 90% percentile of the mean. 
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ASC W orkload ( ACS) The aut omated stacki ng cra nes are cri tical com ponents f or the o verall pe rformance so we  
measure the percentage of time that the ASC's are busy. (The ASC workload will be denoted as ASC in the results.) 
Reshuffles (RDC and ROC) For the unproductive reshuffle moves, we measure the number of reshuffles (denoted as 
RDC) as a percentage of the total number of container movements. To get an indication of the number of reshuffles that 
happen per move, we also measure the reshuffle occasions (as a percentage of the total number of container movements, 
denoted as ROC); a single reshuffle occasion implies one or more reshuffles. These numbers are not absolute indicators 
of performance as the time of the reshuffle is not taken into consideration. A reshuffle that occurs when the workload is 
low has less impact on the overall performance than a reshuffle during a peak workload, for example when (un)loading 
a very large vessel. 
 
The st acking a lgorithms are descri bed in more i n det ail i n Dekker et  al . (2006) and Borgman et  al . (2010). A short 
description for each of t he a lgorithms is  listed in table 1. We fi rst test  th e im pact of truc k announcement with t he 
reference al gorithms (ra ndom stacking and leveling). To test the pot ential benefit of havi ng t his more accurate 
information on the container departure t ime, we have run both algorithms wi thout the t ruck announcement and with 
announcement a  number of hours before the departure t ime (ranging from 0.5  to 24 hours). The results a re l isted in 
table 2. 
 

 
Table 1. Stacking Algorithms 

RS Random Stacking:  The  new container is placed at a  ra ndomly chosen a llowed l ocation, wit h e very 
allowed lo cation h aving an  equal probability o f b eing ch osen. Th is alg orithm is also  ap plied fo r 
reshuffling, with the difference that we then only want to search the lane the container is in. 

LEV Leveling: The idea is to fill lanes in layers, so that all empty ground positions are filled with containers 
first, be fore c ontainers are  s tacked upon others. T he st acking l ane i s filled f rom t he transfer point 
quayside on. 

RS-DT The Ra ndom-Stacking with Departure Ti mes al gorithm searc hes for a random  pile  where t he top 
container's departure time is after the new container's departure time. 

RS-DTC This is the same algorithm as RS-DT but with a small number of classes of departure times. 
LDT The Leveling with Departure Times algorithm modifies the basic leveling algorithm to only stack a  

container on top of a container with a later expected departure time. 
LDT-DTC Leveling with Departure Time Classes uses a sm all number of departure time classes rather than the 

actual departure time. 
TPRL The Transfer Point R andom Level  al gorithm pi cks a  l evel ( height) at  ra ndom and  t hen l ooks for a 

location that is closest to the transfer point. 
TVR The Traveling Distance versus Reshuffling algorithm balances the two components. 

TVR-DTC With th is algorithm we modify the TVR alg orithm to  use a sm all number of classes rather than the 
actual departure time. 

TVR-DTC-MD This modification of the TVR-DTC algorithm minimizes the difference in the departure time class. 
 

 
In tab le 2 we have listed  th e resu lts of  the  two  re ference algo rithms, random stacking and  lev eling. The statisticall y 
significant resu lts fo r th e TAS (in co mparison with t he re sults wit hout th e TAS, at th e 95% level) fo r th e m ain 
performance indicators, ETQ and ETL, have been marked with an asterisk. We can see that the truck announcement has 
an impact on the exit times for the random stacking algorithm. The small differences between the exit times beyond an 
announcement ti me o f fo ur hours su ggest that even an announcement just be fore the pick-up t ime is use ful. For the 
leveling algorith m, th e i mpact o f th e sho rter ann ouncements (0 .5 an d 1 hour) is n ot sign ificant. The lo nger 
announcement does result in a decrease in  the exit time for bo th the land  and the sea side. There appears to b e litt le 
value in announcements longer than twelve hours in advance. 
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Table 2. Results for the Reference Stacking Algorithms. 

Stacking algorithm TAS 
(hrs) 

ROC
(%) 

RDC 
(%) 

ASC
(%) 

ETQ 
(hrs) 

ETL 
(hrs) 

90%  
ETQ  
(hrs) 

90%  
ETL  
(hrs) 

RS 0 65.11 97 .80 53 .81 0. 39 0.33 0.91 0.75 
RS 0.5 65.11 97 .81 53 .92 0. 38 0.29* 0. 88* 0. 72 
RS 1 65.11 9 7.71 5 3.91 0 .37* 0 .28* 0 .85* 0 .69* 
RS 4 65.13 9 7.71 5 3.93 0 .35* 0 .26* 0 .78* 0 .61* 
RS 12 65.33 9 7.87 5 3.97 0 .34* 0 .25* 0 .76* 0 .58* 
RS 24 65.69 9 8.23 5 4.05 0 .35* 0 .26* 0 .78* 0 .59* 
LEV 0 56.70 66 .73 50 .69 0. 50 0.43 1.27 1.11 
LEV 0.5 56.71 66 .59 50 .00 0. 37 0.30 0.85 0.69 
LEV 1 56.66 66 .57 50 .21 0. 40 0.33 0.94 0.78 
LEV 4 56.72 6 6.72 4 9.94 0 .35* 0 .29* 0 .76* 0 .59* 
LEV 12 56.96 6 7.26 4 9.87 0 .33* 0 .26* 0 .71* 0 .55* 
LEV 24 57.49 6 8.47 4 9.98 0 .32* 0 .26* 0 .69* 0 .53* 

 
In table 3, we show the results of all our other stacking algorithms, tested with no TAS and a TAs announcement time 
of 12 hours, which proved t o ha ve t he best performance i n m ost c ases. The m ixed a nd unmixed variants o f t he 
algorithms i ndicate whet her transshipment (o r sea -sea) c ontainers are  mixed i n t he same pi les as im port or ex port 
containers; ‘real’ and ‘exp’ indicate the use of the actual and the expected time of departure in the stacking algorithm, 
respectively. 

From t he t able, we can  see  t hat for m ost al gorithms, a T AS d oes not s ignificantly i mprove performance, e ven 
though in almost all cases the ETL is s lightly lower. The exceptions are RS, LEV (both as previously noted), R S-DT, 
RS-DTC and TPRL. These algorithms are also the ones that performed worst without the use of a TAS. This indicates 
that TAS is a potentially useful feature. The reason that t he poorer algorithms have improved might lie in  the fact that 
the T AS st rategy (in pa rticular t he l ocks i t set s) prohibits t hese al gorithms fr om making bad decisions. T he bet ter 
algorithms already make few mistakes and hence leave little room for improvement. 

Interestingly, we do not find that the lower ETL adversely affects the exit times for other containers (ETQ), which 
was reported by Vlugt (2009). We do however note that our TAs model is significantly different and the two may not be 
comparable. 

 

Table 3: Result of the Experiments for All Stacking Algorithms. 
Significant differences between experiments are indicated by a *-sign (at the 95% level). 

Stacking algorithm TAS ROC RDC ASC ETQ 
(hrs) 

ETL 
(hrs) 

90%  
ETQ  
(hrs) 

90%  
ETL  
(hrs) 

LEV 0 11 .58 13 .37 42 .48 0. 50 0.43 1.27 1.11 
LEV 12 5 6.96 6 7.26 4 9.87 0 .33* 0 .26* 0 .71* 0 .55* 
RS 0 11 .58 13 .37 42 .48 0. 39 0.33 0.91 0.75 
RS 12 6 5.33 9 7.87 5 3.97 0 .34* 0 .25* 0 .76* 0 .58* 
LDT (mixed, exp) 0 11 .58 13 .37 42 .48 0. 24 0.23 0.47 0.41 
LDT (mixed, exp) 12 14 .73 16 .78 42 .94 0. 24 0.22 0.47 0.39 
LDT (unmixed, exp) 0 12 .95 15 .53 42 .31 0. 21 0.20 0.36 0.32 
LDT (unmixed, exp) 12 15 .28 18 .19 43 .29 0. 20 0.19 0.35 0.30 
LDT (mixed, real) 0 2. 86 3. 66 41.53 0.20 0. 19 0. 33 0. 30 
LDT (mixed, real) 12 6. 54 7. 80 42.07 0.20 0. 19 0. 34 0. 30 
LDT (unmixed, real) 0 5. 46 6. 88 41.85 0.18 0. 17 0. 30 0. 26 
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LDT (unmixed, real) 12 8.84 10 .80 42 .92 0. 18 0.17 0.30 0.26 
RS-DT (exp) 0 26 .73 38 .63 45 .95 0. 23 0.21 0.45 0.38 
RS-DT (exp) 12 2 8.04 3 9.76 4 6.16 0 .22* 0 .19* 0 .43* 0 .34* 
RS-DT (real) 0 23 .18 34 .50 45 .57 0. 21 0.20 0.41 0.34 
RS-DT (real) 12 2 5.06 3 6.65 4 5.90 0 .21* 0 .18* 0 .39* 0 .31* 
LDT-DTC (exp) 0 27 .91 34 .12 45 .42 0. 29 0.25 0.60 0.49 
LDT-DTC (exp) 12 30 .43 37 .39 46 .77 0. 28 0.23 0.57 0.43 
LDT-DTC (real) 0 28 .62 34 .84 45 .42 0. 29 0.25 0.61 0.49 
LDT-DTC (real) 12 31 .08 38 .19 46 .77 0. 28 0.24 0.59 0.46 
RS-DTC (exp) 0 54 .73 78 .96 51 .04 0. 34 0.29 0.80 0.65 
RS-DTC (exp) 12 5 4.91 7 9.09 5 1.14 0 .31* 0 .23* 0 .67* 0 .50* 
RS-DTC (real) 0 55 .09 79 .44 51 .05 0. 34 0.29 0.80 0.65 
RS-DTC (real) 12 5 5.15 7 9.39 5 1.15 0 .31* 0 .23* 0 .68* 0 .50* 
TPRL 0 55 .27 83 .92 47 .48 0. 29 0.25 0.56 0.45 
TPRL 12 55 .74 84 .28 47 .78 0. 26 0.21* 0. 50 0.39 
TVR (p=0) 0 54 .57 84 .47 46 .38 0. 27 0.23 0.51 0.41 
TVR (p=0) 12 55 .01 84 .74 46 .71 0. 26 0.21 0.49 0.37 
TVR (p=0.03) 0 54 .65 76 .99 46 .71 0. 26 0.23 0.48 0.38 
TVR (p=0.03) 12 55 .10 77 .46 46 .98 0. 25 0.20 0.46 0.35 
TVR-DTC-MD (p=0) 0 33 .42 46 .99 43 .23 0. 21 0.18 0.37 0.30 
TVR-DTC-MD (p=0) 12 34 .23 47 .87 43 .42 0. 23 0.19 0.40 0.30 
TVR-DTC-MD (p=0.03) 0 15 .58 20 .97 42 .09 0. 18 0.16 0.29 0.26 
TVR-DTC-MD (p=0.03) 12 16 .66 22 .16 42 .27 0. 18 0.17 0.30 0.26 
TVR-DTC (p=0) 0 29 .97 43 .40 42 .67 0. 21 0.19 0.36 0.30 
TVR-DTC (p=0) 12 30 .85 44 .31 42 .91 0. 20 0.17 0.34 0.28 
TVR-DTC (p=0.03) 0 19 .28 26 .88 42 .52 0. 19 0.17 0.32 0.27 
TVR-DTC (p=0.03) 12 20 .30 28 .08 42 .71 0. 19 0.17 0.33 0.27 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we experimented with a Truck Announcement System to try to improve container stacking efficiency. For 
several strategies, we found that an announcement time of 0.5 to 24 hours significantly improves the efficiency, and it 
matters little h ow far in  advance t he warning is given. However, t his only app lies t o several b asic strateg ies. M ore 
elaborate strategies, using more information about the containers, did not significantly benefit from the announcements. 

From t hese e xperiments w e al so c onclude t hat further research i s needed t o e valuate t he value of t ruck 
announcements. A n umber of results proved to be statistically non significant. It is however striking that al l stacking 
algorithms sh ow a decrease i n th e ex it ti mes. Ev en thoug h th e ind ividual ex periments m ay n ot show  a statistically 
significant benefit, we suspect that there may indeed be a benefit and that further research is required. 
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due to a work range constraint of a Mobile Harbor. For a given number of containers to be unloaded and their stowage 
plan, m any d ifferent set of jobs can  be defined. Figure 3 sh ows an exa mple o f two  feasible job definitions fo r 380 
containers with t he sam e stowa ge plan. Ideally, jo b definition m ust be sol ved as a part  of t he whole sc heduling 
optimization, as a cho ice of job set will affect th e scheduling solution. In this study, we simply define jobs such that a 
minimum number of jobs are obtained.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Example of a job set definition. A job set with a smaller number of jobs (e.g. ALT 1) is used as an input to the 
scheduling problem.  

 
 

With a set of jobs defined, a Mobile Harbor scheduling problem is to assign each job to a set of available Mobil e 
Harbor units, determine its docking side (port or starboard), and determine each job’s starting time, under the following 
assumptions: 

- a Mobile Harbor unit has a capacity limit (e.g. 250 TEU), 
- it has a downtime once its maximum carrying capacity is reached,  
- it docks at any position and side of a container ship, 
- at on e docking position, it can  handle containers on a container ship within its wo rking range (e.g. for 250 TEU 

Mobile Harbor unit, its working range is four 40-ft bay long), 
- when docking, there should be a minimum separation distance between adjacent Mobile Harbor units, for safety or 

work interference reason, 
- minimum separation distance is different for the same-side docking and the opposite-side docking, and 
- container s hips arri ve acc ording t o t heir calling sche dule. This m eans that not all jobs a re available at the  

beginning of a scheduling period, and each job’s available time is determined by a container ship’s arrival time. 
 
While the concurrent operation of multiple Mobile Harbor units is allowed in principle, some of the jobs cannot be 

operated concurrently. In other words, for some pair of j obs, one job must be completed first before the other job can 
start. Th ere are two  co nditions th at prevent con current operations of jobs: co nflict co ndition and semi- co nflict 
condition. A conflict condition occurs when two (or more) jobs have containers stored in a common, overlapping bay 
on a c ontainer ship, as s hown in Figure 4(a). This happens when a large num ber of containers a re located in a few 
adjacent bays on a s hip so that a single M obile Harbor un it cannot clear all containers in the area. On the other hand, 
when two jobs are distanced away less than a separation distance (same-side docking), these two jobs are under a semi-
conflict co ndition (Figu re 4(b)). Th e te rm “se mi-” is  adde d to indicate that  these two jobs can be c onducted 
concurrently if two Mobile Harbor units dock at an opposite side from each other. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Conflict condition and Semi- conflict 
(a) Conflict condition for jobs: Job1 and Job 2 must be executed sequentially regardless of choices of docking 

side,  
(b) Semi- conflict condition for jobs: Job 1 and Job 2 can be executed concurrently if operated from the opposite 

sides. If same side docking, they must be done sequentially. 
 
 

3. DESCRIPTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 

Bay 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30

TEU 40 80 60 40 60 20 0 80

Bay 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30

TEU 40 80 60 40 60 20 0 80

Number o f jobs : 2

ALT.1 ALT.2

Number o f jobs : 3

Bay 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30

TEU 40 80 60 90 60 20 80 0

Bay 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30

TEU 40 80 60 20 0 20 80 60
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A m athematical model fo rmulated b y MIP is represen ted in  th is section. Th e model b uilds upon a qu ay crane 
scheduling problem by Kim et al. (2004). To incorporate the operational characteristics of Mobile Harbor, the original 
model has been modified significantly. The notations used in the MIP model are shown below: 
Index 

 
Problem data 

i
n  The number of containers in job i 

i
p  The processing (unloading) time of job i 

c
a  The arrival time of container ship c 

M A sufficiently large number 

tr  The travel time (one-way) of a Mobile Harbor between a container ship and a land-side berth 

teu  The time to unload 1 TEU [min/TEU] 

capacity
MH  The container carrying capacity of one unit of the Mobile Harbor 
 
Index set 

  The set of all jobs 

  The set of pairs of job s under a conflict co ndition. Th ese p airs of jobs canno t be operated 
concurrently   

C The set of container ships 

K  The set of Mobile Harbor units 

  The set of pairs of jobs under a semi- conflict condition. These pairs of jobs cannot be operated 
concurrently from the same side, but can be if from the opposite side 

c
  The set of jobs of container ship c 

 
Decision variables 

k
ij

X  1, if Mobile Harbor k executes job j after completing job i, without any other job in between. 0, 
otherwise 

k
iv

S  1, if Mobile Harbor k execute job i at side v of a container ship. 0, otherwise 

c
Y  The completion time of c ontainer ship c; This is t he time when all th e jobs of container ship c

are completed

i
D  The completion time of job i 

ij
Z  1, if job j starts after the completion of job i. 0, otherwise

k
ij

Cont  1, if Mobile Harbor k executes job j after completing job i without visiting a land-side berth. 0, 
otherwise 

k
ij

L  For a M obile Harbor k th at has co mpleted j ob i - a predecessor to job j, th e to tal n umber o f 
containers cu rrently st ored on M obile Harbor k af ter f inishing job j. Wh en Mobile Harbo r k 
executes job  j immediately af ter job i ( k

ij
Cont  = 1), this is a su m of the num ber of containers  

from job i and j. 
k
ij

t  The downtime of Mobile Harbor k between job i and job j. If k
ij

Cont = 1, k
ij

t  is zero. 

 
The MIP model 

  (1) c
c

Minimize Y

, ,i j u Job ID 

k  Mobile Harbor ID 
v  Docking position of Mobile Harbor on a container ship (port, starboard) 
c Container ship ID 
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Before g enerating th e in itial p opulation, we create n ull job s wh ich have zero  pro cessing tim e. W hen we gen erate a 
chromosome with only real jobs, every M obile Harbor has the same number or a  similar number of jobs compared to 
other Mobile Harbor units due to the method used to assign a job to a Mobile Harbor unit. This restricts the solution 
space of the GA algorithm. To explore a larger solution space, we create null jobs and generate a population using both 
real jobs and null jobs. By adding null jobs, it is possible to assign a fewer number of jobs to some of the Mobile Harbor 
units while others take a greater number of jobs. 

In generating initial population, all jobs are sorted by a non-decreasing order of its ready time. Jobs from the same 
container sh ip h ave th e same read y ti me. These job s are ran domly so rted. In  add ition, n ull jo bs are assig ned in  th e 
chromosome only after all real jobs are assi gned. Consequently, positions of n ull jobs are always behind real jobs for 
each Mobile Harbor unit. Thro ugh this process, an initial population is generated by repeatedly creating chromosomes 
until it reaches the desired population size. 
 
4.3 Objective value evaluation 
 
As with the MIP model, the objective value for the GA problem  is the sum of the staying times of each container s hip. 
The staying time of a con tainer ship is determined by the co mpletion time of the last j ob of the container ship. For a 
given sequence of jobs, the completion time of each job is calculated. Th e completion time of job i depends on fo ur 
factors: the ready tim e of job i, the co nflict-delay ti me fo r job i, t he sem i- co nflict-delay ti me fo r job  i, a nd the 
availability of the Mobile Harbor unit job i is assigned to.  

The ready time of job i is the arrival time of the container ship that job i belongs to. When job i is ready, say at 
time t, an d the Mo bile Harb or unit th at job i is assi gned to  is av ailable at th e m oment, jo b i ca n be gin at  t ime t. 
However, if there exists a job j at time t that is under the conflict condition with respect to job i, job i cannot begin until 
job j is completed and must wait for some time period. This time is referred to as the conflict-delay time. Another type 
of delay may arise d ue to the se mi- co nflict co ndition. When two  jobs, jo b k and l, are un der progress at  t ime t, as 
shown in Figure 7, and job i is located in between job k and l, job i cannot begin because job i is in  the semi- conflict 
condition with respect to both job k and l such that avoiding conflict with one job causes conflict with the other. In this 
case, job i must wait until either job k or l is completed. This delay is referred to as the semi- conflict-delay. The length 
of this delay is the minimum of the completion times of job k and l.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Conflicts between jobs in the semi- conflict condition 
 
 

If job i is assi gned to  Mob ile Harbor k, it can begin afte r completing the immediately preceding job, job h, of 
Mobile Harb or k. If Mobile Harbo r k m ust vi sit a l and-side berth t o unload its con tainers, th en Mob ile Harbor k’s 
available time for job i is the completion time of job h plus the downtime of Mobile Harbor k. The downtime of Mobile 
Harbor k is the sum of the roundtrip travel time between the container ship and a land-side berth and the unloading time 
for Mobile Harbor k. If Mobile Harbor k has sufficient capacity to carry job i after the completion of job h, and thus do 
not need to visit the land-side berth, the downtime in this case is zero.  Based on these four factors, the completion time of job i is determined by equation (28),  

, where ri = the ready time of job i, cfi = conflict-delay time of job i, scfi = semi- conflict-delay time of job i, and MHi
k = 

available time of Mobile Harbor k to operate job i. 
 
4.4 Fitness function and Selection 
 
The fitness value for a c hromosome i is c alculated based on a fitness function used in a qu ality-proportional roulette 
wheel selection [Moon (2008)], given by equation (29). 

Bay 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46

TEU 30 200 20 0 80 20 40 60 0 100 80 20

Completion time of job unloading time of job{ , , , }k
i i i i

r cf scf MH i = max i  (28) 
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Figure 9. The effect of Population size and Crossover Probability 
 
 

6. DISCUSSION 
 

While th e M IP m odel g uarantees an  optimal so lution for t he Mob ile Harbo r sch eduling problem, it can  b e so lved 
practically only for a small sized problem. In our case, we were not able to obtain solutions by the MIP model even for 
a relatively small n umber of jobs, e.g. 10. In contrast to the MIP m odel, the GA method consumes l ittle computation 
time to obtain a near-optimal solution. It even produces an optim al solution for small sized problem instances. One of 
the reasons why th e GA m ethod can find high-quality solutions much quicker than the MIP model is th e way an  idle 
time of a Mo bile Harbor unit is h andled. An idle time is related to a ti me window within which a M obile Harbor can 
start its assigned job any time without affecting the final job completion time. In the GA method, when there is such a 
case, the Mobile Harbor is forced to start its assigned job at the earliest possible time. As such, for a given job sequence, 
an objective function – total ships’ staying time – can be evaluated quickly. On the other hand, in the MIP model, it 
evaluates all the possible job starting time in the available time window, which causes much longer evaluation time.  

Quality o f a fi nal so lution ob tained fro m th e GA method is larg ely influ enced by its crossov er prob ability an d 
population size. As shown in Figure 9, it is suggested that 0.5 be the most appropriate crossover probability. Crossover 
probability of 0.3 seems to generate in sufficient number of c rossover events. With 0.3, the  method may not explore 
large enough solution space, and converge to a solution prematurely. With a h igher probability of crossover at 0 .7, the 
GA method does not seem to produce a bet ter solution, even though it probably explores a l arger solution space. This 
may be because a solution with a chance to becoming the best solution does not stay long in a population due to a strong 
degree of diversification with a h igh crosso ver pro bability. In  fact, ev en after 1,000 generation, its p opulation is far 
from bei ng c onverged. It  i s thus conjectured t hat i ncreasing t he number o f generation i s l ikely f urther i ncrease t he 
quality of the solution.  

A final solution’s quality is improved as the population size is increased, which is intuitively expected. While this 
positive effect  o f population size is in tuitive, an  in teresting finding is th at a fin al so lution ap pears at an  earlier 
generation for a larger population than a s maller population. In other words, when we calculated a computation time 
(i.e. generation number) taken from the start to the generation when a final solution first appeared, a run with a l arger 
population usually obtains a final solution earlier than a run with a smaller population. These findings suggest that, for a 
given computational load, a larger population with a sm aller number of generations is a more efficient scheme than a 
smaller population with a larger number of generations. 

In addition to identifying appropriate parameter values, further study to develop an effective initial solution is also 
needed. A final solution of the GA m ethod is influenced by an  initial solution. As s uch, initial solutions ge nerated by 
priority rules such as th e LPT (Lon gest Processing Time) or hybrid priority rules can en hance the quality of the final 
solution of the method as well as the convergence time to the final solution [Lee et al. (2010)]. 

 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
A Mobile Harbor system is a new c oncept for transporting containers between a c ontainer ship and a land-based port, 
and it in troduces sch eduling issu es unique to  its op erational ch aracteristics. Th is p aper st udies a Mobile Harb or 
scheduling problem as an m-parallel machine with limited capacity where jobs have conflicts with each othe r. For the 
Mobile Ha rbor sche duling problem, t his pa per presents a  M IP f ormulation t hat i s a modified f orm of a quay cra ne 
scheduling problem. Solving the MIP m odel requires considerable computation time, and it is so lvable, in a practical 
sense, only for small sized problem instances. To o vercome this computational l imit, a heuristic method using GA is 
proposed as an al ternative. The p roposed GA m ethod a ppears t o pe rform very  wel l for a sm all si zed pr oblem. A 
desirable set of parameter values for the GA method are also proposed, albeit derived from a limited set of test cases.   
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The methods studied in this paper can b e appl ied to a sy stem whose o perational characteristics show similarity 
with a Mobile Harbor system. For example, a quay crane scheduling problem at a slip berth [Chae et al. (2007)] can be 
solved by applying the model developed in this study. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we review recent contributions dealing with the rehandling of containers at maritime container 
terminals. The problems studied in the paper refer to a po st-stacking situation, i.e., problems arising after th e stacking 
area ha s alrea dy bee n a rranged. In order to inc rease efficiency of loading/unl oading o perations, once up dated 
information about the state of the containers as well as of the vessels become available, it is p ossible to reshuffle the 
container yard, or a portion of it, in su ch a way that future loading operations are carried out with maximal efficiency. 
The increase in efficiency of loading/unloading operations has a  bearing on the berthing time of the vessels, which, in 
turn, is  a widely accepted indicator of port efficiency. Three types  of post-sta cking problem s have bee n i dentified, 
namely (i) the remarshalling problem, (ii) the premarshalling problem, and (iii) the relocation problem. With respect to 
each one of these problem s, a thorough e xplanation of the problem itself, its re levance and its conne ctions with other 
containers handling issues are o ffered. In addition, algorithmic approaches to tackle such problems are su mmarized in 
the paper and some new approaches are proposed. 
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Abstract: In this paper we present policies that are shown to significantly improve the alignment of barge and terminal 
operations in the port of Rotterdam. This alignment is important, since barges (transporting containers between the port 
and the hinterland) visit on average seven terminals in the port to (un)load containers. The inefficiencies, resulting from 
a poor alignment, lead to  significant (in)direct costs and affect the competitiveness of th e Port of Ro tterdam. Central 
coordination is  not acce ptable for com panies for c ompetitive reasons. In a n ea rlier study we developed a distributed 
planning approach. We apply this approach to a realistic model of the Port of Rotterdam in the period 2006-2007. Our 
aim is to indicate the im pact of a distributed planning approach, also in comparison to central coordination. We do not 
aim to quantify the exact impact of our approach. The results indicate that distributed planning is very promising in the 
Port of Rotterdam and performs well compared to central coordination.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Barge container transport is of v ital importance for ports, like Antwerp and Rotterdam, to  transport containers to the 
hinterland and back. Barge container transport is attractive compared to other modalities, since it is less harmful for the 
environment, can relieve th e co ngested rail an d road infr astructure, and h as lower tran sport tar iffs. N owadays, por t 
authorities even force companies to increase the share of containers transported by barge. However, over the last decade, 
barges suffer more and more from long waiting times at terminals in the port. Important causes are a poor alignment of 
barge a nd t erminal ope rations a nd t he fac t t hat ap pointments ab out handling t imes are uncertain. The result i s an 
underutilization of term inal an d barge capacity. Th e prob lem is u rgent in  Ro tterdam and An twerp, an d will become 
more important in view of increasing container flows. We call this problem the barge handling problem.  

The barge handling problem concerns the optimization of the al ignment of barge and terminal operations in the 
port. This is a complicated matter for several reasons. First, in the Port of Rotterdam, barges usually visit about three to 
fifteen term inals to  lo ad and un load c ontainers (see  Fi gure 1 f or a picture of t he Port o f R otterdam). Di sruptions 
propagate quickly through the port causi ng dominoes effects. Second, barge operators compete with each other (and so 
do t erminal operat ors). T his resul ts i n t wo i mportant c onstraints re garding a s olution; i ) c ompanies want  t o stay 
autonomous, i .e., i n control of t heir own operations, an d ii) companies are rel uctant t o share i nformation that c ould 
possibly undermine their competitive position. Third, the barge handling problem is a dynamic problem, meaning that a 
lot of events and (small) disruptions occur which may require reconsideration of terminal and barge plans.  

In th is paper we mainly talk  abo ut barge and terminal operators. Ba rge ope rators are c ompanies t hat offer a nd 
organize barge container transportation services to and from the hinterland. These companies usually do not own barges 
themselves, but contract barge companies. Terminal operators are companies that operate a terminal. 
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Nowadays, barge and terminal operators try to align their activities by making appointments. These appointments 

are made by telephone, fax, and e-mail. Unfortunately, it happens frequently that appointments are n ot (or cannot be) 
met by either the barge or the terminal operator. The result is that barge operators face uncertain waiting and handling 
times at terminals, and terminal operators deal with uncertain arrival times of barges. 

In the past attempts have been made to coord inate terminal and barge activities centrally. However, this solution 
turned out to be not acceptable. Com panies would l oose their aut onomy and ha ve to sha re a lot  of inform ation. 
Therefore, in the past another approach has been proposed (Connekt 2003; Melis et al. 2003; Schut et al. 2004), namely 
distributed planning by means of a M ulti-Agent system. In an earlier study we developed and evaluated a Multi-Agent 
system for the barge handling problem (Douma et al. 2 009). This Multi-Agent system has been tested on fictitious port 
settings to investigate how certain agent’ interaction protocols perform. Additionally, we compared the performance of 
our Multi-Agent system with central coordination.  

To the best of our knowledge, the barge handling problem has, except for the studies mentioned, not been studied 
in th e literature before. Th e p roblem is, h owever, relat ed to pro blems in  different fields. We m ention th e berth 
allocation problem (C ordeau et  al . 2005; St ahlbock an d Voss 2 008), t he s hip r outing a nd s cheduling p roblem 
(Christiansen et al. 2004), the attended home delivery problem (Campbell and Savelsbergh 2006), the hospital patient 
scheduling problem (Decker and Li 2000), and multi agent theory (Wooldridge and Jennings 1995). In  Douma et al. 
(2009) w e p rovide a discussion of eac h o f these fi elds. F or t he r ole operations resea rch m ethods play i n t he i n t he 
optimization of terminals operations we refer to an extensive literature study by Steenken et al. (2004) and Stahlbock et 
al. (2008).  

The contribution of this paper is to investigate how the Multi-Agent system developed at the University of Twente 
performs in a realistic setting of the Port of Rotterdam. We therefore use the models developed in previous papers and 
we app ly these to a realistic model of t he Port of R otterdam in  the period 2006-2007. The outline of the paper is as 
follows. In Sectio n 2 we discuss the no tion of distributed planning and  Mu lti-Agent syste ms. Sectio n 3 describes in  
more d etail the in teraction protocol used by th e ag ents, namely serv ice-time p rofiles. In  Section 4 we d escribe t he 
intelligence of th e agents and  in  Section  5 we d iscuss our approach to evaluate the performance of ou r Multi-Agent 
system through relevant performance indicators. Section 6 describes the simulation model and the off-line benchmark, 
resembling cen tral co ordination. Section  7 d escribes th e p erformance of ou r Mu lti-Agent system in  t he Port of 
Rotterdam. Finally we draw our conclusions in Section 8. 

2. DISTRIBUTED PLANNING/MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS 

 
Distributed planning (or decentralized control) is the c oordination of  act ivities among multiple self-interested parties 
that m ake dec isions i ndependently a nd where t he system perfo rmance i s a  result of t he act ions an d de cisions o f 
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Adapted from Havenplan 2020, Port of Rotterdam 
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Figure 1. Map of the Port of Rotterdam. Highlighted are the important container terminal clusters, the main 
waterways, and the hinterland access points 
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individuals. Centralized control on the other hand is the coordination of activ ities by a single party that decides on and 
coordinates the actions of individuals, to maximize the system performance.  

Distributed planning can b e realized b y mean s o f a M ulti-Agent syste m. A Mu lti-Agent system is a system  
consisting of multiple intelligent (software) agents. An intelligent agent is u sually defined as a so ftware based object 
with key properties: autonomy, social ability, reactivity, and pro-activeness (Wooldridge et al. 1995). The purpose of an 
agent is to take over tasks of its principal, i.e., the human or organization it represents.  

A M ulti-Agent syste m is a promising appro ach t o t he barge h andling problem, sin ce it can do  justice to  t he 
specific business constraints. Every party is equipped with a software agent which acts on its (the principal’s) behalf. In 
a Mu lti-Agent system  th ere are t wo im portant elem ents, n amely i) th e in teraction pro tocol, and ii) th e strateg y of 
players.  

 
 

Figure 2. A visualization of a Multi-Agent system with two barge and two terminal operator agents 
 

In our Multi-Agent system we distinguish to types of agents, namely barge and terminal operator agents (see also 
Figure 2). In  the Multi-Agent system we i mitate more or less t he way the market is cu rrently structured to make the 
solution acceptable for the players involved. For the sam e reason we assume that the strategy of an a gent is to behave 
opportunistically, i .e., ex ploiting o pportunities for i ts principal wi th n o rega rd for t he con sequences of others. We 
describe the interaction protocol we apply in the following section.  

3. SERVICE-TIME PROFILES 

 
Starting point in the design of our Mu lti-Agent system is i)  the aim to create a real-time p lanning system and ii) th e 
assumption that barges and terminals want to make (reliable) appointments for the transshipment of containers. Making 
appointments has several advantages, since it gives barge and terminal operators certainty in their operations. 

We propo se the fo llowing d efinition of an appointment. An ap pointment made by a barge and a term inal is an 
agreement from two sides. The barge promises the terminal to  be present at th e terminal at a latest arri val time. The 
terminal in turn guarantees the barge a l atest departure time, if the barge keeps i ts promise. By making appointments, 
the barge use s the  gua ranteed latest departure tim es at precedi ng term inals t o calc ulate the a rrival t ime at the next 
terminal. 
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We divide the communication between the barge operator and terminal operators in two phases (see Figure 3). In 
the fi rst phase, the  ba rge operator a gent attempts to obtain i nformation about the occupation of each term inal to be  
visited. Based on this information it determines its preferred rotation (sequence of terminal visits). In the second phase, 
the barge operator agent makes appointments with the terminal operator agents, based on the rotation determined in the 
first phase. 

 
In the first phase terminals hence reveal information on their occupation. They do so by issuing, so-called, service-

time profiles. A service-time profile is barge and time specific and denotes the maximum service time (sum of waiting 
time an d h andling tim e at a terminal) for a b arge for ev ery possible arriv al tim e d uring a certain ti me p eriod. The 
maximum service ti mes determining the serv ice-time p rofile are guaranteed maximum service tim es. In Fi gure 4 we 
give an ex ample of a serv ice-time p rofile for a sp ecific t erminal. Th e terminal is clo sed from ti me 2 2:00 until 6:00. 
During this time no transshipments activities take place. If the handling of a barge is not completed before closing of the 
terminal, then the handling is preem pted and  resumed again on opening of the terminal. In  Figure 4 on e can  see th e 
maximum service tim e given a ce rtain arrival time in a ce rtain time period. For instance, when the barge promises to 
arrive not later than time 14:00 then its maximum service time is equal to 2 hours. 

 
In addition to the service-time profiles we also  consider other levels of information exchange in the first phase of 

the barge-terminal communication. We define a l evel of information exchange as t he extent to which a term inal gives 
insight to a barge in t he occupation of the terminal during the day. In our study we consider (apart from service-time 
profiles) the following two levels of information exchange: 
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Figure 3. A sequence diagram of the communication between a single barge operator and multiple terminal 
operators in our model 

Figure 4. An example of a service-time profile. Closing of the terminal (from 22h-6h) is denoted by the shaded area 
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1. No information. Terminals reveal no information about their occupation. The barge operator therefore determines a 
rotation by finding the shortest path along all the terminals concerned. 

2. Yes/No. A barge operator can ask terminals repeatedly whether a certain arrival time is convenient and the terminal 
replies only yes o r no. To  find ‘th e best’ ro tation, th e barge op erator may d elay terminal v isits or select an 
alternative rotation. The basic idea is th at barges retrieve information about the occupation of terminals by asking 
whether a time slot is available. This  m eans th at th e inform ation rev ealed b y th e term inals g ives o nly li mited 
insight in its occupation. This level of information exchange resembles to a certain ex tent the interaction protocol 
implemented in a preceding project, called, APPROACH 1 (Connekt 2003).  

 
We stress that the levels of information exchange, varying from “No information” via “Yes/No” to “Service Time 

Profiles”, relate to the first phase of the interaction protocol. The second phase of the interaction protocol, where barge 
and terminal operator agents make appointments, is straightforward, regardless the level of information exchange in the 
first phase. 

4. BARGE AND TERMINAL OPERATOR INTELLIGENCE 

 
Let u s briefly describe the barge and  terminal operator intelligence in  our Multi-Agent model. The aim o f the barge 
operator is t o minimize the sojourn time of a barge in the port. To do so, the barge solves a tim e-dependent traveling 
salesman problem (TDTSP) using the following information: i) the set of terminals that has to be visited, ii) the sailing 
time between each pair of terminals, and iii) (time dependent) service-times at terminals deri ved from the service-t ime 
profiles. For solving the TDTSP we use depth-first branch-and-bound for rotations with at most seven t erminals and a 
DP-heuristic (developed by Malandraki and Dial 1996) for rotations with more than seven terminals (see Douma 2008). 

The terminal operator in turn has to decide when a barge is or can be handled. We assume that terminal operators 
treat all barges  equal, whic h means that  a t erminal accepts an a ppointment with a specific barge if the barge can be 
handled. Terminal operators (re)schedule their quays using list-scheduling in combination with dept-first branch-and-
bound. For the scheduling of the barges we apply list-scheduling in combination with depth-first branch-and-bound (see 
Douma 2008). 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 
The performance of th e Mu lti-Agent system is ev aluated b y means of simulation. In  the simulation we co mpare the 
performance of th e different levels of information exchange. Additionally, we use a cen tralized approach to  see how 
well our M ulti-Agent system  p erforms co mpared to cen tral coordination. Th is cen tralized app roach is an off-line 
benchmark that solves the problem centrally (for a single objective function: minimize the total tardiness) and assumes 
all information over the whole planning horizon to be known in adv ance. To facilitate a sound comparison of the two 
models we us e t he same data set s. The database contains a complete set  of al l t he rel evant parameters de scribing a 
scenario. No te th at a difference i n p erformance between our Mu lti-Agent model and  t he off-lin e benchmark will b e 
partly due to the fact that in the off-line benchmark information over the planning horizon is known in advance. 

We use ba rge related performance indicators to evaluate the performance of both approaches. The reason is that 
the utilization of a terminal is determined by its available capacity and the workload. Both cannot be influenced during 
the simulation. However, by processing these barges efficiently, the terminal can re duce the average waiting times at 
the terminal and thus influence the average sojourn time of barges in the port. The indicators we use are derived from 
scheduling literature and are related to the off-line benchmark. The key performance indicators we use are: 
1. Average lateness. This i ndicator gi ves a n i mpression o f how ‘ea rly’ o r ‘l ate’ bar ges leave t he p ort on a verage. 

Lateness is th e actual time the barge leaves the port minus the time set in  the sailing schedule. Lateness can b e 
negative. 
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2. Average tardiness. The tardiness of a barge i s equal  to the maximum of  zero a nd the lateness of the barge. The 
lateness is equal to  the actual time the barge leaves the port minus the time set in  the sailing schedule. Note that 
lateness can be negative. 

     
The time available for a barge to  complete its activities in the port is derived from its sailin g schedule. A sailing 

schedule is sometimes determined a year in advance. In our study we consider two extreme variants, namely fixed and 
variable ti me windows. A fixed tim e win dow m eans th at all b arges h ave th e sam e ti me win dow irresp ective of the 
number of terminals they have to visit. A variable time window means that each barge has an individual time window 
depending on its rotation length. The fixed time window is calculated based on the expected total sailing and handling 
time needed by an average barge to complete all its ac tivities in the port, multiplied with a slack  factor to compensate 
for waiting times. The variable time window is calculated based on a fixed percentage of slack per rotation and a slack 
factor per terminal (and hence varies per rotation, dependent on the number of terminals to be visited). 

6. SIMULATION MODEL AND THE OFF-LINE BENCHMARK 

 
The simulation model we have made is a d iscrete event simulation. Event based means that after an  event the barge or 
terminal can perform an action resulting in a state transition, after which the state of the system remains unchanged until 
the next event (Law and Kelton 2000). A terminal (or a terminal quay) can be in one of the following states: being idle, 
handling a sea vessel, handling a barge, or being closed. For a barge we consider the following states: sailing, waiting, 
handling, and mooring. Agents are modeled as decision making objects which can be invoked during the simulation.  

For the off-line benchmark we use a Resource Constrained (Multi-)Project Scheduling Problem approach (RCPSP; 
see Demeulemeester and Herroelen 1992) as a base m odel. In the basic RCPSP, a single project has  to be scheduled, 
which consists of a number of activ ities. These activ ities have to be processed on a number (not necessarily all) of t he 
available resources, consisting of a number of parallel processors. In the RCPSP, terminals are represented as resources 
with a number of parallel resources equal to the number of quays. Barges are represented as independent projects. Each 
project con sists o f a set of activ ities (ter minal v isits). Opening ti mes o f termin als are d enoted i n so -called resource 
profiles, specifying the available capacity over time. The primary objective in the off-line benchmark is to minimize the 
total tardiness and the secondary objective to minimize the fraction of barges leaving the port late. For a more detailed 
description of the off-line benchmark see Douma et al. (2009). 

7. PORT OF ROTTERDAM 

 
In this section we study the performance of our Multi-Agent system in the Port of Rotterdam for the period 2006-2007. 
Historical dat a abo ut t he performance of terminals and barges in  t hat p eriod is hard to  get. Data ab out th e port 
operations are limited, ambiguous, incomplete, distributed, and sometimes even contradicting. Additionally, structural 
changes i n t he p ort t ake place f requently, which m eans t hat a m odel of t he port t oday m ay not  be val id a nymore 
tomorrow. Nevertheless, we th ink that we managed to d evelop a realistic m odel of th e Port of Rotterdam which can 
provide valuable insights in  the performance o f our Mu lti-Agent system. We ob tained data from experts, the Port of 
Rotterdam, company information, and other sources such as interviews and master theses. 

At the start of 2007, there were 33 terminals in the Port of Rotterdam that handle containers. These terminals are 
distributed in clusters over the port (see Figure 1).  Each terminal has its own characteristics, i.e., the number of quay-
crane-crew combinations, opening times, av erage call sizes, u tilization degree, and  whether th ey handle sea vessels. 
Typically, terminals in the city area ar e closed during night hours, whereas terminals on the Maas vlakte are opened 24 
hours a day. Barges visit on ave rage se ven term inals. The num ber of arri ving ba rges each day is  derive d from the 
capacity and utilizat ion degrees of term inals. Th e number of arriv ing barges each  day is ab out 50-60. Travel times 
between terminals are based on real distances. Note that travel times between clusters are relatively large (compared to 
travel times within clusters), which implies that most barges (entering the por t via the “Van Brienenoord-bridge”) visit 
the clusters in the following order: City – Botlek – Maasvlakte – Botlek – City.  
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Based on the data about terminals and barges we developed a base case. The base case is a realistic representation 
of t he activ ities in  th e Po rt of Ro tterdam in  th e p eriod 200 6-2007. Th e base case does n ot allow us to qu antify th e 
impact of implementing a Multi-Agent system on, e.g., the operations of terminals and barges or the economical impact 
on th e port. Ap art fro m th e reasons m entioned abov e abo ut th e qu ality of th e d ata we also igno re, e.g., stochastic 
influences and specific preferences or working practices of barge and terminal operators. However, the base case gives 
us insight in the performance of our Multi-Agent system, and how it compares with central coordination. 

We simulated the  ba se cas e and com pared t he results with t he off-line be nchmark. Fi gure 6 c ompares t he 
performance of the different levels of information exchange and the off-line benchmark in terms of average tardiness. 
The results indicate that our Multi-Agent system (with service-time profiles) performs well in comparison with the off-
line benchmark. Additionally, we see th at other levels of in formation exchange (no information and  yes/no) perform 
significantly worse. If we look at the average lateness (see Figure 7) we find similar results.  

The average sojourn t ime of  a  barge in the port (in case of Service-Time profiles) i s 36 hours. This consists of 
about 9 hours sailing, 9 hours handling, and 18 hours waiting. The average waiting time boils down to 2.6 hours per 
terminal. Th e sojourn ti me of barges (in case of No-Information) is abou t 69 hou rs, co nsisting of 7 hours sailing , 9 
hours handling, and 54 hours waiting. As one can see, t he increased sojourn time in case  of No-Information, is mainly 
due to a decrease in the average waiting time. The fact that No-Information on average has less sailing time is explained 
by the fact that the barge operator has no information about waiting or service times and just minimizes the total sailing 
time. In  case of serv ice-time p rofiles the barge operator weighs the sailing and the serv ice time when determining a 
rotation. 

 

 
If we analyze the rotation planning of barge operators in more detail, we find that there is a clear relation between 

the order in which terminals are visited and th e waiting time at these terminals at th e time th e barge plans its ro tation. 
The resu lts sho w th at bo ttleneck term inals are visited la ter in th e rotation. In th e waitin g tim e o f th e bo ttleneck 
terminals (the terminals with the longest waiting times) other terminals are visited. This means that the sojourn time of a 
barge in the port not necessarily decreases when it visits less terminals.  
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Another result regards the arrival pattern of barges at terminals. In Figure 8 we depict the arrival pattern of barges 

during the day for terminals with different opening times and at different port locations. If we look at terminal C (closed 
from 10 p.m. to 7.30 a.m.) we can see that this terminal has clearly more barge arrivals during the day than in the night. 
Terminal B, howe ver, is  opened 24h a  day and we see that es pecially at the start of the day there is  a decline in the 
fraction of barge arrivals. The reason is that this terminal is surrounded by terminals that close during the night. When 
these terminals open, barges prefer to head to these terminals first. Terminal A, on the other hand, is opened 24h and not 
surrounded by terminals that close during the night. One can see that the arrival pattern has a wave-like shape during the 
day. The reason for t his is that at the end of the day, several terminals in other regions close and that barges prefer to 
visit 24h terminals during the night. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper we discussed the barge handling problem in the Port of Rotterdam. The barge handling problem concerns 
the alignment of container barge and terminal operations in a port. Barges are used to transport containers from the port 
to the hinterland, and vice versa. Every time a ba rge arrives in  the port, it v isits several terminals to load and  unload 
containers. The sequence in which a barge visits these terminals depends, among others, on the availability of terminals. 
The availability of terminals, in turn, is depending on the other barges and the sea vessels that have to be processed.  

The barge handling problem is not easy to solve due to several complicating factors, like the fact that parties want 
to stay autonomous and are reluctant to share information. Previous attempts to provide a solution to the barge handling 
problem made clear that a centralized s olution approac h is not acce ptable for the  actors concerned, a nd t hat a  
decentralized planning approach m ay be one of the  few ways to s olve the problem . The pr oblem is highly relevant to 
many sea ports such as Rotterdam. The inefficiencies, resulting from a poor alignment of barge and terminal operations, 
lead to signifi cant (in)direct  costs a nd als o affect the at tractiveness of the Port of Rotterdam as a node i n gl obal 
container transportation chains.  

In this paper we described the Multi-Agent system we developed for the barge handling problem. We d iscussed 
the interaction protocol used (based on service-time profiles), the intelligence of the barge and terminal operator agent, 
and th e way we ev aluate th e performance of our Mu lti-Agent system . Ad ditionally we prov ided results on t he 
performance of our Multi-Agent system in the Port of Rotterdam. These results indicate that a Multi-Agent system with 
service-time pro files pe rforms wel l co mpared t o t he off-line be nchmark, a nd o utperforms t he ot her ‘levels o f 
information exchange’. The comparison with the off-line benchmark suggests that our Multi-Agent system is promising 
in the Port of Rotterdam. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Container Ter minals ar e critical c omponents o f to day’s w orld-wide supply net works. The shi pping an d transpor tation 
activities preceding and fol lowing the i ntra-terminal han dling exp loit significant eco nomies o f scale b y moving l arge 
numbers of containers simultaneously (especially by ship). However, each single container requires an individual handling 
in a ter minal because each container has an i ndividual destination or source and each sin gle co ntainer has to be treated 
individually. The exploitation of economies of  scale i s li mited within a cont ainer ter minal. It i s tried to  i ncrease the  
reliability o f t erminal o perations as well a s to r educe th e cost s for the operations by li fting the de gree of  automation o f 
terminal operations.  

The transportation of empty or filled containers from their specific terminal entry points to their terminal exit points is 
the most time and workforce consuming logistics activity in a container terminal. Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) are 
deployed to perform these operations without the need of having a human driver on a vehicle. One of the critical issues that 
decides abo ut the ben efit a nd success o f a n AGV deployment is an e ffective, e fficient and  reliable con trol str ategy f or 
coordinating and p lanning the AGV movements in a terminal (Kim and Bae, 2004). A major aspect in the AGV routing is 
process security. Although the AGVs operate in a man-free area it is necessary  to  take special e fforts in the p lanning o f 
AGV o perations in order to  prevent  accid ents among th e A GVs. Therefore, buff ers between moving AGV s h ave to be 
considered for the planning of AGV-routes in a terminal (Möhring et al., 2005). 

In this contribution, we propose a specific approach to  generate collision-preventing routes of vehicles in a terminal 
network. This planning approach is based on a sequentialization of the AGVs to be routed. Whenever a vehicle is routed, it 
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blocks some transfer points in a network for other AGVs for a certain time in order to keep a least distance among moving 
AGVs.  

 
 

2. ROUTING AGVS THROUGH A TERMINAL 
 
The operation al control o f AGV-movements i n a ( terminal) network c omprises t he following t hree major decision tasks 
(Möhring et al ., 20 05). ( i) T ask-assignment add resses the assign ment of transpo rtation tasks to the available A GV. ( ii) 
Subject of AGV-routing is the det ermination of a path along which an AGV travels through the given network in order  to 
fulfill a previously assigned task. (iii) The avoidance of collisions between AGVs is the third aspect of the AGV control. 

A network connects t he m ajor facilities within a terminal o r production sys tem by providing transportation 
infrastructure. I n a terminal, co mmodities (e.g. containers) are m oved, s tored and transshipped. A  t ypical example i s a 
container terminal in a seaport where the commodities are the fi lled and empty containers that are brought or shipped away 
by short sea feeder ships, deep-sea ships or barges. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Example of an AGV-operated terminal 
 

An exa mple terminal layout is presented in Figu re. 1. We  have four k inds o f facilities (gr ay shaded ite ms). In t he 
waiting area, idle AGVs wait for being assigned to a task. In a berth area transshipments from an AGV to a ship (or vice 
versa) ar e carr ied o ut. In a Hinterland-Transshipment-Area co mmodities that are co ming i nto t he t erminal by  truc k or  
railway or that leave the term inal by truck or t rain are transshipped from a AGV  to a nother means of transport and vice 
versa. Commodities that have entered the terminal but which do not leave it immediately are stored for a certain period in a 
storage area. Here transshipments from an AGV to a storage lot are executed.  

A limited number of AGVs is moving between the d ifferent areas along lanes. These lanes are exclusively used by  
AGVs in order to prevent accidents. They are represented by the black lines in Figure. 1. An  AGV travels along lanes at  
constant speed. At some designated positions (nodes) in the lane network the AGVs can perform additional activities. In a 
waiting area (node 23) an AGV waits if it is not executing some tasks. If an AGV is in a berth area (nodes 19-22) the AGV 
is loaded or unloaded by a special crane. It is loaded with some commodities (i.e. a container) just lightered from a ship or 
(if the AGV has brought a container to the berth area) the container is unloaded from the AGV and loaded into a ship. Only 
one AGV can be situated in such a node at a certain time point. Similar properties hold for the storage areas (nodes 0-2) and 
the Hinterland-Transshipment-Area (node 24). At the crossing of two lanes the AGV can change its direction and change 
the used lane (among other nodes: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 …). 

In a terminal consisting of the a forementioned nodes and the connecting arcs the AG Vs are used to fulfill tasks by 
traveling along paths in this network. A task represents the instruction to travel (loaded or empty) from an origin node to a 
given destinat ion n ode u sing t he lan e-network. W e can distinguish t wo t ypes of  tas ks (i)  transportation tasks and ( ii) 
repositioning tasks. If an AGV executes a transportation task (n1,n2) then it is instructed to travel from n1 to n2. At node n1 it 
has to pickup a commodity and it has to delivery this commodity to n2, where the commodity is unloaded. In order to move 
the loaded commodity from node n1 to node n2 the considered AGV has to travel through the lane network mentioned before 
following a path connection n1 with n2. If no AGV is waiting at node n1 at the time where the task become known then an 
AGV has to travel e mpty (unl oaded) from its curr ent position n 0 in the  network to n1 (forward r e-positioning). The  
repositioning task (n0,n1) has to be executed before the transportation task (n1,n2) can be executed. If the next transportation 
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task assign ed to t he conside red AGV  requires a pi ckup o peration at n 3n2 then  the AGV has to e xecute a forward re-
positioning task (n2,n3) first. If the AGV has completed all assigned transportation tasks as well as all necessary forward re-
positioning tasks then the AGV returns to a waiting area (backward re-positioning) where it remains idle until it is requested 
to fulfill further transportation r equests. T hus, each trip of an AGV th rough t he network star ts with th e fulfillment o f a 
forward re-positioning task. Then , an  alternating seq uence of t ransportation task s and forward re -positioning ta sks i s 
executed. At the end of a trip through the network, the AGV fulfills a backward-repositioning task.  

This is the typical situation as known f rom pickup und delivery problems (PDP) investigated in the vehicle rout ing 
context. However, in AGV routing, there are several issues that let the AGV routing become a quite more complicated and 
even more challenging d ecision proble m than  th e r outing of manned-trucks i n a road-network. The most important 
distinguishing f act is that due to  the li mited spatial ex tension of the terminal co mpared to  a no rmal street map (used a s 
network in PDP-scenarios) the AGV-trips are crossing or even partly overlapping with very  high probability. In order to 
prevent accide nts because t wo or  more AGV are at th e same position at the sa me time, it is necessary that t he AGV s 
traveling in the network keep a securi ty distance to each other. If the AGV-velocity is nearly constant then it is po ssible to 
ensure keeping of the security distance among the vehicles if the time between AGVs crossing the same node is at lea st M 
time units for all nodes (excepting the waiting area nodes). 

To su mmarize the dispatching p roblem it is necessary to compile a  least co st set of trips f rom t he available 
transportation tasks for each AGV so that all transportation tasks are fulfilled and each AGV is assigned at most one trip. 
The generated trips have to be collision-free. A set of trips in a network is defined to be collision-save if for each node in the 
network the following property is fulfilled: There are at least M time units between two consecutively arriving AGVs. We 
refer to this deci sion problem as the static AGV-routing problem with collision-save trips. If the set of requests varies and 
the variations have to be reflected back into the trips of the AGVs then we refer to the corresponding decision situation as 
the dynamic AGV-routing problem with collision-free trips. 

 

3. FORWARD-REPOSITIONING PLANNING PROBLEM 
 
In th is contribut ion, we restrict our i nvestigations t o a  spe cific sta tic AG V-routing scenario. We assume that some 
additionally appeared transpo rtation tasks h ave been as signed to  some AGVs. Now, t hese AGVs have to be set in  du ty, 
which means that they have to perform a for ward-repositioning task from their current positions to the pickup location of 
the just r eceived transportat ion task. Therefore, a col lision-save path must be  determined for each vehicle starting at the  
vehicle’s cu rrent positio n, th en v isiting s ome node in t he network an d finally ter minating i n the node that is t he pickup 
location of the assigned transportation task. The overall sum of travelled distances from each path should be minimized. We 
refer to this specific decision problem as the Forward-Repositioning-Planning-Problem (FRPP). 

To prepare the application of computational decision support we formulate the FRPP a s a mathematical optimization 
problem. Doing so, we in terpret the ( loaded or unloaded) AGVs as commodities for which secure routes ( respecting the 
least distance cond ition) through the gi ven ter minal network ar e sear ched. Ther efore, we propose a multi-commodity 
network flow model as adequate formalized problem representation. 

Let G= (V, A, f ) denote the ( multiple-weighted) graph representing the network in which the AGVs ar e moving (cf. 
Fig. 1). T he node set V c ontains all vert ices in thi s network ( including the current position of the AGVs ou tside regular 
operations ar eas) and t he se t A contains a ll ar cs alo ng which the AGV  travel t hrough th e network. We use the  multi-
dimensional function f to describe the travel distance along the arcs in A as well as the travel times. If we assume that the 
AGVs travel with constant speed along the arcs th en the least security distance is k ept as long as in each node the arrival 
times of two consecutively arriving vehicles differ by at least M time units.  

We assume that there is at most one request for each AGV. To fulfil l the request it i s necessary  that the associated 
AGV tr avels from the corr esponding star t node t o the as sociated stop node t hrough the net work r epresented by  G. The 
selected AGV has to  leave the start node within the associated time window (pickup time window) and must arrive at the 
destination node during t he time window specified for t he desti nation nod e ( delivery ti me wi ndow). During  the travel  
through the graph an AGV can wait at a node in order to postpone its arrival at another node. 

We denote the set of available AGVs with K. Three families of decision variables are used to code t he AGV-paths. 
The path-related routing decisions  are sto red in the binary decision variables xijk ( (i, j)  A, kK). If a nd only if AGV k 
travels along the arc (i, j) A then xijk=1. Beside path-related routing decisions, we have to make scheduling decisions in 
order to determine the departure and arrival times of the AGVs from and at the nodes in the decided routes. Two families of 
continuous decision variables are declared to represent the schedule of the AGVs. The arrival time of vehicle k at node i is 
stored in atik and the departure time assigned to AGV k from node i is denoted b y the decision variable dtik. We use these 
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two continuous decision variables to check if the least distance M of preceding arrival times is kept. If the security distance 
restriction is considered in the flow optimization model then the flow optimization model becomes non-linear in general. 

 
 

4. A DECODER-BASED HEURISTIC TO GENERATE COLLISION-FREE TRIPS 
 
The previously described optimization model enables a simultaneous determination of the paths for the AGVs to be routed. 
However, if the model is a n on-linear model with a quite large set of binary decision variables it is hardly to be expected 
that we can solve the model for instances of realistic seize. Therefore, we propose a heuristic solving approach that attempts 
to determine the needed AGV-paths consecutively. The basic idea of the heuristic is to determine a sequence S=(s1,…,sN) of 
the N considered AGVs. Suc h a sequence is then evaluated by trying to deter mine collision-free paths for the AGV in the 
order determined by S, i.e. S is evaluated by the costs resulting from following S in the path determination as well as by the 
number o f AGVs for whi ch we cannot generate a coll ision-secured p aths. We use a gen etic a lgorithm t o i mprove the  
evaluated AGV-sequences.   

The evalu ation of S is as follows. At first, a shortest (cheapest) path  is d etermined for the first AGV s 1 using th e 
algorithm described in (Grünert and Irnich, 2005) for the shortest path problem with time windows (SPPTW). We select this 
path as collision-free trip for s1 to per form the required forward-repositioning operation. According to this path, the AGV 
visits some nodes. Now, we fix an implicit security time window fo r each visited node. Within this security tim e window 
[atik-M, dt ik+M] it is not al lowed that another AGV v isits this node. The visiting time res trictions are added to the node 
description of node i  and it must be respected by all s ubsequently routed AGVs. Now, we calcul ate the shortest path for 
AGV s2 considering the added security time windows. If it is not possible to calculate such a path then we leave this vehicle 
unrouted and continue with AGV s3. Otherwise, we select the generated path and add additional security time windows to 
the nodes visited by s2 before we continue with the path determination for s3.  

After we have  tried to f ind shortest path s for all N AGV s, we sum up the travel times and the  number of AGVs for 
which we could not find a collision-secured path. Then we evaluate the sequence S by a rank-based fitness scheme in which 
the primary criterion is to maximize the number of routed AGVs and the secondary criterion is to minimize sum of travel 
times.  

The incorporation of a construction heuristic into the genetic search space sampling of a permutation-evolving genetic 
algorithm is called a decod er-based approach (Michalewicz, 2000). Decoder-algorithms are used to m anage co mplicated 
global constraints in optimization problems. In a computational simulation study, we proof the general applicability of this 
approach. 
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Abstract: Remarshaling in a container terminal refers to th e task of rearranging containers stored in a stacking yard to 
improve t he ef ficiency of s ubsequent l oading onto ve ssels. Loa ding co ntainers i n t he st acking y ard, h owever, o ften 
cannot all b e rearrang ed due to  ti me co nstraints. Th is paper proposes a pl anning m ethod f or rem arshaling l oading 
containers in a selective manner. A crane schedule for rearranging selected containers is generated using a cooperative 
co-evolutionary alg orithm t hat sim ultaneously search es fo r the best seque nce of crane jobs a nd the best target 
configuration for stacking selected containers. Experimental results s how that the proposed m ethod outperforms other 
methods, which adopt other search algorithms. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The efficiency of a containe r term inal heavi ly depe nds on t he e fficiency of l oading co ntainers o nto ve ssels. T he 
efficiency of loading is dependent on the configuration of containers stacked in the stacking yard, where the containers 
are temporarily stored, because loading begins by fetching containers from the stacking yard. Although containers are 
loaded onto ve ssels according to  a pre determined schedule, if a target contai ner is stored in the stac king yard while 
other con tainers are stack ed abo ve it, auxiliary o perations, such as reh andlings t hat rem ove o ther con tainers, are 
required f or a  st acking cra ne t o rel ocate t hose co ntainers. With f requent re handlings, l oading can  be delayed. In 
addition, if the stacking crane travels a long distance to pick a container, loading can also be delayed. 

Loading del ays caused by rehandlings o r l ong t ravel di stance can be avoided by simply respect ing t he l oading 
schedule when piling containers. The loading schedule, however, is hardly known at the time when containers arrive at 
the stacking yard. Therefore ‘remarshaling’ emerged as an alternative method. It is a preparatory task that minimizes the 
delay of subsequent loading by arranging containers at the stacking yard during the idle time of stacking cranes. 

Although there are many studies on remarshaling, we only focus on two: Park et al. (2009) and Park et al. (2010). 
Park et al. (2009) st udied a pl anning m ethod for remarshaling al l cont ainers usi ng a  co operative c oevolutionary 
algorithm (CCEA). The method divides the original planning problem into two sub-problems and t ries to generate a 
better schedule using CCEA. Accordingly, compared to other algorithms, CCEA leads to better plans. However, Park et 
al. (2 009) on ly f ocused on  whether CCEA  can  lead to better plans a s com pared to o ther algo rithms; th ey faile d t o 
consider that the idle time of stacking cranes is not enough to  remarshal all containers. Park et al. (2010) focused on 
which containers should be remarshaled, rather than on how to remarshal containers. They proposed a selection method 
using a ge netic algorithm (GA), a nd they evaluated the task scheduling using a he uristic method. In addition, to deal 
with estim ation errors and  uncertainty in th e op eration o f stacking c ranes, they proposed th e iterativ e reselecti on 
method. C onsequently, t hey rep orted t hat cont ainer sel ection ca n si gnificantly aff ect t he effi ciency of l oading and 
remarshaling. 

In this paper, we pr opose a pl anning method for sel ective remarshaling using CCEA. In o ur p roposed method, 
there are t hree sub-problem s: the determ ination of a targ et co nfiguration (Park  et al., 2 009), the d etermination of a 
moving priority (Park et al., 2009), and the selection of target containers (Park et al., 2010). We also adopt the iterative 
reselection m ethod of Park  et al. (20 10) to i mprove sch eduling qu ality. To  assess th e p erformance of th e proposed 
method, we c ompare i t wi th som e ot her p ossible a pproaches. E xperimental resul ts s how t hat, as c ompared t o other 
approaches, CCEA can derive better schedules. 

In the next chapter, we introduce some background information, such as the nature of the target container terminal 
and related w orks. In C hapter 3, a proposed m ethod i s de scribed i n d etail, and t he iterative resel ection m ethod is 
described i n Chapter 4. E xperimental resul ts are rep orted i n C hapter 5, an d i n C hapter 6 , we fi nally gi ve so me 
concluding remarks. 

 
 

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
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In this section, we give some background information to help readers understand the research. The container terminal, 
which is o ur target, is first describ ed. Thereafter, the remarshaling of the targ et problem and some related  works are 
introduced. 
2.1 Container Terminal 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the target container terminal of this study. The container terminal consists of three p arts: the quay 
side, t he st acking y ard, an d the hi nterland. The quay side is where t he vessel berths and where  qua y cranes (QCs) 
discharge containers from or  load container onto vessels. The stacking yard, where containers are  temporarily stored 
before import or export, is organized into several blocks, which consist of se veral stacks of containers. On each bl ock, 
there are t wo automated st acking cra nes (ASCs) t hat st ore or fetch c ontainers. Automated gui ded vehi cles ( AGVs) 
deliver containers between these two types of cranes. In the hinterland, external trucks carry containers to and from the 
terminal. 

Various equipment cooperate to process jobs in container terminals. For  example, when l oading starts, an ASC  
fetches a container from the stacking yard after such container was carried in by an external truck, and hands it over to 
an AGV. S ubsequently, t he AGV delivers the c ontainer t o a  QC . T he QC s hips t he container, t hereby fi nishing t he 
loading operation. The points where external trucks or AGVs park to hand over containers to or to get containers from 
landside or seaside ASCs are called handover points (HPs). 
 
 
2.2 Remarshaling in Container Terminals 
 
The productivity of a co ntainer terminal is mainly dependent on the productivity of loading. If th e ASC that fetches a 
container out from the stacking yard is delayed during loading, the delivery by AGVs or the shipping by QCs is also 
delayed. There are t wo main reasons that account for the delay of st acking cranes. First is the long travel distance of 
ASCs. Export containers are carried in by external trucks, which hand them over to the landside ASC at the landside 
HP. When the vessel arrives, the containers are fetched out by the seaside ASC, which hand them over to the AGV at 
the seaside HP. When export containe rs a re carried into the terminal, th ey are sto red n ear th e land side HP to  av oid 
interference between two  ASCs. However, th is resu lts in  a p osition that is co mpletely opposite from the seaside HP 
where the c ontainers are m oved out to be loaded. Hence, the seaside ASC can be delayed beca use of t he distance 
between the position where the containers are stored and the seaside HP. 

The second reason is th e occurrence of rehandlings during loading. Rehandling is an  auxiliary job that retrieves 
other co ntainers st acked a bove t he t arget container. To avoid re handlings d uring l oading, t he l oading sc hedule i s 
respected when loading containers. The loading schedule is determined considering two factors: the destination port of 

 
 

Figure 1. The layout of target container terminal 
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each container for c onvenience of opera tion at the destination port and the we ights of each contai ner to gua rantee the 
safety of the vessel. When containers are carried into the terminal, however, the loading schedule is not yet determined. 
Although containers are l ocated in positions, as determined by empirical rules, to preven t rehandling when containers 
are carried in, re handling frequently occ urs beca use of the estra ngement bet ween the confi guration a nd the  actual  
loading schedule. 

To m inimize the f oregoing causes o f d elay, co ntainers s hould be remarshaled before loading st arts. There a re 
several studies on planning for remarshaling. Kim et al. (1998) studied remarshaling in a co nventional terminal where 
the stacking yard is laid horizontally against the quay side. They proposed the moving of containers to other blocks near 
the quay. Hirashima et al. (2006) proposed a method using reinforcement learning to derive a remarshaling schedule in 
the bay of a bl ock. Kang et al. (2006) proposed a m ethod for remarshaling in a c onventional terminal using a partial 
order c onstraint g raph a nd t he si mulated anneal ing al gorithm. Lee et al. (2 008) p roposed t he optimization model to  
improve the e fficiency of remarshaling in a b ay. Park et al. ( 2009) proposed a m ethod using C CEA t o derive a 
remarshaling plan in an au tomated container terminal where the stacking yard is positioned perpendicularly against the 
quay si de. These st udies f ocused o n deriving rem arshaling plans t o minimize rem arshaling t ime an d t o m aximize 
loading efficiency—assuming that there is enough time to remarshal all containers. On the other hand, Park et al. (2010) 
focused on  con tainer selection to improve lo ading productivity w hen the g iven ti me f or r emarshaling is t oo shor t to  
remarshal al l containers. They pro posed a cont ainer sel ection m ethod usi ng a ge netic al gorithm and t he i terative 
reselection method to  cope with the uncertainty o f ASC operation and  the estimation error for remarshaling time. In 
addition, t hey also  proposed a m ethod to i mprove t he efficiency of search b y reusing th e final population of t he 
previous iteration as the initial population of the current iteration. 
 
 

3. PLANNING FOR SELECTIVE REMARSHALING USING CCEA 
 

Given that the amount of time for selective remarshaling is limited, planning for selective remarshaling prepares loading 
to enhance loading efficiency. Selective remarshaling focuses on minimizing delays within the given time. The suite of 
selected containers affects the performance of remarshaling in selective remarshaling; hence, containers that are located 
far from the se aside HP a nd that requir e much rehandling are selected wi thin the given time. The act ual remarshaling 
time, howeve r, is hardly known until th e position of eac h container is determ ined and rem arshaling according to a 
schedule is sim ulated. In this stu dy, therefore, we u se a s imulation to  e stimate the operation time after ha ving 
determined the position of each container using CCEA. 
 
 

3.1 Problem Decomposition and Representation for Each Sub-problem 
 

The performance of CCEA depends on the decomposition of the original problem. There is a t rade-off between fine-
grained sea rch and the m aintenance of diversity. Num erous s ub-problems can result in  a narrow s earch s pace for 
algorithms, although the algorithms can suffer from the lack of population diversity corresponding to each sub-problem. 
Moreover, i f t here i s strong interdependency am ong sub-problems, t he st agnation of one su b-problem resul ts i n t he 
stagnation of the other problems.  
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In this paper, we employ the decomposition used in Park et al. (2009), and we add a sub-problem for c ontainer 
selection. The given problem i s therefore decomposed into two sub-problems: the problem of det ermining the target 
configuration and the problem of determining the moving priority. Subsequently, a population is assigned to each sub-
problem to optim ize each sub-problem  independently. Individuals of each population, however, cooperate to evalua te 
an individual and to make a solution. The problem on target configuration determines where to store containers during 
remarshaling, and the problem on moving priority determines the priority to be used when deciding which container is 
to be moved first.  

Figure 2 shows the individuals of each population. The individual for the container selection is represented as a 
binary string to imply whether a container is selected as a target or not. Its length is naturally the same as the number of 
loading c ontainers. T he i ndividuals f or t he det ermination o f the m oving priority and of  the target co nfiguration are  
represented as perm utations of containers. The position of containers i n each i ndividual re presents the priority of  
containers. For example, in Figure 2(c), C10 is the most prior container, and C4 is the least prior container.  

The individual  for t he target  configur ation, however, does not m ean a targ et configuration explicitly because a  
target configuration depends on an individual of the container selection problem. It is just a sequence of containers, and 
the real target co nfiguration can  b e obtained after in terpretation in  the ev aluation step . Mak ing a so lution fo llows 
choosing candidate positions which refer to as t arget slots where containers can be stored. If containers are selected, 
each c ontainer re quires its own position for stora ge. To prepare for the assignm ent of a container to a position, we  
choose target slots using the method proposed by Park et al. (2009). The length of individuals is the same as the number 
of targ et slo ts. Howev er, the len gth of indiv iduals can  be more th an t he nu mber o f containers. As su ch, to  fill an  
individual up, we make some dummy containers. The dummies do not only fill an  ind ividual up but also  help make 
various target configurations. 
 
 
3.2 Creating and Evaluating a Candidate Solution 
 
Individuals in each population cannot resol ve a given sub-problem, and be evaluated individually. We should make an 
assessable schedule, including which containers are selected, where selected containers are stored, and what sequence is 
to be  f ollowed i n m oving c ontainers by a ssembling i ndividuals i n ea ch population. A sc hedule i s eval uated by a 
terminal simulation system. The system is based on the speci fications of a real contai ner terminal, and it can sim ulate 
not only the status of a st acking yard  but also the  movem ent of t he stack ing cra ne, including acceleration a nd 
deceleration. 

Figure 3 shows the derivation of a ca ndidate sol ution from i ndividuals gathere d from each population. This 
derivation process is almost the same as the method proposed by Park et al. (2009), except that an individual container 
selection problem is u sed. The o riginal method involves three steps: making a targ et configuration, deriving a p artial-
order, and deriving a rem arshaling schedule. A t arget configuration is obtained by successively assigning selected or  
dummy containers to target slots according to the order found within individuals [Figure 3(a) and (b)], and by removing 
dummy containers a nd sorting th e containers in each sta ck with re spect to the loading sche dule [Figure 3(c)]. Aft er 
deriving the target configuration, we can get orders to store containers in each stack without rehandling. We obtain the 
‘partial order’ [Figure 3(d)] because we only have t he order i n a stac k not t he order among stacks . Finally, we  c an 
derive a schedule from the partial order and the individual of moving priority. 

 
Figure 2. Individuals for each sub-problem 

0 1 1 0 0 0 … 1 0

D2 C10 C1 D1 C2 Cn … Dk C5

C10 C1 C3 C7 C11 C9 … Cn C4

(a) The example of an individual for container selection problem

(b) The example of an individual for target configuration problem

(c) The example of an individual for moving priority problem

Cn : containers to be moved                      Dk : dummy containers
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4. ITERATIVE CONTAINER SELECTION 

 
In th e real wo rld, th e op eration th at ob eys th e sch edule d etermined u sing th e algorith m can  b e baffled with  t he 
uncertainty of movement of ASC s because est imated rem arshaling t ime can di ffer from real  operat ion t ime; that i s, 
remarshaling cannot be done within a given time, or it can be terminated too early. 

To m inimize the ga p between the estim ated time an d the real o peration ti me, Park  et al. (2 010) proposed t he 
iterative sel ection m ethod, which varies f rom t he i terative repl anning m ethod p roposed by  A hn et al. (2007). T his 
method reselects containers  that will be remarshaled with in the remaining tim e and re plans wit h the reselected 
containers. Necessarily, cont ainers t hat are already remarshale d are re moved from the target container pool fo r 
reselection.  

The reselection can be made, and with some advantages, using CCEA. A straightforward way of using CCEA is to 
apply it as if a new problem for selection is  given in each iteration. However, because reselection in a n iteration is not 
expected to make a dram atic change in  th e su ite o f con tainers select ed in  th e p revious iteratio n, th e search  fo r 
reselection can be made more efficient using the information obtained by the search conducted in the previous iteration. 
Instead of generating an  i nitial p opulation from scratch , the fin al population of th e previous iterati on is tak en and  
adapted for reuse (Park et al., 2010). The adaptation is conducted simply by eliminating the genes corresponding not 
only t o t he c ontainers al ready proce ssed i n t he pre vious iteration b ut al so t o t hose e xpected t o be processed i n t he 
current iteration. By reusing the results of the previous search, a good solution is derived in less time.  
 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
5.1 Alternative Approaches for Comparison 
 
Not only C CEA b ut al so ot her a pproaches can be used t o com bine t he t wo p revious st udies. T he sim plest one  is 
selecting containers by GA (Park et al., 2010), and then deriving a schedule by CCEA (Park et al., 2009). However, 
because this approach shows the worst pe rformance in experiments due to the estimation error of the heuristic used in 

 
 

Figure 3. Example of creating a solution 
 
 

An individual for container selection problem An individual for target configuration problem

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 … Cn-1 Cn

0 1 1 0 0 0 … 1 0
D2 C10 C1 D1 C2 Cn … Dk C5
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(d) The corresponding partial order

(a) A sequence for making target configuration

(b) Interpretation of a sequence (c) Target configuration
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evaluating the suite of c ontainers, we exclude it from  the se t of approaches to be compared. Another approach, called 
GA in  t his sectio n of t he exp erimental r esults, is using a GA  th at acts like CCEA . It h as t hree popu lations lik e t he 
CCEA, but only one population evolves from a generation. It has already been used as an alternative approach in Park 
et al. (2009). The third approach, called NEST in this section of the experimental results, is using the GA used in Park 
et al. (2010), and then using CCEA of Park et al. (2009) instead of a heuristic when evaluating an individual.  
 
 
5.2 Experimental Environment 
 
The experiments have been conducted assuming an automated container terminal having the following conditions and 
features. A si ngle vessel is berthing at the quay, and a t housand containers to be l oaded onto the vessel are store d in 
seven blocks a t t he yard. Each block i s equipped wi th two same-sized ASCs, and only t he seaside ASC i s used for 
remarshaling. Ten different datasets, generated based on the statistics collected from a real terminal, have been used for 
ten rounds of experiments, and the results have been averaged. 

To measure improvements in loading efficiency, the average operation time per co ntainer of ASC a t loading is 
measured t hrough t he si mulation. Our goal i s t o minimize del ay i n t he st acking y ard at  l oading; hence, we do not 
simulate the quay side operation, which necessitates the simulation o f vehicles. The uncertainty of movement o f the 
stacking crane is set following the normal distribution. 

Table 1 shows v arious algorithm parameters. To maintain the same number of evaluation, the population size is  
controlled across the algorithms. Binary tournament selection i s used for parent selection for every a lgorithm. Order 
crossover ( OX) an d exc hange mutation, w hich exc hanges t wo ra ndom genes of a n i ndividual, i s us ed as rep roduce 
operator for determining the target configuration and movement priority. Uniform crossover and bit-wise mutation is 
used for the selection problem. 
 
 

Table 1. Experimental Parameters 
 

 CCEA  GA NEST 

Population size 50 for each 
population 150 30 for selection 

25 for each of others 
No. of 

Evaluation 75,000 

No. of 
Generation 500 5 00 501 

Mutation Rate 1/L for selection (L: individual length) 
0.1 for others(10% of individuals is mutated.) 

1NEST spends 1,500 evaluations (30252). 
 
 
5.3 Results 
 
Figure 4 shows the average operation time per container of the seaside ASC at loading after remarshaling according to a 
schedule derived by eac h algorithm. The line at the top of the graph represents the operation time at loadi ng without 
remarshaling. Results fro m ev ery algorith m are below th e operation time o f th e case without rem arshaling, an d th e 
cracks become deeper with more given time. As can be seen, CCEA outperforms the other algorithms. 
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The su bstantiation fo r t his r esult i s pro vided i n Tabl e 2 . Tabl e 2 sh ows t he n umber of rem oved cont ainers 
(Remove) and remarshaled containers (Remarshal) during remarshaling, and the number of rehandlings during loading 
(RHatLoad) when 12 hours i s given for remarshaling. CCEA can derive a sc hedule that remarshals more containers 
than the others, and after remarshaling, the occurrence of rehandling during loading can be minimized. GA and NEST 
process si milar n umber o f cont ainers, but i n t erms of t he occu rrence of re handling d uring l oading, GA outperforms 
NEST because NEST has a very short generation time to select good containers.  

Figure 5 shows the results of the adaptation of reusing the previous population in the CCEA and GA. In the figure, 
‘-All’ means that the whole population is reu sed in th e current iteration, and  ‘No’ means that nothing is reused. In the 
case of GA, every strategy reports the same performance, but in the case of CCEA, there is enhanced performance when 
the whole population is reused because CCEA can satisfactorily maintain the diversity of the population. 

 
Figure 4. Average operation time per container of ASC at loading for each algorithm 

 

 
Figure 5. Average operation time per container of ASC at loading when previous population is reused 
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Table 2. Number of Containers Moved during Remarshaling and Loading 

 Re move Remarshal RHatLoad 

CCEA 22 .6 132.3 2.8 

GA 32 .3 122.6 8.4 

NEST 33 .1 122.7 25.9 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper has proposed planning methods using the cooperative coevolutionary algorithm for selective remarshaling in 
an automated container terminal, granting that the given time available for remarshaling is not long enough to rearrange 
all the containers to be loaded onto vessels. In the proposed method, the given problem is decomposed into three sub-
problems, which are optimized by their own populations.  

To compare the performance of the proposed method, some alternative approaches that combine the two previous 
studies a re s uggested. Experimental sim ulation s hows t hat t he proposed m ethod outperforms t he ot her ap proaches 
because CCEA optimizes each s ub-problem independently using corresponding populations, although populations can 
use the proper information of ot her populations through interaction during evaluation. CCEA is advantageous in this 
iterative rep lanning framework b ecause it can  reu se th e resu lts of th e search  obtained in  th e previous iteration . By 
reusing the final population of the previous iteration as t he initial population of th e current search rather than starting 
from scratch, CCEA finds good solutions in less time. 
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Abstract: By distributing the global market and increasing competition for the market share, the fundamental key is the 
productivity and logistics in a manufacturing system in which here is the optimization problem for designing an 
effective logistics network system to increase the productivity and service quality. In this talk we will concentrate a 
decision making on supply chain management and logistics system into a seamless, productive and flexible process 
supported by the latest computational intelligence. 

In this presentation the background of the productivity and logistics in manufacturing system will firstly 
introduced for understanding its four functional divisions: design, planning, manufacturing and distribution. The typical 
optimization problems in each division will be introduced briefly. In order to solve various real-world optimization 
problems within interactive response time, the evolutionary approaches based on Genetic Algorithm in 
computational intelligence will be surveyed from ERP packages, Simulation software and its applications. Many real 
world applications involve highly complex issues arising from the complexity of the problem structure and constraints. 
In addition, multiple objectives are to be handled simultaneously which often makes the problem intractable using 
traditional approaches.  

As the case study, the flexible logistics network model will be introduced. In the traditional multistage logistics 
network sometimes causes some problems, such as too long delivery path, slow response speed etc. In this talk, we 
address multistage flexible logistics network model with nonadjacent structure, i.e. some non-neighboring echelons 
are connected with arcs (nonadjacent connecting arcs). In some practical cases, the nonadjacent connecting arcs make 
the logistics networks cost-effective and adaptable to changes in situation. On other hand, the existence of them makes 
the problem much more difficult. We formulate this problem as location-allocation model, and introduce an effective 
hybrid genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem for flexible logistics network. As the second case study, 
we treat the integrated decision making process combining flexible logistics location-allocation problem and lot 
sizing problem for considering the two factors. This attempt makes the problem much more difficult to be solved. We 
formulate this problem as a mixed integer programming model and introduce an effective self-controlled hybrid 
genetic algorithm to solve this problem. Moreover, numerical analysis of case study is carried out to show the 
effectiveness of the approach proposed. 

This talk will conclude with discussions of the evolutionary approach for treating various logistics network 
optimization problems for increasing the productivity in the manufacturing system including the distribution.  
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Abstract: Techniques for scheduling additional t rain services are considered as i s t rain scheduling involving general 
time window constraints, fixed operations, maintenance activities and periods of section unavailability. The inserting 
additional train is im portant because additional services must often be given access t o th e railway and subse quently 
integrated into current timetables.  The problem therefore considers the competition for railway infrastructure between 
new serv ices and ex isting serv ices b elonging to th e same or differe nt operators. T he problem  is characterise d as  a 
hybrid job shop scheduling problem with time w indow constraints. To solve th is problem constructive algorithm and 
metaheuristic sch eduling techniques that op erate up on a d isjunctive graph m odel of t rain operations are utilised. A 
software is developed to accomplish the following three functions: view train schedules in any railway line or network; 
manipulate the schedule by changing trains itinerary using simple drag and drop operations; and solve the scheduling 
and re-scheduling problems in  a reasonable time period using the proposed app roaches. A case st udy of  Queensland 
Railway is provided and demonstrates the quality of solution that may be obtained by the software.  
 
Keywords: container trains, train scheduling, job shops, metaheuristics. 
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Abstract: This paper p resents a c omputer si mulation m odel of em pty co ntainer re positioning operations for oce an 
container carriers. This simulation model simulates both the transport of laden containers and empty containers by liner 
services operated between different ports. Customer demand of containers and number of returned containers at various 
ports a re generated from hi storical dat a. At di fferent ports, b oth l aden an d em pty cont ainers are  l oaded o nto an d 
offloaded f rom vessel s, an d t hen t ransported between ports acc ording t o predefined ser vice sc hedule. The decision 
model used for loading and unloading empty containers is separated from the main simulation model. Thus it is possible 
to compare the performance of different repositioning policies.   

1. INTRODUCTION 

The co ntainer sh ipping i ndustry has en joyed eye- popping gr owth over  th e past 40 year s. As a result, t here are 
tremendous opportunities and fier ce competition in the c ontainer shipping industry especially with the rapid ec onomic 
development i n several Asia-Pacific economies in cluding Ch ina and  India. However, du e to th e sev ere in ternational 
trade imbalances between different regions, liner operators today often face a challe nge to e ffectively operate empty 
containers i n a dy namic envi ronment, w hich i nvolves huge cost a nd a l ot of  i nefficiencies. T he problem of Em pty 
Container Repositioning (ECR) thus attracts much attention from the academia. 

To deal with the empty container repositioning problem, a variety of methods have been proposed by a number of 
researchers. The literature rev iew on th is topic is presented here with more than 20 papers. These papers generally do 
not sufficiently address the complicated problem face by liners in  real world which is characterized by a lot of different 
decisions and huge problem size.  

The real ope rations of ocean container carriers are very complex. The first issue i n the complex operation is t he 
shipping network operated by carriers, which often includes numerous ports and services. Most liner companies operate 
weekly or bi-weekly services, and thus typically deploy several vessels on one service. Another important issue is the 
uncertainty involved in the operations. The customer demand for laden containers varies with tim e, and the details of 
the demand, including type, quantity, origination and destination, are not known by the ocean carrier in advance of the 
booking re quests fr om t he cust omers. The  dem and i s t hus c onsidered as u ncertain when m aking empty cont ainer 
decisions. Similar ly, th e number o f em pty co ntainers returned f rom pre vious cu stomers i s al so uncertain. Li ner 
companies often use demand and supply (returned container) forecasts in making ECR decisions. 

The problems involved in ECR can be categorized into two distinct groups. Some problems are of a longer term or 
strategic nature. Examples of such problems are designing shipping networks, establishing hub-and-spoke structure, and 
determining composition of owned and leased containers. Some problems are of a medium term or tactical nature. The 
design of the empty container management strategy, that determines how to repositioning empty container within the 
shipping network, i s one example of t actical problems. Some of t hese problems are of a s horter t erm or ope rational 
nature. E xamples i nclude t he day -to-day m anagement of empty cont ainer movements, on how to m ove extra empty 
containers in surplus ports to deficit locations, and which route to choose. These various problems involve complex and 
uncertain aspects which make them very challenging. It is often hard to develop good and effective solutions to these 
problems, and it is even harder to evaluate the performance of the solutions. Therefore a simulation would be a useful 
tool to estimate the performance measures associated with the above mentioned decision problems, and thus evaluate 
the effectiveness of proposed algorithms.  

The operation o f em pty co ntainer rep ositioning generally in clude t he fo llowing: global repositioning, which 
determines the number of containers to reposition to other geographical region, typically on long haul services; regional 
repositioning, that i s t o m ove c ontainer between different ports within a  ge ographical regi on; c ontainer l easing; 
container storage (in port or depot); and new container procurement. These operations are interrelated and greatly affect 
one another. The problem, with respect to effectively making ECR decisions, is how to unify these operations in a plan 
intended to minimize the total cost of ECR through the shipping network. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section we provide an overview of the literature related to 
Empty Container Repositioning, especially with simulation modeling approach. The following section presents a br ief 
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description of our  sim ulation m odeling pro cedure for ECR. Also, th is section  is con cerned with how to ev aluate 
different solutions to the ECR problem. This is followed by the last section which gives some concluding remarks. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

For many years, the container shipping industry has dealt with empty containers repositioning quite extensively, due to 
the huge c osts and resources attached to it. However, due to t he complexity of the problem, ocean c arriers and ot her 
transport operators often find i t di fficult t o get ef fective an d robust sol utions.  Furthermore, empty cont ainer 
repositioning often need to  be considered jointly with  other problem in  the liner shipping business, and thus creating 
new problems w hich i s m ore c omplicated. The se problems may i nclude t he se rvice net work design wi th em pty 
container repositioning co nsiderations, t he container fleet si zing a nd l easing-ownership c omposition, t he de sign o f a 
storage inventory network to b alance demand and supply of empty containers, and the availability of empty container 
vessel slot capacity for least-cost repositioning. These interesting problems have attracted substantial scientific research 
during the last fifteen years (Theofanis & Boile, 2009). 

Much attention has bee n f ocused on  the em pty equipment allocation and  di stribution pr oblem, as well as the 
problem of bal ancing demand and supply between ports to meet future demands, by many researchers.  Crainic et al. 
(1993) st udied t he p roblem of al locating em pty cont ainers i n a l and di stribution and t ransportation sy stem by 
introducing two dynamic deterministic formulations for the single and multi-commodity cases. Gen dron and Crainic 
(1995) u sed a branch-and-bound algor ithm, in  wh ich bounds ar e co mputed b y a du al-ascent pr ocedure, to  so lve t he 
multi-commodity lo cation pro blem with  balan cing requ irements. G endron an d Cr ainic ( 1997) pr esented a parallel 
branch-and-bound algorithm for solving the multi-commodity location problem with balancing requirements. Shen and 
Khoong (19 95) proposed a decisio n su pport system b ased on network optimization mo dels an d heuristics to  so lve a 
large-scale planning problem con cerning the m ulti-period d istribution of em pty co ntainers for a sh ipping co mpany.  
Olivo et  al . (2005) f ormulated t he em pty cont ainer m anagement pr oblem as a m in cost  fl ow p roblem whose  a rcs 
represent services routes, inventory links  and decisions concerning the time and pl ace to lease containers from  external 
sources.  Cheung and Chen (1998) developed a two-stage stochastic network model to determine the empty container 
repositioning and l easing de cisions. Lam  et  al . (2007) developed a n approximate dy namic pr ogramming ap proach 
considering both two -port t wo-voyage syste m an d m ultiple-port m ultiple-voyage syste m in  d eriving op erational 
strategies for the relocation of empty container. Liu et al. (2007) jointly considered container flow management and ship 
deployment probl em. Feng  e t al . (2 008) de veloped a t wo-stage m odel t o deal  with t he EC R pr oblem i nvolving 1 7 
services for intra-Asia transportation.  

Some researchers have also studied the dynamic equipment allocation and reuse problem. Jula et al. (2006) studied 
the how to reduce congestion empty container movements in Los Angeles and Long Beach port area by optimizing the 
empty container re use. Belmecheri et al . (2009) p roposed a m athematical model t o optimize empty containers reuse 
between regional consignees, shippers, and port terminal.  

Another popular problem that many researchers have looked at is the empty balancing strategies within the context 
of a network design p roblem. I mai and R ivera ( 2001) addressed t he problem of fl eet si ze pl anning f or refrigerated 
containers, which is the case when an extremely unbalanced trade represents one of the major investment decisions to 
be ta ken by liner ope rators. Ang et al. (2007) studied the sea cargo mix problem in international ocean c ontainer 
shipping industry which is closely linked to empty container repositioning. Shintani et al. (20 07) considered the design 
of c ontainer liner shipping service networks by e xplicitly taking int o acco unt em pty containe r re positioning, and 
showed t hat c onsidering em pty cont ainer repositioning i n t he network desi gn p roblem pro vides a more i nsightful 
solution than the one not considering.  

There are some specific topological structures in the shipping network which could be exploited to solve empty 
container repositioning problems. Li et al. (2004) showed that the two-critical point policy is optimal for the single port 
system in the finite horizon, and extended their findings to the discounted infinite horizon case and the average infinite-
horizon case with truncated state space.  Song (2005) showed that the optimal stationary policy is of threshold type in a 
continuous-review two-d epot syste m. So ng (200 7) th en analyzed th e periodic-review shu ttle syste m an d fi nds the 
optimal stationary policy which has a simple threshold structure. Song and Earl (2008) showed that the optimal empty 
repositioning policy for a particular fleet size is of the threshold control type, and then derived the optimal threshold 
values an d fleet-size. Song an d Car ter (2 008) ex tended the empty v ehicle r edistribution problem to  a hub -and-spoke 
transportation system, wi th r andom demands an d st ochastic tran sportation times. Song  and Don g (2008) app lied th e 
threshold p olicy for em pty container m anagement i n a cy clic shi pping r oute problem and dem onstrated t hat t he 
threshold policy significantly outperforms the heuristic policies with simulation results.  

Simulation is not a new methodology in the ocean t ransportation area. But major attention has bee n put on port 
operations instead of liner operations. There are relatively few notable simulation models for liner operations. Lai et al 
(1995) developed a simulation model of a shipping company's operational activities to aid the search for the best empty 
container al location policy. Van R ensburg et  al  (2 005) developed a general c omputer si mulation m odel of o cean 
container car rier o perations which si mulates t he t ransport of c ontainers by  co ntainer vessel s. Henesey et  al  (200 9) 
developed an agent based simulator for evaluating operational policies in the transhipment of containers. McLean an d 
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Biles (2008) built a simulation model of the operation of a liner shipping network that considers multiple service routes 
and schedules, to evaluate the operational costs and performance associated with liner shipping, as well as the impact of 
individual service schedules on the overall system.  

Simulation modeling techniques have not been  extensively applied to so lve ECR problems by researchers. Th is 
paper aims to simulate the container movement of container carriers, both laden and empty, so as to evaluate costs and 
other performance measures in ECR operations.  

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 

Micro-City, an open-source simulation software developed in-house was used to build the simulation model. The model 
simulates th e o peration of li ners, co nsidering m ultiple serv ices, m ultiple v essels, in termodal con tainer m ovements, 
loading and unloading activities on multiple ports and customer demand at each port.  

The si mulation m odel m imics t he operation of a  set  of container ves sels t ravelling between different ports on 
specific ser vice sch edule. Once a co ntainer sh ip arr ives at a p ort, inbou nd lad en ar e offloaded and  outbound lad en 
container are uploaded on the vessel. Moreover, the empty containers repositioned to the port via this vessel are al so 
offloaded, and empty containers bound for other ports on the route are loaded. The total time the vessel stay at the port 
is predetermined by its schedule, and we assume all handling activities are finished with this stay time period. The ship 
then sails out of the port to the next stop. The travailing times for containerships between stops are also pred etermined 
in t he sche dule. C ontainer s hips i n t he si mulation m odel op erate c ontinuously once de ployed until t he e nd o f t he 
planning period. Multiple service schedules are included in the model, and more than one ship of a differen t route can 
call at the same port at the same time.  

The m odel can  b e divided i nto two  m ain en tities an d th ree ev ents. Th e d etails of th e sim ulation m odel are  
described next. 

3.1 Vessel Entity 

Vessels are imp ortant entities in th e simulation model. The carrier operates vessels to transport containers, both laden 
and empty between ports in th e network. The vessel entity defined in ou r simulation model has several pro perties and 
fields associated with it. The first property is the ca pacity of the vessel. Each vessel is defined with specific space and 
weight capacities. (TEU and DWT) The current laden and empty container inventories on the vessel are tracked with 2 
entry fields . The current stop of the  ve ssel and  t he next stop on t he schedule are also ke pt in respective fields. The 
available capacity of the vessel can thus be calculated by subtracting the current inventory from the total capacity.  

Vessels defined in the model are put on repeating services, which are often formed by a cycle of voyages (origin-
destination link s) acco rding to inpu t serv ice sch edule. A typical service often follows  a predetermined fre quency of 
departures at each port, and the most common frequency is once per week. The number of vessels deployed on a specifc 
service ca n be cal culated by di viding t he t otal travel time for a c omplete cycle of t he ser vice, by t he f requency of 
departures scheduled in the service, and the result is rounded up for any decimal points. For example, if the total travel 
time for a service is at 46 days, and the service is a weekly service, then 7 vessels are needed to operate the service, and 
these 7 vessels should be equally spaced in a 7 day interval. In our simulation model, we deploy all vessels according to 
input services at the initializing phase of the model.  

All services are in putted into the model by the Service Route table. The table contains the estimated arrival time 
and estimated departure time for the service at different ports in the route. It also includes information like the stay time 
at each port in the route and the travel time between consecutive stops.  

3.2 Port Entity 

Ports are also defined as entities in the m odel. Ports are th e end nodes of each voyage. Every vessel starts and ends its 
sailing at a port. The c ontainer inventory at each port is di vided into three subcategories in our simulation model. The 
first cat egory is t he avai lable em pty cont ainer i nventory at  t he port. T his i s i nventory t hat ca n be  used directly by 
vessels to  sati sfy lo ading requests fro m c ustomer d emands. It is also av ailable fo r e mpty co ntainer repositioning 
considerations. Another subcategory of container inventory i s the newly unloaded laden containers. These containers 
are unloa ded from vessels visiting t he port a nd are not av ailable for use immediately. In reali ty, these unloaded 
containers will be picked up by customers. In a week or two, the content of these containers would be cleared and they 
were added to available empty container inventory. The last subcategory of container inventory in the model is defined 
as dummy inventory holding the unloaded laden containers which have been in the port for one week and are not yet 
cleared as a vailable empties. In the next week, these containers would be cleared a nd transferred to available empty 
container inventory.   
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At the port, laden containers are unloaded first, followed by any empty containers repositioned. Then the laden and 
empty containers are loaded onto the vessel.  

3.3 Unloading Event 

After vessels arrival at a port, th e unloading event will trigger. In the unloading event, both laden and empty containers 
are offloaded from the vessel following the flow chart below. 

 

Figure 1. The Unloading Event 

The number of laden containers to be unloaded is determined by the inbound containers at the port, which is 
generated from input parameters. In the current model, the inbound containers are assumed to follow normal 
distribution. It is also possible to change to other general distributions. The model will then check the number of laden 
container inventory on the ship to make sure there is enough to unload. If there is not enough laden containers to 
unload, the maximum number of laden containers on the ship will be unloaded to the newly unloaded laden container 
inventory of the port.  

After unloading the laden container, the number of empty container to unload is also determined. This information 
is obtained from the empty container repositioning algorithm, which is a separate module possibly a standalone 
program. Similar to the laden unloading process, the availability check for empty containers is also performed and 
appropriate number of empty containers is unloaded from the ship. These unloaded containers go directly into the 
available empty container inventory of the port, and can be used by other vessels immediately. 

At the end of the unloading event, a loading event for the same vessel is scheduled, considering the stay time of 
the vessel at the port.  

3.4 Loading Event 

The loading event for any vessel happens after its respective unloading event at the same port. In the loading event, both 
laden and em pty containers are loaded to the vessel from the port, and the port’s container inventory is also changed. 
The following diagram shows the logic flow of the loading event. 
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Figure 2. The Loading Event 

Similar to the unloading event, the number of laden containers to be loaded is determined by the outbound demand 
at the port, which is also generated using similar methods to the inbound information. The model will then check the 
number of available empty container inventory at the port to make sure there is enough to load. Vessel capacity is also 
check to finally determine the amount of laden containers to load. 

After loading the laden container, the number of empty container to load is determined with the same module in 
the unloading event. Similar to the laden unloading process, the availability checks on port’s available empty container 
inventory and ship’s capacity for empty containers are performed and appropriate number of empty containers is loaded 
to the ship.  

At the end of the loading event, the next loading event for the same vessel is scheduled, considering the travel time 
from the current port to the next port on the route.  

3.5 Updating Event 

Besides the load ing and unloading event, there is ano ther important event in the simulation model: the updating event. 
The updating event is triggered at the beginning of each week and is in charge of updating the inventory at each port 
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and generating inbound a nd outbound containers, as well as generating forecasting inbound and outbound information 
which is used in the empty container reposition module.  

The updating event updates the three categories of container inventory at all ports following the formula below: 
 

 
Where  is the available empty container at week t,  is the unloaded laden containers during week t and  is the 

dummy inventory.  
The inbound and outbound container at each port is also generated in the updating event. In the current model, the 

information is generated using historical data of  the past inbound and outbound values at all  the ports. Th e updating 
event will also inv oke the empty container repositioning algorithm to get the repositioning decisions for all vessels for 
the following week. 

3.6 The Empty Container Repositioning Module 

One of t he goals o f t he si mulation m odel is t o c ompare the performance of different em pty cont ainer repositioning 
algorithms. In the simulation model, the re i s a se parated module which re presents the empty container re positioning 
algorithms currently running. For e xample, we ha ve developed a m athematical model for operational empty container 
decision making. The model is coded in C++ and u ses Cplex solver. The simulation model will just make a call to the 
C++ executable file and read the output from the C++ program.  
 

4. FUTURE WORKS 

This sim ulation m odel is an ongoing development. We ha ve planed for the addition of a user interface for the 
simulation to improve the interaction between the user and the simulation, some additional ECR algorithm modules for 
performance comparison, better demand and supply models, and models of delays and disruptions. It is also possible to 
make this model into a training tool which can be used to train industry decision makers. 
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Abstract: A no vel gl obal m aritime cont ainer assi gnment model, b ased o n t he fre quency-based t ransit 
assignment method of Spiess and Florian, is presented. In this model, containers are carried by shipping lines 
operating strings (o r p ort r otations) with  given service frequ encies. An  origin-destination m atrix of fu ll 
containers is assigned to these strings to minimize sailing time plus container dwell time at the origin port and 
any intermediate transhipment ports. This necessitated two significant model extensions. The first involves the 
repositioning of empty containers so that a net  outflow of full containers from any  port i s balanced by a net 
inflow of em pty cont ainers, and vi ce versa. As  wi th f ull cont ainers, e mpty cont ainers a re re positioned t o 
minimize the sum of sailing and dwell time, with  a facility to  discount the dwell ti me of empty containers in 
recognition of the absence of inventory. The seco nd involves the inclusion of an upper limit to the maximum 
number of container moves per unit t ime at any  port. The dual  variable for this constraint provides a shadow 
price, or surcharge, for loading or unloading a container at a congested port. Insight into the interpretation of the 
dual variables is g iven. Mod el b ehaviour is illu strated b y a numerical ex ample. Th e paper con cludes by 
considering the next steps toward realising a container assignment model that can, amongst other things, support 
the assessment of supply chain vulnerability to maritime disruptions. 
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Abstract: Severe international trade imbalances exist in different regions. One of the challenges faced by liner 
operators today is to effectively operate empty containers in order to meet demand and to reduce inefficiency in the 
uncertain environment. We formulate a two-stage stochastic programming model which incorporates random demand, 
supply and ship capacity, where the objective is to minimize expected total operational cost of managing empty 
container flow. Random sample scenarios are generated and the expected value function is approximated. Numerical 
experiments are also provided. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Containerization has become more and more important in international freight transportation since 1970. In 2004, over 
60% of the world's maritime cargo is transported in containers, while some routes among economically strong countries 
are containerized up to 100% (D. Steenken et al., 2004). One main issue in containerization is the imbalance of 
container flow because of imbalanced global trade between different regions. Thus, effectively repositioning empty 
container from surplus regions to deficit regions becomes more and more important. It is reported that empty containers 
have accounted for at least 20% of global handling activity ever since 1998 (Drewry Shipping Consultants, 2006/07). 
And it is forecasted that the total cost of empty container repositioning (ECR) will increase from US$1.98 billion in 
2006 to US$2.58 billion in 2010 (Feng and Chang, 2008). 

There are increasing studies on empty container management in recent years (Erera et al., 2005; Lam et al., 2007; 
Feng and Chang, 2007; Chang et al. 2008; Zhou and Lee, 2008; Imai et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009; Moon et al., 2010). 
There are several studies taking into account the uncertain nature in recent years (Cheung and Chen, 1998; Dong and 
Song, 2009). Erera et al. (2007) developed a robust optimization framework based on time-space network. The robust 
repositioning plan was developed based on the nominal forecast value and could be recovered under a set of recovery 
sections. Di Francesco et al. (2009) proposed a multi-scenario model, where shipping companies’ opinions were 
considered to generate scenarios when the distribution of uncertain parameter cannot be estimated through historical 
data. 

This paper is motivated by a shipping company which provides international maritime transportation service. 
Shipping companies usually forecast demands and supplies based on the historical inbound and outbound container, 
balance trend, delinquency record and economic environment in the future. In this case the approximate distribution of 
some uncertain parameters could be estimated based on this information. We develop a stochastic model to make 
short-term decisions taking account into some uncertain parameters. Scenarios are generated based on the estimated 
distribution of the uncertain parameters. The Sample Average Approximation (SAA) method is applied to solve the 
stochastic programs. 

 
 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
One of challenges faced by the container operators is the uncertain characteristics in container transportation. Currently, 
container operators make decisions based on the expected parameters, which may cause inefficient in ECR. Because of 
the difference between the forecasted and realized value, infeasible solutions may be provided and have to be adjusted 
at real time operation. In this study, we develop a stochastic programming model which considers three main uncertain 
parameters: the demand (the container that picked up by the customers to load cargos), the supply (the empty container 
that returned by the customer), and the ship available capacity for empty containers. 
 This study aims to make short-term decisions that usually within one or two weeks and we also consider the 
influence of these decisions in following several weeks. The transportation network we considered is decomposed 
according to the geographical region and each region is considered separately. This network could be divided into two 
stages. We assume that all information in the first stage is known and we know the distribution of the uncertain 
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parameters in the second stage. The deterministic formulation with single scenario could refer to Long et al. (2010), 
which considers the demand and supply of empty containers at each port, the liner services, the ship residual capacity 
and characteristics at different ports. Our model is run in a rolling horizon manner. ECR decisions are made at the 
beginning of stage 1 and will be made again when new information is collected. 
 Let   denotes a scenario that is unknown when the first stage decisions are made, but that is known when 
the second stage decisions are made, where Ω is the set of all scenarios. In this ECR problem, we 
use{D( ), S( ),E( )}   to represent the realized demand, supply and residual ship capacity respectively. A typical 

two-stage model for ECR is explained as follow: 
Stage 1: 1 1 1 1min ( ) [ ( , ( ))]pg x c x E Q x      (1) 

                               ..ts    111 axA                                               (2) 

                                      vxB 11                                              (3) 

                                      01x                                                 (4) 

x1: Decisions at stage 1 
c1: The cost vector at stage 1 
A1, B1: The coefficient matrices of x1 in constraints (2) and (3) respectively 
a1: The RHS of constraint (2) at stage 1 
v: The vector of end container status of stage 1. The end container status includes the empty container inventory at each 
port at the end of stage 1, and the number of empty container at each vessel at the end of stage 1. Note that v is also the 
initial container status of stage 2. The two stages are connected by v. 
 The objective function (1) is to minimize the total operational cost in the planning horizon. 1 1c x  is the cost at 

stage 1, 1[ ( , ( ))]pE Q x    is the expected cost at stage 2. We assume that the probability distribution p on Ω is known in 

the stage 1. Constraint (2) includes typical constraints of ECR problem (ship capacity constraint, service flow constraint, 
port flow constraint, across region flow constraint). Constraint (3) is to set container status of at the end of stage 1. 
 
Stage 2: For a realized scenario , we have 
                                1 2 2[ , ( )] min ( )Q x c x     (5) 

                                ..ts       )()( 222  axA    (6) 

   vxB )(22    (7) 

 0)(2 x   (8) 

x2 (ω): Decisions for scenario ω at stage 2 
c2: The cost vector at stage 2 
A2, B2: The efficient matrices of x2 in constraints (5) and (6) at stage 2 
a2 (ω): The RHS of constraint (2) in stage 2. It is related to the stochastic variable D( ), S( ),E( )   . 

Constraint (7) is to set the initial container status of stage 2. 
 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
Our stochastic problem is difficult to solve because it is difficult to evaluate the expected cost of the second stage 

1[ ( , ( ))]pE Q x    for a given x1. It requires the solution of a large number of second-stage optimization problems. In 

this study, we apply SAA method in addressing the large set Ω. The basic idea of SAA method is that the expected 
objective function of the stochastic problem is approximated by a sample average estimate derived from a random 
sample and the resulting SAA problem could then be solved by deterministic optimization techniques (Kleywegt, et al., 
2002). Several replications with different samples are run to obtained obtain candidate solutions. This method has been 
applied to solve two-stage stochastic routing problems by Verweij et al. (2003). 

In sample methods, a sample of 1 , 2 , …, N  of N sample scenarios is generated according to probability 
distribution p,  

 1 1 2 2
1

1
ˆ min [ ( )]

N

N
n

n

g c x c x
N




     (9) 

                                       ..ts   (2), (3), (6), (7)                                            

                          0v , 01x , 0)(2 nx          for n=1,2,…,N  (10) 
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The SAA problem shown is (9)-(10) then is solved using a deterministic optimization method. According to Nokin 
et al. (1998), Mak et al. (1999) and Verweij et al. (2003), the SAA method is introduced as follows. The SAA method 
proceeds by generating M independent samples with each sample size N, and solving the associated SAA problems. 

Then the objective values 1ˆNg , 2ˆNg  , …, ˆNgＭ  and candidate solution 1ˆNx , 2ˆNx , …, 1ˆNx  could be obtained. The 

average of the optimal objective function values of the M SAA problem is denotes as M
Ng , which provides a statistical 

estimate for a lower bound on the optimal value of the true problem (1)-(8). N’ scenarios (N’ >N) are then generated to 

evaluate the candidate solutions. 'ˆNg  is defined to estimate the objective value ˆ( )Ng x  of an optimal solution ˆNx  

of the SAA problem, and it is an estimate of the upper bound on the optimal value of the true problem. It is natural to 

take *x̂  as one of the optimal solutions of the M SAA problems which has the smallest estimated objective value. The 

optimality gap could be estimated as
'

*ˆ ˆ( )-
N

M
Ng x g , which can be used to evaluate the quality of the solution. The 

estimated variance of the gap estimator is defined as *
'

2
ˆ ( )

ˆ M
n Ng x g

  . 

 
 

4. NUMERICAL STUDY 
 
To evaluate the performance of the SAA method, we consider a network as shown in Figure 1. We consider 5 ports in 
the target region. The objective is to efficiently meet demands in the target region. S1 and S2 are across region services 
which travel between region A and region B. S3 is an intra region service which travels between port 1 and port 5. 
Weekly service is considered and the schedule of each service is given and fixed. The planning horizon is three weeks. 
The first stage is the first week. The second stage is the second and third week. The lead time of across region empty 
container is one week. At the beginning of the first stage, the in-transit container in S1 and S2 which will arrive at the 
target region A in first stage is given. The across region empties which will arrive at region A at week 2 and week 3 in 
S1 and S2 is ordered at week 1 and week 2 respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1. A network with three services and five ports 

 
Replication number M is set to be 20. The sample size N is set to be 100. The number of scenarios to evaluate the 

solution is N’=1000. The performance of the SAA method is shown in Table 1. The lower bound on the optimal value of 
the true problem is 3006, and the upper bound is 3026.98. The results show that the optimal gap is 20.52 (0.68%) and 
the estimated variance of optimal gap estimator is 700.8. It indicates that we can get good solution by using SAA 
method (with N=100) to solve the stochastic ECR problem. 

 
Table 1. Performance of the SAA method 

 
M
Ng  3006.46 

)ˆ(ˆ *
' xg

N
 3026.98 

'
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N

M
Ng x g  20.52(0.68%) 

*
'

2
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ˆ M
n Ng x g

 
700.8 
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5. CONCLUSION 

 
In this study, we develop a two-stage stochastic model to solve the ECR problem with uncertain demand, supply and 
ship residual capacity. SAA method is applied. The SAA problem with multi-scenarios for the real scale maritime 
transportation is usually has large scale and thus difficult to solve directly. It is shown by the numerical study that the 
optimal gap is quite small and we can get good solution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This art icle addresses the berth and unloader scheduling problem of a steel works of P-company, which is one of the 
largest steel mak ers in  t he world. Th e steelworks has fo ur major berths wi th different wat er dep ths. Each bert h’s 
eligibility for a ship is determined by its water depth and the ship’s draft. Thus, when a number of large ships arrive in a 
short period of tim e, some of them  have to wait and the t otal duration of each ship’s stay at the port becom es longer. 
When the total durat ion of a shi p’s st ay i s longer than the cont racted duration, the company should pay  appropriate 
demurrage cost to the ship owner. In order to reduce the waiting time and the demurrage cost of a ship, the previously 
berthed ship can be shifted onto another berth after sufficient amount of materials are unloaded and it reaches the water 
depth of the destination berth. The unloaders have different unloading capacity and eligibility for the berths. Thus, the 
unloading time of a ship varies depending on which berths and which unloaders are allocated for the ship. The issues of 
berth allocation, crane scheduling, storage yard allocation, inter-terminal and intra-terminal container transportation at 
container terminals are reviewed in Vis and Koster (2003) and Steenken et al. (2004).  

Although t he p roblem co nsidered in  th is article is sp ecific to  th e steelwork s, it h as g eneral and in teresting 
characteristics that are worth to report. We believe that this article extends the previous research on berth allocation and 
crane scheduling. The s hip handling time of o ur problem depends not only on t he assignment of be rth but also on the 
allocation o f unloaders and their t ypes. Ships al so can be  shi fted between berths. To t he best  of o ur knowledge, no 
previous research works have considered these characteris tics simultaneously. We propose heuristic algorithms for the 
problem. The performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated using real data.  
 
 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 

At the steelworks, ships carrying various raw materials such as coal and iron ore arrive and the materials are unloaded. 
A typical raw-material ship that arrives at the steelworks is about 300m long with a breadth of 50m, and can carry 200K 
ton (dead weight tonnage). Each ship has a different draft depending on the amount of materials it contains. The port 
has four berths: #10, #11, #13, and #14. The water depths of the berths are different. Ships whose draft is less than the 
water depth of a berth can be berthed on the berth. Roughly speaking, the water depths of berths #10, #11, #13, and #14 
correspond to the drafts of ships of 200K ton, 150K ton, 100K ton, and 100K ton, respectively. 

There are ten unloading equipments and they have different speed: 6 are on the berths #10 and #11, and 4 are on 
the bert hs #1 3 and # 14. The re are rai ls bet ween berths # 13 a nd # 14 an d bet ween be rths #1 0 an d # 11 s uch t hat t he 
unloaders ca n m ove bet ween t he be rths. However, t he maximum nu mber of unloading e quipment t hat ca n unload 
materials from  a shi p at  t he same t ime i s ty pically lim ited t o f our due to t he co nflict avoi dance c riteria am ong t he 
equipment.  

The unloaded raw material by the equipment is then transported to storage yards through a complex belt conveyor 
network. There are multiple routes from unloading equipment to a sto rage yard. Sin ce multiple ships can be unloaded 
and thus multiple routes can be demanded at the same time and some routes might use t he same belt conveyor unit, a 
careful r outing sche duling i s req uired i n order t o keep from del aying due t o r oute con flicts. The route sc heduling 
problem wi th con sideration of t he assi gnment o f s hip hold an d unloading eq uipment i n t his e nvironment i s a q uite 
complicated an d i nteresting problem. Ki m et al. (2 010) addressed th is p roblem. In  t his article, we assu me th at t he 
routing problem can be re solved smoothly following the berthing and unloading schedule. In fact, the planners in the 
steelworks currently make the berthing schedule only and they dispatch unloading equipment and route in an a d-hoc 
fashion.   

The berth and unloader scheduling problem is to determine the ship’s berthing time, unloader assignment, and the 
unloading completion time of the ship.  
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3. SOLUTION APPROACH 
 

This section  describes our so lution approaches fo r the problem: a h euristic algorithm and an  iterative rando m search 
algorithm. Bo th algo rithms are v ery simple an d easy to  i mplement. They fo llow th e first-come-first-berthing policy 
which is the business rule of the company. 
 
 
3.1. A Heuristic Algorithm 
 
The procedure steps of our first algorithm are as follows: 

Step 0. Obtain the desired maximum number of unloaders for each berth from the user.  
Step 1. Sort the ships in an ascending order of their arrival times. 
Step 2. Do the following steps for each ship. 
Step 3. Attempt to berth the ship at each eligible berth, assign appropriate unloaders to the ship  and calculate the 

unloading finish time for the ship at the berth. 
Step 4. Find the best berth where the ship can be unloaded at the earliest and make the berthing permanent.  
Step 5. If the ship is berthed later than its desired ready time, then do the following steps.  Otherwise, go to step 2. 
Step 6. Attempt to shift the previous ship that berthed just before the ship at the same berth. 
Step 7 . Find th e b est sh ifting ti me, th e b est sh ifting berth fo r th e previous sh ip an d perform th e s hifting if it is  

appropriate. 
 

In our approach, the user can specify his or her desired maximum number of unloaders for each berth (step 0). For 
example, the user can set 3, 3, 2, and 2 as the maximum numbers for berth #10, #11, #13, and #14, respectively. Then 3, 
3, 2, and 2 unloaders are dedicated to berth #10, #11, #13, and #14, respectively. If the user sets 4, 4, 3, and 3 for berth 
#10, #11, #13, and #14, respectively, t hen t wo u nloaders can be sha red at  bert hs #10 a nd #11, a nd a nother t wo 
unloaders can be shared at both #13 and #14. When the user decides that the unloaders are not dedicated to the berths, 
the unloaders are dynamically assigned to the berths by first-request-first-serviced policy along the procedure. Figure 1 
shows an example. CSU1 and CSU2 are assigned to ship #1 at  berth #10 first and then they are assigned to ship #2 at 
berth #11.  

The procedure follows the first-come-first-berthing policy and thus the ships are s orted in a n ascending order of 
their arrival times (step 1) and are berthed in that order (step 2). In step 3, each ship is tried to be berthed at each eligible 
berth, while appropriate unloaders are assigned to the ship, and the finish time for the ship is calcu lated. For example, 
Figure 2(a) shows that three ships have already berthed and ship #4 is arriv ing at the port (notice that the unloaders are 
dedicated onto the berths in this example). Suppose that all the berths are eligible to the ship. Then the ship is tried to be 
berthed at the bert hs and the finish tim e for each case is cal culated as shown in Figure 2(b) . When the finish tim e of a 
ship is estim ated at each berth, the maintenance sc hedule and e xisting sc hedule, i f there are a ny, are taken into 
consideration. Then the best berth in  which the ship can be unloaded as so on as po ssible is selected  (step 4) and  the 
berthing is made permanent. In this example, berth #10 would be selected since it provides the earliest completion time 
for the ship. 

 

Figure 1. Dynamic unloader assignment Figure 2. Berthing example 
 

In step 5, the ship’s desired ready time and its actual berthing time are checked. If the ship is berthed later than its 
desired time, then shifting of the previous ship at the berth is considered (step 6). Figure 3 shows an example. In Figure 
3(a), we can see that ship #4 is berthed later than its ready time due to ship #1. Then, the algorithm attempts to shift ship 
#1 onto other berths. Figure 3(b) shows the result when ship #1 is shifted onto berth #11 and Figure 3(c) shows one 
when it is shifted onto berth #14. The shifting of the ship onto berth #13 does not need to be considered because there is 
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no benefit to do so in this case. In step 7, the best shifting time and the best shifting berth are selected and the shifting is 
made permanent. In the example case, we choose Figure 3(c) as the best because the shifting makes ship #4 berth at the 
earliest. Of course, we can use different criteria to choose the best shift considering other effects. When a ship is to be 
berthed or i s to be s hifted, possible pi loting t ime should be considered. Normally, pi loting is not al lowed during the 
night time at the port.  

Notice that a s hip can be shifted entirely from a bert h to another berth with this mechanism. Figure 4 shows an 
example. In this case, ship #3 could have been berthed at berth #14 from the beginning but since the completion time of 
the ship at berth #11 was earlier than at berth #14, it was berthed at #11. Now, ship #4 is to be berthed and it is eligible 
to berth only at berth #10 and #11 due to the draft and water depth constraints. Once it is berthed at berth #11, ship #3 is 
considered to shift. Since ship #3 can be shifted entirely and it is desirable to do so, the ship is berthed at berth #14.  

 
Figure 3. Shifting example 1 Figure 4. Shifting example 2 

 
 
3.2. An Iterative Random Search Algorithm 
 
The heuristic algorithm described in the previous subsection is a type of sequential greedy heuristics. In most sequential 
greedy heuristics, early decisions affect all the subsequent decisions. Although a decision is considered as the best with 
a myopic view, it would turn out to be a poor decision later on. In step 4 of the previous algorithm, a berth in which the 
ship can be unloaded the earliest was selected to be the best without considering the future events. In this subsection, we 
modify the algorithm and present an iterative random search algorithm in which an eligible berth is randomly selected 
and the procedure is repeated. The procedure steps of the modified algorithm are as follows: 

Step 0. Obtain the maximum iteration number and maximum computation time from the user. 
Obtain the desired maximum number of unloaders for each berth from the user. 
Initialize the best solution with the heuristic approach of section 3.1.  

Step 1. Sort the ships in ascending order of their arrival times. 
Step 2. Do the following steps until the maximum iteration number or maximum computation is reached.  
Step 3.    Do the following steps for each ship and make a new solution. 
Step 4.    Select an eligible berth randomly and make the ship berth. 
Step 5.    If the ship is berthed later than its desired ready time, then do the following steps.  

Otherwise, go to step 3. 
Step 6. Attempt to shift the previous ship that berthed just before the ship at the same berth. 
Step 7. Find the best shifting time, the best shifting berth for the previous ship and perform the shifting  

if it is appropriate. 
Step 8.    If the new solution is better than the current best solution, then update the best solution with it. 

 
The highlighted st eps 2, 4 , a nd 8  are  t he d ifferent st eps from t he p revious heuristic a lgorithm. The algorithms are  
compared i n t he ne xt sect ion. I n st ep 4, a  bert h i s sel ected ran domly among t he el igible be rths. I n st ep 8, t he best 
solution is updated whenever a better solution is obtained. 
 
 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
The algorithms were implemented in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 and a prototype system has been developed and tested 
on several real-world problems. For a one-month data set, while the actual activities performed by the company caused 
$115,699 of demurrage cost and $96,699 of earlier discharging revenue, our first heuristic generated a solution whose 
demurrage cost was $166,943 and earlier discharging revenue was $156,608. The result of the iterative random search 
algorithm wi th t he m aximum num ber o f i terations of 10,000 ca used t he dem urrage cost  o f $76,522 a nd earl ier 
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discharging revenue of $168,972. The iterative random search algorithm outperformed the first heuristic algorithm. The 
computation ti mes for t he first algo rithm and  t he iterativ e one we re less than 1 second and a bout 80 seconds,  
respectively, on a Windows XP Pentium 4, 3.4 GHz processor with 3.25 GB of RAM. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This article described a complicated berth and unloader scheduling problem in which berths have different water depth, 
and the ship handling time depends not only on the assignment of berth but also on the allocation of unloaders and their 
types. Furthermore, the ships can be shifted between berths, and the shifting moment is n ot given but is a deci sion to 
make. We proposed two heuristic algorithms. The proposed algorithms were implemented in a prototype system and the 
system has be en tested using the actual data. The proposed algorithms outperformed the actual results. More detailed 
description of the problem and results are in Kim and Chang (2009) and Kim et al. (2010). 
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Abstract: This paper st udies the probl em of assigning discrete berths to incoming vessels with time windows. The lower 
bound and the upper bound of the time window is the vessel arrival time and the vessel completion due time, respectively. 
Vessels could only moor at  certain berths due to physical or technical restrictions, such as the relationships between ship 
draft and water depth, long-term contracts or specific handling equipment. The ship handling time at the berth is not only 
dependent on the size of the ship, but also the location where it moors. The objective is to minimize the total port stay times 
of s hips. This paper propo ses an ex act al gorithm called Hybrid Branch  and  Price with Heuristics ( HBPH) al gorithm t o 
locate the global optimal solutions. Computational experiments show that HBPH can locate the global optimal solutions for 
real-size problems within acceptable times.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In a container ter minal, berths are the most cr itical resources for determining the ter minal capacit y, because the cost o f 
constructing a berth is ver y high compared to the in vestment costs of the other facilities in the ter minal. Hence, ef ficient 
utilization of berths is essential to improve the productivity of the container terminal.  

The method of allocating berth space for ships in a container terminal is called the berth allocation problem (BAP). To 
ensure maximum container terminal throughput, terminal planners often have to make two interrelated decisions of where 
and when the ships shou ld m oor. The proble m can be represented i n a two-di mensional d ecision space where a berth-
allocation is represented by a rectangle. Figure 1 illustrates the al location of a ship to a particular berthing position for a 
specified han dling time. The  d imensions a re len gth (with a sa fety margin) and  han dling ti mes. Hen ce, th e r ectangles 
representing the allocations of ships to berths along the quay must be placed in the decision space without overlapping each 
other while at the same time, satisfying the various operational constraints.  

 
Figure 1. The Berth–Time Space 
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Berth allocation pr oblems can be classi fied as  stat ic or  d ynamic. The s tatic prob lem (SBAP) treats ships that hav e 
already arrived at the port and wait for berthing (Imai et al., 1997). These ships could be berthed as l ong as the berths are 
available. T his is a f airly un realistic ass umption. T o avoi d this shortc oming, I mai et al. ( 2001) int roduced t he dy namic 
version of the berth allocation problem. Their paper not only takes into account the ships that have already arrived before 
planning but also ships which will arrive in some specified future time. 

Berth allocation problems are often modeled in a discrete form according to the berth structure. Allocation of ships to 
discrete berthing positions in a container terminal (i.e., a berth allocation problem, BAPD) considers the quay as a f inite set 
of berths. Under this scenario, the berths can be described as fixed length segments, each of which could moor one ship at a 
time and each ship should be assigned to one berth only. In particular, there may be time windows which govern the vessel 
arrival times and the vessel completion due times. In this paper, a mathematical model which represents the characteristics 
of the problem, and an efficient algorithm are developed to minimize the total port stay times of ships.  
 
 

2. BAPTW MODELING 
 
The problem considers the allocation of ships with different time windows to discrete berths subject to various operational 
restrictions, in order to minimize the total port time of ships. The following assumptions are made in the development of the 
mathematical model:  

 Every ship must be serviced exactly once at any berth. 
 Each berth can only serve one ship at a time. 
 Some ships could only moor at several cer tain berths due to  physical or technical res trictions, such as the 

relationships b etween ship  draft and wat er dep th, long-ter m contracts or s pecific hand ling equipment. I f a 
ship could not moor at a berth, the ship handling time at the berth is set to positive infinity. 

 Once a ship could moor at a berth, the ship handling time at the berth is dependent on not only the size of the 
ship but also the location where it moors.  

The model can b e repr esented b y a m ulti-graph ( , ),k k kG V A k M   where { ( ), ( )}kV N o k d k   and  
k k kA V V  . The notations used in the mathematical model are defined as follows: 

N : The set of ships, n N ; 

M : The set of berths, m M ;  
k
ih : Handling time of ship i  at berth k ;  

ia : Arrival time of ship i ; 

id : Department due time of ship i ; 

kl : Lower bound of available time window of berth k ; 

ku : Upper bound of available time window of berth k ; 
1 if the ship  is scheduled after ship  at berth 
0                          otherwise                                

k
ij

j i k
x


 


; 

k
iT : The berthing time of ship i  at berth k . 

 
Hence, the characteristics of the berth allocation problem can be represented by the BAP model: 
 

{ ( )}
min  ( )k k k

i i i ij
i N k M j N d k

T a h x
   

               (1)  

Subject to: 
 

{ ( )}
1       k

ij
k M j N d k

x i N
  

                (2) 

( )
{ ( )}

1       k
o k j

j N d k

x k M
 

                   (3) 
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( )
{ ( )}

1       k
id k

i N o k

x k M
 

               (4) 

{ ( )} { ( )}
0       k k

ij ji
j N d k j N o k

x x k M i N
   

                  (5) 

(1 )       ,  ,  k k k k
i i j ijT h T x M k M i j N                  (6) 

        k
i iT a i N                  (7) 

       k k
i i iT h d i N                 (8) 

( )      o k kT l k M                                                                           (9) 

( )      d k kT u k M                              (10) 
 

The objective function minimizes the total port stay ti me of ships. Constraints (2) state that each ship is assigned to 
one berth only once. Constraints (3) and (4) ensure each berth will handle the first and last ship. The flow conservation is 
given in constraints (5). Constraints (6) calculate the ships berthing times. Constraints (7) state berthing times of ships must 
be posterior to the ships arrival times. Constraints (8) assure the ships must leave the port before their completion due times. 
Constraints (9) and (10) are the time windows for each berth. 

The Ber th Allocation Problem described above could be seen as  a specific case of Multiple Depot Vehicle Rout ing 
Problem with Time Windows (MDVRPTW), where the number of vehicles is fixed. The ships and berths are corresponding 
to customers and depots, respectively. There are m vehicles, one for each depot, and each vehicle starts and finishes its tour 
at its depot. Kolen et al. (1987) has shown that even finding a feasible solution to the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time 
Windows (VRPTW) when the num ber of  v ehicles is f ixed is a NP-co mplete problem. Thus, it  is diff iculty to det ermine 
whether a given berth allocation problem described above has feasible solutions. In practice, if the b erth capacities are so 
limited that cannot satisfy all the time window constraints, port managers have to delay departure time of some vessels and 
provide compensation to the companies which own those vessels. Thus, this paper relaxes the time constraints (8) and (10) 
and adds them to the  objective function with weight factors ( 1  an d 2 ) for punishment of violating time constraints (8) 
and (10). The objective function in this case is modified as  

1 2 ( )
{ ( )}

min  ( max(0, )) max(0, )k k k k k k
i i i i i i ij d k k

i N k M j N d k

T a h T h d x T u 
   

          . 

 
 

3. AN EXACT ALGORITHM BASED ON COLUMN GENERATION METHODS 
 
There is no  exact algorithm in the l iterature for solv ing d iscrete berth  allocation problem. The r esearch objective of this 
study is therefore to design effective and efficient exact algorithms based on column generation approaches to identify the 
global o ptimal sol ution to BA PD. T o introd uce the al gorithm i n details, this pap er f irst ref ormulates t he discrete berth 
allocation problem by using a partition model with columns. Each column is represented by a serial of integers, where the 
first position indicates the berth referring to the column, and the other positions represent the ship handling sequence of the 
berth (column). The notations are defined as follows: 

1 if the column  attends the ship 
0                   otherwise                  ik

k i
b


 


; 

1 if the column  represent berth 
0                 otherwise                    jk

k j
e


 


; 

P : Set of all feasible columns, p P ;  

kc : The cost of column k . 
 
Master problem: MP 

 

1
min  

p

k k
k

c x

               (11) 

Subject to: 
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1

1      
p

ik k
k

b x i N


                 (12) 

1
1    

p

jk k
k

e x j M


               (13) 

1 if column  is used
0  otherwise              k

k
x


 


 k P            (14) 

 
Where 1 2 ( )( ) max(0, ) max(0, )

k k

k k k k k
k i i i i i i d k k

i B i B

c T a h T h d T u 
 

           , kB is t he set o f shi ps at tended b y 

column k . Objective ( 11) is t o minimize th e to tal ship  stay times. Constraints ( 12) ensure all ship s a re handled by  one 
berth only once. Constraint (13) states the columns used in a feasible solution must represent different berths. To relax the 
integer constraints of (14), we get the linear relaxation master problem (LMP).  

Since the s et of all feasible ship sequences is extremely large, one  cannot expect to  generate it completely. To solve 
the linear r elaxation master problem withou t enumerating all the s hip s equences, a column generation technique is 
proposed. Specifically, this is done by enumerating a partial set of ship sequences P  and p P  . The formulation of the 
corresponding restricted linear relaxation master problem with respect to this set is as follows: 
 
Restricted linear master problem: RLMP 
 

1
min  

p

k k
k

c x



  

Subject to: 
 

1
1      

p

ik k
k

b x i N




    

1
1    

p

jk k
k

e x j M




    

0      kx k P    
 
Let  kx k P   be t he o ptimal sol ution to RLMP, and  let  i i N    and   be the co rresponding o ptimal d ual 

variables. We would l ike to know whether  kx k P  is o ptimal for the li near relaxation master probl em (LMP), and  
equivalently,  i i N   and  is t he du al solution o f t he LMP . To answer thi s q uestion, we sh ould obser ve th e dual 
formulation of the LMP. 

 
Dual problem of the linear relaxation master problem: MPD 

1 1
max  

n m

i j
i j

 
 

   

Subject to: 
 

1 1
 

n m

ik i jk j k
i j

b e c k P 
 

      

0    j j M     
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Clearly, if  i i N    an d  satisfies every constraint in MPD, they are dual optimal for the linear relaxation master 
problem and therefore the solution  kx k P   is proved optimal for the LMP. The pricing cost of column k denoted as 

kr  is defined as follows: 

1 1

n m

k k ik i jk j
i j

r c b e 
 

     

{ ( )}

k
ik ij

j N d k

b x
 

   

1 2 ( )
( ( ))

1 2 ( )

( max(0, ) ) max(0, )

( max(0, ) ) max(0, )
k

k k k k k k
k i i i i i i i ij d k k jk j

i N j N d k j M

k k k k k
i i i i i i i d k k jk j

i B j M

r T a h T h d x T u e

T a h T h d T u e

   

   
   

 

            

           

  

 
 

 
If t he co lumns wi th price 0kr   could be d etected, th eir c orresponding constraints in d ual problem would b e 

violated. In that case the current solution  i i N    and  is not optimal for the problem MPD. The colu mns just found 
can b e added to the f ormulation o f prob lem RLMP, which is solved  a gain. T he process repeats itself  unt il no  viol ated 
constraint is found. In this case this procedure locates the optimal solution of the linear relaxation master problem which is 
also the optimal solution of problem MPD. Now the task focuses on finding columns with negative pricing cost. Each berth 
has a corresponding column generation sub-problem due to specific features of the berth.  

 
Column generation sub-problems: 
 

1 2 ( )min  ( max(0, ) ) max(0, )
k

k k k k k k
i i i i i i i d k k jk j

i B j M

z T a h T h d T u e   
 

              

Subject to: 
 

( )
{ ( )}

1k
o k j

j N d k

x
 

  

( )
{ ( )}

1k
id k

i N o k

x
 

  

{ ( )} { ( )}

0      k k
ij ji

j N d k j N o k

x x i N
   

      

(1 )       ,k k k k
i i j ijT h T x M i j N       

      k
i iT a i N    

( )      o k kT l k M    
             
Since the struc tures of berths ar e dif ferent from each oth er. There  are m  column generation sub-problems each of 

which corresponds to a berth. Each sub-problem only generates the columns for the corresponding berth. The objective of 
each column generation subproblem is to find columns with negative price cost ( 0kz  ). This subproblem could be seen as 
the elementary shortest path  problem with time windows constraint (ESPPTW) in gra phs that might contain negative cost 
paths. The exact solution method of ESPPTW is introduced in the next subsection. 

     
 

3.1 Elementary Shortest Path Problem with Time Windows (ESPPTW) 
 
This p aper de signs an ex act app roach bas ed on label-correcting method to find th e optimal so lutions o f the column 
generation subproblem. Each ship is denoted as a node. The berth sequence for each berth could be considered as a traveling 
path. Thus, the  ship sequenc e (column) gene ration proble m is an ele mentary shortest  pat h proble m wit h ti me w indows. 
Node i  corresponding to th e s hip ser ved by b erth k  h as labels: 1( , , , , , )k

i i i i nl k T C S V V  . Label  k
il  indicates a p ath 

from the origin node ( )d k  o f berth k  to  node i , where ( 1, , nV V ) corresponds to the node sequence travelled in the 
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path. For example, there are 4 nodes and the node indicating vector is 1 2 3 4( , , , ) (1,0,2,3)V V V V  , which means the pat h is 
(Node 1, Node 3, No de 4). Based on a partial path, some nodes called unreachable nodes could be eliminated from future 
visit due to time constraints or other physical restrictions. In this case, the corresponding elements jV  in node indicating 
vector are set to 1n .  

iP : The set of node j  w here 0jV   in  label k
il ; 

iL : The set of non-dominated labels of node i ; 
W : List of labels waiting to be treated; 

iC : The path cost from origin node ( )o k  to node i ; 

iS : The number of ships travelled by label k
il ; 

iT : The time when the path arrives node  i . 
The definition of dominance rule is that 1

iL  do minates 2
iL  if and only if 1 2k k , 1 2

i iC C , 1 2
i iS S . 

The algorithm procedure, which determines all the un-dominated paths starting from node ( )o k  to every node of the 
graph for berth k  is described as follows: 

 
Initialize  
  ( ) ( ) ( ): ( ; 0; 0; ,if ship  could be handled at berth , 0 ;else, 1)k

o k o k o k j jl k T C j N j k V V n        

  ( ){ }k
o kW l  

  Treat ( )
k
o kl  

  For all successors ( )o kj P  
  { 
     Extend ( )

k
o kl to get k

jl : 

     max( , )j k jT l a , k
j j jC h   ; 

     Set 1jV  , the number of ,  where 0j j jS V V  ; 

     Set 1qV n  , if q  is an unreachable node; 

     G et the successors set jP of label k
jl ; 

     Set { }k
j jL l , { }k

jW W l  . 
  } 
 Set ( )\{ }o kW W l  
Repeat 
   T reat k

il W  
   Fo r all successors ij P : 
   { 
       Exten d k

il to get new label k
jl  for node j : 

       max{ , }k
j j i iT a T h   ; 

       k
j i j j j jC C T a h       ; 

       Set 1j iV V   ,  \{ }qV q N j   is the same as in k
il ; 

       Set 1qV n   , if q  is an unreachable node; 

       Get  the successors set jP  of label k
jl  ; 

       Set the total number of , where 0 i q qS V V q N      . 
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       For all labels k
j jl N  

       { 
          If label k

jl   is an un-dominated label of 

          node j , set { }k
j j jL L l   , { }k

jW W l    

          I n addition, if label k
jl  dominates label k

jl , 

          set \{ }k
j j jL L l  

        } 
     } 
    Set \{ }k

iW W l     
Until W   

 
 
3.2 Hybrid Branch and Price Algorithm with Heuristics (HBPH): 
 
Two heuristics, the assignment heuristic and const ruction heuristic (A-C heuristic) are employed to gen erate good integer 
solutions early. Assignment heuristic distributes each ship to its favorite or acceptable berths. It creates initially m empty 
berths. The n  ships are sorted by a rrival order. Each ship i  is distributed to a berth ik FAB  in a random way, where 

iFAB  is the corr esponding berth s et of ship i  including its favorite and acceptable berths. Construction heuristic makes 
the s hips sche dule i n the berths. Th e ber thing time o f e ach ship  an d the obj ective function va lue of each co lumn ar e 
computed in this heuristic. 

There are two different purposes to apply the A-C heuristic: the first one is to generate initial columns set to form a 
feasible solution for model RLMP. The second one is to combine A-C heuristic with the above label-correction algorithm to 
solve the column generation subproblem. A-C heuristics are firstly used to generate columns until no columns with negative 
pricing cost are f ound. Then , t he progra m w ould call  for labe l corr ecting al gorithm to cont inuously so lve th e co lumn 
generation subproblem.  
 
 
3.3 Branching Schemes 
 
An o ptimal solution of the LP  relaxation m ay contain variables w ith f ractional values. Applying a stan dard b ranch and 
bound procedure does not guarantee optimality because the column set d oes not  contain all of the variables. Therefore a 
branch an d bo und framework h as to  be establ ished. The cal culations are or ganized in a branchi ng tree. The b ranching 
decisions are generally based on considerations related to the original BAP model. The column generation process is then 
repeated at each node in the branch and bound tree. 

Branching can  b e don e on su ms o f flows k
ij

k M

x

 . The branchi ng d ecision can  easily be tra nsferred to t he master 

problem and sub-problems. When 1k
ij

k M

x


 , customer j  s ucceeds customer i  on the sa me route, while if 0k
ij

k M

x


 , 

customer i  does not immediately precede j . Each arc ( , )i j  of columns is evaluated by a score which is calculated as 
the sum of flow values on that arc. The arc with the best score is chosen on branching. 
 
 

4. COMPUTATION EXPERIMENT 
 
 
4.1 Test Problem Generation: 
 
Problems used in these experiments are generated randomly, but sy stematically. Different parameter settings of berths and 
ships yield various prototype problems. The favorite berth of a ship i , denoted as ki  is randomly picked up from the berth 
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set M ( ki M ). Besides ki , this paper further randomly selects {0,1, 2,3 }m    berths called acceptable berths, which 
could also service the ship i . In this stu dy, the to tal number of acceptable berths and favorite berth is about the 80% of 
total nu mber of  b erths. At first, th e han dling time of a  shi p at its favorite b erth ki

ih is generated f rom a 2-E rlangian 

distribution. Then, the  handling time of the ship at an acceptable berth is determined by the ki
ih and the distance between 

the acceptable berth location and  the favorite berth locati on. In other words, the longer  di stance bet ween the acce ptable 
berth and the favorite berth, the longer handling time of the ship at the acceptable berth. Thus, the handling time of ship i  
at an acceptab le berth k is calculated as k ki ik

i i k ih h k i h     where 0 1  . The handling time of the ship at other 
unacceptable berths is set to positive infinity. 

The interval of ship arrivals obeys the exponential distribution (Imai et al. (2001)). The completion due time of a ship 
is set as: ii

i i id a h    wh ere 1  . The earli est avai lable time of berth k  is ob tained as in I mai et al. ( 2001) and  
Cordeau et al. (2005): kl  is the same for every berth; kl is set for each instance equal to a given fraction f  of the time 
duration between the first and last arriving ships. The parameter f  represents the level of an instance close to the “static” 
version of BA P. When  1f  , the d ynamic B AP is reduced  t o static B AP. In thi s stu dy, f  is f ixed as 1

12 . The latest  
available time of berth k is the same for every berth and set as k nu d  where n represents the last arrival ship.  
 
 
4.2 Computational Performances 
 
Table 1 shows the results of solving the problem by using HBPH. Heu-Cols give the number of columns constructed by the 
heuristics in each sub problem. AvgNodes and  Avg -SPs are  th e ave rage n umbers o f solved nodes a nd sub -problems, 
respectively. Avg-Cols show the total number of columns with negative pricing costs in the whole computation process and 
Avg-Time is the average computational times. Each test instance is solved three times and the average of the results is used 
to eliminate t he r andomness. T he r esults clearly s how th at the ex act algo rithm co uld sol ve the real p roblems opt imally 
within acceptable computational times. 
 

Table 1. Solutions found by HBPH 
 

Ins V essel Berth AccBerth HeuCols O PT AvgNodes AvgCols AvgSPs A vgTime 
1 20 5 4 500 615.119 1 2265 9 13.002 
2 20 5 4 500 722.716 1 1639 11 19.143 
3 20 5 4 500 692.422 1 2190 16 18 .328 
4 25 8 6 500 795.413 1 3155 15 30 .179 
5 25 8 6 500 1127.78 1 3244 18 36.126 
6 30 8 6 600 1101.38 1 3719 20 58.554 
7 30 8 6 600 1317.54 1 3562 27 88 .275 
8 30 10 8 6 00 1136.89 1 3863 17 55.868 
9 30 10 8 6 00 1124.55 1 3815 19 61.845 
10 40 10 8 8 00 1892.24 10 30004 306 275.223 
11 40 10 8 8 00 1499.68 13 30351 370 231.468 
12 40 13 10 800 14 38.85 7 40350 105 19 9.723 
13 40 13 10 800 16 51.86 9 40149 125 19 1.272 
14 50 13 10 1200 2117.21 21 90675 369 848.435 
15 50 13 10 1200 1824.23 23 90740 454 875.407 
16 50 15 12 1200 2011.32 15 30064 401 900.825 
17 50 15 12 1200 1699.72 17 20494 218 463.129 
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Abstract: Multimodal C ontainer Terminals (MMCT) requires c omprehensive pl anning, programming an d control i n 
order to operate an efficient storage system.  In this paper, two models have been developed for the storage system of 
the MMCT.  The first model focuses on a single storage area, where containers are stored for a time while waiting to 
be moved to other areas in the MMCT.  It is an extension of the Blocks Relocation Problem, with incoming as well as 
outgoing co ntainers, o r “bl ocks”.  The m odel deals wi th assi gning c ontainers t o positions wi thin the st orage a rea, 
rehandling of containers t o r etrieve an d cal culation of t he pr ocessing t imes i n or der t o pe rform t hese act ions.  The 
second model focuses on the movement of containers between the various storage locations within the MMCT, such as 
the berth, t he train a nd t ruck l oading st ations a nd t he general storag e b ays with in t he term inal.  It deals with t he 
scheduling of numerous m achines i n parallel, as well as path find ing and co llision detection/avoidance fo r th ese 
machines.  Algorithms have been designed to solve these modes.  
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Abstract:  This study  add resses the container  stor age ar rangement on the c ontainer y ard f or the tr ansshipment 
containers, in order to carry out the ship handling operations efficiently. We consider containers flow into a terminal in 
one way from the mega-containership to the feeders, in order to obtain the solution quality in this study. To facilitate the 
solution pr ocedure we e mploy the heur istics based by subgr adient method wi th lagr angian r elaxation ( LR), genetic  
algorithm (GA) and tabu search (T S). As t he results, the ear lier the mega-containership ar rives af ter most o f feeder 
ships arrive, the better the solutio ns obtained by LR are. If the mega-containership arrives after a half  of feeder ships 
arrive, TS is better than others in the linear type, GA is bet ter than others in the indented type. Best algorithm depends 
on the arrival time of the mega- containership or the terminal layout. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
There has been shown t o be a tendency towards great numbers of the container throughput as the wor ld trade expands. 
However, sinc e Leh man Sho ck has occur red on Septe mber 2008, the major por ts i n Asia also hav e been ser iously 
affected. The container throughput of 2009 is less than that of 2008, decreasing rates in Hong Kong (from Jan. to Sep.) 
and Singapore ( from Jan. to Dec.) are 17.3% and 13.5%,  respectively. After tha t, since beginning of 2010 there is a 
tendency towards great numbers of  the co ntainer throughput, that tr end becomes recovering. The incr easing rates for 
container thr oughput be tween Mar ch 200 9 and Mar ch 2010 in H ong Kon g and Singapore ar e 11% and 9.9 %, 
respectively. Hereafter it is expected to cha nge a tr end as stated above, m ega-containerships with the  capacity of over 
10,000 TEU are ser viced between Asia and Eur ope. There are around twenty those ships as of  2008. From the webs ite 
of Maersk, looking at some ships belonging to shipping company “Maersk” out of those vessels, those ships do not stay 
at the p orts so long time period. We can es timate that  the number of containers for loading and discharging is not so 
much. The n umber o f p orts wher e mega-containerships call has been  al most sa me as convent ional size ships yet. 
However, in the future, the effect on introducing mega-containerships will become apparent. At a terminal where mega-
containerships ar e calling, m ost car goes t o be hand led are tr ansshipments from origin to dest ination por ts via that 
terminal. Thus, associated ha ndling operations are undertaken between mega-containerships and feeder ships. I n order 
to decrease the turnaround time of ships calling at this terminal, smooth handling of operations is of major importance. 

This study  is concerned wit h the containe r stor age planning pr oblem at the ter minal, in or der to car ry out the 
container handling operations in the most efficient way. This paper is or ganized as follows. The next  section r eviews 
the related lite rature. In Section 3 the probl em is defined. In sections 4 and 5, the formulation for the problem and the 
solution pr ocedure ar e described, r espectively. In sectio n 6 nu merical experiments are carried out and results a re 
presented. The final section reports the paper’s findings and conclusions. 
  
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
  
Storage space is a critical resource in container ter minals. Kozan and Preston (1999) consider the deter mination of 
optimal stor age str ategies and contai ner handli ng schedu les by  yard cr anes. They  pr opose a heur istic method by  a 
genetic algorithm (GA) and analyze the f actors that in fluence container tr ansfer e fficiency through lower throughput 
time at a container terminal with different types of handling equipment, storage capacities and layouts. 

Kim et al. (2003) propose a solution method for determining the storage location of export containers considering 
their weig hts. They  consider  the stack ar rangement and the weigh t dist ribution o f c ontainers in t he y ard bay . Th ey 
develop a dy namic pr ogramming model for deter mining the stor age al location, in order to minimize the nu mber o f 
relocation movements. Kim and Park (2003) discuss how to  allocate t he storage space for outbound c ontainers. They 
formulate the model as a  mixed-integer linear program in or der to allocate the space for utilizing space efficient ly and 
make loading operations more efficient. Two heuristic algorithms are proposed to solve this problem.  

Kim and Hong (2006) address the pr oblem of relocating containers in y ard block. The y proposed a br anch and 
bound algorithm and a heuristic rule based on probability theory. And they also proposed a procedure for estimating the 
expected ad ditional n umber o f r elocations which can a pply var ious con figurations o f stacks. Yang a nd Ki m ( 2006) 
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address the storage space to conta iners assign ment proble m so that the total expe cted number of relocations  is  
minimized. Container  treatment is gr ouped as stor age demand unit by destination port, weight and size classes. They  
consider the static problem in which arrival times and departure times of containers are known, the dynamic problem in 
which arrival times of containers are not known. They solve the static problem using a dynamic programming technique 
and a genetic algorithm, the dynamic problem by their proposed heuristic methods.  

Zhang et al. (2003) address the storage space a llocation problem in t he yard. They solve t he probl em using a  
rolling-horizon approach. This proble m is decomposed into two levels: placing th e total nu mber of containers in each 
block at the time period, and determining the number of containers associated with each vessel in order to minimize the 
total distance to transport the containers between yard blocks and the ship ber thing location. They deal with four types 
of conta iners as f ollows: in bound contai ners on vessels and alr eady stored in y ard blocks, outb ound con tainers 
grounding i n yard blocks and already stored in yard blocks. Howeve r Bazzai et al. (2009) consi der only  inbo und 
containers at t he first level of  the problem that Zhang et al. (2003) dealt with, they  determine the nu mber of inbound 
containers of each vessel stored in each block, in order to minimize the imbalance among workloads allocated to blocks.  

Lee et al. (2006) consider the problem in order to determine the minimum number of yard cranes to deploy and the 
location where the gr oup consisted by unloaded containers should be stored. They formulated the problem as a mixed 
integer-programming model, in order to minimize the total number of shifts required to handle all the workload. They 
also pr oposed two heur istics: a sequential method and a column generation method. Han et al. ( 2008) consider  the  
container-to-yard location assignment problem, as given the concept to reserve dedicated clusters f or each vessel. They 
determine the number of containers discharged during each period, in order to minimize the total number of yard cranes 
required to ha ndle the workloads. Li m et al. (2006) pro pose a meta-heuristic pr ocedure, na med th e critical-shaki ng 
neighborhood search, in order to minimize the yard space needed, as given for yard spaces to requests at each time.  

Park and Seo  ( 2009) consider  the planar  stor age locati on assign ment pr oblem wh ich can be de fined as the  
assignment o f the inbo und and out bound container s to  the stor age yar d with ai m of minimizing the nu mber o f 
obstructive container moves. They proposed an efficient genetic algorithm to solve the problem for real-sized instances. 
Park and Seo ( 2010) also co nsider the pr oblem as we ll a s Par k and Seo ( 2009). They  pr oposed a genetic al gorithm 
based heur istic and their  or iginal heur istic methods. I n or der to conside r thr ee conditi ons that make blocks move as 
following: (a) retrieving due outbound blocks from the yard, (b) replacing obstructive blocks in the path of retrieving 
the due out bound bl ock to other e mpty space, and (c) storing in bound blocks at the yard, th eir o riginal heurist ic is 
consisted by two independent sub-algorithms: (1) obstructive block selection and (2) storage location determination. 

Summarizing the related works, the container treatment categorizes the group unit consisted of multiple containers 
with the same destination port, the same weight class and the same size, and the box unit. Recently, there are the studies 
dealt with containers at tran sshipment hubs as  Lee  et al. (2006) and Han et al. ( 2008). They do not consider  t he 
container flow at the terminal between the mega-containership and feeder ships. Then Nishimura et al. (2009) consider 
the pr oblem for tr ansshipment container s at the ter minal wher e the mega-containership calls. They  pr oposed the 
heuristic algorithm by using the subgradient method with lagrangian relaxation which is known by lower bound. Then 
in this paper, we pr opose meta-heuristics based algor ithms a nd i nvestigate the sol ution qual ity obt ained by  the m, in  
order to develop the model by considering more real situation near future. 

 
 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
  
The terminal where the mega-containership calls is not o nly used by  the mega-containership and feeder ships but also 
by ships with other sizes. Th e yard area where the contai ners stored is divided roughly according to the direction of 
containers passing thr ough t hat ter minal such as inbo und, outbo und a nd tr ansshipment. This pape r deals with t he 
problem for only transshipment containers related to mega-containerships. From our knowledge, the storage areas of all 
containers are divided into the directions of container movement into the terminal, there is less interference among them. 
Therefore we do not have to deal with the ships with other sizes in this step of our study. 

First the target area of this problem is described. There is the container flows into a terminal in two ways: from the 
mega-containership to feeder ships, and f rom feeder ships to the mega-containership, as shown in Figur e 1. Containers 
need to be stored in t he yard for several reasons: time differences between ship ar rivals, repositioning of containers in 
ship stowage and modifying the wor k sequence o f container handling. In this study , to si mplify the  tr eatment o f t he 
problem, we c onsider the co ntainer flow i n only  one d irection from the mega-containership t o feeders, which th e 
containers are stored in the yard area after the mega-containership arrives, and then those containers are stowed into the 
relevant feeder ship. Note that, in general, the loading operation to a ship cannot begin before the unloading operation to 
the relevant ship completes. This constraint has to be sat isfied with in this paper. Therefore, if the unloading operation 
to a feeder ship has not completed yet when containers related to the relevant ship coming from the mega-containership 
have alr eady been stor ed in  the y ard, beg inning ti me o f loadin g oper ation t o this sh ip wil l be pos tponed unt il t he 
unloading operation completes. On the co ntrary, if the c ontainers coming from the mega-containership have not been 
stored in the yar d when the unload ing operation to a f eeder ship completes, beginning t ime of loading operation to this 
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ship has to delay until containers are stored. 
There are two movement types of transshipment containers as follows: (a) containers unloaded from one ship are 

stored at yard areas, and then those are loaded to the other ships, or (b) containers unloaded from one ship path through 
the yard areas, and those are  loaded to the other ships direc tly. A ver y simple but not v ery correct way of considering 
this problem would be to assu me that the contai ners move from the mega-containership to the f eeder ships dir ectly by 
simply transporting the containers through the yard area. In that case a constant time for handling operation between the 
mega-containership and f eeder ships could be include d in  the objective function. Because the handli ng time spent by 
containers’ movement between their ships would not depend on the way of container storage but also on the number of 
containers handled. However, from our knowledge, in order to rearrange the working sequence to ship stowage, most of 
containers are stored at the y ard area and n ot just passi ng through. Therefore, in this study , we do n ot consider direct 
loading of containers to f eeder ships. In general, the container  stack arrange ment and the contai ner storage volume of 
the y ard ar ea are changing s lowly dur ing t he r elevant pl anning hor izon. Our  ai m o f this study  is to formulate t his 
problem in a si mple way. Then, in f uture research, the im plementation will be tested and f urther developed for more 
realistic applications. Thus, we consider  the static model and co mpare the computational results obtained by multiple 
solution methods in this paper. 

Secondly, we descr ibe the tr eatment of co ntainers hand led. A y ard ar ea has multiple container  bl ocks, and one  
container block consists of multiple containers. In this study, containers for a particular ship are treated as one container 
group. For example, one container group for “ship A”, which consists of 100 containers, is stored in one container block 
in the yard. We do not assign a single container to a single location in the container block. Generally, if we should treat 
the problem in unit of a single container, we should have to deal with issues like:  
–  precedence constraints in the working sequence and stowage location for ship stowage, and also  
–  re-handle works caused by the working sequence and storage allocation in the yard, 
by considering weight class a nd destination port for each container. However, as mentioned above, there is no need to 
deal with these issues in this study. 

Thirdly, we state how to use a single block. Generally, multiple ships can share a specific block if the time of one 
ship serviced is different from that of other ships ser viced. However Nishimura et al. ( 2009) assume that a par t of the 
yard area in the target block is used for the containers handled of other ships in a nother planning period. If we assume 
that we consider this problem only with containers handled from the mega-containership during its stay, it is reasonable 
to assume that, containers which are loaded to one feeder ship are stored in single yard block, the yard block can be not 
shared by containers of multiple ships. 

The determinant, the objective function and constraints of our problem are as follows: 
the determinant is  storage allocation for transshipment containers in the yard, 
the objective function is  total service times from the mega-containership to feeder ships including the waiting time 
for feeders until start of the loading operation, 
constraints are  
– each container group handled by a quay crane assigned to a feeder ship is stored exactly once in the yard, 
– each container group for only one feeder ship is assigned to a container block in the yard, and 
– the loading operation for feeders cannot begin until the containers coming from the mega-containership are stored 

in the yard. 
 
  

1st ...
Feeder ship arrival

2nd 3rd

Container blocks

Mega-containership

 
 

Figure 1. Container Flow in the Terminal 
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4. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS 
 
In this section, a mixed integer programming formulation of the container storage allocation problem (CSAP) and the 
lagrangian relaxation of this formulation are presented.  
 
 
4.1  Formulation of the Container Storage Allocation Problem (CSAP) 
 
In formulating the CSAP, a binary variable xjl is defined to specify whether the container group for ship j is stored at the 
yard location l. W e conside r the CSAP  for mulation, which is modified from the formulation of the ship-t o-berth 
allocation problem (BAP) in I mai et al. (2001). This f ormulation is fur ther called [P- CSA]. Afterwards, we deal with 
berths, ships and order of service sequence in the BAP as quay cranes assigned to the mega-containership, feeder ships, 
an order of working sequence for quay cranes assigned to the mega-containership. 
 
[P-CSA] M inimize 
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where 
i (=1, …, NQ) QC set of quay cranes 
j (=1, …, NV) V set of feeder ships 
l (=1, …, NP) YP set of container blocks in the yard 
Ti number of ships handled by quay crane i assigned to the mega-containership 
Kj order of unloading sequence at quay cranes assigned to the mega-containership for handling of feeder ship j’s 

container group 
Qij 1 if quay crane i handles the container group of feeder ship j, 0 otherwise 
AM arrival time of the mega-containership  
Fj completion time of feeder ship j‘s containers for unloading 
CB(i)jl

MY handling time spent by feeder ship j ‘s container movement from location of quay crane i assigned to the mega-
containership B(i) to yard block l 

CB(j)jl
YF handling time spent by feeder ship j ‘s container movement from yard block l to ship j ‘s berthing position B(j) 

xjl decision variable; 1 if the container group of feeder ship j is stored in yard block l, 0 otherwise 
yjl stay time of feeder ship j ‘s container group in yard block l until beginning of loading operation to a relevant 

ship.  
 The objecti ve function ( 1) minimizes the s um o f handling ti me for the  container  movements from the mega-
containership to yard blocks, and o f handling time for the container movements from yard blocks to  the feeder ships' 
berthing location, plus the waiting times for the feeder ships. Constraint set (2) ensures that the container group for each 
feeder ship must be stored at a yard block. Constraint se t (3) enforces that each yard bloc k services up to the container 
group for a feeder ship. Constraints (4) assume that the loading operation for a feeder ship must start after its arrival and 
its unloa ding operation. In the objecti ve function, a handlin g ti me CB(i)jl

MY is weight ed by  (Ti – Kj +2). ( Ti – Kj 

+1)CB(i)jl
MY, this results f rom the observation that the handling time CB(i)jl

MY of a specific ship j serviced by quay crane i 
assigned to the  mega-containership contributes to the waiti ng time of the feeder ships, which are to be serviced b y the 
same quay crane after it. In other words, the waitin g time of a particular ship is represented by the cumulative handling 
time of its predecessors.  
 
 
4.2  L agrangian Relaxation of CSAP  
 
The formulation of the CSAP is a mixed integer programming problem formulation which is not known to be solvable 
in polynomially-bounded time. In this section, we develop a heuristic procedure by the subgradient optimization 
procedure based on the following lagrangian relaxation of the original problem [P-CSA]:  
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 subject to (2), (3), (5) and (6). 
Where

ijl  is the lagrangian multiplier for quay crane i assigned to the mega-containership, feeder ship j, and yard block 
l and has a non-negative value. 

Because the yjl ‘s do not appear in any constraint, they are redundant. By this, this formulation can be rewritten as 
follows: 
[P1] Mini mize 
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 subject to (2), (3) and (5). 
Problem [P1] is further reformulated by introducing the representative cost Ejl in the objective function. 

 
[P2] Mini mize 

 Vj YPl
jljl xE   (9) 

 subject to (2), (3) and (5). 
By relaxing constraint set (4), formulation [P-CSA] becomes a two-dimensional assignment problem and is 

therefore easy to solve. 
  
 

5. SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
 
 
5.1  Subgradient method 
 
The quality of the feasible solution obtained through the above procedure strongly depends on the ability to deter mine 
good lagrangian multipliers

ijl . In [P-LR], f or each combination of ( i, j, l), it is assu med that the contain er group for 
each ship can be allocated to yard blocks while minimizing total ha ndling time from the mega-containership to feeder 
ships and total waiting time for feeder ships. This may lead to an infeasible solution of the original problem [P-CSA] as 
the container groups for some feeder ships may be loaded before these ships have completed their unloading operation. 
Good multipliers are also important as the quality of the lower bound, (i.e., the objective  function value of [P-LR]), is a 
function of those multipliers. The best lower bound corresponding to the optimal multiplier vector  * is determined as  

ZLR( *) = Max (ZLR( )),  (10) 
where ZLR( ) is the value of the lagrangian function with a multiplier set (vector)  . To find the set of the lagrangian 
multipliers, w e have used t he subgr adient opti mization pr ocedure ( Fisher, 1981) . This appr oach has been widely 
utilized. It is su fficient to note that as a term ination criterion the maximum number of iterations has been fixed at 200. 
The procedure also ter minates if  the gap be tween the feasible solut ion value and the lagr angian bound beco mes less 
than 1. Given integer  o bjective function c oefficients, t his condi tion is sufficient to detect an o ptimal solu tion. The 
process, discussed in the next section, is performed at each iteration of  the heuristic to deter mine a feasible solution to 
[P-CSA]. At t he time of termination, the subgr adient optimization procedure reports the best f easible solution and the  
best lower bound generated in all the iterations. 

During eac h it eration o f the  procedure, [ P-LR] is solved  to o btain a l ower bou nd for [ P-CSA]. Note t hat t he 
objective function value o f [P-LR] is equal to the objecti ve function value of [P2] plus the value r elated to yjl. As the 
objective function o f [ P-LR] is a lower  bo und, yjl values are f ixed t o zer o. The subgr adient procedure is detaile d i n 
Nishimura et al. (2009). We propose the following process to find the feasible solution. The indices i and j indicate the 
quay crane number and the ship number, respectively. 

 
Step 1 : Let i = 1, j = 1, ZFeas = 0. 
Step 2 :  If j > the number of ships, Let i = i + 1, j = 1 and FIRST = 0. If i > the number of quay cranes assigned to the 

mega-containership, STOP. 
Step 3 :  If Qij = 1 (i.e., ship j is serviced by quay crane i ), go to step 4. Otherwise go to step 8. 
Step 4 :  Get CTMY ; the completion time of ship j ’s containers unloading from quay crane i to yard location l as 

following: If FIRST = 0, CTMY = Aj + CB(i)jl
MY

 . Otherwise, CTMY = CTMY + CB(i)jl
MY

 . And let FIRST = 1. 
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Step 5 :  Get BTj
YF ; the beginning time of ship j ’s containers loading from yard block l to feeder  ship j ’s berthing 

position as following: If Aj < CTMY, BTj
MY = CTMY and yjl = 0. Otherwise, BTj

MY = Aj and yjl = Aj - CTMY . 
Step 6 :  Get CTj

YF ; the completion time of ship j ’s containers loading from yard block l to feeder ship j ’s berthing 
position as following: CTj

YF = BTj
FY + CB(j)jl

MY
 . 

Step 7 :  Calculate the objective function of a feasible solution, ZFeas = ZFeas + CB(i)jl
MY + CTj

YF - Aj .  
Step 8 :  Let j = j + 1 and go to step 2. 
 
 
5.2  GA based heuristic 
 
As stated in Zhang et al. (2001a), a gr oup o f chr omosomes constit utes a populat ion. A merit is assigned to each 
chromosome, depends on fitness value. A new gener ation is e volved by a selection technique, in which ther e is lar ger 
probability o f the fittest chr omosomes bei ng chosen. Pair s of  chose n chr omosomes ar e used as th e par ents in th e 
construction o f t he next ge neration. A new gener ation i s produced as a r esult of  r eproduction op erators applied  on  
crossover. New generations are repeatedly produced until a predefined convergence level is reached.  

We explain the chrom osome representation which can be  expressed as the candidate of solution. Then, each  
container gr oup is stor ed at only one y ard block. I n Fig ure 2, we assum e tha t ten y ard blocks ar e prepared as stack  
locations for ten container groups. As expla ined in Sections 4 and 5, the contai ner group for each f eeder ship must be 
stored at a yard block, and each yard bl ock services up to the container group for a feeder ship. Thus in this exa mple, 
container groups 7, 2, 10, 3, 4, 1, 9, 5, 8 and 6 are stored at yard blocks 1, 2,  3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  and 10, respectively. We 
consider the re presentation to allow each weighting to range between 1 and n (# of  container  groups). In this paper , 
chromosomes may be variable in length, and the cor responding candidate solution may be underspecified (a given gene 
is not represented) or over-specified (a single gene is represented more than once). In GA heuristics of this paper, locus 
and gene are expressed by container group number and yard block number, respectively. 

We explain the selection how to determine the pair of chromosome, the crossover how to generate new 
chromosomes, the mutation how to arrange the chromosomes as follows. 

Selection Mechanisms:  tournament selection.  
Crossover Operation:  partially matched crossover 
Mutation:  In order to deter mine whet her a ch romosome will u ndergo a mutation operation, a rando m test i s 

performed. Th e r andom se lection test is based on gen erating a r andom nu mber p (=[0, 1]) f or the considered 
chromosome. I f a  n umber p for a chrom osome is larger than the mutation rate predeter mined, the chro mosome will 
undergo mutation. In mutation operation, only one locus (i.e., container  group number) is selected r andomly, the gen e 
(i.e., yard block number) of a relevant container substitutes another gene. 

GA Parameters:  after the preliminary exper iments are conducted, generations which ter minations means in  GA 
are determined to 5000, the number of individuals in a generation is set to 50 for our heuristic. 

 

 
 
5.3 Algorithm by using TS 
 
The fundamental mechanism of TS is that potentially reversing the effects of previous moves by interchanges that might 
return to previous positions, in order to pre vent the search from repeating swap co mbinations tried in the recent pa st. 
The memory structures in TS operate by reference to following dimension consisting of recency, frequency, quality and 
influence. The most commonly used short term memory keeps track of solutions attributes that have changed during the 
recent past, an d is called recency-based memory or tabu l ist. To exploit this memory, selected attributes that occur in 
solutions recently visite d a re labeled tabu-active, and solutions that contain tabu-active ele ments, or particular  

Container group # 
related to feeder ship j

Yard block # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7 2 10 943 1 5 8 6
 

 
Figure 2. Chromosome representation 

 

Candidate solution

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7 2 10 943 1 5 8 6

 Yard block #

New solution 7 2 10943 15 8 6
  

 
Figure 9. Swap move for tabu search 
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combinations of these attr ibutes, are those t hat become tabu. Frequency-based memory provides a ty pe of information 
that co mplements the inf ormation pr ovided by recency-based memory, broa dening the founda tion for selecting 
preferred moves. Quality memory refers to the ability to differentiate the merit of solutions visited during the search. TS 
concept o f qu ality is broad er than the o ne i mplicitly used by  stand ard opti mization methods. In fluence memory 
considers the impact o f the choices made during t he s earch, not only  on qua lity but  also on struc ture. Recordin g 
information about the influence of choices on particular solution elements incorporates an additional level of learning. 

The flow of TS is as f ollows. First of  all, we generate the init ial solutions x_now, calculate the objec tive function 
value f(x_now) of them, finds better solution with shortest service time from them, it is set as best solut ion x_best at the 
current iteration. Next, we generate multiple solutions x_next(s) from x_now, and then add move attribute of x_next(s) 
to diver sification-memory. I f given penalt y par ameter r elated to dive rsification is less than the number of  move 
occurring x_next(s), introduce penalty to x_next(s). Find better solution x_better from x_next(s). And add move attribute 
of x_better to intensification-memory. If  given penalty  parameter related  to intensi fication is less tha n the nu mber of 
move occ urring x_better, int roduce penalty  to x_better. If move at tribute of  x_better is in tabu l ist and f(x_best) is  
greater than f(x_better), x_best is set to x_better and update tabu list. If f(x_now) is greater than f(x_better), x_now is set 
to x_better. If current iteration is less than the termination, continue the process. Otherwise, the process is ended. 

As the solution representation in TS, We use the chromosome representation proposed in GA as shown in Figure 6 
this concept is  as well as that of  GA. Move attribute in th is problem is as f ollows. Firstly, we deter mine two locatio ns 
randomly f rom the cur rent solution, and  exchange bot h lo cations as shown in Fi gure 9, gener ate new soluti on. 
Aspiration cr iteria are introduced in TS to determine when tabu r estrictions can be o verridden, thus removing a ta bu 
classification otherwise applied to a move. The appropriate use of such criteria can be ve ry important for enabling a TS 
to achieve its best performance levels. Aspiration criteria employed in this paper is a simple type consisting of removing 
a tabu classi fication from a trial move wh en the move yields a soluti on better  that the best obtai ned unti l cur rent 
iteration. The recency based memory respectively identif y the starting and ending itera tions of  the  tabu tenure for 
specified attribute “  e ”, thus bracketing the period during which “ e ” is tabu-active. This tabu tenure is called as tab u 
list size in most of related pa pers. In this paper, tabu list si ze is set to 7. The number of candidate sol utions generated 
from the current solution in a iteration is set to 60, and the termination is set to 2000. 
 
 

6.  NUMER ICAL EXPERIMENTS 
 
 
6.1 Experimental design 
 
The solution procedure is coded in the “C” language. Pr oblems used i n the exper iments are generated randomly, but  
systematically. We consider  the terminal layout shown in  Figure 10. The mega-containership is ser viced at ber th 2 in 
linear type and done at berths 2 and 3 in indented type. We assu me that the aver age intervals of feeders’ completion 
time for unloading are 1 hour and 2 ho urs. I f we c onsider the pr oblem for a long time period, the ar rival time of the 
mega-containership may not be so important.  

The arrival tim e of the mega-containership e ffects on t he nu mber o f f eeder ship wa iting and the waiting ti me 
length of feeder ship. For instance, comparing early arrival of the mega-containership with its late arrival against feeder 
ships’ arrival, ships waiting in the latter one is more than those in the form er one. From this reason, the arrival ti me of 
the mega-containership effects on the objective function value. I n order to investigate how lar ge the di fference among 
the arrival times of the mega-containership, we assu me that AM has a un ique value i n our experiments, we per formed 
four computations with different values for AM. In our experiments AM was set to 1/2 a nd 3/4 of time duration between 
the first and final feeder shi ps’ co mpletion ti me o f un loading o peration, and f inal feeder ships’ co mpletion ti me of 
unloading operation, indexed by time 1, 2 and 3.  

In this problem, it is assumed that only one quay crane is assigned to each feeder ship. For this reason, between 50 
and 250 containers are stowed to each feeder ship. Although the maximum number of containers flow from the mega-
containership to feeder ships might be up to 10,000, we assume that about half of 10,000 containers are dealt with. Thus 
the mega-containership calling once treats the containers for about thirty feeder ships. With respect to the handling time 
for each feeder ship’s container f rom the mega-containership to the yard block, we assume that it take s 1.2 minutes to 
handle a container at the yard blocks closest to either the locations of the quay crane assigned to the mega-containership 
or the feeder ships' berthing location. This time is obtained by the following formulation with the nu mber of containers 
handled and the distances from yard blocks to the location where a relevant feeder ship is berthing:  
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6.2  Computational results 
 
In this section, we show the computational results under parameters we stated above.  
The total service ti mes as objective function value are show n in Table 1, those are the average values a mong twenty 
cases combined five types of co mpletion times of feeder ships’ loading and five ty pes of handling times between yard 
blocks and mega-containership or feeder ships. Note tha t AM means the mega-containership arrives, we call time-1 of 
the mega-containership arrival as AM-1. 

In order to compare among the total service times by three algorithms, we analyze the results as following by each 
time of the mega-containership arrival: 
- At AM- 1 ( mega-containership ear ly ar rival); at 1 hour average inter val of  co mpletion ti me for feeders’ unloadi ng 
(hereafter, 1 hour  inter val), best algor ithm depends on t he ter minal la yout. I n the linear  ty pe, the total ser vice ti me 
obtained by LR is shor ter than that t ime done by others. In the inden ted type, that ti me obtained by LR is shor ter that 
time done by others. At 2 hour s interval, there is not difference between the total service time obtained by GA and that 
time done by TS. Those times obtained by them are shorter than that d one by LR. At 3 hour s interval, the total service 
time obtained by TS is shor ter than that done by others. Thus the longer interval of containers’ arriving at the yard, the 
shorter the total service times obtained by TS are. 
- At AM- 2; best algor ithm with shortest total service time depends on the ter minal layout. I n the linear  type, in each  
average interval of  completion times for feeders’ unloading, th e total service ti me ob tained by  LR i s better than t hat 
done by  ot hers. I n the inde nted ty pe, bes t algor ithm depends o n aver age inter val of co mpletion time for feeders’ 
unloading. At 1 hour  i nterval, the to tal ser vice ti me o btained by  LR is  better  tha n th at done by ot hers. At 2 ho urs 
interval, there is not di fference among the total service time obtained by all algor ithms. At 3 hour s interval, the tot al 
service time obtained by GA is shorter than  that done by others. Thus in this situation, best algorithm with shorter total 
service time depends on the terminal layout and the congestion rate of the terminal. 
- AM- 3 ( mega-containership lately ar rival); at bot h ter minal lay outs a nd all aver age interval o f co mpletion t ime for 
feeders’ unloa ding, th ose ob tained by  LR ar e s maller th an those d one by  other s. Th is r eason is th at the solu tions 
obtained by LR are the optimal solutions as shown in Table 2.  

As shown in Table 1, from the average objective function value only, we cannot know t he better algorithm at each 
case. Thus secondly, in order to investigate the results by individual problem in more detail, we count the best algorithm 
with shortest total service ti me shown in Table 2. Note that, if there are best soluti ons in two or  more algorithms, we 
include them as best one in a r elevant algorithm. Thus tot al number of best solutions does not equal to twenty  five. ( ) 
means the nu mber of cases obtai ned the o ptimal solution. We investiga te largest number of best sol utions obtained, in 
most cases of  the best algor ithms shown in Table 1, the al gorithms with shorter total ser vice times become those wi th 
larger nu mber o f best so lutions. Then in order to inves tigate co mparison a mong al gorithms more detail, Table  2 
includes the ranking of great number of best solutions among algorithms. 

In order to com pare among the number of best solutions with shorter total service ti mes by three algorith ms, we 
analyze the results as following by each time of the mega-containership arrival: 
- At AM-1 (mega-containership early arrival); at 1 hour interval, best algorithm depends on the terminal layout. We put 
the best solutions obtained by each algorithm in decreasing order. LR, TS and GA are in order of better algorithm in the 
linear type. LR, GA and TS ar e in or der of  better  algo rithm in the indente d ty pe. At 2 and 3 ho urs inter val, b est 
algorithm also depends on the  terminal layout. TS, GA and LR ar e in order  of better algorithm in the linear  type. GA, 
TS and LR ar e in or der of better algorithm in the inde nted type. Therefore, comparing with GA and TS, T S is better 
than G A in t he linear  ty pe, GA is bet ter than TS in the indented ty pe.- At AM- 2; at 1 hour  in terval, best algor ithm 
depends on the ter minal layout. We put the best solutions obtained by each algorith m in decreasing order. As well as  
AM-1, LR, TS and GA ar e in or der of  b etter algor ithm in the linear  type. LR, GA  and TS ar e i n or der of  be tter 
algorithm in the indented ty pe. At 2 hour interval, best algorith m does not depen d on t he terminal layout. Putting t he 
best solutions obtained by each algorithm in decreasing order, as well as the result of 1 hour interval and linear type, LR, 
TS and GA are in order of better algorithm at both layouts.   
- At AM- 3 ( mega-containership lately  ar rival); best algo rithm depe nds on the ter minal lay out, does not depend o n 
average interval of  completion time for feeders loading. LR, TS and G A are in or der of better algorithm in the li near 
type. LR, GA and TS are in order of better algorithm in the indented type. 
Therefore, best algorithm is LR. And co mparing with GA and TS, as well at AM-1, TS is better than GA in the linear 
type, GA is better than TS in the indented type. 
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Thirdly, LR can obtain the lower bound and f easible sol ution si multaneously. Thus we will co mpare the lower 

bound with the value of  feasible solutions, in order to inve stigate the quality of  solutions obtained by each algorithm . 
Table 3 shows  the di fference between the l ower bound a nd the value o f feasible sol ution as gap ( %) expr essed in 
following equation (16).  

Gap(%) = 100
boundlower

boundlowervaluesolutionfeasible


  ( 16) 

Note that, the value 0.00 means that t he optimal solu tion is obtai ned. At  AM-3 when t he mega-containership arrives  
after all feeder ships arrival, gap (%) is 0.00 in both layouts and all congestion of feeder arrival. Note that the algorithm 
which has s maller gap is better  algorithm. In order to co mpare among the number of best solutions w ith gap by  three 
algorithms, we analyze the results as following by each time of the mega-containership arrival: 

In the linear type, the algorithms with smaller gap shown in Table 3 are same as the algorithms with large number 
of best  solu tions show n in Table 2. Ther e is the sa me tendency  bet ween the  algo rithm with s maller gap an d the 
algorithm with number of best solutions. In the indented type, there is not the same tendency between them.   
- At AM- 1 ( mega-containership ear ly arr ival); at 1 hour  interval, gap d epends on the average interval o f co mpletion 
time for feeders’ unloading. We put the best solutions obtained by each algorith m in increasing order. GA, TS and LR 
are in order of better algorithm. At 2 and 3 hours interval, TS, GA and LR are in order of better algorithm.  
- At AM-2; at 1 hour interval, gap also depends on the aver age interval of completion time for feeders’ unloading. We 
put the best solutions obtaine d by each algorithm in increasing order. LR, GA a nd TS a re in order of  better algorithm. 
At 2 hour interval, there is not difference between gap obtained by GA and TS. Gaps obtained by them are smaller than 
that d one by  LR. At 3 ho ur inter val, GA,  TS and LR ar e in or der o f better algor ithm. According to the case, be st 
algorithm is various.  
- AM-3 (mega-containership lately arrival); best algorithm does not depend on average interval of completion time for 
feeders loading. LR, GA and TS are in order of better algorithm.  

Table 1. Total service time (average value among all cases (hours)) 

AM-1 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Best LR GA TS Best 

1 hour  587.9  589.3 588.5 LR 426.2 425.8  425.9  GA 
2 hours  566.6  564.2 564.2 GA,TS 467.2 464.8  464.8  GA,TS 
3 hours 613.1  610.1 609.9 TS 525.1 521.7  521.6  TS 

AM-2 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Best LR GA TS Best 

1 hour  779.1  780.8 779.7 LR 606.9 607.2  607.5  LR 
2 hours  925.0  926.4 925.5 LR 760.8 760.8  760.8  Even 
3 hours 1071.4  1072.3 1072.1 LR 931.7 930.9  931.0  GA 

AM-3 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Best LR GA TS Best 

1 hour  991.4  993.1 992.0 LR 819.2 819.5  819.9  LR 
2 hours  1351.2  1352.8 1351.7 LR 1178.9 1179.3  1179.5  LR 
3 hours 1711.3  1712.9 1711.8 LR 1539.1 1539.4  1539.5  LR 

* CTFL means completion time for feeders’ unloading 
Table 2  Number of best solutions with shortest total service time (hours) 

AM-1 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Decreasing. LR GA TS Decreasing. 

1 hour  25(25)  2(2) 5(5) LR>TS>GA 13( 3) 13(1) 7 LR>GA>TS 
2 hours  6  9 11 TS>GA>LR 4 14 12 GA>TS>LR 
3 hours 5  8 15 TS>GA>LR 0 17 13 GA>TS>LR 

AM-2 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Decreasing. LR GA TS Decreasing. 

1 hour  25(25)  0 5(5) LR>TS>GA 25( 25) 11(11) 7(7) LR>GA>TS 
2 hours  25(25)  1(1) 5(5) LR>TS>GA 13( 3) 9(2) 11 LR>TS>GA 
3 hours 23(14)  6(3) 5(2) LR>GA>TS 10 16 9 GA>LR>TS 

AM-3 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Decreasing. LR GA TS Decreasing. 

1 hour  25(25)  0 5(5) LR>TS>GA 25( 25) 10(10) 6(6) LR>GA>TS 
2 hours  25(25)  0 5(5) LR>TS>GA 25( 25) 10(10) 2(2) LR>GA>TS 
3 hours 25(25)  0 5(5) LR>TS>GA 25( 25) 10(10) 5(5) LR>GA>TS 

* CTFL means completion time for feeders’ unloading 
 ( ) means the nu mber of optim al solutions obtaine d 
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Additionally, t he ser vice ti mes for  the mega-containership ar e shown in Table 4. I n all situa tions, those ti mes 
obtained by TS ar e longer than those done by others. At AM-2 and AM -3 or 1 hour interval, the ser vice times for the 

mega-containership done by GA are shorter than those done by others. On the contrary, those done by TS is longer than 
those done by  other s in all cases. For the total ser vice ti me show n in Table 1, when the best algor ithm is TS, LR 
becomes best algorithm in Table 4. When the best algorithm is LR or GA, GA becomes best algorithms in Table 4. The 
service times for the mega-containership depend on the terminal layout. It takes around 25 to 30 hours in the linear type, 
around 16 to 19 hours in the indented type. This reason is that there is the difference between the number of quay cranes 
assigned to the mega-containership in the linear type and indented type. 

 
 

7.  CONC LUSIONS 
 
The port where the mega-containerships ca ll, play s an i mportant r ole in  the connect ion between a r elevant shi p a nd 
others. This p aper addresses the stor age planning problem of tr ansshipment conta iners which a container s which are 
dealt with at the mega-port, and suggests a solution procedure. The contribution of this paper to the literature is that we 
consider the stor age pr oblem at the ter minal wher e the mega-containership calls under  a container  f low whic h is 
different from the previous research, and compare the a lgorithm by pr evious r esearch with the a lgorithm by meta-
heuristics: genetic algor ithm (GA) and tabu  search (TS). We obtain t he total ser vice time for the mega-containership 
and feeder ships as the ob jective function from the sub-gradient method by using la grangian relaxation (LR), GA and  
TS, and the se rvice time for only mega-containership, simultaneously. As the r esults from the numerical experiments, 
the earlier the mega-containership arrives after most of feeder ships arr ive, the better  the solutio ns obtained by LR. I f 
the mega-containership arrives after a half of feeder ships arrive, TS is better than ot hers in the linear type, GA is better 
than others in the indented ty pe. Best algor ithm depends on the ar rival time of the mega- containership or the terminal 
layout. Fr om the ser vice ti me for  the mega-containership, GA is bet ter than other s i n most of cas es. Our  pr oposed 
algorithm in this paper will be able to modify the model and use that, in order to consider more realistic situation near 
future. 
 
 

Table 3. Gap (%) between lower bound and objective function value of feasible solution 

AM-1 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Increasing. LR GA TS Increasing. 

1 hour  0.00  0.23 0.10 LR<TS<GA 3. 03 2.90 2.94 GA<TS<LR 
2 hours  7.10  6.43 6.40 TS<GA<LR 42. 29 41.12 41.06 TS<GA<LR 
3 hours 44.31  43.03 42.92 TS<GA<LR 236. 67 232.95 232.67 TS<GA<LR 

AM-2 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Increasing. LR GA TS Increasing. 

1 hour  0.00  0.21 0.07 LR<TS<GA 0. 00 0.04 0.10 LR<GA<TS 
2 hours  0.00  0.16 0.06 LR<TS<GA 1. 27 1.26 1.26 GA,TS<LR 
3 hours 0.12  0.21 0.18 LR<TS<GA 4. 44 4.33 4.34 GA<TS<LR 

AM-3 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indented type 
LR GA  TS Increasing. LR GA TS Increasing. 

1 hour  0.00  0.17 0.06 LR<TS<GA 0. 00 0.04 0.08 LR<GA<TS 
2 hours  0.00  0.12 0.04 LR<TS<GA 0. 00 0.03 0.05 LR<GA<TS 
3 hours 0.00  0.10 0.03 LR<TS<GA 0. 00 0.02 0.03 LR<GA<TS 

* CTFL means completion time for feeders’ unloading 
Table 4  Service time for mega-containership (average value among all cases (hours)) 

AM-1 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indent type 
LR GA  TS Best LR GA TS Best 

1 hour  25.5  25.3 28.6 GA 16.7 16.6  17.8  GA 
2 hours  25.8  26.4 28.4 LR 16.7 17.6  19.0  LR 
3 hours 26.8  27.5 28.9 LR 16.7 17.3  18.9  LR 

AM-2 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indent type 
LR GA  TS Best LR GA TS Best 

1 hour  25.5  25.2 28.6 GA 16.6 16.5  18.3  GA 
2 hours  25.5  25.3 28.7 GA 16.7 16.6  18.2  GA 
3 hours 25.5  25.4 28.8 GA 16.7 16.6  19.1  GA 

AM-3 

Average interval of 
CTFU 

Linear type Indent type 
LR GA  TS Best LR GA TS Best 

1 hour  25.5  25.2 29.0 GA 16.6 16.5  18.5  GA 
2 hours  25.5  25.2 29.5 GA 16.6 16.5  18.3  GA 
3 hours 25.5  25.2 28.0 GA 16.6 16.5  18.7  GA 

* CTFL means completion time for feeders’ unloading 
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Abstract: We consider the application of data mining techniques for gaining insight into processes and problems of 
container handling. C ontainer t erminals pe rform sim ilar f unctions, b ut t he processes, t echnology, an d l abor 
requirements differ at each terminal. Therefore, terminals are faced with different bottlenecks. Due to the complexity of 
terminal operations it is di fficult to identify bottlenecks within a pr ocess. The large amount of transaction data and the 
large number of potential, interdependent factors make an analysis challenging. However, having a large database is a 
prerequisite for using p romising an d wel l e stablished data m ining m ethods, s uch as  decision t rees, neural net works, 
support vector machines, or association rule analysis in order to derive knowledge from data. Data mining methods and 
algorithms are useful for analysing current data reflecting current processes, identifying problems, interpreting solutions 
as well as  for forecasting. For example, forecasting t he movements of full and em pty containers on a terminal-wise, 
regional or even more aggregated level can be helpful for equipment planning purposes, since for l iner operators the 
empty container repositioning problem is a very  important issue. Simple decision trees can  help to interpret data and 
identify cause s for inefficiently  p erformed pro cesses (e.g ., abno rmal h igh tru ck dwell ti mes wi thin a term inal). 
Although th ere is a lo t of scien tific litera ture on  eith er co ntainer l ogistics o r d ata mining, t here are on ly a very few 
publications which combine both research fields. This paper aims at initiating further research in this fruitful field by 
discussing possibilities fo r ap plying data mining tech niques for so lving con tainer handling prob lems an d su pporting 
decision makers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The last decade saw a considerable growth in worldwide container transportation and with it an ind ispensable need for 
optimization. Even with shrinki ng capacity utilization t he terminal operations have to be  cost optimal to face severe 
competition on in ternational markets. In addition complexity of harbour operations is ri sing due to  new requirements 
(security) an d value a dded l ogistic servi ces. Phy sical t erminal l ayout, c ontainer handling t echnologies an d o peration 
software have to be jointly optimized. Due to their complexity the decomposition of planning and scheduling problems 
is a wel l-known t echnique to m ake t hese pr oblems t ractable. The resulting dependable su b problems were o ften 
optimized and  managed using different pl anning sy stems (M eier an d Schumann 2 007). (Stahlbock an d V oß 2 007) 
identifies the need of integration of different planning approaches and tools. Latest at run t ime planning systems are 
jointly embedded in a Term inal Operation System (TOS) an d cooperatively run the terminal. This paper introduces a 
generic framework for p re ante t est o f t erminal ope ration s oftware c omponents i n a f ramework which i ncludes a  
physical simulation engine and virtual reality visualization. 

2. TERMINAL OPERATIONS AND OPTIMIZATION 

Optimization m ethods for c ontainer t erminals are well anal ysed a nd described t oday (St ahlbock and Voß 2007). 
Simulation is an usual approach to evaluate and to select algorithms or heuristics for operation planning. Port simulation 
tools are available on the market and are established methods to optimize terminal operation (Cantrella, Cartenì, and de 
Luca 2005). By using agent platforms several researchers have also analysed the required joint application of different 
operation p olicies for subsystems (Henese y, Davi dsson, and Persson 2 008) an d t he coordination o f i nterdependent 
planning system s. Ter minal Op eration Syst ems (TOS) i ntegrate operative p lanning m echanisms in  a jo int operative 
software system. The efficie ncy of th e t erminal and t he p ower of a  T OS a re depending on t he c ooperation o f the 
combined planning systems ( yard, c rane, berth, ATV movements etc.). TOS system  provide r and us er need tools to 
analyse t he co mbined usa ge of di fferent planning sy stems w ith resp ect to  t he act ual port situ ation as id entified by 
(Stahlbock and Voß 2007). Therefore performance analysis of a TOS has to be done in the context of the terminal it is 
intended for.  

The company TBA has developed a  methodology using advanced simulation models t o t est a TOS before i t i s 
actually deployed . This helps users to select and to verify its functionality. Approaches like from TBA help to evaluate 
the TO S as a complex soft ware sy stem. A fl exible way t o ex periment wi th di fferent planning he uristics and t heir 
cooperation is missing. Agent based simulation approaches have the power to evaluate the different optimization and 
planning mechanisms (Henesey, Davidsson, and Persson 20 08)(Henesey 2006). Approaches like (Franz, Stefan Vo ss, 
and Rö lke 2007) add itionally in tegrate market aspects.  The deployment, i ntegration and joined analysis of  di fferent 
planning mechanisms for productive usage inside a TOS-System cannot be analysed by existing agent systems because 
of the different system architectures and missing integration in the usage environment. Today industrial simulation tools 
like Flexsim (http://www.flexsim.com/) provide 3D rendering as a standard functionality. Compared to 3D visualisation 
Virtual Reality allo ws a b etter immersio n of th e user. Interactive and  imm ersive presentation of t he port m odel 
improves understanding a nd better space re cognition (Rya n 200 1). VR technology nee ds an efficient  authori ng a nd 
modelling process chain to keep costs low.  
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3. VIRTUAL TESTBED FOR TERMINAL OPERATION SYSTEMS TERMINAL 
OPERATIONS 

vTOS will be a TOS test bed within the terminal simulation environment Virtual Port which will be introduced in this 
contribution. Virtual Port is a generic environment to integrate terminal operation software, physical simulation engines 
and immersive real time virtual reality visualization. vTOS is an open and generic framework of a TOS th at allows the 
integration of different p lanning m echanisms to  ev aluate their coo peration and  i nteroperability in  a produ ction n ear 
software system. 

The arc hitecture of the generic fram ework is sketche d i n fi gure 1. Int erfaces link te rminal operation software, 
physical sim ulation e ngines and vi rtual reality visualization. T he framework provides loose syste m coupling for 
synchronous a nd a synchronous si mulation an d demonstration. vT OS i s t he platform basi s f or t he vi rtual a nd 
experimental term inal operat ing sy stem. As already m entioned a sim ulation s oftware (nam ed SIM ) and a Virtual 
Reality system (named VIS) is added to this scenario. The vTOS-DB stores the data required for the port operation. The 
interface between the vTOS and SIM is a service based equivalent to the real interfaces of a TOS to its operative entities 
(ATV, Bridges, etc.). The SIM is implemented by Plant Simulation from Siemens and provides a physical simulation of 
all port operations. Behaviour of ATV or manually operated transportation systems are implemented within this system. 

We added a s ervice based interface (Jammes and Sm it 2005) to  Plant Si mulation which is alike real services to 
address and to communicate with the terminal operation systems. 

 
Figure 1. vTOS Architecture 

 
The physical movements of all entities are logged in a database names SIM-VIS-DB. This database can be read for 

synchronous of asy nchronous v isualization b y VIZ a 3D v irtual reality m odel and  rendering system. Syn chronous 
visualization allows interaction with the user to manipulate the behaviour of the entities. This information has impact on 
the model simulated within SIM. Asynchronous visualization allows rewind, slow down and fast forward the time line 
for detailed inspection.  

Each object within SIM has a 3D model which is in the Database to be loaded, visualized and moved by VIZ. For 
the Virtual Reality ren dering the Xinth3D engine is u sed. For each simulation cycle an  update of the positions of all 
entities are load ed from th e d atabase an d the traj ectories for all m ovements are calcu lated.The use of th e Xinth3D 
engine provides significant higher performance, 3D stereo rendering and better quality the visualization module within 
Plant Simulation. 

The framework can be used for evaluation, simulation, verification and – due  to its 3D virtual reality interface – 
for t raining a nd ed ucation. T his has al ready been done f or planning sy stems for berth al location, ATV a nd b ridge 
scheduling as a proof of concept with the Jade Weser Port which i s under construction at  Wilhelmshaven, Germany 
(http://www.jadeweserport.com/). The concept is evaluated by implementing and testing methods for berth allocation, 
crane scheduling, vehicle dispatching, a storage location. For berth allocation the simulated annealing concepts of (Kim 
and M oon 2003) an d of Guan a nd C heung i n ( Günther an d Ki m 20 05) by  t ree s earch a nd pai r exc hange a re 
implemented. For Crane Scheduling the branch and bound method of (Peterkofsky and Daganzo 1990) and the spacial 
constraints m ethod of ( Zhu and Li m 20 04) a re i mplemented. F or vehicle di spatching t he e volutionary al gorithms 
described in (Böse et. al. 2000) is used. For Yard Planning (Storage Location Problem) the approach of (Zhang et. al. 
2003)  is implemented. vTOS is able to apply and exchange this methods for evaluation for a specific terminal. 
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4. SERVICE INTEGRATION 

As a generic platform vTOS offers an interface to embed planning tools and uses a service based interface (Bieberstein 
2008) to the terminal operation entities simulated by objects in Plant Simulation.  

Plant Sim ulation is an object orien ted even t driven (Banks 2005) si mulation t ool and serv ice requests are 
dispatched to t he objects. Local in telligence (e.g. for routing of a Van Carrier done by the driver) is m odeled with the 
class (defining the Van Carrier behavior and physical parameters) in Plant Simulation.  

The Communication between the vTOS and the Simulation tool is implemented by a set of messages transported 
by two communication channels (sockets). The messages from TOS to the terminal are 
1. VC Container Movement: [TaskID, ID, VC ID, Origin, Destination, ContainerID] 

Message to (Van) Carrier etc. to move container. Location can be on train, truck, dock or yard.  
2. Ship Movement: [TaskID, ID, ShipID, Length, Destination] 

Destination is the geoinformation of the bow of  the vessel. 
3. Train Movment: [TaskID, ID, TrainID, Length, Destination] 

Length is the number of wagons  
4. PlantsSimulation Control: [TaskID, ID, Event] 

This is the only message which is no transport task.  Main events are stop and reset.  
5. Container bridge-Crane Movement: [TaskID, ID, CranID, Destination] 
6. Container bridge-Container Movement: [TaskID, ID, CraneID, Type, Destination, ContainerID] 

Loading/unloading operation 
7. Transtainer – Movement: [TaskID, ID, TranstainerID, Destination] 

Like container bridges the transtainer will be ordered at a specific position at the train rails. 
 
Additional there are messages for the back channel and for new tasks to be planned.   

At SIM (Plant Simulation) a method receives the messages and dispatches them to the target objects representing a 
dedicated entity. The objects/entities handle their job autonomous, tracing their movements in th e SIM-VSD-database 
and return status information to vTOS.  

The representation is quite static and the user is not able to get an impression about space, vehicle speed etc. 
Additionally an interaction with entities would be more natural with its 3D representation. Therefore the traces of all 
entities movements are captured and can be read by the VIS component for VR representation. 

During runtime the 3D engine accesses the traces stored in the SIM-VIS-DB synchronously (using system time) or 
asynchronously. The synchronous mode allows interaction with the system which will go back the way to the vTOS if 
necessary. The  asynchronous  mode allows a better analys is over tim e (rewind, fast forward, etc.). T he data schema  
model of t he SIM-VIS-DB is depi cted i n Fi gure 2. Seven m ain dat abase t ables store t he i nformation ab out the 
infrastructure, and all moving entities in addition to path information generated by the behaviour of the entities in SIM.  
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Figure 2. SIM-VIS-DB Schema as Entity Relationship Model 

 
 
The hole system can be used locally or being transported for onsite review, analysis and demonstration. Due to its 

modularity t he SI N-VIS-DB and re ndering engines ca n al so be used t o vi sualize t he container t erminal i n a m ore 
immersive e nvironment (ca ve or a  si mulation center a s operated b y our p artner un iversity of ap plied Scien ce in 
Elsfleth).  

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

With virtual port a versatile si mulation env ironment is d eveloped t hat allo ws t he integ ration an d joint an alysis of 
different planning tools to build/ configure an optimal Terminal Operation System, to  test and to ev aluate TOS for a 
dedicated terminal and t o evaluate a nd optim ize Termin al infrastructure. Latter as an exte nsion a nd potential 
verification method to dedicated analytical or simulative evaluation tools (Stahlbock and Voß 2007).  

For ev aluation of t his app roach t he Jade Weser Port, Germany is simu lated and  t he setup is used to ex amine 
minimization of retention period for ship, optimization of loading and unloading, berth allocation and resource usage. 
We analyzed the system on its abilities to react on unforeseen events like arrival time delays or mechanical failures of 
operation entities.  

Using a C OTS e vent driven simulation t ool re duced i mplementation ef forts an d provide a  hi ghly ca pable 
simulation environment. With a complex terminal the system was at the edge of its capabilities but managed the model 
complexity. The VR visualization module is easy to configure and to set up and improves understanding and interaction 
of the system under examination. 
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Abstract: In order to improve the service for a ship owners and a trucker, the container seaport operators are trying to 
reduce the time of loading operation of export containers and the waiting time of container trucks. The storage location 
of export containers is decided so as to m inimize the travel time of yard cranes in loading operation. The waiting time 
of trucks, which is dependent on the truck sequencing is affected by the travel time of yard crane in retrieving operation. 
From the yard crane’s operational point of view, they are highly interdependent. Storage location of export containers 
has to balance the loading operation time and waiting time of container trucks. However, truck sequencing and storage 
location of t he cor responding ex port c ontainer have be en st udied sep arately. The refore, t his st udy deal s wi th t he 
integrated truck sequencing and location of export containers problem in a c ontainer terminal. This paper proposed a 
mixed integer programming model handling truck sequencing and storage location of export containers as a whole. The 
objective of this m odel is to reduce travel t ime of yard crane during loading operation and waiting  time of container 
trucks during retrieving operation. Also, we develop the heuristic algorithm for sequencing and location problem to real 
world ad aption. A nu merical ex ample is  p rovided to  i llustrate th e so lution pro cedure. We co mpare th e heuristic 
algorithm with  th e op timum model in  ter ms o f t he co mputation tim es and t otal weigh ted tim e. Fo r th e sen sitivity 
analysis of configuration of storage and time weight, a variety of scenarios are experimented. 
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Abstract: Historically, alm ost all g oods tran sported worldwide have be en carried by sea with the current estimate 
stands at approximately 90 percent by volume and 70 percent by worth. Maritime industry is an  important economic 
sector as it has a direct im pact on t he prosperity of a re gion a nd/or ci ty. We p resent a revi ew o n maritime t rade 
evolution in Asia fro m th e th irteenth cen turies to th e post-World War II, followed b y an ex amination on th e 
contemporary d evelopment of so me major Asia po rts. From the ex tant p ort literatu re, a list o f factors affectin g port 
competition and  development is i dentified an d reviewed. We then discuss fu ture tren d, ch allenges an d opportunities 
facing the Asia maritime trade industry. 
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